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It seemed to us that we had Deen sitting since many hours in

the hospital corridor, on the hard bench next to the Nurses' Station,

anxiously looking tov/ards the door leading to Chaim's room. At

last we saw the door being opened. V/e saw the senior Station doctor

and his assistant leave the room. In their wake came the Head Nurse.

She was followed by a Student Nurse wheeling the medicine cart.

The Head Nurse and the two physicians turned into our direction.

Two weeks ago, when we had Chaim hospitalized , we agreed among

ourselves, his nearest friends, that one of us was to be with him

at least during the hours of the day. This morning, as far as I

can remember, had been the first time since he had been hospitalized

that all five us had assembled at his bedside. For Rinat, who had

spent the entLre Friday morning with Chaim, had around noon alarmed

US four other friends that Chaim had taken "a sudden turn for the

worse", aid that the Nurse had advised her to "inform the family".

ii

Walking towards us, the Head Nurse looked into our direction

and slowly but sllghtly nodded her head«

She, the bearded doctor and his assistant stood in front of

US. Both the doctors wore kippas, I noticed, We stood up.

"He has passed away", the doctor said, with a tinge of feeling

in his low voice. "I am sorry - but his hea^-t had sustained far

too much damage. Tt may console you that he had a peaceful end.

Also throughout the last two weeks he did not suffer any discomfort,

My sincere condolences. Please, contact the Administration Office

for the necessary arrangements"

.

"Can we see him once more ?", asked Carol.

"By all means", the doctor replied* "The Head Nurse will

accompany you".

He signalled the Head Nur-se who had gone to the Nurses' Station.

She came back and we followed her into Chaim' s single-bed room.

The Head Nurse remained near the door. We approached the bed.

The pink bedsheet had been drawn over Chaim' s head. We saw his

thin body outlined underneath the sheet. I lifted the sheet from

his face. His face was flushed. His eyes were open, as if he vas
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contemplatiag the ceiling. HLs eyeballs trembled slightly. With

both my index fingers I gently drew down bis eyelids. He looked

indeed at peace.

For a few mlnutes we stood silently around bis bed. I do not

know what the others were thinking during these minutes. I prayed

inside me , that bis soul may at last and finally have found tbe

peace be had craved all bis life.

T replaced tbe bedsbeet over Chaim's face, We left the room

tbrougb the door tbe Nurse had opened.

We descended the stairs to the Administration Offices.

There we had to walt for more than one hour until all the

formalities had been taken care of. Again we had to spend the time

seated on a bard bench. Each of us could relax now in bis or her

sorrows and memijries. Rinat aid Asber were crying into their

bandkerchiefs. Carol leaned her head on Avner's Shoulder while

tears were running down to her chin. Avner tried to hide bis

foelings behind the stony expression on bis face, I stood up, and

facing a window nearby, unsuccessfully attempted to control my tears.

We were justified in our sorrow. We had lost a good friend.

Yes, Chaim had been a very good friend to each of us.. He had been

a very unusual personality. I cannot remember bim ever making a

demaid of us - but he sensed whenever he could be helpful or useful

to any of us. Tnstinctively he was helpful with the right words;

and spontaneously useful with the most appropriate gesture. He

was always ready with bis wise counsel - whenever asked for bis

ad vice. We all had gained from bis friendship. In some way or

other the life - or better said the attitude to life - of each one

of US had been greatly influeaced by Chaim.
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I had known Chaim since about ten yea-s. Soon after Ka^e and

I had taken up residence in Jerusalem, we had been invited to a

Friday Evening Dinner in the hoase of an American family we had

known long before we had immigrated into Israel. Besides us, the

guesLS were made up of three couples and a Single man, The latter,

we learned - after we had greeted those of the guest we knew and

had been introduced to those we did not know before - was a sculptor

with the name of Chaim Rosenblatt. Kate and I tried to exchange

some words with the sculptor while we stood around with our pre-

dinner Cocktails in our hands - but we were not successful. The

tall, thin, grey-haired, balding, slightly bent man appeared dour,

withdra'vn, depressed. We noticed that none of the other guests

was more successful. He seemed disinterested in maintaining a

sustained conversation.

In due course - on the invitation of our hostess - we all sa*:

dowi at the table. After our host had welcomed the Shabath with

a Kiddush, and before dinner was served, he rose; took a few steps

away; collected his three children - two daughters and son - around

him; and, placing his hands on their heads, blessed them in the

traditional jewish way. This ceremony recalled in me some nostalgic

memories - and l became aware of a certain sense of guilt. However,

I could not for long indulge in these thoughts. While the other

guests at the table had turned and watched with interest the father

- the heads of his children leaning against his ehest, murmur in

a low voice some loving words in addition to the blessings - my

attention was attracted by the man I have mentioned, Chaim

Rosenblatt, who was seated opposite me. The sad expression into

which his face had appeared fixed, had taken on an even deeper

sadness. Even the furrows on his forehad and around his eyes appear

^o have deepened. It was more than sadness. I cannot remember

ever having seen such a mixtu:'e of hopeless desperation; deep

sadness; controlled pain on a person's face. I do not mean the

tears glistering in his eyes, enlarged by th3 thick glasses of his

soectacles. Nor do I mean the tightening of his lips. It was a

total change of his face into a desperate, pained sorrowfulness.



After a few seconds the man 's expression changed. There was now

somei-.hing like a firm daterraination added; a determined expression

had hardened in his face. He straightened up in his chair. He

looked towards the window. His lips were compressed. His opened

and closed his fists.

I am afraid I must have been judged a bore by my neighbours

at table; for I replied with a few short words whenever they tried

to involve me in a conversation. All throjgh the meal I kept

watching, as discreetly as I could manage, the man seated opposite

me. I cainot explain e/en now what had attracted my total attention.

It would be wrong to say that I was fascinated or curious. If

pressed for an explanation I might agree to say, that somethlng

in ine vibrated along with the psychological upheav^al I sensed in

the man sea-,ed opposite me. He too hardly spoice to his neighbours

at table. Mechanically he ate of the food he found on his plate.

The determined look never left his face.

When the dinner was over and we had risen fcom the table, I

tried again to start a conversation with Chaim Rosenblatt. I was

determined not to be repulsed. However, it was less difficult -

and certainly more interesting - than I had anticipated. But our

conversation did not dissipate the feeling of worry, nor the sense

of apprehension, about this maa which had filled me all evening.

I tried but could not explain to myself why I was reacting in this

manner.

•
When the evening was over and we were about to leave the

hospitable family, the explanation dawned on me that my attitude

towards my new acquaintance - whi-h had more than puzzled me - was

due to my inner certainty, that the latter had decided to commit

suicide. At that moment, and still to this day, I do not know

what had induced me to form such an idea. But at that moment, when

we stood on the threshold of the apartment, I knew within me that

I should not let him remain alone with his thoughts; that I should

not allow him, in his actual mood, to return home on his own. In

a few words I explained to Kate, that after bringing her home I

would have to leave again, because it was necessary that I spend

some more time with Chaim Rosenblatt. Kate did not ask for any

further explanation. She understood. Without the use of many words

I had communicated my suspicion and fear to her.

*'Mr. Rosenblatt", I then proposjed :o my new acquaintance. "I



was very interested in what you have told Me about your view of

the artist's place Li modern society. I think we have mach to teil

each other. Would you mind if we continue cur conversatioi now,

thls evening ? We can do so in my hoase or in any other place of

your choice ?"

"First of all you must call me Chaim. Second, I would certainly

not mind continuing our conversation. However, I prefer that we

do so .rfhile taking a walk; or while seated on some bench aaywhere

but in a closed-in environ.nent. The night, the temperature and

the air are invitlng such an arraigement".

»

»

We accompanied Kate home. For three hours Chaim and I walked

along the streets of Jerusalem. I'/hen tired we sat on benches at

bus stops or in parks. I sensed I had been justified in thinking

that Chaim had been afraid of being alone that night - afraid of

himself. After some initial hesitation Chaim conceded that my

Intuition had been right: that he had indeed plaaned to end his

life that night. Having confessed this, he was willing to explain

the reasoQ, that is to say to teil me his life story. What was

missing in the story which he told me that night and on other

occasions, was later completed by Rinat and Asher, and by Carol

and Avner.

Moshe Rosenblatt, Chaim' s father, had been a Rabbi, the head

of a Yeshiva, in Drohobycz, a small town in Poland. In the beginning

of the war, soon after the gennan troups had invaded Poland, the

Rabbi, along with most of the pupils in his Yeshiva, had been killed

in one of the regularly occurring "actions" - as the willful killing

excursions of the local SS-Obersturmfuehrer and his Ukrainian helpers

were called.

Chaim was the oldest of four children - but not the one his

father lo/ed most. His father found Chaim not sufficiently dedicated

to his studies in the Yeshiva. Chaim preferred to paint flowers

on paper or wood to the study of the Scriptures. He liked to model

animals in clay more than he liked to study the Talmud. He could

carve wooden figures better than explain a midrash. Were it no:

for his mother's warm support of his artistic inclinations, Chaim

would not ha-^e looked back with so much pride and pleasure to his

vouth. He described his mother as the most complete person, and

the most perfect mother, he had ever known.

Like most other mothers of the unceasingly impoverished and
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daily reduced Jewish Community of his home town, his mother could

maintain the steadily lowered eco.noaic level of her family with

the assistance of relatives and friends. The small income Chaim

occasionally earned with his werk as a house painter and decorator

in the houses of some of the no less destitute families in the stetl,

was a great help to the family budget.

In spring of the year 1941, when Chaim was 15 years old, the

Nazis organized their final "action" in Drohobycz and surroundiags.

All the Jews who had survived until then were packed into cattle

Waggons. They were told that they were going to be transported

to a newly established settlement. When after a journey of over

48 hours, with many halts but without food or v^ater, the train came

again to a stop, those standiag near the barbed-wire-covered window

3lit announced that they could read ".he name "Auschwitz' on the

board facing the fain.

But this time the waggon doors were at last opened. The

captives faced rows of Ukrainiaa guards with dogs; of Nazi-soldiers

with guns; aad of SS-officers with whips.

With blows and kicks and shouts of "Raus ! Raus !
Schnell !

Schnell !" the arrivals were made to jump from the waggons and align

in a Wide, slowly forward moviag coluran.

In due course Chaim' s family - his mother and three siblings

- reached the head of the column, that is to say the point where

the group of SS4._ffice.rs stood; and where their leader, the SS-

Übersturm-fuehrer, with a movement of his head sent aged people;

sickly or weak looking people; all but the young and strong among

the women; as well as all the children without regard to their age

- to the right, and those fit for slave work to the left.

"How old are you ?", the SS-officer asked, pointing his whip

at Chaim.

"I am nineteen years old !"

Chaim was a well d3veloped and muscalar youth, and could easily

pass as a nineteen-years-old. To this day Chaim cannot understand

what made him exaggerate his age.

Chaim was made to join a group of men who had been arraigned

into the smaller, separate column to the left. After all the inmates

f the "Transport" had been processed in this way, Chaim never saw

his mother, his two sisters and his brother again. All the Jews



- Chaim's family included - who had been sent to the right, v/ere

at once 'exterminated ' • It was traly a miracle tha*: Chaim, fifteen

years old at that time, survived. For it was ai: that time the

Nazis' policy, that children, and adolescents below eighteen, were

not allowed to survive. Üf those above eighteen only the ones who

appeared stroag and fit were allowed to survive.

•

The colum which had formed to the left of the selecting SS-

Officer - made up of young and healthy appearing mea - was ordered

to move on. Nobody was allowed to retrieve the slngle suitcase

or bündle they had been allowed to bring with them..

''Your luggage will follow in a truck", they were told.

Armed guards - mostly elderly men who were apparently no more

fit for the battlefronts - led them; accompanied the-n; followed

them; and drove them on with shouts and kicks which were made more

effective by the gun barreis pushed into tha backs of the prisoners.

•

After a 5-km march they reached their destiny: Monowitz or

"Auschwitz-III",. as a signboard at the heavily guarded entrance

gate announced. Chaim and the other new-arrivals were sent to

Monowitz to work in the Rubber Factory, which the well-known German

concern I.G.Farben had erected in order to benefit from the cheap

labour the Nazi-machine could provide - and regularly replenish

- there. Due to the harsh, inhuman working conditions; and dua

to the insufficient food the prisoners received - the turn-over

of the labour force was great. Chaim and the other new arrivals

were to replace those who had perished in the last month or two.

Chaim was made to undress and put on a striped prisoa uniform.

He was shown the place in the factory whera he was going to work.

He was allotted a couple of planks in a ba-'rack on which to sleep.

He was given a bowl for his food, and spoon with which to eat his

food.

Chaim w^orked hard. He realized that his life depended on not

giving his supervising Kapo; and the Kapo-supervising SA-Wachtmann;

and the Wachtmann-supervising SS-man cause to be dissatisfled with

his work.

The evening hours, after the camp inmmates had passed the

V\ppell* and had been confined to their barracks tili the following

morning, were often very difficult to live through. It was not

pasy fo^^ him to make friends with the older men who had nothing
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to talk about excepl: the fate which awaited them once their were

classified as no more effective in their work - that is to say before

they were classified as "Muselmannen" and sent to be killed. And

he had even less in common with the younger men, whose conversation

revolved around the women they had knowa and the gourmet meals they

had ea'.en.

He found a Solution for his loneliness. He belonged to the

work-gang which handled the raw, still soft, rubber material before

it was formed into tires and galvanized. Disregarding all the strict

regulations, warnings and threats, he brought some of it 'home*

to the barrack. In the course of a few weeks he had accumula*:ed

a small bucketful of the soft, rubbery stuf f. Luckily he occupied

a top buiker-bed not far from the small barack-window; and thus

he had tili late at night sufficient light to model the rubber mass

into figures; into human and animal figures; into sets of human

and animal figures. It took many hours over many evenings to

sculpture one of these figures to his satisfactLon - and after that

he destroyed them and turned them back into an amorphous rubber

mass, which he filled back into the small bücket he kept hidden

next to his bunk.

t

t»T.

One night, deeply immersed in the figure he was modelling,

he failed to notice the SA-Man who had entered the barrack on a

surprise inspection. Nor did the group of his 'bed neighbours*

who stood around Chaim while he applied the last corrections to

the figure he had molded from the rubbery mass.

What is going on here ?". The rough ^/oice of the German

SA-man interrupted Chaim' s whispered description of the figure he

was delicately turning in his hands.

Chaim dropped the figure on the ground. He stood up. The

others fled to their bunks.

"What is going on here ?", the Nazi-mai repeated, "Pick up

what you have dropped just now".

Chaim bent dov/n. He lifted the figure from the floor and held

it in his trembling hands.

The SA-man took the figure from Chaim' s hands. It was the

figure of a dog.

"What does this mean", the Nazi bellowed.

"ThLs is Waldo, my spaaiel, whom I could not bring with me

and" - his voice turned to a whisper - "whom one of your men shot

dead".
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''Do you kaow what you have done, fellow ? You have stolen

material from the factory. You have boycotted the war efEort.

Do you Vnow that the penalty for this is death ? Do you uaderstand

what T Said V\ the man looked with surprise at Chaim. He appeared

to have expected Chaim to beg for mercy or to burst i'.nto tears.

With a resigned movement of his head Chaim acknowledged that

he had under'stood.

"Sho^N^ me the tools you have used for this sculpture ?''

Chaim showed him an iron nail; the broken-off handle of a soup

spoon; a sharpened flnger-long peace of wood.

"Where are the other figures you have made ?"

"There are no other s. Whenever I complete a figure I have

to destroy it so that I can use th:^ material again''.

The Nazi-man remained silent for a ^vhile. With a pensive

expression on his face he kept looking at the figure in hls hands.

"Come along with me'', he ordered Chaim; and turning around

he shouted into the barrack: "I dD not vant to hear a noise from

you others, or see any of you even raise his head .

§

Chaim, as ordered, went through the barrac< door, followed

by the SA-man who carried the figure of the dog in his hands. They

stood now in the moon-lit open are^ in which the prisoners had to

assemble every morning and eveaing to be counted. "This will be

most likely the last time I pass through here", Chaim thoaght.

He was surprised that he could think calmly; that he was not afraid

of dying.

"Follow me". The SA-man walked around the barrack and stopped

in the dark passage between this one and the next barrack.

"I should report you to the Camp Com-nandant . You surely know

this means the death sentence for you. But from the piece I have

In Tiy hands I can see that you are a talented artist. In peacetime

I am employed in an art shop in Breslau and can, therefore, form

an authoritative opinioa. It would be a pity to finish you off

at your age. What is your name ?"

"Chaim, Herr Wachtmeister. Chaim Rosenblatt".

"You are a Jew ? A Polish Jew ?"

"Jawohl, Herr Wachtmeister".

''How come you speak a passable german ?"

"I learned from my mother."

"Can you also work in wood or stone ?

"In wood, yes. I have never worked in stone".
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"Allright ! T shall think matters over, and decide later what

I am going to do, Here take the figure back and repair the damage

it has sustained by the fall. And do not destroy it. I shall fetch

it tomorrow evening and have it vulkanized. I shall bring yoa also

soma wood and some simple tools. Carve such dog heads for me, but

smaller oaes; not bigger than my band. This arrangement is strictly

between the two of as. If this leaks out you ^iU die a gruesome

death. I see you have understood. I think we shall work well

together. And ne^^er forget that you owe your life to my benevolence

and to my artistic comprehension".

He carefully placed the dog's head into Chaim's hands. He

gestured that Chaim return to tha barrack. He watched until Chaim

had safely entered ':he door.

Then he continued on his guard duty.

The following night the Wachtmann returaed with a small block

of wood, a carviig knife, a chisel, and a bag containiig a chunk

of bread, a piece of sausage and an apple.

In the course of the following months a mutually beneficial

collaboration developed between Chaim and the Nazi. Among the other

inmates of tha barrack he enjoyed now the reputation, that in case

of need they could call on his patroaage of the Nazi-man. These

friends he had now acquired, formed a protective circle around Chaim

when he worked on his carvings - and Chaim gladly shared with them

the food the Nazi brought with him on his daily "private" Visits

to the barrack.

At the end of that month Chaim could not carry on with his

work elther in the fa::tory or on his sculptures: while attanding

one of the /ulkanizing ovens some hot stuff had escaped from there

and had burned his right band. His Nazi friend was that morning,

fortunately, oa guard duty nearby. He took Charge of Chaim. He

had him transported to the Infirmary, the 'Krankenbau*, in the

central camp, the 'Hauptlager'. The Nazi told the Surgeon-on-Duty

,

a Jew from Berlin, that Chaim was much favonred by the Commaidant;

that the latter expected Chaim to be given special treatment and

attention.

Chaim was dischargad after three weeks. His band, though still

looking somewhat raw, functioned normally. He was not returned

to tha Monowitz Factory, however. His Nazi friend had not been

idle in the meantime. He appeared to have some influeace; or at
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east to ha/e had contacts wlth circles iri the camp who enjoyed the right

l^md of influence. Otherwise it was impossible i:o explain that Cnalm
was transferred to the "Kleider Kammer". This is the name of the barrack,
where the clothing whlch the pr isoners had been made to take off before
they were gassed; and where the clothes and other articles they had

b-^ought along in the Single suitcase thsy were allowed to carry with
them - were collected, cleaned, repaired, and organized in accordancB
Wlth the specific demands which arrived regalarly from Germany, the "home

front".

v-haim's Nazi protector in person acted as the guard vho brought

Chaim to the clothes depot. He handed hin over to the Kapo-in-charge

with the not too subtle hint - accompanied by a package of cigarettes

that Chaim enjoyed the special protection of the Camp Commandant.

Although Chaim knew quite well that this was a lie; and although he also

knew, that such a reputation was not likely to Tiake him looked at with

favour by the other prisoners - he decided to go along with the tale

the Na^i guard had spun; and enjoy whatever advantages this unearned

reputation migh;: bring forth.

The following day his Nazi protector returned , He brought Chaim

a set oP tools - far better in quality and much better suited thaa the

ones he had left behlnd - as well as a small lot of small wooden Squares.

And a snall enamelled silver crucifix. Aid a bigger than usual bag with

food: bread, a sausage, an apple, ai egg and a piece of cheese.

"I want you to concentrate on carving wooden crucifixes exactly

in size, form and shape as this metal one. They should be about tea

centimeter long and not more. I shall come to see you once or twice

a week and bring more wood and more food. I have squared your Kapo -

he will not mind if you are hiding there behind the cloth bales. He

will not say aaything. And he will not see anything. This will allow

you all the time you want. And ne/er forget to whom you owe your life

- aad this relatively luxarious one here in additioa"

"It was iadeed a relatively luxurious life. From then on I was

well fed", Chaim told me, "although I had to share the bag :if food the

Nazi brought along on every visit with the Kapo and the other prisoners

in the barrack. Bjt T could spend at least 4-5 hojrs every day in my

'Workshop' on the upper störe of the "Kleider Barracke". My working

pla^e, which I liked to call my "atelier", was made up of a small space

left between walls made of the bales filled wlth clothes. For six months

I worked diligently at the manufaction of che crucifixes". At this point

ii his tale I saw for the first -.ime a faint smile linger on Chaim 's

laze. **J^ produced about three of them every week. If ever you see a
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'^ODden crucifix on which the Jesus figure has no navel; or where one

or the big toes is anusually long, you laay conclude that it had been

produced in my snall atelier".

•

•
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For about half a year this arrangement fuac^-ioned without a hltch.

Although - oace he was outsld^ his barrack - he was exposed to the same

harsh life as all the other prisoaers, Chaim enjoyed a njiiber of small

Privileges vhich - to a ao small degree - made his life easier. This

was in partlcular due to the additional food le received, part of which

he regulär ly shared with the other prisoaers in the clothing depot; and

in part with those in the barrack who slept on the planks next to his.

Chaim 3 opei and easy conportment succeeded ii due course to dissipate

the initial mistrust which the visits of the Nazi guard; the extraordinary

Privileges the latter provided for Chaim; and the uiusual forebearaace

of their Kapo - had aroused among the other prisoaers.

'^Thay soon came to reali^ie, that they had ao cause to suspect or

to mistrust m:^. I can e/en say that most of them became my frieads now",

explaiaed Chaim.

t

During his stay in the 'Krankenbau', the hospital barrack, he had

also made a friend of Channa, one of the senior nurses. After his haad

had healed and ae was discharged, he brought her, and the doctor who

had attended him, each a small carving of a dog. He had fürt her reason

to be grateful to the doctor and the nurse, when ha was adnitted again

as a case of typhus.

"It was unavoidable that sooner or later you have to catch the typhus

viras", the doctor told him on the day he was discharged. "Inevitably

a place like yours - filled with old clothes and bales of hair cat off

the prisoaers' heads - will be swarming with lice. Fortunately, your's

was only a mild infectlon".

The doctor had registered aim as a "case of pneumonia". This saved

him from being sent straight away to the gas Chambers. For this was

the fate of the typhus patients wheaever a large nunber of these turned

up in the camp hospital. A.id there were large aumbers of typhus cases

nearly all tha time.

After his discharge he continued the routine which his illness had

interrapted.
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A year or so later a fundamental change occurred in Chaim s life:

hls SA-man failed Co turn up. Chaim ae/er foand out what had lappeaed

to the man. According to soine of the circulating rumours, the Nazi-man

'lad built up a large aumber of illegal businsss. He had bought up -

or confiscated - locally produced cigarettes and schnaps and had them

shlpped home to Germany. These - and not hls businass arrangei^ent with

Chaim - had bee.i the illegal activities which had aroused the envy of

his comrades. One ha 3 to conclude, that the SA-man had baen able to

hide the "art department" of his activities - which in the ayes of his

comrade-: was most likely far more dangerous to the fatherland than the

smuggling business - from his comrades aid superiors. It vas ramoured,

that the Commandait had been well aware of whdt had been going on - for

he regularly received a share of the quite large proflts. However, the

moment the private business arrangements of the SA-man vere uicovered

- the Conmandant had to act. He had to shov his displeasure. He had

to discipline the culprit. He had the business-minded SA-man seat to

the "^ussian Front. Chaim never heard from or abDUt him again.

Chaim continued to ca^-ve. With the figurines he continued to prodjce

he 'earned' some additioaal food; the necessary ^ood - and possibly also

a degree of protection - from one or the other of the guards. In this

way he could as well keep alive the goodwill of his Kapo; that of his

immediate overseers; and that of his Eellow prisoners.

t

"I stopped producing crucifixes", Chaim mentioned one day. "I began

to specialize oa a different produce: a small polished slab of wood with

3 bas-relief - that is a shallow elevated carving - of a Hakenkreuz,

a swastika. If you think I mist have loathed nyself for this, you are

mistaken. [f you think my fellow prisoners must have hated me for this,

you are mistaken. Everything was allright and acceptable and permitted

as long as it did not härm one 's fellow prisoners; as long as it brought

in an additional piece of bread; as long as it kept the cruelty of our

guards at bay; and as long as it contributed to one 's survival. Only

now can I afford to loathe myself; aid nost of my fellow prisoners will

st likely feel entitled now to hate me for what I have done.

"Do not think that all I have told you has to mean, that I had a

laxed an easy ILfe in the Camp. I got my füll share of the Nazi

n „.n'<5 and their ukranian help-mates' hatred for the Je.vs they had
berman a^^-^

• their sadistic grip. I was no less than all the other prisoners

. ^•r.-i^P'i bv their unceasing effort to whipe out the last vestiges of
victimi^t^'-^ ^j o

j-^nii-v I too got my share of physical and verbal abuse. I too
our Qlgn^^J

•

°
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was made to stand with the other prlsoners for hours on the Appell-Platz

in drivtng raln or freezing weather. T too was called out to witness

with the other prlsoners the punishment - abuses, beatlngs or hangln^s

"• glven to some unfortunate who had been caught having done somethlng

whlch displeased the Nazi hounds» Once we were made to witness the

hanging of a small boy« He was perhaps twelve years old. I do not know

how he had come into the camp« I do not remember how he was caught.

I have forgotte why he was hanged. I stood there and watched and cried

and hated. It took the child, hanging by hls neck from the gallow, about

half an hour to die,

It was hell - and for me more than you can ever imagine - as I

witnessed nearly every day a repetition of what I knew my mother and

siblings had experienced: people - Jews, Poles, Gipsies, I?ussians, but

mostly Jews - driven with whips to the death house; made to undress;

being asphyxiated in the gas Chamber; their bodles extracted with hooks;

their bodies biirned to ashes in one of the ovens. Every time such a

Selection" had taken place - often one such happened every day, as I

Said - we had to sort into categories the coats and dresses; the trousers

and shoes of those who had been killed. How many a time did I think

I recognized the overcoat my mother had been wearlng...,"

t

Over the first weeks and nionths of our acquaintance - and over the

years of our friendship - Chaim described to me in detail the cruelties

and executions he had to witness; the ever new tortures the Nazis - and

raore even the IPtcranians - invented; the slow extinction of the last hope

in the prlsoners»

Over the months and years I heard from Chaim heart-wrenching

descriptions of the sufferings of the prlsoners - Jews, Russians, Poles,

Gipsies and others - in the Auschwitz Camps. But I have no Intention

to add to the vast Holocaust literature already in existence - especially

"second-hand" so - as I have a totally difference purpose in what I am

writing here, ^^at I have described so far is only meant to serve as

the introductory background. I leave it to the thousands of still

surviving people with personal experiences - and better qualifications

- to describe what one creature of God is capable to do to other creatures

of God; to describe how much suffering and humilation a human being can

survive; and to describe what is left of and in a highly sensitive man

who has survived years of such suffering. For this reason I shall not

go into details. Nor do I mind if I am accused of not going sufficiently
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iato details. However, my Intention is, that ^hat I write in memory

of Chaim should be a iurmorial to Chaim. I pray t'iat I shall succeed.

•

t
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•

I have already mentloned the frlendshlp which, notwithstaading

Chaim's youthful age, had dev^loped between him and Channa, the hospital

nurse; aid between him and oae of the prlsoner-doctors. In a certain

sense the hospital personnel occupied - it would be ironi.c to use the

Word 'enjoyed' - a privileged positl.on, although the Nazi-doctors and

Nazi-nurses of the Camp Commaado - especially those invol/ed in the

ongoing expe.riments on Jewish and other pr isoners - were not far behind

the common SS-Detachment and the other Nazi guards in the rade, crude

aid degrading way with ^h.'.ch they treated the canp prisoners, Neither

were they any differeat in the way they deprived their former colleagues

of whatever human rights and dignity these latter thought they still

could Claim for themselves.

•

On one of his Visits to the hospital Channa took an unusual long

time in bandagi'ig the hand Chaim had hurt ^ith his carving tool. When

she feit sure that nobody could overhear her words, she pleaded - without

straightening up and in an urgent whisper:

"Chaim, I very badly need your help".

Chaim bent dowi as Lf watching what Channa was doing to his hand.

"An/thing I can do, Channa, I a^i ready to do", he replied, hardly

moving his lips.

Channa waated Chaim to help her hide her two chlldren, her son Avner

aged five, an' his sister Lena aged fi^ur.

Since three years Channa had been hlling the two children - for

a time in her barrack, and lately inside the hospital. Three years ago

all the Jews of her stetl in Poland had been ordered to appear at the

'Umschlags-platz^ the assembly point .sar the railway Station. The

famil^ - niade ap Channa, her husb-^nd Yizhak, her widowed sister-in-law

Rosa and the two children Avner anr^ Lena - was loaded with fifty other

oeople into oae of the cattle waggoas waiting at the Station. As hrd

be^n the Nazis' routine al. tha beginning of the war, the deported Jews

had been told that they were going to be sent to a new se'rtlement

•^m^where in the south. By thau tijne, however, Information about the

Mnd of camps to which the Jews were evacua'ied, had already filtered
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back to Poland. Channa and Rosa knew already, that transports like theirs

Bnr'.ed without fall in a for.ed-labour-camp. They /ere 'v^^ell aware of

what all thLs entailed, It had also become known, that small children

were not allowed to survive. During t'ielr long journey to Auschwitz

they heard these rumDurs :^jTiply confirined by the other men and women in

i heir crowded waggoa.

When the train reached the r-nrnpart of Auschwitz; aid the prisoners

were nade to hurry from their waggons; and were ordered to form into

a coluTin - Channa saw gua-totting Nazi-guards lead away - withou': waiting

for the Order of the SS-Officers - all mothers carryi^.ng small children

in their arms or leading such by their haids. Chania and her children

were saved fron an i:Tm3diate death, becau^^e Channa was hidiag Leia in

the bündle hanging from her Shoulder; and Rosa, the sisterin-law, had

hitlden A^^aer in the bündle she carried in her hand. All through the

journey Chama hdd warned her children of t.'ie ordeal they were going

to face. And wlth the help of a mild drug she had made sare, that thay

would not arouse any suspicion whil.3 in their uncomfor table hiding places

at the time they had to pass the controls. When Channa and Ro'ia declared

before the Nazi officers and doctors who ^/ere doing the "Selection**,

that they were profefssional nurses, they were nade to join the group

of suT'i'ivors. Bearded Yizhaq, Chaina's husbaad, who t:ied in vein to

supress his chronic cough, was pashed to the column destined to be marched

to the gas cheuiber.

The women *s wing of the Camp adopted 4vner and i^ena as their mascots.

A hiding place was r^ady for the two children. It had been vacated by

another waif - a girl of two years - whose mother too had succeeded to

smuggle her into the camp without being caught by t':e guards. However,

due to the mother 's carele:^saes, one of the ukrainian Militiamen had

Seen the child playing outside the barrack. The mother arid her baby

were at once executed.

Channa and Rosa learned how to manage the childn-n's security; how

to ca.re for- the children's daily needs; how to feed and dress and wash

the children wil:h the scarce means available to them; how to hide the

children day and night. They had learned cj be ready at the hour when

the -reg-ilar inspection of the bar-icks took place. They had l.earned

to be prepared wheae^/er tl;-ire was the danger, that t^.e barracks might

he suddenly entered by a Na>:'. gua:'d passing by outside the usaal hour

of inspection. They had learned to he ready, whenever they thought that

an unexpected visitor was approachia^. And they had learned to be

or-'^pared whenever a Vselection' was on the way.
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Also Avaer and Lena had soon learned to adapt l:o the circumstances.

They learned to react at once - and it did not take long bef.)re this

became an instinct - ti any apparent or even potential danger. They

learned to feel safest in the darkness. They l-',^arned to be satisfied

with the -nonotoiiDas and minimal food they w^r3 given to eat. When^ soon

after their a^rival, Channa was delailed as a nurse to the 'Krankeabau'

,

the hospital barrack, Rosa took over most of the responsibility for the

children. She fed and washed then. She talked to them. She taught

them to read and write. Tn the course of time their hide-out on the

top baak in the outer corner of the barra^k was no more safficient and

safe. The children had to hide ii a hole which Rosa and the \/omen had

patiently and cou'r-ageously dug for them underneath one of the corner

beds in the back )F the barrack, When for re isons nobody could explain

to Cham?. T^osa was pulled out from t'ie rows of women arraigneu outside

the barracks at roll-ciall time and sent to her death, the other wDmen

LH the ba:*rack - in the absea e of Channa - took over the children 's

Cd.re, They hid them daring the iaspections or wheae/er h camp guard

came aear the barrack.

•

Af .er this had baen going on for another year it proved mor- aad

more difficult and langerous to hide the ^hillren in the barrack. In

addition, many women objected i.o have a boy of Avner's age 1 i /e in such

initimate cjatact with them.

The Jewish do tor who was in Charge of the camp hospital, and

Cha:aa's nuurse colleagaes agroed to hide the children i.^side the

hospital.

A few aights later, whea the Camp's siren-^. went off in warning of

approa^hing allied airplanes, and all the lights had been ",urned off,

Channa su'ceeded to smjggle the chlldr-en from the barrack Lnto tli>»

hospital.-

"Was this not too risky ?", I asked Chaim. "^fter all, there must

i^^
- ^ b'^en a lot of traffic in that hjjspital; regulär checks; a large

s^aff; and a large turn'.ver of patients..."

"Th*-'- is trae, but everybody of üs had given up hope of e^er getting

out alive. Not oaly the (h^^repit people, the "Musulmans", were regularly

eassed, b it also apparently healthy p^^ople - and for no apparent rc^.^3on.

Somehow children ./ere to us the only hope of a tonorrow.

Channa Vs children were hidden ia a small room at t'ie rear end of
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the hospital bar.-Hck, behind the ward for typhas cases.

The Na>' '. guards never risked enter 1.03 that part of the hospit-iV,

Chaim explaln^d.

The Chi Idren spent their days and nijits ia a small walk-in capbo-u^d

behind a hardly .ussd window-less storerooa -xl: the end to barrack. They

spent most of their time with the peacil.i? ind paper Channa could scron ^ge

frooi the hospital. They endlessly copied t'u^ ILst of letters and words

from the card(>oard sheets with Cnanna coaTd provide for them. They

tirelessly redted the poems and rhymes Rosa had taught them; aid to

which Channa added ot'iers she in turn learned from the other women.

v^ith the small supply of wr;ol Channa and Rosa had beei abl'- to gather,

t'iey had learned to kni':, They knlt, and again unraveled vhat tli^^y had

knit, in orde to knit again the simple pati ern they knew to knit. In

betweea they play.i I with the primitive toys wh.lc'i s^-me of Cnanna^s frLends

in the barrack had nade fo ' 'r.\em.

'^(\>\i now I have to find another r-iT-ige for them", Cnanna whisp:-v^ed

to Chaim while ban-laging his band. "'They canajt: re^main in the hospital

any longor. For I fear also iiy own end has come. The other day the

amp Comnand-nt and his staff, accompanied by his dreadful Chief Medi^al

Officer, insj';) ted the hospital. They de id »d in our presence, that

the typh IS section will be closed; ail that henceforth all typhus pa": lE^nts

will have to be sent si aight away "for special dj..*^j03al". I fear, that

) if group of nurses - those of uvi ^/ao have looked af ter the typh :=: cases

- will become redundant and wi'l be eliminated too. You ar^ .-iiy *Kily

hope, Chaim".

n

t This wa.i "he first time Chaim learned oi* :he existence of Channa *s

^hilli'e^n. He did not hesitate. WltaDut first enquiring from the K-po

or the other prisoners; wü/oat realizing the dif ficul -. u^^ he was going

to face; an-"! ^'.thout being aware that he was ab »it to jeopardize his

and many others' l-\j't^ - he promised to orga^ize in the nb>::h8s* depot

a hidin- place f j-' "Channa *s children.

"What abou" th^» K ipo aid the other prisoners work^üg in the Kleider

Barracke ? '', ^ asked Chaim.

"He and the other pr :.soner-workers in the barraJ: did not object",

he told me. "Neither dVd tliey agree. They acted and behived as if they

had neii-'ier seen or heard anything unisüi'!. ""heir silent collabordtion

was e':sed by the bread, and ocoi.sionally some other rare foo-l, /»^hich

Cnan i-'
r.yjld send or bring from the h r^pital. Even if the Kap) aad t'ie



other prisoners had changed their minds and denounced iis, they too vsTould

*
f tm any case have beeen executed, along with me. They knew this .

•

Near a small v-/indow, and vvlth the help of a Stack of bales of clothes

and bags of human hair, Chaim built a "hide-out" for the chlldren. .^lere

the children spent all the hours of the day. At night they could move

around the darkened building; enjoy a simple wash facility; and use a

primitive tollet which Chaim emptied every morning,

Avner and Lena never gave Chaim any cause to regret what he was

doing for them, They had learned to be wost inconspicuous and to avoid

niaking even a minimum of noise. Chaim spent as much time with them as

he could manage. He even tried to supervise their reading and writing.

He taught them to play checkers with the simple figures and the primitive

checker-board he had made for them in a hurry. Many a day, when he could

not get additional food from other sources; or when he could not barter

one of his figures for some bread - he had to go hungry.

The typhus section of the hospital was indeed closed; but Ghanna

was not at the same time also eliminated - only about a year later.

One day a posse of armed guards appeared in the hospital. They marched

Channa and three other nurses, as well as three of the physicians, to

the death house where they were gassed.

•

The steady supply of food Channa had organized ceased. Nobody dared

to take the risk of being observed, caught - or reported.

But luck had intervened. The children could provide their own food.

Indirectly, of course.

"I kept the children busy", Chaim told me concluding this episode.

"All of a sudden I came to realize now the enormous responsibü ity Channa

had laid upon my Shoulders. But I was determined to see the day when

the children could leave the Camp alive. This gave content to my life

- which had become empty and not anymore worth caring for.

"I opened for them every few days one of the bales of clothing.

I showed them how to go through the pockets; how to check the seams of

every overcoat and jacket and trouser. Many of the Jewish prisoners

had hidden money or jewelry in their clothes in the last hours before

they had to present themselves at the dreaded 'Umschlagsplatz'. VJhen

they had hurriedly to undress in the anteroom of the gas Chamber for

the supposed 'cleaning shower', they had not had the chance - nor perhaps

reason - to remove what they had hidden. Indeed, the children 's search
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produced nearly every day some valuables: a ring or a watch here, some

banknotes or a gold piece there, I made Avner hide their treasure in

a safe place - hoping they might one day inake use of it •

That day did in fact coine.

•

t
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•

It was in October 1944. The personnel of the creinatoria - made

desperate by the evident hopelessness of their Situation; and made

reckless by the knowledge, that none of them would be allowed to remain

alive to teil of the horrors they had witnessed - had formed a 'Sonder-

Kommando* which one fateful day rose in revolt. It is not for me to

describe what went on and how it ended. There exists already mach

literatiire about this rare episode of the Holocaust. Chaim had been

vaguely aware of what was going to happen, for he had been asked whether

he was v,?illing to take part - and he had refused.

"I had to refuse, because I had taken upon myself the responsibility

for Channa's children. They would not have survived without me". Chaim

sounded apologetic. "However, it is not true that the people of the

crematoria revolted in the hope of saving their lives or of getting away.

They revolted because they despaired of ever getting free; because they

saw no hope anymore; because they had reached the end of their endurance.

I shared their pessimism, their prognosis, their desperation. Later

on I cursed myself for having been a coward - but I realize now I had

been unnecessarily harsh with myself".

•
Weighing the vague posslbility that this revolt or any other

opportunity might offer a chance for an escape, Chaim had kept a bündle

with warm clothing ready for Avner and Lena. When the revolt began,

he dressed the children in these clean and warm clothes. He told the

children, how to get out of the Camp. He instructed the children in

which direction to run. And he made the children hide on their bodies

raost of the easily disposable valuables they had collected from the

clothes of the gassed people.

And what was more important: he gave them precise and clear

instructions how to proceed once they were outside the gate.

"Run as fast and as long through the woods as your strength allows.

Sooner or later you will get out of this area teeming with concentration

camps and Nazis. You will sooner or later encounter a Polish peasant;

be it in his house in his village; be it outside his village working

• his field; be it attending his sheep on a pasture; be it when he is
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Walking along the highway; be it when he Is riding in his horse cart

along the road. Approach the Pole, Teil him that you have escaped from

Warshaw or better Lvov. Ask him that he should help you get to Drohobycz

where you want to join your family. Offer him one of your gold sovereigns

in payment and promise him, that he will get two more from your friends

in Drohobycz as soon as you reach there. There is no Pole alive, who

will not foroet his hatred for the Jews when he sees a gold coin in front

of his eyes.

"When you reach Drohobycz - in this or whatever other v^ay - contact

a certain Andreas Brasky. He was my best friend. I am certain he has

remained my friend. Teil him truthfully everything he wants to know.

He will help you - at least he will hide you until better times come

around«

"I made them memorize Andreas' address and where to find him".

As soon as it was dark, and while the shooting went on from all

sides - the searchliohts were off because the Sonder Commando had waited

for an air raid to rise in revolt - Chaim took the children into the

neighbourhood of the gate where he ran into a group of his own people.

In a few words he explained the Situation to their leader who promised

to get the children through the gate into the open.

The revolt failed as was to be expected. Most of the rebels v/ere

killed as was expected. A number of others were caught and tortured

to death, as was to be expected. Only few succeeded to escape - which

had been hoped for but had not at all been expected.

In the Camp nothing VNras heard from or about the two children. It

appears, that nobody even knew that they had escaped - neither those

among the prisoners who discussed the revolt; nor the Nazi Command which

had succeeded in suppressing the revolt. Those who had caught alive

were executed. And in revenge the Nazis killed also an additional great

number of the camp inmates who had not been directly involved. Chaim

asked around and learned, that there were no children among those caught

or executed. He learned also, that there had not been any enquiries

about how two children could have lived inside the Camps without the

Nazis' knowledge.
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When the Camps were liberated by the Russians and the Americans,

Chaim and other survivors landed in a Displaced Persons Camp somewhere

in Germany. fle requested the IRC, the International Red Cross, to search

for the v>^hereabouts of the children. Anver and Lena had indeed reached

Drohobycz, he learned, and his friend Andreas had been very helpful.

For a number of months he had kept the children hidden in the barn behind

his house. They had entrusted him with all the valuables they still

possessed - but in the end did not receive any of these back. All had

been used up to protect the lives of the children, the Pole wanted to

make the children believe. At war's end Andreas handed Avner and Lena

over to the American troups who placed the children in one of the

Displaced Persons' Camps in Germany. After some further search by the

I.R.C., Chaim was able to learn of their whereabouts. :{e was allowed

to join them in their D.P.Camp. However, the Red Cross Organization 's

prolonged search had failed to discover any surviving relatives of the

children. They were offered the choice between an orphanage in the United

States and their joining one of the clandestine transports to Palestine.

They did not hesitate: they preferred to live among Jews in Palestine.

•

Their clandestine transport landed safely in Palestine. They were

taken to a kibbuz at the shore of the Xinnereth Sea. There they were

received with great affection and iinderstanding. But they had great

difficulty to adjust to the normal life conditions into which they had

all of a sudden been transplanted. They could not overcome their fear

their mlstrust, and their defensive attitude. They had been too severely

affected by the mentality of the hunted. They could not forget the raany

days of hunger, danger and despair. But at the same time they were

ashamed of their envy - and no less were they also disturbed by their

resentment - that the Kibbuz people, who had received them with so much

kindness and love, had survived in relative peace and safety while their

own families had perished. They knew their judgement was faulty; but

they could not always control their thoughts - which started the vicious

circle of resentment and shame. Above all, they could not free themselves

of the indefinite feeling of guilt, of which they had first become aware

when they had arrived in the relative safety of Andreas' barn; and which
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had become greatly accentuated in the soclally relaxed environment of

the kibbuz. The Kibbuz psychologist tried to explain to the children

"" and from time to time also to some of the kibbuz meinbers - that they

had no reason to blame themselves for the death of their mother and aunt;

that they could not blame themselves for having left Chaim behind - but

he had not always, and if so not more than milcily, successful»

Also the other experts, which the Jewish Agency's rnedical and social

Services had made available for the many of the new arrivals who were

burdened with such kind of problems, tried their utmost to turn the two

children into socially adjusted individuals. The social workers, the

nurses, the teachers had learned, that the best method to bring about

a catharsis in the deeply traumatized Nazi victims - and innumerable

thousands of these had reached Israel - was to help them bring into the

open the painful experiences which crusted around their souls; to i^ake

them teil their life history; to iTiake them verbalize their anguish; to

inake them relive their sorrows and pains,

G ver the following years - to some degree at least - the various

psycho-therapeutic approaches did show success, Lena grew into an

apparently normal girl, She graduated with good marks from the High

School. She studied to be an accountant, She found well-paid employment

in the Haifa office of a South African business concern, A director

of this concern, on one of his regulär Visits to the by then established

and functioning State of Israel, feil in love with Lena« In due course

they were married - and they settled in Capetown«

i

To Avner it proved far tnore difficult to overcome his tendency of

concealing his sentiments and of calming the impact of his memories.

It took some years, much effort and great will-power, until he could

free himself of most of what the psychologist had explained to him was

his self-hatred and his wrenching fear that he might lose his control

and kill himself. He succeeded in the end, to get sufficiently adjusted

to, and to function in, the life and environment of which he had become

a part. He became less withdrawn. He taught himself to be less hostile

and suspicious, But his aggressiveness - mainly whenever he got involved

in conversations or discussions - gained very few friends. He studied

architecture at the Technion in Haifa. He passed first in the final

examinations and was offered a scholarship by the University of Los

Angeles.

From Los Angeles he returned with an enriched professional knowledge

and an enlarged experience. He returned from the States also with his
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wife Carol. He had been attracted to her because she vagiiely resembled

his mother - and also because he was iiiipressed by the above average

intelligence; the balanced character; and the no-nonsense attitude to

life of the blonde girl,

Carol had acquired a post-graduate degreo in Acient Philosophy and

History. She was a fervent Zionist. Avner and Carol had fallen in love

with each other and wanted to marry each other. Carol was willing to

marry Ghaiin - provided he refused the offer of ernploy.-Tient !ie had received

trom an architect's office in the U.S, and agreed to return to Israel

instead.

On their return to Israel they settled in Jerusalem, because Carol

had been offered a lectureship at the Hebrew University, Avner could

find employment in the bureau of one of the leading local architects.

•

•
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After this quick survey of the fate and development of the two

children, I sliall comolete now - i n no less quick a survey - Chaini*s

further fate and development. You will have to forego any lingerlng

desire to lea rn inore about Lena, Avner and Carol. You will in any case

find yourself face to face with the latter two for a long time to corae.

You will also have to be satisfied with what you have read so far about

Chaim's unusual fate. T shall not expand on my - all considered rather

cursory - description of his llfe in the Concentration Camp. Neither

do T think it will in any way be contributory , should I teil you more

of what I know of his life with Man ja in the States. This applies no

less also to the very significant role Avner and Lena played in his life

after he had come to Jerusalem. IJhat you have read so far; and what

is going to follow over the next few pages - I intend - as I have already

men tioned before - to be only a kind of prelude to my description of

a compa et, a circumscribed group of people's sinceree struggle for

enliahtenment '/hat I have written so far, I intend to be the background

against which Chaim's unusual personality and remarkable character come

into the right shape. And, finally, what you have heard so far, I intend

to lead to the main part of ;ny essay: that which I intend to be an

invitation to the reader, to partecipate in the ever ongoing and never

ans\vered complex of questions about man 's life, its purpose and outcome.

It did not take long - a month or two at the niost - and Chaim did

not feel as happy, as free and as relaxed in the long-wished-for freedom,

as he had expected. It is true, he told himself, tliere was no more the

unnerving fear; there was no more the constant threat; there were no

more the never ceasing humiliations - which had corroded his adolescent

years. ßut he could not overcone the increasing hopelessness; the

grinding hatred; the crushing depression - which kept growing in him;

which appeared to paralyze his \\^ill to plan his future; which left him

without the energy to act. Ile placed the blame for his State of mind

on the new environment in the Displaced Persons' Camp into which he had

been planged; on what he described to himself as a place made up of a

miserable, grabbing, complaining and whining mass of human beings without
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dlgnity and without self-respect. He feit repulsed - and at the same

time ashamed and guilty that he feit repulsed - by the bent, broken,

undernourished, prematurely aged survivors of the Concentration Cainps

who recited their woes; and exemplified their sufferings; and verbalized

in their lamentations their guilt for having survived; for not having

perished like their parents, their brothers and sisters, their children.

Chaim was happy wrien Avner and Lena left. He feit assured in the

knowledge, that they were goin-^ to live in a saner and healthier world.

He had never doiibted; had no tiiae even debated with hinself - his

reponsibility for the welfare of the children whose life, whose very

survival, Channa had entrusted to htm, But he was greatly relieved when

the responsibility for the future of the children was not going to be

added to the sense of guilt which he feit relentlessly growing up within

himself. He realized only too well, that he was becoming affected by

the sarne irrational, unjustified, psychopathic guilt-feelings which were

tormenting most of the inmates of the D.P.Gamp - but he could not

rational ize the guilt away.

Chaim lost all contact with the children after they had moved to

Israel, He had reason to believe, he assured himself, that they were

safe and well looked after • In raonients of depression, however, he accused

himself of cowardly believing this to be so.

His days - and he thought also his State of mental sanity - were

only made tolerable by the presence, the arguments - and the love of

Man ja, the czecho-slovakian girl he had befriended in the D.P.Camp.

Manja, three years older than Chaim, had been taken to Auschwitz along

with her parents and two younger sisters. She was the only one of her

family to survive. While in the Concentration Camp, Chaim had never

known her or of her - Manja had only been a number among the many

thousands of prisoners in the women's wing.

Manja did not want to go to Palestine. Nor did she want Chaim to

po to Palestine. She wanted to go to the States. She wanted Chaijn to

ao with her to the States. The 'Joint Distribution Comnittee', one of

the American Relief Associations which were so untiringly active in the

various Displaced Persons' Camps, discovered a relative of Maja 's father

in Mew York. This relative declared himself willing to support Manja

and Chaim once they had arrived on American soll.

With the help of the 'Joint' Chaim and Manja finally arrived in
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New York, where they found a warmer welcome than they had expected.

When Chalm's artistic talent was discovered, he was provided with a

SU 1 table education. Manja studted Accountancy and Chaim graduated from

the Arts College. Manja, who knew sufficient english already, landed

a pleasant office job. Chaim and Manja got married and established their

own small household. Their household was in due course increased by

two sons.

Manja had greatly changed already in the first weeks after their

arrival in New York. She had become a friendly and open person. She

made easily friends and took part in the social activities of her circle.

But Chaim had not changed. At least not rnuch. He had remained a

retiring, depressed, brooding individual. He avoided as much as he could

all the activities which a normal social life imposes. His employers

were very satisfied with, and impressed by, his v^rork. Mis co-workers

were very sympathetic and forthcoming. ilis wife and children were very

understanding and supportive.

His earnings as a Commercial Artist, and that of Manja 's as a

Chartered Account, provided them with a good income. It offered them

the opportunity to be accepted by, and to fit into their middle-class

environment. The older of the sons is today a physician; the second

an Insurance agent. Both of them are financially doing well. Both are

married and have built up their own families.

•

However, even the many years of such achievcement had not turned

Chaim into a happy person. He could not overcome the jnemory of what

he had experienced, seen and heard while confined to the Concentration

Camp. His pleasant family surroundings; his satisfying professional

life; the sympathy of the people he and Manja met and befriended - had

not that soothing influence on him which he and Manja had expected.

He never ceased to be overwhelmed whenever he recalled and relived the

enormity of the crime v>^hich the Nazis had committed. He feit crushed

whenever he reviewed the dimension of the Holocaust. He could not defeat

his self-to^menting urge to recall and to relive and to review his past.

In an attempt to expiate the guilt he feit about the comfortable life

he lived; about the many facilities he enjoyed; about the security he

was oranted now - he made his mind recall those who had not left the

camp alive; he made himself relive the terrible pains and sufferings

to which the inmates of the Concentration Camp had been exposed.

He was made to undergo group, and later individual psychotherapy

.

But he soon gave up attending the sessions. Over the years he got somehow
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adjusted to his world - at least to a degree which pennitted him to

function socially. His frightening nightmares ceased. He learned to

enjoy music, theater and his work,

"And still I could not forget", he told ine. "I painted in my free

time. In my art work I tried to restore my dignity. In the language

of my art I wanted to teil my new world of the life through which I had

passed and in which I had been dehumanized. This kept me on an even

keel. But I hurt when people laughed. T resented when people wore happy.

I had to restrain myself from cursing and complaining when I saw people

leave food on their plates".

Then came the day - some twelve years ago - when tragedy Struck

again.

Chaim had been in Washington to discuss in the Head Office of the

Postal Authorities details of a project his advertising Company had won,

when he received a message to return home immediately. A fire had

destroyed his house.

\\^en he arrived home he learned, that Manja had perished in the

fire.

•

Chaim lost all the inner support which had propped him up so far.

He saw in the tragedy he had to face further evidence, that he continued

to be persecuted by a hateful fate.

Chaim feit uprooted. Everything in his familiär surrounding mocked

him, spoofed him, threatened him. He decided he had to get away so as

not to embarrass his children and grandchildren by the threat of a

possible mental breakdown - and also because he did not want himself

to be further embarrassed by his caring family's efforts to soothe his

unsoothable pains.

He decided he had to get away from all which had become familiär

to him. He was mainly driven by the constricting fear that he might

become insane should he remain in what seemed to him a continuation of

his past. He decided he had to live in a place where nothing was familiär

to him; where nothing reminded him of the happiness which had been his

in the second stage of his life. He wanted to be in a new environment,

where nothing and nobody could attempt to put a bandaid on his pain by

making him partecipate in social activities. He wanted to live in a

place, where his human dignity could not again be violated. He decided,

he had to withdraw to a place where he had no responsibility towards

anybody alive.
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He came to the concluslori that only life in Israel would offer such

an environemnt. He had the right to expect - he reasoned with himself

and his sons - that this was the only country in the world where he would

not have to meet disguised Nazis or their followers. He knew, that many

victims of Nazidom had found a refuge in Israel; had been able to forget;

had succeeded in building a new life.

His sons and their wives, notwithstanding their fear that Ghaims's

sanity was in jeopardy - or possibly for this reason really and in

agreeinent with him that Israel might indeed restore his equilibrium -

consented to Chaim^s plan. They expected his absence to be of a limited

time only and hoped, that Chaim would return - after a year or two at

the most - rehabilitated and in balance again with his memories.

The sons promised to financially support their father while abroad.

Chaim made his faiiiily also promise, never to visit him in Israel

unless he asked for their visit. He promised to write regularly at least

once a month.

•

Next to Avner the only contact Chaim had in Israel were the Kovacs

in Jerusalem. They were a distantly related family of whose existence

iManja had learned from her New York relatives - they were cousins of

a Cousin of her father - with whom he and Manja had for some years kept

up an exchange of Rosh flashana Greeting Cards. On arrival in Israel

Chaim contacted the Kovac family. ün their advice he decided to settle

down in Jerusalem. With the Kovacs Vs help - and with the money the

Insurance Company had paid for his destroyed property in New York - he

bought a 3-room apartment in the Katamons. After that he hardly ever

visited the Kovacz family again - the husband was a minor official in

one of the Ministries - but he formed a warm friendship v>^ith their

dauQhter Rinat and her husband Asher. Perhaps it would be better to

say: at first he reluctantly accepted and tolerated - and after a short

while began to appreciate and enjoy - the attention and dedication, the

love and sympathy which Rinat and Asher had developed for their adopted

'uncle* •

He renewed also his association with Avner. This was facilitated

by the fact, that he and Carol too lived in Jerusalem. In the course

of time - imperceptibly at first and soon accepted as inevitable - their

former protective relationship was turning into a friendship. Although

it was still as difficult as in the past for him to get along with Avner,

It was apparent that Carol had a good , levelling, soothing influence

on him.
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In the course of time Asher and Rinat, Avner and Carol and I became

very good friends.

Regularly and without fall Chaim wrote his monthly letter to his

children in which he reported his continued wellbeing and acknowledged

the receipt of the monthly cheque his children had sent him. It was

a very generous allowance which permitted Chaim to live in comfort and

without ever experiencing the kind of financial shortcomings which might

have forced him to restrict his - from a financial point of view - rather

careless way of life.

In the environment Chaim had created for himself, he feit at ease.

He was unhindered by social obligations. He could now withdraw into

the Shell of the hermit-like life he had wanted to create for himself.

He hardly ever accepted invitations to other people's houses, Our meeting

at the dinner party I have described had indeed been a fortuitous event.

And he could at last enjoy what he wanted and could do best: express

himself in his sculptures.

I do not think that with the exception of Rinat and Asher, and of

Carol and Avner, anybody had ever been allowed to see his work, The

door to his atelier was constantly kept locked. V/henever he allowed

the cleaning woman to enter his atelier, she saw nothing but an empty

working bench.

He only rarely accepted my invitation to a cup of tea or a meal

in our house - and if so only under the condition that there were not

to be other guests present. This misanthropic attitude did not change

after I had become a widower and would have welcomed more of his Company.

I visited him frequently in his house - but he never allowed me to see

his sculptures. I had to wait two years - in my impatience, as you will

imagine, these months and years appeared to me an excessively long time

- before Chaim appeared to be ready for me to see his work. After having

once asked him to allow me into his studio - and he had answered with

a Short "No, I am sorry. I do not want anybody to see what I create"

- I never repeated my request again. V/henever I rang the bell to his

apartment - on many occasions I could conclude from the apron he wore

and the clay on his hands that he had been working in his studio - he

led me into his sitting-room. He did not return to his studio but washed

up in the bathroom*
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E I G H T

•

However, tliere came at last the morning when he showed the hoped

for softening in his attitude.

"I know I have offended you by my refusal to allow you into my studio

- but I know also that you will understand my reluctance. For by showing

you iny work I VN^ould be revealing to you my wounds; and I would be showing

myself in all my nakedness. I just could not do this to myself - and

to you. I know you now since quite a long time now and I could assure

myself, that you possess that sensitivity and strength of character which

will Protect me and you from getting hurt. Gome into my studio".

I have never been inside a sculptorVs studio. I expected to see

ChaimVs studio look as I imagined the studio of a sculptor is supposed

to look. However, except for a Single clay sculpture; and apart from

his tools on the end of one of the two benches lining two opposite walls;

and besides a barrel filled with what must have been the clay he used

for his work - the benches were empy and the walls bare.

He asked me to sit on a chair next to his, facin^ the foot-hic^h

sculpture. The sculpture represented a group of figures, They were

a woman stretched out on the ground grasping with her hands one of the

boots of a Nazi, an SS-man to be precise. The Nazi held an Infant by

its legs and was about to snash it against the wall which formed the

background of the composition. It was not only the easily understood

meaning Chaim had given to the scene which filled me with horror, but

the perfectly executed, telling, hurting, tearing expressions of anguish

in the woman *s face; the expression of saddistic enjoyment in the features

of the Nazi; and the expression of happiness in the face of the baby.

I thought I could hear the mother's begging voice; the Nazi 's barbaric

shouting; and the baby's joyful laughter. It was a gruesome scene.

I feit shaken.

For over an hour - and mostly with his eyes closed - Chaim sat

in front of his masterpiece. He never uttered a word. Silently I sat

at his side, looking with fascination at the sculpture, and - as if by

osmosis - live through the scene which Chaim was reliving that moment.

Suddenly Chaim rose to his feet, sighed deeply - and with a few
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strokes of a small wooden paddle transformed the sculptured coniposition

into a heap of unformed clay.

"Chaim", I shouted, when I became aware of what he was doing. "Mo,

Chaim ! You cannot do this ! You cannot destroy this beautiful piece

of art",

"iMy dear", he said in a quiet voice, "I can and T do".

•

•

From that day onward Chaim appeared to have lost the last trace

of reticence which had existed between us for so long. He returned to

his studio whenever I interrupted hira in his work - and asked me to watch

while he was working on a sculpture. To be honest: I timed my visits

at about a week's interval, in the supposition that he had in that

interval produced one or two of his pieces. I suppose, that he in his

turn kept his sculptures intact until I had occasion to see thein.

The scene I have described above repeated itself regularly every

time I visited his studio. We sat for a very long time facing the figures

Standing on [lis work bench. I could now - at once and without having

to force myself - identify with what Chaim had wanted to express. Every

time I could live with him through the scene he remembered and the pain

he continued to feel. In most instances he had arranged the exquisite

small figures he had molded in groups made up of suffering, crying,

bleeding jewish men and women and children - and laughing, screaming,

hating Nazis facing their victims with their whips ralsed; or their guns

pointed; or their pistols aimed; or their Alsatian dogs about to jump.

Other compositions which filled me with horror were the emaciated naked

men or women with empty eyes and dead faces. Or the carts filled with

dead bodies drawn by prisoners with faces and postures appearing no less

lifeless. Or the open crematorium into which a dead body was pushed.

I watched not only the figurines but also Chaim* s pained face; his closed

eyes; his bitter mouth - and the tears rolling down his cheeks. And

every time our hour or more of contemplation and meditation ended with

Chaim smashing his creation back into a mess of soulless clay.

Thereafter we would sit for another Stretch of time, and without

talking much, opposite each other in his sittingroom. Or we would go

out for a walk. More and more frequently I could induce Chaim to talk

to me; to describe the scenes he had witnessed and which he remembered

in his clay productions. I saw in his work the true meaning of catharsis

by remembering; and of art as a language in recalling.

In the last few years of his life I never again heard him talk of
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death as a welcome anesthetic; of death as an eraser of all memories,

I have every reason to say, that my Visits and our conversations acted

as a balm; as a lightening conductor; as a therapy - as a drainage tube

from the wounds of his memories. And my becoming bis friend bad possibly

eased bis resistance to accept, that some form of a purpose-f illed but

only apparently malign faith; tbat a determining fate - bad guided and

governed bis existence; and bad possibly exerted tbrougbout bis life

tbis influence for a benevolent purpose.

In sbort, I boped for an unlocking of tbat door, tbrougb whicb

be would be led to tbe belief in bis and his people's appointment.

One morning, about a montb ago, Cbaim*s floor neighbour phoned:

be bad found Cbaim lying unconscious outside his apartment door. He

was still unconscious when I reacbed bis place - and tbis saved me the

effort it would otherwise have cost me to persuade bim, that bis admission

to the hospital was imperative. I rushed bim to tbe hospital. The

emergency-room physician diagnosed a long-standing heart weakness whicb

bad brouv^'ht on an arrbytbmia VN^bich, in turn, bad caused a blood clot

to form and enter bis brain. Chaim's left side was partially paralyzed.

He was hospitalized in the cardiac department. The doctors'

prognosis was very guarded. I informed his other four friends. I did

not inform his family in New York, for Chaim bad on more than one occasion

made me promise, tbat in case of a serious illness I was not to inform

his two sons in the USA; and that, in case he should die, I should inform

them of his death only after tbe funeral bad taken place.

When a day later Chaim regained consciousness, he reminded me of

my promise.

"I beg of you: do not cable or phone Irvine and James to inform

them of my illness. I know I shall soon be free of tbis life and my

memories. T am happy with tbis knowledge - and with the hope, tbat in

case there is a God I shall be able to communicate my grievances directly

to bim. Rut promise me also: no eulogies or Speeches at my funeral.

In my will, whicb is deposited with Asher, I have bequeathed all my

estate to the local orphanage".

The doctors* pessimism was justified. Chaim never recovered.

Three days later he slipped into a coma. And to-day he died.
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N I N E

t

At last our waiting outside the Administrative Office was over.

We were given the death certificate, We were advised to contact the

Ashkenazi Burial Society for the funeral arrangements. But, the official

pointed out, whereas the Shabath had already begun, the Society's Office

would re-open only the next evening after the Shabath had ended. The

funeral could, therefore, not take place before Sunday.

We left the hospital. Tliroughout the period of waiting outside

the Administration *s office we had exchanged only a few occasional

sentences. We went to our cars and left, Without any of us specifically

making the proposal - and as if it was the only natural sequence - I

told them I was driving ahead, and that we were going to congregate again

in my apartment.

VJith a heavy heart I drove home. In silence we entered my apartment

and sat down in my study. We were silent for quite a long time. Nobody

feit the inclination nor the need to talk. Rinat was crying into her

handkerchief . Carol too was crying with her forehead leaning on her

folded hands. Asher's eyes were brimming with tears. Aver stood at

the Window, his face a rigid mask, making a visible effort to hide his

emotlons.

None of us feit hungry although we had missed our luncheon. Rinat

and Carol offered to prepare a meal from what they would find in my

refrigerator.

We agreed and when we sat down at the dining table we discovered

that we were hungry after all; and that the food - notwithstanding our

depressed mood - tasted good,

The meal relaxed us into talking about Chaim. Each one of us had

his own recollection of what Chaim had once said about his concept of

life and society. But nobody could relate anything about his past in

the Concentration Camp - except for what Avner had told them - for Chaim

had never spoken to them about his past. I did not feel empowered to

teil the four friends of what Chaim had over the years confided in me.
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TEN

T had first met Rlnat and her husband Asher, CaroL ind her ausband

Avner In ChaiinVs house; and whenever thereafter T saw them in the early

stage of oiir acquaintance, it was nostly also in the Company of Chal'u.

Over the years the friendship, sympathy and care we five feit for that

unusual man had turned ine too Lnto their friend. We met often since

then; but it had been rare for us to meet by ourselves, that is to say

wlthout Chaim being with us. On that evening we met in iny apartment,

Chairn was not with us - at least not in person, not bodily.

V/e all had since long realized and accepted, that the relationship

which bound the four friends to Chaim was different from the friendship

which iiad grown up between Chaiin and myself. To thern he was a father

figure, To him they coald entrust their worries and hopes. To hin

they could turn for advice. In him they saw a man who had suffered

on their behalf. He represented to them the ongoing jewish history.

He had given a true significance to what it means to live in a Jewish

homeland. They feit called upon to soothe Chaim' s pains; to calm the

turmoil in his inind; to comfort his bruised soul. And although they

knew well, that the effect of what tliey coald do to him was limited;

that his pain would never subside; that his memories would never vanish

- they feit fully compensated by the appreciation he showed - in gestures

or certain deeds, but never in words - for the love he knew they feit

for him.

"You may think we are selfless in what we do for Chaim. I can

assure you, that to a very great degree we benefit from this friendship

too, if not more'*, ^inat told me one day, i^hen I expressed rny ad-niration

for their selfless dedication to Chaim. Asher was present and he

gestured tfiat he agreed with every one of Rinat's sentences. "We have

realized, that by knowing him we ourselves have become better human

beings. We have also learned how to face, without getting hurt too

much, a difficult and often hostile world. And finally, we have tlirough

Chaim' s sufferings become truly aware how fortunate we have been in

our lives. We have learned to appreciate the security which the

existence of Israel, our Jewisli State, grants us and indirectly to all
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Jews who live abroad. And above all we feel blessed for having this

opportunity, to compensate for our advantageous life by selflessly

offering help and friendship to a wounded iiian; and to receive in return

what we are sure is his sincere and selfless love".

Rinat is a plump, middle-aged middle-sized, good-humoured brünette.

Not only her brown eyes behind the glasses; and not only also every

part of her smooth-skinned rosy-cheeked face smile when she talks to

her friends - but also her very body posture expresses goodwill and

sympathy. Rinat's soft round face is ready to laugh whenever the

opportunity arises; and her eyes are ready to shed tears iN^henever she

is moved or hurt by things she sees, hears or feels. Her uncomplicated

character has been forrned; and her optimistic attitude to fellow humans

developed - due to her having grown up surrounded by a loving fainily.

At the age of ten she had immigrated with her parents from .^lolland.

She studied biology, became a high-school-teacher and is now the Head-

rnistress of her school. She is, as I mentioned already, distantly

related to Chairn. This had been the cause of Rinat's ineeting Chaim

- but it was not the reason for their continued association. It was

sympathy, friendship and a kind of filial love which had forrned her

tie with Chaim.

As a young Student she had fallen in love with Asher Yizhaqi, a

young lecturer in the Law Faculty, the scion of a sephardi family settled

since many generation in Jerusalem. Asher has since long given up his

academic career in favour of an appointment as a well-paid legal

counselor in an Insurance Company. Non-descript , slightly built, rapidly

balding, short-sighted Asher, with an apparently fixed smile around

his lips, is a quiet man. He is a concerned, curious but soinehow

uncertain appearing man, who shares more often than not Rinat's opinions

and decisions. His appearance belies the fact that he is an intelligent

man v>rhose interests outside his work sphere are concentrated mainly

on politics. Asher and Rinat have two children. These two teenagers

are very intelligent but rather opiniated and uninhibited. However,

they have otherwlse been well brought up by their parents.

I have already described Avner's development into an architect.

I have already mentioned that Carol had studied Ancient Philosophy and

History; and that both had finally settled in Jerusalem.

Carol is a mature, intelligent and reserved person. She is one

of the tall, good-looking, natural-blonde types one encounters not

rarely among Jews. She looks younger than her actual age of "forty
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plus". She lectures Ancient üistory and Greek Philosophy at the

Universlty. She has a few well received publications to her credit

- but I must confess I have so far not have not looked for an occasion

to read them .myself. I do adinlre Carol, not only for her intelligence

but also for the way she makes Avner fit into civilized hurnan society.

Avner is today greatly handlcaped by his arthritis. It forces

him to walk with the help of a cane. His stiff joints make him often

walk and move with great pain. I have reason to suppose, that Carol

shares my Impression of Avner overdoing his limping galt; and of

exaggerating the restriction of his moveinents. Avner has since long

left rnost of the work to his partners. However, the sharpness of his

mind has not been affected by his physical ailinents; nor by the plethora

of pills he swallows. ün the contrary: I will not hesitate to call

him one of the most intelligent and sharply reasoning people I have

ever met. Avner is a very organized, well-read man. But he is also

a cynical, aggressive man who never misses an opportunity to indulge

in arduous argumentation. He is wont to become rather objectionable

whenever he can argue about religious matters. Both Carol and Avner

regret that they have no children.

When I first met Rinat and Asher in Ghaim's place, T entered with

them into an hours lasting discussion about some religious legislation

or other which had that day been passed by the Knesseth. I was more

than surprised - T may say I was disturbed - by the total negation of

Judaism as a religion which was revealed in their talk.

This discussion had, as far as I remember, been initiated by Asher

- if not, it was certainly sustained and given a very hostile colouration

by Avner - who along with his wife Carol, had that evening also come

to Visit Chaim; and who had eagerly - and aggressively - joined our

discussion.
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ELEVEN

I am one of those - in Israel not very common - individuals who

avoids making Speeches, and especially so when the time, the environment

and the occasion are inaporopriate. But on this Frlday evening, the

evening we had convened in my apartment after we had left Chaim*s body

in the Iiospital morgue, I decided it was an exceptional, an appropriate

time for me to say a few appropriate words, because I did not want to

see this coming-together of fny friends turn into a wailing forum.

I placed before each a small tumber half-filled with brandy. I

raised my glass,

"L'Chaim friends".

"L'Chaim", they repeated raising their glasses.

"My L'Chaim does not mean only a toast *To Life' but also one to

Chaim's memory. We have lost a good friend. May his soul find at last

that peace which his life-long suffering has earned him. We should

not have any doubt that Chaim wanted to die - but the thought should

make us happy, that he did not take his own life as he had contemplated

to do when he came to Israel. I think our friendship, your love and

dedicatlon, has made him enjoy the years he has lived in Jerusalem".

We emptied our glasses.

"Let me first of all clear away the unavoidable technical problems

which have to be settled", I continued. "I shall contact the Ghevra

Kadisha, the official funeral society, tomorrow evening after Shabath

has ended, and setttle with them the arrangements for the funeral".

"Let me do this", offered ^sher. "I am better qualified to deal

with this matter".

"Thank you, Asher. I welcome your offer. As soon as I hear from

you at what time the funeral will take place, I shall insert a short

notice in one or two newspapers to inform his circle of acquaintances

of his death and of the time of the funeral. Otherwise there is very

little eise for us to do at this stage".

"Have we not to notify by cable or phone his sons in the US of

their father's death ? And have we not to ask for the postponment of

the funeral until they have arrived ?" Carol was clearly upset that

we had not thought of this duty.

"I have not been amiss, Carol", I assured her. "Chaim has more
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than once requested me to infor.Ti bis farnily in the TIS of hls eventual

death only after the funeral had taken place",

"'le made the saine request to Asher and nie", Ainat confirmed.

"I shall plaone - and also write - to his two sons as soon as we

have laid Chaim to rast".

"Let me add that there will be no problem with his estate", Asher

informed us. "^!e has made a valid will - it is deposited in my Office

- in which he leaves all his property to the Minister of the Interior

to be distributed exclusively aniong the orphanages of Jerusalem".

"But you have overlooked one natter which is a rather awkward

problem which we have to face", Avner objected. "Has Chairn made any

arangements for the kind of funeral he wants ? Or to be precise: has

he ever mentioned to you, as he has to me, that he does not want a

religious funeral; that he does not want a ceremony with a rabbi chanting

prayers over his grave ? You must iiave been aware that Chaim was an

atheist. He would certainly not have agreed to anything of this kind.

And as I am on this subject, allow me to mention, that I was surprised

to hear you talk about his soul finding rest at last and so on. Had

Chaim heard you, he would have laughed about such superstition. .
."

"I did ask Chaim. I can assure you he would not have laughed.

Chaim and I did discuss these issues more than once. Chaim was not

an atheist. Of this too I can assure you. A man who fights his God

;

a man who argues with his God; a man who blames his God - is not an

atheist. Such a man is firmly anchored in his belief in God. Tn his

faith. In his jewish faith".

"Forgive me if I doubt this". Avner sounded aggressive as usual.

"Chaim gave me the Impression, that he had no religion; that he had

no religious faith. He certainly was not affiliated to any synagogue-

based Community. He never visited a synagogue. He did not fast and

so on. Had he been a believer, his religiosity would have manifested

itself in some way or other".

"Has anybody of you ever discussed this aspect with Chaim ?, I

asked the two men and women.

All conceded that they had never talked to Chaim about his attitude

to his religion; to his Jewishness; to religious belief in general.

"i^ut I had repeated occasion to talk to him about his unstilled

anger; about his hurting bitterness - which could not make him give

up his revolt against God", I told them.

"It appears to me", Avner addressed me directly, "that you are

one of those who belong to the fraternity of religious men; to the

believers in God; to the believers in man's soul".
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"Indeed I do, Avner. But this is neither the tinie nor the occasion

for US to discuss this issue. T will greatly welcome any future

opportunity to do so".

"Even if you do not want to discuss the issue now^, Avner insisted,

"we cannot simply drop the matter while we are about to discuss Chaim s

funeral arrangements. In my lifetime in Israel I have had to attend

many funerals - and as the result I know what I am talking about. In

the Sanhedriya, the Municipal Funeral Parlour, the bearded men of the

Chevra Kadisha will murmur their prayers. One of them will say Kadish.

Iwerything will be rushed, all will be in a hurry. There will be nothing

you can call a solemn atmosphere. There will be none of that dignity

which even I, an atheist, demand on such an occasion. The same will

happen at the graveside, where somebody among the acquaintances may

even feel the urge to make a speech".

"Chaim told me in clear words that he does not want any religious

ceremony nor eulogy when he dies and is buried", I countered, "and I

shall see to it that his wishes are honoured".

"He told Rinat and me the same", added Asher.

"There you see ! I was right", triumphed Avner.

"But still ! We cannot have him buried without some evidence at

least of our sorrow; without at least some solemnity; without at least

some dignity !", Rinat cried. "We cannot rush him through all the usual

sta^^es of a funeral as if he were an unknown vagabond; or as if he was

a crimmal !

For a while nobody knew how to react to her outcry.

After a while I took the word again.

"I have an idea how we can solve this impasse. I regulär ly attend

a synagogue here in Jerusalem. It is a reformed synagogue, liberal

in every sense of the word. I wish you would one day attend a service,

Avner. I am sure you will come out softened and less antagonistic.

But we shall leave such an eventuality to a later discussion. I propose,

I shall ask the rabbi of this synagogue, a learned professor of theology

- he immigrated years ago from America - to take on what yoiu may call

the ceremonial-religious part of the funeral. I shall ask him to omit

all unnecessary ritualistics and all Speeches. I feel he will understand

and agree".

"This is a very good idea. I am certain Chaim would have agreed

to this arrangement", Carol said in a whisper.

"When can you be sure of the Rabbi *s partecipation", asked Asher.

"I shall as usual attend my synagogue tomorrow morning, and shall
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look for an opportunity to talk to the Rabbi after the Service".

Could you also teil your Rabbi", Carol took the word,"how disturbed

^^ are about the issue of religion in general; how uncertain we ourselves

are with respect to our Jewishness ? And can you ask your Rabbi also,

it he could find the time to talk to us after the fueneral or whenever

it IS opportune to him ? Can you request him to help us disentangle

our complexes about religion in general; and the personal ones, v>^hich

have arisen after Chaim's death in particular ?"

..•of which I have become aware so inuch today", added Rinat.

And whether he could teach us the essentials of religion in

general" ?, continued Carol, "V/e four have been brought up without any

jewish education. I may say, we have specifically been influenced to

See in Judaism an antiquated Institution rnade up mostly of superstitions.

I cannot explain, why so far I have never feit the urge to correct this

intellectual deficit. I am even willing to call it now a spiritual

deficit. T cannot explain in words, why I feel like this today; why

I am faced now with the need to examine the foundations on which my

Weltanschauung has rested until now".

"I shall do as you ask me, Carol. I shall go even further and ask

the Rabbi to sweep a wider horizon in his talk, as I myself am in great

need of havlng my own religious belief unknotted. Or, let me say, to

have my personal belief System checked, analyzed, criticized, vetted".

•
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The following inorning, after the Shabath service in the synagogue

had ended with a communal kiddush, T approached the Rabbi,

'Can I have a word with you, Rabbi ?"

"Yes, do. 'Ask and you will be answered* as the Scriptures say".

"I am afraid it will take longer than what I can ask and you can

answer 'while standing on one leg', as Hillel said".

"Come along then".

We went to his roorn, ffe offered ine a seat. And after taking off

his rohe; and after washing his hands in the adjoining bathroom - he

sat down opposite me.

"What can I do for you ?"

I explained to him our request that he give Chaim's funeral some

form of content and dignity.

"Has he ever attended our prayer Services ?"

I explained why Chaim had never attended his or any other prayer

Service. I told him about Chaim; about his past; about his character;

about his rage against God.

The Rabbi listened with concentrated attention. When I had finished

my tale, the Rabbi nodded his head slowly and repeatedly.

"I shall feel honoured to accompany your poor friend on his last

journey. I shall not make a speech nor eulogize him otherwise. I shall

only say the Kaddish".

"There is one more request, Rabbi, which in fact arises of what

I have just now enlarged upon. My four friends and I have formed a

very compact group around Charles. It has been his personality, which

has created in us that current of love and respect which has bound us

to him. The basis on which my friends' views of life and death; of

faith and philosophy - had rested so far, has become shaky. They cannot

find a way to visualize the frame into which to fit their spiritual,

their true relationship with the late Chaim. I am afraid they will

be facing an dismaying barrage of inner arguments; of upsetting

uncertainties. They cannot count on a compensatory source; on the

benefit of faith; or on the escape offered by a firmly anchored

philsophy. They are totally without religion; partly so because they

have ^rown up in an environment which did not care for our religion;
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partly because they have intellectiially revolted against whatever form

of Jewishness - and all it Stands for - which may have come their way.

I myself - I must confess, though without a sense of guilt or shaine

- had for a substantial part of my life distantiated myself from all

which approaches religion - until I found my vv^ay back. I found my way

back with the help of a climbing gear I have manufactured myself; and

which I found strong and safe enough to help me climb up again from

the depth of my disbelief".

"You have succeeded in arousing my curiosity, my friend. I would

like to hear more about it".

"I have a different proposal to make, Rabbi. My friends are at

a loss. They feel insecure. Their former world does not satisfy them

m

tin
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anymore. I feel that they are foundering. Could you talk to the

Could you answer whatever questions we may have ? Could you guide us

out of the labyrinth in which ignorance, misinformation and wrong

interpretations has led them so far - and of which I myself have not

entirely freed myself ?"

"I shall gladly do all which is in my power to do. After all this

is what a Rabbi exists for".

"Could we meet you here or elsewhere after the funeral ?"

"As soon as I know the exact time of the funeral we can make the

necessary arrangements when we can meet. In any case I prefer we meet

here in my study".

This will certainly suit all of us".

To be truly effective in the sense you expect me to be, I shall

have to know more about you and your friends. Teil me of their

background, their interests, their intellectual horizon".

I described my four friends along the lines I have pursued to

introduce them in a previous chapter. The Rabbi seemed to be interested

in, and intrigued by, the human material he was going to face.

"It seems to me, from what you told me, that I shall have an easy

time to make such people understand what I have to say".

"I must warn you, however, that one of them at least is an outspoken

heretic".

The Rabbi smiled.

"To teil you the truth, I prefer to discuss religious matters with

a heretic, as such an individual has reached his views on the basis

of a thorouoh intellectual exploration. Now you will have to teil me,

perhaps in somewhat greater detail, about yourself. I must confess,

I know very little about you, although since a year or more you are

regularly attending my prayer Services".
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"My life story is rather complex. Allow me to compact it into

a few Short sentences. Both my parents originate from small stetls

of Poland. Both had a rigid orthodox-hassidic background. My brothers

and I received a typical orthodox education - which had the effect that

we turned areligious. In my later life I became interested in the

reliRious belief s of the East. I studied Hinduism and Buddhism - and

this made me aware of the vacuum which I had allowed to exist and persist

in my knowledge of Judaism. When my wife and I came to Israel, I

dedicated much time to the study of Judaism. We looked for a place

within organized Judaism where we could anchor. In the course of over

ten years we tried a strictly orthodox environment; and after that a

less st riet one. We became members of one of the conservative

synagogues. We changed to one of the Reconstructionist JMovement.

And finally we landed in a liberal-progressive-reformist one. Nowhere

did we feel at home. Mone of the synagogues provided us with that inner

strenoth: with that certainty and fulfillment which we had expected.

In none of these environments have our religious beliefs been turned

into a strong and true faith. In your synagogue we have begun to feel

at home, because here we find the atmosphere which permits us to

communicate with the Sublime we know is above and around - and within

ourselves. The faith I had built within me - and which I was allowed

to fortify and to concreto - has helped me overcome the newly forming

vacuum which the death of my wife had created in me".

I stopped talking. Also the Rabbi remained silent.

"This is a short survey of my religious curriculum vitae, Rabbi",

I concluded.

We agreed, that I inform him in the evening of the time set for

the funeral.

Returned home I phoned Asher and Avner to teil them that the Rabbi

had agreed to attend the funeral; that he had agreed to talk to us about

whatever we chose to talk about; that he had agreed to our airing our

Spiritual problems in his presence.
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Late in the evenino I learned from Asher that the funeral was going

to take place the next day, Sunday, at 12 noon. We agreed to meet shortly

before that hour at the Sanhedrya. I inforrned the Rabbi accordingly.

When I arrived a quarter of an hour before noon my four friends

were already waiting. Also the ^abbi had already arrived. I introduced

my friends to the tall, friendly, softly speaking, clean shaven man.

I noticed with pleasure, that his simply worded expressions of sympathy

and his dignified manners had gained the immediate respect and confidence

of my friends. I noticed also with pleasure, that a considerable number

of Chaim's neighbours, colleagues from the art school, and some other

casual acquaintances had come to pay their last respects.

The body, placed on a hier, enveloped in a white sheet and covered

by a talith, was carried in by the officials of the Chevra Kadisiia - the

Üfficial Funeral Organization, and placed on the stone platform in the

centre of the hall. A group of bearded rabbis of the Hevra Kadisha recited

the appropriate prayers and psalms. At one stage of the appropriate

prayers, one of the officiating rabbis approached our group and asked,

whether anyone of us wanted to "eulogize the deceased". When I shook

my head, he asked for one of us to say the Kaddish.

Our Rabbi stepped forward and recited the Kaddish.

This part of the ceremony completed "the friends of the deceased"

were asked to carry the body to the hearse which was waiting outside the

funeral hall. Our Rabbi, Avner, Asher and I took hold of the four ends

of the hier. Four other men gripped the other handles. We carried the

the bier down the slope and into the motorized hearse. I was invited

by the Head Rabbi of the Hevra Kadisha to sit with them inside the hearse.

The others followed in their cars.

We arrived at the cemetery at the outskirts of Jerusalem. I was

thinking to myself, how much the environment and the weather harmonized

with my mood. It v>^as a somewhat chilly autumn day. The sky was overcast

and only occasionally could the sun break through the layer of cumulus

clouds. I looked over the sea of graves covered with slabs of brillant

white stone. I looked at the adjoining Valley and the surrounding hills.
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I looked at the well kept roads. I admired the rows of trees lining the

roads. T appreciated that there were no flowering shrubs to Interrupt

the somberness of the cemetery. " Chaim would have appreciated his new

surroundings", I mused. "Such a gray autumn is the appropriate atmosphere

for a final farewell. And such a place, aesthetic in its sirnplicity

,

is the best environinent and location for my burial", I am certain he

would have told me.

We were directed to the grave which had been readied for Chaim in

a new plot of the nearly completely filled cemetery. No sooner had we

assembled around the open grave, than Chaim's body was carried in by the

officials of the Hevra Kadisha - and immediately lowered into the grave,

received by one of the gravediggers who stood inside the grave. At once

the cemetery attendants started to fill the grave; and as this was

considered a Mitzva, a religious Obligation, all present were invited

to share in the shoveling of the earth back into the grave - except for

the women present. I noticed that one of the bearded rabbis had with

a wave of his hand indicated to Carol and Rinat, that they should not

take one of the shovels into their hands.

All the while the officiating rabbi of the Hevra Kadisha had been

saying the appropriate prayers - and finally it was the turn of our Rabbi

to say Kaddish again.

The Rabbi approached the foot-end of the grave.

"Farewell, friend Chaim", he said in a low voice, his hands raised

as if in blessing. "Fare you well wherever you are. Here on earth your

friends will always remember you".

He followed his words with a slowly recited Kaddish prayer.

The funeral was over. I was impressed, I must confess. At every

stage the funeral had proceeded in a dignified manner. We expressed this

in our words of appreciation to the officials of the Hevra Kadisha.

We friends and acquaintances, acquaintances and neighbours left

the graveside.

Outside the cemetery gate we thanked our Rabbi for his contribution.

"It was my duty - and I must confess also an honour - to have helped

Chaim laid to rest. I was told that you want to talk to me; to ask me

questions; to clarify things which need to be clarified in your mind.

I shall be only too pleased to be of help. Come to see me this evening

after dinner. Would eight o'clock suit you ?"

We accepted - and agreed that 8 o'clock suited us.
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The Rabbi bid us a friendly welcome when we arrived in the evening.

He led us into his study. After we had sat down in the comfortable chairs

which had been arranged around a low round table, the Rabbi 's wife joined

US. She too welcomed us and offered her condolences. She enquired about

our preferences regarding coffee or tea; and soon thereafter brought in

a tray with cups and g]asses and a plateful of pastries. She stayed on

for a few minutes' conversation; and after that she left asain.

RABBI - May I teil you again that I am pleased to see you here.

May I also say, that I am honoured by your request for my help to fill

in some lacunae which appear to exist here and there in your knowledge

of what Judaism Stands for; that I help you solve some of the problems

which are bothering you; that I help you untangle whatever needs to be

untangled in your comprehension of the traditions, ethics and meaning

of Judaism. We do not have to hurry; I have all the time you may want.

And if this evening comes to an end, and there is still something left

to be discussed, we can meet again and again if necessary. There is only

one condition I feel obliged to raise: that we are honest with each otlier;

that we respect each other's opinions and beliefs; that we are not offended

by whatever one of us says.

EG ^ - I can speak in the name of all us and declare, that we accept

and agree in füll with what you have said. Ilowever, may I add a footnote

of my own ? May I request your permission to record on tape what we

talk here this evening - and also on anv followins eveninp ?

RABBI - I do not mind. And I suppose, your friends have no objection

either. I propose we go straight into "medias res"; that is to say, we

Start straight away with what has brought you here. What is the first

question you want to raise ?

CAROL - We have met at the funeral of our friend Chaim today. Of

course, this sad moment has awakened in all of us - perhaps in you too,

Rabbi - the question what meaning life and death may have. But this is

only a part of that great all-comprising question: why are we here on

this earth ? What happens to us us after we die ? Whether our life and

our death do have a meaning ? Whether there is a God in heaven, as the

religions argue ? \\fhether this God has created this world and directs

our destiny ?
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EGj - May I say, that to answer all your questions, first of all

the primordial one has to be answered, viz:- whether there is a God ?

CARÜL - I a?ree with what has so far been said; but may I reqiiest

you, Rabbi, to teil us - as a kind of introduction to this chapter -

what has made you chose your profession ? We do not want to learn how

one enters on a rabbinical career; what iiiateria you have to study. I

would like to know, what has induced you personally to become what is

called a ''shepherd of souls" - and of jewish souls in particular. And

could you teil us more specif ically, what inade you think you are qualified

to take up the profession of a Rabbi. Has there been something so

dominant in your life - or to formulate this differently, in your

development - which has induced you to make you take this specific

direction in preference to anything eise ? Or should T perhaps not use

the Word direction and say some inner urge urge instead ? Or some kind

of psychological trauina ? Or some soul-shaking experience ? I hope

you will not mind these personal questions so early in our acquaintance.

RABBI - I do not mind at all. I had not planned to be a rabbi.

One day - I cannot say what had been the cause or reason - I was overcome

by the notion, that the rabbinate was the natural choice for me to make.

And I could only visualize for myself being a rabbi within the Reform

Movement. I had come to this declsion even though - some may say because

- I had an orthodox upbr inging in my youth. I had accepted as natural,

right and undisputable that my parents and their siblings followed

strictly and without arguments the Tora- and Halacha-prescribed ways

of life. That crucial moment in my life to which I have hinted, caused

me to feel intrigued by the place God occupied in my family surroundings.

However, these my newly adopted viewpoints - they were more curious than

critical - did not made me embrace theology. Only when I had entered

university and had begun to study philosophy, was I finally and decisively

attracted by theology. In my youth my outlook on the divine had been

inspired by the strict God of the Bible. When I grew up I was more

impressed by the God of the philosophers. And, in addition, I became

also attracted by the God of the mystics. There is also another point

worth mentioning: I reallzed at some stage, that the strong Impetus which

had made me turn to theology had become manifest when I became incensed

on learning, that the atheists - in an abuse of the freedom which the

newly-emerging unfettered liberalism had granted them; and without their

possessing the necessary knowledge to form a balanced judgement - were

parading their pseudo-religion of a non-God. Add to this, that I was

also worried by the pseudo-God which the torch-bearers of Enlightenment

had propagated. I was in a turmoil. I did not know with whom and with
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what to identify. Only when I began to study for the rabbinate did I

feel I had entered calrn waters. And I feit consoled by the knowledge,

that I had found a friend in God - that God is my friend.

AVNER - V/as, and still is, this your friend the Jewish God ?

Rabbi - He is the true Jewish God. He is the same jewish God our

ancestors knew in the Desert. He is the same jewish God whom they later

worshiped in the Temple of Jerusalem - although at that developmental

stage of Judaism God had to be given human features, human qualities,

human needs.

RINAT - Why so ? What has changed him at that stage ?

RABBI - Our intellectual development of today permits us to view

God in his transcendence, This would not have been possible in the

earlier times. Can you imagine, that a primitive people; a primitive

slave people; a primitive Bedouin peo})le - could have been persuaded

to trust a non-corporeal God ? To fear a transceadent God ? To believe

in an Infinite God ? To understand a sophisticated God ? These simple

artesan and farming people had to be presented with the Image of a God

they could understand and visualize, fear and trust. They needed a God

with whom they could identify. They had to be told of a God whom they

could fear.

EQj - And the Image which could be acceptable to them had somehow

also to conform with the gods they knew before; and which the peoples

in their neighbourliood called their gods.

AVNER - The sense of your words indicate to me, that we proud Jews

of today are more sophisticated than those primitive Bedouin Israelites.

What is it which makes you so sure t!iat a God exists ?

RABBI - I could provide you with a very large number of reasons,

wliy there is a God. But let it suffice at this moment that I cite you

the words of Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel - whose name, hopefully, is

known to you: "Av^^e enables us to perceive in the world intimations of

the Divine. The awe we sense or ought to sense when standing in the

presence of a human being, is a moment for Intuition of the likeness

of God which is concealed in the human likeness".

ASHER - May we enlarge on what you have said so far, and request

you to teil US what you see in - and what you think of - religion in

general and of the Bible in particular ?

RABBI - Let us first speak about religion in general. Religion

most of all - though not necessarily so, you may argue - is associated

with a firm belief in God. There are three monotheistic religions, as

you know - Judaism, Christianity and Islam. They have the same God.

But they do not recognize each other. They belittle each other. They
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fight each other. Rightly or wrongly you will find many a pseudo-

philosopher who ventures to say, that they fight each other bitterly

and without compassion because they have the same God in common.

AVNER - iiow can in such a case these religions' God be true ?

RABBI - You should not blame God for the failure of the rellgious

leaders to find other ways by which to make the teaching of their

religions effective. You may be assured, that it is not the differences

in their theologies which are a cause for conflict. It is the striving

for preponderance. It is the quest for that power which causes this

annihilating competition and adversity. In other words: as soon as a

religion has acquired the necessary power, it will fight the others not

for ideolof'ical reasons but for dominance, for predominance. And it

will not take long for the religion in power to forget, that its God

has demanded of it to be just; to be honest; to be compassionate - with

all mankind irrespective of everything whatsoever which divides them

politically and socially and ideologically.

CAROL - Would you agree that all through history - and no less also

today - religion has lost its justif ication and place and significance

when it married politics ?

RABBI - I fully agree with you. Huch has been sinned in the naine

of religion. And let me say in loud and clear words, how incomprehensible

it is to rae, that out of the plethora of religions present and past the

three monotheistic ones are the greatest sinners.

KQJ - Among these Christianity and Islam are undoubtedly the greatest

sinners. Judaism has definitely a better record.

AVNER - Are you sure ? Is this not so, because Judaism has not

the power anymore ?

RABBI - There were a few periods in history, when the jewish nation

had the power; but I am unaware that any stagem - then or later on -

the Jews ever abused their power or influence beyond the ethical Standards

then prevailing.

RABBI - It is quite late now. May I suggest we break up our

discussion and continue it in the coming week ? And if the Coming

Saturday evening - or any other evening we can agree upon - will not

suffice, I shall gladly be at your service as often as you might wish.
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RINAT - Let us thls evening hear so;ne more about religion, please.

ilow v\^ould you define religion in siiTiple words ?

RAJiBI - Religion niakes us know and comprehend that, which reason

cannot make known; and which science cannot prove.

RINAT - How did it Start ? Hov7 came religion to enter the mind

of the people ? And how did it come about, that religion could fulfill

the needs of the people ?

RABBI - Historians think, that what Stands for religion had first

been perceived about 15 000 years ago.

EQ; - Rudolph Otto thinks, that the sense of something unusual;

of that which he considers is a sense of the Holy; of tlie Muminous -

preceded the creation of religion. In other words: the first primitive

form of religion tried to explain to the primitives of that epoch, how

mysterious and incomprehensible was that which was then and still is

the holy. They needed an understanding of - and an explanation for -

what appeared mysterious to them in the world which frightened them.

CAROL - And they entrusted this task to the priests and shammans.

RABBI - There were always men or women who acted as intermediaries

between man and nature; who acted as Interpreters of natureVs frightening

phenomena into understandable Images; who acted as translators of the

language of the incomprehensible into comprehensible words. In their

inability to understand the true essence of God in his transcendence;

of God in his imcomparable incomprehensiveness - the people turned to

men who could teach them and guide thein. Prophets arose and priests

came forward, to create an Image of God which was to themselves a reality;

and which they feit the urge, the call and the competency to present

to the people.

CAROL - But they did not succeed - the God of whom they learned

remained a terrifying God.

AVNßR - He had to be thus for only in this way could the priests

maintain their grip on the people.

EG ^ - In a sense this is true. The original religion which the

people had been offered, was a piain, simple, ethical religion. But

over the centuries again and again new religious leaders pushed their

way into the foreground. They often radically changed the original
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primary religion by adding new perceptions and rites; by oiving it new

interpretations and syinbolisms,

CAROL - You V7ill be surprised to learn that Isaac f^ewton the

scientist-philosopher, had already put forward this idea. He wrote that

Noah had formulated a primordial kind of religion whlch had been free

of superstition. Noah's religious concept was siinply and purely based

on a rational worship of God, The only commandments the people had to

follow, were love of God and love for one's neighbour. Later generations

corrupted this pure religion and added to it miracles and myths. In

consequence God sent a series of prophets to bring the true religion

back.

RINAT - I never knew that Newton - whom T remember only as the great

physicist - had created such a complex religious theory.

E&^- This is also new to me. And very interesting indeed. Neither

I have ever before heard of Newton 's interest in such matters.

RABBI - It is not difficult to follow the from time to time occurring

chanaes in religious conceptions. This is not a phenomen of recent times

only. We know, for instance, that in the 7th Century BCE such changes

occured all over the then known world - in Israel, in Greece, in Egypt,

in Iran - and perhaps also in other parts of the world. This often led

to many of the gods lose their leading roles.

EG) ^ - And the priesthood - whether they caused these changes or

only benefitted from theni, is a matter of discussion - became a powerful

Institution. It is accepted today by the experts in Bible studies -

I hope I am not wrong in what I am saying, Rabbi ? - that the 4th and

5th Book of the Pentateuch have been added by priestly authorities only

after the ßabylonian exile; that is to say, about a thousand years after

the Sinai Revelation. These two volumes were not part of the original

books supposedly written by Moses.

RABBI - Whether this is so or not, you should not think that this

is in any way of any fundamental significance. These two books mainly

systematized the temple rituals, it is true; but they reflect the spirit

of Judaism no less than those traditionally believed to have been written

by Moses. The true essence - and the original ethics of Judaism - have

in no way been changed by the priests who composed these two books of

the Torah.

EG) ^ - I think it is a specific of - and characteristic for - the

changes a religion is liable to undergo in the course of the centuries

- I may say that this often takes place in waves - that while the

presentation is changed and t!ie form adjusted, the basic values are

mostly, if not always, maintained. With respect to Judaism we must
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concede to those in authority who brought about the changes, that they

thou?^ht they could - by v>^hatever reformatory activities they introduced

- clarify the basics of Judaism. They were certain, they were upgrading

the primitive images and practices irito modern conceptions. They were

motivated by their perceived need to make the transcendence of God better

understood by modern-minded Jewry.

CAROL - This was also the case with Hinduism: in the 7th Century

the gods lost their pre-eminent role. The Upanishads came to be written.

The Seif v^as granted a supreme rank. The religious leadership thought

it necessary to add sacrifices to the prescribed ritual,

EO - ....and the Brahmin priests acquired great power, because

they alone knew how to perform the sacrifices.

AVNER - Who learned from whom ? The Jews from the Hindus or the

Hindus from the Jews ?

RABBI - Somehow or other there may have been a common knowledge

or a reciprocal influence. But what does it matter ? Whenever judging

the developmental stages of Judaism; whenever judging and observing the

Personalities of the Bible; whenever studying and evaluating the events

described in the Scriptures - we must divest ourselves of our modern

perceptions; of our scientific ways of reasoning; of our knowledge of

history. In short: we have to rid ourselves of our preconceived and

limiting ideas.

ASHER - Does this also apply to the Torah as the "Law" ?

RABBI - First of all: the Torah is not the "Law". This is a mistaken

translation which dates from the time the Septuagint was produced. The

greek translators used "Law" for "Torah". The translation of the word

"Torah" is "Preaching". This is clearly understood in the aramaic use

of the word for "Torah": the word "Oraita" is used - which means

"Teaching".

CAROL - Also in the Avesta, the ancient iranian scripture, religion

is called teaching.

ASHER - Torah is indeed teaching by symbolism, threats and mythology.

RABBI - You could not be more mistaken. You will not find the kind

of mythology in the Torah which is common in the scriptures of all the

other religions. This is due to the simple fact, that no kind of idols

make their appearance in the Torah. Do you know there is not even a

hebrew word for "godess" ?

xWNER - But the ancient rules and commands of the Bible, including

the exact prescription how the animals are to be sacrificed, continue

to have their value to this day.

ASHER - And there are masses of believers in a renewal of the animal

h
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sacrifices when the Third Temple is erected.

RABBI - There are no "masses" of such believers. They are a minute

minority. Even orthodox rabbis accept that such animal sacrifices are

not possible in our times; nor in any furture times. It is nore for

reasons of tradition or piety that in their prayers they recite the ritual

of the sacrifices.

CAROL - I am certain, the Orthodox have never heard of this kind

of explanation. They recite the ritual of the temple sacrifices so

diligently, because they think these inay become again necessary when

the Messiah comes and rebuilds the Third Temple.

RABBI - Believe me ! These rituals once upon a time used for animal

sacrigices have today only a historic value. And you can be sure, that

the animal sacrifices will not be reintroduced, should the Third Temple

really be rebuilt.

ASHER - There is even a Yeshiva which trains Gohanim for such a

purpose.

E& - You cannot argue in this way because a small group of fanatics

does not want to accept the demands of modern times. Whoever recites

still the temple rituals does so for reasons of tradition and piety.

You may even say, for reasons of mental inertia. For instance: in the

Rabbi 's synagogue these rituals are omitted from the prayers. 3ut in

last week's flaftara I heard in that very same synagogue the words of

Ezekiel recited: "But the priests, the Levites, stiall come to minister

me. They shall stand before me to offer me the fat and the blood, says

the Lord God".

CAROL - I remember now that also in the antique an aversion against

the temple sacrifices was known. Philo of Alexandria - at the time the

Temple still stood, mind you - tried to find a symbolic Interpretation

for the animal sacrifices in the Temple.

R^BRI - Let US reco^nize that Judaism has never been a rigid

religion

AVNER - except in the minds and hearts of the orthodox

CAROL - who have the political power to force us to comply

with their views; with their image of God ; and with what they think God

wants of US.

RABBI - Tt is not so. Ultra-Orthodox - and also modern-orthodox

Jews - "religiously" study and recite the ancient sacrificial rites,

because their image of God and their concept of Judaism has not changed

in the course of the centuries. But these currents should in our times

not be seen as representing Judaism. Philo has not been the only one

to be repulsed by these sacrifices. Similar objections have been raised
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throughout our long history. Only in this Century of ours have two

very important and vital movements been created - the liberal Reform

Movement and that of the Reconstructionists.

RINAT - What are the latter ? I never heard of them.

RABBI - The Reconstructionist Movement was created by Mordechai

Kaplan v>^ho died only recently at the age of nearly a hundred. He was

of the opinion, that God is not a supernatural personal being, but a

universal power which strives for righteousness in the world. God is

the power, he says, which guarantees salvation not by mystic or other

potentialities, but by strengthening and improving the human personality

and furthering its evolution.

EG ^ - I think this is a rather simplicistic Statement. You cannot

"understand" God. It is only possible to understand God when you perceive

him as being hidden by his incomprehensible mystery.

RABBI - I agree. This is expressed in the experience Moses once

had: "You cannot see my face", God told him. But a constructive dissent;

and the search for a better approach on the pathways offered by religion

- are by no means new trends. Over 2000 years ago the Essenes of Qumran's

fame dissociated themselves from the Temple hierarchy and ideology which,

in their judgement, had become corrupted. They refused to acknowledge

the continued worthiness of animal sacrifices. They constructed for

themselves a spiritual temple. They saw in ritual cleansing the value

of spiritual cleanliness; and the way to God's demanded sanctity.

CAROL- By what appears to me their greatly restricted theological

perspectives, they pursued a somewhat primitive religious way of life.

But no historian has ever doubted their sincerity and their dedication.

ASHER - I wish you could say the same of our orthodox Community *s

political echelon which, due to its actual - and apparently also in future

never to be ceasing - involvement in our bazar-like politics, has lost

whatever inhibitions religion may have still imposed on its members.

Avner - This, to my mind, has been a very profitable evening.

But before we disperse, I would like to hear you answer my question

whether or not religion has become incongruous in our modern society.

RABBI - Religion is still a powerful directive of ethical conduct

in our society - and this includes our Government. Religion still sets

the moral tone. It still acts as the arbiter of morality. Our actual

world here and the world at large would not be tolerable, were all the

societies and all the states in the world secularized; and would they

be without some kind of a religious representation. Look at Russia !

It tries to build a society, and to run a State based on pseudo-morals
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and self-delusions. It is a fact that, whenever religion loses its

influenae, moral restraints became less effective; that inner strife

will prevail; that politics will become dishonest; that intolerance

will rise its U3ly head. And finally, in such a case there will not

be a true purpose in all which goes on and is made to happen.

*

•
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AVNSR - Last week I asked you, whether religion is today still

relevant. Allow me, my dear Rabbi, to repeat my question in a somewhat

more clear-cut and circumscrlbed form: please teil us, v/hether religion

In these our modern times - and especially in our actual Israel - is

in your honest opinion still relevant ? Is it still in a true sense

a religion ? Or is it nothing more than a national movement ? Or a

vital ideology at best ?

l ABBI - Since 31 millennia Judaism was a religion in every sense

~ and it has remained to this day a religion in its proper sense. At

no stage in our long history has there been a time, when Judaismus

religious specifics have ever lost their significance for the jewish

people. And today this is no less so than ever. Zionism has only

confirmed this fact, unless, of course, it is wrongly made use of - or

it is falsely by - our zealots. And unless it is maliciously interpreted

by our enemies. Let me again point out that you cannot apply the usual

scales and measurements to the Jewish People. All will be understandable

and acceptable to you, if you understand and accept that the Jewish People

and its history are far beyond the commonly applied rules of history.

Eö ^ - Teil this to our political leaders.

RABBI - I see we have opened the door to a very interesting, and

no less also intriguing theme. But before we continue, you and I will

need to know what attitude each of you occupies with regard to his or

her religion in general; and what they feel about Judaism in particular.

It is important, that each of you is clear in his or her mind about what

you believe is the meaning of our existence. And, in relation to what

you have to say, it will become clear to yourselves at least, how you

see your place in this world. I have already described my path to the

rabbinate. From my description you can confidentially conclude, that

for myself I can answer only in the affirmative the questions I have

placed before you.

AVNER - I can formulate my answer in perhaps still more clear-cut

words. There is no God. I pity those who need a God on whom to lean.

And still more those, who need religion as a pair of blinkers to cut

out the rüde realities of life.

CAROL - I have only a vague knowledge of the Jewish religion.
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My parents were prototypes of assimilated Jews. At one stage I feit

duty-bound to read the Bible - and was not Impressed, ainused or attracted.

I knew more about Christianity from my friends, some of whom were regulär

churchgoers. At times I even thought of joining their Church. ßut when

I began to study philosophy and history, all my interest in the Church

as a possible haven for me, vanished completely. This interest had most

likely only been the vagabondage of a spiritually homeless girl in need

of a Spiritual attachment; or - if you will judge me kindly - possibly

in search of an intellectual balance. Today I feel very jewish; but

T hardly ever think that my relationship to Judaism should be based on

its religious aspect.

ASHßR - I have a strictly orthodox-sephardic background of a kind

and a of strictness - I may also say: consequently of a superficiality

- which made me strive to get away from it all. And to get avvray as soon

as possible. And as far as possible. I confess, I never feit the need

to look deeper, in order to find out whether there are other currents

in - or aspects of - Judaism which might suit the set-up of my mind;

or, better said, v^^hich might possibly be more to my taste. I did not

care for alternative environments. I did not even visualize the

possibility, that there could be an environment which might have evoked

ray interest. There was nothing which could have induced me to take a

Step in this direction. T must, however, confess that even when any

of my relatives or one of my best friends have passed on, I never feit

as much directly and intimately involved as in the case of Chaim's death.

And I must also confess, that I have begun to wonder what purpose our

life may have.

RINAT - I do not know what to think and what to say. I do not

pretend to be a genius; but neither can I be called a fool. I got good

grades in High School and in the University. I feel entitled to say,

that I am good in my profession. But religion ? God ? I never thought

about these things. In my duties as school principal I have never had

to make a decision in this respect. My parents are socialists and do

not care about religion, synagogues, jewish holidays - and certainly

not about a kosher household. This is the environment in which I ^rew

up. I never feit the need to ask myself the questions you mentioned.

RABBI - This is quite interesting. You five represent the four

types of Jews which the Rabbis of the Talmud so precisely describe; and

which are so cleverly depicted in the Pesach Hagada.

RINAT - Could you be more specific and teil us who is who, and

who is what in this Classification ?

RABBI - I leave it to you to sort this out. Let me say, however.
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that I am sincerely sorry to see that most of you have missed the

opportunity to get to know Judaism's extremely valuable content. Judaism

has very much to offer. Believe me ! It is not my national and religious

chauvinism which makes me say, that in its quality and in its intrinsic

worth Judaism surpasses whatever any other religion I know of has to

offer. Of course, you should not Judge Judaism by the wordings and the

analogues, by the conf igurations and the images which are expressed in

the antiquated language of the Scriptures and prayer books. Nor should

you feel alienated by what reflects the primitive conceptions of the

past. You should look at the kernel. You should search for the true

values.

EG - May I, with your permission, continue in the direction which

you have pointed out, by stating that I believe - nay that I know - that

there is a God, a Creator, a Supreme Being - however the na:ne you may

chose.

CAROL - Is this so ? Could you make it again and unequivocally

clear to us, please, that you believe in a God, in a Creator, in a Supreme

Being ?

EQj - I am honestly surprised that you are surprised. My answer

is fully affirmative. Yes, I have a complete, a sincere belief in a

Supreme Being who has created this Universe. Who has created all which

you find therein. \^o has created as well all which makes it function.

CAROL - What, may I ask, brought you to this conviction ?

EGi^- There should not be any doubt in the mind of a seeing,

sensing, thinking, individual that this planet of ours, this Universe

in general, cannot have been a chance creation.

AVNER - The antiquated idea of a Creator of this world of ours

- which the Bible must have taken over from the primitives of the pre-

biblical age - is totally indigestible to my mind.

RABBI - You are mistaken. The concept of God as the Creator of

this Universe is only pre-biblical in the sense that - though it may

have been extant in the subconscious human mind long before - it had

been introduced as official jewish doctrine only at the time the Torah

was corapiled about 2500 years ago. I cannot avoid the Impression, that

it was at all times a more or less commonly accepted matter of faith.

What I have said is by no means negated by the fact, that the Church

introduced this aspect of God only in the year 341 on the occasion of

the Council of Nicaea.

E& - Thank you. I did not know this. In completion of my

personal Statement I want to add, that in my mind an individual with

intellectual and sensitive qualif ications cannot harbour the doubt, that
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bis life has a purpose and a sense, Once he has accepted this premise,

it must lead him to the definite conclusion: that all mankind has been

created for a purpose and a sense. Only if we apply the perception of

such a purpose and sense globally, will it be possible for us to

understand this purpose and sense.

ASJIER - Allow me to confess, that I thought I know you well, ßut

so far - that is until this inoment - I had no idea that you are a 'homo

religiosus'

.

CAROL - And allow me to confess, that this is the first tinie I

have befriended a religious person with your degree of education and

intelligence. I cannot remeniber a religious person with whom I would

be able to feel an intellectual affinity as I do with you, although our

outlook on every aspect of religion; and our attitude to the metaphysical

- seem to differ so greatly. And may I for good rneasure add, that tiiis

is the first time I occupy a platform with a rabbi. Sure ! Jerusalem

abounds with religious people of every shade, but I have always feit

a deep aversion against all and every religiously dedicated intellectual.

I have even avoided every personal contact with any of them. Until now

my reluctance had been so strong, that it prevented me from entering

into a discussion with them. I know well enough - you do not have to

point it out - that my attitude is as wrong as are all my excuses. I

know that they reveal a psychopathic trait in me. And I know also, what

has caused this complex - but this is so and I cannot change - nor do

I care to change. It would in any case be of no interest to you to hear

me say more about this. But it would interest me greatly to hear you

explain your personal concept of, and attitude to, religion; and what

has caused your turning - if not conversion - to religion.

AVNER - Let me enlarge on Carol's request. Can you give us details

of the specific philosophical and religious picture you have formed for

yourself ?

RINAT - May I go still further even - or deeper or more backward

- and request you to teil us which intellectual, spiritual, and possibly

also emotional paths you have walked to reach this State, or better said

this Status, of a religious man ? It has become already clear - to me

at least - that you have occupied yourself seriously and constructively

with the Problems we have raised here.

EdJ - I well understand what you all want to convey. I have no

objection to give in to your request. I shall unreservedly try to satisfy

your curiosity.

Like you, Asher, I had a strictly orthodox upbringing which, once

I was outside my family circle, made me avoid everything which pointed
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to religious ordinances or ritual practices* I lost all interest in

all practically applied religion. But in my ever growing estrangement

from Judaism I never thought of denying iny Jewishness. I never lamented

my being a Jew. On the coritrary ! I was a proud Jew. I never missed

an opportunity to declare myself as such in the antisemtic environments

in which it had been my fate to live most of my life, I was from the

beginning of my adolescence an enthusiastic Zionist - of the kind who

contemplated to come to Israel "sometimes for sure".

In Short: I was a conscious and convinced Jew. Fiut I never sat

back and made myself define my attitude to Judaism. I never clarified

to myself, what place I occupied as a Jew, not only in the society of

which my wife and I were part, but also of the world in \^^hich we lived.

There came, hov/ever, the day - I honest ly cannot point to a specific

causative factor why I did so - when T sat back and asked myself: you

are a Jew. You feel proud of being a Jew. But what inakes you assert

your being a Jew in general, and a proud one in addition ? How and

in which way do you visualize your being Jewish ? V/hat does the Judaism

you perceive mean to you ? How would you define your Judaism ? What

do you expect Judaism to give you ? And, above all: what have you so

far given to, and done for, the Jewish people ? How does your being

a Jew fit into your philosophy of life ?

I studied with ever growing interest the religions of India -

Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism. I was intrigued by their

philosophies and theologies which endeavour to explain the purpose of

man's life; to explain the purpose of man's life on earth; to explain

the meaning of man 's death; to explain what lies on the other side of

death. I asked myself again and again, whether I can agree with the

explanations they offer; whether I can accept the directions they give

to man about how he has to conduct his life. And I found it impossible

to accept for myself most of what they teach. It was then that I began

to ask myself what my own religion has to offer; what Judaism means to

me - and I realized, that my ignorance was so overwhelming as not to

provide the answer I craved. I decided, I would at the first opportunity

make every effort to learn about my Jewish heritage.

It became imperative - nay I would say an Obsession - that I find

the answer. I feit the urge to find out whether Judaism' s scriptures

and teachers provide an adequate answer. I decided to dedicate my free

time to the study of the ever growing series of problems of which I became

aware. I realized that, first of all, I had to know what Judaism teaches

about the destiny which awaits me after my death; what it teils me about

what is left of me after death; what it says may possibly survive my
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death. I searched to know, whether in Judaisin anything resembling the

karman principle of the East is known. I searched to know, whether

Judaism, like Hinduism, accepts the doctrine of reincarnation. In short:

my curiosity grevN^ and grew. I wanted to know not only what Judaism,

but also what other religions have to say about the human soul. About

the soul's immortality, About the soul's transmigration and so on.

It was at that period in my life when I discovered with surprise,

that I am a religious man exactly in accordance with the meaning of this

word.

RAßßl - You have indeed allowed us to follow you through your

process of maturing - if I may call thus your return to a firm belief

and a true faith. We have heard what your friends have to say to my

question about their attitude to religion in general and Judaism in

particular.

From what I heard from each of you this evening, it is evident

that all of you have still a long way to go before you have gained a

sufficient picture of what you need to know. It is at this stage totally

irrelevant, whether you will also acept and believe in what you will

get to know. But it is imperative, that you as Jews should have a füll

knowledge of the meaning; of the values; of the ethics of Judaism. I

will go even further and say, that an intelligent and educated Jew should

be well versed in the rites and rituals of jewish religious practice,

even if he or she does not follow them. It is uo less important - and

to me it is evidence of intellectual i onesty - that he or she should

have a sufficient knowledge of the traditions, even if he or she does

not find them acceptable. It is the duty of a Jew - even if he or she

does not want personally want to be a partecipant - to know what is going

on in a synagogue; and what is the meaning of the weekday prayers. A

Jew should be cognizant of the meaning and the significance - and well

versed in the observance - of the Jewish holidays, even if he or she

is non-observant. But I can under no circumstance condone, that an honest

person - sure of himself; proud of himself - forms a judgement which

is not based on solid knowledge. It is incomprehensible to me, that

an intelligent person forms a judgment which is based on ignorance.

On a judgement which is mostly - if not always - in such cases formed

under the impact of a sub-conscious rejection. I have often witnessed,

not only abroad but also here, that Jews could not reply to the simplest

questions which Gentiles had asked them about Judaism' s teaching; about

its ethics; and about the meaning of synagogal goings-on. I met the

other day an observant lady whose two sons, a year apart in age, are

serving in the army. Each in a different unit. This was for them their
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first contact with secular jewish youth. They were shocked about the

degree of ignorance in jev^lsh matters their comrades revealed. Among

the 45 man in their units only a handful observed Yom Kippur. Although

most of their parents fasted, they had never received a minimum of

religious education at home - and certainly none in their secular schools.

EG - No wonder then, that so many of our young people want to leave

the country for good , once they have completed their military service.

For how can you remain attached to a country and a nation of whose history

and Spiritual values you are Ignorant.

RABBI - I dare to give expression to ray hope, that you will become

aware. that you have at one time or the other - to some degree at least

- already made the acquaintance of the God whoin you have ignored so far.

I hope the time will conie, when you will teil yourself that your attitude

had been a mistake; that it had been to your disadvantage not to have

pursued even a faint interest in the jewish religion. I can assure you,

that, once this moment comes and you know more about Judaism; that once

you know what Judaism has to offer; that once you know what Judaism wants

you to be - you will confess to yourselves your mistake. I am sure,

you will be the richer once you know of God. And I am still more sure,

that you will be much happier once you know God. It is not difficult

to find God. It not difficult even to befriend God.

RINAT - All this sounds unbelievable to me. For the first time

in my life I hear words like the one's you have just now spoken. I have

never heard, that one should think about a possible ethical content;

about a deeper sense - in and of the Jewish religion. I heard for the

first time today, that there is something to be looked for - and from

what I sense in you - to be proud of.
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AVNER - I hope you all will not mind, if - within the frame of

oiir last week's conversation - I in turn want to make a confession: even

thoui^h I have pondered the question throughout this week, I am still

unable to imagine what may have happened to a nan who is suddenly overcome

by the realization that he is - after all; or suddenly; or has always

been - a religious Jew. Can you, Rgo, teil us - if possible in a somev^hat

detailed way - why you call yourself a religious man ?

EO.' - In iiiy definition a religious person is the one who, after

an often life-long period of indif ference, has fought through his passive

indifference or his active disbelief; through his doubts and his and

others' arguments - to reach a firmly anchored faith. This is not enough,

you may teil nie. How eise can I recognize a religious Jeiv ?, you will

ask me. Allright ! I am going to enlarge on what I said. A religious

Jew will teil you, that he has gained an inner peace. He will teil you,

that since having beco-ne a man of solid inner faith, he enjoys an inner

balance. And he will teil you, that he has becoine aware of having turned

into a quiet and compassionate person.

RINAT - Does a religious man eo ipso - by force of his conviction

- live a life worthy of the God he believes in and searches for ?

EO - You have found the right words. This is indeed the essence

of Tiy definition.

RABBI - Teil us inore about the approach you took to reach this mental

and Spiritual achievement.

EG - I did not have to search and to struggle. One day I found

myself there. One day I discovered with surprise, that I arn a "religious

man" in accordance with the definition T have just offered. I became

suddenly aware of ray own significance within a purposefully created world.

Within a world created with a purpose for an existence with a special

significance*. I knew suddenly, that there is something infinite; that

there is something essential which is. This sudden, this penetrating

knowledge - I have no right to call it a revelation - gave me at last

the explanation for which I had been searching, viz:- not so much how,

but more and more why the world and mankind have come into existence.

I know most of all what the scientists past and present have offered

as an explanation - but they did not appear to me sufficiently convincing.
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So far I had no choice but to accept as true the knowled^^e which theso

scientists have offered, because I had no other, no even approxiinately

satisfying explanation available for what I knew had existed in the past,

and which I saw is in the present; for what has been a fact in the past,

and into what the now has developed. Should I have thought or reacted

differently to what I now percoived, I would have had to siippose that

we are chance products of a chain of stupid coincidences, I have too

much of a good opinion of myself; I have too much pride in the destiny

of our people; I am too much in awe of the natural and historic wonders

which have always filled me with emotion and admiration - to think

otherwise. And now I can feel like chuckling, when I think of the

stupidities man has committed in the conviction of his righteousness;

which man has written about in his over-blown self-esteem; which man

has dressed up as science in the past; and which man is claiming as

world-shaking discoveries in the present.

What had to be my logical conclusion ? How does all this relate

to me ? What role is mine in this make-up ? What duties does my

existence impose on me ? These questions T put to myself. But I dared

not answer myself for a long time. I could, however, give myself the

answers the moment I could also accept as absolutely certain the logic

conclusion, that the "why and whereto" is the awareness of my duties;

is the recognition of the contribution expected from me in the fulfillment

of the task which is imposed on man who occupies the highest rank in

Creation. This task I saw - please do not mind if I sound repetitious

- under the impact of the wonders we can daily witness if only we open

our eyes; which we can discover in the realization of the enormity of

all that was and is; of that which fills me with elation when I prove

myself worthy of having been entrusted with such a task; and which is

reflected in whatever gain I make in inner strength and moral pov^er in

my maturation on the way to fulfill this task. This power, I told myself,

ultimately arises out of the recognition, that I am squarely placed within

the ongoing process of humankind's development. And it is also the result

of what T see, simply expressed, is my personal duty to induce mankind

by my own example. It is in whatever contribution I can make to man's

duty to help his fellowmen with all means at his disposal - to fioht

all the overpowering evil which we encounter everywhere.

Is what I have outlined; is this which I have realized - really

a clear-cut program with an easily identified goal ?, I asked myself.

Does evil exist in itself, by itself ? It is not so difficult to discover

and to recognize evil. It can be simple and easy to recognize evil.

But is it also easy and simple to face the evil I indentify ? Does this
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mean, that in case evil is easily identified, it can also be easily

isolated and attacked ? I found the answer and the approach to all

this by Coming to agree v>^ith the philosopliers, who deny that evil is

something abstract; that evil can only come into the foreground when

goodness is absent; that evil can only prevail when and where goodness

recedes. These reflections have iiiade me reach the conclusion, that we

should with all our ineans cultivate goodness; that we have to make every

effort to strengthen goodness - so that there is no empty space left,

no vacuuin created, into which evil can penetrate. This - was my final

conclusion - is, or at least should be, the task of man in this v/orld.

This I fully concede, is a huge and far-reaching task. But once man

does recognize the all-exclusive importance of such a task, it should

make him tfiankful for having been entrusted with such an aim. The final

realization of the significance of such a duty should sporn man to an

ever greater initiative. Once mankind is blessed with this conp.nition

- T can assure you - the entrance gates to the realm of the Divine will

be opened.

Where does theory end and practive begin ?, you are bound to ask.

To this I can answer, that from the moment I had come to this realization,

I endeavoured to fully identify not only in theory but also in practice

with what I have just now exposed to you. My task was made easier,

because I had since some time already known, that for taking such a

program upon myself; that for putting this message into effect - I do

not need the organized communication System of the temples and the

synagogues, with their rabbis and chasans, who try to seil me a

subscription to the pre-stamped form letters they issue. This system

may be suitable and comfortable for, appreciated and accepted by, those

who flock through the portals of the temples, synagogues, mosques and

churches. I have tried, let me assure you. I have tried hard to be

one of those who - often sincerely and honestly, and within the gift

of their intelligence and the limits of their education - try to

communicate, in such an environment and through sucli Channels, their

feelings, whether these are of duty or of anxiety or of gratitude. But

I have not found myself on the same wave-length with any of them. I

can forgive the masses crowding the places of worship who, after they

leave their "places of v^^orship", are regularly overcome by an amnesia

which erases all the ethical principles, commands and vows they have

in their prayers taken upon themselves to obey, respect and follow.

I can forgive them, because they can claim they do not know what they

do. But I have not been able to overcome my ever growing aversion against

those who have chosen the career of providers of spiritual leadership;
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those who have been appointed to serve as spiritual guides and leaders.

With very few exception - of which you, Rabbi, are an inspiring and

consoling representatlve - these inen and women are nothing but

booth-owners in the mar'cet place of religion, Rxcepting our Rabbi -

and possibly one or two others - I have not discovered among the spiritual

leaders here in Israel anyone whom I could respect and trust; and of

whom I could believe that !ie is conscious of the füll ränge of duties

he has taken upon himself, Very few are the men and women who can show

the people entrusted to thein the way to a true understanding of what

Judaism wants to transmit. They are not the guides, who can point out

the obstacles nan's own urges and instincts put on the path to the

achiovement of at least sonie degree of goodness, There are only very

few among them, who can help those who approach them for help to perfect

that which is still incomplete in the Seif within man.

And so, while I call myself a man who has a deep conviction of manVs

definite and ultimate relationship to the Infinite; and while I try to

find the way to acquire some of the eternal truth - I am very well aware

of the difficulties I am facing in my endeavours. And I am also aware,

that I have never ceased to be in need of a guide and adviser, l^ut I

have not found one such so far. And as I am too old and too ri^idified

to Sit at the feet of a guru who might be able to teach me, I iiave to

go my own way. I am glad I can say, that my efforts have not been

fruit less. T am glad I can register progress, even though I use a cane

and have to walk slowly. But I do not need any intermediär ies who

sermonize and pray - and procastinate - in the synagogues,

I apologize for the lengthy reply to your questions - and I hope

it will facilitate your gaining an understanding of whatever contributions

I may make to our discussion. And I apologize again, Rabbi, should I

have in words or meaning offended you. I assure you again of my great

respect - otherwise I would not have as frankly described my thoughts

and feelings. And otherwise I would not have believed you to be the

right man to guide us in these our conversations and discussions.

RABBI - I sincerely appreciate what you said about me and what you

told US about yourself. And I appreciate no less also the openness with

which you exposed your innermost thoughts. I have no doubt, that in

the spiritual structure you have built for yourself you will find the

satisfaction you seek. And I sincerely wish you all the happiness you

are looking for in the Weltanschauung you have created for yourselves.

AVNER - I cannot imagine myself to live with you in your Castle.

Nor am I capable to become a member in the brotherhood you visualize.

RABBI - You are wrong, Avner. It is given to everyone of us to
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break the crust which prevents us from looking into ourselves. We cannot

always understand properly what wise fnen, rabbis, philosophrs and

scientists teil us. The reason is, that we are lazy or reluctant to

probe any deeper. This leaves us as doubters, as atheists - with the

result that we remain unhappy people. If you feel and are handicaped

because you cannot understand what is also otherwise and by others not

understood, allow your mind, your heart, your goodwill to fill in the

gap with the belief in v>^onders; with the belief in a 'deus ex machina'

if necessary.

RINAT - In other words resign in the belief, that God's will be

done,

AVNER - T envy the ease with which you people accept the wonders

with which the Bible and other Scriptures are filled.

RABBI - I agree, that those who read the Bible literally can be

disappointed. I concede that they can at times even be repulsed. 3ut

you cannot and should not Interpret vvrhat you read as objective events.

You may call on science to help you to prove or disprove the truth of

the biblical reports - and the truth of God's existence even. But you

will never be satisfied with the outcome of such an approach. God cannot

be physically or mathematically proved; and neither can miracles be

scientifically explained.

AVNER - Do you really believe, Rabbi, that God appeared to, spoke

to Moses at Sinai ?

RABBI - Unbelievable as it sounds it has to be true, because on

the fact of this encounter the jewish nation and the jewish religion

have been established. On what took place during that encounter on Mount

Sinai our religion has been established in its baslcally valid form.

Even the inost ingrained doubter will concede, that our nationhood and

our religion are facts.

]7Q^-. The Rabbi wanted to say - as far as I understood him - that

facts cannot survive if they were based on untruths or myths.

CAROL - It is here where faith coines in, I suppose.

RABBI - Yes, faith sweeps away all the uncertainties, doubts and

contradictions which obstruct the access to unrestricted belief.
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AVNSR - I have to add a sentenco to what T said last tl.nie we met:

to ine the Jewish reli-^ion is a mysterv relif^ion.

RAßßi - You mean our relloion is to you a nystery. It is not a

Mystery Religion. Do not think I blane you. I can well iinderstand at

least sone of your adverse feelin^s. It is a fact that modern man abliors

everything which is a nystery to him. He runs away from whatever lie

cannot neasure and analyse. And still ! You cannot say the jewish

religion presents a mystery. You may say, you sense everything around

you is mysterious. You may even say, that everything in you is

mysterious. Ultimately you would be better ofj:, were you to describe

as incomprehensible and sublime all that which appears to you mysterious

and overpowering. And having finally reached this stage of intellectual

and Spiritual maturing, you will be blessed by a deeper understanding.

You will accept then what appeared to you sublime as the Sublime; and

what had appeared to you incomprehensible as the Incoinprehensible. ^'ow,

you may ask can one learn to feel the Sublime ? How can one sense the

Incomprehensible ? You can learn this by learning to see all what is

wonderous in nature - and to see in these wonders in nature veritable

miracles. Learn to appreciate what is around you. Open your eyes and

see.

EGO - "Come and listen, all of you who fear God, while I teil you

what he has done to me'', says the Psalmist.

RIMAT - I will readily listen to you. Teil us what he has done

to you. I have been intrigued by what you have already told us of your

philosophy of life. 3ut something is still missing in the description

you gave us; namely how you got started on your way. May we hear from

you a more specific explanatlon of what made you turn - or return, if

you want to call it thus - into a person who has become conscious of

bis being a religious Jew ? Something must have made you do so.

Something must have started the ball rolling. What was it that caused

your sudden awakening to the need to run a check on your Jewishness ?

You know me too well to think I am trying to be silly or facetious.

I ask, because from what you have experienced I may - hopefuUy - learn

what I myself have missed so far.

GO - There is no specific event, no specific moment nor any other
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causative factor to which I can point. Over nuite a loriP tiine an

awareness i^rew up in me. I can best describe it as some kind of an

amorplioMS Sensation that there is sometiiing beyond inyself; v^rhich is beyond

my seif; which is beyond ny existence; which is beyond my wer Id. It

will be too cuHibersome to explain in detail what went on within me.

I will only say that there was a realization - soiiietiiing which I luay

have later called an 'inner force' - which made ine review niy past life;

which urged me to search for tines and facts which rnight be indicative

of when, and in how far, I had been influenced, guided or 'notivated hy

what T began to sense as beyond my own doing. T looked within inyself

and aroiind .-nyself. I learned to shake off conventional conceotions.

I learned to weigh the accepted theorles I had so far never dared to

doubt. I learned to think independently . I learned to form my own

conclusions. I loolced back on ny past life. I rellved the many

dlfflculties and dangers I had overcorne. I realized suddenly that I

had many a tinie been extremely lucky. I realized suddenly that I had

escaped many threats to my life - and I could not avoid thinkin^, that

what I had called 'a lucky escape' or 'a fortunate decision' were not

of my own doing; were not to be counted as my own merit. More and more

I came to realize, that neither my occasionally vaunted cleverness nor

my often criticized insolence could have made me come throuqh the many

difficulties. I had to concede, that neither any fateful coincidences

nor my proverbial fortune could have made me escape the frequent dan.qers

I had to face in my life. Looking back and trying to apply the strictest

possible criteria, I believe I had to avoid or overcorne - in comparison

with so many other people I have met and questioned - a far greater than

average share of dangers.

AVNER " This is interesting ! I might be tempted to apply your

measuring tape to myself. 3ut I won't. However, I would very much

appreciate it as a personal favour, if you teil us what you said just

now in somewhat less generalized terms.

EG) - Let it suffice if I say, I had realized with some kind of

awe that I had lived a favoured life so far; that in my lifetime I had

been successful far beyond the degree I had reason to expect; that I

have overcorne the most difficult odds; that I had on more than one

occasion side-stepped threats to my very life; that in very decisive

mojnents I had - quasi spontaneously and without any logical reason -

made decisions which were to give my life a new direction; that I avoided

the kind of decisions which in retrospect, and also otherwise, would

certainly have caused me great härm. And I have learned that I have

not the right to say that I did the right thing 'as if by instinct\
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AVNER - Could you be more explicit ? Especially with reference

to your remark that you had escaped from dangers which threatened your

life ? I will concede that, in view of what you said just now, I have

changed iny mind; and that in viev^^ of my own experiences I would like

you to provide ne with a scale of comparison.

EGJ " You will have to accept rny own evaluation in this respect.

Were I do cite specific events you would in any case, and ri^htfully

so, call my evaluation subjective and not substantiated. And, I am

afraid, a discussion along these lines would distract us fro'n the :nain

theme of our conversation,

AVNER - In tliis case could I not also - and possibly with no less

justification - claim to have had what poets call a 'charmed life' ?

EGO - You can certainly inake such a claim. And you should with

all emphasis make this claim. You should teil this to yourself whenever

you believe yourself mistreated by fate. And you ought to try and find

faith in the certainty, that there must be a purpose, a sense in the

fact that and v/hy you have escaped from so many dangers.

AVNER - T am afraid I cannot buy this.

RINAT - I understand what you want to say.

CAROL - Is one really justified in drawing the kind of conclusions

and guidelines you are presenting ? Have we all not had now and then

similar experiences in our lives ? I mean to say, can each of us not

teil of occasions when we feit that we have escaped a danger or a threat;

or when we thought we had made a decision which against all odds and

unexpectedly has proved to be the right one ?

RABBI - Of course, everybody can point to such experiences. Or

should I correct myself and say, that many of us can in retrospect recall

such moments and incidents ? I agree with what we have been told. Many

are those who, on reviewing certain episodes or events in retrospect,

!iave been overwhelmed by the certainty, that what had happened to them

is most unusual, is out of the usual. And the ones, who have been "lucky"

in this way have every right to conclude, that something from above";

that something supernatural - had intervened. I will go further and

say, that those who become aware of having had to face such unusual events

and problematic situations which ultimately had found a favourable

Solution, are truly and really the favoured ones among mankind, when

they are either sudflenly or gradually overcome by the often overwhelming

Sensation, that they have been favoured - or at least that they might

have been favoured - with a greater insight. There may be even a stage

in life, when those who had never before thought that their escape from

a danger, or some lucky decision, might indicate that they had been at
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that moinent under diviae protection, have suddenly feit impellled to

conclude, that their escape could only have been due to a direct divine

Intervention. And now, having said this, .nay I suggest that we let this

question rest for the time being ? We inay now and then in the course

of our conversations find ourselves again near the borders of the

metaphysical, when we shall have to face this or a siinilar issue. I

propose we accompany for the time being our friend Ego along the patli

his thourrths and reasoning have taken. For we may learn, as has been

mentioned, how to relate all he says to ourselves, and hopefully, we

may find ourselves asking ourselves the right i]uestions,

£Q^- Thank you, Rabbi. I shall be short and precise. Suddenly

I was filled with the certainty that my life had somehow been directed.

Looking back I allowed rnyself to believe, that my life had in some way

or form been protected. I feit that something indefinite had at times

pushed my hands; directed my feet; formed my words; forced my decisions.

It was as if this realization had opened my eyes and I perceived a world

I had not known before - one I never knew might exist.

Rabbi - This reminds me of a talmudic midrash: when the Infant Moses

was saved from drowning in the Nile by the egyptian princess and was

taken by her to the royal palace, the court magicians predicted that

the child would one day be a danger to the Pharao. To prove their

pessimistic forecast, they placed two vessels in front the Infant Moses;

the one was filled with glittering jewels, the other with burning coals.

Little Moses tried, of course, to get hold of the sparkling jewels, but

an angel of God pushed his hand to the other bowl and the young fellow

grabbed a piece of the the burning coal instead.

|7G. ^- This Midrash fits what I wanted to express. I had the sudden

petrifying Sensation that my eyes had been opened and were perceiving

an aspect of the world I had not known before; I had not imagined could

exist; I was afraid to face. I found rnyself transported into a kind

of personal relationship with this world which 1 had never thought of

as possible. With this awareness came a flood of ideas and thoughts,

of Images and notions - often approaching firm and absolute knowledge.

With awe I had to control the thought, that I had been granted a higher

perception beyond the one I had so far had of rnyself and my world, turn

into a conviction. One of the naturally and logically conclusions of

what I perceived now had to be, that all I see around me could not have

come into being purely by chance; that this world could not have developed

and grown without a direction or a guidance; that life's evolution could

not be exclusively the product of Darwinian selective processes. There

had to be a plan. There had to be a plan from the moment life began
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to develop on our planet. There had to have been a plan, a purpose,

already at the stage when the creation of such a world as ours was

planned. And final ly and inexorably I had to conclude, that there had

to be a Creator who had planned, created and now directs the universe

in general and our planet earth in particular.

AVNER - In other words: you have become the religious man you are.

EG'^- Yes, you may describe the developoient thus. However, I want

you to understand quite clearly, that I did not make a conscious effort

to be one such. I want to make you also understand, that I never iniagined

I had made any new, any earth-shaking dlscoveries. I knew quite well

I had not re-invented religion. ßut I can say, that by purely logical

reasoning - contrary to what others accept by blind faith or by way of

myths, legends and outside imposed doctrines - T had coine to the definite

conclusion that this world of ours; that this planet earth of ours; that

whatever exists on this planet; that humankind as it exists today - owe

their being to a directed creation. They are not, and could not have

been, the outcome of coincidental happenlngs. They could not be the

product of Chance events. At least this must have been the case in the

beginning when all this came into existence. May I point out furthermore,

that I had come to this conclusion Independent of whatever may be the

fashionable scientific theories of the day; that I had not been influenced

by any of the basic teachings of any of the religious Systems past and

present. In short: I formed :ny concept by logical reasoning. I had

reasoned that a powerful agency must have created this world and all

it contains. By logic I concluded that a Superior Will and an Omnipotent

Intention must have at least started the clock running. I concluded

from all these conclusions what was only logical to conclude: that in

some way or other this powerful agency must continue to "keep the world

going". To say it differently: the outcome of niy conclusions, of my

sensing and my reflections was, that there is a Supreme Instance who

has willed this world; who has created all there is on our earth; who

surveys what is going on. From this logical conclusion I advanced further

to the awe-inspiring certainty, that there must have been a Creator.

I knew then that there is a God.

AVNER - In short: you accept as truth what the Bible says about

the creation of this our world ?

ASHER - Even though the biblical tradition is scientifically

,

historically and philosophically incorrect and illogical ?

CAROL - A scientist is not bothered by the idea of Creation. To

him the cosmos - in the sense understood by the Greeks - explains the

world 's Status as 'Nature*.
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AVNER - In other words: when viev^^in^, the world, scientists do not

use in their calculus the hypothesis of a transcendental God,

EG' ^ - I honestly cannot iinagine how one can thinlc to explore and

to iinderstand the IJniverse with the help of formulas and tables, of

telescopes and satellites. Whenever the scientists believe they have

reached the ultimate confines of the Universe, they inevitably discover

that new confines are further ahead,

Ry\BBI - The scientists have forrned formulae and laws - but these

fit only their own at that moment "modern" hypothesis; and of that

possibly only one or the other of its aspects, I may appear to you

backward with my views; but to me the ad vice given to Job sounds right.

He was asked to "meditate on GodVs wonders. Can you teil how God controls

them..,?"

AVNER - I cannot see how the birth of the universe can be explained

by miracles, by beliefs and by faiths, I am convinced by the theory

that the creation of the world had been an accidental happening.

RABBI - The world exists. This is a fact. Rvery fact must have

had a cause and in the case of this world the cause is Creation.

E(T) - Our world cannot have come into existence except by a Creator,

You need proof ? Look at the marvels everywhere

RI'^IAT - I sensed something like this in my biological work and

you know ! Let me confess that one day I had this Sensation very strongly

when I peeled an orange.

CAROL - I can well understand this. Kant must have had such an impact

in mind when he said: "Two things fill the mind with ever new admiration

and increasing awe...the starry heavens above us and the moral laws within

us".

RABBI - Listen to what Franz Rosenzweig had to say: Creation shows

US very distlnctly how much we depend on the Creator. God the Creator

becomes real to us when he reveals himself as such. Uere God not the

Creator all we were, are and will becorne in the scheme of our religion's

viev^^s would be of no value.

AVNER - Why should a God have created such a miserable world ?

EG»^- Many reasons are given. Many myths are told. The explanation

one hears most often repeated, is that man is the purpose of Creation;

that God wanted man as his companion.

CAROL - Islam has a somewhat similar answer. A hadith, a traditional

legend, teils: "Allah said to Mohammad: 'I was a hidden treasure. I

wanted to be known. I created the world so that I become known'"

RABBI - Yes, this kind of explanation is commonly cited. But

Maimonides denied this kind of explanation and insisted, that the universe
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came into being out of nothing at God's will - and that more than this

we do not know and cannot ever know.

ASHER - I find the actually prevailing theory of a "Big Bang" as

the starting point of the universe very satisfactory

.

AVNER - Scientists try - and with success, I read in the literature

- to repeat the "Big Bang" en miniature by smashing atoms against each

other with enormous velocity in miles-long tunnels. This should persuade

you that there was no need to invent a Creator.

EO ^ - Ts this so ? But who invented the atom with its neutrons,

protons and whatever eise ? And who made these priinary elements smash

into each other ? In other words: who is the Primus Movens ?

CA^OL - Talking of creation: there is another thing which has puzzled

rne. The monotheistic religions teach that the world was created 'ex

nihilo*. How could such a thing come about ? How could something which

is concrete be created froni nothing ?

RABBI - Ex nihilo ? The Bible says that the world was created out

of chaos. Chaos is something real.

CAROL - This the Church does apparently not buy.

EG' ^ - You are right. In the "Nicean Creed", the doctrine adopted

in 341 in Nicaea, the Church decreed that the world was created 'ex

nihilo', out of nothing. And for coinpletion's sake it was inade a dogma,

that the Creator and Redeemer are one; that the true God is begotten

from the true God and has not been made; that he came down from heaven

and was made a man.

RABBI - The proclamation of this dogma has not succeeded in ending

the centuries' old - and still continuing - discussions about the nature

of Jesus.

RINAT - It is a pity that Plato and Aristotle v/ere not at hand to

give their opinion about this point of Christology.

CAROL - Plato had at least something to say about the creation of

the world. Out of emanations the world was created, he says.

RINAT - Did Aristotle agree with him ?

CAROL - Aristotle argued, that whereas the cosmos emanates eternally

from God, it has no beginning nor end. He did not say any thing further

about how the world was created. He asked only how it functions,

RABBI - The concept of "emanations" was unacceptable to Maimonides.

Gnosis - along with the Church Fathers - says that an originally imperfect

world was separated from God by a great abyss. Out of this God created

the world.

E& ^ - But, says Gnosis, God can withdraw at any moment. And the

Church Fathers warn that man in his helplessness cannot gain salvation
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by hls own efforts - only by God's grace.

RABBI - Maimonides argues that *ex nihilo' may be philosophically

unacceptable - but it is acceptable in the way it Is described in the

Bible.

AVNER - I read soinewhere that somebody or other has expolated, that

God has created other worlds before ours; that each time he was not

satified with his handiwork and destroyed them again,

RABBI - There is an allusion of this kind in the Talmud.

CAROL - Also Maya and Aztec myths teil that this world is the last

extant in a series of creations all of which had been destroyed by

cataclysms. Also Greek mythology contains such myths,

EG) ^ - In conclusion it seems that the puzzle of creation does not

weigh heavily on a religious person. That is to say, theism has at least

an explanation while atheists can only reply that "it happened by itself

with a Big Bang", The sarne is the case with all events v/hich cannot

be scientifically explained.

CAROL - You are right. One of the raain topics for which in ancient

times the founders of religion, as well as the religious philosophers,

had to find an answer was the question - or what you called the puzzle

- i^.ow the World caine into bein^. The clever Solution t'ie earliest

religions had found, ca.^e later to be absorbed - somewhat changed and

adapted in form, but in principle always recognizable as based on the

ancient mythos - also by the "modern monotheistic religions" Judaism,

Christianity and Islam.

EG ^ - The fact is that at every stage of development mankind sensed

that a divine instance must have created the universe; only the mythos

in which it was dressed changed from time to time, place to place, culture

to culture.

RABBI - Like everything in religious doctrine the reported facts

and truths, the revelations and epiphanies are presented in metaphors

and Symbols for the better understanding of the unsophisticated public.

AVNER - This may have been adequate for the people of 3500 years

ago, but today

RABBI - This applies also to the people of today. But this should

not prevent you from interpreting all you are offered by religion s that

it fits your own philosophy - provided you accept a priori that the facts

are being presented in a hidden and covered form.

AVNER - And with this outlook on facts you accept that the world

has been created about 5700 years ago and ?

RABBI - Dates are unimportant. They are naive but necessary

symbolisms which strengthen the faith in the Creator. The Kabbalists
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have a point: creation cannot be fixed in time. It is a supra-temporal

process. Tt is an ongoing process and not an one-time act. By the way:

the concept of God as the Creator is of "relatively recent" origin. It

does not date from Genesis. It had most likely been introduced during

the compilation of the Torah some 2500 years ago, The Christians are

"still more modern": they introduced - as has been mentioned some time

ago - the aspect of God as Creator first on the Council of Nicaea.

CAROL - The Sufis prefer the theory of the Greek philosophers that

"divine einanations" had been responsible for the Creation.

RABBI - Also the Kabbalists accepted this concept; they used it

as a leid of metaphor.

ASHER - In other words: the world was planned. And it follov/s that

our personal life and the existence of all eise is planned. And it

follows too that everything is predestined until the End of Times.

RABBI - Not necessarily.

AVNER - But it means that God has more brain than we all together.

EO ^ - If you do not give up your anthropolical view of God you will

never get the right understanding of the entire issue we are discussing.

Adopt the a priori concept of the Divine as Absolute, as Infinite, as

Incomprehensible, as Transcendent - and fit whatever you imagine or paint

of God onto this well defined canvas.

CAROL - There is a basic cause for much of the misunderstanding.

Theistic philosophers have tried to explain God 's attributes and essence

by negatives - and this has only confused people who are philosophically

untrained.

RABBI - God as Infinite Absolute cannot have human-like attributes

which would be understood by finite man. Religion is - surprising as

it may sound - essentially rational. Religion knows how to explain

revelations better than rationalists do to the philosophically not trained

masses.
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S I X

GA^'vOL - May I turn to you for ndvice, Rabbi ? You will, of course,

naturally and eo ipso a:^ree that there is a God above us. But do you

also agree v/ith what we heard last tlne we inet, taat God - the "Tnstance"

he was called in the relevant discussion - never ceases to watch and

observe, to ^uide and direct what ooes on in this world of ours ? If

this indeed so, would not also forinstance all we have been talkinf' about

here in your study have been watched - anfl possibly also guided ? And

if this indeed the case, would this conclusion have to lead to the further

conclusion that all is predestined ?

RABBI - What you said represents indeed the undeniable truth for

every believer whatever the denoiiination of his faith inay be. However,

here in this circle I may confide in you, that in this regard I have

come to form my own, niy personal views. I believe, that although there

i^iust be such a "Superior Instance"; that although there is without any

doubt such a "Superior Instance" - that is to say a God - who watches

and observes what he has once created and planned, he does not direct

nor routinely interfere with what goes on. Except, most li-cely, i n very

rare and certain specific instance >j • 1 do not want to go back to what

was said here last weeJc about the individuals blessed with the meniory

of an occasional divine Intervention. Hut I am asked if, how. when and

v/hy God does intervene ? I do not 'cnow I am sure there is a Duroopose

in our existence. I am sure there nust have been one such fro;n the onset

I am sure this world was created for a pur pose. I am sure the comin,<^

into being of the entire planet earth was to set into motion a planned

developmental process. But I am equally sure that not our every sin^le

Step is directed; that not our every action is predestined.

RINAT - Does Judaism believe in Predestination ?

RABBI - vJudaism does not. Üther religions, e.g. Islam, do. Also

Christianity to some degree. Judaism' s guiding principle is that you

and I are free to do what we want - but also that we are responsible

for what we chose to do. This is based on the biblical passage in

Deuteronomy: "I have set before you this day life and good , death and

evil. .. .chose life". And also in another places in the Scriptures God

IS quoted as saying, that he created good and evil for man to identify

with on his own choice. In piain words: Judaism teaches that man can
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direct and form his own Life and destiny. Man has t'ae free will to do

what he wants. He has this power of free will to do good. ßut he has

also the power, the free will and the faculty, to do evtl. This doos

not indicate that all we do is predestined.

EQj - May I point out, that in Isla:^ nan's free will inay to a certain

degree ease whatever hardship is predestined for hiin, I \>^as impressed

by the saying in the Qu' ran that "...verily God does not change nen's

condition unless they change their inner selves".

RINAT - V/hy are you inpresse 1 ?

EGO - Because it points to a control Instance in man - under man 's

control.

CAROL - You are right. Whereas this saying does not agree with

some other qu'ranic sayings, the philosopher \1-Ashari gave it an twist

worthy of the best of oiir talmudists: He said that it is Allah who

creates the deeds, but he allov\^s man to acquire credits or discredits

for them.

RABBI - The Mutzalis - like the Shias an iinportant Separatist group

in Islam - maintained that man has a free will. They defended man 's

entitlement to make use of his free v^^ill vv^ith the argument, that God

is intrinsically just and could, therefore, not härm anybody nor do

anything which is unreasonable or unjust. They were appropriately

criticized by t'ie orthodox Moslems for what tliey saw as doubting God 's

omnipotence which directs man 's every Step. liut in general one can say,

t!iat in Islam' s established traditional view all is predestined.

EGO - This differs quite maricedly from ^induism's more sympathetic

teaching, that Brahman is beyond comprehension - and also beyond good

and evil.

RABBI - But, on the other band, it cannot j)e avoided, that the

personal God of the monotheistic religions is with greater ease supposed

to manipulate good and evil in the mangement of human destiny. This

is not sarprising, as he is also supposed to govern tiie world and the

destiny of mankind, of nations and of nature. This is the basis for

the belief of the believers that all is predestined.

RINAT - Has this not already been established in the ground-rule,

that the existence, the program, the task of Israel, of the Jewish people

are supposed to have been predestined since its formation into a nation

at Sinai ?

RABBI - In no respect has anything - not even within the frame of

Israel's appointment at Sinai - been predestined in Israel's future or

in the Jewish people's fate. Israel was appointed to a specific duty,

viz:- that of carrying God's word among the peoples; of being a light
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unto the nations. There is no predestination attached to this appointment

nor in the attached promise. I mean to say, there is no indication

of a predestination even in the assurance Israel has been given along

with the often repeated prornises, that it will enjoy divine protection

as long as it keeps to the straight path

AVNER "... which it has not done.

RABBI - which it has not done. And each tirne it has deviated froia

the right path it has been severely, even cruelly punished.

AVNER - With the best of will you cannot say that in the last

Century, or in the many centuries past, the Jewish people have been

biindles of virtue and paragons of saintiness. But in what appears to

me to be a positive evaluation of their negative behaviour - that is

of their persistent failing in their duty - they have been given back

their original homeland, this very State of Israel in which we live today.

RABBI - No, my friend; it is not quite so. I fully agree with you,

that since the Jewish Commonwealth was destroyed some 1900 years ago

- and according to what history teils us, not even in the (nillennium

before that - we Jews have not behaved as had been expected from us,

namely comporting ourselves as a god-fearing, virtuous, brotherly people.

And it is iny conviction, that for this our failing we have been punished

again and again. This is how I personally Interpret our millennia long

history of sufferings and persecutions. The last and severest possible

such punishment inflicted on our nation has been the recent calamity

to which a poetically-minded man has given the name "Holocaust". Here,

in this development I see a confirmation of the Superior Instance, of

the great power we have heard mentioned, which intervenes when things

come to a head. In my Interpretation of our fate this latest and

severest punishment of the jewish people is niainly meant to serve as

a warning. We Jews - the warning goes - have been brutally punished

for our past and present failings. But we have been offered another

opportunity now to change our ways. We have been given back our country

so that we have no more the excuse that we have no home of our own; that

we are at the mercy of other nations; that we are driven from country

to country. In other words: it now depends on us, and on ourselves alone,

whether we are worthy of surviving or not. In other words: it is in

our hands to chose life or evil, good or bad. In other words: we have

the free will to chose what we do; to influence our future; to direct

our actions.

RINAT - This imposes an awful responsibility on us, I fear.

ASHER - If this is indeed so, I am very pessimistic.

CAROL - I too am inclined to a pessimistic prognosis. If indeed
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this is a last warning; if indeed we are allowed to exist under the

condition that henceforth we fulfill our special destiny - and we are

now in a better than ever position to "be a light unto the nations" -

we have, since we survived the Holocaust, definitely and miserably failed

in our duty. There is not a day when the newsmedia do not report cases

of Israeli Jews here or abroad who have committed rnurder or rape; who

have been arrested for dealing in drugs; who have been discovered to

have committed some white-collar crime.

ASHER - And do not overlook the frightening, and steadily growing,

number of intermarriages, especially in the States.

EG ^ - Please do not take me as a cynic if T say that the growing

rate of intermarriages - especially what is going on in the States -

may well be a selective process in the sense of old Darwin, v/ith these

words I want to refer to the Darwinian dictum that those unfit and

unsuitable to carry on Judaism's heritage are eliminating themselves

from our nation.

RABJ3I - A rather risky conclusion !

CAROL - One which hardly conforms to the facts as I know them.

AViVER - If your conclusion is right, it would imply a frightening

outcome. For you more or less want to make us believe, that the

ultra-orthodox Jews, the Haredim are the true, the valuable elite of

the Jewish people. And what is worse still, you promise us that this

group will ultimately survive.

RABBI - I must confess, that with my somewhat different outlook

on the values and principles of Judaism - and arriving from a different

dlrection - I have thought along the same lines and have had to conclude

that, in case this should be true; that in case such an outcome should

be inevitable; and in case the selective process should leave the ultra-

orthodox Community in a prominent position - also such an end-result

would be welcome. I say this as a Reform Rabbi, mind you ! Don't forget

that it had been the orthodox elements in Judaism which have throughout

the many centuries of persecutions kept our people alive. You may call

them Stubborn. You may judge them stuck in antiquated ideas. But it

is a fact that they have always formed the nucleus which has carried

Judaism through every threat and danger. Whenever living conditions

for the Jews iraproved in the Diaspora - say in friendly countries after

the Enlightenment period had set in - newly sprouting liberal movements

grew out of this nucleus. It is a consolation for me that, should once

more tragedy strike our people, these rigid orthodox Jews with their

calcified halachic rules will turn into an hibernating Jewish nation,

until better times come. If better times will ever come again ! If
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this World is not ripe for an ultimate cataclysm.

Ea) - Not only that the Harediin, the strictly orthodox Jews,

continue to dress the way the German burghers dressed in the Middle Age

which Indicates their enduring trend to conservatism, This is far more

evident in their strict obedience to the rules and laws of llalacha.

And let me underline what I said before, and with v>^hich the Rabbi agrees:

because the Halacha which the Haredim practise is fundamentally a well-

incapsulated Judaism, we can expect that the ancient rabbinical Judaism

will survive through them until a new chance is offered for a new liberal

and relaxed Judaism will be revived and regenerated.

ASHER - Is the halachic kind of Judaism really worth surviving and

preserving ? Why do you think, Rabbi, that your form of Judaism, your

Reform Judaism, has not an equal chance ?

CAROL - My I go even further and ask, why you never use the label

"Prophetic Judaism" which I have often heard mentioned instead of Reform

Judaism ? I ask because the prophetic tradition has survived all pitfalls

and dangers so far.

RABBI - Many Reform Jews - it is true - will teil you that they

follow the Judaism of the Prophets. Not hing could be more inadequate.

The name "Prophetic Judaism" has greatly been mis-used. The assimilatory

Jews and the non-nationalist Jews have usurped this name. They disregard

even the minimum of observance which we cultivate. Their religious

perception is so diluted, that it resembles more that of the Protestants

than of the Jews. Even that of the most liberal Jews. Their 's is the

last stage before they lean over the baptesimal basin.

AVNER - Why then do they call themselves "Prophetic Jews ?"

RABBI - Because they - and the Humanitarian Jews too - have the

Illusion, that the Prophets had only preached piain ethics without any

ritual aspect; and without any Obligation to the other essentials of

Judaism. They Single out the beautifully phrased words of the Prophets

and not the true message the Prophets wanted to convey.

RINAT - For instance ?

RABBI - For instance they love to recite Isaja's and Mica's prophecy

"They shall beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into

pruning hooks". Or Ezekiel's warning "..be righteous. . . .harass no one..

share your food with the hungry...do not lend inoney against interest".

Or Amos' ad vice "...seek good and do no evil...hate evil and love good..

let justice roll on like a river and righteousness like a strong stream".

Or Malachi's words "Have we not all one father ? Did not one God create

US
ff

AVNER - These are indeed poetically very beautiful phrases; and
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ethically very valuable words. But what is wrong with the Jews who think

these are the true and basic values of Judaism ? I myself could subscribe

to most of these Statements too.

RABBI - ßecause, as I mentioned, these "Prophet ic Jews" have little

care for what is most important in the preaching of the Prophets. For

instance the nationalism they preached. You will not hear them recite

Isaja's words "...you Israel whom I have chosen...I talce delight in

Jerusalem..." Or Jeremiah's prophesy". . . .God who brings back Israel. ...to

the soll that God gave their forefathers". Or Ezekiel's promise that

God will "gather up the Children of Israel from everywhere and restore

them to their soll". This aspect of the Prophet 's teaching and preaching

the "Prophetic Jews" prefer to ignore. All this they overlook so that

they do not have to accept the justif ication and the reality of Israel.

EO ^ - At best they will come here to preach that Jesus is the last

of the Prophets and the true Messiah.

RABBI - My friends ! I am sorry we have landed into this pessimistic

atmosphere. And I regret that our speculatations have deviated into

this bleak direction. Let us get off this theme, please.

RINAT - I agree. Let us talk about Halacha instead, please. Do

you observe the laws of Halacha, Rabbi ?

RABBI - The first reason why I turned into the liberal direction

of Judaism was Halacha. T could not follow blind ly what the rabbis of

old had ordained. Especially so, as their rules had been formed to fit

the people of their generations. These rules and prescriptions were

undoubtedly justified and right for the times in which these Rabbis lived.

From the moment I could pursue my studies indepedently , I feit I had

to see a sense, a meaning in what I do and in what I believe.

EQ ^ - This same happpened to me. I too could not make myself follow

the traditions transmitted by my parents; and already as a Student I

broke every lavN^ in the Halacha register.

RABBI - Let us, however, be very clear about the value of tradition.

There is a definite virtue, a logic and a sense in the ethical principles

of Judaism which are reflected in the Halacha. And you cannot avoid

becoming aware of the great sense of fulfillment a person will perceive

on following the traditions which our fathers have taken over from their

forefathers. And you must never forget, that these halachic rules -

whether you practise them or not, is immaterial - are based on; and are

expressions of proved and well reasoned ground-rules without which a

moral life cannot exist.

ASHER - But are not most - if not all - halachic rules uncritical

subscriptions to what the rabbis of the Talmud interpreted as the best
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way to make the primitive Jews of their tiine follow what these rabbis

thought was the best way to keep them from violating these rules ?

EO^- Do not conclude from what T said before, that I think all

and everything in and of the halacha is justified. Halacha is a codified

set of strict rules according to which the Jew is supposed to live.

Each commandment is exactly formulated and frarned - and rigidified -

in the old conceptions and antiquated perceptions which were most likely

valid some 1500-2000 years ago. Even what may appear as new and radically

different interpretations - if there are any at all - are only a widening

of the same old rules, by which modern facts of life are forced into

the antiquated frame of old.

CAROL - I fear, that the Judaism of Halacha, which the ruling

Rabbinate of the State of Israel wants to impose today on the entire

country, is liable to destroy not only the communal co!iesion of the Jews

but possibly also the true sense and real value of Judaism.

RABBI - I am not as pessimistic as you. Never overlook that the

halachic tradition is derived from the Torah. The Torah in turn is a

mystery based on the revelations at Sinai and on the impact of the

epiphany. Fundamentally it has to be said, that the Rabbis of the Talmud

and of the Hidrash did not change the traditional commands issued through

the Torah. ßut the real issue which should not be overlooked is the

fact, Chat these originally straight-forward commands - they were mostly

nothing but ethical mitzvoth - were again and again hammered into new

shapes by every new generation of rabbis. They were also enlarged and

reinterpreted by the medieval philosophers, by the kabbalists, by the

Hassidim, by the torch-carriers of Enlightenment - and finally by the

reality of Israel. At everyone of these stages there were zealots among

the Spiritual leaders, who endeavoured to keep intact - and if they

thought it was needed they reinforced them still more - the fences around

the laws originally promulgated according to the Scriptures. At every

stage of post-biblical history the rabbis-in-command adapted and rephrased

these very same halachic laws - but never changed them; never adapted

or reformed them in accordance with the progress society had made. The

final outcome was, that the halacha was congealed into a permanently

refrigerated survival which continues into our times.

CAROL - And to think that millions of Jews think the Halacha has

been transmitted from heaven !

RABBI - Not all do so today - nor did so at all times. There is

a midrash that during a heated debate among the rabbis about a halachic

problem "a voice came from heaven and declared that the halacha is not

in heaven".
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ASHER - But neither could "heaven" ever have accepted, that the

social injunctions of the shabath rest should have the Jews forego all

the pleasures which bring relaxation and pleasure,

RABBI - I have another midrash for you: the Shabath, a wise Rabbi

once Said, is given to you and not you to the Shabath.

EG ^ - You are well versed in the Midrashim, it appears,

RABBI - It is a very valuable way of giving a sense to the true

meaning of many of the rules, laws and events mentioned in the Talmud,

For by expressing these in form of a metaphor - for this is a midrash

after all - a revelation cannot be tampered with. Should this happen,

it might become impossible for the talmudic saying to be understaadood

in its intended sense by even talmudically inexperienced people. In

addition, a rule or a law or tradition - and with it the intended message

- will with the help of a midrash be made to fit into the actual time

and will not only reflect the cultural period of the time in which thiat

midrash was composed.

AVNER - It seems to me, Rabbi, that underneath your criticism of

Halacha you hide a great deal of respect for this arteriosclerotic legal

System.

RABBI - In a certain sense this is true; for it fits suitably into

the social, moral and civil duties of a large section of our nation.

CAROL - Can you really generalize in such a way ? Look only at

the halachic goings-on of the last weeks or so. We had the Pesach feast

a Short time ago. Look at the ritual cleaning of the house; the burning

of the last crumbs of bread at a certain, rabbinically fixed hour before

the festival week begins. Look at the rules regarding the baking and

eating of the Mazoth.

RABBI - I look and think that the Pesach ceremonials and rituals

are a pleasant tradition. And it was clever to make the necessary annual

cleaning of the house a religious Obligation, don*t you think ?

ASHER - Also the fake Roman banquet with the four obligatory glasses

of wine and the stylized talks and singing

RABBI - You exaggerate. Many a cherished tradition in the civilized

Word has originated in a similar way.

ASHER - To which cherished tradition, deriving from the past, does

the funny Aphikoman business of the Seder refer ?

RABBI - It too is an ancient tradition which, I fully agree, has

no meaning today. It is especially to be regretted, that it has been

turned into a kind of blackmail business. But sit back and think and

try to realize, that it is an indication of the true wisdom and of the

great psychological insight of our ancient rabbis. You are right. Some
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2000 years or more the Seder was indeed a culinary feast in the form

of a banquet - of the kind in which the Romans indulged. After all,

roman culture and customs were for long predominant in the Middle East.

And this included banquets with a large consumption of wine. Four cups

of vi^ine were often too much for the youngsters of those days, who were

wont to end the evening by descending on the town and - as the saying

went in my youth - "p^^i^ted the town red". What you termed "the Aphi'coman

business" prevented the youngsters from drinicing more wine that evening

- and from becoming drunk and rowdy.

EG) _ - Very clever indeed.

RABBI - I agree, however, that the continued application of most

of the halachic traditions and rules have no justification today. Let

me only mention the baseless rule of the Shmitta Year, the "Year of Sacred

Rest for the Land", when the agricultural lands could not be ploughed;

when fields and gardens shoud "rest"; when the fruits of the trees remain

unharvested. This was justified in ancient tlmes when fertilizers were

unknown, and when - due to smallness of the country - the elsewhere

practised routine of one of three fields remaining alternatingly

unploughed, could not be applied. Unfortunately , in today's Israel -

while following the biblical injunction of the "Shmitta" - all possible

subterfuges are applied: agricultural produce is certified as originating

from outside Israel. Or the land is "sold" to non-Jews. Or the produce

from lands in Israel which belong to Arabs is permitted. Or the argument

that jewish lands under occupation in the "territories" are really not

jewish lands.

CAROL - Is not the annual pre-Pesach "sale" ritual, wherein the

Finance Minister empowers the Rabbinate to seil the country's 'chamez',

- the wheat and other stuff in factories or shops worth billions - to

an Arab for the duration of the holidays for a pittance, nothing but

a mockery ? Is it not an attempt by the religious Jews to cheat on

their God ?

ASHER - The items you have cited are small matters. In reality

they are only inconveniences. But there are plentyful instances where

in the name of halachic tradition true damage is done to the affected

persons. Take the 'Agunoth', the 'abandoned wife who is prevented from

getting a divorce; who has to remain unmarried because either the husband

has disappeared and cannot be traced; or if he has not disappeared,

refuses to grant his wife the divorce she demands. Even force, even

a sojourn in jail, are without effect in most instances. Only a large

bribe will in most of these instances make the blackmailing husband

willing to divorce his wife. Should the Aguna dare to marry again without
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waiting for the get from her estranged husband, her children and their

children will for the next ten generations be exposed to the most awfiil

fate. They will become the most miserable living beings in jewish eyes:

they and their descendants will be "Mazerim", bastards without rights

and honour.

GAROL - While the children that husband produces in an adulterous

liaison have no such handicap,

ASHER - Hiding behind Halacha; unsupervised by the demands of

democracy; and uncontrolled by the laws of the State - the all-powerful

Rabbinate determines whether a woman has a second chance to get married;

or whether she is condemned to a life of solitude or misery.

RINAT - Why is such a Situation tolerated ? V/hy does the Government

not interfere ?

RABBI - The Government does not interfere because it is powerless

in these matters. The orthodox Jews - let us call them the tradition-

minded Jews - are politically very powerful in our country. Officially

you will be given the explanation, that this lamentable Situation has

to be tolerated, because the orthodox Rabbinate bases its right to make

such decisions on the laws which Moses received at Sinai. Mind you !

Not the laws desribed in the Torah are meant but also - and in a certain

sense mainly - those which God is supposed to have taught Moses orally.

They are a set of laws which had not been written down like the Tora.

ASHER - Moses could impossibly have learned all the unwritten laws

of the Tora during the forty years he spent on the top of the Sinai

Mountain.

RABBI - I agree. He certainly could not have had such a phenomenal

memory. Also for this discrepancy the Rabbis have an explanation: we

should think, we are advised, that Moses had only learned the principles,

the sense, the essenece of the divine laws promulgated in such a way

there oin the Sinai; and that in the forty years of his administration

Moses translated them into practical rules and sui table laws.

AVNER - And on such fantasy basis the prophets and the talmudic

sages took upon themselves the right to go on with their expanding and

enlarging the sense of the laws !? This sounds to me unbelievable.

RINAT- Even if I wanted to acquire some "Yiddishkeit", all these

laws and pre- and proscriptions would make this impossible.

EG - This should not necessarily be so. The Halacha contains and

transmits - as has already mentioned here - the definite essence of the

ethical principles in Judaism. It is for you to appply only these

principles. It is left to you to adhere only to the rules which conform

to your own ethic principles. How ? You must listen to yourself, to
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the whisper of your conscience. If you learn to do so, you will discover

what is to your mind and in your philosophy still of value in these old

laws, You vs^ill cherish what appears to you of moral value. You v\^ill

apply to yourself what will make you feel fulfilled.

RABBI - You must learn to ckeck on, even to criticize, every misstep

you make, You must learn to see in whatever you see, do and perceive

an underlying purpose for your existence.

AVNER - All we have heard in the last hour is a specifically Jewish

program. I think this indicates an ultimate program too. Do you really

believe that Israel has been especially elected to be the moral measuring

rod for the world ?

RABBI - Yes, I believe it has been selected to serve as the lithmus

paper of all times.

CARÜL - This, may I point out, is not an exclusive Jewish concept

- and conceit. Also in modern times the Christians are less outspoken

in this sense, they have in the past often claimed to be God's elected.

The Crusaders, for instance, called themselves the *new chosen people'.

EG ^ - And the Moslems think so today. They believe they have been

granted the right to conquer the whole world for Islam.

ASHER - But less us have no illusions. \/e Jews of today xhave no

reason to think so. If your premises are correct I have to conclude,

that in view of our ethical slate being anything but clean, our nation^s

prognosis cannot be very promising.

RABBI - I share your opinion. There is reason to fear that we are

about to fail. Today we have not the excuse anymore, that we are forced

to live and act in a reprehensible manner because we are not free and

are a suppressed diaspora people.

AVNER - And do not overlook, that in all this v^^e act on our own

free will and accord.
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S E V E N

RINAT - May I ask, in continuition of our debate, how Christianity

does face the question of predestlnation and that of man's fate ?

RABBI - Everything in man*s life and fate is predestined, the Church

says. This doctrine has been clearly circumscribed and defined in the

teachings of St .Augustine. According to him, predestination dominates

the human fate. But this does not apply to everybody. Only the future

of elect ones among mankind is predestined. God's willingness to save

the elected ones among his people, is an indication of divine grace.

This theological guideline the Church has since continued to preach.

RINAT - What about the non-catholic denominations ?

RABBI - The Lutherans have taken over and preserved this doctrine.

CAROL - In Calvinism the concept of predestination is presented

in an even more impressive and a more interesting form than in any of

the other currents of Lutherism. This may have been one of the reasons,

why it had been the Calvinists' social, political and economic concepts

- as well as their theological doctrines - which could create the Puritan

Movement in England. However, I have to make it clear, that for the

Calvinists there is no "free will".

RINAT - Can somebody at last explain to me in clear words what "free

will" implies ? I am at a loss to see where and how I fit in.

CAROL - I sympathize with you. I recall what the philosopher Hilary

Putman once remarked: "I would gladly believe in VFree Will' if only

I knew what it means".

RABBI - It is not as difficult to understand as you make it sound.

Fundamentally "free will" means, that we are ourselves responsible for

what we do.

AVNER - Nietzsche has to my mind a more plausible definition: "Men

are called free", he observed, "so that they might be judged and punished

- so that they might be guilty".

RABBI - We do not have to share Nietzsche 's pessimistic view. Kant 's

famous Cathegorical Imperative "...to act so that the making of our will

may at all times serve as the principle of a general law" is to me more

acceptable.

CAROL - The concept of man 's free will comes mainly into play when

it is a question of man 's doing good or doing evil.
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RINAT - Can a person be taught to be good, to avoid evil ?

CAROL - Goodness is teachable, says Plato.

RABBI - Plato reminds us also that "...the unjust man is not unjust

on his own free will; for no man on his own free will chose to possess

the greatest of evils".

EGO - Let US face the truth - and also the implied responsibility

- that the free will to act is entirely ours. None of our actions are

predestined. We are not only made to believe they are our own initiative.

We are masters and Initiators of all our actions and decisions. We have

the free will - and we are endowed with the capacity - to react against

the evil we carry inside us. And, by the way, this faculty of mankind

to react according to its own free will and on its own inistiative, is

clearly reflected in the axiom that our world would otherwise not have

been function properly as its has done so far. This I see as a primary

truth; for the entire karman principle rests on this fact.

CAROL - And do you realize, that this is also a basic principle

on which psychoanalysis rests ?

RABBI - What you both said just now fits also well into my personal

conviction, that the way our free will acts and reacts is determined

by our inbuilt moral gyroscope. whose function and directive - influenced

by our environment and tested by our experiences - keep us on an even

keel. It is this control instance which grants us the free will to decide

and to act as we do.

AVNER - This leads me to reason, that this same "free will" of the

mighty dictators; of the power ful armies; of the victorious generals

- is also reflected in all the evil they are allowed to commit without

having to fear a retaliation. The ränge within which your so-called

"moral gyroscope" is effective - if at all it is put into action - is

very limited. These men and their war machines can hurt us. They can

and do humiliate us. In the end their miscalculations and their stupidity

will bring them down - and not any moral forces.

EGO - But do not forget that they are powerless against the forces

of nature - and that moral gyroscope of which we have been talking is

such a natural force.

RABBI - I have to correct you both. In a wider sense our free will

may extend even beyond what you have described as the limits of human

power. I submit that man's free will extends even onto the universe.

Man has the power to exert his will - on his own initiative and as the

result of his intellectual and technical acquisitions - on this our world

which has been created by the Creator. Yes, the Creator has created

our universe - one of whose components is our planet. He has set our
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planet into motion. Once this has been achieved, our world and all which

lives in it is allowed the freedom - within the frame of its own laws

of physiology and biology, of mechanics and physics - to develop further.

To go on developing. To expand its faculties, its direction and its

mechanism. Or to stay on its actual course and to keep its secrets.

All this happened, and will continue to happen, into eternity; always

regulated by the eternal laws of physics, biology amd mechanics. But

henceforth - that is to say since the creational process has been

completed - all this will gon on; will develop; will change or not -

without any interference from the side of the Creator. It is left to

the free will; to the initiative; and to the capabilities of us humans

- that is to say in this case of our expert scientists - to act and work

within the limits of the established cosmic rules. And within these

limits and rules all eise is left to mankind. In one respect and in

one direction we have unlimited freedom to exert our free will: we

ourselve can and should - by the exercise of our free will - develop

our trends to do good, and suppress our tendencies to do evil.

EGO - What you said just now makes you appear more of a Deist than

I would have expected from a Rabbi.

RABBI - Not quite. You are wrong to see in what I said specific

deistic concepts. In Judaism God is both immanent and transcendent.

In contrast Deism says that God is only transcendent - and not also or

only immanent as the pantheists maintain. In what I have said of the

mechanism which governs our world, God is certainly immanent as well

as transcendent.

EGO - The deist agrees in principle, that God had created the world,

but that once his work had been completed he does not rule or govern

it anymore.

CAROL - Also the Epicureans thought along similar lines; that is

to say, that the gods do not conern themselves with mankind.

RABBI - I want to make you to get thoroughly acquainted with the

far more explicit views of the deists. These may have been known in

some form or other already in the past, but they were clearly formulated

mainly at the time of the Enlightenment. The deist says, that once the

world has come into existence and has started to function, God washed

his hands of his creation. He has henceforth not anymore been interested

in what goes on in the world and on this planet. I can impossibly be

a deist, as you seem to think, because in my personal belief God does

continue to take an interest in this world and all it contains.

Furthermore, I firmly believe that God intervenes again and again whenever

Nature and the animated world, in particular mankind, develop in, or
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take on, a wrong or otherwise unacceptable direction. In this way I

explain also what we have heard described here as what may be called

an interference" of a divine power in the life of man. But I certainly

do not want to imply that this divine power intervenes in the life of

every man woman or child, Or does so every time. Nor should everything

that happens or has happened to an individual be eo ipso explained in

this way. As I have already proposed, let us not deviate too far in

this direction - we might possibly have at a future date an opportunity

to take up this issue again.

CAROL - I agree, Rabbi. Let us Start on a different tract. You

mentioned in your explanations, that there is a distinct purpose behind

the Creation Event in general, and the creation of mankind in particular.

What is in your opinion this purpose ? What may the purpose be behind

the development of today^s mankind from a primitive something Walking

on all four into the highly developed one who walks in space ?

RABBI - You are not the first, nor will you be the last, to raise

this question. Our philosophers and theologians have searched for an

answer but have not come up with a satisfactory one. In my personal

view, whoever has planned this world - and somehow or other directs our

life and the process of our development - has certainly an aim and purpose

in mind. I call this instance with justification "God", even though

I spoke of this "whoever** having a "mind" - that is to say I depcited

God in a to me unacceptable anthropomorphic Image. There are others

who call it Nature. This they because they avoid the responsibility

of forming a clear perspective by meams of a clear definition. I have

no doubt that the ultimate aim and purpose of Creation has been the

growing up of a supreme specimen of man. And it Stands to reason, that

this development does not aim at mankind 's technical perfection - or

even at its anatomical- physiological one - but at a mankind reaching

the highest possible ethical and spiritual level.

RINAT - Why ? To what end ?

RABBI - I do not know. But in my respect for the Supreme Power

which has created this world and man; and in my admiration for the

perfection of what man has created; and in my extreme optimism regarding

what mankind is still going to achieve in its future development - I

have not the slightest doubt that there is a purpose and an aim in all

this.

AVNER - Is your hypothesis not jeopardized by your inability to

give an adquate and unequivocal answer ? Are you not unhappy, or at

least frustrated, by the ignorance you share with us all ?

RABBI -On the contrary ! I am glad we do not have the füll answer;
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that we do not know what the purpose and aim might be; that we have not

uncovered the ultimate secret. For had we the füll knowledge of God's

plans, you may be sure that our failure to meet the demands arising

therefrom; that our striving to qualify for the expected progress; that

our despair for having failed - might make us sink irito despondency.

It would with certainty paralyze our will to strive for success. It

would with certainty separate mankind in those who continue their efforts

to achieve a higher level of perfection, and those who give up in despair

EQ - I will go even further and say that, had we even only an

approximate knowledge of the ultimate truth, there would not be anything

left for US to strive for, The mystery of God, of Creation, of the

Universe would have gone.

RABBI - I agree. By remaining Ignorant we can continue to search

and to investigate. By remaining Ignorant of the ultimate purpose of

our existence, we can outline the frame within which we can follow the

moral duties we know are imposed upon us. Within our own programmed

aim we can decide, with our own free will, whether or not we should cease

marshaling our energies. Within this liberty granted to us can we

conclude and decide whether or not to nourish our hopes and aspirations.

CAROL - ....and nothing prevents us from creating one religion after

the other !

RABBI " You are right. And create one religion after the other.

For what eise was religion originally but the fearful, ignorance-based

reaction to the threats which the fearful, misunderstood happenings in

nature had on man 's inner balance ? What eise had religion 's aim

originally and primarily been but the search to give some kind of an

explanation for the mysteries of nature ? What eise had religion

originally been but the quest for an answer to the question what might

be the reason for our existence ?

EQD - And religion had, and continues to have, also the task to

console the bereaved; to soothe the hurt and ease the pain which mankind

has from the beginning had to suffer ? Religion had the primary purpose

to alleviate mankind 's despair by promising him a sorrow-free future

somewhere in the beyond.

CAROL - The unfortunate development all and every religion has

undergone - had possibly to undergo - was due to the imaginary duty,

which the founders of each one of the religions present and past had

feit imposed upon himself, to adjust the soothing and the consoling,

the explaining and the promising to the intellectual Standard of the

masses; to the degree of education of the people. By the way, it seems

to me that for both of these, the intellect and the education of their
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people, those who corrected, enlarged, re-interpreted the transmitted

religion, had only very little respect. They decorated in addition

the overhauled belief System and its religious structure they produced,

with Symbols and rituals, with miracles and myths.

EO - And therefore, when man started out to form for himself a

religion, he could not avoid to depict God in human form.

CAROL - And this may have been the cause, the time and the reason

for the first artists to be born.

ASHER - What does religion have to say to the men and women whose

intellect and whose education lift them above the at best average Standard

of the masses ?

RABBI - It Points to that which they have ample occasion to observe

all around them - especially in their own environment - and advises them:

form your own frame for the basic truth religion has to offer; and call

it your philosophy of life, if you like. The intellectually blessed

may try to modify the basics of the religion into which they were born.

But as a rule this is not advisable, as in most instances they will

thereby destroy the very platform on which they intend to build. Or

they may join one or the other sect or movement of which there is never

a shortage. Or they may create for themselves with the knowledge they

have galned; with the conclusions they have reached; and with the

aspirations they nourish - a structure which they think is totally new

or made up of their own independent concepts. Or they may become

atheists. Or they may escape into agnosticism.

ASHER - Is there a reason to differentiate between an agnostic and

an atheist ?

RINAT - There is quite a difference between these two. The agnostic

States that he is unable to know whether there is a God.

CAROL - The concept of agnosticism is not old. In the last Century

it was formed by A.Huxley. The gnosis of the Church which pretends to

know what man cannot know is wrong, he said. It is impossible for man

to find out.

RABBI - The agnostic, in contrast to the theist and atheist, finds

that the question of God's existence is beyond man's capacity to answer.

AVNER - How did Huxley know that he did not know ?

CAROL - He knew a lot about God but feit he did not know God.

ES) - These are the lame excuses of an agnostic. In truth he

ignores the facts and evades the arguments which stare into his face.

RINAT - In such case the attitude of the agnostic should make him

mo re offensive to God than that of the atheist.
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E I G H T

RINAT - (addressing Ego) Am I rlght to suppose, that you too have
chosen your own way; that you too have constructed for yourself a belief
System on which to anchor your philosophy of life ?

EQ_- In this our circle I feel free to confess, that this is indeed
the case. Try to see me standing on the tower of belief I have built
with the help of my philosophy of life. Visualize me admiring the vista
opened to me. Visualize me looking out for answers which are still
escaping me. Visualize me searching for what once upon a time had been
called the "philosopher's stone" with which I might be given the power
to erase all the never ceasing doubts; and by which I could make appear
to myself less audacious the self-directed conclusions whose enormity
I fear to accept; but whose promises I wish to be true.

RABBI - I suppose this has been the reason why you have invited
US to share with you these conclusions; to have us act as the catalysts
by which your conceptions can crystalize into a proper shape; to have
US be the crucible in which the pure elements are separated from the
slag and dross. However, as I have already pointed out at an earlier
occasion, we shall be far better endowed to do so, if you take us along
the path you have walked, run, fought to reach the belief tower you
mentioned; the faith Castle you have constructed for yourself.

E0_- I do not mind doing so, for I agree that this is the easiest
way for you to understand what I want to convey. But I do not intend
to draw for you every step I had to take in the process of achieving
of what I flatter myself is my mental and Spiritual maturation. I am
not a deep furrowing philosopher. Nor a trained theologian. Neither
can I boast of being a talented teacher. Let it suffice, therefore,
for me to say, that I thought I was entitled to the conclusion that the
main elements in my ratiocination; the starting point of my reasoning;
the comprehension leading me onto my tower - were my efforts to search
for an understanding of what animates us; of what turns us into spiritual
beings; of what life means and represent; of what is the maximal basic
knowledge we can elucidate about our being. I am speaking of what is

usually called our soul. There must be something which differentiates

US from other animated elements and inanimated matter in nature. For,

based on my belief in a Divine Creator, I have no doubt that a soul,

an
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an unusual something - separate and distinct from the body - resides

in US, directs us, controls us during our lifetime. I made a long

and detailed study of what the various philosophers and the many

theologians have to teil us about our soul. I researched what the

various forms of gnosticism and the many typs of mysticism think

to know about our soul. Bear with me while I expound my views

I learned from the study of the so-called "primitive" people,

that their problems - and the way they solved them - were and are

in principle not different from our own problems, and from the way

we try to solve them today. Suffice it to say, that through all

of mankind's never ending quests for an explanation of the mysteries

of life and death, runs since ever the same urge for that same

knowledge with which also our civilization and our generation seek

to find consolation, safety and hope. And at every stage it had

been the founders of religions; the philosophers of religion; the

revelators of religion - who have feit called upon to quieten

mankind's anxiety; who have come forward to satisfy mankind's

needs; who have constructed for mankind a spiritual umbrella.
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N I N E

ASHfiR - We have heard it said here, that all and everything

which exists has been created according to a plan; and that all

and everything we see and are has been created and continues to

exist for a definite purpose. Is this an absolute Statement which

does not permit any doubt ?

EGO - If this question is addressed to me, my answer is a

definite "Yes". Yes, it is ! As I have said before, it is my

firm belief that we have been created for a purpose. At which other

conclusion could a thinking individual arrive ? There has to be

a purpose. Otherwise there would not be a sense in our existence.

Neither would there be a sense in all we perceive.

CAROL - V/hat have you, Rabbi, to say to such an absolutist

Statement ?

RABBI - I cannot but agree with what you have heard. I recall

our recent discussion about his subject. It appears to me, that

we have not yet sufficiently aired this subject. It is evident,

that there are still some doubts or uncertainties left. I do not

mind that we take up the subjet again - even at the cost of hearing

the same or similar arguments repeated. I shall answer Carol's

question with a similar argument with which you have heard it

answered before: all which exists has to have a sense even though

we are insufficiently equipped to see the sense. Looking back on

the earliest stages of mankind; and awed by man 's continued

acquisition over the millennia of such enormous knowledge; and

considering the apparent limitless nuclear and electronic techniques

which our scientists have acquired in the last decades - I am still

more than ever convinced that there is a purpose in our having been

created; in our being at all; in the fact of our existing. I too

have for a long time been pondering the meaning of man's life.

I too have become convinced that this world of ours and all therein

cannot have a sense if there is not also a purpose. And I have

since long become convinced, that this world - at least our planet

earth - has been created; and that mankind has been allowed to

develop at such breath-taking speed - for one main purpose only:

that we humans develop into a society of ethic beings.
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E(U - May I add that this breath-taking speed in mankind's

acquisition of new knowledge of which you speak, has been more than

ever accelerated in recent years.

RINAT - And that at no time has there been more strife, wars,

revolutions, famines in every part of the world.

EGO - And more and more infectious diseases turn out to be

immune against antibiotics.

AVNER - What, do you want to imply with your words ? What

do you think may all this signify ?

EGO - I do not know - but I cannot help thinking, that also

all this development must somehow have a deeper meaning. I have

no doubt that my words will not affect those who simply deny anything

which they can see and touch; to those who explain these impressive

and often frightening changes as nothing more than the outcome of

a self-propagating and a self-perpetuating technical and scientific

progress. However, those who have even a limited faith in a divinely

willed creation must be brought to think, that also this - to all

appearances unlimited - progress in the new electronic and nuclear

Sciences; that the increasing hostility among nations armed with

the most dangerous weaponry; that the alarming growth of criminality,

especially among the young people; that the modern medicinal

therapy's rapidly increasing loss of effectiveness and so on - must

have a meaning within the divine scheme of things.

CAROL " This sounds very mysterious to me.

AVNER - Yet, what you have expounded can only be acceptable

to those who believe in miracles, mysteries and wonders.

RABBI - But you will have to accept, that every faith, belief

and excursion beyond the naked realities needs more than a pinch

of the mystic.

AVNER - Do you really think so ? Do you mean to say, that

it is one of the purposes and aims of a religion to function also

as the parent Organization of mysteries ? Undoubtedly - and

possibly at that time unavoidably - the founders of religions

required for their creations a large dose of magic in addition to

an injection of a fantasy-rich mythology, in order to make up the

skeleton over which a religion is moulded. Do you think the

continuation of these magics and myths are still necessary ?

RABBI - Every religion, as if by definition, has common borders

with the mysterious and the numinous; with the metaphysical and

the holy. This is so, because every religion has been created with

the evident aim to bring relief to the insecure, fearful, uncertain
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people of its time. However, every truly perceived religion is

also built up with such a lattitude, that - without losing thereby

the fundamentals of its theology - it can undergo changes in

accordance with the changing times. It can adjust itself, whenever

necessary, to the advances in scientific knowledge; to the ongoing

progress in technology; to the changes which in every Century take

place in man's intellectual perception. This has the effect, that

a religion can continue to express and present the never ceasing

Spiritual needs of generation after generation in the technicolour

which makes it fit the cultural level of the time«

AVNER - I hate to contradict you - and this not only because

I have no special knowledge in this field, But from what I have

Seen here in this country, the only adjustment the ulta-orthodox

Jews have made to modern times is the issue of the Talmud on Computer

discs.

RINAT - May I enlarge on this with the question, Rabbi, whether

you can name a religion which is blessed with so much insight as

you have outlined ?

RABBI - I only said, that every religion has such an inbuilt

Potential - but, I fully agree and have to confess - that to my

knowledge none of the religions appears to make much use of this

possibility.

ASHER - Does this not render a religion antiquated - and thus

in view of its need to appear truthworthy - also to a great extent

useless and therefore superfluous ?

RABBI - I agree that the rigidification of the religions -

our own included - has deprived the religions of the necessary

flexibility. Neither can I deny, that the lack of adjustment and

advancement has estranged a large part of mankind.

EG ^ - ....and has forced a large part of dissatisfied mankind

to seek in revolutionary movements; in civil disobedience; in social

upheaval - the inner adjustment which, were today's religions

properly aligned with the actual demands, might have provided.

AVNER - I am afraid you all have a very optimistic - and no

less also a very lenient - view of the effects religion has on our

Society. You seem to have formed such an outlook, because you are

Standing not on solid ground but on a religions platform; because

you look at all issues from a purely religions angle; and because

you judge everything from a religions point of view.

RABBI - How could it be otherwise ? Does an atheist who denies

the possibility that God exists; who rejects whatever "smells of
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religion"; and who judges whatever approaches the metaphysical -

stand on an anything but his own ideological platform ? Does perhaps

the agnostic. who is more careful and teils me that God's existence

cannot either be proved or disproved ? You demand scientific proof

for the existence of God the Creator; of God the Sublime Spirit;

of God the Omnipotent - but God cannot be proved scientifically.

He can only be known and accepted by faith. We theists have this

faith. To US God is the transcendental God who has created the

Universe.

CAROL - Can I not be a Jew, a proud and seli-assured Jew by

culture ? Can I not be as good a Jew as the deeply religious Jew

without the need to subscribe to the Jewish faith ? Can one not

doubt what is officiously taught in the Jewish religion - and still

be a valid Jew ?

RABBI - I am ready to honour your attitude as long as your

doubt is the outcome of a prolonged study; of deep thought; and

of a thorough analysis. For doubt has not of necessity to be an

indulgence in negativism. Nor has it to reflect a trend to nihilism.

It can also be the starting point on the philosophical approach

to the truth.

CAROL - In the Cartesian sense of "Cogito ergo sum" ?

RABBI - More even in that of Augustine' s "Si fallor, sum .

RINAT - I see myself surrounded by philosophers who, to my

regret, refer in a familiär way to other philosophers long since

gone. If you want to offer us some more of what these dead

philosophers have to say about God, please do so in words a simple

non-philosopher can understand.

CAROL - In the Bible, as well as in the Scriptures of other

religions, the concept of God has been clearly defined - but never

discussed. A discussion by jewish philosophers became possible

only at the time the Middle Ages ended and when the Renaissance

made its appearance. As a rule the jewish philosophers - the new

ones in their often large number of books, essays and lectures -

revealed a great depth of biblical knowledge. This enabled them

to become leaders and instructors of the jewish people. However,

for Christian philosophers and theologians such a freedom of

expression became only a possibility when the Enlightenment broke

through the barriers which the Church had erected. But the same

cannot be said of moslem philosophers. So far they have not been

given the liberty to follow suit.

ASHER - What was the stand of the talmudic rabbis ?
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RABBI - Our talmudic sages have regularly discussed among

themselves the Image they had of God. They did so mainly in form

of parables or by implications - and usually as an anthropomorphic

Image. Our medieval theologian-philosophers have, however, evaded

this issue. They have rejected all forms of anthropomorphism and

have declared, that God, his origin and the origin of the world

are beyond human comprehension. Maimonides made this very clear

in his Statement that "God is incorporeal; to believe otherwise

is heresy".

CAROL - This should not make you form the idea, however, that

the age preceding that of Maimonides had been an intellectually

harren one. It is impressive to observe the veritable explosion

in philosophical and theological speculation which occurred around

the 9th to the llth centuries. This development has rightly been

attributed to the knowledge of greek culture and wisdom which the

western philosophers and theologians of that epoch had been able

to absorb. For it was only then - and for the first time - that

the writings of the greek philosophers had become known through

translations into arabic and latin by moslem and jewish experts.

The result was, that a very prolific collaboration ensued between

jewish and arabic philosophers. It was only much later - at the

time of the Renaissance, as has already been mentioned - that

Christian philosophers and theologians joined this elite.

RINAT - Let us hear what some of these old philophers had to

say about God.

CAROL - Our medieval philosophers tried to express their view

of God in what sounds to me a rather negative form of evaluation.

They did not State what and how God is, but what and how he is not.

For instance: they did not say that God is wise or great; or that

he exists. They said instead that God is more wise than anybody

or anything eise. They said that God is more great than anything

in existence. They said that God does more than exist.

ASHER - To my regret all this does not allow me to better

understand what these philosophers wanted to bring home.

EO - You are right. Let me say all this in simpler terms.

In their peculiar way our medieval philosophers wanted to State,

that God 's wisdom and greatness are immesurable; that his presence

and existence are beyond man 's comprehension; that it is beyond

our ability to describe even God 's attributes only in adequate words.

RABBI - As you have heard, the jewish philosophers of the Middle
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Ages tried to form an Impression of God which - in contrast to the

one conveyed in our Scriptures and in the Talmud - is entirely

without anthropomorphic features. Sa'adya ben Joseph, who lived

in the lOth Century, thought that it is possible for man to obtain

the right knowledge of God with the help of his reason. He raised

the question, how one could ever imagine a material world to have

had its origin from a spiritual God. The impossibility of such

an event indicated to him, that the cosmos is not eternal; that

it must instead have had a begining at one point in history. And,

he concluded that, considering our well-organized and perfectly

functioning world, we have to come to the conclusion that God must

be Wisdom, Life and Power.

CAROL - Avicenna, who lived at about the same as Sa'adya -

that is around the Start of this millennium - maintained ,that whoever

is endowed with the right intelligence can discover God on his own

and all by himself, because the right concept of God is acquired

by reason and not through an image of God which is created by

superstition and which is presented as an anthropomorphism.

RABBI - He also wrote that whereas the universe is eternal,

there must be - in the aristotelian sense - an "Uncaused Being",

an "Unmoved Mover". That is to say, that somebody must have started

the chain of causes and effects - and this can only have been God.

God, he concluded, must therefore be perfect. Even for this primary

reason God has, therefore, to be worshipped by us.

EQ ^ - I am sorry I have not dedicated much time to this group

of philosophers. I shall do so now. I had been more attracted

by the philosopher-poets of that epoch. One such beloved poet-

philosopher-figure of that age was Ibn Gavirol who echoed the greek-

originated idea that Creation took place by emanations Coming from

God. In particular by emanations which God had willed.

CAROL - Another interesting figure of that same age was the

moslem poet-philosopher-mystic al-Ghazzali. He lived in the llth

Century. He wrote, that after long searching and doubting; and

with the help of the study of Sufism - he had gained an intuitive

sense of God. However, he never was a fully convinced Sufi. He

thought that the God, whom the Sufis saw in their states of ecstasy,

was a fantasy and not a reality. His conclusion was, that a true

sense of the Divine can only be perceived through a religious

experience and not by mysticism.

RABBI - Another important philosopher-theologian of that age.
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a contemporary of al-Ghazzali, was Bhaya ibn Pakuda. Has anybody

of you heard of him ? No ? It is regrettable that he is less known

than the other philosophers of that age. He taught, that the world

could not have come about by accident. For the orderliness and

perfection of the the world demand, that it had been purposefully

planned and created by a Creator. Only prophets and philosophers

know how to worship God, he maintained. The prophets achieve this

by Intuition; and the philosophers by reasoning. Everybody eise

worships God in his own image. Reason can teil us, that God exists

- but it teils US nothing further about God, was Bhaya 's conclusion.

EO - I like what he taught and thought.

RABBI - A much better known figure of the 12th Century was

Yehuda Halevi. He is no less appreciated as a poet and esteemed

as a philosopher, than Ibn Gavirol. His important opus "The Khuzari"

is read still today. His philosophical Statements were, that God

is a personal experience; that the Jews have a unique position among

the nations; that God is the completion of a man 's and a woman's

potentialities; that the God each one of us encounters is uniquely

our own.

RINAT - I like this too. I shall study the "Khuzari".

EG» - He also categorically stated, that God cannot be proved

rationally. Faith in God which is based on logic, has no religious

value. He did not - possibly could not - offer an explanation how

a perfect impersonal God could have created this material imperfect

world.

CAROL - I read once an interesting explanation of the soul's

relation to the human being, which is attributed to Yehuda Halevi:

"The soul waits for the entry into the fetus until the latter 's

vital powers are sufficiently completed, so that it is enabled to

perceive the higher values of things' .

RABBI - And finally, before we conclude this diversion into

medieval philosophy, I am going to mention Thomas Aquinas, the

leading Christian philosopher of the 13th Century. He was very

much under the impact of the greek philosophers who - as you have

learned - had become available in translations by then. I have

here one of his quotations which are of interest to us: "Hence in

the last resort all that man knows of God is to know that he does

not know him, since he knows not that God surpasses all that we

can understand of him'

.

CAROL - "God is he who he is", he said.
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AVNER - My respectful obeyance to these old philosophers.

They had the courage to thoroughly change what the Bible had to

say about God. It is not so much my grudge - I must in all honesty

concede - as my surprise, that not only so much value is placed

on the Bible, but that it is in addition also granted divine

attributes. As you will know better than I, in the Codex of Hamurabi

these very same ethical principles which are admired in the Bible

have already prevailed in ancient Babylon. To my mind the suspicion

is justified, that the writer of the Bible may have taken these

over from there. Or am I wrong in my conjecture ? Please take

note that I am cautious and said "may'' insted of "must".

RABBI - Why should there not have been an influenae of the

Babylonian ethical codes on the ancient Israelite people ? It is

a well known and generally accepted fact, that neighbouring cultures

always influenae each other. This was the case in ancient times

as it is today. You will find in Judaism also reflections of

hellenistic and iranian and other cultural influences. But this

in no way reduces the greatness of the Bible which reflects, next

to the influences I have mentioned, also the high degree of morality

and justice, of honesty and decency so specific for Judaism - and

which you are sure not to find in other religions. Let the following

suffice as one of the many examples I could cite: the Bible commands

that the slaves have to be treated as members of the family; that

the impounded or mortgaged property has to be returned after seven

years etc. This is specific for Judaism and not found in Hamurabi 's

legislation.

EQD - And let me add, that while Hamurabi demanded that one

has to honour one 's father, in the Ten Commandments it is ordered

that one has to honour one 's father and one 's mother. This must

have been in the eyes of the people of those ancient times a

tremendous difference of conception.

RABBI - I feel pained when I meet people, who will not accept

with open-minded tolerance that which is after all acceptable to

intelligent and cultured people everywhere. So much of our inner

disquiet is due to the excessive and unjustified doubts we harbour;

and much of our unhappiness is due to the unanswered questions which

do not cease to bother us. In a world which has to be based on

truth and reality - but where absolute knowledge is not given to

US - it is religion which answers life's metaphysical questions;

which provides comfort and assurance to mankind.
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AVNER - I have no religion, as you will have discovered.

RABBI - Better say you have no specific faith; for everybody

harbours some kind of religiosity within himself.

AVNER - Why can I have no faith but have to have religion ?

RABBI - Because you cannot deny a faith. Were you blessed

with a faith, you would have found some way or other to express

your faith in some form or other.

AVNER - Please define what you understand as faith.

RABBI - Faith is the State of mind and spirit of a religiously

minded person which he tries to express in his prayers. Faith means

obedience to God's moral demands. As I said just now: faith is

expressed in prayers; and these, in turn, are supported by symbolism

and ritualism. Faith, finally, is the common denominator which

unites people of equal belief; with similar Standards of morality;

and with the same trust in the Sublime - into socially losely formed

but ritualistically strictly directed communities of worshippers.

AVNER - For faith prayer is apparently a sine qua non ?

EGO - Prayer is a sine qua non. Prayer is that opportunity

given to us, by which we have to verbalize all we think, fear and

hope. Prayer is the means by which we communicate with the divine.

Prayer is a way to clarify our thoughts, to show us the path to

repentance. "It is the midway to atonment", says a Midrash. Once

you can pray, all the rigidity of your mind and spirit will melt

away

.

RABBI - Prayer presupposes man^s awareness that he is about

to approach Cod. This approach has to be one of humility. For

with and in our prayer we acknowledge our dependency on Cod. Prayer

demands - and also means - that we are opening our heart; that we

had laid aside our pride; that we are honest in our addressing Cod.

RINAT - I can well imagine that this is easy for a mystic.

But for an average mortal, I think, this is very difficult

RABBI - Not only the mystic but also the sincere devotee can

do this. Both have the great advantage - you may call it fortune

- that they can turn their prayer into a dialogue.

EO _ - In this dialogue they address the God who resides within

themselves.

ASHER - Would you not, if you see God in yourself, ultimately

pray to yourself ?

EQD - Indeed, I do. Within myself my Seif addresses the Great

Seif - which is otherwise usually not approachable - in the hope
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that he may be aproachable in this way. And even if I do not

succeed; even if this is not the right approach - by addressing

my Seif within myself I at least become aware of myself; of my

deficiencies; of my aspirations; of my hope. I therewith mobilize

my energies to place raorality, self-awareness, goodness into the

central, the right position owed to them.

RINAT - And what about faith in this respect ?

CAROL - "Faith is the recognition of all our duties as divine

commands", is the simple definition Kant has provided.

Ed) - Do these words of Kant not provide the right answer to

the questions which have been raised just now ?

RABBI - May I enlarge on what we have just now heard in such

clear terms about the value of prayers by adding, that all which

faces us; that all we encounter; that all we suffer or enjoy; that

all we gain or lose - can through the medium of prayer make us

conscious of the basic and ultimate purpose of our existence.

Mankind's tragedy is that only few of us see this, realize this.

AVNER - What, for instance, do I not see or realize ?

EO - That all which we have to face in our lives - the good

and the bad, the pleasures and the pains, the failures and the

successes - are tests with which we are confronted.

AVNER - If this is so, I can only conclude from my experiences,

that more or less every man and woman anywhere; that every nation

in the entire world; and every religion past and in existence -

have failed the most elementary tests. But why are we to be blamed

for having failed ? We are only the passive partecipants in these

tests ! Would any reasonable person blame a laboratory animal,

if the test in which it is used fails or gives wrong results ?

EG.- It is not only the actions of the active evil-doers which

are weighed. It is not only the outcome of whatever action which

may be counted as a test to be judged. What counts also - and it

counts a great deal - is how and to what degree whoever is involved

makes use of the opportunities which are offered to him in the

evolvement of such a process. In other words: what represents to

a great extent a true test is not what we do or not do; whether

consciously or unconsciously, positively or negatively we affect

our neighbour or our environment. That which - in addition, mind

you - counts greatly in the evaluation of the test; that which is

also counted for or against us - is how we ourselves react to our

fortunes or our luck; to our failures or to our escapes; to our
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suffering or to our pains.

RINAT - You mean to say, that we are tested by the way we as

individuals handle a pleasant event or an unpleasant Situation ?

And in particular, how we react and behave as individuals in our

relationship to other individuals ?

RABBI - I am willing to agree. But this a heavy demand on

our energies and our willpower. Only few can succeed, I think.

The unceasing endeavour to act in accordance with such a purpose

of our life must take up every hour and all the energy. I suppose

that the ones who do succeed will qualify for sainthood. But, may

I ask you, would we here - and with us most all of mankind - not

have to be dismissed as failures, as failed products, were this

the exclusive purpose of why we are alive in this world ? From

what I learned of you in the course of our conversation I do not

doubt, that you strive to live according to such a program. I

slncerely hope and pray you will conquer all the difficulties you

will inevitably and undoubtedly encounter. But such a progam cannot

and does not fit all of us us mortals. I am ready to confide in

you, that during all the years I am engaged in my rabbinic profession

I have not met even one person who is actively or practically engaged

in such a way of life.

RINAT - Who would qualify for sainthood ?

RABBI - Right ! How then do you justify my existence ? How

do you see my life ? How do you judge Avner's life ? How do you

view life on earth in general ?

CAROL - In still other words: we want to hear from you, how

you see the purpose of our own existence; how you see the ultimate

destiny of mankind; and how you see the final fate of life on this

planet - in view of the fact, that the vast majority of mankind

have so far failed and continues to fall to live in accordance with

the strict program you have outlined to us ?

EO _ - I well understood the doubt, the mistrust even, I sense

expressed in your questions. But, I am afraid, I cannot help you.

I am compelled to teil you, that I do not know more than what I

have told you so far. Sorry ! I used the wrong word. I do not

know - I only believe I know. I am sustained by an inner assurance

that I am right. I feel within me, that this is the truth. But

I cannot speak of an absolute knowledge - at least not in this

gremium.

RINAT - But what you have depicted cannot be the exclusive
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purpose of our life. How can this have been the real Intention

behlnd all Creation ? Why has life continued to exist throughout

all these billions of years, considering that so far the divine

experiment you presuppose has In every generation absolutely and

clearly ended in failure ?

EG) - I have to repeat, that I do not know the precise answer

to your questions. But I can offer you the hypothesis, that our

actual World is not the first on this planet. Or better still,

that the human race is not the first one which had been developed

- let me better say has been allowed, has been made to develop -

over untold millions of years. How do we know that in the course

of this planet 's billions of years old history we are the only living

entity which has been slowly brought up to the prevailing high

intellectual, biological, scientific and technical Standard ? How

can you say that our human race has been the first and last and

only one ever given every opportunity to grow into that ethical

Standard and perfection which I mentioned as the only logical purpose

why we living beings have been created ?

ASHER - Do you imply that there have been other races, other

kinds of beings which have failed ? If so, what happened to those

who have failed ?

EGO - They have disappeared.

AVNER - Can you prove this with archaeological finds ?

E(D - I too had to overcome such an objection. I could do

so by persuading myself, that those past worlds had to be in every

aspect different from our actual one. Even in case the beings of

these past worlds had possessed a highly developed Standard of some

kind of a civilization similar to ours - and they are sure to have

had one such - it should no suprise us, that whatever they had left

in structures, arts and literature has totally disappeared. Do

not forget that I speak of cultures, of civilizations, of living

races which had existed possibly hundreds of millions of years ago.

RINAT -Only the Underground oil deposits may witness their

past existence.

CAROL - The folklore of many a people in ancient times, and

that of not few of those of today - in particular of those which

we love to classify as primitive - speaks of worlds which have once

existed on our earth and have disappeared without a trace.

RABBI - Also our own Bible hints at past worlds of such a kind,

or at least of races which once existed and have gone. For instance
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we are told of giants, or angels descended from heaven who mixed

with the earthly creatures - and which were wiped out by the Flood,

AVNER - These types may have been only invaders from another

continent here on earth. Such an idealization or legendization

is not impossible to imagine. Do not forget, that when the first

Spanish conquerors appeared in the Americas in the 1490s, they were

thought by the natives to have arrived from the stars. Had these

brutal invaders not proved how much they are earthly creatures,

the saga of godlike beings having come down from heaven would to

this day confuse historians and theologians alike.

CAROL - I wish that certain elements of our society would

also disappear, those who have led to the prevailing State of affairs

where ancient rules of conduct are allowed to go on dominating the

Jewish life of today. Thus the old Jewish traditions, that is the

antiquated halachic rules, have remained valid to this day.

RABBI - Modernizing trends have at all times been known in

our history, but they could not penetrate the walls of orthodoxy.

Even today we have not gained acceptance of our reformist program.

However many changes have entered modern thinking Judaism,

EG)
_^
- For instance it is possible today - at last to some degree

- to give women their rightful position in society, even to somehow

accept homosexuality and so on,

RINAT - It is unlikely, I fear, that Israel will become a

pluralistic society in our lifetime. The political power of the

orthodox Jews will continue to influence whatever government is

going to be elected in the near future.

RABBI - This is indeed an unwelcome Situation. But it should

not colour our outlook on life. It should not make us despondent.

It is wrong, pitifully wrong, that you and so many of us react so

negatively to the exigencies of life. This is only made possible

because we see our lives as a futile span of existence. This is

wrong. Our life is not at all futile. Our relationship with others,

with our neighbours should never be futile. Such a pessimistic

outlook destroys not only the joy which life has to offer. It makes

also a mockery of whatever purpose life may have - whatever that

purpose may be. But there cannot be any doubt, that there is such

a purpose and that it is an important purpose. That it is an

ethically significant purpose. And that it is a for mankind

rewarding purpose.

AVNER - Let us not turn romantic. We exist. This is a fact.
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And it is a fact, that we are conscious of our existence. It is

this which is important. And this should be enough of a fact.

CAROL - This cannot be enough.

RABBI - I would formulate it similarly: the fact that we exist

and have to face all the many difficulties in life is not enough.

The purpose of life and of what forms man's destiny is not his

struggle with his neighbours; nor is it his endless efforts to

dominate nature and to overcome its dangers. It is man's inner

struggle against evil and his efforts to overcome the negative side

of his nature which is important.

RINAT - Mention has been made that it is faith which is a

necessary ingredient for one's understanding and ralization of the

values of religion.

RABBI - You are right. Faith is necessary. Without faith

man is lost. For faith expresses an absolute trust in God's

existence; an absolute belief in God's interest in mankind's

wellbeing; an absolute trust in his care, And above all an absolute

trust in God's love for the world, for its people and for the Single

individual.

EQ - Faith means having that inner feeling for what the Rabbi

Said. It means to be awed by this knowledge without being frightened

or cowed.

RABBI - Faith, mind you, is not a provable knowledge. It is

the blind acceptance which does not look for proof. Neither is

it a creed, nor a belief in any belief System. It is the intellectual

acceptance, expression and presentation of a creed. It is the

trusting acceptance without a need for proof of a reality which

does not demand any proof.

E0_- Luther seid that faith is the way to salvation.

CAROL - The Bhaktis of Hinduism express their faith as

devotional love for God Vishnu.

EO - And the Sufis of Islam their 's as a mysterious love for

Allah.

RABBI - "Unless you have faith you will not understand", says

Jesaya
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RINAT - Let us hear some more about God.

ASHER Yes ! Let us talk some more about God. But let us

keep in mind that we are not all philosophers nor theologians, but

curious people who want to acquire the knowledge to which we have

a right. This will give us the opportunity to acquire a properly

focused comprehension of the issues we are exploring here. This

may help all of us also, to form an equilibrated view of those of

the World 's Problems which lie beyond the technical aspects of our

lives.

RABBI - I will agree that we talk "some more" about God - under

the condition that you will be careful not to offend, criticize

or ridicule any of the faiths on which we may touch. Nor that

anybody of us will belittle the belief and the opinion others among

US here may hold. Let us show due respect for other people 's

religious convictions, even if we do not agree with them or are

not moved by them. In other words: before we set out on our program

let US agree to treat as holy that which is holy to others even

if it is not so to ourselves.

EQD - I Support what you say, Rabbi. There are millions and

millions of people who find fulfillment in their religious beliefs.

We here are civilized people; and this obliges us to respect other

people and their beliefs. Above all, we have to make ourselves

never forget the fundamental fact, that our God may not be not like

the God of others; and that the God of others is not like our God.

This fact gives us by no means the right to judge or criticise that

which is thought divine by others. Let us reraember what we have

already learned here in our circle: that every religion has set

itself the task to establish the truth with the means and through

the approach it thinks best.

RABBI - Our talk about God should start first of all with the

attempt to gain a füll knowledge of how God is perceived. We shall

Start with Judaism's perception of God. When introducing the jewish

God I have to point out that he is a priori a trascendental God;

that he addresses man; that he reverberates in man; that he is found

everywhere in the Universe; that he is anywhere, everywhere and
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in everything,

CAROL - Is this the true definlton of the jewish monotheisthic

God ? Are your words '^God is everywhere" not the expression usually

applied to a pantheistic God ?

RABBI - No, it is not ! I said God is anywhere, everywhere

and in everything; but I did not say that God is represented in

everything. My words mean that God can at times become immanent

anywhere and in everything,

EGJ - I feel also addressed by Carol's question. I personally

have certainly not a pantheistic view of God, Neither have I a

mystic view of God. I too have a transcendental view of God. Simply

expressed it means, that God is within me. And it means that God

addresses me directly and personally.

RINAT - Before we continue, I would be grateful if somebody

would explain to me the meaning of ''transcendental".

CAROL - In Kant 's philosophy it means an a priori knowledge

of an unknown and unknowable - but at the same time also real -

object

.

RINAT - Now I understand what the Rabbi wanted to convey.

ASHER - You have been saying that God is everywhere. I remember

from my schooldays the story of some famous rebbe who once made

the same categorical Statement; and was asked by one of his pupils

where specifically God was at that specific moment. Whereupon the

rebbe pointed to a piece of bread lying on the table with the words

"God is here".

RABBI - He certainly did not mean God himself was at that moment

inside the bread but God 's glory, his Shekhina.

RINAT - Does this mean that one sees God everywhere ? I have

to confess I do not.

RABBI - There are women or men who are so sensitized by faith

that they see God everywhere. And they are even more blessed: they

can every time and everywhere feel God resound within themselves.

RINAT - I wish I was one of these fortunate people.

EQD - In such a case you would have to be careful not to fall

victim of a pantheistic view. Pantheistic Images, as far as I know,

get Short thrift in Judaism. But at the same time - it seems to

me at least - there is also some ambivalence with regard to God 's

presence in nature. In one of the daily prayers it is stated that

"the whole earth is füll of God 's glory".

RABBI - This Statement, which derives from the Prophet Habakuk,

is not unique. You will easily disocver more citations of this
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kind in the Bible. However, you are wrong to suppose that this

and other similar passages point to a pantheistic view. Here the

"Glory of God'' is meant and not God himself. It is the radiation

of God which is known also as the "Shekhina". I remember to have

already on a previous occasion explained to you, that the God of

the Bible is transcendent and only occasionally immanent; while

in pantheism the godhead is perceived as being immanent and not

transcendent. This - I do not mind pointing out again - excludes

any possibility to have a pantheistic view of God,

EQ - In Hinduism, as we find outlined in the Upanishads, the

gods are to be found everywhere in nature - and still one cannot

call Hinduism a pantheism.

CAROL - Spinoza, Judaism's enfant terrible, too maintained

that God was everywhere in nature. But, he said, God did not create

nature - God is nature .

CAROL - Spinoza is usually labelled an atheist, although he

himself strongly objected to being called an atheist.

ASHER - Allright ! Let us accept that he was not an atheist,

although once upon a time I had been taught that he was indeed one.

But does this also mean he wacould not have been a pantheist ?

RABBI - There is a certain and significant difference. He

was a pantheist allright. But he was not a polytheist. That is

to say: he believed in One God and not in many gods - as the

pantheists commonly do.

RINAT - What about this One God ? Was he perceived everywhere

in nature ?

RABBI - Everywhere, because to Spinoza Nature was God.

CAROL - Does the Kabbalists' Image of God, as represented by

the Ten Sephiroth, not smell of pantheism ?

RABBI - Not at all. The Sephiroth are not Images of God, but

his emanations - or better said his qualities.

ASHER - It have the Impression that pantheism had fo the ancient

Israelites been the preferred religious System. I feel entitled

to this inference by the sermons of the Prophets. In their sermons

they never ceased to warn their flocks against the idolatry they

practised.

RABBI - You are justified to conclude from the words of the

Prophets that their contemporary Jews were attracted by the gods

of the neighbouring nations. But this must have been the failing

of only a limited number of Israelites. For most of Israel there

was only the One God.
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CAROL - It had not necessarily to be foreign gods imported
from neighbouring countries. It may well have been their own former
gods which the Jews remembered. For the One God of Israel must
originally have been one of many they worshipped. That is to say,
the One God had displaced the other gods who in the pre-mosaic years
had found acceptance among the israelite tribes.

RABBI - This may well have been the case. Also under the strong
leadership of Moses did relapses occur. Later on - may I remind
you of the many foreign gods which King Solomon accommodated - many
a foreign God must have found acceptance among the Jews. It appears,
that it is the merit of the Prophets - who were active mostly between
the i th and the 5th Century BCE - that all the foreign gods finally
ceased to be acceptable.

ASHER - In the prayers recited by religious Jews to this day
- for instance in the one mentioning "...who is like you among the
gods" - there is ample evidence that initially, or once upon a time,
the Israeli tes considered their God one of many gods - though it
was conceded that he was superior to them; that he was the greatest.

RABBI - This may have been so in the past, as we have already
agreed; but with the creation of the jewish nation only the One
God existed for the Jews. The Shma' Yisrael prayer makes it clear,
that for the Jews God is unique; tha*: there are no other gods.

AVNER - What does the Shma prayer 'God isüne' mean ? Are
the gods numbered ? Is the Jewish God the Number One ?

RABBI - In the Shma' Statement expression is given of the basic
monotheistic belief. It means, that God is unique, incomparable.
And that he is the only one. Also in this respect Maimonides has
plainly aid clearly stated this fact: "I believe in perfect faith
that the Creator, blessed be his name, is a Unity; that there is
no other Unity; that there is no other unity like his Unity; that
he alone is our God who was, is and will be".

RINAT - Teil me more about God, please.

RABBI - Every religious person has to some degree to form his
own View of God. Please realize, that I did not see "his own Version
of God" ' Let US now start with Judaism's "official" perception
of God - and let me point out that in every period in Judaism God
was differently perceived. The God who addressed the Patriarchs;
the God with whom Moses argued; the God praised by David; the kind
God of the Pharisees; the God Maimonides perceived; the God in
Buber 's dialogue; the God with whom Ben Gurion tried to bargain;
the over-powering God of the Haredim; the God to whom the Hassidim
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look up as their co.Tipanion and friend; the God simplified by the

Reformists; and the God refused adiiission to the kibuzzim - greatly

differs from each other.

E0_^- Thls feature is not unique for Judaism. The God of Jesus

differs from that of Paulus; and the God of Paulus from the God

of the Apostle John; and his God from that of the Church Fathers;

and their 's from that of Luther; and Luther *s from that of the modern

Popes.

AS^iER - Was the God of the Bible not originally a jealously

guarded tribal god who turned into the ethical God of the prophets

when he became the God of all the peoples of the world?

RABBI - Let us go on and see what the Bible has to say abouc

God. You a-e right: he was a well guarded and protected jealous

God. But he was also a self-assured God. "I am the Lord unrivalled.

There is no oth-r God besides .ne", he says. "Besides me there is

no God. I form the light and create the darkaess. I make the peace

and create the evil. I am the Lord who did all these things"

CAROL -- Do not miiid if again I point out, that the Israelites

had this vi=^w of their God because was always perceived as having

human shape, sensations and characteristics.

RABBI - Let us say that more or less all religions preceding

the New Age had an anthropomorphic as well as a pantheistic

perception of their god or gods.

CAROL - I want to point out again, that this does not apply

to Hinduism s Brahman who was never pantheistically perceived.

Neither was the Buddha Gautama. T!ie latter was a no time ever

considered to be a god-like being.

EO^- But it must be mentioned that the average, primitive

Hindus and Buddhists were provided by their theologic leaders with

a number of replacement-divinities. Or the people created such

for and by themselves. And secondly you must realize, that it was

difficult in antique times to make the uneducated masses understand

the principles of monotheism. It was easier for them to Imagine

- or to make them accept - a multitude of gods. This applies also

to the ancient Israelites, I think. It is most likely that Moses

had for the first time introduced monotheism as an accepted fact

in Judaism. From my reading I have to conclude, that this fact

has not been sufficiently appreciated. Nor has the fact been

properly valued, that Judaism could very successfully make the

concept of a slngle God into the basis on which a rough, uneducated

generation of desert people could erect its nationhood.
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EQ^- I must say, however, that from the ßible itself we can

learn very little about the essence of God himself. At the most

we read here and there some primitive projections of human traits

on the Godhead.

EG)^- This happened - as has been already pointed out - to

make God easier understood, better appreciated and clearer realized.

Apart from this we are only told of the way he relates to man.

CAROL -Üf the Christian Trinity's characteristics we know

somewhat more.

RABBI - We must a priori realize, that the monotheistic views

of God contrast sharply with those of the gods of India, of Greece,

of Egypt and of most all the primitive peoples. The internecine

fights of their gods; the sexual activitiesand prowess of their

gods; the disregard of tlieir gods for the even most basic rules

of morality - could impossibly be imagined in the God of the Bible.

Yes, it is true ! The God of the Bible is a jealous God. Ile said

so himself. But I read this to raean, that he is jealous for the

wellbeing of mankind.

AVMER - Did he really imply this ? If so, he wins. If not,

I see this as one of the interesting, but at times also pitiful

instances, where the theologians and philosophers of religion try

to find explanations - mainly as an excuse or for a defense - for

the anthropomorphic figure of the irascible God of the Bible.

RABBI - Your argument is not justified. The God we perceive

nowadays has also in the past been the same. God has been the same

at every stage of history. God is in essence unchangeable. Only

the way he is presented changes. He is perceived differently only

in the way religious ideology changes with the changed times. He

seems changed only with the changes in the viewpoint of the observer.

Whether you are presented the Jewish God with all possible human

characteristics or as the Transcendent Being, he is always the same

God. Allow me to point out again and again, that God in his essence

is unchangeable; that only the Image in which he is presented changes

with the times and from the point of view of the observer. Every

generation of philosophers; every cultural movement; every change

in the spiritual atmosphere created a different Image of God. Every

time this happened, it was thought necessary to find a different

formulation in which to make God appear - either a different colour

scheme in which to paint God; or a different formula with which

to take care of the Creation; or a different discovery with which

to explain revelation. Look with such eyes at history ! In jewish
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and Christian tradition God was a personal God who does everything

man does. And he is depicted as having the same weakness as man

has.

CAROL - When in the middle of the last pre-christian millennium

circumstances somehow changed; when a kind of spiritual revolution

occured; when prophets rnade their appearance, They niade all the

other gods to false gods, and declared that only jewish God was

the true and only God,

RAi3BI - And along with the Prophets also a new leadership rose

to the surface - and the Bible was renewed abd rewritten, New

chapters expressing a different trend in theology - and possibly

a new political direction - were added to the Bible. And the image

of God was adjusted accordingly. But only the presentation changed.

God in his essence remained unchanged.

RINAT - Why ? I cannot understand ! Has not the Bible at

Sinai been given to Moses in its entirety; and in the exact shape

as we know it today ?

RABBI - jModern theological research inclines to the theory,

that most parts of the Bible are of a later origin; that these were

composed by a - at that time dominant and powerful - priestly class.

It is now accepted outside orthodox circles, that the Pentateuch

was completed only in the middle of the millennium before our era.

That is to say, that significant parts of the Bible, mainly those

which extoll the religious duties, have been added after the Jews

returned from the Babylonian exile in the sixth Century BCE.

CAROL - And it is most likely, that it had been those chapters

which give the priestly class a dominant role in Israel.

EG) - May I formulate what the Rabbi said in different words

and say, that only the original ethical laws had been revealed at

Sinai ? That is to say, that only these parts of the Tora have

a divine origin - while their Interpretation had at various ages

and stages been left to an ongoing religious renewal ?

CAROL - I can accept your explanation, that a continued change

occurred only in the form and expressions in which the original

ethic law had been presented. F or it is an accepted fact, that

primitive people can only have an experience of; can only have an

understanding for; and can only be in harmony with - a personal,

an anthropomorphically figured God. This makes it necessary - in

relation to the cultural development of a people - to introduce

a series of various interpretations, configurations and explanations.

RABBI - How does this apply to Hinduism and Buddhism which
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appear not to have changed over the millennia ?

CAROL - It does and does not. As I mentioned already, Hinduism
and Buddhism do not worship Brahman as a Godhead. Instead, their
theologians have created a form of personal relatlonship wlth one
or the other of the divine manifestations in the devotional approach
the devotees can offer to one of his avatars. That is to say, that
the devotions offered to one of the gods who incarnated in human
form and had descended on earth, are Substitutes for a direct
approach to the deity itself. This, for one reason or the other,
led to a number of reform movements - and in particular to the Bhaicti

Movement.

EO- Speaking of avatars: in Christianity we have in Jesus
the personification of God. However, there is the difference that
later on Jesus himself acquired transcendence too.

CAROL - Can we not assume - notwithstanding all the arguments
which you have brought forth this evening - that the jewish God
too has changed ? That he too has undergone some developments in

the course of time ? That he has grown from an irascible tribal
god into the ethic God of the Prophets ? And that in a further
stage of developnient he has turned into the God the philosophers
have depicted ?

RABBI - No, my friend. fle is the same God as he was when the
Children of Israel knew him and as we know him today. His image
rnay appear different to you, because he was at various stages of
human development perceived - and was communicated with - in

accordance with the "taste" of the times. Imagine the kind of

forefathers we had ! Do you think they would have had respect for
a friendly, a pleasant-minded God ? They would surely not have
obeyed a sophisticated God ! They needed a God whom they had to

fear !

EG),- But, if we consider the castigating words and the blood-
curling tone which the Prophets used, we have to conclude that the
Children of Israel had not changed very much frora the primitive
desert people they had been.

CAROL - I would not be surprised to note, that a Prophet -

should one arise in our midst today - would most likely be forced
to use siniilar words and that sarae tone in order to be effective.

RINAT - That the Jews could survive all the disadvantages they
had to face, is surprising. That, notwithstanding all the punishment
they have sustained and all the hostility they had to face, they

continue to exist, is indeed a wonder. I have to confess that I
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begin to accept as a fact, that this can only be explained as a

miracle. This makes me also accept that only God could have

performed this wonder and this miracle. But, I must also confess,

that whereas it is so difficult for me to understand God and his

working - how much more difficult it must be for me to know God

as I would like to know him,

RABBI - We cannot hardly understand what goes on in the nature

around us. And we do not know any better what goes on within

ourselves. How then can we understand what is after all beyond

our understanding ? You must form your own System of belief even

though you may construct it on what history teaches; what tradition

transmits; what the Tora and the Sages teach. But, as an intelligent

person you must learn to fly on your own. You should and cannot

expect to be nursed all your life by those presenting themselves

as wet nurses. There are supeior minds among those capable to

do so - but not all of them are reliable and trustwoprthy. In their

laziness to dedicate time to the study of their own personality;

or in their reluctance to probe any deeper than what they have

learned about themselves - even well educated and very intelligent

people may think they have a grip on what wise men, philosophers,

rabbis and teachers have put together for our comprehension. But

we are poorly served by these rabbis, teachers and other educators

of their kind. By what they have mapped out for us to learn; by

what they plant - we cannot learn what is necessary for us to know.

They will only harvest doubt, atheism, unhappiness, emptiness. The

only way to make you understand what cannot be understood, is to

plant - and to allow to grow in your mind and heart a belief in

wonders and miracles.

EO) - This is indeed the best alternative. You should endeavour

to realize God as existing within your mind or in your heart. Learn

to associate with God and his ethical demands wherever you are and

whatever you do. And when you do so, project God as being within

you.

RABBI - In the way St. Patrick once prayed: "God be in my head

and in my understanding".

EG)^- There is a saying in Islam' s Hadith, the collection of

legends around Muhammad: "Reflect on God 's creation and not on his

nature unless you want to be destroyed".

RABBI - God cannot be imagined by symbols, not by intellect

and not by logic. Only by creative Imagination can we achieve what

reason is unable to provide.
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CAROL - This is very way the mystics take.

RABBI - This is true. They know that God cannot be understood.

That God can only be sensed. It Starts with what God once said

to Moses: "You cannot see my face". God can only be perceived within

the divine mystery. The moment we think we have come near to this

knowledge, we know also that we have approached God 's mystery.

CAROL - What kind of Jewish God is supposed to hide behind

this God of mystery ?

RABBI - Although Scriptures do not reveal anything about the

origin and background of the true essence of the Jewish God - they

reveal much of him through his pronouncements. He is above all

the One God. His true name we do not know. He is holy. He is

the God of life. He created the world. He is just and merciful.

He is strong and mighty. He neither sleeps nor slumbers. He is

the God who creates our souls. He is long-suffering. He is also

a jealous God.

Eö - I do not Interpret Judaismus God as a fatherly, though

distant and unreachable figure on whose aid and protection we can

unabashedly rely at any time. Neither do I perceive him as a God

from whom we can expect direction and guidance for every one of

our Steps. To me he is the God within ourselves. He is our ethical

guide who teaches us respect for ourselves; who eases and directs

our relationship with all our fellow creatures. It is the knowledge

of this moral guidance which makes us aware, in all our dealings

with other human beings - whatever their race, creed or social

Standing - that they too are God 's creatures; that God resides also

in their heart; and that whatever hurts or offends them hurts and

offends God too. It does not make any difference, whether our

fellowmen have a different Image of God; whether they adhere to

another System of belief. Please believe me: to live according

to this rule of life is more helpful and elevating than prayer even.

CAROL - For an average Jew it must be difficult to follow such

a philosophical and mystic Interpretation of God. To those who

do not object to God's anthropomorphic depiction, life and religion

and prayer must be easier perceived.

RABBI - Judaism's God is a highly personal one. Yes, a rather

figuratively perceived one. This is true. But don't you agree

with me, that for the non-philosophic jewish world this is an

adavantage ?

AVNER - If you see an advantage for the non-philosophical jewish

world in what you said, Rabbi, it would also have to accept - and
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by doing so subrnit to - the threats of the Bible and the Prophets*

Do you personally accept - and submit to - their prophesy that your

own misdeeds will be punished on your children and children's

children ?

RABBI - The Prophets rightly not so much corrected as properly

interpreted the biblical warning, that reward and punishment will

be met with "until the third or fourth generatlon" to mean, that

every Jew is responsible for his own deeds; that the individual

and not the family nor the nation will be punished. The nation

will be judged according to its ethical and social level; according

to the reign of justice is keeps alive; according to the level of

merrits it reaches.

CAROL - You can say the same more or less also of the Christian

World.

RABBI - But, by virtue of the limits the Church^s dogmas have

imposed on her flock, their God and the execution of the justice

he has entrusted to his papal representative on earth, are beyond

any personal Interpretation whatsoever.
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ELEVEN

CAROL - Somebody here in our circle has stated - I cannot recall

who and when - that God cannot be perceived by us as a reality,

as an objective fact. We have also been told, that we can only

perceive God as a spiritual experience; as a certainty; as a

knowledge within ourselves. Do you know that Hindus, Buddhists,

and also Plato say the same though they are not inonotheists ?

EG) ^ - This is true. They imply that God can only be known

through personal experience.

RABBI - I shall cite Rudolph Otto who says: You will have to

realize that our view of God does not correspond to the effable

reality of which he is a mere symbol. We have not the ränge of

perception with which to conceive an exact description of God.

CAROL - Is this the Rudolph Otto who wrote so much about

"Holiness" ?

RABBI - It is the same. He started from his perception that

the original causative factor in the birth of the religion were

the awe and fear which filled the first humans. This created the

sense of the holy which led to the creation of the religion and

not the ethics.

EQ ^ - Does Judaism agree with this ?

RABBI - It does not. ßut we have to thank Otto for elaborating

the "Holy", this fundamental element in religion. Holiness - kadosh

- had in Judaism originally a different meaning than today. Also

the english translation does not fit entirely. Originally "kadosh"

had the same meaning as "taboo". It applies to God in the sense,

that God is set apart; that he is different from all eise; that

he is not bound by space or form.

EQ ^ - Also the Jewish people are kadosh = holy in the very

same sense of otherness.

AVNER - And the holy jewish God is also very jealous and angry

whenever other gods are worshipped.

RINAT - Would it not have been so much easier, if God had

allowed us to have a clear picture of what he is; of his Image and

of his transcendence ? Are we not entitled to such a graceful grant

from a God who has mankind^s wellbeing at heart ?
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EO^- I am not so sure. For should we know everything about

God; and should we reallze how perfect and complete he is - we humble

human beings would become humiliated, discouraged and handicaped

by the realization of God 's perfection. I think I said something

like this on another occasion.

RABBI - Would we not have to imply, in case we have a definite

kaowledge of God 's essence - even if our claim that we have

understood its füll meaning is unjustified - that God is somehow

finite. And if God is finite, has he not also to be imperfect ?

Let US agree with the ancient moslem philosopher al-Ghazzali, that

God is beyond man 's intellectual powers of comprehension; that we

can know God only from the way he is reflected in this world; that

we can only become aware of God from his work and Performances -

and that otherwise we cannot say anything definite about God 's

essence,

AVNER - Rut the Jewish God is proclaimed King ! Whether over

all the other gods; or over the entire world; or only over Israel

- I have not yet found out. Does one not know more or less every

detail of a king's being, doing and acting ?

RABBI - God is indeed the king of the world - but his divinity

is far above his royalty.

AVNER - It means, in other words, that the entity which you

call God cannot be comprehended with the help of one's intellect

and reason ?

RABBI - This is indeed so in Jewish perception. Every religion,

every culture, every philosophy and every theology creates its own

Image of God, of his essence and of his meaning. In none of these

will intellect or reason reveal God 's essence. Among the three

monotheistisms Allah, the moslem God is easiest understood because

he is most anthropomorphic. The jewish God is easier to accept

because he is near to man. But the Christian God can only be

accepted by faith and dogma.

RINAT - We have heard of the many ways by which man can relate

to God. Teil US, please, what this relationship of God to man

represents.

RABBI - The Bible describes in clear terms this relationship

between God and man. One can say that the Bible reveals - and

throughout confirms - that God had once met with man; that God cares

deeply for mankind; that God can be approached - and reached - by

every man, woman and child.

CAROL - This is not something special or unusual. The principle
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of every rellgion, as far as I know, is to show that God or the

gods come into contact with man. In the monotheistic religions

God is in addition called sublime and credited with having created

the World. On the other hand the God called the Absolute by the

philosophers, is a distant God. He has no contact with the world.

He can impossibly have created the world.

EG» - ...which made the Interpolation of a Demiurge necessary

CAROL - According to the Bible man is the Image of God. In

greek philosophy God is the cosmos and man is the microcosmos.

EO - The God of the Bible is in search of man and not of a

microcosmos. And God invites man to search him too and not for

some kind of cosmos.

RABBI - The jewish perception of God is not an isolated one.

Also Berkely, the wise theologian-philosopher ,
preached that God

cares for man. "Esse est percepi", he said; translated it states

that to be means to be perceived by God.

AVNER - May I, befor we close this chapter, mention a point

which has puzzled rae since some time. I have recently read an

article in an archaeological magazine about discoveries in nearby

Iraq which point to a widespread sun-cult supposedly to have

prospered there some 2-3000 years ago. Since it is an established

fact that, once such a cult or culture prevails in a country, also

neighbouring countries - whether contingent or not - will be affected

by it. These countries will as a rule absorb the same cult - or

at least an approximate form of the cult - into their own religion.

Has this been the case in Israel ? If so how and in which form

has a suncult be knoewn in Israel ? And if not why not ?

E& - May I answer you ? I have been puzzled by the same

problem, and I think I have found a satisfactory explanation.

I agree that a reciprocal absorption of cultural elements

between neighbouring civilizations is more or less the rule. We

know also, that a sun-cult has existed in antique times in all the

then existing civilized countries. I may say, it was the leading

religious cult form in most countries. This must also have been

the case in the primitive Israeli tribes. I will only remind you

of the Zodiac with its twelve 'houses' through all of which the

sun passes in the course of 25 800 years. It stays in each house

some 2 100 years, I think. Since history has been recorded some

8000 or so years ago, we can follow the effect the sojourn of the

sun through each Miouse* had on the history of the peoples of which

recorded history exists. We hear of Adam and Eve, of Cain and Abel,
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of Castor aad Pollux, of Romulus and Remus and so on when the sun

passed through the 'House of the Gemelli', the Twins. When the

sun entered the house of Taurus, the bull became the central object

of veneration, This Is reflected in the culture of Greece, mainly

in Minos; in the many archaeological left-overs in Egypt, in Iran,

in Babylon, in Mohenjadaro in the Indus bassin, and so on; and in

the role the bovine plaid in the rites of the Temple of Jerusalem,

And in the episode of the Golden Calf. Then the sun entered the

House of the Ran. The sheep acquired importance. It became the

main sacrificicial animal in the Temple, Abraham slaughtered a

ram instead of his son Isaac etc.

CAROL - And the lamb became the symbol of Christianity

.

EO - xNot precisely so. Around the time Jesus appeared on

the World scene, the sun had entered the Pisces, that is the House

of the Fish. You may not know, that in fact in early Christendom

the Fish had been the emblem of the Church. Only a few centuries

later had it to cede place to the lamb.

AVNER - This is very interesting. This means that the Children

of Israel kept up with the zodiacal trends and changed whenever

another trend became fashionable. This means, that the sun-cult

was well known to, and certainly also practiced by, the Israeli tes.

Why is this not evident in the history of Israel ?

EG^- You are perfectly right. In ancient times, radiating

into biblical times - sun worship was the predominant cult. It

was so in all the the countries surrounding the mediterranean basin.

And certainly also among the Jews. In Greece, in E^ypt, in Iran,

in Rome etc. the sun was worshipped in the figure of the sungod.

Römers Mithras and Egypt's Osiris, Greece's Apollo and ßabylon's

Baal witness the predominance of this cult.

ASHER - But nothin^ in Judaism witnesses the existence of this

same cult among the Israelites. How is this possible in view of

the certainty you mentioned, that a cultural reciprocal osmosis

had occured ?

EG ^ - I am certain that the sun worship was very much a fact

of life in ancient Israel. Not only because the Prophets so

arduously preached against it, but also - and I may say mainly so

- because we can still find traces of it in the Pentateuch. You

will remember that the erection of cult places on mountain tops

were anathema because that is a predilected place for sun worship.

We are told that Enoch was carried alive into heaven, "fierce horses

pulling his radiant carriage"; that he had lived 356 days, I mean
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years on this earth* And I take the liberty to Interpret Joseph^s

inulti-coloured coat to mean a metaphor of the morning aurora. The

Temple of Jerusalem was built in such a way that, at the time of

the solistice, the rays of the morning sun passed through the

entrance to the Holy of Holies and feil on the altar.

CAROL - I\Tiy are there only hints or traces left in the Bible

and no explicit facts ? I may also add, that the sun played a great

role in the ideology and the rites of the Essenes of Oumran, I

cannot say they followed a sun-worship-ritual; but they definitely

showed an unusual respect for the sun. For example, they did "their

business* - as far as they could manage - early in the morning before

the sun had risen; and when they had to squat down after the sun

had appeared on the horizon, they did so facing the sun in order

not to show their backside to the sun.

ASHER - I am very surprised to learn that the sun had such

an importance for our forefathers. I had the Impression that it

was the veneration of the moon which is a left-over of some past

heathen cult.

Eö ^ - After long searching and much pondering I have found

only one explanation which would fit the facts: the sun had played

a very great role in the Israelites' cult life and culture. It

was revived and multiplied by the returnees from the Babylon exile.

This has greatly disturbed the priests, the prophets, the wise men

of the early pre-christian centuries. We have already heard that

a great religious awakeiiing, a kind of religious revolution, occured

between the 8th and 6th Century ßCE. I suppose it was at that time

that the priests, the prophets, the leaders of Israel eradicated

everything which smelled of sun worship from the Tora as well as

from daily life. When they steered the Jews into a piain, simple

and clearly defined exclusive monotheism. And when, as I have

mentioned, there occurred a revival on the return of the exiles

from Babylon, the priests made use of their power to put a stop

to this cult.

RINAT - They must have been clever people.

ASHER - They were certainly inspired leaders - and more even

clever psychologist s.

EG) ^ - Undoubtedly so. This was not the only the time they

went into action. Some time ago I have talked about the wise rabbis*

introduction of the Aphikoman as the last item on the Pesach menue.

I can explained the Purim Festival along the same lines. Purim

in no way fits into jewish culture or mentality. This unjewish
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festival must have been introduced at a time when - under hellenistic

influence - our Israelites, old and young, enjoyed the then

fashionable bacchianalia, the annual festival in honour of Apollo

or Bacchus. One of he main attractions of this annual spring event

was the indulgence in drinking, dancing - and the abandonment of

all the civiled rules of conduct which are effective throughout

the year. Israelis wise leaders of that time must have reasoned:

well, we have no power to prevent our Jews from copying their heathen

neighbours, Should we even make an attempt to do so, we will fall

and badly lose face and influence. Let us go along with these new

fashions and currents and turn the bacchanalia into a jewish

festival. There may have been a story, or a report, or a legend

making the round - if not they must have invented it - of a queen

warning the king of an impending rebellion etc. The wise men dressed

the festival up as a memento to a jewish queen who had saved the

jewish people. They made Astarte, the goddess at that time in

fashion, into Esther and the neighbouring god Murdoch into Mordechai

- and decreed, that what they had so far cursed as heathenly, god-

offending customs should henceforth be a blessed and god-pleasing

ritual.

RABBI - Your "reconstruction" of the ethiology of our Purim

may also explain why the name of God is never mentioned in the Esther

Scroll ?

EQ^- Quite definitely so ! And this is not the only instance,

as you know. Take the case of the Song of Songs. It is definitely

not a "song worthy, or even sui table for a synagogal service", as

some wise person has said. I can only characterize it as a bawdy

song which could only have had a place in the wine taverns of ancient

Palestine. It must have been the fashion in those ancient times

to recite the song at the most inopportune occasions. Some clever

fellows among the priests must have decided - with their tongues

in their cheeks - to turn it into a metaphorical bailad. And by

attributing it to the "Wise King Solomon" - one raore unearned and

unmerited medal on that king's ehest - it became acceptible in polite

Society and incorporated into the bibical canon.

RABBI - Thank you, my friend. This was indeed an interesting

commentary on the development of Jewish religious culture. You

have given me much material t think about.

EG^- I am glad to hear this. May I hope that you will discover

other and similar material to comment upon ?

ASHER - I agree with you that we have got more less sufficient
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proof and persuasive examples of the cleverness - or I would go

along if you say proof of the inspired insight of our ancient rabbis

and priests. I hope, however, that we shall not consider this

chapter closed; and that we shall continue our weekly discussion

evenings as I have so many questions still to ask about God«

RINAT - I too.

AVNER - And I too.
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T W E L V E

AVNER - We talked about predestination - but I am not yet clear

in my rnlnd how far I can harmonlze my own views with the way you Interpret

this principle. For instance: does predestination iinply that God had

wtlled my stay in a Concentration Camp ? Does predestination mean that

Chaim should be crippled by his experiences ? In other words: can the

Concentration Camps be explained - and have they to be excused - because

God willed them to exist ?

RABBI - These are questions man cannot ans'/zer.

FW - In my philosophy all what happened in Germany has to be seen

as a testing stage in the jewish people's destiny. However, not by

predestination ! But resulting from the mishandled and mismanaged natural

consequences o£ the historical developments which had grown from the

failings of ordinary human beings, I see in the catastrophy which has

affected the Jews of Europe one of the series of tests we Jews havo to

face. I see in these tests results a kind of Ultimatum which fate has

presented to the jewish people. But not to the jewish people alone!

All that happened in Germany under the Nazi regime I view also a clear

test of the Germans' ethical qualities; of the validity of the german

nation's claim to be a bearer of cultural values; of the german nationVs

ultimate right to survive. And last but not least it was a test of the

behaviour at the actual time; and of the consequent reactions of those

who were either victims or bystanders. It was in my view a karman-based

and -controlled testing process.

RABBI - You take a very courageous view of this tragic episode in

jewish and mankind's history.

AVNER - I notice that in your "courageous view" you exclude any

or all divine interference. Was there in the Nazi outrages no divine

planning or predestination ?

EO) - I would not exclude any such, as in major historic evolvements

of this magnitude and nature - for which no logical evolutionary processes

can be brought forth as causative factors - only the Intervention of

an additional supra-natural factor can provide a satisfactory explanation.

While I say this I am fully aware, that historians and sociologists do

think differently. But I can also say, that with my answer I feel on

safe ground because only a divine Intervention can provide a satisfying
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expla„«io„ of w,„t h,,pe„ed in Europa aa,i to Ger.an, a ge.erat.on a^o

AVNER - I sl«ll have to .i^est what you told US Just now a.<1 reac

possibly later on. I hav. at thi. »o„e„t another ,uestioa: why ,lxd God

create this -orld ? And why has he set »an Into this -orld

. m.. hhif whatf-ver we discuss will ultimately
ASUER - It seems to me, tnat wnacevt.i

always lead back to the Creatlon issue.

i-i ^ r^'i r-rp^tfA man for his own sake -

I^ABBI - The Rabbis say that God createn

meaning to have Company.
.. , c

„^ w-jt-h t-hp Rabbis. You made us tor
CAROL - St. Augustine agrees with the Kaonis.

yourself", he said of God.

R^BM - God ...ants to create a ..anktnd «hich Is ethlcall, supre»e

and physically perfect. I do not know why God wants to =-ate an

ethtcally Ideal: an ulti,nately intelTectually auperior; a pny.s.cally

perfected, and a physlologically exactly tunctloning - hu.an race. But

I have no doubt, that there must be a purpose.

EOJ - Listen what Martin Ruber had to say. inou.,n y

»ore ^han anythin.. you .now at all ti»es in yout heatt. But don^^t you

know also that God needs you - in the EuUness o( eternity. you .

mKV - »nd one »ore question: do the sufferi„3 of the Jews over

the ages; the destruction of ™y nearest fa^ily; and .y own e.periences

in the'concentration Ca:,p - Eit into what God has decided about the

ultimate fate of mankind ?
, , .. ^^...n

PCO - I cannot answer your „uestion in the sause and the dxrection

you intend your .uestion, h„t in .y own view you have been - and I venture

L say still are - tested by these your experiences and sufferxngs. And

you are tested as well by your reaction to your Knowledge of the jewxsh

people's history.

AVNER - Thank you.
. r a

RINAT - You believers in God never cease to say that tnere xs God.

,he Allmighty. the Absolute. You define him as having e.isted since

ever. But to my simple mind it is also logical. that what has ex.sted

_ even if so since ever - .ust have once not existed. That for every-

,Hine which exists there had to be the beginning of its existence. n

Lis sense I ask: God has made the world. you State. But who has made

God -> How and by whom was God himself created ?

'

, • ^ j 1- wo i-hp.i=!fs sav that God existed
RABBI - As you rightly pointed out, we theists say

since ever. We say also that he is a Being without origin. That he

i. without beginning. We have to acknowledge - whatever eise one may

,,, ,o say in this respect - that the nature of God can in any case not

-1 T ^f-hc»r wnrriq- there is certainly an

be apnrehended by us mortals. In other words.

1 • ^r-f^rt c:ff,te this knowledge is stiU
explanation - but in our actual imperfect State
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beyond our comprehension.

AVNER - The scientists and atheists are niore couragious. They have

In common that they try to find an explanation for the origin of the

Universe. Unfortunately , they offer a rather infantile explanation:

the World just happened, they say. This is by every Standard a poor

and unsatisfactory reply. T think it was for these and other similarly

understandable reasons that man had to create for hirnseif the idea of

a Creator. This reflects one of the many human delusions that there

is a design behind the creation of the world and the existence of man.

CAROL - I too have a question: is your God the same God as the

Rabbi 's God ?

EGJ - Maybe. I cannot judge. I know only my personal God.

CAROL - Am T justified to say that, because you identify your Seif

with the idealized concept which you have formed for yourself of the

Divine Absolute, your God had inevitably to acquire the nature and the

characteristics of the Infinite, of the Incomprehensible you have looked

for - and wished for ?

EGj - How can I answer your question, considering I do not know

God and all he is - and could therefore not form for myself an ideal

which I can incorporate in my concept of the Divine ?

RABBI - Everybody who believes in or thinks of God, conceptualizes

him in his own individualized form and personal image. He forms his

private concept of the Divine. There is a midrash in Exodus Raba which

says, that everyone of the Israelites who was standing at the foot of

Mount Sinai at the time of the Epiphany, perceived God in his own way

- and that God adapted himself to the comprehension and the intellectual

ränge of each one present.

EG ^
- I am impressed. This midrash fits exactly what I wanted to

say.

CAROL - At Sinai God revealed himself, says the Torah. Is there

any proof, that there or at any other occasion God met Moses "face to

face" ?

RABBI - Do you realize, that in case such a proof should exist,

the very platform, the very raison d'etre of religion would be removed

from our religion ?

CAROL - But the Revelation Story sounds so very illogical to me.

RABBI - It may sound illogical - but it must be true. And you must

realize, furthermore, that all we know of God derives from that encounter.

AVNER - And still - and notwithstanding all you said - I am not

at all convinced that your God exists. And I am not at all persuaded

that the Creation did take place in the way you want me to believe. I
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mean to say that there could not have been a divinely planned and executed

"Creation".

EGi^ - The fact that Creation could not have happened without a

Creator; that the developnient of life on earth from an one-celled thing

- nay from a mlxture of nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen - could not have

happened purely by itself - we have "willy nilly" to presuppose a gulding

hand. T cannot see why you should think the f]piphany and the Revelatlon

incongruous. In my view they definitely make sense.

ASHER - I must concede, it is difficult for me to imagine, how,

without what the Bible reports about the Revelatlon; how, without a true

and Visual appearence of the Deity; and how, without the profound effect

of a true corporeal Epiphany - Judaism could have developed and continued

to exist as it had and does,

RABBI - What you suggest rnay be right - but I do not need such a

logic. To iTie the happening at Sinai is totally understandable and fully

explainable as the epiphany of a transcendent God. Your reservations

are due to your thinking about a mystic, or even of an anthropomorphic

God.

CAROL - Could the epiphany at Sinai have possibly been a case of

mass Suggestion ?

RABBI - Hardly. But even if this had been the case, it could only

have been willed by God.

EG) ^ - Allow me to say, that in my opinion the Revelatlon at Sinai

should not be taken in a literal sense. I view it as a sudden inner

awareness; as a sudden inner light; as a sudden inner assertion; as a

sudden inner reverberation - at a time and in a place, under circumstances

and under conditions, when those present were under great emotional stress

and and in a very receptive mood. You cannot call such a condition a

hysterical State. For the like reason we should not take literally the

repeated "...and God spoke" in the Scriptures.

AVNER - I do not know why you discuss this point. As God does not

exist in bodily form - even you agree that this is so - there could not

have been an epiphany at all.

CAROL - Any argument along these lines is superfluous. Kant has

convincingly argued that God 's existence cannot be proved nor denied

by speculative reasoning.

RABBI - This is right. You, Avner, argue as an atheist. You better

Start with tackling this issue as an agnostic and teil yourself, that

you have no proof either for or against. And teil yourself above all

that you simply do not know.

AVNER - Again I must teil you, how surprised I am, that after all
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which has happened in Auschwitz you continue to feel cornfortable with

your belief in a God.

EG) - I at least do, because - as I have already explained to you

- I see Auschwitz and all it Stands for as a testing of the world; as

a warning to the world; as a portent for the Jewish people; as the moral

annihilation of Germany; as the historical death sentence of the German

people; and finally as an opportunity for the world to check on Its

short-comings.

RINAT - All this is rather complicated. Let me repeat a question

I have already asked on a previous occasion: why has God not given us

a definite proof that he exists. This would have given substance to

what he demands of us. This would have given sense to what he asks of

US simple and Ignorant human beings.

EG)^-Of course; and without any doubt; and in a definite way; and

at any time in human history - God could have given absolute proof that

he exists. But were this the case, there would not anymore be for mankind

the urge to seek him. There would not anymore be any evil to avoid.

There would not anymore good to be pursued. In short: our life would

be without an aim; without a challenge; without a sense.

RABBI - The Balshem Tov of hassidic fame had another explanation:

God permits man to doubt his existence, because otherwise man would not

be inclined to charity. For in case he had a füll knowledge of God,

man would leave everything in the hands of God.

ASHER - ^^y has at least God 's name not been revealed ?

RABBI - Because God 's name is secret. God does not want his name

to be known. If you know your Bible you will remember, that notwithstand

all their urging Moses and Jacob did not succeed in getting God to reveal

his name. By the way: also the names of the angels are secret - there

is frequent mention in the Bible of an angel refusing to reveal his name.

EG) - Because there was the belief, that knowing the name of a person

meant having power over the carrier of the name. In ancient times it

was thought, that whoever possesses knowledge of a person' s name can

use it for applying magic; can use it to damage the owner. In this sense

it was commonly believed, that if you know the name of God you can cite

him; can you force him to appear.

RINAT - But do we not know the name of God and only fear to prononce

the name ?

EG^- Yes we know that YHWM is God's name, though it is - wrongly,

I think - said we do not know how to properly pronounce it. In any case

this name, the Tetragram, is never used by Jews. It is not used because

of an ancient Tabu. It has, therefore, been replaced by Adonai, Lord.
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AVNER - To what length our "frumme Yiden" will go ! They replaced

the divine name "Yahveh" with "Adonai", that is "Lord", ßut now also

the appellate "Lord" is too holy for Jews to pronounce, and outside their

prayers they replace it nowadays with "Hashem", that is "The Name",

RABBI - You cannot be too careful, is the motto. But let me teil

you of a delicious 'mix-up' in the Bible. Genesis says that the true

divine name was known to Eve, Cain and Abel; but in Exodus we are told

that Moses was the first human being to whom God had revealed his name.

ASHER - How do our rabbis explain this discrepancy ?

RABBI - The orthodox faculty accepts it as a divine truth, But

to modern thinkers it is explained by the fact, that different authors

contributed to the original Pentateuch than those who added to the later

edition. Biblical researchers have amply proved this hypothesis to be

correct. But there is another interesting point to mention with respect

to what we have just now discussed: you may know that at the time the

Temple in Jerusalem functioned, the High Priest, once a year - on Yom

Kippur and after having, most likely, had to control his inside tremor

- entered the Holy of Holiest, there to call out the Tetragram of God.

The multitude of fasting Israelites was waiting outside, trembling too,

because they feared that the High Priest might force the Godhead to appear

- and this would have had grave consequence for him and for the entire

nation. When the High Priest emerged hail and hearty from the ordeal,

there was great rejoicing, jubilation and feasting.

But somehow this must have changed at some stage in the Second Temple

Period. For it is reported, that the Priests who stood outside the Temple

and recited in a loud voice the divine blessing on the nation, used Yahwe

and not Adonai - while the priests who did so in the synagogues outside

Jerusalem used "Adonai".

RINAT - Does what you said - about the High Priest 's invocation

in the Holy of Holiest - imply that God did not always reside in there,

be it in the tabernacle carried throught the desert, be it in the Temple

of Jerusalem ?

RABBI - It was not God himself who resided there, but his Kavod'

which is translated as 'Glory'; while by others it is seen to mean the

'Shekhina'.

EG» - Let US say it was God 's Seif or Image which was always with

Israel and could be cited during cultic procedures.

CAROL - You can in every part of the world encounter traces of the

belief, that one can cite a god or a spirit if one knows his or its name

along with the right incantations. This is reflected in the local myths

and legends. Among the people of the East the importance of the magic
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attatched to a person^s name, persists to this today.

EQ ^ - The fear that the name of a person could be used for casting

a maglc spell is still prevalent among the Hindus, especially among the

Brahmins. I have met many instances where Hindus, males and females,

will have a 'public* name which they use in everyday life. They have

in addition also a secret "true" name which is known only to few if any

people outside the family circle.

RINAT - Let us not slide into the realm of fairy tales, please.

Let US remain on the level I at least have enjoyed so far. This leads

me to the question: how does one become aware of God ?

RABBI - You cannot ask such a question without being already aware

of God«

AVNER - I aqree with the Rabbi - not with the meaning he intends

to give to his reply. When asking such a question as Rinat's, one can

be aware of the object without believing in its reality - in the same

way as one is aware of the object in a hypothesis one constructs.

RABBI - Your paradigm does not fit well here, You cannot say that

God is a hypothesis. Can you imagine people praying to; trusting in;

believing in - a hypothesis ?

RINAT - VJhether consciously or not, every one of us has been seeking

God. Everyone I know has at one time tried to find God. I am confident

that everyone of you here has endeavoured to know him. Those of us who

refuse to acknowledge God are most likely induced to do so because we

have failed in our search. Ego and the Rabbi have been blessed with

greater luck. You two have found God. We have not fond God. Can you

advise me, how one does search for God ?

RABBI - My reply, Coming from a rabbi, may sound stränge to you;

but I think it is the best advice I can give you: the easiest approach

would be for you to read the 'Confessions' of St. Augustine. It is a

sincere outline of the way to take in one's search for God.

EO ^ - To search for God is to search for the Truth - and vice versa.

If you approach your search with an open mind, you will discover that

in some way, and somehow, all of us here - and so many people outside

our circle - are searching for the same truth. Ask them. Follow them.

You may discover, that some of the searchers have found some of the Truth

And you may discover, that all mean the same truth. You will discover,

that only the ways to the truth they have taken; and that only their

description of what they have come to know as truth - are different.

RABBI - Above all there is the truism: to know God one has to know

oneself

.

EO - This is precisely what I have learned from the Sufis: he who
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knows himself knows God.

ASHER - Nov>r that you mentioned Islam, it would interest me to hear

what our racial cousins and theological children think about God.

EQ3 - It is true, Judaism and Islam have many things in common.

For instance: the Moslem, like the Jew, does not need the Intervention

of a priest. Every believer can have direct contact with God.

RABBI - As a Jew can perform all religious and ritual functions

without the help of a rabbi, so can the Moslem without a Maulvi.

EG» ^ - The Moslem pronounces Allah the only God, as the Jews do in

their Shma*. "Allah is the One God. Allah is Eternal. Allah is the

Uncaused Cause of all being", says one of the suras in the Qu* ran.

AVNER - How do the Moslems perceive their Allah ?

CAROL - I have come across a current of thought in Islam which

argues, that if the blessed are going to see Allah in heaven, as the

Qu Van promises, Allah must have a physical form. There was also a

philosopher - I do not recall is name - who claimed to possess definite

knowledge of this supposition. He described God as having a body. And

he defined the body as three-dimensional, i.e. equal in breadth, height,

and length. And he saw God radiating with light.

RABBI - Islam has the advantage over Judaism insofar as Allah has

a hundred names but only the 99 mentioned in the Qu 'ran are known; the

hundredth has not yet been revealed.

CAROL - It was of interest to me to learn, that the prayers of the

Jew differ from those of the Moslem insofar as the latter repeats, mantra-

like, these ninety-nine names of Allah as a proper and valid prayer.

EGi ^ - The most frequently invoked - and most likely most important

divine name - is "ßismilla el~Rachman el-Rahim", which means in the name

of God the Merciful and Compassionate. But still - notwithstanding the

many characterizing divine names - the Moslem, like the Jew, will teil

you that Allah is beyond the limits of human understanding. You will

in addition always be told that Allah is inaccessible.

CAROL - Indeed, the important philosopher al-Ghazzali preached that

this is so, because it is impossible to prove God's existence beyond

any reasonable doubt. What represents God to us is contained in our

perception and in our logical thinking, he said - and he agrees with

other philosophers, that neither science nor metaphysics can prove or

disprove the existence of God.

RABBI - AI Ghazzali wrote also, that some people have a higher sense

of Intuition - which he called a "prophetic spirit" - and can therewith

gain a higher level of perception of God. These are the mystics and

the prophets. All others can at best learn something about God with
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the help of their reasoning and imaginative powers.

CAROL - This is not new. This has already been said in Buddhism

and by Zen. These preach, that with the help of meditations one can

achieve a greater, a higher and a deeper approach to oneVs Seif.

RABBI - But the Moslems approach God with awe and fear, while the

Jews do so with a certain degree of familiarity.

CAROL - And the Buddhists face with resignation the fate that has

to be faced !

EO) - Still, notwithstanding awe, fear and familiarity, to the Jews

- no less than to the Moslems - God remains incomprehensible.

RINAT - l>niat about the Christians ?

RABBI - The Godhead is incomprehensible also in Christian doctrine.

And as this concept of the Divinty is enforced by - and has been encased

in - a dogma, it is to a believer beyond all discusslon and analysis

to investigate and analyse how üivinity can be defined,

CAROL - We should also mention another similarity between Jews and

Moslems which the Christians do not share: for Moslems and Jews it is

blasphemous to make an image of God.

E0^~ I have always wondered why it is so, even thoiigh God himself

depicted himself in human shape when the Jewish religion was born.

CAROL - The production of an image of God in whatever form has surely

been forbidden in order to keep the Jews - and also the Moslems - from

indulging in idol worship.

RINAT - We left all this to the Christians.

ASHER - Who, with their magnifient paintings and sculptures, made

pood use of the latitude granted them.

RABBI - Religious and trusting Jews expect that the Messiah will

one day come. Also Islam believes in a Messiah - with the difference

that their Messiah, i.e. their "Messenger", has already arrived in the

person of Muhammad. However, one hears also that another messenger,

most likely the Patriarch Abraham, may return at the End of the Days.

RINAT - Also the Christians' Messiah has already arrived.

EG - There is also the difference that Muhammad, unlike Moses,

never spoke directly to God. Nor has Muhammad ever been addressed

directly by God. The divine Communications took place through the

Archangel Gabriel as the intermediary.

RABBI - To add to the list of similarities between Judaism and Islam

I am going to mention, that there are currents in Islam - like similar

ones in Judaism with regard to the Tora - which maintain, that the Qu 'ran

is the direct word of God; and that the Qu'eran had been written by Allah

himself. But there are many islamic theologians who condemn such a belief
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as blasphemous.

EO ^ - I have met some Moslems who identify Gabriel with the Shekhina,

and others who think he is the Holy Ghost,

RABBI - Moslems can answer all questions about God's essenece by

telling you that Allah is wherever you look. Everything and all will

one day pass away, but Allah will exist forever.

EQj - Judaisrn and Islam have - in contrast to the Christians - also

the belief in common, that God can become imminent on earth among his

followers but not incarnated in one of his mortal followers.

CAROL - This is one of the causes which are cited in explanation

of the Christians' hostility towards the Jews, The Christians say that

Jesus was incarnated by God on earth - and we Jews could not care less

about what they say.

EG» ^ - But we Jews have had to suffer for what the Christians believe

and say, whether we care or not about what they believe. St. Augustine

did not hide his absolute certainty that Jews of every generation past

had - and of every future generation will have - to expiate through

suffering the refusal of their ancestors to recognise the divinity of

Jesus.

RABBI - This has not always been one of the Christians' arguments.

However, let us not forget that their hatred for the Jews had started

before Jesus had been declared divine. It is a fact that initially Jesus

had not been thought of as a god-like figure ! He was made into one

only in the fourth Century ! Jesus himself never claimed that he was

a god ! He only stated that he is the "son of God". This Statement

of his can be variously interpreted. It was Paul who gave this Statement

an all-overpowering Interpretation. It should never be forgotten that

St. Paul had, before his arrival in Palestine, been initiated into one

or more of the Mystery Religions in vogue in Greece at that time. This

is reflected in many of his actions and sayings - and also in his concept

of Jesus' divine nature.

EG) ^ - Though the Moslems grant Jesus the special Status, they condemn

as blasphemers those who claim him as a divine. He is to them a prophet

and no more.

CAROL - For completion's sake let me mention - as I have done on

a previous occasion - that ßuddhism does not know of a god.

EO ^ - To them the Absolute is emptiness - which exists and at the

same time does not exist.

RABBI - For completion's sake we would benefit, if we could hear

a few words of what the philosophers have to say.

CAROL - I shall give a very short - but of necessity superficial
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- resume of what some of the philosophers have to say* Plato has rightly

been called a theist; he believed in a god. Aristotle, who had great

influenae in the antique; and whose dicta governed the philosophical

World far into the Middle Ages - defined God as the 'Unmoved Mover\

He saw God as a pure, eternal, immobile and spiritual being. God is

immaterial, he said, because matter is flawed and mortal. God is pure

thought and also a thinker of thoughts. God is Supreme Intellect which

knows only the purest of all subjects - and that is himself. Therefore,

he cannot have any relationship with anything or anybody outside himself.

RABBI - In Aristotle 's view God keeps his distance. He does not

direct nor control the world. Neither has God any direct contact with

mankind,

CAROL - Plotonius, somewhat like Aristotle, saw God as Being, as

the First among all beings. He is a Being of a superior nature. The

Neo-Platonists of later centuries aceepted the concept of the "Unmoved

xMover". They saw God as the "Absolute",

RABBI - The Platonists said that God is to be found in the mind.

EG) - To rae 'in the mind' means within one's Seif*

RABBI - I agree. More or less this is the deeper sense, Or let

me say: there are many ways and approaches to say the same thing.

CAROL - To continue: iMaimonides' Statements of faith have already

been mentioned. In one of these he says: "I believe with perfect faith

that the Creator, blessed be he, is not a body; that he does not present

matter; that he has no form whatsoever.

EQ - This contrast greatly with the contemporaneous Kabbala, which

has an outspoken anthropomorphic concept of God.

CAROL - I am now taking a big step which will bring me into modern

tlmes. Emanuel Kant said that the traditional arguraent about whether

there is a God or not is useless. Our mind can only understand things

which exist in space and time. God was more or less a convenient concept,

but a necessary one, with the help of which to induce men and women to

lead a moral life and to be compensated for their virtue.

RABBI - He said that the only way to God is through the autonomous

realm of moral conscience which is "practical reason".

EG> - Kant tried to show that the existence of God is not proved

by speculative reasoning. Man is finite, he said, and cannot come to

any justifiable conclusions about the finite God.

RABBI - Nowwhere in our Scriptures has the attempt been made to

prove God's existence. There is not the slightest need to prove God.

CAROL - Moses Mendelsohn, who lived in the 18th Century, aceepted

the biblical God but added, that God is attainable by reason. He also
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accepted that the soul is immortal. But, he insisted, Judaism is not

a revealed religion - only a revealed law. Martin Buber, who died in

1965, told his world that God can be met in the same way as a person

meets another person. Franz Rosenzweig, his friend, wrote that the

universe is made up of three elements: God, the world and man. It is

religion, and in particular Judaism, which by revelation, creation and

redemption binds these three elements together, Rosenzweig wrote.

RABBI - Let us mention another contempory philosopher: Rabbi Abraham

Yizhaq Kook who died in 1935. He was a great and wise man. He was a

Kabbaiist. The universe, he said, is still evolving and man with it.

Ultimately, he promised, man will meet God.

AVNER - One more question, please. Does it not disturb you that

the Image of God; that the concept of God; that the Interpretation of

God - change from one epoch in the Jewish history to the next ?

RABBI - Not at all. Not even the most fervent, blinkered theist

can mind this, because from the beginning has the concept of God as

Infinite and Absolute been expressed in various terms by the theologians;

by the magicians; by the mystics; and by the philosophers - depending

on their understanding, their intellect, and even the imaginatory power

of the period.
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THIRTEEN

ASHER - We have heard it seid here, that all has been created

according to a plan; and that all we see and are has been created

and continues to exist for a definite purpose. Is this an absolute

Statement which does not permit any doubt ?

EGO - Yes, it is ! As I have said before, it is rny firm belief

that we are created for a purpose. At which other conclusion could

a thinking individnal arrive ? There has to be a purpose in every-

thing, as otherwise there would not be a sense in anything. There

would not be an essence in all we perceive. There would not be

any meaning in our existence.

CAROL - What have you to say to this absolutist Statement we

have just now heard, Rabbi ?

RABBI - I cannot but agree with what you have heard.

RINAT - If so, what do we know about life and death ?

RABBI - We know that we do not know.

EOj - I believe to know that mankind would not have a future,

were there not a God on whom to anchor our faith. Neither would

the World have a future, had we not that absolute trust in God which

serves us as a lighthouse in the darkness in and around us.

AVNER - Religious faith and the belief in a God may serve as

a beacon to those who adjust their life accordingly - but this can

hardly be called the purpose of life !

EGL» - VJhether we can prove there is a God or not, our belief

in a Supreme Being; the knowledge of the essentialness of our being;

and our trust in God 's untiring care for man - may not represent

the exclusive purpose of your life and that of those who think like

you. But, I can assure you, it gives me and those who think like

me, a totally fulfilling purpose in life. What eise would and should

xve see in our existence ? Teil me, please ! What eise could be

the purpose of our being ? Answer me, please !

RABBI - I would have given Avner the identic reply. All which

exists within this tremendous Organization we call the universe;

all which never ceases to pulsate in this marvellous coordination

we call life - has to have a sense even though we are incapable

to see the sense. Looking back on the earliest stages of mankind;
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and gripped by man 's continiied acquisition of so much awe-inspiring

knowledge - to which, by the way, has recently been added the

apparent limitless nuclear and electronic techniques which our

scientists have developed - I have no doubt that there is a purpose

in our being; in our planet*s existing; in the plan behind the

creation of the universe. I too have been pondering the ineaning

of man^s life. I too have become convinced, that this world of

ours and all therein cannot have a sense if there is not also a

purpose. And I have since long become convinced, that this v^^orld

- at least our planet earth - has been created; and mankind has

been allowed to develop at such breath-taking speed - for one main

purpose only: that we humans develop into a society of ethic beings.

EO^- May I add, that this breath-taking speed in scientific

and technological progress of which you speak, has been greatly

- and to an even more unbelievable degree - accelerated in recent

years.

AVNER - What, in your estimate, may this signify ?

EG - I do not know - but I am within myself certain, that

also this must somehow have a deeper meaning. Regretfully, I am

not ready to say, that this has a positive meaning. But let me

also pre-em=ty all discussions and say, that I have not the Illusion

my words could affect those who simply deny anything but a seif-

propagating and a self-perpetuating technical process as the right

explanation. But whoever has only a minimum of faith in a divinely

willed creation must be brought to think, that also this apparently

unlimited progress of the new electronic and nuclear sciences must

have a meaning in the divine scheme of things.

CAROL - This sounds very mysterious to me.

AVNER - What you said - or better said hinted at - can only

be acceptable to those who believe in miracles and in some kind

of mysterious goings-on.

RABBI - May I remind you, that great dose of mysticism belongs

to every faith. And miracles too are an ingredient of a true faith.

AVNER - Might your words possibly point to an early Coming

of the Messiah ? Or are you hinting at what Armaggedon means to

the Christians ?

CAROL - I can well imagine, that the unbelievable accumulation

of disasters everywhere; of wars and revolts everywhere; of famines

and floods everywhere - may make a mystic come to such a conclusion.

EG) ^ - I cannot answer your querry. Neither can I confirm or

deny your allegation, as I am not a mystic.
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AVNER - Is it not also the purpose and aim of a religion to

be the parent Organization of mysteries ? Have the inagicians,

who were most likely needed in the creative stages of a religion

- and had a hayday in consequence - no role to play anymore ? Has

the injection of a fantasy-rich mythology - which, I concede, may

have been indispensable as the birth-helpers of a religion - still

to be continued ? Are miracles and v/onders still needed to make

up the skeleton of a religion ?

RABBI - Every religion, as if by definition, has common borders

with the mysterious and the numinous, with the metaphysical and

the holy. People do need myths and miracles not so much to make

their religion believable, as to make the drabness of life tolerable.

This is so, because every religion has been created with the evident

aim to bring relief to the insecure, fearful, uncertain people of

its time. üowever, every religion is built up in such a way that

- while remaininq firmlv anchored on the fundamentals of its

theology - it can undergo changes in accordance with the changing

times. It can adjust itself whenever necessary to the advances

in scientific knowledge; to every progress in technology; to whatever

change occurs in whatever Century 's intellectual perception. Were

this not so, a religion could not continue to provide and satisfy

the never ceasing spiritual needs of the time in the technicolour

which makes it fit into the times.

AVNER - I hate to contradict you - and this not only because

I have no special knowledge in this field. I do so from what I

have Seen here in this country. The only adjustment the ultra-

orthodox have made to the modern times is the issue of the Talmud

on Computer discs.

RABBI - The ultra-orthodox live in a different world, They

have their own closed-circuitry world. They have to be judged from

their own perspective and not from ours, You may take it for

granted, that the way they live, think and act is perfect in their

eyes. They will assure you that they are happy with their own

concept of what is right,

RINAT - Ilas anybody the right to claim that he is in possession

of such a total insight in the ethics of his religion ? Has anybody

even the right to say that he completely, unconditionally and without

a blemish fulfills the demands of his religion ?

RABBI - I could have answered you, that every religion has

indeed followers with such an inbuilt potential. But I have to

hedge my words by saying, that I know of no religion in which all
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st rata have the same views. There is not even the inost coherent

religious group which has not its doctrinal stratif ications.

ASHHR - V/hy not live and let live ? You 'aust accept that

the Orthodox are faithful to the religiously prescribed and outlined

jewish way.

CAROL - I can live in harmony with them as long as they keep

themselves within these bound.

RABBI - Let us be thankful for what is today's State of affairs,

The Orthodox are by far not as powerful as they once were - and

as they would wish to be today. They dream oe continuing the power

they once had in Central Europe. When liberallsm started its

triumphant march there, it proved a shock to the jewish communities

who feit their orthodox supremacy threatened. They used the powerful

threat of ostracisni, and did not hesitate to make tise even of the

extremely powerful v/eapon of the excomrnunication ban.

RINAT - Why did they object to modernization ?

RABBI - Because they feit threatened. They saw the young people

in their stetls exchange their tefillin for the Walking stick; their

peyes for a cigar; and their kippa for a hat. Even the orthodox

rebbes outside Russia and Galicia and Lituania, who prc^sided over

the communities of orthodox Jews who had migrated to Gennany and

France, to England and America during the last Century, applied

every means they could get hold of, to assert the stetl-used way

of life. One of these rabbis, who made Moses Mendelsohn responsible

for all the liberal evil he saw slowly eroding bis orthodox Community

of Atona near Hamburg, issued the order that all his married male

parishoners had to grow a beard "at least half-a-thumb in length".

AVNER - I am happy our own orthodox have no such power here.

CAROL - But the Ilaredim are in power here in Jerusalem. There

is nothing which happened to Jerusalem; or what is done in Jerusalem

- without their permission.

E(D - This is so, because they are clever and know to make

use of their political power.

ASHER - ....and because in the Knesseth all the political

parties will do their utmost to be in the good books of the Orthodox.

RABBI - It is not as bad as it appears to be.

EG - It is bad enough, although they are numerically not as

strong as they appear to you.

RINAT - What is the number of the religious Jews here relative

to the number of secular Jews ?

RABBI - I do not know. But I can teil you, that the number
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of religious Jews of all denominations in Jerusalem relative to

the secular ones caanot be overpowering. T deduce this from the

fact that for the 400 000 Jews in Jerusalem there are only some

flfty synagogues, This means one synagogue for every \ 000 Jews

instead one for every iO Jews.lts potentialities are fully made

use of.

RINAT - Rut there is no doubt that their influenae doies great

härm to the harmony among the people here.

RABBI - I am ready to agree, that one reason for this handicap

is the reluctance of these ambiences to allow modern conceptions

to enter their world.

ASHER - Does this not render a religion antiquated - and in

view of its need to appear truthvy^orthy - to a great extent also

useless ?

RABBI - I agree that the rigidification of the religions, our

own included, has estranged a great many people.

EG) - ....and has forced a large part of dissatisfied mankind

to seek in revolutionary movement s; in a priori disobedience; in

social upheaval - that inner adjustment which a properly arraigned

religion, a religion which caters for the actual demands of the

time, might have provided.

AVNER - I am afraid you have a very optimistic, and no less

also a very lenient, view of the effect religion has on our society.

I can accept what you say - without judging you a hypocrite - only

because I know that you consciously and with conviction occupy your

religious platform; that you look at all things through highly

polished religious binoculars; that, as if by a conditioned reflex,

you judge everything from a religious point of view.

RABBI - How could it be otherwise ? Does the atheist, who

denies the possibility that God exists, not also judge from a purely

personal point of view whatever "smells of religion"; and whatever

approaches the metaphysical ? And does he not look at matters of

religion differently than even the agnostic who is more careful

and teils me that God 's existence cannot either be proved or

disproved ? You demand scientific proof of the existence of God

the Creator, the Sublime. But God cannot be proved scientif ically

.

He can only be accepted - and this only by unconditioned faith.

God is to US theists a transcendental God. He is the Creator of

the Universe. To us religious Jews there exists only one God, the

one who has revealed himself.

AVNER - You know that I am a convinced atheist. From your
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words I rnust conclude, that the way I think and react is due to

the fact that I have no tradition and no family from which I could

have carrled a tradition. Do you think this is so ?

RABBI - This sad and fateful fact has certainly deprived you

of the starting point from which you can judge whenever you are

gripped by doubt. But it has deprived you also of the means with

which you can develop a sense of constructive disappointment whenever

you are faced by a crisis or whenever something goes otherwise wrong.

This has induced you to the negative attitude and the doubting

philosophy which you so ably know to voice. If you were relaxed;

and if you would permit yourself to enter into a frank discussion

with yourself, you might have developed a inore positive philosophy

which - under the guidance of your remarkable intellect and,

hopefully, under the influence of your unique experiences - might

have turned you into a grateful, relaxed and unbiased believer in

the guiding hand which God has kept over you throughout your life.

CAROL - Can I not be a Jew, a proud and self-assured Jew by

merging into the Jewish culture ? Can I not be as good a Jew as

the deeply religious Jew, without the need to subscribe to the Jewish

faith ? Can one not doubt what is officiously taught as the Jewish

faith ^ and still be a valid and valuable Jew ?

RABBI - I am ready to honour your attitude, as long as your

doubt is the result of a prolonged study; the result of long and

deep thinking; the result of a thorough analysis. For doubt has

not of necessity to reflect a trend to nihilism. It can also be

the starting point for the philosophical approach to the truth.

CAROL - In the Cartesian sense of '^'Cogito ergo sum" ?

RABBI - More even in that of Augustines "Si fallor, sum".

AVNfiR - May I in all honesty say, that it is not so much my

grudge as my surprise, that not only so much value is placed on

the Bible but that it is also granted a divine attribute. As you

will know quite well, the Codex of Hamurabi teils us that these

very same ethical priciples which are admired in the Bible have

already prevailed in ancient Babylon. Is not the suspicion

justified, that the writer of the Bible may have copied his ethical

legislation from there. Or am I totally wrong in what I expressed

in this conjecture ?

RABBI - Why should there not have been an influence of the

babylonian ethical codes on the ancient Israelite people ? It

is a well known and generally accepted fact, that neighbouring

cultures always influence each other. This was the case in ancient
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times as it is today, You will find in Judaism also reflections

of hellenistic, iranian and other cultural influences. But this

in no way reduces the greatness of the Bible which reflects next

to these influences I mentioned also the specific high morality

and justice, honesty and decency of Judaism which you will miss

in other religions. Let the following suffice as some of the many

examples I could cite: the Bible coinmands that the slaves have

to be treated as members of the family; that the property impounded

or mortgaged has to be returned after seven years etc.

EO - And let me add that Hamurabi demanded that one has to

honour one 's father, while in the Ten Commandments it is ordered

that one has to honour one's father and one's mother. This command

in its amplified form must have expressed to the people of those

ancient times a tremendous difference in conception.
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RABBI - It hurts me very niuch whenever I meet people who in
matters of religion and faith do not accept with open-minded
tolerance what they know is the accepted Standard and the modus
vivendi of intelligent and cultured people all over the ,.orld.
Such negativism is regrettable. We can say that much of our
negativism is due to an unsettling inner disquiet and deeoly rooted
unhappiness. Our inner disquiet is due to the doubts we harbour.
And much of our unhappiness is due to the ineff iciently or wrongly
answered questions by which we are bothered. In a world which Ihould
ideally be based on truth and reality - but where at the same tirne
we are not granted absolute knowledge - it is the duty and task
of religion not only to provide comfort and assurance to worried
and anxious mankind. It is everywhere and in all circumstances
also the task of religion to answer at least a great part of life's
raetaphysical questions.

AVNER - I breathe a sigh of relief, because all this cannot
affect me. I have no religion, as you will have discovered. My
intellect would in any case be unable to accept the type of comforts
which religion has to offer.

RABBI - Better say you have no specific faith; for everybody
harbours some kind of religiosity within himself.

AVNER - Why should I not have said faith and not religion ?

RABBI - Because you may in all honesty State that you^belong
to no faith whatsoever.

AVNER - What is the difference.

RABBI - Faith is the state of mind and the ränge of spiritual
perception of a religious minded person. And faith, furthennore
means basically a person's obedience to God's moral demands.

EO) - We are supported by our faith. We express our faith
in prayers. Our prayers are mostly supported by symbolisms and
ritualisms. And faith eases and planes differences between people.
Faith is the common denominator which unites equally believing and
likewise trusting individuals into a Community of worshippers^ Once
you learn to pray your attitudes to the Divine, to religion and
to Society will change.
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CAROL - "Faith is the recognition of all our duties as divine

commands", is the simple definition Kant has provided.

AVNER - Have I to conclude from your barrage of definitions

that prayer is a sine qua non for indulging in a faith ?

RABBI - Not necessarily; but prayer is the most adequate form,

and the mostly used opportunity to verbalize all one thinks, fears

and hopes, It is the line of communication with the divine. It

is a way to clarify one's thoughts. And very signif icantly it shows

the path to repentance. "It is the midway to atonment", says a

Midrash. Once you can pray, all your rigidity of mind and hardness

spirit will melt.

AV^ER - This sounds very coniplicated. What you expect today

to gain from your "divine service" in the synagogue, was in ancient

times a far less complex process: it was given managed in the Temple

of Jerusalem in form of rituals and with animal sacrifices performed

by the properly appointed priests. Our jewish forefathers benefited

by Standing around as onlookers. Why do the Jews not continue with

these practices ?

EO ^ - Because we have learned to pray. Because we have learned

that it is better and more effective to approach God through prayers

than - as our ancestors could and did - through the sacrifices of

animals. And because we have learned that rituals of this kind

are only useful as a symbolic approach by people such attuned; in

times with such a philosophy; under the guidance of a theology thus

inspired. When this kind of milieu changed, also the approach to

the divinity changed along with the form in which prayers were

expressed.

RABBI - I shall quote form Psalm 50: "Let thanks-giving be

your sacrifice to God; fulfill the vows you make to the Most High

- then you can invoke me in your troubles and I shall rescue you...

CAROL - People are supposed to pray regulär ly, every day and

without any specific outside motivation. But is it not a fact that

most people only pray whenever they are in trouble; when also

otherwise something is wrong; and when it is hoped that divine

Intervention might solve an impasse ?

RABBI - Indeed, this is and always was mostly the case and

the cause. May I point out, that the english word 'prayer' is

related to 'petition'. The jewish word for prayer t'filah has not

such a root. In any case, a t'fillah never intends to ask God for

the satisfaction of some personal needs - though one may add such

a request to the regulär institutionalized prayers. There is also
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another very important characteristic of the jewish prayer: nearly

all the jewish prayers are offered in name of all the Jews. We

pray as 'we' and never as 'I'. By the way: also the regulär daily

and seasonal sacrifices in the Temple were offered in the name of

the nation. They were paid for by the half-shekel every Jew had

to deliver annually to the Temple Treasury.

ASHER - Let us take the case of the person who prays in Hebrew

or Greek or Latin but is not familiär with the language he uses

in the prayer. He may on occasion mispronounce a word in such a

way, that the sentence is turned into a curse or into an infamy

against God. Will he be punished for his blasphemy ? Or will God

not mind and simply ignore the prayer ?

Rx\BBI - In no way can this have any consquences ! It really

does not matter which words we use in our prayers; what we say aloud

when praying - as long as the prayer comes from our heart. That

is to say: as long as the prayer does not originate from the lips

but comes from within ourselves,

RINAT - In this case there is no need to shout the prayers

or even to say the words aloud.

RABBI - Precisely so ! Words are not important. Nor are the

decibels. One can equally well pray silently - without moving the

lips even. Sincere devotion, a füll outpouring from an over-flowing

heart are better than reciting prayers from a prayer-book. You

may have heard the legend of the mentally retarded shepheard boy

who accompanied his father to Shul on a Yom Kippur. He was suddenly

so gripped by the atmosphere which had been created in the prayer

room by the devotion and the prayers, by the fasting and the tears

of the congregation, that he took the flute he carrried in his pocket

and began to produce a shrill cacophony of sounds. The father was

terrified; the congregation was in an uproar - but the old Rabbi

made them listen to the sounds of the flute with the words: "I would

gladly give away the rest of my life were I able to pray with the

same kavanna, with the same devotion as this boy".

CAROL - I have to hand a crown of laureis to Judaism. For

in Hinduism only the Brahmin priest is supposed to know how to chant

the prayers and how to perform the sacrifices. The lay people gladly

grant the priests this privilege - and happily pay for their upkeep

- as otherwise the gods would get angry and might bring plague and

pestilence over their heads.

EG) ^ - May I underline how important it is for us to understand,

that a prayer has not of necessity to be spoken; that a prayer can
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1 • ^«c, 1-,oar^• that a oraver can be offered
silently be expressed in one s heart, tnac a pi y

^u ^r, ,r/^rHc:' t-hat it can with equal effect
also in other ways than m worrts, cnac il c

be offered while in a State of meditation.

CAROL - Is it necessary the move about while praying ? Or

to shake one 's upper body ? This see.ns to be to many Jews an

indispensable exercise while they say their prayers.

RABBI - Those who do, explain this with the words of the

Psal.nist: "...all .y bones shall say: Lord who is like Thee ?"

EQ - In my own world praying means that I am entering mto

a conver'sation with the Sublime; with the God within me; with my

Seif I can well understand - and I do not see anything wrong xn

this - that others are in need of giving physical expression to

th-ir devotion by their shaking. crying. bending, kneeling.

ASHER - Is not the posture a person occupies during prayer

of some significance ? The Yogi has to take up a certain posture

for his meditations. Likewise the Buddhist and the CathoUc.

RABBI - Take up any position which helps you to relax while

you pray. You may adopt whatever posture or expression which will

help you to shed all extraneous intrusions. You may do whatever

will help you to communicate with what you perceive as the Divme.

But I have to warn you not to make an Image of God appear in front

of your inner eye. Your prayer will be the more effective. if you

succeed in creating within yourself the Sensation of finding yourself

in an unusual State of mind. If you can create in yourself an

exceptionally solemn mood. If you sense you are gripped by an

elevated perception.
^ n^A 10 '• invisible, that is

CAROL - The true service to God is invisi
^ ,

in the Service of the heart", says Kant.

RABBI - Let me make one fundamental thing clear to you: we

have no right to expose to arguments nor to ridicule the individual

who says. that he does not require for his communication with waat

he perceives as the üivine. an organized religion; nor a synagogue

or temple; nor any rites or Symbols. Nor have we to disbelieve

the person who maintains. that he can communicate with God in his

mind; that in his State of meditation he is in contact with his

God; that God has entrusted his soul to direct and guide him. You

have to respect the individual who teils you. that he does not need

prostrations and lamentations. but can communicate with his God

in his heart. Know that such an individual is blessed. But these

individuals thus blessed should in turn be warned not to fall into

the error of trying to describe their faith in rational terms. For
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by dolnq so, they will only succeed to kill all the sensations of

wonder, of surprise and of gratitude which are undoubtedly iinbedded

in their hearts,

EO ^ - And their prayers would lose every effect.

AVNER - It follows therefore, that if this individual does

not make too many mistakes, he oiay ask God to rnake him win a million

dollars on the lottery ticket he is going to buy ?

RABBI - Your question shows that you have totally misunderstood

the meaning - let me also add the value - of a prayer. In a prayer

we do not ask for favours except the one, that we may free ourselves

of evil, of doubts, of anxiety. We pray we rnay be given insight

into our own weaknesses, We pray for guidance. We pray for the

right way to decide an issue. We pray for the strength to face

an ordeal. We pray to be forgiven the wrongs we have cornniitted.

Of course, we do often add prayers for our health and the health

of those near to us; for the wellbeing of the State of Israel; for

divine guidance for our Government in the decisions they make.

EG) ^ - How can I ask God to make me win the lottery, I ask you

in all sincerity ? It would be like asking myself ! However, it

is my firm conviction that God can be approached in certain cases

and under certain circumstances with profane or materialistic things

in our mind - but these will certainly only be accepted and rewarded

in very rare cases and in very unusual circumnstances. But one

should never - T repeat never - pray for personal financial gains.

CAROL - If I understood you well, you believe that the God

you address in your prayers is the true God; that through prayers

you have access to God who by definition is inaccessible except

at rare times.

EQ^- I address the Absolute God through his presence within

me, through my Seif with is given me by God.

CAROL - I understand you well. To all appearances you think,

that this finite and incomprehensible God listens to every miserable

human 's prayer.

EO ^ - I believe that through prayer every human being can find

the key wih which he can gain access to God. I do not fear that

my prayers might not reach God, because I believe - as I have so

often explained - that God is within me; that my consciousness of

God is my God; that my God is my awareness of the Absolute within

me.

RABBI - Although you once categorically stated that you are

not a mystic, a mystic would have given us the same answer.
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RINAT - I read of people who during prayers had a kind of

Vision, Would this be a mystic event ?

RABBI - I tend to think that this is not in itself evidence

of an access to mystic knowledge. I see in this only an indication

that a way has been opened by which the individual niay reach some

greater understanding.

EG) - May I enlarge on the value of prayers - and add to what

the Rabbi has in clear words stated - that all which faces us; that

all we encounter; that all we suffer or enjoy; that all we gain

or lose - can through prayer make us conscious of the basic and

ultimate purpose of our existence. Mankind's tragedy is, that only

few of US see this and realize this.

AVNER - What, for instance, do I not see or realize ?

EG - That all which we have to face in our lives - the good

and the bad; the pleasures and the pains; the failures and the

successes - are tests with which we are confronted.

AVNER - If this is so, I can from my experiences only conclude

that inore or less the entire world, and certainly every religion

past and actually in existence, have failed the most eleinentary

tests. But why are we humble mortals to be blamed ? We are nothing

but the passive partecipants in these tests. Would any reasonable

person blame the laboratory animal if the test in which it is used

falls or gives wrong results ?

EO^- It is not only the actions of the active partecipants

which are weighed. It is not only the outcoine of whatever may be

counted as a test which is judged. What counts also - and it counts

a great deal - is how and to what degree whoever is involved uses

the opportunities offered to him in the evolvement of such a process.

In other words: what represents to a great extent a true test is

not what we do or not do; not whether we consciously, unconsciously,

positively or negatively affect our neighbour or our environment.

That which in addition counts greatly in the evaluation of the test;

that which is counted for or against us - is how we ourselves react

to our fortunes or failures; to our suffering or escapes.

RINi\T - You mean to say that we are tested by the way we as

individuals handle a pleasant event or an unpleasant Situation ?

And in particular how we react and behave as individuals in our

relationship to other individuals ?

RABBI - I am willing to agree. But such a System places a

very great bürden upon us ! Only a rare individual will succeed

to live and act accordingly. Such an unceasing endeavour, i.e.
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to act ia accordance with such a purpose of our life, must have

taken up every hour and all the energy of even those who qualified

for sainthood. But, may I ask you, would we here - and with us

most all of mankind - not have to be dismissed as failures, as failed

products, were this the exclusive purpose of our being alive in

this World ? From what I learned of you in the course of our

conversation, I do not doubt that you strive to live in accordance

with such a program. I sincerely hope and pray that you will

overcome all the difficulties you will inevitably and undoubtedly

encounter, But such a program cannot and does not fit all of us

mortals. I am ready to confide in you, that during all the years

I am engaged in my rabbinic profession I have not met even one person

who is actively or practically engaged in such a way of life, How

then do you justify my existence ? How do you see my life ? How

do you judge Avner*s life ? How do you view life on earth ?

CAROL - In still other words, we want to hear from you, how

you see the purpose not only of our own existence, but the ultima te

destiny and the final fate of life on this planet, in view of the

fact that the vast majority of mankind has so far failed - and

continues to fall - to live in accordance with the strict program

you have outlined just now ?

EQ ^ - I well understand the doubt, the mistrust even, I sense

behind your questions - but I am afraid I cannot help you, I am

compelled to teil you, that I do not know more than what I have

told you so far, Sorry ! I used the wrong word. I do not know

- I only believe I know, I am sustained by an inner assurance that

I am right, I feel within me that this is the truth.

RINAT - But what you have depicted as your philosophy of life

cannot be the exclusive purpose of our life, How can this have

been the real Intention behind all Creation ? Why has life continued

to exist throughout all these billions of life, considering that

the divine experiment - which you presuppose is the reason for our

being here on this planet - has so far in every generation absolutely

and clearly ended in failure ?

EG) ^ - I have to repeat that I do not know the answer to your

questions, But let us play for a moment with the hypothesis, that

our actual living world is not the first one to have existed on

this planet ? Or better still, that the human race is not the

first one which had been developed - let me better say has been

allowed, has been made to develop - over the untold millions of

years slnce life was possible on this planet ? How do we know.
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whether in the course of this planet 's billions of years old history

we are the only living entity which has been slowly brought up to

the prevailing high intellectual, biological, scientific and

technical Standard ? That we are the first race of living beings

which has been given every facility to grow into that ethical

Standard which I mentioned as the purpose of the creation of us

living beings ?

ASHER - Do you imply that there have been other races ? That

before us there have been other kinds of beings which have failed

to survive ? What happened to those vWio have failed ?

Effi - They are gone, They have disappeared.

AVNER - Can you prove this with archaeological finds ?

EGi - I too had to face this objection. I succeeded to overcome

it by persuading myself, that those past worlds had to be in every

aspect different from our actual one. Even in case the beings of

these past worlds had possessed a highly developed Standard of

civilization - and they are sure to have had one such - it should

not suprise us that whatever they had left in structures, of arts

and of literature may have been totally different in nature and

character from what characterizes our achievements. And let us

suppose that even this was not the case, is it surprising that all

they had and that all they produced has disappeared, totally and

without a trace ? Do not forget that I speak of cultures, of

civilizations, of living races which had existed possibly many

hundreds of millions of years ago !

RINAT - Only the Underground oil deposits may witness their

past existence.

EQ^- Not at all. These are at the most a hundred million

years old and are "left-overs" from the living beings of our actual

cultural-generational cycle.

CAROL - The folklore of many a people in ancient times, and

that of not few of those of today - in particular of those which

we love to classify as primitives - speaks of worlds which have

once existed on our earth and have disappeared without a trace.

RABBI - Also our own Bible hints at past worlds of such a kind

- or at least of races which once existed and have gone. V/e are

told, for instance, of giants - it is hinted they were angels who

in pre-Noah times had descended from heaven to mix with the earthly

creatures - and who were wiped out by the Flood.

AVNER - These types may have been only invaders from another

continent here on earth. Do not forget that when the first Spanish
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conquerors appeared in the Americas in the 1490s, they were thought

by the natives to have arrived from the stars. Had these brutal

invaders not proved how much they are earthly creatures, the saga

of godlike beings having coine dov>^n from heaven would to this day

confuse historians and theologians alike,

CAROL - I wish certain elements of our society would also

disappear, namely those who are responsible for the prevailing State

of affairs in which antiquated rules of conduct are allowed to go

on dominating the Jewish life of today. Thus the old Jewish

traditions, that is the antiquated halachic rules, have remained

valid to this day.

RABBI - Modernizing trends have at all times been known in

our history; but they were never allowed to penetrate the walls

of Orthodoxy. Even to this day we rabbis and our reformist program

have not gained acceptance by the Chief Rabbinate. However, I am

happy to say that many changes have entered modern jewish way of

thinking.

EO^- For instance, it is today - at least to some degree -

possible to give women their rightful position in society. To some

degree even homosexuality is thought acceptable today.

RII^T - I wish there were not such much diversion in Israel.

EG^- It can*t be helped. It is unlikely that Israel will

become a pluralistic society within our lifetime. The political

power of the orthodox Jews will continue to influence whatever

government is going to be elected in the near future.

RABBI - This is indeed an unwelcome Situation. But it should

not colour our outlook on life. It should not make us despondent.

It is wrong, pitifully wrong, that you and so many of us react so

negatively to the exigencies of life. This is only possible because

we see our lives as a futile span of existence. This is wrong.

Our life is not at all futile. Our relationship with others, with

our neighbours should never be futile. Such a pessimistic outlook

destroys not only the joys which life has to offer, but it makes

also a mockery of whatever purpose life may have. Whatever that

purpose may be. For there cannot be any doubt that it is an

important purpose; an ethically significant purpose; and a for

mankind rewarding purpose.

AVNER - Let us not turn romantic. We exist; this is a fact.

And it is a fact also that we are conscious of our existence. And

our program in life is to exist.

CAROL - This cannot be enough.
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RABBI - I would fomulate it similarly: the purpose of life

and what for.s .an's destiny. is no. his struggle with hxs

M -o -ih his unendino efforts to dommate nature and

neighbours. Nor is it his unenain^
^^^-ino*-

to vercce its U^its. It is i.stead «„'s i.ner stru.gle s nst

Lil .„d his ef.orts to overco^e the „e.ative si„e of h.s .ature.
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F I F T E E N

RINAT - I am ^rateful for the opportunity yoii h-^ve glven me

here in our circle, to learn about Judalsm in general and about

our jewish religion in particular, I have to confess, that in the

past I never bothered about such matters. Had T been interested,

I could have made ample use of the many opportunities which are

offered here in Jerusalem. Having said this, I must also add that

I am not satisfied with what I have learned so far. I mean to say,

that it is not enough what I have learned. I want to learn more.

I want to !cnow more. We have touched on so many issues. We have

heard mention made of so many ideas. We have seen so many problems

illuminated. But, in my opinion, much of all we have talked about

has not gone deep enough, has not been encompassing enough. I am

sorry if you find me too outspoken - but hear me out at least. Our

kind host has renewed his offer, that we spend further weekly

evenings in his study until v\^e think all our questions have been

answered to our satisfaction. He has also kindly offered, that

under his guidance we deal also with all the related matters which

may be of interest to us. I propose, therefore, that we do take

up again some of the items which, in my opinion, we have heard

mentioned only en passant.

AVNSR - I fully agree with Rinat. She has put in words what

most likely most of us have been thinking. Allow me to start the

program at which Rinat has hinted. I am going to put forward the

question to which I have not been able to find the answer on my

own: do religion and reason conflict ?

RABBI - Not necessarily; they may even be used to explain each

other.

AVNER - It has been presented to us as the basic belief of

the Jewish religion, that God cares for man. We have been told

that God created the world and mankind because he wanted man to

serve for his own fulfillment. Can you, please, teil us what you

meant with these words ?

EQj - These words are only understandable - and thus acceptable

- in the sense, that this assurance is necessary for man*s Seif

to find assurance. For without such an assurance his faith collapses
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and his prayers remain wlthout a meaning,

AVNER - Have I to take it, that what you said just now Is a

part of the objective Truth which, in your opinion, is available

to everybody ?

RABBI - There is no objective truth which is accessible to

everybody.

EGO - But this knowledge should make us inclined to accept

and to tolerate the religious and philosophical views of others

which do not conform to our own,

AVNER - If this Ls case, you should have no aversion to pray

also in a church or in a mosque ?

EGO - I certainly would not mind doing so.

RABBI - Neither would I. This possibility - nay, even your

asking about this question - would, of course, have been unheard

of in times past. But tiiTies have changed, and it is for us to adapt

to the changing times and circumstances. We cannot deny t!ie impact

which increased knowledge and new insight have upon us. Our views

have to change with the new discoveries and the progressing sciences.

Above all, these adaptations to our times will teach us to be kind

and tolerant. And - I do not have to convince you - everyone of

US in this modern world badly needs to be taught tolerance and

kindness.

ECD - Every religion - and ours no less than that of others

- has to advance with, and to adapt to, the times. As for everything

eise it is an axiom, that a stagnating religion becomes an obsolete

religion.

AVNER - I have observed that you never use the word "reason"

in your arguments or formulas. Why ?

EQJ - Is this so ? I have not been aware of this. Rest assured

that I at least did not do so on purpose. The reason why I never

particularly mentloned the word "reason" or called in "reason" to

Support an argument is, that all I had to say in whatever I have

contributed to our conversations, went every time far beyond the

restricted and restricting limits of reason. For where reason ends

religion begins.

RABBI - Precisely what the famous hassidic Rabbi Nachinan of

Bratzlav once said: he judged religion to be on a far higher level

than reason.

RINAT - Allright, I do not mind accepting your argument. But

does one at all need a religion ?

RABBI - Very much so. For mankind needs religion to give God
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a place in its life.

AVNER - Allright. But do we need God in our life ?

RABBI - We need God as the guide and as the purpose to give

value and justification to the ethics we pursue. And we need God

in our life, so that we can find - through the ethics we pursue

- the way to the truth.

EQ ^ - I will go further and say that, whether there Is a God

or not we badly and urgent ly need one in our life.

AVNER - Because you have incorporated into your concept of

God all you understand under trascendence; all which is to you

incomprehensible; all which you hope will happen to you after death.

CAROL - What Avner just now said, is a general phenoinen which

affects large circles. It is pitiful at times to see how theologians

and philosophers of religion try to find an explanation for the

anthropomorphic figure of an irrascible God of the Bible, In reality

their efforts are mainly intended to find an excuse or a defense.

RABBI - As I had already occasion to point out, God is finite

and unchangeable. But the Image of God and the ideological

presentation of God change with the changed times and with the

changed point of Observation. Every generation of philosophers;

every cultural movement; every shift in the spiritual atmosphere

- are liable to create a different Image of God. They change the

way in which God 's appearance is dressed up. They change the set

of colours in which he is painted. They change the way in which

the creation of the world is explained. They change the method

with which revelation is depicted. But they never change the essence

or God nor the meaning of God within his creation.

E&^- However, you should never forget, that in the course

of these changes the ethics Contents and the eternal values of

Judaism itself have never changed. In whatever way the Jews have

Seen and approached and described their God, Judaismus basic ethical

principles have never changed. Judaism is a religion of historic

dimensions. It started with Abraham and was Consolidated when Moses

and the Children of Israel stood at Sinai. And it continues as

such to this day.

ASHER - And God continues to impose his will and rules. Like

the followers .of all other monotheistic religions, a Jew prays that

God's will be done on earth as it is in heaven.

RABBI - Yes, for t!iis he prays. It is in this sense that God

is approached with prayers and devotion.

CAROL - The Buddhists and the Hindus have a better way, I think.
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Their approach is by contemplation and meditation.

RABBI - Nothing prevents a Jew to approach God in this way.

But T have to point out, that in our religion people are not invited

to speculate or to meditate. They are expected "to do and to obey",

as the Bible says. Inner discipline is eo ipso a way to approach

the Divinity. Let me add, that also charity, and no less also

physical work, inay be viewed as a sacred function,

RINAT - I would have difficulties to live in accordance with

such rules. I find the Jewish religion too strict, too prohibitive,

even too ascetic.

RABBI - On the contrary ! It is anything but strict, and no

more prohibitive than a religion is supposed to be. And it is most

of all not an ascetic religion. The talmudic Rabbis have quite

explicitely declared, that asceticism has no place in Judaism. They

considered it sinful to deprive oneself of the physical pleasures

which God has granted to man'cind. A Jew has to enjoy life, we are

told. It is a Mitzvah. And in any case, neither asceticism nor

meditation are in Judaism specific forms of worship. The right

way of worship is to testify one's faith; to act within the limits

of morality; and to obey the laws. The jewish religion is basically

presented in simple and piain terms. A faithful Jew has not do

dig into history. He is not obliged to immerse himself in jewish

philosophy. He has not to ponder all facets of jewish tradition.

It is enough, if he feels himself a member of the jewish nation;

if he acknowledges God as his Creator; if he follows the laws and

the commandments.

CAROL - Also Spinoza has pointed out, that the Scriptures

contain no sophisticated ways of reasoning. Nor do they invite

philosophical pondering as is the case in most other religions.

RABBI - This is evidenced in the Covenant of Sinai. It could

not have beeen presented in plainer, clearer and more unsophisticated

terms.

EG ^ - It was not only addressed to the Israelites present at

Sinai, but to all future generations of Jews. And the commandments

and laws propagated at that moment are, therefore, obligatory also

to all the future generations of Jews.

RABBI - The Sages have expressed this very clearly: every Jew

of every generation should feel, behave and believe as if he himself

had been standing at the foot of Mount Sinai on that tremendous

occasion. This by the way is the great value of the Pesach Seder

when the Exodus is minutely described. I forgot to mention this
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whea I was asked about the value of the "Imitation of a Roman

banquet".

AVNER - Do you feel yourself thus personally addressed ?

RABBI - Yes, I do. And in addition I feel bound to the Covenant

by virtue of my Identification v^^ith the general history of the Jews

following the revelation at Sinai.

ASHER - It is my firm conviction, that no thinking person should

rely on what tradition and religion teil and demand - not even on

what philosophy and history try to convey. Me has to think things

through by himself.

CAROL - Even though I would love to have a faith, I have been

unable to do so. I would love to follow your example and to submit

to a trustful acceptance of all the things which make up your

religion - but with the best of will I can only accept that which

does not conflict with my own way of reasoning. It would have

been contrary to my principles to come to a compromise with myself

and to accept a kind of modified jewish religion. I have come to

a satisfactory modus vivendi without a place in a synagogue. I

agree, however, that the common people, hoi polloi, needs a firmly

and clearly outlined religious System. Every other approach would

only confuse them - and this would be most unkind.

AVNER - It disturbs me that the Jewish God is supposed to care

only for the Jews and not for any of the other peoples.

RABBI - You could not be more wrong. Listen to what Isayah

had to say: "Blessed be my people Egypt, Assyria my creature, and

Israel my heritage, says God". In our sysnagogues we pray for peace

all over the world and harmony among the nations.

AVNER - It is hardly fair to try and answer an atheist with

biblical quotations.

RABBI - You may be justified in what I interpret as a complaint.

Let US spend a few minutes on the atheist 's way of approach to

religion in general and to Judaism in particular. May I ask you,

within the frame of my program, whether your atheistic ideology

is due to the frustration arising from the fact that you have to

deny God because you cannot find God within the concept you have

formed for yourself of God ? Or is it because you find it impossible

to believe in God ?

AVNER - How can you expect from me that I thank God for having

allowed my parents to be killed ? How can you expect from me that

I sing the praises of a just and merciful God who had proved himself

anything but just and merciful ?
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RABBI - May I teil you, Avner, that within ine I know quite

well, that you are very concerned about the negative way in which

you are reacting to your pain. I liave listened to you for niany

weeks now; and I have become convinced that you are no more convinced

within youself by your own arguments - but you continue to use them

because you are struggling hard to keep up your fences. And, Avner,

I know, that for this reason you are a more religious man than even

I can Claim to be.

AVNER - Concede to me the liberty that I do not react to your

words, please, But I take also the liberty to enlarge your insight

into my psychological make-up by informing you, that I have come

to my denial of a divine presence in the same way as you have reached

your own certainty of a divine presence. I do not need a God to

supervise our world, Darwinism is for me a sufficient formula with

which to explain the development of our world, I have no need of

a God for this development. And in turn let me ask you: why iias

atheism taken such a strong hold on modern society ? Had it not

been a justified ideology, this could not have been the case. And

thirdly: I think it is retrogressive attitude in our days to

belittle science. All the explanations I have heard here are not

worthy of rationally thinking people.

RABBI - What you said about the theistic views; and the way

you belittle the faith of those who do not share your views - confirm

only too well what I have said. I am not going to argue with you

about your views. But let me point out to you how much you miss.

All through the centuries, and all through the various cultural

epochs, the common people have accepted God as their loving and

caring father and protector. They feit secure in the knowledge

of God on whom they can rely; and in whom they can put their trust.

There came the time not long ago, when the scientists dethroned

God; when the philosophers killed God; when the theologians tried

to find a Substitute for God. The effect was, that the cominon

people, the simple people, lost their support. And what is worse

- they lost hope !

AVNER - I needed neither philosophers no theologians to show

me the truth.

RABBI - What you said just now gives me the great hope, that

you will in due course discover your error.

EG< ^ - I share this hope. It is fortunate, that in our days

a Jew who denies his faith remains a Jew. In ancient times he \>^ould

have been persecuted, if not killed, as a heretic.
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CAROL - This was also the case in Christendom in old tiines,

when not the slightest deviation from the established doctrine was

allowed under the threat of losing one's life. Surprisin^ly , in

Islam such deviations - even if not permitted - wore not found

objectionable, as was the case with the Sufis' mysticism and the

Shias' Imamology.

RABBI - Atheism was unknown in the antique. People accepted

God as a fact. There is no hebrew word for atheism, as far as I

know. In ancient Greece and Rome it meant, that a person had failed

to show the due reverence to the gods or had omitted to bring them

a sacrifice. In ancient Israel it meant to chose other qods. When

the greek philosophers* influence became more widespread; and when

their way of reasoning was more commonly iised - it became a favoured

object of discussion whether there is a God or not.

CAROL - I think here a clearer explanation of the hellenistic

influence on their and the neighbouring environments is called for,

When the greek culture was at its height - between 2000 and 2500

years ago - it had a deep impact on the then civilized world, the

jewish World included,

EG'^- It is true that the Jews of that time were influencved

by the hellenistic thought process, Judaism has also absorbed much

from the babylonian, egyptian and persian cultures. It has also

learned from the \/ay the Romans practiced politics.

ASHER - You speak of syncreticism ?

EG' ^ - I do so in a positive sense. These influences were the

Clements which adjusted the mentality of a desert people to the

demands of the progressing civilization,

RABBI - This influenced ceased after the Second Temple was

destroyed.

CAROL - It ceased in reality after the byzantine government

Game into power,

RABBI - Let us not overlook that Judaism has in turn influenced

the culture of the surrounding mediterranean world from the time

Solomon reigned until the 5th Century when Christianity rose in

power

•

CAROL - But the encounter of greek philosophy with jewish

monotheism had to lead to a conflict with established, priest-

dominated Judaism. The greek concept of God was not only that of

a superior kind of humans, but also that man himself can become

a godhead.

RABBI - Of course, the two cultures had to clash. In jewish
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belief man could never become a god or even god-like. The Greeks'

gods mixed with people, but the jewish God had no direct physlcal

equation with man. The jev>^ish God was above man. God had created

the Universe and man'cind.

Eö ^ - The large hellenized section of Jewry - the upper social

strata and the intelligenzia - made great efforts to hellenize also

Judaism itself. From this trend resulted among other things, the

Septuagint, the translation of the Bible into greek. All this caused

the jewish world to split into two canips.

RABBI - This was indeed a very interesting - and no less also

a deeply hurting period in jewish history. But unfortunately it

is also a poorly understood - and even less studied - period in

jewish history.

EG) ^ - All through the nearly 2000 years which followed, Judaism

enclosed itself into a defensive crust. Until, with Enlightenment

a true revolutionary change occurred. In the enlightened civilized

World it was no more such an overwhelming sin to defend atheism

or to declare oneself an atheist.

CAROL - Descartes and Pascal showed the way. The former

maintained that our intellect suffices to discover what we are

looking for. And this includes God. By reason we can reach and

prove the same truths as are postulated by the religions, he said.

By reason we can prove what faith wants us blindly to believe.

Pascal, on the other hand, reasoned that we cannot State with

certainty what God is and whether he is. We cannot decide this

question neither by reason nor by faith.

RABBI - They had good Company in the philosophers of the post-

Enlightenment era. Voltaire was their flag-bearer. Ile framed the

famous dictum: "If there had not been a God it would have been

necessary to invent him".

CAROL - But at the same time Voltaire condemned "the legends

about God" as offensive to the sacred Standards of reason.

RABBI - Another philosopher of that revolutionary age was

Diderot. He argued that at the moment we do not care whether God

exists or not - God ceases to exist. And Nietsche too had his say:

all is permitted since God does not care, was his contribution to

the tireless debates of the last two centuries. Man who has to

pass through a tortured life, Niezsche proclaimed, looks for

martyrdom. He therefore invents God to be better enabled to inflict

this martyrdom upon himself.

CAROL - "God is dead", he finally concluded.
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AVNKR - Freud too riecried thelsm as the wishful thinking of

those who are in need of support. They see in God a father figure

whlch they caa project into the heavens, was his dictum.

EQD - In this Company we have to grant a place also to Karl

Marx. He and his socialist movement became ardent supporters of

atheism, They blamed theism for having deprived the masses of their

justified complaints about the social inequalities under which they

have to suffer.

iVSHER - You all have forgotten to inention Spinoza. Fle certainly

fits in, although his atheism had taken the shape of pantheism.

CAROL - I think only a non-conformist atheist can at best adopt

Spinoza's line.

RABBI - Possibly also a reasoning and logically thinking person

who believes in a divinely ordained Creation, may do so.

EQL) - After what you have heard just now, you cannot but feel

assured, that neither the lines of Voltaire and Diderot, nor the

pointers of Spinoza apply to me. That is to say: I liave neither

a pantheistic nor a panentheistic view of God. Neither have I a

mystic view of God. I have, as I told you already, a transcendental

view of God. I make this this Statement, because I want to make

you understand my conviction that the God I know is within me, and

that he addresses me.

ASHER - Is there still any use for what we have been talking

about ? Has in your view religion still a meaning today ? Has

rellgion not become irrelevant in today 's world ?

RABBI - Religion can only be irrelevant to those to whom their

religion has become a matter of routine; a profession without a

sense; and a confession without a meanining. It is anything but

irrelevant, if we demand of religion that it answers our spiritual

needs. Our quest for the truth, is anything but irrelevant. Our

demands for the eradication of the rudeness and misery which has

affected our society, is anything but irrelevant.

EG> ^ - Religion has in addition also to answer the questions

which arise from our dissatisfaction with life. It has also to

deal with the replies which the theologians and politicians have

to offer. Religion must be feit, lived and not automatically

accepted.

AVNER - Do the Ashkenazim and Sephardim - though they have

each their own, nearly exclusively owned, rites - share the common

basic views of Judaism ?

RABBI - Certainly so. You must not be confused by the diverse
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customs and rituals of these groups. As in ancient times so also

in the late Middle Ages did Judaism, but more so the Jev/s, take

over attitudes, aspects and concepts from their surrounding. However,

the Jews in Rurope and the Jews in the Middle East lived in different

surroundings. In the West - especially in Germany and under the

impact of Protestantism - Judaism became more restrictive; while

in the East, under the then benevolent rule of Islam, it turned

more relaxed. But otherv/ise there is no difference whatsoever in

what Judaism is fundamentally , and what is cherished by both these

groups.
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ASHER - What had in times past the wise inen of the East to

say about the questions we discussed during our last meeting ?

CAROL - It would take up too rnuch tinie for me to enlarge on

all the relevant aspects of the eastern religion. In part we have

already analyzed many of these issues. Shoiild you, however, be

interested in a deeper and wider understandlng of thls materlal,

you will have to study the relevant books.

RINAT - The East, and especially China, is said to be füll

of wisdom - but we have never heard any of it mentioned here,

CAROL - You criticisin is justified. I could inore than once

have mentioned the classical scholars of China. Ainong these I very

/nuch appreciate Confucius' way of looking at things. He believed

that man's virtues have been implanted in his heart and mind by

'Heaven\ He made it very clear, however, that he did not care

for miracles nor for heavenly mysteries. He did not even accept

the possibility that an individual can personally be immortal.

He did not care for prayers and obsequies. He preferred man to

express his ethical duty to Vleaven' by doing works of piety and

by serving others.

RIMAT - Among the large number of greek philosophers some

must certainly have made a contribution to the West 's conception

of God and reliqion ?

CAROL - From among the large phalange of greek philosophers

who followed Pythagoras, Plato and Aristotle I am going to mentlon

first of all Plotonius. He lived in the third Century of our era.

He had great influence on the three monotheistic religions. He

withdrew in himself the better to explore his 'psuche'. In this

way he discovered that his own soul - as well all mankind's souls

- require purif ication. The Ultimate Reality is "The One", he

taught. All things owe their existence to him. "TheOne's"

qualities can impossibly be described, We cannot say, however,

that "The One" exists, as "everything is nothing". "The One" is

the point within the circle from those emanations all the other

circles derive. The soul - called the "Psuche" by the Greeks -

derives from the mind in the same way as "The Mind" derives from
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"The One".

RQD - His ideas remind rne very much of what Ilinduism and

Buddhism have to say in this regard.

AVNER - I am certain in myself that - without identifying with

these profound sounding philosophical theories; and without trusting

the hedging of all these clever sounding theoretical philosophies

- I am as good a Jew as any Jew anywhere. And had Carol and I

children of our own, they too would have continued to be Jews.

ASHER - I agree with what you say. But do you realize that

you are privileged to think this way only because you live here

in Israel ? You may take it for granted that, were you living

in the Diaspora, you - or at least your next generation - would

cease to be Jews.

RABBI - I too am sure that the current wave of assimilation,

which is so threatening abroad, would have engulfed you too.

AVNER - In other words: both of you cannot visualize, it seems,

that a Jew can remain a Jew araong the fleshpots of New York or Los

Angeles ?

RABBI - When I grew up there were six million Jews in America.

By every Standard this is a comfortable and promising number. Given

the natural jewish birthrate in addition to the post-W'/II flow of

Immigration, this number should have doubled today. But in reality

the number has decreased today by about a million. Of these I2

million are only jewish by name. Only two million belong to any

kind of a jewish Organization. Is it surprising, therefore, that

the inter-marriage rate is over 50% and climbing ?

ASHER - Why do you imply that a mixed marriage is to be lamented

as presenting a negative factor for Judaism ? I have found many

very proud and sincere Jews among those who have converted to

Judaism.

CAROL - Look back into history and you will discover Ruth,

the Moabite, who converted to Judaism - and one of whose descendents

was King David.

RABBI - I agree with you. I welcome those mlxed marriages

in which the non-jewish partner converts to Judaism.

EG' - I agree with you. It is genetically and culturally often

a great advantage for the jewish people.

ASHER - Mordechai Kaplan, the Reconstructionist, was right

when he defined Judaism as a civilization with its own unique land,

language and literature; with its specific days of celebration and

mourning, eating habits and rites of passage.
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RABBI - Only if we teach our cnildren to appreciate tnis great

civilization, can we grant them the necessary qualif ication to decide

their own jewishness.

EG) - We should in these our days and in this our country

concentrate all our endeavours on e(iucating our children to this

effect. But, alas, school education is poor, even backward, here

in Israel. The children in the Diaspora inay be said to receive

a better jewish education than our children in the non-religious

schools in Israel*

RINAT - Forgive my asking, Rabbi; but is the Reform Movement

not also a starting point on the way to assimilation ?

RABBI - You have nothing to fear in this regard, Reform Judaism

is very much and very firmly anchored in Judaism. It is committed

to the preservation of Judaism and its ethical values. Reform

Judaismus defences against assimilation are strong - and constantly

kept so. It tries to give a new expression to an existing old,

valuable and cherished form of thinking. You may rest assured:

we are as good Jews; as convinced Jews; as religiously Jews - as

any of those who make up the Jewish nation; who are dedicated to

the sacredness of Judaism; and who try to strengthen the totality

of Jewry.

ASHER - Does liberal Judaism, as represented by Reform Judaism,

not want to bring about a revolution in religious thinking?

RABBI - Let us be clear in our thinking and exact in our

wording, please. There is quite a difference between reform and

revolution. The latter wants to remove the old and create something

new. We, on the other hand, want to preserve the old. We only

want to remove its accrued incongruities. And in addition we strive

to deepen its true values.

RINAT - Allow me to enlargen the theme we are discussing by

asking, what attitude the Christians have to rel igion ?

RABBI - Their "attitude" is very straight forward and most

uncompromising. Christianity does not allow any deviation from

the strict doctrines the Church has from time to time promulgated.

Nor does Christian doctrine permit any interpretations other than

those issued by the Church. But it has to be said, that also in

this respect things have enormously changed. Today a Christian

can survive even his most severest disagreement with the Church.

While whoever dared in the past to raise even the slightest suspicion

of such a disagreement, was considered a heretic and could expect

the severest punishment.
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AVNER - In my personal view we should not bother about the

views of the catholic Church and the other Christian denominations*

There are so inany other things in the Christian religion which are

beyond credulity. For instance: could you ever sympathesize and

emphasize with - or consider i oly - a God who is depicted as a

humiliated, suffering, wheeping, crucified being ?

RABBI - You can expect that Christianity does not lack the

proper explanation for what you said just now. In this case we

are told, that by adopting human nature and experiences; that by

exhibiting human weaknesses and undergoing human sufferings - God

invites mankind to identify with Jesus and to learn in this way,

that it too can find the way to salvation.

AVNER - This explanation does not make Jesus and his Church

in the slightest more sympathetic to me.

RABBI - We are not asked for sympathy. We are only asked for

tolerance. Let us hear now, how Islam views the points we have

raised. You may possibly find IslamVs conceptions more to your

taste, As you will know, the word "Islam" means "to surrender*.

Ilence a Moslem is a person who surrenders all he is and has to God.

Like Judaism, Islam states categorically that there is no other

God than God. On this conviction is based the ri^^hteous believer^s

acknowledgement of his creed which he states in form of a prayer

five times a day and also on as many as possible. Islam like Judaism

says, that through Abraham and the other prophets God has made an

eternal pact with mankind.

RINAT - my do they call God by the name 'Allah' ?

CAROL - In pre-islamic times 'al-Illah', along with three

female deities, had been the gods of the desert tribes to which

Muhammad had belonged. Muhaiiunad's concept of God centred on Allah

alone. He could only with great difficulty get rid of the other

gods.

RABBI - Muhammad insisted that all theistic religions try to

define the reality of one and the same God. In other words: all

properly constituted theistic religions come from the one God.

Allah is this one and only God. This is the apha and omega of Islam

and Judaism and Christianity. The Qu' ran does not speculate about

God 's essence as Judaism's and Christianity 's scriptures do. There

is One God. This is an undisputable fact - and this should suffice.

This does not demand any further explanations or descriptions.

Allah is to be understood by what he has created and by what is

perceivable in nature.
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ASIIER - It has to pointed out as a unique feature of Islam,

that it shows tolerance to the "People of the Book" - that is to

say to the Jews and Christians, Under moslem dominance Jews and

Christians were granted religious liberty, though they were forced

into a socially lower Status - that of the so-called 'dhimmis'.

CAROL - You inean the Covenant of Omar, But to my regret I

cannot agree with you in all points. What what you told us sounds

good but doGs not correspond to the naked reality. You better look

at this covenant as a kind of "Nuremberg Law", The Covenant had

been promulgated by the Caliph Omar when he conquered Jerusalem

and other territories which contained a non-islamic resident

Population, The dhimmis, Jews and Christians, were exposed to often

severe discriminatory laws, They had to pay a toll-tax, They had

to wear special hats and badges, They were prohibted from riding

on horses and cameis, They were forbidden to ride in carria'^es,

They were not allowed to build synagogues or churches. And those

churches and synagogues which already existed had to be reduced

in height so that they were lower than all other moslem-owned

buldings,

RINAT - Even today not much of tolerance is to be found in

moslem countries, although you will hardly find anywhere such a

large percentage of religious people as among the Moslems,

RABBI - This is explainable by the fact that, unfortunately,

the easily incited masses have succumbed to the poison of politics,

But the Qu 'ran clearly states about the Jews: "We believe in that

which has bestowed on you; for our God and your God is one and the

same''.

EG) ^ - Also Maimonides said of the Moslems, that their God is

also our God,

RABBI - At the time Maimonides lived and wrote, Islam was at

the height not only of its political power, but also of its cultural

splendour, The Jews fitted in well with the Moslems, There was

a reciprocal benefit from this collaboration and cohabitation,

EG) - The Moslems' actual outpouring of hatred for the jewish

'Children of the Book' surprises me greatly, For the Moslems too

believe that the Qu 'ran has been revealed by God, The reverence

the Moslem has for the Qu'ran is impressive, It is far greater

than the Jew's for the Torah scroll,

CAROL - The Christian, on the other hand, has no such respect

for his own scriptures, Nor does he maintain that God or an Angel

has revealed the gospels, for instance, to any of the apostles.
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RAßßl - The suras which the Moslem recites in his prayer, are

those which xMlah has made Muhammad write down, The Qu'ran contains

much material taken from Jewish scriptures - but in nearly no

instance in the form it is known to us from the Bible. After all,

we should remember that Muhammad derived his knowledoe of Judaism

and Christianity from the jewish and Christian tribes who lived

alongside the arabian desert tribes. It is not surprising that

their intellectual Standard and their expertize had been on a rather

low level. Only after Islam had conquered the West, did it come

into contact there with a highly developed culture. It was for

the first time also exposed there to a positive criticism. This,

to a great part, made it possible for the visual arts and literature

to flower. These developments had also a great impact on islamic

theology and philosophy.

RINAT - I wished there was among the Arabs a little more

understanding of, and friendship for the jev^^ish Israel. How could

this burning hostily ever have developed ? After all, the Arabs

have no historic claim on Israel, and certainly not on Jerusalem.

EG) ^ - Islam' s claim on Jerusalem is indeed very tenuous. It

is based on a dream Muhammad had one memorable night. Or call it

a Vision. In this dream-vision Archangel Gabriel too!c Muhamnad

from Mecca to the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. On the Temple Mount

he mounted a heavenly horse which took him straight into heaven,

where he was received by a committee made up of Abraham, Moses and

Jesus. He was given a guided tour through all the heavens. In

the last of the heavens he was granted a glimpse of what he perceived

to be God - in shape of a lotus tree.

AVNER - V/hy do you think you can laugh about Muhammad 's journey

to the heavens ? Because it can impossibly have happened ? Do

you also laugh about the Pope who is going onto his knees when he

venerates the "Holy Shroud of Turino" ? And do you also laugh when

you hear about Mary 's corporeal ascension into heaven ? This is

as likely to have happened as the ascension of old Enoch, which

was accepted as truth by the Jews in the desert - but is totally

unacceptable to you today. But the shroud with the imprint of Jesus'

face; and Mary's ascension into heaven are accepted and believed

as absolute truth by millions of scientists and intellectuals today.

RABBI - St. Augustine too had the vision - which nobody would

think of disputing - that he was taken, along with his mother, on

a Visit through the heavens

CAROL - Also the Shaman - whether of Tibet or of South America
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- has visions of excursions into the heaven.

RINAT - Do you see any satisfactory Solution to the problem

of Jerusalem ? I must confess that I am worried. Notwithstanding

the repeated declarations of our governmerit to the contrary, the

Arabs have not ceased to claim Jerusalem for themselves.

RABBI - It has been made very clear to all concerned that

Jerusalem was and is our holy city. We do not mind Christians and

Moslems to worship at the shrines which are holy to them - but that

is all. Jerusalem is th capital of the soverein State of Israel

- and will remain it in all future.

ASHER - I foresee very great problems arising in future about

this.

AVNER - If so, the blame will have to be laid at the feet of

our politicians. It is unbelievable, how clumsy they are in handling

this issue. They act and talk as if the Arabs have a justified

Claim on Israel.

EG) ^ - What do you mean ?

AVNER - I can give you a bagful of facts which show you that

our politicians are to blame for the actual State of affairs. And

for what I fear the future will bring. Why does the iMinistry of

Tourism publish propaganda material abroad in which the Dome of

the Rock figures as the Symbol of the City ? Does it want to

compete with the Eiffel Tower ? Why does our government go on

exclaiming at every opportunity that Jerusalem is "holy to all three

faiths" ? This is not only not true but places the Arabs' Claims

on the same level as ours. Why do I hear again and again that

Jerusalem is the place of pilgrimage for all faiths ? This is no

less an error and untrue. Jerusalem - which the Moslems call al-Kuds

- is to them not a place for pilgrimage. Only and exclusively Mecca

is the place for the Haj pilgrimage. Throughout the centuries

Jerusalem has been in the hands of the Moslems, but none of them

ever came to Jerusalem on pilgrimage - or even to pray. Except

for the King of Jordan who prayed in the al-Aksa Mosque. But even

he never declared Jerusalem his capital. Jerusalem has never

featured as important in the world of Islam.

RABBI - The Jews have always faced Jerusalem in their prayers.

The Moslems turn to Mecca. Even the Moslems who pray on the Temple

Mountain in these days turn their faces into the direction of Mecca.

Jerusalem has never been "i oly" to Islam. Jerusalem is mentioned

657 times in our Bible. Jerusalem is mentioned 154 times in the

New Testament. But Jerusalem is never mentioned in the Ou'ran.
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AVNER - And what, for heaven's sake, is the meaning of Gast

Jerusalem" ? By this odd geographic label we have already granted

the Arabs the right to demand their half of the town.

EÖ_- It is worth pointing out, that the Qu' ran does not mention

the Machpela Cave either. Nor that Abraham has purchased it.

This has since 1967 been the cause for much dispute - and unavoidable

bloodshed.

RABBI - But they have usurped for themselves the Patriarchs

burried there. In the Qu 'ran Muhammad appointed Abraham to a rank

which approximates more or less to moslem sainthood. Abraham is

called in the later suras "al-Khalil", the "Friend of God". This

appointraent turned Abraham into a fatherly friend of the Arabs.

But on the whole the Qu' ran reflects Muhammad 's disappointment in

the Jewish tribes because they did not accept his faith.

RINAT - Does the Qu'ran contain any reference to anything which

may have been loaned from Buddhism or Hinduism ?

RABBI - Not to ray knowledge. But this is explainable. Although

both Hiduism and Buddhism were already well known in the West at

the time the Qu'ran v^as written, Muhammad in his desert environment

did not know of them. His only contact with bearers of an organized

religion was i^ith jewish tribes - and that only at the time of the

Hidra; that is, when he had raigrated to Medina. Ile had hoped to

turn the jewish tribes into his followers. The jewish influence

was definitely feit in Muhammad' s world. Like the Jews, Muhammad

prayed at first only three tiraes a day, turned into the direction

of Jerusalem. Ile fasted also on Yom Kippur. It was around this

time that he must have learned about Abraham and Ismail. When the

Jews rejected his approach - because they discovered that Muhaiiimad

was not the expected messiah - he turned hostile.

AVNER - The Moslems think the Qu'ran has been dictated by God

himself ?

RABBI - This is the accepted belief. The Mutazilis maintained,

that the Qu'ran existed already when the world was created; that

it was created long with world.

EG) - This is also a common belief among Jews regarding the

Torah.

RINAT - VJhat are the Mutazilis ?

CAROL - The Mutazilis formed a philosophical movement. They

played an important role in the early developmental stages of Islam.

They tried to bridge what they perceived was a contradiction between

revelation and reason. Where things did not agree with logic and
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hard facts, they ,nade revelation take over.

RINAT - Were they similar to the Shi'ites ?

CAROL - There is no connection. You may say that the Shi'ites
Started as a political movement. They considered - and contlnue
to de so to this - Ali, Muhammad 's cousin and son-in-law, the

rightful heir and Khalif. Ali 's son was murdered and is now mourned
as a martyr by the Shi'ites.

RABBI - The Shi'ahs or Shi'ites gave the Qu'ran also a mystic
Interpretation

: Muhammad had entrusted his cousin and son-in-law
Ali ibn Abi Talib, they maintain, with certain secret knowledge

which was henceforth transmitted from father to son. Although none
of these descendants \Nras ever elected or appointed Khalifs, they

were worshiped by their shi'ite followers as Imams, as the spiritual
leaders who had been deprived of their political power.

EGO - God is said to dwell in these Imams.

RINAT - What is the Shariat Law ?

ASHER - It has no connection with the Shi'ites. Shariat Law
is based on injunctions found in the Qu'ran plus the sayings of

the Prophet iMuha.iiraad as recorded in the Hadith and the Sunna.

RABBI - The Shariat is as antiquated as the Halacha. No changes
are perraitted. Reforms are heresy. In order to make raoslem society
and government function in the modern world, many an ingenious way
had to built around the obstacles of the Shariat Laws.

ASHER - The banking System is a good example. It would not

be able to function otherwise, because the demanding and paying

interests on loans is explicitedly forbidden in the Qu'ran.

RINAT - Neither did woraen's rights exist in ancient Islam.

Woraen were even supposed to be exluded frora paradise.

CAROL - Do not think that ancient Islam is unique in its

disrespect for women. Also in ancient Greece were women considered

second-class individuals. There they had also been forced into

sorae kind of purdah.

RINAT - And do you think that women are today better off in

fundamentalist islamic society ?

CAROL - The modern society, which is developing in western-

oriented moslem countries grants its vranen an ever greater equal ity
with the males. But in the conservative world of Islam - e.g. in

the Gulf States - they are as rauch suppressed as before.

:*
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SEVENTEEN

RABBI - Last time Rinat had asked us for a kind of review -

or better said for a deepeiiing and enlargement - of what we had

talked about in the preceding meetings. You all have agreed to

take up this prograrn, and I am only too willing,

Last week, you will remember, we have been talking at some

length about the meaning of religion per se. There aiust be also

some other topics you had in mind. Let us not stop here and keep

the ball rolling,

ASHEIR -I take the liberty to Start with the review of a polnt

which has remained unclear to me,

We had been talking about religion and Ego has remarked, that

in his opinion all religions past and present are deviates - and

transformations - of one simple, uncomplicated ,
piain, original,

ethic religion, On my question who may have promulgated this

original set of ethical rules, I got the reply, that it was "God",

You were further asked if you perceive there is a God, and you

answered - I quote you more or less verbally - "There is a Creator,

a Supreme Being - call him God or by any other name - who had created

this Universe; and within this Universe God has selected our planet

earth - for a purpose".

Can you enlarge on what you said, please ?

EG> ^ - I am ready to confirm, that what you quoted does indeed

represents my personal and firm conviction. Let me make, at this

stage, one very essential point clear to you all: unlike the vast

majority of those who have more or less grown into their unshakable,

solid and uncritical faith with which they are blessed, I have come

to my conviction by way of piain reasoning and by the use of simple

logic. The Rabbi will surely have a more specific; a more amply

documented; and a more intricate way to explain what I want to convey

to you now. I hope he will, possibly at a later stage in our talks,

enlarge in greater details upon what I am going to say. But at

this moment you will have to bear with me if I repeat what I said

on a previous occasion: it is to me inconceivable to me, that what

I am; that what is represented in Nature; that what goes on in our

immediate world; that all what man has achieved - can have originally
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Started with an ordinary coinbination of hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen

into a simple cell. It is impossible for ine to accept, that thls

our World came into being through the often vaunted "creatio ex

nlhilo", that is out of nothing and by means of a big explosion.

I cannot understand how an explosion of nothing can have created

a soinething. Maimonides' Statement, that such kind of concept is

philosophically uancceptable and scientifically unprovable, fuUy
fits what I want to convey. The development of the livin*^ and

growing elements on this earth with their co.mplex chemistry and

biology; with their marvels of complex DNA strains and specialized

genes - cannot have been a chance process. The development of

the first primitive cell bundles into the man who walks on the moon,

and who has now started to interfere in the creative process of

living beings, cannot have happened without a specific and purpose-

directed guidance.

RINAT - This means that you deny Darwin *s theory.

EG)^- You misunderstood what I meant, I do not deny what Darwin

has postulated; viz:- that imperfect products Coming to the surface

in the developmental process have been throwa out. I fully accept,

that since ever there has been in nature an ongoing evolution towards

an ever greater perfection; and that for this end the unfit, the

discard and the failed in the productive process could not be kept.

They had to be eliminated. And I am no less than you convinced,

that this process continues to this day - and should continue also

in future. All this - and all what Darwin has brought forth in

proof of his theory - fits perfectly into what I imagine to be the

planned divine scheme of things.

RINAT - Darwin 's theory appears not to apply to the Flaredim,

however, VN^ho produce large numbers of children, intermarry, maintain

and propagate abnormal strains.

E&^- I cannot agree with you. It is true, that you do not

find mixed marriages among the Haredim Community. It is true, that

much inter-marrying goes in their Community. It is true, that this

maintains their specific jewish characteristic in a more or less

pure form. But you will not find among the Haredim a greater number

of congenital defects or other abnormalities than among the other

groups of Jews who merrily inter-marry with the most variegated

ethnic groups. This is so even among those who have an occasional

addition of a gentile strain. Mind you, I say all this although

I am not at all enamoured with the social Organization, the political

comportment, and the halachic ruling of the Haredim. But let me
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add in conclusion, that "Nature" shows also here the impact of its

flnely tuned functions: it has been observed, that in many instances

certain imperfect or damaged strains simply disappear because their

carriers turn sterile and cannot produce further offspring. In

such a way a defective strain simply ends.

RABBI - IvHiether we like the Harediin's outlook on Judaism or

not, we have to acknowledge - I may even say be grateful for - that

they cultivate and preserve Judaism in its ancient jewish form.

CAROL - I would go even further and say - though I am far from

identifying with them - that I have learned to appreciate their

moral way of conduct; their preservation of family values; and their

interpretation of man's duty to God and to others.

AVNER - This too makes them hardly less unacceptable to me.

RINAT - We have to grant exemption to the Habadniks. One can

hardly bear a grudge against them. They are good-hearted people.

And whatever excesses there may be in the way they go about living

their Jewishness, these result from the goodness of their hearts.

Nevermind their motivation which roots in their messianic fervour.

ASHER - In all honestly I too must say that I envy them and

the other Hassidim for their strong belief in their God and their

duties.

EG» - If all of US could share their deep and openly declared

convictions - e.g. that as long as we endeavour to live as decent

people we are under the protection of God 's Shekhina - we too would

instinctively tend to behave strictly in accordance with the ethicl

laws prescibed.

AVNER - l#iat precisely is the meaning of the Shekhina ?

RABBI - With Shekhina the glory of God is meant. You will

find many references to this effect in the T'nach.

EG) - This concept has a very interesting history. There was

a stage in the development of Judaism's religious perceptions, when

under the impact of heathen influences the image of God - still

in his anthropomorphic form - deraanded a less specific, but easier

understandable representation. The Israelites were told, that it

was not God himself who appeared or resided in the Tabernacle and

in the Temple, but his Kavod, his Glory, his Shekhina. Since the

destruction of the Temple the belief has developed among the Jews,

that the Shekhina has not gone away but dwells now everywhere among

the Jews in the Diaspora.

RABBI - To some degree you are right: in the Zohar the Shekhina

is described as having separated from God after the Temple had been
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destroyed; and that it wanders now disconsolate through the world.

CAROL - It satisfies my pride as a woman, that at least in

tlie Zohar the Shekhina is described as the female aspect of God.

EG) ^ - The Gnostics say the same of "Sophia", of the Wisdom of

God.

RABBI - The Hassidim are more than any other Jews aware of

the presence of the Shekina in and around them. The Shekhina is

to them the spiritual light. It always resides in man. In line

with the kabbalistic teaching, the Hassid sees it as his task to

liberate the divine sparks which are in everything and everywhere.

ASHER - Does this not sound like pantheism ?

RABBI - This is not so. The Besht - the Balshem Tov who has

founded the hassidic movement - did not mean to say, that God is

to be found in everything. Or that everything is God. He meant

to say, that all and everything exists in God who has created all

and everything.

AVNER - If God 's Shekhina resides in man, does it not also

take part in man 's activities ? Is it not also responsible for

man's sins ? If so, why does it not prevent man from sinning ?

RABBI - The Talmud has the right explanation for you: the moment

an individual commits a sin the Shekhina leaves him.

AVNER - May I go back to my original question ? We have been

told of your firm conviction, that the world has been created by

a Divine Being. You told us furthermore, that by pure logic you

had to conclude that all we see and all which is, has been created

for a purpose. Do I cite you correctly ?

EG) - Yes, you do ! Of all you quote me as having said, I

am fully convinced. We are created for a purpose. Everything in

the Universe, including our earth planet, has been created for a

purpose. All our evolution, all we are, all the facilities we are

offered have a purpose. What purpose, you ask ? There is the

all dominating purpose that we develop into decent human beings.

There is the ultimate purpose that we become moral beings. There

is the important purpose, that we turn into loving, honest and

responsible beings. And finally: all we face and all we encounter;

all we suffer and all we enjoy; all we gain and all we lose - is

merged into our development. All which is placed in our way has

the aim and task to raake us conscious of this purpose. This, in

Short, is the truth as I perceive it. But I have to concede that

only few of those I know are aware of this; perceive this; realize
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this. And let rae finally add, that everythlng we have to face in

our conscious life - the good and the bad; the pleasures and the

pains; the fallures and the successes - are tests with which we

are confronted. They are tests of our moral fitness. It is not

the manner how we make use of all our opportunities and how we face

our fallures. which represent the test which alone is being counted

for or against us. but also how we handle such episodes in our life

as individuals. In other words: how we react to them.

CAROL - As far as I understand, you see in the way we face

the tests - should I better have said whether we pass the tests

or not ? - the purpose of our life and as the reason for our

existence ? But is this the only. the exclusive purpose why we

exist ? How do you see and explain your life, my life - life in

general.

EG) - \^mat I see as the purpose of our life, you ask rae ?

Would what I described not be a sufficient purpose ? Would this

not be an acceptable toll-boot on the raod to the perfection which

is deraanded of us ? However. I confess that although I do not

know more than v.hat I have told you so far. there is no doubt in

my mind. that what I told you in clear terms - and especially what

I may have only implied - cannot be the all excluding purpose.

In Short: I have no other auswar to the mystery which is our world

and our life.

RABBI - No doubt. there must have been a divine Intention which

led to the Creation. But how can we presume to truly know what

this Intention was ? How can we expect to know what the divine

plan for us human beings was and is ? Neither do we know why life

has been created; why it came to exist; why it developed; why

throughout all these billions of years it has grown into the

biological marvels around us. Nobody knows, even though every

religion pretends to know the answer to this question. In nearly

every generation have scientists tried to constructed appropriate

modeis and schemes. Philosophers have not been less diligent in

spinning their courageous theories and hypotheses. Also every school

of mysticism has tried to find a fitting key. And finally myths

have been invented in a lame attempt to answer our pressing quest

for an answer.

EG) - Thus the myth of "Nirvana" has been introduced. And

thus the myth of the "Heavens" has been created.

RABBI - But all this to no avail. We have not been given the

answer we have been looking for.
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AVNER - But it is by far not a myth that life can be a bürden,

a "vale of tears",

RABBI - It is wrong, pitifully wrong, that you - and also so

many of us - react so negatively to the exigencies of life. Such

an attitude - I will generalize and say every pessimistic view of

our existence whatsoever - is inevitable, as long as we see our

lives as nothing but a futility-loaded span of existence. This

is wrong. Our life is not at all futile. The ethical rules of

our life - that which are the maln principle we have to follow -

are not futile. A truly lived life is never futile. Our attitude

to others; our relationship with next man; our tasks in life - should

never be thought futile. Our family associations, our relationship

to our children should never be thought futile. Let me teil you

in all sincerity and with all candor, that such a pessimism as yours

destroys not only the joy which life has to offer, but makes also

a mockery of whatever purpose our life may have.

AVNER - Let us set aside all arguments in this respect and

be satisfied with the undeniable fact that we exist and that nolens

volens we have to live with this knowledge.

CAROL - ....and with the unenviable fact, that we are conscious

of our existence and all it involves.

RINAT - ....and with the inescapable fact, that this makes

US conscious of ourselves and our responsibilities.

EO ^ - I would say it makes us conscious of our Seif and the

demand it makes on us.

RABBI - I would formulate it similarly: the purpose of life

and that which forms man 's destiny, are not man 's struggle with

his neighbours; are not man's endless efforts to dominate nature

and to overcome its dangers. The true purpose of man's life is

his ongoing inner struggle against evil and his efforts to overcome

the negative side of his nature.

ASHER - What says Judaism about life ?

RABBI - In principle it says that life comes from God.

EG) ^ - And that we are responsible to God for the way we live.

AVNER - How is life figured ? What is the life factor ?

Where is life localized within us ?

RABBI - Statements to the effect where life is localized, are

by no means uniform in our Bible - which the Christians so self-

assuredly call the "Old Testament". In the part of the Torah which

is attributed to the 'Yahvist' editors, life is supposed to be

contained in man's breath. In the so-called 'Priestly Version'
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life is thought to be contained in the blood.

AVNER - V/hat have the Scriptures to say about the origin of

our life ? And what have they to say to my question why has man

been burdened with life ?

RABBI - Our Bible teils us that life is a gift; that God has

granted this gift to mankind for an existence filled with joy and

fortune, with health and wealth - but only under the condition,

that man is just and honest, kind and selfless. If we follow these

ethic precepts, we are told, we are assured of God's grace and

protection. In Judaism life is called a most valuable possession;

a precious grant from God; a gift of immesurablee value, Life,

all life on earth, is important to God. It will be known to you,

that all religious laws and rules are suspended whenever it is a

question of saving a life. "A living dog is better than a dead

lion", says the Talmud. And the Mishna explains this principle

in a parable in which "the feeding of hungry dogs has to be given

preference over the reverence to be shown to the dead King David".

AVNER - Has Christianity taken over these concepts too ?

RABBI - According to Christian doctrine life is given to man

by divine grace. True life lies in the far future. Real life comes

to man only after his death. But, not well: a true and real life

is granted only to those who repent their past sins; and to those

who accept the promise that salvation is only possible with Jesus*

help.

CAROL - Christianity declares - as far as I can remember from

my school days - that all biological existence is mortal; that human

life is granted by God; that man owes his life to God; that true

life rests only with Jesus Christ. In short: that while the

biological life of man is sustained by nourishment, his true and

eternal life is the spiritual one he lives in Jesus.

RABBI - Within the frame of this set of doctrines you have

mentioned, the New Testament states also in the clearest words,

that man is responsible to God; that throughout his life man should

strive to find his fulfillment in God in accordance with the basic

rule outlined in "Revelations": "Fear God and praise him". In one

of St. Paul 's letters we read: "I live now not with my own life

but with the life of Christ who lives in me". On another occasion

Paul categorically establishes that ". • . .everything is subjected

to God".

ASHER - This is to my mind too all-encompassing - and also

too vague. What attitude have other religions' to life ?
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CAROL - According to the non-theistic cultures, as for instance

expressed in the dharma princlple of Hinduism and ßuddhism; and

as is meant by the moira or logos concepts of ancient Greece; and

as is outlined in the tao in China and Japan - life is nothing but

a realni of sin and ignorance, of suffering and misery, Life will

ultimately lead to death and rebirth,

EG) - But notwithstanding what you enumerated, the eastern

philosophies do at least also indicate, that life can be spiritually

fulfilling and physically pleasurable; and that it can lead to

redeinption and liberation - provided the individual lives a pure

life. And provided, he lives according to the tennets of the cosmic

law, These guidelines, as you may know, are also clearly underlined

in Judaism«

ASHER - I have a vague recollection of having read once upon

a time that Buddhism has found an appropriate formula for making

life acceptable*

EG^- The mainstay of Buddha *s teaching is for everybody to

find - and also to convey what he has found to others - the proper

modus vivendi. That is to say, to identify the causes of human

misery and to find the means and ways to eradicate them.

CAROL - But at the same time Buddhism teaches also, that it

is detrimental to man 's aspiration to gain eternal salvation and

peace, should he dedicate too much of his time to the search for

an answer to all the questions of life. This applies in particular

to the search of an explanation of and for the underlying process

of one's metempsychosis. That is yo say of one's reincarnation.

Un other words: we may by all available menas strive to discover

the causes for all our misery, but that it is not advisable that

we concen träte too much of our time and energy on this effort.

RINAT - Allow me to say, that in this respect we should take

notice of what science has to teil. Biologically speaking, life

and death are inseparable. The science of biology shows, that life

and death, generation and destruction follow each other. The logical

concusion, no less than our daily experience, make us aware of the

fact, that also for us humans our death is never far from our life.

Is it not a fact, that whenever man talks about life he thinks of

death too ? Wiat have Scriptures and wise men to say about death

in respect to life ?

CAROL - Modern thinkers have no difficulty to answer your

question: death is the end of life.

RINAT - And what do these modern thinkers have to say about
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death itself ? About what happens to us after we die ?

CAROL - Our philosophers are not bothered by this problem,

It is in their opinion of no significance what happens to us after

our death.

AVNER - I was not suprised to learn, that in this our post-

Shoah era life and death are apparently of no significance to the

wold of intelligent non-philosophers either.

RINAT - Even though I cannot claim to be one of the 'modern

thinkers' I do feel the need to know more about the definite and

inevitable fact of death, I do feel the need for an explanation

- and let be honest, also of some consolation. Is there a life

after death ? Is there an after-life?

RABBI - You are no exception. Man has thought about death

from the time he could reason. Since ever has he been pondering

about his destiny after death. But nobody has yet provided us with

a true answer,

CAROL - One of the burdens man has to live with is, that he

alone among the living creatures knows that he has to die. I was

deeply impressed by the sorrowful resignation in Kierkegaard 's words:

"I too must die...**.

AVNER - Much has been written, thought and taught about what

happens to us after our life ends. But let us be honest with

ourselves: nothing of what has been written is of any definite value.

I will go even further and say, it is not of the slightest value.

You will concede, I am sure, that nobody has found the true answer.

Nobody has returned from death to teil us what he has experienced. . .

.

EG> ^ - This is true. And this is a fact with we have to live.

But we are not the only ones to lament this fact. Let me cite you

a verse of Omar Khayyam:

Strange, is it not, that of the Myriads who

Before us pass the door of darkness through

No one returns to teil us of the road

which to discover we must travel too.
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EIGHTEEN

CAROL - How and as what do you see our life on earth ?

RABBI - I see it and now it as Coleridge did, narnely as "is-

ness •

AVNER - Why has mankind been cursed with such a difficult life

here on earth ?

RABBI - I feel more comfortable with God's evaluation of life

than with your definition. For God said that life is good.

AVNER - This can impossibly be always and entirely so. Mo,

it cannot be so, even though God says so; and even though all which

happens in life is supposedly identified with what God himself

determines, No ! It cannot be so, even though we are supposed

to harbour within us a part of that which you defined as divine

- which would eo ipso have to suffer too, No ! It is not so, even

though you did teil us that God is free of evil; and that all he

Stands for is a priori good.

RABBI - Everyone of us carries something of the Divine within

himself. You may with juistification call this 'something' our

life. Therefore, life cannot be a priori bad or evil. I am willing

to say, that life is a priori good. Or better, that it is within

our power to make our life a good life. Many a tine we have been

shown how to do so.

ASHER - I suppose it is the religions' business to show us

the way ? And has life not to provide us also with a Solution to

all our Problems ? And in particular, has life not to explain to

US mortals the meaning of death ?

CAROL - After all, life and death are always coupled together

as one unit, aren't they ?

RINAT - What do we know about life and death ? Teil me, please.

RABBI - As I have already told you on a previous occasion,

we know that we do not know. Today I will add this Statement a

Word of Pascal: "It is easier to endure death without thinking about

it, than to endure the thought of death without dying".

AVNER - We know, however, that the life is a bürden and death

a release.

RABBI - Let us be less pessimistic and say, that death completes
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the life-cycle of man.

zWNER - and that they are in good Company with each other,

CAROL - You might prefer the way the german philosopher Leibniz

formulated this very same question: "Why are we living beings ?",

he asked. "Why is there not simply nothing ?"

RABBI - I cannot synipathise with your implied pessimistic views,

Even though most people are overwhelmed by the thought of having

eventually to die, this thought can nonetheless also act as a great

stimulant. I see you are surprised by what I said, but let me

explain what I intend these words to mean. I intended to convey,

that the thought of our inevitable death - which all of us certainly

harbour in our subconscious mind - constructively shapes our life

and influences the way we live.

CAROL - This is indeed the case. And it is no wonder, that

our being conscious of the immediacy and of the inevitability of

our death acts also as the midwife to philosophy.

AVNER - Indeed, philosophy and religion work band in band.

The former tries to comfort people with its manifold, often very

convoluted explanations; and the latter attempts to provide us with

its soothing, often mishappen myths.

EGc, - The main theme of all which the many philosophies have

produced; and the mainstay of all which the myriads of myths have

created - is the indisputable fact, that the moment of death is

the point when existence ceases. This applies to everything in

this World: to the humans, to the flora and to the fauna. I will

go even further and say, that in mankind it ends a life whose

continuation is not anymore justified. And you are not wrong should

you suppose, that with these words I also implied that this life

is not always ended for physiological or pathological reasons.

ASHER - Can your words possibly imply, that religion enjoys

the privileged insight - which in this case is dressed up as the

knowledge - that our death can also be due to the sins we have

committed ? That our death can possibly - and even mainly - be

due to our misconduct in life ? That because of our sins a stage

is reached when we have lost the right to go on living ?

EQJ - You may add "....or that we are condemned to die for

having failed to wipe out the sins we have committed in a former

existence ?"

RABBI - In answer to the manner in which these questions have

been presented; and for the reasons we here have been forming our

questions; and in order to soothe the angst which resounds in your
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words - I will answer you, that more or less each and everyone of

the religions I know of has since ever attempted to find an

explanation for the meaning of death. And for these very same

reasons has every school of mysticism past and present endeavoured

to find the right key. But I have also to add, that all have

laboured without success. Finally it was found necesary to call

in also mytholooy in the expectation it might have help to offer.

And myths have indeed done their best to provide an answer to our

Pressing deraands for an answer. But alas. they have not provided

the answer. They have only supplied us with a series of soothing

tales which give us the Illusion as if they contain the answer.

AVNER - You Said it well. The myths which fiU the scriptures

of every religion may be useful. They may make things acceptable

to the trusting masses. But to the normally reasoning mind their

siniplicity cannot be but offensive.

EQ. - Do you realize that the word "myth" - likewise mystery

and mysticism - derives fron, the greek word "musteion" which ,^eans

to close eyes or .nouth ? And that a myth, which by definition is

soTiething not true, is something like a tool with which a deeper

meaning or a hidden truth can be brought forth ?

RABBI - This is the reason why our Prophets have not had to

use mythology to convey God's message to the people. In their

approach to the people they present God in his immediacy. They

present God as directly and immediately involved in what is going

on at the moment. And in what will happen in the promised future.

EG - I am grateful for this explanation. May I add, that among

the rnan'y myths which have been introduced into the various theologies

there are many others which are "hard to swallow" by a discerning

mind. like e.g. those relating to a "Nirvana" and to the "Heavens".

which have already been mentioned here. But there are still many

other such myths which are made of a very intelligent substance.

ASHER - Let's not lose the thread, please. What does the Bible

teil US with respect to death and its meaning ?

RABBI - The Old Testament says, that death comes when life

has cone to an end. as you heard already. Undoubtedly. death is

mostly caused by some pathological factor. Due to the progress

the medical sciences have made and continue to make, death occurs

nowadays mostly for physiological reasons like old age. Or it comes

to victims of wars or of accidents. But Judaism maintains, that

man's death - at whatever age and due to whatever cause - is the

result of the guilt he has loaded upon himself. In other words:
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in Judaismus coriception man himself is responsible for his death.

The Bible states more than once and in clear terms, that death is

the punishment for disobedience to God's commands.

CAROL - This principle is continued in Christian doctrine.

Also in the New Testament is disobedience named as the cause and

reason why man has to die. Death is due to the fault of man, it

is Said there. Adam, the first man on earth, had to die because

he disregarded God's command, Christian preaching and teaching

goes still further: death has come into the world because Adam,

the original man, had disobeyed God's command. This primary sin

has led to the 'Fall', to the introduction of sin into the vvorld.

The Fall of Man was due to pride and lust", explains the Church,

RABBI - "Original Sin" is indeed a very important item in

the Church's list of dogmas. However, to my surprise the Church

has not been consequent in her reasoning. Although "Original Sin"

is the outcome of man*s disobedience to God's commands, the Church

has - notwithstanding the above mentioned very clear Statements

- never included disobedience to God among the "Seven Mortal Sins".

CAROL - I find it worth mentioning in this context, that lust

and death are also in buddhist doctrine intimately associated with

each other.

ASHER - And what - according to the Jewish Bible - will happen

to US after we die ?

RABBI - First of all let us be clear in our minds, that when

we speak of the 'Bible' we mean the Torah, the five books supposedly

written by Moses. We do not mean the entire biblical canon which

we describe as the "T'nach". I have already pointed this out on

a previous occasion. Let me repeat: under no circumstance should

we Jews call our T'nach the "Old Testament", because we do not think

the appellate "New Testament" is any more appropriate than the

Christian claim to a 'New Covenant'. Having clarified thus point,

let me answer Asher's question: our Bible says, that after death

the human body - in the form and the shape which it had occupied

on earth - continues to exist in Sheol. Only the soul of a small

number of privileged just men and women may immediately after death

pass across a "river of fire into a terrestial paradise"; and from

there, in due course, into a celestial paradise. According to the

Bible it has only very rarely happened that an individual, while

still alive, is taken up by God straight into heaven where that

individual continues to remain alive in the shape and in the form

he had been before his transport into heaven. All in all such a
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miraculous bodily transfer has been reporteci only tv^ice in the Bible,

Once it had been finoch, and the other time the Prophet Elyas.

ASHER - What fate and treatment can I expect when my time comes

to be sent to Sheol ?

RAßBI - Sheol is perceived as the "Netherworld". It is a region

which is depicted by the writers of the T'nach in terms similar

to that by Homer for the "Hades". It is also identical with the

Mesopotamian "Arallu", the dark, cheerless Underground depository

of the dead which is described in the "Gilgamesh" epic
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NINETEEM

AVNER - Last week we could not coinplete our talk about the

meaniag of death and about what expects us after death. I personally

would in particular have liked to get some more Information about

the Sheol place. May we take up where we left off last week ?

First of all can you let us have an idea where Sheol is supposed

to be located. And - having started you on a geographic expedition

- have you any precise information where precisely Hell is supposed

to be located ? You talked of Underground worlds. I suppose this

means that there are enormous Underground caves which harbour the

Sheol Organization. This leaves ine more confused than ever before.

Because, I should think, such a place would have to be of an

enormous size. For it would have to accommodate billions, nay

trillions of deceased people. And in case such an Underground world

exists anywhere here on our planet, our geologists would surely

and since long have discovered the place.

RABBI - Sheol and ^lell had in times long gone served quite

well to give the people - be they Israelites or Mesopotamians or

Greeks - a concrete idea, as well as a figurative Image and a working

concept, of some kind of existence after death. But nowadays, with

our progress in knowledge and our greater sophistication, we do

not need all this. Or at least, all these tales of Hell and of

Sheol have not anymore to be taken literally. Judaism has since

long accepted the intellectually more comfortable kabbalistic view,

that Heaven and Hell, Paradise and Sheol are only to be taken as

Symbols behind a deeper meaning is hidden. Except for the orthodox

Jews, we Jews of today consider it as the more or less absolute

truth, that the ßible expresses in mythological and symbolic form

the concepts and the precepts, the lessons and the warnings which

the writers of the Bible had intended to convey.

ASHER - Let us presume - in the absence of a better explanation

of what will be our fate after death - that there is indeed a Sheol.

What fate and treatment can I expect when my time comes to be sent

there ?

RABBI - You have already heard, that Sheol is perceived as

a kind of netherworld similar to that which Homer has described
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as the Mlades\ You have already learned, that such an Image of

an after-death depository had been part of other cultures, e.g,

the ^\rallu* of Mesopotainia, the cheerless Underground reservoir

of the dead which is described in the "Gilgamesh" epic. To satisfy

you I am going to be more precise: Sheol is in general terms

perceived as a universal tomb in form of a dark Underground cave,

where the dead "go to sleep with their fathers". Its dead inmates

- whatever their Status may have been in their lifetime - exist

in Sheol in a State of suspended animation. They exist there as

lean, limp shades in a semblance of their former selves, They exist

there without any strength and without any initiative, They exist

there without any knowledge of, nor any influenae on, what happens

in the living world on earth, I was once surprised to read in some

opus, that Sheol is said to know of a certain ethnic categorization

and social differentiation: the dead belonging to different nations

'live' together and are embedded in their own separate sections

of Sheol. Poetically, Sheol has been described as "a monster which

sucks down people". All those who presume to possess knowledge

of Sheol agree, that it is a place of no hope, That it is a land

of no return, That it is a world of absolute silence. In early

Scriptures it is hinted, that God has no influenae on what goes

on in Sheol - which justified the inmates complaints that they are

abandoned by God. However, later parts of the T'nach (Ezekiel,

Isaya, Chronicles etc) knew to differentiate between the lot of

those who had in their lifetime been good and just, and those who

had been wicked and evil, But even the Book of Job - which one

of the younger books of the jewish biblical canon - still insists

that the dead have no expectation of being ever allowed to leave

Sheol before the arrival of the Messiah. Un the other band the

Book of Daniel - the most recent one in the jewish biblical canon;

it had been written after the Maccabean V/ars, apparently with the

Intention to compensate for the persecutions of the Jews had to

suffer under Antiochus - predicts, that at the 'End of Days' certain

of the dead, and in particular the martyrs and the fallen of the

wars, "will awake to ever-lasting life while others will be condemned

to shame and contempt".

EG) ^ - At some stage it must have been accepted as a fact, that

God - or as you may say his Shekhina - is also to be found in Sheol.

I have here Psalm 139 in which I read these words addressed to God:

*'...if I ascend into heaven you are there. If I make my bed in

Sheol, behold your are there".
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AVNER - What do the Christian Churches teil their people about

the fate they will meet after death ?

RABBI - Whereas the New Testament preaches the all-encompassing

princlple of resurrection, Christianity has no reason to go into

further details about the State and fate of the dead,

ASHER - What did the non-biblical ancients say aboüt man 's

fate after death ?

CAROL - In the Mesopotamian opus "Gilgamesh" - which we have

just now heard mentioned - we read that "when the gods created

mankind they destined death for man". This predestination affects

all human beings - and is given as the explanation why Gilgamesh

had to be unsuccessful in his quest for immortality. As you have

already heard, it was also the accepted belief of the people in

ancient Mesopotamia that the body and the soul are entombed together

in a Sheol-like, miserable and dark "House of Dust". There they

are always hungry, hardly sustained by the food which their livlng

relatives bring to the graves. At times, these people believed,

a soul may escape from that Underground place and roam around as

a ghost.

RABBI - Egyptian mythology gives great importance to the fate

a person has to expect after his death. Also in the Pyramid Papers

are we told, that death did not exist before the gods, the world

and mankind were created. In other words: death was introduced

into the world along with the creation of mankind. The ancient

Egyptians feit certaln that we human beings continue to exist after

his death. Often the dead continue to exist under most comfortable

conditions.

CAROL - The embalmed mummies and the Contents of their graves

witness the expectation of such a comfortable life after death.

The Stoics among the Greeks - who practiced a monotheistic form

of religion with Zeus at its centre - firmly believed in the

iminortality of their soul. In ancient Rome it was thought, that

the dead continue to exist inside their tombs in a reduced State

of life. They too had to be sustained by the food which their living

relatives regularly offered at their graves. The dead could appear

in dreams or as ghosts.

RABBI - But later on, when Rome came into contact with - and

under the impact of - the Greek's culture, also most of the latter's

Views and belief s were adopted.

ASHER - And what says Buddha ?

CAROL - In buddhist teaching death is the transition from one
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earthly existence to another.

EG> ^ - As far as I know, Judaism does speak of some kind of

after-life. Or am I mistaken ?

RINAT - What do you mean with "af ter-life".

RABBI - It means some form of survival after death. It includes

the principle of immortality of elther only the soul, or of the

latter along with the body. Sheol, the shadowy underworld we have

just now heard described, represented what in biblical times was

perceived as an "after-life", We have also heard, that there was

also the exceptional form of survival Enoch and Eliya enjoyed,

EG) ^ - The principle that we can look forward to some kind or

other of an after-life certainly had - and still has today - for

mankind a major psychological value, For by feeling confident that

there is some form of continued existence, we are given to understand

that we human beings are not temporary expendable residents on this

earth, but can see ourselves as building stones for than unending

series of future generations. By being assured that something

essential of us - of what we are and of what we have acquired -

will not perish but will survive after our death, we feel entitled

to the satisfying and elevating surety, that the values with which

we are endowed - enriched by what we have acquired in our lifetime

of intellectal and spirtual values - will somehov>^ be transmitted

to our descendants. And the certainty that something of or within

US survives, grants us the knowledge that we harbour within ourselves

an immortal something. And finally we are justified to think, that

it is that immortal and indestructible something which survives

in US, which has turned us into what we are,

RABBI - The ancient sages must have been aware of the value

you describe, They taught, that those who deny that there is an

after-life; that those who deny that there will be reward and

punishraent in the after-life; that those who deny also that the

soul of man is immortal - will be deprived of all benefit in the

Hereafter.

CAROL - They must have had the Saducees in mind,

EG) ^ - I agree. V/e have among other appropriate things also

already learned, that in the Book of Daniel - more or less for the

first time - the promise of immortality was made. This must have

been due to hellenistic influences, It was in that period that

Rabbinical Judaism began to speak of an "Olam haseh" - our living

World - and of an "Olam habah" - a future world.

RABBI - This is correct. The Pharisees, the predecessors of
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the Rabbis of the Talmud who took over the spiritual leadership

in Jerusalem - and later, after the Destruction of the Second temple

in 7 CE, that of the entire Jewish Commonwealth - preached, that

Israel has an assured place in the world to come. They preached

also, that in due course - that is at the time of the Redemption

- the body and soul of the dead will reunite and face the Divine

Judge. After the talmudic era had come to an end, the religious

belief System of the now leaderless Jewish Diaspora was influenced

by the Imagination of jewish and non-jewish philosophers; by the

ever flourishing "home-produced" folklore; and by the impact which

the cultures of the various host countries began to exert,

RO ^ - This State of affairs has continued into our days. In

recent years I heard rabbis preach - and wise women promise - that

whoever lives in Israel will live forever; that whoever speaks hebrew

will live forever; that whoever says his "Shma prayer" daily will

live forever.

RINAT - I wish it were so.

EG) ^ - Maimonides made his ususally impressive contribution

by saying, that what happened to a sinner after his death should

not be perceived as a punishment, but as the deprivation of the

bliss which the righteous are permitted to enjoy.

RABBI - Ile also assured us, that we do not have to wait until

after our death - that is until we start on our after-life - for

the benefits we have earned in our actual life. He assured us that

we shall not have to wait for the *world to come* - that is for

the time this actual world of ours comes to an end - to reap our

rewards. He assured us that the rewards are actually available

to US here on earth and now in our actual life.

RINAT - This makes me feel good. This makes the fate of the

body in the grave and the whereabouts of the soul after death, less

problematic to me.

AVNER - Still, there is something which needs clarif ication.

You have told us some time ago, that according to Jewish belief

the body is mortal, unimportant, temporary; and that all which is

left is the shadow of the dead body which goes into Sheol. Why

then is the grave containing a body in progressive stages of

disintegration given so much importance ?

RANIT - The same question has bothered me too in the context

of my next question: Why is the grave a place of worship at which

one prays ? If there is still somethng of the deceased's personality

left inside the grave ? Is there something vital of the dead person
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still left in the grave ? Do those who pray at the grave really

hope that th boedy inside the grave will respond to the prayer of

the visitor ? V/hy then, if the answer is in the affirmative, does

that something of the deceased not return physically - at least

during the period of mourning - to the consciousness of the family

which laments his death ? If nothing vital of the deceased exists

anymore inside the grave, why do all these parades to the cemeteries

go on ?

RABBI - Of course, the dead body in the grave will disintegrate

- and will in due course disappear. Whatever is said or written

about the resurrection of the body itself from its grave, cannot

be but a myth. However, let us be charitable. This myth has been

introduced to console the people and soothe their pain. It is no

less a myth, that the soul of the deceased hovers around the grave

- at least for some time.

RINAT - What then can our wise men of today teil us about the

essential part of a deceased person which does not perish after

death ? I mean what is the something which does not disintegrate

inside the grave alongside the body ?

CAROL - You ask what the wise men of today think about these

raatters, You will have to take note, that modern jewish thinkers

have since long - to be precise since the world has been blessed

with the Age of Enlightenment - given up pondering about man 's

possible resurrection after death.

RABBI - This is also the teaching of Progressive Judaism -

by which I mean our Reform Judaism. In its "Philadelphia Platforni''

of 1885 our Movement has explicitedly rejected the "belief in a

bodily resurrection of the dead. We have also discarded for ever

the belief in a Gehinnom and an Eden as abodes for eternal punishment

or reward".

ASHER - But I remember from my school days, that mention has

been made somewhere in the Bible of people having been resurrected

from their death.

RABBI - In biblical times Judaism seems to have accepted as

a fact that there is a resurrection of the dead. In Deuteronomy

God teils Moses before his death: "
you will rest with your

fathers and I shall raise you again..."

E& ^ - In ancient times also the Rabbis had, as far as I know,

no doubts in this respect. They were certain that the dead - body

and soul, and dressed in their regulär clothes - will be resurrected

at the approprite time.
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RABBI - You are right. Somewhere one of the talmudic Rabbis

is reported to have said that the dead "...• will not return to

their dust. They will arise healed from all their ailments".

CAROL - It seems to me that Maimonides did not agree. Following

in the footsteps of Aristotle he maintained, that only the souls

will be resurrected. He called the mortal part of man the "acquired

intellect". It will be these intellectual capabilities which the

soul has developed which, he maintained, will go on living.

EO ^ - He explained his stand with the fact, that only physical

Clements can die,

RABBI - Maimonides did indeed write that the soul is immortal.

But there was a time when he believed that there will be a bodily

resurrection - and that what had been resurrected will die again

at the arrival of the Messiah. At the time the Messiah makes his

appearance, he believed, the souls will return to, and unite with,

their bodies. They will eat and drink and make merry, After some

years of such a happy life all these resurrected human beings will

die again along with the Messiah and enter the "world to come".

ASHER - Maimonides envisages a rather complicated business,

it seems to me !

CAROL - We know by vir tue of what the Church teaches, that

at the time of Redemption those who are believers in Jesus Christ

will be raised and will be judged. I think also Islam preaches

that body and soul will be resurrected in one. What, by the way,

do we know of islamic teaching in this respect ?

RABBI - The Moslems have no doubt that they have a soul.

AVNER - This they announce to the wide world whenever they

demonstrate against Israel in their slogans ".... our blood and

souls we are ready to sacrifice. . .

."

RABBI - The Qu 'ran predicts a resurrection in the true sense

of the Word. "In the end Allah causes man to die and he brings

him to his grave; and then, if it is his will, he will raise him

again to life". This belief is the reason why Moslems do not permit

autopsies to be performed on their dead.

EG) ^ - And this is the reason why they do not donate organs

of their dead for transplantation.

ASHER - Belief in a bodily resurrection you will find here

in Israel not only in our folkore, but very much so also in the

belief System of all graduations of orthodox Jews. This makes them

take the same stand as the Moslems with regard to autopsies and

transplant organs.
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AVNER - Let me go back to our discussion about the graves.

You Said quite clearly, that what is left in the grave will in due

course be totally decomposed; that the grave does not contain anymore

the slightest residue of the deceased's personality; that in fact

the content of one grave will after some time not be different from

that of any other. What then - if you know all this - induces you

personally to regularly visit the grave of your wife ?

EO - Because it is her memorial. Because it is my figurative

memory of her.

AVNER - Would any other memorial, dedicated specifically to

her, serve the same purpose ?

EQ - Anything which reminds me of her is a memorial of her.

In our culture the cemetery is the best environment for such a

memory. Its peaceful atmosphere and its starkly piain environment

prevent distractions. They invite memories and lead to reflections.

CAROL - Something similar can be said about the funeral. The

Christians - but also the Buddhist and some other cultures - provide

music at a funeral, not for the delight of the dead but in the

assumption that it creates among the mourners a mood of insight

and reflections.

RABBI - Indeed, at the funeral of the Jews and Moslems no

music is allowed nor required. The recitation of appropriate prayers

and psalms are thought the best medium.

CAROL - I agree. A grave is not necessary for remembrance,

nor for reflections. Think of the funeral rites of the Hindus and

Buddhists ! Think of those cultures where the dead are incinerated,

where the ashes are dispersed and where no graves exist. Think

of the ancestor worship in China and Japan and in so many other

cultures, where at the daily or yearly remebrances most commonly

nothing but a picture of the deceased is present.

AVNER - Our orthodox Jews are still far away from such concepts

of the dead. I read the other day, that the Chief Rabbi of Safed

called together all the rabbis of the town to pray for the pardon

of the dead entombed in the local cemetery which had been flooded

by waste water from a nearby burst pipeline.

RABBI - The Chief Rabbi 's reaction is, as you will by now have

understood, a reaction to be expected of the orthodoxy. The Hassidim

are even more orthodox in this respect.

RINAT - Can somebody explain to me the meaning of the jewish

custom to put a pebble on the grave one visits ?

EO - The pebble should be a witness of such a visit; of the
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respect we have shown to the dead person in that grave.

CAROL - May I correct you, please ? The pebbles placed on

the graves are not witnesses that the one who did so had visited

the grave. This costom derives from the primitive Urzeit, when

the family and the villagers placed rocks on the grave to avoid

the spirit of the deceased to leave the grave and to harass the

survivors in revenge for their enjoying pleasures and comforts which

were denied to the person in the grave.

RABBI - This is correct. Also the gravestones we erect today

over the graves are residues of this custom.
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T W E N T Y
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RINAT - I am sorry I have to beg you this evening to come back

again to the question which we discussed in the last week. The

answers you offered have not made the matter sufficiently clear

to me. Please, expand on what I am going to ask you. It has been

authoritatively stated by you, that apart from the body of the dead

of which at the end nothing is left; that next to the memory of

a deceased for which no corporeal fixtures are needed - there is

something which is not mortal; which had not been part of the

original intra-uterine human process of development; which has

allegedly "been given us on loan" from a Supreme Source as I learned

on our way home. This "something" is supposed to remain, I was

told. It is supposed to survive, even to reappear in some new

incarnation. I mean, of course, the human soul - or better the

soul the human is said to harbour. Can you teil me, please, how

you incorporate this hypothesis into your personal philosophy ?

RABBI - There should not be the slightest doubt in your mind

that we humans own a soul. And likewise there should not be any

doubt, that the soul cannot but be a divine element within us.

In other words: we definitely harbour within us a part of the Divine.

We are certainly endowed with something imperishable which is

associated wth the Divine. We certainly carry in us something which

is imperishable. We have certainly within us something which is

immortal. We can certainly be assured that the soul with which

we are endowed, will survive after our death.

CAROL - The medieval philosophers agree with you. They said

that the humans harbour a soul. They maintained that this soul

we carry in us has a definite mission; and that this mission can

only be performed while it resides within a human body.

EO - There are definite indications in Jewish Scripture that

Judaism accepts the survival of the soul. It must be known to you.

that the Kidron Valley below David 's City here in Jerusalem is called

"Jehoshaphat" , which means "God will judge". A talmudic midrash

enlarges on this, saying that at the end of the days all souls will

gather around the valley to be judged by God who will be seated

on the Temple Mount.
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RABBI - Let us review this issue with a logic mind and not slip

into the metaphysical, Let us a priori accept as a fact, that we

know nothing definite about anything beyond what we perceive with

our senses. And that fundamentally we cannot accept anything for

sure beyond that which can be brought into logical order and which

makes sense. But man is endowed with an enormous intellect. He

enjoys indulging in courageous speculations. This makes him imagine

what he does not know. This makes him speculate on what he does

not see. This makes him tend toward forming for himself an image

of what is hidden to us, I am ready to concede that not one of

the theories of the Wise Man of the past, nor one hypothesis of

the philosophers past and present is based on facts and can be taken

as absolute truth. But man has been endowed with the divine grant

of religion, and is blessed with the divine gift of faith. It is

this which distinguishes man from all other creatures. It is this,

which must somehow be part of the program maped out for mankind.

It is this, which motivates the rabbis to go on speculating. It

is this, which makes the philosophers go on forming hypotheses.

And it is this, which induces the theologians to continue writing

their learned books.

AVNER - All this does not answer the question with which we

Started: in which form is the soul supposed to survive ? In other

words: what answer would these wise men, the rabbis, the theologians

and the philosophers of the past have to give me were they here

in this room this evening ?

RABBI - Manyfold are the answers they would have to offer.

There are religions which teach that after death the soul remains

with the body and that both together are submitted to punishment

or elevated to bliss. There are religions according to which the

soul is separated from the body and returns to God. There are

religions which preach that the soul of the dead is placed in some

kind of storage. And there are religions which teil us, that the

soul is going to be reincarnated in another being.

EO ^ - Though I will not and cannot claim to be a wise person,

neither a theologian nor a philosopher, I would answer you that

your soul is your Seif. I would teil you, it is that which makes

you a human being different from other living beings. And it is

also that which makes you as an individual similar to, but also

somehow different from other individuals. I think I can assure

you, that what I am talking of is that which is the divine part

within you; that which has been allotted to you; loaned to you;
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entrusted to you.

AVNER - How can you know your Seif ? And how can you know

of your Seif ? How can you at all know you have a Seif ?

EO - I have no direct nor specific knowledge, My Seif is

as enigmatic to me as the All-Self, the Absolute, whence it has

originated. But with my senses I know it is nearer to me; more

familar to me; easier approachable by me.

AVNER - But in some way or other you must know the shape or

form of that Seif within you ?

EO - I imagine my Seif as formed by the ethics which my

consciousness has programmed. I see it made up by my unconscious

Identification with something which will always remain unknowable

to me; with something mysterious which I can sense but cannot know;

which somethingf I can approach; and with which I can identify as

Controlling my behaviour. It is something, which makes me aware

of - and in consequence makes me avoid - whatever contradicts my

moral duty. And once I have become familiär with the tasks my Seif

imposes upon me, I realize that my Seif is myself

.

RINAT - You sound as complex as a chapter of the Talmud. What,

by the way, has the Talmud to say about all this ?

RABBI - In this regard various opinions are discussed in the

Talmud. Mostly the Rabbis are agreed, that the soul of the righteous

will be rewarded and that of the wicked will be punished. There

arose once a dispute between the two famous schools of Hillel and

Shamai about the question, what is going to happen to those souls

which have to a lesser degree been stained by sins. Shamai declared

that there is no difference: that these souls, like those of the

heavy sinners, will be immersed in fire until they are purified.

Hillel, however, was absolutely certain within himself , that God

in his mercy will forgive these lighter sinners.

CAROL - According to Plato man 's soul will free itself from

the mortal body and return to God. And Zoroastrians are told, that

their soul remains for three days with the body inside the grave

where it is severly punished and tortured by spirits or angels.

EO - Interestingly, also Islam believes that the soul remains

inside the grave for three days, there to be tortured by angels.

After that - and ultimately - the soul will end either in hell or

in paradise. However, and this too interesting, it had originally

been thought, that women are excluded from ever reaching paradise

as they were supposed not to have a soul.

ASHER - What precisely do other religions have to say with
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regard to the origin, destiny and quality of our soul ?

CAROL - Philo of Alexandria, who lived in the first Century

of our era, wrote that the soul^s original home is in heaven and

that it returns there after death. He knew also that the Patriarchs

belong to a more favoured class, because their souls return to "the

intelligible world of ideas".

EO - Philo had no real influenae on Jewish tought !

RABBI - But more so on the development of Christian doctrine.

The Church considered him one of the earliest Christians. It should

be pointed out, however, that Christianity 's doctrinal direction

had not been given an even approximately final shape during the

lifetime of Jesus. Christian thinking developed, under the influenae

of the Church Fathers, in the course of the early centuries. One

of these Church Fathers was Tertullian, for whose way of thinking

I have developed a liking. He lived in the second Century. He

preached that the soul of man is born of the breati of God; that

the soul is "immortal, corporeal and eternal". He thought that

also God is corporeal. He explained his concluslon with the argument

that, whereas nothing can exist without a body, ergo God, though

Spiritual, has to have a body. And furthermore, he pointed out,

were the soul not corporeal, there would not be anything to leave

the body. In parenthesis I will mention also another of TertilQ ian*

s

ideas: he taught that every soul is a branch of Adam's original

soul. Therefore it has inherited all of Adam 's sins. However,

our kind-hearted philosopher-theologian did not draw the ultimate

conclusion. It was St. Augustine who made the definite Statement

that every Single man, woman and child is at birth already tainted

with the "Fall", Adam the first man 's sin.

ASHER - Are there not somewhere in the Christian scriptures

specific references to the issue we are debating now ?

RABBI - There are many such references. At this moment I can

recall only one of the many relating to our subject: in Matthew'

s

Gospel we read:...do not be afraid of those who kill the body but

cannot kill the soul".

ASHER - In this context it would be interesting to learn what

the Hindus think about their souls.

RABBI - It would indeed be very interesting to take this matter

up in the Coming week.
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TWENTY-ONE

EGd^- In principle, and not very different from other religions,

also in Hinduism is the soul considered the superior, the more

valuable part of an individual. The body, the abode of the soul,

is on the other hand viewed as the perishable part of the human

being. The soul survives physical death and is reborn. According

to the Vedic concept, the soul escapes during the cremation of the

mortal remains, and flies off to the world of the ancestors.

CAROL - In this context it may interest you to learn, that

in the tradition of ancient China each person has two souls, viz:-

the "Hun", the "air soul" which originates in the upper air and

which will return there after death. Hun is considered the rational

principle which survives the grave and is the object of ancestor

worship. The second half of the soul is the "P'o", the earth soul,

the lower soul, which has been created from earth and will at the

time of death return to earth to disappear for ever.

RABBI - Ancestor worship is on the same level as the fear of

ghosts and spirits. James G.Frazer has drawn a very interesting

conclusion: "Ancestor worship, or fear of ghosts, has on the whole

been the most important factor in the evolution of religious

beliefs".

RINAT - Do we have jewish ghosts roaming around ?

RABBI - Our forefathers appear to have known and feared such

roaming ghosts. In Leviticus we read: "Do not have recourse to

the spirits of the dead, nor should you have recourse to magicians.

They will defile you".

ASHER - Is it the soul itself, I mean soul-the-substance, which

is suspected of roaming around as a ghost ?

RABBI - It is the soul which is perceived as the individual 's

spirit. Souls can roam around in form of ghosts and as spirits.

Bad souls may turn into demons.

CAROL - The spirit of a dead person is granted a great deal

of importance in more or less every religion. Spirits may become

manifest as ghosts. Deceased ancestors who appear as ghosts in

or near their former place of residence, are known in a large number

of mythologies. Spirits are feared for the great power they are
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oresumed to possess. Whenever the spirits are angry for one reason

or other - mostly this happens when they think they have not been

proper ly buried or cremated - they can be very dangerous. It is

commonly thought, that the spirit of a dead person remains in some

kind of contact with his family.

EO^- You would be surprised, were you to learn to what a degree

this type of ghosts populates the world of the demons in the belief

Systems of the Hindus and Buddhists.

RABBI - This type of superstition was very common in the antique

World. Early Judaism was not spared. It inherited a simple form

of demonology from Canaan and Mesopotamia. However, under the impact

of Zoroastrianism the belief in malicious or hostile spirits was

more common and took on greater importance. Demons - this became

the predominant belief - were angels who had rebelled against God

and had escaped from their subordinance to God. Christianity was

later to take over this type of demonology from Judaism. This State

of mind and outlook on mankind^s fate has found its marked expression

in the Apocalypses, where the myth of Satan has been given prominence

along with that of the angels.

RINAT - How could Zoroastrianism in far away Persia have had

such an impact on the Jews in the mediterranean area ?

RABBI - This was quite easy. A flourishing jewish Community

existed already at that time in Persia. This jewish Community was

in constant contact with the jewish Community and the Temple in

Jerusalem.

EO^- Islam has identified with these originally iranian ideas

and has made Satan and the demons - either as good or as bad Jinns

- play a great role in moslem scriptures and traditions.

CAROL - Would this not logically and in principle lead to a

Situation where the spirits or ghosts or demons - call them whatever

you want - are turned into divine elements ?

RABBI - Such a Situation has indeed come to pass, especially

in Christian and moslem perception. In both the soul is a spirit-

like Clement which God has been ^blown into the flesh'. Thereby

the "flesh" becomes a soul-bearing body. It is this soul-substance

within the body which gets free and roams about as ghost or demon.

EGl^- Before we leave this subject it will interest you to

learn, that the great english philosopher Herbert Spencer - he lived

in the last Century - was firmly convinced that the spirits of the

dead roam all over the earth. And you will certainly be no less

surprised to hear, that also G.G. Jung - the famous swiss psychologist
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- appears to have believed in demons. He appears to have been

convinced, that demons can penetrate the human psyche and become

active therein.

AVNER - I think we have heard enough of ghosts and spirits.

We can leave them roam happily through the realm of the story

tellers. Permit me to turn to a more serious - and to myself most

important - subject. From your description, and also from the

contributions my friends have made, I feel entitled to conclude,

that more or less every religious System embraces the belief in

a soul which inhabits and governs the human body. Are there no

exceptions ? Are there no variations to this presumption ? What

is specifically the Jewish view ? Could you point out, please,

what the various religions preach; what the ancient cultures have

thought they knew; and what the ancient priests have believed

themselves entitled to impose ?

RABBI - I agree it will be of value to each one of us, if we

can gain a wider overview of the theological and philosophical

conception of the human soul. Let us hear of the significance which

is given to basic belief and its variations, that every human being

carries a divine part within himself . Let us study and discuss

the ränge of the spiritual and metaphysical elements which we human

beings have to incorporate into our philosophy of life in order

to make life understandable and livable.

In enlarging on this subject which you have submitted for our

talk - I am reluctant to use in this context the word 'discussion'

- I am no less aware than you that we are going to enter a large

realm which is made up many complex thought structures and many

exquisite Image patterns. But no less await us there also many

pitfalls and the ruins of many antiquated thought-edifices. I shall,

with your help - and the expert contributions of one or the other

of you - make a survey of what we can expect to find. I can predict

that we shall not exhaust this subject in one evening. I suggest,

therefore, that during the week you find the time to read up on

the apposite literature.

EO ^ - I fully agree that we are about to deal with a very

interesting, and no less also important, subject. I am equally

certain, that it will help many of us to set his compass into the

right direction.

RABBI - Let us agree, that we shall dedicate as much time as

will be necessary to gain an understanding of the meaning the soul
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has been given in various cultures; in most of the religions; and

in the different philosophies.

I shall Start with ancient jewish world. There - similarly

to, and certainly absorbed from, the surrounding cultures - the

soul was considered the life-carrying factor within the human being.

It is expressed as Nefesi or Ruach or Neshama in the ancient jewish

scripture; as Psuche or Pneuma in the greek culture; as Spiritus

in ancient Rome; as Atman or Jiva or Purusa in the Hindu world.

In the Upanishads, the Hindu Scriptures, no definitely outlined

formula is provided. The soul is described there as "Neti, Neti"

which means 'not this nor that\

CAROL- Hinduism sees the soul as the Seif in man - and this

Seif in man it views as a part of the divine Supreme Seif. "Behold

all beings in the Seif, and the Seif in all beings", say the

Upanishads.

EO - This is indeed a basic concept of Hinduism, especially

of Brahmanism. Atman - who Stands for Brahman, the Godhead - is

the Seif, the Soul. The human soul survives physical death and

is reborn. In the Vedas the soul is the immaterial spirit. It is

described as flying off the body during cremation. Hinduism too

- that is similar to Judaism - speaks of a threefold composition

of the soul: 'Jiva', the living being, is the biological personality

of a person; its functioning peronality; its individuality. It is

that which differentiates one person from the other. It is continued

after death. 'Manas' is the mind portion, the awareness, the

intellect part of the soul. It the relation to, the contact with

the divine. And 'Asu' is the breath of life, the part of the soul

which animates the body. Nothing of it is transmitted after death.

ASHER - As I understand you, "Jiva" corresponds more or less

to our concept of the soul.

EO _ - To some degree this is true. But there are variations

in the various indian religions. In Hinduism - in the Vedanta -

Jiva is that of the world soul Atman-Brahman which exists in the

Seif of every individual.

AVNER - The Buddhists do not recognize a soul ?

EQ3 - The Buddhists speak of "jiva" as an animate object,

as something which makes animate objects breathe. The Buddhist

do not accept that we have a soul. When the Buddha was asked whether

a person' s jiva is different from his body, he answered that this

question is "unanswerable". The buddhist point of view is, that

whereas nothing exists, also a Jiva cannot exist.
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CAROL - Let us continue no in our rapid survey: in Taoism -

best translated as the 'Way of Life' - 'Tao', the soul, is ineffable,

indescribable. It is inactive and yet active.

RABBI - In the New Testament the soul is equal to life. Psuche

is the individual soul. It is that part of the person which feels,

suffers, desires. Islam has concepts similar to those of Judaism,

NAFS is the soul, the Seif, the personality. RUH is the Breath.

The angels are supposed to have been created by the divine breath.

ASHER - Is this not what the Kabbala says ?

RABBI - You are right. The kabbalistic view, which makes much

of the tripartite soul, originated in jewish neoplatonism to which

theosophic and mystic ingredients were added.

AVNER - Do these various religions grant animals also the right

to a soul ? I have especially the Primates in mind. Is the newly

discovered similarity of their DNA with that of the humans an

indication that they have also a soul like us human beings ?

RINAT - This question has since ever been a debating point

among not only the philosophers but also among us biologists. I

have personally become convinced that animals do have souls. They

have their own kind of souls, I believe. I have, after all, the

right to presume that our own human soul has developed from the

one we have harboured once upon a time before we started to master

this planet - that is to say, that our soul has developed from the

stage when we ourselves, that is our ancestors, were animal-like

beings. Do not doubt that animals have emotions. They show fear

and sorrow. The great apes give ample evidence that they are aware

of other people's feelings and psychological reaction. 99% of the

human DNA and that of the great apes are identical. The only real

difference is that we possess a spoken language.

EO - I agree with most of what you said. But we do not even

have to limite their similarity in the way you just now mentioned.

It is nowaday accepted by most biologists and zoologists, that the

apes and whales - and possibly many other animal species - can and

do communicate in some kind of language. This makes me think, that

the possession of a soul is necesarily associated with the degree

of development of the DNA system. Why should the presence of a

soul not be associated - in the same way as in the humans - with

a striving for an ethical behaviour. And also for an understanding

of ethical conduct. I am sorry ! I should have said, that the

presence of a soul is manifested by such efforts and by such

understanding. Yes, I agree with you. I cannot avoid thinking.
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that also animals know of a kind of ethical conduct. If you consider

the way animals care for others of their breed - I would include

here also the maternal instinct äiown by most animals - you cannot

avoid seeing in this an indication, that animals do have some kind

of soul. Their souls may possibly be less demanding or less

developed. But whatever our definition of a soul may be, it will

also apply to the one which the animals harbour, Let us take the

dolphins as an example. I read the other day, that dolphins rescued

three men who, in heavy seas, had been stranded on a reef during

a fishing trip off Brittany, Four dolphins swam around their boat

for half an hour protecting it thus against the tide, and slowly

guiding it through the reefs.

RAMIT - Gases are known where dolphins showed divers the way

back to safety. And dolphins have been seen carrying the body of

a dead dolphin between them.

AVNER " And similar tales are told of whales and dogs and birds

and many other animals.

ASHER - Allow me now to follow up my question by asking whether

human souls are supposed to transmigrate at times also into the

bodies of animals ?

EQ - Followers of Jainism - a daughter religion of Hinduism

- believe that this is indeed the case. They believe that human

souls can enter not only animals but also stones, trees and so on.

However, if we accept that the soul is expected to undergo a

continuous process of improvement or maturation, its sojourn in

a stone or tree does not make any sense. In such an environment

a soul would hardly have a chance to improve or mature. The case

of a transmigration of the soul into an animal is different. But

we have the right to suppose, that by the time it has come to be

harboured in a human body, a soul has reached a certain degree of

maturation if not perfection.

ASHER - I may say, that with your and the Rabbi 's exception,

nobody of us has ever spent much time in studies relating to the

human soul. Could you give us a general, not too-much-detailed

survey of the ideas which have been developed in this respect ?

And - let me add - we would welcome to hear the ideas you yourselves

has developed in this respect. You have occasionally hinted that

this is the case.

EO - It is true that in recent years I have spent much time

on the study of the history of religion. This has brought me again

and again to the frontier regtons of the metaphysical - which I
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have every time made an effort not to cross. I shall gladly give

you in the Coming week an expose' of what I have learned; of what
I believe I have come to know; and of the hypothesis I have

constructed for my own personal satisfaction. I do not mind to

explain to you in detail what I think also about the human soul.
But whereas the description of my personal views in this respect
may take up some more time than we have still at our disposal, I

prefer to do so at the next opportunity.
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RABBI - I am sure we all have been looking forward to this

evening and to the discussion we are going to have,

EO _ - I shall Start the ball rolling by giving you a short

resume of the matter which we talked about last time. I do not

mind giving you also the resume I promised you of the working

hypothesis I have formed for myself. This may take some time, but

I have no doubt that you will have sufficient patience to hear me

out. With the help of my notes I shall start telling you about

the theories the various cultures and religions have developed about

the human soul.

In the biblical view the soul is totally different and separate

from the body. It is independent of the body, It gives life and

power to the body. Once breathing ceases - nowadays the cut-off

point is when the brain wave activity stops - the soul is supposed

to have escaped from the body and death occurs. Thus one can say

that the soul as such represents life. The soul is equalled to

life. I think at this moment of the biblical imploration "as God

lives and as your soul lives...". The soul is an individual, a

separate substance within the body. It resides in some specific

part of the body. The localization varies. Some say it is in the

blood. Others believe it is in the heart or the spieen or the

breath. But all agree that the soul is separate; that it is not

a part which insoluble from the body; and that it is separated from

the body at death. The most frequently accepted view is the one

we have already heard mentioned: that the soul is divine; that it

is a part of the Divine; and the body is a temporary residence of

the body. In many myths the soul is made to originate from; to

escape from; to be exploded from - a divine source. For example:

in the course of the Zumzum, as described in the Zohar, the divine

sparks escape and form the souls. Their return - after having been

cleansed from the contaminations they have in the meantime acquired

- is the aim of the world's creation; is the purpose of life.

CAROL - The Gnostics have developed similar ideas.

RABBI - We may take it that the writer of the Zohar has taken

this symbolism over from gnostcism. Or that he has at least been

greatly influenced by it.
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CARDL - What has been seid in the last few sentences leads us

again to that very same theme which - as we have agreed among us

by common consent - should be the topic of our conversation this

evening. I have a hunch, that this evening we shall hear - and

that we shall be made to react one way or other to what we are going

to hear - what might become, at least to a great extent, the basis

for much of what will form our future outlook on religion in general,

and on our jewish heritage in particular, I take the liberty to

pinpoint in a few words, what above all we shall hopefully hear

outlined this evening; and what we want to hear exactly defined

and very clearly circumscribed, viz:- what we have learned from

you about the Statement you have cited from the jewish Scriptures

that the body and the soul of a dead person are not separated and

will enter Sheol together. But whereas - I read this somewhere

- at a certain time in jewish history our theologians began to talk

about a tripartite composition of the soul, the question can with

justification be raised, which part of the tripartite soul is going

to be confined to Sheol along with the body ?

RABBI - Your question is indeed justified. Originally there

had not been any problem in this respect, as there was no perception

oif a tri-partition of the soul« The human soul was perceived as

one Single compact unit. The three names under which the soul is

mentioned in the T'nach and all our other Scriptures had originally

meant one and the same thing: namely the soul which God had given

to Adam; and which since then every human being receives from God

at the time of birth. The idea, that the soul is made up of three

separate and distinct parts is of more recent vintage. It has been

introduced by the Kabbalists some 7-800 years ago. The enthusiasts

of this powerful movement of jewish mysticism who have carried this

concept forward to this day, had successfully integrated this view

of the soul into their view of God, man and the world. And soon,

from generation to generation the concept of the tripartite soul

was eagerly adopted, steadily strengthened and without criticism

perpetuated by all the streams of Judaism. It can safely be said,

that today the idea of the soul being made up of NEFESH, RUACH and

NESHAMA, has become the generally accepted and indisputed theology

in Judaism.

ASHER - But this is not so new ! In one form or the other

this subdivision is already mentioned in the Bible. And, as far

as I remember, it occurs also in some of the jewish prayers.

RABBI - You may conclude from what I have just now explained.
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that whenever in a prayer the soul is meant to be made up of three

different parts, you can be sure that the prayer has been influenced

by the Kabbala. Otherwise, in older prayers and particularly in

the T'nach these are three different names for the one and the same

thing - the human soul.

RINAT - How are these varlous parts of our soul supposed to

function ?

RABBI - While I am unable to give you a definite and clear

answer, I can also assure you, that in this respect I am not an

exception. The specific literature available to us is filled with

the most variegated explanations. This will show you, that nobody

can offer a commonly accepted definition and a generally satisfying

explanation of the - to all appearances harmonious - function of

these three parts of the soul. There is, however, some kind of

a consensus insofar as all three names are supposed to signify the

same. That is to say, that ruach, nefesh and neshama are the three

alternatively used names for the soul of man.

E(D - May I disagree, and in doing so express my own thoughts,

please ? Starting from the premise, that whoever constructed such

a triple concept of the soul could not but have intended to give

each of them a specific meaning if not function, I have tried to

construct for myself an Interpretation which satisfies my critical

mind. I think it may interest you to hear me teil you, how I could

make myself comprehend this tripartite System. NEFESH Starts the

life. It is Being. At conception, about eight hours after the

sperm penetrates into the ovum, the Nefesh process Starts. When

the 23 chromosomes of the egg and the 23 chromocosmes of the sperm

form the first unit of life, life should be considered to have

Started.

RINAT - But life exists already in these two cells before the

fertilization takes place.

EQD - You are right. But life was more or less only potential.

I had not yet developed. It could not develop. Observations in

the process of in vitro fertilization prove quite definitely that

life begins at the moment of fertilization. It is at this point

- that is when the process of fertilization in the egg is started

- that the life process begins to function. From this moment the

fertilized cell will divide again and again. In this way Nefesh

propagates the inherited strains, all of which are inherent in the

fertilized egg which has now been turned into an embryo. I shall

go even further and maintain, that Nefesh is the DNA, the genes.
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the transmittable and transmitted qualities. Nefesh is the load

of heritage carried in the embryo, It is the means and method of

creating an ultimately perfect mankind, with finally perfected

neurological, hormonal, enzymatic and other such Systems, But,

mind you, although Nefesh has made the embryo into a being, the

latter is in its early stage of development nothing more than an

embryo without life. By the way: all I have described just now

- that is to say, the period from the starting point of developing

from a cell-bundle into an embryo - can be seen and followed with

the help of the ultra-sound waves.

By the same method the next stage of development can be

pin-pointed: the one, when RUACH comes into play; when the embryo 's

first movements Start, including those of its heart and circulation.

Ruach is only the motor fuel. Ruach is the breath to live. When

ruach comes in, the embryo is turned into a living being, a fetus.

The final part of the soul, the NESHAMA, enters the body at

birth. Neshama is the individual's imperishable part. It is the

soul proper. It is its divine part. It is the ethical part of

the tripartite soul. It is our ethical guideline. I will go further

and say, it is the harbourer of the karmic gyroscope. It carries

our karmic destiny in search of perfection. It is not affected

by physical defects or changes in the body - but it is expected

to react to whatever affects the body. It is that part of us, which

is vulnerable to our weaknesses, to our faults, to our moral

trespasses. It is that part of us, which is exposed to reincarnation

and which will undergo transmigration. Its inbuilt directives do

not change after every life cycle; but these adapt themselves to

- and in accordance with - the Nefesh-determined physical traits

and racial characteristics of the body it inhabits. The way the

Neshama, the soul, acts and react s - I mean to say, how it is

directed by the eternal ethical precepts which are valid for all

mankind, whatever its race or colour or Constitution - will determine

its next reincarnation. This is the part of the tri-partite soul

which is immortal. This is the component of our tri-partite soul

which is assured of eventual salvation.

RABBI - Which part of the composite soul would you call the

most important one ?

EO ^ - All three parts are important. But you may say, that

the perfect human being has a perfect nefesh and a pure neshama.

AVNER - Is there a specific jewish neshama ?

EO ^ - There is no specific jewish neshama. There is nothing
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specific in the ruach. The only specific jewish part is the nefesh

which carries the jewish nation's heritage, its characteristics

and its traditions. It is this which has to be maintained, improved

and carried on to the next and next and next generations. This

principle applies, of course, not only to the jewish people but

to all national and racial units.

CAROL - Does not the entrance of a non-jewish nefesh-strain

spoil, or at least dilute this program ?

E0_- In my view the contrary is true - as long as no bad

or abnormal genes are introduced. My opinion is based on the common

experience, that the racial strain benefits from such an admixture.

The fetish of racial purity - which has also taken roots among the

Jews - was unknown among the ancient Israelites who absorbed as

many neighbouring peoples as they could conquer,

AVNER - You mean to say, that the ultimate purpose of all this

is the production of a perfect human soclety; of non plus ultra

specimen of homo sapiens ?

RINAT - With a mens sana in corpore sano ?

EQ - I could not have said it better.

RIMAT - What - according to your philosophy - happens to Nefesh

and Ruach when we die ?

E0_- In this respect too I had to discover, that all the

explanations I encountered in my studies of the specific literature,

are vague and unconvincing. Permit me to give you also in this

respect my own Interpretation. Ruach is independent of nefesh and

neshama; it ends with the last breath; with the cessation of the

brain waves; with cardiac arrest. Nefesh in turn is independent

of Ruach and Neshama. It is that which is inheritable. It is that

which carries the racial and individual characteristics forward

in the genes. It is that which continues the family, the nation,

the race and the generations. Nefesh becomes inactive at the time

of death - but can be recognized and distinguished long after in

its DNA strains. The inheritance embodied in the nefesh will, of

course, end when a family nefesh is not continued further.

ASHER - It is that which continues the Jewish nation....

EGü)_ - It is the carrier of the characteristic and specific

Jewish heritage.

AVNER - You will have to provide facts and proofs, if you want
US to accept your hypothesis.

EO - It is irrealistic to ask for proof. My hypothesis -

as hypotheses go in general - is a tentative attempt to dress into
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a still vague form my thoughts, which have manifested themselves

in a far more vague shape within my conscious and subconscious

thoughts.

RABBI - When does in your view physiological life begin ?

Is it at the moment of conception ? Or when the first movements

begin ? Or when the human shape is first recognizable ?

EO - In my hypothesis Nefesh and Ruach are inherent in every

Potential fertility cell. Nefesh is activated the moment the

fertilized ovum Starts to divide, or possibly only when it implants

itself in the uterus and turns into an embryo. Ruach is from the

beginning a potential factor. It is triggered and makes it's

appearance when the embryo becomes a fetus; when its movements Start;

when the circulatory System begins to form; when it shows human

features, It is approximately the time when the nervous System

begins to form. It is about the time when the woman experiences

the first ^'quickening".

RINAT - This would be around the lOth to 15th week.

RABBI - I am interested to hear you give this definition, for

according to Aristotle - and at a later date it has also been said

by Thomas Aquinas - a fetus becomes a person after it is "vivified"

or "ensouled".

RINAT - How do you bring your thesis in harmony with the fact,

that the ovum as well as the sperm are already alive ? From a

biological point of view their DNA is functioning even before they

become united. In other words: every human cell harbours in its

make-up already the Image of human life.

EQ ^ - I have no difficulty to see my hypothesis cover this

otherwise unexplainable mystery: indeed - as I have already mentioned

- ovum and sperm have been endowed with Nefesh at the stage and

at the moments you describe. Every ovum and sperm has it own

Potential nefesh. It becomes active the moment both cells are

united.

CAROL - This would mean, that only the expendable Nefesh and

the Ruach waiting to enter, but not the eternal Neshama are lost

when, in the process of artifical Insemination, the large percentage

of fertilized eggs falls to be implanted ?

EO ^ - This is so according to my hypothesis.

RINAT - Through the genes contained in the DNA our heritage

is transmitted from one generation to the next. Does this mean

that - apart from the genes in the ovum and sperm which you see

as part of nefesh - neither Ruach nor Neshama carry any of our
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inheritable features nor any of our permanent and transmittable

characteristics ?

EG) - I would explain it this way: at the time of fertilization

the resting Nefesh is activated; and in turn it activates the

Potentials dormant in the uniting first cell which carries now all

the inherited features • View it as a key which has been turned,

or as a spring which has been losened, and which set this process

in motion and keep it going, until a certain stage when Ruach takes

over. View Ruach as the fuel henceforth required for the process

of development to go on. When the embryo, the fetus or the Infant

or the fully grown person perish, their individual Ruach along with

their personal Nefesh perish too. Our Neshama, our soul is only

added at the moment of birth. Should the new-born being, which

has already acquired its Neshama not survive, the Neshama will not

perish too. It will survive and enter a new incarnation,

RINAT - You exclude the possibility, that the soul might also

be a carrier of the specifics of a post-natal individual ?

EO - The soul we acquire is not individualized. It is not

the carrier of any of our genes. It acquires none of our personal

features. Our personal heritage is implanted in the fertilized

Ovum and its Nefesh. These, the paternal and maternal genes they

contains , continue as our specific heritage.

CAROL - Therefore the modern process of IVF - the artificial

fertilization with donor sperm - Interrupts the chain of family

genes ?

RINAT - Only if one of partners is an external donor.

EO - Both of you are wrong. You cannot speak of a chain of

family genes being interrupted. In every regularly perceived Infant

the mother's and the father's nefesh are comixed. In the case of

IVf where the donor of the sperm is not the fater - or in case of

an adulterous liaison resulting in a child - instead of the genes

of the father that of another man is added. Even in case the sperm

has been donated by a non-Jew, you cannot be speak of a break in

the family genes. At least not of those of the mother's.

AVNER - On the other hand we may see in such a case a clever

arrangement of nature, as thereby in many instances an improvement

of the human race in the Darwinian sense will take place: namely

bringing in "fresh blood" and eliminating, or at least weakening,

the human elements which nature wants to eliminate.

EQ - In the sense, I agree, that nature - or whatever you

want to call this regulating instance - wants to eliminate such
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an undesirable strain by having made the man or the woman of the

sterile couple infertile.

RINAT - ...or allergically or immunologally incompatible.

RABBI - Would you say, that the "Nefesh'* in the national anthem

of Israel is meant in the sense you have outlined ?

EO ^ - Definitely so ! Nefesh is here used as something which

vitalizes; which is jewish; which has remained jewish and will remain

jewish by transmission from one generation of Jews to the other.

It implies a unique heritage and a characteristic specificity. It

is that which is contained in the genes. It is that which perishes

with the mortal body - but which has over the millennia been carried

and transmitted in the human seed from one generation to the next.

RABBI - Do not mind if I interpolate, that in the context of

the anthem this concept can be made applicable from the individual

to the general. Such a transferral from the Single individual to

the entire nation is accepted in Jewish theology.

AVNER - May I conclude from what you have told us - though

you never said so in piain words - that you imply the existence

of a specific Jewish soul which is transmitted only by and through

Jews ? That you imply the Separation of the human souls into white,

black, brown, yellow categories ? Does this mean, that a white

man 's soul will have to return into the body of a white man; that

of a black man into the body of a black man and so on ?

EG)
_^
- You misunderstood me. I did not imply this. The soul

has no reserved or restricted area. There is no jewish nor a

non-jewish soul. The soul of an African is not different from that

of a Caucasian; the soul of a Chinese is not different from that

of a Norwegian.

AVNER - The Nazis would not have accepted your Statement.

They determined that a soul was contaminated even if only one

grandparent had been jewish.

EG) - The Nazis are the last to be cited as experts. Whatever

they suspected could never apply to the soul of a Jew i.e. the

Neshama, which has no ethnic characteristics. These latter are

contained in the Nefesh; and are carried on - though definitely

diluted - in a mixed marriage. The Nefesh of one jewish partner

in a sequence of non-jewish generations carries a share of Jewishnes

into far more distant offsprings than a grandchild.

RINAT - This means that the reincarnating neshama will have

to exist in always new and changing environments ?

EO - When the Neshama enters the body it acts and reacts
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according to the nefesh-inherited characteristics of that creature

it inhabits.

CAROL - In a mixed marriage this may be a Christian body with

an ethnically unspecified soul ?

EO
_^
- This may indeed be the case. However, my hypothesis

will be easier unders^ood - or possibly become only valid - if the

principle of Karman is allowed into its structure. It is my firm

belief that - to some degree at least - the principle of "Karman",

as preached in Hinduism, Buddhism and so on, is applicable to us

Jews as well as to all mankind. With these words I want to say,

that Neshama, the human soul, strives to free itself from all the

impurities and defects it carries; that it looks for its constant

improvement; that it searches to reach a State of perfection, The

perfection of the soul, and its chances to get cleansed of the

imperfections it has inevitably accumlated in the course of its

transmigrations, can take place - I will even say has to take place

- in a series of incarnations into a variety of bodies; in a

diversity of situations; and in the most variegated environments.

RABBI - This applies only to the Neshama !?

EO ^ - This applies only to the Neshama. You must see in Nefesh

the transmittable, inheritable jewish factor which remains within

its national or familial orbit. The Neshama, that which is the

true soul, can enter any body, whether jewish or gentile, european

or asian or african.

ASHER - You are evidently not a Hassid; otherwise you would

believe - in accordance with the Zohar - that the Jewish soul differs

from the gentile one; that gentile souls belong to the domain of

the demons.

RINAT - I am sorry to hear this. We Jews should be careful....

RABBI - You have no reason to feel apprehensive. Christianity

wholeheartedly reciprocates these kind sentiments. It says that

jewish souls are satanic and demonic forces.

RINAT - I must confess, I am attracted by the hypothesis we

have been offered. It certainly removes many a doubt which has

plagued me since some time. But some problems remain, and I hope

I can solve them with your help.

CAROL - I too have learned very much. But I too have a problem

which I shall submit here for you to help me solve.

RINAT - You say that in an individual, whatever its stage of

development, heart action and movements of the limbs are evidence

of life; and that in a living person a soul is present. What happens
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to the soul if a patient is braln-dead but bis breathing and heart

action are kept alive artifically ?

EQD - I should think that the neshama has left the body from

the moment the brain waves have ceased. There is every reason to

think that at that stage Nefesh and its life-force still exist within

the body, because organs of a body in such an apparent, or let us

say proved life-less, State can be transplanted - and can be made

to function by the recipient's ruach

RINAT - Like ova and sperma,

EO
_^
- Fertilization is after all a transplant.

RABBI - A living person has a definite personality. One may

say, that the soul makes up a person 's personality, At least to

a great extent. What happens, according to your hypothesis, to

an individual whose personality has deteriorated, even disappeared,

as for instance in a case of Alzheimer 's dsease ?

EO ^ - I do not think this question applies. As long as a human

being is alive he contains his Neshama as well as his Nefesh and

Ruach whatever the State of his personality. It is the body which

is sick. In an Alzheimer the central nervous System is affected

and not the soul. In such a case the normal neshama is harboured

by a sick body. However, there are no sick souls, no diseased or

damaged souls. I would go even further and say, that also in an

Alzheimer patient the soul is to some degree tested. I would go

still further even and imagine, that in their contact with an

Alzheimer patient the souls of the relatives, of the attendants

and of the human environment are tested.

RINAT - The character of such a patient 's human environment

is tested ! I like this idea.

EQ ^ - Indeed - for it provides a Situation which is similar

to any other Situation in which a person 's morals are tested.

AVNER - In the final analysis we have only to take care of

our souls. Our physical State and condition, the hurt and the

sufferings afflicting our bodies, do not count.

EGl - Of course, these count. But your reaction to your

physical conditions - and that of those who come into contact with

you - count a great deal as a test.

RABBI - The soul is holy. But in jewish thought also the body

is holy. It is not tainted by "original sin and carnal desires".

How do you fit this in ?

EO
_^
- The body is certainly holy. It is certainly the program

of nature - I say the Intention of the Creator - to have mankind
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grow up to a State of perfect physical and mental health.

CAROL - I have been wondering, how you might judge the moral

dilemma of a pregnant woman who demands an abortion; and of a doctor

who agrees to perform the abortion. How do they react, whether

or not they know that the embryo or fetus have a soul or not; whether

or not the aborted fruit harbours already a nefesh and ruach, that

is whether they harbour life ?

RABBI - This is indeed a problem as all life is sacred. In

Judaism abortion is permitted whenever the mother's life is in

danger; and whenever we have to deal with a case of rape or incest.

CAROL - Instinctively or subconsciously our reactions to an

abortion fit into such a Classification. In a woman - except for

one who for many years has attempted to get pregnant - the sight

of an aborted embryo of a few weeks will cause only a slight, if

any, psychological upset. Nor, I think, will she react stronger

if she sees the aborted fetus of a few months. But the miscarriage

at the end of the pregnancy, or the birth of a dead Infant, are

likely to cause a strong psychological reaction. It will make her

mourn as if for the death of a living person.

ASHER - The attitudes and decisions of many legislators and

theologians are directed by the fact that in the third semester

of a pregnancy the nervous System is already developed.

CAROL - Why is abortion permitted for rape and incest but not

otherwis ?

RABBI - Because it is murder.

AVNER - You would not agree to the abortion of a fetus because

this would amount to murder. But you would not mind murdering a

living being because it is the product or rape or incest.

RABBI - You have brought the 'Abortion Issue' into our

discussion. Be it so. Let us express our opinions. Is it only

a moral or also a legal question ? Do we load guilt upon us if

we annihilate a formed or even a forming life ?

CAROL - I have pondered this problem and have found the only

possible answer: in a democracy it should be left to the woman to

decide whether she wants to continue the pregnancy or not. If other

than health problems are put forth as indications - that is to say

when the woman cannot continue her pregnancy due social conditions

or reasons - our scoiety as a whole, every one of us is to be counted

not only responsible but also guilty.

ASHER - This should indeed be the right attitude. It is

also generally the legally accepted one, because the Authorities
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are of the opinion, that in the first trimester the fetus is not

yet alive. This is indeed an advantage, as otherwise those involved

would be accessory to infanticide.

AVNER - Were this so, every legally pronounced death sentence

too should be judged an attempted murder; and every execution a

planned murder.

ASHER - What you said is in fact a dilemma all over the

civilized world. In most all countries - except for Sweden, the

USA and China - abortion is made difficult by legal injunctions.

RABBI - How is the abortion issue handled in Israel ?

ASHER - It is only permitted in the first three months of

pregnancy - provided it is approved by a doctor. And this only

in women under the age of 17 and over 40; or if there are ethical

reasons like illegitimacy, rape, incest, the mother's health or

genetic defects.

AVNER - What, Rabbi, is the religious attitude ? What has

the so-called judaeo-christian ethic to say ?

RABBI - Within ancient jewish thought abortion was permitted.

Modern rabbinic thinking is divided. But there is a clear rabbinical

unanimity, that it is incumbent on a woman to undergo an abortion

if her own health is endangered.

AVNER " What has the Church to say in this matter ?

RABBI - The Church will not agree to an abortion under any

circumstance whatsoever. She bases her restrictive attitude on

the authority of the Holy Augustin who had ruled, that although

abortion is "less sinful" if it is performed before the fetus is

endowed with a soul, only God and not man knows when the embryo

or fetus are "ensouled". Therefore, abortion is a grave sin at

any stage of pregnancy.

CAROL - It comes again and again to this: whether the embryo

or fetus are already endowed with a soul or not. In this connection

the question arises, in how far the soul of a suicide may be affected

by such an argument. What says Judaism in the case of an intended

or successfgul suicide ?

RABBI - Nowhere in Jewish Scripture is suicide stamped a crime.

A military leader's honour demanded quasi, that he does not surrender

but takes his own life. But in jewish tradition there is hardly

a more serious or condemnable sin than suicide.

RINAT - Why ?

RABBI - Because a suicide not only destroys a human life but

it denies also God's desire for man to be positive and creative.
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EG) _ - What is the position of the legal branch of mankind ?

ASHER - The issue of suicide is viewed differently in the

various legal Systems of today's so-called judaeo-christian culture.

In general it is not an accepted nor a recommended way for a person

to make its voluntary exit from life. In many a country even a

man recovered from, or failed in, an attempted suicide is liable

to be persecuted.

AVNER - Allright ! But how does the soul of a suicide fit

into your own hypothesis ?

EO^- From my viewpoint it means, that by this action the soul

of the suicide has been made to fall its karman. Or better, it

has not been given a füll chance to act according to its karman.

AVNER - There will be an additional notch on his karman *s

escutcheon.

EO^- In theory man has the free will to do with his life as

he wishes. But by cutting short his life, the soul has not been

given the chnnce to clear any or part of its karmic load. It may

also mean, that it has been saved from further karmic guilt. For

whatever man does, or omits to do, affects his karman.

RINAT - How does your theory explain the suffering of the

innocents ?

E0_^- The suffering of an innocent person, especially of a

child, does not prove that I am wrong. It certainly does not

disprove my hypothesis. Karman answers your question in füll.

AVNER - Please be more specific ! How does your karman-theory

explain the death of an Infant ?

EQ^- It does not directly affect the soul itself. A tragic

episode like the death of an Infant may be due to an inherited

negative factor - that part which is within the domain of nefesh

and ruach and is not under the command or the control of the neshama.

It may also be a test for the parents or the society as a whole.

AVNER -Before we disperse, please enlighten me on one problem:

I have heard again and again that the soul is contained in the blood

of man and biest. Considering the fact that we accept it today

as an accepted fact that the soul is not contained in the blood,

I am allowed to ask why the jewish housewives continue to get every

drop of blood out of the meat or the chicken they bring from the

market ?

CAROL - It is true that the orthodox woman, the not-so-orthodox

woman and also the well-educated woman continue to make all meat

products kasher, by keeping the raw meat covered with salt for an
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hour or more - in this way effectively getting rid of all blood

therein. Why do they carry on with this out-of-date custom ?

EQ - It is an old-established custom - and it is difficult

to get rid of old-established customs.

RABBI - But it is not so wrong after all ! The blood is after

all the carrier of life. We all know only too well that when there

is no blood left, life too has ceased. What, therefore, is wrong

with one's wish to have every notion of life removed from the meat

or chicken one is going to eat ?
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TWENTY-THREE

CAROL - May I request you, Rabbi, to discuss with us a problem

which has bothered me since you have confronted us with our Jewish

identity. It is true, we have already talked about this and related

matters. But it has left me unsatisfied and somehow also confused.

We have heard that the soul is eternal, that after death it leaves

the body and even the earth. This is to me understandable, as also

Plato had maintained that the soul is divine; that it is imprisoned

in the mortal body; and that when ascending again to God the soul

must have freed itself from the objectionable earthly acquisitions

like passions, desires and so on. But I do not know how to fit

in the surprising fact, that our Sages of old and our philosophers

of today have not succeeded in providing us with a clearer picture

of the relationship between soul and body after death. On the other

hand I remember my parents lighten candles at the grave of relatives

I saw others pray at the grave of some Zadiq, a supposedly saintly

Jew.

RABBI - I remember such visits also in my own young days.

My parents believed in a certain miracle-producing Zadiq, a simple

man who earned his living as a shoemaker. For it is not necessary

that such kind of a mystic saint is or was a scholar or a member

of the religious hierarchy.

CAROL - I imagine that he has been turned into an avatar-like

figure.

AVNER - What does a Zadiq do ?

RABBI - A Zadiq is seen by his followers as an intermediary

between them and God. He is supposed to be near to God; to have

a direct communication with the Powers in Heaven. He is also

supposed to stay alive in his grave after his death. And he is

supposed to intervene, even after his death, for the wellbeing of

his disciples and followers.

EO
_^
- Also Islam knows of zadiq-like figures. I have met among

Moslems men who were respected and venerated as saints while alive.

And at the gravesides of such saints one can always find a number

of people praying for his Intervention with Allah.

CORAL - The Image of the Zadiq you describe, reminds me very
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much of the Bhodisattvah, the saint of the Buddhists.

RINAT - Explain this to me, please.

CAROL - According to ancient - and to this day still accepted

- Buddhist belief the Bhodisattvah is a Buddhist saint who has

reached enlightenment but does not want to make use of his right

to enter Nirvana, because he has chosen to remain in the world;

to have the wide world benefit by his presence; to help others so

they too may obtain enlightenment.

RINAT - Is this not also something to which the ancient Prophets

had aspired ? In other words: would you not say, that the mystics

of today and the Prophets of old belong into the same category ?

RABBI - Not at all. Firstly you must not put prophets and

mystics into the same basket. The only thing they have in common

is their occasional State of ecstasy. The mystic is as a rule a

self-centred man - one centred on his own splritual well-being.

The Prophet, on the other band, aims his message at the public at

large. He is gripped by the inner certainty that God has entrusted

them with a task. He feels that he has to spread God 's words.

He believes he has a mission to perform. The prophets commonly

State, that they do not preach on their own initiative but that

they have been instructed, ordered and sent by God to bring the

people back to a righteous life. In addition you will not find

an instance, where a Prophet has claimed or believed that he himself

had reached anything approaching a State of enlightenment.

EO ^ - It is my opinion, that by their direct involvement by

and with God they must certainly have qualified for a higher State

of being.

RABBI - The Prophets never thought themselves on such a higher

level. They saw themselves as Channels of communication. They

were messengers who conveyed an appeal of God to the Jewish people.

EO ^ ~ I agree that most of the ancient prophets were only piain

people. They were certainly not theologians nor philosophers. They

knew God and represented him in his relationship with man. They

knew well to express God 's concern for man.

CAROL - You mean to say that God spoke through them ?

RABBI - They never made such a claim. In their utterances

they translated into their own language and imagery what may have

been in their subconscious mind only a vague perception of the divine

message.

ASHER - Would you not agree that prophets do often sound

hysterical and emotional ?
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RABBI - I do not think you can call them either hysterical

or emotional. However, I am ready to concede that they may give

this Impression due to the zeal with which they give expression

to what overflows in their mind.

RINAT - Do you think God continues to appeal to mankind through

prophets, messengers or anything eise of this kind ?

RABBI - I am convinced that God intervenes at certain times

in the decourse of history, and especially so in the fate of the

Jewish people. Whether he does so through prophets or by other

means may depend on the circumstances. The bearer of such messages

may appear in manifold shapes. They may be statesmen, Journalist s,

scientists or one or the other welfare Organization. I could give

you an endless list of such possible Channels.

ASHER - Would you include the Holocaust in this list ?

AVNER - The Holocaust must have been such an occasion, when

a divine Intervention was called for. Where were the prophets in

those years ?

RABBI - In that days and under those circumstances the warning

voice or threatening tone of an old type of prophet would certainly

not have been the appropriate method to convey God 's message. Apart

from this you must not forget, that the prophets of old used in

the name of God expressions, threats and metaphors which in our

Society of today would hardly be found acceptable. They may have

had an effect in those years - but certainly they would not have

any today.

CAROL - Their 's was a language which their listeners must have

well understood. Today 's specimen of such type of prophets would,

of course, be using a language along with the kind of metaphors

which are appropriate to our times.

RABBI - Instead of the prophets we have today writers, poets,

philosophers, politicians and statesmen who take on this role.

EO ^ - Let US be clear in our minds that, notwithstanding the

harsh, cruel and often offensive language the prophets of old have

used - and which we accept without demurring when we read the weekly

Haftara portion - these prophets are an intrinsic part of the Jewish

history. They were well educated and eloquent people. They had

a good knowledge of the Scriptures. And in addition they were

excellent psychologists.

AVNER - Are you going to teil me that you accept the testimony

of these people as being made up of an absolute truth ? Do you

take literally their threats and trustfully their promises ?
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RABBI " Whatever criticism you may reise, it is a fact that

they were inspired men. They presented in their sermons the highest

ethical ideals. They possessed superior human qualities. They

knew the demands and the needs of their time. They must have been

inspired to preach in the name of God the truths, the love, the

ethics which had survived at the subconscious level in the jewish

nation while it was on the brink of a moral breakdown and was

threatened by ethical chaos.

CAROL - May we for a moment go back to our Zadiq, please ?

The continued attention such an individual enjoys even after his

death has to mean, I think, that according to jewish belief his

soul is still maintaining a close association with its body, also

when that lifeless body lies in its grave and has undergone a more

or less total decomposition ?

RABBI - This is indeed the populär belief among Jews. It seems

to me, that this belief dates back to the time in history when our

forefathers practised some kind of ancestor worship, This explains

the gifts of food which our ancestors regularly brought to the graves

of their deceased family members. All references to such a practice

must have been erased from the Scriptures, I believe - except for

the one which the censors overlooked and which I discovered in the

T'nach: I found a place where mention is made of a man who in his

defence declared, that among the food items he had on a certain

occasion brought to the grave of a relative there had not been any

any of the kind which is forbidden during a "Shmitta Year". Look

at the number of visitors praying daily at Rachel 's grave. Look

what is going on at the graves of the Patriarchs in the Cave of

Machpela. All this has to be taken as an indication that the

visiting worshippers believe there is still something left to be

worshipped inside the grave.

RINAT - I have seen many Jews pray at the tomb on the Zion's

Mount which is supposed to contain King David 's body. I have seen

many Jews pray at the tombs of the Patriarchs in the Cave of

Machpela. But not only Jews, also Moslems pray there regularly.

Does this imply that also in Islam the belief in the sanctity of

the grave exists ?

RABBI - Definitely so. We have touched on this point in a

previous discussion; but we have not gone into details about a

related issue which in our actual discussion is explanatory, viz:-

Islam's concept of the human soul. It will be worth our while to

throw some light on this point. The Qu' ran repeats to a great part
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what our own Scriptures teil, It speaks of RUH which is perceived

as the spirit; of Nafs, which is perceived as the soul, as the Seif.

Both Ruh and Nafs are the non-material part of man. Ruh comes from

God. God has breathed Ruh into Adam and thus brought him to life.

Ruh has been breathed into Mary and made her pregnant. Nafs, the

soul, is the moral and religious part in man. The soul, the Seif,

blames itself whenever the body commits a sin. There is, however,

the specific belief in Islam, that after death the soul will leave

the body for a short time, only to rejoin it soon afterwards - after

which it will remain with the body inside the grave until the Day

of Judgement. This will explain to you why one can see so many

supplicants around the many graves of moslem saints.

ASHER - Surprisingly this is not the case among the Saudis,

although they are supposedly the religious leaders of the moslem

World. I was told, that in Saudi Arabia no grave is marked; that

there are no graveyards in our sense; that the body of the dead

is put into a grave, which is covered with sand; that grave-stones

are not known in Saudia; and that soon nobody knows who is buried

and where. What may be the explanation ?

RABBI - I do not know. The Saudis will have a reason. Perhaps

because according to islamic doctrine the graves contain the bodies

and souls of sinners only, while those of martyrs, of holy men like

that of the prophets go straight to heaven.

EQ _^
- I think it is so because the rulers of Saudia belong

to the Wahabi sect which is very strict in its Interpretation of

the islamic faith. Along with other fundamentalist ideas the people

of Saudi Arabia do not acknowledge saints; and they abhor the respect

given to graves.

CAROL - I did not know of the customs in ancient Israel you

mentioned. I thought that only in ancient non-jewish cultures had

the belief persisted - as is shown by the food, Ornaments, weapons

etc. in the ancient tombs - that the dead survive in their graves.

RABBI - You will find that even in our days highly civilized

and educated people follow customs and rites which are based on

superstition and are grounded in magic. As intellignt and eductated

people we should never indulge in judging or criticizing other

people 's customs, traditions and belief. We should always be aware

of the fact that myths and superstititions have taken a great hold

of humankind's Imagination. Let us by all means continue to light

a candle for the dead - and while doing so remember the dead person.

But we should not imagine, that with the lighted candle we recall
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the dead person's soul from the grave or from anywhere eise. And

let US never nourish the belief, that the candle we lighten might

in any way be of benefit to the body inside the grave.

AVNER - But when you said Kadish over Chaim's body you must

have thought, that the poor man in his grave was going to benefit,

if not profit, from your Intervention,

RABBI - You are wrong in thinking that this is the purpose

of the Kadish prayer. Do you realize that in the Kadish nothing

is mentioned of death, of grave, of redemption and so on ? The

Kadish is only a prayer in which we praise God in memory of the

dead,

RINAT - Do the souls which have been delivered from the body

ever return to earth ? I do not think of reincarnation or of

transmigration at this moment. My question is: do souls continue

to maintain a contact, some kind of an affectionate association,

with the survivors of their family ?

RABBI - Nothing of this kind has ever been known to have

occurred.

RANIT - What does this indicate ?

RABBI - It can only mean that God, that Instance and Power

which directs our world, has thought it wise that such an association

does not continue,

EO ^ - May I be permitted to dif fer ? To me it indicates that

after death the soul has no further interest in the society it has

left; and equally not, once it has left the body, in its past earthly

existence, To say this in other words: the soul has left its former

surroundings for ever, It has cut off for ever all connections

with its mortal body, and no less also with all the mortals it has

left behind. In still clearer words: All what has happened during

that life cycle is of no significance anymore to the departed soul,

For I see it as a basic part of the divine plan, that the body

transmits the nefesh, the inheritable mass to the next generation;

and that the neshama provides the ethic direction as well as the

intellectual guidance for this process throughout it sojourn within

the mortal body, But the soul itself, the neshama, remains

unaffected in its purity by any defects or mishaps of the body,

Nor are there after death anymore bands of sentiments or questions

of responsibility connecting the souls with the body, The soul

has only been affected by its mental, its spiritual, and its moral

reactions to the exigencies to which the body-soul partnership is

exposed during that life-span. And at the same time the neshama
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endeavours to cleanse away that which has negatively affected it

in the course of that last incarnation, and - as is usually the

ease - also that which it has carried over from previous sojourns.

With the death of the individual the pursuit of these purposes has

come to an end - whether successfully fulfilled or not. The earthly

remnants have no significance for the soul's continued development

- which is, after all, its overall purpose.

ASHER - You maintain, if I understood you well, that until

it has achieved its ultimate purity, the soul will have to find

a resting place in one body after the other ?

AVNER - Possibly in the body of some member of his own family

or in that of a jewish neighbour ?

EG) - You have misunderstood me, it appears. That soul, which

had once inhabited the entombed jewish body, may for all I know

have now become incorporated into some catholic nun in Rorae or some

coolie in China or some tribal chief in Africa. Had the soul of

a Jew to wait for another Jewish body to enter, it would have to

join the endless queue of "unemployed" souls made up of the six

million victims of the Nazis.

RABBI - To this endless column will be steadily added the souls

of the assimilated and converted Jews of America and elsewhere.

ASHER - Does what you have been saying fundamentally not deny

a resurrection ?

RABBI - In general it can be said, that belief in an after-life

is common to all ancient religions - including traditional Judaism.

But this does not apply to modern religious conceptions including

that of modern Judaism.

EO - Nowhere have I found resurrection mentioned in the jewish

Bible.

ASHER - And, as far as I know, this would also contradict the

accepted jewish belief s of today.

RABBI - Let me, in reply to your question, expand on what I

said. It is true, "T^hiath hamethim", the chance for the dead

to arise - mainly so that they may receive their due reward or

punishment - does not appear in the Bible. There it is clearly

stated that man receives all his reward and punishment during his

lifetime on earth. As I have already explained, soul and body are

stored in Sheol until the time the Messiah comes and everybody

has to face the Eternal Judge. For this reason the wise men must

in the past have found it unnecessary to introduce the concept of

a resurrection into the jewish belief System. However, there is
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mention in the Talmud of a resurrection of the dead at a certain

point in the future. But in that text it is not expressed in

anything like a clear-cut definition or doubt-free interpretation.

The belief in Resurrection, as well as that in some kind of a

Hereafter, in a Messiah, in Hell, in a Day of Judgement and so on

are later additions. It may be taken for granted, that they have

been absorbed from surrounding cultures where such a 'post-mortem'

future was the accepted theology.

RINAT - Can I conclude from what we heard, that the "Hereafter"

and the "After-life" have the same meaning ? If not, i ow would

you define each of them ?

RABBI - The 'Hereafter' is that metaphysical expanse which

comprises all which is supposed to go on after our death. After-

life is primarily the specific belief in an existence after death

- and secondarily in an ultimate judgement of our life on earth.

Both, the specifically described 'Hereafter' and the vaguely

circumscribed 'Afterlife' play a greater role in Christianity than

in Judaism or Islam.

ASHER - As far as I know, also Judaism promises some kind of

an Hereafter. I remember that in our prayers mention is made of

God's kingdom on earth...

RABBI - You must not take this prophecy literallyy. The

Prophets meant the establishment of an ethics-dominated life on

earth. But it does not mean a reward for the individual survivor.

Only the nation as a whole will be the beneficiary.

CAROL - I remember Adam Smith having said: "Jews have a

hereditary Opposition to life beyond the grave".

RINAT - He may have been right insofar as Jews, no less than

other people, repress that which causes them discomfort.

ASHER - All we have heard mentioned just now refers to the

immortality of the soul. Is immortality not a priori on the program

of every religion present and past ?

CAROL - You cannot generalize in this way. Buddhism, and also

Hinduism for example, do not preach that, after samsara - the cycle

of rebirths - has come to an end, there will be some kind of life

after death. Instead they preach that there will be total and final

extinction. There is the story of a buddhist intellectual who asked

a Christian in disbelief: "....does your Christian doctrine mean

that you have to live forever ?"

RABBI - May I say, that there is some justif ication for Asher's

question ? Every religion has its own Variation of this theme.
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For instance: you will remember that according to the Kabbala people

are awarded or punished in series of consecutive "gilgulim", that

is in a consecutive series of reincarnations. I want you to take

note that next to the principle of incarnation also quite specific

explanations are provided in the Kabbala which you will not find

in other doctrines of this kind: for instance, a male soul can enter

a female body and vice versa. These gilgulim - i.e. the times a

soul has to undergo reincarnations - may number three or even up

to a thousand.

RINAT - How does this differ from the Purgatory ?

RABBI - Purgatory is a purely Christian concept. In general

it is not perceived as a place of punishment, but as a place and

a time of purification. A soul may even go from there straight

into heaven.

RINAT - Let us hear some more about the Hereafter, that is:

how in ancient and modern religious views the survival of a human

being and its following resurrection is described.

RABBI - It is by far not only a theological concept, There

are also philosophers who believed that suffering in this world

is balanced by bliss in the Hereafter,

CAROL - While others, like Kant, teil us that Reason regulates

all ideas; and that these bring forth and construct ideas in turn;

and that it is the ideas which survive.

RABBI - In Kant's philosophy soul, world, God are the ultimate

synthetic principles of Reason.

ASHER - I hope you will not think me frivolous when I mention

an article I have read only recently. In this article an english

scientist proposes to apply advanced laboratory technique to measure

or weigh the soul. He hoped also with his method to put some

theological ideas to a quantitative test.

CAROL - I hope this scientist does not think he can compete

with the antique gods of Egypt, Anubis and Thoth, who balanced the

hearts of the dead against feathers.

RINAT - Let us give that english scientist the benefit of the

doubt. He may have been serious in proposing his program.

RABBI - Fortunately we are still far from applying scientific

Standards to religion. The outcome would only shame science as

well as religion because our sciences do not yet know to apply

scientific exactitudes without mixing in conjectures - not even

when they make use of the religions' armoury to turn man into an

ethical being.
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EQ. - I feel somehow upset when I witness an attempt to

introduce science, or scientific principles, into the realm of

religion. I react thus not only when atheists or agnostics do so

in Order to discredit what religion has to say, but also when

well-meaning individuals do so in order to support one or the other

episode which clearly is either a metaphor or an unexplainable meta-

physical happening. Religion and science do not meet. Science

demands a rational explanation for everything; while religion can

and will fill in any gaps when necessary.

AVNER - Are you - and is every other unabashed montheist -

truly honest with himself ? Does the faithful believer in a God

and Creator not suppress any or all scientific data which do not

agree with his religious persuasion ? Mind you, I do not accuse

you of dishonesty; I have a subconscious reaction in mind.

EGD - An educated, intelligent and truly religious person is

not so easily deviated from his faith by scientific discoveries

or conclusions. Of course, I can speak only for myself.

RINAT - Take Einstein as an example who was a very religious

person.

EG) - Science is not the answer to the problems which - without

fall - do come to the surface in a religion. The modern sciences,

especially physics, are abstract in nature and are difficult to

understand. And the more they progress the less they are understood

by people outside their own restricted circle. The main obstacle

- not only in my personal experience - is the indispensable knowledge

of an unusually complicated System of mathematics which very few

possess. You may believe me if I say - this is not my own discovery

but is based on what I read only very recently -• that at the moment

the number of the persons who understand this kind of mathematics

is less than a hundred in the entire world.

AVNER - Be this as it may, you will in any case have to agree

that there is a contradiction between science and revelation, between

rationalism and faith ?

RABBI - There certainly is. They do not even complete each

other. Science is based on facts and observations - not on personal

experiences and beliefs. Nor are subconscious sensations.

AVNER - Rightly and with justification science does not and

cannot support a belief in a supposedly superior, naturally

established scheme of things without looking for proof. Whatever

theory you may bring forth - it cannot be tested nor disproved.

And therefore such a theory cannot be accepted.
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RABBI - The increasing ränge of scientific knowledge - combined

with man 's steadily increasing power over nature - is frightening

to US. You may teil me, that this is enough to limit the influence

of religion in the modern world. I think the contrary is true,

I believe this State of affairs makes a return to religion more

likely, Why ? Because people look for protection against their

fear that the excessive power man is gaining day by day may end

in disaster. Possibly some inevitable retaliation of nature or

God or anything like this may be the result. Yes, I come more and

more to the conviction, that religion will serve more and more as

a catalyst against nature 's power. Against earthquakes, for

instance; or against steadily more terrible weather conditions;

or against the fear of an approaching ice age.

CAROL - What you said sounds very much like a return to the

times, when the primitive people created religion in their search

for protection against powerful natural forces. Or when they

searched for help against the hostile gods.

RABBI - Such renewals have been frequent occurrences in

mankind's history. In ancient times there was nothing which in

the slightest is comparable to what we call science today. All

mishaps were believed to be the revenge acts of hostile powers.

Whenever and wherever science began to flower - and began to find

explanations for what is going on around us - it was considered

an enemy by the allmighty Church. This was the case when the Church

condemmned Copernicus and Gallilei, because their theory that the

earth moves around the sun contradicted the word of God in the Bible
»

- and everything written in the Bible was taken as absolutely truth.

Gallilei 's crime was compounded still further, because he had among

other things also raised the possibility, that there could be life

on the moon. How could this be reconciled with the unequivocal

Statement in the Bible that Adam had been the first man, and that

all animals now in existence derive from those which had been saved

in Noah's Ark ?
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TWENTY-FOUR

ASHER - In our schooldays we imbibed a healthy respect for the

wisdom of Buddha; and especially so for his sensitivity to mankind's

Spiritual needs. We have also learned to have a deep respect for the

knowledge of the exponents of Hinduism; and in partlcular for that of

the Brahmins. Whenever we talked in our actual conversations about

what is, for me at least, difficult to fathom - for instance the human

soul - some of you have frequently mentioned Hinduism and Buddhism as

having provided you with guidelines for a better apprehension of the

various topics we touched upon in our talks, Can we spend some time

on expounding some basic facts to those among us who confess to have

only a minimal knowledge in this specific field ?

EG) ^ - I shall gladly do so, and Carol will certainly assist me.

However, the vastness of the matter will force us to be very selective

and to concentrate on that minimum which will help us along in the

discussion of our specific project, Should you after we have done -

except for some clarification here and there - still feel the need of

a deeper exposition, you will have to turn to the relevant literature.

The original invaders into India, those who around the 17th Century

BCE penetrated over the Himalayas from Iran, brought with them a belief

System which is detailed in the Veda scriptures. These are still

available in their entirety. They have been very thoroughly studied

in the West.

ASHER - What specifically are the Vedas ?

CAROL - The Vedas comprise the hymns and sacrificial formulas which

had developed in the course of the centuries - although Hindu's religious

establishment makes the claim that they had been divinely revealed.

Although the Vedas - the word means 'knowledge' - had originally not

been written down, and for long centuries been only orally transmitted

from generation to generation, it has never lost its ancient form, sense

and essence.

RABBI - This method of transmitting and preserving a sacred text

is not an unusual feature. This was the method of preservation of all

which had once been revealed. And this was the method by which all

the knowledge which in early times the religions claimed to possess.
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was passed on from generation to generation. Apart from some engravings

on stones or paintings in caves, nothing was ever written down in the

early stages of mankind.

EQ - In fact, the content of the Vedas is called the 'Sruti' -

which Word can be translated as "that which is heard".

CAROL - And now to some specific concepts of the the Vedic religion.

It says, that man harbours a soul which survives after his physical

death. This belief of the Vedic religion wa expressed during the early

stages of its evolveraent in the kind of ancestor-worship which is already

familiär to us from what we have heard on other occasions, viz:- in

the food which had regulär ly to be offered to the dead and so on. Around

the 7th or \ th Century BCE - when the Upanishads were written down -

we notice the first indications of the belief in a transmigration of

the souls. Along with this also the karman principle was for the first

time developed. Modern researchers - western and eastern - cannot agree

whether this development was caused by a continued or a renewed Iranian

influence; or whether it was due to the Greek influence which had begun

to penetrate the then known civilized world; or whether it was adopted

from the original dravidian population of Northern India which had been

steadily displaced and pushed southwards by the invading aryans.

EO - Although it has to be accepted as a fact, that Hinduism

incorporates the concept of a soul, it has not created a special word

for it. Commonly 'Atman', the Seif, is given the meaning we have of

the soul. But there are differences between the Hindu' s Atman and our

view of the soul.

CAROL - If there are indeed differences, they are so very subtle

that they should not concern us here. While the human soul is within

the human body - Hinduism teaches - it represents the 'Seif in man.

While the soul is imprisoned inside the mortal body, it is supposed

to be inevitably polluted. In order to be given an opportunity to free

itself from its impurities, the soul has to be reincarnated again and

again. But by means of ritual purifications it can be saved from this

unpleasant fate and be set free. Once purified and free, the soul is

brought into harmony with the balanced universe.

EG).- Atman, as you heard mentioned, is the Seif. Atman is the

life-giving breath. Atman has also the meaning of thought and activity.

Atman is, according to the Upanishads, the imperishable part of man.

The Vedic hymns sing of "the gods (who) live within man..." and "all

the gods are within me .

CAROL - Originally and ultimately Atman is a part of Brahman, the

Universal Seif. And thus the soul is part of, and identical with,
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Brahman the Universal Spirit - who ordains and Institutes the incarnation

of the human Seif. It is the human soul - the Atman-Self in man - which

migrates, transmigrates and reincarnates. But Brahman himself - of

who Atman is an integral part - never migrates. Both are eternal. They

never transmigrate or reincarnate. They are the non-migrating, deathless

Etheral Seif.

EAO - In this concept of the cosmic order, you will have to

perceive Atman as the microcosmos and Brahman as the macrocosmos.

ASHER - Can you, please, define for us in a more detailed way the

roles played by Brahman and Atman ?

CAROL - Whenever I myself have put this very same question to my

teachers I was told, that Brahman-Atman cannot be perceived. Indeed,

they cannot be defined.

EG) - The teaching goes, that hey can only be feit by experience.

This is expressed in the Upanishads, where Brahman is described as the

"one who cannot be spoken of in words, but is one with whom words are

spoken" and as "....he is that which cannot be imagined by the mind.

But he is one which makes the mind think'\

CAROL - And finally: Atman, the eternal Seif in man, is neither

directly nor indirectly affected by the life of man itself.

RABBI - Exactly what we have heard defined before as the specific

role of the human soul !

RINAT - In how far do Brahman and Atman differ ?

CAROL - Brahman is above everything. He is unaffected by all which

goes on in the Universe. He is unapproachable to any human quest. Atman,

however, is within man himself.

EG) " We have to mention that a certain part of the Seif is provided

by the body. It is the Miva', which is made up of the Manas and the

Noun. These are parts of the soul which the Seif has formed. These

two particles are only temporary creations. They do not survive with

the soul; nor do they become reincarnated. In other words: Manas and

Noun are again destroyed when the individual dies.

RABBI " Where, according to the Hindu scriptures, did the soul

originate ? Whereto does it go after death ? Whereto does it

ultimately belong ?

CAROL - It was Brahman, the original source who - according to

the Upanishads - has created along with the world also the individual

souls. On entering an earthly body, the soul gets caught in the world

of Maya, the "World of Illusion and of Suffering". The soul is a

prisoner within the body. After death it is not set free, but has to

be reincarnated, that is to say, it will be imprisoned again. To be
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born is, therefore, a misfortune for the soul.

RABBI - MAYA is a very important factor in Hinduism, I remember.

AVNER - What is Maya about ?

EQ_^- Maya has a complex meaning. It is generally perceived as

an illusion; but it has the ultimate meaning of creation and process.

In the Vedas it has the approximate meaning of transforming an idea

into a concrete something,

CAROL - The gods, according to the Upanishads, used Maya to create

the World.

EG)^- Maya is "an emanation of the phenomenal world by Brahman,

the Cosmic Seif", as somebody once explained to me. "It is the

metaphysical principle which transforms the eternal into something

tangible.

CAROL - Hinduism and Buddhism have sharply contrasting ideas about

the Interpretation of Maya. In Hinduism Maya is the mysterious power

of self-transformation. In Buddhism, on the other band, it is perceived

as a maliciously minded destructive power.

RINAT - Can you teil me in clearer words wherefrom the soul comes

according to the belief of the Hindus ? And whereto do they think the

soul will ultimately go ?

EG)_^- It is a basic part of the Hindu doctrine, that the soul is

an emanation of Brahman; and that it has existed before the body was

formed. When in the course of 'samsara' - the eternally turning wheel

of recurring lives and rebirths - the soul is finally purged of all

its impurities; and when has been cleansed of all its imperfections

- it loses its individuality and merges once more with the Absolute.

RABBI - From your words I learn, that in Hinduism a deity, some

divine being - whatever name it may have - reigns supreme. I never

realized this.

E0_- In general terms, Hinduism can definitely be called a theistic

religion. Brahman, who is without beginning and without end, is the

Supreme Being. Brahman is ineffable, non-conceptual, immutable and

eternal. As you have already heard, every human being harbours Brahman

as Atman, as the Seif, as the soul, within himself. Ultimately and

basically it is the Hindu's aim and aspiration in life to establish

a Union with Brahman.

CAROL - It has, however, to be pointed out that - contrary to most

all other religions - Hinduism is not a religion with a positive attitude

to life. It teaches that life is filled with misery. It teaches that

man has to live with this misery until he achieves his 'Moksa', his

Spiritual liberation.
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AVNER - How can man get his moksa ?

RINAT - Moksa is the release of the soul ?

EG) _ - Moksa - it is also called 'Mukhti - is a person's release

from Samsara, and thus from his karman and its bürden.

CAROL - Man can achieve his moksa by extinguishing all his earthly

aspirations and desires. When he has reached this stage and the soul

is liberated, the soul will join Brahman and become Brahman itself.

EQ ^ - In the Bhakhti form of Hinduism 'mukhti' is achieved at the

time of death.

CAROL - Hinduism had once upon a time, that is in its early stages,

a definite gnostic feature when it preached, that salvation is achieved

by insight or gnosis.

AVNER - The Hindus must have their kind of Bible too, I suppose.

I might in my leisure time try to study. What can you reccommend ?

EQ ^ - The Hindu religion possesses a number of Scriptures which

I am going to mention in passing. The Vedic Aryans, before they migrated

from 1700 BCE onwards to the North-West of India, had for a number of

centuries been living among the Iranian Aryans. The influence of the

latter can be detected in the early teaching of Hinduism. There is

the Rigveda. There are the Upanishads. There is plenty to be learned

from these. In principle, youou can learn very much from the Indians'

religious philosophy. It is of a high Standard.

CAROL - Allow me to point out again that Indian religious philosophy

has been enriched by the influence which Zoroastrianism had on its origin

and development.

RABBI - Do you mean by Zoroastrianism 's dualism ?

CAROL - By all of Zoroastrianism, but least by its dualism.

RINAT - Does this Zoroastrianism still exist ?

CAROL - Zoroastrianism, the ancient iranian religion, is still

practiced today - though outside modern moslem Iran - by the Parsis.

It is, as you have heard, a so-called dualistic religion which teaches,

that two fundamental, causal, opposing principles dominate the world:

good and bad; light and darkness; spirit and matter; Ying and Yang.

EQ ^ - Zoroastrianism - also called Mazdaism - was founded in Iran

some 3000 years ago by Zoroaster. It is next to Judaism perhaps the

oldest monotheism. Ahura Mazda is the wise God. Zoroastrianism is

a monotheistic as well as a dualistic religion. This is in itself not

a contradiction, as in this instance the dualism is not a characteristic

of the Divinity, but is made to explain the place which evil occupies

in our world. 'Spenta Mainyu', the beneficient spirit and 'Angra Mainyu*

the hostile one, are the twin children of Ahura Mazda, the creator of
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heaven and earth, of day and night, of light and darknes. Man has to

face both the good and the evil - and he will decide which he prefers

to follow,

CAROL - A principal iranian teaching is, that the divine spirit

- that cosmic part which is imperishable - is made of light. This light

is contained in the "human seed". In the process of procreation the

light in the seed is transmitted from one body to the other. This

doctrine provided a basis for the Hindu principle of samsara, the cycle

of births and deaths.

RABBI - After all you have explained, it is more appropriate, I

think, to define Zoroastrianism not as a dualistic religion, but as

a religion with dualistic features.

EG) - Teil US why you think so, please.

RABBI - Fundamentally, dualism has an ethic basis: it explains,

as you mentiond, the origin of evil. According to the dualistic

principle man is at every moment in his life made to face the problem

of evil and of suffering. Dualism, within the frame of a religion,

forces man to chose between good and evil.

RINAT - All this sounds so very intriguing. Does this indicate

that the Iranians believe in a Divinity and in man 's soul.

CAROL - Quite unequivocally so. I agree with you: Zoroastrianism

is a most interesting religion. At least this is my personal opinion.

RINAT - It will surely interest us to hear a more detailed

description.

CAROL - Zoroastrianism is primarily a monotheistic religion, as

you know already. You heard already that Ahura Mazda, the Wise Lord,

created heaven and earth, day and night, light and darkness. The soul

which man carries within himself is that part of the organism which

survives after death. It is the receiver of - and is responsible for

- reward and punishment. The body is only a receptacle for the soul.

The dead body is unclean to such a degree, that neither the earth should

be offended by burying the body therein, nor the holy fire desecrated

by cremating the body. The dead body is instead exposed under the open

sky, to be devoured by vultures. There is another intoresting feature:

at death the soul is believed to become separated from the body. Three

days after death, and following its painful Separation from the body,

the soul of the just will meet their 'Daena*, the Image of their own

Seif disguised as a beautiful girl. She invites the soul to cross the

'Chivat Bridge', the knife-edge-thin "Bridge of Separation". The

righteous will cross safely and reach Heaven and the Infinite Light.

The sinners will drop from the bridge - into hell. Those who are found
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not to be very perfect but still not too bad, will have to spend a time

in some kind of limbo, At the time of the Last Judgement the soul will

be reunited with its body and come back to life.

RABBI - What do the Hindu scriptures say about God, the human soul,

and how the world was created ?

CAROL - The Hindu concept of God, of the soul, of the human creation

is reflected in the cosmology of their Scriptures,

EO - This is indeed the case. The Rigvada teils, that the world

originated from the breathing of 'Tad Erom', a name which translates

as 'That One\ At a later stage of their religion's development, the

Brahamanas - one of Hinduismus scriptures - maintained that it had been

Brahman, the Lord of Creation, who had created the world. The Vedas,

on the other hand, say that the Cosmos originated from the sacrifice

of "Purusa" - who is figured as a primordial superman - whose parts

formed the world *s sun, moon, stars etc. The Bhagavadgita - which is

a part of the Vedanta - teils, that life and all that exists in the

Cosmos is the due to the Intervention of Krishna, who is the primal

spirit. He is also thought to be the original Purusa, the source of

all beings, the seed of all. He is the original universal father from

whose seed all living beings originated. To him mankind owes also the

Institution of Samsara, the Wheel of Existence, the series of rebirths.

RABBI - How does the physically orientated Yogi teaching reflect

on the concept of a human soul ?

EO ^ - Fundamentally there is no difference between their belief

and that of the main stream of Hinduism. Only the approach is different.

The human soul, Yogi teaches, is made up of Purusa, the undestructible,

unchangeable Seif; and of Prakarti, the matter, which is changeable

and perishable. Moksa, the deliverance from the eternal cycle of

rebirths - of which you have already heard - begins as soon as the Seif

remembers its origin. And with the help of the specific, physically

oriented Yoga discipline, the Seif will dissociate itself from the world

of matter.

RABBI - Can it not be said that most Indian religious philosophy

is negatively oriented ?

EQ _ - You must be thinking of Maya, the principle of Illusion of

which has already been mentioned. It is far more influential in buddhist

teaching, where is perceived as a destructive factor. Maya negatively

affects mainly the human personality. Within the meaning of Maya all

life is an Illusion. Nothing is real. Only the non-physical, the

Spiritual dimension, is reality. Once a person has realized this as

the truth, Maya the Illusion loses its effect. The soul of those who
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do not realize this, will have to be reincarnated again and again,

ASHER - That is to say, until it reaches Moksa, its liberation

and salvation, and its State of bliss ?

CAROL - Not quite. In Indian philosophy this liberation is not

considered a State of bliss, It is negatively interpreted as a State

of total cessation where all suffering has ceased.

AVNER - Is this all there is to be gained in Nirvana ?

EQ ^ - I realize you need a better understanding of what Nirvana

means. Nirvana is not perceived in the same way by the various Indian

religions, You are right: in Hinduism it means a State of eternal bliss.

In Jainism - an important splinter religion of Hinduism - Nirvana is

an undescribable, a passionless State beyond the world, somewhere at

the ceiling of the universe. Nirvana will only be reached after many

reincarnations - and this in accordance with the individual's karman.

CAROL - Buddhism has a different conception of Nirvana. Our life,

our existence on earth, is like a flame from which the other flames

of all the following rebirths are kindled. This goes on until the flame

is harboured in an enlightened individual, When this blesed individual

ceases to exists - when in profane language this individual dies - the

flame is extinguished. This is Nirvana.

ASHER - And what about the Hindus' Moksa ?

EG)
_^
- With Hinduismus Moksa - an individual 's final liberation

- the Seif of the human being reaches its goal, which is Nirvana. The

Hindus' Nirvana, the totally unlimited State of bliss, is reached at

the end of Samsara, the wheel of birth, of deaths and of rebirths.

CAROL - However, in the main stream of Hinduism Nirvana does not

mean the union of the soul, the Atman, with Brahman, the ultimate deity,

or any other form of unqualfied communion with the Godhead.

EO ^ - Let me add to what has been said before. The buddhist view

of Nirvana differs also in this respect. It is the State into which

one enters after having overcome all one's cravings. This goal is

reached through the extinction of all one's desires.

CAROL - This sounds piain and simple, but every Buddhist will teil

you, that Nirvana is far more; that in truth his concept of Nirvana

cannot be described in human terms. Nirvana 's form or shape cannot

be even approximately described, you may be told. It cannot be explained

in a discussion nor depicted in examples. Yet it exists. It is a lofty,

an exalted State free of passions. It brings joy and spreads light.

Each of the various Schools of Buddhism has its own additional conception

of Nirvana. In Mahayana Buddhism it is the State of ultimate perfection.

But this State at best the monk can achieve.
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RABBI - Is the monk that Bhodisattva you mentioned ?

CAROL - A monk can become a Bhodisattva, but the 'Aharant' - as

such a monk is designed - who has reached sainthood, strives to enter

Nirvana. He differs from the 'Bhodisattvah' who - as you know already

- has achieved perfection but refuses to enter Nirvana. Instead he

returns to samsara - that is to say he re-enters the earthly life -

in Order to make it possible for as many persons as possible to also

enter Nirvana in due course.

EQ ^ - Although, in general terms, it is the spiritual aspiration

of a Buddhist to achieve enlightenment, it should not be overlooked

that - as you know by now - the nirvana of Buddhism has taken on a mainly

negative meaning. When reaching nirvana the individual is more or less

annihilated. Nothing is left of him or her.

CAROL - It is interesting that, although Buddhism denies the

existence of a deity, it accepts within its concept of Nirvana and Dharma

the idea of a transcient enlightened Absolute Being of some kind.

EO ^ - Let me add, that the Buddha himself, the Gautama Buddha,

the Enlightened One, had been released from Samsara, the series of

recurring births. He enjoyed a privileged fate - in some sense like

Elyah and Enoch - but he is not viewed and venerated as a godhead.

ASHER - What does Dharma mean ?

CAROL - To the Buddhist Dharma means the truth which underlies

and transcendents all existence, even though, as already mentioned,

Buddhism rejects the principle of an eternal and unchanging soul or

Seif.

EG) ^ - Dharma has a somewhat dif ferent meaning in Hinduism and its

other daughter religions, Jainism and Sikhism. It has a meanining

similar to that which religion has for us. It expresses religious

belief s and practices. It expresses the natural order, the cosmos.

It is the law according to which samsara, the destiny of the world and

of man, proceeds.

CAROL - In other words: Dharma is truth, knowledge, morality and

duty. It is the moral law which demands moral behaviour.

RINAT - IVhat about Bhakhti, which you mentioned once, and which

I found to my 1 iking ?

CAROL - Bhakhti is a theistic movement which has evolved from

traditional Hinduism. It searches for the development of a relationship

with the God Vishnu in whatever avatar form he may appear.

ASHER - What about avatar ?

CAROL - The avatar is an enlightened spirit or a god who has

returned to earth in human form.
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EQ - He may also be an individual with god-like characteristics

and knowledge.

CAROL -Vishnu is the benevolent god who appears as such a avatar.

Also Shiva can appear as an avatar. She is the goddess of good and

evil, of fertility and abstinence who creates and destroys.

EQ - In Bhakti the followers approach the godheads with deep

devotion. This satisfies the human need of a direct communication with

the godhead - for Brahman is far too distant and austere.

CAROL - Also to the buddhist devotee Buddha himself is too distant

and too austere, although he is a non-figure. The Bhodisattvah takes

on the role of an intermediary with the Buddha.

AVNER - And whereas the Buddha has ceased to exist, the Bhodisattvah

acts as intermediary with something which may not even exist ? Please,

do not mind if I think this is funny.

#
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T W E N T Y - FIVE

RABBI - Buddhism has enjoyed world-wide attention in the last few

decades. Yoga and Zen are today practised by many people in the West.

I have noticed, that this is also the case among the Jewish intelligenzia

of this country. I was, therefore, not surprised to discover, that

I have begun to share your keenness to learn more about this ancient

indian religious and philosophical entity.

AVNER - I am not surprised either about my newly evolving interest

in Buddhism. However, I must confess that in my case it is more a

personal curiosity than an intellectual involvement. The attraction

Buddhism has for me and for large sectors of the population is due,

in my opinion at least, to the fact that it does not demand a theistic

commitment.

RABBI - Let us not go further and accept the fact, that there is

a general, world-wide interest, without bothering for the moment what

the reason may be. However, as is the case with all intellectual matters

- especially with regard to those who belong into the realm of spiritual

matters - half-knowledge and insufficient Information may do more härm

than one might otherwise expect. Let us, therefore, make use of the

opportunity offered us here and today, to learn more about the meaning

and the content, the spirit and the ideology of Buddhism. In particular

and above all we will be interested to learn about the attitude of the

Buddhists to a divinity; about their concept of the Divine in general;

about their concept of man 's life and death; about man 's fate after

his death; about what they think of man 's soul - or better said, what

makes them think man is not endowed with a soul.

EG) _ - Buddhism is unique insofar as it is not a scripture-bound

faith. Nor can it be called a compacted, clearly confined religion.

Instead, it is a religion based on a conglomerate of musings, sayings

and preachings which are traditionally attributed to its founder, the

Buddha Gautama. Added to the basic doctrine resulting therefrom are

the interpretations of these musings, sayings and preachings of The

Buddha which other Buddhas - enlightened men who followed the Buddha

and are also titled thus - have, in the course of the centuries following

the Buddha Gautama's death, pronounced in his name.

CAROL - A Buddhist is also unique insofar, as he does not pray
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in the sense we perceive a prayer. Meditations take the place of the

usual, the conventional prayers. In his meditations the Buddhist does

not approach a Superior Being for help or favours like the adherents

to other religions are wont to do, Not only does the Buddhist never

address a God in his meditations - he never addresses even the Buddha

himself in such a State, However, the Buddhist will explain to you,

that by means of his meditations, and by the insight he gains thereby

of himself, he feels elevated into a higher State of trascendence.

EO - According to Buddhist teaching it is useless to approach

any of the gods which exist in the Hindu pantheon, because these gods

are by far not in a position to be of help; because they suffer from

the same pains, sorrows and vices as the human beings; and becayse they

are affected by the same existential difficulties and psychological

Problems as the human beings do. They too have to undergo rebirths.

They too will disappear. In short: the gods cannot help us.

CAROL - I personally find it regretful, that the original teaching

of the Buddha has not been preserved in its purity and simplicity. You

will hardly encounter today a Buddhist who adheres to Buddha 's original

teachings without his having added to them; without having distracted

from them; without otherwise having made changes in them.

EO - There is also otherwise no more a generally accepted and

acknowledged doctrine of Buddhism. In the course of the centuries

Buddhism has split into many sects or schools. It would be far too

exhausting - and in our group here of little value - should we give

a description of even a quarter of them. Let it suffice that I mention

two: the HINAYANA direction and the MAHAYANA direction. The uniqueness

of the former - which is also called the "Lesser Vehicle" - is the belief

that everybody can become an enlightened Buddha by his own efforts;

and that everybody has thus the opportunity to gradually Institute his

own progress to salvation. The Mahayana direction - also called the

"Greater Vehicle" - preaches that man can gain his salvation already

in his lifetime by means of prayers and good deeds, by self-restraint

and by the renounciation of desires.

CAROL - All in all Buddhism offers a vast, an enormous, and a most

fascinating field of study. In our circle and within our program we

can only touch its fringes. If you want to learn more about Buddhism

than the inevitably superficial description you are going to hear from

US here, you will on your own have to study its history along with its

precepts. Believe me, both of these are worth a doeper study. But

now, and in our actual environment, I want to deal only with that part

of Buddhism, which I estimate will here and today be of specific interest
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to US all.

One of the main features of Buddhism is its philosophy which offers

exLStential guidelines without making use of metaphysical answers. It

does not feel the need to come to a conclusion or decision vhether the

Universe is eternal. Nor is it interested to investigate or discuss

whether the world had at all been created or not. It does not even

bother to clarify the absolutely fundamental question whether the world

in which we live really e-cists. Nor does it waste time on investigating

whether the universe is at all something real. Buddhism does not care

to define whether the Universe is a final, a defiiite, a real fact.

It should not surprise us, therefore, that Buddhism does not care to

pronounce an opinion whether man 's body is inhabited by a soul or a

spirit or anthing eise of this nature. It is even beyond Buddhism's

concern to define whether - and if so in what form or shape - Buddha

has continued to exist after his death or on his entrance into nlrvana.

EO - Above all, Buddhism does not accept that there is a God.

AVNER - How can Buddhism rate as a rellgion if it does not accept

the existence of a God ?

EQD - Buddhism has undoubtedly to be ranked as a religion even

though it does not centre on a godhead. In addition, it is also a

philosophy, a culture, and an ideology.

RINAT - In what way do they think of - make an approach to - what

they surely must acknowlege as something undefinably Infinite ?

EO - The Buddhist has no problera in this regard. The Bhodisattva

is to him the mediator between mankind and whatever he may accept as

the Absolute.

CAROL - You must understand, that the basic philosophy of Buddhism

makes the demand for a guideline form outside or from above unnecessary.

It is totally inward directed. It preaches, that the ultimate objective

of man's existence is for him to suppress all the useless desires he

nourishes; for him to eliminate all the sources of his suffering; and

for him to eradicate the causes of his ignorance.

EO - All this is contained in the saying of Buddha Gautama that

"...all things are impermanent; all things are suffering and sorrow;

all Clements of being are non-self, are 'anatma'.

CAROL - Buddha, the Enlightened One, preached that we live in a

world of suffering and Illusion. Only Dharma, 'the right way of living'

can free us from pain and suffering.

EO - And Buddhism, like Hinduism, is above all concerned with

the effort required to have the eternally ongoing cycle of death and

rebirth stopped. For - they both teach - once man has succeeded in

t tt
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halting his further rebirths. he is assured of his final rebirth into

the eternal bliss of nirvana.

CAROL - "Human existence is impermanent", warned the Buddha. For

guidance he has offered his disciples the "Four Noble Truths" and the

"Eightfold Path" which are rather complex and too time-consuming to

recite here. I am sorry to disappoint you, should you have expected

that I go into greater detail about these two sets of guidelines. To

do so would require far too many evenings. In case you want to know

more, study the relevant literature.

EG) - There is also the complication, that every school of Buddhism

has developed its own interpretations of both the 'Truths' and the

'Paths'.

CAROL - But still ! They explain the fundamentals of Buddhism.

They are supposed to lead mankind to an indispensable and all-resolving

insight, and finally to the cessation of all suffering. It will be

of great interest for you to study them on your own.

EG) - Another fundamental, specific and unique characteristic of

Buddhism is their concept, that everything, but everything which exists,

undergoes a constant change. What appears to us as a reality is in

truth only a moment in a constantly changing process.

CAROL - "Even the 'I' which senses fear for not having a soul,

is illusionary", said Buddha. nee they have finally and truly

realizized this fact, Buddha assured his followers, they will be relieved

of fear, doubt, insecurity and pain. And the consequence will be, he

promised them, "that all desires will be eliminated - and this, in its

turn, will bring them enlightenment".

EG)_- Buddhism teaches, that birth and death are successive stages

of the same enduring process. The humans' and all eise's existences

are an ongoing process of creation and destruction, of birth and death.

The entire universe and all which exists therein, are constantly

destroyed and reformd. Nothing remains the same from one moment to

the other, be it a virus or the entire cosmos.

ASHER - This philosophy is very difficult to digest at the first

swallow, I must confess. You are justified to say that a personal and

prolonged study is necessary to gain even the beginning of a true

understanding. I hope, the Buddha 's teaching about morals and morality

is less complicated.

CAROL - His teaching about morals can be expressed in simple terms.

Whether an action is moral or not depends on the Intention with which

an action is undertaken, says the Buddha. An action undertaken with

good Intention leads to beneficial results. An action undertaken with
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bad intenton leads to bad results. Ergo: man should undertake everything

he does with good intentions.

EG)
_^
- You will find it easier to gain an insight in what we are

telling you, if you realize that much of what the Buddha taught arose

from his absolute refusal to accept all and everything which is based

on, and is the outcome of, speculative thinking. A priori he mistrusted

all ideas and arguments, all Statements and rulings which are not based

on experience. One 's own Seif is the best teacher, he preached. "Make

your Seif your refuge,.", he once said,

CAROL - I must warn you, however, not to conclude from the words

of Buddha you just now heard, that by speaking of the 'Seif he wanted

to convey to his disciples that they posses a soul. When he spoke of

'The Seif he meant nothing more than a person's functioning being.

RABBI - In which way then does, in the buddhist view, this Seif

differ from a soul ?

EQ - There is a subtle difference, even though on firtst sight

the two may appear to hardly differ in substance and meaning. Let me

simply say that in Buddhism the Seif is not given the same metaphysical

meaning as we do in our definition of the soul, I am sorry ! I know

this sounds obscure. Perhaps you will understand what I want to say,

if I define the Seif in Buddhism' s conception as part of the human being;

as the innermost part of the human being. It is the centre of his

intellectual activities. These activities of the Seif are directed

towards the human 's perfection. But is not a characteristic which is

common to all. It is not one which fits automatically every human being.

In each person the Seif possesses and retains its own identity, Buddhism

maintains. That is to say, that the Seif of one person is different

from that of any other person.

RINAT - I remember having heard here from one of you, that the

divine entity called Atman is this Seif; is to be understood as the

human soul; and that Brahman is to be taken as representing the 'world

soul' . Am I right ?

EG) - This is the view Hinduism has of the Seif. Buddhism does

not accept an autonomous Seif in the sense of an eternally existing,

unperishable, knowable, unchanging soul. Nowhere in Buddhist theology

are Atman or Brahman understood in such a sense. Whenever Atman is

mentioned, it is in the sense of Illusion, of non-permanency

.

CAROL - Still ! In a certain sense it is true that Atman is the

Seif. But in Buddhism the Seif is viewed as being always in a transitory

State. This means, it is impermanent and therefore not real. Atman

disappears with every change in and of the personality. Logically all
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this has in the end to mean, that Buddhism denies a permanent ly existing

or surviving soul or Seif.

EQ - This is expressed in th buddhist concept of 'Anatman'. It

means "no Atman". It is a specifically buddhist concept. Anatman is

a basic factor in the Buddhist doctrine. It means in other words, that

an Atman does not exist. Once an individual has completely and truly

understood this to be the absolute truth - thus a Buddhist is taught

- he is brought near the State of enlightenment.

CAROL - The teaching goes, that the fundamental knowledge of the

Buddha' s, the Enlightened One's, teaching is available in pure and

untarnished form in and to all beings.

EQ - The task is to discover it.

CAROL - It seems to me, that the Chinese and Japanese Buddhists

who speak of a 'Buddha Mind' and of a 'Buddha Nature' - both of which

play such an important part in China and Japan - have this doctrine

in mind.

RINAT - I do not know to what you allude. What plays such an

important part in Buddhist China ? Is it their concept of the human

soul ? Could you, please, say a few words about the role the soul

plays in the belief System of the Chinese ?

CAROL - The soul, according to Chinese tradition, is formed the

moment human life begins inside the uterus. At a later stage a celestial

factor is added. Thus the soul is made up of two parts: the "Yin" and

the "Yang". Yin is the receptive, consolidating female factor. Yang

is the creative, active, expanding, constructive male facor. Another

aspect of this concept which is particular to Chinese philosophy, is

represented by "Ch'i": it is the cosmic energy which manages and

animates the world.

EG)^- This Sounds similar to what Jainism teaches: everything in

nature - humans, animals, minerals, plants and trees - has a soul.

CAROL - There is, however, in Chinese doctrine an otherwise and

elsewhere not known qualitative difference between one soul and another:

the emperor's soul, for instance, is superior to that of a labourer;

and the soul of a jade is better than that of a piain stone. Even

political acts, books and artistic creations have souls, also in their

case according to a value scale.

EG)
_^
- I am sorry to Interrupt you. Let us go back to what we

discussed before. I am afraid you may have gained a wrong Impression

of what we said before. I want you to be clear in your mind, that the

various principles I have described have not to make you conclude, that

they contradict the basic doctrine of Buddhism which states that man
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is not endowed with a soul. All and everything eise derives from this

fundamental doctrine. On one occasion Buddha made this very clear:

"Whether Buddhas arise in this world or not, it always remains a fact

that the constitutent parts of a being are lacking a soul", he said.

RINAT - What then makes a person act and do, plan and fear ? What,

in other words, is making the individual tick ?

CAROL - That a human being and his various parts are alive and

functioning is due to their being activated by a 'Jiva'. But this Jiva

should not to be taken to mean a soul in the way we understand the soul.

It is only thought of as an activating element. And in any case, it

is not something permanent. It is not something which survives.

ASHER - What eise, acording to Buddhist creed, makes up the human

being if not a soul ? And if there is no soul, what eise is transmitted

after death ? What eise transmigrates in the course of the series

of transmigrations ? What eise ends finally in Nirvana ?

EQ - I agree, that it is difficult to understand Buddha 's saying

that "there is nothing which transmigrates and yet there is rebirth"

When Buddhism speaks of 'anatman' - that is to say that a permant soul

or Seif does not exist - it means to convey, that what is visualized

as the Seif is nothing but a chain of sensations.

CAROL - There is another explanation for the 'substance' which

survives; which is "left over"; and which is transmitted: it is man 's

karman. Karman may be called man 's Seif. It is loaded with man 's

thoughts and deeds. Karman is visualized as the moral aspect of one 's

being. It is the karman which is subjected to rebirths. No God and

no gods have an influence on the decourse of man's fate.

RANIT - Let me repeat Asher's question: if there is no immortal

soul; and if it is man's karman which represents the soul - in what

shape and form then is the karman-soul transferred in the process of

a reincarnation ?

EO - In Buddhism rebirth does not imply that a substance-like

soul is passed on. You may have less difficulty to comprehend this

complex matter if you compare - as I have mentioned sometime before

- that which is transferred in the reincarnation to an unsubstantial

flame which is transmitted from one source to the other. This is a

raetaphor which Buddha himself has once used: when a person dies only

a flame-like something is left, which lightens a flame in the next body

it inhabits and so on - and when the flame reaches at last Nirvana it

is extinguished forever.

CAROL - Or you may see one 's karman, the moral aspect of one s

being, as that which is reborn carrying in itself all the irregularities
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and impurities it has acquired in the previous existences. And which,

after having become totally cleansed from all the acquired irregularities

- call them sins, if you like - is finally merged into Nirvana where

it disappears for ever.

RINAT - Is it predestined how and where this equivalent of a soul

is reborn ?

EO ^ - I am not sure, Nor have I ever come across an explanation

in my study of the relevant literature. However, I do not think the

localization of the next rebirth is predestined. I could imagine that

this process is regulated by one's karman itself. But it seems to me,

that the process and localization of every reincarnation are somehow

well organized. It is not an automatic, an eo ipso process. A "karmic

soul" - Buddhist theology says - is exposed to the chance of having

to pass - in descending order - through "gods, human beings, animals,

hungry ghosts and denizens of hell".

ASHER - I cannot understand how something like this can be taught.

There must be a difference between being reborn in an animal or as a

human being.

EG)^-Of course ! In Hinduism this is graduated according to

merits; or better said, according to the degree of maturation and

cleansing which the karman has reached. In buddhist thinking, on the

other hand, the human soul is never reincarnated in an animal. Or let

US better say, a human 's soul is never again reincarnated in an animal.

For only after that which counts as soul has reached a higher Status

of existence, has it been incarnated into a human being, and will

henceforth be always reincarnated in a human being. That is to say,

when a soul is reborn in a human being, it has already reached the

highest possible stage of advancement, and is more or less ready to

aim for the ultimate stage of enlightenment.

CAROL - However, there is still a very long way to go for that

soul to advance from its incarnation in a human being to the final and

sublime State of enlightenment. A person involved in the exigencies

of a regulär daily life has in his or her lifetime hardly a chance to

achieve the stage where enlightenment is near. Only those who withdraw

from life and avoid its temptations - and dedicate themselves exclusively

to the observance of the Buddha dharma - can achieve enlightenment

already in actual life. This kind of life is only possible to monks

and nuns.
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AVNER - According to what we have learned last week of Hinduism

and Buddhism - and what dawns on me is in the final analysis also

applicable to us mortal beings here in this room - everything in the

human existence, past, present and future depends on our karman,

RABBI - Based on my Seminar-Yeshiva studies I think I can reply

to this in the affirmative. Belief in karman in one form or other has

always been common to all religions in South Asia, It has undeniably

had an impact also on most other religions. Karman is fundamentally

a principle of justice: it provides man 's soul with the opportunity

to experlence the inevitability of divine justice and judgement.

ASHER - f course, most of us have heard of - and to some degree

also read about - karman; but - speaking entirely for myself now - I

have only a very vague idea what it is all about, What does karman

exactly mean ?

EO _ - It means that one 's actual Situation on earth - and in life

in general - is the outcome of the seeds planted by one 's behaviour

and disposition in past existences. It means also, that one's actual

behaviour and disposition - that is all one does and does not do - will

influence one 's Situation and position in future existences.

CAROL - Karman represents the principle, that a person's behaviour

will inevitably bring about the appropriate reward or punishment.

RABBI - This, by the way, is not a principle which is underlined

and accepted only in and by the religions of India and Asia. It is

a world-wide accepted and understood concept.

EG)
_^
- The Word Karman, by the way, derives from the Sanskrit 'Kr',

which means to act, to bring about, to create. Karman had originally

a different meaning, namely the perfect execution of the rituals and

sacrifices which the Brahmin priests had to perform every day in order

to placate the gods. The gods would see in the slightest deviation

from, or mistake in, the Performance of the ritual an offense for

themselves. And in punishment they would heap one disaster after the

other on the Community.

RINAT - How can a Hindu or Buddhist free himself from the load

of his karman ?

EG) _ - Many methods are available to them. The one taught originally
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in the Upanishads advised, that one can free himself from one's karmanic

oppression by breaking the chain reaction of one 's samsara - of one 's

"Wheel of Life and Death" - with the help of certain clearly described

rituals which only a Brahmin priest was allowed to perform. Another

opportunity was the assiduous practice of Yoga, Another approach still

was one 's success in achieving a supreme degree of personal purity and

perfection. But with the passing of the times these old precepts have

been overtaken by modern ones. Nowadays karman has acquired the meaning

of which you have already heard, viz:- that one 's actual position in

this World is due to the acts, deeds and dispositions which happened

in past existences - and that all one's deeds, acts and dispositions

in the present existence will determine one's Status and position, one's

pains or pleasures in future existences. In short: all the deeds and

actions one performs, also the good ones, make up one 's karman and will

inevitably lead to rebirths.

CAROL - Each and everyone of a person's activities in life, as

you may have understood by now, are liable to place a further load on

his or her karman. But one has to appreciate that - according to the

rules of the Hindu religion - this unmerciful scrutiny of one's deeds
«

does not apply to the activities and deeds which one performs in the

execution of one's profession, nor in line with the work and duty imposed

by one 's caste.

RINAT - Why not the latter ?

CAROL - Because the caste System is supposed to have been prescribed

by the gods.

RABBI - Karman represents, in other words, cause and effect.

EO ^ - This is right. And it means, that in the end everything

will inexorably and inevitable have an appropriate outcome.

RINT - ....and it means - thus I sincerely hope -that what is going

on in the present will have an effect in the future.

AVNER - Am I entitled to Interpret this to mean, that one has to

be careful and, as much as one possibly can, avoid everything which

appears risky - even to the degree of abstaining also from performing

good works ?

RABBI -Ön the contrary ! This can impossibly be meant by either

Hinduism or Buddhism, nor by any ethical religion whatsoever !

CAROL - And above all not in Buddhism, where it is clearly pointed

out, that Moksa - liberation and access to Nirvana - can impossibly

be achieved when one ceases all one 's activities.

RINAT - Why so ?

CAROL - Moksa is only possible when one lives a life directed to
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be an ethical individual; when one lives without desires; when one always

acts with compassion; and when one does not wish to profit from one's

good deeds. And, mark you well, good deeds are certain to improve one 's

karman in the course of one 's lifetime by erasing whatever imperfections

it harbours,

EG) - Also in this respect does Buddhism differ from Hinduism,

In the latter it is the Status and prognosis of the Seif which are

determined by karmic factors, Life is seen as an unending, eternal,

difficult series of sufferings« The degree of these sufferings is

regulated by karman. It is on this basis that the soul is led from

one existence to the other.

CAROL " In Buddhist view everything which happens - fate, fortune,

luck - happens accidentally . Nothing of this is predestined. Nothing

of this can be attributed to direct or indirect causes or conditions.

The effect of a deed, of a thought, of what we call sin or guilt, on

one 's Karman depends on the Intention or on the purpose with which one

initiates an act; on the good or bad way in which one acts; on whether

the deeds are performed by the body, or by the mind or by speech.

ASHER - All this sounds so very complicated. How and in which

form or shape does the educated Indian - be he a Hindu or a Buddhist

- view his Karman ? As a spirit ? Or does he visualizes it as an

energy reaching him from outside ?

EG) ^ - Karman is to the Hindu very real as a Substantive, as an

undestructable load. He is always conscious of this load which he

carries in and on his Seif, To the Buddhist, however, karman is not

an undestructable, nor an independently existing, life form which

determines his rebirth. It is the life process itself. It is the

product and the outcome of all the life processes of all his past lives

combined. Birth and death are Intermezzos in an unendingly ongoing

life process. A new life does not contain a past life; it is the seed,

the fertilized ovum, in which already at the conception the totality

of all the experiences of the cosmic past is contained.

CAROL - I would like to mention one more characteristic of karman.

In Buddhism it is defined on moral grounds: that is to say by the way

and in the manner one behaves.

EG) _^
- And in addition, one is not given the possibility to correct

one 's karmanic fate until all its acquired improperties are removed.

RINAT - This can in no way be changed and corrected ?

CAROL -One may alter the negative load carried by one 's karman

by repenting one 's unethical deeds; by making it a habit to preach ethic

principles at every opportunity; by endeavouring to do as many good
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deeds as one poossibly can; by having a monk or a nun or a relative

chant holy verses on one's behalf; by a priest or a relative chanting

holy verses after one's death,

EO ^ - Let me agaln explain, that although each of a number of

buddhist schools has defined for itself various and individual forms

and outlines of Karman, they have all in common, that the inevitable

effect one^s actions and thoughts will have on one's karman may be

altered by repentance and by the Performance of good deeds - and this

is easiest and most successfully achieved by turning into a monk or

a nun.

RABBI - I have carefully listened to what you had to say about

the view a Buddist has of his rebirth and his karman. But I still

think that his denial of a soul Stands in contradiction to his view

that nothing is stationary; that nothing remains unchanged in himself

and in the world.

EG) -On the contrary ! I do not find such a viewpoint incongruous.

You must realize that a Buddhist sees the human being as a conglomerate

of karmically determined factors. Although rebirth is to a Buddhist

a reality, he does not see the need to associate this fact and such

an event with the involvement of a soul.

CAROL - I must concede, that without a deeper study of the entire

complex it is indeed difficult to accept such a principle. It is for

this reason that karman is often described as some kind of a substance

which can be transferred from one person to the other, or from one

generation to the other.

EG) ^ - Something of this kind is taught by Jainism, a splinter

religion of Hinduism which was formed some 2500 years ago. I had the

good fortune to have a learned Jain explain his religion to me. Jainism

teaches that man possesses a soul. The soul of man is by nature eternal,

perfect, omniscent. The soul has to undergo endless trans-migrations

during which the karmic load is constantly and inevitably increased

by the human 's desires, which are bound to constantly and inevitably

corrupt the soul. The cosmic space is füll of invisible karmic material

- Jainism describes it as a kind of dust or liquid - and all the desires

of a human being, his misdeeds and character faults, attract this 'karmic

dust' to the soul. The karmic layers steadily grow and more and more

imprison the soul within the body. And this soul, so heavily loaded

with karman, makes a series of eternal incarnations necessary. The

main, possibly only, chance to liberate the soul from all this load

is by intense asceticism.

RABBI - How does a Jain imagine his soul to look ?
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EO^- To the Jain the soul is "Jiva", which means life. It is

a pure, colourless, transparent energy. Everything in nature has a

Jiva - humans, animals, stoues, trees etc. Since eternity the universe

has been filled with the karmic matter I have described. This matter

tends to stick to one's jiva in relation to one's misdeeds, hatreds

and so on. The amount and the density of the colour which the karman

has in the course of time acquired, determine the conditions of the

next rebirth. Everything can bürden one's karman, even an unintentional

act. Only by preventing and avoiding the dust-like etheral additions

to one's karman, and by reducing the existing one, can the soul be freed

from further rebirths.

RABBI - This, to my mind, has been a very profitable evening -

at least for me. For I have learned very much.

AVNER - Also for me it has been a elevating evening, for I learned

that Buddhism - for all I know a large and spiritually respectable

religious Institution - does not accept the existence of a God.

RABBI - Is this the only affinity you have with Buddhism ?

AVNER - This is the point were my and their circles cross.

ASHER - You could have found a greater and nearer satisfaction

in the verdict of the philosophers that God is dead. You could even

have joined the raucous masses which clamour their right to destroy

all belief in a Supreme Being.

RINAT - We have heard what in times past monotheistic scriptures

had to say about God; what the philosophers think about God; and what

the atheists miss in God. What about today ? Is God still there ?

Does this mean - if he had existed in the past but is nowhere to be

Seen today - that he is dead now as I hear it claimed by so many

enlightened people ?

RABBI - It is true that since Enlightenment, and more so in the

last hundred years, this belief - or let us better call it this slogan

- has greatly flourished.

AVNER - Has only Nietzsche had the courage to proclaim the demise

of God ?

EO - As far as I know no other among the modern philosophers -

and certainly none of the philosophers of past centuries - has lost

his mind. I can only see a man 's loss of mind and reason as the

explanation for his making such an insane Statement.

AVNER - I am not insane. I can certify that God died in Auschwitz.

I, Avner Standing before you, declare that I saw God die in Auschwitz.

But I have to correct myself: in Auschwitz I thought I knew that God

had died - and only later did I realize my mistake: there had never
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been a God.

CAROL - You have become aware in Auschwitz of something which has

been known since long, Atheism was born at the onset of the scientific

age.

AVNER - Uninfluenced by scientific considerations I can State,

that whatever ideas mankind had about God in the past, these have no

place anymore in our times.

RABBI - I know that such negative ideas are fashionable today.

I equally know, that they will pass in the same way as the Cult of

Reason, which Enlightenment has born, has passed into oblivion. This

cult as well your atheism are defective in their logic; and this makes

it certain that they have to die themselves,

EQ _ - I agree. They had no substance in truth and fact.

RABBI - The movement declaring God 's demise has had less impact

on Judaism, because those who doubt God, and those who do not mind seeing

God killed, have since long detached themselves from Judaism and have

merged into the current of assimilation.

AVNER - Not exactly, Rabbi. I realized in the Concentration Camp

that God is dead or better said - as I have already mentioned - that

there was no God, because I saw what God 's creatures did to other God 's

creatures.

RABBI - I am surprised that this issue has induced someone like

you to lose his usual coolness. I propose that we dedicate the Coming

meeting to check on the Company and the followers Nietzsche may have

created for himself,

CAROL - Let us not restrict the theme. Let us also discuss what

the philosophers of modern age had to say about the issues we have talked

about today. And let us not rigidly exclude other matters which may

crop up - even those we have from time to time already discussed here.
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TWENTY-SEVEN

RABBI - We have agreed to talk this evening about the position the

philosophers have taken on the issues we have so far discussed among

ourselves. With you agreement I shall endeavour in my review to stick

only to the essentials. I promise you - as far as in my power - not

to allow this evening' s proceedings to turn into a colloquium with an

ambitious program worthy of an assembly composed of weighty philosophers.

CAROL - You may remember, that we were led to this exercise by

Nietzsche 's grandiloqious Statement that God is dead.

AVNER - What precisely did Nietzsche say ?

CAROL - Here is the way Nietzsche expressed himself on this matter:

"God is dead. We have killed him, you and I. We are his murderers".

And he continued to say that our scientific advances make "the idea of

a great Overseer impractible". People themselves will have to become

God, he opined. A new Superman will arise, he prediced, who will destroy

old values of Christianity and will bring about a new humanity.

AVNER - This does not sound too embarrassing !

RABBI - I am inclined to agree. Let us make now a quick survey

of still less embarassing pronouncements of the philosophical gender.

We have at length already heard about Maimonides, Sa'dya, Yehuda Levi,

Ibn Gabirol and others, whose ideas continue to be respected, although

they are not always followed. Let us go back still further, far beyond

the Renaissance Period to the craddle of philosophy, to Greece. From

there we shall "work ourselves forward" into modern times. Doing so

we shall spend some energy on an attempt to understand the influence

the Enlightenment had on the philosophical world. We shall learn what

some of the representative philosophers of this period - under the impact

of both, the cultural and the social revolutions - have had to say.

CAROL -Of course, first of all Plato comes to mind. Rightly he

may be called the leader among the early greek philosophers. He expressed

his philosophy in terms of reason. This made it possible for him to

allow his ideas to be argued about - or to be confirmed - by bringing

forth proof for or against his theses.

EO ^ - I do not know if your Statement fits the Situation. The

mythology he made use of may have been useful as a teaching approach;

but it could not have been used as as a reason, as a scientific proof.
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CAROL - You are wrong, Mythology could in his times be used in

reasoned arguments. Only later on, when the sciences had established

themselves, Plato's arguments were accepted - I may go even further and

say they were tolerated - with the proverbial grain of salt. Do not

forget that he developed his philosophy for his own times and for his

own people and for his own world, It is Plato's great merit - though

it had not been his primary aim - that to this day his philosophy is

honoured and admired. One of the reasons for the respect he enjoyed

then and the admiration he continues to enjoy still, is in my opinion

his success in making his world believe, that the individual who lives

a virtuous life can become divine.

RABBI - He was not unique in this respect, for also the Stoics

believed this.

EG) - I would not be surprised, should it turn out that the Stoics

have loaned this concept from Buddhism.

CAROL - I do not consider this impossible. They lived around the

same time and such kind of reciprocal influence is an established fact.

RINAT - Does also the Bible show such an influence ?

CAROL - If you try, look and search you may find evidence of such

an influence. But do not overlook that fundamentally there was a profound

difference between the biblical and hellenistic worlds. In principle

we can say, that in the Bible man is the Image of God, while in greek

philosophy man is the microcosm.

RABBI - Indeed, the God of the greek philosophers differs greatly

from the revealed God of the monotheisms. According to Aristotle and

Plotinus God does not interfere in what goes on in the world. God does

not even play a role on Judgement Day.

AVNER - But you taught us, that also the jewish God does not get

involved in the goings-on of the world; and that our free will reigns

supreme.

RABBI - What I stated does not contradict what you said. This is

clearly stated in the 'Ethics of the Fathers': "Everything is foreseen,

yet free will is granted. The world is ruled with divine goodness.

Yet all is according to a person's Performance".

CAROL - It is of interest to us, that Plato pronounced himself also

about our souls. There is a rational and immortal part of the soul,

he maintained, along with an irrational and mortal part. The rational

and immortal part is undividable, while the irrational and mortal part

of the soul is divided into the noble part of the passions and the less

noble one of the evil thoughts.

EO - And he claimed for himself and his colleagues a preferential
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Position: philosophers - he judged - belong to a privileged class and

have not to undergo reincarnations, They go straight to the Absolute.

RABBI - Great though the influenae of Plato's teaching may have

been on the religious developments of the West - mainly due to the Neo-

Platonians - Aristotle has, in my judgement, left a deeper footprint

on the development of the monotheisms.

CAROL - Your evaluation may be justified. Aristotle too came to

the conclusion, that God is not involved in anything which goes on here

on earth, Whereas God is the prime reason, he reasoned, God 's acts of

reason could only be directed on himself; and he alone could be the

subject and object of his thoughts. He could certainly not care for

lesser realities - which means that God could not be involved in anything

which goes on in this world of ours,

RABBI - And he further concluded, that whereas man 's soul is pure

intellect, he is akin to God.

CAROL - And he said that man 's body in association with his soul

represent a microcosm of the universe.

RABBI " But Aristotle did not ask, how the cosmos, the universe,

was created. He only cared to discuss how it functions.

EGO - Aristotle had no doubt - as he clearly stated - that God

exists. And he concluded, that this is all we know and need to know.

RABBI - The greek philosophers had the great advantage, that their

God - the God of their philosophy - could be understood by reason and

could be approached by reason. The jewish God, on the other band, who

had revealed himself on occasion, could not be approached with reason

or logic. He could only be met through faith.

EO ^ - I have recently studied some of the philosophers, and I must

gratefully acknowledge, that what I have learned here in our conversation

evenings has greatly increased my knowledge and understanding. I could

discover and realize in these last few weeks, that in the past - and

throughout all the ages - greek, hindu, buddhist and western theologians

and philosophers have pursued the study of these very same problems we

have aired here among us. And I was greatly surprised - nay I must

confess that I was pleased - to find that they have brought forth in

me ideas and concepts which coincide with my own philosophy of life -

that is to say, those ideas which I have presented to you in the course

of the weeks as my hypotheses. While I am in myself certain, that my

hypotheses, my theories, my ideas are children of my own mind, I cannot,

of course, exclude that I may have harboured in my subconcious some memory

of what I have read in the works of these ancient thinkers.

RABBI - The glimpse we have gained so far of the greek philosophies
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should suffice, I think, This will compliment what we have learned on

previous ocacsions when we discussed other issues, We have also heard

already what the medieval thinkers - Maimonides, Sa'adya, Ibn Gabirol

etc - had to offer, I propose, therefore, we turn now to the men of

the Renaissance period and hear what they have to teil us.

CAROL - I have prepaired some notes. The effect of the 15th Century

Renaissance was, that the West took up now - more or less for the first

time in its history, if you exclude the effect the Roman Empire had on

the cultural life of its time - an important place in the cultural life

of the then known world, However, it was only with the evolvement of

the Enlightenment Period that the western civilization gained its proper

place in the cultural and scientific arena which until then had been

dominated by Islam. Great changes took place in the role which religion

was to play, especially in the Christian perception of God and man.

Also science and technique influenced man 's perception of the position

of religion and God. For the first time in history, I may say, had

secularism become an acceptable attitude to religion.

RABBI - And it was now no more heretical - even though not accepted

in all circumstances and in every place - to make one's own divergent

opinion publicly known.

EO
_^
- I think, Baruch Spinoza is in this respect a suitable example,

as he had to confront a rigidified orthodox jewish world which was in

constant fear that the slightest deviation from traditional Judaism might

endanger what they had, under great dangers and deprivations, until then

and so strenuously preserved.

AVNER - What about Spinoza ?

EQ^- Baruch Spinoza, who lived in the 17th Century and died at

the early age of 45, discontinued his Talmud studies and turned into

what is today called a 'Freethinker ' . He published his thoughts and

ideas - with the result that the jewish-religious leadership excluded

him from the jewish Community and pronounced a ban on him.

AVNER - What, in a sentence, did Spinoza say ?

EG) - Spinoza wrote, that the name of God is given to a multiplicity

of things; that God is the universe - and the universe is God.

RABBI - He did not believe in the God of the Bible. There is no

God of the kind and nature as described in scriptures or by philosophers,

he wrote. The world is ruled by immutable laws. All which exists is

governed by these laws.

EG ^ - God is a material being, identical with the order which governs

the Universe, Spinoza maintained. God is inherent and immanent in all

things. There is no need of Torah or Nature.
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CAROL - The only modern-age philosopher of whom I know to have

followed Spinoza 's line regarding the Bible, was Moses Mendelsohn. True

understanding of what religion represents, he preached, develops in the

mind of man. It is not due to a revelation. The belief in One God is

the natural effect of reasoning. It is not the result of a revelation.

These ideas led Mendelsohn to the conclusion, that Judaism is not a

revealed religion but a revealed series of laws.

RABBI - Who wants to continue this thread, by telling us something

of the philosophers who lived and wrote around the Enlightenment ? What

about Descartes ?

ASHER - Of "cogito ergo sum" fame ?

CAROL - Yes, the one who preferred to call himself Cartesius, and

of whom every school boy knows. He was more positively inclined than

Spinoza. He said that the doubter's doubt proves his own existence -

and human consciousness is, therefore, proof of God's existence. In

other words: the experience we gain by our doubting can also be adduced

as proof for God 's existence. God has to be a perfect being, he wrote.

Religion can be of value without the addition of mysticism and without

a belief in miracles.

E0_^- Cartesius was a deist. He maintained that God does not take

any interest in what goes on here on earth.

CAROL - He also tried to prove the events described in the Bible

by scientific means.

RABBI - The period we have just now talked about - the end of the

B th Century - saw the Deists come to the surface. They were particularly

strong in England.

CAROL - And they were also strong in antisemitism.

RABBI - The Deists attacked the monotheism born of revealed religion

on which the ruling religion in England was based. This made them not

only turn against the established Church, but this was also one of the

arguments in their antisemitic weaponry. They propagated a natural

religion without any form of mysticism or any kind of miracles.

EG) - I read in the Encyclopedia Britannica that the Deists saw

themselves as followers of the Cartesian logic.

RABBI - It is impressive to see to what degree the Deists were

impelled to prove their ideas by attacking the Jews. The notes I have

in front of me will serve as an example: the english scientist-theologian

John Spencer - of whom mention has once been made here - wrote around

1685, that 'the 'Hebrei are a populus barbarus'. Monotheism is not the

result of a revelation the Jews had been granted, but is the natural

religion of primitive people. Whatever there is of morality in the jewish
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religion, has been copied from the Greeks. Whatever sophistication the

jewish people may have possessed, they had acquired during their sojourn

in Egypt. Their brutal and restrictive religion has been imposed on

them for their disobedience to the laws of morality.

CAROL - You may in general and without exaggeration say, that in

the 18th Century the Jews were accused of the most atrocious crimes.

They were accused of being an amoral people; of having in their Temple

sacrificed in biblical times not only animals but also human beings;

of hating all non-Jews; of thinking themselves superior to all other

peoples. They accused jewish morality of being dishonest in nature.

The only possibility the Jews have to be accepted in decent society is

by totally renouncing their religion and all its Stands for.

EO - And indeed many among the assimilating jewish intelligenzia

followed their advice. They called themselves followers of the 'mosaic

religion' and ostentatiously acted against all possible jewish ritual

and dietary laws.

RABBI - They were soon to be disappointed. When this atrocious

anti-jewish campaign of the Deists in England began to die down, their

colleagues in France, and especially those in Germany, took over. I

have the Impression that these used the Jewish religion - and inevitably

also the Jewish people - mainly to attack the Christian religion. In

France Voltaire played a leading role. He finally was impelled to resign

because it was in his opinion impossible to change the jewish 'bad

traits'. It would be best, he concluded, to suffer them in the way

one has to suffer any of the other existing religious groups.

RABBI - Such a discussion as ours today will not be complete were

we not to include G.W.Hegel who lived at the turn of the 18th Century

- and philosophized under the impactact of the Enlightenment .
He and

Kant blamed Judaism for all which is wrong with religion. The religious

philosophy Hegel created was greatly influenced by the Kabbala. However,

this did not prevent him from being an outspoken antisemite. He labelled

the Jewish God a tyrant. Jesus had set out to liberate the world from

this tyrant, but he failed. Christianity adopted instead this tyrant

God of the Bible. Hegel rounded up his philosophty with the declaration

that Spirit and not God rules our world.

RINAT - Why had the German philosophers to be antisemites ?

RABBI - They were not isolated in this respect. They had the Company

of english and french philosophers and deists.

EG) - Allow me to complete the list of the german philosophers who

supported their philsophies with attacks against Judaism. The German

Schopenhauer was no less an enemy of the Jews. There is no God, he
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proclaimed, no Absolute Being; there is only man 's brüte, crude and

instinctive will to live. He agreed with Solomon's verdict of "vanitas

vantitatum". He agreed also with the Buddhists, that everything is

nothing but an Illusion.

EG) - And what about Blake who was a contemporary of the philosophers

you have mentioned ?

RABBI - Blake followed the gnostic-kabbalistic line with which you

are already familiär. The human race has fallen from grace, he wrote.

God has been made to fall into this world and has become incarnate in

this world of ours. God died for man. He died in the person of Jesus.

God turned also into an enemy of mankind in the shape of Satan. Had

God not died for man, mankind could not have continued to exist.

CAROL - You can well imagine that this kind of writing made him

unacceptable to the Church establishment with whom he lived in a constant

feud.

EG) _ - Similar to Blake the german philosopher Schleiermacher ' s ideas

leaned very much on the Kabbala. 'God-Spirit the Infinite' and mankind

are two halves of the same Absolute Being. I like his insistence that

dogmas should never have been promulgated, because they are in no way

divinely established facts. Religion, Schleiermacher wrote, is in essence

the dependance we feel, and the awe and reverence we experience, when

we contemplate the mysteries of life. And, in his view, our religious

emotions are of course not compatible with reason.

RABBI - Newton, the famous physicist, was to a no less degree also

a philosopher. When he was asked, why the planets and other celestial

bodies are kept at a distance and do not collapse into each other, he

agreed with the questioners that this was due to the law of gravidity.

"But", he added,"the gravidity principle presupposes a Great Spirit,

a Divine Overseer, and Intelligent Agent".

EQ^- Excellent ! I hear this for the first time. Newton 's words

fully agree with what I am thinking !

AVNER - Would you admit Karl Marx among the philosophers of our

time ?

RABBI - I would hardly accept him as such - but there are many who

think that Marxism has to be counted as a religion. I am not impressed

by Marx 's dictum that religion is "the sigh of the oppressed people....is

the opium of the people by which their suffering is made tolerable".

RINAT - And what about Freud ?

RABBI - Allright, my friends, let us make a big jump of a Century

or two. Nobody will deny that Freud was an important Innovator in his

own field. But he has also been called a very complex neurotic - and
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I cannot but agree with this label. Still, we chave to acknowledge that

his theories have made a great impact on our times. God does not exist,

Freud said. God is a trick of the subconscious, he said. With his deep

furrowing psychology he aimed to explain, that a personal God is nothing

more than a father figure - and that God exists only in man 's psycho-

pathological world of thoughts. God had been a necessary Institution

at the time mankind developed, but is superfluous today, Freud 's own

unresolved complex was, that he searched to place science ahead of

everything, using as an excuse, that science does not deal in illusions.

ASHER -- And what about Jung ?

RABBI - G.G. Jung had the opposite opinion: God is the personally

experienced truth of every individual. God is a reality, he wrote.

CAROL - I have read some of the works of the Jesuit P.Tailhardt

de Chardin, and was impressed. He had concluded from his studies of

pre-historic life, that the world 's and mankind 's ongoing evolution

to ever higher levels cannot but have been caused by a directing divine

force. The universe is proof of God who is immanent and incarnate in

the world. God is love, he wrote. Evolution is evidence of God's love.

RABBI - What a contrast with his countryman Jean-Paul Sartre, who

called religion "the ability to think of what is not". Only humans,

he discovered, have the ability to imagine as possible something which

does not exist.

CAROL - Have you an opinion about Herman Cohen who lived into our

Century ?

RABBI - He is generally not considered an important philosopher

of Judaism.

CAROL - I have formed quite a good opinion of this man though I

do not the in the slightest agree with him. He thought, that God was

nothing more than an idea which the human mind had formed; that God was

nothing more than an ethical ideal.

EG) ^ - A discussion as ours today is not complete without paying

due respect to Martin Buber. He has left a deep Impression on the mind

of people - and not only on that of Jews. I was especially and deeply

impressed when I discovered, that his teaching can serve as confirmation

of my hypothesis that we are constantly tested. Religion is essentially

an encounter of man with the personal God, he taught. God was never

a lawgiver. God never teils us what to do. We have to find out on our

own and by ourselves what God wants us to do. God is always present.

In the I-thou encounter with God we have the freedom to act. The mitzvoth

are important for our own equilibrium and felicity.

RABBI - You should also mention that, though a rationalist. Buber
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found Luria's - that is the Zohar's - myth of the sparks acceptable and

illuminating.

EQ ^ - I was impressed by Buber's dictum that, though it is true

that man has spoiled, even defaced God, we can in this fact visualize

that which we wish to think of God,

RABBI - We should not omit to mention Franz Rosenzweig, who would

have been one of our leading minds had he not died at a young age. He

Started life as an agnostic and turned later to orthodoxy. Religion

offers a meeting with the divine, he wrote. Each of us should consider

himself an isolated being without contact with the world. Only when

God takes us into his care shall we become valuable beings - and conscious

of our being, Through obedience to the Commandments - which are obviously

to be taken as symbolic - we shall in time become conscious of the

Absolute.

EG) - I cannot help my Impression, that the philosophers of religion

of the 20th Century try to find a form which has no form; that they try

to give God a place in our world only with the Intention to prove, that

God has no place therein, Our modern philosophers of religion paint

a world in which God has at the most a place in the ongoing evolutionary

process. At best they grant that God is somehow present everywhere -

but by no means do they mean pantheism with this,

RABBI - Allow me to enlarge on this. The trend prevails today to

exclude a personal God. An exception are the mystics who describe a

God they know by their mystic experience.

RINAT - This means that everybody has to find his own way how to

form for himself the God he understands - and who understands him ?

RABBI - But you must beware of Illusion and Imagination and fantasy.

Wait for that necessary resonance within yourself which will confirm

that you have found the right approach.

EO - And beware also of the mystic approach. In order too reach

God by the mystic path, you must have the right knowledge, much patience,

enough experience and the proper guidance. The mystic approach - more

than any other - demands intelligence, diligence and patience.

RABBI - And finally led me say that modern Jews should endeavour

to have a higher, a more sophisticated view of God. Don't look for God

in nature but beyond nature. Once you have succeeded in this, you will

surely find satisfaction in the realization that Judaism is an ethical

religion. Do not worry about revelation from above, but seek revealtion

to be born within yourself.

EQ ^ - ....and you will find God as an ethical God within yourself.
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TWENTY-EIGHT

AVNER - May we, in order to complete the review of last week, also

hear about the way the Christians see their God ? How they perceive

their duties towards their God ? And what they consider their Christian

duties towards mankind ? This may at last enlighten me, how they could

behave as they did in the Concentration Camps.

RABBI - I shall try to give you a compacted picture. Christianity

Started with the same view of God as Judaism, viz:- that he was the father

of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; that he had entered a convenant with the

Patriarchs and their descendants. You must take into account that the

early Christians were Jews; that Jesus was a Jew; that he feit, acted

and behaved like a Jew; that his followers considered themselves Jews,even

though they may have agreed to be seen as a newly formed sect in Judaism.

CAROL - Modern research believes to have proof that Jesus belonged

to the sect of Essenes.

RABBI - I read about this, but the deductions of these researchers

are not based on sound facts. It is far more acceptable that Jesus had

been a Pharisee.

ASHER - Even this is most unlikely, because a Pharisee could not

have Said the things Jesus said and which are reported in the New

Testament as having been said by him.

RABBI - You better say "....which he is supposed to have said".

The first of the Gospels were written a generation or more after Jesus'

death; the other two even much later. They report what Jesus is supposed

to have said. But nobody wrote down what Jesus said at the time he lived

and spoke. And it can be safely presumed, that what the Gospels teil

Jesus to have said, Jesus could impossibly have said. However, all

becomes clear if we realize, that the New Testament - which by the way

came into being only some 300 years after Jesus' death - are meant as

a study, as propaganda material, as a teaching basis and as instructive

material in the pursuance of the ensuing Christian missionary activities.

RINAT - The Christians claim that Jesus is the son of God, that

he is the Messiah and so on. And, what is impressive - and which has

persuaded many Jews - is their proclaimed assurance, that Jesus' Claims

are clearly predicted in jewish Scriptures.

RABBI - Of course, all the Christians' Claims would fall, were
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they not loaded with proof from passages in our Scriptures. But what

are these scriptural texts ? Most often citated is Isaya 53, which is

certainly meant as a symbolic picture of Israelis suffering. And another

passage where a young woman is mentioned as bearing a child. But such

vague wordings and their wrong translations well suit the Church's

argumentation. Also Jeremiah's prediction that '*..the days are Coming

- it is God who speaks - when I will make a new covenant with the House

of Israel " has been enrolled as proof, although it has a totally

symbolic meaning only.

EG) - It is possible to see that over the decades the propagandists

- and every member of the jewish-christian sect, while endeavouring to

defend his belief was bent on proselytizing - added more and more material

and ever new episodes which in retrospect were made to appears as mystical

explanations of natural events.

RABBI - There came the time when a clear Separation between Jews

of Jerusalem and the early Christian became inevitable, mainly because

the Christians wanted to avoid being further identified with the Jews.

The main reason for this more political than ideological step was the

fact, that the Jews were in ever greater trouble with the Roman Empire.

This was the time, when the Christian doctrine was born that God had

decided to write a New Covenant through the mission Jesus had been made

to undertake in the world. May this suffice. I do not want at this

stage to go further into details about the scission between the new

Christians, the jewish Christians and the Jews.

EG) - A very important point to be stressed is the Church's stand,

that whatever Jesus did or said has been done and said in the name of

God - nay, that it was God himself who had done or said it.

AVNER - God is the father and Jesus his son, they say.

RABBI - They say even more. The Christian God is the father not

only of mankind but specifically and literally also of Jesus. God is

practically and technically the father who has "begotten" Jesus. From

the moment God raised Jesus from the dead, God and Jesus became one.

But it would be wrong of you to conclude, that Jesus has replaced God.

He has not. God retains his power and glory - but he may share his power

and glory with Jesus. It is the accepted Christian belief, that in this

association Jesus is easier approachable than God.

RINAT - What of God himself ? What of his relation to man ?

RABBI - God was in Jesus, acted through Jesus, spoke through Jesus.

It is a basic principle in Christianity , that God can enter a living

person. This is unknown in Judaism. We believe that God is always near

- but also at the same time distant; that he is separate from - but never
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m man.

AVNER - It was interesting to hear, that the Christian God is easier

approached than the jewish God. But would you maintain that this fact

has had any effect on the Christians' morals ?

RABBI - It is not right for you and me to generalize.

AVNER - Then let me formulate my question differently: do you want

to say, that the moral State of society has improved since Christianity

ruled the stage ?

RABBI - In my wildest optimism and in my most courageous optimism

would I ever dare to say something like this.

RINAT - Let me formulate this very same question in a still more

different shape: how do you explain the Church's ages-old hostility to

the Jews ? And what do you see as the reason for her actual negative

attitude to the State of Israel ?

RABBI - It is impossible to explain this hostility with logic or

reason.

AVNER - It has shaken me to the roots of my newly-born optimism;

and it has shaken the totality of my newly acquired Jewishness, when

soon after my liberation from the Camp I was made to read what the Pope

had Said to Theodor Herzl about the Jews return to Jerusalem.

RABBI - Let me recite to the others what Pope Pius X said to Theodor

Herzl in 1904: "We cannot prevent the Jews from going to Jerusalem, but

we can never encourage them....The Jews have not recognlzed our Lord;

therefore we cannot recognize the Jewish People".

AVNER - The Pope, the Cardinais and the Bishops must have had the

same explanation ready when they kept silent at the time Hitler tried

to destroy the jewish people.

CAROL - The Christian leadership - and through them the masses -

may well have done so in their hearts, in order to silence whatever

feeling of remorse might have arisen in them

RINAT - Will the Pope and his people be made to repent one day ?

And if they do, will they say so aloud ?

RABBI - Let us pray and hope that this will come to pass.

AVNER - In the meantime they go on unconcertedly with their chants

and prayers, their genuflexions and their sermonizing.

CAROL - This is what Bonhoeffer, a Lutheran Minister, preached at

the time the Nazis were in power: ") nly if you cry for the Jews are you

permitted to sing Georgian chants".

RABBI - Let us not deviate from our main theme. We may at a later

time talk about the Church's antisemitic involvement.

CAROL - I agree. We had been talking of the concept the Christians
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have of God. I remember that in my schooldays children had to declare

in their recitation of the catholic catechism, that "God is the Supreme

Spirit who alone exists as of himself and is infinite in all perfections .

EG) _ - But Christians see more of a God in Jesus than in God himself.

RABBI - This is true.

RINAT - This is a dogma, I suppose. But what in reality is a dogma,

and what a kerigma ?

RABBI - A dogma - I once memorized this definition - is "the deeper

meaning of a biblical truth which can only be expressed by Symbols, and

understood in form of a religious experience". A kerygma represents

the Church's teaching based on the Bible.

EG)
_^
- About the god-being of Jesus: I have read the gospels and

did not in any of them learn that Jesus has claimed to be divine.

RABBI - Your are right. In Jesus' time, nor in the generation

follwing his death, did anybody ever think or speak of his divinity.

This is the reason, why nothing regarding Jesus representing a divine

figure can have been mentioned in the earliest gospel, that of Mark,

which was written around the year 70, which is about 40 years after Jesus'

death. It was the Apostle John, the author of the 4th Gospel, who was

the first to imply this. "In the beginning was the word - the logos",

he wrote, "and the word was with God and the word was God".

RINAT - What about "logos" ?

RABBI - In greek it means "word", but in the context of John 's

writing it has not to be taken in its literal sense. Here it has the

meaning of wisdom and intellect - and these two appellates represented

in greek thinking the supreme characteristics of the divine. In the

context of what I have just now quoted, Jesus is the logos, and the

Quotation has to be understood - as John certainly intended it to be

understood - as meaning, that Jesus is God's incarnation.

EO _^
- What John, and after him the Official Church, have made of

Jesus would certainly have been against Jesus' will. For at no time

has he ever claimed to be God's son or to be otherwise divine. This

must have been a distortion of the true Jesus figure.

RABBI - I agree. It does not fit the historical figure of Jesus.

He was a Pharisee - if not an Essene, as you have already heard - and

as such he could not even have thought of figuring as a divine entity.

EG) ^ - How come that in the Matthew gospel Jesus is cited as having

cursed the Pharisees ?

RABBI - This cannot but have been a purposeful distortion. Jesus

could impossibly have cursed the Pharisees. But in the days when Matthew

composed his gospel - most likely in or around the year theSO - the
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political differences to which I have already hinted, had greatly grown

between Jews and Christians. In addition, by that time the Second Temple

had already been destroyed; the Romans ruled the country with an iron

hand; and the Christians strove to distantiate themselves from the Jews

who had been branded the enemies of the Roman Empire.

EQ3 - All this must have been the work of Paulus.

RABBI - He did indeed contribute his share. You are not going wrong

if you maintain, that it had been Saint Paul who laid the foundations

of Christendom. However, although to all practical purposes it had been

Paulus who laid the foundation stones of the Church; and although it

is he who made Jesus into a divine person - he thought, reasoned and

acted in this and all other respects as a Jew. He never forgot, I mean

to say, that he was a Jew. He never acted against the basics of Judaism.

Nowhere in his writings will you find that he ever called the Jews *a

devil's breed', as John enjoyed doing. Nor did he - nor could he - ever

curse the Pharisees. I cannot avoid the Impression that he himself must

have been one of these.

EO __
- Neither is mention made, anywhere in the gospels, of Jesus'

supposed Claim, that he had come to atone for mankind's sin. It must

have been Paulus too, who was responsible for the introduction of such

a Statement.

RABBI - You cannot win an argument with Paulus, He too thought

himself entitled to talk in the name of God when he said - and whenever

he acted - that " God's foolishness is wiser that human wisdom; and

God 's weakness is stronger that man 's strength".

EO _ - The Church succeeded in making well and firmly stick the dogma

of Jesus representing a divine figure.

RABBI - This is a fact, although it took centuries before it had

become an ingrained fact. But it had not been piain sailing all the

time. Again and again voices were raised in contradiction. For instance,

there is the famous case of Bishop Arius of Alexandria, who lived in

the 4th Century. He was condemned as a heretic, because he maintained,

that without the slightest doubt God was the only unbegotten God; the

only eternal God; the only God without a beginning; the only true God;

the only immortal God; the only wise God; the only good God; the only

powerful God - but that Jesus himself was none of this. Jesus was only

a human being, Arius preached. It is true, he conceded, that Jesus was

the "logos"; and whereas God had created the logos, Jesus must have been

different from other creatures - but he still was not a God. In all

he said Arius contradicted John, who had taken it upon himself to

determine that the "logos is God". God may have made Jesus divine, Arius
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later on made a further concession, but Jesus was still not God.

EG) - Is it not Strange that Luther did not entirely agree with

Arius' view ?

CAROL - Luther had his own definite views about God. It was his

conviction that God can only be found in the Jesus who had suffered on

the Gross. It appears, that Luther has never changed his opinion about

the biblical God, whom he had once called an angry God. Neither did

Luther ever change his view that only God could save man - and never

man himself by his own efforts.

ASHER - The Church speaks of God 's "only-born-son" . When was the

later supposed to have been begotten and born ?

RABBI - I do not know how the Church would answer your question.

I suppose the "son" is supposed to have existed since ever.

EQ - He may possibly have been created - that is begotten and born

- at the time the world was created.

AVNER - Let me confess, that all you have told us so far has not

given me any better understanding of what the Christians believe to mean

with their God in form of a Trinity.

EG) - With 'Trinty' is meant the belief, that the Godhead is made

up of three persons or personalities.

CAROL - The principle of a trinitarian Godhead is also elsewherew

known apart from Christianity. In Hinduism it is perceived as the

Brahman-Shiva-Vishnu group; and in ancient Egypt it was the trio

Osiris-Isis-Horus

.

RABBI - Let me correct both of you. You have gained the wrong

Impression. Trinity is not meant to represent three separate persons

or Personalities. Nor does it mean three separate gods. The Trinity

- although made up of God and Jesus and the Holy Spirit - is not meant

to represent God as a tripartite Being. In Christian doctrine it is

God's Intention to make his essence comprehensible to mankind by making

himself known as Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

RINAT - What about the Holy Spirit.

RABBI - You will easier comprehend the significance and meaning

of the 'Holy Ghost' if you compare it to the Shekhina.

EG) - Or better, in the way Judaism perceives the Shekhina as God 's

glory.

RABBI - Paulus perceived the Holy Spirit as the manifestation of

God 's activities. However, it must be said that the Holy Ghost has never

occupied the same rung on the divinity-value-scale as the other two parts

of the Trinity.

CAROL - St. Augustine' s definition may possibly make this question
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easier understandable to you. He said, that the Holy Spirit is the

"principle of unity" between Fater and Son,

CAROL - Something similar I read the other day in an essay which

maintains, that in the 9th Century - that is at the time of Charlemagne

- God and Son were granted equal Status while the Holy Spirit was said

to emanate from both of them.

EO ^ - I remember having heard somewhere of Suggestion - partly in

form of an accusation - that the Zohar's three highest Sephiroth Keter

and Bina and Chochma, which represent the Logos, the Intellect and the

Wisdom - are equally meant to be taken as a divine Trinity.

RABBI - This is nonsense. Alas, nobody likes to speculate - and

fantasize - more than our theologians. In addition you raust remember,

that he number 'three' is much beloved in theology, mythology and

psychology.

ASHER - I must say, I admire the Christians who not only can

understand such a complicated theology; who can comprehend all which

this implies; and who can also in füll faith accept all this.

CAROL - It is and was never an easy sailing. It is a fact, that

the concept of the Trinity has not only in our modern "enlightened" times

made many Christians uneasy, but also in times past.

EO^- However, only since the 18th Century - that is to say since

Society has come under the impact of the Enlightenment - could Christians

dare to refute as inappropriate the concept of the Trinity; could they

reject mysticism in general; could they declare 'Rational ity' their

guideline; could they pronounce themselves atheists. They could dare

to do all this without endangering their life, or at least without having

to face the punshment which the Church and the State had in the past

thought appropriate for such heresy.

RABBI - Since then, and under the influence of the newly arisen

reformatory trends in Christianity , the Unitarians, the Quakers, the

Methodists began to address God directly as a Single God, as the One

God.

ASHHER - Apropos the Holy Spirit ! Apropos the holiness of the

Shekhina ! We have already learned from you about the Shekhina itself.

What now about the principle of "Holiness" itself, as Judaism perceives

it ?

RABBI - Holiness means an exclusive otherness with relation to man 's

perception of God.

EQ - It is the total otherness of God. It is the Separation of

the divine from the profane.

RABBI - For example: the Shabath is different from other days. It
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Is set apart from other days. It is holy. In the Kiddush, sanctifying

the Shabath with wine, we declare the day different from, and set apart

from, all the other days of the week.

RINAT - To my mind the holiness of the Shabath is most impressive

from a sociological point of view. It was made holy, diferent from the

other days in the week, at a time when the farmers and artisans had not

the leisure during the week to collect themselves; to think of anything

eise than their animals and their land, their tools and their daily bread.

In this sense it was an ideal arrangement to make the Shabath a holy

day.

ASHER - But, "in this sense", the Shabath has no meaning anymore

today for the majority of Jews and for mankind in general. However,

for independently thinking people - for those of us who view tradition

with a rational mind - the Shabath is today a day of relaxation or

contemplation according to the individual Jew's taste and inclination.

RABBI - I shall go further and point out, that not only God and

the Shabath are holy, but the entire jewish nation. " you shall be

to me a holy people", said God. I wish we Jews in our actions and in

our behaviour will never forget the implication of this appointment to

holiness.

AVNER - Also Jerusalem is holy - and not only to religious people.

And not only to Jews. I hope the Jews and the world will never forget

this either.

RABBI - Let me add a wise word of Rudolph Otto: "when man is faced

with the Holy, the Transcendence, he realizes that he is not the kingpin

of the Creation".

RINAT - The evening has not yet too far advanced. This gives me

the courage to ask a question. A short while ago the words "mysticism"

and "Sephiroth" were mentioned by someone. May I ask you, Rabbi, for

some additional explanatory words about mysticism in Judaism, and possibly

also about the Kabbala and the Zohar ?

RABBI - I confess that I have no deeper knowledge in this respect.

I tried once, and over an extended time, to take up the study of the

Kabbala - but had to give up, because I realized that the warning of

the Rabbis against studying the mystic writings without the guidance

of a master properly initiated and well versed in this matter, was a

possible danger to the mental health of the Student.

RINAT - We do not want to hear from you more than some introductory

remarks.

RABBI - The Kabbala was brought about by a growing longing for a
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mystic involvement which had made itself manifest in the 12th Century.

The Kabbala is principally a theosophical understanding of God as he

appears in our actual world. A number of schools developed out of this

original mystic Institution. Each of these made its own contribution.

One of these schools, established in Spain, produced the Zohar. The Zohar,

"The Book of Splendour", is the most important part of the Kabbala.

When the Jews were expelled from Spain in 1492, the spanish kabbalists

settled in various other places. In nearby Safed they established one

such school. This school developed into the most important kabbalistic

centre.

RINAT - I thought the Zohar was much older; that it had been revealed

to and by Shimon ben Yochai.

CAROL - The Zohar was not composed by Rabbi Shimeon ben Yochai in

the second Century.

RABBI - The Zohar was and is accepted and granted great respect

by the Kabbalists. It is written in aramaic. The Zohar is mainly made

up of interpretations of the T'nach. It tries, with the help of mostly

anthropomorphic Images and sexual Symbols to create a picture of God.

It tries also to produce in the devotee a mystic experience of God through

a continued recitation of God 's name.

CAROL - You must add, that Sufism and Yoga had a great influence

on the formation of the Kabbala.

RABBI - The Zohar makes a distinction between God as he is in

himself , and God as he manifests himself. God is the Ein Sof - the

Unlimited, the Endless One - from whom ten emanations emit. These are

the "Sephiroth". They are the aspects and potentialities of the Godhead.

No definition of the Ein Sof is possible. In the ten Sephiroth male

and female principles are represented, For instance Tifereth, the beauty,

and Malkuth, the power, are female principles. The latter may possibly

also mean the Shekhina.

EO - The Kabbala applied gnostic and neo-platonic principles to

its perception of God. Although God appears in his Creation, God in

his essence is unknown, incomprehensible. He is unkonwn to such a degree,

that he is not even mentioned in the T'nach and the Talmud. He has no

name. The biblical God is not a person.

CAROL - This is not far from the belief of the Sufis.

EO
_^
- God made himself known to the Jewish people in the Sephiroth,

the Kabbala says. Every verse in the Tor ah - every word even - refers

to one of the Sephiroth.

RABBI - A new wave of mysticism became manifest in the 16th Century.

It was brought on - as has already been mentioned - by the disastrous
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persecutions the Jews of Europe had to suffer, especially in Spain, at

the band of the Church. The Spanish mystics Joself Karo, Solomon Alkabez

and Isaac Luria settled in Safed and brought on a revival of mystic

Judaism. Luria - he lived from 1534 tili 1572 - collected the various

commentaries, reinterpreted them, and filled with his writing the vacuum

in the knowledge of the Kabbala which the persecutions had left. In

particular he explained, how it was possible for a perfect and infinite

God to create a world füll of evil. By shrinking, he explained, and

by withdrawing in himself, God went into exile, The empty space this

withdrawal had created within Ein Sof, became the world. This our world

is created by the shrinking of the primordial space around God. In the

course of this primordial catastrophe the Zum- Zum took place; that is

to say the "vessels broke"; the sephiroth separated; and evil came about.

The primordial man, Adam Kadmon, was created. And above all: when the

vessels broke the sparks of divinity feil onto the earth. These sparks

are the human souls. The aim of all existence is now "Tikkun", the

collection of these sparks and their return to Ein Sof.

CAROL - It was of interest to me to read, that one of the mystics

of the 13th Century, a Kabbaiist with the name Abulafar, introduced a

kabbalistic discipline consisting of concentration, breathing control,

positioning, meditation, recitation of mantras - in short in the way

Yoga is practised.

RABBI - And finally Kabbalism entered also Christian thinking.

Especially so during the Renaissance, but greatly so also in the 17th

Century, when it influenced Freemasonry, the Theosophists, Leibniz,

Swedenborg. Also Shabtai Zvi, the false Messiah, has to be mentioned

in this respect.

EO^- And do not forget Franz Kafka.

CAROL - And above all, do not forget the Bal-Shem-Tov and the

hassidic movement.

RABBI - And I will finally also include - the art of ?, the knowledge

of ?, the play with ? - Gamatria, in which conclusions are drawn from

the numeric values of hebrew aleph-beth making up the words in the T'nach.
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TWENTY-NINE

ASHER - We have learned from our talks here in this circle, that

there are many sub-divisions of the religions of India, in particular

of Buddhism. I suppose these are often specific for the various countries

in Asia which have been converted to Hinduism or Buddhism. I must say

all in all it had been for me - and I am sure for some of you too - a

most interesting excursion into regions unknown. Again daring to speak

also on your behalf, we have gained a satisfying overview of the religious

Systems, principles and philosophies of the Indian sub-continent. But

although, with the exception of the Rabbi, we are not directly involved

in - and therefore neither sufficiently acquainted with - any of the

various religious ideologies within Judaism, we are definitely interested

to know more details about the concepts which prevail in Judaism regarding

the various 'subdivisions' of the soul. And whereas we are interested

in the doctrines which prevail in Judaism about life and death, about

imraortality and reincarnation; and whereas it appears proved, that there

has been a reciprocal cultural and religious fertilization between the

East and the West - I think I have reason to suppose, that our talks

about the religious beliefs prevailing in India have very well prepaired

US for a better understanding of what Judaism has to offer from a

Spiritual and theological, from an intellectual and ethical angle.

AVNER - As far as I can remember from my private readings - I had,

unfortunately, not the benefit of a pleasant sojourn on an ascending

row of school benches - the philosophers of Greece have not only immersed

themselves in these questions, but by what they wrote and taught they

had a deep impact on the cultural and religious currents of their times.

From what I still remember from my undisciplined reading, they have

greatly influenced - for all I know they may even have formed - not only

a number of ancient religions, but also Judaism and her two daughter

religions, Christianity and Islam.

ASHER - Having heard what Avner and I had to say, would you all

agree that we should, with the Rabbi 's help and under his guidance, learn

first of all something about the religious-philosophical currents in

ancient Greece ?

RABBI - I fully agree with what Asher and Avner have remarked just

now. I will even go further and confess, that I am not surprised that
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they brought up this subject, for I myself had already planned to do

so , that is to introduce - as soon as we have reached this stage in

our talks - this very same subject, namely the philosophical concepts

which the greek schools had developed of man 's soul, of man 's life and

death, and of man's survival after death«

RINAT - I very much welcome your decision. I have since long been

looking forward to your guidance through what has been to me until now

the minefield of greek pllosophy.

RABBI - Let us agree - as we have agreed, and successfully adhered

to, with regard to what we have discussed so far, viz:- that we will

restrict our talk mainly to the basic principles. It will be left to

each of us to enlarge on what he or she hears - or to refreshen what

we have once learned, whatever might be the case - by a personal perusal

of the relative literature of whatever arouses his or her interest in

the course of our discussions.

ASHER - I fully agree. It would spoil our evenings should we be

restricted by elementaries.

AVNER - ...and should we also get off into tangential directions.

RABBI - I am sure Carol will be in a better position than I to give

you a Short survey of the concepts the ancient greek philosophers and

historians have developed over the centuries.

CAROL - I shall try my best, and I am grateful that I am not expected

to go beyond general terms. I hope, that what I can offer without great

preparations, will suffice to give you an instructive overview of greek

philosophy.

ASHER - From what I have learned once upon a time there is no doubt,

that the Greeks believed man to possess a soul ?

CAROL - From the knowledge we have of the Greeks' ear liest history

- that is of the time they still incinerated their dead - we can conclude

that they have always believed in the existence of a soul.

RINAT - How could this have led modern thinkers to come to such

a conclusion ?

CAROL - They concluded this from the fear the ancient Greeks had

of roaming spirits. They saw proof of this in the fact, that the Greeks

made offerings to the memory of the dead. Other and similar customs

prevailed in those years, and these supported such a conclusion. Later

on, when burying the dead Underground became the custom, personal items

and valuables - like arms and Ornaments, as well as food - were entombed

with them.

RABBI - But, as far as I know, there is no persistent religous

tradition of what the Greeks thought was going to happen to the soul
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after death.

CAROL - I agree. One can say that there had not been an established

religious tradition; and that, whatever concept evolved from time to

time, it always underwent changes of some kind or other,

RABBI - But it is a fact, that the earliest Greek philsophers did

not teach the existence of an immortal soul.

CAROL - This is true, We can come to understand the Greeks' concept

of the soul if we associate it with that of immortality. Immortality

is not granted to common man, the philosophers taught. Only to the gods

who are immortal because they have an immortal body.

RABBI - Contrary to what modern researchers appear to think, I did

not gain from Homer 's writings a clear-cut idea about this issue, namely

whether man owns a soul or not. In a way similar to what we heard about

Jewish thought of kabbalistic origin, also Homer speaks of 'Psuche'-

by which he meant the personality of a man; of 'Thumos*- which are man's

emotions; and of 'Nous'- with which he meant man's intellect. A soul

may wander around outside the living body, he says, but after death body

and soul together will be confined to the Underworld of Hades. Only

the blessed will be allowed to enter Elysium, a pleasant - but also

Underground placed - ambience füll of pleasures.

CAROL - Pythagoras was the leading philosopher of his time. He

lived around the 6th Century BCE. It was he who popularized the Indo-

Iranian concept of metempsychosis, of the soul 's transmigration. Although

in the 6th Century BCE the principle of metempsychosis had already been

part of the religious belief System of the Orphics, it was Pythagoras

who turned the concept of the human soul 's transmigration after death

into a popularly accepted discipline of greek philosophy. That is to

say, he taught that the soul pre-existed; that the soul transmigrates

from one body to the other; that the soul will be given reward or

punishment after death; that the soul of the pious will go to Elysium,

there to enjoy a continued blissful existence; and that the soul of the

sinners will be sent to Hades, there to be tortured by Tartarus. He

was quite precise in his views of the soul 's fate after death. For

instance he taught, that the soul of a murderer will enter a dog.

AVNER - What is or was Orphism ?

EGi/^ - May I explain this, for I have made an effort to learn about

the so-called 'mystery religious' ? Orphism is one of these. It

celebrates the life, the death and the resurrection of the god Orpheus.

The followers of this cult formed a secret brotherhood. It was the

earliest of the mystery religious which had been introduced from the

East. Other mystery religious were based on the life and death of
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Dionysos, Cybele-Attis, Isis-Osiris, Mithras, Sabazius and so on. These

mystery religions were to dominate the cultural life of ancient Greece.

Orphism, in particular, introduced the doctrine that the soul is divine,

immortal, incorporeal. Since it had been imprisoned in the body, the

originally pure soul has become polluted by sins and errors. By an

initiate's partecipation in the sacred ceremonies of the mystery religion,

his soul can be purified and finally released from further reincarnations

.

CAROL - It is important that we mention Socrates in thisa context.

To him 'Psuche', the soul, is the centre of man's life. According to

him all of man's intellectual activities originate in psuche. It is

man 's duty to take great care of his soul, to keep it unpolluted.

RABBI - Plato taught the same principles as Socrates; but Aristotle

denied psuche this very significance which Pythagoras, Plato - and the

other philosophers who preceded them - had attributed to it.

CAROL -On the other band psuche is given great importance by the

Epicureans and the Stoics,

RABBI - However - as far as I know - the idea that man possesses

a divine, an immortal soul, had first become populärized by the Dionysian

cult.

EO ^ - I have something to add to what I have said about the the

Mystery Religions: they had started to play an important role in Greece

long before the philosophers you mentioned appeared on the scene. And

in the course of time they gained more and more in importance. In the

last 3-4 centuries before our era they more or less dominated the

religious-cultural life of the countries around the mediterranean bassin.

ASHER - What was the particular advantage which gave them so much

power and influence ?

EG)^- They provided the people with the assurance, that the immortal

soul of the initiates will become god-like; that it will enjoy all the

pleasures of Elysium, while the uninitiated will be condemned to a shadowy

existence in Hades. This basic mystic-religious doctrine had been greatly

strengthened by Orphism which had added to the other very detailed rules

of conduct imposed on his life also the injunction, that the initiate

has to keep his soul morally pure.

CAROL - The unusual teaching, the impressive ceremonial and the

often frightening ritual of the mystery religions have greatly contributed

to the acceptance of the metempsychosis concept, i.e. that the divine

and immortal soul is independent of the body; and that by vir tue of man 's

moral conduct - and in the course of many incarnations - the soul can

be cleansed, freed from the body and finally enter Elysium.

EO^- It is interesting to point out, that the Mystery Religions
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CAROL - It should not surprise us, that tha mystary s
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RINAT - We have so far bean gl»en a co»prahensive and instructxva

surva, of tha xdeas which the Greek philosophers had to offer. But

have to confess, that for a true nnderstanding of -hat has bean go.ng

o„ in ancient Graece I nead a »ore detailed description and exposrt.on.

For instante: I did not Rno. that Pythagoras figures in addit.on to h.s
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CAROL - You are not the only ona to be surprised. H.s influenae

on Gree. thought was in his ti^a very considerable. But this i^pact

did „ot persist. I a. entitled to say. that the concepts wh ch the Graek

philosophers had evol»ed with regard to .an's Soul, and of the soul s

ate after daath, have in the course of the canturies undergone »any
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,

RINAT - What happens to the soul 'after it flies away
.

CAROL - This depends on the deeds it had done while in the body.

Those who have done good deed are happy; the bad ones are .iserable

RABBI - You .ust. however. taUe in consideration that the Greeks
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did not define the wicked and sinners in the way the jewish laws did.

AVNER - Does this not contradict what you told us before, namely

that the average, non-heroic souls of the individual will after death

land in Hades ?

EQ - It appears - from what I have learned - that the populär

masses of classical Greece had refused to accept the belief which at

that time was prevalent among the educated class, viz:- that after death

the soul was freed from the body; that there was an after-life; that

there was going to be a resurrection of the body. The uneducated among

the people continued to believe in a Hades as an after-death "storing

place" for the body. And they persisted in their belief, that after

death the body has to remain united with its soul.

RABBI - I learned from my studies of Homer, that this very same

concept prevailed in his time, viz:- that after death the soul, the

Psuche, continues to exist in its union with the body; and that it goes

along with its body into the underworld of Hades, the "Land of No Return",

where all the dead are assembled. Hades - as you will remember - was

thought to be similar in character to the Sheol of our Bible. This,

it was accepted, had to be the fate of the soul of the average individual.

According to Homer, also heroes like Achilles had to proceed to the

underworld - but once there, they were allotted a residence in the 'Isle

of the Bliss', in the Elysium of the Blessed.

CAROL - I have, however, to point out, that it is nowhere made clear

whether the entire person - soul and body - is transported to the Elysium

or only the soul.

RABBI -One may conclude from Homer 's description of the soul as

the "breath of life", that it is immortal as well as ethereal. This

has to mean, that after death the soul cannot anymore perform any physical

activities and has, therefore, to have been freed from the body on

reaching Hades or Elysium.

CAROL - This may also be implied in the "shadowy shape" the dead

are said to adopt after death.

RABBI - The great influence Plato had and has on mankind's culture

embraces also his concept of the human soul. He calls it "Psuche", as

we have already heard. He describes the soul, which will separate from

the mortal body after death, as representing the divine aspect of man.

He calls it the seat of intelligence and morality.

EO - I realize now, that Plato' s philosophy is similar to that

of Hinduism. And also to that of certain currents in Buddhism which

teach, that the soul is immortal and that it is trapped in a mortal body.

RABBI - Plato - it is worth mentioning - too had originally thought.
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that the soul is firmly trapped in the body; but he also thought, that

the soul will perish along with body at the time of death. He made,

however, an exception for the souls of the philosophers because they

are enlightened beings: their souls will be freed from the mortal body

and survive. Later on he changed his philosophy to what has been

described before. In his 'Phaedrus' he explains, that the soul is a

totally separate part in the human being; that it attaches itself

periodically to living beings; and that each soul 's selection of a body

for its reincarnation is determined by the soul's former life.

RINAT - This means he did believe in reincarnation ?

CAROL - Reincarnation appears to have been the accepted doctrine

in all ancient cultures.

ASHER - What, in general, happens in the view of these ancient

philosophies to the human soul after it is set free ?

RABBI - Originally all souls were thought to have been stored in

the Stars. At the beginning all souls were considered equal; they were

believed to have the same potentialities. After death the soul which

has remained pure and just will return to its star, while the others

are subject to reincarnation - first into the body of a woman; and if

it is not cleansed and corrected during that lifetime, the soul will

be next incarnated in an animal.

RINAT - I am surprised ! Also the Greeks believed, that we may

be punished and our souls made to reincarnate in an animal ?

CAROL - The transportation of the human soul into various bodies

was based on - and can be explained by - the concept of an eternally

and universally prevailing justice. This was the inducement for Plato

- and before him Pythagoras - to teach, that a human soul can also enter

an animal body. Plotonius, however, who was a later leading spirit,

denied such a possibility.

RABBI - Since Augustinus also Christianity has denied that a human

soul can ever enter an animal body.

AVNER - What meaning, function, sense does Plato give to the human

soul ?

RABBI - Plato 's concept of the soul is not consistent, as has been

mentioned before in another aspect. While he says that the soul is

something immaterial, he declares that it contains in addition also an

irrascible, rational and 'appetitive' part. In his opus Timetho he says,

that like the soul of the gods also the human soul is made from the same

material as the world soul - and yet it is part of the world of change

and becoming.

CAROL - In general terms it can be said, that from the 5th cent.
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BCE onward all hellenistic religions have adopted the platonic concept

which says, that the human body remains on earth and decays, while the

soul flies upwards to its original abode above the earth. Plutarch,

who lived in the first Century of our era, opined that the moon is the

ultimate abode of the souls,

EQ3^ - I found it interesting, that Plato describes the soul in the

way the Upanishads do: that it is like a chariot drawn by two fierce

horses: one pulls the charioteer towards sensuality and low-grade desires,

the other towards spirituality

•

AVNER - What does Plato say about God ?

RABBI - Plato distinguishes two worlds: the world of the ideas,

and the sensible world which has been created by the Demiurge. The latter

introduces the idea of God, the soul of the world, into the world body.

By this act the world has been brought to life.

AVNER - The Demiurge ?

RABBI - As in gnosticism so also in Plato 's philosophical System

has the Demiurge his place. But in Plato *s world the Demiurge is a

super ior being which plays an positive and beneficial role: he created

the world. And, above all, he keeps order in our otherwise chaotic world.

EQl»^- The Demiurge is not restricted to Plato 's world. He is -

as we have already learned - an important, but less pleasant actor in

the world of gnosticism and of Manichaeism.

RABBI - We cannot complete our excursion into the realm of the greek

philosophors' concept of the soul, without paying due respect also to

Aristotle, who has had a major impact on the thinking of the generations

following his. He contradicted what Plato and his school had taught.

Aristotle had originally thought that the soul is 'a divine sojourner

on earth' . But later on he denied that there is such a dualism of body

and soul. He formed the definite opinion that the soul is inseparable

from its body - or at least parts of it are - and that it perishes with

the body.

CAROL - It may be of interest to you that also Aristotle speaks

of a tripartite soul: an intellectual soul, a sensitive soul and a

vegetative soul. He states, that the soul is instrumental in all of

man 's behaviour, thinking and feeling; that it is the principle by which

man perceives, lives and thinks.

EG) - It is indeed very interesting that he too believes in a

tripartite soul !

CAROL - Aristotle distinguishes further between the active mind

and the passive mind. Of the former he says, that *'.... the intellect

is the maker of all things"; and of the latter that "
the intellect
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has become all things".

RABBI - Aristotle's philosophy of the soul - that it has a natural

beginning; that it has no individuality of its own; that it has no

separate existence - was accepted by the scholastic philosophers and

also by Maimonides.

CAROL - But not by the Church which teaches, that the soul is not

pre-existent but has been created by God«

RABBI - This is true. This doctrine the Church has again and again

pronounced and confirmed over the centuries - the last time in the papal

encyclic 'Humanis generis' of 1950,

AVNER ~ Let's leave the Church 's opinions for the time being; and

let US hear what Aristotle has to say about Cod.

RABBI - Let me repeat what we have already learned: Aristotle denies

the soul 's individuality and separate existence. He is of the opinion,

what we call the soul is the realization of the inner capabilities of

the body; that the soul cannot exist without a body; that after death

the soul disappears with the disintegration of the body. However - and

this is important - Aristotle also says, that there is in man some kind

of Spiritual being, namely the mind which is akin to Cod. It is uncreated

and immortal. At birth it enters man from outside. This mind-factor

does not amalgamate with the body. It represents the power of reason

in the human being. At death the mind retires to its own separate

existence; that is to say, the immortal intellect is that which approaches

the divine in the world.
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T H I R T Y

RABBI - This evening I intend to take you along on an excursion

through the positions Judaism has taken on the issues we have discussed

so far, viz:- about God and our world; about life and death; about the

soul and its reincarnation. This evening I intend to raise our talks

onto a higher level from where we are enabled to survey a wider horizon.

I intend to deal also with evil and sin; with repentance and redemption.

I am sure, my friends - I hope I am entitled to call you thus from now

on - you have been waiting for this stage in our discussions. We shall

take also a look into the deviations and changes which Judaismus daughter

religions, Christianity and Islam, have introduced into their own

theologies. In doing so we may possibly retrace certain original currents

in Judaism which would otherwise not have attracted our attention.

Our journey will take us through a steadily changing landscape,

each of which represents the stages of development through which Judaism

has passed. Your attention has repeatedly been drawn to the fact that

also in periods past - going back some thousands of years ago - when

other than commercial contacts between people were far less common, and

when direct cultural contacts between distant nations were the exception

- there had been a steady, I may say an osmosis-like exchange of the

religio-cultural currents not only between neighbouring nations but also

between those at opposite ends of the then civilized world. Of this

you have already been made aware when your attention was drawn to the

impact the greek, the roman, the assyrian and the egyptian cultures had

on each other. But also the iranian and indian religions of those days

had an unmistakable influence on the peoples around the mediterranean

bassin.

In other words: the original conception the Children of Israel,

while wandering through the desert, had of themselves and of their

Spiritual and moral tasks and duties, changed after they had settled

on their promised lands and had begun to develop commercial, social and

cultural contacts - if not exchanges - with their neighbours, the

Babylonians, the Egyptians, the Assyrians, the Greek and the Romans.

Changes in the way they viewed their duties and rights became again

necessary when the First Temple was destroyed. And again new concepts

had to be developed when the Second Temple was destroyed and the Jewish
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Commonwealth had come to an end. New rules of life and new attitudes

to the surrounding world had to be evolved. And again the Jews had to

make a deeply furrowing adjustment when they were admitted into the

tolerant ambience which blessed the expanding islamic world; when they

were granted some degree of freedom - even though at times that of

second-class Citizens - by their moslem host countries; when in some

measure their human rights were given recognition under the benevolent

umbrella of a flourishing moslem culture. And again new tactics of

survival had to worked out, and new economic Standards had to be

instituted, when the growing hostility of the Christian world forced

the Jews to withdraw into a factual as well as into spiritual ghettos.

And again the Jewish people had to modify their ways of living, and had

to adapt their outlook on life, when the era of Enlightenment offered

them not only human rights but also the Inducement to abandon their Jewish

inheritance. And finally the Jewish people of today has been forced

to give an affirmative reply to what the re-establishment of an

independent Jewish State should mean to them. Or whether or not, in

Order to avoid the embarrassment of a positive reply, they should chose

to escape into total assimilation.

I have painted with large strokes on my small canvass the jewish

people 's Progression - and its associated social and humane developmental

stages - in the course of the last two or more thousand years. It is

open to US this evening - and possibly the next ones - to fit into the

pictures I have drawn the spiritual progress and the intellectual changes

of which you have become aware with the help of our talks.

We shall, of course, draw our first material from the Bible. We

shall study what the Scriptures teil us about the view the Israelis of

old held about life and death, about the human soul and about life after

death.

However, a word of caution: do not get impatient if I or one of

you will repeat passages, ideas, opinions or quotations which we have

already heard in some other connection. This will be unavoidable. But

it may well serve us as a step-ladder to the next - hopefully a higher

- level of understanding.

AVNER - I am sure we shall hear now sets of quotations from the

Bible which have been mentioned before. But I do not mind. We shall

get confirmation of what is in my opinion a definite fact: that the Bible

is a composition of folklore, myths and unconfirmed pseudo-history . To

avoid any possible embarrassment, I propose we can henceforth do without

biblical recitations or quotations.

CAROL - Avner, please...
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Rabbi - Nevermind, Carol. I propose, Avner, that during the next

hours you divest yourself of your preconceived ideas which are born again

and again of what is quite evidently an uncritical negativism. Listen

to what Bernard Malamud had to say: "If your train is on the wrong track,

every Station you come to is the wrong Station'*.

AVNER - I am sorry ! I had not intended my remark to be offensive.

I am sorry if I gave you this impression.

RABBI - Thank you, Avner. I want to introduce our program of this

evening with the Observation, that man's preoccupation with his soul;

that his preoccupation with his life; that his preoccupation with his

death - the latter though somehow to a possibly lesser degree - is a

traditional characteristic of the semitic peoples. This tendency made

headway already early in the history of our people due to the influence

which greek philosophy and culture had on the Jews in the last centuries

of the pre-christian era, when the hellenized Jews eagerly identified

with the idea that man possesses an immortal soul; that good deeds

performed during one's lifetime will be rewarded after death; that the

wicked and the sinners cannot look forward to a blissful after-life.

This trend is reflected in the so-called 'Wisdom Literature*, whose

introduction into the jewish culture was only made possible by the

considerable influence which in the last few centuries of the pre-

christian era hellenism had acquired in jewish circles. "The souls of

the righteous are in the hands of God and no torment can touch them'',

says the Book 'Wisdom of Solomon*. It mentions also, that man's

lot is with the holy angels*'.

ASHER - We have heard various hypotheses about the human soul, its

various components - if there are really any such - and their Infiltration

into the newly developing fetus. But we have not yet learned what the

Bible, the jewish scriptures, says about the time and stage when the

soul enters the body.

RABBI - The Pentateuch says that the breath blown by God into Adam

had transformed the latter into a living being. There are other parts

of Scriptures in which it is said, that the human being begins to live

from the moment the divine breath enters the body,. "Were God to recall

his breath... man would return to dust", says Job. The same thought also

the Psalmist expresses: "..you stop their breath they die.. and revert

to dust". The Talmud too offers an answer: God compels the soul, which

he has selected from a large number he has available, or which he may

have newly created, to enter the womb at the time of conception. One

of the Talmud sages teils us in addition, that the soul leaves the body

at night and returns in the morning hours, newly charged with life.

ff
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And the Talmud reports also on some other occasion, that after death

the soul continues to hover around the body for three days in the hope

that life may return.

CAROL - Zoroastrianism says something slmilar.

EQ^- Does, according to your knowledge, original Judaism know of

the kind of dualism which Zoroastrianism preaches ?

CAROL - Allow me to reply to your question, that at the time the

concept of dualism with its principles of good and evil penetrated

Judaism, also the belief in resurrection and a continued life after death

became incorporated into Judaism. At that time also the concepts of

Heaven and Hell, of the Day of Judgement and of the End of Days, of Angels

and Demons, as well as that of the Messiah gained Impetus in Judaism.

RABBI - However, as far as I know, original biblical Judaism never

Said anything of a dualism of soul and body in the way it is taught by

the Greeks or Iranians.

RINAT - I know we have already heard an explanation of the dualistic

principle. We have also larned something of the meaning dualism has

in Zoroastrianism. I have been wondering, what we have to think of the

ethical aspect of this dualistic concept. I meant to say, what is the

Status of evil in mankind's actual and future being ?

RABBI - God told Jesaya: "I am the Lord I form the light and

create darkness. I make peace and create evil". Evil is to be avoided,

says the Bible. Depart from evil and do good, says the Psalmist. But

in jewish thinking, contrary to the iranian on, evil is not the dualistic

Opponent of goodness. This means, that evil is not of necessity equal

to goodness in permanency and survival. There is only one God, and it

is he who has created both good and evil. Good and evil are not separate

sub-gods. The Zohar describes God 's left hand as evil and his right

one as mercy. In Judaism evil has been introduced for the good it may

create. "Whatever the Merciful does is for the good", exclaimed Rabbi

Akiva.

CAROL - The saying of Jesaya which you have just now heard, is a

definite anti-dualistic declaration. In the dualism as preached in

Zoroastrianism, there are two gods and not one. Each has taken on a

different function. Each is responsible for his own part of the Creation.

Generally speaking, the god of good is one side and the god of evil on

the other side. In the dualism of the Zoroastrians as well as that of

the Manichaeans, evil is absolute and exists in its own right. Ormuzd

is in Zoroastrianism light, and Ahriman darkness. In Gnosticism there

is a distant and unapproachable God - and there is the evil Demiurge

who has created the world.
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AVNER - Is Satan not a dualistic Opponent of God ?

RABBI - Not in Judaism. He is not a deity in Judaism. I propose

we continue now with what we know about the jewish view of the soul.

EGO - The significance of the biblical threefold composition of

the soul - of which we have already talked some time ago, but on which

I shall enlarge with your permission - is described in the Zohar as Ruach,

meaning breath as well as vitality; as Nefesh, meaning emotions as well

as the mental State; and as Neshama, meaning conscious life. Ruach and

Nefesh, according to the Zohar, are susceptible to sin and will be

punished. The Neshama, however, remains always clean and is not tainted

by whatever happens in life. It will be stored in **Tzeror Ha'Chaim",

the "Bundles of Life". It will ultimately return among the Sephiroth

whence it originated.

CAROL - Nefesh and ruach combined were called 'Ka' in ancient Egypt;

'Pneuma' or 'Psuche* in ancient Greece; and 'anima or spirit' in ancient

Rome.

RABBI - I shall enlarge, from a Jewish point of view, on the subject

under discussion. You will agree with me, that to the average person

- and especially to the intelligent and educated Jew - it is of great

importance, that he obtains a clear understanding of the meaning of these

metaphysical entities. In this matter the explicit circumscriptions

and delineations we find in the prayerbooks are more helpful than what

the jewish theologians have to say in their treatises. The soul is pure,

says one of the prayers. There is no original sin. We are born free

of sin. Death is only a temporary passage.

RANIT - In which prayer is this mentioned ?

RABBI - In the daily morning prayer which begins with the sentence

'Elohai Haneshama ". This prayer - which sounds more like a Statement

than a prayer - dates from the rabbinic-talmudic era of about 2000 years

ago. It says: "My God ! The soul you have given me is pure.... you will

take it from me, but you will return it to me in future. . . .Praised are

you, God, who returns souls to the dead bodies".

AVNER - This goes already beyond the limits of the factual...

RABBI - ...one can hardly speak of anything factual when dealing

with these matters.

AVNER - But one should be offered a logical framework into which

such conceptions can fit !

CAROL - I think, we have already been presented with such a scheme.

However, I would be grateful if we could have it repeated in a few words,

as it could serve as the starting point for an explanation of the belief

in what amounts to a resurrection of the body after death. It appears
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to me, by the way, that some among us are already sympathetic to this

idea whlch has been presented to us as a hypothesis,

RABBI - There are an untold number of explanations for these three

components which are mentioned in the Bible....

EO^- I suppose you have referred to my hypothesis-like explanation

of the original biblical System on which the Kabbala has enlarged, I

shall gladly repeat what I told you some time ago. I believe that Nefesh

refers to the vitality of the forming embryo; that Ruach comes into play

when life enters the embryo and turns it into a fetus; and that Neshama

is the soul proper, the karman-directed eternally surviving - and as

long and often as necessary - reincarnating divine part of our being.

RABBI - Do you agree with what the Kabbala has to say ? Else what

functions do you attribute to each component ?

EQ^- The Nefesh is the genetic profile of the DNA-strain. Ruach

is the life factor when breathing Starts; when the circulation Starts

to function; when the nervous System Starts to form, It is the pre-life

factor until the fetus-infant enters the world. At that moment the

neshama is added. Nefesh, the physical character of the Jewish people,

is propagated by the Nefesh, In children of mixed marriages this heritage

may be enhanced - but mostly it is reduced, This heritage-scheme may

also be upset in a child resulting from adultery. Neshama is that part

of the soul-complex which enters the Infant at birth. It carries in

itself - or better said it provides the newborm with - the personality

traits which will develop with - and will henceforth make up the character

of - the individual. The neshama will provide the ethical direction;

the Stimulus to moral conduct; the aim of ethical completion.

RINAT - What does Judaism say to the survival of the soul; to the

principle of the soul 's immortality; and to the idea of a resurrection

of the dead or at least of his soul ?

RABBI - The dead body and its soul were initially supposed to be

stored in Sheol, as you may remember. Body and soul are abandoned there

without hope and consolation. It may surprise you to learn, that in

our Scriptures of an earlier date it is clearly said, that God has no

power to intervene in Sheol on behalf a dead entombed there. But at

a later period a change occurred in this perception. For the sages appear

to have reasoned, that this is a contradiction: that whereas God is

omnipotent he has to have the right to exert his power everywhere he

wants. This made the Psalmist exclaim: ".•..but God will ransom me from

the pains of Sheol, for he will receive me". Once jewish theology had

reached this stage, it was only a short step to the belief in the

resurrection of man himself. We have also to take note of the Book of
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Daniel. It must have been written under the influenae of the cosmic

and ethic dualism penetrating from Iran. This book, which was composed

around the year 167 BCE, is one of the series of apocalyptic writings

which, as a rule, were not recognized by the Rabbis of old. The Book

of Daniel is the only exception.

RABBI - You are right. It is the only apocalyptic writing which

has been accepted in Judaism's biblical canon.

CAROL - The concept of resurrection eo ipso implies that of the

immortality of the soul. In this respect not only the zoroastrian impact,

but also the influence of the greek philosophers on jewish thinking is

clearly recognizable.

RINAT - I can well imagine how the assurance that my body will

be resurrected - be it my soul only, or my soul along with my body -

will make it much easier for me when my time comes to say farwell to

my life on earth. It will also be a consolation for me, that the more

humane ones among the ancient Jewish sages had come to the conclusion,

that the prognostic negativism of those Rabbis, who predicted that only

the righteous and faithful will be resurrected, does not agree with

Judaismus ethics; and that it is sure, that all of us will one day be

resurrected.

RABBI - I fully agree - and it has repeatedly been my personal

experience - that the thought of a future resurrection may well ease

the mind of a dying person. I am horrified whenever I imagine, what

in old times a dying individual, under the impact of the then established

concepts, must have feit, i.e. that the grave is a place of punishment

in which one is confined for ever.

EG) - You do not have to go far back in history to find evidence

of such a horror of death. Today 's followers of Mazdaism - the Parsees

- are victimized by such a fear.

CAROL - And I know of many Moslems who are not better off.

AVNER - Are the Catholics not lucky ? They know that even on their

deathbed their priest will absolve them from their sins.

RINAT - How terrible it must be to think that one is condemned and

damned for eternity ! How terrible it must be to imagine oneself in

a place and in a Situation where one can only look forward to an unending

term of punishment. How terrible it must be for an individual when

he hears that in the best of cases an eventual return to earth a

reincarnation may even imply a far worse fate.

EG)_- This is indeed what a Parsee knows will happen to him, and

what a Moslem believes he has to face ! To this day the Moslem on his

deathbed knows, that while eternally confined to his grave, he will have
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to expect severe punishment not only throughout eternity; not only in

a time-limited distant future, but already in the immediate aftermath

of his death. That is to say, no sooner he finds himself in his grave.

And after all this initial stage of terrible suffering the dead individual

will have to join the masses of other deads in a sheol-like place called

''Barzaikh", where the wicked souls will have to wait tili Judgement Day,

CAROL - It is expected that the awareness of such a fate should

stimulate a Moslem to an all-out endeavour to lead an ethic life. To

live a clean life. For the souls and bodies of the individuals who have

led an ethically clean and perfect life are after their death allowed

to straight away enter paradise, where they will find all kinds of

physical as well as spiritual enjoyments.

RABBI - I bow to the humanitarian spirit, which is revealed in the

correction reflected in a moslem tradition and which says, that at the

end of days the Prophet himself will be at hand to intercede on behalf

of each believer who appears in front of God's throne on Judgement Day.

CAROL - This kind of consolation is not unique to Islam only. Also

the Christians are promised that on the Day of Judgement Jesus will sit

at the side of God, and will intervene on behalf of those who have been

his faithful followers.

RINAT - May I confess, that I am more confused than ever by what

I have heard this evening. Teil me first of all, please, how evil can

be good for us ?

lABBI - While evil is indeed liable to diverge and alienate us from

God, it gives also effect to goodness. And goodness is that which unites

US with God.

RINAT - How is all this possible ? God has created the world.

It is a beautiful creation. But why all the sordidness, the suffering,

the hatred, the persecutions - in short: all the evil ?

AVNER - You are right. I would have done a better job.

RABBI - God does not act as man does. Whereas God is omnipotent,

and whereas his creation is imperfect, it follows that God had wanted

this world to have flaws; to show imperfections; to harbour evil.

E0_^- Forget about all the explanations which the kabbalists, the

theologians and the philosophers offer. Think instead, that the world

and mankind have been given the task to develop into an ethical society.

And above all to do so on its own and without any forceful or other

influence from above. In other words, that mankind has been given the

task to achieve this perfection by its own efforts only. And finally

and ultimately: mankind can measure itself and its efforts - and the

success of its efforts - by the way it faces and handles evil.
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RABBI - Had I the power, I would make every Jew have instead of

the mezuza on the doorpost, engrave on the most visible spot in his house

the message of the Proverbs: "He who oppresses the poor blasphemes the

Maker. He who is gracious to the needy honours him".

ASHER - May I return to what we have talked about before and ask,

what concept the Christian have of an eventual resurrection ?

RABBI - Body and soul will one day be resurrected, the Church

teaches. But the body which is going to be resurrected will be different

from the earthly one of flesh and blood. It will be a kind of spiritual

body.

ASHER - How do the other religions with which we are becoming more

and more familiär, imagine the resurrected body to look ?

EG)^- In Hinduism the body is matter; it is totally different from

"Parusa", the life principle or the Seif. The soul or Seif has no lasting

bond with the physical world; it is only temporarily associated with

a human body. The buddhist view is similar - but there is an additional

twist: everything is illusionary, say the Buddhists. The body is a part

of the World of Illusion. The body exists but still does not exist.

CAROL - Further to your question I am going to mention, that in

ancient Egypt the mummification of the dead indicated the belief in a

resurrection of the body as well as that of the dead's personality.

In Zoroastrianism the individual will be resurrected in the very same

shape and form he had while alive.

EO - Resurrection can occur also in the form of a ghost or a spirit,

and the Moslems believe that the living can be possessed by such a spirit.

AVNER - Before we go on, I would be thankful to you for a somewhat

clearer explanation. Am I right to say that the dead, in the biblical

view, keep their souls on entering Sheol; and that the dead will only

be revived at the End of the Days, at the time of the resurrection ?

RABBI - The dead is taken to Sheol, the realm of death, body and

soul, as a faint weak shape of what he had been when alive.

AVNER - What does Sheol look like ?

RABBI - Sheol is, according to the Bible, made up of ^Chambers and

rooms, with strong gates and prison bars". It is a land of oblivion

without hope. It is a land of desolation, from which there is no return.

AVNER - Not my taste of a prolonged holiday resort.

RABBI - Sheol is mentioned a great number of times in the Scriptures.

I shall quote only Job saying "...the waters surrounded me right to my

throat; the abyss was all around me". And Jesaya complained "...yes,

Sheol opens wide its throat and gapes with its measureless jaw...".
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RINAt - Did the people not despair for having to face such a hopeless

future...? That whatever good deeds they had done in life were not taken

into account ?

RABBI - People in ancient did not expect anything eise. The biblical

teaching - that award and punshment take place during the lifetime of

the individual, and that death is nothing but the final punishment, was

the accepted doctrine in early jewish history. Nobody thought of doubting

it. And in any case, there was nothing one could do against what was

viewed as an established fact. But later on, in the rabbinic era which

followed the destruction of the Second Temple - that is at the time the

Talmud was composed - and especially under zoroastrian and hellenistic

influence, Jewish religious doctrine underwent a change. The soul, it

was taught now, is a supernatural creation of God. It is given us humans

on loan. After death God takes the soul back - but there will come the

time when the body is resurrected and will be rejoined with its soul.

In still later times this was further elaborated: all souls existed

already since Creation. There is a place in heaven where the souls are

stored before birth. The Messiah will come when the last soul kept in

this store-room has been implanted in a human body.

ASHER - What you said just now sounds to me rather different from

what I heard you say before. Firstly it excludes a resurrection, and

secondly it is the reverse of what the Kabbala said and what has been

accepted by most religious Jews, viz:- that the souls are sparks emanated

from God; and that the End of Days will at last come when all the sparks

have been collected and reunited with God again.

RABBI - You are right. This diversity - by the way an outcrop of

a mysticism which exists not only in Judaism but in most all religious

philosophies - clearly indicates the need we havre not only of knowledge

but mainly also of consolation.

AVNER - I was impressed to learn that - contrary to some greek

philosophers' teaching - Judaism Claims that the soul is not only immortal

but also sinful; and that it is not an integral pa^t of the body.

RABBI - It is true that Judaism teaches the soul to be immortal.

It teaches also that the soul is pure and that it is the body which is

the sinful part. However, even though - and because - the soul is the

ethical giroscope within the person, it is responsible for all the sins

this person commits. This is different from the greek point of view,

viz:- that the body is sinful; that it alone is respoisible for the sins

which bürden the soul.

AVNER - What was the official teaching at the time Jesus lived ?

RABBI - At that time the religioas climate was determiaed by the
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representatives of the tvo great political currents then domiiating the

religious and political sceae - the Saddacees and the Pharisees. The

former proclaimed the Scriptures as the only valid authority. The

Saducees, ho.vever, had their owa rigid and uicompromising belief s. They

denied the souls' inmortality because the Bible nowhere mentlons any

of this, They denied also, that the soul can exist outside the body,

They denied furthermore, that the soul can transmigrate into another

body. They strongly refuted also the possiiblity of a resarrection,

because nothing of this kind is .Tientioned anywhere in the Scriptures.

For this reason they deaied ais that spirits and angels could exist.

CAROL - According to the New Testament it was the concept of

resurrection which was the main cause why the Sanhedrin - made up of

Sadducees - refuted Jesus and accused him of blasphemy.

RABBO - The Pharisees, on the other hand, had a totally different

Interpretation of the Scriptures and of Jewish life in general. You

may call them the early Puritans. They believed in a resurrection. They

too believed in whatever the Scriptures reports and in whatever Tradition

transmits - but they believed also in a resurrection of the body. They

believed in the survival of the soul after death. They believed in

"T'chiath hamethim", the revival of the body. They believed in the Coming

of an eventual Judgement Day. And they were sure of a life in the world

to come.

EG) _ - You must a priori forget what the Christian Gospels say about

the Pharisees. In an apparently purposeful distortion of the truth,they

have painted the Pharisees in the most negative colours. In truth, the

Pharisees preached a highly ethical Standard of Judaism. They preached

that charity is the most important injunction the Tora has issued. By

the way: you will have heard of the Schools of Hillel and Shamai. They

were Pharisees.

RABBI - Also long after the time of the Pharisees and of the Second

Temple Period the Rabbis of old - those of the time when the Talmud was

composed, say between 300 and 500 of our era - firmly believed in a

resurrection.

EO - This was not something new, however. This belief had been

in vogue already at the time of the Maccabees: their leader Juda ordered

sacrifices to be offered on behalf of the dead in the evident expectation

that they were going to be raised at the appropriate time. Had he not

expected that his fallen warriors would in due course be resurrected,

it would surely have been thought superfluous and futile to order prayers

for the wellbeing of their souls. Do you agree ?

RABBI - You are right. The Rabbis of the Talmud I mentioned clearly
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stated in their teaching that - I quote - ''•...when the time fixed in

God's plan comes, the bodles of the dead will be restored and rise from

their tombs. The souls resurrected in the 'Bundles of Life' will rejoin

their bodies; and the whole man as he has lived once will answer God

for his conduct and character in his former life, Those condemned will

go down to Gehinnom while the righteous who can justify his conduct will

forever live in a blessed State in Gan Eden".

ASHER - This makes it quite clear....

RABBI - I have here another quotation from the Talmud - the Tractate

Mishna Sanhedria - which, as you can see, could not be more explicit

in this respect. "Whoever says that the Thora does not make mention of

a resurrection of the dead, says that there is no Tora revealed from

heaven. He, as well as the Epicureans, have no part in the future world".

CAROL - By force of circumstances the acceptance of the idea of

a future resurrection gained greater acknowledgement in the year 553

when the Roman Emperor Justinian issued the order, that the Jews who

do not belief in a resurrection, are to be severely punished.

RINAT - Has Judaism ever in clear terms acknowledged a transmigration

of the soul ?

RABBI - The Rabbis of the Talmud preached that every soul has again

and again to pass through one body after the other - and that the Messiah

will come when all souls have in this manner, and through this process,

been cleansed of all their impurities,

AVNER - Which of the many bodies a soul has inhabited in the course

of its migration will it return to at the proper time ?

RABBI - You will not have to worry. Most likely a multiple of the

same soul will arrange for this,

ASHER - What then is, in view of the expected resurrection, the

accepted opinion of the relationship between body and soul ?

RABBI - In jewish view man and woman receive their bodies from their

parents. They receive spirit, life and soul from God.

EO^- I may add, that it cannot be other than that the inheritance

of racial characteristics and of other family distinctives - that is

to say those specifics which are today known as being contained in the

DNA and the genes - are in their entirity transmitted through the body

of the parents; and that this transmission is totally unconnected with

the soul. My contention is clearly indicated by what I had occasion

to describe to you as my view of the relationship the soul has with the

human body.
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THIRTY-ONE

RABBI - I think we have by now gained an ample insight into the

biblical and post-biblical views about the various matters we have over

the weeks discussed. Let us now proceed with the examination of the

views which the theologians and philosophers of the Middle-Ages had formed

with regard to this matter,

AVNER - May I point out that we have not yet had an occasion to

learn about the view which the Kabbala has formed regarding, . .

.

CAROL - Nor have you yet said a word about the concept of 'Gilgul'.

RABBI - I have not overlooked the important place occupied by the

Kabbala in jewish-religious thinking. What you both have mentioned is

after all a product of the Middle Ages, and I intend to deal with the

Kabbala, and especially with the Zohar, within the frame of medieval

jewish doctrine and philosophy. And within that same framework we shall

talk also about 'Gilgul'. Now, and in passing, I will only mention that

during the Middle Ages the then prevailing, very influential neo-platonic

philosophical current had also a marked influence on Jewish thinking.

RINAT - What about Neo-Platonism ?

CAROL - Neo-Platonism represented the principle, that the souls

have an affinity to the Godhead; that they are distinct entities which

enter the human body from the spiritual world; that the souls have to

undergo purification before they can return to the sphere of divine life.

EG)^- Was Philo not already a Neo-platonist ?

CAROL - He was, Neo-Platonism is not a current of the Middle Ages

only; it originated already in the late Antique. Neo-Platonism, which

came into the foreground in the last two centuries of the preceding era,

took on a mystic character in the first two centuries of our era. It

searched for the way to liberate the soul from the body - which was seen

as the soul 's prison - so that it can ascend to the High Spiritual World,

the world of light, to the One God.

ASHER - Is the biblical One God identical with the neo-platonic

One ?

RABBI - It is difficult to say. The biblical One is described in

his deeds, his laws and cares; while of the neo-platonic One nothing

is known as he is considered infinite and cannot be known.

CAROL - By the way: may I say a few words about Philo of Alexandria,
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who was a quite interesting - and certainly an unusual - type of

philosopher. He was a Jew and accepted it as a fact which cannot be

doubted, that God had once revealed himself. And although God goes on

revaling himself in the Creation, he wrote, God's essence remains

otherwise incomprehensible to mankind. Man cannot apprehend God by

intellectual reasoning - only by Intuition. God 's wisdom - his ''Logos*

- had been present in the world since it was created, Philo preached.

The Jews of Philo's time refused to follow his 'logos principle' ,
but

the Christian did. They did so with enthusiasm. They liked and welcomed

what Philo had to say about the 'logos*. This was the most likely reason

why they claimed him as one of theirs.

RABBI - Let me enlarge on what you said. Neo-Platonism was indeed

an important ingredient in the philosophies of the periods you mentioned.

The line of its teaching was, that an 'over-mind' exists in the Universe

of which the soul is an emanation. Originally there had been a 'universal

soul' or an 'over-soul', but it came to be broken up in small individual

parts which became encased in individual bodies. Each of the individual

souls is a fragment of that 'over-soul'. After an individual dies, its

soul returns to its fountainhead God.

CAROL - I stand corrected. I should have mentioned this specific

neo-platonic concept.

RABBI - This neo-platonic concept is to us of particular importance

as it had an influence on Maimonides - and above all because we can see

it reflected in the mysticism represented in the Book of Zohar. A few

words about Moses ben Maimon, who is known as Maimonides and also as

the "Rambam". He lived from 1135 tili 1204. He is, as you will know,

considered the giant of Jewish thought in the Middle Ages. Sa'adya -

although he is less honoured by the thinkers of our own time - has to

be counted as not ranging far behind Maimonides. I shall deal with both

of them at length after having mentioned one or two more philosophers

of lesser calibre of that period. Among these I count Avicenna who

taught, that nothing remains of man after death except his intellect.

Maimonides seemed to have been attracted by this idea. Also Ibn Gairol

believed that the soul originates in the world of intellect. The ultimate

reward of man, the later wrote, is the contact his soul makes with what

he designs as the "Superior Intellect". This "contact" will come about

in the world to come. The soul of the righteous will go to the sphere

of the angels - that is the "cosmos of the intellects" - and reach the

"seat of glory" - that is God. Maimonides taught in his "Guide of the

Perplexed", that the Jewish faith, though it is made up of a multitude

of doctrines, is based on sound principles. God is incomprehensible
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and unaccessible to human reason. It is, however, possible to understand

and approach God with the help of a simple symbolic language. People

should understand that the biblical language is a symbolic language.

Once this basic fact is understood, it will prevent people from forming

an anthropologic Image of God.

EO^- He stated all this in extraodinarily circumscribed and precise

terms in his "Thirteen Articles of Faith".

RABBI - I was going to mention this. In some way or other you all

will already have become acquainted with these Thirteen Articles. In

these he states that God exists; that he is wise; that he is incorporeal;

that he is eternal; that idols have no place in a Jew's faith. He also

says, that the Prophets were true messengers of God; and that Moses was

the greatest ever among the prophets. Truth is divine. The Tora is

eternally valid. God is well aware of what man does. God judges man

for his deeds. The day will come when God will send his Messiah and

the dead will be resurrected.

EG)^- He also said somewhere, that God cannot be said to be simply

"good" because he exceeds all which we can ever understand as good.

CAROL - I have studied the Rambam's writings and had the feeling

that he is at times very dogmatic. He hedges about the immortality of

the soul, I think. Only the understanding we obtain from Cognition is

immortal, he says. Therefore only "thinkers" can be immortal. Our bodies

play no role in this respect. But he is ready to accept, that a physical

resurrection - of the body re-united with its soul - will in due course

take place after death; that both, body and the soul together, will be

punished for the sins committed in their previous life.

RINAT - This means that he accepts the existence of an after-life.

RABBI - Very definitely so. However, he clearly states that only

the immortal souls will survive. In his main opus, 'The Mishne Thora',

he writes: In Olam Haba - the future world - no bodies exist, only the

souls of the righteous. They are the angels who serve God. Therefore

all the stories of feasts and celebrations are wrong - no food or drinks

exist in heaven.

ASHER - Is there not a contradiction ? First he says bodies and

souls are united....

RABBI - There is a contradiction indeed - and nobody has been able

to come forward with a satisfactory explanation.

CORAL - What had Sa'adya, whom you call the other leading medieval

philosopher, to say about all this ?

RABBI - His philosophy Starts from the assumption, that the earth

is the centre of the Universe. He comes to the conclusion, that all
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which goes on in nature is mankind-directed, because man is Natureis

highes t achievement. And also, because the human being embodies in

himself the highest qualities, be they physical or rational.

CAROL - What does he say about the origin of man 's soul ?

RABBI - That every soul has been created by God. That the soul

did not pre-exist as this would make us presume that the soul is eternal

- and this would be illogical. For only God is eternal and nothing eise.

ASHER - Where then

RABBI - When the body is created - explains Sa'adya - God creates

also the soul which he assigns to this body. Every soul has a mission

which it can only perform when attached to a body. On the other band,

the body needs the soul for its own guidance. Both - soul and body -

are responsible for each other. When man dies, his body and his soul

separate. The soul rises to the upper realm, where it is 'stored up'

until the arrival of the Messiah, when it is reunited with its former

body to face the Eternal 's tribunal.

EG)^- This means that Sa'adya excludes the transmigration of the

soul into another body ?

RABBI - Sa'adya absolutely denies a metempsychosis. Neither does

he agree with Maimonides' assumption, that between the death of a person

in this World and its ultimate resurrection, the righteous souls continue

to survive in some form of spiritual existence.

EG) ^ - May I at this point of our talks present my own idea, the

one I have constructed for myself in order to disentangle myself from

all the theories, hypotheses and doctrines the Jewish theologians and

philosophers and their non-jewish colleagues have to offer ?

I agree with the belief of the majority of philosophers that the

soul is of divine origin. I have found satisfaction in the way the Indian

religions face this problem: that in a karmic sense the soul has acquired

defects or impurities or irregularitis - you may give various names to

what the religions call 'sin' - and in the course of many reincarnations

the soul is 'deposited' in one human body after the other, so that during

the lifetime of that body the soul is given the opportunity to free itself

from the impurities and irregularities it has acquired in the course

of its series of sojourns in human bodies.

RABBI - You are not the only one who has been influenced by - and

feels satisfied with - the karman doctrine of the eastern religions.

The Zohar too has this belief System. It has to be recognized, that

the entire doctrine complex of reward and punishment, of evil and sin,

of repentance and confession - in whatever form or definition these are

expressed and depicted - are variations on this theme. Sa'adya, whom
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we have just now mentioned, has in very clear terms defined this idea

in his 'Notion of Purification' , in which he refutes the established

biblical belief that punishment and reward are dealt out during the

individual's lifetime. He argues, that man is placed in this world of

suffering so that the righteous may become purified of whatever sin he

has acquired - and thus may enjoy total bliss in the Hereafter, The

sinner, who has not made use of the opportunities he has been offered

in life to divest himself of his failings, will be appropriately punished

after his death. That is to say: reward and punishment will be dealt

out in the 'World to Come' - namely in Gan Eden or in Gehinnom.

EG) ^ - I am afraid you misunderstood me. There is a difference

between what Sa'adya thought and what I believe is the answer. Whereas

Sa'adya does not accept a transmigration of the soul, I believe in such

a metempsychosis. I believe, that in the course of untold reincarnations

the 'affected and infected soul' is given a chance to get cleansed.

RABBI - I am sorry I misunderstood you. I propose we postpone to

a later date hearing - and at length discussing - your explanation of

your personal belief, because there is so much more for us to learn from

the chapter on which we have started this evening. I have especially

in mind the views with which the exponents of Jewish mysticism have faced

this issue in the Kabbala and in the Zohar.

AVNER - I have been waiting to hear you detail what the mystic

current in Judaism believes to know about God and our souls.

RABBI - First of all, when talking about Judaism and mysticism let

me make it clear to you, that Reform Judaism - to which I belong - does

not identify with mysticism. It absolutely refuses to grant the mystic

trends the recognition they have gained from other currents in Judaism.

Having made this clear, I shall say a few words about mysticism in

general. As it deals with abstractions, some have gone so far as to

count it a philosophy,- while others consider it a religion,

E0_^- This is not too far fetched for - let us a piori be clear

in ourselves - all religions contain a dose of mysticism. In the Tora

you can find, fo example, evidence of this in the story of Bileam. The

same applies to the "Merkava Vision" of Ezekiel. Also the Talmud and

its midrashim contain much mysticism. For instance, Rabbi Jochanan once

experienced the Holy Spirit descending upon him. And so on and so forth.

RABBI - I could argue with you about your argument - but this would

lead to nothing and would take up too much of our precious time. I may

do so at some other point in our discussion. It is specific for the

mystic - who will teil you that God is in everything and everywhere -

that he aspires to communicate with God directly and without the help
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of an intermediary. The mystic's soul wants to reach and embrace God.

You may find many a mystic who will teil you in all sincerity, that he

has been in contact with a Superior Reality of which he had not been

aware before,

AVNER - Don't you think these are hysteric reactions ?

EO - I would not label them thus, Let us say - without condemning

them and what they say - that these individuals were in a State of

otherness in which their sensitivity was enhanced to a degree which made

them enter a State of higher, sensual, exceptional consciousness.

RABBI - The mystic will teil you, that God wants to be known by

his creatures. They will cite in confirmation God 's word: "I was a hidden

treasure and I yearned to be known, I created living beings so that

I shall be known to them".

EG) ^ - But if you analyze with care what a jewish mystic describes

as his Vision, you will never hear him teil - or describe in the usually

picturesque words they prefer - that they have seen God himself in any

of their visions, They may describe seeing God 's huge palace; they may

describe some of God 's surroundings; they may describe God 's mantle and

so on. At the most they will teil you, that whenever they do see an

appearance of God, his face is always hidden behind a veil.

CAROL - A mystic can be very creative in his descriptions, Einstein

once Said: "Mysticism is the sower of all art and science".

RABBI - I have to enlarge my definition and description and say,

that in some way an esoteric tradition of God is known to Jews, Christians

and Moslems. Our as well as their Scriptures are supposed to have an

inner, a deeper, a separate meaning. The mystics will add, that there

is a very deep truth in the Scriptures which cannot be learned from books

- and can only be known with the 'inner eye'.

ASHER - Would you count also the Prophets of the Bible among the

mystics ?

RABBI - Not at all. They knew of God, of course. They presented

the God they knew in his relationship to, and in his concern for man.

However, there is this difference: although they did not reach for God

by a theological approach; and although they did not present God with

philosophical arguments - they never represented God 's appearances in

mystic terms.

EO ^ - Except when they clearly speak of having had a vision.

ASHER - I often thought them impertinent when - speaking in the

name of God - they used expressions, threats, metaphors and so on, which

would not be acceptable in a polite environment. I have especially the

synagogue in mind when extracts from the Prophets' writings are read
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in the Haftara.

RABBI - I can assure you that their's was a language which their

actual listeners well understood.

EO ^ - ....and to which, suprisingly, the refined and sensitive public

of today does not at all object.

RABBI - I want you to realize, however, that in the same way as

the God, whom the prophets represented in their harangues or promises,

had in their time found acceptance among the people, so was also the

God of the mystics later on accepted by the people. That is to say,

the language and imagery of the Kabalists was reverently accepted by

the masses of Jewry.

ASHER - What about Christian mysticism ?

RABBI - Also the Church knows of some kind of mystic tradition which

has been transmitted orally by the Church Fathers - and was kept secret.

This is to say, it was never written down. It had been kept secret from

the uninitiated among the original Christians. I recall having once

read that an "organized and accepted mysticism" had started with St.

Basil. A mystic searches God with love, the Church teils us today, and

not through reasoning or by argumentation.

CAROL - This approach of the mystic is like that of the followers

of Hinduism and Buddhism.

AVNER - This means the mystic believes by blind faith. .

RABBI - I would more precisely say, that the mystic Claims he can

attain a State of identity with God. Mystics are known to have exclaimed:

"I am God".

RINAT - Does such a man want to say that God is within him ?

RABBI - This kind of exclamation, while in a State of ecstasy, does

not imply an incarnation where God becomes man.

CAROL - A proper Christian mysticism seems to have developed later

than in Judaism. Meister Eckard, a prominent - perhaps even the first

- representative of Christian mysticism lived in the lAth Century. It

can with certainty be said, that Christian mysticism was nourished by

the jewish and moslem mysticisms which had already been quite prominent

in the preceding centuries.

RABBI - It might not be known to you that the Jesuits too practise

a mystic form of Christian religion. Details are very difficult to come

by as their mysteries are kept hidden in strict secrecy. It is known

that initiates - each of whom is entrusted to a personal guide and

instructor - are taught these secrets in a retreat lasting thirty days.
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THIRTY-TWO

RABBI - You have expressed the wish that we should spend some more

time on talking about the essentials of Jewish mysticism. I agree that

a thorough knowledge would be of benefit to all of us in understanding

certain not very evident - and certainly less known - aspects of Judaism,

Much of what I am going to teil you in my introductory words, is already

known to you. Of course, with "jewish mysticism" only the Kabbala, and

in particular the Zohar, can be meant.

EQJ - Why only the Kabbala and the Zohar ? In my opinion there

have been - and are to this day still - other faces of jewish mysticism

on the jewish stage. I can think at the moment of the messianic movements

in general; and that of Shabtai Zvi of some time ago; and that of the

Habad Movement today. Likewise - in my opinion at least - also the

various expressions of Hassidism contain marked mystic Clements.

RABBI - You are right. I stand corrected. We shall include also

these Clements you have mentioned in our talks. Let us take up first

the Kabbala and the Zohar. The latter, the most significant part of

the Kabbala, has most likely been written at the end of the 13th Century

in Spain by a mystic with the name Leon. It describes how the Ein Sof

- the name given therein to the Divine, the' Absolute' - descended through

the Sephiroth to manifest himself in the Shekhina. Ein Sof talks of

himself as "I", mind you ! The Shekhina becomes part of mankind, that

is to say of the Jewish people. Man is promised that he can rise through

the Sephiroth to reach mystic heights. Though the Kabbala had been

composed in the 12th Century, and the Zohar sometime in the 13th Century,

as I Said already, it is an accepted fact that whenever our historians

of religion, and even our confirmed Kabbalists, study and speak of or

delve into this fount of mystic knowledge, they will turn to and rely

upon the works and interpretations which in the 16th Century originated

from the pen of Isaac Luria. You will understand the Zohar better if

you realize, that it wants the Tora, especially Genesis, to be seen as

hiding the profound secrets of the true process of Creation behind a

curtain of symbolisms.

CAROL - Should you ever pay a visit to the tomb of Rabbi Shimeon

bar Yochai on Mount Meron during the Lag Be'omer week, you may get a

glimpse of the power the Zohar still exerts on the mystically inclined
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people of this country. This day is presumed to be the birthday of this

miracles-producing mystical rabbi who is reputed to be the author of

the mystical Zohar.

RABBI - I have been there - it is indeed very impressive. Whoever

of you has never paid a visit to Mount Meron should do so on the next

occasion.

RINAT - Asher and I have been there too. But teil me please, what

place the human soul has in kabbalistic view ?

RABBI - According to the Kabbala the soul is of a spiritual essence

and the body is its material cover. The soul is one of the sparks which

resulted from the catastrophic Zimzum event. The soul Is, therefore,

a light which has been emitted from heaven. Immortality implies, that

the soul does not remain with the dead body; that on leaving the dead

body the soul will not perish too; that the soul will return to the

celestial world of pure light.

AVNER - By the way: may T ask whether the Kabbala differentiates

between male and female souls ?

RABBI - At the outset, says the Kabbala, while reposing in an 'Upper

Garden of Eden', every soul is a composition of both male and female

material. Only when it descends to take up an earthly habitation does

the soul become differentiated into male or female.

EG) - The Kabbala has taken over the biblical presentation of the

soul and has further elaborated its differentiation into Ruach, Nefesh

and Neshama. Could you enlarge on this ?

RABBI - It is better to say that the principle of the soul, which

according to the Kabbala is made up of these three components, has become

incorporated into Jewish thinking. To continue ! In our previous talks,

especially when you explained your own theory to us, we have already

hinted at the Image which the Kabbala has created of the soul. I shall

now go in details about the mystic structure which is specific of the

Kabbala. The Zohar, the main book of the Kabbala, describes the body

as the outer cloak for the spiritual nature of man. This spiritual nature

of man is made up of three Clements: Nefesh, Ruach and Neshama. According

to the Zohar Nefesh is present in every living being. It enters the

body at birth. It is the physical and physiological part of the soul.

It causes man's vitality. Ruach and Neshama are spiritual factors.

They enter the body at the time the individual has begun to develop his

religious, spiritual and intellectual capabilities. In particular: Ruach

comes into being when man's intellectual development begins, while

Neshama, the light from heaven, the highest part of the soul, comes to

be formed with the study of Tora and the Observation of the Mitzvoth.
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EGj - Thus says the Zohar.

CAROL - Does this lead to the conclusion that the jewish woman,

because she does not study Tora, will not be blessed with a soul ?

RABBI - No such conclusion is called for. because the jewish woman

is expected to eagerly follow the Mitzvoth and to obediantly observe

the commandments of the Tora,

EO) - tau must not declare n,e a heretic if I say that this tri-

partlte "division o£ the soul seen,s to n,e superfluous, iUoglcal and

„nsatisfactory. The co^posers o£ the Kabbala - or should I sa, o£ the

Zohar - £elt „nder the Obligation to adopt the bibUcal view of the

divlnely besto.ed sonl. The, could not do otherwise. as this would x^p ,

that the Tora can be corrected. that it has not been handed dov,n directly

and in its entirety b, God. I »ay sonnd conceited, but I feel »ore than

ever con.inced that .y -ay o£ describing the Bible-introduced tri-part.te

co^position of the hu«a„ soul factor - if there is at all the need of

dissecting the soul into three co«ponents - is far n,ore solid and »,ore

convincing.
4_ ki^

RINAT - I must say that your formula sounds to me more acceptable.

RABBI - I too must say that to a non-kabbalist - and I am one such

- your Classification sounds more acceptable.

ASHER - What stand might the Zohar take in this respect ?

RANIT - First of all: how do you describe the Zohar ?

RABBI - The Zohar is the principal, the main part of the Kabbala

- though possibly not its original part. It would take us too far away

into unrelated regions. should I give you an even moderate descriptxon

of the Book of Zohar. Luria. in giving the Zohar an easier imaginable

- but therewith by far not an easier understood - form, explains that

all existence originated with the 'Zimzum', the "contraction of God withxn

himself". whereby he created an empty zone outside and around himself

This divinely created space is filled up with the process of the world s

creation. Later. in the process of the ongoing creation, God removes

himself from this zone. Later still, in the further process of creatxon,

.atter filled the "spiritual vessels". The vessels broke into sheds.

The sheds dropped into the void which existed within the Creation.

EG..- The Zohar will be familiär to those of us who recall the scheme

of the Ten Sephiroth.

AVNER - What about the Sephiroth ?

RABBI - Let it suffice if I say, that the Ten Sphiroth are the names

God has given himself. and are those with which we have become acquainted.

But the real name of God is not known to mankind. The Sephiroth are

the mode by which God manifests himself outside the Ein Sof. The
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Kabbalists see the Sephiroth as the emanations of God, with which God

has created the world. Perhaps, at a future occasion we may get deeper

involved in this aspect - and with it in the atmosphere - of Jewish

mysticism.

RINAT - Let us hear some more about the Zohar, please.

RABBI - In general terms it is best to describe the Zohar as a

mystical System which exposes a mythical or symbolic picture of the

divinity. Now to your first question: The Zohar says, that the soul

in its three parts is a light from heaven which originates in the world

of these Sephiroth. Before entering the body each soul is delegated

and obligated by God to piety and goodness. After death Nefesh hovers

over the body, while Ruach remains with the body. Both Ruach and Nefesh

are subject to punishment, but not the Neshama which will return to its

divine source - provided it has remained pure. A soul which has sinned

cannot return to God.

CAROL - What part has the soul to play in the human body ? What

purpose has the soul to fulfill while it sojourns on earth ?

RABBI -ün the human-related level the soul is - according to the

Kabbala - the instance which guides ethic man through life; which leads

man onto the right path; which makes man realize what is evil. On the

higher level the soul is entrusted with the task of restoring - or

integrating - into its original shape and form of the flawed, material

universe. This is the task of the "Tikkun" process, which endeavours

to seek, collect and reclaim the divine sparks which had been scattered

all over the world at the time "the vessels broke".

CAROL - Is this not a gnostic point of view ?

RABBI - You are right. It is a gnostic idea. The Kabbala has a

definite gnostic aspect.

RINAT - Is there an association of what we have heard just now with

the principle of 'Gilgul' ?

RABBI -Only insofar as it fits into the doctrine of transmigration

and reincarnation. Gilgul has for the Kabbalists the same meaning as

transmigration or reincarnation are given elsewhere. It is a fundamental

belief of Kabbalism, that the Neshama wants to return to its source.

But in case the soul has not remained absolutely pure, it will require

one or more - often many more - reincarnations to regain its former

pristine purity.

AVNER - Is such a stained soul condemned to be reincarnated in a

human being or can it be designated to enter an animal - say the puddle

of a rieh lady ?

RABBI - According to the Kabbala, reincarnation has not of necessity
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to happen again into a human body. A soul - as many Kabbalists believe

- can also be reincarnated in an animal; or even in a stone or tree.

Basically gilgul is perceived as a punishment for the soul for having

become spoiled by permiting Itself to be stained by sins, On the other

band and at the same time these repeated incarnations are also seen as

evidence of God's mercy: for in this way the soul is given another chance

to free itself from its negative load and to get purified back to its

former pristine whiteness.

ASHER - If I am not wrong, the legend of the Dybuk is based on this

Gilgul concept,

RABBI - Not exactly. The Dybuk is the spirit of the deceased woman

which has temporarily left her grave and has entered a living person

which is already endowed with its own soul.

EG) - In my view the principle of Gilgul is clearly related to that

of karman. The latter equally indicates a complex concept of judgement

and justice. The karman principle postulates that the soul, by being

again and again reincarnated, is given a chance to free itself of its

karmic load. In every life cycle the soul is tested by the difficulties

and temptations it is made to face.

RINAT - I am surprised that the Contents of Kabbala are so little

known; that this opus is not commonly studied. Why is its study not

part of the school curriculum ?

RABBI - I do not think it would be right to expose young people

to such a study. Aspirants, who want to study the Kabbala and Zohar,

have since ever been warned of the danger that their mind may become

deranged by the involvement in this complex mysticism. It was always

- and is generally still - insisted, that one should embark on the study

of the Kabbala only under the guidance of a Master.

CAROL - This is not unique for the Kabbala. A similar warning is

given to aspirants to the study of Sufism, of Zen and of other mystic

movements. The aspirants have to be initiated with the help of a Guide

and Master.

RABBI - I can teil you from personal experience that the acquisition

of a true knowledge of the Kabbala, and the access to the circle of the

Kabbalists, are from easy. The study of the Kabbala has since times

past been restricted to a small group of mystically conditioned people

- Jews and Gentiles alike.

RINAT - I cannot see why the belief in the Gilgul process should

cause an upheaval in the mind of people.

RABBI - It is not the Gilgul itself, but what it involves. It is

interesting to note, that while at the time the Kabbala and the Zohar
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became available most Jewish philosophers and theologians had rejected

what Gilgul is meant to convey, a marked changed occurred after 1492,

that is following the trauma caused by the expulsion of the Jews from

Spain. Henceforth interest in the Kabbala - and especially in what

it Said about Gilgul - became ever more acceptable among the Jews: the

Galuth, the diaspora, was seen as a God imposed test - and no less also

as a punishment - within the frame of a Jewish Gilgul-destiny

.

ASHER - There are currents among the Karaites who to this day believe

strongly in Gilgul.

EO - This is true. I have heard this stated by a Karaite.

RABBI - Somebody of you has remarked during our last session, that

we have to see also in Messianism a mystic movement. And it has been

pointed out, that the frequent outbreaks of messianic fervour which are

reported in jewish history - and manifestations of which we ourselves

witness today - have to be labelled as outbreaks of mystic fervours.

The adventure of Shabtai Zvi is a case in point. Can you, please, say

a few words about him ?

EG) - In 1666 a greek Jew with the name of Shabtai Zvi came to Safed

and declared himself the Messiah. The ever present expectations among

the Jews of an early arrival of the Messiah were the reason that he was

believed and not derided. He soon acquired a large following. When

he turned out to be a failure - not a fraud, mind you, for this mystic

was deeply convinced of his mission - the Jews of Europe reacted with

a streng wave of rationalism. After Shabtai Zvi 's death his spiritual

adviser Nathan of Gaza, and with him all over the european world the

groups of believers in his messianism, continued to preserve a favourable

memory of this mystic.

CAROL - I read somewhere that even to this day communities of his

followers exist somewhere or other.

EO - They are the so-called "Frankists", named thus after a certain

Frank who took over the leadership of the movement from Shabtai Zvi.

RABBI - Another very streng movement - to some degree also mystic

in character - is today 's Hassidism. It was born in the wake of the

messianism which had gripped eastern Europe in the 17th Century. You

all know the Hassidim, and you know also about Hassidism. I shall,

therefore, have to add only a few sentences. A primitive, uneducated

man with the name of Israel ben Eliezer believed himself to be a gifted

faith healer. He attributed his successes to God, whom he called the

"Good Name". This made him take on the name of "Bai Shem Tov". His

preaching encompassed a simplified form of Kabbala. The uneducated masses

had no difficulty to understand him and to accept his message. The
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essence of his preaching was, that God's glory fills the world; that

a good Jew can in all his everyday activities become aware of the divine

glory within and around him - provided his actions and activities are

performed with joy, with dedication and with love for God and the next

man. He assured his followers that there are no demons anywhere. Only

God is everywhere. There is no need for us to look around for the divine

sparks of which Luria had written, the Bai Shem Tov preached, for these

are within us. The divine sparks are in everything we do and think.

They are within everybody and everything with whom or with which we come

into contact.

RINAT - It is surprising how the Hassidim can fit into the world

of today. They live still in the Middle Ages. They have no TV in their

houses. They do not visit cinemas. They educate their children to

continue this restricted kind of life....

RABBI - You may be surprised to learn that even the most rigid

Hassidim like the Satmars, who in Jerusalem or Bnei Brak curse those

who have a TV in their houses, enjoy cinemas, Videos and TVs when they

live in Brooklyin.

AVNER - And in addition these people are enemies of Israel, although

they live in Israel and enjoy all the 20th Century amenities offered

here, like water, electricity, transport facilities

ASHER - You cannot generalize. With exception of a few hard-headed

exceptions the Hassidim are good Citizens.

CAROL - I wish all Jews were as good Zionists as the Habadniks

RABBI - We have to be clear in our mind that, with the exception

of the Eda Haredit, the hassidic and other religious groups in our country

are good Citizens and zionists. It is the Eda Haredit, the losely-

organized association of all those haredim who neither vote in the Knesset

elections nor take money from the State, which is actively engaged in

anti-zionist propaganda. The explanation they offer for their hostility

is very clearly stated: the Jews had no right to establish a State; they

had to wait for the Messiah to do so. -

CAROL - It seems the Eda is getting stronger year by year.

RABBI - Unfortunately this is the case. The Eda Haredit, made up

of the Satmar Hasidim, the Toldot Aharon and the Yerushalmi Hassidim

get active and financial support from haredi groups abroad.

AVNER - You did not mention the Natorei Karta.

RABBI - They are nothing but a minuscle fringe group which has been

excommunicated by the Eda Haredit mainly because of their highly

publicized overtures to Arafat and the PLO.

ASHER - The Habad Movement, as we all are aware, is a pure hassidic
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movement.

RABBI -Of course it is ! You may know already that their name

is made up of the Initials of the the three main Sephiroth, viz:- Hokhma

which means Wisdom; Bina which means Intelligence, Wisdom and Knowledge;

and Dina which means Justice. The movement was created by Shneur Zalman

of Liadi. He preached that the world cannot exist without God. It is

an Illusion - due to our limited perception- to think that the world

exists on its own. This truth can be realized by man with the help of

God and the Kabbala. It is important that Jews study Tora and regularly

say their prayers. If a Jew does so with the right fervour, he will

reach such a State of ecstasy, that he will, while praying, become

dissociated from all which goes on around him.

CAROL - None of these hassidic movements, it seems, associates

asceticism with their efforts to reach a State of ecstasy ?

RABBI - Firstly, mysticism does not a priori include mysticism.

Secondly, the Rabbis declared quite categorically , that asceticism is

against the Jewish law. They declared it sinful to give up the earthly

pleasures which God has provided for mankind.

EO _ - Fundamentally and in principle, a mystic ex perience which

transmits the mystic knowledge of God, is the awareness that there is

a Creator, a Supreme Being. This certainty one can reach within oneself

without submitting oneself to asceticism. On the contrary

ASHER - Before we go on, an explanation - if not at least a

description - of what you mean with a mystic experience, will be of help.

RABBI - A mystic will teil you, that it is impossible to describe

a mystic experience, or otherwise express such an involvement in words.

A mystic experience is feit. It is sensed. It is a kind of trance,

far removed from the control of one 's will. It is an unbelievable sense

of elevation. It is an Illumination of a deeper truth never before

perceived by the intellect. Neither is it describable by the intellect.

It is a transient, often momentary revelation of a deep wisdom.

EO
_^
- We can say that also every personal religious experience is

more or less a mystical experience too.

RABBI - Let us say that a mystic experience can be a religious

experience which is literally and objectively true to the mystic.

EO _ - In other words: such an experienece is an expression of a

deeply perceived faith.

CAROL - Said Tolstoy: faith is that by which we live.
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THIRTY-THREE

RABBI - We have in our discussions reached a stage, my friends,

where it would be interesting and profitable to see what the philosophers

of modern times - Jewish and gentile alike - have to say about the materia

we have been discussing last week. However, I have to propose with

regret, that we overlook the ideas which the philosopher-theologians

of modern times have developed. Otherwise we cannot avoid being led

too far away from our program. And I must confess in all honesty that,

although I am very much impressed by the philosophies of Kant, Leibniz,

Spinoza and so on, I cannot be induced by other contemporaries of theirs

to have us come down from the impressive intellectual level which, I

dare to say, we have reached in our circle.

ASHER - And may I point out in addition, that we have not yet tackled

the Christian and moslem attitudes. These interest us very much, I

venture to say, in view of the environment in which we live...

CAROL - May I add my opinion, that it is more for completeness sake

why we have to study the viewpoints Christianity and Islam harbour about

the matter we are discussing.

RINAT - I welcome your proposal, and dare to add my opinion, that

it would fit in very well, if we Start our talks with an explanation

of what gnosis or gnosticism mean. I remember having once read somewhere

that Christianity owes much to the gnosticism which is reflected in the

Kabbala.

RABBI - You must not mix up gnosis and gnosticism. Gnosis means

simply a special knowledge of God, of the universe and of its creation.

This knowledge is acquired either through a direct revelation or by

Initiation into the esoteric traditions of such revelations. Gnosticism,

on the other hand, has funny ideas about many things. For instance,

it teaches that the God of the Jews is not the true God, but a kind of

demon.

AVNER - Is this the infamous Demiurge you once mentioned ?

RABBI - Yes, he is connected with what I am going to say. Gnostics

say, that the original Godhead could not have created the material world

since he has nothing to do with base matters. It was one of his aeons

who did this rather unbecoming job. He is the Demiurge or Creator -

and he made a mess of it. Thereupon the "Logos" descended to earth to
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put matters right. The Logos took on the shape and form of Jesus. Jesus

was sent to bring order into the world, and to make mankind aware of

God.

CAROL - May I expand on this ? Initially, as we have heard, the

Demiurge was viewed as the original divine creator of the universe. Though

the gnostics do not deny that the Demiurge created the world. they see

in him an inferior divine being, one who belongs to an inferior world.

That is to say, he belongs to the world in which the human souls are

imprisoned. There is, however, a true but unknown God who ranges far

above the Demiurge. The Unknown God would not have degraded himself

with creating such a world as our's. He would never had populated it

with such kind of humans and other living being. Instead, he delegated

this task to the Demiurge. When the human soul which has been enlightened

by gnosis, it has also come to realize the Demiurge 's inferior Status

in relation to the Divine Spirit.

RINAT - What is the Demiurge doing now that he has created the world

and its flora and fauna ?

RABBI - The Demiurge' Job is to provide us humans with the higher

part of our soul, while the inferior part of our soul, as well as our

body, are created by inferior gods.

EQ - We should particularly mention, that Gnosis specifically

identifies the Demiurge with the Jewish God whom they despise.

RABBI - This is correct. They label the Jewish God as a kind of

demon.

AVNER - What does this stränge religious current want ? What in

particular does it teach ?

RABBI - Gnosticism or Manichaeism has a dualistic conception of

the world and its contents.

RINAT - What is the meaning of the word 'Manichaeism' ?

RABBI - Manichaeism is the doctrine which in the second Century

of our era had been created by a man called Mani. He called himself

a prophet. He had a great impact on his contempories. In the third

Century Manichaeism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism and Christianity encountered

each other in the Middle East - and inevitably exerted a great influence

on each other. Mani preached, that light is spirit, and that darkness

is matter. The world exists by the interaction of these two principles.

The attacks of the base matter on light caused the latter 's fragmentation

into particles. These particles of light were scattered throughout

the universe. These particles are the souls. When these light particles

became enclosed in matter, man and animals and plants and all other living

beings came into being. Whenever a Gnostic comes to the clear realization
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that his soul is one such spark, he can achieve salvation. In this case

salvation means unification with God.

ASHER - But this is exactly what the Zohar says !

RABBI - Exactly. There are still many other similarities. For

instance: Gnosticism claims, as you have just now heard, that the human

being contains a divine spark which has escaped from above at the time

it was released from the transcendental God. These sparks have fallen

into the material world where they have become imprisoned into mortal

bodies at the time of their birth. These light particles should be

released, Gnosticism demands, and returned to their original source.

That is to say, to their divine source. Knowledge of this truth leads

to a victory of good over evil, of light over darkness - and hence to

salvation. However, salvation will occur only when the soul is liberated

with the help of a *Heavenly Saviour'.

CAROL - I must confess, I never realized, how much this gnostic

Image of the soul is reflected in kabbalistic thinking.

RABBI - Better say: has been taken over by the Kabbala.

EG) - I must, however, point out, that we have here some more

evidence of the impact which Hinduism and Buddhism had on western thought

in the early centuries of our era. This influence is not only evident

in what we learned just now. It appears to have continued even into

the Middle Ages. There is, as you can see, a definite affinity between

the gnostic ideas and what Hinduism teaches. According to Hinduism a

man cannot gain salvation by the Intervention of a godhead - only by

his gaining the knowledge of truth, and by the realization of his Seif.

This very knowledge of his Seif, of his Atman, is identical with the

knowledge of the Seif of Brahman, the true reality of all that exists.

CAROL - I remember having read that the Greeks had a great degree

of influence on Gnosticism, this Iranian-born form of religion. Gnosticism

speaks of 'Nous', the earth-bound part of the soul; and also of *Psuche',

that part of the soul which is going to be saved. It is the latter part

of the soul which wants to return to the divine presence. If this is

not achieved at the time of death, gnostic teaching goes, the soul will

have to undergo another and another incarnation. The souls of the select,

however, will without any delay return directly to the divine source

of light.

ASHER - Gnosis and Gnosticism and Manichaeism belong to an age which

has passed. Are traces of this stränge belief System still noticeable

in our world of today ?

RABBI - You could not be more wrong if you think that modern mind

has totally done with gnostic ideas. Certain gnostic concepts - like
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the dualistic principle of light in its contrast to darkness - are still

to be found in many of the religions which are practiced today. They

form also the content of many newly created religious trends, as well

as of modern philosophies. Take Esoterism, for instance. It is depicted

as the Interpretation of a form of divine revelation, It is a gnosis

by which the individual is offered the opportunity to gain enlightenment

and salvation through the knowledge of the bonds which unite him to the

World of the metaphysical - which in turn is depicted to him as made

up of divine or intermediary spirits.

EO^~0r take the Theosophical Movement. You may count it as

belonging to the world of esotericism - but it is in every aspect a

gnostic ideology.

RABBI - You are right. You must understand Theosophy as a religious

discipline which is concerned with the knowledge of the hidden mysteries

of God; with the knowledge of the relationship of God to the universe;

with the knowledge of God 's relationship to man. Basically this is an

intellectual and speculative gnostic approach.

Riffe T - I have once or twice heard about 'Theosophism' , but I have

never cared to know more about it. Could you explain, please ?

CAROL - The Theosophical Society - the "Temple of Theosophy" as

it likes to be called - has been founded in the last decade of the last

Century by Annie Besant. Theosophy, the "Wisdom of God", is an esoteric

gnostic movement. It is knowledge of what unites man with the world

of divine or intermediary spirits. It is the knowledge which brings

enlightenment and salvation. It is concerned with getting to know the

hidden mysteries of the godhead. It is an inner enlightenment which

reveals mankind's soul and mankind's relation to God.

RABBI - It is not correct that Anny Besant, who died in 1933, has

created the Theosophical Society. It had been founded by Blavitzky.

Besant joined later. Let me add a rather revealing instance. Once,

while traveling in South India, Besant came across a small, sickly boy

with the name of Jiddu Krishnamurti. She adopted the child and had him,

in due course, educated in England. She finally declared, that Jiddu

was the incarnation of Jesus !

EQi/^- Theosophy should not be mixed up with Anthroposophy for which

Rudolph Steiner is responsible. Anthroposophy is based on a form of

Christian esoterism similar to that of the Rosicrucean Movement. Steiner

offered to guide the spiritual part in the human being to the spiritual

in the Universe. Anthroposophy communicates knowledge in a spiritual

way. "Everything contains a spiritual reality", is its basic slogan.

CAROL - Theosophy - and possibly also Anthroposophy - are based
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on analogues. By this method they try to explain to a person the essence

of his being, They claim, that they succeed in doing so by trying to

lead him to an inner revelation of the relationship of God to the universe

and of mankind to God.

RABBI - In Order to make a person come to an understanding of God,

Theosophy makes use of every possible approach. It may point to what

goes in nature; or it may make use of symbolism or mythology. The essence

of Theosophy 's teaching is, that an increase in knowledge - this, by

the way is the mainstay in the program of all gnosticisms - may bring

about a fundamental change in the individual itself. And the budding

theosophist is assured, that on achieving a certain degree of knowledge

an angel will enter into him. And whatever the individual thus possessed

by an angel may utter in such a State of knowledge, is uttered by the

angel inside the individual.

ASHER - It seems clear to me now, that the Theosophists, the

Anthroposists and their likes have got many of their ideas from the Hindu

World. What about the Christian mystics ?

RABBI - They form a distinct group by themselves. After they have

been dead for some time - and after they have been declared "blessed"

or even "saint^^ ~ a large number of the male and female mystics can

expect to gain their permanent niches in the Church.

CAROL - Though I feel restrained by the Rabbi 's injunction and

warning, that we should respect that which is holy to other religions

and other people, I cannot refrain from saying that these saints are

nothing but hysterics. In addition I find their "case histories"

singularly uninteresting. I would not care to hear more about them.

EG) - I fully agree that we leave the catholic saints to their

enjoyments in the Christian heaven, and turn to the far more interesting

mystics of Islam.

CAROL - Do you find them interesting because they have a certain

affinity with what the Kabbala is about ?

EQ _^
- Not necessarily.

RABBI - Although the Sufis - and to a certain degree the Ismailis

- form a distinct mystic sect of Islam, it would not be too wrong to

say, that every faithful Moslem harbours within himself a certain mystic

streak.

EO - At least a readiness to develop such a streak.

RABBI - Except for the Saudis. They belong to the austere Wahabi

sect which is strictly against anything which smells of mysticism. They

are also against saints, against reverence shown to graves and so on.

ASHER - Vaguely I know something about the Sufis already, but I
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have never heard mention made of the Ismailites.

RABBI - But you have certainly heard of the Agha Khan, Ismailites

are followers of the Agha Khan family. They form a mystically inclined

Shi'ite sect. These people search for hidden meanings in the Qu 'ran

- as the Kabbalists do in the Tora. They seem to have evolved their

own concept of salvation under the influenae of zoroastrian myths and

neoplatonic ideas

.

EG) _ - I would call the Sufis the prototype of religious mystics.

They search for God more by intuitive experience than by a metaphysical

or even a rational approach.

RABBI - In his respect one may compare them to the ancient prophets.

CAROL - The Sufis - this name derives from the woollen coat they

wear - reacted against the luxury in which the Court of the Khalifs

indulged. They preached the return to the simple life of the Prophet

Muhammad. They accept that all religions are right, as has been pointed

out in the Qu 'ran.

EQ_^- The Sufis will teil you that they try to reach God with love.

They try also to achieve that spiritual completion in which Muhammad

succeeded, when he was granted his revelations on his ascension into

the heavens. By fasting and by foregoing sleep; by the constant, mantra-

like repetition of Allah' s ninety-nine names - the Sufis try to reach

a special psychic State of consciousness.

RINAT - In such a case the Song of Song would suit them, I think.

EO ^ - The Sufis maintain, that it is possible to attain a sound

Vision of God by using symbolisms and Imagination instead of logic and

reason. They identify God with one 's innermost Seif.

CAROL - The disciple is assured, that under the guidance of a Sufi

Master - a so-called Pir - he can be united with the Creator.

EG)^- That is to say, that his seif will be united with the Seif.

CAROL - But the Pir will have to make it clear to his disciple,

that whatever he perceives is only a product of his ecstasy and not

reality.

RABBI - The exclamation of many a Sufi in his ecstasy "I am he whom

I love - and he whom I love is I", is often recited.

EG) - By the incessant recitation of the divine names - I called

their's a mantra-like recitation - they do indeed gain a State of ecstasy.

They try also to discipline their bodies. They adopt certain postures.

They learn the technique how to control their breathing.

RINAT - Like the faqirs.

CAROL - Yes, like the faqirs. Certain Sufi Orders use also dancing

and music to reach the desired State of ecstasy..
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ASHER - Are these the so-called "Whirling Dervishes" ?

CAROL - They go under this name. They claim, they gain in this

way a State of total concentration by which they know that God resides

in them.

RINAT - One hears lately so much of an increasing wave of islamic

fundamentalism. Is there any mysticism associated with this kind of

islamic faith ?

EO - Hardly ! It is more a political movement than a religious

one,

RABBI - I do not agree ! It is definitely a religious movement,

though a militant one which makes use of political pressure - and all

kind of violence - to achieve the total and absolute predominance of

Islam as it is preached by the ultra-orthodox Moslems.

EO ^ - Wherever islamic fundamentalism is streng, their first and

foremost enemy is their government. "Anyone who does not rule in

accordance with Allah' s revelations in the Qu 'ran, is an infidel",

is their slogan.

RABBI - They see also enemies among the non-islamic countries.

"Islam has its enemies everywhere - and this forces us to fight the

enemies of Islam wherever they raise their heads", these fundamentalists

proclaim.

CAROL - They demand that the injunctions of the Qu 'ran are followed

in the minutest detail, They do not allw females to mix with males,

They demand that the women are veiled when they meet men and so on.

ASHER - I read the other day that one of these Fundamentalists in

Egypt - or it may have been in Iran or in Algeria - veiled the face of

his Infant daughter.

RABBI - We can definitely say that the islamic fundamentalists are

not to be counted as mystics.

ASHER - Teil me please: am I wrong to say that also the alchemists

were a mystic order of Islam ?

CAROL - Not in the sense you suppose. They did have certain mystic

beliefs, but that is all. They were favourably accepted by Islam, because

their work supposedly proved the greatness of Allah. Alchemy may be

said to have been a forerunner of science. But there was a time when

Christianity suspected a danger in the alchemists' ideas.

RABBI - Until not so long ago Christianity saw a threat also in

the Sciences and the scientists.

RINiT - Teil US about the alchemists, please.

CAROL ~ Alchemy engaged in what we would call today scientific

research; but they saw in their work a spiritual activity. Alchemy
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flourished in China, India, Egypt and Greece already in antique times.

In the Middle Ages, and especially after the Reaaissance, it invaded

also Europe. This was at the time, when also the Kabbala gained

acceptance - and aroused the interest of the alchemists. Alchemy is

very esoteric in character. The alchemists had a mystic concept of God.

They thought they could perfect God 's creation. Strict secrecy about

doctrine and technique were demanded from the initiates. The alchemists

saw, apparently, their main task in the search for the "Philosopher 's

Stone" which not only could supposedly change base metals iato Gold -

for gold meant smbolically truth and perfection - but could also reveal

the secrets of life, truth, longevity among other things.
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THIRTY-FOUR

ASHER - Oll many occasions in the course of ojr talks the question

has cropped up in my mind, in how far all vhat has happened to our friend

Chaim; in how far all what has happened to each one of as in our lives;

and in how far all what is going to happen to us in future - has been

predestined, has been predetennined

.

RINAT - I too have often been thinking along these lines. But each

time I have made an effort to suppress my urge to come forward with the

question, whether everything which happens to us is made to happen to

us; or whether it happens with our conscious or subconscious contribution;

or whether it happens by pure coincidence. In short: whether all which

we experience, enjoy, suffer and so on has been predestined ? Or whether

we have a free will in all we do and what we decide. I know well that

we have already thrashed out this question - bat it would do me good

if we could talk about it gain - and Lf possible, enlarge on it,

AVNER - Are we not giving the term 'predestiiation' too great an

importance ? Can you mean predestination to be anything eise than a

Chance event to which you are wont to apply a causative term ?

RABBI - The question of predestinatioa aid predeterminatlon, of

providence and of fate, has siace long agitated our philosophers. For

example: the question of a nation's election, or of an individual's

selection come under this heading.

RINAT - I can understand tha meaning of prede^tination and of

providence; but what of predeterminism and fate ?

CAROL - Predeterminatlon means that an e/ent could not have happened

otherwise. Fate describes a destiny from which one cannot escape,

AVNER - Predestinati^:)n has to mean, that th

e life and destiny of

a nation, no less than that of an individual, have been running on a

pre-set course. If you believe in this, you will have to maintain that

the Jewish people have been selected, elected and predestined to play

a great role in history - even to lead the world. And you will have

to conclude, that I and my family's encounter with the Concentration

Camps of the Nazis has been fatefully predetermined for us. Can you

really believe this ? Has the past history, and more so the recent

history, not shown that this is nothing but nonsense ?

RABBI - Believe me, I am not the only one among the Rabbis who do
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not accept a predetermined special role of the Jews among the nations.

EOD - I, on the contrary, do firmly believe, that once upon a time

our people has been elected to be prototypes of ethical living and moral

behaviour, of selfless conduct and of humanitarian principles for the

World.

AVNER - Why and how can you say this ?

Eßi)^- Maintaining this to be the case, I base myself on a rather

negative argument. This is and remains my sincere belief: because in

the course of its history the jewish people have so often failed in the

fulfillment of their duty; and because in accordance with common reason

the jewish people have since long forfeited their right to survival;

and because the jewish people so persistently neglected most of the moral

principles which have been prescribed by the Power Above - which though

distant and absent, I am sure never ceases to keep an eye on what goes

on here on earth - the Jewish people should long ago have disappeared

in the same way as other peoples have disappeared. But contrary to

all expectations and all commonsense the jewish people has survived to

this day. Instead a recurrlng phenomen could be observed: each time

our people have strayed from the expected straight path, it has been

punished. In the course of its history it has very often and very much

strayed off the right path. And it has again and again been very heavily

punished. .

.

RINAT - You mean the Holocaust ?

EOD - Yes, I do. The Holocaust is such a punishment. It is one

of a series of such punishments. The Holocaust is only the latest and

the severest of such punishments. The jewish people were every time

punished for having neglected the duty imposed on it. God - or however

you may call the Supreme Power which takes such a great interest in our

people - has now created for us the environment where we can prove

ourselves; where we have no more our commonly used excuse that we cannot

move and act freely; where we cannot anymore come forward with the never

missing defense argument, that we are not allowed to do what we want.

At this stage in jewish history we find ourselves here and now in an

ambience, where the intellectual and spiritual class of our people can

freely and unhindered unfold their genius to develop into an ethical

nation. . .

.

AVNER - You mean Israel ?

Effl - Yes, Israel, the newly re-established Jewish State. Cite

me any laws of natural history; cite me the history of another people

in the past; cite me the history of another nation present or past which

can be compared to the history, the fate and the revival the jewish nation
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has experienced ?

CAROL - You should be careful not to talk in the name of history.

The psychologist Erich Fromm once wrote that "...the history of man is

the graveyard of great cultures that came to catastrophic ends because

of their incapacity for planned rational voluntary reaction to challenge".

RABBI - Is there not a flaw in both your arguments ? I say this

because originally and primarily Israel had not been created to offer

a home to the Jews, but to build up a centre where a solid eternal Jewry

can survive.

Edi) - I do not consider this a valid argument. Whatever the initial

aim and purpose may have been; whatever the original reason may have

been - these have only been the roads leading to the ultimate purpose

which I have have outlined.

CAROL - Why did you speak of a a centre for Jewry and not one for

Judaism ?

RABBI - Because the survival of the first is the precondition for

the survival of the second.

ASHER - And if so: can Judaism survive in a secular State ?

RABBI - Judaismus ethical values can certainly survive.

CAROL - Can assimilation not play havoc also in Israel ?

AVNER - In this case, I am certain, Judaismus ethical values can

flourish, can survive, can be enjoyed and can find nourishment also

without Judaism.

RABBI - Under such circumstances the only surviving segment of Jewry

will be the Haredim.

EGO - Might such an outcome under such circumstances not possibly

have been the purpose of such an evolvement ?

AVNER - As our questions are now digging to such depth, let me ask

you, whether Zionism could have been born without a God ?

CAROL - Allow me to enlarge this question and ask you, whether

Redemption could have come about without the mysticism underlying the

zionist movement ?

ASHER - And let me add also my question: can you imagine a future

for the jewish people ? Can you visualize a Judaism without granting

God an explicit place in the scheme foreseen for the world in general

and our nation in particular ?

RABBI - All you have asked ultimately boils down to the question,

whether our actual, or any future Jewish Homeland, could not have been

planned; could not have been erected; could not go on flourishing without

it being associated - at least to some degree or in some form - with

God in the background. I personally can only think, that it could easily
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have been attempted - but that it would ultimately have turned out to

be impossible.

ASHER - But you will agree, that the original dreamers and planners

did not associate God with their dreams and plans.

RABBI - What does this matter ? God acts without waiting for the

Jews to turn to him with their plans and proposals. And furthermore,

do you reallze that at the time of which you speak there were large

numbers of Jews who did not imagine nor expect and plan an independent

State which had to have all the religious institutions or other religious

trimmings a "normal** independent State would a priori be expected to

have ? No, my friend ! These original pioneers imagined and expected

and planned nothing more than a spiritual centre for the jewish people,

EO ^ - Had you - or the original socialist pioneers - wanted to,

planned to, intended to do away with God in the planning and in the

rebuilding of a jewish home, you would have to concede that there is

a God to be replaced or ignored. And this would have been independent

of the question, whether he might still be vital and of help or not.

AVNER - I do not think it would have been so bad, had only such

a spiritual centre, and not a State with all the religious trimmings,

- and even without the complicated government machinery - been planned

and achieved. It would not in the slightest have bothered me, had such

a State only been a stopgap until the time the Messiah arrives.

RINAT - What would in such a case have become of all of us ? Of

you yourself in particular ? I begin to think that this State of ours

was planned in time and for the right time - and that it was ready when

it was most needed.

RABBI - Let us not overlook and also concede, that the original

planners, carriers and builders of the zionist ideal were secular Zionists

who wanted only a normal State, i.e. a State like all other states; a

nation like all other nations; a State and nation with its very own

criminals, prostitutes, illiterates, murderers, policemen, judges - and

its own economically deprived classes.

EQ _ - You mean to say, that the secular Zionists ignored - or wanted

even to do away with - the true jewish uniqueness ? In other words:

that they planned a Zionism not motivated by messianism ? This would

have given the Holy Land a rather stränge, an improper face, I must say.

RINAT - I fully agree. This would have amounted to a desecration

of the Holy Land.

RABBI - Like the Christians you two speak of the 'Holy Land* when

you speak of Israel. This is a wrong habit. The Bible says nowhere

that the land is holy. God spoke only of a holy people.
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EQ
__
- The Holy People made the land holy, I suppose.

AVNER - It was not so much their Holiness than the freedom from

slavery which primarily and ultimately did forge the israelite tribes

into a nation.

RABBI - They became a nation after they were given the Tora and

the Commandments at Sinai - that is after they were given a legal and

an ethic basis. With that moment they became a compact people and a

true nation. And on this basis, this people's and this nation's long

suffering has in our own lifetime come to an end. And we can live now

in our ancient, our proper home.

AVNER - Do you really believe, that suffering is a coin with which

you buy an independant State with all its paraphernalia ? Do you really

believe, you are no more dependant of the goodwill - I may even say on

the whims - of the other peoples and nations in the world ? Do you really

believe, that the nations, who have kept silent when the Germans went

about to exterminate the Jews, have repented their silence and have

offered us our land of Israel on a plate ? When I spoke about silence

of the nations of the world I did not mean a silence of cowardice but

the always and everywhere lurking silence of antisemitism. -

RABBI - You are wrong, Avner. We Jews do not justify our return

to Israel as a grant from the non-jewish world in compensation for our

centuries-old suffering. Nor do we consider our Israel a remuneration

for the victims of the Holocaust. Never think that our new State has

been gratuisly given to us. Throughout our exile history we Jews have

never ceased to claim this country as ours. And we have now legally

taken it back. It is now legally recognized as ours. And furthermore:

Israel has not been created as a band-aid for the bad conscience of the

nations of the world. Our State of Israel has not been established

to whitewash those who stood by while the Germans slaughtered the Jews.

The Jews' own and persisting efforts to verify their claim to the Land

of Israel precedes the Holocaust by thousands of years.

EQ _ - And never overlook, that the active Steps the Zionist Movement

took to fulfill this hope, were taken in band before there was even a

thought of a Hitler and of a Nazi Germany.

AVNER - And again I return to the question which has bothered me:

Can your words possibly contain the hint, that you subscribe to the thesis

the return of the Jewish people to its ancient homeland could be an

indication, nay the proof, that all this has been predestined ?

RABBI - I do not believe in predestination. I do not believe in

a divine appointment of my people. But I believe in the mission our

people have to fulfill towards itself. And in any case, here is one
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instance at least where Israel has a message: our actual Status of a

living nation; our survival to this day as a people; and our having with

out own efforts rebuilt our own new State - prove to the remnants of

other peoples that they should not give upo hope; that the rebirth of

a nation after 2000 years is a definite possibility.

EG) - We may possibly not be entitled to the belief, that we have

the right to speak of predestination; but in my opinion we have every

right to speak of election or selection. I cannot perceive of any other

reason why we have survived to this day. We have been elected for a

predestined future - this I firmly believe.

AVNER - You seem to base your diagnosis on the past history of the

Jewish people. In my less optimistic prognosis I base myself on the

anything but soothing actuality I observe in our world. However, if

your diagnosis is right my prognosis is grim.

EG) - Maybe ! But do not get upset. We ourselves shall never

find out who of the two of us was right and who was wrong.

ASHER - Let us return to a more positive mood, please. May I enquire

about the attitude of the other religions in our neighbourhood to the

question of predestination ?

RABBI - From its beginnings Christianity has definitely and finally

affirmed, that all and everything in the world - and in and for man -

is predestined. St. Paul maintained, that nobody can be saved by his

own efforts, only by God*s grace. However, he makes it very clear, that

God's grace is not predetermined by man's predestined destiny. Most

all Church Fathers and later theologians agree with Paul 's judgement.

Luther and the later Protestant theolgians, in particular the Calvinists,

taught that predestination is central to the Christian faith. However,

most of the protestant theologians of modern times reject the principle

of predestination.

CAROL - Also modern philosophers have pondered about the problem

of predestination. F. Schleiermacher thought that predestination reuslts

in a religious individual from his being conscious of his dependance

on God. Rudolph Otto somehow agreed: predestination, he wrote, is the

religious individual 's Interpretation of his dependance on God; and of

man^s realization of his own impotence and unimportance.

RABBI - It is a fact, that a person who believes in predestination

has the singular benefit, that in an adverse Situation he has not to

look for a supportive belief in magic, or for an outside hostile influence

to explain what happens to him.

ASHER - What about Islam ?

RABBI - Everything in our lives is predestined, Islam says. The
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span of our life; the quality of our life; our successful adventures

in life; our failures in life - all of these are predestined for us.

And this applies not only to the Single individual but also to a nation.

"If God had willed he would have made you into a nation", says the Qu 'ran.

And in another sura it is said: "God leads astray whom he pleases, and

guides whom he pleases".

AVNER - How can Allah then blame a Moslem who has deviated from

the moral path ? Who has sinned ? Who has committed a crime ?

RABBI - It is to be assumed, that the predetermination of all and

everything a person does, in no way frees that person from his very own

responsibility for all his activities in life. Man is given the power

to chose between good and evil - but however man may chose, he will of

necessity chose that which God has predestined he should chose.

EG _ - For completion's sake I will mention, that the Bhakti form

of Hinduism contains a belief in predestination. Vishnu predestines

some souls to blessedness, it is written, and others to damnation without

consideration of the individual 's merits.

CAROL - The classical form of Hinduism, however, has its own attitude

to the question of predestination: no divine power will and can interfere

in a man's life. It is a person's karman which plays this deterministic

role. But a person can improve his fate - that is to say his karman

- by his free will.

AVNER - Talking about "free will". If all a Moslem does - to the

last lifting of his finger - is predestined by Allah, how can that poor

sinner be blamed for his sins ? If, as is taught in Islam, my 'free

will' is in truth not a free choice; if whatever way I take is directed

by divine will; if even my so-called free will is predestined - how can

I be made responsible for my actions ? I cannot understand such a way

pf reasoning. My mind cannot come to grips with such a theology.

RABBI - 'Islam' means the total Submission to the will of Allah.

And questions like those you ask will never enter the mind of a good

Moslem.

AVNER - I still do not understand. Divine will, human free will

or predestination, this is the question. Does predestination imply that

God has determined - most likely at the time he is supposed to have

created the world - what is going to happen in this Century ? If so,

could he have planned all the rotten things to happen in this Century

as have happened in this Century ? And whereas they did happen; and

whereas all this did happen in the presence of God, this can only be

a sign that this God is impotent. I am going to be more specific: if

you really maintain that every event is a predetermined one, then also
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the Holocaust has been predetermined by your God. In such a case also

Hiroshima has been predetermined by your God.

RABBI - Do not talk of 'Vour God". Try for a change to think of

God as your God too. And think and act - for a trial period at least

- in the way God may want you to think and act. And now to your

question: accept that the things you enumerated may indeedhave been

predetermined, or that they may not have been predetermind. We do not

now. Realize that God 's will and intentions remain hidden from man.

EQ - I am going to be still more explicit. There is no need to

introduce even the irritating principles of predestination and even less

that of predetermination. I am going to Start my own argument from a

different angle. Do you realize, that once you talk of something like

predestination, you eo ipso accept that a God exists ? If a God exists,

you will have to agree that this world has been created by God. If God

has created this world, it Stands to reason that he had created it for

a purpose. If the God who has created this immense and wonderful universe

for a purpose, he could also have straight away realized the what and

how and whence of this planet he had planned. But he did not. He did

not have to. And whereas everything in nature is working in such a

perfect and smooth way, we are entitled to say, that also in the

evolvement of our nation's life and development - as well in that of

all nations past and present - there must be a purpose, a plan, an aim.

We have discussed this issue already some time ago, I think. And though,

in my view about our life and about that of this world in general, we

all and everything eise are items in an existing over-all master-plan,

it is exactly the free will granted to man which decides his fate, his

next stage of being.

RABBI - Predermination or not, man has definitely the free will

to chose how he acts and how he restraints from acting. Were there no

free will, there could not exist a difference between moral good and

moral evil, since each depends on the individual capability to chose

between the alternatives of good and evil.

AVNER - Seems to me, that the Moslems succeed in doing so without

their claiming to possess - or to be deprived of - a free will.

RABBI - I very much wish every Moslem success in his chosing between

good and evil under the umbrella of his independently governed and outside

directed right to chose.

ASHER - Does what you said just now about 'free will' represent

the 'official' jewish view ?

RABBI - In jewish view man has the free will to chose. We have

the freedom to sin or not. Again and again this is pointed out in our
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Scriptures. I am going to cite only a few such instances. "Good and

bad, life and death, poverty and wealth come from God,.,.it is for you

to chose", says Ecclesiasticus; and again "...he has set water and fire

before you; put out your hand to whatever you prefer". And in the T'nach

we read: "Today I place before you life and prosperity, death and

disaster". Ben Sira said: "God does not lead persons astray, but created

them with the freedom to sin". Also Sa'adya taught that man has the

free will to chose. The Pharisees, though they seem to have believed

in predestination, granted man the right to do good or to do evil. Their

contemporaries, the Essenes on the other hand believed, that man has

no free will to act as he likes; that God has a priori determined who

will do good and who evil. The Rabbinic Schools of the Talmud era taught

the belief, that man 's salvation depends on God and not on what man does

or does not do - but that man is in every instance responsible for the

evil he does.

CAROL - Christianity does not make any concessions to free will.

RABBI - It can impossibly make any such a concession. With regard

to man's future and his salvation, a free will would contradict the

doctrine that God 's grace and judgement intervenes in man 's fate. St.

Paul told his followers that nobody can be saved by his own efforts;

that only by God 's grace can man be saved. To St. Augustine freedom

to chose meant absence of restraint. Those who sin by their own free

will are to be condemned, he maintained.

EQ.^~ Here the problem of Theodicity has to be mentioned, that is

to say the question of God 's justice. It is a complex question which

we may tackle some other time. In principle it implies, that we must

rely on our freedom to chose and act in order to gain salvation. We

have to have freedom to chose, so that we can be aware of and justify

our expectation of being granted salvation.
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THIRTY -FIVE

RABBI - This evenin we shall turn our attention to a detailed study

of what Christianity has to say with regard to the soul of man; with regard

to the resurrection of man; with regard to the meaning of life and death.

We shall discover - and should not be surprised at this - that many a

concept has been taken over - or maintained, if you like - from Judaism.

ßut we shall not indulge in an analysis of this fact. We may come across

residual traces of gnostic influences, and this will make us understand

the extremely hostile position the Church has taken against gnosticism.

But also in this regard we shall not allow us to be delayed by a more

detailed discussion of these factors.

The same attitude and program we shall adopt in our approach to what

Islam believes and teaches.

RINAT - I have a request to make, Rabbi. From the little knowledge

I have in these matters I have gained the Impression, that among the

religious Systems, the Christian and islamic theologies in particular,

and more even than the Jewish one, revolve not only around the questions

we have so far aired with your help - that is, the meaning of life and

death, and the significance of man and bis soul 's relationship with the

Infinite - but also around the issues of man's immortality in relation

to his soul 's reincarnation and transmigration. Could we hear from you

a Short explanation of these concepts ? I have often feit regret that

I did not put forward this request at the outset of our talks.

RABBI - I understand you well and agree with you. Although we have

in other contexts made mention of these notions, we shall first discuss,

as a preliminary to the subject I want to talk about this evening, a short

survey of the theological doctrines at which Rinat has hinted. She has

quite rightly pointed out that these issues have a special place in raost

all the religions past and present. In our own Scriptures we have ample

material relating to this theme. I shall quote at least some of it.

ASHER - Please define the meaning of immortality and then, please,

proceed from the general to the specific.

RABBI - Simply defined, immortality means the survival after death.

This may relate to the soul alone or to the soul and body remaining united

after death. The belief in immortality, that is in a kind of after-life,

can be found in most of the ancient and modern religious religions. We

have already pointed out, that visits to graves, prayers to and for the

dead, ancestor worship and so on are indications of such a belief.
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ASHER - What is in this respect the specific Jewish belief ?

RABBI - The Jewish Bible presents no definite concept of immortality

.

At the most - this is the opinion of the philosopher Hermann Cohen -

immortality applies to nations and never to human beings. As we have

already learned, the ancient Jews believed that their dead continued to

exist in Sheol; the Greek theirs in Hades; the Babylonians theirs on the

other side of the 'World Sea'. Of course, this kind of a continued,

shadowy, miserable existence cannot be called the after-life of an immortal

soul.

CAROL - The Babylonians believed also, that man - Gilgames was the

specific prototype - could with the help of some mysterious food or drink

become immortal; and that by this means man would be dispensed from having

to join the dead in their Underground world.

RABBI - We have already mentioned the ancient biblical view that

the souls, made up of Ruach + Nefesh + Neshama, have no independent

existence apart from 'Bassar', the body.

ASHER - Wherefrom comes the human soul ?

RABBI - In jewish doctrine the human 's Ruach - that is his life -

is granted to man by God. It is this gift from God which distinguishes

mankind from the animal world. And although the soul complex leaves the

body after death, it is not a 'living soul' anymore but a dead, a shadowy

one which enters Sheol along with the body. Also death is not understood

to be the physiological or traumatic ending of a life, but the punishment

man is given for the sins he has committed in his life. "Life lies along

the path of virtue; the path of the vicious leads to death", we read in

the Proverbs. "The dead will never rise", lamments Job. "Man, he dies

and lifeless he remains. Man breathes his last, and then where is he ?"

EG3 - But on another occasion Job also says: "This I know that my

Avenger lives. .. .after my awakening he will set me close to him".

RABBI - This verse expresses a later development. It indicates indeed

that there will be a revival or a resurrection. It is this verse in

particular, by the way, which is cited by Christian theologians as

indicative for man's immortality and future resurrection. The T'nach,

however, does not reflect such a belief. When a man dies, the Bible says,

all his communication with God, and equally God 's committment to him,

have come to an end. Later on, in the sayings of the Prophets in

particular, this negative outlook undergoes a change. The Prophets promise

revivification of the dead and resurrection of the body. This is very

clearly expressed in Ecclesiastes: "The spirit shall return to God who

gave it". Jesaya predicts that the dead ".... will come alive; corpses

will rise and awake". Ezekiel says "I am going to open your graves;

I intend to raise you from your graves, my people". And the Second Book
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of Macabees declares loud and clear, that the then prevailing belief in

resurrection would be baseless "were not the fallen also to rise again".

AVNER - Permit me to remark, that the populär opinion you cited of

the shape and form in which the soul survives does not appear to me logical

and consequential. It should be more probable that the soul ages with

the body and dies along with the body.

RABBI - What you remarked about the populär opinion is anything but

logical. In the opinion of mankind, from the original human tribes to

the faith-bound religious individual of today, the soul the Infant receives

from God is not different from that which has departed from its ancestors.

EGi^^ - This applies generally, but am I entitled to say, that all

in all only few references are found in jewish scriptures about an eventual

resurrection ?

RABBI - It is better to say that the principle of resurection is

not as clearly expressed in our Scriptures as it is in the myths of

primitive peoples where - according to J.G. Frazer - the yearly repeated

resurrection of the dying god is symbolic for the yearly occurring death

and renewal of the Vegetation.

CAROL - This is a commonly found symbolism in most ancient religions.

In the religion of the ancient Canaanites, for instance, Baal is the god

of rain and fertility. He is killed by Mot, the god of death who is the

Symbol of the dry season. But Baal will ultimately - and assuredly and

without fall every year - return to life again.

RABBI - There is an abundance of such myths. Greek and egyptian,

nordic and slavic legends are nourished by them. The Mystery Religions

are based on them. However, what I have quoted from jewish Scriptures

about resurrection are only very vaguely expressed notions. They seem

to have been added at a later stage in reaction to - and by adoption of

- the conceptions which were prevalent in the surrounding cultures at

that time; and which were absorbed from there into the jewish cultural

sphere.

EO ^ - But I have to repeat that, as far as I know the promise of

some kind of resurrection has never become an essential part of the Jews'

belief System. You have mentioned Job saying "if a man dies he will never

live again ...". It is more likely that this has been the accepted view

in biblical time. I heard once the opinion of a bible expert, that what

Ezekiel said about the bones to be raised, refers to the revival of the

spirit of the nation and not to a physical one, and especially not one

of individuals. The same may possibly be said about the words of Jesaya

you have mentioned.

RABBI - There may be some truth in your argument; but in Daniel it

is clearly stated that "...many of those who sleep in the grave will awake
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some to eternal life, others to eternal shame", However, I must concede

that these are later developments - If not secondary additions. And I

must also point out, that the entire complex of resurrectlon is mainly

a Christian concept. In Christian doctrine it very clearly means the

future revival of the dead body.

CAROL - Resurrection is also a mainstay of Zoroastrianism.

RABBI - I am aware of this. However, in Zoroastrianism the body

is totally destroyed, and only the soul survives and will be resurrected.

I agree that the possibility of a resurrection is far less circumscribed

in Judaism. But I feel entitled to say in conclusion, that the concept

of resurrection - that body and soul die together and remain together

Underground until they are resurrected; or that the soul returns to the

body in the grave and both, soul and body reunited, are resurrected -

is known in clearly and exactly defined terms only in Christianity

.

EG) - In India the dead - the total person and not the soul only

- is perceived to be in due course resurrected and to go to some kind

of heaven and hell,

CAROL - In ancient Egypt the soul lives on as a bird,

RABBI - A few words now about transmigration. It is the mainstay

of the Indian religions - Hinduism, Buddhism etc. It means that the souls

have to wander endlessly from one body to the next. The soul - or whatever

is perceived as its equivalent - leaves the body after death, enters a

human being or an animal body, there to be reborn. It may also have to

be reborn into a tree or in a rock.

EO ^ - In Indian religious philosophy the transmigration of the soul

had no beginning; and it goes on indefinitely . Desire-loaded or -initiated

actions pollute the soul during its sojourn in the human body. They

corrupt the soul. They add to the load of the karman the individual

already carries from prior existences. This Situation will inevitably

lead to a series of further, often endless reincarnations. The belief

that this is the fate of man and his soul after death - originally mostly

characteristic for the Indian religions - is reflected in many of the

western religions

.

RINAT - For how long will this process of reincarnations go on ?

Until when will the soul have to wander about ? When can the karman *s

slate at last have become clean ?

CAROL - The wheel of deaths and rebirths turns without a break.

EQ^- In Buddhism and Jainism it is taught, that once an individual

becomes aware of how much his ignorance puts him into bondage; and once

he feels induced by this knowledge to spend his life as a monk or as a

nun - this decision and the resulting conduct can remove the unethical

and sinful matter from his karman. He will have reached his enlightenment.
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Hls Seif, his soul will become totally dispassionate and omniscient.

At this stage his moksa is achieved,

CAROL - And this will at last lead to his salvation,

AVNER - Did I hear the word "soul" mentioned as that which is being

reborn ?

EQ ^ - Transmigration, as you heard the Rabbi say, plays a great role

in all indian religions. It is the Atman, the Seif, the Jiva, the Paruse

which is reborn.

ASHER - What is the Jiva ?

EG) - It is that which Jainism understands as being the soul. It

is that surviving part of man which is condemned to eternal transmigrations

as long as it is covered with the dust of karman. I have once already

explained the Jains' view of karman. However, I want to point out that

transmigration is only a part of the far larger principle of reincarnation

or metempsychosis. I would thank the Rabbi to give us a more extended

explanation of the metempsychosis principle.

RABBI - Metempsychosis is the incarnation of a pre-existing mortal

soul in a succession of bodies - human, animal - or in inanimate matter.

CAROL - The concept of reincarnation or metempsychosis is widely

known. It may not have originated in Hinduism, but it has found its best

known expression in the Indian religions.

EG) - As you have just heard, metempsychosis is an important factor

in Hinduism. It^s basic meaning is clearly outlined in the "Law of Manu".

A detailed explanation of this Law's principles would occupy too much

of our time. I shall, therefore, mention them only in headlines: "The

soul survives after death. Our actual life is only the preparation for

the next. Samsara is the succession of rebirths. The next rebirth is

determined not by the gods - who are affected by the same fate as mankind

- but by dharma and karman, the person^s way of life and his own actions

in the preceding life".

CAROL - Belief in reincarnation is known to have been prevalent

already in the earliest developmental stages of mankind and in all

cultures. Next to Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism it had been

preached since long also in the ancient Egypt of the Pharaos, and in Iran^s

Zoroastrianism. In Greece - as you have already learned - Pythagoras,

Plato and Plotonius among others believed in metempsychosis. Epidocles

tried to give a more detailed explanation. He taught that man 's immortal

soul has fallen from above; has been imprisoned in a body; and is condemned

to wander from one body to the other until it is restored to its original

State of purity.

RABBI - However, during the period which you have described, Judaism

did not contemplate the possibility that the soul could be reincarnated.
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And - you may take this as certain - there prevailed at no time the idea,

that the souls were to be punished by migrating from one life to another.

Whatever may appear to you indicative of a reincarnation in the sermons

of the early Prophets, had the meaning, that punishments are imposed and

rewards are granted on a national scale, in this world, and not in any

future existence.

CAROL - May I point out that metempsychosis played an important role

in Manichaeism which, as we have learned, was of such great importance

in the beginning of the Christian era. However - and this too has already

been mentioned here - in Christian teaching metempsychosis is denied as

not compatible with Christianity 's doctrine of resurrection,

EO
_^
- Also in Islam is the reincarnation of a soul into another body

not a part of its belief System, Only the Sufis and the Druses believe

in reincarnation.

CAROL - I think also certain other shi'ite sects believe that the

soul can transfer to another body. This is expressed in the principle

of the inherited endowment of their spiitual leaders, the Imams.

RABBI - Most likely also that of the Agha Khans.

CAROL - However, these instances you mentioned are certainly not

the only ones. We can with confidence say, that the belief in the survival

of the human soul; and its entering one body after the other after death,

still persists in many parts of the world and in many circles in our own

World. In our times it has been again and again introduced in modern

philosophical and theological perceptions. It is not only incorporated

in the various reform movements of Hinduism, but is also represented in

modern western thought, theology, philosophy, religion and psychology.

Not only the German philosophers we have already mentioned, but also

C.C.Young and Aldous Huxley belong to the modern believers in a

reincarnation of the soul.

RINAT - Does also Buddhism accept this ?

EGi - To some degree.

AVNER - But you told us that Buddhism does not know of an atman,

of a soul or a Seif. What then transmigrates ?

CAROL - It is the thought, the mind, the intellect of the individual

which transmigrates.

EGi/^ - To be more precise: it is man's mental activity which gets

free after death. It is man's intellectual energy which wants to get

free from the wheel of samsara. Certain buddhist philosophers are more

precise still: it is the last thought the individual has before he dies.

This is the "emigrating thought"; it determines the new birth, the "rebirth

thought". These thoughts, by the way, make it possible that the souls

of the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama can be discovered in their new
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manifestations,

ASHER - Do the various religions and cults differentiate between

reincarnation and transmigration ?

RABBI - There is only a difference of degree: transmigration includes

the possibility of a transmigration into non-human bodies; and secondly,

it is not always conceived as the consequence of a karmic necessity.

CAROL - As far as I know, transmigration as defined in this way,

played hardly a role in Greek philosophy. For the soul, according to

the generally accepted teaching of those times, disappears along with

the body into Hades - of course, with the exception of the predilected

souls which go straight away to the stars or to the Elysian Fields.

RABBI - But there were exceptions: Pythagoras told his disciples

that he remembered a series of previous incarnations and transmigrations

in his former existences. Also the Orphics preached a transmigration

of the souls.

RINAT - Does not the story of the "Dybuk" indicate that Judaism knows

of, and believes in, transmigration of the soul ?

RABBI - riginally - that is in biblical and rabbinical Judaism -

transmigration was as unknown as the concept of reincarnation. Only at

a later stage in the development of Judaism - in consequence of its

contact with other cultures, as I have outlined before - were both these

concepts absorbed into the jewish belief System.

CAROL - What about 'Gilgul* which is an accepted concept in large

Jewish circles ? Does it not have the same meaning as what you have

described as transmigration ?

RABBI - The belief in Gilgul among the Jews is no contradiction to

what I have just now said. Yes, the meaning of Gilgul is that of a soul

having to migrate from one body to the other. But Gilgul has appeared

in Jewish thinking only in relatively recent times. It appeared first

in the Kabbala - and the Kabbala appeared only in the 12th Century. But

in principle you are right: it has the same meaning as transmigration,

as the rotation of the souls through a series of bodies. Some theologians

have Seen the transmigration of the soul as a punishment. Others see

it as a divine favour which, in the divine scheme of things offers the

soul another chance; or the opportunity to achieve the desired perfection

by atoning in every new existence for sins it has committed in former

lives; or to erase the shortcomings it has acquired in former existences.

CAROL - There is the generalized populär tradition, that the souls

of those who have died childless will have to return to earth for another

Chance.

EO^- This can only be a Jewish tradition. From what we have heard

here, the Church and Islam would condemn such a belief as evidence of
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superstition, if not of heresy.

RABBI - You are right. Christianity eo ipso and without exceptlon

rejects this or any other such concept as a contradiction of its specific

doctrine of resurrection. Such a belief would also be incompatible with

the role of Christ as the Saviour. However, when St. August ine speaks

of the "revolutiones", that is of a "revolving of the souls'*, he may well

have meant something like their transmigration,

ASHER - What about Islam ?

RABBI - The Sunnis reject the idea of a transmigration, as they do

that of reincarnation in general; but the Sufis and the Druse - as has

already been pointed out - do accept both.

CAROL - The entire issue has in every age been a matter of discussion

in their theological and philosophical circles. Medieval philosophers

have made their contributions to this problem. Ibn Rushd claimed there

is no resurrection. The soul is immortal, he said. It rises from the

dead body in form of an Image or as a Substitute of the earthly body,

and not in combination with the body itself. Avicenna described the soul

as essentially intelligent, immaterial, indestructable and immortal.

The human intellect, he taught, is a separate factor and has to be

perceived as separate from the soul. The soul came into existence along

with the body; but it has a life of its own and operates on its own.

The soul is only temporarily housed in the body, Avicenna wrote.

EO - I think it is of interest if I mention in this context, that

Goethe, Kant, Lessing, Schopenhauer - and possibly also other philosophers

on the German firmament - appear to have played with the idea that the

soul transmigrates from one body to the other.

RABBI - But with certain restrictions: their self-important teutonic

mind could not perceive, that such perfected minds as theirs could ever

completely disappear. They had more a reincarnation in mind than a

transmigration. But they hinted quite unmistakably , that this advantage

is not granted to the world's hoi polloi.

RINAT - Have the philosophers and literati of other nations and other

generations expressed similar views ?

RABBI - I have not enough knowledge in this respect as to answer

your question.

EO - I have looked through the literature and came up with a negative

result.

RABBI - You will remember having learned already, that Anthroposophy

,

Spiritualism and Theosophism too accept that there is a transmigration

of the soul. And this also the Gnostics have done - and do. In these

belief Systems the soul is considered the source of spiritual life which

does not disappear. However, it is not viewed as the bearer of life.
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THIRTY-SIX

CAROL " Our frequent and vast sweeps through ancient and modern

theology have provided us with much new knowledge. ^owever, there are

still a few questions, especially with regard to the Christian religion,

which to my mind - at least for my personal satisfaction - require some

further elucidation. For instance: has Ghristianity recognized the way

the Old Testament perceives and values the human soul ? That is to say:

does Christian religion accept the jewish evaluation of the soul with

regard to its relationship to the body and beyond that to eternity ?

RABBI - Initially, that is only in its earliest stages of existence,

the Church did accept the biblical doctrine. The Churzh accepted even

the traditional and populär jewish view^s prevalent at the time of Jesus.

Let US not forget that the first Christian leadership - we better call

them the jewish- Christian leadership - had been a rather uneducated and

unsophisticated lot. A Century or more was to pass before these man were

replaced by a well educated, sophisticated and lellenized group of men.

This second set of leaders had grown up outside Palestine, within the

hellenistic-cultural ambience which dominated the social and cultural

life of the area on this side of the Mediterranean Sea. In accordance

with the usual steps Jews will take when they are about to divest

themselves of whatever jewishness is left in them, these second aid third

generation Christians began to hellenize and romanize not only their

traditiDnal jewish names, but also their jewish, tradition-sanctified

bible-based concepts. This was the stage ^hen Christian doctrine began

to reflect the dominating greek philosophy and culture. I can give you

many instances to this effect, but in reply to your original question

I shall show you, how this process influenced the way our souls were

henceforth perceived. Nefesh, which vas life and ^as man 's Seif, became

now Psuche. Ruach became pneuma, the spirit. The soul itself, that which

was understood as the spiritual energy, was designated the "Zoe, the inner

life of man". This *'Zoe" was designated to become eternal, to last for

ever. It became now the established teaching that, whereas the soul was

considered to derive directly from God himself, it had eo ipso to be

indestructable. Tt had to possess eternal life. And logic Ied to the

concljsion, that it had to be the soul of man, this indestructible element

in man, which is assured of salvation.
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ASHER - What, in Christian perception, happens after death to this

indestructible element in man ? In othar words: what do ths Christians

believe will happen to them and their souls after daath ?

RABBI - There will coTie the day, tea-hes the Church, wh3n by grace

of Jesus Christ the individual's body aid soul will be resarrected from

the grave. This, according to the fundamental teaching of Christianity

,

is the meaning given to resurrection. This is the specific Christian

theology which is refiected in - and at the same time also derives from

- the resurrection of Christ. "If Christ be not risen", Paul told the

Corinthians, "then is your preaching in vein and your faith is also in

TTvem .

ASHER - This kind of belief structure could not have been the brain

child of the men around Jesas, of whom you 5aid they possessed only a

primitive education. From vhere then, did the aarly C^iristians acquire

this specific faith complex ?

RABBI - They had not far too search. This concept - of a resurrection

which takes place sometime in the distant future - vas taken over from

contemporary Judaism, which, in turn, had absorbed it from the neighbouring

Canaanite religion.

CAROL - This original, simply and plainly formulated Christian belief

in a future resurrection must have been further influenced - and somevhat

Cxhaiged - by the at that time widely prevailing Greek-Platonic doctrine

that the humans are made up of a soma aid a psuche - of a body and a soul.

Eö. _ - But it was at the same time also made irrevocably clear that,

although all mankiad may expect to be eventually resurrected, not all

mankind can expect to benefit from the eventual resurrection. For it

is very clearly stated in christiai doctrine, that even though the souls

of sinful men will also be resurrected, only the souls of those who have

sincerely believed in Jesus Christ aid all he Stands for, can expect to

enter the everlasting existence, which has been made possible by the grace

of Christ. Those ^ho do not express this sincere belief, and who do not

confess their total faith in Christ, will not have the slightest chance

to be raised to eternal life.

RABBI - This is right. The belief in Christ is a fundamental and

basic precoadltion. It is the pre-requisite to salvation. For - and

this is fundamental - on his own, and by his own rights, man is not

immortal.

CAROL - For the Christian the final conclusion from all these

speculatioas has to be, that at the 'End of Days* only believers will

be resurrected. My sch^ol friends had to to learn by heart these quotes

froin the Gospels: "...fear him who can destroy both body and soul in hell";
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and "•••.the poor man died and was carried away by the angels to the

bosoiTi of Abraham. .. .the .rieh man died ...and in Hades he looked up and

saw Abraham. .
.".

RABBI - We find also reported in one of the Gospels, that Jesus

prDmised the thief crucified at his side "...today you will be with me

in paradise". There may be more specific quotations bjt for the moment

I have them not at band.

CAROL - From all this it is by far not clear, what part of the dead

is resurrected. Whether the entire body or only the soul ?

RABBI - As far as I know, Christianity does aot provide a uaiform

doctrine with regard to ^hat happens to man after his death. Specifically

the Nev Testament does not provide a detailed description of the entity

vvhich is going to be raised. Neither could I find an authoritative dictum

about the relationship between soul and body in general. At best the

pious wish ''Requiescat in Pacem" may be taken to indicate, that body and

soul remain united after death.

EG' _ - To m^y knowledge, it Is the comnonly accepted supposition Df

the varioüs Christian theologians, that the dead are to sleep until the

Day of Judgement, when they will get up from their graves to be judged.

Only after the ultimata judgement has been passed, will the fate of man

finally be decided : it will be either paradise or hell.

CAROL - This is right. However , there is the proviso, that the Saints

are an exception. They go straight to heaven.

ASHER - Mentioa has been made here, as far as I remember, that there

had initially been some degree of adherence of the Charch to tha philosophy

of Philo.

RABBI - Alhough the original enthusiasm for Pnilo and his philosophy

has in the course of time died doiN^n, to this day Christian theologians

and philosophers like to claim - withDut any reason or justif ication -

that Philo of Alexandria, the egyptian-jewish philosopher, had been one

of thsir first adherents.

ASHSR - What precisely did Philo contribute ?

RABBI - Philo 's philosophy reflects in part the greek philosophy

which was at that period - that is around the beginning of the Christian

era - dominant in Egypt.

CAROL - Philo 's teaching was in no way different from that of Plato

and Aristotle - only the words and Images he uses are different.

RABBI - But he did preach, that the soul is the pre-existing, the

transcandental, the incorporeal ''Logos" - whereby he defined the Logos

as a projection of God's mind.

CAROL - This is right. But, strangely enough, he differentiated
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between tha qjalities of the various souls and graduated them according

to ranks. Thus he granted Moses th2 highest rank among all souls. He

preached also, that soul and body are separate entities; that bodily

desires pollute the soul; that the soul is, through its po;ver of reason,

related to the divine realm; that, on leaving the body after death, the

soul wants to return to that realm.

EG' - Tne same proprietory Claims as oa Pnilo the Church has also

nade on Tertullian, another philosopher of that period. I have read S3me

of his writings.

RABBI - Tertullius - as he is also called - had a some^v^hat different

approach. He describes the soul, vhich is born of the breath of God,

as "immortal though corporeal and representable".

EG) ^ - From my reading I learned, that the original christiai doctrines

regarding life and death, evil and sin, resurrection and after-life have

in the course of the centuries been, if not changed, givei at least a

somewhat different Interpretation.

RABBI - Patristic influence - that is the teaching of the Church

Fathers of the first few centuries - has brought on a gradual change in

the Christian conception of the soul^s survival after death.

AVNER - Who and what were these Fathers of the Church ?

RABBI - These philosopher-theologians - most of them vere bishops

of the Church - preached and taught their personal, often conflicting,

interpretations of the Chirch doctrines which their predecessors in office

had pronounced. Fr Dm the teaching of these Fathers arose the - in the

end generally agreed upon - perception, that man is made up of an immortal

soul and a body; and that God does not want to separate soul and body

forever. Body and soul will - this was therefore the conclusion - be

reunited at the time of Resurrection.

EGi' _ - But the Chirch Fathers introduced also something new in the

Church 's theology: that at the conception of the embryo God creates for

each huuan being a nevv, an individual soul.

RABBI - This vas not the commonly accepted doctrine; for others among

the Church Fathers were of the opinion, that not only the body but also

the soul is transmitted by the parents.

ASHER - Did the Church Fathers - whom we can, apparently ,call the

formers of the Church' s doctrines - say anything about the principle of

metempsychosis ?

RABBI - Not at all, as far as I know. In general, reincarnation

is hardly ever mentioned in Christian theology, as you have already heard.

The oaly exception, as far as I know, is Origen, one of the more important

hurch Fathers. As he greatly admired Hinduism; and as he no less alson
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adored Platonism, it is not a surprise that his ideas about .netempsychosis

run more or less along the religious line Arhich is dominant in Hinduisoi

and in the philosophical ideas of Plato. Origen preached, that the soul

passes through many eiiibodiments; that it grows and matures along ethical

lines; and that in the end it is judged in accordance with the positive

or negative developuent it has undergone in the course of each of these

reincarnations.

CAROL -'vorigen, who lived fron about 180 tili 254 of our era, has

preseated also some other interesting ideas: before the vorld was created,

he Said, tiny portions had been constantly falling away from God, These

had turned into spirits. When the world was created, these spirits were

changed into souls. The soul, Origen preached, is a spiritual and also

rational substance which is identical with man's spirit and mind. All

rational creatures, he said, had been created at the same time and at

once. In the beginning they had been pure, made up of intelligence in

their entirety, and without body or matter. HDwever, as they were in

addition capable of doing not only good deeds but also evil ones, they

failed the tests to which they were exposed, and comnitted many evil

things,

RABBI - The only exception in this scheme presented by rigen was

the soul of Christ which had kept its pristine pareness. Depending on

whether - during their sojourn on earth - the souls failed or succeeded

to keep their original State of purity, they were turned into demons or

angels.

CAROL - We should mention also Irenaeus who was another, no less

important figure among the Fathers of the Church.

RABBI - He has certainly left his mark. He disagreed with the idea

of the other Churcn Fathers that the soul existed from the beginnning

of Greation. He disagreed as well with the belief in the transmigration

of the soul to which some of the Church Fathers subscribed. Every body

has its own individual soul, he preached; both, soul and body, will be

reunified at the time of Resurrection. He denied Plato's belief in the

soul 's immortality. Finally, he refused also to acknowledge the divine

origii and character of the soul. The human soul, he said, has the very

same nature and characteristics as the body it inhabits.

EG)^- There is quite some aeo-platonic influence in this teaching.

RABBI - There is indeed a marked neo-platonic influence on all the

early developmental stages of christiai doctrine. Its impact had been

noticeable already in the early centuries.

CAROL - I want to mention that Plotonius, a leading Neo-Platonian,

and others like him, had preached that the soul is a -oncrete, individual
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substance vhich has its origin In the 'World Soul\ In this world of

ours it is joined to a body, he believed. After death it returns to its

origiaal home.

RABBI - St. Augustino thought along simllar liaes: the soul is a

Spiritual substance, he preached, which is intimately uaited with the

body. Maa and his soul are created by God as one unit. However, he v>^arned

that the SDul, even thoagh an emanation of God, should not be perceived

to have also been created in God 's image. He viewed the soul as the active

principle and the body as the passive oae.

EG ^ - About a thousand years later, in the 13th Century, aaother

sainted nan, Thomas Aquiias, added his share to the Dngoing discussions

among the philosophers and theologians: body and soul, was his opinion,

constitute a Single unit. The soul has the configuration of the body.

It is made ap of a separate, a 'spiritual substance' which can lead its

own separate and individual existence after death.

RABBI - Having reached this point, my friends, I propose we do not

expaad Dur comparative studies further, as this would lead us into modern

times. We have heard and learned ivhat is essential in making us understand

the Christian Interpretation of the soulVs relationship to man and God.

RINAT - Could you, before we conclude this chapter, please say also

a few words about any possible significance the 'Purgatory' has in this

respect ?

SABBI - T shall need only a few words to do so. The stränge concept

of a Purgatory has originally not had a major significance in Christian

theology. The simple reasoning behind this useful "invention" took on

a prominent role in catholic theology only around the middle of the 12th

Century when it becaTie a Church dogma as "...that place or State of

temporal punishment, where those who have died in the grace of God expiate

their unforgiven venial sins before being admitted i:o the Beatific

Vision".

RABBI - Let me repeat that in my judgement we have learned enough

about the Christian concepts of the soul and the destiny which awaits

it after death. You will agree that it has presented us with a very

interesting subject for discussion. I shall now have to say some words

about Islam and its views oi the same topic. However, I shall limit myself

and explain the matter as far as possible to that which interests us within

the context of what we have been discussing. With the background we have

acquired in the course of the evenings, it will be possible - as has been

in the case of Christianity - to extract only the relative essentials

from the islamic theology.
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Yoj will recognize in islami:: teaching many a biblical, talrnudic

aad jeATish-folkloric thread. This ethiologic characteristic has already

been mentioned on. soms pre/ioas occasion. It is understaadable frooi a

historic point of view. For the Mosle-ns claim to be the true saccessors

to, and ultinate heirs of, Israelis divine election as God ' s people.

AVNER - Wi~h what justification ?

I ABBI - With that of baing the heirs of the first-born son of Abraham.

They claim to be the descendants of Isnail, the first-bor.i son of Abraham.

They claim, that their Prophet Muhammad has, in a direct revelation from

God, been appointed Allah Vs prophet; that he was the last prophet to appear

oa earth before the Day of Judgemant; and that all the announcemants of

previous prophets are superseded by those 06 Muhammad, the latest and

last Prophet of God.

RINAT - How can they explain away the fact, that Israel had been

appointed before ? How can they explain the Epiphany at Siiai ? How

can they explain away the Bible received by Moses ?

RABBI - They accept and acknowledge all this as facts. They accept

all you Said as historically and theologically true. But, they say also,

that Israel has not followed GodVs commands. It has not lived according

to the rules of its appointment. For this reason God has cancelled the

appointment and election jf Israel, and has elected and appointed instead

the peoples of the islamic faith.

AVNER - Very coavenient. What eise do they have to say ?

RABBI - Most other islamic CDncepts will be easier acceptable to

you, as many of them are taken over from Judaism and Christianity - even

though many of these had developed only in the Middle Ages.

CAROL - But before you continue in your outline of Islam' s theology

we shall have to acqaaint ourselves with a few facts. Islam is not a

religion in the western sense known to us. You will do better to see

it as a totally self-contained civilization. A Moslem is totally engaged

in and by his religion. The v/estern concept of a Separation between

religion and State is unknown in Islam. On the contrary: everything which

g09s on in the islamic sphere at once acquires political relevance.

RABBI - The islamic State was started with the primary aim to apply

God 's Word in practice.

EG)
_^
- This meant making Islam to rule the entire world. This meant,

that such a global religious State cannot suffer any other State to co-

exist. This meant the abrogation of the non-islamic world' s right to

exist at all - e)ccept perhaps as subordinate entities.

RABBI - It is a fact that Islam is a commjnal religion and not one

which individual Moslems^ or even a Community of Moslems, is allov\^ed to
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Interpret and map out for theinselves. A Moslem caa only sea his religion's

Ideals and perfections vv^ithin a commanity of his correligionists.

EG_^ - And ^hrreas a Community in Islam is asually a politically guided

and inspired one, Islam and its followers a^cordingly identify their task,

duty and aspirations within the frarae of territorial conceptiDus. That

is to say, they divide the ^rld into a part dominated by Islam and in

one in the hands of the infidels.

CAROL - You Tiay say "still in the hands of the infidels".

EG_- This is right. This is the meaning of 'jihad'. Islam cannot

be discussed, or even imagined, without its 'jihad' lega-y. Classically

it is the holy war to liberate lands - vhether they had once been ir. moslem

hands or not - from its infidsl occupiers.

RABBI - WhD are always seei as illicit and illegal occupiers.

CAROL - And here and in this context yoa will easier understand the

idea of ai after-life in Islam: it ts the reward for those who have died

in the fight for the interests and wellbeing of Islam. This promise is

taken very serioasly in the moslem world. And this will make it less

difficult for yoa to anderstand the average Moslem' s wish for what he

Interpret 's as martyrdom.

RABBI - A few niore words about Islam. The original religious coacepts

outliaed in the Qu'ran - which, as I '^aid, clearly point to a jewish

and Christian origin - had beoa developed and interpreLed from hearsay

and from anecdotes told around the camp fires by a desert people of

illiterate Bedouins. I must warn you, howev:-.:^ not to Interpret these

words of mine as derogatory or Ironie, Muhammad was certainly a well

informed and learned man.. He was in fact a genius. And above all, he

was fully convinced of the truth of what he ^jreached. knd in addition

he was sincere in all hB said and asked to be written down.

CAROL - The Qu' ran witaesses what yoa said. The interpretations,

which the Qu 'ran offers to the questions we have been studying here in

Dur circle, provid^ a well perceived and easily followed knowledge of

the religiojs perceptions and philosophies whAch were in circulation in

the 7th Century.

RABBI - With regard to the soul, the biblical view of a Ruach and

Nefesh is reflected in the Qu'ran which teaches, that Allah created the

first man by breathing into him Nafs, the soul or Ruh, the spirit.

EG_^- Thcjre are, however, in this respect SDme variations in the

conception and the Interpretation of the varioas islamic divisions. For

instance: in the Sufis' belief Nafs is the seat of lust, and Ruah the

Spiritual breath which can commjnicate with God.

RABBI - Another specific islamic teaching is, that when ^dam was
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created, his soul coatained also withia itself the souls of all his

descendants.

AVNER - Do93 this oiean, that Adaii's soul survives and incessantly

Spurts forth, oiia after the other, the souls of all ne^^o.ners to this

misfortunate earth ?

l ABßl -• Not exactly. Until a soul enters the vo.Tib it is kept in

öome k.-^.nd of 'Allah's Treasure House* or in a receptacle near GodVs throne.

At the end of time, it is promised, tha Day of Judgeinent will come. This

Yom-al-Din is a May of decL^Loa and catastrophy' for the resurrected

souls: they v>rill be presented with their misdeeds which have been recorded

ia books at the timr^ they liv^ed on earth.

RINAT - Does this not mean that the Mosleüis believe that there is

a resurrectioQ to come ?

RABBI - Again, not all currents in Islam agree on this. Among those

who accept that there is going to he a resurreition, are the Sufis. They

believe that the '5oul, along with the body, will be resurrected shortly

before the Day of Judgsment. The Suaiiis teach a coinplicated sequence:

the soul, having died with the body, will be rev^ived by God together with

the body inunediately after the death had occured; that is to say, while

both are already in their freshly dug grave. But at this stage they are

revived again, even if only for a short time. They will die again, and

will have to remain dead in their graves until they are resurrected for

the Yom-al-Din.

RINAT - What do tha Sufis have to say about their soul ?

RABBI - These mystics belle /e, that it is the task of the humaa soul

- which they define similarly to what we ha\^e haard described as the *Self'

- to establish a close, an intime relationship witn God. This is possible

with the help of 'Fana' - a lana thay give to their mystical experience.

When 'passing away' in the mystic State of Fana - vhich they describe

as that of a mystic absence of the Seif - they sense that the Seif, tha

diviae essaace in man, is 'annihilated' in tham.

CAROL " Tha Sufis have their owa specific view of the soul. ^or

instance, while the philosopher Al-Ghazali prea^hed that tha humaa soul

is made of an r.mmaterial substance, Safism took an opposite attitude and

perceived it as a material substance. They hava also otherwise created

their owa classifications and definitions: to them Nafs - it is called

by tham also 'latifa' - ^hich is contained in tha human body, refers to

what is negative in man, as well as to his illnassas and sins; while

al-Ruh, the spiritual factor of the soul, represants all that is good

in man.

RABBI - I haard once a Sufi describe his religion as a spiritual
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alchemy vy^hich parifies the soul of its disciples.

CAROL - This is indeed aa appropriate metaphor for a Safi.

RINfeT - What association had Isla.n with Alcherny ? I learn only

Qow that they kaew of Alche-ny.

CAROL - It can be said that Alcheiny always had a sig.iif icance for

the Mosle.Tis. Alchemy was introduced ia what went thea as the scientific

World, when islamic culture was at its zenith. In Tslam 'Al-Ke^nya' ,
which

the West has disfigured into 'Alchsmy', is loaded with symbolisms refering

to the incessant aspiration of ethic man to purify his soul to a State

of perfection.

CAROL - Bat the knowledge of Alchamy goes far back in history. The

Gnostics were the first to naintain, that everyday science camot achieve

as good results as Alchemy. This made the Gnostics, by giving religious

ia;Ties and characterisics to the Symbols of Alchsmy, turn the latter into

a vehicle of GnDsis. To give you an exanple: as an impure metal aspires

to be freed of its irapurities, thus a soul imprisoaed in natter strives

to purify itself from the flesh. Hence the transmutation of metals became

the symbolism for the regeneratioa of the human soul.

EG) - Throughout the Middle Ages Alchemy has been viewed as a secret

knowledge which was available only to the initiates.

CAROL - May I add that Alchemy, in its specific meaning and with

its specific expectatiois, was known to the Chinese long before it was

adopted by the Sufis, even before the gnostics learned of it ? The Chinese

alchemists aspired to gain perfection through their dedication to the

mysteries of alchemy in the certainty, that they would thus be enabled

to achieve inmortality

.

EQ - And I lave to add, that Alchemy had also since long had a large

following in India. The indian alchemists saw in gold a symbol of

immortality. And may I further add that in the East, as well as in the

West, even in moder i tiraes alchemyVs symbolism is made ampla and frequent

use of by philosophers and writers. Goethe was one of them.
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I kaci i-ß^come, aioa/ie, o/. tk^ conc£u^lon he. had

/leacked, tkat loe, had le,a/ine.d //lom hlm lohat loe,

had a/>ked hlm to teaah UJ>; that he, had /lemoved

the douHt^ u)hl.ch had to/ime,nted Norrie o-jL u^; that

he had ariMoe/ied the qiLe/>tlon/^ /,o/i who^e ctea/ianee

loe had app/ioache^d hlm, 7hl^ made me thlnk that

he had plartned to L/ilrtg ou/i " ^tudy cl/icle" t o

la czo^e

I had a£,J)0 riotlaed lolth g/ieat ptea^u/ie,

that my /.ou/i ^/ilendA had g/ieatty enjoyed ou/i

meettng^ ; that they had uride,/igone a g/ieat change

In thel/i pe/iceptlon o/ and attltude to /ie,£tgtoa

a^ ^a/i ay> It a^^eet^ them pe,/i^oaally ; and that

wlthout exceptlon the.y had at/ieady on thet/i own

^e,t out to e,nla/ige and dee,pen thel/i knoioledge

Hy ^tudytng the app/io p/itate Itte/iatu/ie.

To/i tht/> /lea/iOn - and lotthout con^iulttng

my ^/ilend/> - / app/ioached noio the RadHi. lotth

the p/iopo^al and the /leque^t lohtch I had /leadled

Atnce y>ome day/^ atrieady . )
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EGi _ - We have learaed very much under your guidance, Rabbi, and many

of the doubts and uncertainties in our minds have baen cleared up. We

are greatly obliged for your help and your patience, your teaching and

your guidance.

However, I ain sure to speak also in the name of my friends if I

request yDu to grant us one oc two more evenings as we need your guidance

also in finding real understanding for - among other problems facing us

as Jews - the ineaning of evil and sin, of redemptioi and repentance.

And ve '^ould very much like to know, how you view the future of the jewish

people; how you imagiae the destiny of the jewish nation to be; and in

particular what you think of the future of our homeland, of Israel.
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THIRTY-SEVEN

RABBI - Evil exists in the .vorld. It has o^iLsted sin^e ever. We

cannot get away from this fact. Every religioa and every phf.losophy

dedicates energy and time to this rea.'^.ity - and to the aadeavour, to

fight the eifects of evil on the ifidivLdual and oa society. T do not

think we have to -Tiake a v/ide swcvey to learn the views '/^hich theologies

and philo.-^ophie 1 have for-ned about evil - tor there is hardly ever so

mach consent In any other field of hunan existence and 2oexisten::e as

in the general and specific attitude to ths undes irability of evil.

Neithe^ can vo expect to learn nach from f uferen. es to mythology's antold

niLTiber of stories about the first appearance - oc the origiaal.

introduction - of evil anong the liviug beings on earth.

RIN\T - Why had ü: to be mithin the divine plan that ther«^ is evil

in the v/orld "^ Why has everyone of his creatui'es to saffe-r because of

this regretful fact ?

ASHER - If evil is necessary to achieve a purpose, why can this

purpose no^: be sought in some other way ?

RABBI - For man t) have a free will and the freedom Df ::hoice, there

nusl: be good and evil to chose from, nast it not

T?n\
j.ji'. T - No doibo, evil is a test of a man^s ethical balance

Rabbi - YDa .inst seo evil as one of the factors which separate man

from the God who is totally free from avil,

RIüAT - What is Judaism's attitude t-) e^il ?

RABBI - Good and Evil, set in Opposition, are freqaently raentioned

in the Bible, If we read Genesis with some care we have to conclude,

that Good and Evil were originriMy known to God only. Bat after "Adam's

Fall" this knowledge was acquired by mankiad too.

ASHEI^. - Bat the snake, the sy.mbol of ^/il, existed already bef jre

Adam bit into the apple.

RABBI - I'-. was only after that bite that the .snake became a symbol

)f evil.

CAROL - Tne pyschoanalysts will teil you tha^, the snake has since

ever been a sexual symbol......

RABBI - Let us nDt Lnvite psychoanalysis into ou)' conversations,

as otherwise we shall have to wieasure everything, not only ^Adam's Fall',

v/ith their criteria.
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AViNfl^lR - What has the Kabbal-i to say ?

RABBI - The Zohar says, that evll has Its root in God, in the 3th

S=^phira; that is to say in that )£ 'Din', the Sephira of Judgement. God

hülds Din in his left hand, an.^. Zedek, Justice and Mercy, in h.ls right

hand, the ZDhar says. Evil results vhene/er both hands do not collaborate

harmoniou.sly

.

\SH^]R - V/hat do the ancient phil.osophers say to this ?

CAROL - Let \i3 only qaote Aristotle who says that evil Ls emotional

in Drigin; that whereas tha hunan mi.id "is ae/er ready to produce v\rithojt

appetite, man will never' d^j/elop the instinct to do good",

EG ^ - Spinoza is more oatspoken, Tne hjuan intellect, he says,

is pOv>rerless agaiast emoiLoas. Knowing ^hat is good and w\at ±s evil

is not enoagh. As soon as the knowledge becomes an emotion, the desire

for the good becomes stroag etiDugh to defeat the desire tD do evi.l.

CAROL - Talklng of Mesires': it Ls a v/elcome huiian emotion for

the Greeks -- bu^ is considered evil by the Buddhists.

RABBI - It is acceptable ;vithin ^ertain limits in Judaism.

CAROL - You too may find it interesting, that in Hinduism evil is

oae of manifestations of the Godhead.

RABBI - Interrest '.ng indeed, for according to the Kabalists evil

is "in the hands" of God, as you have already heard.

AVNl]^ - This o^plains at last, why God permitted the atom bomb to

be :-?xploded over Hiroshina; aad v/hy he looked with such indiiiference

on tha Holocaust.

RABBI - I think, my friand; :hat with such a reasoning you place

yourself under a misconcaption. Ydu should free yourself of it and accapt

it as ai axiom, that God does not favour evil. Listen vhat Jesaya had

to say on behalf of God: '^Take your wrong-doings out of iny sight. Caase

to do evil. Learn to do good. Search for Ju.stice. Halp tha oppressad.

Be just tn tha Orphan. Plead for the widow".

EG? ^ - Avner's is a fundamental misconception. Tha Holocaust and

Hiroshima v/ere essentially man-mada evi.lsv God did not intervane to

produce or to prevent the:a. The cry that "God is dead", and the lanent

Vhare v/as God at that time" are less than aver misaopropriate in these

two instances. Mankind was tested when its scientists set out to produce

tha evil of the Atom Bomb, Mankind was tested too when its planes

uiloaded the Aton Bomb over Hiroshima. And Germaiy was likewisa tested

by tha way it organized and executad tha Holocaust. And all mankind

was tested .n tha way it tolerated and ignDred tha Holocaust. The

indivj.duals' and the nations' karnan will reflect this additional. load

thay have henceforth to carry.

•?T

/
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RANIT - I am still not satisfied with all your answers. You will

not deny that God could have prevented Mam fron biting into the fateful

ajple - and in consequence there would not have been a "Fall". In other

words: whereas God knows and forsees everything^ he could have prevented

sin from raising its ugly head. Could he not have ? Is it not true

that he could have abrogated sin at any stage thereafter, had he ever

had the wish to do so.

AVNER - But he never cared to do so ! Had he done so, he could

have prevented suffering from ever affecting long-suffering mankind.

For it appears evident to me, that suffering is always born from sin.

RABBI - Of course ! God could have prevented evil from ever beconing

manifest in the world. But whereas God could have prevented sin from

invading the earth and did not do so, he must have a valid reason for

allowing sin to become a factor in human life. What may the explanation

be ? you will ask me. I do not know; but a senteno^. in the Talmud, in

the Rabbah Tractate, may possibly give you a sonewhat acceptable ans-zer:

"Were it not for the evil Impulses, no man would build a house, or marry

a woman or beget children, or engage in business".

CAROL - I cannot buy this. He could have created an a priori just

and happy world.

RABBI - You better subnit your priori to the fundamental truth,that

God 's justice is different from that of man. Yes, God 's justice is beyond

man 's comprehension. These very same questions as yours' have been raised

by the Kabbalists: why do the righteous suffer, they asked, and why do

the wicked prosper in this world ? Why do children suffer ? And they

answered themselves: because rewards and suffering are in relation to

man 's deeds here in life and in former existences. You may perhaps see

in the Jewish nation a suitable example for what the Kabbalists mean

with their questions: the jewish people suffer now as they has suffered

in the past, because they sin now as they have sinned in the past.

ASHER - Does his mean, that the Jewish nation is hopelessly condemned

even in these cur times when we have established cur own State ? How

does Judaism value or weigh man 's sinning ?

RABBI - In Judaism sin is defined as a contamination of the god-given

laws. It is Seen as a breaching of the relationship which God has formed

wth man. Ultimately it means, that sin is man 's contravening the laws

of ethics; and of violating the rules of inter-relationship between man

and man. By being conscious of his duty to avoid sin at all times and

at all costs, man has the chance to be ultimately tumed into an ethic

being.

RINAT - Judaism imposes a heavy task on us.
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RABBI - There is no otJier way out of this dilenma, We must always

be aware that mortal man is inclined to do evil. In later stages of

its development Judaism has added another ethiology - or better another

dimension - of evil: the 'Yetzer Hara'^ which is not meant to represent

an original tendency to do evil, but the temptation to do evil. And

man and his evil deeds are judged accordingly.

RINAT - Can goodness be taught ? Can one leam to be good ?

RABBI - Judaism says you can learn to be good. Goodness faces you

everywhere and at all times, it teaches. It is to you to chose, it

admonishes you.

CAROL - We Jews are in any case better off than the Christians who

are told, that due to "The Fall" man 's nature is inherently corrupt;

that man, by his own efforts, is incapable of goodness; that only God's

grace can save man.

AVNER - You will not deny the basic demand ethics places on us,

viz:- that we take upon ourselves the responsibility for every evil deed

we do. I maintain, that there cannot be an excuse, nor an embellishment

- and also no pardon - for man 's evil deeds. From all our talks in this

circle I have gained the consolation, that somehow and somewhere evildoers

will get their dues.

RABBI - This is an important realization - and concession, Avner.

And I hope it will also soothe your pain.

RINAT - Can a person ever avoid all the temptations which lead to

evil deeds ?

RABBI - You must never overlook that we are endowed with the Free

Will to chose. This has to signify that whereas we ourselves bear the

responsibility for all we do, we should not grumble if we are made to

suffer for our sins,. In other words: we cannot load this responsibility

on others, nor blame God or fate for our misfortunes. This is clearly

accentuated in the Bible. Also the Talmud is quite clear in this respect.

"If a man sees that painful suffering is visiting him, let him check

on his conduct". And another talmudic passage wams us that "....there

is no suffering without a sin". Illness, misfortune, injury, we learn,

are punishment for having sinned. The T'nach outlines also very clearly

the consequences of how we chose between good and evil. Gbodness brings

peace and prosperity, we are told; and evil brings plagues, famines and

wars. "Piappy is the virtuous man, for he will feed on the fruit of his

deeds. Woe to the wicked, evil is on him, he will be treated as his

actions deserve", says Jesaya.

RANIT - Is only Judaism as strict as you describe ? What is the

Christian doctrine ?
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RABBI - Fundamentally there is no great difference between Jewish

and Christian views, as there is none between all the ethic religions.

Who sins by disobeying God will die, we read in the jewish and Christian

Scriptures. The Christian doctrine is expressed in clear-cut terms:

sin has been introduced into the world by Adam 's Fall - and man has for

ever to suffer for this. "Sin entered the world through man and through

his deed", stated also St. Paulus in his letter to the Romans.

CAROL - Cyprianus, a Church Father who lived between 200 and 258

of our era, attributed great value to this principle. Augustine developed

it later into the doctrine of man 's 'Original Sin'. And the Church has

fixed it as a dogma which every believer has to accept as a divine dictum.

RINAT - Does it really say that because of Adam we have to suffer

all our lives ?

RABBI - The Church says in loud and clear terms, that because of

Adam all mankind is bom sinful and guilty. For this reason, says the

Church, mankind merits eternal condemnation. According to Augstine this

'original sin' is transmited from one generation to the other; and

therefore every individual is culpable from the moment of his birth.

EGO - Do not forget to mention, that this original sin can be washed

away by the water of baptism.

ASHER - This is indeed a great advantage. What about the other

sins a Christian accumulates in the course of his lifespan ? Can also

all the other sins, all those which a Christian acquires in the decourse

of his life, be washed away in a similar manner ? And finally: when

and where can the Christian soul be freed from all the many sins it

acquires during its bearer's lifetime ?

RABBI - The soul of a Christian will in due course have to face

its divine judge. God has fixed a day, according to what is written

in Acts, when the whole world will be judged in righteousness . And

it is further written there, that God has appointed Jesus, "the Son of

Man to Sit in judgement".

ASHER - Am I justified to suppose, that none of this has entered

Islam 's doctrine about sin and judgement ?

RABBI - Nothing of all this the Moslems have taken over. They have

their own clear-cut ideas. "Man 's heart is prone to evil", is the basic

idea. Sin, according to the Qu 'ran, is mainly due to pride, to Opposition

to God, and especially to the denial of God. This is exemplified by

Satan 's fall from grace because he refused God 's command to pay obedience

to man. However, every Moslem is given an outlet through which he may

find forgiveness for his sins. A Moslem who undergoes the right kind

and number of acts of atonment which will lighten the load of his sins.
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The Haj Pilgrimage, above all, cleans away all sins. However, all Lids

does not suffice for a Moslem to find salvation 1 He has to prove in

addition, t±iat he has performed good deeds, and that has a deep faith

in Allah.

CAROL - Every man, woman and child - with the exception of the saints

and prophets - will in any case be judged at the end of the days.

RABBI - The true believer is assured, that he will fare better than

others on the Day of Judgement,

CAROL - I learned from a Druse himself , that his religion - you

may call it a splinter religion of Islam with specific gnostic features

which believes in a cosmic soul and is sure of reincarnation - offers

man a chance to gain salvation with the help of the special knowledge

which the Druses' wise leaders possess, and which is available to those

who seek such knowledge - the 'Juhhal', the 'Ignorant Initiates', they

are called - after they have advanced to the higher grade of the 'Aqils',

the 'Followers', as these are called.

EGO - I am sure you will continue to hear again and again these

same promises of reward and salvation, of punishment and damnation, of

judgement and clemency, should we go on analysing the attitudes and the

promises, the warnings and the threats which all religions present and

past have held in front of their followers, whether they behave rightly

or wrongly. All religions map out the paths to be followed or the limits

to be observed by the faithful desirous of avoiding the threatening evil.

But what is the true Impetus we receive to make us avoid evil; to make

US behave humanely; to make us live ethically ? Do we really receive

convincing replies to cur question of the why and how ? Is it not

expected from each of us, that he develops into a moral human without

having to be deterred by senseless threats and fanciful promises ? Can

we not rely on that moral compass, which we harbour within ourselves,

and which has been finely tuned by the cultural development our genes

have undergone ? Allow me, please, to point again to my theory that

we have to perceive our lives as a testing ground for the Standard of

our ethical values. Day and night we have to remain conscious of the

fact, that our deeds and omissions; that our failings or our misconduct;

that even our thoughts and their execution are under constant control.

And we should be aware, that what we do wrong is ultimately not judged

as sins to be washed away by some holy water; or to be cancelled by some

fines imposed on us; or to be bumed out of us in some hellfire - but

as failures when our ethical conduct and our moral reactions are weighed

on our own innate and finely tuned scales.

CAROL - Do you, within the frame of your explanation, see also man 's
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reactions to evil as tests of his moral strength ?

EGO - I think I have already in some of our past discussions exposed

my firm conviction, that the vissitudes man has to face on his own, as

well as the global ones a nation experiences, are not punishments which

end in suffering; or in punishment; or in extinction - but are tests

whose outcone will qualify an individual to advance to a higher State

of being; or a nation to survive with a firmly grounded reputation of

cultural achievements. In the case of a nation it means also its

continued existence in its surviving cx^ponents and not as a footnote

of history. From my observations - and within the frame of my personal

philosophy - I am inclined to see in suffering not only a test but also

an educational value.

AVNER - You apply your philosophy to the suffering we receive at

the hands of fellowman; but how can you react in any but a definitely

limited and purely passive way to the adverse powers of Nature you have

to face ?

EGO - The world, once it had been created and Consolidated into

its actual form, is directed and ruled by the regulär laws of nature.

Man is - similarly as in other ways of life - tested by the manner in

which he reacts to the events in Natiare.

RABBI - Cannot God change the elements in your test ?

EGO - Only rarely will God interfere in the course of nature or

history. The same applies to the effects human nature and natural history

have on a nation 's reaction. I may j^rhaps be entitled to see such an

Intervention of a superior power in our own lifetime in the onset, in

the decourse and in the ending of the Holocaust.
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THIRTY-EIGHT

AVNER - All through the past week I have pondered and weighed what

we had been told here in our last meeting. I must confess, that I am

beginning not to find your thesis a priori unacceptable . But I would

need some more clarification before I can make up my mind. For instance,

have I to conclude from your words, that you still insist the Jews have

been elected to a special role ? Have I also to conclude from your

arguments^ that you still insist the Jews are the beloved children of

God ? Can I see from your own example^ that you still insist God

protects his beloved Children of Israel ?

EO - You are not mistaken. I definitely and absolutely reply in

the affirmative to all your questions. If you look through the history

of the Jews of the last 2-3000 years, you can see behind every suffering

and every fortune^ behind every defeat and every success a guiding hand..

AVNER - a divine hand which gave its children a good spanking

whenever they did some mischief

.

EGO - Let US take the very recent history of our people and our

country. You will be no less informed of all the details than I. Look

at the war of 1967 1 This war had been, as you will agree, a very

decisive moment in the history of this country, if not of the Jews

everywhere. Had Israel not won this war, it would have ceased

to exist. You will agree that Israel won this war against all possible

odds.

AVNER - It won due to the stupidity of its enemies.

EGO - Allright ! It won due to the stupidity of its enemis. But

who made these stupid in those decisive hours and day ? You will agree

with me, I hope, that these enemies had otherwise, and throughout their

preceding past, been anything but stupid; that they knew the prescribed

political and Strategie moves guite well; that they had a vast reservoir

of material support and an ever sprouting fountain of emotional goodwill

11 over the world. And was his not also the case in 1973. Israel was

again at the brink of disaster - but did in the end win the war. How

can you explain this otherwise than as a god-issued warning ?

ASHER - It was indeed a kick in the Israeli pants.

RINAT - Am I justified to say, that there can also be such an

interference , such a direction from above, to the benfit of one or the
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other individual ?

EGO - Definitely so; and in every aspect so.

RABBI - What you all have been saying ultimately relates to the

issue of Theodicity which mankind has since ever discussed. I mentioned

this issue on a previous occasion wit±iout going into details. Theodicity

is the question of God's justice. Therein the basic argument is, how

far man is directed or forced to do evil; or in how far he has a free

will; and in how far he can act accordingly. On another occasion you

have raised the argumenta that the snake, the Symbol of evil, has existed

- nay had been created - before Adam 's Fall. You are wrong to take the

snake as the representative of a cosmic power of evil. It is meant to

represent the symbol for the threat to man 's inner balance against doing

evil; against what has been called here his inner gyroscope; against

the wrong reaction in the test of his ethic fortitude. You must realize,

that we live in a deterministic world. We are not automatically moral

and responsible people. We behave morally and responsible because we

want to behave in this manner - whatever the reasons for this may be.

I fully agree, that we have a moral control instance within us. And

I fully agree also, that whenever we react to outside Stimuli in a

positive or negative way, it is only rarely done for purely ethic reasons.

Mostly we react under the threat of punishment. Or we avoid reacting

at all.

EGO - I subscribe to what you have said. It follows, therefore,

that a conscious effort is necessary to avoid our giving in to evil

Impulses. This our effort is greatly strengthened whenever we make

ourselves realize, that we are facing a test; that whatever happens in

those moments is not forced upon us by some irresistible outside power;

that it is not due to destiny or fate - but is left to our free will

to act and to decide. It is left entirely to us how we are going to

act and decide.

AVNER - Don't we mostly act instinctively

EQ^ - We surely do, but ultimately our instincts - even those primary

and primitive ones of self-preservation - are dictated by our ethical

attitudes and restrictions

.

AVNER - Would you call a troublesome fellow, an incompetent clerk

who tests my patience, also a test for my future life ?

EGO - Yes, surely so. Your reaction to the clerk 's behaviour will

mean the failure or success of your inner control instance.

RINAT - I read somewhere not so long ago: "If you feel burdened

by a chronic invalid in your family, or by a demented brother, or by

a child with a physical defect, think that it has been given to you.
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has been placed upon your Shoulders for a purpose".

AVNER - Who evaluates whether the test is passed or failed ?

EGO - We have an inbuilt sensor which tests our actions to this

effect and makes us know whetJier we did right or not.

AVNC R - To decide whether we are fit for heaven or hell ?

CAROL - No, it is the karman we carry in our soul

ASHIR - ...which may be in fact our soul ?

CAROL - . . .which weighs whether we have reacted in such a way as

to remove the blamish which our negative reactions to similar events

in past experiences has left on our karman.

AVNER - Than we must wait for the recurrence of such or a similar

event ?

EGO - Not necessarily so; our action may - whether sub-consciously

or consciously - recall with regret, pain or shame a similar one in which

we have reacted badly or wrongly. Our positive reaction may also

determine our behaviour in other^ totally different situations where

our morality is tested.

CAROL - This is in conformity with Hinduism, Buddhism^ Jainism who

explain with karman everything which happens to man. Innocent suffering

does not exist.

AVNER - Who will judge us when the time comes for us to face what

you call the Divine Court ?

EGO - Karman is in itself the judge and judgement.

CAROL - We have learned, that in the mythology of ancient Iran the

soul has to pass over a narrow bridge. The same judgement occurs in

the myths of sone Indian tribes of Central America. In many other

religions the soul has to face a divine court after death.

RABBI - In rabbinical times it was taught, that at death the soul

of the righteous Jew is separated from that of the wicked man 's soul.

This happens automatically and not by a judgement as in Zoroastrianism.

EGO - As I have pointed out - and as I have postulated - this

Separation is regulated by that automatic control System which is within

our soul.

RABBI - Judaism may have a similar mechanism in mind; that is to

say that automatically the righteous soul goes to the blessed abode -

Heaven or Gan Eden - and the wicked one will be "slung away in the hollow

of the sling".

AVNER - What will be judged and punished at the time we face this

Divine Court ?

CAROL - I have a similar question: how are our sins weighed and

by vv^om is the judgement pronounced ?
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RABBI - The talmudic midrash has a suitable answer to this question:

When the time comes, God will call the soul and ask: "Why did you cormiit

all the sins ?". The body will answer "It was the bcdy which sinned.

Have I sinned since I was separated from the bcdy ?". Then God asks

the body: "Why did you sin ?". "It is the soul v\^ich has sinned and

not l", the body replies. "Have I sinned since I was separated from the

soul ?". And God brought soul and body together again and punished both.

EGO - This is interesting: I heard this rabbinic tale told by Indians

too.

AVNER - People appear to sin by Imitation. We should get rid of

the first sinner we encounter.

RABBI - You are wrong. The Talmud has also here the answer for

you: "Pray not for the destruction of the sinner, If sin can be

eradicated and obliterated, there will be no more sin nor sinner".

AVISE R - Is there a different evaluation and a different degree of

condemnation between moral sins and what I may call "material sins ?

RABBI - Moral crimes are judged more severely; they are viewed as

bad as idolatry.

AVNER - Do you subscribe to the condemnation of the homosexual and

lesbian people ? The orthodox people hate them like poison.

ASHER - The Tora prescribes the death penalty for Jews who engage

in hoTKDsexual practices.

RABBI - I do not condemn either homosexuals or lesbians. They have

their own life style. It should not be our concern what consenting adults

do in their private life. They want to live their own lives and they

have the right to do so - as long as know that they have to avoid causing

public disorder.

AVNER - What stand does Reform Judaism take in this respect ?

RABBI - For us they are good Jews and as decent people as the next

Jew and the next man. That is to say, we accept them as Jews with all

rights and duties. We have our own homosexual rabbis who care for

homosexual communities.

AVNER - Would you perform the marriage of a gay couple ?

RABBI - I had so far not to face such a case. I will in all honesty

confess, that I would avoid such an occasion - mainly because I do not

want myself or my synagogue or my Movement to be involved in a bitter

and degrading public debate. But I can assure you, that such a couple

will have no difficulty to find a rabbi.

RINAT - Would a gay man or woman be absolved by the Church ?

RABBI - I suppose they would get absolution if he or she repents

and prcanises to change the style of his or her life.
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CAROL - In Christianity the water of baptism is supposed to remove

one's sins. Bathing in the Ganges is supposed to have the same effect.

Is such a procedure also known in Jewish custom ?

RABBI - Total iimiersion in water is prescribed for ritual cleanliness

but not for the removal of sins.

AVNER - You forgot to mention the great benefit granted to the Jews

on Yom Kippur. They fast and pray; they confess and repent - and lo'

and behold comes the evening and they can eat and drink heartily again

in the knowledge, that all their sins have been washed away. They have

been forgiven by a dement and fatherly God.

RABBI - It is not exactly as you say. Qn Yom Kippur God will forgive

the sins a man has commited against God^ but not the sins a man has

coimiitted against his fellowman. These latter sins we will have to

compensate in the ways prescribed by profane legislation or by the rules

of the Society in which he lives.

ASHER - What do other religions say, advise or conclude ?

RABBI - Christianity, as you have learned on another occasion, states

that whereas man is afflicted by the 'Original Sin', also all mankind

is affected by sin and deserves, therefore, to suffer.

ASHER - Does this not mean that mankind is a priori and eternally

condemned - especially we who do not believe in Jesus and baptism ?

RABBI - Our Christian brethren think so. But this unkind thought

does not derive from the time of Jesus. I cannot imagine that he would

ever have expressed himself in this way. The Original Sin complex was

bom in the 4th Century.

CAROL - The association came just now to me, that this way of

thinking may have been the cause and reason why the Church has such a

poor opinion of women .

RABBI - This is very interesting. Try in your leisure time to

elaborate this thought. It may also e^lain a similar attitude of the

Moslem.

EGO - In Islam it is a great sin, and blasphemous in addition, to

blame God for mankind 's suffering.

RABBI - The greatest sin in Islam is idolatry.

ASHER - What have our wise men of the past to say to this ?

RABBI - An excursion down into the past would lead us too far.

I shall only cite Sa'adya who said, that sins have been created so that

the punishment and suffering we receive in consequence will make us

humble. And I will also cite Maimonides v^^o said, that every man eo

ipso and by nature harbours sins and merits. If his merits outnumber

his sins he is a righteous person. In an average person both, sins and
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merits, are balanced. This applies equally to a State or a nation.

AVNER - And if sins outweigh merits we get kicked around.

RABBI - The traditional concept in Judaism - similarly formulated

also by Maimonides - is that God rewards and punishes the individual

according to his deeds and thoughts. This is more or less axiomatic

in the Bible. There is also an old tradition, that most souls have the

stay for one year in a kind of purgatory from where they are thereafter

moved to paradise. And after all^ many Kahbalists' consider gilgulim

to be some kind of punsishment.

RINAT - Has it any true effect if we confess our sins ?

RABBI - Oonfession of one 's sins has great importance in Judaism

as well as in Christianity. It has above all the great benefit, that

it conveys to us the realization of having sinned; of having personal

faults; of making us, hopefully, determined not to repeat the sin; of

making us decide to eradicate our faults.

EGO - Did your words not convey what I had tried to say ?

RABBI - In a certain sense it does. Rest assured: in my opinion

your hypothesis has great merits, However, in continuation of my reply

to Rinat's question I have to teil you, that in Judaism the oonfession

of one 's misdeeds by ommission and commission does not eo ipso deliver

the sinner fron his sins.

CAROL - But oonfession in whatever shape implies repentance.

RABBI - It does. Repentance means to regret the transgressions

one has commited in the past. Oonfession is the verbalization of one 's

repentance. The principle of repentance is known in many religions,

ancient and modern.

CAROL - And illnesses and misfortunes are explained - in the absence

of a true repentance - as resulting from one 's conscious or unconscious

transgressions

.

EGO - It is true: the oonfession of one 's sins is the main

liberating factor. But it is even more: it is the acceptance of one 's

responsibility for the sins committed. Repentance involves mostly a

ritual procedure.

RABBI - Indeed, the Prophets advised, that repentance should be

accompanied "by fasting and tears".

RINAT - One can only repent a sin if one feels guilty of a sin.

RABBI - You are right. In Judaism guilt arises mainly for sins

which are consciously or deliberately committed.

AVNER - Is this the Stimulus the Ba'ale Tshuva experience ?

RABBI - A Ba'al Tshuva, a Repentant Jew, a Returnee to God, may

be motivated by his amassed sins or by his sense of inadequacy.
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AVI^R - Is the Ba'al Tshuva's way the best way ?

RABBI - The Rabbis said, tJiat repentance and good deeds are the

best way to be forgiven and to be redeemed.

RINAT - How much easier it is for a Christian, though he is born

with sin and filled to the brim with sin. As soon as he is baptised

all his sins are gone.

EGO - But one can also chose inartyrdom. This is a still more

efficient method.

CÄROL - Even a sinner on his deathbed gets rid of his sins by being

sprinkled with holy water.

AVNER - Is the repentant Moslem better off ?

RABBI - Allah is merciful and compassionate. He accepts a repentant.

Sinners who repent and return to Gbd ; who accept the truth of what Islam

means; who do good deeds - this step is called 'Tawba' - are cleansed

of their sins. They are henceforth as pure as they were at the time

of their birth. Also a haj pilgrimage cleans away all sins.

EGO - The greatest luck is to die while on such a pilgrimage - for

in such a case on enters straight into paradise.

CÄROL - For the Sufis repentance is the first step taken on the

mystic path. The Sufi 's sins are cleaned away by a regime of ascetic

practices. The Performance of these exercises the disciple leams alrady

at his Initiation.

RINAT - From all you said here I understand, that by repentance

we try to neutralize our guilt.

RABBI - It may be our primary Intention. However, we must realize,

that when we speak of repentance; when we vocalize our wish that we may

be able to erase and annihilate what we did to others - we involve

ourselves primarily in giving expression to our regret for having harmed

or offended others. But, unfortunately, we hardly ever the thought comes

to US of regretting or wishing away what we did to ourselves.

EGO - This may indicate a lack of that kind of supervision and

control which we should have applied to ourselves - but it does not

include the regret, the sorrow, the pain that we have not been able to

develop the conscious trend to better ourselves.

RINAT - What about Tshuva in this respect ?

RABBI - Tshuva, the "Return" to a religious life, is not only the

effect of remorse but to make aimiends, to correct one 's faults and

defects. It is not enough, says Judaism, to have the will to make amends,

to change one 's ways - to be aware of being tested - but divine mercy

is necessary to make Tshuva truly effective.

CÄROL - Is the sense of guilt I perceive not a warning against my
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having sinned or that I am about to sin ?

RABBI " Guilt is indeed t±ie awareness of having transgressed in

thought, Word or deed. Public or communal confessions; confidential

or personal confessions - such made during prayers or otherwise - play

a great role in many religions, especially so in Judaism. It indicates

a great advancement in inner awareness - and also in moral Status - to

be truly aware of having sinned; of being anguished for having sinned.

EGO - It is an unfortunate human trait to react negatively to one's

sense of guilt; to rationalise or compensate one's guilt - by shifting

the guilt onto others.

RINAT - Psychologists teil us, that a feeling of guilt may cause

a person to cut his hand; to break a bone; to scald himself with boiling

water.

RABBI - I agree^ there is always a cause and an efffect; a cause

for every effect. Scriptures - especially Job andEzekiel - maintain,

that whenever a person is affected by an extraordinary retribution this

indicates an extraordinary guilt.
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THIRTY -NINE

RABBI - This will be most likely our last Coming together under

the aegis we have established when we met for the first time nearly

a year ago. Of course, this should not and will not mean that we shall

not keep alive our social contact, and shall not continue to strengthen

the bonds of friendship which have grown between me and you all. I shall

say aloud what I hope you all have thought for yourselves: that we had

spent nearly a year together; that each one of us has l^nefitted from

our discussions; that each one of us has widened his horizon. I will

go further and say, that we my even have reorganized our outlook on

life and what we think it Stands for. And with your permission I will

add a personal note: I have been fortunate to forge very pleas.int and

firm links of friendship with each one of you.

And now to "business" ! I do not propose to set a theme for this

evening's talk, as we have - at least to iny mind - already talked abou!:

all the relevant matters which had inJ.tially formed the Impetus for our

talks. We have constantly enlarged on this program; and we have never

avoided themes which are on the fringes of this prog^-am. I agree, that

we have not - and could not have - handled these matters in an exhaustive

or encyclopedic measure. But it gives me deep satisfaction to notice,

that each of you has since some time already set out to study on his

or her own what had tumed out to be to you worthy of further knowledge

and of an expanded study. I prefer we do not take up again any of the

subjects with which we have delt before even though only to a more than

superficial degree. For should we do so, we shall most likely only repeat

what had been said before. I projxDse instead, that we air one or the

other less related, but to you certainly also relevant matters, which

each of you may have on his mind.

Will, please, anyone of you begin ?

RINAT - May I do so with the question, whether you believe God to

be the author of the Bible ?

RABBI - The answer is in the affirmative, but not in the sense that

God had up there on the mountain top dictated the Bible word for word

to an eagerly listening and diligently recording Moses. Qr even, as

tradition wants us to believe, that God "with his own fingers" wrote

every letter of the Ibra. It is my firm conviction, that God has been
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the author of the Tora 's basic ethics which have been transmitted into

the subconscious mind of Moses; which had since times past become the

heritage of spiritually favoured individuals; and of which thereafter

other divinely inspired men became aware - and were made the messengers

.

These mortals^ who were endowed with an elevated level of spirituality,

enlarged and verbalized what they sensed surging up within them. They

dressed into words what they sensed were God's commands^ demands and

proTiises. They organized the messages they perceived into directives

and laws. They fortified with easily understood metaphors what they

had to communicate . And they transmitted what they comprehended , what

they knew and what they thought^ in form of a historic document of

ever-valid dimensions.

EGO - I would add to what the Rabbi has so aptly formulated^ that

at every stage the Tora was passed on into the custody of its next

custodians, it proved to have greatly benefitted from the spirituality

of the preceding generation of Interpreters. And there is no doubt in

my mind, that every generation of those wise Rabbis of old, whose

midrashim we hear and repeat today with delight, are to be counted among

these wise and exalted successors. However - and I do not hesitate to

call this development calamitous and destructive - what these wise rabbis

adapted to the requirements of their own days, has by their successors

been encased in halachic concrete. These halachic interpretations -

since the time they were promulagted by those talmudic scholars of old

- have been jealously protected from any infringement whatsoever by the

iron claws of the rigidified rules and laws of today 's Halacha.

RABBI - There has not been a stage in the social and cultural

development of the jewish people v\^en there had not arisen the need to

adapt Judaism's ethic principles and laws to the changing times. Last

Shabath we read in the weekly Tora portion the divine advice: "Remember

the days of old; ponder the 'Shinoth', the years of each generation".

The famous Rabbi Samson Hirsch translated the word 'shinoth' as

'changes', suggesting, that we must understand the changes which occur

in every generation. Each generation is different, he said^ and we

have to act accordingly. This is important ! It should be the guideline

of every generation of religious leaders to recognize, that what had

been thus "modernized" hundreds of years ago, does not in every instance

and not of necessity, suit the demands, nor fit the comprehension, of

cur own generation. Unfortunately, none of today 's modern-thinking jewish

leaders dares to modify the antiquated interpretations and adaptions

which are congeled in the codified Halacha of the Shulchan Aruch. Nobody

who is in the position and has the power to bring about the changes.
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dares to do so. Any such attenpt is at once stopped by organized orthodox

Jewry, which has declared tJiese ancient interpretations sancro-sanct

^

because God had supposedly transmitted them orally to Moses on Mount

Sinai. The "Oral Law" - as such the Halacha is valued - is to the

orthodox Jew as as holy as the Tora itself

.

CAROL - You are perfectly right. It is difficult, if not impossible,

for US modern questioning Jews, who are trained in philosophy and have

benefitted from the Einlightenment, to agree with the orthodox explanation

of the origins of fialacha - and even less with the many, later added

interpretations which are based on these.

AVNER - I have set out to read the T'nach, and in the course of

my reading I have often wondered^ how it can be possible that today's

educated and materialistic people meekly accept the wonderous events

therein described. To give you only one example: I learned with much

surprise that Jacob, Moses and the Prophets had wrestled with God himself

.

I too tried to wrestle with God - and found nothing between my arms.

EGO - You cannot wrestle with God in a literary sense. You can

only wrestle with yourself , with your moral .Seif.

RABBI - You cannot take a rationalist nor a fundamentalist view

of the Bible. Neither must you see in the Bible only a collection of

myths and Symbols, of commandments and rites. The Bible is a treasure

ehest of ethical fundamentals vdiich each generation should Interpret,

express and afply in its own terms.

CAROL - I checked the Bible and found it silent on abortions.

RABBI - Even so Judaism has taken a firm stand which is expressed

in jewish tradition: Judaism not only permits but also demands an abortion

when the life - or even only the health of the mother - is threatened.

ASHER - Today this been adopted in modern jewish thinking and has

found expression in legal teons: if the life of the mother is at risk,

abortion is not only permitted but also required. In the absence of

such risks, abortion is proscribed.

AVNER - Is God really as much involved in the life of a woman as

the above rule indicates ? And to enlarge on my question: is God as

much interested in mankind as the Prophets make us believe ?

RABBI - I best quote you the Psalmist again: " unless the Lord

builds the house, those who built it have laboured in vein".

RINAT - What underlies the Mitzvoth ?

RABBI - A mitzvah is in principle a commandment we fulfill. It
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is a religious tenet we follow. It is the way we conduct ourselves in

accordance with our religion's ethical demands.

EGO - Call it in addition a prayer-like doing. See it as an action

or an activity which may serve equally well as a prayer.

CAROL - Hearing you mention prayer, a thought come to my mind: why

have truly effective prayers to be addressed to the Divinity in a Minyan,

i.e. in the presence of ten men ?

RABBI - It is not for the companionship ' s sake

EGO - ...which in any case is often a distraction

RABBI - ...nor is it meant as a reinforcement of the prayers. View

Lt as the expression of the wished-for communal bonds; of the social

oneness of the coirmunity; of the national unity of v^ich a Jew r.iust always

be conscious. And in this context you may have realized, that in our

prayers we address God as "we" and not as "l".

AVNER - As I said already, I have been reading the Bible and its

coirmentaries . I read about vihat we have at one stage or other already

discussed here at length, viz:- that God created the world within a span

of seven days. I know the most acceptable comment which has been offered,

viz:- that a biblical day does not consist of 24 hours. Still, to me

this does not make sense.

RABBI - You may feel more satisfied with the ancient cormient, that

God 's work has not ended; that the Process of Qreation goes on. Do you

realize that modern science says exactly the same: namely, that the

universe goes on and on and on expanding ?

CAROL - In the context of what we have btalked about I have a

question, Rabbi: do the prayers in the prayer books offer you the vehicle

on which you can send off VN^at you want to comnunicate to God ?

RABBI - Next to good works and to selfless deeds, prayers are the

best, possibly the only other coninunication average man has with God.

One may use the prayers in their prescribed fonn - but you must be

cognizant of the fact, that these are only formulas; and that the rabbis

v^o formulated them thought them suitable for the comnon man to express

his fears and his hopes, his wishes and his complaints. You are not

bound to use these words and formulas; you can use your own words. You

can express what you want to say in the way you can best express it.

EGO - If you have the right financial means, you would hardly buy

a factory-made dress, but will prefer to go to a tailor and have him

make this dress on measure. In this metaphor I mean the intellectual

and emotional factors, of course.

RABBI - While praying the prayer-book prayers you may add whatever
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you feel ccming forth from your heart.

EGO - But still ! You will not be amiss, if you use the prayers

in the prayer-book. I have often discovered, that they express that

for v^ich I could on occasion not find the proper words. If you ponder

these prayers you will realize, that their text has been forged by master

minds, by poets and clear-thinking people. But whereas it is my view,

that we express to God our intime thoughts; that we address our sincere

feelings; that we offer our sincere apologies - via the Seif within us

- it does not matter what words you use. It really does not matter,

whether the sentences are well construcl:ed; or vdiether the poems are

properly rhyming.

RABBI - And you can also pray whenever you want. And whenever you

feel like praying. You are not bound by a fixed time table.

ASHER - Why then are we faced with a rigid time-table ?

RABBI - It is true, our sages have prescribed the number and the

hours of the daily prayers. They have also fixed the season for each

of the various holidays. I am sure, they did so only to make sure, that

people do not forget to offer their prayers.

EGO - Likewise you can pray anywhere you want. You do not have

to pray in a luxuriously made-up synagogue. Believe me, in the Stiebl

of the Hassidim prayers may be more sincere and honest than those offered

in our cathedral-like modern synagogues.

AVNER - Would you be able to pray in a Church ?

RABBI - I surely can - and have done.

RINAT - You may be surprised to hear me say that I miss very much

the common prayers which cement the family life. I have read about this

custon and have seen this presented in films - and I think that the

absence of such a custom is doing great härm to the jewish life here.

RABBI - I cannot but agree with you. There is not anymore today

that cohesive family life of which in times past religion had foinned

a solid base. This experience Ls not restricted to Israel. It is conmon

all over the world. And more so in the US. Even a generatLon ago the

rabbis proudly e^olled the virtues of Jewish f:imily life - and because

of their families' stabLlity Jews were the onvy of the gentiles.

EGO - These distiaguishing jewish qualities hav^ always been Singular

and have since ever represented the essence of Judaism.

CAROL - You are right. Until recently Jews were not like other

pec:)ple. But we are still different from our gentile Surround Lng, because

we have different values and aims. W-re this not so, our nation would

have since long disappeared. And in view of the changes you have cited,

we have th<:^. more to value tb^ existence of Israel, our own jciwish State.
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AVNER - I hope you do not mind, Rabbi , if I chaage the topic and

turn personal, I have since long realized^ that we could never have

talked with and to an orthodox rabbi - not even to h conservative rabbi

- as we have talk^-ed with you. Can you explain to me, what have been

the causes and facts which have induced Reform Judait>m to establish itself

as a separate unit of Juda'.sm in a jewish world which ^ to all apparaaces^

has not yet heard of 'ihe principle of "Pluralism" ?

RABBI - I do not mind answering your question - and you will, please,-

not mind if I do so at some length.

Until about two hundred years ago Jewry the bonds, v^^ich hdd united

all classes of Jews and all denoninations in Judaism, had been the ix>nnion

faith in a divinely revealed Tora; and i.n the rabbinical interpretations

of what the Tora says, wants and means. At the end of the 18th Century,

under the impact of the Enlightenment, this stgate of affairs underwent

a dramatic change. The emancipation of the Jews from their ghettos took

place, This changed not only their daily life, but it enlarged also

their horizon. Jewish life became secularized. Religion was deprived

of much of whcit had until then, in their everyday life, been of all-

exlusive and all-includlng significance to the Jews, The denand arose

to llbralize the obeciience to, and t'ne pr^ictice of the rules and comnands

which the jewish religion demands fron its faithfuls. This demand was

put into practice by the liberal-oriented Jews of Germany. The leadership

of this religious-liberal movement passed, already before the First Wbrld

War, into the hands of the no less progressively minded Jews of the US.

This process v^as, of course, accelerated in the wake of the [Dersecutions

in Nazi time,- when german Jewry lost most its leaders. From that time

onward, the jewish Reform Movement of Germany had to finally jive up

whatever claim on leadership it may still have cherished.

CAROL - What has been the main movJ.ng factor which made the Reform

Movement declare itself independent of the general current of contemporary

Judaism ?

RABBI - It happened, because the Jews ::)ecame aware that in modern

times it was no moce sufficient for a Jew to be simply a Jew. The J^iw's

jewishness had to be classified. He had to be either an Orthodox Jew

or a Oonseirvative Jew; either a reform Jew or a secular Jew; either a

zionist Jew or an anti-zLonist Jew.

EGO - And in addition he l-iad to fit also into one or the other

sijb-division. He was either an rjltra-Orthodox Jew or a Modern-Orthodox

Jew; either a Conservative Jew or a Modern-Conscarvative Jew; either a

Religious Zionist or a Secular ZionLst.

AVNER - I cai well imagine that foc this reason - and most likely
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there^ have been many othec reasons - the orthodox Jevvs do not like you.

RABBI - They do not even recognize me as a Ribbi. They do not e^/en

recogni.:e Reform Judaism as a part of Judaism, although there ^re times

when we still count as Jews - for in.stance when they need one of us for

a Minyan.

ASH3^ - It is surprising^ that the prepmderance, and tfie leading

influenae of the ai.ierLcan Jews in all spheres of life .'.n Israel, is not

also ref Lected in - and has so far had not had an ameliorating effect

on - the abnormal position v/hich Reform Judaism occupies in this country.

RABBI - The most likely reason is, that in reality we american Jews

make up only a tiny fraction of Israel 's five million people. We dre

hardly one percent of the [X^pulation ! You may also be surprised to

learn, that sinc^ the establish.'aent of the State of Israel An 1948 less

than 80 000 Ainerican Jews have imnigrated - and stayed.

EGO - I would dare to say, that the main bone of contention between

tiie Reform jybvem':^nt and the orth(x3ox groupings is the importance each

gives to Halacha.

RABBI - I will be more explicit and say, that the r-iason - possibly

the exclusive cause ~ for the dissension is the orthodr^x world's defense

of the Halacha a^ inmaculate; a.s undisputably holy; as impossibl^ to

change. But I beg you not to draw the wrong conclusion: Reform Judaism

is not totally aad absolutely against everything the Halacha proscrlbes

or prescribes. Reform Judaism accepts and jtespects many asoects of

Halacha, But Reform Juda'.sm is not wil.ling to submit t) the dictatorship

of Pialacha - especiially when its rules are not appropriate.

CAROL - You are most likely familiär with every Single detail of

whai: Halacha demands. May I ask you, whe':her is it on ^he h^sis of this

knowledge that you consciously and cojiscientiously deny Halacha a major

significance in these our days - at least for yourself ?

RABBI - I will be hone^^t with you and confess, that this rule of

conduct applied in the past - and only to a minor degree also talay -

faj- more to the older generation of Reform Je-.vry. It is also more of

a fac::tor for those who have embraced Reform Jewry af ber liaving been

brought up in orthodox families. But the youth of today is brought up

in total ignorance of what Halaciia is; of whai: Halacha Stands for; of

whcit Halacha demands. And this is definitely not only wrong, but a?.so

a grave omissi(m. Every Jew, whatsoever Mis origin and backgcound may

be, should make his choice eithe^r to be an observant Jew; or to bec^ome

a Reform Jew; or to tujTi into a Seejlar Jew - only when h^ is fully aware

{":)f vihat is demanded of and by an Orthodox Jew,

EGO - I cou -d not agree more. And T would add, that every Jew shouLd
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be told to respect the religious feelings of others. I remember having

told you once, how much I was perturbed b^' the jewish family which -

in füll view of t±iose of us v\^:j were on our vay to -he synagogae on Kol

Nidre Eve - sat dov/n to a picknick ineal on a public lawn adjoining a

iTiaia road in Jerasalem, And last Pesach I saw in Tel Aviv people sitting

in outdoor coffee houses or Lnside restaurants enjoying their sandv/iches,

their whole -wheat crackers- their breadstioks.

RABBI - These were certalnly not Refora Jews but secular ones. This

purrposeful obnoxious behavic:)ur you describe, Ls a regrettable trait in

maiy Israeli Jews. I can assure you,. that in the US those Jews who do

not fast on Yom Kifpur; t'iat tliose Jews who do not want to depri\/e

themselves of br^ad on Pesach; th^it tb^se Jews who c^annot forego taeir

harn Sandwiches or their egg -and-bacon breakfast - make every effort not

to be Seen by other Jews. They will travel to far away pa::*ts of the

town to have their meals.

ECD - It is unde?:standable^ that che inconsiderate behaviour of

such of our people will cause resentment here. But it is no less al.so

a fact, tiiat non-rel Igiou.s Israelis have a grudge against Reform Judais.-a

l:)ecause it has not ^Iways been in favour of Zioiism.

R^BBI- This is true. Once we had been /ery outspoken Anti-Zionists.

But we have bee^ converted to Zioiism since a hun^ired years or so, and

will find US now the most fervent converts. Since ve^y long now we have

arduously favoured the J^wLsh dream of a homeland in Israel,

CAROL - I read recently, that your Movem-.^^nt has been attacked b^^

the orthodox brariches of Judaism for having taken oa issaes which in

their eyes are unacceptable

.

ASPUiK - The consorvative Jews - your half-friends when it suits

you both - have joined in this at^iaok on the Reform Jews.

R.\BBI - You must th.'.nk of the positive attitude we take to the

demands of women for equal rights. Indeed, we grant women equal Status

ii our synaggue.s. Tfiey are admitted as Rabbanotris and as Chasanoths.

They are called up to the Torah. They sit side by sid:i with the menfolk.

In the regulär synagogual prayers - v\^ich in the past had been exclusively

male dominated - we have .'.ncluded what you may call a "gender equal ity".

A:^HER - Quite natucally this will hiurt the orthodoxe cjrowcl very much.

AVlsn^I^ - Dj your opponents consider you s inners or heretics ?

RABBI - Both. We do not couni*: anymore as Jews in i'iheir eyes. Abr^jad

we never were - nor are we today - a probl«:m to them; but here in Israel

we defin.'.tely are. Here w^i are a hurtful problnn to the QrthoioX; even

though they are In a majority; evf^n though they dominate the political

scene. I come occasionally across - and feel offended by - ;vell-wishing
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octhaiox Jews v*io try to "give me hor^e". T!iey are wont to cite a saying

of MaiiTionide.'3 in v/hich he expressed what I consJ.der a cormiseratiag

attltude to Karaites and to the non-Shabath-obserx/ers. R)r the old

pliilosopher neve:: gave up hop3, that these "non-pe:irfect Jews" will in

due cour.'se change and turn into orrJiodox Jews.

CAROL - A similar optimism was expressed by the late Chief Rabbi

Kook with respecl: to the secular Zionists.

/\S!iER - Do you really reject Halacha in tts totality ?

RABBI - Not at all. Many halachic rules are in my opinion excellent

in perception and of value to this day. But this cannot be said of many

othe;:s. Of course, whateN/e.v we may do or say, 'ihe Orthodox will feel

hurt by the way we interpcete the halach.'.c rules. For instaice our

insistence - as I have already mentioaed - tjiat women have thce same rights

as men. It hurts them that w^ translate into pcactice what we preach

by appoirit-'.ng female rabbis, counting women ia a minyan. And the Orthodox

ha/e recently taken issue with our dec-laration^ that not on.^y those Jews

\^o descend ;.n ri mixed marriage fcon <i jewish mother are to be counted

as Jews^ but also those who have only a jewish father,

EGO - No less will your recognition of the rights of homosexuals

upset the other streams of organized reltgion in Judaisnio

AVNER - I ca7i well understanci how mach this hurts the Orthodox.

RN^l - We would ha/e ao dlfficulty with the orthodox strea;Tis in

Judaism, if t;iey would only show more sensitivity to the chaiging times.

CAROL - Will they not change their mind, evea in the knowledge that

their obstinacy causes so much diversity and hatred amo.ig the Jews ?

EGO - Hov/ can they as long as they believe, that the halachic rules

have at Sinai been bt>en \7hLspered by Gjd iato Moses' ears ?

ASHER - I have learned that thece is another Reforn Movement still,

which is by far more refojnned that yours.

CAROL - You liave the adherents to "Humanisti--: Judaism in jnind ?

ASHER - I (3o. What do these [Deoplc- want, and how ace they related

to your Movement ?

RABBI - In piain wocds: Humanistic Judaism is a Judaism without

Gjd. It is a philosophical cur.rent at best, but I am anable to call

tliis movement a religion. We ha/e nothing to do with theia. I cannot

vibrate with Jiws v\^o pray without includAng God in their prayers.

CAROL - I leard once a .nan say that the Reform 'Movement trles to

"christiani^ze" Judaism ?

RABBI - That man cannc:)t have ever visited our synagogue. Or if

he -iid, he cannot havc^ ever attendf^d a church Service.

AVNER - Teil me, please, Rabbi: would you be reidy to solemnize
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an InLermarriage ?

RABBI - You ask whether I woald officiate at the ina rriage cereiTiony

of a Jew aid a ge^ntile ? I will be honest and say that Lt would very

much be against my wish; bu*: that I would have to. Like maay ref jrm

rabbis I would be unwise to S[^eak out agai^ist .'.ntermarriages . At least

in the US no ra'±)i would da^e to do so; for if he did he would hardly

have a chance to be appoinLed to a pulplt.

ASHER - One can hear at all times tlie demand trunpated aloud - and

you RefotTTi Jews use the biggest and loudest tcumpets - that we Jews neei

unity and harmony am.)ng us; that we Jews slioald put an end to the strife

which divides us; tJiat we Jews should give pluralism a chance.

RABBI - The argum-.^nt underlying thls demand is based on the fact,

ithat the Jewish people are losing their lurneric strength due to the

apparently uncontrollable assim'.lationary pcocess. A main juaiifestation

of this pr(x:ess is the statistically, proved yearly increasing^ mimber

of iatermarriages. Bat our pleading falls on deaf ears, as our niain

OEp^^nejits - the orth'Ddox and more so even the ultra-ortliodox - appear

not to mind. Apparently they do aot mind, becau.se they show a steady

incröise of their number du4 t ) the many chiIdeen they produce.

EGO - xAnd their number is incceased by the large number of Br'i'ale

T'sjiuv^i whom they like to designate "ne^vly inv^lved" Jews.

ASHER - xAnd their number is also increased by the not inconsiderable

number of converts to Judaism whon they l.Lke to call "Jews by choice".

CäROL - The g:ceatest pity - aad p^ssibly a gr-;at härm done - is

the Qrl'iiodox Camp 's cejection of ZionLsm.

RABBI - This i=5 not new. Fron the first day Zionism was tcanslated

into facts. the Orthodox have beoji burdened with a totally wroig Ldea

of Zionism. You must not focget, that the Jewishness of the Jiirst

Zionists - f can Herzl down - was at bast a secular one. The Orthodox

(läJTip of that age perceived Zionism as a threat to the traditional life

of J^iwry. With traditional life they meant one of and with the Trjrah.

These pt3ople perceived Zionis.'a not only as a secularism, but as a

da.igerous secularism. In their: concaption Zionism rebelled against God'3

plans for his people. For God .s said to have in clear wocds predicted,

that one day hi:-; Messiah would arrive to lead the Jews back to their

hcm;^land Israel. Hov/ dared a Herzl play the role of the Messiah, they

asked ?

b;0 - I had talked to a niimb^r of ultra-orthodox Jews. Their gaidge

is the Zionists' dr^^am, that we shall oae day loecome like othe.? nations.

They do not wint our people b:) bf3coTie like other nations. I explained

to them^ that Zionism is above all the opportunity to renew the special
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ethos of JudaLsm, I tried to persuade them that Zionism 'vants to ready

the jewish people to reach its priest ined goal. But I falL^d in my

effocts, I could not penetcate the harden^ad crast of their orthaioxy.

RABBI - In America I tried similarly to persuade our secula^* you^zh

- bu^, all my efforts were drowned in the oaslought of assimilation which

is affecting tlie Jews everywhere in the world.

AVNER - I to'3 talked to some of the Ultra-Orthodox anti-^ionist

people. They told me^ that the Holocaust vy^as God's work, They argued

that the loss of millions of J^iws in the Nazi hell was nothAng moce

than a stage in the ongoiag galuth.

CÄROL - They never call the Holocaust "a stage in the ongoing galuth"

but a "gzera"^ which means a divine decree. At time they call it also

a "puranuth", whJch means a retcibution. Qr they call it a "curban",

v^^ich means a destruction.

RAB3I - These terms are not new. They had already been applied

to the Crusades in the llth ce^ntury; and to the -Jkrainian pogroms of

the 17th Century

•

EG) - We have in our •aids-t a very good e^cample of ultra-octhodox

intranigency: the Satmar T^ssidim. There is hardly a Jew in Israel v\^o

does not consider them an abomination.

RABBI - And mainly so their leader^ Rebbe Tfoishe Teit^lba.im \^o

- although his life had durLng the war been s.ived by the Hunga;"ian

Zionists - did not chaiige the anti-Zionist v;^iews he had prop:igated before

the war. His venom goes so far as to accuse Zionism of being the cause

of the Jriws* suffering under Hitler.

CÄROL - Wiat makes him do so ?

RABBI - He sees trie Holocaust not as a sign of Zionism 's failure^

but as a retribution for Zionismus success. The Jews had been under

tfie injunction, he acgiies, to suffer their galuth with forbearance and

patiencf^. until the arrival of the Messiah. Gjd has ordained, he says,

that the Jews should never rebel against any nation \\7hatsoever. But

the Jews did not listen. They did not keep their pr;xnise. They preferr^^d

to establish their national home ! And this made God order the Nazis

to punish the Jews for this crime.

^30 - Quite a contrast to Rav Yizhak Kook. He saw the jewish soul

purged fron its galuth load by the Ifclocaust. The settlement in the

Laad of Israel :vas the beginning of the Redemption, he said.

RABBI - The Tlolocaust has been turaed into a prcblen of theodicy:

how 'jou.ld an omnipotent and benevolent ilal have allowed the Holocaust

to happen ? Ani although many an answe.: his been given; aiid although

each one of us has strivea to find an ansver at least for himself - there
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is no conpleb^ answer.

AVNER - M:-iy I take up the j^ues^iion of assimll=itLOJi you have toucbad

ap^n a sliort while ago ? For nany reasons I shall not go into,. m/

question relates m:iinly to the assiülatory process aiaong am:^,rican Jews.

After all, th^ a:nerican Jews are ouj" hope.

RAtBZ - 1 am sorry I ha-^e to correct you. Tue am:^rican Jews are

not oil: hope. Yes, those who have not yet left the je^vish camp - except

for the octho^ix Jews - have .naintained their intecest in and their love

for Israel. But this generatioi i^3 passing on. Watch the yearly

Invasion of american-jewish 'lourists in Jerusalem. I see tb^m in ouc

synagogue. riost of them sit there without la^king at a tefilla. They

do not kaow what is going oa. They may enjoy the .music - but only for

a Short time, and they are happy when the Service is over. They will

not return another tLmeB.

BrO - They com-.^ inproperly - I would even say disrespe3ctfully -

•Iressed. iMost of tJiem do not even cover their head - while every sAngle

cliristian visitor will come decently 'dressed and will hcive a kippa on

his head. Thesca sam^ Jews will certainly Jiot enter a church In shorts

and singlet - nor would they go on chewing gum <ill through the sc3rvic:e.

RA36I - Tliese are exteriors and shouLd not upset you.^ H'jwever,

we shoald not overlook 'iie seriousness of the Situation. The .imerican

Jew had the choice to be an american Jew or a white Ameic:an. And many

chose the latter optica.

CAROL - I submit that the War of 1967 nas caused a revolution in

the attitade of the ajnerican Jews. They saw the je;vish people's

natiojih^oad asserted and the jewish State becom.^^ a reility. There «ivas,

appdrent;ly, no need to wait for the Messiah. Or h;^, may already «aD-'-ie,

the Jews thoaght. Was this indeed »':he beginning of the Red'^ption, as

Rav Kook 'las said ?

R^BBI - But long before that Justice Louis D. Brandeis had clearly

and unambigaoasly stated^ that "to be a goal America>i w.^ must be better

Jews; and to «De better Jews we must become Zionisbs".

EGO - Is this still valid boday ?

RAtBI - I would Paraphrase it and say^ that to be both ri better

Jew and a gcx>.d Anerican is to become aware of cur jewish valaes, and

to b3 aware of baing a Jew.

CaROL - T^lking about assimilation: you said once you did not object

to intejnrarriages^ as these may strojigtlien the gene pool In the jewish

partner. If this is youc main reason, why then do you insist th<\t the

geatile partner converts to Judais-n ?

BX) - In aiy other intermarried couple this would not be ifnportant.
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Bat in viv'iw of what I see as the special role^ tha j'iwish paople has to

play, I matntain that conversion is esseatial, as it maans taking on

the re.spDnsible role oJ: the Jew in tha sch;Hr>3 of things.

AVNER - Why ? Is aot wLth oc without conversation the gene m'.xtuire

the saine ?

RAB3I - It rTi:iy be sapposed - oc at laast hoped - that the converted

partner will endaavour to acquire jewish kaowlf^ge and to caltivate jewish

values - and that he will caise jewish ciii Ideen.

A^/N-^R - I hear that antisamitism is on the rise in ^^iierica. Does

it affect also the assimilated and con/ected Jews ? Is the old racial

antisamitism effec^tive even ia the ca.se.s of con/ertel Jews, I ask ?

"RAilBI - Antisemitis:a is not yet racial in this respect. It is sarely

iiicreasiig, but I find that the Jews show iryjre^ pride iri be.lng Jews,

CAROL - I cannot agree with what you said. Even the Jew who hdis

converted; and even the Jew wiio has arianized his nc^ine, will be a Jew

ia the eyes of the antisemites. Espacially in the eyes of the Blacks.

Who does not know that the Singer Jan Peerce's real name was Jakob Pinkus

'Perelmuth; that the actress Paulette Goddard was born "i^auline Levee;

that the real name of actor Tr^ny Curtis ha(3 been Ber^iard Schwär tz ?

ASHER - And is aot the Jew accused of belng a financial moghul,

of d.xninat/.ng the press and of masteriig liDlywcxxJ ?

RABBI - Since the tlme of Roosevelt's "New Daal" has the Jews'

prox.ÜTiLty to - and thei: achievem^t of - politi::al pjwer been acc:jsed

of engenciering antisemitism «among the american massers.

RtNAT - "It is difficult to be a Jew", \ay GraaiinrDther :ised to say.

-^octunately it is not diff Lcalt for us here in Iscael.

A/N:^ - It should not loe difficalt to be a Jew ia Israel, but it

is. This Society is sLck, Why ? Because all Zionism has disappeared.

The Jews here have lost all idealism. They are totally self-o^ntr^ad.

Ti-ieir ideal is to have a gxyi tlme, to travel abroad avery year, to have

their children beconie Prime Miaisters, If not geaerals or at least

Professors. The main interest is to make money, money. Neverminc^ how.

In the pist - how well I remaTnber how we feit iri tha Displaced Persoas

Camp - the Jews who loo]:ed after us h^id a mission. They had dreams.

They lived for c\n ideale We kaew they were people whom we could toist.

Bit to3ay the Jews I s^ae arounci me - perhaps they are the very s-ama Jaws

- have no interest in or care for other people. They want to enjoy the

s.ame Privileges and poleasares as people elsewhere in rieh couitcies

RABBI - Mach of what you say is right. Many of yoar coiTplaints

are justlfied. But rest assuced these iadividuals do not Israel make,

Tiiey a;re not the tyipcal Israelis. We have innumerabla Jiotivabad a:"d
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OHriag people here ia Israel^ ready to strive for the higher Ideals of

Judais:n, and to >3a:::rif Lee themselves foc their country.

CAR'.^L - And what, Rabbi, do you thinn: of the future ? Of our fabare

Problem :; and of che problems in ouc fature ?

RABBI - There have heen mr^ny chang^s since I caiTie here first. I

do not knov7 of any country in ino3e;rn Iiistocy which iias developed in such

an impressive way as Israel. There are towns, roads, factories, ho.spitals

universities, museums, theaters, agrlcultucal settlemeats where thece

ha(3 been nothing some fifty years ago. But, as A/ner ha.^3 pointed out,

Israel has ch^inged very much. AlSv-:) the world at large ha:3 changed.

Materialism has everywhere displaced idealir>m - but it aop^acs to ir\B,

this here more than elsewhere is tliis the case. The fonoer impressive

j^iwish-zionist treud to be of Service to one's next man, and to volonteer

for social wock .am.)ng the less fa/oured people, has given place to the

pBople's rash for personal pleasures. To get rieh - as soon and as easily

as possible - is ?:he ideal of the masses. People are /alued taiay

according to the money they eara; according to the size of their

apartmeat; according to tJie price of their oar. And whLle we have anoag

US large auiiloers of people who are rieh and are getti.ig rieher, there

are amoag us also other Jews who are po^jr, even very paor - and inany

also who have not enough to eat, Nearly a million Israelis travel abroad

each ye.ir, and pDssibly a simila? number hovers here .iround the po/erty

line.

EGO - Is the realizatLoQ of this unhappy Situation the reasoa why

so many Jews in Israel are turniig aow to religion ?

RA^BI - I have heard that this Ls the case - but I am not sure

whether this is not only a passing trend,

EQ3 - On the other liaad there is nc^ doujDtl-ng the trend to materialism

with all its uapleas^^t side-effects which prevails now iri this couatry.

I prediet that the fut ire will b3 bleak, if we do not learn to develop

the sense of a collective respoasibility.

CAROL - We are not ijinique in this respeet, We are, after all, pirt

of the civilz'Bd worLd. We s'iare also all the other global worries of

tfie other nations in tliis world. We have, foc inst-ince, to care for

and loear nijoc share of the environment ' s pollution; of the impoverisliment

of the under-developed countries; of che raging and decimating famines;

and of the snow-balli-ig brutal ization of the people.

EcX) - You may be surprisel l.o hear me say tliat I am .'.n addition

also frightened by the (^ngoing rapid pnogress in science and tecihaolagy.

Ar. no tl.me in recorded hlBtory has soeiety uidergone such rapid and

profouni scienti'-ie and teehnoLogical ch^.iges. One moment one thinks
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the absolute limi-is of progress 'la/e be^^ reached - and ae^t day the

stakes hcVJe been advanced -H.gain. T am honestly worried l Are we at

the briak jf a catastroph^ ? Are '^e tested by fate ? Are we tempted

beyond cur coatcols ? I do aot know. I hrwe tc3 fighL against t'ie

thought that only a gr^at catastrophe^ an ancoatrollable epidhmic, a

disastroas upheaval ia aature v\^ill redace to acceptable and tolerable

limits ouc 07ercj:owdi;;ig, our food «-'.hortage, our lack of work.'.ng places

for e/ecybody. I am wocried.

R/\R!BI - No.'.e of us knows whr± is going to happan. Maiy of us are

no less worri'3d than you - and iriny of us are frlghteaei too. But let

Tie coQceatcate on our ow>.i problems and on ouc ';w>.i near Cuture. I see

varioLS categories of proble-'is in our future. One of th-?m is Israel 's

ve;ry survival. Another is Jewry's very survival. Another is Judaism's

character. .And still an^ )':her one is the Je^vs' character,

ASblEIR - xAnd there is also the majoc, the borniig ques^iion, v^he^bBr

the jewish pe )ple will learn at last to cc^exist In a harmonious way.

EGO - And iet is not forget to include In this list of wocries al50

"ihe gentile world's atti.tude to the Je^.vs. And above all, let us perceive

the nagnitude of the problem presented by of our nation's lack of uiity

- wh^ther analer stress or not.

CAROL - Quit-e a vocrysome list.

:^\BBI - I must confess that I am v/orried.

Rli^AT - May I ask why you are worried ?

Rabbi - You have just n-jw heard enumerat^d the reasons why I am

wocried. I can see a comnon denominator in all tlie problems and dangers

which face us: our lack of a sense of history.

AS^iER - Are we not cursed by tao much of -i sense of history ?

EGO - But not always of the kind which counts.

RABBI - I know quite well, that we have an 07e::do3e of the typlcal

jewish seise of history, I do no: deny that history is one of Jadaism's

streng pil.lars of suppoct. Primarily and ultunately it assures the

jewish people's righl: to exist among the nntions.

EG3 - Consciousness of his history should make the Jew conscLL")us

of his tisk in iLfe aiid in the \vorld. We Jew:^» are not bom to live our

span of life and die, "Hiach of us is a fibec in the continuously \voven

Strand which leads to the makiig ani completiig of the predest.ln*ed fate

of the jewish paoplB.

CAROL - and history is the record of the obstacle-; we encounter.

HXjO - Jewish history .-ind destj.ny appeac to pcoce^d .'.n the fojrm of

a ?piral, which returns to the saue expecience as in the p-.st^ but each

tim^3 on a higher level of ecp^rience, of Interpretation and of insight.
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RABBI - lAy friends ! Let us above all never forget, that for us

Jews the past is not a series of closed chapters to be packed away into

the archives. History always remains vivid in front of our eyes. It

never goes away. It is never allowed to leave our field of vision.

It is always there to remind us. To caution us. To warn us. Woe to

our people, if we ever move out of sight our history of suffering; our

experience to survive persecution; our taowledge of keeping alive under

peril - and above all if we ever lose our confidence in ourselves and

our trust in our destiny.

EGO - You should never cease to point out, that the greatest danger

to our people is the lack of unity among us.

RABBI - This is and was indeed fihe case. This was so in the past;

and this is the case also with our generation. Already the Rabbis of

the Talmud era had to castigate their contemporaries for this deficiency.

I have too little exact information at hand, whether at the time of the

great catastrophies in jewish history - for instance when the two temples

were destroyed and when the Jews we-re expelled from Spain - disunity

had been a major vice in Jewry. But the continuously waged inter-communal

fighting; the reciprocal hatred of the classes; the bitter enmity between

haredim and secularists; the hatred of the Orthodox for the Reforiiiists;

the enmity between the ultra-orthodox and the zionist groupings; the

political rivalry between the right and the left; the lack of harmony

between the religious and the secular Jews; the never ceasing tension

between the socialists and the nationalsts - here in Israel, could not

have been worse at any time before, be it between the Nationalists and

the Hellenists at the time of the First Temple; be it between the

Sadducees and Pharisees at the time of the Second Temple.

ÄSEER - -Are not your worries still more multiplied by the prevalent

State of tension between Israelis and Arabs ?

RABBI - I confess that this Situation causes me great worry. Israel

is constantly endangered by its Arab neighbours who will never give up

their plans to gain one day the right military strength with which to

annihilate the jewish State.

CAROL - And we have no less to worry about the Israeli Arabs, those

who live within the borders of Israel. They will never agree to live

in peace with Israel*

ASHIiR - It is my contention, that much of the tension between ou:

two peoples is due to the british Mandate peoples' conditioning and

nourishing of the Arabs' hatred against the Jews - and viceversa, let

US concede - and by the purposeful cultivation of such tension since

1918, the year the British were entrusted with the mandate to administer
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'"'"c«; - *e B^itisn .ave to th.U day always favourea the Ara.s.

.^en they haa the pc^r in t.is c^try, they never let up - "-

efforts to ar,n the ^abs a,.i nBte th« fight the Jews. By the.r

„.Ucioas («llcy th. ^itlsh >«ve certainly not ceatai love or^

the.,elv.s here In this fvart of the .«rld. C« the contrary I «3uld

tnem.,exv-,
ruined their standmg in the

say. They have thereby, and to this day, ruinea u

Middle East - nay in the whole world.

^0-^e attitude and behaviour of the British ImpBrxaUst shoald

not su.:prise us. At that ti.. .ewish ^alestine was a British Colony

"
"Z^^'. would not .e surpcised, shouid history one day jud.e that

what the British planned and did here in ouc ^rt of the .«rld, may

what the Brie p
_ contributed to the downfall

possibly have - to a large degree at leasu

of the British Hnpire.

C;«aL - It is to ^ a r.^rkable - and no ler.s also a «.rrysone

. pheLn, thac Israel and *e Olas^ra a.e slo..ly drlftln, a^r whUe

... sectlons ot -.l.th .e^ a.e ^^^J^-^^r^ri
AVNER - This should not 'iurprise you 1

This l. unae

becau.e each of th^, Israel and the C^lath, has developed its own

'""i'iS*- And taiay t.e gravity of the develop^ent is ca.pounded

by the added wave of assimilation.
. h=,- ;,l^n

RABBI - This is by no means a new phenonen. .Assimilation ha. also

in the .oast been a rrajor p.oble.. O.n't folget the sit.tion which

developLd in the year 538 tefore our era, when Ki.g C^rus of P-- -

sex... af^er he had couc^ere. Babylon - issaed his famoas pr.3cla:^tion

^ the jewish exiles could cetucn ho^ to .erusale... there to reboild

that tne 3-
. .^ ^. .Up je.vs -xi^ed in Babylon, who had shed

th<- T-itiple. The ma^ority of the Je.vs -.xi^ea

".^ ^h^ r^v-rs of Babylon when they remembered
such bitter tears at the r.vcr=, o.. «ci^^y

_ _

-, ^^^ .P-c^v- rphc^v nrpferrtid to reraam in ,ae

Jerusalem", ignored this offer. They pr.rerr.,

babylonian diaspora. ^-^...-«o

E« - Nowadays this phe,^"^ is repeated but to a large. d.3g.e..

RmAT - Tt .w only Seen, so. D.e to .«Sem coommlcations it is

Dossibly mach more noticeable.
_

^W - T,»re are other facets of the same truth. ^. l.nstanoe

It is a fact, ttat a lar,^ n.^r o£ the .e.vs, v^o had e^igrat.^ to the

„S fro. their religlously very active and deeply r»t«d stetls xn Poland

a^ Russla, divest^d th^elves of their orth<xioxy - I «uld even say

.£ .11 their rellgiou« vestlges - no s-.^er they M reaohed taerr „ew
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homes. Most preferred to tun into secularist Jaws under the impress.ion

- aad guided by well-wishers - that this steo would ease their integ::ation

into theij:* new surroundings

.

-ICO - SociolcHgical investigati-ons have sho\vn that^ ii the shadov/

and doctriae of .socialism^ alceady the elements of the first generation

of enigrants - those v^ho were still endov/ed \7ith a solid Iciov^ledge of

jewish tradl.tion - had detached themsel\/es fcofa every fonn of actively

lived aad iranifested religion. And whcit Ls inuch more regrattable: they

ne\/ej: cared to trant^mlt a sense of jewishness to their childcen. They

did not give their children a minimum of religious education ! In my

opinion^ they have loaded thereby a great gullt on their soul. They

are to be blamed for hciving started the assiuilation of their decendants.

RABBI - You are right. I meet now and thei jewish parents and

children who aopear to go tlirough life without even a minimum of jewish

identity- Oc for t'iat matter without any identlty at all. To th^m I

often cite the words of Job: "Therefore enqi.iire, T pray you,, of the formier

generation; and apply yourself to that which their ancestors searched

out. For we are bat of yesterday; we know nothing becaase oar days upon

earth are a shadow. Shall not they teach yoa; teil you; and utter words

from the heart ?"

RINAT - Still, I meet so many among my not very religious-minded

acquaintances, friends, pupils' families, who are members of oae or the

other synagogue.

RABBI - This may be so; but more and more Jews do not belong to

any denomination. This is m^st worrysome, as mainly young people belong

to this category. If these youmg people call theiasel'^^es Reform Jewo

- even Oonservatives or whatsoever - it is mostly because they want to

acquire a label. But Ln j:*eality these people do not iDelong to a Reform

or a Conser^/ative synagogue or movement. Nei'iher do they express iji

deeds c^r facts that they identify with the label they have attached -lo

th:^jnsel\7es.

AVNER - One shoald not generalize. We do not call ourselves reform

or conservative or secular or human Ltarian Jews - but we are still

"perfect Jews". We knov/ and feel that we are Jews without the need to

carry a label.

EGO -- You can do so^ say so^ feel so, because yoa live in Israel.

It v/ould be different wece you to li/e anywhece ^Ise. To whoii and to

what would you rissilinilate here ? At the most, and at the best, to

V7hat you find most comfortable in your lfx:al environment - and this would

at best, and at the rnost, be a secular milieu whJ.ch is and remains still

a jewish 3e<:ular milieu.
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A.SH:^ - I oan in comfort carry my Judai;5m as a cultural herLtage.

I do not See in my Jewishness a halachic System into which I have to

fit. Jewish laad, history, culture, literature are sufficient to maJce

m- a proud Jew. They suff Lee t<j fill me with the birniog desire to put

my ILfe oti the line for my nation's honour, rights aad survi/al.

RABBI - You are entitled to your attitude as long as it d-oes not

mal^e you coac.lude that other <:urrejits in Judaism - all along from the

Ultra-orthodox to the refonn - ha/e not the samii rights, the sama purpose

- and the 3a:iie enthusiasm.

ASHiiK - Tnere is no need to point this out to nie, as it is my firm

conviction that only as a pluralistic ^30ciety can Israel face the da^igers

ÜTceateniig her future.

CAROL - I met rnany jewish youths travellng bhrough India, Nepril

and other countries in Asia, \7h(^ have con'/erbid to Hiuduism or Buddhism

or any of the other religioas ouTrents in -/ogue in Asia. I should loetter

say, they divested th-jnselves of their jewish religion and accepted

Hinduism or Buddivism as their religion.

ÜGO - I have met them too; and I CcUi assuce you, that n^ither

Hinduism nor Buddhism v>fill accept these people as their cegular me!Tib2rs.

These 'converts' c<^ at best integrate into one oi: the other of the cefom

societies tyjra bi' these two major aacient religions - and even there

they will never b:^ more than ridiculed and good-humouredly tolerated

faatasy-driven foreigners

.

RABBI - Fron my e>cperience with so^e of these yoi:uig people I hcive

met, I feel assuced that their 's is only a temporary infatuation. And

we have also to take into consideration the fact, that these yo.jng people

could a priori not have beeu religious Jews. And is it in principle

not the same, whether they assiiiilate iato secularist non-religiousness

,

or into any of the asiatic celigioas they fancy ? It may in their case

even be oreferable, if they become pseudo-Hiadas ::)r pseudo-Buddiüsts

th.ui that they vaste their yoath as areligious and polLtically infestid

youngsters

.

RINAT - It) come back to what we m^^ntioned before: Is it possible,

that the actual politi^^l sLtaation - to be moce precise: the vay our

jewish Society handles the "arab problein" - can be made respmsible for

the alienation of oor youth ?

EGO - I do not thihic your question justif led. Tne estrangaricint

of our youth fron Judaism, fron the je^vish people and from the jewish

hom^^land, is not due to aiy guilt-feelings towards the Acabs. It Ls

certainly not dae to any disagre.^jnent with the poli-cy of the governinent.

In my opinion i-, is due to the strongly developing streak of salfishness
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which is suffocating in "ihese young people whatever is left of their

inherited, old-Gstabllshed, comnujia.l ideatification. I regret t) say^

that the typi^:ally j'3wish te»idp.ncy i:o identify with the comTion jewish

destiny^ is missiag in ou: young i^^eople of today. To the.'n it is no more

a moral valae, nor is it a natiojial Obligation^ to fcBel as Jevvs

resoonsib.le for other Jews and for Judaisia ia generale

ASHER - But you can be siare, that in case of war - even in a mild

State of emergeacy - they will not hesitate to rush fojnvard and zo maa

the front lines.

TCO - May I air another question^ please ? Until not long ago we

could al'vays rely on the Diasprjra Jews to replenish our stock; to keep

the iinmigration flowing; to sapport the moral of the Jews of Israel,

Can we hope ithat the Jews of A-nerica ivilll coatinue this tradition ?

RAB3I - Not for long, I am af caid. The jewish <::onimunity in i'^erica

is shrinking day by day.

O\R0L - I agree. Although the .Anerican iJews still forra the largest

contingent of Jews in the world - this cannot go on for much longer.

S^:eadily their nuiaber is now scaled down. In view of the prevailing

tendency among Anerican Jews to assimilate, you may exoect this scource

to di:y up in the not so distant future.

RIN^T - I think the Situation in the Galuth in general, and in

.Aiierica in particular, is truly f rightening.

CAROL - I would call the Situation worrying and not frightening.

There is still a large reservoir of Jews in Russia,

RARBI - You will have to count out most of them. Also in other

coujitries in Europe^ Asia and so on are the Jews rapidly decinated by

assimilationu Whatever has been said before, we have to conclade that

this makes the US still ou? g-featest hopa - whatever may b3 going on

over there,

RIMAT - But antise;nitism is steadily growing there too. I must

say, Lt frightens me at times when I read aboat the goi.igs-on over there,

Many TV stations over there appear to sp3cialize in Jew- and Israel-

baiting. The aewspapers and magazines are often very antagonistic.

On the anlversity campuses - especially the black ones - Israel and

Judaism are more and more under attaok.

RABBI - We are indeed facing a very worrysome Situation. The truth

is, that thece was never a majority of those among the american Jews

who cared truly and deeply for Israel. But can this be trae- you will

ask ? They do so much for Israel, you ^iiay say. Yes, you are right.

But I see this generösity of the majority of the american Jews due t:)
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a sense of guilt they cannot overcome towards the Jews in Israel. I

am not going into details, bat there is one blatant fact which can only

he e;cplained by this psycholigical uncertainty^ viz:- that aboat eighty

percent of the aiierican Jews - most of then regulär fiaancial cont ribator

s

and moral sjpporters of Israel - have never visited Israel 1 3ut what

Norries me far more is the sad fact, that the jewish youth in the Diaspora

has very little - if anythi.ig at all - in confimoa wLth the jewish youth

in Israel.

RIMAT - The assimilatory process must be stronger than I had zhought.

RARBI - It is better to call the majority of the Jews in the Diaspora

a geaeration of ignorants than one of assimilants.

AVN-^ - -^d what does the öS Goverjiment say or do when it coiTies

to all the other probleiiJis which Israel faces in tlie outer world ?

C\ROL - You can cest assured, that t he ÜS Government will be helpful

anvd sapportive as long as it benefits the US.

ASHER - And as loiig as the myth of Jewish power persists.

AVSIER - From you? p3ssimistic prajnosis, and f com what you diagnose

as Judaism's ai?jTients - I feel entitled to think, that we and our kind

are d^jomed. And if this is so, in the end only the Haredim will be left,

\^lGO - I have told you already on another occasion, that we may see

a providential arrangement in sucih a possible phenomen. For if the

assimilatory process continues and if Judaism is e:cp3sed to another

catastcophic upheaval like the Shai, we can be assured bhat at least

a nacleus will be left - an energetic, fruitful, albeit an anti«iuatai

one - from which the trun]<c of Judaism will regrow.

A^/NFR - It is more li.kely that this nucleas will vegetate for a

few generations and then disappear toD.

A:^HER - Unless they too will not be whiped out before that by the

ever growing antisentism.

RARBI - My friends ! Let this ba enoagh. I do not want our cycle

of discussions to end on a sad, or even a negative tone.

RIN?VT - You have already ^nade as anderstand, Rabbi, that our weekly

circle will a^me to an end b>day. T must say that I have learn-ad much;

thrit I have andersbxd more; tliat I have greatly vnatured. I am very

much indebted to all of you, and mostly so to our Rabbi.

R^B3I - My friends ! I think indeed ihat the tim;^ has ccme for

US to terminate this cycle of meetings. Otherwise, I fear, we may get

stale and the bloDm of Lnterest will fade. I have baen very much pleased

- and, I mast confess, also impressed - that our talks have at no stage

degenerated into oolitiail discussions. Having said J:his, may I request
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you: please do not stact on praising me. Belie/e me, it is not a foPTial

or p^olite statem^nt if I say that I have learaed very mach froin you all.

And I do not mean only material knowledge. I have greatly .anlarged

my iatellectual horizon, as well as my psychologlcal understanding.

I ha/e learned tz> liook at our society with different eyes. May 1/

therefore, propose that we spare each otb^r furtlier farewell speeches

- and me any fucther laudatios, I propose we accept, that Rinat has

expressed all our seatiments. However, there is no doubt that we shall

also in futuce meet oi a social level. You may rest assured, that I

shall always be ready for any advice you re^guire. And I hope, you will

not miad if l do call upon ytou, should I need advice in one -natter or

the other.
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IV

A KIND OF EPILOGUE

•
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had Inltlally &.e,e.ri Irttp.rid'zd a^ an orie.-ilmp, c<^rriJ..ng-

tog£,thiiZ/i; a^ a klud 0/ the,'iapiiutlc ^.iy>^lon; a^ an

AamiL-te,ncoo to p/i dov^LcLe, u^ iü^z,a cofi^ol tatlon; a^ an tioa/i

10h^ich - iol:Lh the, he.£p and und.e,'i tke, guldance, 0/ thiz

Rain^ - b)OUId ca/iiy u/> OD

Ckalm. A-tte.yi tkat ^l/iAt me,2.tlng the. Rali-l ie,(\la/ie.d

h,l.)i,/>2,t',t lolttlng to contlnae, ou/i e,ve,nl.ng \ aA a sho/it

cou/iAe, 0/ inAt/nictlon aüout tfie. ß^a^}>i'i/> 0/ J.udalAm.

The, e,ve,nlngA tu>zne.d Into dlAcuAAlon me.e.tlngyj (Le,tu)(?.e.n

a gyioup 0/ intest ti,ge,fit pe,'i^on/> - ß^ach onjz lor^^tl ß,d,ucate.d

In \1a oyi ke,/i Aphe,/iJ2, 0/ actl:'>ltle,^ - loko fj)e..ie, iL£^z/>/>e,d

10^tk a ne,ve,'i AaLt/i-^idd cu/iloAlty f a ^^inae,/ie. de^A-i/ie.

to ^mi,ck \1a o/i ti£,/i knoiüt'zdge,; a.nd the, de,te,/inilna:tlon

to »zxipto/nz, ^nt^jiiß.ctua£, and e,^)e,n Apt/iituat /ie,glonA

the.y kad nnvo./i le,lo^ze, kad the. po ^SA.iliitlty , no/i ß.V2,n

thiiz tnt£,nttont to e.nte,z*

Uj2. dtd not a-liöayA me.a.t on Satu/id.ay e-ne,atng/>

0/,te,n the. day o^nd. koua. 0/ ou/i me,e,ttngA had to de.

/iii^a/i^ange.d due, to Aone. p ^e^AA^ng ^ngagnm int. to wktck

onci 0.^ tkß. otke,/i ol ua kad to glve, p/ip^j^iz/ip^nce. U.

d^d not e,))e,n mjc\e,t e.i)e.'iy ioe,ß.k, aA kotidayA and vacatton

dayA löi^/ia. o^te,n loont to tntjz/il^/ie,. Bat none. 0/ ua

ß,ve,^ mt^A^^d o^ny 0/ tke, ^o/ity odd !ne,p,tlngA we. had tn

thp, cou/iAe, 0/ th^ y/ia/i.

l/Jh^th^/i üy colaclde.nce,ß o/i iohe,thjz/i p£anne.d üy

the. Raütl, loe, e,nde,d nu/i '' (zontng ^ toge.the,/i" noxa, o/i

to^AA ß^Kactty a^ta./i a ye,a/i.

A jie,h) dayA a^te^rc ou/i taAt m^ztlng loe, aAAe,fnHe,d

agttn at Chatm^ A gzane,^ De, loe/ie. grie^atty pteaAß.d that

t.iß, Ratnt had jotnp^d ua* I muAt con^^AA, I - and

ce,/italnJLy atAo aJit the, othe^zA - looutd haue le,ea yze^atty

dJ^Aappol.zte,d had he, not coae.

7';» the. Au^ip^lAe 0/ at£ 0/ »lA Anve,/i Ateppe.d

^o/iioa/id - (Le,'loyze the, RaülLt coatd do A - and zec^ t^d

the KaddlAh* It 1a dl-^^tcutt ^o/z fne to deAc/itle, the

Aii/ip/z,iAe,, the happtne \A, the etatton anid l et, me

con/,eAA atA ^ the aioe - I ^ett at that monitzn t I loaA
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de,e.p£y mone^d cnuld not p/ie,!)e.rit m.j e,ye,^ /,l££lrig

U) itk to^a/i/i^ I notlcnd l/i nm he, -ß^ace.^ o/ att otke./i^

tkai tke,y t ioe. /le. la tke, g^^p o/ ^^m^taz e^noti. oriA

'Jkl/> applle,A at^o to Ca/iol, a/> -ßa/i i^ I could Judge

I can y^ay» lolthout ße^a/i ot ^ouixdA.ng e,xagge,/iate,d,

tkat my ßou/i ß/ile,nd/> kad g/iizatly change^d du/iJ.ng tkl/>

yp.a/i. I meari to Aay tkai tkd/i attltudo, to /lellglon

In je,ne./ial and tn J,udaiy>m In pa/itlcitla/i kas change^d.

I may havo. akangzd too, althougk It Ia dl^ßl^ult loa,

me. to judgiz. Ne,lthe./i can I ^ay iokiitke,/i tke, e.acount^/i6

iotth u/> kad an Itripact on tke, Ra'lHl too - &.ut I ke,a zd

ktm at tluß^A J^^a^e, kiA ^kaß^atk mo/in^ng ^e./imon/> on

mat^/ilat löixlzk :oe, kad al/iß,d du^lng a^n nve^ntng 0/ tkat

c to/i x.ne, p/iiice,cl^ng loee.i. k I kt^ tndtaate^d to me. at tke

t'ia^t, tkat tke, RaHH^J. kad ß.e,e.n pondp./ilng lokat ke, kad

ke^a/id - and, ye,s, kad lza/ine.d - du it/ig tkat e^ventng

A y/iayi ka^ pa-6Ae.d 6tnce, !oe, te./imtnatzd ou/i

" dt^cu>!>Alon cnuyi/>Ai'' (Tkl^ ly> the. narrte, Avne/i kad g^vea

to L/i JRee,tJ,ngy> ) . In tke coa/i^e 0/ -iA^^ yea/i I cnuld

lloezcomn a£y>o otke/i ckange.s J^n my /./itend^ R^nat, "

':>orri.ctIrrten accompan^ed, üy A^ken, - t^ a ^legula/i attendant

2t tke yt>e/ivJ^ce^ In ou/i />ynagogue, Skc tctlA rrid, tkat

^ke '^ /iuny>" noio a ko^ke/i kttckei; tkat y>ke ka^ P^een

a&.le to Inte/ic^t ke/i tioo cktld/icn t enla /ige 4lA e^/i

ko/itzon to encompaA/i an tnte/ie^t tn matte/iA 0/

je!jjt.6kney>y>; tkat tkey attend cou/i/>e/> alLout Jeiot^k

kt^to/iy and jetot^n t^iadttton; tkat A^k^z/i t/>

cont/itHuttxg tkz " jetöt^kneAA" ke kad. kn oion ^n

youtk >c "> tk AimkK^ence ^n kjz/i koii^e 1 lea/ine

kl

d /

A

ylOtn

Avn<z/ij tkat ke and Ca/inl ot^ti /leguta/ity a C(^nAeivat-lve

Aynagogue in the vtctnity 0/ tket/i kouAe. And. A:)ne/i

quite mo,tie^Z'oß''ßa(\tly tol'i mz, tkat ke attend^ noio

lectu/ie cou/iAeA in je:ot/>k cultuze ai tke ILnlve/iAlty

,

I rau^t, hoioeve/i. cnnßcAA tkat othezw.iz>e - eKcept

lo/i t'in ocraz>>Lonal ln))ltatlon to a z>kalatk '.leal - It

kave not k.zpt up a /legula/i az>AOctation lottk Az>ke^z

and Ca/iol. loith A )ne/i and Ca/iolj and Lottk tke Ral&.i
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Ou/i. age. dl^^e./i(inc'i Ia too g/ie,at ^o/i u6 to ^lad othe./i

common Inte^^ie, st^ tkari tko^e, whlih had conce.rit/i(ite,d

ort " aixd lohlc/i had ß.e,ß,n con^^tjue^ritlat to - oua.

a^^oclattori lülth Ctiai.m

I:x thiZ cou/i^e. 0/ my /niadi.:ig, o/i lohan atte^nding

^,e,ctu/ie,^ß I thought (Lack on lohat wc kad al-z/zd In ou/i

tp d^y^cu^^A^on cnu^i^e. 7tiJ^y^ lnduce,d ma one, e^vcn-tng

to ll^tjin to one, 0/ thc tapc6, Iki,^ madc mc dccidc

to Lt^te,!X i- > aJit tke. tape.y>. And. tht^ y^t/ijcngthtz^nexl

mg at ^1/i^t vagu^£y Zo/ime.d ptan to ij)/ittii up thc contiint

0/ t,ie,^e, tape,^* And. iohc/iza/> I loa^ gotng to unde,/itake,

tkt>^ ^lattie^Ji tijcavg ta^k pu^ie.f.y tn my oion tnt/i/i/2.^t and

/.o/i my p/i/i.^ona£ ^nte,/itatnine.nt; and lohc/ica^ I kavt-i

notf kad not, and, ne,ve,/i y>ka£A havd tke, tntentton 0/

puPxti^k.ing o/i otke^/iu) i^iZ maktng puHttc lokat I wa^i gotng

to lö/iitß, doion, I dtd not kane to tett my /./itundA adout

my p/io g/iam - and, kad ce/ita inly not tke mo/iaJi duty

t o /ieq!ie,y> c tkc^/i con^ent

In tke coa/iAe 0/ tke ta-^t yea^i I kave J>pent

my ^/lee tlme on copylng and edtttna tke tape^/iP^ on u)/i^ zk

u/i dt^ca^/itonyi we/ie, /leco/ided* It u)a/> tne,nttaß.£e

tkat I kad to eitt tke/>e ^e^venty odd tape.^ e^Kten^tneJLy

i-ß. not n^adtcatty , Hecan^e, ^0 muck tA uMLatiy tatked

ß^out dit/ilng ^uck me.ettng^!> 0/ -ß-zitend^ ; a.nd >60 muck

t matte/i come^ up In tkiz cou/i^e 0/ ^uc.k ktnd^

a

Ic^/i/iezcvan

0/ d,tAcuy^^ton^>
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I.

About storytelling

My dear Children:

You are still possessed by the blessed urge to address us,

the to you so limitless clever eiders with numerous and often also so very

wise questions; and your eyes and rainds are in constant search of the source

of the wonders which you perceive so vividly all round you. But you have by

now reached also that degree of maturity which drives you to querry the fairy

tales with which we eiders try to brush youoff , ttiose priniitive explanations

embroidered with colourful fantasies with which we think to thtisfy ^our

curiosity, while in factsin your mind, in your heart,in your eyes tiiere begin

to crystallize that same coaf)lex of questions, that very irdxture of wonder

and doubt, of hope and fear which have since ever been fuelling the onward

drive of raankind'a spiritualaspiratioiis arjd intellectual activities. It is

one of the first tnind-boggling building-stones of tlrie edifice of biological

sciences that the hunan being, froni the inoment it fortns in the rnother's wonb

until itis bom as a cocnpleted Infant,passes again, in a canpacted history

of development and evolution through all the main stages of development and

evolution through whichthe human race has had to pass from the beginning of

life on earth,beginning with the one-celled structure,pass througji that of a

fish, of a roamnalian and so on, until it has acquired the to us regulär

appearing hunan shape of today. And in all this evolvement and evolution

all the fears and hopes have been preserved which have äfflicted the original

hutnans,no less than the cther living beings, since uncountable millions of

years. In this process of developing and changing, of building and of peri-

shing, of creating and of reforrning , there is activated within every new

geeeration afresh an ever new and effective source of intellectual energy
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which will keep alive also in your hearts the etemal questions, directed

also to regions outside the borders of our knowledge, as far as these limits

are acceptable and the knowledge available to us; but this questioning

will provide you also w1 th the curioslty and the Inspiration to work and to

coinprehension

of matters beyond the provable and the visible.

Every child, every grown-up, every tlrdnklAg living being in

general interpretes in an entirely individual way the meaning of life and

the purpose of existence; views his or her or its world fran a purely personal

angle and fron an entirely subjective viewpoint. Ihe expanse which the answer

much

only on the experise of the instructor but to a no less degree also on the

perceptiveness of the instructed. So much has been conceptually dainaged in

the life of everyone of us, young and old, and so much in all the people,

small and big has been mora^ly spoiled by the assumption of the friloso^ieri

and the arrogance of the theologians, vho assume that they alone know the

right Hnswers and that only they have Xbe right to spoonfeed mankind with

^gpoducts

peculiar belief

s

stand

teacher

teacher iiho is keex. and diligent could have selected and collected from his

boüks; nor as a preacher who funnels into your rainds the rigidly shaped and

ever unchanged do&ms which have been supplied to hlxn wholesale and well

packaged by one of the organized religions . I want you to see in me nothing

but a simple storyteller who is insofar distinguished from most others who

also Claim to rank as storytellers that he has in his possession an elixier,

by the use of which a feeling of wonder is bom ü> the hearts of children,

young and old. and by the application of which he transmits to the listener a

specific current, fron whose spark that luninous light of happiness is

ignited which for the fortunate among you tnakes life truly worth living.

And do you know why I, the storyteller, claim to have this power and potency ?

It is so because I myself believein the stories I teil, in the Ules I

spin Und the narratives I produce.
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When children are told a story by their father, they listen

to him füll of admiratlon; and there Is a shine in their eyes because they

find in the way he is telling the story a fiirther confirmation of their father 's

si^rior wisdom. When children listen to a story told by their grandfather,

they Sit back vdth a happy smile and a sense of credulity because they are

about to leam how the world in which they themselves live, and Which relates

so strongly to that of their father, is seen frotn the angle of a more experi-

enced age. And when children are told a story by their great-grandfather,

they listen to him with a condescending smile and with an indulgent mind;

but they nonetheless welcome him in the knowledge that they are about to

listen to a lived passage between the fables they love and the realities of

life which, they realize, cannot be theirs anyroore.

When the children theraselves grow up they acquire the trend

and the capability to criticize. TBey begin to absorb the knowledge that

they are not perfect. They are exposed to the fear that they are liable to

fall. Along with this negative attitude doubts begin to creep into their

minds, and the tales which they had known as children so füll of truths

not tooslong ago, appear to them now too fanciful and unrealistic to be

honoured as before with the stamp of trust and faith. By all means be it

so ! Let doubt be your spontaneous reaction. A well-tempered and disciplined

doubt is a gift of God; but at least benefit from thewedge by which it may

open the entry to a fuller faith. Take the words of Descartes in

tiiist. He was a wise man and a great philosopher:

" If you doubt, you live; if you doubt, you will remember

what it is you doubted; if you doubt, you will realize

that you doubt; if you doubt, you look for certainty;

if you doubt, you thiiik; if you doubt, you know that

you do not know.
*'

(De TriniUte )
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aiAPTSR 2

About Creation

1. The cpülffiJnOBflWKsWÖDHd

My children !

In the following pages I am going to teil you about the creation

of the World and all it contains. But before I set out with iny story a few

words about God. And even though many things may appear to you unusual in

ray way of introducing God to you, because in the past you may have bean given

a quite differentrdescription of Him, and although socnething may strike you

as Strange in the way I am going to present God to you, because you may have

formed for yourselves a quite different picture of Him, and although your

parents, your teachers and your books have described to you God in a quite

different form, you cannot fall to recognize Him at once and with absolute

certainty Whenever He appears in iiy story. Let me point out to you already

now, before I have even started on my tale, that you have leamed already your

first fundamental story-lesson, one of the many I intend to concey to you

in Üie course of my narrative, viz:- that God is invariably the sarae ,whatever

language you may use, whatever narae you may give Hirn and througji whatever

religion you may speak of or to Hirn. Only the description, the form of address,

the iraage used do vary from one individual to the other, may differ betwed> peo-

ples, may change between religions and cultures. -^

aMint

to Start from the very earliest beginning; and therefore, I am going first

of all to teil you about the creation of the world, about the creation of

our earth, about the creation of life and about the creation of man. You must

always renaain conscious of the fact that I shall do my best noptto feed you

fancif\iL,unproven, unrealistic stories which would be unacceptable to rayself

even, but that I shall make every effort to coach my language and to paint

mv Dictures with material vMch I know as truth and which science has proved
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to me to be truth* Where this is not possible, where faith and belief have

to take over, i.e* whenever we go beyond the known and proven I have yo use a

regulär palette of cclours to paint a pictiire of unusual dijuensions so that

you can at least have a vis^jal aid, get a vlsual impression of what will never

be visible to comprehend to socne degree a conceptual space which has no liraits.

My Story Starts at a point so long ago that the distance between

then aixi today cannot be measured with the Bven most sensitive Instruments at

cur disposal, nor can it be fitted within the ränge of our human perceptions.

However, I want to make an attempt to give an idea - crude though it may be -

of the inmeiisity of the time factor which we have to view here, If you can

imaginbeyourselves standing at the shore of the Sea of Kinnereth ( you riwst

have heard already of Üiis big lake ; most likely you have l>een there already )

and you remove every year, on your birthdays, a drop of water from this sea j^

and you continue thus until the lake is emptied - if you protest that this

will take many luiliion years, you are wrong only insofar as it will take many

thousands of millions of years - then, during that imbelievably long time

it takes to dry out the sea, the hands of the time-clock of the wrold would

have moved forward by only one second. Yes, only one etemity second frcxn

the time you have started Ltntil the lake is empty. Itebelievable ! Unimaginable !

you will say, but it is tnie I You have every right to be i^Tipressed, to be

over-av/ed even.

Let me invite your Imagination to accorapany me some more.

During all tixat time, right from the begiiming, Lhere was God.

At the beginning of avarything tliere \;as Gcd, and He will be there always.

One day the end of o?jr \\Drld \\n,ll ccne - this w^ll be the case v*ien our sun

dies and our earth will be destroyed - but you have no rrason to worry about

this happening in the next few years. Experts predict that this occur in

another 5 million million years • Imagine 5ooo ooo ooo ooo years ! lhere

will possibly also come the day \^en the entire üniverse will collpfise - but

I assure you, you do not hav^e to worry about this either. It will happen

when the entire Atl^iotic Ocean bnta^een Europe and America will have been

emptied in a similar manner and at the same pace vMch I have raentioned with

regard to the Lake of Kinnereth, i*e. one drop a year. But even when this does

happen, God will continue to exist«
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You can also take my assurance tliat there is a purpose and a

plan in everything vMch God does, in e/erything vMch is and exists* I shall

try and rnake you leam rnore about this: later on» For God can do everything -

He is e^/erythirg. There is also another factor vAvLch potentiates vihatever

I bave »^aid before.* I venture tc say, prepcslcrcus as it nnay sound and im-

possible as it may seem to you, that God ie wiser today than He was in the

beginning , when He was already the most in wisdora there evor could be. I

cannot avoid the feeling that He is tcday also more depressed than ever, for

He cannot but be disappointed in nankind. And still ! Sad,depressed,disappoin-

ted though He may be. He is in no \my less benign and lov?-ng than He ever was,

since that tlme when He created our world arjd our vjorld^s planet Earth. Neither

does He appear to me less deterrnined than ever to see tliat the plans He has

decided upon for the fate of the world, for the earth and for mankind are

going to be executed in a satisfactory, in a perfect way, exactly as He had

predetermined, God could, of course,bring about at once a soltjtion, any Solution

He wants and which, after all. He has foreseen as His ultimate aim, with

what one raay say in our language of today ** a movement of His finger or the

lifting of His eyebrow ", but this does not accord with Mis way of working:

for God will never, or better, no more inipose any drastic or enforced Solu-

tion on mankind or on anything eise on this planet, or for that matter on any

part of the üniverse, because it is now, since He created the llniverse and

the Earth the specific divine plan to see that all and everythiag proceeds

and develops within our own world in a logical, in a sequential and in a

directed way, nevermind if at tiroes all that goes on around us may appear to

US mortal beings illogical,haphazard or inconsequential. BYmdamentally and

in accordance with this divine plan and rule mankind is made to bear füll res-

ponsibiiity for everyone of its actdbons. I am glad I could discover that this

indicates clearly and decisively God*s Intention that man should never have

an opportunity to blame with any degree of justification whatsoever, a superior

force or an uncontrollable instance for what is in fact aixi in truth only

his own sin, his own failure, his own responsibility - be it by comroission,

be it t^ ommission.
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2. The Creation of the Universe.

Be this enough of preliminary remarks ! At last I am now

beglrming my story about God, about ti\e würld, atout man. I want to engulf

as much etemal time aixl as iiiuch universal Space as possible into ray tale.

I shall Start therefore iny story with the very begirming of tlie üniverse,

of the Universe. I sliall thereafter proceed to teil you about the birth

of our own world and of that of our Earth; and finally I intend to give

you a description of the manner in vtdcii life was Ltarted ou our planet^

Fraca there iny story will fJ.nally lead ou to Lhe creation of riiankind - and

tu you i

Here we go l

In the begiraiing there was God and the »es also the üniverse.

I cannot teil you in any even approxiraately exact vords what

the üniverse was like in che begiiming. As a matter of fact I cannot «^en\

describe to you sufficiently well what the Universe naeans in these our own
: 'x V

days, when we can look around us, when we can see the sky above us, when

tje rj*n n*.n*>trflre itfith ever fflore Dowerful telescopes and ever raore expanded

andfoverv^l-

k
mingky vast üniverse. V

But what we call today the * üniverse ' was not the same

kind

you just now. It was not a large infinite Space with so many stars every-

where above our heads, with innumerable galaxies in the distance, obe of

which is the ' Milky Way ' vMch we can observe " nearby ' in the nightly

sly. In the begitming the Uiverse was an enormous compact mass, urtaelie-

vably coctpressed and therefore so uncomprdiensibly heavy, that a particle

the size of an apple must have been heavier in weigjit than all New York

dsar

children, was the "Universe" in the beginning of time: a ^iage,h(

pressed massive ball which was coroposed roostly of gas and energy
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Do not think that tiiis heavy massive ball was by any ineans a

quiet,peace£ul and liteless rnnss. Just the contrary ! It was a mass of

pressure. It was very, very hot. It was quivering with power. It was trembling

with conpressed energy. That luass wanted to expand. Its energy was fighting

to get out,to break out, to be freed. It was incessant^J trylng to explode.

God, the Allmi.ghty, had, of course, all the power, all the strength, and

all the force to keep that conrpact ball, to keep that not-yet-universe ander

control, to keep it constrained, to keep it in the State in wbich it was

then and had been for all etemity , so füll of power and energy, and to

keep it from exploding.

It appears to me that this was iiiore or less all with whicli

God had been occupied for all that time, for all that etemity, for all the

rnany billions of years. Apparently it had been a sufficient task to keep

him busy. Üowever, you will agree tnat " in tlie long run " tliis was not

much of a job to be busied wich, even for a God as Allniighty as ours, -

especially not for such a Supreiie God wüose essence is also to such an

extent roade up of wisdoir; and beauty. With all tlie revererice aiid respect

I can niuster I mean to say that althougli in itself this :mist have been a

teriific feat, that job of keeping that enormous quivering mass reined in

for so rnany billions of years imist liave been quite a monotonous affaire.\

Don't you agree 2
\

\

\

Is it, therefore, any wonder that there came a time when

God feit bored ? Yes, I dare say this in piain words, even though I am

fully conscious of the Allraightyness of God, of His strength and His wisdom

- as weil as of His patience. But there it was ! God was bored ! Of course,

I have no proof for what I have just now said, nor any specific knowledge

in and of such matters divine, but I am sure I can conclude by the use of

hindsight from what happened thereafter. But let rae assure you again, that

my words do not impiy any disrespect. And let fße also adü another fundamen-

tal lesson here: God is to anyone of us, v^o believes in llim, such and

thuö as we visualize iiim within ourselves and as we want Him to be in our

\

hearts.

I would like you to teil me now wloat you would have done in

such a Situation ? I cannot say how exactly and in wliat detail each oneof
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\

you children would have reacted, but I suppose that inajority of all of us,

small and big, would have said: '' If I had been in God's position, 1 would

have dacided •Eiiougii is Eiiouglli M O.k. ! Let rne see what will hai^^en if I

let that cciiiprcssed anergy whicli I luve restrained uiicil now, lose all at

once. Let rnc jee what will liappeii if I teil Üiose powers contained in that

r.iass, tho^se aDergies confiiied in tliat balled universe to get on, to do what

they want to du niost at that maiaent, to do what they must have been wanting

to do all alorig. I ain going to say to thaii ' Go on and do what you want to

do* I am not going to hoid you back anyraore. *'* Ihat must have been morc or

less wJ-iat Gcx3 must have told tc th;at laassed universe. I think this inust have

been thc way in which we all would luwe reacted. Do you agree 7

And it ajpears tliat it was exactiy thismessage which God

must have addressed to whoniever or whatever He would have had to communicate

these v;ords or sudi an order ot such a grant. I have the feeling that it

v;as raost likely to Hiiciself that God spoke. God 's thoughts or words must

5haped
n r
Let nie see what happens when I let

this energy- loatled universe do what it v/ants to do."

Fron one moment to the other God let go His curb on the

terrific forces, and thus did He let go His hold on the constrained energies

of Kis universe,

Try as you inay ! Make use of you utmost fantasy and Imagination

snd still you cannot have the slightest idea what happened aftrr that. It

is absolutely impossible for a human being to imagine it even with the help

of the greatest iinaginativeness. It started with an enormous ' Bang *,

with a terrific explosion, with a blinding flash. Everything flew apart.

Explosion 'i Flash ? You must have heard v*at happened some 50 years ago

when tlie first Atom Bomb was exploded over Hiroshima. Now imagine a billion

billion billion such Hiroshima ßombs exploding all at once. The explosion

of the 'Hiroshima Bomb' can perhaps be corapared with the 'Big Bang* which

sundered the universe apart, if you place the light of the match \ihich

ycur fatlier strikes when he lights his pipii, with that produced by the

'Hiroshima öanb' itself when it exploded. ünbelievable ! Terrific ! You

agree ? But let me confess to you that this my description is raost likely

an Understatement.
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".VkI whaL happa\ed next T\ you will want to lonov now.

It is siinpiy iuipossiW.e for me, even with üie best of will and even with

the right coloucs aiid words to paint for you tlric re:;ult of Üiat '^aiig' in a

fc^ üeiiLeiiCciS. Ev'en thc imiuncrable ns trcncicrs , \7ho havc written innumerable

booUa about bis plienomea l-»a\-e not succeoded to find the right words. But I

want to gi.ve you at least au idea of wiiat liapf^enad. If you wrlte the number

• 1 ' and add für an cntlre day in a rapid scquence one '0 'to it after

auotiier, ycu .ray perliaps cotnG nearer to that iiumber of years \i*iich have

passed 3ince that explosion tooV place. :\nd take notice in addition that

the explosion, whicb sa^ie ccnyen^ative scientists think took place " oAly
"

3C«e 15 billion ycirs ago, liad been go enormous and so powerful that its

effects continue even to this day and tiiat it will continue for billions

of years to a^. Iraagine ! For that big mass of the universe burst into a

trillion million globes of gas and dust - some snall like a football field

and others a hundred nillion tim^esbigger than that - and they continue

still today to f3y into the evex expanding infinite space. So strong was

the explosion !

'«I'-.

You will say " Kow wonderful " , add I fully agree with you
» . . *

idtb. regard to the exact meaning of the worc you chose. It was indeed füll

of wonders. And going along furtliec wiüi the word's meaning, we wonder

, l;ow great and perfect all thia is. For siinple people_like you and me, who

are not capable of philosophizing, 'wondering' is the diaracteristic phila-

sopLucal emotion. IhegreaL Greek philosopher Flato lias already said some-

thing of Ulis kind - but in a nicer way that I can do.

T jinagine tliat G(xi was very pleased with what Ke saw was

happening, because the ensuing spectacla must liave been so impressive

that even God had to be surprised. He taust have been kept busy for a long

time watching the enormous clouds of gases and the huge blobs of dust flying

off into al]. the directions, white-hot all of them, and each of them,while

buming away, carrying now in themselves the power, and sending off now

their oim energy whidi they had taken aJong from the original massiveball.

It was a continuous firewirk of incredibly majestic propertions. God watched

how sookä of the massive clouds of gas and dust collccted into spiralling

forniationo, how su-ie of tli££e Condensed into fcrmed bodies, how sorae had
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become suns, how some had tuxn:)ed into huge balls of hot bumlng masses

ccxnpacted with tlie saoe kind o£ energy which had been quiveriiig in the

original ball ot tiie 'universe\ He saw how over Üie ages parts broke off

früOi tliese suns and began on tiieir own to levolve around tliaa and on their

own axis; how also fraa far away distances such bodies were attracted into

tiie orbit of ttie siins, and diat in turn parts broke off from tiiese, t±ie

planets, wtiicii Üuiu oegari to circuiate around them as their rrioons« He saw

that in the course of all üiebe sLages of deveiopTiieüL within the Creation

huge 'lioleü* wate opened, caused by the collpase of so niany stars into a

renewed curipactr.ess , aixl hov; iOillions of neaiby stars were attracted and

swaliowed luti^oUiese ^iioIei>*. lie saw how oa Uie fiiinaaent, the heavenly

sky space^becaiue fiiled witli an uncoLditabie nunlxjr of bodies, some of which

fcwned Into 'fixed stars' while other fragments cx^ntinued to fly ard to fly,.«.*

Do not concliKie fron all which I have described on these

pages that the Creation had been a chaotic event. On the contrary l

Aithough all continuea to proceea m an apparently uncontrolled manner, it

still ana in truth represented the execution of a oefinice and etemal

divine plan. It cannot have been otlierwise ! Ihe Creation must have been

based on an etemal law because it inaicates the ingredients of an etemal

< *

wisconu

Let iT;e explain to you tiiat tiie stars_you see at night, even

if you use a most pcwerful telescope, are only a uii.nute fraction of the

'partxcles' wnich were sent off flying vjirien the universe expioded. The

Stars are tar away, very far away, Ihe iight which their white and red heat

produces, and which is fonned by buming off the energj'v/hich they stillstori

in themselves, takes a long tlre to reach iis. It Is ver>' difficult to make

non-physicists and non-scJejr\ti3ts,like you and I, realize these distanccd

with our own limited concepts of space and tinie. The *ncarest' star to our

sun, the 'Proxiriia Centuri* is 40 miliion millÄon kilometer av/ay^ If you try

to reach it with the fastest spcrts car you c^in get hold of , it may take

up to 50 raillion years of day and night driving. Or to supply you with

another measuring rod: Iight which nxjves at the speed of 186 ooo miles or

300 000 kilorT>eter asecond(l) will take ^. 3 years to anrlve frotn

Proxima to our planet. If you want to calculate the distance froro that
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nearest neig>ibc>iir cf ours in the Milky VJay to the por^h on which we are now

sltting here it is: 300 000 x 60 x 24 x 365 Vai* I hi^ve iriod Uit my pocket

calculatcr dces rot süffice. Let me tinally also a:ld that in oiir own galaxy,

the •MilV.y Way* 9 a 'galaxy' is a huge concentratior of suns and stars - there

are 200 blllion (200 000 000 OCO) stars like oüc own suii, and each of thein has

TAcst likely in addition a number of planets and aK>ons.

Cur üwn sun is 30<J0 light years away fran the centre of the

'Milky Way'; and i£ you ccmplete these 'astrononiical numbers' with the infor-

iiiaiion that nexL to our own gala};y there exist in the irriiverse at least another

100 billion other gaiaxies, and that each of them contains at least 100 billion

Stars, your head is rr?ost likely to reel and ycur eyes to pop. I?^*agine all this

if you caxi II cannot •• although i ^>2va tried. You rright be interested to know

fn£\t nior>t of the star« in the nnlvecsm are still clcitds of gae^ and that they

are steadiiy nioving away from Tis at a velocity oliOO mies every ^ODnd, Can

you in addition also iniagine this ? Try ! I can'l.

As 1 Iriave mentioned just now, our sun is one of the hundred

billion v;hicii iiia^e ap Llie^iiiky Way^ üur eartlri , on wkiicii you walk, is the

Uiird in the iine ot the aine piai;ets which revolve arounJ the sun. On nearly

every night you s::an see our own ;uoon revolv^ing aromid Ine aardu We, the earth

and the other eight planets fona our own Golar systexu Of cou/jca, also our

earth liad once beea very hot and buming, but ^'in tae meantiiae* it has cooled

down to such a degree that it can sustain life. Life on our earth, not only

for US hirrur beirgs but a].sc for all tne aniiTials and plants i only made

poGsible because the sun c:bcve us is still very botand rpovides us with the

warrath vc nccd. Ao au acditicaal :xii\:y uiiciue a^id iri^^jcvellouc gift with which

God liac also cndcvjed this neivly originale^ v^/rlc; ycu roiist wilue that indis-

pciisebie factor, the *force of gravidity' which iuid originally helped Hirn to

keep the great priiaordi.al nkiss tcgethei';, and wiiich keeps now our planet Earth

at a reasonable distnico - about 93 .rdlllen i»::.le3 - frooi the snn, and thus

cavcs US frnn belng mar? tad er fro/.crs to deetb. Tt^e eanne fixzXor of gravddity

fcrccs als:o all otbor plannts to raEint^in e controlüed circuit - ard let us

in addition gratofully aclrnowlcdge - holds us to the ground on \\Mch we stand

and prever^ts us fran flying off into space.
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It was indeed a beautiful spectacle which went on expanding

before God. The üniverse proved to be a creation füll of marvels, The Greek

knew what they were doing when the called the world the •Cosmos\ for the

raeaning of this word is '• good and beautiful • and it is indicative of their

acknowledgement that the world is in perfect order

produced

musthave

though a scientist - there are so raany species of these and I do not want

to cite any one of them in particular - will object to my description,or will

at best will point at the least one error in every sentence I have written,

you may rest assured, that for simple people like us these explanations

are sufficient and also exact enough, to give you and me an understanding

of , and a preparation for, the next chapters which are to follow now.Consider

the few pages you have read so far only an introduction to what I have the

wish to teil you now in greater detail.

i[q;>atient

somewhat

so rauch to teil, that I have to keep the various chapters in the narrative

and the various stages of the development at ttmes very short, just enough

in length to convey to you a sufficient understanding. Should I not constantly

remind myself to adhere to this principle, there is every reason to fear

that I shall not con5>lete what is left of my story in my lifetirae.

#• Ihe Creation of the Shekhina.

I See that you are getting impatient, that you are about to

ask ''And \*iat happened next ?". You must have understood by yourselves al-

ready, that even though the majestic,impressive,terrific effects of the

•Big Bang* must undoubtedly have been a very grandiose and impressive spec-

tacle and entertainment , and that even though

masses of dust and gases - the latter consisting mainly of hydrogene mixed

with helium - which had been thrown off into every direction, went on ex-
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ploding,bursting,condensing for raany billions of years more, there must

reach

when

He decided that His tiiiie,His energies and His interests were not anymore

sufficiently engaged. For this reason He was most likely again overcome by

a sense of boredom. It appears to me
,
judging fron the development which

next took place, that He had feit the need of some kind of Company, of some-

thing He would love, of something vAiich would oove Him, of something with

which He could communicate and something with which He could share His wis-

dom and interests* You will agree that God could hardly expect that such

a feeling, such a kind of response could be offered to Him by those hot and

glowing raasses of matter and gases rushing through the universe; and although

they sent out an incessant display and bombarding of waves of light, heat
' I

\

\

and energy, one can with the best of will such a spectacle either a mani**
\

festation nor an object of love. Don't you agree ?
^

]

It was for this reason that God, by one of His divine acts, ^

\
created for Himself a companion, the Shekhina • Henceforth the Shekhina \

\

a^ppeared at God^s side.She was His companion, His intimate,His friend.But\
\

\

you must not make the mistake to see in the Shekhina anything eise but a\

part of God. She is not a separate or separated part or division of God. ^s\

. /

The Shekhina is not a portion of God, is not a second God, is not an:addi-|

tional god-like being. She is "nothing more" than a shadow, a reflection of

God. God is Ane Single,only,indivisible unit. God is Oneand there do not

exist different parts or separate portions of Him. The Shekhina is the radiant

essence of God on earth and in the world. She is the light which emanates

frora God. She is \Äiat we perceive, what we realize as the Divine Preseitofe*

in and around us. She is the reflexion of God as He is perceived by raankind;

for God is never seen nor ever directly perceived on earth. Whenever you
\ \

read that God has been seen by, has appeared to fled, that He has spoken to >

\

man, that His presence has been feit by certain individuals, it was neveri

God Himself *in person* who hadbeen sensed; it has always been the ShekhiM

which these individuals have perceived as the Divine Presence. She was axi

is the pure reflection of God into a manifest «sistence, a radiation of His

wisdom into perception, another manifestation of His glory. She is the all-
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M/

encompassing essence of God, Hls female aspect; but you should not see her as

a mother figure vMch is placed next to the fatherhood of God* She is the

ever-present and always easily perceivable manifestation of God 's glory. You

may see her also as the intermediary between God and man. Moses and the Pro-

phetSjVho thought they were addressed by God, never saw or heard God Himself

•

The perception of the Divine always occurs only throMgh the intermediation of

the Shekhina, As lihe Shekina is Inseparable from God, is a reflection of God,

she cannot leave,move,dep)art on her own; and whenever you hear or read that

the Shekhina has left the Holy Temple, has accompanied Israel into captivity,

has retumed with the Jews to the Holy Land, you should replace the Image of

the "Shekhina" with the conception of God 's love, God 's interest, God 's pro-

tection, God 's presence*

Have you now understood what the Shekhina is, what she represents 2

v

\

^.'

After the Shekhina had been made manifest by the wish and will

of God, she came to prove herseif indeed a Fit and suitable corapanion for God.

But in due course God realized that fundamentally not much had changed,for

the Shekhina was after all in every aspect only interdreacting with God. She

did not provide a Situation or an environroent where a new field of God 's crea-

tive interests could find fulfillment. Even with the presence of the Shekhina

^i^ there existed no Situation,happened no opportunity vÄiere God could apply His

divine applications anew, where He could in any way make use of all His free

interests and unengaged energies in any suitable manner.

\
V

God, vAiile watching and observing the evolvement of the

Universe pondered in His wisdom for quite some time what Steps He should

next undertake. You must never forget that whatever God desired most, was

to find an outlet for His immense love and compassion. Whatever happened

now y and whatever is going to happen at the various later stages of the

history of the worldy always remember that the main motive for God^s action

was the search for an object on which to spend His love. For a long time God

discussed with the Shekhina, that means with Himself ,as the Sheldiina is part

of Himself, how He should apply His great wisdom in order to find a suitable

answer to the ouestion what He should do next.
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N *

\

\
w

[

I realize how difficult it is for you with the limited

perceptlons of which we dispose all what I have vnritten so far, and

to understand^ within the frame of our own references^ how matters

ever were and hhw they were going to be. I must confess^ I do not

understand them either - and you may rest assured that I do not know

of anybody eise who has everunderstood them. Otherwise all the wise

and clever people who have lived during the last thousands of years

and all of whom thought they knew everything, would not have feit it

necessary to pocduce all those millions of books, those scientific

and theological treatises^ and they would not have evolved all those

innumerable philosophical ideas and schools. You must accept it as

an absolute truth, once for all, that we human beings do not abd

cannot understand how God reasons and acts, and how He manages the

World,, because the ränge of our knowledge and the dimensions of our

intelligence are restricted withincertMH lIMim of understanding

and comprehension. Let me remind you that we live,measure and see

all the technical, Visual and similar related spheres of our existence

by fitting them into the three dimensions which are known to us,viz:-

those of height,length and width. Only a Short while ago a further

dimens Ion, that of time, has been added to the field of our vision.

By bringing time into our calculations and formulas, we get now a

better, wider and more coordinated concept of Space and of being, for

time is the happening whichis placed in orderly form and in sequence;

it is the rhythm^the systematization,the repetition, the measurement

of the Universe , and our existence is expressed in a more exact form.

This conception is not new; it has already been sensed by St.Augustine

who saidi •• One can with closed eyes withdraw from the visible world,

perceive in oneself the decourse of time,its now, its past, its future."

This newly introduced of the concep%ton of further dimensions

has considerably enlarged our horizon of understanding. Le me explain

this point to you still further in the very simple terms by which I

myself have understood them. God is a living God who acts and reacts.

This is a concept which is taught by every religion, every theology.

But we cannot ever understand how God acts, as the • divine time factor •

is so very different from ours. The point in time where the world was

created/ how long the process of creation took, how long it is going

to last, are not measurable with our scales of time, for these latter

sre in no way commensurate with • cosmic time •. We do not know when

time began, because it must have begun before that point which we our-

selves call the * beginning of time *

.

You can be absolute ly sure that there do exist certain other

dimensions of which we do not yet know the kind and character. We can-

not apply them, cannot use them, but we can imagine them - at least

some of them. Xou must rest content if as an example I do mention here
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that modern phyaicists tnink that there exists a ' curved space \

i.e. a cosmic space whlch is not an open vast straight endless ex-

panse extendtng in a straight line and encompassed in the three di-

raensions we know to apply, but one which is bound to return to its

starting point in the same way as a curved line will return to its

Starting point while forming a circle. Knowledge of such a kind of

dimensions Is needed to give us only just an inkling of an unders-

standing of the things which are still far beyond the ränge of our

intelligence. We must recognize once fop all that such are our

shortcomlngs, and we must continue to think and to work with the

help of the hypothesis, that such additional dimensions do exist.

There is nothing left to us but to be satisfied with this hypothetic

knowledge - at least for the tlme being.

U. The Creation of the Angels.

(Do you know, I was just about to write " God is after all

hunnan ", but I realized in tinie, how stupid and irreverent it would have

been to use such an expression* I an , therefore, gping to express rayseif

in different words)^

•l

/

\

4

God was dissatisfied, not with His reflexicn in and on the

dth the evolvböBBt of the Universe. He was dissatisfied,

because

£ccee£ar

His üniverse. He must have feit a craving ( I am afraid also this term

is quite ina^propriate, but I have at the naoment no other ready, and you

know quite well, t^^ I do not intend any disrespect,) He must have feit

the wish to get er^§eed in sorae kind of ongoing work, in sorae regulärly

to be watched and supervised administrative occupation of His time. He must

have looked for an uninterruptively evolving process in vMch He would

direct and control an organizatorial systera of proceedings, of which He

would develop at least the early stages, and which in its further evolve-

ment could offer a constant variety of interests and would, once it had

been started by a divinely elaborated prograra, could be certain to run

its course smoothly on its own, and would only have to be watched and
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supervlsed frodi becotning derailed. God did not want to weave a rigidly

faced scheine with uideviating linesand unchangeable rules* He had thus

ordained the üniverse and had thereby deprived Hlmself of a continued

interest and invclvement. He wanted now to create something which would

face Hirn with a State of affairs wliich He could now and tlien schange and

influence. He had spent an infinite time observing the way in which the

developing üniverse had formed according to His architectiiral plans, how

the celestial bodies were taking sliape and forrri in correspondence with the

georaetrical rules He had laid out, and how the cosmos was regulated by the

laws He had ordained with respect to the interrelationship He had estab-

lished between the recipr(x:.al effects of the liberated terrific energies.

And viewing and reiriewing His creation and its functioning God and His

Shekhina feit the desire for the coa?)any of some kind of beings \Aio might

express their pleasure with his creation and might be as interested as He

was in observing its perfection and its wonders. He wanted to populate the

üniverse with such a kind of creatures. He wanted to be surrounded by forraed

moving,thinking,reacting,living things vÄiom He could observe, and whom He

could, whenever He thought it necessary, direct and control, You might even

accept the possibility that God had also thought, that while observing how

such creatures reacted to their surroundings , He would be provided with

\ roaterial , vAiich could be usefully applied in any future scheme He might

. develop, with ideas which He could suitably shape with His wisdom. I am

^ afraid , I have not expressed myself very clearly just now. Let me repeat

in piain words what I see as background for God 's next creation : He wanted

to Surround Himself with living beings who would have their own independent

^

ways of acting and reacting, and by the Observation of v*iose interests and

the study of whose psychology, He might not only be entertained, but might

also gain a source of material and ideas for any future planning.

In retrospect I think that God wanted above all an outlet

for His unliraijred faculty to love, a target for His boundless goodness. You

might say that such a wish should not have bothered God as there was the

Shekhina always near and in God. Should you reason in this manner, it will

only show that you have not understood the fundamental acharacteristics of

the Shekhina, for she was not a different andssaparate * personal!ty *

,
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motlier godhead nor tliat vhat the Christians call the • Holy Gliost *• The

Shekhina is, as 1 have already described, the reflection, the female side

of the Allmighty, a part of God Himself !•

For all the reasons which 1 have enunnerated above, God

created the aiigels.

'\

I
V

\

\

r\
\

\

All at once , in one "stroW , as you say, did He create

a countless nrniber of them. Kg made them in varlous shapes arxi sizes, big

and small, He produced them out of His own inexhaustible and never dimini-

shing Essence, i.e. out of Hss vnn inexhaustible divine substance did He

create theni and with His own Essence did He animate them. He nevr cared to

know , how raany of them He had created. He never counted them. Ihey were

everywhere, in every corner of the Universe coild one find them. Ihey did

not procreate, they did not increase. From their beginning, from the moment

of their creation their nuiiber has remained constant, for they are not

mortal beings as we are and, therefore, they live on and on. Angels are

indestructible and unperishable, as are all the tings v*iich sontaine some-

thing of God. ( In us human beings only our souls are part of God, are of

His essence. Our soul is not ours, it has only been loaned to us by God, and

whenever our lives corae to an end here on earth, everything but our soultl

will cease to exist. Our soul, however, is indestructible and will remain

intact. ) Do not ndsunderstand me ! God did not create the angels for any

specific purpose. He wanted to have them about as His companions - that is

all. He did not given them any special task or duties nor any specific In-

structions. He let them do whatever they wanted. He let them spend theirttira^

in any way they wished. He created and af^inted in addition a small number

ipervij

them

Order.

" But what did the angels do all day long ?", you will aSR.

As I have told you already, I cannot point to any specific duty to which they

raay have been allotted. Ihey certainly did not have any hard work to perform.

As a matter of fact, they were permitted to do vrfiatever they wanted,and they

spent most of their time singing and playing - and at other tiraes they enjoyed

pushing each other around. For God it was great fun to watch them frolic
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and revel Incessantly around His throne. The only ones, who caused real \

piroblems for themselves, and to some degree also to God, were the Archartgels,

An \^

who were soon fighting aiiong themselves for a higher place in the archangels*

hierarchy, vhich means for a place as near to God as posssible to God. It \

raakes ine think that their main interest had been to attract God's attention

to themselves. Can you imagine such a mentality 71 They even coraplained

about each otlier to God and behind each other's back ! I think they must

have been not only the first courtiers btit also the first politicians in

4-ön*-,existence.

Do you think that the kind of üniverse which I have described

to you in the foregoing pages and which was now populated also with a world-

ful of playing and singing angels could in the long run liave been sufficient

to keep God 's interest and encrgies engaged ? I do not think so. I cannot

but feel that after a few hondred thousand or million years God was bored

with His environraent. All the time the angels, v^ienever they were not figh-

ting among themselves, were crowding around God, trying to amuse Hirn with,

and hoping to receive some avjard for, their truly lovely rausic and songs.

Even a most benign, kind and patient God must after a certain time get fed

up with hearing day and night His glory, His wisdom praised in songs and

poems. Everybody would soon have enough of this. Even you and I would have

corae to the conclusion that these angels were nice playthings, aesthetic

creatures, good musicians, excellent singers, but nonetheless uninteresting

and boring, especially if one has to ha\'^ them around all the time.

^'

\

uA

5. The Creation of Life

I am not at all surprised that God was again bored and on

the lookout for something interesting to do. You can well understand, 1 am

sure, that the angels could not absorb all the ioinense love and all the un-

limited goodness which God had available and wanLed to dispense, and that

they could not become the target for all the brillance and Inspiration whicl

incessantly flowed from His never exhausted source of wisdom. Somehow there
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was nothing yet Ih exi.stence near and far in the enoimously expanded Uni-

\

verse lo vvMcli or into which God niight have bestowedLhese His gifts, and

v^ereon He might spend all His bounties.

It was at this stage of the still ongoing creation of Vfie

Universe that God decided to create 1 i f e .

He decided toinake living things which would develop and grow

according to the definite,perfect and wise rules which He was going to lay

down from the beginning and t^hich would result in the course of time, never-

mind if it was going to take billions of years ,in a kind of being whom He

would endow with godlike features and qualities, whom He would tnake to harbour

something of His own divine essence, who would beconie a vessel into v^ich He

would pour some of His inehaustable wisdom, and who would have the freedom

to chose his own ways tc do justice and to achieve perfection. Above all God

wanted to bring forth a creature v/itlri v^om He would be able to converse by

some suitable metlicc, with v.iiora He could enteminto a relationship of reci-

procal love and respect, and whom He would grace with a degree of ultiniate

perfection and beauty* Do not think that God v/as all of a sudden in a huixy I

i

He was not in a hunry to profluce that ideal creature \d.th. whom He had decided

to form such intime bonds. This was not at all the case, He did not want to

repeat Ris Performance and experience of the angels. He wanted to see His

plans and His creations develop slowly and steadily, logically arid systana-

tically by their own irapetus and ir. their own tempo. He did not want to pro-

duce them by a ' Fiat * , by a divine order with which He could have so easily
'\

have brought into existence such li^^Lng things all at once an their final

shape and desired form,

Of course, had God wanted to do so He could have produced

such a suitable environment, such an ideai creation, such a perfect living

being by just wishing it, by just saying so, by just ordering it. But there

would not have been ' much fun • in dolng so, don*t you agree ? If under

such a kind of circumstance a wise man might have set in motion a slow pro-

cess of development, would have advised as a preferable and truly perfect

roethod of creation the elimination of the inevitable outcroK>ing of imper-

fections by a steady and progressive evolution, how much more would this
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been

scheme

hear

began to take shape. Ihis slow aixi steady process of evolution, of maturing,

of perfecting has indeed been God's Intention, The specific interest, the main

attraction vMch such a plan had for God was due to the fact tliat He is not

only Ute Creator, ttie Ruler,the Architect, the Geomterician of the üniverse,

but that He wanted also to be the Great Biologist, the All-knowirg Physicist,

V*» intends, directs and watches how things becane, develop,change,adapt and

perfect themselves.

V >

\

\ 1

The iTu^ment has ccme atthls stage of my tale to make a Statement which

I conslder fundamental for your understanding of all that follows :

I am not going to adhere to the dftscription of the events as you read

thera in the Bible and as the teachers of religlon like to depict them.

At the samo time I ivant to inake it clear that I am not going to deny

the value of the biblical accounts, that I have not the intention to

"abolish" the Wcriptures. On the contrary I I feel that I must say some

words in defence of the way the Bible describes the Creation. I expect

that thls will also h^lp you to overcome somo of the difficulties and

the doubts which you must have experienced when you were confronted with

the pictyre which the Bible has painted of the creation of the world.

The sequence of the Creation as it is descr*bed in the first chapter of

Gen^^is^ is certamly contrary to all and any of the established scienti-

fic facts and rules, and contradicts also the siraplest biological and

astrophysical laws. Don't yourselves be affected by the kind of discuss-

ions which the Bible critics are wont to raise. Their arguments will lose

much of their sting if you realize thatthe creation of the earth.of the

firmament, of the Irving things as they are chronologically depicted in

the Bible apply to the planet Erath only and not to the üniverse as a

whole. Let us not be upset by all the arguing. Events may indeed have

happened as the Bible describes them, or as the •scientific mind' of the

original scribes believed them to have happened. But for the overall

picture of the events, and for the fact that we have to perceive in all

creation the "Hand of God", it is with^t importance how the various

stages of the Creation are described, classified or formulated. Likewise

it would be childish and in exercise in futility to point out again and

agaln that the world of ours has certainly not beencreated within six

days. Everythlng will fall into its place, however, if we ciew "taday

and a night " as an evolutionary period^as a developmental stage, as an

aeon ( the latter to mean an age of the üiverse,an unmeasurable period,

an eternity.

)
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After having, hopefully " cleared the air •% I am now going

to continue with our story.

God's first task was to find to find the right environment

within the üniverse and a suitable piece of • real estate • in one of the

galaxies where He might set up His experiment. He looked around the Universe«

He checked on the billions of stars and planets which He saw Whirling around

^

shooting onwardS|Colliding and buming, to find aitiong them one which had

already cooled doim to a sufficient degree, one which was keeping to a well

established and suitably regulated orbit around a still very hot sun from

which it would receive the right kind and anount of warmth. And God saw that

our planet EidMEH was in every aspect right and well fitted to serve Hisplans.

1 sense a strong feeling in me same way as also seientists

usually proceed, did at one and the sarne time set up a series of similar

experiments in various other planets, in order to take care of the variables

and imponderables , of the accidents and mishaps \diich are likel^ to change

the course and alter the outcocne of anyone of the various planetaicy experi-

ments. Such a scheme of paralUl experiments going on at the same time on

various planets in solar Systems situated in various galaxies all over the

Universe was sure to make things all the more interesting. to God* But I have

no supportive proof for this idea not uniquely mine, nor has until now any

of our scientists come forth with any evidence to this effect; and there is

no person anywhere in the world who knows about such divine experiments more

than 1 do.Perhaps we may one day more about such such a kind populated

worlds as much search and research is going on today to find out, if there

are " within o4r reach •• other worlds like our earth harbouring living things.

:' t

The first thing God did before starting His experiraent on

our Esath was, as you mi^t expect, to arrange for a suitable environment.

Scientists think that this happened some five billion years ago 1 He conso-

lidated the land masses in Islands and continents. He cbnfined th^ waters
f

within rivers,lakes and seas. He surrounded the earth globe with.fa mantle

of air, made up mainly of carbon dioxyde and nitrogen, into which He mixed

also some oxugen« To close of this atmosphere around the earth, He enveloped

with an isolating zone of ozone. He arranged for the earth to rofjate around

its own axis once every 24 hours, and around the sun every 36!^ days, thur
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duclng day and night as well as the four seasons. When our planet was thus

roade ready, it was, however, still dead and bare. Now, as the next step, God

scattered certain eleroentary chemicals, the amino acids in particular, all

^ \; over the surface of the earth. He arranged that huge amounts of clay, a

material which was available everywhere, could concentrate and accutiulate the

heat and energy supplied by the sun, so that the various fundamental elements,

in ccxnbination with the water and air available everywhere in abundancei

assisted by the right degree of heat continuously provlded by the sun, could

be made use of within the protective clay bed, to become the building stones

out of which all living things were ultimately to grow, You can be assured

that the • creation of life ' was by no raeans a chance event, but that it was

entirely due to divine Intention and Intervention. You may remonsträte that

I am not the expert nor the leamed mind to create such a picture of the

creation of life. Of course, 1 am not an expert. But you will agree that

Albert Einstein was a ^reat mind and a clever scientist. Here is what he has

to say: " I believe in God, Without Him the üniverse is incorr^^rehensible...

and the sciences do not exclude metaphysics". Let me add, that Einstein was

and isnot the only scientist vÄio has this firm conviction; I venture to say

that a majority of our leading scientists of all branches think like him.

I

The evolution of life raust have occmxed as the outcome of a

large series of a number of successive chemical reactions. Simple non-living

substabces like water,nitrogen,amonia reacted with each other, and they may

have finally forraed the original bülogical cells frora vMch the first single-

celled living beings developed, like bacteria,vfruses and amoeba.

You may possibly one day be told that biologists have succeeded

to produce in their laboratories the basic sübstances, those amino acids,

from the primitive chemical materials originally available on the still life-

less earth, out of which the first livingcells have been formed, under the

most favourable conditions which I have described above. Do not allow these

scientists to conclude and to convince you that they have thereby provided

the proof that life on eartli was started by a concatenation of " chance events "

and by a combination of unusual unintentional haj^penings. In other words that

life on our earth came about purely by colncidence. Only the contrary is true !

The many*ids* and *whens* which these biologists need to succeed in thevY-
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experiments,\*iich so far has not led thera to the creation of a Single livii

cell, should make us tMnk and believe that the creation of life could not

have been a chance event, that it must have been due to divine interventioi

6
'

But on the other band we must not take it qpon ourselves to

remain

/

far away frora findings any true proofs or even only an indication of the way

God has managed the Creation • Scientists search for an understanding ofhow

things have hajqpened, and they hope to bring proof for whatever they have

scientifically established by deroonstrating that they can poDduce, repettdljy

and visibly, the endresults of their discoveries* They have indeed every

right to be proud of their achievements • CXir vx)rld will surely progress and

our life style will certainly improve thanks to their work and due to their

endeavours. But if the philosophers of science try to ignore the empty spaces

vMch appear in their Systems of thought, or if they try to ptove their hypo-

theses by producing other and newer hypotheses, we are justified to teil them

S^i

/
..// ,-;?

comfortably

/ in other words, that they should be reluctant to grant God His iraportant share*

/
/

/
'

foundations

riment

/
;

/ of very interesting reactions and biological processes, and after He had

araanged the progranming of an ever more coo^jlex genetic System of development

and evolution, He could " sit back " and watch what was going on in His ' labo-

ratory • on earth. You will understand that these divine experiments have

Started here on earth quite a long time ago - but you will be flabbergasted

to leam that according to the nearest estiraate which our scientists can

sui^ly, it all started sorae 3 5oo ooo ooo years ago. Yes, three and a half

blllion years ago. Imagine !

You must picture it for yourselves how all this went on here

on our earth as if in a slow-speed film. It was fascinating indeed. F*rst,

from the raaterials I have already roentioned, a few simple cells did form
< '. •

under Xbß clay layers;;dispersed here and there they found ideal conditicms

in which to grow and to raultiply. Then these cells, by dividing thanselves,
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doubled in nunber; and again they divided themselves, and again they doubled

r the thmber of the cells increased very rapidly

/

/

/

and so on, and in this

indeed. Here and there cellsperished while others united with other cells

nearby and fonned themselves into Single units. Others bound themselves with

other cells into chains; they forraed into groups of the most varying shapes

and formations* In the beginning they gained their nourishment from the soll

in which they were embedded, protected from the rains and from the heat of the

sun. Lateron they became mobile and began actively to search for food, thereby

discovering and selecting by trialkand error what suited their wellbeing

and v4iat helped them in the growth of their cellblocl;s; and in the latter

Single cells took onspecific functions.

In due course the cells were induced to develop along favourable

lines with trends which had been built into them in the form of instincts,

and they became advanced enough to look for an ever more complex form of

nourishment and for more ideal living ccnditions. If you think that this was

a regulärly proceeding and steadily progressing process, you could not be

mpr^ mistaken. The by far greatest pcrtion of the experiments ended in failure;

some of the cells,which had combined and grown into units, feil apart because

they had put themselves toget|pia| in an unsuitable and wrong manner; some

/

/

/

/ others, although they had been functioning well for some time, could not con-

/ tinue to survive due to changes which occurred in the environment. But many

of the primitive living beings were lucky to overcome all the dangers and

difficulties which they encountered because they had found the right place

and soil, the best combination of heat and water, the most suitable form and

shape, and - which is most in^x^rtant - they had found or adapted to the right

kind of nourishment. Do not think that all this evolution was a matter of

a few thousand years only. All this groWmg and shaping and forraing, of adap-

ting and eliminating and disappearing went on for billions of years. Yes,

literally for billions of years. And this process is not ended yet, it is

still going on today. However, there came the time, when evecywhere on earth

there were growing the most variegated forms and types of plants, and on these

the at first primitive living and moving things could feed, while in their

tum these same plants came to depend on their being pollinated and fertilized

by those veiry same living and moving animalsthings to which they presented the

mÄin fiourtiA nf nourishment. The basic rules and methods which characterize
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processes in nature were developed in the course of time as an eternal cycle

lappearing

living things which exist on earth. Only those among the great varieties of

themselves

best to what was avaiilble, to what could serve as tlie right nourishtient ,
and

to \i^t had evolved as the best possible defence against thiir numerous enemies

All of then, big or small, be they of the animal or of the vegetable world,

be they the hixnble fungus growing on the tree trunk or deep inside the soll,

be they the tnaiestic tree strctching upwards and bearing fruits or flowers -/

they all benefitted directly or indirectly frora the life-supporting warmth

/
of the sun.

I tnay have given you the Impression that aniinals and plants

developed at the same time and independently from each other. Ihis was surely

i

not so. Only when the plants had acquired their assured existence and had

boilt up a • sophistxcated- struoture, did sco^ of ü^ turr intp anlmal-like

movable beings. Their 'tnetabolism' was based on the same original elements

/

then available; they lived on the sarue kind ^f nourishment as the plants,

and they existed by the sarae processes of breathing and growing as the plants.

The advantages they could acquire was their capability to select what suited

them best as nourishment anong the existing plants. In the beginning it v^s

difficult to differentiate between the outer aspects,the appearance and the,

functioning of the plants and the animals; this applies even today to many

specimen. The original primitive type of animal developed into an unbelievable

large number of specles and into an incredible multitude osshapes. Iheyranged

from the sodaple amoeba to the huge dinosauri, fran the fish in the water to

the birds in the sky. The greater availability of food in certain parts of

the earth, the higher degree of sexual attractiveness in a newly appeared straii

of a species, some sudden change in the genes of a bird or a reptile caused

by an outburst of solar energy or Coming from a source of some other radiation,

fundamentally

appearance

changi

genes great variations would appear within the saiue species, and fron these

would be in time created a totally different strain of the species, which

would have to fight with the other species and among themselves, if not for

their piain survival, at least for a leading place to prevent the danger of
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being othervd.se condemned to perish. Should you ever be inclined to study

biology or any of the related sciences, you will leam of the ways of which

an unbelievable number of every possible kiixl of animls developed from each

other, and you will haar tliat even to this day these developraents can be

followed in their embryonic stages which are very similar for fish,birds,

andiiials and nian, and which are independent of what their final shape is

going to be* In other words : all the various aniirals, from fish to man,

developed from each other, one after the other, ard this process, which lasted

billions of years, can be found repeated in the few weeks or months it takes

for the erribryo of animal or man to grow.

I think God could not but have been fascinated, could not but

have been satisfied wlien He saw that functioning so well, that they had taken

on their own rhythm, and that life on earth had grown and had adjusted itself

in conformity with the rules of adaption, of selection and of all the other

biülogical laws whicii He had ordained.

/
/

/
Everything continued to functinn well in the living world which

God had created on earth, Plants grew to feed each other and the animalworld*

And when the soll was starved because rains failed to üescend, or when big

fires destroyed the green plains and the forests, with the consequence that

the plants failed to survive and the animal life was destroyed, most life

ceased to exist in the affected parts for a certain time - sometimes for a

long time - but as a rule it retumed again to the affected zones. In the

meantirae, in other parts of the earth, the usual lifie cycle went on regulalrly

and uninterrupted until its tum came to be destrijued and to reappear. Hardly

ever did God have cause to interfere in all that went on, It would have been

against His rules and His plans to have interferred. He had from the onset,

after He had created the world, ordained it to run efficiently and indepeixiently

accordingto the pre-ordained scheme He had laid down* But you must not accept

what the so-called * deists • preach, viz:- the once God had cotrpleted the

Creation aixi had set it on a well-regulated arid proscribed course. He did not

have any further interest in anything which was going on here on earth, that

He did not any further care \*iat happened on earth, and could not anymore be

bothered by what raay affect the living beings on earth. The absolute opposite
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is the case. We know only too weil that God did interfere, care,intervene*

Things did not aiways function as they should have and as God had wished for*

Nature did now and then need a correction and mankind now and then a waming.

At other times God must have feit that some encouragement was necessary for

struggling mankind, but the ocxasions were very rare when real help was required

or when mankknd was presented with an unsurmountable obstacle vÄiicli could only

be removed by divine Intervention. I can without difficulty explain - and

this to my own satisfaction - such continued correction of and changes in the

human fate and development, by reasoning that for God it was all an experiment

which continued to evolve since the many aeons when He had started plant and

animal life on earth. And I think He had cause to be well pleased with the

developments He could observe. Ihese developments showed that in the course

of time all and everything that existed on earth had leamed to live in relat-

ionship and in relation with each other, to adjust to whatever situations and

changes which inevitably did occur now and then. The primal law of nature

had become established which iruled that whenever such adaptions were inachie-

yable or unsuitable, were too late or too little, theaffected animals and

plants had either to perish or had in some suitable manner to reconstruttthen-

selves. When I say *' reconstruct themselves *' I mean that the changes of

which we know, of v*iich we have fossile or genetic proof , had become necessary

or unavoidable, that they were the outcome of an adjustment to the changed

situations aix3 to the altered conditions which wrose now and then, aad which

presented themselves as the inevitable effect of the evolutionary process.

Let me give you an example: about 600 million years ago certain animals had

made tlie waters their living space, others the air; some lived on the ground,

others beneath it; some wanted much light and others little of it; some had

to gain their nourishiient from the plants and the bushes on the ground,

others preferred or were forced to eat the leaves and the fruits of the high-

growing trees. ZZkiese latter - to give you only one of innumerable examples

possible of the successes of failures of adaption * had, therefore, to grow

themselves to great heig^its and had to develop, in addition, also long necks,

In Order to reach tlie food-bearing zones of the trees. Ihere must have occur-

red catastrophies when the cliroate clianged, when the %raiters disappeared or

when the earth dried out or \Äien the land flooded over, when roeteorites
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Struck the earth or \men for the inmiy other possible circunstances the living

conditions aiid the adapted enviroiunent disappeared. Inevitably, v*ien this

haK)ened also the animals and the plants which had existed in that environment

ceased to exist. Or the time must once have caae, after raany cycles of grovrt:hs

and adaptions, when there was no more sufficient food available for the mon-

sters araong the animals of which I have just now made mention, or vÄien they

had become too heavy and couid not anymore bBiance their weight, or had become

too slow and could not anymore avadd the predatory tiger or the prowling lion.

The outcome was that this class of animals, \rfiich had become classified as

Minosauri*, perished for ever} but of this epecies a smaller sized and

quicker moving genre of creatures has survived whicti we know as lizards or

salarnanders •

Do not conclude froni what I have said that chaos and haj^z-

ßxöness prevailed. Far froni it l MA thase living things,the aninials and

the plants, began to live and to perish, to exist and to struggle, to fight

and to overcome according to the biological rules and evolutionär/ processes,

which God had in general and fnxn the onset prograinmed for them and for our

World. As soon as He sav; Üiat there was no further need for His Intervention

and His control, He could proceed to the next stage which had originally been

the most important, the Lruly coinpellii^ reason, the fundamental raotive for

the creation of life on earth, viz;- Gcd's desire to develop a superior, a

god-like creature which He could supply with the riglit kind of intellect

and the suitable amount of wisdom, so that he could be able to communicate

with him.on a spiritual and intellectual level to be raioad or changed by

ßjnd in the course of the evclution. God wanted a living created being to

whom He could entrust the govemment o^/er the plants and animals on earth.

Above all He raust have wished for a vessel which could contain some of His

wisdcxn. Quite clearly He had decided to create life on earth An order to

have grow up from out of all the living things on earth a creature who could

and would reciprocate His love.God wanted a specimen of being for whomHHe

could provide, to viiofcrfle could fecl near and whom He could lote as a father

love s his child. Do not aake the mistake to think that God had wanted to

create a playmate for Himself . He had decided, after observing the way in

which the angels behaved, that another kind of creature had to beproduced,
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a living thing whon He could respect as well as love for whatever this

creature did or achieved, God wanted to produce a being whose maturingg

and perfecting was to be the outcorae of a long drawn-out ptocess of seiection

and evolution On such a creation He could bestow the faculty to think and

to love, to create and to progress; and this being would in its own tum

recognize, come to love and leam to communicate with his creator.

6. The Creation of Man •

Therefore God create man.

Let US be clear in our minds 6hafe for all that God created

the World and that He created man. The Bible teils us that God created the

World out of nothing by virtue and by force of His word and will. That He

did so for the sake of man whom He wanted to place over all the creatures

and all creation. The Greeks were of a different opinion, and also modern

thinking refutes this concept from the point of view that it contradMts

man*s right to self-determination. If you take now your time to study again

the Old Testament, you will find that it only and quite clearly states that

the World has been created for a purpose, but it does not specify this pur-

pose any further. Only mention is made that man has been created in the

Image of God. However, we must be clear in our mind that God did not create

the World for the exclusive sake and benefit of man, as so many theologians

and philosophers want us to believe. It is true that He created mankind to

rule and to gotem whatever life existed on earth, and , as much as he has

the power to do so, to bring nature under his control; but the presumption

that the woild has been created for the sake of , for the accomodation of man

is wrong. To this day such an idea is spread from the pupils - but you should

not accept it. The world has been created for God to see life in all its

forms and expressions, in all its manifestations and reactions, and for

mankind to work in such an ambience and to develop as the greatest and highes

t

exponent of life ever more purified in ethical form. I am not alone in this

belief. Descartes,Leibniz too doubt that the world has been created for man-
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kind^s sake, and Spinoza is the most outspoken one who denies us the right,

even the capability to discuss at all why God has created this world: " We

cannot for the purpose God had in mind to created the world; this should not

be anymore the subject of our {Mlosophy", he says.

As I have just now - andqulte unequlvocally - explained, God did

n(ttcreated man all at once and from a mound of clay; this Is only

a fable, an allegory. I have already mentioned some pages ago that

the clay which had been so abundantly available on earth, had most

likei^ served as the bed in which the growth of the f irst cellular

combinations had taken place, but when It came to the creation of

mankind, God 's ultimate aim. He wanted him to grow up slowly and

logically in successive evolutionary stages* He made one model of

man grow up after the other. In the course of some 50 million years.

setting out from the newly evolved mammals. He eliminated by means

of innumerable series of changes in one or the toher of the never

absent inadequate and unsuitable features, and made them evolve into

others more suitable ones. Contemporaneously and progressively God

provided also an environment in which life could be sustained by a

human being with ever better physical and ever higher cultural cha-

racteristics. In this manner, and over the millennia, starting some

two million years ago, man was created out of uncountable series of

modeis, each of which was always more perfected than the previois one.

Not only the Bible, but also the tradition of most ancient peoples

say that God, the Creator, has created man with a purpose in mind.

From the time that Darwin has put forward bis theory that man has

developed from the lower ränge of animals, doubt has arrisen regarding

the directed evolution of the human race, and chance was made to

take on the formation of man. You will see from what I am going to

teil you that Darwin 's theory not only not discredits buty on the

contrary, confirms and sharp^lytircumscribes the postulate that

one moving force and directing power organized and orchestrated the

development of the human race on pre-arranged and pre-ordained lines.

Other recent discoveries are adduced to contradict my above conclusion.

I, on the other hand, find in the new material excavated only further

proof for my postulate. The recent findings of the Leakeys in Africa's

OLDUVAI GORGE have produced clear proof that primitive man and ape

had a common ancestor, and instead of debying it, you should fully
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accept this concluslon. The location of Leakey's findings is by

many a quarter misinterpreted as Indication that man has origlnated

in Africa. However^ similar bones^ skulls and habitats have been

discovered in Europe^Australia , Burmah etc.^ and you have every

right to refute the postulate of the scientists that the one and

only ape-man ever evolved has migrated from Africa all over the world

and has left his bones here and there as evidence of his migratory

urges. This has not to be , this cannot be thus. The only logical

and acceptable hypothesis can be the one that humans originated in

different parts of the globe, that they developed separately and

that out of the ' various types ' evolved the best suited sntjihopoid

which was then allowed to snrvive. This fits well into a directed

programmed System and process of evolution, arranged for and aimed

at by a Creator

•

Man - the human being of whom I have been talking here -vAio

had originally begun to evolve from a very primitive anirnal-like stage,had

Started to walk upright. He watched and observed. He grew in size. No other

animal grew within such a short time into such a different way and shape,

habit and size. This should show you that God, once He had determined to do

so because the moment had appeared appropriate, had started to help man 's

developcnent along in an active way. Most of all it was man 's brain which

grew in size and volume. Do you know that already nearly a million years

ago the human brain had reached about the same size aad form which the human

being possesses today ? And do you know that other animals, like the shark,

the wolf and certain other animals have today the same shape, form and brain

which they had many millions of years ago ? This must make us think that

God has favoured and supported man 's development and maturation, althoiiigh

biologists try to explain the examples I have mentioned by the fact that

these animals were strong and agile enough to overcome all their enemies

and to be always assured of enough food, and had therefore not to change

or to adapt to changes.

It was in the so-called Pleistocene Age of the earth -

thus is the period called in which some millions of years ago bad weather

conditions, ice, floods and draughts had started to prevail - that man

enjoyed a sudden spurt in his developmental process. For at that stage the

creaturef which until then had been more an animal than a human being, began

to develop definite human characteristics, outdistantiating all other animals.

It was then that his brain gr^w and that he began to use tools. And above

all he began to think./t was mainly the use of his tools and the application

of his intellect some two million years ago that have allowed man to sur-

vive, as he had not the physical strength nor the agility to stand up to

the predatory animals. Man had also leamed to use his tools as weapons.

Poets say that God made man walk upright, not only because this enabled him

to Bake use of his hands, but also, as the great Roman poet Oradiys wrote,
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"..•while all other living beings have their eyes fixed to the ground, God

gave man a forward directed face and told him to look skywards and to direct

his gaze to the stars" Neatly expressed, is it not ?

By such a steady and controlled evolutionary process did God

create man. He vanted mankind to form a superior race above and among all

the living creatures in evivedence. Let me again underline that God did not

create mankind in its completeness all at once and withing a few hours, as

the Bible describes^< Let me State already here in general terms that most

of all that is written in Scriptures about God 's "saying" and "thinking*

has to be treated with a certain reservation - but I shall enlarge on this

later on. However, take it for granted and as definite trxith, that everything

vMch is saiÄ aND Bescribed in the Bible, even if you are told that it is

nothing but myths and fables, contains or hides a very definite meaning.

Never forget this. > Up to a certain stage did God allow man to develop

as he did, along with the other living things, in the way I liave already

explained; but then came the moment when He made him progress from the simple

type of animal to an ever more clever one, though he was already distinctly

a human-like type of anima^. God chose this method as if He wanted that man

should never forget his animal-like origin and background, so that he should

never become too arrogant. In the course of his 'growing-up' into a higher

form of creature, God made man'fsbrain not only bigger but also more complex.

He gave him intelligence and instilled into him reasoning. Above all He en-

dowed man with curiosity. It is quite clear to me that the patience wfiitch

God had with the evolution of the man-animal into a human being was in the

main connected with His own curiority as He wanted to find out if such a

creature would, in due course, all on its own, develop into a being with

whom God could coraraunicate on an intellectual level, whom God could eduiate

to an ethical Standard by which man would be capable to sort out for himself

what is good and what is bad. As I said before, God wanted above all that

mankind should become an object on vAiim He could centre His love, whom He

could consider His children. God wanted to populate the eargh with a type

of human beings who would react with love and understanding to their own

surroundings , and who would leambto respect morality and decency. He did not

want mankind to react only spontaneously and instinctively, but also that
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it should ask and querry» He wanted todevelop a race of people who would

not steal or kill in their quest to achieve an aim or to gain sorae physical

satisfaction, but v*io would strive for whatever they wished with honesty and

decency. At the same time He did not want any docile and submissive living

beings on earth, the kind of creatures into which the angels in the heavens

had tumed; but neither did He want mankind ever to be unworthy of the divine

soul which He was going to incorporaty^into them on loan for as long as they

were alive. In the course of manymany thousands of years man did indeed

evolve a culture which elevated him from his early aniiiial-like Ignorant and

utilitarian existence. But the ideal type of human who has forgotten,has

totally freed himself from that animal-like and utilitarian past, has not

yet evolved.

^

You know the story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, the

Paradise, I am sure. Of course, this too is a myth, but a very important

one. You must Interpret the meaning of this fable inthe following way: Man

was created by God to live in peace with himself and the world into which

he has been placed. Even though very early in the history of mankind such a

paradise on earthin which man and animals frolicked together might have

existed, the story of Adam and Eve should not be taken literally. It is an

allegory, as you will have understood. It means , when man began to obacvee

and to watch, to think and to reason, when he became knowlkedgeable of

enemies and death, of God and of life, he began to disregard and to neglect

what was good and to do things which he should have avoided. God had Ikf t

it to man to chose between life and death, between good and evil. Man was

asked to find his sustenance without the need to fight other men. The first

serious serious raoral problem arose for mankind from the fact that when the

facts of life and sex were not anymore accepted as natural phenomena and as

normal physiological conditions, and had beoome affected by sentiments of

envy and jealousy, of pride and of anxiety, the outcome was that badness

and hatred, hostility and bloodshed came to prevail. One can say with jus-

tification that all of man 's conflicting and often asocial motivations, his

instincts and his urges have grown from this Situation, this dislocation

of values, be it his wish to be more successful, be it his greed for more
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money, be it bis envy Afifothers, be it bis ambition to gain ever bigber

positions. When the incisive stage was reached, when the human beings became

conscious of tbe power tbey could gain by tbeir victory over tbe next man

in tbe struggle motivated by jealousy,greed and batred, by applying in addi-

tion an excess of force on that pbysical force tbey had used so far to ob-

tain tbeir daily food and otber needs - tbat was in trutb tbe moment wbicb

is described in tbe Bible and in many otber ancient tales as tbe ^* eating

of tbe fruit from tbe Tree of Knowledge ". Hencefortb mankind became involved

in its first and since then ever-present and uninterruptedly proceeding

struggle between tbe good and tbe evil wbicb it has to face.

Tbis is tbe true meaning of the Statement in tbe Bible, tbat

the first man and woman, Adam and Eve, becaiae "conscious of their nakedness".

Tbey realized the '^aked' danger lurking in and around them. Tbey had hence-

fortb to face tbe realities of life.

My dear cbildren ! Before I close tbis chapter which deals

with man 's entry into the history of tbis eartb-planet , let me add a few

remarks referring to the early representation of mankind, before I take up

my narrative and proceed with the exposition of my viewpoint about the Bible.

You are told by the Bible that there were occasions when

God was angry,furious and so on. On such instance was v^en Adam and Eve

disappointed Hirn. But such Statements occur also many times after that.

The Bible and tbe prayerbooks are füll of such hints and Statements. Tbis

Sounds artber petty of God, don't you agree ? You must have often have been

made to feel uncomfortable by the thought that a God like ours could be

angry or pleased, furious or revengeful in the way any one of us human

beings may behave at times. You must also have been surprised, as I was,

to hear our eiders or teachers teil us, or read in the literature, that we

can change God's mind if we cry loud enough for His forgiveness, and if

we beg long enough for His pity. We cannot prevent ourselves from gaining

the Impression tbat such a kind of lip Service will suffice to to influence

God in His decisions or the ränge of His beneficiency, as if He would not

know only too well when you do not at all feel truly sorry for tbe bad

tbings you might have done. Should you ever ask your eiders about tbis

Strange ' pbilosophy
' ,

you may be offered the explantion that as man has

been created in tbe shape of God, tbis has to imply tbat wbatever raan,wanan

or child feel,think and experience must be the same kind of sensations

/
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vhich are also experienced by God. Of course, this is not ttue ! Equally

do peopLe talk nonsense when they refer to God 's eyes, ears, hands and so on,

But, nevermind, wven if this is so inappropriate and unseeinly, you tnay by

all means go on using such descriptions and iniages as long as you do so in

the knowledge that these are only figurative expressions to make us understaixi

Him better, approach Hirn easier. You may be faced by people who teil you

that what I have just now said is wrong, and is evidence of a profound mis-

interpretation, and that the biblical Statement that ** man was created in

the Image of God " has only the emaning that man has been made to acquire

a sense of beauty, a way of understanding, an approach to wisdom, i.e. that

God has endowed mankind with the attributes which are exclusively divine,

and that God has shared these with mankind. For it is only man among all

creatures who possesses such qualities and qualifications; animals have not

been granted access to these divine and heavenly faculties. It is possible

that in His earliest program God had had hoped to see mankind evolve without

ever knowing of evil and sin, but it appears that He had soon come to the

conclusiin tliat such a State is only possible in theoiy and that in tcality

it is impossible and inevitable in a world, where a survival without a

fight is unrealizable, is almost a contradiction. When the human development

reached the stage vhich the Bible describes as vÄien man ate from the " Tree

of Knowledge ", it meant to indicate not so muchthat he experienced the

meaning of evil for the first time, but that he had learned to recognize

evil for viiat it is, how ti affects Irlm, and that it was imperative to

discover ways and means to fight, to overcome it.

According to the Bible - and this is an important item in

the teaching of Judaism and Christianity - God Stands above and beyond the

World. He is the Supreme God and the Creator, i.e. He is ' transcendent •

.

But God is also •ijnminent' , he is in Üiis world of ours, and He gives mankind

direction,tasks and promises. Those vdio take the Bible as the literal pro-

noucements of God, believe this relationship o| God with mankind continues

to this day, is effective every moment in a person's life. I have hinted

already that I do not share such a viewpoint - and if you have patience

you will soon be able to leam how I see the " Situation ". Hiöwver, I do

agree that God's direction had in the beginning of organizing and progr-

aiming placed man in theright path and into the right direction. God in

His ariniscence knew quite well that in order to guide the development of

this world which He was in the process of creating to reach a State of

near perfection as possible. He had to add also a good portion of that

beauty and love of which He iiad such an inexhaustible abundance.MHe was

rendered conscious of these precious gifts when he became conscious of evil.

As soon as man became conscious of evil trends, of uncontrollable inst-

incts and of the dangers of uncontrollable hatred, his fate was intrinsi-

cally associated with his ability and his will to keep love and goodness

always alive and sufficiently effective, so that they can keep evil in
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all its expressions and manifestations subdued and rendered ineffective.

We must have no illusions: evil will always be with us. We recognize evil

in the way its manifestations and urges contrast with gocxlness. For only

if we recognize evil shall we be able if not to eliminate it at least to

keep it in clieck. Only by knowing of evil, and by thus Controlling evil,

have we the possibility to render it powerless. As soon as mankind has

acquired this knowledge and AhLseved this faculty, will it also have accom-

plished a world of peace in a saved and redeemed world.

CHAPTER 3

ABOUT GODj

,

1. God and man

My dear children l

I think, in order for you to gain a clearer idea of " what

it is all about ", you should permit me to help you form an idea of

God. I have already on more than one occasion told you something about

God, but I want now to round off the last chapter^ and the following

one which I intend to be most of all a narrative about God, with a few

xnore pages describing my personal conception of God.

You must have understood by now that any person who perceives

the things around him with eyes open for the wonders of nature, who has

some knowledge of the creation of the Universe, who has learned about

the history of mankind and the evolution of man, cannot be left in any

doubtabout the existence of God. You do not have to be veryllearned to

know this; it is sufficient to have, or better still to be sensitive to

an inner comprehension of this fact. But let me assure you that many

if not most of the emminent scholars of this our rational age deeply

and flrmly believe that the world past, present and future is unthinkable

without God. Notwithstanding this, and to my and most likely also to

your surprise, there are so many people all over the world, who do not

believe in God. I erni sure that the majority of those who dosso, have

onJi: been repeating what these doubters and unbelievers say, have them-

selves not been thinking to ant extent about this matter, or at best

have not been thinking deeply about it.

I simply cannot Imagine that there can be any person alive

who wants to maintain hlmself In a State of spiritual equilibtlum, can

do so without some min*dof religlous belief or a degree of rel^giosity
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by which he can balance hi» doubts^ soothe his desperations or quieten

his anxietifes. A person can be religious without having recourse to an

organized religion to prescribe him permissible limits or to restrlct

him into unflexible rules. No religion can^ however, satisfy without

a God at its centre, and at that a God who is allmighty^ all-knowing

and eternal. An allinighty God has no other god beside Him. Such a God

has to be absolutely holy^ must be one who decides and Orders what is

and what is going to be.

The God who created this world once upon a long time ago,has

defindd and prograxnmed its decourse and course for ever. These were not

the outcome of or the reaction to certain dangerous losses or some peri-

lous mishaps, but were based on a vast mathematical scheine which allowed,

included and induced all possible variations and adaptions. Their number

of possibilities and probabilities are enormous, truly astronomical and

they have undoubtedly provided for every possible deviation and chance^

every selection and mutation. How eise could you explain the enormous

Provision, supply and waste of seeds and semen, of eggs and pollens

everywhere in living nature since life began on earth. They are produced

in such excess, so that there is the assurance that not only the right

number of the species will survive, but also the best possible and the

f ittest specimen. This process is not left to coincidence only, as when-

ever the necessity arrises, a selection makes forther evolutions possoble.

What to you and many a scientist may appear coincidal and accidental

happenings may very often be that • push '
, that rare divine interference

which changes the fate of nature and nations, which appear to mankind

as events and miracles otherwise not explainable. Many of the deviations

of the course of history can only be explained in this manner. Let

nobody teil you that we humans are not mastejs of of ourselves and our

fate. We are, but we are also under a kind of protective tutelage through

the estatblished rules of nature which are steadily maintained and checked

so that they can never • run away '.Therway man acts and reacts is not

fixed, does not proceed according to fixed rules; they are not recognizable

and analyzable as natural events. Although we uannot interfere - except

destructively - in the processes of nature, our actions and our thinking

can be influenced by logical as well as unexplainable happenings. Nobody 's

fate is predetermined nor is anybody's future fixed beforehand, neither

is anybody's reaction« predicatble. We are involved in and influenced

by natural events beyond our control, by human machinations testing our

defences - but how we react, what our duty is and how we benef it, what

share we gain and how far we get involved is still within the domain of

our own willing and deciding and will be dictated by our won power of

discrimination and measured by our own ethical Standards.

You have been told by your parents and teachers that God

protects the innocents and that He loves children; that He does not
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«

permit evil and that He rewards the just. This is true , but not because

He watches everything you do and not because He registers and acts upon

every wrong you permit. He watches everything you do^ that Is true, but

not in the way you imagine« He exerts control on all our actione because

He has bullt in, because He has insertedinto the program all the possi-

billties of your actlons and reactions, Into the extenslons of good and

in those of evll. He has also provlded for the conxequences which may

result iamediately or in due course In rewards or punlshments. Try to

understand well what I do present to you here, otherwlse you can Imposslbly

Imagine a God of the kind and nature I want you to know, a God who could

only indirectly be instrumental in kllling off large populations by wars

and famines, by storms and other natural dlsasters. He does not arrange

every Single event which occurs ; they are mathematical-psychologlcal

decourses in a fate-like arrangement. God watches and observes, and He

intervenes o41y when the alarm goes off in indication of some malfuncti-

oning of the program or its escaping into an unretrievable Situation.

God allowed, therefore, the TeraplcB of Jerusalem to be destroyed because

they had become luxury structures without any spiritual content or

meanlng. He permitted Jerusalem to be raised to the ground because that

formerly holy town had in any case already been turned into a pagan place

- but throughout He has kept His'protective hand* over the exiled Jews;

and above all He has programmed into the minds and the hearts of the Jews

an unperishable love for Jerusalem and the Holy Land. He made the mighty

Roman Empire grant importance to the Jewish people even though this was

expressed in a hostile and negative manner. He made the Christian Church

fear and fight the Jews, thus destroying her own credibility and by thus

also sapping her spiritual power and annulling Christianity's final

victory. I could give you so many more examples which indicate God 's

planning and programming for Israel and the world. You may one day record

and complete your own list, if you so want. Yes,God did permit all the

many sufferings to be inflicted upon the Jews in the knowledge that this

would result in an ultimate benefit for them and mankind. This is to

my mind a certainty; and I am sure that the fate of the Jews can never

go astray under His watchful eye. Or do you believe those stupid rabbias

who teil you that God in a f^ft of anger or in ammoment when He lost His

self-control destroyed Jerusalem, and that He was, thereafter, füll of

regrets and angry with Himself ? Or do you accept the oracles of some

demented rabbi_who dared to explain the death of a busload of small chil-

dren with the malfunctioning of the magic supposedly emanating of the

'mezuzoth' affixed to the doorposts in Jewish homes ?

I can only understand myself and all that was and is, if I

reason that God does not exert a direct and iramediate rule over the

fate of mankind. He has outlindd man's fate and future, and within the
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Perimeter of total human freedom He allows mankind to shape Its fJath and

destlny. He provldes gutdance through Hls once for ever defined and e«t-

ablished aims, and through the consclousness of these, which He has Impl-

anted into the human Seif. The evll whlch man does to man is programmed

within the human path and directlon. HaMKIMB'S ACTIOHS resultfrom a con-

catenation of clrcumstances whlch man has created wlthln the probablllties

provlded - and whlch are nonetheless limited by nature.

AIlow rae to say also a few words about how I vlew the relation-

shlp between God AHQ man. The dlfference between the varlous rellglons

Is an expresslon of the varlous ways In whlch the encounter betweenGod

and man Is vlewed and Interpreted. The outline I have glven above of the

relatlonshlp between God and mankind, between God and the world of man,

has been establlshed frora the beglnnlng and its valldlty perslsts to

this day. I do not agree wlth Andr* Malreaux who expressed hlmself In

an interview (• Encounter •_1969) that " In certaln earller clvlllzations

...there was an identlty between man and the cosmos, between man and God.

In our generatlon,of whlch machlne Is a great symbol, somethlng Is happe-

nlng tjrat has never happened before - man has no more meanlng". On the

contrary I The world has no meanlng wlthout God, and for God the world

has no meanlng wlthout man .

In Judalsia's techalng God raeetsman and seeks hls companlonshlp.

God was and is for the Jews a truth , a quasl-paninhelstlc reallty. The

Jew does not need express hls knowledge of God In flguratlve represen-

tatlons. He is encouraged by God's approaches and by Hls Invltatlon to

reach upwards to know God. Though man harbours the dlvlne spark, some

of God's essence within hlmself, he Is hlmself not dlvlne, can never

become so. Every man can feel god-llke by knowlng hf hls acceptablllty

to God. He knows he Is welcome. He knows he can reech upwards wlthout

the need of mystllclsm's tools.

There will be some who will teil you that my explanatlons

and descrlptlons smack of -delsm'. Thls Is only posslble because those

who accuse me of thls, do not know what they are talklng about. Delsts

deny that God and man can ever meet, whlle thls promlse Is speclfIcally

offered In Judalsm.lt Is not only through mystlc axperlences -as Lurla,

Maimonldes, the Bal-Shem-Tov have known - but every Jew , in all hls flnlty,

can encounter God In Hls Inflnlty. It Is such an encounter, or even the

stralnlng for such an encounter, which glves true meanlng to llfe.

I am afrald I have somewhat confused you, but I could not

omlt these expkanatlons, nor could I concentrate my thoughts In fewer

sentencea. I shall have to condensate my ideas and thoughts _ln as few

words as posslble, as otherwlse I shall never complete my story. But have

some more patlence - I have not done yet wlth my ' remarks'
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2. God In Blble and Scrlptures

I am afraid I have to add a few words about the Bible and

about 'Scriptures* in general ^ as otherwise so much of what I am gping to

teil you in the following chapter would not reglster with you in all its

meaning. Have some patience, please I

Yo You children - but also whoever gets these pages into his

hands - should make it a point to read the Bible. The Bible reports

history. It is a history in form of revelations passed on through lines

of prophets. The Bible is füll of legends and myths, but - but in contrast

with other religions, revealed or not - the Jewish religion is not

structured on myths. You should , if possible, read the Bible more

than once from beginning to end. But when you read the Bible, you should

keep the fact in mind that the succession of facts are not always in

the sequence as they are reported, that they have been arranged in an

only approximate or apparent continuity. This should not mean that they

could not be historic facts, but only that the history and the facts

and the events which have occurred over generations may have been Conden-

sed into one person or into one Single episode. There are theologians

and bible experts who conform in the opinion that the Bible is a com-

position of various manuscripts, that it is a mixture of the writings

of various authors who have combined their various traditions, personal

Viewpoints, contemporaries ideologies into a unified versinn; they had

to prove to themselves and to their readers that the Bible is holy

and emanates from the ' mouth of God ". Be that as it may, and I have

no objection to accept their conclusions, but theyway in which they do

formulate them do at times jar. They were and are mostly philosophers

who tended to explain the meaning of a biblical passage in the manner

which suited them personally.

The Bible has had a great impact on the social development

of mankind. It has given direction not only to the theological but also

to the philosophical conceptions which prevailed anywhere at any time

during the last 3500 years. Philosophers, theologians, legislators have

found clear indications of dicine guidance in their dutiips and tasks,

the promises and the blessings with which God has endowed mankind. There,

in the earliest part of the Bible (Gen. 2:15) a very basic law and or-

dinance is outlined. There you can read: "God took man and settled him

in the Garden of Eden to cultivate it and to take care of it". This is

interpreted as a profound ethical command; it decrees that work is the

inseparable duty of mankind, that working means producing and providing,

comprises thinking ahead and planning, invited progress and success,

and aims at perfection and sdtisfaction. By vrork man is differentiated

from asocial elements, because it confirms man's belief that he harbours

within h
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within hlmself godlike capabilltles. You may point out that this Is not

a uniquely human quality, that there exlst also anlmals whlch provlde

food and shelter for thexnselves and their offspring, and who make arran-

gements for the winter months; but you must not overlook that these

antmals have by and with their instincts been programmed for this spe-

cific purpose that they should work at and not beyond these achievements.

They do not like , like man, work to gain a steady progress in their

perfection-directed aims, and they are not motivated by the hope that

their work will contribute to the advancement of the species and will

lead them to dominate nature. From the beginning man was set on the

path of achieving htoh4«no%m and by his o%m efforts a civilized environ-

ment and a cultured atmosphere. Whatever man does achieve he owes to

himself« His achievements were and are not gifts of God,or of the gods

as the Greeks have been taught by their religion.

The history of the world, with perticujkarcare for that of

the Jews,as it is decsribed in and by the Bible, was originally trans-

mitted by Word of mouth, as was the case with most all early histories

of the World« This took often on the form of poems and songs« The ine-

vitable consequence was that the true facts and feats were not only

elaborated and decorat|r^ but that with the help of poetic fantasy they

were also Condensed, transposed,distrrted and coloured. It is wrong,

therefore, to concludeas so many do, that the Bible is nothing but a

mythologiwal narrative, Next to clear and definite historic reports

many moral truths and much penetrating moral ordinance accompanies

that which can be defined without reservation as a revealed religion.

To express all this in a different wayt the Bible may have much mytho-

logical content, it may contrast with todayift scientific conceptions,

it may be historically inconsequential, but there is the undeniable

fact - a fact never to be lost sight of - that for large sections of

Jews it is a revealed truth, that it contains a real inner message

which has come from a divine source.

The first composition of the Bible into written form was

begun around 1100 BCE [ BCE «« Before the Christian ear or Before the

common era ]. Bible experts label the first 'editiobA with the designa-

tion of the " Yahvist Text •*, because the Godhead is therein called

'Yahveh*. Later on the " Elohist Text " ^ so called because therein

the appellation of God is 'Elohim', was added. And soon also the

" Sacerdotal Text •• was intermixed with the former two sections,

The " Yahvist Text •• is supposed to have originated in the

Southern Kingdom of Judah. It is mostly concerned with the first part

of the Pentateuch, ranging from the Creation until the death of Jacob.

In the 9th Century BCE the " Elohist " portion was interwoven into the

Story of the PaTRIARCHS Abraham, Yizhak and Jacob, and the books of

Joshua and the Judges were added. When between 721 and 705 BCE the
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Klngdom of Israel came to an end with the fall of Samarla^ the Kingdom

of Judah took over their rellgious heritage^ and It was durlng that

period that the " Elohlst •• and the ••xYahvist " textewere consolidated

into a united sectlon. The 5th Book of Moses, Deuteronomy, dates from

that time. In the 6th Century BCE, at the time of the conquest of Jeru-

salem by Babylon, the Book of Genesis was rewritten and the so-called

* Sacerdotal •* version was added to the " Yahvist " and the "Elohist "

portions.

That what I have described to you just now is an explanation,

a catalogization which is nowadays accepted by most all Bible experts,

but which is anathema to the orthodox Jew and is sure to induce him to

rage about heresy - for the orthodox Jew is convinced that the Bible,

exactly as it Stands and reads, has been literally , factually and

physically been handed over by God to Moses at Mount Sinai.

Chapter 4 .

About the Human Race.

».'. l.The development of the human s.

After the preceding explanatory chapter let us return to

our Story

The men and women on earth went on multiplying and they

grew in numbers. In the course of their development the human race was

constantly exposed to the great dangers and physical threats which lurked

all around them. They achieved their survival as a human race, although

large segments and sectors did disappear here and there, because they an

ever greater experience and knowledge of the w^ys and means to protect and

adjust themselves. After a very long period of evolution a definite human

Society became consolidated.
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The first human beings lived in groups. When they becarae more

nimerous, they formed into clans which then associated into tribes. From these

tribes peoples and nations came to be formed. From t±ie beginning of their

existence the fight for survival had made up man 's main interest, and in this

he did not differ from other aniraals or other living things in general. This

daily struggle, this ongoing effort was not restricted to the hunt, and

later to the cultivation of the garden and the acre, but there was also the

t)^teurge

hamess

searchlng

and in this experimenting God did act as a kind of manager or dirigent#,or

that He did at any time arrange matters or circumstances in such a way that

things might be easier or at other times more difficult for man. God never

interfered. He left it to man and beast to solve the arrising problems for

themselves; they had to leam on their own how to adjust to the laws of

nature and to the ruies of biology. Mankind's main task, however, and also

its voakti difficult lesson was that they had in addition to leam how to ad-

just to each other. God looked on and watched. As a rule He never interfered.

Only on very rare occasions, \Äien there occurred a combination of events and

circumstances viiich ,though they had resulted from the scheme of things to

vMch God had programmed nature, had made existence too harsh or unexpectably

unmanageable , and vAienever there developed a combination of unforeseeable

or dangerous situations which did find mankind excusabl^ unprepaired, did

God introduce a shift here or a change there. By such occasional and rare

interfeerences could and did from time to time the course of events, the decourse

of history take on one of thoseuunexpected tums which we view with puzzleraent

and \diich we are even induced to call a miracle.

God had created man foraa purpose, as I have pointed out

before. God had wanted man to leam from his own experience, so that he would

come to cultivate in and for himself ever higher ethical values. God raised

him above all other living things and gave him the power to observe and to

think, to reason and to remember. Ihis was by no means so easily achieved

hscmaae marify as he had originally evolved, was a very clunsy creature, far

more so than riKDst other animals. Physiologically,constitutionally and anato-

mically he was noitwell prepaired for survival. He had not vet leamed to usp
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tools and weapons to their best effect. Ihis must have been one of those

cx^casions vAien God interfered, because God appears to have realized man 's

impediments , a Handicap which might have eribed in man 's total eirlmination.

As this would have been contrary to God 's original and basic plans, He must

have decided to help iptn along. I do not know how He came to decide on His

next Step, on the method to help man on earth, \AvBLt induced Him to such a

specific decision, But you can be absolutely sure and certain that God 's

Intervention was due to the love He feit and the care He had for raankind.

2. The Angels' Deputation.

The first human beings which God had created about two million

years ago were primitive and uncouth creatures - let me State this in straight

and simple language. In the course of time they had increased considerably

in numbers, and the ear^ had become more and more populated with these human

beings. Along with their number also their evil trends had more and more

increased. Brutality had become an enjoyment, killing and entertainment. They

should have seen in the floods, the epidemics, the famines to \Mch they

were frequently exposed a waming; but they did not realize these afflic-

tions as waming signs and they did not improve in their behaviour. Ihey may

have interpreted such dangerous situations and such threatening natural phe-

nomena as waimings, as indications that they were being punished, as omen

that they were not conducting themselves as humans but were behaving not

better than animals - but they did not draw the right conclusions. They were

far too primitive, far too unsophisticated to do so, and they Ähnugjit that

they were being punished by the whim, by the unreasonable rage of some power-

ful spirit. They did not know, nor did they reason that God never punishes

the sraall misdeeds as long as they are understandable errors, but that He

sendSjVÄienever necessary only sounds and wamings. They could not know this

because they did not yet know of God and His ways. These primitive human

reactäd with fear and they tried to escape by hiding in their caves. They
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offered as sacrifices prisoners they caught for this purpose from other

tribes or even their cwn children in the hope that this would satisfy the

angry natural forces which they called gods. I do not know if God was dis-

appointed or hurt by all ü^s, but He must have been concemed because He

had fron, the beginning been so much involved in everything which concemed

His creatures on earth. The angels in heaven suffered along with God, for

they saw that He did not evince as before that pleasure and that joyjAxeu

listening to their songs. After the angels had thoroughly discussed the

matter among themselves, they approached God with the offer that He should

send a group of them down to the surface of the earth, where they would

take on human shape^mix with the inhabitants of the earth; they would

make it their task not only to bring the humans to their senses and teach

them an understanding of what God expected from them, but they would also

instruct them in the use of tools , would introduce them in the use of fire

and would in general help them to advance into a higher cultural direction.

God accepted their plan. He dispatched a selected group of His angels down

to the earth with the Instruction _to mix with the human beings, the pri-

mitive men and women who lived in caves along with their animals. You may

be sure that God had His Archangels select the most serious and the most

qualified angels from among the myriads who were lounging about all over

the heavens, and that they were provided with exact Instructions and sui-

table advice. When the large contingent of the angels reached the surface

of the earth, they had, of course, to take on human form and this was the

reasons why the humans never realized that the newcomers they met on the

plains and in the mountains and whom they invited to become part of their

clan-life, were angels from heaven. In due course the angels could, by

their steadily and delicately applied influence not only elevate the human

beings' ideas and concepts onto a higher moral and cultural level, but

they Uught them also many an important technical method and procedure,

particularly in the fields of agriculture,engineering and architecture.
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3. The Fall of the Aiigels.

A new era had begun on earth. For some tinie everything

appeared to go well. Then something unforeseen happened. I do not think

that these events could really have been unforeseen because nothing occurs

in heaven and on earth which is not known in advance to God, which is not

planned and directed and controlled, at least foreseen as a possibility

by God. You will recall that s hört while ago I explained to you that God

had endowed man with the free will and the liberty of action by which he

can decide on his own what he eants to do, and that for this reason God

had determined that He was not going to supervise every detail of the daily

events in man's existence, and that He would not automatically inteir^ene
4

unless some serious and unforeseen misfunction occurred and would force

Hirn to do so. I suppose that God had applied this very same policy of His

also to the angels vrfio were "on duty'* on earth. And do you know vAiat happened ?

These angels, who had been chosen for their special qualities of cool jud-

genent and incorruptible honesty, who had been the cleveres t and sagest

among the angels, who had been the most reliable ones, discovered one fine

day to their own surprise that they were having a jolly good time on earth,

that all in all and in comparison they had in the past they had been leading

a pretty dull life among the other angels in heaven. They were suddenly

confronted with the facts of life on earth, and they realized that life

on earth was far raore interesting,attractive and evenfeful than anything

they had known before over the millions of years since they had been created.

Above all, it appears to me, they had in their guise as human beings had

the Chance to appreciate also the pleasures of sex. In short, many of

thera had fallen in love with the earthly women; they raarried then and pro-

duced children with them. As you can well imagine, the personality, the

physical characteristics and the intelligence of the offspring of a marriage

between an angel and a woman on earth were in every aspect i}qite different

from those of other mortals. They were giants physically, giants intell-

ectually and giants technically. No wonder that the historioas have given

thera in retrospect the name of " The Titans ". And thus it happened,
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that when t±ie angels' tour of duty on earth was declared over, they refused

to obfejim and to obey the Orders which God sent thera through one archaagel

after the other. And finally God Himself called to them and demanded of them

that they pack up and retum at one to their headquarters in heaven. But

every time they were ordered home they obstinately refused to follow Orders,

and the told the archangels, and finally God Himself, that they preferred

to remain for ever on earth with their wives abd children and were willing

to forego all the Privileges of angeldom.

I don*t have to explain to you in detail that tliis was soine-

thing unheard of . God was quite definitely in a quandary. This God had most

likely not expected to happen. It was for God , of course, not that kind

of difiiculty which we ourselves, unfortunately , do so often experience in

our children, and not one of the situations in which we are faced no less

unfortunately with ternper tandrurns, with tears,with curses or with nibbling

of fingemails. Of course, God is never exposed to such a kind of helpless-

ness, nor does He ever exhibit such a kind of anger; but it appears that

for some tirae He has been undecided how best He could help all those who

were involved on this unpleasant and complicated Situation, hcm He could

best let them get away with as little damage as possible from the misfortune

caused by their folly. You will have to take in account also another problem

involved; viz:- that the angels, who were, as you know, made up of God^s

own essence, cou^idnot be simply destroyed, could not be done away as God

can any time do with human beings, v*io are made of a destructable,disposable

body. 'Ihe fact that the raortal hüll of the men and women harboured the soul,

that etemal part of God Himself did not present any difficulty, as it had

been loaned to us and it will , after our death, again retum to the source

when it has corae, i.e, to the Divine Essence.

The Situation which presented itself , therefore, to God

was , that alkhough He could simply destroy mankind in taking from them their

souls, and although He could use His power and authority to iraprison the

recalcitränt angels in some distant part of the Universe, He had to deal now

with the new brand of the living beings, those which had been created by the

cohabitation of the angels with the humans. These could not be dealth with

as if they were either angels or humans, for they contained next to their

souls also an additionaj, a divine element within their body aixi spirit.
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And as if this was not enoÄgh of a problem, at this stage of

the history of the world, an additional problem becarae acute. It had since

quite sotne time been disturbing the peace in the heavens. God had so far not

waiited to handle it in the hope that things would get smoothed out by them-

selves. God had since some tirae been aware that a considerable degree of jea-

lousy had developed among the archangels because they resented the interest

vdiich God had shown during the last raany millions of years for the goings-on

upon the earth. He had not to be told thaT IHEEE VAS StKH A PSI^ OF rebetl-

Aous angels, because they had becorae quite conspicuous already by their mutte-

rings and by thei biting rernarks. There came the day when these angels app-

roached flSd and demanded of Hirn that they be granted similar rights and opp-

ortunities as been granted in such abundance to the huraans. But God was in no

way agreeable to make any of the concessions v^ich the angels demanded; neither

could He bring Himself to punish thelarge array of archangels and angels v*io

were involved in what looked more and raore like a rebellion. But now the time

had come vrtien God realized that He could continue to listen to arguments any-

more, that He could not postpone acting anymore. He knew that He had to do

something now. And He did.

First of all He called the ringleader of the rebels, the Arch-

angel Lucif er, before His throne. He demanded of Him thAt without any further

argunents he applogize and change his behaviour, that he stop exciting the

other angels, and that he desist from undermining any further th^peace in

heaven. Lucifer not only refused to do any of thethings which God had deman-

ded of him, but , what is even worse, he dared to challenge , with impertinent

hints and dirty allusions, God's manifest love for niankind. What I have just

now explained to you regarding the indestructibility of the angels applies,

of course, also to the archangels. God could not simply destroy Lucifer, wipe

him off from the surface of the bhavens. I have some faint suspicion that God

did not mind, did even welcome some kind of a challenge, some form of erabodiment

of the evil and the wrong which God could not carry in Himself. AT times, and

later on to a greater degree, andsstill later as a permanent Institution, evil

and wrong were a required gauge not only to make goodness understood but also

contrasted and measured. Ihis divine reasoning may have saved Lucifer and

his impertinBBt gang of followers among the angels, as God could surely have
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found k Solution, would have removed them drastically for ever from His

presence, and could have made sure that they could never again becoine a

nuisance.Only by taking all these points in view will you understand vihat

God did do now. He banished Lucifer and his followers for ever from His pre-

sence and from all the heavens. He sent Lucifer down to the earth and made

him take up his residence below the surface of the earüi where he could -

and indeed did - henceforth represent and incorporate all that vihich was evil

and bad, dark and rotten. In addition God made those angels who had been

lucifer *s most ardent followers and who had refused to repent, as well as

those angels who had been mained in their angeldom during their mission on

earth, into that type of evil spirits which we humans here on earth have come

to know as " daemons *• These daemons He placed under the comraand of

Lucifer whose name God finally changed into that of Satan,

I suppose, judging from what happened next, that God raust have

been quite upset by these unpleasant events. He must have realized that He

had miscalculated , or better said, that His complex prograraming of the earth-

System had gone awry due to the unfmreseen and unprograramed rebellion of the

angels «He must have concluded that there was then no other way out of the

imbroglio than to Start afresh. That God could have confessed to Himself that

He had made a mistake,is one of the imposing features of His great wisdom and

is, in a very pale reflection, one of the most important gifts He has also

transferred on raankind. Hence you can count that person among the truly wise

and perfect men and women, who can frequently and frankly confess to themselves

and to the world \^never they have sinned or erred.

Ithhad been an important prograra point in God 's original £lan

that mankind be taught in a slow and gradually proceeding process moral values,

selfless behaviour, lofty thinking and just acting. But the revolt of the

angels, of those who had mixed with the humans, had lived with them and who

did 'beget* the Titans with their womenfolk, had instilled the new human race

with the uncontrollaüaa aspiration to become gods themselves , to gain for them-

selves a place in the heavens, and to live there alongside with the angels.

All this had made a change in God 's plans necessary. A great problem was

presented by the Titans, who had leamed from the fallen angels many new

techniques and mechanics, They intended to bring the earth under their control
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with the help of their superior technical knowledge, and having achieved this,

they planned to make themselves raasters of the Üniverse. They began to con-

stnict ever higher buildings, topers,laddBes in their childish hopes they might

reach heaven by these means. You will remember the Bible story of that gene-

ration of mankind which built the " Tower of Bable**. This story is not only

identical with what I have just now described, but you must see in it in

addition an allegoric expression of the foolish high-flywng plans of those

peoples of which I am talking, the conceited half-angels who dreamed that

they could through their own efforts acquire for themselves the Status of

gods. The Titans had acquired great power, They took control of everything

on earth, The soon also deoiäoidfedd the human race, those who did not carry

the genes and the essence of the angels. They wanted to repiace the humans

and they began , therefore, to exterminate , slowly but determinately under

the guidance and Instruction of Satan, whatever 'pure' humans they could

fiixl.

4. Noah and the Flood •

You understand that this State of affairs could not be allowed

to go on. Not so because God was angry or irapatient - it would be ridiculous

to thii% thus of God - but because He concluded that it would be easier to

Start 'from Scratch* and with some new human material, than to patch up and

to correct, to shift and to change. It does not come as a surprise to me

that God decided to destroy the entire sinful and uncontrollably drifting

hfcnan race which had taken over the earth, and to start on a new one. He

did not want to begin all over again; that means, He did not want to begin

with newly forraing living cell canplexes or with a Single pair of innocents

like Adam and Eve in a newly laid out Garden of Eden. He did not want to

have to bother with the Initiation of a new process of creation or with a

repeat of the evolution of a human creature, because with the exception of

the raishap with the angels and the disorderly conduct of the Titans the

developmental process had been quite proraising and the selective outcome

entirely satisfactory. I cannot but agree if in addition God should have
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thought that a new Start of the entire procedure would have been far tcx)

raonotonous.

God, as you might expect , had a better plan. He was going to

select from among the racially pure humans still left on earth, a decent and

simple man in whom there was none of the angels' genes, and evolve from him

and his family a totally new human race. Everything eise alive - man and

beast - would be destroyed, would be eradicated. AMong all the people of the

World God found in a man called Noah a suitable person to become the founder

of that new race. God had apparently not many families to chose from. He had

to take along with Noah also his sons and daughters v^o, from all I have heard,

must have been quite a rough and mischieveous lot. Noah himself , however,

appears to have been a decent chap. Throughout his life he had striven to be

honest and straightfoin^^ard in his private and business dealings. He had under

the most trying circumstances never failed to show his love for goodness and

hitred for evil. God knew , of course, that this Noah was a rather primitive

man and lacking in strength of character - and He knew also that there was not

much reliance to be put in the morals of Noah 's daughters - but God knew quite

well that good and intelligence, clevemess and decency are not always, and

also not of necessity, found combined in one and the same person - and even

much less so at the same time in all the members of a family.

In that direct way vMch was still possible and not at all

unusual in ancient times, God esiablished contact with Noah. Directly or

throughthe Shekhina He gave him the necessary Instructions how to build a

sea-worthy ark-like stnacture; and in the same manner He communicatdd to him

the required advice how to make a complete selection of specimen of each one

of the Ifcving thinks on earth, the aniraals and the plants. & You may be sur-

prised to find that the Bible mentions in one place thatNoah was instmjcted

to take one pair of each species into the arkp while in another place in the

Bible mention is made of seven pairs of each to be accomodated. I mention

this discrepancy - to which I shall retum on a later occasion - because it

illustrates so well that here a later source has intervened, i.e. th§e" Sacer-

dotal source " of which I have told you a short while ago. This correction

must have coaie from the priestly class which was so very influential in later

Jewish hiefcory, because the pries ts wanted to anticipate the question which

some clever talmudist might raise in alter tiraes, viz;- " wherefrom did Noah
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take enough animals for the sacrifices he had to offer to God all through

the journey and later as thanksgivlng to God after he had landed. The matched

pairs of sheef), goats,cows,dove8 etc. were after all needed for breeding ?

Noah aiid his children were not gifted with much intelligence

- they had indeed not benefitted from the genes of the angels - and God

appears not to have placed too much reliance on Noah 's intellectual capabili-

ties; for He taught him in minute detail hpM to accoraodatedthe animals, how

best to Store thera inside the ark along with the foodstauffs which had tobe

provided for the multitude of the animals for a possibly long time in what

was after all a relativel small houseboat* When everything was ready - you

can iraagine howlong a time all these preparations and arrangeraents took,

especially as all these goings-on had to be kept strictly hidden from the

neighbours- and after Noah, his daughters and his three sons with their wives

- nothing is said whether Noah had a wife or not with him - had sealed thera-

selves inside the ark, God opened all the floodgates of heaven, eraptied all

the clouds which He had concentrated over the course of many months, raade

overflow all the Springs and wells. The earth was soon flooded with so rauch

water that all the existing living things were drowned with the exception of

those who were safely accomodated in Noah 's houseboat. Of course, the

floods and all they implied, never presented a danger or any great discomfort

to the fish and all those things which live inside the waters. I can under-

stand vÄiy this was so, God had in His all-embracing condemnation of all living

things this exception, as one can hardly imagine that a fish or a frog could

have coramitted any sin so that He did not have to destroy them; their survival

was hardly endangered by the floods. In addition, although God had insisted

on a real 'clean-up', a 'tabula rasa* Me would have caused Noah great logistic

Problems,which that simple man would have hardly been capable of solving, had

he had to install and to Service innumerable sets of aquaria in the ark,

You know already from your story books that Noah could open

the gates of the ark and descend from it after the terrible rains had stopped,

vAiich was tUtecase after 40 days and nights had passed. And was he happy to

get out of that houseboat ! Imagine the smell with which he had to live all

that time ! But as you know, when the dangers were over, he could at last put

his feet on solid ground, You know also that more or less all the arkful of

living things had survived the ordeal. Now God 's former program for the earth
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System was reactivated and everything began again to prcx^eed and to grow

according to the former but now in certain aspects adjusted and re-arranged

plan. In due course the earth was a£resfe repopulated with humans and animals

of every kind, from the primitive one-celled amoeba to the most copplex and

perfectly structured mamals. Humans, animals, plants continued to multiply as

ever before. At no stage nor at any time in history was the earth ever as

densely filled with living beings as a few generations after 'The Flood'*,

,

but they were concentrated in small groups and centres here and there, in

such parts of the globe in particular, where the plants and the trees could

find rieh soll and the animals in them and along with them the riglit kind

of food.
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CHAPTER

ABOUT THE QiOSEN PEOPLE.

1. A progressing vacuum.

•

^

It did not take long - of course , measured by the ticking

away of the cosmic clock , and God had to take notice of the fact, that A

new set of problems had arrisen in the new set-up and with the newly insti-

tuted programning. Things had changed a great deal. God had to decide now,

how He was going to face them. Mankind had reformed into new family groups

and had settled again into tribes. They had united into peoples and nations

and each of these had developed its own language and culture, its own tradi-

tion and its own beliefs, its own origin and moved now towards its own ujti-

mate fate* And last though not least itery one of them had evolved its own

religious Interpretation of a divine presence. It was inevitable - and also

provided for in God 's program and plan, as well as in the newly established

laws of nature - that those vrtio were strong would subdue those who were

weaker, and that the latter in tum would inflict on others still weaker

tribes and nations those very same cmelties and criines of which they had

been complaining in such bitter and tearful lamentations to their idols, the

band or naturemade iriiages in which they perceived their gods.

You must not think that God could have interpreted this as

His failure v^en He saw that the peoples of the earth had begun to build for

themselves Images of non-existing gods and goddesses, By far not I First of

all and once for ever you should know that God can never fail; only we

huraans do. God did not feel affected or offended. It was of great interest

to Hirn to watch what went on in the human mind, how the qualities with \Äiich

He had endowed mortal man were applied to perceive and to express their con-

cept of a Supreme Being whose existence they instinctively accepted, and to
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Whom, as they knew, they owed their existence. You should also realize that

God is the quintessence of objectivity, that He is never biased nor unjust.

He was certainly interested to obseirve how that spark of divinity, that inti-

mate relationship with God which all human beings harbour, was being misapplied

and misappropriated, But notwithstanding all that misinterpretation God was

pleased to see - at least this is how I read it - that all the men and woraen

the primitive ones no less than the sophisticated ones, carried within them-

selves the instinctive knowlecige that all they were and had, all they saw

and observed was due to a Divine Being Above, who directed and govemed, who

gave and took, who was to be adored and to be loved. The Bible writes that

there were times vdien God becanie jealous, but this 4s soniething v^ich I cannot

visualize with the best of wills; this is something which I consider to be an

absolute nonsense. I say this clearly and distinctively even though you may

remonsträte " who are you to doubt what is written in the Scriptures ?*T3on't

you reniember tliat you can read there with your own eyes that God had so Him-

self ?"That He had said so more than once ?" But whatever you say and what-

ever is said in the most holy and most authentic writings, I cannot be per-

suaded to change my opinion. But be ift as it may , even if He was at time

'•angry,jealous,disgusted" in His essential goodness He every time has decided

to give mankind another chance to leam the truth. He has again and again

provided a Channel through which He would teach us human beings, then as well

as now, that there do not exist multitudes of gods but only a Single God,

Hiraself . He has created the world with only that one plan and Intention, viz:-

to niake mankind happy, to have it acquire füll knowledge of the divine essence

it carries in itself and by which it is entitled to an ultimate redernpkton

and salvation. That promise is, however, limited by the prowiso that we

huraans leam to spend the little which is only needed of our large supply

of energy and our to us sufficiently available willpower to overcome the

left-overs of our primitive past and to cultivate that seed of goodness which

has been iraplanted into us, into our destiny; tliat we push aside our greed

and suppress our envy; that we overcome our hatred and give up our cruel

streak, If we strive for the achievement of such ethical concepts, we shall

open to US the gates of a new Eden which will encompass the entire earth,it

will be a paradise in which all humanity will be allowed to live in peace

and harmony.
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2. Abraham's Appointment.

Whatever I have written in the last page can be expressed

in the sentence Üiat God knew well tl-iat the humansbeings could not be

blaraed for their shortcomings , as they had never been told in any clear

words what their relationship with Üie Etemal was, what their destiny and

duty on earth, and to which Standard of values they should aspire. God knew

quite well, that inankind liad by far not matured - then no more than today -

to act as a whole and by itself without a leader, without a guide, without

an example and without an Inspiration. Therefore also this time did He

decide to select from ainong the huinans on earth a suitable man, in whom

and through whom He intended to create a new strain of human beings which

He might form into a special people to be thoroughiy educated and constantly

improvsd, and which in tum would carry forward the lessons which it had

learned and the message with which it had been entrusted^in the course of

the ensuing ages, to the nations in all parts of the world.

"God looked around" among all tlie men living in the world

of that day, in search of an individual who possessed the traits necessary

for such a difficult task; a man who possessed the right purity of heart

and the required charity of namind ; a man who harboured that sensitivity

of Intuition and was endowed with depth of Inspiration by which he could

inevitably be granted the recognition of the path which was leading to the

One God.

He found such a man in Abram , the son of Terah of the

country of Ur. Abram was an introspective type of man. He was wont to spend

hours at a time in deep conteraplation of the natural phenoraena he persfj^i-

caciously perceived. From his earlies youth onwards had he searched for

an understanding of the facts and the events which he witnessed in his

daily life, and which he could not explain either by the use of logic nor

with the help of the intert^retations supplied by his eiders. His father

Terah was a relatively rieh man whoilived in a large and comfortable house

surrounded by raany tents. He had filled his housings with a raultitude of

figures of gods made from clay,wood,stone or bone, and he added to thera
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more and moee in gratitude whenever his flock grew or his family increased,

Abram could not find a reasonable explanation, v*iy such man-nnade figurines -

among them even an occasional piain black meteorite which, he \ms told, had

been seen to drop from the skies - could be strong and powerful deities. He

did not understand how one could demand of an average intelligent person to

adore them and to pray them. He could not bring himself to follow the example

of his father and to prostrate himself before these 'gods', although his

father angrily reprimanded him whenever he refused to do so. The incuoiruity

pf the entire conception appeared to Aßram still greater, and it caused him

at tiraes to laugh out aloud, when he saw his father spit upon such figurines,

slap than or throw them to the ground and trample on them whenever the house-

hold of Terah had been affected by some bacd luck or whenever his herds were

afflicted by some epidemic, or whenever he personally did not receive that

für which in his usual overbearing manner he liad prayed to the gods.

Inevitably the day had to come \A\er\ Abram, v^om his father

loved most among his many children, could not control himself and his criti-

cian any longer. He told his father \jtiat he tought about the gods crowded

into every comer of the tents and on every shelf of the house. He told him

that to his mind such a cult and such a religion were nothing but ridiculous.

You can iinagine how much of a shock these words were to his father, who had

such cajiplete trust in the effectiveness and the fficiency of these gods.

l^/hen his father reacted with anger and disbelief , and even with fear, Abram

took a piece of wood and within a few minutes he had smashed to pieces every

one of his father *s idols. Nothing happened , of course. There was no earth-

quake nor any lightening. Neither did anything liappen to Abram himself. But

notwithstanding this demonstrative proof his father was not convinced nor

consoled. For Abram himself, who für a few moments had been surprised about

himself and even somev^aat apprehensive, this experience meant the watershed

in his life. He required no further proof that the voice which had spoken

to him, which had inspired him, which had in fact addressed him directly,

had indeed been the voice of that invisible, unique and very powerful Godj^

who had told him that He had created the world and all which existed therein,

and whose spirit and power continued to permeate,to dominate,to control all

\rfiich made up the earth and all which is around it in the world • Ihat soft

and insisting voice, at the same time sopowerful and frightening, had told
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him not long ago: ''Abram I I Ivave watched you since quite some time* I have

admired your perception and Cognition of a Supreme Being you have reached by

yourself with your intellect and your heart. I am the Great and Supreme Being,

the Master of the Universe. I am the only God in existence, the One andOnly

God, and there is no God besidesnme. 1 have chosen you from among all the

peoples aixl nations on earth, I liave selected jiou and appointed you aa my

messenger, as the medium to raake me and my wishes known to the living world.

I shall lead, guide and educate you. I shall show you how to live in a moral

and honest man, as a decent and just man; and you will accordingly teach all

the men and wonien you encounter the principles of moraiity,the tennets of

ethics, the laws of decency and the rules of justice. In short, you will

adopt and live those high Standards of life which I want all the future

generations of mankind to embrace. I want you and all mankind to make my

laws and my ethics a part of your conscience. Do not delay any longer and

set opt on your task. Assemble all your immediate family, collect all your

personal property and leave your father's house for ever. Go forth towards

the land which I shall one day hand over to you and your descendants after

I have built them into a great and strong nation. Live and practise from now

on that which you have realized as the truth, and avoid from now on all that

which you will realize as evil. Teach these principles to your children, who

will thereaf ter continueto carry an and spread the knowledge of Me and My

message for ever and ever tlirough the generations to come. This knowledge

and duty will not only make them into a great peopie but they wi^l tum

them also into a happy peopie. Among all the peoples of the world yours

will be my most beloved one. The day will come when I siiall officially appoint

your descendants to be my specially chosen peopie, and I shall entrust them

with a great and holy duty. ftiey will be the guiding star which will lead

mankind over the ages to reach pecfection, to gain a higher knowledge and

to achieve a true contentedness. As a sign of this covenant which exists

now between Myself and yuay I shall combine something of Myself with your

name: I shall henceforth call you Abraham - and you will answer me when

I call you by this name."

I want you children to realize that this appointment of

Abraham, that God*s Intention to create a special peopie from among the off-

spring of Abraham, that God*s decision to entrust the descendents of Abraham

with the task to educate mankind, that the fact that Heatose from among all
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the peoples of the world one particular one through whom He was going to

educate mankind to a higher level of morality, was an advent of decisive

importance not only at that momentous point in history, but also for the

future of mankind in general. The Bible reports that Abraham had been app-

ointed by God to become the founding father of that special people. You may

be surprised to read here and there that many a Bible expert doubts whether

Abrahaii had in fact been a historic figure at all. I ask you and myself in

all sincerity if it matters at all whether he was a single figure within the

historic record of human spiritual development, whether he represented a

school of philosophy which carried this message forward through a series of

generations through men endowed with a higher Intuition and a s^^cific ian-

sibility, through sensitive individuals who liad on their own perceived the

knowledge of an exclusive God aiid Creator 7 There is no doubt in my mind

tliat at that point in history the time was ripe for such a spiritual revolu-

tion, that tViis was one of those rare occasions when in the decourse of the

historic evolvement of the Jewish people God 's place in Jewish history becaaie

evident by His direct Intervention. Tliis may have taken place by God addd

ressing Abraham directly, or by inspiring him with a buming desire for

knowledge or by making him reach the right conclusions all by himself . But

we shall not go wrong if we are assured by our inner knowing, that God had

directly intervened at this stage in order to guide mankind decisively into

the new and true Channels. For God had found to His dismay - this is hoi I

read this developenent - that notwithstanding all the facilities whiah He

had placed at the disposal of mankind, His expectation that after the Flood

there would appear on earth a race of decent people , had not been fulfilled.

What He saw going on among the manifold peoples and races led Him to the

conclusion that His optimism had not been justified, that His expectations

had not been realized. He had expected that the program He had set for man-

kind would result in the development of a decent world and that His Inter-

vention was not going any more to be required. He had hoped that the human

beings who were now populating the inhabitable world in ever increasing num-

bers, would show at least a trend, an Intention to adopt an ethic way of life,

It had by now becane quite evident that the hurnans had again only one interest

in mind, viz:- to satisfy their own greed, to work for their own personal

good and advantage, and not to care in the slightest if others were going about
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without food and clothing. This selfishness,paired with an increasingly

unchecked inathlessness was leading the peoples of the earth ever more and

more away from the path of decency and the aim of perfection which God had

traced for thetn to reach the goal of their ultimate destiny of grace and

salvation. Steadily and perceptively the human beings, the contanporaries

of Abraham, were controlled by the asocial instincts which they should have

lost long before in accordance with the principles of social and genetic

evolution which God had inscribed in their program. It had been God 's ex-

pectation that the new race of men and women who had evolved after Noah's

survival of the Flood, would have realized how much 6t was in their own

interest to overcome evil and to avoid bloodshed, how beneficial it would

be for them to care for tohers and to love their neighbours. God had further

hoped that man would by now have realized on his own, that there is a Supreme

Being above them who had created the Universe, who continued to govem and

ruie it. If all humankind would feel compelled to render account to the

Supreme Being for all they do and do not do, they would automatically free

theinselves from their primitive instincts and asocial trends. Man lias since

long been granted the knowledge - which he did not Interpret as a gift but

as an instinct , as an inbom feeling - that the sun, the moon and the

Stars in the sky, that the changing seasons, that the fertility and growth,

that life and death had to be accepOed as füll and sufficient proof for the

existence of a divine directive of all which ever happens in the world.

Early and primitive man liad already in the infancy of huniai^kind understood

that a Supreme Being liad ordained all the events in life and all the processes

of nature, that a Godliead had ordained the creationof all that makes up

•Nature" in its widest sense, and that the fact that this program was clearly

seen to continue its functions unchanged and uninterrupted, whatever happened,

coudl§ only be explained as an absolute and definite proof of God 's work. It

had been God 's wish, the plan He had_expected to result from the program He

had established for mankind's evolution, that man should acquire and possess

such knowledge, be one with such knowla^ge but that program had not been

fulfilled. Man had never matured enough - and you may say this also of today's

humankind - to think along such lines. Instead it chose an easier, a simpler

way of living and reasoning. It pteferred to declhae itself free to cocnlude

that all the events one can observe in nature, and that all the processes
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vrfiich make up life, were created and directed by a great variety of gods

who had to be respected, v?ho had to be revered, who had to be feared and

who had to be pacified, as they might otherwise refuse to function for the

benefit of mankind, and might by their ill-feeling bring about the collapse

of the World. These primitive reiigions taught their followers that it was

appropriate to bribe the gods, to soothe theirire by flattery and sacrifices«

It will not surprise you that these primitive religious ideas tempted and

induced their adherents to cheat their gods or to lie to their idols - at

times to make the drunk - in order to avoid their rage or to gain their

favour, The ancient people of the thm 1 am telling you here, perceived gods

everywhere and in everything, in every tree and stone, in every mountain and

river. They knew of no other ways to Interpret the facts of life and nature«

Nobody had told then yet differently. For than the sun and the moon were

visible and movable gods, who might one day disappear for ever if they were

not suitably loved and flattered. Should such a catastrophy occur, night

and winter would inevitably continue for ever and menand animals would have

todie.

This , my children , is the background which I thought I had

to describe in detail, so that you can better understand the great step

forward in the evolution of the human race which started with the call of

God on Abraham, to take on the future education of mankind.

It will also awaken you in you the canprehension, that God

had concluded that the pograra He had worked out was not giving the right

results, that a certain correction was required, and that a leader, a guide

was needed to show the way to the human beings who had not been able to find

on their own the right , the only way.
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3. A PHILOSOPHICAL INTERMEZZO.

After much hesltation and pondering I have come to the conclusion

that I shall have to poovlde you with soroe detailed explanations^ with some

more background, with some more clarity my pictureof the world.

What I am going to say now may possibly be difficult to under-

stand. If this is the case, if on reading the first few lines you consider it

" stu^f far too intellectual ", stop right away and do not continue. Do not

think that by jumping over the rumblings of the next 3-4 pages you miss some-

thing which is vital for the understanding of the story in general er as a

whole. By all means, skip what I am going to write now about the way the

philosophers explain things they think they have themselves understood. After

all, it was one of the important modern philosophers himself who had said

that "philosophy does not change things at all".

Before I continue with my story and my therae, I think it

necessary , even though I have already on previous occasions much about

it, to clear up in your mind - and possibly also in mine - how I have

come to form for myself the concept of 'G o d ' and what, apart from my

personal Interpretation, we human beings in general should understand and

know of God. As I have already directly and indirectly made you feel, I

k n o w that there is a God, primarily,purely and simply for the reason

that I cannot imagine the Universe, all nature, my life, today's mankind ,

you and the world in general without God. It is as simple as that. You

cannot understand yourself unless you know that there is something divine

within you. Notiithstanding all the denials emanating from so many quar-

ters I assert that every human being harbours some kind and form of

religiosity within himself. He can only *ive with it and within such

vaguely perceived or consciously acknowledged amorphous religiosity.

There is no need that one actively en^gges in demonstrating a relation-

ship, or has to develop a specifically inherent theology. A person can

believe in God without being 'attached' to a religious Organization. A

man can be religious and believe in God without confessing a circxamscri-

bing religion. But a Jew cannot consider himself a Jew if he is not a

religious individual; it does not suffice to accept' Judaism as a tradi-

tion', as a history, as a nationality. He can be a Zionist, an Israeli,

a Socislist of Jewish descent, but without accet>ting a religious basis

for whatever his beliefs are, he cannot call himself a Jew.

üntil Enlightenment enlarged mankind' s horizon, and the

'Scientific Revolution* of the 17. and 18. centuries provided the tools

, you could hardly find educated or intelligent persons who would have

thought of denying that the world owes its existence to a Creator. Any

dispute which might have bena raging at that period - and many were the

disputes indeed - affected the nature of the Creator and the attitude

one should adopt towards God. The Scientific Revolution liberated thin-

king and reasoning humankind from the prevailing religious doctrines.
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The Impetus came from the great physicist Isaac Newton who had discov-

ered that our planet is put into motion by the force of gravidlty, but

he is quite clear in his opinion that wlthout the additlonal impetus of

a divine powr gravidity would not suffice to Start and maintaine the

movements of the planets around the sun. "This proves to me", Newton

concludes, "that the structure of the solar system Is d*e to an intelli-

gent Creator". Let me explain to you in simple words that Newton intended

to make it absolutely clear that, although he could prove that the planets

withiii the solar system move according to certain mechanical laws, hewas

unable to explain how the solar System, the energy and the gravidity have

originated unless one attributes them to a Supreme Being, the Interven-

tion of a divine Creator. In these our days the very existence of a

Creator is disputed, and the mechanic concepts of Descartes are

accepted which claim that it is possible to explain all natural phenomena

exclusively through the laws of motion and matter.

Many Christian thrologians have insisted that God, by His

inherent mysterious supernatural powers has created the world • ex nihilo

i.e. out of nothing, that there has not been any primordial

gaseous material of the kind I have described in the early chapters.

There are other theologians , however, followers of Swedenborg, who

insisted that nothing can be created out of nothing, and whereas God

was the only substance which had existed at the beginning. He must have

created the world out of and from Himself

.

To help ypo over the confusion which inevitably presses on

you, I should have to add a large section here to give you more details

regarding the attitude of the Church to these discussions. However, I

shall content myself with a few rmarks only. You must know that the

Church - in the same way as orthodox Judaism - view biblical cosmology,

the creation of the world, as a revealed truth, as absolutely factual.

This has induced her to make every effort in the past to suppress all

the discoveries of the natural sciences. In the past the religious

establishment of the Jews could not equal the Church in identical efforts,

but with the power they have acquired in the State of Israel they are

successful in imposing their ideas - most likely to the envy of the

nowadays weakened Church.

Hardly a year passes without the presentation of a new philo -

sophical or scientific interpretation of the cosmological pu««le. What-

ever the theories which our philosophers produce, they cannot support

them with 8cient*fffacts. I think our principal difficulty is caused

by our attempt to understanBdand to know God with the help of our five

senses. This is clearly absurd because of the impossible anthropomorphic

ideation with regard to God which results therefrom. Let me point to

one aspect only: How can we talk of «knowing God' in view of the fact

that our own knowledge embraces only incomplete records of the past

and insufficient exper*ences of the present and can never encompass a

knowledge of the future witho*ü which any definition of the Divine

Essence would be incomplete.

And
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If we accept the tennets of a religious faith without having

galned a sufficient degree of comprehension^ we can hardly expect to find

in the faith which we profess to accept a fundament on which to find support.

Religion should not be taken as a self-centred instrument by the use of which

we try to perceive the meaning of the wotld; we should search instead with

its help for a truth about things outside us. Schleiermacher called it

the "feeling of absolute dependence" and Otto the "mysterium treroendum et

fascinans".

In most religions the approach to God is taught as possible

by means to the prayer» By prayer a line of communication is established

with God, the gods^ the Holy, the Supernatural Power • In most historic reli-

gions prayers have a predominantly lithurgical character; its presentation^

its timing^ its expression are strictly regulated and fixed. Through much

study, great effort, innumerable tractates details have been established

when and how to pray, when to stand when to sit^when to bow when to kneel,

when to move and when not to move. Any unauthorlzed change is liable to be

labelled a blasphemy.

Collective worship is the rule, but the individual prayer is

considered of no less value. Both these methods express the wish to enter

into a relationship with God. Prayers can become rigidified into schedulesj^

they may be offered in private; spontabaous vocal expression of the prayer

is not an essential feature and a silent prayer is certainly as valuable ,if

not more so, thanaa loudly pronounced one. Else Lasker-Schueler wrote

in one of her letters to Franz Marc: "Yesterday I was in the

synagogue, but left for home soon. One should not remain in the

place of God any longer than the duration of a heart's prayer."

In most religions God is the object of worship; the prayers

are mostly laudatory recitations of divine qualities and past miracles,invo-

cations of past promises and reminders of an indebtedness of the Supreme

Being to the praying individual or the congregation. The lithurgical coramunal

prayers, often supported by fasting and prolonged by the recitation of psalms,

are believed, in the rigidified arrangemeniii to satisfy a craving of God for

love and His desire to grant forgiveness.

You may ask rae now what I persona lly think about prayers.

I hope you will not be too surprised, and you will also see futility t6 enter-

ing into a discussion with me on this subject. But I am going to teil you

my attitude to prayers here and now, although I might at a future stage of

my Story take up this theme again. I do not see any reason to follow the

customs which prevail in all the organized religions of today which think

they are successful in their duty to God and man if the synagogues, the

churches and the mosques are filled with chanting, implorinl^ frightened

and angry congregants. Prayer is a dialogue with God, each person's individmal

approach to God. God is everywhere, but for me this 'everywhere' is within

US. We shoudfl address our prayers to God within us. A prayer has only sense

and meaning if it is addressed to the Supreme Being that He assist us to

recognize our defects and to mobilize our resources and energies so that we

may find the right ethical path and the suitable moral reactions to the
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inside and outside pressures to which vre are exposed.

By all menas I Let prayers recall the past - individual/ social

and national - if thls serves asa guidellne and as a measuring rod. By such

remembrances prajiers may influence one's own, and thereby no less also one's

environraent's future. A fatalistic coininon eunong Indian and other eastern

religions preaches that the prayer should concentrate only on one's present

State and should not be concerned with changing the future, as the future is

determined in every individual case and thus unalterable. You will agree that

such a 'philosophy* is liable to deprive a prayer of every value and to remove

from it one of its most important gains,the search for an insight int* one's

defects and aspirations.

I have already touched in this chapter on the question why

I cannot visualize myself and the world with God's existence. If you try to

enquire what far more wise and intelligent people than I think, you will dis-

cover that all the philosophrs have had to struggle hardto find the right

answer, and they mostly come to their conclusions by way of reasoning and

with the help of logic. We ourselves are not as clever; we have not to adduce

reason , have not to search for porrof in order to reach a positive answer.

Let US spend a few minutes on listening to more modern philosophers, i/«# the

great thinkers of more recent times. Let us see what their thinking has

produced about and of the tWsune which I have "opened for discussion" •

I have already told you on previous occasions that the philo-

sophers and the theologians have since ever busied themselves with God, be

it to prove His existence, be it to disprove it. Whatever answer they offer

to this question, you may take it for granted that what they teil you is

either wrong or insuff icient. Nothing but the question they raise is truth^

and the fact that they feel the need to put such a question at all contains

already the confirmation. We aretold by them that God is infinite but that

we hiiman beings have not the slightest comprehension how to relate with the

"Infinite/, where the border is between the physical and the metaphysical.

< You might want to know whaT "METAPHYSICAL" MSANS. As it is possible that

I shall have to use this word later on again, let me already now def ine it

in a very simple way. I shall not offer you the at least to me with diffi-

culty understood definition of the philosophers, but would like you to think

of it in supernatural, visionary,theoretical terms. You may go even further

and say that metaphysics come to yourhelp whenever we ask ourselves, where

the border is between the perfect and the imperfect, and whenever we ask

ourselves what is the true Essence of God. >

The representatives of scientific philosophy wanted to change

over from the imposition of religious 'duties' to the deduction of the truth

through the essence of reason. They concluded that a philosopher cannot have

a God but only a concept of God • Some went emn further: to the question

which role God was supposed to play in the world, Le Place replled thiat

there was no more need of a hypothesls of God. You should know, hovever,

that many or most phllosophers and phsylclsts of the modern era, men llke

Kepler, Copernlcus , Galilei, Newton, Lelbnlz, Kant, Einstein
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and many more wer« deeply religious people; their scientific minds did not

did not think it a contradiction to believe that a Creator had established

the World and had determined its physical laws and rules. This is a long

way from the cosmology of the Greekaphilosophers of old - whose impact has

never ceased - who excluded a Creator God. The philosopher Descartes taught

that although man has to rely on what he can perceive with füll clarity,

he has to render himself conscious of the fact that the certainty and the

truth of all Knowledge are totally dependent on the indisputable certainty

of the existence of God. •• I cannot possibly exist", he wrote, " with my

particular nature, i.e. my concept of God, if God did not exist too, the

God of whom I know, who is perfect and knows my weakness". Fop Descartes

and most modern philosophers, with the exception of Spinoza ,God is much

nearer to man than to the world. They conclude this from the transcendental

doctrine of the Bible which states that man and not heaven nor earth have

been created in the image of God. For Descartes, Leibniz and others this

does not mean that the world has been created for the sake of man. Spinoza

is the most outspoken among the modern philosophers. " We cannot know the

reason God had in mind to create the world; this question should not anymore

be the subject of our philosophy ••, he wrote. For Kant a world without

God is unaccepatble as this indicates a world which does not in some form

or sense or purpose relate to man. He denies God as the Creator for purely

theoretical r*«sons but he accepts the idea of God from the Standpoint of

practical reason. Kant postulated that the biological interfcretation of the

creation of life does not ttplain the spiritual uniqueness of wmn and his

freedom of self-determination. But if we accept that God created man in His

image, and if He has endowed him with the freedom to turn and act against

God 's will, this presents us with a puzzle which is difficult to solve. And

indded Kierkegaard was to comment that the philosophyof modern times

could not fdid an answer to the problem without the support of the Bible.

For Kant God is not a 'fictional substance', but the 'highhst idea of pract-

ical reason'. Hegel taught that it is within the essence of God to remain

silent or to manifest and reveal Himself. The existence of human beings is

something additional,accidental, coincidental. He refused to accept the doctrine

of evolution because man is a divine being aunlike all other living things.

Hegel decalred that the original Christian dogmas and beliefs can survive the

Bible critics of the Enlightenment, since the latter have made explanation

and justification of the Bible and Its revelation by means of philosophy a

necesßity. Greek cosmic philosophy has been turned into a Christian anthro-

pomorphological theological one with manifestations of God in the human shape

of Jesus, Hegel declared. The logical consequence of this kind of theology

may be, he warned that every human is made to acquire a divine nature. Hegel

confesses himself unable to find God by faith and religiosity, only withthe

help of the concept of God as a 'logical being' can he succeed in this.

It is Nietzsche more than any other modern european philo-

sopher who reaches the metaphysical view that God does not exist. He eliminates

God. •• God is dead •*, he said, because his philosophy makes him conclude

that we have, by our way of behaving and thinking eliminated God for ever. In

stark logical consequence he called Christianity " the lie of the last two
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millenla ". He has a companion In Sartre who Insists that " Dieu n'exlste

pas ...fle spoke to us once upon a tlme, but Me Is dead now. ..*•• Spinoza

never accepted that he was an athelst. He taught that it was indispensable

that we adopt a philosophical concept of God, He could not imagine a world

without God. He said that he could not find in the Bible any speciJiAions

on a higher level, nor in fact any philosophical ideas whatsoever. The Bible

is füll of piain things which even the simplest man can understand. " I can

wonder enough about those who try to detect in the Bible so many deep sec-

rets that they cannot be explained by human language, and who have^in addition^

introduced so many philosophical speculations, that the Church has become

and academy and religion a science or better perhaps, a dispute ""
, he writes.

While Descartes only refuted a faith based on revelation, we see Spinoia

attack directly all biblical tradition. He sees God in nature, and his logic

concludes that man can, therefore, not transgress any laws of God because

the laws of nature cannot be transgressed. The laws which man can and does

transgress are man-made laws. The laws of nature are at any time stronger

than those of man. Leibniz too has reservations as you can see from his

words: " I agree that the happiness of reasoning beings is the main object

of the divine purpose, but I do not see how it is possible that this could

have been the only purpose of God." And let me finally also mention Darwin,

whose "Theory of Evolution** explains the development of man but not his

origin and essence.

Like some of his contemporaries also Heidegger thinks

that philosophers ahould not get involved in thesmes involving God, religion

and theology. For this reason he was branded by many an atheist; but after

hiß death in 1976 a paper was published in which he decaled that " Only God

can save ue ". I findit remarkable that through all his active life he never

mentioned the word "God" but preferred the appellate "Being". Barth

insisted that the creation only reveals a 'hidden God«, and because the

sinfulness of fallen mankind God's nature is completely veiled. Teilhard

de Chardin writes enthusaistically of the revelatory character of nature

and hxamanity/

Where lies the truth ?, you will ask. The philosopher looks

for a mathematical definition and an exact formula into which he can fit

his ideas. The physicist wants an exactly circumscribed and meansurable

concept of the Universe, which he can express in a Single and def inite

equation. They do, however, realize that they cannot get along without making

use of metaphysically losened borderline which are beyond the rational

excatitudes typical for physics and mechanics.

You do not need any further material to find out that innu-

merable ideas and conceptions have been floated about God since the species

of philosophers came into existence, but one can say with some justification

that practically all the " thinkers " worthy of being classified as dtraight

and clear in their deductions, believe in some form of the Absolute, aten
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the names they invented to circumscribe God can begin wlth 'The One* of the

Neoplatonists and reach the stränge concept of the 'Pregnant Emptiness' a3

It is used by the Buddhiste.

I hope you have understood some of what I have wrltten in this

last chapter. If not, you do not have to be sorry nor ashamed . May be ,1 have

awakened in you some curiosity and the decision ,
' one day ' to study these

philosophers. It would be a good idea.

However, I have still a few words to say about the theologians^

before I can continue with my story. Have some more patience, please.

4. Ihe Theologians' Callistheniucs.

Do your best - and I assure you that not only I but also the

wisest and most qualified atnong the men and women in human history have tried -

to find an answer or a Solution to the everyacute problems of the world,of

life and of yourself • You will not corae up with a satisfactory Interpretation

unless the latter is based on an inner assurance and certainty, We see that

the World exists; we belive ttiat God exists; we shall be on our way to per-

fection when we k n o w that God exists. One is justified to say that the

content and the purpose of all mankind^s thinking, of all his studies and

of all his searches are primarily, fundamentally and ultimately bound to this

question* What is philosophy, what is theology and \*iat, in principle, is

also science but the search for an answer to the etemal question " What is

God ?•••

As I mentioned a short while ago, not only does the primitive

man see God in every stone,tree and so on, but many are the "leamed and

sophisticated people", who are certain that God speaks,hears,laughs,cries,

gets angry,is jealous, has hands, has feet,has eyes and so on, Not only sraall

children but also mystics and deeply religious people perceive God in human

shape. In the Bible God is represented in clear anthropomorphic terms, al-

though we are at no time offered a clear-cut physical description, The first

and foremost opportunity could have been offered to us in the encounter of

God with Moses, However, God refused Moses* request to let him see His face,

for •* no man shall ever see God 's face and live". Moses was only permitted

to perceive His
'
goodness ' and His 'glory* passing by. In Christian theology
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the dograa docninates that God has taken on human form and has been killed

as a human being on the Gross. Luckily for them the church Fathers have not

Seen in their theology a contradiction with the biblical veto and so the

Christians can be happy be with their image. They have all justification

to be happy as long as they do believe that this was the case. I am thinking

now how great is the number of those menaand women of all faiths and beliefs,

inlluding the Christians, who can only conceive God as a kind of benevolent

Patriarch. Why not ? Ihey are entitled to do so, and they are blessed with

a contented adjustment if this makes them assured and satisfied; but even

among these happy people you will find a layer of intelligent individuals

who know quite well that the conception of an anthropomorphic God, the figu-

ring of God according to the shape of a human being, does not and cannot

correspond with reality, and that it is only a vehicle for a deeply feit

faith. You raay call it a "working hypotheiis in faith". As Scripture teils

that God created man in His image - and as it also indicates that the world

has been created fort he purpose of providing man with special power and

intelligence which so far only God has possessed - the Bible is unequivocally

responsible for the so widely prevailing anthropomorphic conception of God.

The God of the Bible associates with man,loves and punishes him, and in

addition and in retum demands to be loved by man. This theological system

has become especially manifest in Christianity vdiere it has been undcrlined

and also strengthened by the appearance of God on earth in human form. It

is irapressive to my mind that this belief system has today definitely lost

not only its former impact but has in modäün times also contributed to

the weakened influence of Christianity.

I sliall later on take the time to teil you more about the

Bible and how I read it, but at this stage, without going into details,

I want oaly to point out that vrfnat has been explaiued ,described ,
pictured

by the ancient authors of the Bible or - if you prefer to formulate it

in this way - by God through the ancient scribes, is the way the ancient

peopies thouglit, pictured ,i[iiagined things. Today we would have different

ways,expressions and wordplays to present a philosophical or tehological

idea. Tlierefore, in view of what I have just now said, when we are told

in Scriptures that the early figures of the Bible, Moses and the Prophets,

heard God 's voice or perceived His presence, it is an experience which is

perceived and described in a different way in every individual and in
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each case. It is a specific, unique , individual response and iinpression in

accordance with the character,the education,the mental Status of the indi-

dual, and it is always reported and transmitted in relation to the State

of culture aixl the degree of civilization which prevailed at that hiäorical

point. This definition applies in its entirety also to the inyBttts past

and present, althougli their religious background would differentiate and

accentuate any difference. Thus the Prophet Ezekiel, who had the mystical

Vision of the heavens and of Gpd, did not s e e God; he had only a vision

of God, of something like God. In monotehistic theology - especially in

Judaism and in Islam - God is not like the gods of mythology who move among

the mortals. In Judaism He comnunicates throughthe Shekhina which He radiates

- you remember ? I told you already about the Shgfchina - or maybe through

His angels. A Midrahh says that the only tirae in human history, vAien every-

thing indicates that God was Himself present, when we can speak of a true

**Theophany", was the divine appearance at Mount Sinai,

It can be difficult to know God - and it can also be very simple

If simple people ask simple questions they will receive simple answers. Ihere

is a Story in the Talmud: Emperor Hadrian demanded of Rabbi Yochannan that

he show him God. The Rabbi asked Hadrian to look into the sun, which, of

course, the Emperor could not do. *' You are unable to look into the sun and

yet you would like to look at God *'?, asked the Rabbi.

I know all this is confusing not only to you but to many people

wiser and cleverer than you; but from my own experience I can confide in

you that the true and best way to know and accept God is in the way you

want to and how you know best. You raay accept as truthful the prescription

of the rabbi or the priest, the philosopher or the magician, of how and in

which shape you wouildperceive God, but finally and ultimately it is enti-

rely through your heart and with your soul that you will know God and of God.

Pascal , who lived in the 17th Century,has circurascribed this sdae recipe

in clear and simple words: "God cannot be understood by reasoning,only with

one's heart". You niay in addition leam from the great Rambam who wams us

not to See human forms and attributes in God, and that "only forms pf actions

can be applied to Him" You may also join hands with the Chassidim who will

assure you that you can serve,löve and know God best with a glass of brandy,

a hearty song and a soaring dance*
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In this context you will want to know my attitude to religion,

how far it is of beneficial effect to an individual and to waht extent it

helps the relationship with God. It cannot be denied that religion has great

significance for a large part of mankind; but there is a perhaps still larger

number of individuals who care for the introduction of the religious element

only in certain stressful situations like birth,marriage or death; in general

and usually these people hardly care to remember their religion. But to those

for whaii their religion has a meaning, it is the intermediary in their rela-

tionship between the holy and the sacred on the one hand and the profane and

tfie human on the other. Theologians may indulge in studying the background

of the various forms of religious experience and expression, philosophers

may Interpret religion in terms of the Zeitgeist, priests may raanipulate

religion and its technical projection and how it is lived by the people,

so that it can fit the social life, but the valueof religion lies in its

acceptance by the people. This is one of the reasons why to a certain kind

of people God has to be made unders tandable in anthropomorphic form, and

has to be projected as the Allmerciful Father.

To the Jew, the Christian and the Muslim God is the Lord and

the Creator of the Universe. There are those who feel uncomfortable

with this piain and straight fonnula of a definition but whose faith

continues to remain anchored on a theistic base; they will find it

satisfying to enlarge their perception of God with the additional

features of the 'Ultimate' or the 'Divine' or the 'Transcendent' and

various other similar components, God is for the Jews the central

figure in their history. In the blblical narratives of the Patriarchs,

of the Exodus , of the Revelation God is experienced and lived in a

permanent relationship with man, To a certain degree the Jew of today

experiences a similar intimate and personal contact contact during

most all the Jewish festivals. Such a direct contact with God is in

Christianity experm4«ced and contracted only through the intermediary,

the relay of Jesus, to whose domain is entrusted the management of

the humans' sin and guilt. A Muslim has a more intömate relationship with

Allah but he too relies to a certain extent on the intermediary and

Controlling function of Muh^^^mad• The Hindus of the various denomi-

nations and the Buddhists experience the Lord Krishna in the legends,

the elaborate mythic stories,in the great annual festivals, the plenti-

ful Scriptural projections and the manifold pictural Images. They have

little interest in establishing the foundations and the traditions of

their faith by means of histerography.
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The theistic religions call upon the human belngs to worship God,

to adore and to revere Him. This is the only possible Instrument avallable

to man to pay tröbute to and to indicate recognitlon of God's perfectlon.

To a confirmed believer in a perfect God the world whlch He created can-

not but be the best of all possible worlds, and it may with justlfication

be argued that In such a case God could not have permitted also evil to

exist^ and far less even co41d He have created evil. You cannot imagibB^

how many philosophers and critlcs of philosophi^ have discussed thiß very

point, but for us simple people it is not an issue to worry about and less

even a point to fight over^ because we have realized that God has granted

man füll freedom to act and to react, to create and to overcome by himself

the pit falls of evil^ and to carry in himself or to evict from himself

the seeds of evil.

It is a favoured theme of the theologians that a deep understan-

ding of our own nature and the ruthless recognition of our faults can

bring us nearer to an understanding of God, as we have bean created in

His image. Such an argumenta inviting and justified as it sounds, could

lead US logically to the absurd conclusion that God carries in Himself

hhe saue defects and the same deplorable characteristics as ourselves.

Even though nobody believes in the tutihh of such a 'logic' and this

discussion is usually raised for the sake of a discussion, of the kind

which theologians and philosophers love more than anything eise, it will

be interesting to you to learn with what answers the philosophers have

extracted themselves from such a discussion. As a rule they do so by

ylHfying that goodness in general and particularly in God can only be under-

stood^circumscribed and classified if it is contrasted with evil or

badness, as otherwise goodness would not become evident. The good is not

so much in need of evil as a measuring scale than vice versa. Thus is

the reasoning of the sage people in their effort to teach and to educate fts.

Let US finally also make mention of Buddhism. It rejects the

existence of a Creator God who presides over the world He has created.

In general it can be said that Buddhism does not care very much for the

individual himself because the latter as such is of no great importance.

The Buddhists believe that "all that we are is the result of what v^

have thought; everything is founded in our thoughts, is made up fromour

thoughts," says their DHAMMPADDA, and the BHAAVADGITA comfirms this

doctrine in the simple Statement? "A man is made up by his belief s; as

he believes so he is." The Hindus believe that people are not real but

illusory.

If you are confused by all the things which I have just now

said, do not despair - more or less everybody Who has tried to to make

use of a jMlosophical or raetaphysical terrainology to explain, to prove or

to disprove God, has had such an experience, The only possible and true
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way to approach this question As by the realization that there is none but

the explanation by an inner logic that there must exist an Allmighty, Only

God from whcxn has originated all that has been going on from the creation

of the Universe to this day, that v^tever has ever happened to mankind in

general and whathas made up the historyof our people is to be thought of in

association with a Supreme Being. As I said a few minuted ago, the fact that

one raises this question at all, that one is dissatisfied with and in doubt

about the hypotheses of the philosophers or the projections of the scientists,

^r just the fact that one searches for an answer at all, indicates that we

are looking for more than a fixed formula, a wise sounding Classification

or an impossibly fitting description of what there is, of what we think we

know there is,

Do not despair ! I do not think that there is for you the need

to ask again for an exact outline, a detailed prescription how we should

understand and prove God's existence, Don't you realize that we can imposs-

ibly understand and define, rneasure and imagine God with the help of our

earthly, our human senses, with our primitive conceptions and with our simple

tools ? Do you think that with the few senses with which we are endowed,and

the few dimBBBions which we know, we can ever come to appreciate the immen-

sity of God ? Have I not told you already that a large nurnber of scientists

have at last come to realize that there must exist more than the 3-4 dimen-

sions of which we know ? That the dimensions at our disposal are not enough

to make us comprehend the configuration and the function of the Universe ?

And in the way this applies to the Universe and to our world, we have also

th accept the existence of raany more dimensions so far unknown to us,before

we can truly comprehend who and what God is. In view of our being deprived

of the required formulae, tools and measurements , we cannot but equally we

have not to prove or to demonsträte that God exists. But as reasocmng and

intelligent human beings we should have no doubt in this respect. It is

evident that God did not want, God did not consider it necessary, to give

proof of His existence. He simply wanted you to know that He is a fact, as

otherwise He would have supllied us with the physics and the mechanics to

prove and measure such knowledge. When He encountered Moses - as you are

going to leam - he parried all questions of Moses about His configuration

and appearance by telling hnfi finally and conclusively " I am who 1 am ti
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You can safely Interpret these words to tnean " take this as all you need

to know, and do not ask any further questions as any further explanation

will only confuse you ". God sdäi quite plainly and comprehensively: "
I am ",

and in my opinion it would be foolish and iimiature to argue about this.

It is
,
of course, understandable, when the sciences began

their unbelievably victorious march towards a better knowledge of the world,

when the sciontists entered the world scene with their laboratories and

their fantastically efficient instnments, their ever growing knowledge

and their keenness to dominate nature, they did not feel called upon to

try and explain that only God could have created,ordained and regulated

the origin of the world and of man. Instead the majority of these scien-

tists wasted so oruch of their time and energy, in often charlatanesque
"

appearing endeavours, to show that with the help of their new discoveries

they could achieve the sane results as were attributed to a divine Creator,

provided only they were given the raeans and the time to organize such

experiments. But although the limits of our ignorance are ever more shifted

outwards with ever more knowledge provided by the ever more successful

scientific research, there will always remain one border zone which man's

technique and science will never abolish nor penetrate. There will always

remain a something which no human handor mind could bring about and which

only a Supreme Being could have worked and undertaken.

Let me close now this chapter. So much has to be said about

this issue that you are justified to remark that it is preposterous from

my side to attempt to make INy fUBHffiR eeKIEIBlffieN in this respect. This

will not keep me back from the opportunity to possibly take up this theme

again later on when I come to teil you about the ' Scientific Revolution'

changed

enriched the human mind.

5. And Adam planted the seeds .

At last I can now continue with my story.

Abraham

epoch

had not been educated in a univessity, who had not even been to a school,
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who never in liis life had ever read a book, should not have shared the

View coninon among his compatriots and should for this reason have attracted

God's attention. I have learned long ago that Nature is itself the best edu-

cator,the greatest university, the most complex book - especially as it

r«veals itself to the man in the desert who is practically never disturbed

in his thinking nor disturbed by people or traffic in his contemplations,

and who spends nearly all his life beneath the open sky. A sensitive man

must inevitably sense that he is near to something unbbiievably incompre-

hensible; he must be gripped by an all pervaiding essence of the infinite.

Such a man who spends his years all by himself in the vast open spaces of

the desert with his dogs and sheep, his horses and his cameis as his only

Company, will turn into a wise man, will become a philosopher. He will be

a man who will be satisfied with his own well thought out and well organized

conception of life. In everything which he perceives anbdcherishes ,
or

whatever he observes or discovers,he will find an indication of God and

His wonders, be it in the waterhole ofa desert oasis, be it in the preda-

tory animals he hears at night moving around his camp - but above all in

the Wide expanseof a clear sky with the myriads of stars going their myste-

riously regulated eternal path.

This is the reason why I am not at all surprised that Abraham

did not hesitate to acknowledge having heard the voice of God, that he

blindly obeyed the order which God had given him on a certain day, viz:-

bhat he should sacrifice to Him his most precious possession, the apple of

his eye, his only son Yizhak. I cannot agree with the explanation usually

offered by Bible conmentators that God had only wanted to terapt Abraham,

had done so to test his readiness to obey his God. In the days of Abraham

it was the custom - if not the rule at least the accepted thing - for a

father to to sacrifice his eldest child to one or many of the greedy gods

- be they called Baal,Murdok and so on - to whom every one of the ancient

peoples submitted in the opinion that their favours could not be otherwise

be gained. I think it most likely that God had in this manner wanted to

find out if Abraham had advanced enough in the knowledge of the Supreme

God if he had progressed enough on his own to understand that such a
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cruel act, that such a terrible deed could not be pleasing to a God of

lüve and canpassion like the one whora he had agreed to follow. In particular

God had wanted to test Abraham whether he liad already absorbed enough of the

essential mies and of ttie ethical laws to realize, that a hunan sacrifice

could only be abhorrent to the Supreme Being, to the God Allmighty who had

directly spoken to him, who had in such clear and unadomed words appointed

hirn His servant and messenger. When Abraham found himself there on the hill-

top, bent of Yizhak with the knife in his band, he did in a flash understand

that God did indeed not want his child, or any other children,nor any human

beings at all to be slaughtered in His honour, that he wanted man to approach

Him by other more suitable and more elevated ways. God indicated that He did

not want man to approach Him by any kind of aacrifices, by any spilling of

blood. He wanted instead an inner sensing of God^s presence and existence,

a demonstration that fiad wanted to make an effort to overcome evilj but as

the people of that age did not know better, as their mentality was geared

to the established crude practice of sacrifice, as they believed blood to

be pleasing to a godhead,, and as mankind was not yet ready to be exposed

to profound, to revolutionary changes, God did agree that animal sacrifices

be continued as Instruments and as media to address God Above. Abraham

rightly interpreted the discovery of the ram trapped in a nearby bush as

God 's consent to the continuation of the established custom of animal sac-

rifices which at that ime prevailed among all the peoples of the world.

You children will surely want to Interrupt me at this point

in Order to ask me, how God could at all ever have demanded or consented

that any living creature could be sacrificed to Him, that - in addition -

He could have prescribed in details, as we find outlined in the Bible,

how the animals had to be sjiaghtered and bumed in His honour. You will

be upset that He could pcrmit or even demand that man should in such a

cruel and bloody way express his adoration and his respect, his love and

his repentance. Did a God of such a Supremacy really need such ebüdnce

of devotion from mankind ?Did He not know without the blooding of the

altars and the suffering of the animals, who among the human beings loled

Him and \rfio obbyed Him ?
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You are absolutely justified in your criticism and your outrage.

You can, however, only come to a true understanding of the reasons why

a sacrificial System existed in ancient times, if you take into account

that in every age and at every epoch - though often in a different way

aixi varying from place to place - hunianity has expressed its feeling, has

manifested its ideas in the spirit and with the formulations Wiich accorded

to the concepts vAiich were specific at their time. In ancient timesdother

values and a different relationship to the gods prevailed. Thus in the

time of Abraham, as it liad most likely been the case for thousands of years

before him, the offeringof the blood of a living being in general, and

in certain and exceptional cases the donation of the Life of one's most

prized possession, was to the human mind the only way the gods were supp-

osed to appreciate huniankind's expression of respect. The ancient Israeli-

tes were part of the ancient culture, had taken over the religious cults

of their neiglibours, and they continued this practica evehnin Temple

times as a well established and indispensable part of their divine service.

Prayers wre not yet known as a way to communicate with God - only by the

offer of a sacrifice could thanks or atonment, request or respect be

shown. In the religious contemplation of that time a sacrifice had indeed

to be a sacrifice in the truest ssense of the word. It had to be something

of value. It had to mean a deprivation for the donor: it could be the

handful of flour given bji a poor man,it could be as much as a valuable

oxen offered by a rieh man. Yoummay rest assured that God did not like

Unat sacrifices should be part of any religion, but He did not want to

change suddenly and radically the scale by \f^ich mankind estimated the

values. Neither could He yet forcefully abolish the deeply rooted system

by wliich man weighed his relationship with the Infinite, because God

wanted man to come to the discovery of the ethical truths on his own

initiative and by his own reasoning. You may have noticed already on

your own that no mention whatsoever is made of sacrifices of any kind in

the Ten Coramandments , the basic rules and laws promulgated by God at

Sinai. In order to soothe at least in part your disappointment and

anguish, let me anticipate at thispoint that later on in the history

of Judaism the prophets could at last bring home to the Jewish people

that they could hardly believe it possible that Öodldould have been

desirous of and pleased with blood of an animal or the smell of buming

flesh as evidence of human devotion. I give you here an example: The

prophet Samuel confronts Kind Saul with the words; " Do you think God

has as much pleasure in your bumt offerings and sacrifices as He would

have had in your obedience to His words ? Believe me it is better to

obey than to sacrifice,and to listen than to present the fat of a ram".

Such a fundamental recognition of the basic values oof life had to wait

until mankind had reached a certain stage of maturation and - let me be

honest - also until there was a reduction in the power of the priestly
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class vrtiich had arrogated to itself to establish the scales of fines,

to proclaim the rules of sacrifices and to prescribe the degrees of

pleasure which could be offered to God, ßut on the other band you must

also have some sympathyfor the priests; their livelihood depended on the

eatable portions of the sacrificed animals, and on the influx of inonetary

fines which they so liebrally imposed on the people in the name of God.

I have myself been unhappy with thenthought that these priests were

allowed to go on for so long to organize such a good arrangement for

themselves because they rnust have at all tinies had a loft of roasted

meat to eat at times and in social surrouidings vhere people like the

Israelites, an agricultural and rather poor nations, could most likely only

a few tiines during a year afford to eat meat,

After this long digression I can at last continue with my story.

God kept His prondse. I am convinced you would not have expected other-

wise. Abrahara was blessed with a nice family, and his fortune - his flocks

of sheepand goats, his hcrds of cattle and cainels - increased at a steady

rate. He was a nomade, i.e. he had no fixed abode. He never stayed long in

one place, but wandered through the desert, along its fringe. He stayed for

a longer time in places v^ere he could find araple water and food for his

animals. Wherever he travelled he was given a respectful reception by the

people he met, not only because of his dignified appearance but also by

reason of his widespread excellent reputation as a man of great wisdom and

knowledge. He found interest and acceptance and even admiration whenever

he discussed his religious f^iilosophy with the wise tribal leaders and the

leamed priests he encountered on hismigrations . In those primitive times,

when two people did not agree with each other 's religious beliefs, they

would not resort to persecution and bloodshed. Sucii admirable tolerance

was the rule because the type of organized religion which daninates now-

adays hhe§realin of faith was not yet known. , neithec churches nor temples

did exist yet. It will be aiuch easier for you to leam of the fate of

Abraham and of his slowly enlarging family, if you put my story aside for

a shortinwhile and read up the relevant chapters in the Bible. There you

will be told that from the time that Abraham was 'called' by God to His

Service, until Jacob died a happy man in the arms of his son Joseph, who

had risen to the rank of a trusted official in the Service of the Pharao

of EJgypt, only three generation had passed. You must not be confused by

the hypothesis presented by many a writer that it may be equally true that
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many more than three generations have been concentrated into this span of

time. Bow ever this may be, this hypothesis is most likely not true, as the

Bible reports that the' tribe of Jacob^ which had entered Egypt on the invi-

tation of Joseph had consisted of • seventy souls *
. Ihis was in fact more

a clan than a tribe, I suppose. Be it as it may, we can agree that during

the lives of ABraham,Yizhak and Jacob there must have taken place a certain

increase in the number of Jacob^s family, and if only an increase of that

fainily clan to seventy menibers had occurred, we may accept it as most likely

that these seventy belonged to three generations only. On the other band

the descendents of ABraliam may have been far more numerous and may have

made up rnany clans, may have already formed into a large tribe, while those

who accompaiied Jacob may have been one Single of many clans. In such case

the historians may well be justified in claiming tliat many more than three

generations had spaaned the period between Abraham and Jacob. It is most

likely tliat there were many israelitioctribes already living all over the

desert. They did not form a nation or a people, not even a compact tribal

Unit; they were, as I mentioned just now, separately living clans and

families, who mainatined a lose relationship with each other. We may take

it for granted that the descendents of Abraham,Yizhak and Jacob, who had

settled in Egypt in the province of Goshen, continued to enjoy a favoured

Position and the special protection of the rulers of Egypt also for quite

some time after Joseph 's death; butwhen the meraory of the latter' s Services

and the fame of his achievements had faded from the mi.nds of the Egyptians

( or had been purposefully suppressed by a new set of rulers who had taken

over the countty ), things took a turn for the worse. We can deduce this

fran the fact that when next we hear of the '' Ghildren of Israel ", i.e.

the family of Jacob' s deseendents, they had been tumed into a class of

lowly slaves, deprived of all personal and legal rights, Ihe Bible does

not go into details how this hg^dcane about. It leaves so very much to be

filled in and everybody is welcome to set his Imagination to work. If you

do so you have quite a competition inthe Rabbis of the Talmud and the tra-

dition carried by the people 's legends of the folklore. But wliat I find so

in^ressive in all I do leam and read is tlie fact, tliat at no stage has

anything been painted out,or embellished in the biblical narratives. The

Ghildren of Israel aixi their world are made known to us with all their
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faukls, with all their defects, or as you would say today , 'Varts and all".

This type of honest and factual histerography is by the way - at least in

this respect - raore or less typical for all the biblical literature. & There

fihe certain exceptions which I shall describe to you at a later stage >. The

ßible teils you of many an ugly trait in the character of the Patriarchs, but

I am glad to sa|^, that God took this into account, tliat He did not punish

them, that He did not interfere with comnands or threats, but that He left

it to them to free theraselves, clean themselves, imporve theiaselves by making

theni recognize by themselves their various moral deviations. This is an in-

dication and also a promise affecting all of us,because we are taught that

we all can reach every possible heightin life, if only we gain the required

insight and dv^elop enough strength of cliaracter, and adopt a persistently

decent conduct, so that our faults are, not as the Rabbis preach counter-

balanced, but baimed, eradicated and avoided.

6. The Story of Moses.

c

Centuries had passed since that manorable day when Joseph

had invited his father and his eleven brdiDhers to settle with their

in E;gypt. Bible coramentators of today think that Joseph had reached his

in^ÄTtant position as Viceroy during the reign of the Hyksos, who had con-

quered Hgypt in the 17th Century BCE. Tha first centuries the descendents

of Jacob, the " Children of Israel " spent in Egypt contrasted greatly with

the nanadic existence they had known in the past. For the first time in their

history were they enabled to live a life of ,peace and plenty. They were not

anymore exposed to the rigors of the desert and to the vagaries brought on

by frequent draughts and famines. We do not know how long their quiet and

pleaaant existence as settlers in Egypt has lasted, but there came the time

when profound changes took place in Egypt. The Hyksos were defeated and

expelled from EJgypt. New govemments and new rulers came to power in Egypt,

All the contributions Josei^i had made to the benefit and the salvation of

E^gypt were forgotten, and his own people, now called the ' Israelites
' , the

descendents of Jacob, found themselves exposed to an unfriendly, if not
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outright hostile environment. From the scant biblical material available to

US about that pericxi we must conclude that the Israelites had never risen to

a more elevated social position. They had, apparently,not leamed or cared

to adjust thenselves to the demaiids of the higher civilization which was Elgypt

Neither do they seem to liave acquired any special kind of technical or other

skills which would have granted them, by making them indispensable to the

econorny of the country, the Status of respected Citizens. I somehow find this

sociological analysis which appears to result from the scant bibbical picture

available to us, not very convincing, It is my Impression that the Bible

deals here only with a certain underprivileged group, made up possibly by the

majority of the Israelites; but there must have been another group of better

placed,better educated and better endowed Israelites, who strove to, or had

succeeded in becoming assimilated, and who did everything in their power

avoid being identified with the'rabble* with wliom they avoided all contact

or denied any relationship* I concede that I may be wrong, but it would lead

too far, should you make me to defend or to explain my theory. Try and reason

it out for yourselves.

Under the hostile administrative attitude and advBCBsesocial

conditions it did not take long before the piain and simple people were

transformed from nomadic shepherds or small agricultural settlers intoiun-

trained workers* In ancient tiraes an 'untrained worker' was nothing more than

a coolie and a slave*. Ihe Children of Israel occupied the lowest rang of

the social ladder, and this meant they had to undergo great hardship. At the

best times - you may believe me -and in the kindest of environments it is

very hard and bitter to be a coolie or a slave. I do not think that the other

peoples of E;gypt, those \*io did not belongto the restricted number of ari-

stocratic families, or those \f^o made up the large court of the i*iaraos,or

did not belong to the class of rieh landowners,businessmen or industrialists

were very much better off. There is not doubt in my mind, however, that the

Israilites believed themselves treated far worse than all the other slaves

in E^gypt, not only because they may iiiKleed have been treated in a far harsher

way than any of the strangers or slaves, but because they still preserved

the memory of the free and independent life they had led in the desert, and

of the privileged position granted to them in the province of Gosüen during

the lifetime of Joseph, the Viceroy, and for a long tirae thereafter.
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Even if we accep|> that the slave tribe of the Israelites was, as

I have Said, no better and no worse off under egyptian rule than any of the

other slave peoples, the fact cannot be denied that they had to work hard for

the little food they received. Ihey were punished for the slightest mistake

they raade, and they complainäd and cried no less ( and possibly more ) than

all the other slaves in Egypt« There must have been something special, some-

thing unique in these israelitic slaves, since they attracted the attention

of a certain prince, a member of the royal family, a young man of great in-

telligence and willpower.

His name was Moses •

The moment has no come when I have to teil you in some explicit

words what I have hinted at here and there in some of the previous pages,

viz:~ that I do not blindly and trustingly believe abd accept^everj^thing

which is reportedin the Bible, as - historically^scientif ically and

physically - truthful facts. Nor do I accept the dogma that the Bible in

its entirety has been revealed by God, that I had been written dovm at

the dictate of God by Moses at Sinai^ and that the Torah is, therefore,

and frr this reason holy^olef inite and unchangeable for ever. I do accept

that there was the 'Epiphany' as reported in Scriptures, that decisive

episode at Sinai in which God revealed to the Israelites His presence

and His basic laws. I do believe and accept that the Revelation and the

Theophany are that true mlracle which makes the Bible so unique and the

Jews so special. Within all I have just now said It does not matter to

me In the slightest if "God appeared in person" and if He spoke with an

audible voice to the assembled Israelites. It is sufficient for me and

it should be so for all that the Israelites Standing at the food of the

mountains believed that they knew that God was there inside the clouds

Covering the mountain, and that they knew that God spoke to them. For

thisis the way in which God acts and works. We do not know the 'how'; our

ignorance of the ultimate truth being translated into searching and

querrying, is the essence of our existence. Yes, I accept that there is

certainly much truth ^ much significance, much meaning, that there is a

def inite divine factor and a divine raessage contained in the Scriptures,

and it should not bother us nor make us hesitate because they are trans-

mitted to US in the form of legends and myths of which the Bible is so

rieh. I am sure that you have already since some time been aware that

this is my attltude to the Bible; amd 1 wish that you may be blessed

with the comprehension that biblical history is a marvel of symbolic

wisdoms and a treasure ehest of profound truths, all of them readied

for concumption at various levels of intellectual digestibility. General

history labours to give an account of what did in fact take place. Reli-

gious history on the other hand must be accepted as an interpretatioa
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description of the manner in which man has adjusted himself spiritually

to the impact of the never ceasing, ever newly shaped fears, in the control

or Interpretation of which raankind has progressed in its development. Both

the Interpretation and the rational ization may retain a relationship with

social hlstory^ which is the study of mankind's dealing with the probleras

created by its surroundings while reporting on the way it is itself affeeted

by thera. For good measure let us also give recognition to the one-sided

history of theology which is a set of tools and instrumentysby which a

symbollc view of God's reactlon to man and of man 's view of God can be

projected.

Now that I have 'cleared the air' ^ and have given you an indic»Äioi

of the view I have of the various ' departments " of historical reporting

and interpretating, and also of how I explain to myself the Bible's imprint

on rnankind, I can continue withmy story. Hut let me in conclusion make it

clear to yiu that the Jftuman view' I take of the Bible - and I have to

teil you more of this later on - has by no means reduced the respect and

the awe I have for the Scriptures since I have first come into contact

withthem«

The Bible teils us nothing of ^foses' royal descent; we are told

instead that he was the child of an Israelite couple and that his clever

raother , in order to save her babysonfrom certain death - for the j^iarao

had ordered that every newbom jewish malkechild should be killed - had

packed Moses into a hasket and had him float in it down the river Nile at

an hour and pasö a certain place where - as she had observed - a certain kind

egypfian princess was taking her daily bath abd was sure to notice the

basket. For many a reason it is most unlikely that this story is true. To

mention only one of them: that very same story, or at least in a similar

franie, is to be found in the legends,n[iyths and traditions of many other ancient

cuttures. Don't , therefore , take this tale literally, but see in it a myth,

a legendary presentation only. It is, however, irrportant for you to know

once for all, that this type of tale is never invenhed by a poet or a writer;

such myths are always part of the culture, of the time and of the people, and

they are usually woven into the life stories of certain superior personalities,

of those who have exerted a decisive influence on the history of that people

or that time, or on whom the people and the time wanted to bestow the mark

of certain unusual qualities and even of divine qualifications, It will soon

quite evident to you that this Prince Moses was one of those outStanding
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Personalities \A\o arrise on very rare occasions and in decisive moments in

the history of mankind. Ihey are those unusual individuals, whom Gcxd selects

at certain times to act and to intervene outside the physically,genetically

and cosraologically prograiimed order, so that He can rnake through them here

adjustments and there changes whenever the State of the world, the need of

mankind and psychologically unexpected situations er any unprograimied and

dangerous but justified hunian reactions deinand such a correction.

When he grew up, Prince Moses, a genius if ever there was one,

could not but be dissatisfied with the life he was forced to live and ob-

serve at the court of the king. He must have been repulsed by the political

philosophy by which the affairs of the State were executed. He must have

been troubled by the generalized social injustice which was the Standard

of conduct in the country. He must have been repulsed by the rigidly confined

cults of the Egyptian religion. He must have found particularly ridiculous

the fashion tumed into tradition which prescribed the deification of every

dead pliarao. Moses mind, ever keen and ever inquisitive, ever critical and

ever innovative,began to form ideas and to formulate Ideals about an utopian

social Order, about his establishing a new society which would live by higher

ethic and human Standards, which he would himself dictate and sqpervise* He

dreained of a nation , which he would make to live under the guidance of

strict moral laws and under the direction of a just legal System, These

dreams, these plans, these ideas began to ferment in his mind, and they took

on a more and more concrete shape.

God who had called Abraham His friend, who had favoured Abraham 's

children and cliildren^s children., who had eased the life of Yizhak and

blessed the existence of Jacob, had expected that the children of Israel

would show the impact, would factually exhibit the heri tage of such prefe-

rential and selected conditions in life, With justification He had expected

the Children of Israel to have grown into a superior race of people, whereby

this superiority was not meant to be that of technical skills or intellectual

achievemBBts but of higher moral Standards, of larger humanitarian attitudes

and of purer interpersonal relationships . Such a development, such an evo-

lution, had however, not occurred in the descendants of Abraham, God noticed

that they did not evince that motivation, that inner strength which would
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liave lifted theni out of the quagfnire in which they had landed. God perceived

that He had expected too much tcx) soon, that His program for mankind in gene-

ral and for the descendants of Abraham in particular had proceeded at too

quick a rate and had not plowed deep enough. God coocluded that the Israelites

had not on their own been able to absorb the advantages and to utiliz» the

opportunities within their reach, that they were in need of a leader anda

guide, who would take the program of Üieir development into his hands, and

who would the Israelites onto the path towards a higher and purer life of

the kind which had been prescribed for thaii. Such a ppeferred future and

such a selected destiny God owed to them, for He had promised this to

Abraham, and He had repeated this promise more than once to Yizhak and Jacob,

viz:- that He would ciiake their offspring, the Children of Israel, reach a

higher place among thenations, n^ake thaa grow in number and in Status. For

such a purpose, to serve as a guide and leader for the Israelites to reach

this aim and goal, God , therefore, sent this man Moses, this Prince of Efeypt,

so that he raight take on tiie task of formin the Israelites into a compact

nation, of providing them with a Constitution and of leading them towards

that futurerwhich God liad decided and willed to allot to them, Tlie fact that

at a certain dangerous point in the history of the Israelites, vAien there

was the most urgent need of a man to take over the leadership, and tlxat at

the right moment the right man was available, may appear to you a fortunate

coincidence, but you may also unhesitatingly share my conviction that this

was no coincidence at all* Do you know that such ' coincidences ' are by no

raeans rare in the history of mankind in general and in that of the Jews in

particular ? If you think about it, that the persons to whom this applies,

the times when they cane into the foreground and the results v^ich they

brought about are far too overv^bielmingly impressive, that they fit far too

well together to allow you to pay them off as cojncidences

.

Moses was a man bursting with a surfeit of energy, for which

there was far him no outlet either at Court nor in the administration nor

in the political organizations of the country. His head was filled with ref-

ormatory and rebellious ideas aimed at a new system of govemraent; but he

knew well enough that he would never be able to ai^ly thera in E;gypt.,He was

driven by a feverish ambition; but he knew well enou^ that he would never

be allcfwed to satisfy it in view of his minor rank in the hierarchy of the
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country notwithstanding his elevated position. We can only gucss at the

reasons, why this nen Moses was so strongly attracted, one can say fascinated,

by the Israelites, whom he saw employed in the construction of the new towns

will by Pharao. In many ways they rnust have differed from the other slave

peoples in the country. Was it because they did not hide their unbendable

pride and raaAiitained a determined will even under the most adverse conditions 7

Was it because these self-asserting israelites never ceased their self-right-

eous arguing and their fury-charged coraplaining ? Was it that they did not

cringe and wail as other slaves did, whenever the overseers tried to subdue

them with their knutes ? Was there something in their past history which

attracted him, womething in their folklore which interested hira, something in

their tradition which impressed him ? We cannot know or judge, but most likely

something of all I have mentioned must have contributed. Moses appears to

have made it his program to observe and to study the Israelites. He got into

personal contact with saue of their eiders, and mixed with than socially as

far as this was at all possible for a man in his position. When af ter some

tentative approaches he succeeded in overcaning the quite natural suspicion

of these eiders, and vdien he succeeded in forming a special friendship with

two of the leaders of the Israelites, Aaron and Mirjam, whom in witness of

their friendship he called his "brother and sister", he could,step by step,

also gain the confidence of a larger group of intellectualiy more praninent

and politically more matured Israelites. I am convinced that Moses initiated

these studies and developed these contacts because he had made up his mind

to use this slave tribe as a kind of laboratory for his experiments in socio-

lügical and theological ideas and Ideals. It seems that he liad from the

beginning the füll assent of God Himself for all he undertook. Moses must

have realized tlirough some undefinable inner sensing - this Sensation, this

conviction, this assurance must iiave been instilled into hira by God - that

the Supreme ßeing of whose existence he knew with certainty, thou^ without

any detailed knpwledge, had selected him to be the leader of the Israeljtes,

had appointed him to fulfill a certain destiny which he, Moses, was to have

in common with the Israelites, the slave people.

It was an unavoidable and inevitable calculus in Moses' pro-

granined destiny that he would soon have to come into conflict with the autho

rities. The Bible says that he was denounced by some of the Israelites for
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having killed an egyptian slave-driver,,but I do not think that anRoyal

Prince who had killed in a burst of tenper such a minor official would in

ancient Efeypt have had to fear any inconvenience. It is more likely that

by his careless and conspicuous political activities he had aroused the sus-

picion of the security Services of the State. Whatever it was, we know that

his life was in serious danger and that he was forced to flee abroad. He spent

long years in the desert, wandering frotn one oasis to the other, accepting

the hospitality of one of the local tribes after the other. He leamed with

sur^ise that the desert was not as inhospitable and unfriendly an ambience

as he had been made to believe, that large nunbers of people and their anima|.s

lived in relative comfort and in undisturbed peace in the vast expands of

sand. And he was interested to leam that the desert and the adjoining coun-

tries were populated by raany semitic tribes, some of thera even related to the

Israelites of Efeypt, and that they knew of the One God and venerated Hirn in

their unique way, i.e. without the need of idols and without tending to repre-

sent Him in figurines of human-like form. Moses* eagemess to leam as much

as possible in the world which had opened itself to him, was to be satisfied.

He was a very perceptive pupil of the priests of these desertetpeople , and

he leamed from them their long-preserved legends; he leamed of the promises

which God made to their ancestors Abraham, Yizhak and Jacob. He leamed also

with great interest of the myths about the origin of the world and the crea-

tion of man which these people told in the evenings around the campfire. He

was very impressed by the ethics and the morals apparently so natural TO these

deseet people. His earlier intuitive sansing of the One God grew into a füll

knowledge and deep certainty.

The tuming point in ^foses• life and the decisive moment in his

mission came , when God appeared to him, addressed him and appointed him to

his dutüks. The knowledge that God had never ceased His interest in Israel

from the time He had spoken to Abraham, and the realization that the Israelites

•

centuries long sojoum in E;gypt with all the ensuing sufferings had been pro-

gramraed into the destiny of Israel along with and leading to their ultimate

liberation from their slavery, gave Moses that inexhaustible stycegth and

ultimate patience of which he was going to be so fully in need in the Coming

years of stress and disappointments . The years he had spent in exile in the

deseet were to prove of great benefit; his ideas and thoughts were given the

opportunity to raature under the guidance and the Instruction of the manv
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highly qualified priest-philosophers he met on his wanderings. They reinforced

his already firm belief in a Single God; they deepened his philosophical in-

sight, they sharpened his already raature psychologidl understanding of hira-

self and others, they trained him in the intricacies of leadership and educa-

ted him hin the administrative iatpsivaiiafts of a nomadic tribe. They taught

him in addition arany a raagic forraula and trick which were then - and they are

so no less today - guarded Jealously and appreciated as yery effective, and

which were most essential for a leader who had to impress a rather superüti-

ous people by his claim that he was in possession of superior powers.

Moses spent many years in the desert. He had ample time and

opportunity to plan l^s future strategy. In his extended wanderings he made

it his task to leam also the lay-out of the the desert, to map the waterholes

and to study the localities and the seasons where food could be found for

man and beasts Ihere cannot be any doubt that among other things he also

studiously though unobtrusively collected as much Information as possible

about the Land of Canaan and its inhabitants which - according to the tradition

kept alive by and in the semitic tribes of the desert no less than among the

Israelites in Elgypt - God had promised to Abraham as the final residence and

property of Israel.

After what raust have appeared to him a suitable interval and

the right moment - most likely when he leamed that a new pharao had ascended

the throne of Egypt, possibly also because he was convinced that his outer

appearance had changed enough to make it difficult to be recognized by his

former associates - Moses decided to retum home. In the neantime, durinn all

the years of Moses* absence, Aaron, who through all the years must have been

in clandestine contact with him, has prepaired the Israelites that they might

hope for a change in their position. He had also assiduously kept alive their

belief in the God of Israel and their trust in Moses. The latter assumed now

the leadership of the Israelites. He formed among them groups and ciccles;

he solidified and strengthened their comnunal System and he organized _their

vaguely remembered tribal associations_ He told them of his plans and of

God*s promises.

In the intervening years, during his absence in the desert,

the living conditions of the Israelites had further worstened socially and

econoraically. This raust have greatly contributed to their willingness to
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tvercome their former so undisguised suspicion of Moses and his intentions.

They were now quite willing to entrust him with their fate. Moses •
iirposing

Personality and his unrestricted identification with them, the stories vMch

had been circulating about his person and his adventures, succeeded to break

dovn the barriers beyween him and the most stubbom araong the Israelites,and

he had now no difficulty to persuade the Israelites that their salvation and

their survivallay in their enigration, their escape from Egypt. He wamed them

thay they would have to spend a number of years wandering as nomads through

the desert untijthey had grown sufficiently in numbers,strength and expertize,

and had become readied to take possession of their promised homeland which

was now in the hands of the Canaanites and other tribes. Moses first of all

did his best to arrange for an early and legal emigration of the Israelites .j^

His application for a perrait of emigration for the Israelites passed through

the usual and complicated 'official chaneis* and not surprisingly it was

rejected again and again. He knew the mentality of the egyptian officials only

too well and did, therefore, not ask for an outright emigration permit but

only for a ' tenporary exit pass • . He mentioned in his application that the

Israelites wished to spend three days and nights in a part of the desert

adjoining the border of Efeypt, because they wanted - after many years of

abstinence - celebrateda long overdue national feast in honour of the God of

Abraham and Joseph. Tribal festivals of such a nature had been a yearly event

in the past; they had falten into neglect after Jacob and his family had

settled in Eigypt and had become urbanized. . As I have already mentioned,

all of Moses efforts to gain the permission were in vain. Every application

of his was rejected outright in the end although he was nearly always promised

an early and favourable reply after the necessary bribes had been passed on

to the officials in charge of such exit permits. Fortunately Moses knew how

to act, how to handle the egyptian leaders and their people. He knew how

to go about in order to shake them, to make them afraid of the powerful God

who protected Moses and his people. He made very clever use of a series of

disasters which affected Egypt just then with unusual severity. He knew how

to irapress Pharao, his ministers and his counsellors with the claim that

these disasters and calaraitiies and catastrophies had been inflicted on the
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Egyptians by the Supreme God under whose protection the Israelites were now

placed. All this was of no avail, Pharao and his people were not so easily

convinced; but still there occasions when Moses andf the Israelites could

reasonably nourish some hope, At last a misfortune befeil the E^gyptians which

broke all their resistance: it was a mysterious epidemic which killed off

most of the firstboms in Efeypt - children and anirnals alike. Thistime the

Egyptians were deeply shaken by their misfortune. The Bible says that God had

sent His angels to andertake this gruesorae task, but I cannot believe that

this is true, God did not eliminate all these victims in an unequiqpcal

manner. He prograramed this event in such a way that natural phenomena were

made to occur according to the demand of certain given circumstances. God

does not 'work* in the way the Bible pretends to know. God does not kill ex-

cept v^en this is unavoidable,e.g. when He caused the 'Flood* or when He

drowned the E^gyptian Army in pursuit of the fleeing Israelites. I am convinced

that the natural phenoraena would not have occurred had any other outcome

entered the calculation. In the case of the death of the firstboms it may

indeed have been some kind of a natural disaster, andepidemic of some kind -

and a gang of Israelite toughs might have played out a kind of supporting

role. Ihe thought is just now bom in ny mind that this story of a plague

in epidemic form which affected exclusively the firstbom children and animals

might have meanto to indiirate - in symbolic form and language - that the

Elgyptians had been frigjntened, or had been threatened, for one reason ortlhe

other, into offering as a sacrifice to their angry gods the firstbom among

their children and cattle ? In any case, this awesome experience was the last

straw and it broke the pharao's resistance. He called Moses and Aaron before

his throne and conceded to them that their God had proved more powerful than

he and his advisers had thought.. He told them that he did not object anymore
,

that the Israelites could go into the desert and arrange their religious

festival there. But he wamed them that immediately thereafter they would have

to retum willingly and peacefully and would have, by working overtime, to

make up for the loss in production. After the pharaophad at last given his

permission, and no sooner had the Israelites set out for their " meeting with

their God '' in the desert, it became quite clear to the authorities that the

demand of the Israelites had been a ruse, that this business of a 'national

festival' had been nothing bu a pretext, because the long train of carts and
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flocks, the complete dismantling of every Airaelite household, and the depar-

ture at night could not explained otherwise than by the fact that the Israelites

had no Intention of ever Coming back. Any residual doubt of any of the offi-

cials of Egypt was soon dispersed by the discovery that most of the E^gyptians ,

poor and rieh , low and high had to make, that the departing Israelites had

taken along, on loan and with permission, but more often than not without any

permission, as many of the valuables and jewelry, golden and silver vessels

and so on, fron the neighbours households and from the temples, as they could

lay their hands on.

Within a Short time the egyptian army was alerted. I set out,

spearheaded by its cavalry and chariots, to catch the escapees; and there is

not the slightest doubt that in this Situation, so desperate and so dangerous,

God showed that He will and does actively intervene whenever a desperate and

hopeless Situation arrises of the kind which the Israelites had to face in

their flight from E;gypt. And for this reason Moses could so miraculously aave

the Children of Israel fron certain death - vAiich instead befeil their per-

suers. I am ready to believe the rabbis of the Talmud, whosaid that God did

only reluctantly destroy the egyptian army, for however you view the events,

the Israelites did apply some quite shady methods; and Moses himself , in that

draraatic episode of the escape from Egypt, can certainly not be presented as

a shining example of virtue and bravery. But do not overlook that he had been

so greatly frustrated and that the Egyptians had behaved with such unnecessary

cruelty. And foremost of all you should take into consideration that Moses

was so totally sure that right was on his side. You may have heard that God

forbade his angels, ever ready to burst out into flattery and song, not to do

so on this occasion. I think, this illustrates so very well v*iat I have wanted

to convey to you.

The exodus of the Israelites from Egypt and their salvation from

certain destruction can certainly by any and every definition be called a

miracle. As you will see as my story goes on, it is only one of the many which

the Bible and the history of the Jews report.
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7. An Intermezzo about Miracles •

Do you belong to thos who think that miracles are impossible ?

That they never occur ? I rayseif do thlnk that miracles did and do happen.

I am sure there are many among us who know personally of some mlracle or

other.

What Is a miracle ? I do not know. What do the great of the past

think about miracles ? The young Descartes saw the Divine Essence In the

miracle of the "Creatio ex nihilo^ the free will of man and the wonder of

man created by God". Maimonides was very skeptic about miracles; he re-

jected most of them as superfluous. The only exception he admitted was the

passage of the Israelites through the Red Sea and the Revelation at Sinai«

So many things in one*s life are otherwise inexplainable. I have

looked for an acceptable definition^ but have been disappointed by all I

have read. It occurs to me that a miracle can only be understood^deciphered

by the application, with the help of the so far to us known dimensions. You

may be dissatisfied with what I have put forward as a definition, and you

may reproach me that I may avoid stating my own explanation. You may be

right in thinking thus - somehow I share with many others whom I have app-

roached about their attitude to miracles^ a kind of shyness, of embarrassment

But now that I have faced this subconscious Inhibition, let me say in a few

words that I believe that the God who has determined the laws of nature

and has progranm\ed the decourse of developmental probabilities, canbas well

suspend these laws and change the pliDgram whenever He wishes to do so and

whenever there is the need to do so. Miracles of which the past has an

ample record and which -as I said already - occour in our days, and have

happened to many of us who are alive today, are to me a clear indication

that God acts and interferes in man 's and mankind's fate. I am not laying

down a rule nor do I want to establish a law; many of the great thinkers

past and present have been of the same opinion which has been so notably

expressed in the words of Job: "I know you are all-powerful,what you perceive

you can perform". Miracles represent direct interventions of God; they indi-

cate that God 'suspends', when required for the Performance of a miracle,

any of the laws He has established for eternity. A miracle is a specif ically

directed, dlvinely guided,once only executed change in human affairs. V have

no proof for what I have just said,as God acts within dimensions whose func-

tionality we do not comprehend. Let me mention also another characterostic

of the divine miracle: the power to perform such miracles can be delegated ,

can be temporar ily entrusted to a human being, as is exemplified in the

case of Moses.
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Let US now continue with our story,

What was hap^ning at the shores of the Red Sea was truly enomous,

unusual, unbelievable • Ihis was an unheard of happening. Imagine ! An entire

'medianized array* was destroyed by scxne unusual naturallphenomen, apparently

by a miracle, caused by the God of a niiserable slave people I You would have

thought that ttie history of all the nations of the then civilized world would

have reported this miracle, that there would have bean transmitted to us re-

cords, memorials or at least traces of other evidences, But you will be sur-

prised to learn, that while the Exodus had been for the Israelites of great

in5X)rtance, this episode has hardly made any impact on the rest of the world.

It has not been recorded even by the egyptian historians. Let us be clear in

our minds that the Exodus cannot have been a fable, a legend or a myt^ljn there

cannot be any doubt that this is a historic fact. Did perhaps the Egyptians

not want or dare to put such a to them shameful epidode to papyri ?

8* Israel in the Desert.

Once the Israelites were safe inside the desert, Moses did not

lose much tirae. He set out at once on his task to control and to educate his

newly acquired flock of people. You will not be surprised to learn that it

was a far harder Job than he liad ever thought possible, notwithstanding his

past experiences with them in Egypt. Throughout the forty yeasB v*iich Moses

and the Israelites spent in the desert, hardly a year went by without a crisis,

hardly a month when something did not go wrong. Ihe Israelite people, now free

and on their own were never without a cause for coraplaint; they complained

even more than they ever did in Egypt when they were slaves and life had been

difficult indeed. Ihey saw in Moses a man who had in the past so often proved

how clever he was; who had overcome the raighty Pharma and his regime with the

help of his powerful magic. They expected from him now that he provide them

now with all the luxuries of life of which they had dreamed and which they

thought Moses had promised to provide for them. Above all they soon tired of
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the monotonous life in the desert and wanted to be brought as soon as possible

to Canaan where they could live the kind of urban life which they had known

in Egypt. The cnore time they sat around the tents in one or the other of the

oases of the desert, the more they feit sorry for themselves. They siuerely

believed themselves wronged. Imagine ! Ihey had even the chuzpah to say that

life had been easier for them in Egypt viiere, viiatever the {^ysical hardships

had been, they had at least had enough and more interesting things to eat.

Imagine ! They even deraanded to be taken back to Egypt from v*iere Moses had

liberated them at such great risk !

For a period of over forty years Moses kept the Israelites more

or less isolated inside the bounderies of the desert. He was kept busy with

teaching them the moral tennets God had coramunicated to him, with instructing

them how to live peacefully with themselves and each other. He was constantly

worried by the logistic problem how to find for them the right places where

water and food could be found for the people and the flocks, Many a fighl

had to be won over other desert tribes for the right of passage and the supply

of water. I have no doubt that during all those years God held His protecting

hand over Moses and the Israelites. How eise can you explain their survival

and their steadily increasing strength ? How eise the continued existence
^

under such advserse conditions ?, of an illiterate,downtrodden,cantankerous

crowd of city dwellers v^ch had suddenly been dumped into a hostile environ-

ment and was facing a series of stronghand implacable enemies ? You may counter

that this success was due to Moses and his genius. Allright ! I agree. ßut

do we not mean the same thing ?

And thus God guided Moses from one oasis to the other. He direc-

ted him in his decisions and instructed him in the governing of the people.

At times He scolded him, at times He gave in when Moses could persuade God

that He had been too harsh in His condemnation of the Ziraelites. God spoke

regularly and directly - i mean through the Shekhina - to Moses and once

also to the assembled people. This was a phenomen unbelievable in its meaning

and terrifying in its occurrence. Nobody has been able to explain it away.

These things are not myths, they must indeed have happened. On the "Epiphany"

one the appearance and revelation of God Judaism is essentially based/ Whether

God made Moses think he had heard Him, or if He truly appeared before him in

some shape or form, or if it was only the Shekhina or God 's reflection revealed

whether Moses was in a State of trance or not, I cannot say. How can I k»-
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anything of this for sure ? It is, however, a definite and interesting fact,

that Moses could not leave us a description of God, that he never saw God

with his eyes, for it is clearly mentioned in the Bible that God did not permit

Moses to face Hira or to look straight at Hirn. It is lef t to wcerybody of us
,

and this includes you, to explain for himself the meaning of these passages

in the Bible.

8. An Intermezzo of 'Holiness' .

I am going to use now and then in the following pages the word

"holy". It is raost likely not the flrst time that you hear that word mentioned,

You will discover that you need a clear though simple explanation of its

meaning.

a
In the Bible it conveys the meaning that the Jews should feel and

act as a people apart, that they should aim to live on a higher ethical

level. The order to become a 'holy people' is the logical consequence of

having been appointed a 'Chosen People'. Holiness can simply be defined as

separateness from or opposed to the profane. It is a State free of sinful-

ness with respect to God. It indicates God's totil 'Otherness\ His absolute

moral righteousness. According to the Cid Testament God is holy and nothing

eise is holy. This indicates God's exaltedness and omniscence. No other

God is holy (Ex. 20; 5), but in the'last Days' God's holiness will penetrate

sll things (Num. 14:21). Also Israel is holy as it is sealed by a permanent

covenant (Isa.51:4; Jer. 31:33; Arnos 2:3). Israel's holiness demands of her

also a moral perfection (Lev. 11:44; 19:2; Isa 41:14), but holiness without

purity degenerates into ritualism (Isa 1:10; Jer. 7). In the New Testament

holiness is meant to be as pure as God,perfect and merciful (Matt.5:48;Luk.

6:36). Modern theologians^e.g. R. Otto ^interpret Godjs holiness not pri-

marily as a moral quality but that God Himself is His absolute dignity, in

His infinite majesty, in His inapproachable transcendence and in His exalted

essentiality exhibits infinite Holiness. In Short: 'Holiness' ist the most

fundamental description of God.

I am going now view the question of holiness froma far simpler

angle. You know that God is holy; He has said so Himself many a time in the

Bible. You have also heard that the Jews are a holy people^ that the Temple

was a holy place^ that Jerusalem is a holy city and so on. There are Bible

critics who try to equate the ancient biblical concept of holiness with that

o£ ' tabu •/ a word which describes a religiois restrictiim institution

in rhe social life of the primitive peoples of Africa^Australia etc. It

means something which is pure and also threatening^ something to be gurded

but also sonithing to be feared, something which varies in its appearance
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and manlfestation from Indlvidual to Indlvidual. I cannot go Into detalls,

but it is quitÄ cl#arly wrong to try and to ©xplain the concept of •holineas'

as a tabu-llke Institution. When God rovealed to the Israelites that He is

holy^ He wanted to convey to them that He is superlor to^ purerelhatn and

removed from all low,mortal dnd impure things^ that His essence is impossible

to mea8ure,compared to and viewed with everyday measures and conceptions;

that he is different from and incomparable to anything in or comprehensible

to humankind's perceptions within earthly dimensions.

The raeeting with God at Sinai has set Israel apart for all times.

The Jews are to this day somehow but def initely a "nation apart "^ a different

kind of people. This definition of the Jews has been already used in te Bible

and it is a preferred expression of elements hostile to the Jews; but you

should view it as having been used as a compli«ent pertaining to the extra-

oriinary events at Sinai when God proclaimed them holy. You are justified^

as I do, to translate this expression as indicating God's prefernnent - and

not to be offended as many or most Jews flo* The more w^ Jews render ourselves

conscious that we are • kad>sh '^that we are holy and not separate, that we

are elevated and empowered in the confines of the meaning of the ancient

priest who was 'separate' but still an integral part of the world, the

soon«r shall we be able to propel mankind forward by anr efforts and our

examples, to the final goal.

When God said to the Jews " you shall be holy for 1/ the Lord^ am

holy "*
, He raises Israel onto a higher level of morals and purity. Thereby

He placed on them the duty not to pollute themselves in a moral and spiritual

way and - as an allegoric and symbolic expression of this their special

Status - He ordered them also to observe certain def inite laws of physical

purity.
The Bible itself , and more so the Prophets, have applied the

honorific title of 'holiness» not only to the Jewish people but also to

the Temple^to Jerusalem, to the Land of Israel with the explanation that

these are localities where "God resides therein". This allocation is, of

course, not just nor justified^^as •• God resides everywhere •• amd nowhere

in particular; but there is no illogicity nor any härm If you continue to

apply this honourable, this imposing and demanding title, as long as you

realize that it meaas the reflection, the projection, the specific resonance

of God - by means of His Shekhina, if you want a more specific definition -

or that it simply embraces the fact that you feel it so, that youknow it

is so, that you want it should be so.

Muhh has been written about the meaning and the significance of

•holiness' - what I have contributed here is only a very limited portion -

and over the centuries its original and exclusive and proprietary content

has been greatly watered down. Basically there is no religion which does

not distinguish between the holy and the profane, but in most all these

instances the original biblical value-scale has been flattened. Like the
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Pope many other spiritual leaders and trlbal priests demand to be addressed

as 'Your Holiness*, and the Catholic Church has taken it upon herseif to

appoint innumerable men and woxtien to 'hollness' by grantlng them 'sainthood'

This cheapening and vulgarizing of an originally supreme and exclusive

qualification is today accepted and interpreted as a kind of religlous

honour degree.

9. The Ghosen and the Blessed.

There have been many events of great impxDrtance and persistent

significance inthe history of the Jewish people, but the greatest of all was

the apperance of God before the people assembled in the desert at the foot of

Mount Sinai* A voice was heard to announce "I am Yehova, your God "> There

was much thunder, lightening and smoke on top of the mountain, but the Israe-

lites knew already from their pasthistory and their tradition who it was who

spoke to them; and they knew also that neither the smoke,nor the lightening

nor the thunder were God. Humankind was made to know from that raoment onward

that God can only be known by the signs which He grants us, to know of His

presence. Ihis knowledge has, unfortunately, been abused by all the organized

and no less primitive religions; it is responsible for the creation of a

large industry which leamed profitably to commercialize this relationship

of God with man.

Did the Israelites at Sinai '*hear God" or did they only imagine

that they heard Him ? You will be surprised to hear me say that it does not

matter at all, if they heard Him or not. It is a fact that they thought they

did hear Him, that they experienced a moment of awe and wonder, that this

great day has been engraved into the soul of the Jewish people for ever, that

the enormous impact it had on the destiny of the Jewish people continues

to this day. Judaism has been created, changed and molded by the Revelation

at Sinai. Judaism camnot be imagindd without Sinai. Jewry would be with^t

a content, would have not support without the consciousness of Sinai. It is

a unique phenomen insofar as it iapresents not only a decisive moment in

Jewish history but has remained a sustained experience of every Single Jew

ever since. At Sinai God appointed Israel for ever and eteicnity as His special

people. He entrusted them with the Ten Commandments to serve them as the
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foundation of all their future laws. In that short list of Statements and

Orders are embcxiied all the basic truths and all the intrinsic morals mankind

should raake its 4wn. But God imposed on Israel itself the heaviest duty with

which people can be charged..God obliged Israel that it should become holy.

No particular reason is given for this imposition of an aweful duty. We are

told without any preamble that the Jew has to be holy because God, because who

has appointed him, is holy Himself . This was a difficult demand indeed and

all the future sins and failures of Israel derive from the fact, that they

have forgotten or disregarded this exclusive duty of theirs*

On that momentous day when God appeared on Mount Sinai, when

He pronounced the Ten Commandments and revealed Himself unequivocally as the

God of the Universe, as the only God in existence, He transfomied the migra-

tory descendants of Jacob-Israel into a nation. He laid upon them the duty

to cariry forward His message for ever. Ihe newly forged nation was ordered

by that appointment to be the spiritual guiding light which all other nations

in the world would have to follow. Israel was instructed to teach the entire

World, where and how salvation was to be found. Israel was decreed to become

the impounded national entity on whom the other peoples of the world would

henceforth experiment with their own ideologies, on whom they would try out

their own interpretations of the very plan which God had in mind for Israel,

their variations of God 's promise which they had usurped, Tlie descendents

of Äraliam were to find out again and again that neither the promise God

had made to the Patriarchs, nor the appointment at Sinai had not only not

granted the Jews any special Privileges but had, on the contrary, imposed

on them special duties, special obligations. One of the main responsibilities

this imposed was the rule that Israel could teach and guide the other nations

only by demonstratio^ itself a people impeccable in its behaviour. Both, the

Covenant which God had made with Abraham as well as the election of Israel

as the trustees of the Torah had been planned by God for the benefit of all

the world, as God had already indicated to Abraham in His words " in AMe

all the families of the earth shall be blessed "•

A frequently cited story of the Talmud teils that God had offered

the appointment to be His especially elected children to many other peoples

before He approached l^irael, and that all these various nations,peoples,
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tribes had declined the offer, well knowing the awesome bürden and duty, the

great danger and responsibility which this honour implied; and that,finally

and in füll knowledge of all the troubles and fifficulties in which it would

involve them, the Children of Israel did agree to accept the task of carrying ,

of living and of fostering the laws which God had pronounced at Sinai, as well

as the respfensibilities and duties flowing frotn them.

I feel it necessary to repeat again that you should not think

that as a rerauneration Israel has been granted special Privileges, .^ny advan-

tage and blessing which Israel might have gained above those which are granted

to all the other nations, it has had to eam notwithstanding its preferred

Position. Whatever advantages or preferences which may have accrued to Israel

from her special appointment as God*s elected people, Israel will receive and

enjoy only in the final period of mankind*s existence* However, there is no

doubt whatsoever that God watches with special love and care over His Jewish

people, and that He will always guide it away from all such dangers as might

imperil its existence; and that He will nudge it onward into the right direction|

whenever there are signs that Israel tends to deviate. The 'nudges' may be

mild, they may be hurtful, but they are effective - at least for some tisüe.

Whenever psychologically indicated God has never failed to repeat His promises

and to offer His blessings; neither has He hesitated to have His prophets and

messengers threaten Israel in His name v^en He knew this was indicated and

useful. "If you follow my decrees and are careful to obey my commands, I will

send you rains in the seasons", He promised, and the Israelites will enjoy

many of the blessings which are so important and welcome to a desert or agricul-

tural people (Lev.^6:3-13)} " but if you reject my orders" Israel will have

to experience many a punishment. And thus it did happen so many times. This

was henceforth Israelis fate and destiny; however, there is the etemally valid

promise tliat how much Israel might sin and suffer, God will never abandop it.

**Yet...notwithstanding all this...I will not abhor them, nor destroy them

completely
, never break my covenant with them. I am the Lord their God."

(Lev.26:44).

In every epoch in mankind's ensuing history Israel was to live

in a moral atmosphere far more elevated with regard to, and an a human piain

totally different from that of of all the other peoples of the world. Don't

take this to raean that they were to have from then onwards an easier or more
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protected life, that they were going to enjoy favours and advantages v/hich

others were never to know. All in all you can say that the contrary is trjie.

The life of the Jews was now filled with greater responsibilities and heavier

duties. Israel was now placed under the Obligation to live on an ethically

higher level and to suhnit itself to stricter moral laws. In everything they

did or abstained from doing the Jewish people had to prove to God and to the

World that they could and should be judged and measured by harsher Standards

than those applied to other nations in existence. Israel has to live and act

within the demands which God has imposed on them, in particular within the

injunction to be a 'Holy People', God never permitted Israel to forget this

their special Status - and neither did the world. While God remained the

strict taskmaster, the unbendable ray of light along which Israel had to pilot

itself, the eaacting and incorruptable judge wholmeasured and weighed every

misdeed, and while He never ceased to be also the Father of all mankind who

loves all living creatures, Israel had no doubt whatsoever Üiat God loved

His chosen people more than any other. They saw proof for this their inner

assuÄHnce and conviction in what they interpreted as evidence that God under-

stood their errors and mistakes for had He not on so many oircasions overlooked

and forgiven them ? Soinehow all the nations of the world knew - or they did

instinctively perceive - of thss special relationship between God and Israel.

Unfortunately they did not react to this knowiedge or to this realization in

the way and in the manner which you might legitiriiately have expected from

them. They did not show any particular respect,love or sympathy for the Jews;

they did not take the Jews to their hearts; they did notcherish or thank the

Jews for the special contribution they were expected to rnake to the final

salvation of mankind. No, my children , at no time in history is there a

record of a nation which had ever shown any degree of sympathy or gratitude.

They knew only envy and hatred for the Jews, and they reacted to any consci-

ously recognized or subconsciously realized knowiedge of the special place

Israel has in the "order of things" by inflictin^ humiliations and persecutions

on the Jews living arnong them. Our history relates the innumerable occasions

when this hostile attitude of the peoples to the Jewsjiad resulted in blood-

shed, in murder, in decimation. I have never understood, nor have cleverer

and wiser people than I can ever be, succeeded in finding a satisfactory
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explanation for the phenomen that everywhere and at every time the peoples ot

the World feel justified todespise the Chosen People of God, the very people

whcxu God had elected to help the world to gain salvation. Alas ! ,
we cartnot say

that God made these eneraies of Israel see that He kept thefaithful among His

people under His protection, for these murders and pogroms were inflicted not

only on those who had already abandoned their faith in God, but far more often

on the most faithful ones, those vho have to be counted as the best hunan mate-

rial which Israel has ever brought forth. What made the enendes of Israel behave

thus ?_Was it envy 2 Were these persecutions only one of the many instances

when the good in man fights and loses in confrontation with the evil he harboursj

Has it to be explained that it was the realization of the murderers of their

am shortcomings ?0r were the murderers only tools of God, did God inflict

these punishraents frora time to time on Israel to raake it realize that it had

failed again ? In the frarae of my conception of which I have made mention

before, this means that Israel 's destiny has been progranroed to have the out-

side World react with persecution and hostility whenever Israel tends to

neglect its duty. Perhaps there is also to be argued tliat by reacting in this

hostile and irrational way God has wanted to give to the sensitive elements

among Israel 's enemies and to the corrigible individuals among her slaughterers

the opportunity to repent and to ready themselves to gain insight in their

murderous inside once they have slacked it in Jewish blood ? Indeed I have

often consoled myself and cleansed my mind of resentment and confusion with

such a chain of thoughts as a suitable hypothtsis. On the other hand you

might think that these bitter and painful experiences would have taugjit the

Jewish victims a useful lesson - but you are in error if you think so. Hardly

ever did the Jews_gain the insight that they had done somthing wrong, that

they should see in their fateful experience evidence that they were guilty,

that they were on the wrong path. They differed little frora their persecutors,

who, unfortunately, hardly ever did gain an insight that they had acted wrong-

ly, and that it would be in their own interest, if they followed the ethical

concepts which the persecuted had been ordered to perpetuate and which in

their own religious teaching was undoubtedly given prominence. Do not blame

the Ignorant masses for their shortcomings. The Christian churches, their

Spiritual mentors and all the other religious leaders failed in their duties,

for they were the ones who instigated the populace to raurder the Jews.
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10. A NatiOn in its Infancy.

After Moses had been invested with the plenipotentiary power

to speak in the name of God, and When he had been entrusted with the task to

educate the people in the ways which God had outlined to liim, he could at last

set out to activate his plans which had been since long ready in his raind, for

developing,educating and even for creating a people fran the dismal human mate-

rial he had taken along into the desert. He started at once on the work which

since many years he had cherished in his drea-ns. It was a hard and exhausting

rpgrain. From the moment he had accepted the Ten Commandments and the conmission

from God, until tlie day of his death there was hardly ever a nxxnent when he

could relax, when he could let things run by themselves, when he could besure

that he had succeeded. ßut he must also have very often feit assured,someiimes

by certain definite signs, sanetirnes by hardly perceptible indications, some-

times by truly estonishing results, that he was progressing on the right track.

This extraordinary man inust have been very sure of himself ; this could only

have been the case because he niust also have been feeling sustained by God^s

assurance that, come what inay, the day would dawn v^en the Israelites would

justify their having been elected to the their special Status among all the

other nations. 1 think that thismust liave been the reason why he never gave

up and why he never despaiucd for long. Ihis Moses, this great leader and

psychologist, must Inave been encouraged by the great number of men and women

among his people in vAiom he perceived the guarantee of his cherished hope that,

even if it shouiSdtake an uncountable number of generations, the world, with

Israel as intermediary, was sure going to enjoyone day complete peace and füll

redemption. He knew that this was God*s plan and Intention for Israel and the

world. He was certain that one day, far away in the future though it may be,

a kingdom of God on earth would be the outcome, and it should not surprise you

that in vAiatever Moses thought and believed, taught and demnded, he haö been

inspired by God.

To my mind this is the explanation why notwithstanding the unending

setbacks, the never ending struggles, the incessant fights with inner and outer
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enemies, and the incessant wrestling for the soul of his people, Moses perse-

vered. During all the many hard years he worked and worried Moses never gave

in* He did not spare himself and he was not spared by God. For forty years he

travelled with the Israelite people from one part of the desert to the other

until all those,who had been bom in E;gypt and had never lost their slave raen-

tality , had been buried in the sands of the desert. The greatness of the man

Moses is further indicated by the extraordinary fact that he applied the same

rule of thumb remorselessly also to himself. He died shortly before the Isra-

elites ealiered the Promised Land, just before the twelce tribes could find

their permanent home in the Land of Canaan, where they could finally erect

their huts, and where the could at last begin to take roots.

Why the Land of Canaan of all places ?

You will recall that at the time when God enibraced Abraham as

His messenger and l\ad instilled into hiin the knowledge o^fthe Oneness of the

Creator and the Ruler of the Universe, He had also assured him that He would,,

in the course of the centuries to cane, build up his descendents into a great

and numerous people. In this promise was also included the reward which God

had sslected a suitable Stretch of land wliich He would give tolAbraliam's

future offspring as their permanent home, ws soon as they were numerous and

strong enough to present theirclaim. You raay rightly presume that God had ear-

marked for the Israelites the best then available and for them frora every

point of view best suited piece of land, that it was a piece of real estate

which had, as God was to confirm on many occasions, the potentialities to be

made into a "land flowing with milk and honey'*. You may be sure that Moses

possessed much infomnation about the geography and the economy of the entire

area« Such studies must have been included in the curriculum when he was a

pupil in the ^'Academy for Princes" in Egypt. It is in addition also most likely

that during the years he spent as a refugee among the tribes which resided in

the desert, he had made it a special point to enlarge his knowledge conceming

all the lands along the borders of the desert and beyond, and about the people

who lieved therein. The combination of all these various elements, promise and

study, strategy and geopolitics, contributed to the deep certainty of the

Israelites, when under the guidance of Moses they at last approached the

borders of the Land Canaan, that theyhad finally reached their goal, their

own country.
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A nev generatlon of hardened Israelltes had grown up during the

long sojoum in the desert. Ihese men had been well trained by Joshua bin

Nun the best among the leaders of his generatlon Whom Moses had selected

and groomed as his successor, The Israelltes sent a message to the Canaanites,

assuring them of their peaceful intentions« They made it clear, however, that

they had proprietory rights to the country and that they had now come to

present their claim. At the saine tirae , they declared, they were ready to

share the lands and the govemment with the actual inhabitants, that they were

willing to collaborate with them socially and econoraically, that they would

introduce them to the knowledge and the favours of the One God and would, in

addition, raake them partners of all the wisdom and experiences they had ac-

quirdd. Not surprisingly, this quite generous sounding offer was refused by

the Canaanites* WBen all efforfifc to to reach a peaceful conclusion groved

a failure, the Israelltes stormdd into Canaan, conquered it and claimed all

of it as their own . A long series of wars with theneighbouring tribes ensued.

The fight for the land and its resources was long and bitter. It was also

merciless and bitter as battles were then and are now« Although the Israelltes

were far less in number, and were also less equipped with modemci arms, they

won in the end because they were in no doubt that the right - and God - was

on their side. And the final outcome of it all was that the Israelltes, after
*

they had overcome their enemies in and around Canaan, took possession of the

land which God had promised them.

11. The HUrthpangs of a Nation.

With the help of God, a great deal of luck and notless due to

the cleveimess of their strategists and the bravery of their figjiters, the

Israelltes did, in the course of centuries of wars, in various stages conquer

also the remaining portions of what they claimed was the 'Promised LadÄ'on

both sides of the Jordan. As had been the case in the past, also these battles

were fierce and much blood was spilled on both sides. It was the rule in those

times that the winner took all, i.e. along with the land also everything they

found living on it, woroen and children, flocks of sheep and herds of cattle.
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The males, men and boys, v*io had not been killed during and after the battle,

were forced into slavery. However, I want it very clearly underlined, that

contrary to the custom prevailing elsewhere in the world, the Israelites as a

rule did treat their slaves in a way we would, even with our actual outlcx)k,

call humane , for since their departure from Efeypt God and Moses had incessantly

druraraed intinto them as a basic lesson to be remembered for ever, that once

upon a time the Israelites had themselves been slaves and strangers living

in a hostile land,and that they must always in future treat the strangers in

their raidst and the slaves in their possession in the same way they themselves

would have liked to have been treated under sirailar circumstances.

You will not rarely come across hlstorians and psychologists -

I want only to itientlon A.J.Toynbee and CG.Jung as representatlves - who

enjoy calllng the God of Israel bloodthirsty and the Israelites barbarians,

and who use every opportunity to degrade the Bible as a record of an ixnmoral

people. Yes, dear children, such men do exist and do occupy places in the

intellectual world of quite some importance, It is an unpleasant experience

to encounter anti-jewish prejudice in the disguise of historic research

results. In addition , many of the modern historians refute Toynbeee's ideas

because they view the as being much of a pseudo-theological character. You

should not be impressed^ nor depressed, by his theories, for he hates the

Jews« I aj£L sure that one day research in and analysis of his past will re-

veil the reasons which are certainly anything but scientific in character.

He has a poor opinion of the early Jewish biblical religion which he calls

••tribal-parochial,war-minded and intolerant". He denies Israel the position

of a unique people^ ^of a chosen people. He even concludes - how andffirom

where I have not been able to discover - that the "totalitarian intransi-

gencies shown by Christianity and Islam are entirely due to the judaic make-

up they contain".

Less than with regard to Toynbee should you be affected by the

intellectual tantrums of CG. Jung, who bases his ideas about us Jews on a

deep psychological research; but he did not d*tect his efforts into the depths

of his own distorted psycheawhere jealousy of Sigmind Freud has played

havoc among the dregs of his sxibconscious. He has hardly ever a good word

for the Jews. He has psychoanalized God and has diagnosed Him as an "irra-

tional rüde being who, while talking incessantly of justice is himself not

ju8t".Here you see ^n example of man ruining whatever he may claim as an

achievement, by his own xincontrolled hatred.

Of course, I agree with everyone who hooks into the undeniiüDle

fact, that the concept of the warfare described and the methods of admini-

stration as listed in Scriptures sound drastic and cruel, but I must again

point out that within the frame of the historic epoch they were cosnidered

justified and acceptable to their contpaii)>rarie8r as the Standard and 'normal
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conduct* of warfing and vlctorious partles. You will agree that I could

easily underline,reln£orce and settle my argument were I to direct your

attention to the conditions and effects of the waas of our days, especially

insofar as they affect the civilian non-combattant population^ but I feel

reluctant to excuse something which one upon a time was considered right

and justified as well as accepted with adducing something which we all

condemn as wrong,bad and unacceptable. I veaiture to say that on reviewing

that part of the early Jewish history I find that the Israelites had been

consciously observing the moral rules imposed upon them , and that they

lived in this respect and in general on a higher level of ethics than all

the oth^r peoples of that time. Even if you want to contradict me by saying

that the Bible contains records of the massacre of large popualtion centres

which thelsraelites had conquered^ if you cite me the intrigues they applied

and the brutal wars they fought, all this pales and appears relatively harm-

less in comparison with the excessive cruelties and the total neglect of

human values which the rulers, the armies, the politicians and the pirates

considered the right thing to do throughout all human history, starting with

the slaughter of entire conquered towns by the Greeks^the Egyptians^the

Assyrians and all the other powerful nations, purportely also civilized;

let me refer you to the crucifixion of hundreds of thousands of rebels in

medieval times, to the hangingon the gallows of 10-12 years old children

for stealing some bread only a hundred years ago in England and on the Con-

tinent, let me remind you of the 1^ million Armenians the Turks killed in

the first quarter of our own Century and the six million Jews the Germans

killed a few decades ago, and let me recall the lack of interest and effort

of much of fabe civilized world regarding themillions of famine victims of

our own days.

No, you will say. You cannot agree with me, you will say. You

refuse to accept my comparisons and explanations , you will say. You will

ask me, how I can ever consider these cruelties which the Bible never tries

to hide and never tires to list, even if they are on a small scale only in

relation to those I have cited above, as an "achievement" worthy of us Jews.

And even if it proved indeed in comparison with the commonly practiced

cruelties a vastly superior attitude of the Jews and a greater merit, why

did God not accept their superior moral behaviour, their higher Jewish ethics

as a definite indication that Israel had fulfilled its task, had proved

itself %^rthy to be called the "Chosen People", the ••Light unto the Nations**

Why did God not accept the good marks which the Jews appear to have earned

as a successful achievement of His program, and reward them by bringing on

the promised redemption ? The only answer I can give to your argument is

that the Jews , although they had reached a higher ethical level, were by

far not yet worthy of the promised State of grace, because from the beginning

and at every stage thereafter in their history they had remained a cjuarrel-

8ome people, a dissatisfied and grumbling people, because they foug^t among

themselves so often and with more bitterness and greater hatred than they

showed and applied to their worst enemies. Such inner dissensions, such

fratricidal tendencies must surely have cancelled out ajl other roerits and
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must have made the Children of Israel unworthy of that divine rastet whlch

is so indispensable in order to become a partner in and a recipient of

divine love. Withour the establishment of peace and goodwill towards your

brother, your neighbour salvation is not possible. And I want you to know^

- even though I use as a rule this word to indicate the final aim of human-

klnd^ the coming of "God's Kingdom on Barth" - that 'Redemption' has not

that great significance in Judaism as it has in Christianity. It has not

even such significance when the indication of redemption from sin is indi-

cated or intended. For the Jew redemption means to have reached a State

when one lives according to the revealed will of God, according to the aim

to which God has programmed the Jewish fate. This explains something which

has often caused me to wonder^ viz:- why the Bible does not place any too

great value on goals and achievements and 'etennal qualities' but cares

mainly 6nrthe establishment of peace and goodwill towards your brother^ your

neighbour, in short for man 's existence while he is still alive and on the

earth, and for the humans* needs arrising from time to time.

Joshua began öo introduce, as soon as the circumstances permitted,

a new administrative System in the newly settled Country of Canaan. Every

tribe was made to elect a leader who had to assist the Qiieftain Joshua in

keeping law and order among the Israelites, who had until then known only

caraplive and the lose civil order of the nomads. The first task these leaders

had to take on, was to distribute the conquered land among the twelve tribes

according to the scheme which Moses had worked out in detail before his death.

You raay consider it stränge that there were still twelve tribes although the

Levites and the priests did not receive any lands - after all they were busy

enough with temple duties and would not have been able to to do any outside

work in the fields - but the puzzle is easily solved; the descendents of

Jospeh's two sons, Ephraim and Mena3seli,were counted as two tribes in recogni-

tion of the debts the Israelites owed to their father and in expiation of the

criirainal treatraent to which their forefathers had once exposed Joseph. You

may bet anytiiing and everything you have, that there was a lot of trouble and

quibble before a soraewhat just and acceptable distribution could be finalized.

You may also take it for granted that there was hardly anybody among the Isra-

elites who was satisfied with his lot and share. Such being the circumstances,

we must recognize with admiration that for raany a year and through raany a

generation the rulers, who were set over Israel - who, it is true , had raore

or less absolute legislative,administrative and judinrial powers - have kept

so successfully their people under such good control.
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developmenti

elites in Canaan, I think I can deduce that God must have been well satisfied

appears

no to have interefered wlth warnings or punishnents when He saw the Israel^tes

were about to absorb the rather undesirable cultural trends and religious systemsj

in vogue among their non-israelitic neighbours; but neither did He praiseor

rewaRD Th&i when they succeeded in establishing a firtnly knit sUte-organizatioi

1 think I have the rightto say that from the way God did and does allow the

World to run its course, and how He views the various religious Systems in the

multitude of their approaches to the same goal, that, although the Jews are His

especially chosen mediators and messengers, He does not view Judaism as the ex-

clusively justified religions approadda Any religion which preaches morality

and brotherly love, kindness and selflessness must - it appears to me - be

acceptable to God, even if the confessors of so many of these religions feel

the need to approach God through idols and with cults which may appear to yop

and to me so very primitive and iUogical. I said; this approach may be per-

missible in its various expressions, but undoubtedly the prerequisite hasto be

that the confessorsof such creeds are sincere and honest in their conception

and belief. And it is to mind equally without any doubt that the ultimate redem]

tion of mankind will finally only be possible if all these approaches to the

speahead

which Judaism is and always was the only true one

Soon after the Israelites had settled in Canaan, they came into

contact with the higher civilizations which were prevalent in the surrounding

countries; and it should not be too difficult for you to imagine, I think, how

much they must have adraired what had to appear to thera unusually beautiful and

technical superior, and it is no wonder that they strove to acquire and to

imitjiÄfe all that which they admired. However, it is remarkable that, unlike

other nations, which after having conquered a country with a superior civili-

zation were thereafter absorbed by and assimilated to the vanquished and soon

more or less totally disappeared within their new surroundings ' culture,Israel

never shared such a fate. It survived intact the influence of all the neigh-

bouring cultures. It is true that while the Israelites took over raost of the

agricultural festivals of the Canaanites - and later also of the Babylonians -
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long vglth the knowledge and technique of agriculture which they had not known

until then in their nomadic past, they did not *swallow' intact and adopt

unaltered all these festivals,techniques and other indices and indications of

a superior civilization. Instead , they skilfully adapted them to their own

Standards and ideologies, e.g. they added a set of historic features to native

seasonal ffeitivities with an agricultural character, and vested them therewith

with a definite historic-religious significance. I suppose that the Sabbath,

the day of rest, the Jubilee Institution of land restitution,the circuncision,

though they were not adopted from the prevailing customs, were most likely

changed or adapted to the prevailing circumstances, at least to some degree.

If you take a look at a map you will find that ancient Israel

was situated between the two great trade routes of tliat region. Ulis was the

reason why wars never ceased in that part of the world. God did not always

give victory to the arms of Israel, and to my mind, the fact was certainiy a

blessing baeause it served as a check on their arrogance and as s Stimulus

to their development. In the course of time they were to leam from their

enemies the use and manufacture of tools and arms made from iron, and in

addition they developed and perfected a new war strategy of their own which

was based on and dictated by their geopolitical position. ALI their victories

were gratefully attributed to the Intervention of God, and all their defeats

humbly accepted as evidence of God 's wrath.

The main enemies of the Israelites were the Philistines. These,

a powerful and intelligent people, lived along the seashore, and notwithstand-

ing numerous attempts over some centuries the Israelites found it irapossible

to dislodge them. Tliey are identical with the 'Sea People* mentioned in ancient

literature,v*io had arrived from the Eastem Mediterranb§n area around 1150 BCE

and had become involved in continued fighting with the Israelites, until the

steaDIiy MQUN£INg armed confrontation with thePhilistines made a new orienta-

tion necessary, The twelve Israelitic tribes had remained more or less indepen-

dent of each other. At times they even came into conflict with each other.

Only in case of war, when the need arose, did the various ttibes form terapo-

rary alliaoces to assist each other. In their conflict with the Philistines

the tribes of Israel marched most of the time together intobattle. During the

intervals between the various railitary carn>aigns the Israelites and the Phili-

stines maintained as a rule intense trade relations. It can be supposed that
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the Israelites acquired through these contacts a higher degree of civilization

and a greater cultural progress. The future was to show, however, that thtse

contacts liad also their disadvantages. The Israelites were, apparently, never

conscious of having broken their pledge and violated their promise - at least

they appear to have expected that they would not be punished for their failures.

From the time of the Exodus the main danger facing the Israelites and later on

Judaism in general, was that of contaaiination by the polytheisms of the neigh-

bouring countries. It is reraarkable that in the Antique the Israelites were

never attacked nor involved in wars for their religious particularism. As a

rule the wars the Israelites had to fight liad the same cause as most wars in

antique times, viz;- geopolitical expediency, The only record we possess of

Jews having been attacked because of their fate was in Persia, i.e. during the

period described in the Book of Esther - if this was indeed a historic event

and not a legend.

The disadvantages 1 mentioned just now were mainly represented

by the tendency of the Israelites to absorb the idols and the vices of their

naeighbours. I explained a short while ago what I think must have been God*s

attitude to the way people, a people, a group of a religious movement approach

their moral aims and tasks. But this applies in no way to the Jews ! The gen-

tiles may have vices, and if these take overwhelming possession of these people,

it will be their end one way or the other. But Israel is a holy people and

this makes it impossible that their vices can be overlooked or condoned. All

the peoples of the world can have their particular and private religions, their

idols, their cereraonies and their rites - but Israel can never get away with

any trespasses, any faith System vAiich recognizes any other godhead instead

of or next to the One God of Israel. For the Jews are a hily people, let me

repeat

As I have alreadyindicated , Israel 's enemies never became less

and the wars came never to an end. Their troubles carae not only from outiide,

but also fran inside. Tliere was elmifent strife and frequent fighting among

the Israelites thenselves. I cannot believe that God ever intervened directly

in any of the outside wars or in any of the internal difficulties, eaicept #ien,

due to some unfueeseen Situation or an excusable miscalculation a Situation

arose vMch would have endangered the very existence of His people and would

have brougjht on a breakdown of the scheme He had prograranned for Israelis future
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Every time Israel had successfully overcome a crisis, God must have expected

that His people would at last have learned their lesson frora the analysis of

their mistakes, and that they would henceforth correct their habits and change

their outlook - but this was hardly ever the case. Fortunately, etemal patience

is one of the divine attributes. God knew that the final outcome, the definite

fate of Israel, would be as He had planned, promised - and prograraraed. He did

not punish the Israelites, did not sold them,did notslay them. The fate of the

Jewish people was evolving as expected and progranined by God, but the rnanj^

probabilities which were possible and the hurdles which they erected God allowed

to evolve historically and logically. The irregulärities in the moral behaviour

of the Jews and the neglect of their ethical duties brought on events and often

disasters even, which must have been interpreted by the Jews , and were explai-

ned to thein by their prophets and seers as a direct result of the people 's

misdeeds, as a punitive interference of God.

12. An Excursion into the Science of History,

Before I go into details relatincj to the fürt her history of the

Jews, 1 wdnt you to ögree with me that Jewish history started long before the

Exodus from Egypt . Having agree with this, let me make a few general remarks -

which 1 thinK have become necessary • so that it will be easier for you to un

-

derstand certain view points I have formed t'or myself about certain facets

of Jewish history.

Whatever we hear about about great personalities or important

epochs in mankind's history is rarely the result of a scientific analysis or

a researched evaluation, but is mostly nothing but a piain and simplff liter-

ary product. When we deal with 'historic' personalities we are not rarely

offered an uncontrolled and unchecked populär history which projects the

concepts and wishes of the writer back into certain past historic material

and he then transforms what is long past and over Oo a wishfilled projection

into the present, Histrry should be report and analysis of the past; it

should be presented and explained within the frame and in the light of the

conditions, the concepts and the values of its own time; any greatness granted

to any protagonist should be based on the evaluation of the views of the

past partecipants and should not be viewed through our own spectacles. This

measuring rod appears to have been applied by modern historiansm, who are

in consequence very parsimonious with decorat ing historic figures with the

badge of 'greatness'.

\
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It is prftÄched that one should as a rule not make use of the

past in the interest of the present^especially not, if this is done in

Support of one 's often preconceived ideas. I feel this advice is justlfied,

and that it has contributed to the profoundity of historic analysis. Even

though hi Story is granted the rank of a 'science' , we should carefully

restrict this respectful title to areas in which research Stands on solid

ground, for we must accept it as a fact that much of what is seen as an

'essential historicity' of the past , is in fact only fable manifold repea-

ted and reproduced and considered genuine by favour of its unexpected

multiplicity of • sources *. History is not a series of fancy tales, a

Story of heroes and crimes, of adventures and wars. The history of a people

reports facts, and should without exception contain only truths which will

remain valid for every generation which follows. I want to add also that

the history of the Je%^4h people has an additional unique qualification

insofar that one of the factors which has detentiined Jewish fate - in a

positive as well as a negative direction - is the inescapable truth that

it is a nation with a history as well as a nation of history^ and that

its unchallengeable past supremacy indisputably and automatically points

to a destiny with future. Even though Jewish history is a factual and a

national history, it is intrinsically associated with the Jewish religion,

and this makes the introduction of a metaphysical element into the evalu-

ation of its history inevitable. Let me add that this is possibly a welcome

ingredient. A certain greatness of the Jewish national history rests on

the fact that it is essemliially an optimistic self-creating, but not

essentially self-centred history. It projects its own and mankind's origin

in Eden« It continues in a logic progress with its growth into a nation.

It can boast of a direct appointment with and from God. And finally it has

the Singular experience of its rebirth into an independent State. This

historic uniqueness conveys eschatologically a right and the key, because

with it is carried the assurance that Israel will be instrumental in engi-

neering the stablishment of the promi sed' Kingdom of God on Barth'. The

vicissitudes which the Jewish people has experienced on its tortuous road

between one Station to the other on its painful and burdensome march to

see <in eternal promise come true, I interpret as tests and as corrections,

as proofs and as adjustments, as the giro compoas in the Jewish destiny

which is keeping the Jews on the true track and in the right direction.

Israel as the "Chosen People" has every hope and prospect that the ongoing

historic process will one day lead to the completion of its destiny and task

Let me add another thought of mine. Every time the Israelites

were exposed to great hardship, already as slaves in Egypt or as nomads

in hhe desert, they must have built up within themselves, with and through

these experiences, a deep sense of religiosity and a strong feeling for

history. Because they became the 'People of God' they claimed to be the

friends of God. This gaves thera the determination and the strength to take

into their stride all the physical sufferings they encountered and all
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the mishaps they faced in the mostly metaphysically fullfilling knowledge

that they were a special people^ an exclusive people chosen by God. Thoir

special position in the world - in its painful as well as in its exalted

Perimeters - was due to the fact, that God had imposed on them the strlct

moral laws which , although these in no way reduced their load of troubles

and their share of difficulties, did grant them a certain sense of security

under a divine umbrella^ and an assured remuneration in the world to come.

ünfortunately, say so many , and if you are of the sarae opinion as I^you

may say - fortunately \ all these experiences, all this knowledge and all

these sufferings did not reduce their arrogance which refused to allow other

civilizations and different cultures to presume that they were and are

in any way superior to the Jewish ones.

The scientific developments of our generation threaten the very

existence of mankind. Ours is today the first generation which takes into

account the possibility that this may be the last one, ot that at the best

a few more might follow. We Jews carry within us the knowledge that it is

impossible that the fate of the world and of mankind can be ended without

an achievement. We interpret the vhanges and the climate in a more positive

and optimistic sense. We are conscious of the fact that we have now entered

a new cycle of history and that we are face to face today with a newly

growing up cultural climate.

13. *Ve want to have our own King "

In your optimism you may feel inclined to think that the Israe-

lites were living in the Holy Land under conditions which one would Ikbel

in our days as •democratic'. You would not be too far wrong if you take in

comparison the very cruel and autocratic conditions which generally prevailed

in the then known world of some 3000 years ago; for relativeett these the

Israelites were definitely better off. They elected their tribal Chiefs, as

I told you a vdiile agdb, and these forraed thänsejtes then into a tribal Council

wliich dealth with the various intertribal affairs. From among the members of

the tritpal Council a supreme chieftain was appointed whenever it becam^e

necessary, especially intthe case of a war, to have the guidance of a powerful

leader. Every one of the tribal Chiefs presided over his own open court - w

weekly or daily according to the need - in which every man or woman of the

tribe could appear and ask for judgement. I think this was an admirable derao-

cratic System. However, if you want to qualify my definition as democratto
,
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you may do so by calling it a ^'bheocratic deinocracy" . As a rule there was

always some major or minor proi^et who claimed to speak in the name of God.

Only Judaism Imows the institution of prohetsc^ although there are exceptions:

Bileani, mentioned in the Bible was an acknowledged prophet of a pagan people.

Also Zoroaster was designated a prophet - an in post biblical times Muhammad

is the most influential bearer of such a title. The prophet claims to have

the task and the power to tamsmit to the people a niessage he has received

directly fran God. How the message has been received for transmission varies

fron prophet to prophet, but as a rule it is an imnediate experience through

wiiich these men and women live a transcendental reality. Tiie in most cases

very respected prophets of Israel were often excellent psychologists and well

versed in the current political events and currents. They usually preached

sermons füll of awesome threats and wamings, but very often they also gave

excellent advice to the people of the land. For this reason they could often

exert considerable influence - and they knew very well how to use and how to

apply their power. Hiey were not rarely important cogs in the political

intrigues and the demagoguic games which were then, as imich as they are today,

facts of life among the ruling families, the leaders of the country, and of

those wtio aspired to or feared for an important position.

It may have been in the wake of a ppontaneous movement or it

may liave been the outcane of a politically inspioed intrigue, but the tiine

appears to have been right for tlie people to clamour that a permanently app-

ointed leader in the person of a king be placed at the head of the nation.

As you know already, an over-all leader had initially been appointed for a

restricted purpose and a limited period only, but when the Philistöie threat

grew and it was feared might endanger the very existence of the Israelitic

nation, the need arose for a permanently installed and a more powerfully

enabled leadership. It had become the general conviction that a monarchy

would be the best arrangement for Israel and would solidify all the tribes

into one nation. All the surrounding nations were ruled ny kings, and the

Israelites may have seen it not only as a matter of urgency but also of

Prestige to have a king too, even though this would mean that the power

would have to be concentrated into the hands of an undisputed authority.

To make the choice easier and the decision less painful,the govemment of

of the Land of Israel was made to appear as something predestined and as
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scxnething which had already been divinely predicted: for it was written in

the Bible that ".•••when you come into your land..,.and you say ...: let

US appoint over us a king as all the surround44g nations do\ then you shall

be free to set a king over yourself , one chosen by the Lord your God". This

is written in the Book of Deuteronomy (17:14-20) I have the gut reaction that

thisis too pat. Don*t you think too that this passage, that this prophecy

has been written üiong after the event, that it had been inserted by an inte-

rested political party ? For you will recall my having raentioned that the

5th book , the Book of Deuteronomy had been composed in writing a few centu-

ries after the first kings had been appointed and annointed.

In any case: whatever the reasons and whatever the background,

the Israelites got their king too. All the intriguing and all the politicking

which led to the choice of the first king - and thereafter of everyone of

them who followed - was, of course, done in the name of God. I do not think

that He minded this at all. The Israelites could do their politicking and

their electioraiering, their administrating and their governing as and how

they liked, as this did not and could not dislocate Goci's long-range plans.

If the Israelites chose wrongly or wisely, they had to carry the responsibility

on their own Shoulders and they had to feel the effects on their own backs.

The first king to rule the Israelites was Saul. The prophet

Samuel had chosen him at the behest of God. Scriptures leave us in no doubt

that Saul was in raost ways a rnediocre king, but he was and is not to be blamed,

as Saul was followed by David to cotnpensate for his predecessors shortcomings

in the fields of administartion and foreign policy, as well with regard to

pprsonal;iy,intelligence and cliarm, althougjh the friendliest biblical histo-

rians could not totally hide and completely cover up all of his personal

wrongdoings. We leam from the Holy Books that the Court manipulators had

trained David to be Saul 's successor because God liad so ordered. Aixi so Üie

Saga gois on. Henceforeth we are told of every king wlio ruled over Israel,

that he liiad been appointed by and annointed in the name of God - and for this

reason his kingly person - and that of every king and emperor until our own

days - was decüred 'holy' and inviolable.
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In the course of the years,the decades and the centuries the

Israelites settied in the Holy Land were ruied by a long line of Chiefs,

judges,kings, and an impressive series of prophets conveyed their spiritual

messages in the narae of God, Some of the prophets were effective and respec-

ted leadersj their influenae on Judaism persists to this day. However, of

the vast majority of a mostilikely huge najiner of prophets and seers of the

centuries following the conquest of the land of Canaan until that land was

lost forever, no trace is left - most likely with justification. None of

the leaders of Israel, neither the chieftains nor the judges nor the kings

were in any way of a remarkable calibre, The Bible, as well as the various

books of the biblical canon, never hesitate to point out this fact. This is

possibly done, I think , so that their weaknesses and fail^ues migjit serve

as a lesson to me and to you. In addition this prevents also any possible

tendency to see in any of these historic figures or religious leaders in the

Bible holy traits or material to be venerated as saints. I see in this also

an explanation, why God has neithertthen nor now been willing - mind you well,

I did not say '*has not been able " - to Institute at once and without delay

that era of rederaption, of salvation, of purity and hope which had been the

primary reason why He created man and why He placed Hirn intothe world. For

nobody could deny that notwithstanding all opportunities and all facilities

the Jewish people itself had not yet grown to that moral height for which it

had been elected from among all other peoples. If you sur«ey not only the

events but analyse in depth the elements and the motives which are active

in the history of the Jewish people, you will find that on its own the

Children of Israel could not achieve the required maturity, and that Ädeader

of the right calibre emerged vÄio could have shown the way. It is a fact

that there was hardly ever among them a leader who could be called an excep

tionable personality or an exemplary character; I would go even further and

say that a truly good,praiseworthy, benighted and morally superior individual

never arose since Moses to take on the leadership*

< You will have noticed that I use "rather indiscriminately"

sorae time the name 'Israelites* and at other times that of *'J erw s*\

I do not do this for any particular reason in mind; for our purposes and my

intentions these two designations can be interchanged. Once upon a time there
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was a difference, it Is true. Under King Rehobam the kingdom which David had

founded was divided into two parts, the southem' Ringdom pf Judah' consisting

of the tribes of Yehuda and Benjamin \A\o had remained loyal to the House of

David, and the northem 'Kingdom of Israel' raade up from the remaining tribes.

When in the year 721 BCE the Kingdom of Israel finally feil and disappeared,

only the Kingdom of Judah survived. Henceforth the national name of ' Israelites'

was replaced by that of 'Y e h u d i", i.e. by that of "J e w". >

14. David the Great and Solomon the Wise .

King followed king in Israel. Shaul was succeeded ty David, and

David by Solomon, who in tum was followed by a series of kings. As I have

already mentioned in general terms, none of these kings was a truly great

Personality, and none of them can be said to have possessed exceptional human

qualities. None of them can be seen as a representative or even as a precursor,

as an Inspirator of that kind of leadership of which Israel was then and

thereafter so rauch in need. None of them was fit to serve as a shining axanple

nor suitable to guide the Jews into that moral perfection and that spiritual

purity for which they had been chosen.

" Oho ", you will shout now, intending to make me stop. " Don't

go any further with your defaraatory remarks ", you want to teil rae. " What

are you telling us,7 About what and whom are you talking ? Have you forgotten

the greatrand brave King David ? Have you never heard of the clever and wise

King Solomon ? Weren't they the best, the greatest,the wisest of men of their

times and for many generations thereafter, and possibly even today ?"

Believe rae, my children, I have heard and read at least as rauch

as all of you about David and Solomon, but I am not inclined to believe every-

thiog of what I have heard and read about them. For I am deeply convinced

that what is reported in your histoiry books and what is so extensively des-

cribed in the biblical books ' Samuel ',' Kings ' ,and ' Chronicles ' is far frora
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true« It is simply impossible that all that is true and correct. David was a

bloody tyrant and knew no mercy. He was a selfish and power-hungry king who

made extensive and ruthless use of the 'god-appointedS position he occupied.

In his condemnable deeds, in bis often criminal behaviour, he had the support

of his devoted army Chiefs, his spittle-licking courtiers as well as his court-

appointed prophet, who led him to disobey the moral laws not only preached

by the Torah but also by the customs of the lan and the spirit of the time.

With their support he did whatever he could in the furtherance of his schemes

and for the glorification of his own person and name.

And Solomon ? He was not even the constitutionally entitled

heir to ascend the throne vacated by David. He acquired the crown through

intrigues and niurders with the help of his mother v^o exerted such great in-

fluence and power over the ultimately senile David. Solomon was a spoiled child

and a self-centred brat. He could not have been as intelligent and as wise

as he iaspainted to have been, as otherwise he could not have believed with

such eagemess, and would not have accepted with such readiness the flatterers

and the poetasts at his court and what they dutifully whispered into hiasears

or loudly proclaimed in speeches and songs. He was a leecher as his father,

and although one may accept that he had to raarry many of his innumerable wives

for reasons of politics and in the interest of the State, he kept up a const-

antly replenished large barem of women kb& had caught his fancy or whom his

cpurtiers thought raight stimulate his faded desires. He cherished graddiose

ideas for himself and his country. The Jerusalem vAiich he had inherited frora

his father was not rauch more than a large village-sized conglomeration of huts

and sheds, until then accepted by the inhabitants of Jerusalem, who had not

long before lived in tents and huts in the desert as suitable and comfortable

enough. But Solomon had leamed from travellers and courtiers, and especially

from his foreign-ttfavBSwives , of the palaces and teraples of which even princes

and kings of the neighbouring small and insignificant countries could boast.

In his vainglory he feit his person not sufficiently appreciated in that pri-

mitive environment, and he wanted to build in Jerusalem a palace more grandiose

than those eamed by any other king or god. In addition he was determined to

erect also a temple to the glory of the Goddof Israel which would be the envy

of the entire world. He had to include in his plans such an irapressive ten^le
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not only because God was the centre and the soul of Israel, but possibly also

because he wanted to disarm any criticism and unrest among bis people vMch

bis ettravagant life style migbt eventually bave caused. It was impossible

to find an Israelite architect with experience in the designing and construc-

ting such a kind of buildings. Neither were there among the Jews craftsmen

who could work in wood and stone, in metals and textiles; but it was not diffi-

cult to induce , against suitable payment, of course, such types of experts

and craftsment from abroad to enter the king's temporary service.

Although Solomon had been successful in enlargfcig the ränge of

trade relations with the neighbouring countries, and had thereby brought

about a considerable degree of social and financial iraprovement in bis country,

there arose the usual problems with which ambititous kings and rulers have

always been faced. There was by far not enough money in the State treasury

to pa)i for such an extended development program, and altlaough he could, with

the skillful help of bis spiritual advisers, take hold of the gold and silver

which had accunulated over the years in the temple treasury, there was still

never enough money available to cover the huge expenses. He found a way out

by forcing the population to band over all their gold, silver and precious

stones, along with all other valuables they could not hide, by vesting bis

Orders in the explanation and with the excuse that he was acting on specific

Orders of God Ailmighty. The courtiers and the politicians spread the word

that those who hesitated and varicated with their contributions were liable

to be severely punished - by God. But this was not all ! He imposed a still

greater bürden on the people by recruiting a large army of workers from among

the Israelites and the peoples which bis father had subdued. VIore than one

hundred thousand workers were employed. They had to teil in the quarries; they

were engaged in transporting the stones and trees vAiich had to be carried

to Jerusalem - at times from abroad - and they had to labour on the construc-

tion Site.

Don't overlook that all the people, the simple people, were

without exception illiterate and that they were, in addition, very si^peEti-

tious. The priests threatened them with the ire of God and their folklore

kept them in constant fear of the everpresent spirits and the fearful demons

around them. And when Solomon made it known in piain and straight words that

he had been ordered by God Himself to build Him a temple, and when the priests
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and the projAiets of the land unleashed an extensive Propaganda campaign to

this effect - which was made more effective still by the Insinuation that

Solomon possessed great magic knowledge and had acquired total power over

the demons - the people did not dare to object or to revolt. For many a long

year they slaved to enrich and to support Solomon and to contribute vAiatever

they could spare to help him in his ambitious plans.

" How can you know all these things ? As far as we know nothing

of all what you have just now told us can be found anywhere in the Scriptures" ,

you are sure to ask, and I think I can discover a trace of exasperation in your

voices, You are right ! Nothing of all what I have written down just now about

David and Solomon in such outspoken critical terms, can be found in any of the

biblical books or in any treatize of ancient Jewish history, because Solomon,

his followers and his successors have purposefully and successfully falsified

the history of their days. They have stealthily and diligently changed the true

facts. Solomon must have engaged a large army of such 'hagiographers' < this

is the name given to that brand of history writers who invent most fanciful

stories, fabricate most complex tales, erase and suppress whatever might slight

or stain the name of the person they want tpopaint in brillant colours. >. In

other words: fchose men of the Antique who compiled the history of David and

Solomon have lied, arxi the bibliographies they have published of these two

kings were written with the intent to make us admire them as true political,

spiritual_and cultural giants - but what they have written is nothing but

fanciful inventions or at best a long list of'transmuted facts."

If you take the tlme to read attentively the sermons and the

harangues of the prophets^ you will galn a better understanding of the

times in which the Israelites lived some 3000 years ago^ what kind of

leaders were placed over them, what sort of kings and rulers they had.

You will find that most all of them failed to be that superior kind of

human material which God must have expected them to be and to become.

And mind you : also the writings of the prophets had already been cen-

sured; very much was corrected in them when the books of the biblical

canon, which report the history of the Jews between the First and Second

Temple periods^ were published by the scribes of the very po%^rful

priestly class« About this I shall have to say some more later on. Once

you keep these facts in mind, and as soon as you learn to read between

the lines and behind the words of the prophets, you will begin to sus-

pect that things referring to the kingly ruti«B in the Books of 'Samuel*

and 'Kings' had not been as they are described, and you might not anymore
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be reluctant to Accept my rather negative opinion about these two prominent

kings of Israel. Should you still not be convinced, and should you ask for

xnore evidence, let me invite you torecall what I intended to be the red thread

visible throughout this tale of mine, viz:- that God had from the onset wanted

Israel to grow into a people with superior qualities, entrusted with the task

to bring His message to all the peoples and nations of the world^ to teach

humanistic knowledge to all and to spread His ethic laws among manking every-

where. It had since ever been the divine plan and program that as soon as

Israeal itself was readied to live under and with such rules and laws, and as

soon it had given up the errors and the sins it had cornmitted again and agaln

over the millenia, then all the peoples of the earth would not have anymore

the excuse and could not hesttate any longer, and they in turn would also

have to accept>tln füll God's laws and coittmands. (Dt is true that the other

nations, the other peoples in the world, had a far worse record, had conrmitted

far greater transgressions of all and every divine law; they were not burdened

to the same degree as the Jews because they had never tjtken upon themselves

the same obligat ions as Israel. When this had been accomplished, when Israel

fulfilled its duties and the ••goyim'* recognized their Obligation to take on

Israel 's Spiritual leadership, the blissful days would have arrived which

mankind had every right to expect; then it would come to pass that Redemption

and Salvation would be theirs at last. But all this did not happen; none of

this did come to pass* Although the Jews livti now in their own country and

and although they had by the knowledge and the wisdom granted to them gained

the strength and the agility to survive all the presenting misfprtunesland

dangers, had learned to adapt to the threats and the temptat ions which have

confronted them over the millenia, they had failedto face the challenge and

to take hold of the opportun ity presented to them. They had not purged them-

selves of their weaknesses, had not gained the respect of the world in which

they lived. Their values had not been recognized. I can only explain the

failure in the history of the Jewish people to reach at thatbstage a safe

and satisfactory existence in their home country and to be governed by and

to be satisfied with a morally irreproachable rule of law, by the refusal,

by the stubbornness, by their unwillingness,by their unreadiness to overcome

its faults, its greed, and by its escape into the unconvincing explanation

that it had only the wish to be like all the other nations. This very same

negative attitude, this very same inertia,this very same blindness was going

to be repaated by, and to serve as a bad augury for future generations too.

I know quite well, my dear children, that it is difficult for

you to take all this in, that you are reluctant to believe my words. But

listen to me for a few moments more. Have you forgotten that also in our own

days history is fabricated by the pens of certain history writers and by

Order of certain dictators and politicians ? Do you know that entire chapters

in existing lexita, and that large tracts in long ago published history

books are from time to time removed by order of the ruling men in the Kremlin ?

Had Hitler «urvived as the "glorious Fuehrer" a to us today most unimaginable
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halo and a now most unbelievable nimbus would since long have been woven

around his figure and hls personal ity; stories would have been set in clr-

culatlon about his noble and celestlal blrth, about his glorious deeds and

his infallible wisdom and so son - and future generations would have accep-

ted such fanciful lies as 'gospel truth*. On the other hand there are still

today Nazis alive, who are allowed to write that Jews have never been raal-

treated, that nobody was ever killed^gased^burned in the Concentration Campaa-

and this in the face of the many survivors of these Camps confronting them.

Do you realize how powerful directed Propaganda can be even today ? Whenever

you have the Chance to od so, make a study of the unlimited hate Propaganda

of the World press and most other newsmedia against Israel. The way the news

is presented, the inuendos with which it is speced, it will easily persuade

99% of the gullible public. And the work entrusted to the newscasters in the

gates and on the marketplaces of the ancient Jerusalem must have been far

easier to complete.

Such is the strength of Propaganda - and of the stupidity of men.

You should also not overlook the fact that in our days nearly

everybody can read, that most everybody follows the news and the happenings

of the day on the TV screen, that everything which has happened anywhere and

which is of the slightest interest and importance, has been eternalized in

print, on film or on tape. People are today very well informed about what is

and was going on. On the othhr hand it is a fact that not only in the days

of David and Solomon but also long before and after them, only a handful of

people could read and write, and that , therefore, only very few opeople

were aware of what the 'historians* and the hagiographers of the day did

produce for 'eternity*. What we know of the greatness of David and the

wisdom of Solomon derives from the history written by these flatterers at

the royal court, b^ those interested parties and by those bootlickers who

had made every effort to please the kings. You can take it for granted that

few, if any, of the "PsalMi of David" and the "Sayings of Solomon" have in

fact been produced by them. It is a regrettablfefact that we have no other

Information about the 'histopic' matters reported in the Scriptures, nor do

we have descriptions from any other source. All that we know of that period

of Jewish history comes from the canonical books which have been added to

the Bible. We do not have any other documented history. And as neither the

sweat nor the deprivat ions of the forced labour, neither the confiscation

of the properties of a large part of the popualtion, nor the kind of payment,

if any, which the workers may have received for thelr Ik^our, are ever men-

tioned in the history books referring to the many years of the ambitious

building program of King Solomon, you will have to agree at least ^ that

some of the history of that epoch is not complete. Do you know that there

is much evidence that Solomon had seen to it that in the "Holy Temple

erected to the glory of the Most High God" a room^ a special closed room,

had been built above the Holtest of Holies, i.e. above the mostsacred part

of the Temple, in which the idols, the statues of the idolatrous gods were
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•accomodated' so that Solomon's^foreign wives could pray in comfort -

and in democratic spirit - to their own gods ?Can you ixnagine anything

more sacrilegious ? This was an arrangement ordered by the Great Solomon,

This could have only happened with the convivance of the contemporary

priests and prophets who appear to have inade every effort to please

Solomon^thft king od Israel. You will forgive me if I givenin and add

here a footnote, as I cannot refrain from having a good laughx *'By Order

of the Chief Rabbinate of Israel" of today no w^ew is allowed to enter

the Space on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, now tbh site of Muslim worship^

as his feet may inadvertently step on that very spot which the Hellest

of Holies, whose exact topography has not been deterrained, had once upon

a time occupied. An# what is still more impressive evidence of modern

chief-rabbinical reverence is the strict order civil and military pilots

have received, never to fly over the Temple Mount; the reason is the

same, viz:- that they might by their overflight inadvertently desecrate

the place whwre the holy place containing the Tabernacle one stood -

along with the idols of Somomon's wives.

I hope, that after all the argumenta vhich I have brougjiit forth

you may, to some degree at least , be willing to accept my personal views

of the cultural, social and religious conditions in the Holy Land at this

point in history; but this may not prevent you, with justification, from

enquiring "wliat had God to say*' about all this. Why did He allow such things

to go on ? Why did He pennit such a wastage, such a cruelty, such a demagogy

to take place in His Holy Name ?

As I have already explained to you under similar circumstances,

I want to report also here that in accordance with my conception of God, of

the World and of Israel, I fiod it quite unders tandable tnat God did not in-

terfere, that He did not want to give any orders, advice or Instructions. God

looked on and watched what was going on. Hopefully He may have expected

that the program was functioning well, that mankind would succeed in placing

itself onto the right path and into the right direction. I have come to the

conclusion that this must iiKieed hasv been the divine attitude, because

Soloaion and his priests had given out the psiicnke - and to every appearance

all their efforts had been directed to this effort - that the splendid temple

had been erected to the glory of God, and that it might induce the Israelites

as well as the nations everywhere, not only the men and women of the neigh-

bouring countries but of all the then known world, to acquire an elecfcted

sense of duty, to show a greater inclination to tum into good people and
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to become more devoted followers and even lovers of the God of Israel. In

Short, it was in the therne of things arranged by God, that Israel should

be permitted without hindrance and without threats, entirely on its free

vdll and directed by a logical evolution of the decourse of history frora

one event to the other and in a chance-like auspice of whatever happened,,

to do what it thought was right to do in the fulfillment of its destin^.

According to this viewpoint of mine Solomon with and by all his faulks

and extravagances , his good and bad features, was only a tool to shape

the Jewish people's fate and the pilot to steer it towards its future.

There is no doubt in my mind that God would have interfered,

first in the form of some suitable waminfeg and if necessary with some

adequate punishnent, should He have judged that Solomon had done something

fundamentally wrong, something unacceptable under any circunstance, or tha

he had severely damaged and endangered the future of the Jewish people.

In the following pages you will leam that in effect things

did not evolve as Solomon had planned, and ti:iat time would come, when God

had to give, through a set of prophets many stem and repeated wamings

because Israel had started on a dangerous and apparently irreversible

course, and it had become necessary for things to be changed. And when the

Jews, wholived in the centuries which followed Solomon' s death, did not

maintain that right direction in wliich they could expect the promised com-

pletion,perfection and salvation, God Struck thera. He Struck then hard. He

made thera experience much pain,loss and hurniliation. He made thera truly

and deeply realize how dangerous far they had been slilling into sin and

failure.

15. A Short lecture about prophets

In the 2-3 centuries following the relgn of Solomon a multi-

tude of very eloquent and perspicac*ous, warnlng and threatening,begging

and promising poophets emerged, often tn serles, araong the Israelites.

In their powerful sermons they warned the people that in view of their

failure punishment by God was inevitable. God 's patience was not un-

llmited and they had been given enough w»rnlngs so far. Along with the

wamings and admoninlons the prophets offered also the certainty that

God was sure to pardon their failures should they •return' to Hirn,
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should they provide enough proof of havlng realized how much they had

deviated by the laws and ethics prescribed by God. We must not overlook

that the leaders in Israel continued to be anything but good examples to

follow; many of them had adopted a llfe style which attempted to Imitate

that prevailing in neighbouring countries, No wonder that the populace

endeavoured to follow their example« And so it came to pass that the Jews

relapsed into religious customs and practices which were impossible to

tolerate from any point of view. They had adopted an every great ränge

of religious cults from their neighbours; they also began to offer large

sacrifices to the gods . Often they offer human sacrifices to soothe the

ire of these foreign gods or to gain their favours. It happened that such

Jews offered even their own children to the bloodthirsty Moloch .Let us

not hide the painful truth that the Jews of the first half of the millBi4«m

preceding the new era had for all practical purposes aband^ned theii

bassi religious faith, the creed that been given to them at Sinai and which

had been transmitted to them by their forefathers. The Jews of the 2-3

centuries following Solomon's death persuaded themselves that it was

easier to Identify and to obey the visible pa^an gods than the stern and

unchangeable orders of the invisible God of Moses.

I suppose that you have since some time understood from the way

in which I teil the story of the Jews - and most likely you have foiond this

out already by yourselves - that God 's methods are wonderful, and that He

works ain a way which we mortals cannot foresee, but which, ae have to

view, once we understand them, with an overpowering sense of awe and

emotion« God has chosen the Childeen of Israel as His people. He haA passed

through the fire of sufferings and had kept them in the vice of painful

humiliations in order to render them fit for the honour of being the keepers

and harbingers of a ppecial knowledge of God and to ready them for the task

of leading the other peoples of the world towards the fulfillment of the

World Order foreseen by God as the u).ttmate aim of mankind. They had on

do many occasions shown that they were weak and forf^tful, but, as you know,

God wanted them to grow and mature through their own recognition of their

weaknesses and faults, by the application of their ovm €i€ftt6s and strength.

Bn the rare occasion when the Situation threatened to degenerate ±ost dan-

gerously He did, therefore, address the Israelites through the mouth and

the Inspiration of prophets and seers, of wtse and worthy men and women,

to warn them off their wrong path and to lead them back to that righteous-

ness He demanded. God taught the prophets to explain the Jews that the

trend which had grown with regard to the religious cults imported from the

outside, was greatly responsible for the deterioration in the character of

the Israelites, and that a continued benevolent attitude from His side was

no more indicated« He made the prophets, therefore, wage a determined fight

against idolatry,against the brutalization yhich these cults had induced,

against the self-indulgence and the amorality which had gripped the people.
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Of course, God did oot concentrate His watchfiulness, His love^

His kindness and His carft on Israel alone. He is the Father and God of

all humankind^ as youknow. But if you folliw the history of the world, the

history of mankind, the history of the rellgions of the world, you will

soon find that somehow er other all which has been going on, all which

has been happenlng over the ages relates in some way to the Jewish people

- or could be seen to relate thus , In case your mind is attuned to this

wavelength, in conformity with and conjecture of some kind of law of pro-

bability. Should you, in the frame of this hypothesis of mine, try to fit

the remarkable developments which took place in various places around the

World during the period of which I have just now been telling, viz:- the

6th and 7th centuries BCE, you will discover that at that 'moment' in his-

tory, contemporaneously, and at the same time iddependently from each other,

men arose in different parts of the globe who steered luankind into new Spi-

ritual paths. In Israel this role was taken on by Jesajah and Jeremiah, in

Greece by Socrates and Plato, in China by Tze and Confucius, in Persia by

Zoroaster and in India by Buddha • All these great and god-inspired men pre-

ached new values for the world, spoke of inner peace,outlined ethical con-

duct and offered eternal hopes.

Do you want to see in this a coincidence ? Or might this have

been a new set of alternative divine pkogramming which had come intoifinc-

tioning ?

16, Ihe Herita|e of Solomon •

The divine interference at whicli I liave hinted a short v^hile

ago, may have been the outcome of Solomon 's policy which in the course of

time did create an intolerable Situation in the eyes of God, On the other

hand it may have resulted, as I have hinted, from the fact that Israel was

sailing on a route which distantiated it irredeemably from its goal.

At the end of his life King Solomon 's realm extended over much

conquered territory. The Israeli tes had thus come into contact with a

variety of new peoples who had their own religious cults and a gallery of

gods. Ihese, let us concede, were more pleasant to follow and easier to

obey than the strict and moraily so demanding Jewish God,

Following the death of Solomon , about 930 BCE, Israel was

convulsed by two centuries of strife and irivil wars« The kingdoras of Israel
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and Judah coexisted on uneasy ternis; at times they enaged in warfare against

each other. In 722 BCE the Assyrians put an end to the Kingdom 6f Israel and

deported its population. Iheten tribes making up this kingdom disappeared for

ever, and today many claim to be descendents of these "lost Tribes", like the

British, the KaslTmiris , the Afghans,the Japanese and so on. In 612 BCE Assyria

was in tum defeated by the Babylonians, and the Jews were again enslaved.

Cyrus ,the Persian king, defeated Babylon and in the year 538 BCE he permitted

the Jews exiled in Babylon to retum to Jerusalem. However, this did not imply

that thereby they regained also their total freedom. They had to remain for

some further 200 years under the Persian yoke until in the year 332 BCE , vAien

the Persian empire was overthrown by Alexander the Great. But the latter'

s

rule was to last only nine years. After his death the Jews came again under

the domination of the hellenized Egyptians, whose Seleucid kings reigned with

that kind of harsh hand as was customary in those days. The Jews submitted

to their overlords as the conditions were hardly favourable for a revolution;

but when one of the Seleucids, Antiochus IV, attempted to hellenize the Jews

by force, did they rebel under the leadership of the Macabaeans. Take notice,

it required the interference of the conquerors with the religious and cultural

heritage of the Jews, for the Jews to take up the fight with their powerful

adversary, well knowing that they had very little chance to win and that they

would have ultimately to pay for their daring.

Enough for the moment of my hypothizing.

Let US now proceed and see what happened next.

God had until the above cited appearance of spiritual leaders

in various parts of the world, neither overtly nor through their leaders

addressed any of the other peoples which populated the earth, as He had a|)p-

arently wanted these to develop in any way andin any direction they wishe and

could, as the divine program quite clearly foresaw that they all would either

survive separately or disappear for ever. and all would ultimately have to

relate to and continue with the Spiritual development of Israel. On and off

one of the nations would come into the foreground of history, only to dis-

appear again, in due course, from the worldstage, often leaving behind proofs

and traces of impressive intellectual and wonderful artistic achievements

.
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IMs you may compaiee to the Coming and going of the flora and fauna which

proved to be so important and necessary an ingredient to be affective , long

after their disappeaaance, for the fertilization and the invigoration, the

impoovement and the advancement of the world as a whole. Ihe history of the

World tneans after all species and breeds, cultures and civilizations follow

each otherj that each perfects itself tnrough the failures of the past and

completes itself in the ashes of its predecessors . Line upon line of peoples

developed, flirsihed and acted as was dictated by circunstances encountered

and the environraent created, because they were not burdened with the task to

prove themselves selfless towards others, were not charged either with any

tnoral duty towards mankind's future.

It seenis to oie - I want to point out to you that I have come to

this conclusion purely and simply by hindsight, because nothing and nobody

has provided me with an alternate explanation - that God must have, at that

decisive epoch changed His approach. Ihe Jewish people were now exposed to

new experiences. Ihey were made into a part of and into a cog within the general

World history. Henceforth God ceased to talk to Israel in the exclusive way

as He has done in the past. The inspirations the prophets and seers could

report ceased, their voices were silenced. Instead God made use now of the

various gentile nations which had developed inseries one after the other and

on top of the other and on their own propulsive energies. Ihis process had

raost likely been already long ago progranined in general terms into the history

of mankind, but the prograra had at this stage developed new propnents and

favourable elements which were to be very well suited to bring hunan civili-

zation forward step by step. One mighty nation after the other grw up, achieved

superior power and cultural greatness; it overpowered a preceding great nation

and in due course it feil victim to the next arrising powerful nation; but they

all proved useful for the continued cultural and technical growth of humankind/

In the past these partially parallel, partially subsequently appearing civili-

zations and independently maturing nations, which arose and disappeared in the

same or in different parts of the world - but mostly and nainly in the region

and the arena of which Israel was a part - had apparently or possibly - you

can define it as you wish - been employed by God to attract and influence His

Jewiih people into the one direction or the other in the way you would blow
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about, to one side or the other, a paper boat which floats on the surface of

your bathwater. God maäeruse of all these various nations to restrain or to

propel Israel, here by a sinall war or there by a threat of an attack, soraitiraes

by tlie coiimercial trends aixi at others by the cultural currents vÄiich evolved

in, or which emanated fron, different parts of the world. This tnethod of self-

effecting progranmed guidance had over the centuries, as generation followed

generation, proved to be a helpful directive, a corrective and also therapeutic

raanoeuvre. But it had becorae less and less effective. I think that God must

have concluded that the 'automatic pilot* was not anymore functioning properly

and that a stronger band, a harsher tnethod, a more painful stroke, a direct

interference was required in order to teach a lesson to His people Israel , who

had over the centuries and generations acquired an unpleasant conception of its

ownixnportance and superiority. It is nonsense to say, that "in His ire" He

Struck His people a severer blow than ever befofe. A Göd,like the one I know

of , does not get angry. He inay be sad. He nay bc happy. He inay be satisfied -

but He is always patient and good. A God who gets angry is an inpotent God,

and this you can under no circurastances aay of God. How can you say that God

•'loses His control", tliat God ''loses His cool'*, as you young people express

yourselves bowadays ? When harsh vords cannot help, the mildest of fathers

will at tinies use painful methods any time a wayward child deviates from v*iat

he has been clearly told is the riglit path,

The new plan vMch God had brought into action and Operation,

and the tools He now used could, of course, have produced, had He so wished,

at once the desired effect; but, as I liave already told you - and please do

not mind if I repeat this again and again - God did and does not want to bring

on any Solution by any of the forceful means and methods at His disposal,which

might appearsillogical to an onlooker but could nevertheless , v*ien necessary,

be explained away as a miracle. He arranged, instead events in mankind's history,

as a dirigent would direct rausicians. I do not have to elaborate that He did so

in His own way, Powerful nations grew up in the Middle East, one after the

other or a few at the same timex the Assyrians,the Babylonians , the Greek,the

Romans and so on. They reacted to and on each other, and most directly or

indirectly also finally on Israel.
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17. Exiled in Babylon.

In tha days of the prophet Ezekiel, which preceded the fall of

Herusalera in 587 BCE, the priestly class had gained great Influence and power.

It feit called upon to forraulate contemporary Jewish thougUt.Tlie endeavours

of the piiests and the scribes were successful. They made the laws of the

Torah binding and inviolable by declaring that these liad been prornulgated by

God Himself. The ßook of üeuteronany, the 5th of the "Books of Moses" was

corapiled under the supervision of these poiests. Tliey formulated their newly

circumscribed theocratic legislation on the facts and on the events as they

were now described in the Torah. With the fact that God had rested on the 7th

day of the Creation they proved that the Sabbath was a holy day; with the

fact tliat Abraham iiad sealed his covenant with God with the act of circum-

cision they reasoned tliat this Operation had henceforth to be binding on all

male Jews; by the fact that Abrahaai liad purchased the Cave of Machpela they

definitely proved the right of Israel to the Land of Canaan - and so on.

However, the concentration of the spiritual power in the hands

of the religious leaders there occurred no iinprovement in the political,moral

and huraanitarian conditions within the country. On the contrary; the Situation

was boxmd to lead to more strife and to an increase in dishonesty. According

to God 's plan it appears to have been determined that Israel liad to undergo

a traumatic shake-Qp, so that it ndght be induced to recall its true values..

Within the frame of His program God had allowed Nebukadnezar , the King of

Babylon, to becane the miglitiest ruler of the then known world. he nAde him

sufficiently powerful, sufficiently avaricious and sufficiently mad to attack,

to subdue and to desecrate Israel. In the exuberance of his arrogance he

he despoiled in addition the Taiple of Jerusalem which Solomon had built.

God may have lost interest in that temple as a structure in which He feit

Himself reflected, or He may have permitted its destruction as only such a

catastrophy would bring home to the Jews the extent of their failing. You

will leam in due course that it has always been in the nature of man that

he huniliates and pillages a conquered enany, but the fact that God had
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permitted the king of Batylon to desecrate and to destroy the Tenqple indicates

that his might had come to an end. It must have been an additional contributory

factor to bring on his downfall and the early destruction of his enipire. His

fate may serve for all times to come as a waming to those whora it concems«

Nebukadnezar had served as God's tool; he was thereafter discarded, vjhen he had

served his prupose. The Children of Israel had never experienced such a severe

punishraent since they become an indejiendent nation. 'Ihey were in a veritable

State of shock* Tneir pain and sorrow helped them to gain enough insight to

explain to themselves tliat their lot was the penalty for their misdeeds, and

to see in their suffering a punishment from God. The beaten and conquered Jews

were deported to Babylon into exile, There they had time and occasion to lament

their fate and to promise with due contrition that, having leamed their lesson,

they would in future behave as God had den^anded of them.

18, Ihe Return from Exile.

God, as always and as even today, was ready to trust His repentant

children and to forgive their errors. I know quite well that what I have just

now said inay sound to you quite contradictory to what I have written on the

preceding pages. I shall, therefore, for your benefit express in a different

way v^iich sounds so simple and cherishing in the piain words I used. It was

not a matter of whether God believed their renorse or not, whether He trusted

than or not. Ihe fact is that God did not want to break His relationship with

Israel. He could not break with than. Once more He niust have adjusted, repro-

grammed the destiny of the Jewish people - but not more than just necessary;

for He never changed His deterraination to have them grow up to their responsi-

bility by their own Cognition. In the hope, therefore, that they would have

leamed a further lesson. He granted them now a new chance and a fresh oppor-

tunity. This opportunity presented itself as one of the miracles vrfiich God

grants to the Jews from time to time. This miracle happened not long there-

after, as soon as the last of the sinful generation had died off in Babylon.

God made Cyrus, the King of Persia, into a powerful ruler, and He implanted

into him a sincere friendship for the Jews and a belief in the divine protec-
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tion they enjoyed. When you study Jewish history, you will find that on raore

occasions than you might have thought possible such men were found in the

right place when the Jews were in particular need of help and protection«

Cyrus of Persia was such a man. He granted extensive executive power to the

mature new leadershaf) wliich had emerged among liabylon's exiled Jews, and he

pennitted thera to retum to Jerusalem and granted them there limited self-

Esra

rule along with the permission to rebuild ti^i country and their temple. He

provided thera witii raoney and material; he supplied theni also with every poss-

ible administrative and technical assistance.And it came to pass, in the

middle of the 6th Century BCE that the Jews returned home from the Babylonian

exile which had lasted until tlienyear 538 BCE. Their retum to Jerusalem was

interpreted as evidence of God's grace aixi forgiveness. The resilting revival

of the religious atmosphere was again daninated by the priestly class.

and Zerubabel, the leaders of tlie returTiees succeeded in creating a definite

theocratic State. Both, philosophy and theology liad undergone a change. During

the Babylonian exile the Jews had had intimate contact with the Zoroastrian

religion and liad adopted rnany of the precepts of tliat creed. They took over

the concept of a Satan as a spiritual adversary of God and as an enemy of

mankind; they acquired tlie dualistic principle of the opposing trends of good

and evil, of a heaven and hell es localities where af ter death rewards and

punishments will be lianded out; they accepted the idea of a "Last Judganent"

and the ideology of a Messiali.

But de not think that all the Jews had returned to Jerusalem.

Only a fraction liad come back. The greater part of the Jews preferred to stay

on in Babylon, vAiere life was more pleasant, more luxurious and more comfort-

able. And abofb§ all, also business was much more profitable there. You are

surjnrised, are you not ? Would you ever liave expected that after all the

lamentations,complaints,tears,prayers and promises there could have been Jews

wiio would forego the opportunity to fe free,to come home from captivity and to

live in tlieir own country ? You are unable to understand how the majority of

thern did prefer to remain for ever strangers in the midst of a rarely friendly

and hardly hospi table foreign cotntEyiry. Let me confide in you that this is

a phenanen which has disturbed also me a great deal, for this was not the

first time nor the last one that this has happened in Jewish history. The

Rabbis of the Talmud had gained the Impression from the Interpretation of
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certain biblical passages, th only one in fifty, that is a miserable 2% of

the Israelites, v^o had been living at the time in E;gypt had joined the Exodus

led by Moses. The other 98% had preferred to stay behind. Ihey must have owned

good houses, comfortable Jobs and profitable businesses. Ihis does indicate

to me that the picture I had formed for myself of the social conditions of

the Israelites had been wrong, that not all of thetn could have been slaves

after all ? ^parently this had been within the ränge of God's possible,it

not in fact as fateful prograramed factors which have since ever marked all

Jewish history. And who are we to argue about it ? But if you goideeper into

the meaning of such a divine program, you will come to realize that it indi-

cates in fact a very masterful policy. For those very same people, who refused

to leave with Moses or to come back from Babylon, human material of which the

Israelites could have made good use, would not have been of great help, or

in any way a specific asset, to the people who emigrated from E;gypt, or to

those \A)o retumed from Babylon to be reformed into a nation and to rebuild

Jerusalem under the difficult and dangerous conditions they were to encounter,

be it in the desert be it among the ruins of Jerusalem. And I want to extend

my reasoning a little further: God having selected and educated a people like

oursj^He must have made sure that there grew up among them in each generation

a human material which could and should - and this must have been in God's

plan - benefit, enc^le and enrich also the other nations of the world, inbo

which the assimilating and Converting Jews were steadily submerging 4n an

constant flow. I have the dream that this heritage might one day awaken in

the humankind v^ich has benefitted from the supply of Jewish genes, a memory

of duty, of belonging, of thankfulness to the Jewish people. This time has

so far not come, as you yourselves know only too well. There is still very

little respect, and so far also no thankfulness in the hearts of the other

peoples, the "goyim". Or am I mistaken ? Has a spark just now been lighted

in some of them ?

Methinks I may appear too optlmistic in the eyes of most of my

contemporaries of today,Vut at the time of the Rabbis I would certainly have

Talmud

to God are you, Babyloninan Jes. Would you have retumed in great numbers,

Judaea would have become indestructible and unconquerable a force - but now
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it has becocne weak and vulnerable.
"

No !, my dear children, this has not been written in our own

days but scxne 2000 years ago.

19. Of Politics - The Jewish Weakness.

Without cessation wars continued to be waged among the powerful

nations of the then known world. One empire replaced the other. In some way

or other Israel was invoived in all that went on agitating and changing its

region. Not only were the Jews affected by the geopolitical disputes which

were the usual causes of the wars fought among the neighbouring nations - and

in which Israel was not rarely also an actively interested partecipant - but

they were inevitably also pulled into the maelstream of the cultural currents

which pervdded and greatly affected that world. This applies in particular

to the all-dominating Hefclenism which after the rise to power of Alexander

the Great had enveloped all the Near and Middle East. What Hellenism had to

offer could not fall to be imraensely attractive to the intellectual strata

if the Jewish people; but it appealed in particular to the young people, for

it provided a very pleasant way of life and it transmitted a very optimistic

philosof*iy of one's existence. But the leadership of Israel perceived in

Hellenism 4nly a spiritual desert, a theological trap and a national timebomb.

The reaction to the upsurging cultural,political,sociological and theological

currents, which began to Infiltrate into Jerusalem from all directions, was

the division of the population into culturally clearly outlined and intellec-

tually strictly separated parties which partitioned the Jews into deeply divi-

ded and bitterly hostile camps. Politica became an important issue and also

the poison vAiich was going to cause enormous damage to the Jews. One group,

perhaps the largest national party, perceived the true values of Jewish exis-

tence exclusively in the undeviating adherence to the principles of their

faith as had been laid down in the Torah and interpreted by the Rabbis. Their

fanaticism was such that they were willing and ready to sacrifice their lives

in the persuit of their goalsto see every Jew follow their religious guide-

lines. This aim they tried to achieve by fighting without restraint for sup-
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remacy witMn the nation. The followers of this orthodox-conservative

group were deeply separated fron, and engaged in bloody fight with, the

no less nuraerically strong and politically rauch engaged Jews with liberal

and mcxiemistic aspirations, who made national unity no less an important

item on the list of their national priorities and activities.

I cannot teil you, if this was the first time in the history

of the Jewish people that a powerful political Organization had come into

being, vAiose members were willing 60 offer their lives in the defense of

the Hod of Israel and His Torah, who fougjth against the introduction of any

kind of reformatory trends, and who strictly believed in the sanctity of the

laws which had been protnulgated by Moses. I know quite well that there had

always existed individuals or groups or sects, who baä secluded themselves

ovMb

)rn4['

cies of modemity, but here we deal with a strong,dedicated, quasi maniacal

political party which made sustained effots to take over the leadership of

the country. If you view this development which dorainated the political

arena some 2000 years ago, from the point of view that fundamentally it rep-

resented the activer application and the intensive propagation of God's word

and will, you might have to Interpret the Situation which I have described,

as a welcome sign and as a satisfying indication that some progress had at

last been made on the road to salvation. I cannot say v*iether God conaidered

these goings-on in the same light, but if so, He cannot have been of your

opinmon for long, or He must have concluded that the time was not ripe and

that the basic ideology had got derailed; for the piety of these religious

groups which had originally been pure, seifless and honest in the missionary-

like endeavour to persuade and to attract their fellowmen, was soon to dege-

nerate into fanaticism and intolerance. The inevitable fights for supremacy

in the land vMch wnsued between the various parties , among the leamed

and the zealots, the modems and the conservatives, tumed into fratricidal

wars, in which brother killed brother, in which hated knew no limits, and in

which all the most basic rules of decency were tramp^dd underfoot.

These very same Jews, who strove for religious purity in Israel '

have to be blamed, that the political argumentation did not stay within civi-

lized limits but had tumed into a bloody and raerciless war of Hew against
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Jew. It must make you also sad to leam that these religious zealots proclaimed

loud and without shame that they were acttng in the name and with the consent

of God. Do not get too indignant ! You should realize that there has never

been a war in the last few thousands of years, in which each of the combatants

did not Claim to fight in the narae of God. But in the case of these Jews their

punishment was unavoidable, because by their unjustified assumption of God 's

protection and by their sacrilegious nieuse of God 's name, they were induced

to misinterpret their supposedly invincible position in the world of internal

and international politics to boast about their unusual strength and to rely

too much on their powerful arms. Let me, however, again point out that all

those fighters, the Macabees and all thei others beforee and after them,who

rose in rebellion againsttheir oppressors, the Romans and others, could only

have been driven to risk such unequal confrontations , to fight against such

superior forces and to finally accept matyrs' deaths in remuneration, had

they not feit they had been called upon to defend their religious freedom,

that they were fighting for their religious rights and that they were sacri-

fying themselves for the purity of the Holy Temple.

We would be guilty of a wrong definition, if we classify all the

many wars of that period as 'national wars\ because there existed no national

unity anymore, nor was there among the Jews that selfless all-embracing broth-

erly relationship vMch is the basic ingredient which cements a nation during

a war* The consuming hatred which one group harboured against the other, the

uncontrolled intrigues which weakened the armies, the growing dishonesty \^ich

paralyzed the govemment, could not be suspended,neutralized or counterbalanced

by the Jews' heroic defense of religion and Temple, of nationhood and Jerusalem»

There existed no more law and order; one Jew persecuted the other; raurder was

the method to settle arguments. Fighting became a purpose in itself, strife

for strife' s sake the aim. That State of affairs cancelled out all of the

ethic advanceraents of v^ich here and there evidence could be detected and

which had promised to provide the fertile soll in which God 's Kingdom on Earth

was to grow up. I do not have to teil you that all this represented a far

greater desecration of God, of His laws, of His principles than what the Roman

prefects and their legions have inflicted on Jerusalem and the Ten5)le.

Of course, God raust have been sad observing all these going;s-on.
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He did not get angry* He never does, Neither did He interfere with a strong

band, as He had done on certain occasions in the p>ast. He did not wipe out,

as you migjit have feared, once for ever this recalcitränt people Which was

on the verge of degenerating into a band of imnoral fighters and heartless

politicians. He brought in a new set of players instead and gave them the chance

to set Israel onto the right path. He selected from among the poor and unspoiled

people, of whom a nunber still existed in Israel, a simple leamed Jew, with

the name of Joshua, who for many years had lived araong the Essenes, a monk-like

sect which had settled in the vicinity of the Dead Sea and whose aim it was

to promote the retum of the Jews to the füll trust in God, His laws and His

promises. Ihe Essenes had since long been engaged in a continuous fight with

the religious politicians in Jerusalem whom they identified with the evil

forces, calling them the *sons of darkness*. Ihey lived their piain and ascetic

life in the conviction of , and in the prepaefition for, the imminent arrival of

the Messiah and the hoped-for salvation of the Jewish people. The things vdiich

this Rabbi Joshua preached were not new; they were part of the Jewish heritage

long before he appeared on the scene* Already the Bible had repeatedly wamed

theJews not to noursih hatred for their enemies, to love one*s neighbour, to

respect the poor and so on. For over a hundred years the Essenes had been send-

ing out mystics and missionaries among the masses to preach that the appearance

of the Messiah was at band and that a life of purity was the key to heaven.

Wherever tlie Rabbi went - and he wandered repeatedly through the lengjih and

width of the country - he popularized in his sermons the ideas and the ideolo-

gies of his sect. He spoke to the people about purity and honesty, and he told

them b6 love and of poverty as tools with which to gain salvation. He was ge-

nerally liked, but he was loved most by the poor people. In the course of the

years he acquired a quite respectable number of followers. As is usually the

case in such men, a streak of fanaticism became apparent in this group's beliefs.

Joshua 's devoted followers though they could detect evidence of holiness in

theirrabbi , and they were Ied to conclude from their discovery, that the

rabbi himself was the expectedmessiah so incessantly mentioned in his sermons.

According to tradition - which you can hear citedto this day - the expected

Messiah has to be a descendent form the House of David, but this did not present

a Problem to those concemed; without any great effort such a relationship
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of the rabbi with Kir^ David was established and documented. Thereafter it did

not take much time before the humble and pDpt«hentious preacher was not only

worshipped as the expected messiah, but he «§s also proclaimed by his band of

followers the "King od the Jews"

I can well imagine that you are now in a sceptical mood and

that you are unwilling to believe that a piain simple man could without

mach ado have been proclaimed a 'king' by a group of adoring and fanatic

followers who had no great Standing in the society. Do you really think

it unlikely that this could have happened ? You appear to think that

one does not make a man into a messiah and a king without any great fuss

Do you really think so ?Le me refute your argument by bringing two in-

stances to your attention. In your neighbourhood in Brooklyn lives a man

who expects to receive any moment now a call from God to proceed to Je-

rusalem in His nameto take up the function and office of the Messiah.

This man is none eise than the "Lubavitscher Ärbbe" who has so far and

forthis reason postponed a long overdue visit to the Holy Land. And

the other instance ? A few years ago the streets and playgrounds in

Israel reverberated with the shouts of the plebs who called on the Prime

Minister Menachem Begin to declare himself the "King of Israel". Begin

Is now out of fashöon; last years he was replaced by Arik Sharon as the

favourite for kingship; and this year the shouts for "Rabbi Kahane

King of Israel" are the fashion.

The Romans who occupied and ruied the Holy Land, did not mind

the messianic overtones of this movement led by Joshua, but they perceived

in the proclamation of his being crowned King of the Jews the seed of a re-

bellion. And this, of course, they could not tolerate. In their eyes there

was no more logical Solution for this nuisance, which they wrongly feared

had all the potentialities to grow out of control, than to condemn to death

this aJshua of Nazareth, whose name was later to be hellenized by Paul into

•Jesus*. For the Romans it was a simple routine affaire - every day they

condemned a t&ti dozen Jews to death*

And so and therefore the Romans killed Jesus too by the method

they preferred to make use of more than any other other, the humilioiitng

death of crucifixion. In the symbol of Jesus oonthe Gross the Christian

religion was to become a religion of suffering.
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20. An Intermezzo about the History of Religion •

You should know that we have in truth no eye witness reports

•bout Jesus; whatever we learn about his person and his teachings has been

transmitted to us through 'publlcations* which appeared many years after his

death. Not even these books about Jesus - they are called the 'gospels' -are

most likely the reports of eyewitnesses^ but the condensation of what has

been transmitted by word of mouth from one generation to the next. This

can^ however, only in part explain the often glaring contradictions which

you can discover in the four Gospels^ theonly out of many originally in ex-

istence to have been recognized as true, as divinely inspired and as written

down by the apostles themselves after whom they are called. I suppose,

that once you have digested this fact^ you will hardly ever again use the

Word 'gospel truth' in the manner it is applied today. In any case , we can

take it for granted that there do not exist any reports of people who had

personally seen or heard Jesus. These four gospels which have been honoured

with the title of "The Memoirs of the Apostles" did nt>t surface before the

year 140 CE and they were granted the Status of 'canonic literature' arouid

the year 170 CE. Itis thought that they were written down sometimes between

the years 70 and 118 CE. It is certain that THBy WBfiÜB written by people who

knew Jesus only from hearssy. They are explained as material used in the

struggle between two groups of followers of Jesus, the Judaeo-Christians and

the GentilesChristians, and that they indicatethe effort and the polemic to

eradicate all residual trace of Judaism and Jewsihness in the history andthe

tradition of early Christianity. Experts think that only the rituals of the

Churches of Ethiopia and Chaldaea are still left with some indication of the

original 'semitic character' . The Christians on the other hand believe - and

this is taught as a dogma - that the Gospels are written by direct witnesses

of the life and teaching of Jesus, "most likely" by the Apostles themselves,

and that they are, therefore, absolutely true. In the Gospels you will find

presented as reality things which are historically unfounded, but this is

nothing unusual; it is a feature of many ancient histopies. In the case of

the Gospels the many inconsistencies, improbabilities indicate that each one

is a combination of various sourcee and different manuscripts.

It is understandable, acceptable and excusable that religious

organizations will refute with Indignation, and even with horror, any alle-

gation which denies their ass\imption of the truth, often gained by revelation,

and which negates the sacred origin of their holy books. As recently as in

the 19608 has the Vatican Council described these four books - the Gospels,

the New Testament - as "historically exact and authentic" writing of "sacred

authors". Why not ? They are welcome to their belief and creed. But I feel
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entitled to react angrily when I read that this very same religious Organi-

zation, in Order to strengthen its creed, takes on a hypocritical stand and

lowers itself to a level of imorality, To give only one •xample: that very

same Vatican Council, which calls for the recognition of the holiness and

"establishes" the perfect truth of the New Testament, thinks itself justi-

fied to label the Old Testament as "füll of imperfect and obsolte material**.

Wait l, this is not all l There is more coming from the Department of Hypo-

crisy l What can you do but shake your head in disbelief over the claim in

the Gospel of John (5:46,47) that Jesus is supposed to have said: "...if you

believe in Moses you believe in me...", that he and the Father are one, that

anyone who has seen him has seen the Father, that he "had been even before

Abraham", I claim that it is absolutely possible that Ralibi Joshua could

have said this; these Statements must have been added later on, must have

been invented at a later stage, most likely at the height of the struggle

between the Judaeo-Christian sect and the fol lowers of Paul, I am sorry I

cannot go on with the discussion of this issue; this is not the place -

and there are,after all , many who are far better qualified to answer any

fürther questions of yours. You may, however, take it for granted that the

Gospels and the so-called 'patristic literature', i.e. the writings of the

Church Fathers who ruled and modelled the Church in the first cBeturies of

the Christian era, contain many more and similar 'corrections and additi6ns'.

In Short, it is certaln that the later Christians havegreatly changed the

early records of the life and the Statements of Jesus, and one is justified

in saying, that whatever Christianity presents and represents of him today,

does hardly conform with the historic Jesus. Even the physical description

of Jesus, the Rabbi of Nazareth, whom Jesephus Flaviott describes as "dark-

skinned,small in stature and hunch-backed" appears to have been totally

changed and idealized.

You will ask me , why I exhibit here so much interest in the

life history of Jesus, his fate and the way he has been painted and illus-

trated. You have every right to put this question - and even to scold me.

But you will permit my intermezzo to stand, if I assure you that this chap-

ter has importance for and in my argument and hypothesis, as the impact the

Christian Church had on the fate of the Jews and her role as an instruraent

in God's hands, to keep the Jews on their track, is enormous and decisive

as well as impressive and moving. I would agree that this does not connect

or associate with the person of the historic Jesus, who had been abused by

the Church for the sake of hurting and excluding the Jews. Yes, I fully take

upon my conscience and my responsibility what I have just now said ! And

if the Church retorts that she does so by order,by demand,by the urging of

God - she is assured of my füll agreement.

A large number of Bible critics of high standing, who take

literally the description of the resurrection contained in the Gospels, I.e.

that Jesus had survived crucifixion, explain thÄs phenoien by arguiig that

he had not died on the cross but had been saved by the bribed Roman guards,

that he had been drugged and that he was later smuggled out of the country -
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some say to Gallilaea^ some others tolndia or to Kashmir and so on.

I do not See any justifIcation for the search of an explanation for a

physlcal post-humous resurrectionj those who proposed these hypotheses

have written nothing but novels or story books, because the deificatlon

of Jesus and the resurrection after his death became significant only

long after he had died^ and in addition because they conform so very

much to the fate of the heroes of the Greek mystery religions of the

time, which were most likely not familiär to or at least not acceptable

to the early Judaeo-Christian, and which, on the other hand, are so

typical and specific for the material used in the Propaganda campoign

of Paul and the policies of the later Church Fathers.

21. Sloaul-Paul, the Organizer.

You can rest assured that God looked on with interest, as He

must have been curious to find out how the new religious movement was going

to affect the Jewish people. He did not interfere, nor did He object. He

allowed things to develop along their owii logical decQurse# Neither, I am

sure, did God object that a very clever man, a Jewish travelling scholar

from Taurus with the name Paul < he had thus hellenized his good Jewish

name 'Shaul' * should make his appearance on the stage. That was a very

intelligent man indeed ! He was also a very ambitious man. And in addition

he was also an exvellent Speaker and a skillful politician. Paul had been

educated in the schools of hellenized Rome. I can well iraagine that on his

return to the Holy Land he had been shocked and disgusted by the political

chaos, the ongoing religious struggles vghich he encountered. All what was

going on in his hom^iand must have appeared to this hellenized intellectual

the epitome of cultural backwardness . He was a Jew, possibly an observant

Jew like most all the Jews of that time, for heresy was simply not thinkable,

not imaginable in ancient timesj but I do not think that he should be called

a fanatic follower of the precepts of the Torah. Even though he was thoroughly

assimilated, we must see in him a fundamentally religious man, and there is

enough evidence to show that he had sought and found a proper Spiritual gui-

dance and a satisfactory emotional happfcness in the mystery cults, a form
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of religion whichn was at that time practiced in nearly all the countries of

the then civilized world. It is clear to me from studying the expressions and

Images he used that Paul could not have seen an incanpatibility betwedb Judaism

and the mystery religions, and it may also well be that to this conception he

had been introduced and guided by the contemporary i^ilosopher Philo, a Jew of

Alexandria vÄio, with the Intention of making it easier for the Greeks to under-

stand the Jewish Bible, and on the other liand to persuade the Jews to accept

some form of synchronization of Judaism with hellenistic culture, had endeav-

oured to give the Bible an Interpretation from the viewpoint of a mystery reli-

gion • Philo 'Judaeus' who had lived and taught a few decades before Jesus was

bom, was the creator of the philosophical concept of the 'logos* (the 'word')

with which he intended to identify a "Second God" or even a "Son of God".

Christian theologians deny that Philo 's 'logos* is identical with that in

John 's Gospel, where we hear of the *' Logos - the word made flesh". Accoriigg

to Philo - and in the sense of Philo - God is a pure Being, abstract,iramaterial,

intellect and free of any attribute or qualification. Because of such ideas

Philo had scarce opportunity to influenae the traditional Jewish world. Hb

has been the more appreciated by the Christian theology. Philo by liis Inter-

pretation of Moses* Position as that of a "King and God" may have, if not

surprised at least influenced Paul* It is establisbed that Paul has never met

Jesus in person but that he knewmany persons who told him about Jesus * persona-

lity and his sermons. It is quite clear to me that Paul must have perceived

in this Rabbi of Nazareth, so widely loved and adrnired, the apporpriate person

around whom he might build up the kind of religions structure which he had in

raind for the Jews. Ihere is no doubt in my mind that Paul had decided if not

to reforrn Judaism at least to modemize it with the introduction of the Images

and the ideas contained in the mystery cults. He must have considered the tra-

ditional Jewish religion outdated,restrictive and not anymore acceptable to a

modern man living in the shadow and under the impact of the Greek culture. A

main factor of Paul 's religious belief System which ,as I have told you, was

the concept of man 's survivil after death to be followed by resurrection. This

was the content of the mystery cults of the hellenic world; it expressed by

Symbols and rituals these ideas,and allegorically presented and dramatically

played out its message in the appearance on earth of a godlike figure who, in

due course, was to suffer a humiliating death which was followed by his resurr-

ection and his deificatlon. Every mortal man and aoraan on earth through thei
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initiations into one of the 'mysteries', woven into a cult around a godlike

figure, was assured that he or she could acquire the knowledge and the ability

to p)ass with with ease over the threshold bewteen life and death, i.e that sucUi

an Initiation could save a person from the uncertainty which lurks for mankind

in the twilight zone of death , and the unpIeaSANENESS WHIGH AMMtS him after

his death.

Paul constructed the personality of Jesus, his teechings and his

preachings into that very type of a mythical figure which in various represen-

tations and appellations he had encauntered in every one of the many mystery

religions which were at that time in vogue: a godlike iddividual or a super-

human hero attracts by his way of life or afterhaving successfully accomplished

some superhuman task, many powerful enemies, who in the end invariably succeed

in killing him - but through the Intervention of a god is again resurrected

and will, thereafter , himself live as a god in heaven or on the Olympus.Ihis

pleasing and uncomplicated theology promised all those, \^o have been initiated

by means of a holy and always secret ritual, into the mystery which surrounds

the resurrection, who have been taught some secret formulas or had been entrus-

ted with some specific signs, that they will become godlike themselves and can,

therefore, be sure that after their death they will enter some kind of paradise.

Paul, a psychologist endowed with an excellent sense of Intuition, constructed

a belief System - and a cultsystem - in which he built the established elements

of the mystery cults around the figure, the personality and the sermons of the

Rabbi of Nazaretli, and gave that mystic-religious structure the aspect of a

new theology. His rnastsrpiece was composed with the Intention to bring about

a marriage of an antiquated Judaism in need of reform with a vigorous and joyous

hellenistic jMlosophy. He, therefofe, first and foremost hoped to convert Jrhe

Jews to his Interpretation of Judaism. He understood only too wellthat to a

religious Jew a rite would be unacceptable in which in the ritual of Initiation

he had to act out the role of a godfigure, where he has to die symbolically as

a human being and being allegorically resurrected as a god. To overcomecdnAs

difficulty, the genius of Paul found a suitably modified formula and rite.

He preached in his sermons and letters that Jesus had died for all mankind,

tliat by his one- time death this god, this son of god had offered himself as a

sacrifice for everybody once for ever, and that henceforth nobody had to enact

this sacrifice, not even figuratively or symbolically in a ceremony, and that
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only a simple Statement and declaration of the belief that Jesus had thus

lived, acted and died was sufficient and effective to bless the believee and

to bestow on hira all the benefits which the other cults would have granted

after a more complex Initiation ceremony,

This is in simple and piain words the Christianity which Paul

had created and propagated. He was wise enough, not to attempt - at leastnot

in the beginning - his missionary activity anywhere within the Holy Land,espe-

cially not in Jerusalem; but he tried his luck, with quite some success, among

the Jewish cx^mnunities which existed in those days in most parts of the wide-

spread Roman Empire* There he foundeciany Judaeo-Christian groups composed of

Jews who held Rabbi Joshua of Nazareth in veneration, who believed that he had

carried in himself and with himself the promise of an early arrival dif the

expected Messiah and of an early establishment of God's Kingdan on Erath. They

did not, however, believe that Jesus was the son of God or tliat he was inany

sense a divine figure. I do not have toproduce any evidence from Scripture

to prove or to docuraent my assertion; it is amply supported by the fact that

such early Judaeo-Christians could live in Jerusalem and its surroundings in

comraunal harmony with the other Jews without being molested or persecuted as

heretics. Paul could not have had any significant success among the early

followers of Joshua and still less among the general Jewish population. The

Judae-Christians had remained loyal Jews and tliey refused to accept Paul 's

new theology. Theymust liave seen in him a traitor to theJewish faith, I am

sure. Soon there was to occur a scission of the early Christians into two

separate communities hostile to each other. In the early years of Paulis

activities the number of the Judaeo-Christians was far greater than that of

the followers of Paul* The over-all success of Paul 's missionary work feil,

however, far short of the expectations with which he had set out, and this

induced him to change his polic^and his tactics. He now endeavoured to attract

and to convert rnainly the gentiles. He concentrated his missionary activities

on the heathens and the pagans whora he ardently searched out on his many jour-

neys through the Roman erapire. At last he could register greater success among

these men and women, as the tales he told of the wonderful procnises and the

recital of Üie miraculous deeds of Jesus attracted iTK)re and more people abroad

esoeciallv so. because the construction and the principles of the new Nazarene
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faith were not at all foreign to the culture and the comprehension of the

mediterraean world. Understandably he had to abolish the demands ofcircumcision,

of the dietary and purity laws and of the many other burdensome dutics imposed

on a Jew; and by these additional and fundamental reforms the new religion

which he had created and vAiich he now preached with great enthusiasm and elo-

quency,becaine finally acceptable to a large number of ggentiles - and also to

many •modem-minded' Jews.

It was inevitable that these fundanental and radical changesiin

hhe intrinsic Jewish theology, wtiich Paul had finally introduced into the new

Christian belief system, liad to lead to a BSFltiite break with the Jewish people,

with the Jewish religion and with the Jewish establislTfient, Outside the Juris-

diction of Jerusalem Paul could survive and his religion flourish only because

he could not be persecuted for the outspokon hostility he exhibited for the

Jews and Judaism. These sentiments were, of course, heartily reciprocated by

the Jews. The hostility between the two strearns did not remain confined to

theologicaL ISSUBS. LH over the Ranan empire pamp^lets began to appear in

which one group accused the other of all kinds of vicious crimes, denounced

the other to the Romans of lack of patriotism and even of treason. At times

and in certain places it was a i^ysical fight to the death.

I am going to anticipate here and now your next question vdiich

has to be : "And what did God say to all this ? What was His reaction to Jesus,

to Paul, to Christianity ? Did He not feel the need to interfere in some way

or other ?" M^ answer may liave been in the affirmative to the last part of

your question, possibly with the time v*ien Jesus was alive and occupied with

his preaching to the Jews. God could not but have noticed "with a smile",how

deep was the trust and how limitless the faith of this man. He may have somehow

wished that Jesus could bring about at least some change in the hardness aad

the harshness with which Jew opposed Jew. He may have hoped tliat a part of the

depth of belief and some of the pureness of heart which made this young rabbi

stick out from the multitude of preaching Torah sages of his day, would be

shared by His Jewish children. He did not endow Joshua with special powers,

did not bless him with unusual faculties , nor did He , by any "natural event"

try to awaken in the population of the Land of Israel a readiness to follow

this young rabbi. Still ! I sense that somehow God must have hoped that the

sermons of this migratory preacher, and the deep affection and trust which his
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flock of followers evinced, might bring about a tuming point in the history

and the destiny of the Jevdsh people, God did not, however, in any way interfere

He watched and observed, God did not interfere although He could hardly have

maintained His neutral attitude, nor continued in His hope when Paul took the

Organization and therewith the fate of the small Judaeo-Christian communitp

into his clever hands. God could hardly have agreed with what Paul said, wrote

and did, nor with the way he manipulated and changed Jeus' words. God could

in no way liave ahd any sympathy with the policy of Paul, by which the simple

Rabbi Joshua was tumed into a Christus, a Reddemer; and leat of all copld He

liave ahd any respect for that twist in the Interpretation of the facts, the

cliange-over and the mix-up with Geekk§religious conceptions, by vMch ourGod

and Heaven were turned into a part of a Trinity and afflicted with a son supp-

osedly "begat" by Hirn. It may surprise you that God did not do something about

it all and that He did noitprevent the execution of Joshua by the Romans, even

though He rnust have known that this would tum out to be to the advantage of

Paul 's eventual reorganization of the early Qiristians. However , this is easily

explained. God liad not in any way predestined such an evolution, i.e. Joshua'

s

death and Paul 's making use of the folklore which had begun to arrise. These

were developments bom of the automated program probabilities. Had Joshua not

been executed, the genius and the psychologist Paul would not have had any

difficulty to find another suitable person to fit his profXDtype of the ex-

pected redeemer. From these facts as they came to pass you can conclude that.
/

although , as you know ,God could have easily changed the Situation, tumed

it into another direction and with it also the history of the world, He might,

nay must have decided that the introduction of Paul and his religious System

into the history of the Jews would serve the purpose of nudging the Jews into

the right path towards their goal, towards the achievement of salvation for

themselves and the \Äiole world. God must have let things run its own course

thinking, tliat they might benefit the Jews also insofar as they would have now

come to the realization not only of their own failure but also of the short-

comings leading to their failure, as otherwise even a man of the stature and

the intelligence of a Paul of Taurus could not have imagined or have dared or

believed that he could change the religion and the laws whiah God Himself had

promulgated and prescribed for the Jews and the world. Eventually the use God
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made of Chris tianity moulded according to Paul - and as later further changed

and reformed by the Church Fathers, by the Councils, by the Popes and the raany

critics - was to keep the Jewish people controlled,disciplined and con^ct. Hki)

niust have been the true reason why God did not interfere, why He allowed Paul 's

Christianity to grow and to propper. At first He had the original Christian

Church which believed in the ethically irreproachable sermons of Rabbi Joshua,

in the wisdom of the rabbis and the exposition of God 's purpose and wishes, to

gently shake His Jewish people lose from their rigid attitudes towards God

and each other, so that they should search on their own their salvation by

obeying the laws contained in their inherited faith; and \^ien the increasing

hostility, the growing aggressiveness of the ever stronger and more powerful

Christian Church proved insufficient and ineffective to make the Jews mend

their ways, He allowed the Christian Qiurch and her over the centuries so

often changing and reconstructing theology to turn into a whip by which His

Jewish people would and could, when things so required, be forced to look

into themselves, to repent and to make at least an effort to return.

22. Agape = The Church 's Love Feast.

# As I have hinted a few moments ago, I am not going to exelüde

the possibility that God had at first looked on with some favour, when the

new Version of the Jewish faith and the remodelled version of God 's plans

made their appearance among the Jews of the Holy Land, as for God the ultiinate

evolvement of a morally perfected people worthy of His love was the decisive

issue, and for this reason every ethically unimpeaclxable approach was accep*

table to Hirn. He could not, however, for long maintain this hope and estimate,

as from generation to generation the followers of the religious principles,

as they had been preached by Joshua of Nazareth, distantiated thanselves to

an increasing degree from the founder's original precepts. God must have lost

any further interest in Christianity as a Channel through whidi Judaism could

proceed onwatds, nor as a tool with which to reshapen Jewry to its primary

and intended shape and Image, when the system into which Paul had raodelled
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the original Judaeo-Christian sect's reiiigion • The Church's programmed

decourse was to proceed on its own until it liad run its course, as has been

the destiny of so many other religious cults,sects and similar religious move-

raents in the disguise of philosophical schools or political parties which have

come and gone, which are in existence - and will go too.. Over the centuries

to come the Christian Church was to be more and more altered and transfigured

- and violated - to make her serve and fit the personal arnbitions and the

political aspirations of the leaders and representatives of the Christan creed.

Ihere were tirnes when nothing when nothing could be detected of what God had

wished and advised, proscribed and demanded in the comportment and the politics,

the activities and policies of the Catholic Church v^ich had grown into enormous

dirnensions in and with the name of the hurnble rabbi from Nazareth. Ihe priestly

individuals' ainbition to control and to dominate the kings and the princes,

and the Church institutions' desire to conquer and to rule the world were

packaged and offered overwhelmingly as god-orered desires tosave mankind from

perdition, to establish God's kingdorn and to "bring back the Redeemer". But

when you study the history of the world in relation to that of the Church, you

will not remain in any doubt that there was no trace left of any divine direc-

tion or any association with a possible divine purpose anymore. The true aim

of the Church has always been the acquisition of unlimited worldly power and

the gaining of every possible and all the raost unusual Privileges for the benefit

of the leaders of the Church themselves. The use of brutal and often extreme

force unashainedly applied in the name of the meek Rabbi Joshua was apparently

deemed to be the only suited method by which to bring about the salvation. There

was not the slightest trace leftof the original concppts of brotherly love, of

selfless conduct and of honest insight. You will not find any evidence inthe

original descriptions and writings predating the appearance of Paul whichcould

be cited to justify the , to me incomprehensible and impudent sounding, claim

that God Ixas for ever banned the Jews from His favours and His care, that the

Church was the "new Israel" and had been granted the place which had originally

been occupied by the Jews in God's plans, that she had now replaced the children

of Abraham in the heritage which God had reserved for them. The usurj^ion of

the name by calling itself the "New Israel" is as crude as it is iinnoral.Let me

assure you that you will in the historyof the Church very little, if anything

at all , which could have pleased God, which could have justified the Church*

s

Claim that she was acting in God's name and on His behalf. On these facts T har
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my conclusion that God has given up any interest in Chris tianity 's posiible

replacement of or channelling for Israel. Were I wrong there would have been

signs that God had influenced,redirected the course of tlie history as related

to Christianity. However the program of the Church may evolve, it certainly

contains the directive to serve as the correcting tool, as a threatening whip

«

to be brought into action when the Jews have to be served with a reminder of

their duties. How could anybody go on thinking that the Church, any church in

Christianity , could speak in the name of God, might be justified to pose as

moral example, could claim to function as ethical guide !? Let it suffice that

\ I teil you that over the last 2000 years you will laardly find among the popes

aid the various grades of Church leaders, among the kings and princes who posed

as the defenders of the Chris tan faith, more than a handful of individuall who

have exhibited the kind of moral qualities and of human characteristics whlch

would have marked them as ideal prototypes of mankind, as protagonists of good-

ness - and as examples of true religiosity. It is not difficult for you to

check on my Statements. Do so whenever you have the time. I assure you, that

you will not be able to prove me wrong. But there is one advice which I want

to give you: don't permit yourselves to be inffiienced by the titles these in-

dividuals have granted each other. Don't be over-awed, not even impressed, when

you encounter appendices likes 'Saint' or'Greatf added to their names. And

should you continue to persue your research still further, you will find that

in the name of Jesus Christ more blood has been spilled, more people have been

killed and more damage has been done than anything which could ever be sumraed

up against the Huns,against Hitler and Stalin and other scourges of mankind

combine d.

It would be a mistake for you to conclude that God had out of as

purpose made the Christians hate and persecute the Jews. You can only say that

God did not mind them doing so, that He did not interfere in their never ceas-

ing persecution of the Jews. You can take it for granted that had the Christian.

behaved otherwise, that had God made them abandon their hatred for the Jews -

you can rest assured that God has thousands of ways and means available to

bring about such Situation - the Jews, all the Jews would soon have been lured

into accepting the Christian religion. You will agree that such an outcocne

would, once for all, have solved the 'Jewish problem'. But such an outcoroe was

inqpossible, was unacceptable . The Jews cannot submerge, cannot disappear. I
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have mentioned more than once already my conviction that God as a rule does

permit mankind to follow its own trends and instincts as long as the basic plans

He has for mankind, and essentially those for the Jews, are not fundamentally

Interfegred with or endangered. To make sure that the mechanism of the principle

would always continue to functlon, He has inserted into the (MgkäHig process

and into the belief System of Israel s instinetive enemies and unreasoning

haters two very effective safety devices: although God has rarely if ever inter-

vened, vAien the Christian persecutors torraented and killed His children, He had

planted in the former the belief that there was no future fotrthe Christians,

that their Redeemer would never appear, should there not be always some Jews,

a ^remaant of Jews' be found alive on earth. This astounding sine qua non was

created by the dognatic belief that before the bliss of "God 's Kingdom on Earth'

could come about "all the survlving Jews would have to be tumed into Christians"

Do you realize that on the basis of the 'formula' the Solution of the "Jewish

Problem" , for \*iich the Christians have since ever Itoged, was made impossblle

,

i.e. the total elimination for ever of all the Jews from the surface of the

earth, one way or the other, butbest by the simple stratagem of killing them off

to the last person could not be contemplated at all. There had always to be a

'reranant' of Jews available to be converted when the time of the retum of the

'Redeemer* approached. There had to be a visible and palpable confirmation of

the fact that not all the Jews had been exterminated until God 's Kingdom had

been established on earth. Let me say it in piain words: - God programmed into

the Christian tradition the belief that the final victory of their godhead,

that mankind 's salvation and rederaption under the auspices of Jesus Christ

could only be achieved after the last Jew had been txnmed into a Christian. It

has thus become the Christians' own and main interest to keep a sufficient

number of Jews alive for the indispensible role they have to play in the hope

of reden5)tion - and according to Christian theology the Jewish role was concei-

ved possible only with the help of the ceremony of baptism. there was also

another reason why a residue of the Jewish people had to be kept alive: they

had to serve as an excuse for and as an explanation of the fact that "Christ,

the Redeemer", whose appearance has been promised again and again has so far

not come and has not yet tumed the world into the promised Kingdom. As the

Christian teaching goes this moment can come only after the last Jew alive has

on his free will adopted the Christian faith. From the first day since the
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Church has been establlshed the survlval of unbaptlsed Jews was a necessary

proof or excuse«

You may remind me inqpatiently that I have mentioned "two safety

devices" vMch God had provided, I have not made a mistake, Have some patience I

I shall soon have the opportun!ty to mention the second one also.

Let me again point out that all this time I do not detect any

indication that God had intervened in the affairs of the Church and of society

in general. God 's program included a series of possible developments by which

mankind would be permitted to produce on its own thenext stages of evolution

in its history. God was well aware that by the inbuilt raechanism of the uncoun-

table number of variations possible in its history mankind would eventually

come to an end, or would take a new direction, or would change into a totally

different configuration . The policies and thh ethics, the airas and the mani-

festations of Christianity as they becarae manifest in the many institutions

and organizations which surfaced,stayed on permanently or remained active or

effective only for a time to disappear again for ever, were over the centuries

made use of by God to test and to try, to clean and to train, to remand and to

punish His Hewish people. Strange and unbelievable as it may sound to yyot,

the Church has made her occupation «Mhengagement,with, and the molestation

and the persecution of the Jews one of her main interests; and she has made

the erection of a defensive bulwark against Jewish theology her main task. She

has always acclaimed it as a great victory whenever Jews, though mostly under

the threat of death, could be made to sever their ancient ties with their reli-

gion. You are entitled to shed tears for these victims of the Church 's cruel

policy for many of them harboured beautiful souls and were blessed with brill-

and intellect; but on the other band do not condemn those who converted out of

selfishness, those who were weak or cowardly, for by the edilmination of these

elements fron among the Jews, by the steady peeling off of such human material

from the body of Jewry,the remaining nucleus was to a great degree saved from

corruption and deterioration. I believe furthermore that it muat have been a

part of the divine plan that the influence and the impact which these Jewish

converts to Christianity, on their new environment, represented an additional

advantage and benefit insofar as they enriched and fertilized the gentile

World with their genius.
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23. Another Exile - Explanation and Excuse.. ..

I am afraid I have been abusing your patience by transgressing

Into details vMch must appear extraneous to my planned tale and story. But

they appear only to be transgressions. In my opinion all this had to be men-

tioned. I must warn you that I shall also later on not tkkeep back similar

material and thougjits whenever I have to use them to make my point or to per-

suade you that my ideas have some base and justification. However, for the

next few pages I shall try to report only straight historic facts. I shall

also try to proceed at a far quicker tempo that before.

I am now retuming to the point where I have left our people

in the Holy Land: divided into various irreconciliable factions and hostile

groupings, fighting among themselves with a bittemess usually reserved for

one's worst enemies* All of them, without exception, abused the name of God

by their claim to be His true Interpreters and executors. For a long time

the Romans stood by without getting directly involved in the expection thfct

the Jews would "sort things out" among themselves. But there came the moment

when they appear to have concluded, that none of these parties involved in

the struggle had a justified claim, With their swords they set an end t(b any

every discussion among the politicians about the justification of their

demands, God appears to have hesitated for a short while before He permitted

the necessary, and of necessity severe, measure of correction to proceed by

which the people might be brought to the realization of their sins and of

their failures, But God must have judged the Situation very exceptional, for

He appeared to have decided to intervene more actively and decisively in the

control and the discipline of which His people was in need, when it became

evident that the hope was fading out the newly arrisen Judaeo-Oiristian bro-

therhood would provide the yeast by vMch the Jews could have fermented into

the expected awakening and into the wish for a retum to the true values.

For when the paganization of the early Christian groups was effected by the

ongrafting of fundaraentally different,but psychologically well chosen, vari-

ants of therconcurrent - and by the gentile population well understood and

easily accepted - mystery cults, God must have decided to forego the judaeo-

and
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Christian element as a possible mould for the forming of His people into the

desired shape. Inexorably the time had come to teach the Jews a lesson, a

severe lesson, a more extensive lesson than any they had ever received before«

As it is the way of God, the Romans were made to serve as the tools in this

divine scheme, Jerusalem and the Temple were destroyed. And vrfien even this

punishraend appeared not to have had a sufficient effect, when BarpKochba feit

induced to set outon his foolish enterprise in the pursuit of his megalomanic

plans, when he thought he could raeasure himself successfully against the

raighty Roman Empire, the Jews were again, but this time finaily , driven into

exile.

Tlie consequence of this punishment was that Israel lost along

with Jerusalem and the Temple also its natiorihood, its spiritual base and its

legal rights. Again, as once before, the Jews were driven out to live among

hostile peoples; but this time the exile was to last nearly 40 times longer

than the previous one in Babylon. They were expelled into an environment,into

which for a long time to come they were not allowed to assimilate. They were

planted among nations where every human right then in existence was denied

to them. Now they were to wait for a very long time in the expectation that

an other Cyrus would appear on the scene and arrange for their retum to the

Holy Land. They were giing to remain dispersed and home^ies until the moment

would arrive, when the suffering and the humiliation they had known in Egyp-

tian slavitude so long ago and so far away, would appear to them a pleasant

memory. Henceforth the punisliments the Jews had to undergo were the severer,

the pain inflicted on them the deeper, and the humiliation they experienced

the greater , because God made use of the Church, of Christianity - and later

of Islam, as you are going to find out - to be His whip with which to beat

the Jews, His torch with shich to bum the Jews, His laboratory in which to

gas the Jews. You can rest assured that God did not like to do this to His

Jews, that in the evolvement of the Jewish destiny this was going on. He must

often have feit the hurt more than His children did, but he knew also, at

least I sense this, that such a severe and long-lasting punishment would at

last bring home to the Jews in general, but also to i«ch of us individually,

that lesson which we have so stubbomly refused to leam.

You will ask me now, I suppose, "How can you say all this in such

certain and definite words ? Wiy do you arrogate to yourself the knowledge
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that it must have been thus ?•' I said all this, I stated all this, beeause

(D think I have found the right explanation for the cocnplex developraents with

its often unusual and at times illogical appearing outcome in Jewish history

from the time of the destruction of the Second Temple until our own time. By

making the Church His executioner, and by shattering her into all her later

ramificatrfcos with iheir various sects, He showed the Church unequivocaliy,

And to US consolingly , that Christianity and Christians have not stepped into

our place in the affection of God, as she asserts; that the Church does not

function as the replacement of Israel, as she asserts. He blesses us with the

conviction that all the other organized religions, vAiich clairaed and claim to

speak in the name of God, are only allowed to exist and to speak and to preach

in the name of God, so that they caalize that they cannot measure themselves

with the Jews, but that they raay help the Jews to find their way, tlieir own

place and their definite destiny.

From the first days of their dispersion they found themselves

a despised minority everyvdiere in the Roman Bnnpire, which in practice means

all over the then known civilized world. There was a large Jewish comraunity

in Rome, and all over the empire colonies of retired Jewish soldiers existed,

who, after they had been pensioned off had been granted lands and other Privi-

leges* A main reason, why the Romans disliked the Jews, however,wherever they

were to be found, was their exhibition of an unusual religious fanaticisra

and missionary zeal. It may be true that the Jews by their arrogance must have

caused a lot of trohble to the Romans, but you must appreciate that in the

lawless criroe-boundJRoman society of those days the trouble caused by the

Jews was by far not of a criminal or rebellious nature, but was mainly due

to ideological and fundamentalistic diversities. The Jews were allowed to

practice their religion; they were prudent enough not to agitate agains the

prevailing paganism , but they saw hateful adversaries in the growing Chris-

tian sects with which they were in constant competition for the acquisition

of converts. Ihe truly ferocious and raerciless Infighting of these corapeting

groups - which extended at times also among the Jews themselves - obscured

\

whatever valuable lessons they could have taught the Romans, the manifestation

of whatever ethical purity or national superiority which might have had some

beneficial irttfuence on at least the intellectual strata of Rome society. It

would in any case, and at the best of times, have been an uphill work,aa the
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doctrine of the supremacy of One God could not have impressed a society in

which the Senate could decide by a majority of votes whether or not to grant

the Ehiperor or any of his wives the Status of a god or a goddess. & Do not

laugh about such a preaumption j Do not blame an "ignorant heathen people" !

Is this in any way different from the method which was later to become the

fief of the Church's popes who could and did and do transfer •sainthood' on

some dead individual - and this even without a Memocratic' vote ? > The

only possible way by which the Roman society could be persuaded äpdand per-

suaded of the supremacy of the Jewish religion would have been the unimpeach-

able conduct of its followers, at least of their intellectual peers; but

these failed to live up to such Standards - and for this reason any possible

Chance of a missionary success had to fall.

24. An Intermezzo dealing with Iheology and Religion.

As the following history of the Jewish people, embracing many

centuries, is overshadowed by the Church and the creed she teaches, I am

going to Interrupt the flow of my story again, because I feel it necessary

that I explain to you in simple words and without reaching for any high

Standard of intellectuality, what I perceive as the main differences between

Jewish and Christian theology. Some of these differences I have already men-

tioned when I told you of the 'reorganization^ which Paul had inflicted on

Jesus' teaching.

The Christians, like the Jews,believe that God's existence is

independent of the human beings which He has created and they assume

that the ettd Testament is a revelation of God. That is a primary creed

of all the religions of revelation.

Christian religion teaches that whatever cannot be perceived

by natural reason^ must have been revealed or arranged by God. Traditional

catholic thinking imples that God could, if He wanted to, coinmunicate

any number of mysterlous deeds and Statements. Christianity boasts of

belng a a "religion of love" This may have been true for a time during

the first Century CE, but has never been true since then. The lack of

such selfless love and kindness all through the centuries may be explained

away by the mental ity momentary prevalling which could not created or

adinitted such a trend. But what of the time of the Reformation when
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both sides lost thei last inhlbltionbothANd di not St.Augusttn remlnd

hls listeners that Jesus hlmself had saidt • I have not com© to bring

peace on earth« I have come not to bring peace but the sword* ? Thls

tennet has at all times been falthfully followed.

The orthodox among the Jewlsh as well as the Christian rellgion

accuse you o£ having slnned gravely^ of contradicting God, if you do not

fully and literally accept whatever Is wrltten In the Blble. In the early

centuries of their exlstence the Chrlstiansdproclalmed the Blble perfect

in every way; for did not Paul say and write: ".•.all Scrlptures are In-

spired by God - the Greek text uses so Impresslvely ' God-breathed ' -_and

it can be profitably used for teaching,for refuting error, for guldlng

people's lives and teachlng them to be holy" (2.Tlm.3:16)

üp to this point Jewlsh orthodoxy has no quarrel wlth Its Chris-

tian counterpart. Christlanlty has cultivated the Jewish-messianic proraise

that God's reign will soon begin, Jrbbt death will not affect the true

believer, will not affect the children of llght but those of darkness.

Baptlsm/Communion and other Church ceremonles were offered as antidote

agalnst death. The Christians, through their uddergolng baptlsm, have

Iready died and been born again - they do not have to die agaln. But the

reallties of life - and of death - did not agree whlch such Interprettlons

and thls defect was explalned away by the dogma that even though eevery-

body has to die, A Christian is assured of an eternal llfe thereafter. To

xnake certaln of this outcome, the dying indlvidual is given a last annoint-

ment and the Eucharlst.

The Jewlsh rellgion does not promlse such a kind of Solution

for the Problem of llfe and death. It does not know the Christian form

of redemptlon. The Blble is interested far less in "eternal values" after

death than in the Importance of human life and the ellmination of hiaman

suffering here on earth, and how to live in accordance with the transforming

of man Into an ethlcal Indlvidual; it preaches that at the tlme of resurr-

ection the total indlvidual, body and soul, will be revlved and rise frora

the grave,

1. Christian theology which appears to enjoy the exhibition of a

tortured cruclfied suffering Jesus, teaches that man cannot avold offen-

ding God, and that nobody onnon hls own save either hlmself nor anybody

eise. In Christlanlty God is percelved as a trlnity, as three elements

unlting or unltdd in God. The Trlnity is made up of the Fathert&od, Jesus

the son, and the Holy Ghost. Some of the philosophers, who think they do

understand this prlnciple, call the Trlnity the union of body,8pirit and

mind. Thls concept has been percelved first in the thlrd Century CE; it \

is nowehere mentloned in the Gos^pis. In Buddhism assimilar concept of a

trlnity is taught, composed of the elements Brahmln,Vishnu and Shlva. The

Jews do not know of a three-folded God. Some say that the Cabbalists are

an exceptlon - but thls is wrong. I have already trled to explaln to you

a while ago, that the Shekhlna is not a separate part of God, that she

does not relate to God in the way the 'Holy Ghost' relates to God In Chris

tian theology. If you ask me to explaln thls comptex 'Situation' in more

v
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detail, I would not know how to do it - and I have the Impression that

even far more learned men and women, be they profane or be they of the

•cloth', can do any better. The only advice the Church is apparently ready

to offer to people, who cannot penetrate to a true and exact understanding

of the principle of the Trinity, is to simply accept the threefold composi-

tion of God as a fact, as a dogma - and not to ask any questions. I enjoyed

the explanation ffj^ich Barth ^ one the most brillant men of our time,

has give. He says that God did not want to remain by Himself. He wanted

to have an opposite^ someone facing Hirn. Such an opposite is Jesus since

eternity, and through him all mankind. Thus God and man belong together

as partners, I am sure St.Pkal would have enjoyed such an explanation too^

I think, something of a sirailar nature has been reflected also in ancient

Jewish writings. There is also anothrr Jewish thought which ChristAin

theologians have incorporated, viz:- that God's covenant with man is the

basic reason why the world has been created. However, I have diffioulty

to accept this idea. I told you that God created the Universe, prepaired

our earth for life to be started and that manw as thereafter added to the

livlng beings - one may say, for God to find companionship and someone

on whom to apply His wisdom* This äs for me in reality the world'

s

purpose and aim. I have also already told you that Christ ianity 's main

•raison d'etre* derives from the death of Jesus, the Christ. Or let me

express it differently: Christianity is unthinkable without Jesus having

been condemned to death and without his execution on the cross. Without

this background Christianity could not continue to exist. Christ' s death

is the main theme of all Christian theology. Bonhoef fer , another

leading modern theologian, says, interestingly, that because Jesus dominatesj

the world due to his sufferings, by his powerlessness and by his serving

mankind, also God's presence in the world is to be seen as His suffering

for the world, as His being ignored by the world, as His powerlessness to

act in the world. Therefore faith in God has to mean partecipation in the

suffering of God. < I have no doubt that you and many others may reject

what I myself have written and said, that people will criticise me that I

have built a structure and foinnulated a conception no a rather thin and

possibly personally far too esoterically perceived hypothesis, but I may

say that a far more justified accusation, that of having erected an archi-

tectonically very shaky structure on the shifting sands of a hypotheiis

would apply far more reasonably to the learned Bonhoeffer. And this applies

still more to what I have read of the ideas and thought s of the inn\:unerable|

theologians and philosophers I have studied before I sat do%m to write this

essay. For good measure let us hear some more of Bonhoeffer 's teaching

which appears to make sense to modern Chriitiems: He asserts that God makes

US know that we live our lives without reference to God. "The God who is

with us,ia the one who deserts us**, he says. In a letter to a friend he

wrotei ".• .there is no need anymore for a God in religion and philosophyl >
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I would not be surprised If ^ after you have reached with me this

polnt in my explanatlons, you would come forward and teil mes "• What you

have Said about the Christian theology is rather very scanty^ even super-

ficial. We understand that it is not the purpose of the atory to provide

US with elaborate infonnation on theology. We may accept this. But as you

wrote this tale, this story^ this narrative to teil us not only of God

and the world^of the Jews and of our hopes, butyalso with the Intention to

improve our intellectual and spiritual eyesight^ you should teil us also

something, even if only sketchily, about the tennets of Judaism, of the

principles of Jewish ethics. " You are right. You are fully justified in

your criticisni^ and I am going to say a few words^ teil you a few basic

facta regarding the theme you have broached. You cannot have missed that

already in the preceding paQplieS have never foregone an opportunity to

give you some Information about Judaism, about the Bible^ about God and

about the world, with the Intention of bring^ng home to you my own views

and ideas.

First a few words abo4t ' religion • in general.

Man 's life and existence are risky. The world is unstable. Existeno

is perilous. Natural disasters, political dangers^ economic failures occupy

much of man's life. This has always been the case, and in order to remedy

the psychological effects and^Mlb provide an explanation and some consola-

tion tion^ religions with their gods,rites,cult6^ceremonies,magic were 'created'^|

were morals,art,laws formed and philosophies shaped. Man created for himself

gods not because he feared them, but because he hoped that they would help, con-

sole and direct him.

Religious conceptions dioert mainly from and into three directions:

natur religions, ethical religions and redemptive religions. A religion of

ethics, i.e. a prophetic religfin, and a religion of redemption can only

find their fields of vision in the shape of a monotheistic religion. I

shall later on have to say a few words about the 'nature religions' , but

already at this stage I want to make it clear that Judaism has nothing in

common with a 'nature religion', that it is a revealed religion, a propheti(

religion as well as a religion of history. I must confess - with due respec^

to the men and women who follow a 'naturalistic' view of the creation and

the functioning of the universe - that I cannottgive space to a detailed

description about the various cults and 'fancy religions' with which the

World overflows today. Let me make it also clear that I have neither any

patience with those 'monotheiEts' who depict GHd as petty and revengeful,

who are aver ready to punish you for what is in their personal opinion

sinful. In my conception of ethics and of religion there exists no sin

either of man nor of the worldi there is only our imperfection and oujr

immatuiity, only our incomplete recognition and the insufficient fulfill-

ment of our moral duties. Only the person who does not find an explanation

for our existence in the belief of a divinely willed Creation, and a dir-

ection in the demands in the religiotaiy based ethics, has to take resort
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to - so that he may form for himself a 'philosophy of life' -the always changing

technical and scientifi interpretations of what we call 'nature'. This means In

asf inalconclusion that such a person has to take the responsibility for the

Organization and also of the thics of the unlverse upon himself.

"But what about the theology of Judaism ?", you will inslst. Have

paiience, please. Thls is not a treatise on Judaism and you will tehve to do

with a few words only. I hope that these will stimulate you to set our on a

deeper study of what Judaism is and means. A priorilet me State that Judaism

is not only a theology anchored in history but also a way of life with a partl-

cular social code. The speicifc of Judaism can only be satisfactorily lived

wlthin a Jewish society ruled by Jewsih laws. Very early already in thelr his-

tory have the Jems refused the conception of God in atihkrropomorphic form^

although the language used in the Bible and in the prayers may teil you the

opposite. Even the appellation of God as Father and as King should in no way

be seen in an anthropomorphic aspect, A further piain, but basic truth whlch

it Is Important to polnt out, Is that Judaism can Imposslbly exlst wlthout a

Jewish people, and that It cannot even be transformed onto other peoples. Even

a remnant suffices to keep alive and renew the Jewish people. A Jew Is a Jew

If he confirras his belief and his convictlon that he Is a Jew at least to him-

self. Another sad, but essentlally true definltlon^ls the one that ke Is a

Jews whom Hitler would have killed as a Jew.

Since I have touched on this problem now , I am going on and shall

not postpone it to take the occasion for a few remarks I want to make about

the Jewish religion in general and the form into which it has grown today. In

the past the Jews accepted their fate as a punishment for thelr slns, Imposed

upon them by God. But I was Impressed by the realization that among the Jews

a new consciousness has grown up of their freedom of action and of their human

values. They do not feel anymore like "clay in God 's hands"; they do not anymore

their protests and their lamentatlons to God, do not beg for reprleve from God

- at least not exclusively - but they address manking, hmman consciousness and

the conscience which has been wwakened in every stratiam of mankind. I lave onlj^^

come to understand the great changes in which Jewish religion and religloslty

appear today^ when I learned of the past and applied what I have learned to the

present. But i shall postpone any further discussion of this very interesting

and impressive modern picture until 'we have arrived' in my story at our own

moment in history.

Until then we shall continue with our story.
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C H A P T E R III.

#
A new chapter began in the history of the Jews, In conformity

with this recognition I an also taking up my history and my story under the

heading of a new chapter. This is only a matter of convenience for writer and

reader, as it the sarae thread whichleads from Abraham to Moses to Jesajah to

Rabbi Akiva to you.

#
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1. And how they suffered !

/

At no time since they had been driven from their ^cxneland, have

the Jews forgotten their Holy Jerusalem, all it stood for and all it meant to

them. Tliey vowed to forget the use of their right hand rather than to forget

the Holy City. They prayed for an early retum* They cried to God to be sent

home again* When the occasion made it necessary, they offered their lives to

make an eventual restauration of their homeland Israel possible. Can you doubt

that God feit pity for them ? He promised Himself , and He made His people sense,

that He would do sanething to create suitable conditions for their retum. But,

still ! For many centuries nothing happened. I could bring so many explanations

why this was so, but the one which appears to me most likely, is the possibility

that His archangels did interfere, because they are stem creatures, not as

soft-hearted as to overlook realities and facts, and they were not too sure

that the Jews were ready to return, They were not motivated by Jealousy or

envy as some angels had been on previous occasions; they worried in the main

that God might again be exposed to disappointments and tliat, in case of a renewec|

failure, He would suffer more than ever. In any case, for a long time, nothing

decisive and nothing specific happened in the fate and life of the Jews - and

also nothing coicrete to reduce their misery due to their liaving to live every-

where as strangers, to be the butt of ridicule for everyone, the target of

the murderer's lust for most. It must be difficult for you to imagine, safe

and protected as you are today, how very cruel people have been all along man-

kind's history, and I do not mean only to the Jews, I venture to say that they

were cruel for cruelty*s sake, because they did not know better, because it

was inconceivable to them, not to be cruel. I mentioned sorae instances on a

preceding page, but I would like to enlarge on this a little more. We read in

the Bible that the Israelites in warfare or in revenge killed off entire villa-

ges and tribes; but this was accepted as ''nothing unusual". This was the cus-

toraary way how things were handled. You may be inctlied to call the events,

as they are described in the Bible, murderous, inhuman, impardonable, but what

are you going to say about the Greeks, the Indians,the Egyptians, the Assyrians,

the Romans of the Antique, whose regimes were of the most unliraited cruelty ?
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They treated the weak and the conquered in the most inhuman way* And what of

the terrible sufferings v/hich the rxilers and leaders, whan history represents

as civiliBBd and enlightened, have inflicted on the powerless masses all through

the Middle Ages ? If you study the history of mankind with open eyes and with-

out prejudice you cannot fail to come to the conclusion that the Israelites

behaved better than most. I agree with you that this is hardly a sufficiint

excuse, for I agree that the Jews, who had been called upon to become the moral

guides of mankind, the Light for the world, have failed in their early history,

I could even say at most stages and epochs of history, even though asd because

they did not act differently fran most other nations in existence. I ask you,

what eise could they do ? God understood that they could not have acted diffe-

rently, and so should you be understanding. Had they refused to defend them-

selves, had they decided to keep to the ethical Ideals of which they dreamed,,

had they not kept to the Standards of conduct and the methods of war as these

were applied by their neighbours, nothing is more certain than that they would

all have been slaughterdd. Yes, do not look askance ! Of this you may be certain
.|

Here is a case in point. Have you ever heard of the advice which Mahatma Gliandi,

supposedly a wise and saintly man, gave to the Jews , when they were threatened

with total annihilation by Hitler ? He told thera to asnwer flitler's hatred with

love, not to resist but to offer theraselves en raasse and coluntarily for liqui-

dation by either gas or bullets, For it was Ghandi's Interpretation of the tole

which God had predetermined for the Jews, and his firm opinion that such a
\\

fearless and trusting beliaviour of the Jews would so much touch, so much move

and so much please Hitler, that he would love the Jews in tum, tliat he would

spare their livBs and that he would live with them in peace ever thereafter.

Have you ever heard such a bullshit ? I have no doubt that Hitler and his hor-

des would have welcomed the Jew's docile collaboration, as it would have saved

them thereby so rauch additional efforty manpower and energy* And it miglit have

made a number of the leaders among the Allies in addition very angry as the

troups and SS-men, thus freed frora duty in the many concentration caiiips and

would have made the war still more costly for the allied strategists.

\

I discover that until now I have been strolling along the h/eways

of Jewish history at too leisurely a space. This cannot go on, I shall haveoto

hurry up,especially as alll am telling you and that I am explaining to you, is
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meant in reality to be a kind of intrduction only to the exposition of my very

personal religious fiiilosophy of which I want to convey to you at least a vague

outline. There is still a long way for us to go until we arrive at that stage

- and you must not mind, if we move faster from now onwards.

Here we go !

Hard had been the life and bitter the fate of our people,the Jews,

foc nearly all of the 1800 years which followed the destructmio of the Second

Temple. All through the centuries they were hunted and humilated, from that

trauraatic even in the year 70 CE until at last, sixty generations later, a

new Chance was offered to the Jews. Let me point out to you that in every gen-

eraTION the Jews were given the opportunity to leam fhem the punishment to

which they were exposed, and to be purified by the suffering they had to under-

go. Frora the onset of the exile the Jews had ample time and occas|)on to reform

and to mature into the kind of people which God wanted to see evolve as the

prototype of mankind, which would ultimately come to populate His ideal world.

Be it by the force of their existence, be it by the law of selection, be it by

the grace of God, the Jews had been blessed with every kind dpiritual and int-

ellectual gifts, and it is understandable thatjby the advantages they had been

provided the envy and jealousy of the gentile world was aroused. ünfortunately

the intellectual advantages of which the Jews disposed, were not applied in

the direction and used in the manner which might have evoked the admiration

and the tolerance - and possibly even to some extent also the love - of those

anong whom they lived. During the centuries of their dispersion hardly a ge-

neration did pass, vdien they were not persecuted and humiliated, degraded and

killed, but never was there evidence which might convey to rae the conviction

that they had drawn the right conclusion, had leamed the suitablfelesson. Ihey

were never blessed with the insight to recognÄiJ the faults in their charactter.

They blamed everything and everybody for their misfortunes but never themselves.

Again and again, irertainly with the consent of God, the Church saw it as her

apparent task to punish them with the cruellest means available to her. Many

were the times and occasions, when the Jews were driven from place to place^^

from country to country, where no piece of ear^ anyv^ere in the world was

available to them to rest for a while. There were periods in which their
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sufferings were less widespread. There were comfortable intervals in thelr

lives , during which they could recover and reflect on their fate in comparative

calm. There were epochs of relative peace, during which they could have freed

the true values which they harboured, but instead, they preferred in those

peaceful and relaxed tiraes to absorb the asocial attitudes and the amoralHAits

prevbient in their host society. But When the balance is drawn, one has to

conclude that the Jews had not changed, had not leamed, though they had every

time they were hurt and hit so incesaantly and so loudly proclaimed their rep-

entance, theiurintention to turn a new leaf . Oh yes ! Ihey cried and they weeped.

Year in and year out they said and they shouted that they repented their sins

and their faults, that in the following year they would be good and decent

people - but their repentance was not for long, even if it was a truly intended

repentance. Unfortunately they did not draw from their acquired knowledge the

right conclusions, did not, from the experiences through which they had to live,

leatnnthe logical consequences . It gives itie the Impression that every time they

tumed stubbom and were strengthened as if by the knowledge that they could

never completely perish from the earth, that their enemies would never succeed

in totally destroying them, because one day God's promises were surely going

to be fulfilled, and they had to be alive and present for the fulfillment of the

divine pranise. They did not leam, they did not change. So far this has been

the case throughout hheir history. It has been thus since the beginning of the

first Century of our coninon era. Fran the destruction of the Second Temple on-

wards they were exposed to every kind of misery and to every kind of violent

death. Such prolonged persistent suffering and the consequential physical and

raoral degenrations would have finished off every other people on earth; and

indeed, innumerable peoples have disappeared for ever for far less stringent

reasons

But it is an undoubtable fact that at no stage in their history

has God even for a moment abandoned the Jews. He has punished them. He has

permitted them to be hurt. Yes, for soine periods He did "tum His face from

them" , as the prophets were wont to say - but He never abandoned them. The

Christian religion became the State religion of the mighty Roman Empire, and

the first use the Church raade of her newly acquired power was to use it against

the Jews. Many or most of the peoples of Europe were christianized, and more

or less the first lesson these converts leamed from the monks and the pr4ests
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was how to hate and öo persecute the Jews. This happened even in countries,

where the inhabitants had never seen a Jew. When God intrcxluced through Moh-

amnad a new religion to counterbalance the extravagancies of Christianity,

the followers of Islam searched to find in the Jews a first outlet for their

hatred and bloodthirst. When God allowed the Crusaders to open a new chapter

in the Jewish book of suffering, His children did not leam the right lesson,

nay any lesson therefrom. God made the Church invent the scourge of the

Inquisition, but even in the wake of the unendurable persecutions did our

people show only too clearly that they were not inclined to chaB^ge their life

style not to improve their character trends* Would you believe it possible

that even after tliat terrible experience and in view of that great loss of

life one could not notice any change for the better in the life nor in the

moral structure of the Jews ? God exposed them to the pogrocns in Poland and

to the knouts of the eosacks d)fi Russia, but while the majority of the vic-

tims escaped into fanciful self-delusions and others fencied themselves

into hallucinatory belief-Systems, a large number of the persecuted Jews

searched their physical salvation and personal survival abroad, to imnerge

among the better placed and financially more blessed Jews in the westem

countries for for themselves had neither drawn the right conclusions. You

may register it AS a further evidence of the estrangement of the well-

situated Jews in foreign countries from the thics and duties of their faith

that the newcomers were in no unclear terms made to understand that they

were unwelcome and that they had no feeling of sympathy for these newly

arriving des titute and friglitened brothers and sisters. All these things,

which I have just now depicted rather superficially, are not specific for

any particular epoch; they would and do fit into any of the centuries

within the ränge of our millenium.

To a great extent these conditions of life of the Jews were

also characteristic for the preceding milenmum. In the Dark Ages which

overcame Europe after the conquest of Rome by the Barbarians, the Jews were

in no way actively engaged or partners in the rawness and rudeness wliich

became the way of life, nor in the ruthiess measures by which the mildes

t

disputes were settled, But they were made responsible and were made to suf-

fer» In the Middle Ages the Jews were not concemed with, nor iooDtefaddin
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- except as victims - the cruelties and crimes so cannon in and so characte-

ristic of those times. The only crimes they could be and were accused were

those of being Jews, of being Christ-murderers, and that of living fron usury

as moneylenders. But their lot liad iniproved then; developments occurred, changes

set in which allowed a betterment in the ways the Jews lived, ALI through the

centuries the Jews have endeavoured to exhibit aixi to represent a higher moral

Standard and a superior ethical level intthe brutal and cruel environetnts

,

where even until a hundred years ago hungry children of ten years have been

hanged in England for the crime of having stolen a loaf of bread, But never

were the higher values of Judaism and the superior ijiorality of the Jews rec-

ognized, and even less were they appreciated. It is fortunate that notwith-

standing their inability to break out of their fetters of selfishness and envy,

to rid themselves of the blinkers placed on their eyes by the fight for sur-

vivailand the fear of suffering, the Jews could keep active that inner force

with which they were endowed, that persistent strength which was boin from

their higher intellectual environment and spiritual heritage, from the know-

ledge of their specific vocation and from their expectation of a definite and

defined history. This allowed them to survive the cruelty of their surroundings

,

the pitilessness of the ages with v^ich they had to deal throughout their exile,

The sages and the philosophers among the Christiand and the Muslims were busily

engaged to prove by word and pen how superior their own creeds were with res-

pect to Judaism, and they were in conipetition with each otlier for the invention

of the most effective ways to humiliate the Jews. Although there vaa never

much love lost between Qiurch and Mosgue, they were agreed on their negative

and aggressive attitudes to the Jews. One of the inventions whicli the inven-

tions which the ^fuslims shared with the Christians, was the "Yellow Patch of

Shame", a spiritual anridtheological accomplishment instituted by the Fourth

Lateran Council of Rome in 1215 - and until then reserved only for prostitutis.

It must raake us wonder about the quality of the Christian religion vAiich in

a morally tainted, a crime-ridden and corrupt world accused Jews of , snd

persecuted them for mostly insignificant offenses - \^^ich , in addition, were

in most instances even totally baseless. < Let me point out already now, füll

of pride ,datisfaction and hope, that Jews of and in Israel, who besieged and

sorely tempted by enemies which practiee the cruelties and the crimes, the

insinuations and the accusations which are unchanged from those they knew so
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inflict on the Jews in times past, do under the most trying circunstances

behave today to their immediate and distant enemies in a far more humane way,

than any other nation in the world does and ever did, ßut again , it is sad o

to State, also this fact is not recognized, it is studiously ignored and

misinterpreted by the world 's newsmedia* >

At every stage of their exile, and wherever they found themselves,

have the Jews been strangers, unwelcome and repulsed even in the countries,

where the actual inhabitants had iimigrated and settled long after the arrival

of the Jews. However, to the surprise of the gentile world ( and let me add,

also to that of the Jews themselves ), the Jews have stubbomly stuck to their

ancient religion, even after the many centuries of sufferings and in the face

of the lures offered by conversion. Mommsen , a historian of the last

centuiy, feels forced, albeit reluctAntly, to admit this fact. He cannot help

himself but to call this plienomen with acknowledged wonderment, an "unnatural

perversity of the Jews".

2. Some Words about Enlightenraent

and some more about Science, Faith and the Bible.

^ Some five hundred years ago Europe underwent a great intellectaal

upheaval, and the shockwaves originating in the Renaissance period, in the

Reformation and the Scientific Revolution continued for centuries

and they finally culminated in ^ The Enlightenment". When that

stage was reached also the Jewish people became indeed very deeply involved.

They were pushed into a new era and they were made to face an apparently tot-

ally new Situation. It was certainly new with respect to the way it affected

globally all raankind, but for the now intellectually more than ever involved

Jews it was a severer test and a far greater temptation than they had to face

when they withstood the temptations of Hellenisra.

As Ulis 'Enlightenment* was of great significance for the Jews no less than

for the entire world, I feel it is important tliat I say something more extensi-

vely about this epoch iaeofar as it is required for your understanding of the

modern stage of Jewish history.
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You may not yet have learned or even heard aboufEnlighteninent n f

but you are sure tyolearn and hear in your educaflOM ANS IN yOUB reading '

in the years to come about the enonnously Important cultural and splrltual

changes which are herded under the banner of 'Enlightenmentl I am not going

to offer you here a longwinded discourse about this period; I am only going

to describe in general terms this development, and this mostly only with

regard to the issues which interest us in the framework of my story. The

epoch of Enlightenment started at the beginning of the 17th Century; it

had grown up in the wake of - and could only have happened in the atmosphere

of - the RenaissaNCl and the Reformation* Enlightenment reached its highest

point in the 18th Century, after which it was replaced by Humanism and Pie-

tism, but it could still find itself reflected in the Liberalism which

predominated in Europe in the middle of the 19th Century. It saw in 'Reason'

the true essence of man and presented it as the general ly valid scale with

which everything could be measured. Enlightenment waged the fight against

dogmatic rules and ecclesiastic dominance, involved itself into the struggle

against the traditional ecclesiastic principles in the arena where light

fought darkness^reason fought obscurantism, where priestly rule and tyranny

were faced by man's demand forfreedom of mind and thought. Christian ortho-

doxt had already made some concessions to Enlightenment, especially the

protestand theology, but it feared the further developments and called

Enlightenment "the work of Satan". The protagonists of Enlightenment con-

sid€«ed themselves Christians, but they were sharply divided by the question

of supporting •Reason* as a supreme factor in man*s evolution, which was

refused b|i the orthodox Christians who believed in a revealed faith. Without

making any concession Enlightenment demanded that a religion, if it has

to have an acceptable content, should be based on 'Reason*.

U Enlightenment restored to mankind its waning confidence in human

worthiness, and it promised an opening into a better future. It promised

tremendous changes in human perception. For the first time - at least since

biblical times - injustice was recognized as a crime. Humanitär ian ideas

were given due attention. Individual rights were accorded their place in

Society. In short , you may say that a new wind was blowing away the spider-

webs of superstition, and a kind of spiritual earthquake planed and equa-

lized the irregularities and the inequalities in humaui Standards. "Reason**,

as I have already raentioned, was allotted an honourable place, and on the

basis of :l'he argument it raised, every religion in the era of Enlightenment

was to come under attack and every theological postulate,law or dogma was

examined through the spectacles of 'Reason'. Everything had to be proved

with and by 'scientific methods'. Everything had to conform to the estab-

lished laws and principles of Nature. i

However, the ranks of the faithfulsfollowers of the 'nature

religion* were steadily eroded, especially of those who had not required

for their spiritual equilibrium and their intellectual satisfaction a steady

or insistent indoctrination from the pulpit of any of the organized religions.
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and came also to refute any and all of the many cults which had been

created in the ensulng vacuum, These raen and women were capable of for-

min in and by themselves a satisfjiing and fulfilling philosophy of reli-

gion, a philosophically affirmative belief System.

Since the days of the Renaissance man had been nourishing the

certainty that he could and would dominate and control nature and its

forces. The certainty of his inner strength and power, of his Knowledge

and independence, formed itself into a concept of supreme importance, be-

cause it assured mankind that it was offered ionthe newly arlsen philo-

sophy a platform on which it could constrAct a new all-embracing andall-

explaining creed. The outcome of this inner certainty, this pride of in-

dependence and of this philosophically conclusive argument with its ans-

wers and its reactions, were easily accepted by wide circles among the

educated classes, because Nature could easily be understood without meta-

physical overtones. A 'religion of nature' without the need of a god or

any number of gods to make the universe function properly, was the result.

You may be inclined to interject that this type of 'nature

religion' means only a return to that of the primitive peoples. But

this would be a wrong conclusion. Funfamentally this principle, t^hese

nature religions differed from the kind of religion which are known to

primitive peoples - and which in a certain sense can be said the fore-

runner of all religion - because the primitive religions try to explain

naturaj-lphenomena with an anthropomorphic imagery. i.e. the Visualizing

God in human form, with human features and sensations. üntil not so long

ago everything which happened in nature and to man had to have reference

to a divinity which managed and regulated any event. Only with the flour-

ishing of the sciences was it possible to offer a definite explanation

of the natural phenomena on a scientific basis. It is an interesting

fact that science and progress have noirtalways and in every case succe-

ded to replace anthropomorphic formulattions and expressions. This is

still very marked in Christianity. The various Christian churches and

sects have to this day to fight against the trend to apply the concepts,

the Images and the verbage of the nature-religions cults, The application

and explanation of trances, Stigmata, hysteroid activities and so on as

divinely inspired supernatural manifestations • The creation of saints

as a deviative and compensatory metaphysical tool is today no more as

effective as in the past. In times past, espcially in the Middle Ages

could blame all shortcvmings on demonic forces, building up a belief

in magic and witches as a kind of safeguard against populRr unrest and

in making sure of her monotheistic predominance

•

With the extending frontiers of the natural sciences and the

progressive successes of the experimental sciences a series of theories

became possible, with the help of which the origin and thüsworking o>f

the Universe as %^11 as of the observable physical changes were better
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understood. The natural sclences had in an «ccess of optimlsm set out to

glve US the answers to all the questions which we want to see 8olved,but

the scientists had themselves to confess that this Is imposslble, that they

have not to offer the knowledge of things whlch whlch is an indispensable

demand and a characteristic of our humanity, and they have to make use of

metaphysics in order to provide us with an enlarged knowledge. Man's place

in the World and mankind's purpose in the Creation were not explained. These

issues were not even mentioned. In the new natural philosophy which crowned

nature as the supreme in8tance,man was excluded as a factor of any signi-

ficant value for the systematic laws which govern the Universe. You can

well understand that in consequence religions which relied on a inetab|?y*ical

acceptance and an inner knowledge of a Godhead as the ultimate Creator and

as the Ruler of the Universe, as the Controller of the mechanism which

governs the wwild, feit secure in their faith and could confront the spiri-

tual upheaval with equanimity. These established religions which did not

rely on, or did not have to adduce scientific tests and proofs for their

theology, had available in their belief Systems an anchor to which a large

part of huinankind continued to fasten.

When Enlightemnent rode into history on the back of science along

Jhe trail blasted by Renaissance and Reformation, a new intellectual and

theological configuration appeared in the clouds of d*st it had raised.

A wave of thoughts, ideas,theories presented in a flood of pMmphlets became

the order of the day. ALI of this was not exactly new, these ideas had in

some degree and in embryonic form already been created and nour*shed by the

Reformation, but they could only now become outspoken and bojldy presented

with the arrival of the «Age of Science«. These new ideas which created

doubts in the veracity of the Bible were based on the all-exclusive argu-

ment that whatever was contained in the Bible was eo ipso incompatible

with the scientific discoveries of the Belege.

3. A few additional Remarks about the Bible.

In View of what I have just now said , and remembering my former

occasional remarks about the Bible, I feel it necessary to add a few remarks.

Whan we speak of the Bible or the Scriptures we mean essentiiliy

the »Torah«, the Pentateuch,the Five Books of Moses, but it compr*ses also

the Boote of the Prophets and Booksoof -Other Writings«. The word «Torah»

derives from the root «to teach' and is usually translated as the -Law«.

It refers to all the regulations and teachings relating man to God, and

of man to his fellowmen. The Bible records history, which to the Israelites

meant history of the acts of God. History was recorded but it was mainly

interpreted as God's part in the historic process and also to teach man-

kjnd its religious duties.

The Bible indicates and regulates the relation of God to Israel,

and in turn of Israel« s relation with God, as well as that of the Jews
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among themselves and to other peoples and people. I have already mentioned

that Isarael^ by its appointment has nolens volen to be holy because God is

holy. God wishes to share His holiness with His people. The people is holy

in itB entirety as a nation. Holiness cannot be visualized without a moral

basls^ hence Israel has to be a moral nation. For God is perfect and by ass-

ociation Israel has to aspire to perfection. In the words of the great pro-

phet Isaiah holiness is very much emphasized in its ethical conception.

In the Bible man and life are important in particular in their

relationship to God. Man does not stand in the centre of the Bible, but

man is an important part of the Bible because God communicates with him.

These conceptions reverberate in the writings of the Prophets of Israel

where, as in the Torah, God takes up the centre. Also the Covenant_is

painted into a central place: the sins the people commit are violations of

the Covenant and on every occasion the people are remlnded that a sin is

a stain on their holiness. The ethical demands are very central and much

superior to the ritual in the preaching of the prophets. Their main concern

was to induce the Jew to be acceptable by and to God. The main significance

of the Prophets rests on the fact that they never ceased to teach the "pri-

macy of morality**» to make it evident that religion and morality are inti-

mately associated. They taught that God desires obedience to the moral laws

and that sacrifices will never undo and erase any act of disobedience. Sin

did indeed mean in pre-^^rophetic times a contravention of the ritual to be

corrected by the offer of a suitable sacrifice.

It is specific for a revealed religion, and was accepted as a

fact by the ancient Jews - as it is today by the orthodox Jews as well as

by the Christians - that the Bible has been written by God and handed over

to Moses. This is for them a fact and cannot even be discussed. Similar is

the belief of the Muslims that the Q'ran has been taught to Mohammad by the

Archangel Gabriel. There is sense nor profit in any attempt to dispute with

scientists, who demand as a sine qua non for aaccepting the above Statement

jto be presented with scientific proofs and experimentally provable facts.

Do not think that these scientists try to be obstreperous or obstinate; they

quite rightly point out that scientific analysis and research imply the

quest for a scientifically proven truth, and that they cannot, therefore^

identify with what is for others 'biblical truths'. One could counter that

that it is possible to Interpret the biblical truths if not as facts at

least as hypotheses and as allegories, that they express the truth as it

presented itself to mankind's ränge of understanding^comprehension and

imagining some 3-4000 years agoj that we should try to accept the Bible

reports ancient humanity's concepts and Images even older than that, as

Jrhe legends we find in the Bible have been knopn already to many of the

peoples of the Antique whose cultures predated that of the Hebrews. We

should not be rigid in demand and interpretation. We should not simply

shrug off the possibility that the ancients k^ew very much of things which

we have only "recently" discovered ourselves, but they expressed their
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it not in . ,»rpo.e£uUy v.iled form, th.n .t le.st In the i»a,.. and the

la„,u.,. of th«ir da.,. In this .o„n.ction X wan. to put forward tn. ar^

^„tthat yop .hould not ta.. Ut«aUy -hon, e.,. th. BlMa ,ay. hat «od

cr.ated t.. world -ttHin six days- Vou .hould refleot that it »-">"*„

been i.po3.1bU to axplain to »a„.ind of a,es, cultures and concaption. pa.

that wlth -days. d.velop»«nt.l sta,.=, hu,aly .«.nded perlods ar. ».ant

»nd let »e a.k youf " How would you explaln wh.t ..ons^ ar. to a man of th.

.„ti,ue, «ho did not .now of »athe»atics, nu«b... and so on .» And l.t «e

in addition point out, that «h.n th. Bihle spoa.s of the •cro.tion of

„orld- only our «arth 1, »e.nt, our planet earth. and not the univerae.

ror generations past people have been told that the Blble la

InfaU»!.. The Christians settled whatever doubts ther. arose wlth a ser...

„f do^s establUhed hy the scholastlcs. »alnly by Tho»,s of ^^"" -^

.y the Council of Trent. ror the .e„. there Is no such easy w.y out. Ho«ver,

„hen the Blble ca.. to be critlclzed »ore and more by the sclentl.ts, the

dogmas lost muoh of thelr pouer.

Let »e ,lve you another Instance of the obj.ctlons r.lsed by

,cle„tlfl=-«lnd*d blbl..crltlcs. They will teil you that the se^uence of the

creatlve productlon whlch =od f«rfo«d accordln, to the first chapter of

cenesls, Is Inco^patlble wlth scientific facts and contradlcts the s.„ple.t

blologlcal and astrophyslcal rules. l*t thls not dlsturb you. and even less,

do not let thls Rind of discusslon which arlses whenever the creatron 1.

descrlbed, affront you. The earth, th, livln, belngs, the ftr^nt and so

„„ „.y not have ™ade thelr appear.nce in the se,uence ^ntloned in SenesiS,

they «ay not fit Into scientific laws and discoverles, but what we read in

thls respect In the P.ntateuch should be enoagh for US to taKe it all

to acc.pt It as the way in which th. original scrlbes supposed it to have

nappened. It Is Uportant that you re.lize that we do not read the Brble in

„rder to gain fro. It a detached scientific Information. ..t »'-^^^ - Pt

„d View it as a .atter of truth that the world,the Univers, and all that

V ^^ ^ H^vine Creator, that the descriptxon Is

and exlsts, wer. the work of a divine Creator,

antiquated but that the fact is .ternal.

Thls is the reason why I do not deem it of such a great impot-

tance in which seguence th. app.arance of plants and ani»al, on earth are

reported in the Blble, -hether th. birds can» before or after the beasts

of the earth-, and whether th, latter ca« after or before the .volution of

the fish and so on. All that Is writt.n in Genesis *.stn-e in th. ey.s of

the anclent people, and it was accpt.d as pure truth by the authors o the

Blble. «owehere Is it writt.n that =od did teil the» ,how and when He had

perfor»ed th. variou. cr.ativ. acts, »an had to discover thls for hi«self,

i^i^ i/i^^a AVmnt the Creation «nd bis per-

and it wa. given to him to change his rdeas about tne r

ception Of it, fro„ tl»e to tin». as it becon^s necessary and as it iS «ade

inevitable by the scientific and other discoveri.s which hav. conseguently

.nd consecutively for».d or chang.d the kno-l^g. of «."Kind. If w. tak.

.uch a V1.W of things and adopt such an ,„t.rpretation,the usual tin» factor
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and time values do not apply. I.e. all these happenings do not have to be

placed in an orderly form and sequence; its rhythm, its systematizatlon^

its repetltion and its measurements have noptto be given in exact terms.

Doiyou know that it would even today be an impossible task to

present to that section of mankind which is scientif ically not adequately

eductaed and mental ly not sufficient prepaired, an adequately complete

and complex scientific explanation and description of the evolution of the

earth, of the solar System and of all the many involved biological pro-

cesses ? At every epoch and age mankind has read into the Bible that kind

and complexity of a history^ of a story and of a truth as it iBBcapable

to understand and as it is fit to derive from it. You should clearly dis-

tinguish between the pseudo-historic and pseudo-scientif ic representations

in the Bible and its spiritual and intellectual content. iHiam the first

to concede that there are a large number of Statements in the Bible which

are totally unacceptable to the scientiCically minded. I am ^therefore,

placing on record that it is my opinion that it is wrong, even foolish, of

the theologians belonging to the various religions^ to attempt to defend

the various unscientific Statements contalned in the Bible, with apologies,

or to persuade people with arguments. Let me again point out to you, that

you should not be in any doubt that the authors of the Bible expressed

their ideas,their knowledge and their Inspiration according to the culture,

to the mentality and the syrabolism which ptrvailed and were understood

in their days. Let us for a moment place ourselves at their side. Should

we ourselves receive and asked to transmit a divine message and be asked

to explain its meaning in scientific terms and in the social context of

today, we can be sure that we are going to be criticsed and ridiculed

as unscientific, as improbabile, ane even as puerile a few centuries

hence. Therefore, my children, don'tabe discouraged and despondent. I have

jnjbMS in these pages endeavoured to deliver a diff icultlecture and a

complicated course of Instruction or a convoluted philosophical explana-

tion, any or all of which you would be unable to understand. Take my words

in their simplest meaning, which is, that one should take into account

the fact over the years humankind's mental Images and philosophical coA-

cepts are bound to change, and that in the past other descriptions and

different Interpretations than ours have been used by those who transmitted

the Bible, first by word of mouth and later by copying one edition from

the other. I must also reraind you that what we read today as the Bible is

the 'sacerdotal edition', i.e. the outcome of the efforts of the priests

of the ethjcentury BCE to make the Jews strictly follow the ritual laws.

to accept without criticism the rigors of the orthodox Shabbath, to mlüce

them follow the most rigid rules for the baking of Mazzoth, and so on.

This will explain - I agree,only partially will this be the case - why in

your eyes and ears so many of the orders, rules, laws and opinions have

been imposed on the Jews. Have you not also already decided, inside your-

selves at least, that our God could not be so petty and so narrow-minded

as to ins ist on such a kind of restrictions and limitations. I see in

that side of the Bible reflected the ordinances issued by the trade union
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of prlests; they had, you may rest assured, more efficient tools at

their disposal that strikes^ slt-daowns or slow-downs.

I am sorry to have feit it necessary to Interrupt my description

of the effects Which the •Enlightenment* had on the Jews. You will understand

that I had to make these remarks, because wlien the new movement becatie effec-

tive, the Bible was exposed to attacks from every side and angle, You will,

I hope, forgive this Interruption. I have only to add further that in general

the Enlightenment had a very great impact not only on the intelligentsia,but

also on the general population, even on thoswewho had no direct contact with

scientific research and application. The Enlightenment - Aufklaerung,in German,

l'eciasicissement in French - awoke in all the belief that at last a light

had appeared by which the darkness of ignorance,superstition and bigotry were

going to be dissipated, and that reason and reasoning would be given their

due respect.

4. And what of Emancipation ?

The socially depressed cirlsses were to benefit most from the

blessings which Enlightenment had brought in; and among these the Jews pro-

fitted perhaps more than any other group. You must ready yourselves now for

a disappointraent. You would liave expected that the Jews, \^o after so many

centuries of oppoession and humiliation were at last enabled to enter a

newly opened and more or less unrestricted world of freedom and equality,

would make use of these opportunities to free themselves of the fear and

the snarl of the persecuted; that they would give vent to their pride and

open breathing space to their Jewish values; that ti^ would jubilantly give

exposure to their inherited spiritual treasures. Just the opposite was the

case. Everywhere in Europe you could notice the same phenoraent The Jews

thought it was their duty to repay the kindness which the gentiles had shown

to them by the newly proclaimed hiinanistic,humanitarian and liberal ideas,

through the, though still restricted but in comparison to the past most

unusual social acceptance of the formerly so despised Jews, by refuting and

abandoning JudaAsm, by queulng up at the baptesiraal founts. In short by be-

coming Christians. In many an instance they went even further and tumed into

veritable antisemites.
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In the course of ray study of this chapter in Jewish history

one glaring fact has become clear to me: at no time in history have the Jews

ever wanted to gain their freedom. I rnean with this their freedom as Jews. Yes,

they have prayed and sigjied to Godj they have cried and weeped for freedom ;

they have again and again implored the world at large for help to be free

people. They have insisted tliat they want to be recognized and respected as

Jews. But whenever the occasion offered itself by which their wishes could

have been fulfilled, whenever the opportunity to achieve this was at hand,

they denied,they refused,they overlooked the offer. Yes ! They ignored nearly

every such possibility. They ignored their chances when the walls of the

ghettos were tom down and they could leave to live anywliere eise. Instead

they preferred to continue to reside in those very sanie dark and narrow

streets which they had never ceased to curse and liate as evidence of their

huniiliation. I liave come to register with something like horror the inpression

that in reality have never lost their slave mentality, that they prefer life

and conditions in the diaspora to an existence as free men whenever such was

available to them. Did and do they fear the responsibility which freedom en-

compasses, the duties a free people has to face ? Do they dread tji^hemoraent

vÄien as free people they are confronted with the demands of God and mankind

to take on tlieir responsibilities, to prove their wikrtrh ? Do they behave thus,

because they know that, once they have no inore the excuse of a limited free-

dom, they will be asked to stand up and to act in an equivalent of a 'fec

Rhodos, hie salta" ? I was to see my pessimismus confirmed by the Statements

of leading theologians and philosophers wiio think they are better off in the

diaspora, can be better Jews among the gentiles.

Even though in the 18th Century, under the impact of Enlighten-

raent and Liberalism the Jews had been offered in most of the countries of

Europe a better way of life, you should not think that all at once, from one

day to the other, they were totally free, fully accepted and huraanly equal.

By far not ! The "emancipation* of the Jews togan in 1791 when the French

National Assembly established the principle of religious tolerance and when

it granted füll citizenship to every Jew. The Napoleonic laws were introduced

into every country which the French subsequently conquered ._By the 19th

Century Jewish emancipation was effective in most countries of westem Europe
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as well as in America. But also the process of eraancipation was slow and

was only reluctantly recognized by the gentile world as justified and as

inevitable. But there was every reason and possibility to expect that the

first hesitant moves would progressivily lead to the füll emancipation of

the Jews - even without the strong Impetus this process had received from

the French Revolution and the favourable legislation issued thereafter by

Napoleon. But large parts of Europe,America and Asia appeared to barricade

theaselves against the forces of progress,against the demands of EnliglWien-

ment and the forces of Emancipation - but there was no doubtythat also these

countries like Russia,the Ottoman Empire, the VaticAn and other reluctant

consieirative powers who resisted the grant of freedom to the Jews living

under their jusisdiction, would in due course also break down the ghettos

of the Jews. There were, however, other difficulties coming from the Jews

themselves: the orthodox establishment feared that emancijpfcion would lead

to assimilation and estrangement from the faith. There anti-enji^htenment

forces made great effort to deviate whatever appeared as a possible emanci-

patory attraction. The continued survival of the Russian Jews was endangered

and this was well recognized by their spiritual ieader^,but these preferred

to keep their flocks in ignorance as enlightenment meant assimilation. Let

me give you an exarnple: Reb Schneur of Lyadi , a well-respected talmudic

authority, pteferred the Czar*s antisemitic decrees to Ma|pleon's emanidpa-

tory grants, because in case Napoleon would remain victorious, baptism snd

assimilation would inevitably become the vogue, while the Czar's pogroms

would force the Jews to close ranks.

All the signs signalled assmooth progress towards the individual

and social adjustment of the Jews. But somehow things went awry. While on the

one hand the liberated Jewish genius found araple room and opportunity to hx-

pand in the fieMs of art, literature,f^ilosophy and science, which until

even lead-then had been totally closed to thera, and to occupy therein often

ing Position, the majority of the Jews, who had jumped into the current of

emancipation, was carried by it straight into the arras of the Christian priests

whose hands and cross these Jews kissed and vAiose ardent followers they becaroe./

Others thougjit they could use their arms, now freed from chains, to carry

the banners of revolution, or even that of anarchy, into the socially depressed

classes; they thought, they could SLpply their mental faculties - now no (köre

\ \
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suppressed or restricted - to call for reform ,rebellion,insurrection. It

may well be that in this way they acted in accordance with the plan and the

consent of God - how do I know ?

These terrific changes,the revolutions and the evolutioos vÄiich

characterise the epoch of Enlightenment and its aftennath, gripped not exclu-

sively the Jews and not only these in the so-called 'civilized and advanced

countries , but they carried along also those who lived in the backward coun-

tries - you may believe me tliat this word is applied with great justification-

like Poland and Russia, where the largest masses of Jews were concentrated.

'Concentration' is the right word, for theyrwere herded into densely populated

towns and villages, into the so-called 'stetls* inside the 'Pale of Settlement';

there they were forced to live within the limits of a small nuiiber of districts

which they could not leave even temporarily, except on rare occasions and

witli the permission of the Police./One can State without exaggeration that

the Jews of Eastem Europe had suffered over long centuries more than other

human beings, not only because tliey were economically deprived, but alsol

because they were viewed ÄNd treated as sulÄiiEnans by the Czar and his officials.

The 18 th and 19th centuries were in many aspecjrs centuries of

revolutions and changes. Wliat threats and violence, tenptations and bribes

could not achieve over one and a lialf millenia, i.e. the voluntary disappea-

rance of the Jewish people througji Immersion into the CHhistian religionj^

became possible by that minimal degree of kindness which the gentile world

was ready to grant. The devaluation in the importauce of religion and faith,

which Enlightenment had preached , v^ich Reason had demanded and which Natura

had explained made the estrangement from Judaism an effortless move, Moses

Mendelsohn, the vaunted German-Jewish philosopher of the ßriancipation is

a good example. He tried to make Judaism palpable to the gentile world, and

he endeavoured to offer the Jews a flattened view of their traditional be-

liefs. He preached that Judaism lias no exclusive right on the revelation of

the truth, that it is in any case not a revealed religion but a revealed

legislation. "Only coraraands and no faith was issued at Sinai", hersaid.

Reason was to him 'the mistress of religion* Does it come as a si^^rise to

you that most of his followers and nearly all his children and grandcliildren

saw in Ms 'philosophy' enough justißication to abandon Judaism ? I am very
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certain that at this moment in history we can witness definite evidence of

God's presence and care by rending cairselves conscious of His intervention

in the daaDaesefofMewish history; for when the danger of a 'painless and

gradual* elimination of the Jews became overwhelming. and when the Jews were

flocking en niasse to the baptesimal founts, a new principle was introdiiced

into the lifettream of the etemal hatred and envy which the Oiristian har-
\

bour against the Jews. AN important and impressive •scientific discovery*

was made and at once accepted by all and sundry, viz:t that it was through

Jewiöh genes - (knras Üie Spaniards had already observed and proclaimed,bylthe

"Jewish blood" - thta an individual was imprinted as a Jew for ever, and that

this fact could not be washed away ever by a few drops of water, not even

by a huge weaterfall, Once a Jew, a Jew was a Jew forever. This was the great

a great discovery and a seientifically proven etemal truth. Wlien Enlighten-

ment had Struck the westem world, a cliange of name, a large donation, a

rieh dowry had been sufficient, though at times essential too, to change a

Jew into a Christian. Henceforth this was no more possible.

You may believe me , that in this unique way God has saved the

Jews from disappearing entirely. It is true tliat in the course of the 18th

and 19th centuries a large number of them did disappear, but this may have

been an advantage for all of us. A solid and valuable remnant has survivwd

anfidthrived.

I hope you have understood what I want to convey to you. I hope

you are able to realize the significance and the substance of the picture I

have painted just now in a few strokes, of the conditions which affected and

stimred the Jewish people, particularly in the course of the last Century.

You will understand that I cannot enlarge here further on thia theme, cannot

give you a more detailed history, nor provide more exact and statistically

elaborated surveys. 1 fervently wish, however, that you will crave for these

and that you will, when you are ready,dedicate some at least of your time to

read about this chapter of Jewish fate and history, and that you will not

stop your studies until you liave gained a füll picture of what has been

going on during all thise interesting and painful years.
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5. Assimilation and Misinterpretation.

i

N \

You will be as disappointed as I am to leam that the Jews of

Europe had not learned to evaluate wliat significance the changes for than

personally had which were affecting the entire world. Hiey had not become

aware of the significance of the moment when the world had become illuminnated

by the spielt of Enlightenment wliich granted iiuman rights, albeit reluctantly,

also to the Jews. It is a pity that they did not sense in the new developraents

a divine plan, the perception of which could have guided them to an unhampered

self-realizaiion. They missed the turning pi6nt in their destiny which could

have led than at last to becane the light which the world so keenly desired,

For now the Windows into the future were, by the impact of the enlightened

ideas and the flow of scientific discoveries , cleared of the spiderwebs which

superstition and ignorance had spun in the course of the millenia, and which

the Church had penuitted to grow ever more dense, so tliat they might obscure

reason and paralyze criticism. It is unfortunate that even in view of all

their past painful experiences and within this for them opportunity-loaded

aünosphere the Jews did not react in the way that was expected of them. Iwould

express myself in even stronger terms and say that they did not react in the

way their duty had prescribed for them, i.e. to show to the expectant andnow

receptive gentile world that, freed now from the need to pursue the often un-

ethical practices which the exigencies of seif-defense and the instinct of

self-preservation had mademecessary at times, they were able, capable and

willing at last to show the same ethical Standards as prevailed in tlieir

environment. They could have demonstrated to themselves and to others that

they could, if given the chance, live as honest, altruistic, friendly and

proud people; and they could have impressed the world of gentiles with their

inherent good qualities and with their traditional values as Jews; and they

could, by their conduct and by their example, have provided the explanation

why God had selected them to carry His message and to show the way to redemp-

tion. However, they did not make use of this chance, they did not get hold

of this opportunity to prove themselves as messengers, as witnesses, as proto-

types af that Jewry and Judaism in truth do signify. In this they failed

again. What a pity ! They only saw the doors which the new wind had blown
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open into an existence which was to them assimilation and possibly even sal-

vation, but wliich for God and Jewry raeant nothing eise than extinction and

oblivion,

As you have by now found out with no less sadness and disappointment

than I experience rnyself , even the Sternes t wamings and the heaviest punish-

ments which were increasingly inflicted on the Jewssh people by the hands of

their eneinies did not influenae them to look inwards. Quite clearly these

äff lictions and persecutions could only have happened with the consent of God
,

9 though hardly by His Orders, These persecutions already some 3000 years ago

after God had offered His chosen people so many Privileges and so many daci-

lities to mature to its task,its duty and its destiny. Neither liave the untold

inducements and pranises which had been transmitted to thera through the pro-

phets cleared away from their souls the clinkers, which over the thousanda

of years had accuuiulated from misconceptions,selfishness and indulgence.

never

Dur World of today is swept along by a tidal wave caused by the

dirainishing tidal wave of the teclinical iinprovaaents * aixi this wave

threatens to overcorae and even to destroy our civilization, It is not only

the terrifying risk of the thermonuclear conflict and conflagration, not only

the biospheric changes in the ozone layer above our atmosphere due to the

interference and the abuse by the new chemicals in use, not only the progress-

ive soll erosion, the forest destruction and the population explosion \^ich

threaten life on earth and carry with them the danger that we may soon reach

in all this respect the point of no retum, but there is also tiie growing

cultural nihilism which has become overwhelmingly noticeable in the last few

decades,in the corrosion of the moral infrastructure and the reduction of the

deep-seated values whidi until now have sustained mankind in general and

Judaism in particular in the coifrontation with the threats of corruption,

Let US render ourselves conscious tliat a new age has started and that we face

new dangers. Recent scientific developments and mankind *s brutalization have

increased the threat to the world of its own destruction and also that of our

earth. Ihis miglit raean the possibility that God may have reached a final and

negative decision, that He may ultimately abandon humanity by bringing about

the destniction ,Üie devastation of the entire planet earth and all it con-

tains. But as I see it, the latest developments liave so clearly demannstrated
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Gd has decided to give the Children of Israel - and through them to the world

as a whole - a further chance. Within the framework of His latest - possibly

last - plan He must have decided to inflict on the Jews a last waming of a

kind and to an extent whidi the Jewish people, which even all history, had

not known so far.

/ }

You will feel quite rightly some unease because I always insist

that only the Jews can be inttruaental, iran be relied upon to save the spiri-

tuality and the ethic heritage of humankind. You will point out to me that

there are other religions and creeds which in their original, fundamental and

pure substance can only be pleasing to God, and that even if He insists that

only Judaisra can be the sole 'appointee', He could quite well arrange that

these by some kind of symbiosis with the Jews would make it easier for the

latter toadvance to their goal. And in addition you will insist, as there

some good and decent people among the Jews there are surely also some good

and decent people among the non-Jews, it is for their sake and with their

collaboration and no less than for the sake of the Jews, the world has to

be saved. You are right and I liave no quarrel with this argumenta I am of

the same opinion.

It is certainly not for their racial purity that the Jewish

people are distinguished from others. You have only too look at the racial

variations you encounter among the Jews Walking along the streets of Jerusalem

to have any residual doubt of yours soon evaporate. Don*t take any notice

of the efforts of the rabbinical establishment to persuade us and themselves

that we Jews are the racially pure descendants of Jacob *s twelve sons, The

divine message of electivity and selctivity has been granted to the totaiity

of the Jewish people, beljbogs to v^omever is willing to identify with the

Jewish faith and fate, to whomever is ready to take upon himself the bürden

and the duty which the original Quldren of Israel have taken upon Üianselves,

to whomever agrees to proc}.aim that he feels as he himself had been Standing

at the foot of Mount Sinai during that momentous event in the history of

the Jews, when Israel entered into tliat decisive covenant with God. Nowadays,

as I have already mentioned before, we have to add, we have to adapt this

definition to make it include all those whom Hitler would have included in

his definition as belonging to the "Jewish race".
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Our inodem world boasts of an enormous number of religious

movements, sects and subsects, and each one of them cläiras to know the

truth, to possess the only key to heaven, to have the only right to exist.

Don't mind them. Don't object to them. All of them should be allowed to

cultivate their beliefs; all of them should continue in their search for

a way to the truth, because they all, in some form or to some degree, refer

to Israel and to the message we carry. They all could be of definite value

and benefit to the world at large. They all may positively influenae humm-

kind's future, provided they could be made to forego their not uncommonly

Violent methods of proselytization, provided they could bring themselves

to recognize Israelis superiority, and provided they could mature suffici-

ently - morally and intellectually - to submit to Israelis spiritual lead-

ership. Unfortunately. in nearly every case, the contrary is the case. The

attitude of the religions and cults crowding each other in the marketplace

filled with "seekers of the truth" is characterized by a deep hostility

against the Jews. Unpleasant as the contacts with the usually fanatic

••bearers of the truth" so often are - anfl at times they can degenrate into

more than intellectual disputes - they may give you some consolation from

a psychological point of view, as we could not be wrong to Interpret them

and their antagonism to indicate a subconscious recognition of the truth,

of the justification of that very claim I have made for the special posit-

on, even the supremacy of the Jewish people. On the other band you have

to view it asa definite Jewish failure not to have shed that clear light,

not to have created that respect for whiohhthe world of believers wants to

perceive in the Jews of today. We can satisfy their search, our position

will only be recognizable, the respect \(*iich is needed as a sine qua non

can only be granted to us, after the many negative and unfavourable criteria

^^lich Israel has accunaulated , under which the true values are hidden, have

been eradicated.

Although I have mentioned it already here and there in the

preceding pages, it is not within my program to elaborate on the effects

which the • Enlightenment ' had on the further development of humanity in

general. One can say in a few words, that after a span of a thousand years
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cultural , and to a certain extent also of intellectual Stagnation, the

epoch of the Renaissance emerged to steer the ship of mankind into a totally

different direction. Out of the awakening of man from his cultural and intell-

ectually lethargy, after the rediscovery of his ancient treasures and along

with his race to create a new world pf beauty and aesthetics, another equally

decisive shift to a larger and higher level occurred, in which a new eaa was

finalized and Consolidated, and in which discoveries in the scientific domain

and revolutionary changes in the industrial field acted as godparents to

bring a new flowering to mankind.

You will have to be satisfied with a few titbits of history,as

it would be impossible for me to expand to any length the chapters of the

Story I am telling, The day will come when you will notice the desire to

spend some of your time on a more extensive study of the effects which En-

lightenment and ElnancipatjfiQ have had on the Jews* I shall not be surprised

should you come to leam with sadness,v^t I have told you already before,

viz:- that my negative remarks had been fully justified. I mean my Statement

that ultimately and basically most of our Jews had not wanted to aircept their

freedom when it was offered to them, \Äien this freedom intended to mean the

Chance at last to live and to speak freely as Jews, when it meant the right

to exhibit, without the fear of being understood by a critical and hostile

environment, the intrinisc values of Judaism. They failed when it was possible

at last to prove to the gentile world - which fundamentally was expecting

such proof - that we are capable and fit to live as an independent people

in accordance with the acceptj^d «ttomational Standards. A poideful confir-

raation of the Jews* Jewishness would eo ipso indicate to us and to the world

that we are prepaired, that we are strong enough to fulfill our proper duties

as a member of the family of nations, that we do submit to the moral obliga-

tions imposed upon us as the Chosen People, that we are conscious of beir^

the Spiritual carriers of God's commands and wishes. All this would have

meant that we do not need any reminder from outside to make us recall, that

we have an appointment with God to live and act as a holy people.

Alas, nothing of ALI this has happened. The unique opportunity

was missed, was overlooked, was neglected. The Jews preferred instead to
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Interpret the offer, implied in the revolutionary changes which embraced all

Europe, as a request, as an invitation to abandon Judaism. Large numbers of

eraancipated Jews converted to Christianity. Many became ' Freethinkers ' • These

Jewish people who radically deny the existence of God, joined other movements

of non-believers who reject religion in any form. You could say that in prin-

ciple also the Freethinkers could be defined as a religious movement - and I

would agree with you. They refuted religion as such, and Judaism as a religion.

We may count it as a good mark for them that they did not declare that Judaism

is of less significance and value thaft Christianity as those who emerged

from undemeath the baptesimal water intended to convey. If you ask me how

any Jew could ever have preferred Christianity as his religion, or how any-

body could ever be blind and negative about the existence of God, of a Creator,

I can only reply that I am as puzzled as you are. I know quite well that it

is a fact that many Jews converted in order to further their carreers, did

give up their Jewish heritage in the expectation of reaching higher graded

Jobs, did kiss the cross in the hope of gaining financial advantages. I know

also that many did so out of cowardice, but I am unable to have sympathy for

such people. I refuse to accept such explanations and reasons from a mentally

normal and balanced person as a viable excuse for his conversion. To my mind

such people, whatever their motives, should be treated with the scom and

conterapt they merit. My judgement sounds possibly too harsh, but I cannot

detect an honest attitude in those who want to persuade me that they have

found the message of Christ superior to that of Judaism. The bloody history

of the Churches show only too clearly that the very message vrtiich they prop-

agate is a fake in their own eyes. V^t is the message ? Salvation through

the "redenqption to come" ? TMs messianic hope has since ever been inherent

in Judaism, and whenever an individual has come forward with messianic Claims,

he has always been certain of at least a hearing. When he failed to bring

proof of his messianic promises, he submerged again to remain at best a

footnote in the history of the Jews. The message of Christianity that the

messiah has already arrived, was and is unacceptable to the Jews, as he could

at no stage prove his Claims in the past nor in our own unredeemed world.

The laroe explanations and reasons brought forward for this incongruity being

attenpted to be brought home through Jewish suffering and blood, could not

make any thinking and feeling Jew but shake his head in disbelief

.
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6. And now some words ab6ut Anti-Semitism.

m-

Things reached such a State that within 2-3 generations a large

section of Jewry was lost forever, and in no less a large number of Jews the

foundations of their faith had becorne dangerously undermined, The continued

existence of the Jevdsh people was placed in jeopardy. There was every possi-

bility that within a Century there would not be any Jews left, at least not

in the westem countries of Europe. However something developed which preven-

ted this disaster* "Anti-Semitism" becarne strenger than ever. Anti-Jewish

resentment has existed since the Jewish nation was formed, and what we label

as Ä'antii-Semitism* today has been along with Christianity our heritage. But

at this stage in the history of the Jewish people a new aspect of the estab-

lished and inherited anti-Semitism becarne manifest. A form of anti-Semitism

surfaced which thoroughly aäfected and infected the entire Christian werId.

It inflicted also great härm to the Jews. We are justified to say that it

was a social characteristic of the gentiles everywhere, even in countries

where there were no Jews among them, even in countries v*iere the population

had never met a Jew . Psychologie and sociologic researchers have tried to

explain vÄiat happened, but they have failed to find a satisfactory answer.

This is one of tiie Mevelopments' in history for v*iich no specific Single

reason can be found. Since long an army of researchers has been dig|ing for

the Psychologie,historic,economic and other possible causesdand reasons for

anti-Semitism, but the many theories and hypotheses they have produced are

not convincing. No consensus exists among experts so far. They have not been

able to convince each other either. I personally can only find satisfaction

in my own way to explain this {Genomen, viz:- that we have to perceive in

what was happening - and as I am going to describe to you in detail - one

of those occasional or periodic* pushes
*

, one of those decisive shifts which

God - who, as I have told you already, does otherwise nowadays not intervene

in the events on our earth - introduced into human thinking and acting. Or

to describe my concept in other terms; He gave a new aspect, a new indication

and a new Intonation to the long ago established chronically poisoning evil
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of antijsefnitism which already in the past had served as a corrective method

to discipline the Jews, which had always been a whip kept threateningly raised

over the heads of the Jews.

Much as I would have liked to do^ thls Is not gAlng to become

an extended chapter with an elaborated sociological and psychological

analysis of the type of hatred with tts variatlons^ which the gentiles

have nourished about the Jews since Christianity was in its infancy.

There exists more books about anti-Semit ism that even the largest libr-

ary hall in the world could ever accomodated. This should also show you,

among other things, that so far nobody has been able to evolve a defin-

ite explanation or to produce a complete description of this particular

perennial evil.

The Word 'anti-Semit ism' is a badly, even stppidly selected

term. It does not adequately, and less even exactly, describe the hatred

to which exclssively the Jews have been exposed for such a long time,

as this Word could also be applied - possibly exclusively - to the Arabs

who are the only pure semites in existence, while one could hardly call

the Jews a homohenous semitic 'race' ."Anti-Judaism" would be a more

correct label, but as "anti-Semitism" is today the 'registered trademark'

for the negative attitude which the gentiles exhibit towards us, I am

not going to change, in ray talk to you at least. the name under which

this form of human deprivity has been and is flourishing* In the Antique

an anti-jewish posture may have been understandable as a reaction of

certain peoples and natlons who lived in the neighbourhood of Israel

and were in frequent conflict with the Israelites. After all such an

attitude, such an angey and hostile reaction is a common featare among

conflict ing nations and in subjected peoples. However, nowhere eise in

the history of and in connection with any other nation in past or in

present history is the abwrsion and hatred among two oprmore peoples

given such an exclusively negative notion leading to unexplainable ex-

cesses. Already in the Antique has this adversity, this hostility at

a certain stage taken on an irrational and fanatiirel character. This was

the case with the hellenized populace in the large towns of Egypt, where

the Jews often made up the socially and economically dominant class,

and where their competitors gave vent to their frustration, their envy

and their anger by the use of expressions, by physical attacks, by other

aggressive manifestations, which we can with justification call - by

benefit of cur modern experiences - the precursors and tlffh persistent

sources of modern anti-Semitism«

What has to be seen as the real and true form of anti-Semitism,

as that form of hatred which is expressed and formulated in fantastic,

incredible and irrational accusations supported by the inveation oi most

untrue and devilish interpretations, has been the exclusive contribution

of the Christian Church. The Christians viere educated to make the Jews
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collectlvely responsible for the death of Jesus. Thls prevented the Jews

until a Century or tow ago from becoming part of the society whlch was

exilusively controlled by the Church. Luckily business and money affalrs

were viewed as unchristian occupatlons, so that there were at least some

zones in the world whlch they could share with thelr enemies and where

they could earn a living. Anti-Semitism has since ever been the always

available multipurpose weapon In the arsenal of the Church. Thanks to the

Church anti-Semitic demagogy has been the main cause of pogroms and murders

I dare say that Christianlty since its inception^ i.e. from the time it

found itself in competition with Judaism for the souls of possible converts

and for the favours of the Roman overlords^ has "lived 4n anti-Semitism".

I want to impute even that Christianity would not have survived for long^

had it not woven into its theology a diabolic program for the victimization

of the Jews. Ancient Christian theological literature contains an inexhaus-

tible vocabulary by which the Jews are depicted as enemies of God^ of the

Church and of mankind. There is hardly a Saint from whose holy mouth con-

tributions to this effect have not sp^uted. John the Evangelist and the

Church Fathers had no doubt that the 'Anti-Christ' would be a Jew - and

this belief continues to this day to be nourished by the Church.

For nearly 2000 years^ from the time that the judaeo-christian

brotherhood of the first Century of our era was broken up^ anti-Semitism

has become established, and it has ever since been religious, dogmatic -

and Christian. Already in her infancy had anti-Semitism been implanted

into the very Constitution of the Church. It had become an important in-

gredient of the defense mechanism of the Church. It was not bound with ,

directed to or based on any specific Jewish characteristics or features.

It was not nourished by an inborn or incorrectible defect in the Jews nor

by by any physical in^eriorlty of theirs. It was turned into a global^

deep-seated^ irrational habit. The demonization of the Jews, the image of

the Jew as the Devil, is a later addition to the anti-Semitic armamenta-

rium; it resulted from the search for a more impressive and best known

Symbol which could fit suitably into the supfceBtitious beliefs which had

gripped the Middle Ages. This was, however, no new discovery or invention

of the scientific brains of the Church, as this same accusation had already

been raised in the first Century of our era. Already then Christianity

trumpeded about that the Jews are "children of the devil", that for this

reason they are condemned for all eternity, and that it was therefore

impossible to fully accept them among other human beings. As you might

have already learned, the Jews knew how to adjust to this Situation. They

submitted. When they were exposed to physical danger - a Situation which

was endemic all over the Christian world and liable to flare up somewhere

in every generation - they drew in their heads until the tempest had

somewhat abated or until the killers* lust for blood had been sated. I

myself do, however, things differently. I find it more satisfactory, iore
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understandable and "more reallstic" to explain the evil of Christian anti-

Semltian according to my personal phUosophlcal viewpolnt, and thus I have

coine to the conclusion that we have In a certain sense to see a blessing

in the bloodthirsty attitude of the Church. Yes , it has to some extent

been a divine blessing, for it is almost uncanny to notice that the mani-

festations of uncontrolled anti-Semitism and the physical Ö«rni it caused,

reached their highest point just about the time when, and in the ambience

where, the survival of the Jews had become especially endangered by the

allures of baptism, by the temptation of total absorption. Let me point

particularly to the time when the Inquisition was ran^pant and when those

who converted had been under the Impression that by their conversion they

had saved their llves, that their jewish past would thereby for ever be

whiped out, but - I am nearly tempted to say -fortunately - these converts

were never fully accepted in the bosom of the Church. Their conversionwas

looked upon wlth susplcion, even by those very same men , the prlests and

the instilutlons who had persuaded them, had threatened them, had blaOt-

malled them to embrace the creed of Jesus. They were never füll Citizens.

They were restricted to a second-class exlstence under the label of "Mar-

annos" - thls word means 'plgs' - , they were treated with disdain and

looked upon with susplcion as carrlers of -tainted blood». Imaglne how

many Jews would have been converted over the centurles had their treatment

been better and had they been met wlth sympathy from the slde of the sls-

pensers of their new falth.

Call It surprlslngly, call it unexpectedly , call it miraculously,

butit is a fact that thls very same kind of phenomen did make Its appear-

ance agaln, at the time when the queues In front of the baptlslng prlests

of western Europe got longer and longer, when among the European Jews In

the East the number of athelsts and revolutlonaries wlthout any klnd of

bellef In religious values grew blgger and blgger - and when there was

the danger that only an ever more fanatlc, Intolerant, superstltlous and

negatlvlstlc Jewish remnantp whlch had fenced Itself In agalnst new Ideas

and agalnst' the dangers of modernlzatlon« , would have been left. At

that time - and It was truly the rlght tlrae - hhe old Ingralned antl-

Semltlsm wlth the effectlveness of whlch Its purporters, Its preservers

and Its conveyors had untll then been qulte satlsfled, was remade Into

a new shape. The concept of "Raclal antl-Semltlsm" appeared on the scene.

I can descrlbe to you what It means In simple words as that very same old

antl-Semltlsm, but ampllfled and made more palatable to a sclentlflcall»

more aware public by baslng that antl-jewish hatred on the chlldlsh doc-

trlne, that a Jew will remaln a Jew forever, that he Is and remalns a

person of Inferior quallty,that nothing can ever change thls fact, that

no amount of bapteslmal water nor any heavlly stamped and sealed document

of the Church will ever be able to alter thls fact.
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7. Karl Marx, the Jewish Saviour.

Just then, if by chance or not, the Jews were offered the choice

of also another religion. This one too had been created by a Jew, but ose

who, notunlike so many of the other baptised Jews was agitated to more

than the usual degree by the common and typical Jewish self-hatred.^Kar 1

Marx , of Trier in Germany, was the descendent of a long line of rabbis.

He had been baptised already in childhood, at a time when one of his uncles

was the town rabbi. You may see as a matter of fact the socialist movement

which he invented as a new religion advancing under the flag of atheism.

Soviet-Russian anti-Semitism and its ferocious, often senseless manifesta-

tions by the 'modern l€ft' owe more to the ex-Jew Marx than to the polson

which had persisted since the regime of the Czars. Marx* slander of Judaism

is so much more loaded with irrelevant argiamentations because he had to

blind himself from acknowledging his background. He blamed the Jewish

religion as the cause of and the motivation for the "jewish evil". He wrotei

••The secret of religion is in the real Jew. • . . " , and "...Judaism is nothing

but an undialectical fal^ehood" • Among his adherents and followers were

many Jews, and they were instrumental in carry ing forward Marxisra, even

though the creator of this new communist movement never hid or denied his

blatant anti-Semitism. Marx was a very clever and learned man - nobody can

deny this. He may even be called a genius, but he was certainly not the

type whom I can respect., For an ex-Jew, who could make it a point to

denigrate the faith and the character of his people, has to be called a

verylow breed indeed.

Here are a few of statementsL-

"What is the worldly religion of the Jews ? Hucksing.
What is their worldly God ? Money. . .money is the jealous God of
Israel.
The bin of exchange is the real God of the Jews.
The Jews avoid the law whenever it is possible to do so. The
constantly evaded law makes the Jew a Jew.
Every tyrant is backed by a Jew,as every pope is a Jesuit.
Ferdinand Lassale (his friend) is a "Jewish Nigger".
The 'Sabbath Jew' as well as the 'Secular Jew' are asocial
elements.

"

Yes, these offensive remarks come from the pen of a Jew i And

these sentiments have become the Slogans with which the Jews have since been

castigated, and the songs which accompanied the murder of uncountable Jews.

All this may not be new to you, but to us who have lived in

Hitler' s time, it all sounds vert familiär. That Marxism became a world

religion, a world movement, was to a great part due to the support it received

from large segments of the Jewish intelligentsia. And there is no doubt that

Soviet Russia, with its outgrowth of comraunism, did succeed in getting a foot-

hold after World Ear I due to the contribution of Jews who were from the

beginning in the forefront of the marxist struggle. Can you imagine the scena-

rio in which Lenin, fialin & Co had not conscientiously eliminated any further

Jewish collaboratlon, had not killed off all their Jewish lieutenants ? You

may
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may believe me that had this been the case, it would not have been unllkely

that coramunism might have taken over, absorbed and replaced Judaism in a

great part of our world« Fortunately comminism has proved a dlsappointment

of the enlightened world and has beamnie unmasked as a determindd enemy

of Jewry, It is to a great extent due these and similar factors that the

victorlous onward march of comraunism has been stopped, You will have to

give up the idea that the followers of Marx differ from hiin In bis anti-

Semit ic remarks and views. The literature and the pamphlets of the last

one hundred years overflow with evidence to this effect. Even the socialist

banner carriers of our Century - the Webbs - not only defended Stalin'

s

anti-Semit ism but gave also in their own writings ample proof of their

anti-jewish heritage. I hope that Marxism in its costume of coramunism will

soon have a more accelerated decline - it merits such a fate for having

become unveiled as a false philosophy, to say the least - and I also hope

that the •socialistS' of Israel will roll up and störe away their red

flags and that they will not anymore embarrass other 'socialist' parties

and givernments abroad with their unrelenting^stubborn and self-destructing

belief in Lenin^Marx and Engels,

I think and believe that what I have just now described to you^

is an instance of further and marvellous evidence of divine interferencei

for I am absolutely convinced that had the tools and the whip^ into which

God had made the anti-Semit ic Christians and the no less anti-Semitic

Stalinii^s turn in such clear and unmistakeable terms, had He not abolished

the lures of emancipation and the promises of assimilation which were offer-|

ed to the Jews during the period of Enlightenment and under the banner of

Marxism, there would not have been left a single unbaptised Jew, at least

not in Europe. Here and there, in Poland, in Russia or in Asla a few small

groups of Jews might have been left, rigidified and calcified in beliefs

and traditions of orthodox Judaism - but European Jewry would ,for all

practical purposes, have disappeared. Had things turned out differently,

especially in the 'Red Paradise', in the communist countries oß EÄstern

Europe, where religious freedom had been so loudly proclaimed, and where

the ethnic groups are stmilltoday allegedly permitted to keep their iöen-

tity, the masses of Jews, who had survived the Holocaust, would certainly

have disappeared forever. They would have finally and irrevocably merged

into their surroundings, had not a vicious, brutal, total and irrational

anti=»Semitism resurged and kept the Jews - most of whom had given proof

and evidence that they were ready to forget their origins and keen to

ignore their roots - against their will,fully conscious of their Jewish

background, forced away from leaving their association with the Jewish people

An additional benefit accrued for Judaism in the resulting psychological

groundswell which made many of these Jews anxious to confirm their Jewish

ness in a most determined way and in a positive manner.

Did I make my point ? Have you understood my reasoning ? If you

have up to now followed with an open heart and a perceptive ear the essence

of my narrative about your and my being Jewish, then, my children, you will
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understand

why I perceive in all these facts and events a confirmation, in all these

goings-on the proof , that we Jews play a predestined role within the total

fate of hunankind, why we occupy a special place in the ultimate destiny of

the World which we inhabit.

And , hopefully, I sliall see in your eyes a coraprehension of

the truth that there must be some sense and meaning in everything that goes

on; and if tliis canpreliension fills your soul, I hope that you will accept
,

even though still with some hesitation, tny view and my Interpretation, tliat

the events of this Century - as far as they affect the Jewish people and as

they relate to them - have to be perceived in a different light, in a different

sense than theymay been told and explained to you before.

7. The thorough German brand of Anti-Semitism,

All the World events which have happened not so long ago,in my

own lifetime that is, are so enormous in the way they affect the Jewish people,

and they are so unbelievably significant for all niankind in general, that the

researchers of history and the writers of books have so far not been able to

canprehensibly gather for us a totality of infümriation, or to provide us with

a fully integrated and deeply penetrating explanation. Ihe printing presses

have over the last forty years or so produced already a gigantic literature

on this subject. There is hardl^ya fBAmewith a theme involving the last ge-

neration in which this issue has not been incorporated. But all the books and

theories are only speculatively vague or inconvincingly descriptive. The

reason for this unsatisfying Situation is our inability so far to distantiate

ourselves sufficiently from the events encompassing the middle third of this

Century - spatially, emotionally and intellectually - and much more time is

necessary before we would be justified to grant these publications and ex-

planations, these descriptions and interpretations the value of a final

history. As only bare facts are enumerated, no final conclusions are permitted;

and as so very often a painful pathos has in addition been allowed to creep
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in, the writers, psychologists and politicians leave no room, no opening, to

View the occurrencies as a far deeper rooted, as a truly fate-conditioned

intervention. Let me elaborate, to your and my benefit, some more on the

historic time and the great upheaval, as well as the great changes which took

place in the Status and the future of the Jews.

In the following chapters I am going to teil you about the Jews

of Europe, and in particular of those who have been living in Germany. With

tnuch of what I am going to teil, you are already familiär from other sources,

but you will not mind hearing socne additional details. You cannot imagine the

great progress the Jews had made afterethey had been granted some degree of

emancipation, when they were allowed to enter the professions and other occu-

pations from which until then Jews had been banned. In the course of the 19th

Century they achieved leading positions in the arts and the sciences, in

industry and commerce. It is, however, a fact that they became never fully

integrated into German society unless they took the final step over the barr-

ier and convetted to Chris tianity. And not even then, as I think I have al-

ready explained to you, were they considered socially equal. There were

many circles and societies to which they were never admitted. I have toldyou

also already that their elevation to the Status of a good Christian from that

of an inferior human being via a short ceremony accompanied with some drops

of water in a church had been rendered more or less impossible af ter a newly

coined anti-Seraitic slogan surfaced and v^en the fairy tale of the Jewish

racial inferiority was introduced into the vocabulary, and i^cientifically*

perfected by self-appointed apostles. Wlien the gospel of a "Jewish mongrel

race" begAN to be preached, and when the doctrine of "racial puirty" became

the battle-cry of the well-established socially domineering German anti-

Semites, the consequences had to be that tlie Jews were degraded into second-

class human beings and treated accordingly. No great effort was required to

have the ancient liatred for the Jews appear in a new garb, eagerly accepted

and aopied also in most every country of the world. Anti-Semitism flowered

as never before; it became an essential ingredient in the european culture.

It brought to the surface, particularly in the Germans, the most unexpected

characteristics and the most unpleasant depravities, and these have stamped

the German nation forever with the stigjna which will never be removed as

long as there is a German history. You can Imagine the extent of the shock
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this new development in Germany, this new aspect of the German cÄracter , this

outbreak of their most base instinets gave to the German Jews. They had lived

with the Illusion tliat the majority of the Germans had accepted thera as fully

integrated Citizens. They had told themselves that the old anti-Semitism was

on the vane. Tliey had assured themselves that they were equal in every aspect

to their German hosts. They had believed themselves second to none in their

patriotism, and statistics of the high Jewish war deads were presented on

every occasion. Yes, for such a long time they had been under the Impression

that they were "more or less" fully recognized and integrated German eitizens,

and they were certain that the "les*' too would soon go away. The shock they

now experienced was the greater still, because they had evolved in their minds

the idea that they were far superior to all the other Jews in the world,

especiaily to those Jews vriio live in the east of Europe, in Russia and Poland,

and who liad begun to flock into Germany, driven by the urge to escape the

increasingly pogromsji^hich took an ever greater toll of Jewish lives. Nearly

all of these ' integrated Jews ' in Germany, and this applies to a no lesser

degree to the Jews in France , England , America and so on, who had illusioned

thaaselves that they were the ' aristocrats ' among the Jews, even though

they had themselves not so long ago been refugess from Eastem Europe, and

had themselves and in their time been in search of a safe resting place. Now,

underethe onslaught of the unceasing v/aves of immigrants the German, the French,

the English Jews did not hide their fear, that the 'uncivilized' Jews Coming

from Russia and Galiciajmight spoil the good Impression they thought they

themselves had made on their host countries. They not only gave in manifold

ways expression to their worries that tlie gentiles might see in the 'strangetfi^

dressed and badly behaved Ostjuden* a confirmation and a proof of the imfiferi-

ority of the 'Jewish race ', but many of these German Jews themselves used

the very same abusive and offensive language of the rabid anti-Semites, when-

ever they were speaking of the emigrants from the East.

What I wrote just now applies not only to the German Jews, but,

as I have just now pinted out. to a no less degree to all the 'westem Jews'

everywhere. Don't think I have exaggerated,.Tnis was indeed the manner, tle

bad manner, in which most of the assimilated Jews - usually well established

and financially successful - in the westem countries comported themselves

about one hundred years ago. Ihey were basically unhappy people because they
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were frustrated people. They feit restricted in their freedom to advance; they

feit limited to a place always below the top; they were unsure of themselves;

they were insecure, They were now looking always over their Shoulders to see

if the gentiles laughed about theiii, talked about them. They were uneasy,they

were offended, they were shocked whenever the word 'Jew' was used to designate

them; they were happier, they thought themselves more respectfully treated,

if they were called "followers of the mosaic confession" or by similar para-

phrases, Ihey made frantic efforts to load the responsibility on the 'Ostjuden'

for the fact that they themselves had not been fully accepted anywhere in the

West. For notwithstanding all the fanfares which had announced ' Enlightenment *

,

and all the flares which illuminated 'Progress' in the 18th Century, and not-

withstanding all the songs and slogans circulating and all thie proclaraations

and legislations which at the time of the French Revolution and thereafter

had announced the victory of '*Libert& and Egalitfe" , the Jews had remained

at the best second-class Citizens everyvÄiere. Only when it was a matter of

business or trade could they establish some kind of relationship with the

Gentiles, but never, or hardly ever, did this result in contacts on a social

or personal level or ever graduate into frienddliip. Tlieyonly social and cul-

tural contacts they had were with their correligionis ts . Ihe Jews of Germany

lived as before among themselves in a ghetto without v;alls. Toynbeee, whom

we have encountered bef ore,explains the praninence of Jews in commerce

and arts, as well as the large nurnber of Nobel Prize winners, as due to the

"afctmulus of penalization", i.e. that greater efforts are required fron a

minority to have a share in an obtainable in a prize and in a position which

are a priori the Privileges enjoyed by the majority. This was markedly so in

Germany, but you should not think that conditions were any better for the

Jews of Fraix:.e, England or America or elsewhere. Jews were only rarely

appointed to top positions in the universities; they could become only low-

ranking officers in the army; they could never reach a higher place anywhere

in the administration or the judiciary. Do you still wonder why they were

afraid ? Why they never lost their sense of insecurity 7 I advise you, beg

of you, not to be satisfied by vdiat I have told and explained to you. I think

it is iraportant that you should pursue this matter further and tliat you should

find the tirae to leam more about the Situation of the Jews all over tlie

World around the tum of our Century, and to some extent before and after

that date. Search through the newspapers and the magazines which appeared
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during that period. I am sure you will be deepiy shocked to discover how

abused, how ridiculed and how liated the Jews had been in every CÄontry in the

World - in a world Which boasted of being enlightened, civili2ed,cultured and

liberal, You will also find out - with a sense of horror, I am afraid - that

America was in no way an exception. You will never think it possible tliat

people supposedly of education and of wisdom, men who occupied leading positi-

ons in every sphere of life, could have expressed themselves about the Jews

in such offensive, Ignorant and pr§judiced terms. And still this prejudice and

humiliation, this ridicule and hatred was the lot of the Jews everywhere in

the World. And all this happened not so long ago, mind you ! It did not only

happen in the Middle Ages, in the dim pasti It happened also in this Century.

I myself have airrply experienced all this in my childhood. T can assure you

that whenever the Jews were affected or involved no ethics nor tolerance,no

enlightened public nor any loving Christian theology did exist.

But before the inevitable and ever more unpleasant Situation could

deteriorate still furtlier, and before a concreto persecution could result, the

disarray of the Europeaii Jewry, to which I liave alluded in the preceding pages

could result in a final degradation, could be followed by a systematic effort

to annihilate all Jewry - or to use here words which would be more in accordance]

witli my , to you by now familiär, way of thinking, before the antij^semitic

brotherhood of the world could make use of the dangerous and unpleasant

Situation into vMch Jewry liad been forced everywhere in the world - uew

events took place, a new Situation arose, a new prograii began to take shape.

From whatever angle you may look at the developments which I am going to des-

cribe to you now, you will have to agree that they did come to tlie fore in

the right atmosphere and that they did Start in sufficient time, that they

did gain momentuin in the best suited tempo.

//

Before I continue with the chronology in which I was just now

engaged, I have to crave for your patience and attention to some remarks \Äuch

I think essential, even basic and which are at the root of my thinking.
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A Philosop>hical Credo

In Order that you can easier absorb and integrale what I am

expounding thethe next chapters, it is necessary that I teil you in detail,

give you an exact outline the message I have wanted to convey to you. You

will find in the cauing pages, in these final chapters of my narrative, at

last what I think and sense, and the reason v/hy I Ixave raade you spend all

these long hours to hear ine talk to you about God and the Jews.

From the time that terrible upheaval took place in the life of

^he Jewish people some 1900 years ago, when their Holy Temple was destroyed

and they were driven from their homeland, they have never ceased to lament

their loss and their fate. Since then the Jews have been in a permanent State

of raouming for their lost homeland. There has not been a prayer service,nno

day of cofonemoration, no festival nor any joyful event, when Herusalem is not

remembered, when the Jews do not recall with bittemess their exile from the

Holy Land. They have never ceased to sigh for an early liberation from their

exile, they continue to this day to pray for a blissful retum to Jerusalem.

You must by now have leamed that I have constructed my personal

belief System, my own satisfying explanation of things and beings, of God

and the world, of history and the Jews. I have quite explicitedly ,
from the

beginning of this ktory presented it to you in its basic form. I have avoided

the use of philosophical arguments. I have made an effort to use piain lan-

guage and simple reasoning. Within the framework of my presentation of the

Story, in my picture of the world and of the Jews, you will never miss my

realization and discovery, my deep conviction and assurance that there can

be noticed soraewhere and somehow at every importantstage in Jewish history

a protecting addlfeiiding influence which directs the fate of the Jews, out

of a final disaster, along a clear line of progress and within a strict -

often disciplinary - guidance. But you will notice that I have nowhere tried

to imply that God holds Israel by its hands and leads it onwards Step by

Step. I find, however, a deep meaning in the way the theological Image,
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that once upon a time God has revealed to the Jewish people the way He wants

it to take, has outlined to the Jews once for ever the direction for them to

observe, and has clearly detemined the final goal they should never fall to

keep in mind. But my philosophy does not try to convey nor does it contain

the meaning, that God does interfere in the daily life of tnankind in general,

that He does prescribe in detail the way a nation has to manage its existence,

and that He does meddle in the routine life of the Jewish people. There is,

however, an exception to this rule, a very important and significant exception
!|

God does Äotettfeec, directly or indirectly, whenever a critical moment is

boiling up into a threat to the very existence of the Jews or may menace in

a general way the survival of the world. With regard to the latter danger or

eventuality I cannot avoid the feeling that both these perils are intertwined.

You might be curious to know, how I could have come to such a belief ? Let

me prevent you from imagining that I have reached such conclusions after

prolonged philosojÄiical researching or deep agonizing pondering. Ihe honest

truth is that it is above all the outcome - and at the same time also the

final confirmation - of an acceptable and consoling explanation for the fate-

ful developments vMch have overtaken the Jews in recent times.

I am sure that God has agreed to the crystallization - if in

effect He has not specifically directed it - of the ongoing spiritual ideolo-

gies and of the intellectual currents, v^iich agitaAfed and enlivened the 19th

Century, into a political and sociological movement* The platform of this

movement again offered to the Jewiih people an opportunity to achieve the

repossession of its homeland, to renew its nationhood, to reconquer its

dependence - in short, to regain its freedom. This time the period of the

Jews* serfdom had lasted longer than ever, counting from the time they were

elected for a special destiny and had been forged into a nation. An apparent

predestination to undergo prolonged suffering and to be exposed to mental

and physical pain must have been built into the programmed bürden which

seems to have been the outcome of their appointment to holiness by God*

Their suffering had greatly increased from the time they had begun to mis-

manage their opportunities and to abuse their Privileges by their reckless

disobedience to the coramands of God. One might have thought_that the never

diminishing degradations and humiliations which had been their lot in their

exile following the destruction of the Second Temple, would at last have

made them ready and willing to welcome a new dawn of libbcty. The at times

tmlv inhiman oersecutions they had known for so lon2 should at last hav^

m-
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made them appreciate t±ie gift presented to them, i.e. the gift to enjoy

henceforth a life of freedocn. The more so as the never fading hatred of tiieir

gentile environment, a quasi inbom instinct in the Christian population

which had formerly been brewing mostly Underground and was now being trans-

formed into an ideological movement surrounded by a scientific halo. It was

now an openly formulated and freely promulgated *ideology*; it was spreading

through more or less all the peoples and nations of the world. You would have

thought that such an unpleasant life in such a threatening atmosphere was

going to increase the Jews* yeaming for their independence . Yes ! I agree

that from every logical and practical point of view the Jews should by now

have come to realize that a correction should be brought about in their con-

tinued life of unease and in the unabated State of insecurity to which they

were exposed everywhere* The Jews should by now have found out that the time

was right, that they were ready and readied, that the world was gggreable

and that climate was amenable to bring about a radical change in the life

of the Jews. However, the Jews should also have leamed by now from all the

indications from past experience and from the intricacies of the present

that such a change would have to be brought about by their own effort, that

they could not anymore be guided into a change in their conniition and an

improvement in their existence througji any benevolent grants and any conde-

scending assistance offered by the gentile world, but that they should and

would have to bring about any of the desired and necessary changes, which

would ultimately result in giving them freedom , through their own exertion

and by their own initiative. And althougjh , under the impact of Enlightenment

and in the wake of mankind's generalized higher State of education, the

Jews had the right to expect to be henceforth as human beings with all the

rights due to human beings, their past and their intelligence should have

told them that such an optimism was not called for. They should have conclu-

ded instead that it was for them , and for them alone, to make use of the

favourable Situation in which they found theniselves, to aim and to opt for

for independence as a nation within the borders of their own independent

homeland. You might have expected that from their experiences past and pres-

ent the Jews would have leaimed their lesson, that they would have at last

discovered the truth that the Solution of their ages-old problem lay not in

assimilation, that the answer to their quest for an escape from misery was
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not the negation of their Jewish destiny, and that future of their children

lay not in a continued diaspora.

9k. To Retum Or Not To Retum.

Following Bar Kochba's unsuccessful revolt the Jews were radi-

cally expelled from the Holy Land. The Romans barred them fron ever again

living in Iheusalan. However, only a few years or decades were to pass before

one could find that sorne Jews had again settied among the ruins of the Holy

City. With the waning might of Rorae the number of the Jewish residents incre-

ased still further, notwithstanding the powerful and brutal interference of

the ever more influential Church. By the time Mohammad' s armies conquered

Jerusalem, in the 7th Century, the Muslims found there are sufficient number

of Jews from whom they could extract considerable tax payments and to issue

for them special ordinances of subnission. And when in the llth Century the

hordes of Crusaders invaded the Holy Land, already enough Jews had by that

time iimiigrated from the diaspora, on whom these brave knights could satisfy

their murderous lust. We know that all through the ages never a decade was

to pass when Jews from all over the world did not retum to Jerusalem singly

or in groups, to spend theie their final days of life. As especial cases

mention is made of Maimonides and Yehuda Halevi but in every Century there

must have been many thousands of pilgrims Coming back to satisfy their desire

to settle on holy soll. There has, however, in the last 1850 years never been

a mass inmigration , never an organized movement with the aim of settling in

and the rebuilding of the Holy Land. It came to me as a suprise vAien I dfs-

covered that thiesdid not even happen about 500 years ago when the large and

rieh Jewish communities of Spain and Portugal were chased into exile.

I have been pondering the question why the Jews of Europe - and

for that matter those of Asia - who lived in the hostile envirotments of the

diaspora and who were exposed to such a miserable treatraent, in vAion there

must always have been dormant the wish to escape their misery, did not plan,

arrange, organize their retum to the Holy Land. I can very well imagine that
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they have thought of this, had hoped for this and that they had to abandon

such a plan as impossible to reaiize. I can well imagine the enormous politi

cal difficulties they would have had to oveixome, as Palestine was for cent-

uries in the hands of Christian Byzantine, then in the hands of tnuslim Arabs

and later on in the hands of the Turks. I do not think that it would have been

possible to induce of any of the overlords to pertnit a jnass inmigration of

Jews, even if the rieh merchants of Spain or Amsterdam^ been willing to

pay handsomely for the grant of such a permit, and could have persuaded the

rulers of the time of the advantages which new Industries and a lively trade

could have meant to them. The truly himalayan obstacle^ however, all through

history, was the Christian Church which refused to accept an 'earthly Jeru-

salem' , especially one built and occupied by Jews.

But I think that the greatest obstacle of all, the basic reason

why never anybody actively thought of
,
planned or organized a mass retum

to Jerusalem, were the Jews themselves. Ever since they had been deprived

by Rome of their political independence , the Jews had given up their faith

in extricating themselves by their own efforts from the exile. Only a mira-

culous Intervention could achieve this. Only the authority of the host coun-

tries or that of a divine messenger could introduce any change in the Status

of the Jews in the diaspora. There was the misunderstood, the wrongly inter-

preted tradition that the Jews could be brought home only by a Messiah, and

that until he appeared on the scene, the Jews had to remain in exile. Or to

Word it differently: there never arose among the Jews the right kind of a

leader. No new Moses came forward, no man with that kind of a streng perso-

nality v^o could have overcome the raisconceptions of the Jews. No man came

forth who could have readied the soll into which the desire to see in him

the messenger sent from heaven could be planted. There was never a man to

bring the fate of the Jews to maturation. There are still today among us

Jews looking out for the Messiah' s arrival. I hope you are not to be counted

among them, but that you leam the truth that every man and woraan 6s a mess-

iah, that each one of us has to be his won intermediary to perfection and

to the realization that each one of us lias something timelessly divine with-

in himself.

No, ray children, after the destruction of the Second Temple,no

leader of the right stature has ever arisen among the Jews. The only one
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who might have staked a claim to this bonour - doubtful in his case - was

that false prophet and Messiah, Shabtai Zvi, whose mishappen adventure was

only capable of creating still greater misery for the disapponted masses.

The early immense wave of enthiyiasm which he evoked, the general uncritical

Identification with his plans, the imnediate readiness of most of the Jews

from all ways of life to follow him, will document to you only too well the

strong desire and etemal hope for a retum to Jerusalem which were always

present, had never been extiguished« On the other band the fact that every-

thing ended in failure, will indicate also to you very clearly that the Jews

of that epoch were not yet ready to set out on their retum, and tliat for this

reason - and 1 am the last to deny that fehere were most likely many other

reasons - God did not see the need to interfere in the inevitable, the logical

decourse the events had to take. God did not intervene; He did not soften^the

disastrous consequences of the final collapse of the "Shabtai Zvi Affaire'

,

because the Jews had not yet reached the sufficient degree of education, had

not yet evolved enough motivation ? May be that this was the case; but i^t

is also a certainty that they were not yet physically fit and technically

capable enough to rebuild the necessary infrastructure, to provide for the

primary agricultural and industrial needs, and to keep alive the economy of

a rebuilt Holy Land. In vi^f^ of the undeniable justification of theee my pre-

suppositions they would have had a very poor chance to succeed, and you will

agree with me that a failure would have had disastrous ,even fateful conse-

quences for the moral and spiritual survival, possibly even for the continued

physical existence of the Jews anywhere in the world* Wiüi our hindsight know-

ledge we can State that they had not the physical strength and the political

power, that they were not endowed with that moral superiority which was needed

to corrpensate their other deficiencies , and above all that they did not dis-

pose of the influence and the means to enroll the support and to overcome the

suspicion of the Tknrks who were at that time the occupier of the Holy Land.

Above all, their total failure was a priori assured because in their Intention

to settle in Palestine they did not rely on their own work and effort, but

they would have left everything in "God*s hands" without having realized the

fundamental truth that God never helps those wlio approach their tasks and

duties with such an attitude and such a mentality. God helps only those who
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help themselves* You may be sure that had the Jews of that epoch been admitted

to Jerusalem and had they settled in Palestlne - as the Holy Land was called

then - they would most likely have relapsed into their old habit of conplaining

and gnmbling, lamenting and whining, and they would , as in the past , have

found release frora their deep-seated siscontent and frustration in murderous

strife among themselves. God must have known ,that had the Jews retumed

under the then prevailing circumstances to the Holy Land, they would have

been straight away led into slavery and even into annihilation, because the

Muslim masters, the Ttorkish rulers and their Islam, never did identify with

God 's promise and His program for the Jews. Ihey would have known of only one

way to react to a Situation , where a mass of 'infodels' in their midst clai-

med the right toorganize their religious rights and rituals, viz:- by condem-

ning thera to a cruel death. It is a true fact that Shabtai Zvi and some of

his followers did indeed joumey to Istambul with the aim of organizing a

"Great Retum to Jerusalem", and that he saved his life by convertigg to

Islam. We should register the ^Shabtai Zvi Intermezzo' as nothing more than

another episode, another sad experience in the life of the Jewish people,

and we should take Cognition of the fact that it did not end in that kind

of disaster which one might have expected as the outcane of that man 's

grandiose schemes. Does this mean that after all God did intervene - just

a little ?

10. The Zionist Impulse .

Another upsurge to retum to the Holy Land began to ferment

among the Jews about oie hundred years ago. Ihis time , however, the back-

ground appears to have been different. Also in this instance the movemento

was strongly motivated by the messianic expectWItons of the Jewish people.

This made the Holy Land the exclusive aim for the deep desire growing among

the young Jews in the eastem Jpat of Europe; otherwise, it may be presumed,

they would not have so explicitedly rejected offers to settle anywhere eise.

This was not a populär movement which had arisen out of a vaccum. It was

bom in an era which was characterized by a wave of many other nationalistic

movements. The newly emerging nationalistic fervour of the Jews found a
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fertile soll in every country on every continent. You will have understood

that I am speaking here of Zionisrn . However, I must make now a reserva-

tion. Zionism cannot be fitted into the context of the nationalist movements

of the last Century. It is true, it had in coninon with them the same kind of

ranantic, often unrealistic and basically democratic vision which vitalized

the other nationalist movemenlis of the 19th Century, but in the latter chau-

vinistic elements were soon to gain peedominance whenever their movement

came to clash with narrow nationalistic trdaris in the countries somehow

flirectlyinvolved, Neither can Zionism be called another political movement

of national liberation, as it aspired above all to the creation of a new

socio-political order. You should see in it a rebellion against the assiini-

latorybtrends prevailing among the Jews of Europe, and a protest against the

efforst of Orthodoxy which found always new reasons to isolate itself still

further from the attractions of modern life. It was also a new approach to

a new fulfillment, a new conception of redemption vAiich, as it was at last

realized, could not be achieved in the Galuth, in tfae diaspora, in exile.

The stage was now set for a totally new approach, for a ^ore

stirring, a more active interference in the wheels of histoiry. In the late

19th Century, as you know already, a great nuraber of Jews had exerted thea-

selces to escape from their Jewish fate by passing the^ugh the gates of

assimilation. There was, on the other side, a far less numerous but quite

determined sector which saw tlie only possible Solution of the Jewish problem

and the Jews' future in the establishment of an independent Jewish horaestead

in Palestine. The men aHB HeMBH,WH9 MÄflB \^ THIS ^«Up, driven by despair

and hopelessness, were supported by a fervent enthusiasm and idealism. They

clainoured for the grant of national and hunan rights to their people, and

they foresaw the fulfillment of their demands and of their dreams as only

possible within a restored independent national home. With enthusAasm and

Vision they took up the struggle to regain what had once been their homeland,

their Holy Land,and they claimed had remained and still is to this day the

exclusive Jewish national property. The Boocet of 'Zionism' encompassed

these ideasl, these hopes, these danands, these effots - and more. The

Zionist ^k)vement's aim was the retum of the Jews to Zion. It was no more
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a dream or an idea but a fact to be stablished, It was the general resettle-

ment of the Jews in a Jewish hatie* Fundamentally, of course, this was no new

prograra. As I have repeatedly mentioned, it has since ever been part of the

Jewish dream, an ingredient of tiie Jewish soul; but it was feit that this

time everyttiing was favourable to give it an ideological expression, a social

ideology and a political content* Although the early Zionist program had been

illuminated , and often blinded also, by the rays of romanticism, the leader-

ship soon passed into the liands of capable and sober men and wonien. Palestine

became the symbol of the Jewish people's hopes. Zionism was moulded and fit-

ted into a legally and politically viable creation. A aefr e^tnew aims and

new aspirations were made to crystallize. The reconquest, the resettlement,

the revival of Erez Israel was the aspired fulfillment to be realized now.

ALthough Judaism could continue to exist without the Zionist program and its

fulfillment, consciously or not the theological-messianic proposition of

Judaism liad its impact which viewed the Jews as a history-bound people, and

as such it could not exert its spiritual influence, could not exen^lify its

specific etliics, could not undertake its mission to the world, without having

regained the characteristics, the recognized legal diameter of a nation*

The Zionists, those ready and willing, as well as those hoping

and promising to take upon themselves the duty to take physical possession

of the Holy Land by peaceful means, belonged to all the various social and

intellectual strata of the Jewish people. They enthusiastically joined a

movement of dreams , whose realization was at its time of foundation, anfi

for decades thereafter, far from being realizable, There was an even far

greater number of Jews belonging to the very same social classes and Coming

from similar educational backgrounds, v^o derided tliese dreams aa impractlble

and also as dangerous, and who foungjit Zionism with an often unrestricted

and unrestrained hostility. Why so ?, you will ask. This fact raust he incom-

preliensible to the younger generation of today, but you must see it as one

of those Jewish experiences which occur again and again in Jewish history,

These ''Anti-ZionistS' " behaviour was caused by the fear the spread of such

ideas raiglxt cause them härm. They feared and hated the Zionists because the

latter *s program fKxlldd£i& negated the very claim of the assimilating Jews

that they could and would fit into and becorae an essential part of their host

countries. Ihey faared and hated the Zionists because the laatter*s plans and
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ideas undermined the very foundations on which the peripheral Jews, wlio wanted

to raerge and to disappear without a trace into their Christian environment,

had built their hopes, } I remeniber an occasion , it must have benn 1928/29,

When I was successfully engaged in organizing a Jewish Sports club -'Bar

Kochba Club* - and I was visited by a group fo leading Jews of Oberhausen,

men who would never have contemplated putting their feet into our house, who

offered me "any arnount of money and no questions asked", if I would agree to

have the Sports club function under the auspices of the "Centra^Verband",

the association of assimilated Jews in Germany, and not to tum it into a

"Zionist sfeorts club". Needless to say , tliey did not succeed - but I remember

how embarrassed I was for them...) .

Yes. it is a fact mercilfes struggles and bitter discussions

caused deep divisions between the Zionists and their Jewish adversaries -

often to the amazement of the 'goyim*. Platforms, meetings,news[nedia and

sermons resounded with accusations and counter-accusations , with ar^uments

and counter-argunients. But it soon became evident to all bu the wilfully

blind, that all these ideological clashes between the followers of the two

WBltanscliauungen were rather futile, that they had been totally unnecessary*

Soon it was accepted by all thst these discussions,accusations and arguments

had remained nothing but veriial duells, that they were played out in an

arabience of theory only, because nothing happened and nothing was done, because

everybody talked and nobody acted. It has to be stated with much adiniration,

and also with sorrow, that already a hundred years ago a few small groups

of people, tnostly from Russia, detennined and enthusiastic idea^ists, did

emigrate to Palestine to conquer and to rebuild the land with theiorown haids.

But before raany years had passed uiost of them had left again. Of those who

stayed on, only a few did so because of any sustained enthusiasm, because

they were supported by a continued deep^jfooted belief. The majority of those

v^o stayed behind, did so because they were too proud to concede defeat.

Theodor Herzla», the man who had more or less created, and who for a

long time had also led the Zionist movement, died a disappointed man, poss-

ibly a disillusioned man. However, we must register with surprise, and also

with respect, that he had found so much admiration and such great support

for his dream of a National Home among the Jewish people everywhere in the
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Diaspora. They gave contributed their regulär financial donations, although

there was hardly ever a case where these reached diaiensions which even an

Optimist would have called a sacrifice. However, there was tliat monumental

"but" that all thexe followers,enthusiasts,subscribers and members of the

Zionist movenient never oontemplated to becane themselves physically engaged;

instead they encouraged others to go to Palestine, to do the real, the dirty,

the dangerous werk. Large sections of the rieh and assimilated Jees af America

and Europe were ready - even eager - to support Zionism financially, even

politically; but they were mainly motivated by extraneous reasons: a success-

ful outcome of the Zionist experiment could have meant to them that the large

pool of miserable, unsuccessful and destitute Jews, who had settled among

them, especially the homeless refugees from Eastem Europe, who came to Arne-

rica in ever greater numbers, could then be channelled to Palestine, It is

true, it was a neglected and barren piece of real es täte, but with will and

faith, which these rieh Jews so readily supplied by proxy, it could be made

again into a "land flowing with milk and honey" for the homeless and unsett-

led Jews.

Yes, that was so. I aM not exegggrating ! Most of the Jews of

the last Century and of the first third of this Century, who called themsel-

ves 'Zcbonist*, were mainly attracted to the Zionist idea because they saw

in its 'charitable' side-effects a duty and an opportunity. They did indeed

pursue their effotts actively and with zeal. They made it their responsibi-

lity to find for those who were stranded or rootless a place to settle. It

is another specific - you may call it a historically recurring - fact that

all those who had not the slightest Intention of ever leaving their corafor-

table homes and businesses in the diaspora but who considered themselves ^

still Jews, never ceased to express in their prayers the pious hope that

they might"retum to Jerusalem in the Coming year'\ To this manifold diver-

sity of attitude and reaction to the steadily growing interest in Zionism

you may add another sector of the Jews who opposed Zionism out of fear that

their political Standing and their economic position might be endangered in

case a nationalistic Jewish movement shoudxi flourish and gain international

\

recognition. They tried to turn the issue into one of settlement of refugees.
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They used up much money, influenae and effort to have the haneless Jews in

their midst, or those potentially still on their wa^, colonize uninhabited

Stretches of land in Uganda, ßrazil, in the Argentines and so on, i.e. as far

away fraa Jerusalem as possible. Do you wonder why rrany people think that

Theodor Herzl might have died of a broken heart ?

Fortunately - and to the honour of the Jewish people be it saiä -

from the moment the Zionist dream, from the moment the Zionist movement l)ecame

a reality and the State of Israel was proclaimed, all Jews - the religious

as well as the secular ones - knew and proclaimed that the new State had not

been established for the sake,the benefit and the wellbeing of its inhabitants

alone, but that it was meanto to be , that it should be seen as the home,as

the national emblein of all the Jews in the world. But before this recognition,

this Identification came to the fore much had to happen to the Jews.

The jubilations, the blessings aixi the happiness experienced

by the Jews with the establishnent of the State of Israel was justified in

praise of a great achievannt. We must not overlook, on the other band, that

this event, this geographical and political fact, was a blessing not only for

the homeless Jews everywhere, not only for the remnants of European Jewry

durnpres into "Displaced Persons' Camps", but also for the historic Image,

for the moral Standing of the gentile world wide and large. I ask myself -

I must confess with sadness considering the pessimistic reply I have to give -

what would the gentile world have done with the Jews who had survived thewar ?

How would the wide world have reacted with respect to the masses of homeless,

helpless and des titute Jews ? Would these have found refuge anywhere among

the gentile nations ? How would this gentile world have reacted when having

to face these etemal reniinders of a collective gentile guilt ? You know

quite well what the answer lias to be.

Let me retum to the Situation around the tum of the Century

and for a few decades thereafter. The Jews had the offer, the Inspiration,

the means, the influenae, the willing support of the gentile world to end

their exile, to free them from the need to suppress Üieir individuality. Ihey

had the opportunity to unfold their qialities and to build up a country and

a Society which might becune an Inspiration, 'a light to the nations* j^ i^
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Short to fulfill their duty, their destiny. It is unfortunately the truth

that they remained insensitive to the opportunities they could have grabbed,

and their unwillingness was associated with with their blindness and their

deafness to the dangers they were facing.

You rnust be surprised to hear me say all theseethings. Or did

you know them already? Are you coining back at me now with the usual question:

"And what did God think about all this ?". What reply can I give you except

that I do not know what God thinks ? How could a hunian being know such things ?

But I think I know how He reacted, or let me say that I think I can at least

clearly conclude, from the events and liappenings of the last sixty od years,

how God reacted. And as I think ® am right and justified in my conclusions,

I feel overawed. I am deeply moded. And I am thoroughly gri^ed.

Yes ! God acted. God intervened.

God ssse nt Hitler t

11 • The Holocaust 1- its Effect and its Meaning*

God inflicted HJtler and the Nazis on the woHrd, and in particular

on the Jews. God made use of Hitler, that cruel, hhatdementdd teutonic scourge,

to teach us Javs a lesson. All the sacrifices which the Jewish people had to

make since the Exodus frar* Egypt, all the sufferings which our ancestors have

known since we were made into a nation at Sinai, appear not to have sufficed

in the last 2000 years to make us Jews live according to the principles and

the Standars indispensable to a people whose God wanted them to be a holy

people. Ove that span of time millions of Jews have been killed, bumed,tom

to pieces - but still all the surviving generations of Jews did not provide

the evidence that they had leamed their lesson. It must have become apparent

to God that the Jews would not leam about their duty without having been

given another lesson. But this time it had to be a far raore effective lesson

in the form of a far harsher reminder, of a far bigger punishment. And can

you iinagine anything more painful, anything more dreadful that to have within

the course of handful of years six million of your brothers and sisters, one
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third of your entire people, killed,bumed,gasses inside and outside the

hellish Institution^ partly invented and partly perfected, by the Gernians,

the so-called Concentration Camps, the Death Camps ?

The Holocaust ,as this orgy of murder and flames has been

labelled has consuraed these many millions of Jews. It was the greatest mis-

fortune the Jewish people has ever known, at least since the destruction of

the Jewish Comndonwealth in the year 70 CE. In its enormity it will also

%rove - I fervently hope so at least - to be the turning point in Jewish

history. For after a pain-loaded interval of 1900 years Israel has at last

been rebom again into a nation. It has retumed to its ancient land. You

and I are favoured indeed to have lived in these nK:)mentüUs days.

So much has already been written about the Holocaust that you

will with justification say, that there is probably very little which I can

s tili add. You are justified to teil me this. But I crave your attention for

the few remarks I do have to add to this chapter. 1 want to view this latest

and largest Jewish tragedy through my own, my personal spectacles.





1. A few remarks about morals and duties.

I have not much to teil you about recent history. A lot of it

is still evolving, and much you know so well by living this history. But let

me ponder in you canpany about vÄiat we have learned and what more we have to

leam.

Great catastrophies and disasters have occurred in Jewish

history. They are theologically difficult to explain, as from that angle they

would indicate that God lias pemiLtted, if not willed, the destruction of large

segpients of Jewry, of things and of institutions which God Himself has declared

that they are holy. It is very difficult to agree to such a copolusion, as

undoubtedly tragedies like the destruction of the two Teraples, the exile of

the Jews,the bloodbaths of the Crusades and of the Inquisition, and the horr-

ors of the Holocaust are only understandable, comprehensible ,acceptable as

God's effective contribution or at least by Hisabstaining froni interbening.

Wliat eise can you say ? But whatever they niay be, or however they may be viewed

one thing is certain; these disasters, these tragedies do not indicate His

disinterestedness, does not mean that He has abandoned His people. Most of

a^ the Holocaust does not indicate that "God is dead*', does not exist, as

so niany Jews believe now they have the right toconclude. You will hear these

and similar words spoken with deep pain by the mystic, with resignation by

the religious, with irony by the secularist. God is dead, they say, because

a God of mercy and justice, of love and grace could not liave perniitted a

Holocaust. Let us make it clear to ourselves tliat those vÄio make the State-

ment that God is dead, use it as a slogan, do after all confirm - though often

involuntarily - that there must once have been a living God. Those wlio fcake

these funereal Statements may have killed God within thanselves, but they

should not presunie that they have also removed Him from within us.

Also at the time of the Crusades the "gentle knights*, fighting

for tlie God of Love, and the rabid mobs,hoping to gain grace and merit, found

extreme delight in killing off entire Jewish communities simply for biaeir

being Jews, but at least they offered their victoms reprieve through baptism

as an alternative to *salvation through ntartyrdom' . Even the cruel pries ts

of the Holy Catholic Church placed the Jews before the choice of baptism
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in place of the pyre of the InquisitioB. For the Jews in Nazi hands there

was no escape, no choice, no alternative. Hitler killed them for their so-

called 'racial characteristics which he wanted to eradicate by inurder. Unlike

other heinous mass-murderers the Nazis did evil for the sake of evil. For

them the destruction of European Jewry was not a sdde-show of the war but a

most important issue in itself • When they saw that the end of their regime

was approaching, they deviated men and material from the war effort inooder

to intensify and to accelerated the relentless murder of the Jews. You inay

be certain Üiat if Hitler had won the war, no Jew would have been left alive

in the world, and this includes also those who had the "tainted b^a)od" of

some distant Jewish relative in their veins. This was the reason why Hitler

could never have won the war - not because the Western Powers proved in the

end stronger and as a reconipense for their having cared and foug^t for the

survival of Jewry, but entirely and only because God would never have allowed

this to happen.

It is clear to me that at a certain stage God did indeed inter-

vene to save the Jews, the remaants of Jewry; but as we all know He did not

prevent the Holocaust, as He could easily have done. I have no Illusion that

should I say these things aloud, there would be an outcry, as my ideas would

seem to mean hhat only a cruel God could allow millions of innocents, among

them so many children to perish so miserably - in the same way as it happened

in my own lifetime in Armenia,in Russia,in Biofira,in Ethipia. Since years the

argumenta have been flying about that the Holocaust can only indicate that

there is no God or that the God who created this world has lost all interest

in mankind and especially in the Jews. Can you believe that humankind could

ever be as shortsighted as to believe such nonsense ?

One thing, however, does bother me very much; why do the gentiles,

the World and also the Jews speack so little about the genocide of the Gipsies?

They have suffered no less than the Jews ! Are the Jews the only ones who

nowadays do speak about the sufferings of the Gipsies and accuse the Germans

of this additional crime ? IVhat does this mean ? Were the masskillings of

the Gipsies less painful to the Gentiles because they do not recall any un-

reasonable subconsciously hoarded church-nourished hate Propaganda extending

over the centuries ?
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I do not have any ansver either when you ask me why not only so

many children but also the most pious and the poorest among tiie Jews have been

killed by Hitler, and why so niany of the young and rieh, the unscrt^puious

and the atheists could make tlieir escape and could survive thereafter in

peace and coinfort. I do not know. I could, of course, disarm your argument

with the explanation that in this instance the rule has become evident that

the greatest part of the survivors has beer» made up of ttie most energetic and

the fittest, the cleverest and the strongest. This explanation tnay satisfy

the genetist, the sociologist and the anthropolgist, but to me it does not

appear to be the right nor the suitable answer.

Our conteniporaries speak of the "martyrdom of the Jews murderal

by the Nazis". I do not think that any of the Jews in the hands of the Germans

thought of being a martyr or of aspiring to ibörtyrdom. 'Ihe days of Jewish

aspirants to martyrdom are over - if since long or only now is irrelevant.

Such an explanations serves at best only as an apology. Do you really think

that God, as we perceive Hini, could ever have expected martyrdom from the

Jews, could have respected them had they voluntarily offered it, could ever

have demanded martyrdom fran the Jews ? Yes, possibly in certain individuals

as evidence of their strength of character or as an indication of their devo-

tion or as a stimulating niementum (l think at this manent of Abram offering

his son Yizhak or of Moses handing over caiinand to Yoshua), but God certainly

never directly dananded it, immediately insisted on it. Martjirdom was only

one of the probabilities rendered possible by circurnstances within the coin-

cidences of the programmed destiny of the Jews. I do not say that this does

apply to the Holocaust - it is far too enormous a clamaity to be explained

away like this. And it would also not sufficiently explain the outcome of

the Holocaust, its effect on humankind in general and on Jewry in particular.

The Holocaust was of a terrifying dimension and has an enormous and persis-

ting impact. I risk and go even further in my reply by declaring that it

indicates the possible beginning, the starting point of a new era. Great

changes are inevitable in the wake of that great catastrophe, and the effect

is bound to be still greater in the years to come. The Jews cannot anymore

be judged by the gentiles without their judging themselves. Jews will not

anymore be persecuted without guiit and shame breaking through the gentile
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procrastinations and without this leading to a continued recall of their re-

sponsibilities. Jews will no more approach God in their prayers with confessi-

ons of sin, with ready-made self-accusations, of having been idolatrous. Their

confessions will be mainly of their having realized tliat they had become blind

and deaf to the signs and calis of thiir duty. Jewish aiartyrdom wliich may once

upon a time partial satisfaction to the Jews thernselves, does not move or

iinpress anymore the Jewliaters; it has in fact never moved or impressed the^m.

But today it has lost its value for the Jews too. Ihere is today the tendency

to bring tlie Holocaust of the Jews into parallel with the nuclear holocaust

which threatens to engulf the world. I do not see in this - quite clearly

forced - comparison a sacrilegious misuse of the "Jewish Holocaust", but I

ask myself : do the Jews and the gentiles a Propter Hoc in this Ergo Hoc ?

The traurra of the Death Caiips Inas against all expectations hardly

led to a renewed wave of religiosity, but it lT§a rekindled a sense of national

belonging, has deepened the pride in the national heritage. To my mind this

indicates also a reawakened faith in the Jewish fate, a resurgence of the

knowledge that there is a predetermined destiny of the Jewish people. We can

today also perceive a definite slowdown in the relentless process of assimi-

lation. It is difficult to predict, if this is only a temporary phenoraen,

nourished by an exuberant acknowledgaaent of and a honour-pledged adherence

to the Jewish-national-historic tradition, It is today the accepted norm for

a Jew to acknowtedge with pride - often only to the one or other of his gBetile]

associates aid not aleays to hiniself too - his Mdatification with Israel,

and he is wont to recite some indeleiably preserved but easily honoured tra-

ditions vdiich his "roother has taught" him. A sense of belonging to the Jewish

people in association with the - loyally and constitutionally interchangeable -|

nationality of the host country is proclaimed by large segpents of the diaspo-

ra Jews. This is a welcome and pranising phenomen, It promises to renew and

to consolidate the Jewish people in its entirety. Political and social up-

heavals in Israel and elsev^ere do at times force a re-awakened sense of I

Jewishness on otherwise indifferent and secularist Jews, If you are inclined

to do so ,
you may see in these manifestations the* band of God*.

Our rabbis of times past insisted that every Jew in eveiry gene-

ration should consider himself to have stood with trembling knees and flutte-

ring heartjat the shores of the Red Sea, and that he should feel in himself
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tliat saine elation of victory as the Israelites when they crossed over with

"dry feet*'; that he should feel within hiraself to have stood with awe and

trepidatioi at the foot of Mount Sinai and be filled with that same senseof

eiatteÄion as the Israelites in the knowledge of having himself been appointed

the elected trustee of God^s words and message. In Uiat same sense and on

a Jlke injunttion I want ti implant into every Jew the idea that he should

consider himself to have been starved and humiliated in a concentrateon camp

or a German jail with a pauseless fear in his heart and the seell of buming

flesh in his nostrils. He will then, hopefully, be blessed with the knowledge

that there is some divine Intention and direction in wliat he has experienced

in person, that the enormity of the evil he has witnessed and the depth of

human deprivity he has experienced on his body and in his sould are guarantees

of his ultimate elevation to supranacy, not over but within human society.

2. And there is Lesson

This conflagration which had come over the Jews has had an

enormous effect on theqi, as you can well imagine. They were profoundly shaken

The outcry was terrible. A sense of deep sharne and of profound guilt over-

came all thise Jews, \A\o had been far away froni the centres of murder and

crime, those v^o were safely settled in America, Canada S. Africa and sc on.

I am convinced that most of the Jews in the world, in the light of tliese

terrible occurrences were induced to look into themselves, to check their

consciences, to weigh their guilt. And there must liave been quite a number

of these Jews who liave realized how much they had sinned. But most all of

them must have clearly understood that there does not exist anymore a way out

of our Jewwih destiny through the process of assimilation, nor through the
. \

portals of the churches. For most of the western Jews the greatest personal

tragedy was the discovery, tliat they had in reality no friends, that nobody

cared if they lived or died. They could not but conclude that their safety

and their salvation were not to be found in the places in which they resided,

not with the gentiles among whom they lived, not in the countries which they

liad until then considered their homelands. Those who were not still blinded

by their old illusions understood quite well now that their sufferings had
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not only been possible but had been made raore painful ly the fact that they

laws of the Land

equal

They had to conclude now that they had remained in reality strangers every-

Where, and that the world at large showed very little inclination - if any -

to help them in their houss of despair. They concluded that the Situation, the

outcocne, the fate of those affected by the raurderous events would have been

different, had the Jews had a country of their own. ünder these auspices, in

the shadow of these sufferings, in the wake of these disillusions and under

the banner of a determined hope, Israel, the new national horoe of the Jews,

was established. I know very well from iry personal involvement how convinced

so many of us were that a skeptical world was going to be given ample proof

that our ancient people with its well developed intellect and organized by

a newly stiraulkfced determination, would be able to overcorae all difficulties

which were encountered in its path; that it could achieve a goal \*dch sounded

even to all of us often too aitibitious. I have no doubt that God raust have

been very pleased with the exhibition of such a courage, with the outlinejof

such a progran, because this new energy and resolute vigour were leading His

people quite definitely along the path ^i vMch the final rederaption could

be reached«

have

found an understanding

God and the Jews, you will have to agree with me Jdiat the homecoming of the

Jewish people has to have a momentous iraportance also for mankind at large*

The gentile peoples of the world must perceive in Israelis ••Retum to the

Holy Land" the literal fulfillment of the ancient promise which God has long

ago given to our forefathers, directljic dknrihrough the mouth of the Prophets.

All the fateful opccurrences and all the radical changes which took place in

the history of the Jews in the first half of this Century, and in soroe form

or other even before that, are certain to effect also the world as a v^le.

Future historians will fill innunaerable tractates with the analysis and the

coordination of those very events of \Mch we ourselves, younand I, have been

witnesses. I shall not live - but you most likely will - to see if these

writers and explorers , theologianadaad philosophers will depict these days

of ours in the ridit lioht. and whether they will exolain them as the pre-
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liminaries of the Coming events in which the Jews have so doublessly been

predestined for an lnfx)rtant role«

If you agree with the above interpretations , I invite you to

accorapany nie a atep further. For in view of all I have underlined as being

indicative and significant we have to conclude that the last 2000 years of

Jewlsh history can only have been a preliminary, a necessary, a comrective

and an educative phase in the evolvement and the maturation of the Jews «for

the achievement of that for which they have been elected and maintained. If

such a definition is Justified, then it would have to lead us to the conclu-

sion that we find ourselves actually in a decisive stage, that tlrie Jews have

l^ necessity to recognize now that they cannot fall again, cannot slip again,

cannot let their latest - possibly last - opportunity go by/ Nobody can deny

the fact that throughout their existence the Jews have exerted - even though

sporadically and unperceptively - a beneficial irapact on the spiritual and

ethical evolution of mankind. At every stage of their dispersion have they

exerted a stimulating influence on the cultures and civilizitions. Today

,

given the modern communication facilities and the actual geopolitical facts,

the Situation is more urgent and their task more inportant; and it is inper-

ative that the outlines of the aim and the strategy of reaching it are chan-

^ed. You may conclude - as I do - that it is a sign pointing to the unique

opportunity and the Singular circums)tance that, in order to help Israel

along its path and task. it has been restored to its ancient home and its

geograiMiiccentrality. For Israel will only be able to perform its predest-

ined role and its metaphysical program as a nation on its own soll.

I am induced to see some of my conceptions shared in the most

unlikely quarters and for appraently different reasons: the religious est-

ablishroent in Israel has made use of its increased political punch to irapose

progressively oppressive rulings. They insist in particular on strict hal-

achic proceedings with regard to coooersions; thus they insist on the Immer-

sion of the Ethiopian Jews in the ^Mikveh* , the ritual bath^ as the prerequi-

sition for their being accepted as * kosher* Jews. They will not recognize

coversions performed by Reform Rabbis. I cannot, of course, agree with the

assuDptions of these men appointed by the Chief Rabbis of Israel, but it Is

significant in my eves that they explain their insistence with the demand
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imposed

innersion

ancient though as a ritual, must be viewed by its defenders as of great sig-

nificance in rendering a Jew a true Jew. I vlew it as a perversion into a

rigidified procedure of the basic ceremony which renders the individual assure

of his selection and that he is called to his vocation. However, the arguroents

one hears fron the "Mikveh Defenders" are less metaphysical that simply views

of prindtive people. It is therefore no too much of a surprise that even

liberal, educated Jews agree vdth the demands of the orthodox rabbis thatonly

ininersion in a 'MikvA* bath, in füll accordance with the prescribed rigid

rules and strict details, can noake a Jew a true Jew. The ap^ropriate laws are

researched by legal and theologicaklexperts and are studied in the Yeshivoth

with a zeal and an energy which would be impressive even in the case of arLen-

tific research. Ihese rabbis aa^^eac to believe that such a 'baptism' has a

decisive magic influence on the 'Jewiihness* of a person, on his morals and

on his character. Ihey appear to believe that God could really care for or

agree with what the rabbis decide. Do you need any further proof that God

does not interfere in the petty affairs of hunankind, but leaves it to each

of US to chose the ways how to grow and how to develop, even i£ such foolish

roethods are invented and imposed ?

theme

Historians are researching a long list of geopolitical,economic

and various other issues as the basic or contributory causes for the fateful

encounter of the Jews with the Nazi evil. The tragic experiences through whicl

Jewry in particular, but also the entire civilized woild had to live in this

Century, should not be viewed as an insoltaed feature of this epoch. We have

to ask for certain additional features and interpretations to get an explana-

tion for what historians have begun to caUlogize as a " historic event broug)

on by a confluence of a series of specific historic developnents": I have, I

heard

equilibrium of the hundred years preceding

iiiadn(

fying and logic - you may call it metaphysically logic - manner only as a
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divine arrangement, as a raanifestation of the active jgart which God has taken

on in the fate of huroanity for the sake of the Jewish people. I shall go

even further. I perceive it as an additional evidence of God's direct Inter-

vention that He chose the German people for the role of "executioners of the

Century". He tumed the Gerraans, for so long the raost arrogant among the

nations of the world and the most blatant anti-Semites of our tiine, into a

despised, predatory,bloodthirsty and cruel race. Ihey will forever, asllong

as the World exists , carry on their forehead the mark of a nation of murde-

rers. But this is not all ! Along with the Germans, though in a more direct

and unsophisticated way, He punished the Poles and the Russians who for cen-

turies had excelled in the maltreatment of and hatred for the Jews, and He made|

them suffer , next to the Jews, most frora the furor of the war. And He finally

broke the pride and the arrogance of the British Bnpire, whose officers and

officialsy more than those of any other allied nation, had callously stood

by in face of the Jewish tragedy, and whose at that time still mighty Etnpire

had allowed so many Jews to perish in Concentration Camps and on their way

to the Holy Land.

f

I feel iix^lined to mention another "concatenation of circumst-
i

,

! r

ances*' as rhe miraculous events and the so illogical appearing happenings

are so often labelled. At the time Zionism aj^peared as the banner pointing

into the direction of liberation, Israel *s cause prevailed again against all

the calculation and odds. What had appeared as a wild fantasy ofBbodor

Herzl was to become seen as an acceptable formula by most world powers\.

ÜBim UBi2nBm , an unknown Chemistry lecturer, who had to emigrate from Russia

because his carreer had been stunted there, succeeded within less thatv two

years to make Zionism a factor in world politics. After World War II vDayid

Ben Gurion made the poorly settled, poorly trained and equipped Land of

Israel into an international centre of attention, and the United Nations^to

eveirybody's surprise, went on to vote Insrael into nationhood. In 1^7

nobody in the world would have agreed to accept a bet that , Israel could win

the war against a hundreifold stronger eneny. In the Yom Kippur llar, \Aien

everything appeared lost, victory was tom from the hands of the enesajfes.
''

<-\

A new Hagada could be filled with the tales of a new series of unbelievable
i \

events - %Mch would to be called ^miracles* in order to be poc^ted apd

\

believed - which came together to save the Jewish people from disaster and

/
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[ defeat. Or better seid: to describe and to explain v*iy the total destruction

and eradication of Israel, Jewry, Judaism was not possible--wa8 not pennitted

3. Uhat some believe

V

X

•

I agree with you - and I confess that I myself have asked this

same question - if the above outlined conclusions cannot be bundled up and

dispensed with as the outcome of my wishful thinking. You shoud, however,

pause here and reflect on the fact that what I have told you in these pages,

is not by all raeans ray own exclusive or idea or fantasy- produces of a rest-

ricted group of esoterics, but that it raost significantly expresses also the

whii&h

rpescribed role of a morally superior

expectation that we take over at last the spiritual guidance of the natlons

of the vorId. I m sure you are surprised by what I have said just now. It

has been a no less great surprise also to rae vAien I heard and read the state-

menlis to this effect from many sides and sources, all of v*iich point out that

we Jews have long ago been elected for great things, but that we have for

unwllling

havin^

up ly the Holocaust and with our retum to the Holy Land events of treroendous

importance have taken place in the history of the Jews and no less also in

that of the entire world. Stamgely enough i have never heard anything of

this nature, any such theological association or any such historic Interpre-

tation of our recent experiences expressed by the Jews themselves. I have

never leamed or heard fron Jewish sources what so many gentiles say, in

unusually and clear and explicit words, viz:- that the establishraent of the

Jewish State has initiated a new era, that mankind is going to gain now, if

not yet its salvation at least a clear Cognition of an ascent to higher

ethical values. You can hear such words and such sentiments expressed unequi-

vocally expressed not only by many Christian individuals, but you can discover

important

church cocnmittees
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State Of Israel speaks of the 'beginning redenption* but this hope refers to

the future of Israel and not to that of hunnankind.

The Christian *Fiindaroentalist8**are a phenomen which points to

an intensively rekindled religious sonsciousness in many parts of the vorId.

The Pundamentalists are strict Qiristians; they believe that the Bible does not

err, that Jesus was bom by a virgin, that by his death Jesus took upon hiinself

the sins of the world and that Jesus was bodily resurrected. They accept the

biblical miracles as authentic and they are sure that after Jesus* retum a

miilenium of happiness on earth will set in. They work willingly - without

apparently being fully conscious of this - in assisting in the task with

which the Jews have been entrusted^

The •Fundaraentalist-Evangelists* are nearly the only Christians

who welcome the *'Jewish peoplehood*' and accept that Jews have a special Status

in God's plan for humankind. Ihey see in the Jews the 'Chosen People' and

they have no doübt thaC God has not forgotten and that He will never abaixlon

the Jews. You should not confuse the Pundamentalists and the *Evangelist

Believers' with the Protestant Liberais who preach that the Jews have for-
'

'
.'

feited God^s promise and that the Established Christian Church was now the

• Spiritual Israe|.* These •Liberalst along with the 'World Council of Chur-

ches* make every effort to damager Israel and they actively stq^^rt - politi-
.. t

cally and financially - the enemies of the State of Israel.

The Jews play a critical role in the theology of the Fundamen-

talists. Most of them preach that the Jews have to be converted in order to

bring on the •Redeflation* , while others think that all the Jews will be con-

verted to Christianity after redeniption is achieved, lÄien they cannot «ny-
/' ,i\

raore avoid to^see the light". However, a new exegesis of the ULblical reteA

rences has made änother Interpretation more and more acceptable tpothe 'B^lie-

vers', viz:- that "the Jews will be fulfilled in their Jewishness in wel-

Coming their long-awaited Messiah who will tum out to be Jesus of Nazareth". \

He will not be a Christian Messiah but a Jewish onei as he was a Jew lopg

before Christianity was known. Herein can you see the explanation why these

Protestant groups of Pundamentalists who believe in biblical [nrophecies, are

such friends of the State of Israel.

/ 1

\
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I find this a stränge Situation indeed. Let me say it again. A

convinced

times

confirmation of the divine guidance, a new hope for the world to come about

through the mediim of the Jewish peoplej for God, by retuming Israel to Jeru-

salem has pro\dded a new confirmation of the very promises vAdch He had given

to Abraham. But you will never hear such an Interpretation of the great changes

which have taken place in the position, the fortunes and the respectability

of the Jewish people from the Spiritual leadership of Jewry itself . He mainly

arreliaicÄis raass of Jews will shrug off such a way of thinking; it will laugh

away any metaj^ysical intejqJpBtation of the things, recent or past, which

have affected thera directly no less than the Jewish people as a vÄiole, And

most of the orthodox-religious elements, especially so their extreme fanatic

fringes, speak of Zionism, as well as of the newly established State of Israel

and al^iit iraplies, only with disrespect at best, and as a damnable interfe-

rence in God's messianic plans as a rule. For in theirarview Israel *s rebirth

as a State had to await the obstetric assistance of the Messiah whose arrival

on a white donkey has so far not been announced. These orthodox elements

have the sarae expectation of the "messianic time" as the Christians have of

the effect of the retum of the •'Redeemer". I find more substance in the

interpretations given by Maimonides who does not accept the idyllic

depiction of the Proi*»ets. He does not think that the messianic age will

high

developed

seems to me that the prayer and the hope for the arrival of the Messiäh are

abused by so many to shift all responsibility into a vague future. Ihose

ipend much thought

either

accept

feel uncomfortable with their having to carry such a divinely imposed duty,

that they would feel fully satisfied with the material advantages they can

obtain as an independent nation, that they do not want to be more nor any

less than all the other natlons in the world •
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4 Uhat some do
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In addition, that other phenomen to vMch I have pointed on

a previous occaslcm, has again become noticeable: the Jews are unable to

overcome their reluctance to accept thetr freedom vÄienever it is available

to them, Strange as it raay sound, it is a fact. They do not want to be free.

Ihey do not want to give \sp their life as 'guests' in foreign countries. They

refuse in particular that internal freedom and that outer liberty i*d.ch

would be theirs by ^drtue of and within an indqpendent Jewish State. Again

vAien the State of Israel was established - as had been the case on former

ocacsions - only a stnall porti(»i of the Jewish people voted for a life of

freedom; most other Jews prefer a life of comfort without freedom. Nobody

will deny that life in Israel is hard, even dangerous at times, but with

all this it is the raost beautiful kind of life anyone can ask forj it is

espcially so for the Jews who have never known the thrill of sudi a life.

Ihere can be nothing in the life of a human being which is worth of being

exchanged for a life in freedom. But a majority of today's Jews aj^ears to

deny that a life of independence and of self-respect is si^rior to anything

comfort

experii

likelihood

sca^l^oats

,

exaggerate

that I am too pesslmistic ? You raay be rigjit. I may have been sensitized

to the lÄiniliation and the offensive attitude of and in one's gentile emd-

roiment, and this may be the reason vhy I am totally unable to understand

how Jews can continue to live in certain countries of the world where thev

understand

very

luxury

harder

tbkär

because of the sixiplicity of its explanati(
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realization, that the Jews of iny own generation, as well as their children

and grandchildren,fh4 some 40-60 years ago liad lived in tiraes and in countries

where a Jew was never welcome, and as a rule was badly treated, coiAd continue

to live not only in the diaspora but furthermore in countries in which they

had such bad experiences in the past. Every stone, every tree there must

harbour for them a painful memory, a degrading remembrance • I have asked

rayseif whenever I see or hear about such Jews who have returned to Germany,

to Poland, to Austria how they will be able to face their children on the

day vÄien these in tum will encounter hostilities fron official institutions,

when they too will be denied the rights and oj^rtunities due to them as

human beings, should , in the wake of some political upAieaval or of an econn-

raic crisis the momentarily prevailing sanity become unhinged again. Have you

ever been told that to this day in many parts of the so-called civllized

World a Jew has no kind of private social contact with his gentile neighbours,

that he is still excluded from certain clubs and higher appointments ? In

many of the countries in vMch the Jews teil theraselves that they "feel at

home" there they still continue to live among themselves in a kind of wall-

less ghetto, that they have to establish their own gold clubs and county clubs

becai

Show rae a country where the Jews do not live under

i that anthing which they or Jews anywhere eise do

or do not do, might antagonize their gentile countrymen and lead these to

open raanifestations and expressions of that anti-Semitism vrtiich , as we all

know, has not been at all eradicated.

notwithstanding

have realized that a treroendous changi

been

BareKochba
, nearly 1850 years ago, the first instance when Jews have takei

up arms in an active fight against their anti-Seraitic enemies; and_the milj

prowess exhibited by the Jews of Israel has given further proof of a changed

self-recognition of the Jewish Image. A kind of newly arisen prideful strengl

establishnent

mankind.

than a necessary
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wish for the abrogation of 411 artns and wars, that all pray for a peaceful

Solution of all human confllctSt In thls I see evldence that the great

prcmlse may be nearlng realizatlon.

5. and how they ceact.

For ifuite a long time our generation has cherished the thought

that the mass murders of our correligionists in the 1940s would have left a

lastii^g effect on the gentile world, would for ever have tnade every kind of

anii-Semitic excesses unthinkable* We were soon enough proved wrong. I think

the gfeat disillusionroent started in 1967, hardly 25 years after the tragic

massacres in Europe, \*ien Efeypt and her allies threatened the very existence

of Israel and witliout restrained promised to bring about a new ho}.ocaust

of the Jews of Israel. What haK>ened was that v*at nobody had everythought

could happen. Only the United States of America offered support and help ;

all the deraocratic european countries not only refused any help and support

but also denied Anierican aircraft,enroute to Israel with vital sq^^lies, the

permission to be refueiled in any of their airports. Ihe european powers

con5X>rted themselves in a similar manner in 1973 • It was made unequivocally

clear to all that the world at large hardly cared that Israel was in mortal

danger and that the Jews faced again total annihilalion« Germany was no

exception ! I can understand that Germans try to Sublimate,repress,rationalize

tlieir own and their countr's past, but I cannot accept and forgive that a

Gennan, any Gerrcan retums to the mentality, the ideology and the language

of his country*s anti-Seraitic past, that he si^jports, that he associates
V

•.I

with individuals and elements v*iose program is the annihilation of Jewry'

and Israel*

Just now sirailar experiences have made Israel aware that it

has lost rauch moral support in the world. The reasons for this it will find

within its own ranks and actions. It is the outcane of Israelis Invasion of

Lebanon in 1982. The world at large was shocked by the brutality of - and
r

the lack of justification for - the ensuing war. It was not the matter that
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in View of the nwraLj of our days sudi a war was in no way unusual, but the

fact that it was Israel which had broken the code of raoral conduct, was resp-

onsible for the resulting universal outrage. You inay take it for granted

that the cause for the vehement and often hysteric world-wide condennation

of Israel was not an exacerbation of an anti-Israel attitude but the genera-

lized disappointment in the violation of a higher ethical level expected

fron Israel. IsraeJ,it should be said to its lionour,and for our hope ,did

humanitärian

than

Utes who did not feel uneasy, who tried to hide the collective guilt they

feit. Jews abroad were no less involved and with justification tiiey feit

uiicomfortabje vdth the reminder how nuch tlieir own Status is associated with

Israelis very existence. A process whicli has been noticeable since sorae years

acc«|iNeated

lios in which Israel has becaie involved &s a iicence to distantiate thetn-

towards

4f

It may appear surprising to you - but it would not be to a

psychologist - that the westem countries try to clear their own guilty

past by picturing Menach«n Begin as a Hitler and the Israeli soldiers as

endangered

Jewry

compunction to enihrace

?m has not changed from the pfctagonists of Christianity , who since the

have

buming

the trials to which the Jews have since some years again been exposed as

moral tests for us all. ünfortunately many of us have failed. Many of the

Israelites have become hrutalized, and in their policy of 'quid pro quo'

towards the Arabe they have passed the lindts of the pemdssible. And - as

I have said already - in the Diaspora many Jews refuse today to be identified

with Israel - and often do their utmost not to be identified as Jews either.

There are many causes for Israel to feel iaolated. We niay take

it for granted that the hostl**eattitude of most of the civillzed world -

and of those less irivilized - is to a great extent dictated by selfish reasons,
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be they coranercial be they psychilogical. Ihe outcorae is that the Jews are

• M««rVri«W a^<

again incliitöd to eiKiaiigei.- tliauselveö aiid their position in the World by a

renewed

,4.

undenieath

have no occasion let pass whe« they do not iorxA the gentile world to lower

its flaga in Iwnour of üw six uiillion dead Jews, in etemal admission of

the national guilt of each and every oountry in the world, and in atonment

für tlie indifference whicli tlie gentiles everywliere, in particular in Germany,

have shüwn for tlie sufferings of the Jews. Jewish ppokeswen and leaders are

atili succeasfulin luaking füreigfi statesuien and politicians stand with lower<

lifcads in front of raeraorials 6fir Üie Holocaust victims. On occasion a politi-

cian will lower liiraself even to his knees. Ihe Gerraans have reeled linder the

disclosures of the Nazi cruelties - and the Holocaust is the nain factor for

the Gerraans to reüünk their relationship with the Jews and for the Church

to recognize its coramon roots with Judaism. Tne again and again resurging

anti-Setnitism lias reawakened a new sease of guilt only in a limited number

of Gemtans atxl churdrioen.

I fully accept it that with all justification that Israel will

band

sent to Israel 's tendency to elevate the Holocaust into an object of etemal

^oaparable

take

Na£I yBArs -

the majority of Öie Galuth Jews has made very few efforts to identify with

and to fight for the imperilled Jews of Europe. Let us keep in ndnd while

we coraneroorate the Bxodus as a divine Intervention vMch has brough about

the creation of the Jewish nation, the Holocaust is with some justification

tobe seen as the punishment of a stubbom people. To the Jews and the gentilea|

alike the Holocaust should be an object of a dignified memorial and an ever

hurtlng memory. It should not be wwed into the face of the gentile world,

notwithstandingthe extreme guilt of this gentile world. We can act in a

dignified way without letting the world ever forget its guilt. Refceinber that

• >

the pride in all we have achieved as a Jewish people arises from the ashes

of Auschwitz. Our pride ht our having becone transfoniK^ into a r^newod

t
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Jewish nation is recognized as justified by the entire world* We should carry

our pride with dignity. We for ourselves and by ourselves should, however,

teraper th*s our pride v/ith the sileut aclaiowledgerient that Israel has not

baen able to encoqpass and appronch the majority of tlie Jews in the world, has

failed to attract the niajority of world Jewry, has not awakened in them the

derdre to share its labours, its dangers and its difficulties.

6. Galuth Jews inside and outside Isreal.

I must confess: I feel this disappointxnent very mucli. Ihe

greatest part of the Jews abroad kept its distance from Israel, physically

and ideologically. After all my studying and pondering of this fact I have

not found a satisfactory e^^anation for it. Ihat the Jews occupy to this

day a special Status as well as a particular one all over the world - and

of this the Diaspora Jews are surely well av/are - is shown by the fact that

foreigners of v*iatever nationality, be they Swiss or Portuguese, Mexicans

or Indians are never looked at or treated with that resentment by a native

Population as the Jews are and have been everywhere and at any time. Hardly

wtthout an exception the Jews, dispersed all over the world, must be con-

scious of the fact that they have gained many advantages from the resurrec-

tion of the State of Israel* Many of the Jews in the diaspora do in äome
\

way and in some form support Israel, but surveys have revealed the surprising
w

\
fact that the majority, perhaps 75% of the Jews living abroad, have nev«

visited Israel at all. Let me say it again: three out of four Jews have

never feit the need,the wishjthe urge to visit the country to which they
»^

bound

though they may deny any ssentimental association. Even among the Jews, who

times

tabi^fcepurpose, you will find a considerable number who have never feit the

need to spend one of their regulär annual vacations in the homeland of the

Jewish people, in the newly established State of Israel. What do these

people fear ? For they must be kept back by some kind of fear I I feel
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inclined to see in this phenomen evldence of a beginning distantiation from

Judaism, of a never totally uprooted trend to assirailate into their gentile

environment , even though they know that they will never be fully accepted

there, Ihey do not appear to realize that by presenting theraselves as consci

ous and proud Jews they would not only have siqpport and acceptance from their

own people, but also the respect and the esteem of the very sarne host nation

whocn they think they can please by the denial of their Jewishness. Again , as

vith such regularity in the past, we have to count with the certainty that

a large peripheral part of Jewry will disappear into the gentile world for

ever * if they are allowed to do so.

Let roe say this again in a few words: it is a fact that the

majority of the Jews of the world of today prefer to live in a country, any

country outside Israel, outside their own homeland. Ihey prefer instead to

be among strangers, not rarely ostracized and often even outright despised

there. They reaiize that they are victiras of their own subconscious inhibi-

tionsy as they never pay a visit to Israel, spend their Visits anyvAiere eise

but to Israel. Ihey must be conscious of their unexplainable attitudes,as

only being cognizant of them makes these understandable and excusable to

them. To this end they have even forced the American Government to give

Support to the settlement fef the Russian Jews on the AMerican continent and

not in Israel. It is a sad truth that whenever among the criminal elements

in foreign countries ••Yordim", ii.e. former Israelisare discovered , the

newsmedia abroad will never fall to roention their country of origin. Ihis

phenomen cannot dSil to induce many of the 'goyim* to recall quite explici-

tedly and vividly the not so long passed times, vAien the Jews were everywhere

a priori categorized as asocial elements. If you study the behaviour of

the Diaspora Jews you wil discover with pain that they - and the 'goyim -

are again approaching that Status, in many a place and country with the

gleeful 8U[^rt of a large part of the newsmedia \

My picture of the Diaspora Jew, who labours at times so piti-

fully to find an explanation for his continued residence outside the rebocn

Jewish State, would not be complete without a word about the * Y o r e d ",

the Israelidbbom individual or the one who has once upon a time

into Israel and has, with manifold explanations and excuses emigrated again

\
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frcxn Israel. As a rule he will teil you that he has left Israel "for a short

time only", but in reality he alinost never retums. He prefers to live abroad

among gentile peoples, usually among a large group of other emigr&s within

the big Jewish comraunities of New York or Los Angeles. The usual reasn for

his emigration is his Intention to avoid the obligatory military service for

himself

economic

than

are fiaancially successful. Interestingly enough, this type of Israeli is

not only exposed to the disrespect of the gentiles but also to the hatred of

the Jews who had long before him established residence in the diaspora and

carry

somehow

see in them "traitors to the Jewish cause \ The Yordim, men and wonaen alike ,

retum again to that fate and life fron which the Jews have endeavours to

eacape over the centuries past.

Into this chapter s also a special category of the newly made

Israeli \iho asks for special rights as an iinmigrant, because he daces to say

that HB H48 Made a sacrifice by Coming to Israel. He succeeds in his claim.

He is given mortgages and loans, tax and customs facilities; he is provided

with an apartment and considered a hero. He thinks, all this is due to him.

In a recent controversy the ritawinmigrantsrose to deroand exemption from the

*travel tax' as they think they have the righ t to travel abroad naore often

than anybody eise in Israel, to visit their family left behind . Apparaeiil^

the threat raised by Üuayraany Israelis vÄio emigrate as soon as he or she

thinks the country is in danger or in the presence of economic difficulties,

has been accepted by the Government of Israel as a fact of life. During the

showed his nakedness

hard

iomigrants to Australia or Canada

without \
demands

•emigration. It ii a sad experience that none of these noisy iramigrants
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here, vho have acquired very early the Israeli custom of deraonstrating and

Chance

make

part of the inmigrants, v/ho settle with a nice pension from their former

enployers or govemments abroad, and wo get in addition all the facilities

hitnself

kind of benefit , if any, the Stat

being nov Citizens of the country.

because

indication that at this crossroad in the fate and history of Jewry we are

dangt

than

weaknesses

magpified by the dangers which thceaten all mankind, Jews and non-Jews alike ,

may throw us back for roany centuries.

I will not let this opportunity pass by without registering

also another phenomen vAdch appears to indicate an inbuilt seif-destiructive

process in the Jew, but which, hopefully, will ultimately have a self-cleaning

outcome. I refer here to the arrogance which has burdened the Jewish people

since its history has been recorded, and \A\ich hhas somehow always remained

active, though mostly in subdued form. This Jewish trend to arrogance has

often taken on quite incongruous features during the times when they were

huniliated and persecuted* TMs arrogance has today again flared up^intt a

dangerously self-damaging characteristic. I view this i*ienoraen with trepi-

dation because it may not only shorten the world's patience with the Jewish

people but may also affect the security of the State of Israel. It is an

affliction not only of the Jews of Israel but regretfully far more so of

the Jews abroad, because in them it is so unjustified and also so shameless«

TMs arroffance is the outcome of a sübcoBBcious sense of fiuilt with v*iich

burdened or possible an unconscious urge to make

to feel more the guilt it has to carry indicate

si^ressed fear 7 Whatever the explanation may be, I would like to think

that such a kind of arrogance could not have been ejdiibited without there

being present also an at least subconsciously feit sense of superiority
,
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that it is an instinctive acknowledgeraent that we Jews occqpy a special Posi-

tion in the scheme of things« However, I never allow ray elation to overshadow

ray sense of reality; I have to remind rayself again and again that an arrogant
,

behaviour

cooinanded

Humility

tely,a rare human qualification and the Jews* lack of this is reraarkable.Much

education, rauch effort, much tirae is required before the Jews will have leamed|

this truth* It is not enoqgh to establish higher moral qualities and to build

greater intellectual capacities in order to inspire and to irapress people, in

Order to make them admire and Imitate you. You have also to regain their resp-

ect and their love - and in this Israel has failed since the time, 3000 years

ago, vAien it becarae established as a nation. Weither did the Jews leam and

apply this truth in the course of the last 2000 years when they were dispersed

among the nations of the worldt And in this rogard there is no change also

to this dayt

1. Crime and Guilt/

/

/

We have been living under the Illusion that the iicrational

hatred for the Jeim is a matter of the past, that a repentant mankind would

/ not again maltreat the Jews, that the Churches would not abuse the Jews any-

more. This Illusion is slowly dying away. We are made to take notice of

the fact that the meaning of the Holocaust is slowly fading from the consci-

/ mcr of the democratic world. This reality is more of a shame for the gentile

/
// World thto it should be a surprise to the Jewish people« It should not surprise

u)s that the westem world makes every effort to suppress and to forget the

]
'\

' ' ']

'
'

guilt it bears« It is significantathat those very countries \Mch have roost
/'

' reason to feel güilty - the two Germanies,France, Austria - find so rauch

/ delight in making use of every opportunity to emply a newly risen " Anti-
'

\ ^
'

'^

^ionism ^ - \kd.Qh they have persuaded themselves is an acceptable and also

legitirndte politinel expression - to mask their ingrained anti-Semitism.

,

\

/;

/
/ While Holland and the Scandinavlan countries t^ have a far better record

i
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in the endless field-game of Jew-hatred , are far less likely to indulge

in the modern antics o£ Israel-baiting*

towards

/

realization of how much their forefathers and their cultures have contributed

to the growth of anti-Seraitism and ultimately to the Holocaust, and to what

degree their hatred for the Jews has become an iinportant ingredient of that

line of theology and of that type of philosophy vhich have arisen in the

persecution of the Jews and which see in the persecution of the Jews a nece-

ssary, a convenient and a welcofoe medium by which to assuage their own short-

comings and doübts, is a o^enooien vhich has not been known before the Second

World War. The main protagonists of this openly expressed and frankly con-

ceded guilt are the German people and the Christian cliurches \^hich have

indeed figured as the principle culprits responsible for the raain anti-Seraitic

warfare against the Jews.

The Germans, vho have reason to know that they are the perpetra-*

tors of the gpeatest crime against humanity ever recorded, know that they

will never know a future in which they will not always have to witness their

guilt. Uiey are responsible for having started the war in which 55 million

died. In cold blood they have raurdered six million Jews. Nobody in Germany

denies today that Hitler had enjoyed the general and enthusiastic support of

the vast raajority of the German people. This truth makes the entire German

nation responsible for the Nazi crime, and while some excuses can be accept-

/ able for the ward dead on both sides, none is possible for the crimes coainitted|

against the Jews.

t

I

8. The Church and Ue.
/

/

Vne Christian churches - some more tacitly than the others -/ /

// have accepted the responsibility not only for their failure to prevent the

/ Holocaust and for having taken the fugittve NaZi criminals under their pro-

/ '^

/ |tection, but also for having, as the priraary and principal Organizers,

/:perpetrators and Ic^itimizers of that senseless, that ferocious anti-Sanitism,

/

/ made tha bestial killing of the Jews at all possible. Of course, both in

/\

//

\
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understatxlable

'!i

^

tance to carry the füll responsibility. Ihey all tnake strenuous efforts to

deny or to divert their guilt, but Israel and world Jewry in general do not
I

grant any leniency, We have, however, to concede that the unrelenting use

which Israel and Jewry tnake of the readiness of the Germans and of the theo-

head in shanaey Is in danger to become

itruggle

her inner and her outer enemies. Ihis weakness can extend itself into a lack

of pride and poature. It is in n^ eyes a degittding spectacle to observe the

flow of self-appointed self-serving publicists,businessroen,intellectuals - and

criminals - who develop a steadily deepening selective aranesia in order to

please their Gennan counterparts • But I am certain that I express a general

consensus if I predict that whatever our leaders and politicians, and raore so

what our self-ajqpointed judges of past anti-jewish crimes may today say or do,

will not bind, blind or influenae future generations« I am convinced that_the

is:uilt of the Germans and the churches will never be eradicated.

The Christian churches face today difficulties which they have never

known before* We can say with confidence that the main cause forrthe loss of

trust and faith of raost humankind in the ethics of the leaders of the churches

is somehow related to the painful history of the Jews. If one indladM the

Protestant theologians to an honest reply, they will concede that they do not

anymore believe in the old and basic dogpias of Christianity like the Creation,

the Fall, God's tuming i^ in human form, in the resurrection of Jesus, in

Hell and Punishment, in Heaven and Rederaption. Today 's chruches are frantically

engaged to remove everything which smacks of transcendental Interpretation

of their creed. Ihey do this in the hope of avoiding the criticism and the

ridicule with which modern viewers like to face the activities , the expressions

and the demands of the organized religions. In this respect Judaism has the

advantage that the association of ilis new national potential with the, though

slightly vanishing, historical viewpoint of Judaism is acting as a saving factor

Inspired by Pope John XXIII, the 'Second Vatican Council ' was

convened in 1965 and it demanded the abolishment of the traditional Christian

teaching that the Jews were and are guilty in all ages of the crime of Meicide

of havlng caused the death of Jesus. Ten years later the Vatican issued *guide-

lines' to implement the Council 's decision to condemn anti-Semitism and to
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pave the way for jewish-christian understanding. The guide-lines advised

the Christians to acquire better knowledge of the religious traditions of

their *Je»*sh brothers'. In 1985 the Vatican, even though stressing again the

Jewish roots of Christianity , seems to have suffered a relapse. It demanded

that the Old Testament^ read in the light of the Christian Interpretation.

"

This new docunent shows that the old Christian attitudes a undergoing a

resiirrection; and notwithstanding the history of the Church's failures in the

larray in the present culminating in a
|

Christians, the Vatican has proclaimed

\

\*^vv

Vhurch

Coming
\

topconcede
T .\f-

than

logians that God does not listen to the prayers of the Jews. But still, these

good Christian theologians are of a less bloodthirsty nature than the Greek-

coottrymen

highjacking

We may hope against hope that this prelate vdll realize the

daroage his does to bis church

occupier of S.Peter's throne, Pope, John-Paulkll, took by vaguely indicating

such repentance in vititing the Rone synagogue. It has made a good linpressioi

on many that he called us his "dearly beloved brethren',' and he added that

in a certain way it could be said "that you are our eider brothers". Ihere

has been rauch discussion and criticisn» about the appearance of the pope ins!

a synagogue, that he did not say anything decisively iraportant, that he did

nl»t even raention the State of Israel. I agree that the visit has to be

judged as a political and not , as the Pope Claims, as a religious gesture.

After all he had to correct his relapse into the antiquated Church lingo.

But I also maintain that I am ready to enter the Pope's visit and gesture

into the list of miraculous events Which can serve as roadsigns on the way

to redemption.

Notwithstanding

guards' of enemies of Jewry, ot tnose wno cannoc lorgive uw
^

i ofd'deicide' , and notwithstanding the silence of the churches

whenever
' \

\.
V-?/
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In my bilief that times are at last changing, that , conscious or not, thir

World realizes the threat it faces, and the needs it has. Many of the lea-

ders of the various Christian denoniinations show a repentant behaviour. Never-

mind their reluctance to bend their stiff necks raore than necessary, neverraind

the frequently enipting manifestations of the hostility they still harbour,

and nevermind their cottiinued political distafitiation. Notwithstanding the

churches* shameless retreat and their cowardly reactions in the face of Arab

threats, we can witness a tremendous change in the churches* public utterances,

and many are the sermons of a large part of the Christian clergy which never

cease their demands that the churches correct their irreligious and illogical

practices which they have inherited from the past, They leave me in no doubt

that they sense, that not only their survival but also their revlval depend

on their Coming to terms with their Jewish past and their Jewish part; that

the invectives and the Insults which in the past have characterized relations

between Jews and Christians have harmed the Church more than the Jews; that

apologetic monologues have not absolved Christianity; and that only humility

and an honestly feit confesion of guilt will bring humankind forward.

In our days we encounter streng and influential organizations

,

mostly in the guilt-ridden ecclesiastic establidtiemfents of Europa, \Äiich try

to cultivate jewish-christian contacts, which aim at a continuous dialogue

between Jews and Christians and which work for a deppened relationship between

the two creeds. The hoped-for effect will certainly exert a therapeutic

effect on the Christian conscience; and although there appears to have occur-

red a reduction in interest and activity in recent days, this is most likely

due to certain political winds brin^ine vdiiffs of decav from the anti-Semitic

/

desert. Ihe contacts between Jewish and Christian intellectuals have the aim

to free the latter from the guilt of , and to absolve it from, the debasing

past and the infamous behaviour of the churbhes with regard to the Jews.

Every Jew should welcome this movement of christian*-jewis^ approachement and

should see it as a promising trend, provided that these encounters are more

than an item on the program of pleasant social meetings of the church leaders

with a few self*-a{^inted Jewish exponents of a cofq>limentary trend. Let us

wish that the ideas and the tendencies which should be indicative of under-

standing and hunanitarianism, of repentance and of forgiveness, will extend

down to the most peripherically placed and least educated men and women in

/
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Christendora* Every Single one of the ecclesiastic and lay leaders should be

made to leam that henceforth not only the life but also the dignity of an

individual has to be granted a dominant place in Whatever program and plan

they Institute or direct. Once suchan ethical sine qua non is recognized, it

must ultiraately lead to that generalized ideal of himanity withoit which £o

much is endangered today. The varfcous ecclesiastic establishments should

really believe that in the scheme of things to come, and in the preparation

and Organization of the ultiinate peace among the nations, Israel has a definite

and decisive role to play. It has to act as a catalyst, has to be an exaraple.

It has nowhere been told, nor has anybody anywhere assumed, that Israel would

ever be granted or offered control over the waoid. It has never been promised

that it would dominate the world, that it would be the ruling nation. It has

only been told that it is equal to and on the same level with other nations.

All this great Prophet Isaiah forraulated in words which his contemporaries

could well understand and which for us are no less clear: ••That day Israel

making the third with Egypt and Assyria, will be blessed in the centre of

the universe.* .Blessed be ray people Efeypt, Assyria my creature and Israel

ray heritage...^* (19:24)

You will ask me why I have thought it necessary to bring these

last few chapters to your notice. Not only is so rauch of their content al-

ready known to you and even to thsse who deny such knowledge, but you are

liable to think that I have far too much deviated from the plan and th|e

program you thougjit I had firmly mapped out for my story. And if I am not

mistaken you think youcan detect quite some contradiction in what I told

youiin the last few minutes with my so often preseribfed point of view.

Please 1 Have some patience ! I shall soon present you with my

answer to your questions and your doubts.

/

j,'

1
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9. You and your Destiny.

Not only has Israel now embarked on a new chapter in its history,

but also the world has entered into a decisive phase of its existence. I was

surprised, perhaps even more than that, I was deeply nnoved by the discobery

soaie years ago that these thoughts , ideas and hypothes&s regarding God,mankind

and the Jews, which I have applied here more playfully that seriously, of

which I liave made use to find an explanation for things past, present and
r

future, had already been seriously entertained and actively lived by vast

segpents of the Quristian population of our world, by people \rfio believe in

one God, vAio bless God's involveraent with us and of us in an eschatological

plan of His. Althougji I had not yet the opportunity to enquire - to investigate

would be a better expression - if the Muslim world poseesses any similar theo-

logical views, I am sorrowfully left in no doubt , that even if there v;ere

such a common denominator enconpassed in Islam* s raonotheism, it would today

most likely have been conpletelyaanethethetixed by political poisonn

Most likely you know already frora reraarks I liave made in previous

pages about the 'Furdamentalists* that in tliese days millions of • Christian

Believers • are convinced that the decisive moment, the last chance has arrived

for mankind to move determinedly forward to redemption, and that the necessary

irapetus will come from the Jewish people whose predestined function ia this

respect has more than ever become evident by the resurrection of Israel as a

nation. A primarily spritually configurated and esoterically illuninated

ur^gBcy is made more pressing still by the brutal fact, that a nuclear dest-*

ruction of the world is a reality and that a cataclysmatic outcome will be

difficult to avoid unless a true and definite, honest and unrestricted peace

is arrangod for all the world« Mankind is at last leaming the truth that

the hope for peace which precedes the hope for salvation and permits the hope

for redemption^can only find its realization if the character of man can be

changed, if the hatred in man can be abolished, if the evil Images driving

man can be eradicated. v

s

Should you still has/e doubts tliat what I have tried to teach
.

you, and what is also nourishing the hope of a large and steadily growing 'i\

section of the gentilc world, viz:- that God has specific plans for Israel,

v
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that He has reserved a special place for Israel in the things to come, that

there is here now a palpable proof of the ever-present 'band of God* hovaring

over the fate and the history of tlie Jews, you may be made to change your

rnind, if you look with opon eyes at the Situation as it presents itseff today,

^it next to me, merge with me to observe and judge with me the

phenomen Israel.. Never overlook for a moment that Israel is today the most

important factor in the strength of Judaism and the s5.ne qua non for the

existence of Jewry* The State of Israel has been created only a bare gene-

ration ago by and for the remnants of IsrnB^X with the haiids and the sweat

and the love of nen and women most of whom had gobe througjh the bitter ex-

periences of the Hitler period. Ihey have with their successes overcome the

indifference v^ich the »estem world has shawn to Jewish suffering. They

have defeated those who denied the Jews the right to surv:i.ve. That right to

survive has not been granted to the Jews of Israel by the grace of Hitler
* 4

or thanks to hi.s murderous helpers, but it was gr^d^bed with courage and by

force by those who were inspired by a desperate urgency while often overcoming

if not the Opposition at least the indifference of those vAio fougjit the

German armies in World War IIjDn the many battiefields and on the raany seas.

Fron recent disclosures we have leamed with an ever increasing horror that

even the allied govemments, the dftclared powerful enemies of Hitler, have

faildd US Jews \Aien they were called upon to save those of our Jews \^ were

still alive in the German occupied territoriss« It has been proven without

any reasonable doubt that the excused which the Allies, England in particular,

brought forth, viz:- that there was available enough transport with ^ich,

and no suitable territory to vdiich to bring the Jews from Europei were

nothing but blatant lies« Tiie true reason is anply docuroented by the State-

ments of high govemment officials: it is plainly the result of that old

ingrained anti-Semitism viMch one thought one had the right to think had

vanishedi be it only tenqporarily » under those terrible circumstances«

Notwitlistanding these great obstacleS| many Jews have been saved

destruction at the hands of the Germans« The most remarkablei never to be

denidd and never to be minimalized factor is that the Jews on their own,

through their own efforts and with their own meanS| through their sacrifices

and their own powerful fighting forces, have saved those remnants of Europe*s

Jewry suriiving in misery and anger in the Dispersed Persons Caops« These

y
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Je\^rs rebiiilt their own coiintry Israel using simple tools; they defended

thaii&elves agv^inst strongly armed enemies , disposing themselves only of

priiidtive weapons, The enti.re ci\dlized world looked on with adrairation -

aiid with pessißis. It seemed to them very unlikely that the Jews and their

State would survive. Miraculously the Jevzs won one victory after the other

over an enemy a hundred times stronger, But it did not take very long and

that same old Jewish weakness came again to the foreground: the Jews became

arrogant 5 they fought anx)ng themselves, they tumed egotistAftc Ihey denied

God and they disregarded the basic canmaiidments on which only a Jewish State

and Society can l)e constimcted. They did not take sufficient care of their

first and fcremest duty: tliey did not teach their children the morals and

duties arising from Jewish history and tradition* These, in the main, would

and should have taught the new generation the fundamental truth, that they

belogg öo a people elected to a sj^ecial place in the destiny of the world.

The first two generations vÄiich grew iip in thenewly created Israel did not

like having pointed out to them that because they are Jews with a long and

painful past, and because they were provided with a renewed hope for the

future, they had the special Obligation to prove to the world that they were

not only brave raen and courageous pioneers, but that they were also made of

morally stemer material, that they wanted to face the world and be recorded

as a people with clean hands and a pure heart, that they, that they had now

the liberty and tlie leisure to enjoy a long desired pcDraaoftlof hunanitarian

principles, that they were now at last able to live on a highfer moral level.

Had the Jews reacted as one might have expected from a people

which in the past despoiled

an existence as an etemal minority in exile and which was now gathered into

a newly established homeland, their economic, political and spiritual future

would have been secured and safe. Ihey would have been enabled to create

a protected and balanced existence» But things did not tum out as desired

and expected. The cause for the ensuing disappointments were mainly extetnnal

in natura. It is unfortunate that Israel had to put social concems and

spiritual interests on the backbumer in order to cope with the problems

of defense and military safeguarding. Had Israel been populated by some

5-6 million Jewish inhabitants, you may be certain that her borders would be

secure and her economic Situation safe. Israel would at least have had the
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opportun!ty to develop its inmense scientific and doctrinal capabilities,

/

budget

/

increased growth in wealth; aixi, undoubtedly, the consequeiices would also

have been a steady flow of irnmigrants. Ihe coixiitions of life I am outlining

here are by no means a ütopia; they are the basic ri^ts and justified ex-

pectations of every independent nation. And in the case of Israel the eventual

benefits would have been far greater still because of her greater potenlta-

lities in every respect and in every field«

I hope you will accept tny point of view_- which is possible if

you evaluate our destiny as I do, You can only agree with me that the Arabs

who are living with us in Israel are the wetstones on which we have to sharpeii

our humanitärian weapons, are the field laboratory in which we can test our

ethical value System and vAiere we aiust prove that we have leanied cur lessons

and our duties, and that we are ready to apply what we liave leamed* So far

we have failed not only to aK>ly these groundrules but even to recognize that

these are our first priorities. Religiosity - or what the Orthodox dettee

as such - and a stubbom chauvinistic anti-Arab attitude have usurped the

foreground of todayäs zionist Version. Very little is left of the original

Zionist ideology which knew that coexistence with the Arabs made Jewish exis-

tence possible. Wisdome dressed up as commonsense^has been replaced by

nonsense garbed in nationalistic terms. Zionism&s concems had once been

entirely in conformity with those of a moral society. It was conceived as

a historic* ethic movement with a democratic basis and either religious or

socialist overtones. This Image of Israel abroad, among Jews and gentiles,

was Israelis greatest strength and support. Once doubts arose or hostile

Propaganda created or strengthened such doubts, there appeared an upsurge

of hostility against Israel which may always have existed in certain centres

awaiting removal of inhibitions and retsraints, while in others the outcome

was a genuine disappointment. Such a Situation became evident in the after-

raath of the Lebanon War of 1982-85 when hostile forces organized and tried

to change Israelis Image in a negative sense. Israel' govemment and society

realize very well the importance of this problera , but the fact that this

represents one of the roain problems of Israel today, that a moral crisis

/ occupies such a great part of Israelis attention, augurs well, as this is

./

/
to me an indication that the Jews have put their ethic giro compass again
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into function and that they are now aiming into the right direction. Let

US hope that conditions will soon iraprove internally and globelly to offer

US the Chance to show ourselves and the world that we have realizaed our

moral duty. Why, do you think, are we severely judged and in general also

condemned by the world fhe Mq^ way we behave towards **our Arabs" ? The cri-

ticisms and the reproaches are far roore exaggerated than the reality Warrants

I See in this attitude of friends and foes alike an important indication

that the gentile world has better understood than we ourselves so far^ thta

we are here and nowinvolved in a basic moral test. I am quite sure in myself

that we shall overcotue the dangers which are lurking ahead, that we shall

not fall in this test« We have a great and difficult test ahead of us.^We

shall have to organize ourselves and our society to be always conscioüs of

our duty to aspire to higher moral conduct, that we have always and in every

way to act as a holy people, that we have to make every effort that we are

everywhere, also in ourselves, respected for our moral fortitude.

I am the last one to deny that this will be a difficult task

indeed, and that few, or relatively few of us will pass the test. AT this

moment a thought comes to me, which I am going to formulate into a question:

don^t you think that in view of this great and difficult program which lies

ahead of us it does not matter -ror that it rnay even be an advantage - that

not all the Jews of the world liave been "ingathered* in Israel, that so many

do emigrate again ? You will hardly classify Üie 'Yordim' as valuable Jews.

I sn>pose you will neither think well of those who through assmilation and

conversion disappear from the totality of Jewry; such human material would

hardly been able and willing, v^ien the need arises to make sacrifices on

behalf of Judaism,and to stand tirm and upright in face of temptations. I

think, when you take all this in consdaeration, if you weigh the advantages

and tlie disadvantages and make final accounts, you will conclude that the

removal of that category of Jews fran the maii^>body of Israel can only be

an advantage for us, and an obstacle iess in the path of the moral demands

which we have to fulfill. You may interject that such argumenta, such prog-

noses, such projects can only be a dhance possibility to be lived and to be

recognized by a^religious society, by people yaho believe in God and His

danands for Israelis holiness, and that the majority of the Jews living

ixere in Israel as well as those abroad in the Diaspora are hardly religious
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or obedient to the rabbinically prescribed obligations, I do not deny that

this is an established reality. It is a surprise, an incomprehensible exper-

ience for «any a non-Jew that the Jews in Israel who live in the Holy Land,

vho speak Hebrew and who read the Bible, can proclaiji§ that for theni religion

is irrelevant. You will have understood, I ho|jp, fron what I have told you

80 far, that neither the obedience to the antiquated rules of the Halacha nor

the regulär Visits to the synagogue do make up the 'good type of a Jew\ The

man and the woman who are honest and decent individuals, v*io accept and live

the higher principles of morality, who obey the specific Jewish ethics,

rnake up the nucleus of Jewry which carries in with it Jewry's fate and man-

kind's hope. These Jews serve also as guides to the gentile world vAiich is

looking for the promised bearers of the light to lead it forwards to what
I

each one of us perc^ives as redemption.

v\

10. Your and tnjnraliraiutiyties

.

I have the Impression that you are somewhat restless and dis-

appointed that I have been speaking for so long and so often about the duties,

the tasks, the specifics og Judaism, the ethics prescribed anti the morals

denuinded , without ever defining and circumscribing them in clear and exact

terrns. I realize that I have indced been recniss in this, and I apologiza.

1 inay be forgiven if I thought that no detaiied explanation is necessary.

All the demands placed before us and all the duties inposed upon

US, deiive from the fact tliat we Jews have been coKmanded to be 'holy*

because God is holy* You recaeiiiber that I liavc explained tc you already the

[oeaning and the in^lications of this demand. God wants us to be nearer to

Him, as near as we possibly can, to exliibit as irnjch af Ilis qualities as is

possible for us to achieve« Ihe acquisitioii and the exhibition of such

qualities, unique in a living person, have been particularly imposed, at

least as an aim, on tVie Jewish people* God has created a humankind which

He wanted to be superior to all otiiar living things, a humankind which has

to acquire god-like qualities« Out of all aiankind che Jewish people are

chosen, have been appointed to bucune paragoas, prototypes with such superior
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aiid specific qualities. We know that Gcxi is dHnnipotont,oninisceat ar«ci wise,

aixi tnat we cannot evec hope to aclileve, even approxiaately , such heights.

liiere are inany qualities wliich wc; mortals can sliare with Ccxi; they are love,

justicejiiiercy, holiness, forgiveness, rei^ntance. God is above all 'Justice*

arid our aspiration to grow and iiiature with the acquisition of a inaxiuiüiri of

the divine gift of justice shuüld occupy tlie centre of all our endeavours

and should be the stepplrig stone to aciy possible hi.gher achievoinerit. Ihe

feeling what justice iinplies has no more to be imposed upon us as a conniaiid

or as a law by God. It has becaae ari autononious factor in the Jew. The dutoes

ar«d obligationö iiaposed on aiarikiiid were created at the sene maricnt when inan-

kind was created; they did not pre-exist aian, Morality is an anbience in

wliicli divine grace will allow mankiiKlJs redernption to come to pass. Man has

by his own efforts to create the Lools by wliich he can obtain the promised

grace both in liis iiKÜvidual existence as weil as in ßianklrid's ultiir^te

destiny* It is morality wliicbi diifers iftan froi; aniiral* Morality is giveri

legal fonn and sliape and tlius nade factual. Hie iiioral law is expressed as

ftioral Obligation, is in^sed on us as tlie outline of certain things Mkubch

we have to do or not to do. We should aspire to develop into moral subjects

because only as such are we able to understand and to accept a moral order

as a moral Obligation* Our duties, our obligations, our ,orals become signi-

ficant axxi gain sense if they acquire a religious dimension. This applies

to us as individuals as well as to our newly compacting Jewish nation. It is

my conviction that by disdbuering morality and its divinely ordained sense

of obligations in everythi.ng we do 5.n our daily livcs, we can inject our

personal ethics as a vdtal energ>' into our existence before it takes on

raechanistic features dressed with pseudo-ethical principles.

It is in Ulis prograüi and with ihese principles tliat tlie Jewish

Society has to be particularly and consciously involved. You should notbe

surprised if pessiniists and defeatists mock me and the like of me, if they

argue that in the shadow of the Holocaust there is no room for such kind

of ideas, aixl tliat we sliould stop pretending that we Jews have been called

to be "a lightunto the nations'^ No !, ray dear children, more tlian ever

should we take upon ourselves tliis nomination and tliis election. We are to be

ff*/!
üie Light unto the Nations'^; ai^ also the ligjht arising from the fire of the

/
flames
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even the irajor part oC tiiose viho have pcqvctrated thc 3.atest cxiiMis on such

a global Scale against Jewry emd humanity, ontü the patii of Cognition and

repentfince.

'.>.

•V..

You are surprised, I suppose, that again and again I underline

and repeat that our people must be conscious of the superior qualities with

\(Äiich it has been endowed and blessed and which we have to use in the servlce

of mankind* Israel and the land of its inhabltants are the focus of attention

in the entire vorId. We have to accept this as a Aact, and I have tried in

the preceding pages to make the reason obvious, We Jews have to act and we

have to behave as if we are exposed in a glass case. We are criticised and

blamed for minor things which would be and are accepted whenever tjpey are

done by others. We should never forget that we, the Jewish nation in Israel,

are today confronted by a world more brutalized than ever. All through our

past histoiry great demands have been made on the ethical conduct and for an

at times unrealistic selflessness of the Children of Israel. Ihis is so today

and this will for ever be the case. In the past the Jews have been the target

of all possible abuse and humiliation, the victims of every kind of punishment

and suffering. Ihey were tranpled underfoot, they were persecuted, they were

victimized. This has been their fate every time they had disregarded the

deqiands placed upon them by God - or to define iotdifferently, the demands

rnade on theni by hunankind in the nanie of God. Indeed the gentile world acted

as judges ard executioners and it punished the Jews \vhenever they did not

come up to the moral Standards expected from them. If you examine the history

of the Jewish people of the last two centuries - you may go even far beyond

that - you will find that there was never a period when the gentile world

did not expect of the Jews that they be different, that they be superior, that

they be better than their persecutors themselves. You vdll ask me, füll of

Indignation, " how could the Jews ever have fulfilled this kind of unjustified

demands - or even if they were justified - considering their miserable living

conditÄons ?" You are right. They had very little opportunity to confront

the gentiles wi.th any superiority of achievement vhile they were fettered to

a life of fear and affliction. Ihey could ,however, - and to a great extent

they did - show b^ their deeds and by their cociportment a moral siq)eriority^
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a great degree of dignity aiid adrnirable seiflessness . You niust take into

account tliat in the cruel, lawless and brutal society of ti\e centuries past,

seiflessness, roorality,human kindness were unknown nianifestations and an ui%eard

of behaviüui* a^nong huTian beings. In that environöieribtaixi in that world the

fact that every Jew feit responsible for the wellbeing anc the dafety of other

Jews anyiÄiere in the world, was definite evidence of inoral superiority and of

an unusual attitude to social duty* As you know, diaritable work lias always

been one of the niost laudable characteristics of Jewry. Regrettably this has

also led to class distinction among the Jews Which has often reached unaccept-

able unethic propc^rtions • Ulis is an unfortunate developrnent but we should

accept it &s one of the rnany human failings wliich V7e should aiin to correit.

The rieh Jew believed himself entitled to conclude that his fortune proved

to be favoured l>y GcKi ard superior to other Jews, In conipensation there was

luckily and blessedly always that saving feature of Judaisni which prescribed

that the learned man, the educated person V\as precedence over the rieh, must

be given due respect and deference. Tliere is another Jewish characteristic -

which we should count as a blessing and as an advantage, although in this

many excesses do occur. I am speaking of the rspect for leerning and the

value given to study • Learned men created a definite layer of the Jewish

Society, and though non-productive in an economic sense, they did produce a

spirituai atrnosphere in which thie eüiicai vaiues of Judaisia were steadily

distilled and maintained in a pute State aiKi with a clear definition. We

should not count it as the fault of these studious men tliat superstition and

escapism were so often Üieir companions; these in many instances encountered

degenerative infusions into Judaism are Iiardly the doings of these sages;

they were conceded by tlie daiiands of tlieir ilocks and the exigencies of time*

\
All througjh the ages there were many kinds of currents and move-

raents. Ihere were many simple and wise men who might have been the suitable

guides and the ijualified leaders - but it somehow never came to pass that

such men enierged to bring the Jewish people forward whenever the environment

was right the people were not ready 4r the Situation proved tot to be propi-

tious for the great changes which had been promsied and i^ich were expected.

Tlie clock of progress towards salvation was agaln and again put back, the

Jewish exile continued, and the Jews* freedom remained curtailed. But do not

despair. Do not lament that the Jewish people have been maltreated without

justification, because you mig^t discover also something positive in their
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poium^.nts, t]\e prayerfiil opectations may liave servcd to reinforce the inner

föitb of thoJews, mid also to ellininate the dai^^gor Tvhich a starkly raateriali-

Stic treix^ prevailing in, those t>avbarlc ccntiiriGS might liave presented to the

pliysical s^orvival of the J^ws. Biit in oiir wm diys such a delay is no more

valid or justified. 'Rxe tinio available to roenidnd is getting short, Today 's

Jewry oerves ao ii^jre as tl^e scu'^iles au ^vhicb the world can \^?eigh its own short-

canlngü^ nor 15? it anyiti^'^r^^ thn ?5acrificial lanib v;inich the gentiles offer for

tlieir owii failures» Nol onlyIsra<?l Hit also the nationa of the entire world

are now affect(xi by, are inv»ilve<l In rar! are jiKÜged for the flood of mishaps

arid daiigers which are tlie oirder of the day. If a Solution is not found very

stXjii for niarikind's ineptitude.s, ard if the in:'ational denials of the nations

of their owa resp^nsibility do iK)t cease soon, this cur \7orld will cease to

exist. One tliing^ bcn^y^ver* Is c^ertain: Mankind will never survrive withou

Israel

Tliiö fact - observe that I use the word ' f a c t * - the himan world

knwws quite well. AL thosw ho believe that man and his existeece are not to
V

be explained as a highersstage of a developmental progree out of an animal

origin, know this well enough* The recognition Üiat man has been oreated for

orpiirpcsG, that he has been 'created in the iuiage of God' , explains to some

degree xAiy an increasing part of rnankind has today the wish to atone for the

crinos it has in the past conmitted against Jewry. In this newly awakened

global conscicusness you can include also the publicly munibled confessions

of the Church th^t she has cau5:ed so n^uch Jcwisb sijfferirg, that she has

remercbered that after all C3Tristianity is unthinkable without the acknowled-

gGPäent of a past Je^Tsih base and a future Jewich association.
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WliHt has all 1 iiave told you and utiai has all we have experienced

taugliUxus ? Wiiat conc3,usion can we «iraw frcxn It all aiid how liave we to react ?

What I have told you now in a rather superficial way would have

meritted mach iTK>re tirrie and space. Ihey are thoughts and associations which

have occupied ray mind siix^e many years, I would liave liked to elaborate on

them still further, to teil you raore details and to provMe you with further

examples, but there has to be a limited to every tale. Without enlarging

this hypotheiis into a thesis, let me teil you in simple words that I see

quite clearly in all v*vat I have told you, have described to you, in all vMch

goes on and in all which in some way affects us Jews that God has a definite

plan for the future of mankind and Üiat all which goes on and that all which

happens is part of the work and of the process of this divine plan. A priori

you will have to accept that Israel takes up today a pivotal jgosition in the

destiny and fate of the Jewish people, of all the Jewish people^j^ll the

gentile world agrees on this point - except for those large segpients of

Jewry wliich di-if t asslmlationwards or the strictly orthodox backward-looking

traditionalists, This is the reascn v^y I feel ancouraged^ ^^y I feel per-

mitted to say that all our hopes for thafttliaijpy cutcane and for that satis-
>

fyirg Solution of rnankind's prc|>lemG, \A\idn we all wish and expect i
will

\ i

cüfoe to materialize» I de not deny - as you are likcly to point out to nie -

that liere and there ^ still eatö again, we cnn cbserve sign.*:? of hesitation and

evidence of regression* You may o.ven say that nnich of \Äit goes on looks

tc you like a v/ilful and directed Sabotage of T/hat I defina as God*s plan.

I i

Yes, you are justified to piant to yhe more and more frequent reports ofa
\ \

\
reawakened anti-Semitism. You can enumerate in addition also many instances

of Israel ' s failures . You iray renind tne that Israel tends at times to relapse

l

and to misbehave and that it is stupid and selfish at otliors. But your arg-

uments will lose nuch cf thsir sting v.ir^^n you cone to see that these obstac4^

les on the v^y to progrcss are \7nakenGd and hop3fully soon also invalidated

by an av.'akened human conscionce. Mevcr in huraan history has a generation than

our8 been more avxare of human dutics and respor^sibilities, of the deraands

of ethics and the duties of morality* You should Interpret the difficulties

\
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and obstacles which we still encounterjiot as posslbly leading to setbacks

but as necessary corrective measures to put Israel and the world back on the

right track. You may also point out that the Jewish trend to self-denigration

is still not totally repressed, is still tnuch in evidencei but I can accept

and live with this Situation as I see in this another facet of our irrepress-

changi

have

to their ovm weakness or to their enendes* superiority, not as the outcome

of coincidental concatenations or of an inevitable fate« It depends on the

onlooker or on the instance t£ one judges it all as a change for the better

or not. However, you raust register it with pleasure that whatever self-

criticism comes into effect it does not anymore lower itself into self-hbase-

tvAien

hUbself

and abusing himself • In the daily life of the Jew, and in the convolutions

of the political relationships of the Israelis, their self-denial is checked

and kept within limits by the in the Jewish people so strongly developed human

anibition to succeed and to ixnpress« I have the Impression that also the

arrogance \ihich 1 have so frequently mentioned and criticised, is at last

checked - at least to a gpeat degree - by the recQgnition of the negative

effects it producesj and it is further corrected by the nowadays more dama-

ging blows of fate it is liable to bring on#the entire nation. I am inclined

to see in the nation's frequently occurring but always astounding economic

failures such a self-correctingpieasure; and painful as it is, I am glad

to see that the arrogance of the Establishment has been blunted by the illo-

gical war it has started in Lebanon. It is impossible for me to figure out,

what would have been the reaction, the Situation, the mentality, and possibly

the fate of Israel, had she not been exposed by its Arab neighbours to the

constant threat to her existence« Ihe defeat Israel has again and again

inflicted on these enemies -* you will agree that the victories have at times

approached the miraculous - have contributed to the strengthening 16 the

instinctive - and often openly expressed - trust and hope of large segpients

offthe gentile world that Israelkwas being readied to lead the world to

redemtion. But it is an extraordinary fact all these victories and achievements

have never had the same effect on the Israelis themselves, less even than on
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the Jews living abroad, The Arab oil we£^n has been miraculously and in-

coinprehensibly bluntdd* I shudder to think what the effect would have been

on and for the Israelis had this not been the case. But soraehow llwas never

worried about that new instrument of power \Aiich the Arabs developed in 1973 •

I feit assured and secure. I feit from the onset of the crisis that this had

többe the outcome« What I want to convey to you is that we live through times

and events \Mch are so unmistAkably of a trecnendous importance and are of

a significant indication. Tbay appear to me to clearly push and shift a still

reluctant Israel through the shoals of its reticence, directand pull ita

throughthe gaps of its denials to lift it over the obstaoles raised by its

resistance and toss it over the barriers she has crteted in her desire to

ignoreher task^ to refuse her duty and to neglect her destiny.

It appears to me that today in large parts of Jewry at last the

feeling begins to prevail that we are at the threshold of great changes.Since

the Six Days* War a nationalistic trend with messianic overtones has become

manifest in Israel. It foree£ully expresses a belief in forthcoming radical

changes both in a physicalkas well as a metaphysical direction. Ihe astoun-

ding victory of 1%7 has been intei^preted by the religious nationalists as

a divine miracle. Since the creation of the State of Israel prayers in the

synagogues of the land contain the acknowledgement that the **era of your

redemption has started**, and the very fact of the existence of Israel , the

miraculous survival of Israel , the string of victories won by Israel are
*

perceived by these religious elements in Jewry as a confirmatipn o^ that
'»r V

Statement« Unfortunately , these religious nationalists have not yet leamed
^^\v

their lesson and have remained blind to the ethicali heritage-bound \

ethical element \ihich is missing in their demands of the conquest of the
k ' v.^

\.

\ \
"reraaining lands'* which they claim are ••holy to Israel"* The occupation of

V

the West Bank in 1967 has tumed large sections of the *old-fashioned* and

*modern^ orthodox groiq>s into chauvinists and reactionaries for whom the

retaining of the entire biblical Israel is a question of faith. This may

appear to you and to many of our friends evidence of regression but it is

nothing more than the still incorrigible trait of arrogance. But what is to

my mind far more important and promising is the large wave of revulsion

agalnst the religious exclusivity, the intolerance ranging into racism

\x
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\v

been

promising and sigpificant evolvement. I am going still further

niaintain

make thereby

ilthough

nary

of Jewish history past and present, in particular the recently enacted drama

band

tations, the tests and pitfalls of which the Jewish history is made up, and

explanation

'Operation

lee\ as it is vainglorious called - vMch is in truth a failed test of

Israelis power to resist temptation - is accepted by the growing religious -

nationalistic groups as nothing more or less than a step and an effort

tovards the fulfillment of the divine proraise that Israel was going to "own

every place whereon the soles of your feet shall tread.,.". THis kind of

literal and radicajlmessianism not only does not know liraits or restraints,

but it does in creation create a lamentable brood of Jewish terrorists.

These men do not realize that they present a deterioration in religious

Coming

the Nessiah*«

And again I have overcome the despair by vMch I feit oppressed

succeeded

awakening

reactions which are typical,and should be s^iecific, for ethical Judaism.

However, I want to present you with an idea to mill over. The ultra-orthodox

rely on the Interpretation of certain talraudic passages that nobody can

predict the day the Hessiah will come, and for this they refuse to recognize

the State of Israel because it had not been inaugurated by the Messiah. They

ineffective group, vocal thougji they may be; but they have a refrain-

ing influence on the machinery of govemment of the country insofar as their

are an

uncompromising messianic hopes refrain the secular forces fron escaping

unhindered into secular politic»l conceptions and insofar as they control

fhA fifvrlAl A59tAh1 ishment from dismantline the ethical values of Judaism. Il
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you ask me füll of surprise 1£ I am ready to accept these ultra-orthodoc men

in black caftans and their backers in Aroerica and Belgiim, I can reply in

the affirmative, as in n^ views they have a role to play in the way Israel

progresses« ButI pray that these men and vomen coqprehend that the Messiah

will arrive, that redemption will come only When a peaceful and seifless

vihen

they reroember that all hunan beings alike are endoved with the same unstain-

able soul too. The recognition of the rights of other human beings can only

be denied, can only be overlooked, if one forgets for a Single moment even

that our forefathers have been slaves and strangers and our fathers hostages

and migrants. And one has in addition to acknowledge that the Jewish people

have suxrvLved all the miseries and dangers past not by vars and not through

battles but by virtue of the values and hopes which are contained in Judaism«

Ihenmilitant Jews in our midst with the Bible in one hand and the granate

in the other, should be reminded afresh that the Messiah will come a f t e r

the swords have been tumed into ploughshares and not before. They will have

finally to overcome their restricted outlook on others if they accept that

the **Messiah*' is a process, a message *- and not a person, not some fabulous

descendant of a non-existent **House of David'*. The recital of all the divine

promises vAiich are laid down in the Scriptures cannot suppress the changed

realities, cannot undo the actual facts; but they can to some degree be

harmonized with our hopes and wishesi our own sufferings, in the face of

the sufferings we are ourselves about to inflict on others. It is neither

a shameful behaviour, no cowardly retreat nor does it meaN ä HTMtHgAWB for

God*s promises I if we make use of compromise as the best weapon by which

to achieve peace and to do justice. An honourably offered and accepted, an

honestly arrived atcompromise for the sake of peace and decency never falls

to assuage the conscience of a decent individual«

\

Manifold are the theological currents in Judaism. I am happy

that it is thus. But I am unhappy that there is so much antagonism between

the various currents and that there is abuse of the political power usurped

in our days by the orthodox. Fluralism is a necessity, an important Ingredient

in fermenting today's Judaism. There is no need anyroore to erect a fence

around Judaism against outside influences and inside dissent. Even thouh
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every road leading to man 's perfection and mankind's completion has to

raaintain a relationship to - though not necessarüy with - God, this h

always the case and the refonnatory energiesare blocked by a residuary

trench or are likely to disappear

desert

•

The conservative stream of Judaism has contributed to manifold

such currents and has granted a considerable lattidude of expresslon to each<

One of these is the 'Reconstructionist Movement 'which has been inl-

tiated Rabbi Mordechai M. Kaplan. It is based on the concept that the Jewish

religion exists for the Jewiih people and not vice versa, The Reconstructio-

nists See Judaism as a civilization in which religion plays an important

though not the only role* Relkjgon is one of the many forms of expression

wWLle language,literature,law and art are other such forms of expression. In

the eyes of these Reconstructionists religion has the character of a folk-

religion, where God is not perceived as the ^i^peme Being and Creator of the

üniverse, but as a Principle which can be identified with the aspect of

reality which« .«enhances the traits of individual human work and furthers

social unity". This movement denies Israelis elevation and election and any

involvement of God in the Creation« It seems to me that the most fervent

followers of M.M.Kaplan 's theology do not in practice take on all his con-

cepts

The pluralism which every sincere Jew would welcome as a soothing

mean to bridge the various sections in Jewry is far from being achieved. Still

and again great rifts separate the various religious groupings ranging from

the ultra-orthodox to the reforra-liberals. Side hy side with them exist the
\

various shades of the secularists. Ihe tragic Situation which face us today -

to use the sinf)lest explanation pd^asible - is attributable to the one-sided

education to which every one of these groups and sub-groups has been exposed«

The religious among the Jews do not conceive the possibility that there might

exist a divine spirit and supreme intellect beyond the artificial borders

within which these often extremely orthodox Jews want to enconqpass their

illigitimitel)^ usurped territory , and which they intend to build i^ into a

strongly fortified domain kept inpenetrable by creating an atmosi^ere of

rigid intolerance. Ihe secularists on the other band do create out of their

usually painful past and from other actual unpleasant experiences a God-negatii
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phllosophyi because In the absence of any slncere search and any deeper

knowledge they cannot and do not know better*

We may concede to the orthodox group of Jewry that there have

been times over the last many centuries when the introduction of the strictest

oethodox religious legislation may have greatly contributed to the survival

of Judaism in the Diaspora; and we may even accept that in our own days they

intend to give to a great extent a specific Jewish character to the State of

Israel, but we raust nevertheless point out in these our days such rigid reli-

gious principles defend nothipg more than a formality. Times and circumstances

have changed. We have now an indepeixient and intemationally recognized State

of our own, and the Jewishness of this State has to be reflected by the true

values of Judaism» A ri^isified ritual and a codified conduct do not contri-

bute to the value of the religion. Nobody will deny that tradition provides

a lustre, and that a socially equilibrated environaant can provide a haK>y

atmosphere. While most will agree that an environraent raade iqp by a generalized

and generally accepted religiosity could in certain intellectual quarters be

aspired to as an ideal atmosphere, it should not and in no circumstance be

forced into the mould of a religious formalism. By all means let the orthodox-

though

in^xDsition

should not make it our business if they insist on their lack of adaptability

from and an enslaveraent to the in no sense Jewish ways of life which they

have, over the centuries, calcified into customs and habits vMch by now

have been labelled as sacred and have been sanctified as •tradition'* Neither

have I any objection if theee men and women continue to live in thetr ha).ichic

World with its literal interpretations , its symbolic expressions and its

all^oric activities - but they have nortight to imagine themselves as the

only true Jews in existence; and above all they should not usurp to themselves

the power to condemn, attack and accuse all other Jews as siimers and blas-

phemers. Ihose Jews \iho have lost their faith in a Supreme Being, and those

v*io consider themselves Jews but do not follow the halachic rules, are not

a priori less 'good Jews* than their orthodox counterparts

.

As long as their conception of a relationship with God and as

long as this satisfies the elementary principles of Judaism, these orthodox
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elements should be granted the right to continue in their precepts and

their principles and to go on living as they please. But they should not

interfere in the ways and arrangements of Life which are prefeixed by other

Jews; neither should they abuse certain political situations to their advan-

tage. I am not going to compare the various values scales, and I am not going

to the other extreme and side with those who insist that the strictly reliJi*-

ous, and especially the extremely orthodox groups among the Jews are wrong

or even ridiculous with regard to their Interpretation of the meaning of

Judaism, By far not ! But woe to them, to all of us and to Jewry's futuref if|

any of the groups I have mentioned, from the secular to the orthodox, does

not leam to acquiesce in the right of every Jew to express himself in his

own ways, if people in general do not acquire that minimal degree of tole-

rance without which we shall continue in the same cycle of disaster and de-

stnaction which has until now been our and mankind's fate. The orthodox

elements in Jewry cocnlude from the leniency they have encountered from the

side of the political parties in Israel, from the increasing conpetition

which marks the political spectrum of the country, and from the inducements

vMch are offered to them by the politicians of the right as well as of the

left \Äio want to gain the "religious votes", that they have the power to

demand, that they have the right to what they have achieved, But vAiat makes

the Situation most dangerous and intolerable is the Impression the orthodox

Jewish groups have gained, viz:- that they have God's consent in all they

do and gain, and that they conclude from all this that only they fulfill

God's wishes, These self-satisfied orthodox Jews in their seif-centred

faith, in their ignorance of worldly affaits and with their blindness for

other people 's intellectual honesty, want all the Jews to follow their

strict and entirely religious precepts; but they achieve only an unpardo-

nable alienation of , a bitter Opposition by and a profound hatred from the

large masses of secularists. Such a Situation - \>lhich if uncontrolled can

only result in a fratricidal strife - has also in the past repeatedly split

the Jewish nation and has , every time this occurred, ruined Jewry 's irame-

appears

advance

all of US raake me think that vAiat goes on today could not happen without
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divine consent, that it represents a trial, a test - and a waming.

Jewsthroughout

abandoning

people, The causes are raost likely to be found in a decrease in overt abti-

Semitism and the failure of the Jewish educational authorities to provide

a sufficient degree of knowledge of the etnaning of Judaism. There is also

the additional attraction that one can nowadays beconie a non-Jew without

Converting to tlie Christian, the muslira or any other religion.

On the other hand we can observe a considerable 'religious

survlval' and a raarked 'religious revival* - the latter reraarkably shown

in the 'retum* of large riumber of secular Jews to the orthodox Observation

of the Jewish lawsa Ihis is an iripressive phenarien, but observers do not

grant rauch weight to the movemeiits as an effective counter-measure to the

relentlessly progressing assirailation.

The basic argunent the secularists, the reformists and all the

other fringe elenients in modern Judaism bring forth in their refusal to

accept What I have underlined as the basic motif in Judaism, viz:- the

postulate that we Jews have been chosen for a divine mission in this werId.

However, I State here again,and categorically so, that in my opinion nobody

who does not have this belief and does not adhere to this maxim can possibly

have faith and trust in a Jewish survival. Without such a belief also Zi^-

nism is eraptied of its basic value, because the retum to Zion had and ^^ ^

onJI a moral justification and a historic validification if it was anc| is
\

viewed as " the beginning of the rederaption "• Those who saw and see tl^eir
\ .

aim and ambition in becoraing " like any other nation ", vÄio saw and see
^ \

pipwidi

•Seroitism

other

;f

\

upkn

Isra^. *

i than another generation or two in the Diaspora ? Even the ultra-

c and the chassidic groups will perish raorally into a new g^etto

withdraw the foot they have hesitantly planted inside the Land, of

religion* as perceived and taught in the Diaspora can hardly

\

have thus been educated will soon becjoroe

havfeng themselves

V
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iV.

X.

they quasi autotnatically will take the next step vMch will ineviubly and

definitely niake tliem exclude thenfelves frora Jewry. A secular Jew can only

reniaiii secured for Judaisra if he accepts it as a truth, as axioraatic, that

the cultut-al, the eÜuLcal «d the national heritage are his to claim as long

as he treasures in himself a sense of true religiosity - which does not raean

a strict or any observance of tl\e Halacha.

Inevitably I shall now be presented with the question: v*iat is

demand

detnand

anything from anybody, as I think that interference in the faith and belief

Systems others have created for thnrnselves are dangerous and disrupting,and

because today harmony and cdiesion among us surviving Jews, the threatened

and endangered Jews, are of crucial importance, Ido wish and pray for a

minimal degree at least of tolerance and humility among the various ffactions

and groupings of Jews in Israel and abroad. We cannot survive without the

conmonly shared understanding that each of us has the god-givefanright to

express himself according to his way of believing,perceiving,thinking. I

unhesitatingly grant you and all who try to argue this point that the masses

at large are in need of a systematized religion, of the availkhility tf an

exactly determined scheme of beliefs and of the pr4üsion of a well defined

structure of a creed with its rites and ceramonies, its traditions and cu-

stoms. I fervently wish and pray that the religious one among the Jews will

find füll satisfaction and suibnäle engagement in a religious System of their

own; but I also wish and pray that those pl»feers among us, who want to ex-

press their approach to the Supreme Being, to the Creator of our world with

the help of their own Interpretation of the facts they perceive. And I

finally wish and pray that all sections and fractions of Jewry will grant

the recently emerged "agcular-hutnanistic" stream in Judaism the right to

create and live their own religious Weltanschauung. It is clear to me that

all kinds of religious pluralisms must be the only and fundiaental law ever

granted by God, that the restricting exclusiveness and the theological ri-

man-made and self-imposed

siirvival

of the Jewish people would otherwise have been in jeopardy, but has in these
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our days no suitable and no in any way justifiable application. It is horri-

fying to be told that the refusai of accepting tlie ortluxiox* principles and

viewpoint is for the iatter not oniy the lithiaus test of a true Jew but also

an indication whether or not a Jew is worthy o£ carrying this naoe. Fortunately

Judaism and Jewry have been liberated from these restricting chains. Today

nothing can prevent those of us,iAio recognize my definition as an irrqportant

rule
, to form their own ideas and to provide their own forraulations . Fortu-

around

charged with any missitoary

whatsoever and that I do not feel any urge to propagate my thoughts be it from

a soapbox anong the crowds in the marketplace, be it from the pulpit, be it

through Pamphlets«

I can, therefore, permit myself to State that I have experienced

in recent years a steadily increasing distantiation from organized religion, ytd

which is not to mean that I have "lost my religion'\ On the contrary ! Ihe

attitude and the position which are now mine,have contributed to my having

experienced a deepening of my religious perception, to having freed nyself

from certain atavistically originated or early inplanted dogpiatic perceptions

of things of faith. Ihus I am granted to view myself and my religion In a

ligjht in wliich, if not atlail least most of my questions are finding their

answer. I am ready to confess that my steady loss of respect for and trust

in nearly everyone of the 'professional Jews'> that is in th^se who have been

noninated - and those who present themselv»s without an appointment - the

leaders of Jewish religious thougjht and the judges of the application of

Jewish ethics, has facilitated, if not initially stimulated, my independent

and self-fulfilling conception of myself as a Jew. Hie way in vÄiich I ha«e

presented my "narrative" may already have made you suppose that it represents

such a Spiritual evolution and intellectual emancipation; but I would still

like to outline, as concretely and as shortly as I possibly can, this my

Weltanschauung. I want to tellyyou inaa few words vAiat kind of conclusions

I have drawn for myself - and I have somehow the Impression that ty now you

have been sufficiently 'prepaired* to understand \ÄTat I am going to say.

Manklnd finds itself confronted now with an overwhelmingly ser-

ious Situation and with demands for far-reaching decisions. The conditions

which prevail in the world indicate «bat something has to give, that at lea
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something or possibly everyOfcing has to-change. We can only hope that there

will be a chaoge for the better. It mu3t be for the better, as otherwise

there is no bope. Every further step in the direction we have so far made

will lead to an abyss , irnless humankind Is able, is ready - and is still in

tlTie - to build a bridge over this abyss on \Mch our feet can be safely set

for the next steps we have to take.

You are right ! These words do sound pessiniistic. You have

every right to Interpret them as evidence that I ani facing the future with-

out any great hope, To me the inost devastating recognition of human failure

and weakness is in the fact that wFierever there are hu'.ian beings you will

find blind egotisra and deaf supeeficiality facing any Situation which demands

a deeper and also a profitless involverrent into Üie sufferings of depressed

hunans, and a feeling of selfless partecipatiou in the interests of the

underprivileged niasses.

You must have noticed with horror that the Jews, wherever they

are , are not always an exception to this Statement. It is true that they do

raise their voices against injustice and tliet they do add tlieir dollars to

the collections, but they do not always lead, they do not always shine as

exanples of hunanitarian sentiinents. Weither do they impress the world, or

themselves, as paradigptjs of morality. If you draw the balance, you will

Imve to conclude that in this our world which is exposed to greater dangers

than ever, threatened witli the total extinction of mankind, you will find

most of the people anesthetized in a selfiafe persuit of interests and occu-

pied with the si^rficical issues of their inroediate day. Today, when we

have more than ever the opportunity to know and to leam of the next uian's

problens and have the chance to gain a satisfactory insight into the gif ts

with \Mch we are endowed, we do not care to look deeper into ourselves

and we do not show interest to enquire about tlie values of life. Ihis is

a Situation where mankind has shown itself worthy to be preserved. And it

seenis to rae as if we all know this as true. ünusual disasters threaten us

today laore than ever. We face knowingly the possibility of self-destruction,

for we are in the same life-threatening Situation as the child playing with

a primed bomb.

harmonize ray pessimü-
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tic descriptions with my absolut sounding certainty which I have expressed

in the preceding pages, be it with regard to God^s program, be it with Israelis

destiny, be it with the divine promie|s and assurances.

pro,

I can harinonize both, tiiedepressive Situation and the optimistic

because I aai deeply convlnced that I can detect the working of

the progjraiTcied developing - and I have evei^ trust that in case of a definite

need some 'tniracle' will tum the vehicle of destiny back again into the right

direction* In these our days filled with Israelis wars, with the activities

of the terrorists ever more threatening Üie Citizens of Üie country, we wit-

ness not only hysteric outbursts of tlie populace dernanding revenge and of

crazed Jews themselves planning and at times even executing terrorist acts

and niurders, but you can also nx^re and niore hear voices of protest, of wamingf

of lamentation that vÄTafifever other peoples do or otl«r nations camit Israel

cannot, should not, v/ill not do, as Israel has higher staiKiards of ethics,

as Israel knows htfijMn:: moral values, as Israel lias been called to higher

duties, as Israel has been chosen for a special role, as Israel has been

appointed to be ''a ligjit to other nations'*

•

Yes, this is the ever increasing tenor of the public aanouncements

in Israel, not by raystics, not only of the spiritual leaders, but cnostly of

the intellectual leadership and no less among the agnostic people filling

demand

si phenomen

the Jews it is by implicalilon also expressed in the hostility of roost of the

enemies of Israel. It has becoroe an increasingly heard chorus of deoiand

among the Jews, It has become a growing realization among the Jews. It has

become the more and more underlined program of Jewry. AI this augurs well

for the future. And all this reinforces ray optimism beyoixl any need of a

scientific proof

.

I nave at length described, criticised,and lamented the short-

comings whicii are - and always were - evident in the character of our people.

1 have enumerated their failings and the o{^rtunities they hav^e lost. I have

compjbilW a long list of thelessons we should leam froni our history. I have

illuminated the danger all of us now alive will have to face if there is no
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change, no radical change very soon. We,who do realize che dangers to \Mch

are exposed, should not shirk facing them. Formerly cUaog^s of such a kind

have been •handled* by tlie various religions; we should resist this tendency

to go on relying on Üiem - for the problems of every day life are for us to

resolve by ourselves«

Did I sound pessimistic ? Did you getthe iirpression that ray

enumeration of all the problems without whose Solution humankind has no

future Indicates that I despair ? If so, you are wrong. For I am , on the

contrary, füll of hope and inner certainty that the light at the end of the

tunnel has become noticeable. The {^enomena, the growth of interest in the

wellbeing of the underdeveloped masses, we have all been witnessing in recent

years all over the world, and in particular in Israel, confirm ray optimism.

Ihe countless protestanarches filling the streets of the capitals and in

their rApercussions in the newsraedia, demanding justice for all,clamouring

for peace under any circunastance, prove that we are progressing. Ihe predomi-

nance of the demands for raorality in every phase of our daily life, indicates

to me quite distinctly that we are on our way out of the quagpiire which our

World has inherited frora its barbaric and cruel ancestors, and the no less

barbaric and cruel 'civilized* generation just preceding ours. In this re-

evaluation, in this re-education of our irules of life and laws of behaviour

Israel is definitely and absolutely in the leading role» It does not count in

the fact that the world is not ready to concede Israel this raerit, Teil me^

if you know of any other place, any other country or any other people in the

world where such a selfless wish for justice is heard, or where such strenu-

ous and sustained efforts to help the underprivileged and starving massed^
\

of the World is seen or known ?

The Jews have now est^blished their own State, Here they have

the opportunity, here they have the environment, here they have the raachinery

to exhibit a life style which is morally superior and huivanitarianly blameless.

And , my children , I raention this as the culminating proof of and the most

satisfying evidence indeed for ray prognosisj they do so in fact« They make

a cpnscious effort to realize and to effect what has been their moral heri-

tage« It is huroanly impossible that they do not make raistakes; it is under-
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standable and acceptable that they do coninit blonders. But in every instance

vhere they misuse or disregard tlieir highly sensitized ethic or demcx^ratic

principles, you will find large segpaents of the population become vocaljand

they unreservedly point out these errors and mistakes» You will find that they

do not so rauch insist on the punishment of those who have erred but that they

deraand that these recognize äbd admit the fact that such mistakes, such

trespasses have occurred. Today you are bound to get the undisputable Imp-

ression that Israel tries to appear - disrogarding whatever anguish and cost -

as a country based on a strict inorality, that it endeavours to evolve into a

nation directed by higlier concepts of its duty to mankind. The moment everyone

in Israel recognizes tliis, and as soon as the world allows Israel the time and

the leisure to do so, Israel will be the first nation in the world to teach,

to prove and to practise the higliest Ideals mankind aan ever aspire to: that

man will no more fight man, tliat there will be nothing left for hatred and

pre^udice to feed on, that man's spiritual faculties will have ample opportu-

nities to mature, and tliat the deadly abuse of Natureis will cease and its

gifts will find only peaceful application for the benefit of all* For we

must become conscious of the truth that the urge of man to make war against

man, that the outfllw of hatred for hatred's sake, that the unleashing of

one's destructive instincts for the pleasure it produces, were not part of

the original characteristics and gifts lAthjwhich God has endowed man* I

maintain that the first human beings on earth behaved on a socially and ethi-

cally higher level - if not purer level* They were unspoiled. They killed

only for their requirements in food or whenever they feit threatened. Ihey

lived in groiflps or corarmmes, and these did not intrude into the domain or \

V

interests of other similar comnunes. Only when man acquired a 'higjtier culture'

did he leam to kill other human beings, to threaten other peoples. At that

stage he leamed warfare* Also cruelty was a later development in man.The

earliest records show that cruelty and crime were hardly known* The conquered

enemy was treated with mercy until the craving for power became an important

factor, whereupon wars were not anymore fought for reasons of security only

but for expansion and acquisition. Ponder the fact that anlmals do not know

crtme ! A4 the most they know greed. Man recognized and acquired all his

evil traits on his way ijqpwards, on his path to civilization* Ihis bürden of
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evil has prevented him froin gaining perfection. Oiily after getting conscious

of this load he carries, endeavouring to get rid of these trends he has acqui-

red, will bring on that State of grace and peace, that future which Israel

has been praiiised, the •*Kingdom of God on Earth". Signs indicate that Israel

has become conscious now, more than ever befofe, of her duty towards herseif

and others, because you will fiixi nowhere that longing - and that impatience -

to be given at last a chance to live on a higher level, to live in peace and

harmony, for at last having become conscious of such a task, as much in the

foeeground as in Israel*
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C H A P T E R

An Epilogue

^^
\

\
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•

I havz (U Icut comploXtd my taU, and l (Uk mißttf^ not li I hxvz

^iiiilciznttij

V

i*)hat I myhtli may havz lexvintd 4>lncz 1 havz btgun to b\ood about tht isHpilcjx-

tionh oi Ott 'MhaX ka6 bttn cliun.rUng in my mlnd ^oh, 6o long, andduoklch, öi^itvi

mae/i hultation, I havz dtcldtd to 6eX davon in m.ltLng ^o^ yoiui btm^tt} It
'

. \
\ \

had to 6e a 6koKt and condznszd 6toKy - and tkU mafee^ tt inzvltably aJUo n
\

liiptKiicAJit talz. foK tkU I apologizt, aZthougk thU iaaJüt u mlnimatizexi \

li you Ktoitizt tkat alt I havt Inttndzd to o^^ can 6e domp^t66zd Into tm oh,

ttvize, 6tmplt qnutlom^ u)hlch I uxint to ionmulaJiz In tkt^t mKd^i Whxit have.

thoJmh ackitvtd ovtx tkt agu apoAt in.om havt}ig ^uKvivzd ? Havz tho. JesM

anythtng 6pe.c>iil(i to ttach to tht mnZd vokiah zoiild not havt been otheAwi^t

tmight ? And ^Inatty, iA)hat U 6o mpoHtant and 6o ^Ignl^icuxnt, 6o untqaz and

60 6pe,(ual in bzing a Jea; f

I Ifuivt In tkt pH,eae,dlng pagt6 gtvtn you aViQjady tht an6u>eA6 to

all thut qut6tion6 , and I am not going to HtpojU my^tli agatn and agatn.

J iuiow I <iave uviltttn 6o mick tkiU <X ha& ke.pt you b(Uy ^o^ qtUtt iomt tum \

oiAtxdy in c<i4e yoa hxve. had tht pcuUtnce. to Kzad It aZl, pagt by page.. I

mutd not fae 6uA.pfU6eA ii I am told that I havt mitttn ^oa too mich, and that

I may havt tSwitMith oüfitd you a ita&on and an axcjuAt to put tht&t pagt6

OAidt , moitly unfitad. Should thi& indtaxi bt tht coie, I muld bt tnjxJLy

60KKy ion. you; but 1 do not KtQUtt my laboufii 06 toU, «w I cxumot hidt ^Kom

W

omttking

u)hjat

I fwLve mlttejfi tht itoKy oi tht mnJid and oi tht 3mi In ttm6

ufhlch may tojin me tht KtpKoach that I havt a pooK opinlon oi youA InttlltcX

and that I havt tht oAKogant vlew o£ my^tli that my own poonJiy dtvtloptd
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V.

»^

uuXh

InttUUQtnct i6 thz ^IghX mtdlum voith uohlck to vieu) and oi^vi 6uck m.dt Kong-

Ing and dttply pKoddlng pn.oblejn6 and l66u£J^.

foJL bt ix, iKom mt to havt 6uch InttntloM and 6ach a t^i^ijnaqt

lejid me to mxtt mij ^ htoKy\ I mjcu trubuitty Qoldtd by thz uil6k to zxpiMiln

$0 you kovo I havt ion, my^zJLi hototd thz puzzlz which mak^6 uptouA t)U6ttnct

a6 humoju and In paAtLcuta/i a6 Jem. So jja^ nobody ha6 btojfi ablt to givt me

an an6(A)eA iA)lil(ik could 6atU^y me and u)hlch muld at l^xut not oi^ejnd my intzl--

tiQzyidt. You may hav^ aorrn to tht 6amt concJbuion a6 I, l^ J oUtn, to 6haJit

u)lth you tht 6olutlon I fiave ^ound ion, myh^ti , it i^ ct^tainty not btcwuz

I voant youL to aactpt my ldza6 oK b^lai^, bat faeco/ue T may pKovidz yo

a 6taHXlng point ioK youK o«;n choUn o^ tkomgkth bubbling oi{^, and becoiue I

kopt tkat yog. may ^Ind tkz cou^ag^ to tvotxjt a po^iXivt (itXAtudt to yotui

txJUt^jndt. Am I pejihap^ u)^ong li I ^ace you u)itk tht ^tatmejfit that mo6t o^

tkott ptoptt, I 6ay ovtn o^ aJUi tk(L p^oplt, ijoko kave, not mtckanlcatty adopted

tkt pn,tdlgeAttd 6pVUtaal kexiltk iood 6ppomd out by tkt 0H,ganlztd Kttiglon6 -

\abbi6, pKlt6t6 ox 6k2A.kl'i6 - k6vte.cZo6£.d theAA tnindA to tke. ejntKy oi any

tkougkt OK iptcuaJLtion about tkt que^tion otJ God, oi ti^t, o^ ouK pa6t,pKUtnt

and ^uta/it. To kold tke. mtn,n.0K In ^n^ont oi youK e,yt6 and to mafee you /lecog-

niaz tkaZ 6uck an attltude. l6 - li not coiAXVtdlat It >u at loxut mantal 10661-

tudz - unwoxtky o^ you that I kavt mJJX^n thi6 ^6toKy\

I know I havt llngvitd on ceAtain dttaAjt6 moxt tkan it mlgkt

havt b2.Q.n iMi6QL to do, bat In Q2jn?Aat tkli \m6 tke. cxuz wke^mveA I ukintzd to

paX on KttoKd an InXvipKttaXlon, a vlmpolnt, a donctptxon wfu-cfi dJUagKZt

wÄjth tht acctptzd oplnion oi zxzgttA.ci6 fluid bibiZcal zxpeAts - a tibvtty u)kiak

I aan tfjxm ioK my6tti a6 l do not In6l6t tkat my idta6 axt ab6oluttly Klgktj^

that tkty an.t in tvzJty cxut oxiglnatty mint, that tkty OKt moKt acczptablt

than tho6t oi anybody tt6t, and that I voouid bt Kejady to ilght ioK thtUi >te-

Cognition. Vau mu6t havt notlctd that I havt ^ jimppd^ o\)Vi Icuigt 6tn.etcht6

oi human and Jewl6h hlMtofiy, bitt I cJüiim that I couJid do tkU uuXh ju6tA.ilcr

atlon, btauut I havt dont 6o vohtntv t^i I had nothing to add to non to dl6tnja(it

i^iom what you aan fitad by youfUtlvt6 noijo, ok whtntvtK you aKt Ktady to do 6o1

In comioKt, In tht Blblt and tht othtK 6pt(ilailztd book6 oi thtotogy and

hl6toKy. Whtn you do 6tanX on youK 6tudlt6, kttp you/i mlnd optn and do not

Itt phito6ophtK6 6pOAJi youK conctptlon6 Klght iKom tht btglnnlng. Ltt mt glvt
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tvviytiUnq l6 *akoLnc^*w^ rnay vo^tt mafee tht but oi it. Thz vlm o<J tht Stolc6

l6 thout tveAythlng n.^huJüU iKom tht un^oldlng oi ^mcu^ity^ to uokich u)t had

btttvi aacomodcutz oivueZvu.At IcA^t yoti can IvitdKpfitt accoKcUng to you ta&t^.

ViüLKX^ h iamoiu ^on.miLlci: "M(^n mak^ tkziA oim kutoKy, bat tkty do not mak^ it

jLUt 06 tkty plza6(i*...tke. t/tadüUon o<J alt tkz dead g2Ji,e/LatLon6 welgh tikt

a ntgktyruvit an tke. b^atn oi tkt llvlng^\ Uou) you imdzAitand that It (jooutd

onty coniasz yom, ihoutd you 6ta^J: mth tkt pkU.o6oph2A6 Inhtdjxd oi plactng

youK Kzady f^oAtk In f^n.ont oi yotui ^.yzh*
''

\
,

\

\

I lvx\)(L pohittd out to you ocoji^loM u)htKt a dt^iyUte. , o^teü

mi^aauiAovi6 Coming tog^tkan, o^ cJ^Kaun^stanC'^A , ami^fjual ox not , and o^ titimt"

lonh p iintikoZij OK not , ÜJiKn^d oaX to 5e o^ dtnUivt ^Igni^tcanct iox tkz

Jqsm. I (loixZd znlatgt tk-U Ölst 6tiZl iiXJitkoA bij anjxlyzlng tkz long kt^toKy
V

oi tht JamJik pe^opld \aitk huck an tnttftpMUaJxon in kind, bat I i^JVl tixat \
\

tkl6 vüoiitd makcL you yawn - and pKoteAt. loX me onty compact my point o^ vlm

trXo tli^ qut6tion: con you d^ny tkat tkc sux\jival o^ tkc Jeim to tlil6 day

can b(L (Dcplatnzd by anytktng bat a mlKacla ?

Vou could Kidicult my optnJ.on and tkc KUutting ^ pxogno6l6^ a6

utoptan and a6 ncgttctinq to takc notc o^ tkc gcopofXtical xcalttith mXk

i^klck l^Katl l6 jjaced. Bat I do takc tkc6c in comidcKotion, knouU.ng tA)ttl

tkat tko6c KcXjotbig to liKacl cannot 6e ttpaKotcd ^xom tko6t o^ tkc Middlt

Ea6t and tkc6c not ^^om tko6Z o^ tkz cntific globc. Itknou) vcxy well indccd

tkat tkc ^utuAC o^ ouK wonJtd u intümtcly auociatcd mXk that o£ l^njitl,

and tkat tkn cxt6tznct o^ tkt ont tl untkinkablz MiXkout tke. otkvi.

I know that Judai^m ha6 faeen cifWiu^tcd uoiXk a hpiAiXwit Kolt;

and thl6 can novo 6e undvitakoji moKc tüccXivcly i^ithtn tht potcntlal o^

thc JejAil6k State on a kigkc/i - and alAo on a metaphy6tcal tcvcl, a6 a

coUccttve wklck feu bccn impo6cd by kl^toxy on all Jm^. Tke call to bccome

^tkt 6kijUng tigkt^ , to 6e comc a modzl hocitty, tkt Hon ^xom voklch gut'-

danct and In^tAuction uUU comt, i6 6tLlZ valid and alt JejJ06 havt to stay

tuntd to thi6 (AXivtltngtk^ Today* 6 l6Katl mu6t ^act tkt tnxttk that iX ifuu

btcomt tkt iocal potnt o^ Judal6m*6 mt&6aqt, tkat it th a6 a nation that

It fuu taktn upon ititti to ipKtad tkt hmanttaxiMi mt66aju.c mt66agt o^

anlvtK6atum a6 it h£U bttn pKtacktd by tkt ?xopktt6. I am convinctd tkat
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tkd ^AA^t 4^p(uk kcu bttn tiX in I^iael'^ corucizncz, thaX aJOitady tojiqz

YumhdAl oi 3m(i oaql today con6clou6 oi thJj^ tK.iUh and that thty 6Vuvt^0K

tht6z IdzaXM not (U mode/in nwncLM buX 04 con^^ciocU J^uxuk hman biin^^. Tkn

hnpofttanct o^ tkl6 nzvoly opejvüilng ^auAce o^ ^oclat tntxgy titt ^ok mt In

tkt iaat thoLt It U noiwUkzd by 3m^ fee^e cuid tveA.yiük2,X(L ^^ pKOciaxm Ktti--

QloYiuin,QJL(i\)ajnt and tkz äib^e Cj$ onZy ka^tofiia volüi^.

We do not knou) u)haX klnd o^ ux)Kld th^At lOliZ be onty a gtneAdtion

^^om noi^p noK do I knovo uohat klnd o{^ UKaeX mJLt <5cice iMkout klnd o^ woKld In

the. Coming ceMwty. Thz dhangtt u?e ouK^tivt^ kx\)t ^een tOLkn plaaz In oux

ti^ttunz makz tkz mo6t ^anal^uZ ayid danÄng pH.exilctlon6 po66lblt - and nXhky.

Biut tue may doniljdvi It a aejitalnty tkat mxh tkt lncA£ji6z in tzahnologyj^ In

cotmunlcxitlon and In popittat^ion manklnd wltt h/ive. moAu/ctd ejioiigk a6 to kxvt

banmd 6t/ilit and (axlx^oaz. ^ok zwi; tkat tht comtng gzjnviatloni> ooltl acczpt

It 06 an XKlom tkat onty pzact^üit cotKK.6tmct, n.tCyipKocjat Kthptct and cjuJUuaoJL

InteAchangt vollt g^ant himanklnd tkt ^ul{^lttmtnt o^ lt6 jtiitdejfnand6, vlz;- to

tnjoy all tkz bznz^lX^ o^tti^z and tht btz66lng6 o^ icLith to iA)hldi It l6

tntitttd.

A6 many ^eet IjutlnctiveZy , and a6 tht ^oiindt^u o^ tht StaXt

hxid tht couAxtgt to pKocZaim,l^fiatt^ 6 Ktdmptcon hos 6ta/ittd mjth tht n,tblKtk

a6 a Statt. We can a66un,t tht othtn, na^Uon6 o^ tht mnJlA tkat tktln. n.tdmp'-

tlon mJüi 6tt In uoktn tht tomlng gtnt/iatlon6 mJji by bojinlng atX waK6 achA.tvt

a pzacMj^Jit cotKl^ttntt, mJit bt ablt to pfiovldt ion, tvaiy 6lnglt himan bting

a statt o<J happlnt66 and 6ttuAlty. It l6 htn.t that l6%att'6 duty u)lll 6tt:

oiip ha6 to btaomt Involvtd, ha6 to ^Ind app^J^cxitlon^ Jt U to mt qaJütt cttoA

thaX linjatt volll 6oon kavt lta%ntd to tivt mth tht baslt tAutk that It voltt

aJbAkiy6, tvtn In tht bt6t oi cln.cwn6tajrtt6, Kmaxn ont o^ tht 6maJilt6t Indt-

ptndtnt countnlt6 hajibounA.ng ont o^ tkt lta6t nimt^ouA popalatlons. Hvi

6tKtngth cannot tontlmit to bt htx kaunttd mltltoAy pxou)t66, bat mJJL kavt

to bt htx moxal qujalltlt6 and hvi tthlcaZ htxltagt. I ain 6iuit that tht tJjnt

mXl dornt u)htn ikmiittl 6tt htx ntigkboujL6,and 6oon all tkt voonJid, 6haAt

tkut glits uKtk htx. Tht mnld mJit undoubttdlu toon ovtxcomt tht actual

^ntlnulng
* *

and athtlm. Vtinands o^ llit and condltlons o^ tht uooxld mJLl biUld up tht

nttd iox ncjA) tonctpts o^ God, oi xtLiglon, oi moxals and oi 6alvatlon - and

tkt6t uUll bt shjoxtd by all manklnd In 60Mt ioxm and txpxt66lon ox otktK.
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MJU

ttirnZnautt

tkz (»XriCA4.

?>oon Uk<x(lI vilZl be ioKtad - ,U mxy be, &a aVinadij In tht comlng

gejittaXlon - to ^aca a ^KdoX. chaJ'Xmgz. U hoA to iU ln.to the, mxld comma-

rüXy and aX tkz iamt .tone, it Mltt ha.\>z to 4.£eeA thc mnZd aicay inom the.

pleXkaxa. oi ihzologlccut dUpittu lohioJt .^ue lo.oiter. &eA'J(id (U a coveA ^ok

tkz dzzp-6eAtzd kuinan IncZincLtion to izt In cAuz-tty coid dzazlpt tht tooU

by uäkith to (Wiayigt a ^ootkold an thz mtiM itage., UKuct hai not onty thz

advantage. oi itä ApfutUaal and mltiUiat heAitaaz , bivtU l6 al&o thz mzttbiQ

pot oi many cuJUviKt!, and (iivA.Uzat.ioM, a& weX£ 06 thz nzvzA »ccti^tng iowfvtain.

iKon uikidi tkz nzllgio>u atz izd and tiiz (Uvltization^ and mofiati o^ thz

•jüoxld a/LZ nouAlihzd. Thz pfioblesn ^a^ilng «otu I<S/tae£- i^klch U ioon bound

to IncAZxuz iivUkeA - ofiUiz^ iiom iti ^zlatlo n^i'U.p w.Uh hzfi Anab nzlghboivUf

add thz tut I<siae£ /uU to ati.dzh.go v>ilth .xzgaAd to tkz aiUoiltlzA In hzfi mld6t

uUll bz oi Äjtmziuz mpoKtWfLCZ. I ha.'jz no doaht .that l^iKazt wUZ ilnd thz

night ioluZion. 1 am aon^idznt that Öie. Jwi 'JiiU. iind tkz night an^mxi.

Hz:iz md üi tlUi umjU cobic thz i'xliUlinznt oi a dvuiy to i/ßvick Unazl ha&

bzzn caJLtzd.

Lzt mz KiL&Uinz, Tkzn.z i& no daabt In iny niind zJ'-''^ ^^^ ^ 6tatz

wlU/i litUtz iuwt. mph&üU - tluLt loz Iruivz thz nlgitj-t cxpzct gnzat (iha.ngzA In

In -cAe p^ydhü-toglüßZ ajid moiuiI nukz-ap oi rncmklnd, Thz r.iankA.nd oi whick I

ot« ipQxüüjvg hüAz hci& dafUjui iixe la4>.t rmay zzrUafUa^ hajidx.y madz any pKognz66

tn ci ipifMjüuoJi Oft moKol dÄJizction. Ön t}iz tont^uoAy i It /lOA , vxUk thz

aoiuÄJtUxon oi 6o «uc/i kfiowlzdgt and thz pKOvLUon oi uicJi gKejLtzK iacA.llti.z6

btcomz mofiz bnuMiliztd and ipVL.Uuc£ly moLZ ilattznzd. Von may bz luKZ,

houizvzn, tiijsX tJiz vzAy dzzp voouyuU i/jhldi havz fizczntty hzzn IniUMzd on

manlUnd' 6iptfutuuaJllty , thz szvznz ttaxuna to mhich U.f> 6oal hoi bzzn zx.po6zd,

amnot iait to iiavz tiizi-x tnzvttaJblz zW^-'^^' '^^^ i"^"^ oataomz oi thz KZi

tunmoii viilt havz to bz a dwLngz oi hivmankind ion thz b('JJ.zK, It ha6 to b<

10. I my6zli 6hall not ti\fZ to &zz thziz changzi, buX yoa, thz youngzA.

gznznation, may bz tkz btz&^zd onz. Von may bzzomz poKt oi a neu) and

clzOfiCA MtfiZd, iMnklnd cMtnot zvzK again nztiVLn to <x;i zxUtzncz and to a

(OOKld lakidi u)
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mnZd (johidi uoilt bz agaln cu tvlt and (U iiitl oi pz/ul cu thz actuaZ ontp

cüUliough thoAZ Ituu untU Ktczntly bttn ntWiZA the. uiiih noK tht tKtnd to

hplnJütixal moutuAoXlon and thz moKal paAiilcjxtion

inLU/it

6eZvt6, by oiui 6cl^Mlilc and ttcknlcjoüi pKogKt66, kavz 6tt ioK ouA phy6lcjal

atmiJfUJUxvtlon. Ont oi tht IndJLcjxu oi thz 6aizgujaAd6 tkxt tIvU tAjap vaitt

not be ApKunQ, li tht ceAialnty that tht mnZd mJU ntvvi be ablt to ioKgeX

th^ 6^n6 and cjumt6 It iruu donrnlttnd on tht Jml^h ptoplz. Von do not ha.\)t

to point to all tkt ^tKtmioiU tHonXM th^u ouJi acXuat mnZd maku - in tht

main tht chiti cjtitp^^iti Gwmany and Aiut/Ua - to io^gzt and to cJionge, to

6uppKU6 and to rnJunJunlzt tha mvnoKy oi tkut mjudzzdl, bat you may be. ceJttaln

that aJüi tkut tüoKt^ mJUi bt In v€ln . Tfie mJUdtzd - Ijütviatt^ and pKlz6t&

QjaJil thm 6tn6 7 bat I do not know vohat a ^In iM, at Iz/ut I do not bttitvz

that

that acjoa uilll aZiM,y6 be clejonZy

dl6cejt/iblt , even aittn, tht appllcation oi othtmi&t moht tUlcitnt comttlc

t/Udu. On tht othtK hand lixatl nuut bt madt to comp^thtnd that 6ht can

ntlthVL i§9Mee dtviatt iKom, non, 6top In hvi itnat ipuAt to takt ovtK tht

Itadt/uhip to(MKd6 tht goal oi 6alvatixfn and KtdtmptAjon u)kich l6 dtoAly and

60 dtiinlttl tnt/ui6ttd to fieA. Tht/it l6 ioK Jiidal&m no hopt - and ioK that

matttK ntlthvi JU thvit ioK ChnJUtXjVfuty - ioK a iutu/it i/oWiout tht n^tcalt

oi tht original vaJbit& ioK man and uuXhout tht cjjJüUvit/iJion oi tht int/Un6tc

goodnt66 in man. Man ha6 bttn pKovidtd mXh tht 6pVuXu/il and moKal voo^klng

tool6 ioK hi6 ^alvatiauL Tht maln pojit oi tht yooKk ahtjod JU to cZtan pit

path by contxotUng and 6appKt66lng alt tht tvtl tnstinctA and tKtnd& voi^

*

hoAbouA In oufUQJL\>u* Abovt all m, muMt hav& tht cotviagz to ditcJüviz konz&tly,
\

V

dimnJLy and luvit^tAaAJitdly that vot ukint to pvi&at oiui aUm6 mithoat hoAming

othzKhi and vot ihould ujuuhamtdly txpKtA6 oun. ntgKtti iofi all tht mi^ddtdM

alt oi 06 havt commltttd, InxUvlduuxJüiy and cotitctivtly , oa/utlvti and ooK

anct6toK6, nou) and in tht pa6t. Having Ktachtd thu dtcZ6ion, having ^ecog-

niztd tht6t goal6, (jot 6hall all oi u6 iuddtnZy di6covt/L I am 6uAt to oua

deZight - dmt tht ialiitbntnt oi 6udi ma/ibtllotu and by no mtan6 unachitvahlt

pH.osam6 i6 no mo^t tht txcZiUivt Kt6tKvt oi any hptcJjol Kttigion, oi any

6ptciiic cjoJüi, OK any paJtticalJVL cattuAt. It uiitl havt bttomt a common tjuk

and a colttcjtivt aiam and it mJil bt KtaliMdblt mXh a common tHoKt and a
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güUjutlg^oäüklt, knd abovi. aJU, th^ \ttti<Uanat and tht KU^itancz oi iht

geMlU mnld - the. chfLUtüm and tht Ulmlc iontmoU oi alt - ogaiMt tkt

lern taUng theJji fUghtitU pohltlon and ejtjoying a ptac^ut ixUtznct uilU

hnuo tn ooaA» on.c<L lofL olL. The. uionJid luu to admlt thaut it -U U>uul_, the.

'.zaxUj

/
/ KuJüizatloYi

../

i

/
'/'

I would notbz 6uApKU(ui , aiWi yoa havz fizod thioagh aU thuz

pagt&, to be told that thojit hoM gKom in yoti tht cwUoiUy to knoia lahat

mightha.vt beJM my Intejntion In m^Ututg dorn aU thU, Tht expUnatlon I

havt glvm yotmt tht btglnnlng oi thl& chapteA. my not appuK to bt enouflfc.

Koa might o^fe H tkvit l& a mt66agt I mnttd to conmanlcatt, Oi cotvut, I

utUh tkU

cfitaln

concZu&lon6

mind

at lüJLht to me iatl&iylng» nuUntalnlng and 6uAtaA.nJ.ng tonvlcXlon, blUh thiA

tmtk

thAoughouttkt iabnlc oi tkU

.nUykhopt , uüU

cüulon, vlzi' that UiaeJi oamplu a hptcuxl pUct laWun 'thtAchzmt oi

thlng&', that m, 3am havt btan Atitcttd ioK a dtiJmXt taik in tht tttfinal

-„j j-/;„^*- ^„x,«*/,» /.i /,.// Inf, minhlnd. and that QUA ptoplt havt rnoxt ok

tXCJÜUlvt

catatyU among tht - hiviUy today to all AtniUlvt ptJUon6 appaAizyU-iiuU-

humankÄMd,

human

At a iommhat It&A uAgtnt ItvU l havt tx.p>LtA6td my convlctlon

\ havt aUo a iptclal duty to ouK&UvtA ai a nation and u)t eaci

nAßjLi a& an Indlvldual, to KtaUzt that U U glvaji Into oua. om

aJtndi

all thAoagh qua txUttncx.*
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ouA hptclilcaJüiy

fimlndvi thaX u)i

path

obitßLclu oi izjOiKphatKtd and Qfittdi in oixA path li \at do not dcqtuüit 06 a «^jon-

tantoas KtacXion, (U a Kt^ltK Kzactlon that deg>tee o{^ tolzAantt u)hlch ttdckt^

iUp thoLt dtthough tkt goal l6 cJieAXly outllntd and thz diitctlon intly Indlcatzd

that tkvi2. OAt Ajtimmtnjxblt KoaxU le/iding thzAtto, and thaut tve/iyont hu tht

Kight to choit hli path, to apply hi6 am, methodi, to tut kU own tKoMpont
^

odCLOKdlYiQ to kU om, cjoncQ^ptloYip andeA6tandtng and Ktactton. Tht Ktatizatton

^
oi Aach a tmith, o^ 6ach a knouitedgz o^ tht dlvlnt ba6lc mt66agt to hunuiniUnd

ju a 6int qua non ^ok that 6tagt oi matuAatifia to vohlth uot Jejm havt tht aiilgn-

mtnt to Itad tht vooKld at loAgt. We 6hoiUdnot ialt to makt It cltoA topouA-

4e£i/e^ that tktKt JU not, that thtKt 6hoald not and could not bt any jnaJiouMy

noK any tompttitlon volth KtgoJid to tht achltvmtnt6 In thU pfiogKam. It i& oi

tht ioKtjno&t impoKtantt that wt fitndtK ouK6tlvt6 con6cloti6 o^ tht iact that

tue havt 6tt out on tht Ktght path, that u;e havt acknouiltdgtd ouk diity, tjiat

m. havt at üut dtcldtd to aju&t and to iatiUX oua dt^tiny. TkU Kt^tutton,

tkU JümtK convtctton alont JU not AuUlditnt to ^movt ^Kom ouJi pa^t äuUtx

buKdtnA oi gailt, to ifitt u6 ^Kom having to 6uUtn ouA6ttvt6 tht iattiul V

pinl6hmtnt and au)tial dUaAttn,6 u)hlch havt bttn aüllcttd apon on oioi ioKt--

^atheA6 - and no lt66 aJüitady apon oua gtnviatton too t Wfia can dtny on,

Ktiutt that tht 6tandaAd6 I uxint to apply to my oim dwtitA , th^ättht fklnctplt6

uohtch I havt ttaboHottd ^o/t my om, conduct, coald ilt, 6hoald bt madt to ilt

to tvviy Jew, to tvtKy 6tnglt membtn, o^ human 6octtty. I am 6aH,t thU ii

\

imhlblt, t6 po66tblt. Atz tht6t pnJnctpltt and AtandaKd^ I havt mtnttontd \

axt gtvtn thtJbi Ktght txp^t&6lon and thtOi 6aitablt ionm li u)t only mJJi it.

Thty vUtt ilnd apptlcatlon in and by tht voAJioah - and o^ttn conitidting -

intttitctual, AptKltuat and ^ttigloas dUAJUlonJb vohlck makt ap Jadujum and

jMfiy today.

\

\

vJUuatlzt

(jooKld mthout tkoKttng iKom tht indl6ptn6ablt tKuth that all vohtch uie 4ee

and all that u)t aAt JU tht Kt^alt and oatcomt o^ a dVitcttd and dlvlnt cjitation.

li thU l6 io, thl6 cA^atlon ma6t havt a paApo6t. Thu paApo6t cannot bt

anythlng tUt than tht tvolvmtnt o<J man to a tnxit 6tatt o<( ptK^tctlon and
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tKotlty

•

xtdfuvfilc/it

• . *

Udmlcal and 6clenUilc. d^veJtopmznt ok z\)ot\>ejmnt oi manUnd» bat tht Apvu

tual

eXhicaUy po/ie Ajidl\fidual whlch hM Kzcogniztd, ttiminatzd, oveAcomt tkt

nexioutLva tAoJUU and the. mo>uU de^ec^ vohlch man hoi acqiuKzd and accmulaXtd

tpoftatloi

\

Nobody can dzny that tht CKexUon. , loho hu cKOjUad thz Unlvnuz,

and u)ho aX tsjviy 6tage: o{ tha tvoliUion oi tha imKid and iM inhjab4jtant& hoA

glvtn manl^old tvidmct oi tU6 oveAMhe^önlng and total omnlpottnce., could

exuily haue pKodudzd a human nact u)hich uku poAitcJ: in t\Jtn,y ^en^e iiom tht

ouuUeX, and that He mald not,ovtK tht bllllon6 oi y2An.6, havt had to 6kLit

and to cko6t tht compo^ltion and tht 6(iltabltüty oi tht mo^t adtquatt genei

In oKdvi to pKodiidt tht typt oi human bting u)hlck voould tvtntüjilty bt tndou)td

vUth dlgnity and god-ttkt qujalltiti. ThU iom oi ^ta^onlng ptKmltASmt tkt

concljulon that - apa/it i^om a con^tant 6aptH,vl6lon and an ocaa6lonal InttA--

\ftntion - It hai bttn tht C^tato^U plan and inttntlon that man tvolvt6 by

mec/uDtc4m

\oim Ajulght.

I am unablt to txplain oaK txiAttnct In any othtK ukiy. Such a

6tatemtnt I could not gnant to all tkt othtK txplayvoutioM iltlLng 6o many

nUltioM oi book6 nou) in cOiailauUon. I n.tgKtt that I havt not tht tont

noK tht Inctinatlon to txplain thU my thougkt- complox at gKtattx Itngth.

HovotvtK, thl6 lA tht undtKAtanding I liavt iound ioK and in my6tli to \)im

tht u)0Kld,mankind, l^nxitJi and tht JtM)6 in a uxiy and in a light u)hich n,tmovt6
'

any and tvt^y doubt I tvt^ had in a b^ight iutuAt ioK mankind; and thi6 givt^

mt tht night to claim that you and I oAt cont^ibuting, tvtn though uncoiu ciou6-

ly in ouK day6, to tht attainmtnt oi that hopt.

Ittgnant6 mt in addition alho a 6pt<ujal plact, a dtiiniXt ob^t/i"

vatLon point in,om yohich I can lu/ivivt ouk pa6t and pKt^tnt kutoKy, and u)hich

gfiantA mt iuKthtK a ttaiKtd nicht in vohich I can ittl 6ait. And it gKonti mt

ianMitKmo\t a ptactiul attitadt voith vohich I can iact myitli and my iutuKt

tKi6ttnct. Tht combination oi all thii pKovidtA mt al6o uuXh tht opponXunity

to kno(/o my6tli and thAough mt a knouiing and Ktltcutd Kttation6hip mXh my

C^tatoK.

\
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You uüJtt hxvz coirn to knou) by nou) kouo I pvictlvt tkt CkzoXok

oi tht Unlve/uz, tkt God in and mXk mt oi u)ko6t ^xUtojnct I hdvt In tkt

pKtczjdlng pagt6 txpKt64>zxi an abiolatt tvitainty. God i6 oat&ldt oüa comp^-

haulon txctpt ioK tkt xtatizatlon tkat Ht l6 a tonctpt ojnd a pfUndplt u)lilck

t)U6t6 and lA. Tki6 God dozM not dtptnd on u^ human bexng6, bat u;e and

tvtKytking zJUt in txi6ttn(it do dtptnd on Hifn. Hou)tveJL, ont tking ih cZtoK

tkJU btdomt undtH^tandablt
\

:caJUy,

i.t. ontkAopotf^cjoily involvti

i6 aJÜJOayt mXkin tu. ThU God

poAt in tkt (AXiy oua individiuil

dt&tiny takt6 it6 6lyiptp txctpt ^ok tkoht vtKy nxvit occxuion^ u)hick I havt

dt^intd bt^oKt. By ouA bting ativt and by ^tcognizing qua moKol dxity to

0LUUttvt6 and alt tkat tivt6, that 6omttklng m. cxxjtfiy .oi a4 ditd to/Ucfi tue

Ktatizt a6 a divint 6paH,k mXhin tu , uAgt6 tu on to a kigkt^ dzvttopmtnt

and to oiui acknou^tdgmtnt oi ouA daty to cxvin.y manliind ^omoAd to tkt

goat 0^ Ktdmption.

uUJU

6tnttnat: that (johattvtn. go^ on in oua livt6, kapptn6 aAound u6, i6 an indi-

taXion oi OUA hptcxjal platt in Uht 6tkejnt oi thing6\ We human bting6 oAt

jümtdiatt

6piAitujal

and itaA6, uii6kt6 and txptctationA . It i6 a iact oi liit thaZ THijmajo^

poAt

iaitk-

whith It tan iit 6omewhat 6ati6iacXonAJiy it6 txi^ttntt iult oi dangt^6 and

JüU liit iull oi mKKitA. OvtA tkt mWLtnixL tkt mo6t maniiold typt6 oi

Kttigion^ - 6taAting iKom tkt mo6t pKimiXivt iowM oi tKpKtiSions oi 6udi

itaK6 and hopt6 to tkt vt^y highly oKganiztd ont6 mXk tompltx tktologit^

and intAicatt philo6ophit6 - havt 6taKthtd to pKovidt ioK tkt ma66t6 • u)hick

mtan6 all human bting6 - a mJUi Ktgulattd hpinJütuül mtnut. In th^A.K u^wal

pAimitivity and tktVi totmonplatt aAgumtntation tht KoJiigioah 6y6ttfn6 uUIl

hoAdly 6uiiitt to givt ialiiUmtnt and latuiattion to all and tvtxybody.

Thi6 i6 hoAdly tompa^attd by adding a laytA oi tompltx intt/LpKttation6,
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human

•

N

IXN

\

mll dtttnmlnoAly Ktpalto. tht (I66l6tanct o^ the, veAy Iojiqz and tVJUL IncA^a-

^Ing yiumbeA o^ izn^itZvt and tkinfUng mtn and voomen, u)ko do pviOLivt that

bthlnd thz 4mofee-4c^een oi oKganlztd Kttigion6 a di^^^Ji^nt me^^oge and a

iuZJivi tAiiik axt kidd^ji.

concla6Zon6

yoa not to IdeyvUiy uUXk my peA6onal polnt oi vlm a6 long a6 you have. not

dl6(ioveA^.d yoltkln youA6^Jivz6 a dzzp ialtk in a SupKm^ ßtlng , and a6 long

(U you havt not KWJÜztd ioK youA6tlvt6 that 6omtthlng 6pl^ituaZ, 6ormXkLng

ttvinal ha6 bt^jmimplantzd uuXkln you, whick dmand6 K^cognltion and Ident-

ification - and vohtck not only maku dejmndA on youn. conduct, buX a66u\t6

you al6o that tkeAe. t6 a puApo^e. in you/i oxlittncz , by whlck you oAt ejviollexi

to tontnXbuJtt to manlUnd^6 btttejimmt.

ffiom u)hat I havt pKt^^jnted kvit I could comz toont concluslon

only : that ^omttking jU tmong volth thz uxiy humanklnd appKoaakt6 JüU iatz,

iti ta^k and ith dt6tlny. TkU tncludu you no lU6 than me; but li you

tkink you oAt not Ignorant o^ thU ^act, and l^ you tlUnk It contaln6 at

tKuth

KzveZatlon

(umpalgn ok to 6eX out on a 'cAtuade', l.z. that you aught to 6pKejad youK

Mwly acquAAexi ln6lght. I vzntuAt totn to 6ay , that you havt not tht night

to do 60, that you 6hould not Jbnpo6t on otheA6 youn knoijolzdge. and aiZ the

conclu6lon6 you havz dKoim th^Kt^nom. Vpa hhould not even dKoi/otkt attmtlon

0^ othvih on youn, phito^ophy o^ ll^t by youK bthavlouK and youA conduct.

ItcXvJung and tn6tAuctlon6 oAt not e<Jj{ectcue ok adtquatt. EveAybody haA

to ilnd ioK hün6zli tht night voay. Vou can OYily Indlcatz to otheju tht

6tantUb§ polnt and tht dlntctlon u>hlch hu to be taktn.

Eventiially , and not too 6oon , you iaujU. come to ntatlze. In u)hat

» * _m. *

nldlcjulou6

thejn6eZvt6 , and hovo thty tny to lfnpo6z theJji beZi^ 6y6tm on tht public.

To my mlnd thU appUu to all that l6 labeZltd a6 ntUglon In tht pait and

today. I am not going to dnag you Into an zxhlbltlon oi tht dl6tlnctlvt

tJialXi oi BuddhUm, Chnl6tlanlty and Ihtm In ondtn to ^unthtn tlabonatt

on my 6tatejntnt , 06 today^6 Judal6m can pnovldt u6 uilth 6uiilcltnt mattnlaZ
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I fiope you mJtl ag^ee uUXk me that ovji kqJLLqIoyi , tht vthlclt o^ oun. obtiQOr

tloYih touxuicU ouA6^^veL6 and ovji ntigkboun.6 (U votlt 0,6 to ouk CßiexitoK and to

tht mKldd, dot6 not dtptnd on tkt iMy In whlch tko. 613 *mltzvotk\ vohlch

geneAation6 o^ Kabbls havz cjxttQOKiz^d ioK tu , ojit btlng iul^ltttd, upzci-

aJüiy 06 you hxvt aXJi and tvtKy KO/uon to vlm votth di6daln and dl6XZ6ptct

today^6 guajidlan6 o^ tht6t nuitzvotk , tofio voant tu to bztiz\)Z that It ploxUiZ^

God , that it JundlQjOitu ouA dtvotiia and that it advanct6 oujl Kzdmption and

that o<J tht uxtKld , i^ tjot ^otlou) thtin, VLt^moJiy dQjbiittd pKUCKiption o^ tht

voay ceAtain tttvatoKh dan ianction o^ thz Shabath , (joho dtaid^. on hou) mach

pOAcJfUU

tthKOQ

ntdUhoAy ix i6 to dip in a ^mikvth^ in ofidvi to ttgi^timizt an individaaZ

06 O J2W.

uujU

oi youA6tlvt6 and tht u)onZd yoivi Ktlotion6hip mXh yotin, Cn.zotoK voiJLl aJUo

ha\f(L become kqmJL} you mJUi have, ^ound tkt Kight (joaveZejigth on u)hich to app-

^oach Hmi that you cxin count nou) on gaining mtntol Ktti(L^ and innvi pejoct.

In youK o/ige to pKoy you (aUjU not havt to ^ollou) anymoKt oK ^xcJbuivtly tht

woKd6 and phA06zl vohich havt bzat pKt6CKibtd by tkt Habbii many hjundKtd6 oi

ytaK6 ogo , and u)hich ha\)t bzojn aon6olidate.d undvi dii^eAe^nt-and o^tzn ^ptOAjol

(UACJUjn6tan(it6 - into an exoctly dovutituutQÄ litha/igy warfe to iiX tvt/iy 6e/uon

and tvviy hol^day. Itt u6 iKttty conctdt that mo6t oi tht pKayvi6 ^iZting

tht pKoytKboolu oKt ma6teApitct6 o^ titviatxjJit and poeXKy, thot thty ojit

u)zJLl phKo^td and pKojtcttd tophavt a p^yckologicjxtty btmiiaiat e^itat on

thtpKoying individaxil. Hou)tvtH, , 1 do not think that God hexvi6 and chtciu

tht miJÜLioYih and biZlions oi pKoying individuaJU , u)ho by con6tont KtpzXiXion

oi tht piou6 iA)0Kd6 and thought6, pKomiMth and adofiatiom think tkty can givt

think that

mJUi annal

tht vaiut oi tht pxoytK , that io^ting uUZl givt QKtattK vaJbit to pKoyvi,

that only a complicattd KituaJi uiilt givt t^itct to pKoytx f A/te wt 6tijU

at tht 6amt 6tagt oi tdacation 06 oua ^oKt^othtK^ pU)ho in oncitnt timt6 acctpttd

and btlitvtd , that tht Aoaii^ict oi a dumb and innoctnt ormmol had to bt

ptAionmtd uuXh a 6tnXcX and minuttlu dttaiZtd Kitwal in ofidtK to bt tUtttJivt

in gaining God^6 pa/idon oK iavouK t
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I^ t/oti tkJuik along thuht Un(U yoa ain onLij conctudz , tJfuU tkz

dupe/iaXliy

\düjxt

muMtbn in tkt mo6qu^ havc not compA.e/ig«ifed , tA)k(it thuj dKt and (A>ixat God uxint^

oi thm - and thaX manfUnd^6 ^utuA^ l6 not advance^d by tvejt a deg^^e thAouQh

tka>z thtOi moKt6 p and po66ibly by tkoJA txJi^tznciQ. in QtntKot.

Vo not tkink that tktbt uoofid^ oi mim aKZ rmant <u a complaint

about 6udfi pzoplt , that I had {joanttd to n,zgi6teA my d>ii^n,(UpzcX ioK thojn.

No I , l do not in any (AXiy look dornt apon tkm. Tkzy ojiz ja&tif^itd in alt

tkty OAZ doing and in tht voay tkty ivitvipxQX tk^K pKayoA^ and it6 rmaning.

To th^Jn it it i6 tkt vüay tkty zxpH,Z66 kouo tkty mndvutand tkzvi tiit, tktiA

zxAJ^tznct and thzJji datier. In mo6t ijutancKU tkty gain imlt ^atU^action

iKom tkeAA pKaytM. Bat - and tkU ii my \(L6Z/ivatlon - tkzy oaz not ojntUldd

to tkt ilüuion tkat by tktvi p\ayeA6 tkty aKt ab^olvtd i^om tk(UA mihdttd^p

tkat btcau^z tkty pKay 60 long, 6o o^ttn and 6o loud tkty oAt ^mpwlon to

otkt/i btlit\Jtn,6, tkat tkat tkty tan voJütk and in tktvi pH.ayvi^ mnk ap 6ack

an Intfn^ity tkat tkty mtut bt gKanttd a g^tattK lattitudt in tktin, pn^o^ant

tiit. Knd abovt alt tkty 6koatd ab(i6t tktm6tlvt6 oi tkt tkoagkt,tkat tkty

OAt dtltgattd by God to ^oKct otktn,^ to acttpt tktiK intt^pKttation , that

tkty Qjon makt otktK6 ^ollovo tktiK conctptLon oi tkt divint u)itt.

I KtaJtizt tkat yoa may tkink you kavt now di6covtKtd ktKt tkt

appoAtnt cont/iadiction (joklck makt6 yoa an6UAt ufkttktK I atttpt and advocjott

tkt nttd oi pKaytK6p and ii 6o , kow I tkink tkty an.t to bt ioKmtxtaytd and

oiitKtd.

Ltt mt txplain to yoa kovo l itt and ittl tkt vabit and tkt piui"

po6t oi pnxiyvi. ltt mt qjoJUL it my 'CKtdo\

I kavt aJüitady pointtd to tkt iaat tkat nobody ka6 tvtn, 6ttn

God, tkat nobody ka6 tvtK bttn ablt to pKovidt ^a dt6CAiption^ oi God. At

tkt moht uot ItoKn aboat qualiiication6 aXtfuhnttd to God at tktift kavt bttn

ptKCtivtd by moKtal bting6. Wktn tkt mo6t pKiviligtd ont among tkt6t did

ontt (Uk God to Ktvtat Hijnstti, kt uki6 givtn tkt xtplyi ^E^ jt a6ktK t^jtk^\

Tkl6 phiaAt ka6 bttn inttKpn,tttd,tKan6lattd,axplaintd in many ukiy6, and all

and tvtKybody i6 di66atUiitd uoitk tkt Kt6utt. Tkt gnjtitttt numbtK oi
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txp<ifvt% fitlaciantlij acctp-U ah ikz but tmnhlouUon : " 1 am who I am", Vou.

will bt no lau dUhotu^led - po66lbly tvtn puzzled - by thzAZ wofuU. I , at

laa&t , cannot iliid any maanlng ojj hubhiancz in thl6 phuut, 1 havz , homvtn. ,

Jtke. irApKQMtlon ÖuxX. talik ihtua. mKcU l& meMti to convzy to u6 tke. giant t

" I atma6 you pttctlve. Me. l am a& yoa iazl and bUlzve. 1 am, J am all that

yovL taihh and hopo, io\ {lom youA God ".

I CMinot imoQlnt, ah I havt made, it alAudy clzaA. to you btioKZ,

that

hlnglt pxayeA utteAed hommhtiz on toJUh; that Hz uNugkh thz mudh we uie.;

that He Ih made. happy ok dUtKUhtd by out caiäuct; that He judgzh on coniemnh,

pxalhti, on. paxdonh u6 moital bzlngh. I| tkU vwit fiuly ho, I wouiMdnot be

able. to undeAhtand hoia mnklndp thz n.tUglonh, tht tmplu and thz pnleMly

tlomtnth could havt huAvlvzd to thlh day, Howzvvi, m. da knou) that m. ttlht

ikitkin

homtthing

Mithin

lelAtlon

laltkui Oh, I^ we do homeXhing täiich Ih imong, oft l^ we cxjrmlt homeXking voki

Ih ImmoKol, it cannot 6e hlddtn ifiom what Ih o^ dlvlne. Inhtance. In uh. In

otktn mndh, we con neve/i avold tht nuponhlbltUy ion (ohattvzA we do and

comnUt, think and hay , ah thz Controlling and judglng Inhtance. U immzdiatz

Ih Mithin uh. God tht CMjotox höh avUttd thz MoKld; aJLl and e.vt>LythA.ng

zln mo\>(Lh accofiding to Hlh p/iognam and plan. A poAt oX Him hlh Mithin Vih\

hpe.clal izlaXionhhlp

concluhlon

knoMh and he.Zh zvejtythlng we do and think, You may htnhe. Hirn In youn. habcon-

hclouh. In youA conhcltncz. In youn. Inhtlncth, In tvviythlng Mhich guldth and

lexuU you, teachth and punlhhth you, EvzAyone. o^ uh höh to acczpt ion hlmhtti

and by kimhtli tht xthponhlbllUy ^on. i/ohattveA we do, You can dzny youA. Kthpon-

hlbltityf you can Ignofit youn. conhcltnctf you can deJbidt youAhzl^ that you

MiU

In huch a coht f What ?

thlh knoMltdgt hah alho to ^onm and to ntgulatt

appnoach to God, be It by May o^ oun. nUlglouh outlook, bt It ah tht bohlh
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•

oi ovji phlto6opklcal Kexuoruiig. Tht Ktcoqrutlon oi oua ^eApoMlblllty can be

expH.t66td by tht cogrujUon o^ ouA diUy to God cK by oixh vIqm) oi ouK fit^pon^l--

bltUy to OUA cXhlail WcJJjCtr^ahcimnQ. Tht nnt app^oach l6 not hup^nloK to tko.

otkeA. Man mu6t cum to taka botk oi thm. Thi6 l6 poi^Ubld md dövUohU by

tkt help 0^ a pKdyoA. I vtnXa/it to 6ay thxU tveM tht 6tcnZaAi6t, tkt athti^t

and tkt OLQYiohtlc do pKay - altkoagh thty do 6o in thtJji otm mcomM,, ^ith thtl^

ovon wond^ and mXlUn tkoxA oim oaXJLook. fon. you and tkott urfio bzLLtvp^ In tkz

God o<5 tht UnAjüQJUtp tkt pKayoA l6 ^uJttly be>6t dOitcttd to H/jn, and u}keXkeAt

puni^htd

mJUi

commandh vohlch o/te dontaJjitd In you, mZt dtp^jnd on youA peA6onal attltiidz

touxuid^ tkz duty you havt to tkt dtity.. foJÜithoit oi (U u)ko tklnk and

bttitvt atong tkt&t lint6 tkt appKoack to an imdtutandlng oi ouJi obllgationp

ion, tkt 6tAtyigtk to {^ul^UI oua duXlt6, ioK tkt -6fxcc<>44 In oiui ^tnxigglthf

^6 by pnjaytK.

P^ay a6 o^ttn 04 you mnt and dt^vit. Vfiay i/jktntvtK you ittl

tkt nttd. PKay tvt^y tJbnt you OKt in doubt and d^ülculty* PKay to God

u)ktntvtK you oAt unkappy. HovotvtKp In youK pfiaytn, to youK God - ko(A)t^^2A

tkt apptUjvUon you may u6t - do not tUt afJi po^6iblt 6ln6 and tkt tntXKt

KtgjUtVL oi cHAjnt6 you ok tkt ttthuAgy-^aompo^tK couZd muttK. Vo not ßp

agaln and agaln thiougk tkt KtpttJUJjot OLtodiogut oi att tkt gloKlt6 and

atüUbdtts oi God iA)kL(ik analtnt pott6 and tUlmn,gl6t6 havt compo6td. Vo

not pn,t6tnt a JUuigt tut oi uxL6kt6 and complalnt6 lokick In any ca6t makt

kwidly any 4en4e. Vo not timaviatt alL tkt po^itxvt and ntgatlvt tvtntl

In tkt k>Utofiy oi ouK ptoffit In tkt bdUt^ tkat It loWi kttp you In youK

aKgiMtnt. Abovt alt do not btamt otktHM, ok tvtn God , {^ok youn, rtuukap^

and rnl^dttd^. But p^ay tKu^, ptK^onally and Intmattty to youx God, to

tkt God u)kom you hvibouK witkln youK6tt^.

I knou) 0^ only ont ijoay kouj to pKay: pKay ^OK gutdanct tkat^^^

you may knouo yoiVUtli. ?Kay ^ox tiit in^lgki to biou) and n.ttognlzt youn,

dtitct6, a'fid pn.ay io\ tkt ^oxtxtadt tkat you may co\\tcttkt6t dt^tct^, and

pKay ^oK tkt 6txt^igtk tkat you mZt not KtpQjout tkz^t truj^taka^. V(Uf moitty

you ^koutd a4fe tluit you inay bt ^oKtunatt and u)ltt üi iutivit bt tut(iti>^iut

In avoldlng any any o^ tkt tnAou you kavt tommJütttd In tkt pa6t. P^ay to

God tkat Ht may kttp you and 6uppoKt you in youK tndtavouK^ to btcomt a
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b^tt^A Inälvldujdt. LeX me 6ay U agciin: Vxay to God th(U yoa mit havt

6LiU^(U(üut AjulahX to ^(LcogttLze, youui iduuUh and to ao'^itnol youK ivigu. PKdy

to God tixat Hz my Qivt you tkt htAdugÜi to ovdKdoma yotVi u;eAfen€^AW oj^id to

knou) youJi tmp£jii(Lctton6. And pmy to God tifuxt lid may kUp yop to KdoLLzd

at ^vQAy momt^it o^ yoan. U^d that tlit mJUbUnjg oi a l t ptopU and ptoplu

noxui and ioK cjoyi only bz tc yotvi owr. bznziiX and adva^itagt.

Vou may po66lbly havt galnzd tkz tmp^uston tlxat tkz oKganizzd

puayva, tkz aoYitzntJs oi tkz pKayzKboolu a^z, accaKdlng to my ukiy oi tlUntiing,

mXhout vahLZ and mzanlng. Tkl6 16 by iaK not tkz (uuz. TkdAZ (Uiz veAy many

pn,ayzu oohtch iiUill zxactly tkz cjiltvuji I ha.\)Z oiUtlnzd abovz, and u)hlck

contatn zxactly tko6Z vzKy guldztlnzh ^kicJn I kavz po^tuZatzd. Vou cannot

icUZ to agKZZ mXk thz advtcz oi tkz n,zUgloa6 Izadvi^htp t^klck a^gzi you

to dzdlcjoutz tkz Vom KlppiUi Vay to hitxohpzcJUon and to conctntKotz youK züoKtA

to galn an An^lght In youJi chaxattZK. TkU hkould bz tkz 6zn6Z and puApo6Z

oi zvzn,y pfiayzK oi zvz^y da,y, and 6kotifA not bz thz pKogfiam oi ohntday zvzxy

yzoA. TkU vzA.y 6ajnz advtcz ^koald apply to youA dally p^ayzu, to zvzxy

occa6ton vokzn you izzl tkz nzzd to pxay, tA)kznzveA you tktnk and pondzK aboat

(johat yoa kavz donz oK ahz aboat to do. TkzAZ 16 notking m,ong mXk yoan.

applylYig and a^lng tkz Vom Klppax pHAyvih aJUi tfvioagk tkz yzoji. ifikzn yoa

pn.ay in tkU ukiy and mXk 6ack Intention, you u)ill iind all tkz ^tAzngtk oi

vokick yoa may bz in nzzd zvz^y day oi yoax liiz. Voa mll atho iind all tkz

con6olttion vokick yoa do KzqaiKZ zvzn.y day oi yoan, liiz. And mo6t oi alt

yoa lAXitl iind all tkz innzn, pmcz yoa 6an.zly ma^t ukint zvzAy houA oi youA

liiz. Tki6 i6 vohaX. pxayzuin tJiath mzan6; and tlU6 ij^ tkz kind oi pKayzK

(jokich mJU bz kzan.d and acczptzd by God, a6 Hz i6 aümy6 nzoA yoa, bzcwuz

Hz ih in yoa. Voa mll not Kzqaviz an intznxAzdiany a6 do tkz ma66Z6 oi human6

and iA)lio tkzn.zby ja^tiiy tkz 6tAict and ^igiidoHgat^iization oi iaiXk hyhtmh.

Voa uuM not nzzd to bz 6oitznzd ap by tkz ijripljJUfU oi QvuUt complzxzi mXk

vokidi no tAaz God coald zvzn, kavz baftdznzd fnankind. Fok yooK appxoack to

God and ion, youA pzacz oi mind yoa lUll not ivavz to look ioK luxoKloah tmplzi

noK ioK ioaKing cathzdKali. Voa voill izzl kappy mXkoat tkz intviizKzncz

oi black-coatzd 6tabboxn Kabbi^, oi pa/ipplz-'covzxzd 6anctfimonioa6 pKztatu

noK oi ianatic blood-cjuJüLinQ mvuUaJfU. Tkz Kzalization oi yooK diKZct and

ijmzdlatz KzXaXJionbkip mXh youJi God, yoax mm God, tkz God yoa /uubou/t

voitiun yooAlzlii uUjU gaidz yoa thAoagk liiz.
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Von u)Wi appKtOMitt tfU6 ijoiiK KtUglon li you fimmbvi tht iatt

oi youK ptop^.t, tht dt6tLny o^ youA paoplt, tkt kUioKy o^ tkt pwplt. Von

ciKt ^oKtanate,, even blt66e.d, that you liavd 6o mach to ^er/ie/nbe/i - iuen 4o

r/iac/i voklck l6 6(id, palniul and ^hmz^ul. Leo/in about youA pe^optt. LtoAvi

aboLit ihz tfiejUuJith voklch makt up youK pd^t.

Von 6kould make. it a polrU to ^md aX IzoMt onct In youA liiz-

iAjnz tkz Ublt ^Kom ont ejid to tke. othoA. Von hkoald maka It aUo a point

to Kexid onca cU l<uxht tkz Wew) t^J^tamznt a^id tkt (V^an. Von 6koald al6o ilnd

tkt tunt to Kexid tkt wtzkly poKtLon oi tkz ßlbln cu J2ja)6 a/ie o^feerf to do.

Rexid QXVKLiaJUiy and attzjntivzly, and you m,il Q^oxUly btnziit. Utad tkt

Blblz mXkoiU tka qäajUcjoI and mgatlva attltudt u)kick tkt ntgative. opinlon

I hciod ocaulonally votczd may owafeen In you* Conttntfiatz on tkt eJ:kic6

wkLddttkz

'ßa6i(iaJUy

man tkan uUXk God; thtology and ztkla^ iloiA) into ojick otkzA. Tkt ßlblt hoA

not lo6t JÜU mtaning and JbnpoHXant - and lt6 tH.uutk - ovtAtkt la6t 3-4000

ytoJU. Vou may bt lacky and it^ dlKtctly addn.t66td In tkt ßlblt a6 tkt

ancltnt J6KatLUt6 miu^ kavt itU. Vou mit QJLojxnJiy ItoAn u)kat l6 good and

oohjdt l6 tvtl. li you OKt not IndUntd to 6ptnd too muck timt (Ailtk Blblt-

fitadlng btcxuut you tkink you kavt bttttx tklng6 to do, 6tudy at t^/xMt tkt

mUtngA o^ tkt PKopktt6 and tkt 5tk Book oi Uo6t6 - Vtuttn.onomy; you {/)ltt

^ind gKtat moKoJi tKutk mvtn into tkt 6to^lt6 OjJ tkt Vtntattuck, t6ptclatty

In GtntiU. Vou mJU ilnd that tkt tntvit compltx oi tkt 'Covtnant' U o^

ctnVial 6lgnlilcjanct. Study tkt hlbtt mXk tkl6 iacton. In mlnd and you may

6haAt iAuXk mt tkt vlew that tkt cJÜJum oi UKatl oi a 6ptclal Kttationhklp

uiitk Um God l& nouJu^ktd by tklt convlctlon oi uniqutnt66. God tntt^td

into a covtnant mXk Hoak,tattn, vottk KbfiaJtvm but tkt tntJUt llKatl ^mM a

poKtntK oi tkt Covtnant at Stnal. Tktxt I 6Katl mM not only u)tldtd Into

a natlon, but it voa6 at^o inttKucttd in moKat laM)6 until tktn not pKactlctd

TkU iM6 kamoniztd wtli - and aHtcttd by - God Ktvtating H^6tli a6 a God

oi lovt and mtKcy. Tkt Ttn Commandmtntl cttaKly pn.onounct that manU IxuM

comt iKom God and tkat man i6 ^t6Don6iblt to God XoA. all kt dotl in Hit.
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THE SWISS AND !•

Since a year and raore - and in a crescendo so - not only have the

SüifMÄrland and its people as a whole become the objects of controversy,

but It ±3 in particular their honeaty and decency that have become the

targets of attackst These attacks relate not only to their financial

activitiest The Swiss are blamed^ that by acting during the war years

as Nazi Germany's bankera they had supported Nazi Germany^s war efforts

and therewith prolonged the war; that in payraent for their material and

monetary supplies they had accepted not only the gold the Nazis had robbed

from the State Banks of the countries they had invaded but also the gold

the Germans had melted down from the teeth, the weddlng rings ^ the watehes

and other Jewelry of the Jews they had killed in the Concentration Camps;

that, furthermore, they had refused refuge to the Jews fleeing the Nazi

terror and, in order to raake the selection from among those with german

passports crowding outside the swltfs borders easier, had persuaded the

Nazis to stamp a large "J" in the Jews* german passports.

Another well documented grudge, born not only by the Jews but also

by the deraocratlc world at large, is the swiss banks^ refusal to give

a füll and honest acount of the assets - deposits and safety boxes - Jews

of Germany and the east-european countries had before the war entrusted

to the banks; and to honour the life insurances policies Jews had taken

out in the various swiss Insurance companies»

The anger of those affected - the majority is made up of the children

of Jews who had perished in the Extermination Camps - grew manifold, and

was further supported by a deep disgust, when it was discovered that the

banks had deatroyed all relevant records and that, where definite proof

for auch assets entrusted to the banks was presented, the banks demanded

death certificates of the victims who had perished in Auschwitz and the

other Camps Ilt

When the Jews of America - supported by the American Administration
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- readied itaelf to organize a boycott of the swiss bankst the latter

toaed down the decibela o£ thelr defensive campalgn and offered some money

as compensatlont but refused to accept whatever responslblllty for the

past. The jewlsh aide In thls battle for the rights of the Nazi victlms*

descendants refused» as not only Insufflclent but also offensive to the

memory of the dead» the sums of money and the slze of the funds the svlss

banks and Insurance companles had offered» untll the Svlss doubled up

the sum of money they offered In sett lernen t of all the jewlsh Claims

Thls Is the Situation at the tlme of my wrltlng these pages. I hope

a by all sldes acceptable Solution will soon be found, and the entlre

unpleasant **buslness^ can become another palnful eplsode of recent Jewlsh

hlstoryt

Slnce some tlme I have feit Interestad In thls complex swlss-jewlsh

controversy» not because I am one of thoae who has been damaged by a swlss

bank; or because I have a personal grudge agalnst the Swlss; or because

I feel In any other way directly affected» Slnce I left Germany I had

a serles of experlences wlth the Swlss, and also wlth swlss banks t but

I would not classlfy any of these contacts and experlences to have bc^en

as detrlmental as to have me left wlth a negative , or even hostlle feellng

To lay to rest my recent ly appeared» quasi obsessive tendency to

rummage among my past memorles» I glve In to the otherwlse not calmed

naed to reglster all I have been thlnklng and rememberlng In thls

connectlon«

The most I knew as a youth of and feit about Swltzerland and the

Swlss were» next to the geographlc data, the untlrlng references « often

loaded wlth antlsemltlc undertones *-• of our hlstory teacher to William

Teil» the swlss national hero« I knew» of course» about the relatlonshlp

of Swltzerland to the Alps» to the Rhlne and to Its adjolng countrles»

but It was a non-lnvolved» a purely Intellectual databank expected to

make part of the knowledge of an educated Central European«

Swltzerland entered my Immediate sphere of Interest In June 1933
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when I was •'oa the run^ from the Gestapo • Also then my relatlonshlp with

Swltzerland was purely of an Indirect natura j Venice, In Italy, was the

only place which had offered me a refuge; and to reach Venice I had to

paas through Swltzerlandt I remember to thls moraent how fervently I prayed

that I mlght safely cross the German-Swlss border at Baselt

And It became true that my apprehenslon was juatlfled: for at that

crosslng polnt I faced the threat of being agaln arrested and of belng

returned to a Nazi jall#

When the traln stopped at the Swlss-^erman frontler t a group made
up of a german frontler guard» a Gestapo offlclal and a swlss pollceman
passed through the traln checklng the passports and travel papers of all
the passengerst In due course the three cien entered also my compartment»
The Gestapoman checked on the llst he carried In hls hand the passports
of the two Germans and the one Swlss In my compartment t and wlthout a
Word returned them to thelr owners« I saw hlm hesltatSi compare agaln
and agaln my passport wlth a name on hls llst; saw hlm polnt out to the
swlss pollceman and the german frontler guard» whose curloslty had been
arousedf an entry In hls llst; saw the other two offlclals too bent over
the llstj saw them compare my face wlth the photo In my passport; and
I knew that my name was on that Gestapo llst«

**What Is your name ?", the Gestapoman asked^ flnally turnlng to me«
^•My name Is Hermann Markus Selzer", I replied« I was surprlsed

how calm my volce aounded«
"What Is your cltlzenshlp ?", he continued«
**I am a pollsh Citizen as you can see from my passort^t I answef^*

From the conversatlon that ensued between the three raen I could
concluda that the llst dld Indeed contaln my name, but wlthout my second
name **Markus"t and that I was reglstered on thelr llst as a german Citizen«

••Don't you know how truly common the Selzers are all over the world?",
I heard the Swlss pollceman say# "We have qulte a nuraber of them here
In Basel"

At last I recelved my passport back« The three turned and left«
And whlle the swlss pollceman closed the compartment door^ he turned hls
headt sllghtly closed hls rlght eye and gave me a consplratlonal smlle«

My two german co-travelers looked at each other and ralsed thelr
eyebrows« The Swlss looked at me wlth a broad smlle«

I have no doubt that I owe my llfe to thls apparently declslve remark

of the swlss pollceman«

I will add another entry on the credit aide of the Swlss:

After the traln had been shunted to the swlss slde of the Basel
rallway Station, I had the compartment entlrely to myself « I stretched
out on the seatbench and feil Into a relleved and exhausted sleep« I woke
up two hours later and found the compartment fllled wlth young Swlss who,
as I could deduce from thelr conversatlon , were returnlng from a weddlng«
They appeared to be a happy and tlred crowd» but they had not woken me
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to have me make room for those who could not find seats on the other bench«

Slnce that night in the train frora Berlin to Chiasso» I have alvrays

thought fondly of the Swiss, not only o£ their pollcemen.

The time was to come for me to have still raore and direct contact

with the Swiss, mainly bankers and busine ss people; and though not all

of them qualifled as likable and pleasant people^ moat were correct and

straight in their dealings with mep and I never had a cause to change

my positive opinion about the Swiss in general«

I am not thinking now of Katars cousin Wolfgang Jacobs, who had

qualified as an engineer, had settled in Zürich and was married to Loni

Dreyfuss, a swiss Jewess, and whom we visited whenever we were in Zürich*

Nor do I have in mind the pleasant contacts I had with various swiss

Freefflasons and Rotarians«

I mean ray for long going on contacts with the swiss banking worldt

These started in 1934 with the Visits to Rome, where we were living
at that time, of Moritz and Regina Naumann, Katers parenta» They confided
in US US their Intention to safeguard as much as possible of their hard-
earned money» Any regulär transfers of raoney abroad having been 'Verboten*^
by the Nazis, they saw no other way than - illegal though it was - of
smuggling out the money« They intended to come on frequent Visits to
Italy, and every time to bring along with them aa many deutschmarks as
they could hide on their body and in their luggage» We had to advise
them, however, not to bank their money in Italy as the strlct monetary
Controls prevalled also there would make it impossible to take the money
again out of Italy« They should, instead, open an account in a swiss
bank and pay in whatever they could take with them on their Visits abroad»
They accepted our advice, but having haard it rumoured in Germany that
there were nuraerous german spies in Switzerland who checked on the german
Jews and kept a watch on the swiss banks, they were reluctant to have
a swiss account in their name, or even to be seen entering a swiss bank»
They proposed that I meet them each time in Zürich, open there an account
in my name with a swiss bank, and transfer the raoney ^ less the quite
considerable share they wanted Kate to have - back to them or their sons
Ernst and Kurt when so requested«

Thus during those years a quite considerable **transfer business"

- involving me in frequent travels from Rorae to Zürich - was set in motion»

It carae to an end when we lef t for India in 1937» But by that time I

had handed over to Ernst the Contents of the swiss bank accounts except

for that portion which her parents had reserved for Kate«

In View of the undoubted iUegality of this enterprise, I could not

aak the advice of any of my Italien friends - who had some experience
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In thia respect, especially of Ettore Bassan who was himaelf a banker,

• in which bank In Zürich I ahould deposlt the moaey. On my flrst vlslt

to Zürich my firat task was, thereforet to find a for our purposes

approprlate bank« There were imposlng bank structuras all over Zürich •s

Bahnhofstrasse, but I had no knowledge of the iatrlnslc swlas banklng

systemt of thelr international standing, and of what I had to look for»

I decided on a small private bank bearlng a jewlsh aame* I feit no

Inhibition to explain to the dlrector-K)wner why I wanted to open an account

in his banki wherefrom and how the money orlglnated, and that I was only

a go-»between* The apparant suaplcion with which he had flrst llstened

appeared to dlsspate as soon he becarae persuaded that I was a pure

innocentt He waxed even enthuslastlc in his enlarglng on my plansj he

proposed that I open an office in Liechtenstein - a tlny independent

principality sltuated between Switzerland and Auatrla - in which my

ownership of the awiss account would rest; and though the "bureau*' was

in my name I was going to appoint his bank as my fully empowered trustee*

Such an arrangement would be simple: the bank 's lawyer in Liechtenstein

would have my name aentered in the local buslness register; a small plaque

with my name would join hundreds of simllar ones in the entrance hall

to that lawyer •s office; I would have to pay only sfrs. 500,- for that

mgistration and thereafter the sarae sum annually to the lawyer for the

Space I was rentlng on his board; and the swlss-jewlsh bank would, in

compensation for looklng after my Interests**, regulärly char^e a certaln

percentage of my bank account *s Contents

#

I am aahamed now to confeas that I feil in with this "spiel". I signed

the conslderable number of papers the clerk spread out in front of me«

I was shocked when I saw the "statement of accounts" we recelved

a few months later. That Jewish-swlss bank had indeed found an easlly

f leeced innocent» On my next visit to Zürich I told that jewlsh banker

that I was cloalng my account in his bank; that I was closing "my offlca"

in Liechtenstein; that I was withdrawlng his power--of-attorney»

That man dld not protest or argue. He only smiled* He must hav*

quite a number of such suddenly wisened-up Clients«

I was indeed the wiser now -* and a few thousands francs the poorer«

It had now become easier for me to find an alternative« On my Visits

to Zürich the many banks I saw had made me understand that Switzerland

,

and especially Zürich, were the banklng centre of the world« On my walks
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along the Bahnhofstrasse I had been partlcularly Impressed by tha raajestic

bullding of the Schweizerische Bankverein (Svlss Bank Corporation) and

I was awad vhen one day I entered lt# I had no dlfflculty to take the

solldlty of the Schweizerische Bankverein for granted and to entrust It

wlth the money I was to adminlster on behalf of the Naumann familyt Thls

contlnued untllt In preparatlon of our leavlng Europa In 1973, I transfered

the Naumann ahare Into the hands of Ernst who had by that tlme already

settled In Palestlne«

And after we had declded on Lahore as our future resldence I dlssolved

the swlss bank account and transferrod the balaaca to Lloyds Bank in

Lahore«

In thls connectlon I recall another Instance of my blind trust In

peoplet (I still feel ashamed to give it its real characterization)»
Before I left Roma In March 1937 - I traveled to Indla on my own, Kate
havlng to stay back as her final examinations were not due until August
- I asked the Schweizarische Bankverein to send rae, in an envelope by

registered mallt poste restante to Cairo*s mala post offlce, $5000,-» in

banknotes« Knowlng what I know now about the rlsk I had undergone, I

am still surprised that I received the money in an intact envelope*

In Lahore - at that tlme still a part of Indla - we were from the

flrst months onward qulte successful in our professional work« In those

years we would never had problems wlth exchanglng our rupees for pounds

Sterling -• had we wlshed to do so, but we dld not have the need to do

so -^ as we were llvlng in the British Empire whlch dld not know then

exchange restrictlons of any kind«

After the war had ended and we had returned from the Camps, and after

the subcontenlnent was divlded into two the independent units Indla and

Pakistan, we found thlngs radically changed» Pakistan was then, and is

now, a country whlch havlng very few raw materiala and havlng little to

export, ia dependant on hand^^uts from the major powers or the rieh raoslem

countries» In consaquence it Introduced from the onset restrictlons on

the transfer of money abroad» Soon these restrictlons were to turn into

qulte a problem for usi for, all the good connectlons we could mobillze

notwlthstandlng, the State Bank of Pakistan never granted us sufflclent

forelgn exchange for our needs* And these needs grew wlth the years,

when we took our 3-yearly, as a rule three months lasting, study vacatlons

abroad and had to bring in ^ and pay in £«^terllng •* the locums we engaged
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from abroad; vhen« in our ambition to keep step with the advances in

niadicinei we had to Import from abroad a very expansive aparatus and other

equipment for vrtiich the State Bank refused ^ often to avoid the criticism

of our pakistani colleagues •• to grant us the necessary foreign exchange;

vfhen ve had to face the not inconaiderable expenses for our childrenS

education in England; and when we had to plan for our eventuel retirement

abroad«

We had a good income, but the rupees in our bank accounts and our

other Investments vere useless for all these purposes» We had to find

means to transfer abroad as much as possible of our assets*

This was not achievable by legal means» The only way we could do

so was to have our american and british patients pay their bills not in

rupees but in their country's Valuta« All of them did so with great

pleasure, as we pald them twlce, later thrice and later still four tlmes

the official exchange rate, while they recelved their medical bills repaid

at the official exchange rate by their governments or employers« I cannot

recall any of these patients -* be they engineers, business managers,

consuls or ambassadors - having refused to enter into this arrangemeat

with US» (The only exception, as far as I remembert was the wife of the

German Ambaasador who preferred to fly to Kabul-Afghanisrtan where, I

heardt she received a still more favourable exchange rate«)

It is difficult for me to describe the feeling of discorafort and

these activities caused us, but we had no other way out of our

dlleanas« On more than one occasion the Director of the State Bank,

whenever I approached him for the permit for a larger sum of foreign

exchange for our journeys abroad, or the Minister of Trade from whora I

requested a license to Import an x-ray apparatus or other costly equipmentf

telling me that they could not make an exception for us, as otherwise

"the other doctors too would corae with similar demands**« And when I told

them that this would force us to buy the required foreign exhange on

the black- market, they regulärly replied that they considered this the

best Solution*

I have not the slightest doubt that the Authorities knew about these

"business transactions*', but we never had any trouble therefrom« We never

had Problems with sending the £ or $ cheques to our Swiss Bank; nor, when

passing customs control in Karachi with numerous boxes and erstes«
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Thls tlmet hoveveri we had not to worry about the bank to which to

entruat these foreign chequea» We chose agaln the Svlss Bank Corporation^

and tlU the end of our stay In Lahore «- that Is untll we came to Israel

'^ ve kept our inoney and other valuables in that bank#

But aven vith thia bank ve vere to knov eese dlsappolntments« Thls

happened at the tlme we had already settlad In Jerusalem« We kept only

a siBall sum In our cash accountt and had the major portlon was invested

in sharest And whereas we could nott ^^d knew not - and Kate knew even

less than I <« to decide about changing the compositlon of our portfollo

In accordance wlth the opportunltles Coming up in the sharemarkett we

requested the bank people In Charge of our account to seil or to buy shares

in accodance with the market trendt or to reinvest as they thought best

the interests from the shares} or to acquire the special addltions offered

from time to tlme« In other words: we gave the bank füll authority to

act in our interest«

But there came the day when we started to get worriedt the half-yearly

Statements I received regulärly showed a massive > I may say an often nearly

total, turnover of the portefolio; and usually we missed the good shares

I knew we had purchased« After this had gone on for two years« I asked»

on my next Visit to the bank» to see the officer-in-*charge of our account.

I had met him a few times before. His name was Mandel« He was as eeitaX

very friendly, and before I could complete formulatlng my co«plaint he

informed me, that the two young men, whom I had met each time I had visited

the bank, had tried to gain a higher comnisalon by the frequent turnover

of our and other slmilar accounts; that tlMqr had been dismissed» and that

he, iMandel, would now take personal Charge of our shares«

He dld so, and never again had I cause to complain -* until Mandel

told me that he had been appointed a director of the bank and as such

could not anymore care for indlvidual accounts« He assured me that another

truatworthy off leer would In future take care of our interests«

I did not like thls arrangemeat« I had learned my lesson and ^ I

may have reacted exaggeratedly ^ I did not anymore feel llke placing my

füll truat, and all our money, Into the hands of a person I did not know«

Therefore, on my return to Jerusalem and after talking the matter over

with Kate, I phoned Mandel and requested him to seil all our shares and

to inveat the money in gold bars« This proved a good decision« In those

days the prica of an ounce of gold was around Sfrs 200, Within a few
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BK>nths the value of gold rose to SfrstSOO^-j but before I could act the

prlce had dropped to 400 •-• I was novr wary of taking further rlsks*

I contacted Mandel telephonlcally and aaked hlm to seil all the gold vre

had in deposlt wlth the bank and to pay the sum received Into our current

account«

We never had reason to regret our declslon - except that I dld not

ralss the opportunity to squander whatever we had in deposlt on our account

with the Swisa Bank Corporation«

I had also otherwise on a £ew occaslons contact wlth the swise

businass world« Oncet when we wäre still llvlng in lahoret I thought

I had found the Solution for our chronic exchange worriea, i#e» how to

aolve our problem regarding the transfer o£ our looney out of Pakistan

$

on one of our 3-yearly vacations abroad I took with me a small box with

what the Kashmir dealer assured me were "first-class quality" emeralds,

These I showed to a jeweler in Zürich who had been pointed out to me as

one of the leading gern dealers« I explained himt of course» the reason

why I had come with that boxful of gems - and to my surprise he was not

at all surpriaed« The man seemed disinterestedt however; he did not even

examine more than a few of the stonea because, as he explained t there

was at that time "no market in Switzerland for such types of stones"»

He advised me to approach a gern dealer in New York«

(This I did when we came to New York in 1964t The gern dealer -• also

a Jew to whom I had been recommended •* examined the stones carefully and

then explained to me, with evident regret and sympathy, why I should give

up involving myaelf in emerald dealings:
"These are at best secoad-class quality stones« In quality they

cannot be compared with the emeralds Coming from Colombia« These dominate

the emerald market« And even if this were not so, I see no chanca for

you in this business as the son of your Pakistan Presideat comes to me

every six months or so with a boxfuU of quite good semi-precious stones

of many a kind that had been found in Kashmir«)

After we had settled in Israel we vlsited Switzerland many a timet

and thus had the occasion - next to the opportunity to discuss in peraon

with the Swiss Bank Corporation people whatever issues there had arisen

since our last visit - also to come into contact wlth the swiss business
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warldt Thls was durlng the grace perlod vhen as nev imnigrants ve vere

still permltted to bring into Israeli free of customs dutles, more or

less vhatever ve belleved we requlred for our vellbeing« For a number

of years <-* more than really necessaryi I am ready to confess ^ we made

use of this facillty granted to us as nev Immlgrants» and ve usually

returned vlth a large number of packages and boxes« We vere alvays

Impressed vlth the no-*nonsense and honest buslness manners of the Svlss«

Thls Impressed us the more» as ve had» over the many years» hardly ever

knovn a tlrae and a place vhen we had not to complaln about the ethica

or the tactlca of the buslness vorld In our envlronaents»

And flnally there Is the other experlence I had vlth the Svlss and

Svltzerland« Next to my first adventure vlth the jewlsh banker, thls

Involves the only other encounter I had vlth swlss Jews and vlth svlss

officlaldom. I am vrltlng about our veddlng In 1935»

(I vould have written "about tha farce In i^'hlch we bec«Mi Involved"»

vere veddings in general not a serlous affalr and our ovn veddlng» to

US In partlcular» of real value and of great Importance)

I have already elsevhere descrlbed In greater detail the problems

Kate and I had vlth the reallzatlon of our marrlage plana» and the long

strlng of obstacles that cropped up on the path to reallze them« I shall»

therefore only brlefely mentlon nov vhat vent on«

In 1935 Kate and I declded to get married and ve Informed our parents
accordlngly» But the matter vas not easlly arranged* We agreed that
ve dld not vant to get married In Rome» as a rellglous veddlng by the
local Rabblnate vould have to be proceeded by a civil one such» staged
in the Company of a fev hundred other couples in a mass ceremony In Piazza
Venez la and perforaed by the Podestä» the Lord Mayor of Rcme.

We chose» therefore» Swltzerland as the pXiee viiere to get married«

Accordlngly» I vrote a letter to the Secretary of the Jevlsh Coomunlty

in Zürich» In reply the latter expressed hls vllllngUMs to arrange

a rellglous marrlage for us» but he could only do so after ve had been

married in a civil marrlage by the Registrar of Marrlages in Zürich»

Accordlngly» I addreased the Registrar of Marrlages In Zürich» In

bis prompt reply the official clted the documents we would have to provlde

before he could "Join us In marrlage**» But nov ve vere placed before
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an unsurmouAtable appearlng hurdlai vrhlle Kate could have her parents

produee all the ziecessary papers» I could not requeat ay parents for theset

aa they told the Geatapo people vhenever these came to thelr house to

enqulre about my whereaboutSi that they had no knowledge of vhare I was.

Wa decidadt therefore, to find a country where we could get marriad

wlthout havlng to preaent the kind of documents the Swlsa had demanded»

We set out on thia queat durlng the Unlversity*a summer vacatlonat We

trled our luck in Budapest t In Vlenna, in Lubllana, In Istambult in Cairo

and flnally In Jerusalem« Everywhere we were asked to flrst provlde

a simllar set of documents as thoae Ilated by the Reglstrar In Zürich,

or to prove a resldence of from 3 to 6 months«

After that long voyage In search of a country ready to help us get

marrledf we had to acknovledge defaat and raturned to Rome«

But I dld not glve up« Agaln I wrote to the Regiatrar of Harrläge»

In Zurich • I described to hlm in detail w!iat we had gone through on our

search for a civil weddlng certificate; and I ended nry letter with the

wordsj

**Sir I I glve you my word of honour as a medlcal doctor that neither

I nor ilias Kata Neumann have ever boen marrled before**«

Withln a few days the Reglstrar replled that he accapted my word

of honour t and that ho was willlng to marry ua wlthout the usually required

papers« And he closed with the request that we inform hlm of the date

of our arrival in Zürich

•

I could now write to the Jewiah Community that we had corapleted the

arrangements with the Reglstrar; that we were going to be marrled by hlm

on November 2» 1935; and that we would would llke the civil marriage to

be cofflpleted on that same day with a religlous ceremony#

Also the Secretary of the Jewlsh Community raplled very promptly»

He congratulated us on our havlng overcome all difficulties» and that

he would be happy to arranse our '•Chuppa" at the date I had proposed#

He requested me to Inform hlm of the ^class of weddlng** we mlght select

from the llst he enclosed*

That llst enumerated 12 classes of weddings: for the flrst class

the synagogue was going to be decorated with flowers and green plants;

a cholr of whlte-clad girls would sing; and the Chief Rabbi, irfio was going

to be on vacation on that date, would return to perform the ceremony.

The prlce of such a weddlng was Sfrs 24 •000.-*
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_ .pute over the missing sav-

ings of Holocaust viclims erupted,

Dr. Gabriel Padon feit like a wit-

ness to a particularly nasty divorce

with both sides making a point of

not understanding each other, at

the top of their voices.

Despite the $1.2 billion settle-

ment reached on Wednesday in

New York between Swiss banks

and Jewish claimants, says Padon,

a bad taste will long linger.

Padon, who retired from the for-

eign Service when he retumed

from his Bern posting last October

at age 66, believes that the Swiss

bankers behaved with heavy-

handed obtuseness and arrogance.

But he also believes that the

Jewish negotiators, and their

American political supporters,

should not be viewed as selfless

knights righting a historic wrong.

Their angry rhetoric, Padon

believes, unnecessarily complicat-

ed ihe issue and was often aimed

at their own varied constituencies

rather than the Swiss.

With both sides accusing the

other of greed, duplicity and

blindness to history, the highly

emotional dispute threatened to

spin out of control.

Sanctions against Swiss banks

amounting to some $20 billion

were mooted in several American

States and Swiss politicians

wamed that such moves would be

countered with sanctions against

American companies.

Mutual demonization reached

the point where the Swiss Jewish

Community came to fear for its

safety, says Padon. Hundreds of

anonymous hate letters and calls

over the banking issue were

received at the Israeli embassy

during his tour.

In an interview this week, the

retired diplomat said the Israeli

govemment should have become

involved in the dispute. '

"It should at least have counseled

the Jewish negotiating partners to

find an equitable Solution and not

let this thing continue forever."

Before taking up his Swiss post-

ing in 1995, Padon asked foreign

minister Shimon Peres what Posi-

tion he should adopt on the bank

issue.

"He told me that the govemment

had authorized the World Jewish

Restitution Organization to deal

with the matter and that I should

not intervene. I was just to observe

and report.**

The WJRO is headed by Edgar

Bronfman, president of the Worid

Jewish Congress, and includes

nine international Jewish organi-

zations. Its prominent spokesmen

include Israel Singer, secretary-

general of the WJC, and Avraham

Burg, head of the Jewish Agency.

In the past, Israel did attempt to

negotiate the bank issue with the

Swiss but was repeatedly rebuffed

on the grounds that the State was

not in existence during the Second

Worid War and therefore had no

Standing in the matter.

"At one point, around 1 960, the

Israeli ambassador was accused,

when he brought this up, of inter-

fering in internal Swiss affairs,"

says Padon. One of the reasons for

this attitude, he says, was

Switzeriand*s desire not to upset

the Arabs. The Swiss did discuss

Committee but ihere was little

headway.

The attitude of the Swiss

bankers over the years to the ques-

tion of Holocaust deposits was as

cold and unfeeling as a Zürich

bank vault.

When heirs of Holocaust victims

attempted to inquire about

deposits their relatives may have

made before the war, says Padon,

they were told that they must

inquire separately at every one of

the bank 's branches around the

country at a Charge of $400 for

each branch inquiry. In those

instances where the name of a rel-

ative was indeed found, the person

inquiring was asked to produce a

death certificate. If the bank offi-

cials accepted the argument that

the Germans had not issued death

certificates at Auschwitz, they

nevertheless demanded a will

showing that the applicant was

entitled to the money.

When the bank issue began to

heat up in 1995, some leading

Swiss bankers stoked the flames

with outrageous remarks.

"Robert Studer, who was Presi-

dent of the Union Bank of

Switzeriand, one of the country 's

three biggest banks, said that all

the money of Holocaust victims

added up to peanuts," says Padon.

"He said that the Jews murdered at

Auschwitz were barefoot and

didn't have Swiss bank accounts."

When stories about the behavior

of Swiss bankers towards

Holocaust heirs were first made

public two years ago, says Padon,

there was widespread shock in the

Swiss public and a sense of shame.

"People couldn't believe that Swiss

banks had behaved like that."

This feeling was accompanied

by a strong wave of sympathy for

Holocaust survivors. At the initia-

tive of schoolchildren in Bern, a

nationwide collection was

launched for needy Holocaust sur-

vivors, mainly in eastem Europe,

who had never received compen-

sation. Some of the money went to

Amcha, an Israeli Organization

which provides psychological

counseling and other Services to

aged Holocaust survivors.

Gradually, however, the atmos-

phere changed as negotiations

between the Swiss bankers and the

WJRO grew more acrimonious.

"I think the Jewish representa-

tives made a lot of mistakes with

fiery rhetoric that was not neces-

sary," says Padon. "They didn't

understand the Swiss mentality.

They didn't speak of Swiss banks

but of *the Swiss.' Exaggerated.

Statements like *The Swiss are just

interested in money' made the

Swiss feel that their whole nation

was in the dock."

The issue rapidly broadened

from bank deposits to

Switzeriand's role in the war,

including its trade with Germany.

"The Swiss didn't have a

choice," says Padon. "They were

completely surrounded and they

needed coal from the Germans and

other materials. All neutral coun-

tries traded with Germany. So did

the US before it entered the war. It

sold Germany material that was

very useful to its war industries."

There was, however, no mitigat-

ing factor to offset Switzeriand's

1

attitude towards iewish refugees.

Some 30,000 Jews were tumed

back from its borders to almost

certain death. After the Anschluss

of Austriain 1938, manyAustrian

Jews tried to flee across the border

and Switzeriand asked Germany

to indicate Jewish Citizens by

putting a "J" in their passports so

that the Swiss could keep them

out.

"But there's no justification to

demonize the Swiss like some

leaders of the Worid Jewish

Congress and others did," says

Padon. "There were Statements

that made it appear like the Swiss

made the Holocaust. They haven't

got a clear conscience but they

didn't make the Holocaust. There

were a lot of Swiss who helped

Jews enter illegally. The chief of

police in St. Gallen helped thou-

sands of Jews in from Austria and

>>»

was scnt to jail for this *criine.

The Swiss, says Padon, were

honestly baffled by the fury of the

attack launched against them by

the WJRO and its supporters. The

anti-Swiss invective directly con-

tradicted the image of

Switzeriand's upright behavior

during the war inculcated into

every Swiss child, an image cen

tralto the national nr
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And the llst continued to descrlbe the other 11 '•classes'^, The

twelveth oae was far simpler » I might say really primitive i the ceremony

would not be performed by one of the rabbis but by the schoolteacher

{

not in the synagogue but in a sideroomj not under the synagogue baldachln

but under a talith« And I would have to provlde on ray own a congregration

of the ten Jews who have to wltness the ceremony» This kind of a "lesa

luxurlous" veddlng would only cost Sfrs» 600t- I wrote back and -

pointing out that we were refugees - told the Secretary of the Jewish

Community of Zürich that, in case there was not a 13th clasa, w« liked

to book the 12th clasa*

And so we were naarrled on November 2, 1935 first in the mornlns by

a friendly Registrar of Marriages, and later in the afternoon in an truly

poor-man*s wedding by a grumbling, half-asleep schoolteacher, in a smalli

dark furniture storeroom adjoining the synagogue.

All theae plctures have eiserged from ray neraory bank; and, because

of the ongoing debate about the ethical conduct of the Swiss in general

and their businesa world in generali I foHowed my awakened memories*

deoiand that they be put to paper#

And this I have been doing.» •#•#•#•#•

I am in no way condoning or excusing the iianoral behaviour of the '

banka, and that of the war-time Swiss Government which must have had füll

knowledge of the banks* traffic in Nazi goldj nor that of the actual

Government, which tries to dissociate itself , and does not mind to use

antlsemitic threats while doing soj and I fuUy support the efforts of

the world-wide jewish organizations who fight the swiss banks and insuraiie«

cofflpanies with the aim of forcing them to return what they have stolen

from the Jews#

The business acumen of the Swiss - generally envied if not adraired

- dld not know ethical llmlts, it appears. They llke to bring forth the

excuse that they had to deal with the Nazis because they were a small

land«»locked country surrounded by german armies. THis excuse should have

been drained a%fay by a strong sense of morality* The Germans did not

force the Swiss to buy at bargain prices jewish owned real estate and

plundered art objectSt The swiss industry worked with enthusaism and

füll tirae for the german war effort and thereby prolonged the war, Swiss
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banks had no scruples to launder gold they kaew had been looted frcwn the

State banks of countries the Germans had overrun; and they accepted In

payment for Services rendered to Nazi Germany gold bars ioade of meltad

down taeth, weddlng rings , watches and other jawelry of the jewlsh victlms#

Thoy had hoped to pocket tho anclaimed dorraant accounta of the Holocaust

victime*

The Swiss Government was no lese culpable: it was the Swiss Government

that demanded Jews with german passports to be Identifled as Jews by a

••J** stamped Into thelr passports; and in return the Germans demanded -

and succeeded in obtalning - from the Swiss Government that also the

passports of swiss Jews be thus indentified* Even the little humanlty

shown by the Swiss Government was taintedj the raaintenance costs of the

limited number of refugees who had been allowed to stay in Switzerland

had to be paid for by the Jewlsh Community of Switzerland • And those

Jews - with german or other passports - who had been able to enter

Switzerland before the striet Immigration laws had come into force, were

expelled to Germany - and to a certain death - when their visas explred*

No I I am not defending the Swiss, neither the Government, nor the

people nor the banking systemt I am glad my owa experiences had been

so favourable, and that I am convinced that It ia wroag to put all Swisi

into one negative category* I know I owe a great part of my favourable

Impression to the fact that durlng the Nazi yeara I never entered their

country with a german passporti that also later I entered from elsewhere

than Germany; and that we could each time persuade the frontier guards

that we had come on "genuine business" and for a few days only. Our bank

account, and that of the Neumanns, were never in danger of disappearing

under the label "owners cannot be traced", becauae we never gave the bank

a Chance to forget our whereabouts.

No I I do not want to see what I have wrltten as aven an attempt

at an apology. I follow the fight of the Jewlsh World Organization againat

the swias banks and Insurance companies with great attention, and am happy

to see that the lattar are on the defensive»
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And finally I want to add somethlng whlch has no

connectlon with anjr of what I have written so far»

but with whlch I want to condude thls esaayt

In the •SOs, when we llved in Lahore-Pakistant v/e

were allotted a new telephone number when, for some

reason or other, the entire telephone systera was

fe--organi«ed» Our now uuiabcr waa 2370^

Our "numbered account" with the Swisa Bank

Corporation in Zürich had also baen number 2370*
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WHAT HAPPENED?

(An adventure In the Old City of Jerusalem.)

Hermann M* Selzer

There caiae the day when Kate and I decided to reallze what

ve had slnce long dreamed oft and had so often planned In every detail

J

after havlng apent more than thlrty happy and interestlng years In

Pakistan, we decided to terminate out professional activities there, to

give up our corafortable living conditions and to corae home to Israel.

We transferred our medical Offices to our principal asslstants, settled

all our obligations, had the Income-tax Authorlties check on our dues

for the preceding five years and left. We left with a sense of sadness

mixed with that of relief and expectationa.

We carae to Israel and settled In Jerusalem. We never doubted

our having made the right decision. Soon, after having found a suitable

apartment, after having made a numbr of friends, and after having lived

through our share of paychological, material and human problems, we feit

to have qualified as Jerusalemites. But for many years, starting from

the day of our arrival, we never lost the curiosity with which only

tourists are supposedly affected. We explored the town from one end to

the other. We spent entire days in the Old City. We frequently sat for

hours in the plazza in front of the Western Wall. And for years we never

missed an opportunity to tour the country on our own or as partecipants

in a guided tour. And stil, to this day our curiosity to see more of

the country and our thirst for knowing more of its history, have not

abated«
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Thia will explaln why we eagerly accepted the Invltatlon o£

Professor Rlgby •• vhom wa have corae to know and befrlended through the

Ulpant the hebrew language school, we attended for a year - to joln the

group of his students he was taking on a tour through the walled Old City

o£ Jerusalem«

"It will be a pleaaant walk'\ Rlgby promlsed, "for we shall

set out In the evenlng after the actual suoner heat has greatly abated«

You will be seelng parts of the Old City, I can assure you, whlch ara

never Included In the Itlnerary of any of the professional guldes; and

whlch you will unllkely dlscover If you clrculate there by yourselvea^'t

We welcoraed the ProfessorS Invltatlon and keenly looked forward

to the Visit of Jerusalem^ anclent quarters under hls expert guldance»

We had no doubt that, notwlthstandlng our repeated vlslts to the Old City,

there was still much that had remalned hldden from us«

At 6.00 In the evening of the appolnted day we met Rlgby and

hls small group of students Inslde the Jaffa Gate» We were early as,

agalnst expectations, I had been lucky to find a nearby parklng spaca

for our car»

The alr was refreshlng and the star-rlch sky was cloudless.

Rlgby lad us through byways and narrow alleys, over covered stalrs and

along dark lanes whlch we would never have dared to enter by ourselves

(and laost of whlch we never found again whenever we later on vlslted the

Old City on our own or wlth vlaltors we were "showing around"),

After nearly two hours Vrotmmn Rigkf «ide us slt down near

a fountaln for a well-^arned rest; but wlth great regret w« had to take

our leave, as we had arranged for a technlclan to come at 9 o'clock to

check on the alarm System we had newly Installed In our apartment*

When we sald our thanks and farewells, Rlgby took us to the

head of the street through whlch we had just now come. There he Indlcated

to US the general dlrectlon we had to take to reach the Jaffa Gate«

The Street we entered was relatlvely well lUumlnated not only

by the occaslonal streetllght but more so by the füll moon and the

•tar-studded sky«

Kate took my arm and we marched on« After about a hundred and
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flfty meter or so we came to a blfurcatlon of the road# There was no

Signboard aor any othar indicatlon whlch one of the two branches we were

to take» We looked along the road we had come« We looked along each

of the two streets ahead of us» but there was not a soul to be seen

anywherei although the three streets were well llluminated for at least

thlrty meter In each direction. And there was not a Single shop or

restaurant nearby *• or at least one which was open and lighted «« whera

we might have enquired about the road we had to take to reach our car*

Suddenly a man appaared at our left# Truly, he seemed suddenly

to have manifeated from nowhere* Most likely he had emerged from one

of the dark houses at our left or from a aide lane we could not see«

He was about 25-30 years old, over six feet in heightt obese

with a barrel ehest and a low«»hanging abdomen* His shaven head was big

and round; his eyes somewhat protruding; his mouth was open and salivating;

he was knock'-kneed and his bare feet were flattened.

Under normal circumstances I would not have feit the slightest

inclination to address such an unsavoury type of man; and I would certainly

not have asked him for informationt But the condltlon in which we found

ourselves was unusual and we had no cholce»

After again looking around to see if there was anybody eise

in slght whcHn I could ask for direction *- and far and wide there was nobody

to be seen - I took two Steps towards the man and addressed him in
'

carefully pronounced english:

**Sir ! Can you help us ? We want to reach the Jaffa Gate»

Which is the right way ?'% I asked, pointing to the two straeta ahead

of US«

Without answering - without even looking at us - the man

indicated with a raoveiaent of his head the right side of the bifurcation;

and gesturing with his right liand he invited us to follow him#

I took Katers arm and was about to follow him into the street

at the right t when all of a sudden two men stood at ray left» They were

two young men, dressad in black, with tzizith-fringes hanging from

underneath their Jackets, and with black fedorahs on their heads* Quite

evidently they were Yeshiva students, who could only have come along the

very same street as we had taken«

•*Don*t follow him"t one of the young men said, also in english#

•^Take the left road I"
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I turned sllghty to the rlght to ask the Arab why he had trled

to mlslead US| but I could not do sot because I sav the fellov waddllng

quickly into the rlght-sided street. I turned now to the two young

students to express our thanka» but they had dlsappeared« They vere

nowhere to be seen» not in the left atreet Indlcated to us by the tvo

young man as the one leadlng to the Jaffa Gatet nor In the atreet vrhence

ve had come whlch led In the dlrectlon of the Veatern Wall#

I took Katers ara and we entered the atreet the Yashlva atudent

had advlaed us to take« All along Kate had not uttered a vord« She waa

trembllng allghtly« She remained silent even after we had reached the

Jaffa Gate« While I waa helplng her to enter our car» I notlced that

her ahlvering had became strongert

She never mentloned the Old City eplsode elther that evening

nor at any time later on} andf senslng that she would be reluctant to

discuss or analyze Itt nelther did I#

I wonder what had been going on that evening in the Old City#

And no less raust Kate have been wonderlng#
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m^W MI DAÜGHTER OMCE EMBARRASSED ME^

.••••. and how greatly was I embarrasaed on that occaslon when I

was embarrassed by my daughter Ilazel I Becatt«* o£ the fact that it was

the first tlme she had embarrasaed me, that feeling of ambarrassment Is

still very vivld in mind* However, let me raake it clear that» due to

the innocence which had made her cause my embarrassment it is by far not

a traumatic memory; and I even chuckle always with enjoyment whenever

I recall that embarrassmentt because llazel was only three years old when

that erabarrassing episode occurred,

It was sometime in 1943. We - Kate and I and Ilazel and Michael

- were inmates of the Internment Camp in Purandhar. Like some ten or

80 other children in the camp also our two had been interned along with

thelr parenta. It can be said that for all these children camp life had

not the depressing and degrading character as it had for us adults. I

would even 30 so far as to say that, on the contrary, our 5^ years lasting

laprisonment in the camp had for the children many a beneficial side:

they were shown love and attention by most all the nearly 300 adults in

the camp; and, above all, iCate and I could - something which under "normal"

conditions would not have been possible for us - make ourselves raore or

less all day available to our two children.

In addition, we had engaged for the mornlngs a middle-ased indian

imian from a village at the foot of the hill on which Purandhar was

situated, to act as the children^s Ayah - i.e. as their Nanny - mainly

to do their washings, to play with them when we were otherwise engaged.

Her main contribution to the children 's education were the songs she taught

them, and which the children learned to sing with the uneducated Indiana*

typical pronounciation of the english words.

These songs Hazel loved to sing to us - Michael already at his age
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of two dlsdained slnglng such songs as "a glrlish affair^ - and ahe seeras

to have taken a special Xiking to the song of the Pussycat who had boasted

of its special relationshlp with a queen.

The children had no difficulty to vlsualize a Pussycat because some,

mostly miserable, cat specimen did roara the carap; but notwlthstanding

all descriptive attanpts of the Ayah - further elaborated by Kate and

rayself - they had, in the absence of a suitablo raodel, difficulty to form

a concept of a queen,

•'Daddy, what Is a Qtieen", Hazel would often ask after one of her

singing Performances for us parents or for our friends. "I want to see

a queen, Daddy**, was to become an often tearsome refrain.

Game the day when I was at last offered the opportunity to fulfill

her wish, i.e. to make her meet a true queen, a living queen»

Durlng the first 2| years of our Internment we spent In the Camp

of Purandhar, some 4-5 of my, more than usual influential, former patients

had repeatedly received the Central Government *s permlssion - thls grant

was canceled, however, when we were transferred to the Satara Internment

Cfiunp - to have me come to Bombay for a professional consultation# It

was a pleasure-loaded reliaf for rae to small again the air of freedom,

and to have the Company - I was on all these occaaions the guest of my

Bombay friends, the Franvis Kleines - of normal people, i.e. of the kind

not oppressed by their coufinement to a barbed-wire-enclosed camp, (Let

me mention that, though I had been appolnted the - miserably paid - Camp

Physician, my usually 3-days lasting "Parole Leave" did not interfere

with my duties, as 1 had in turn engaged a young physician-internee to

act as my assistantt)

On the occasion I am now describing I had been called to Bombay

to be consulted by the Dowager Maharaai of Baroda, She had already on

repeated occasions in the past been my patient, especially during the

Summers sne too was wont to spend in Kasamir#

A number of Maharajahs and Maharanis - aircoaditioning not yet being

known in those years - usually left their in sunwer often intolerably

hot residences in India either for a Visit abroad or for a prolonged stay

in one of the suiauer resorts in the mountains, A haadful of theae rulers

or their families - especially those whose states were sltuated in Northern

India - had built their own sumner palaces in Srinagar, the capital of

Kashmir,
One of these Srinagar palaces - as well as one in Bombay - was owned

by the ruler of Baroda» but was placed, for uae during her life-time,

at the disposal of the Dowager Maharaai I just now mentioned, to corapensate

her for having been banned from ever setting foot in Baroda State because

of her having attempted to poison the actual Maharajah - the son of the

Maharani senior to "my" Maharani - in the execution of her plan to make
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It thereby postlbl« for h«r ovn aon to occupy the Baroda throne at th§
dMth of her husband» th# oow ••former*' Ruler of Baroda*

In tha precedlng yoars I had» durlag our suauör practica In Kaahalr,
ragularly to attand to tha Haharanl for one or tha othor of \mr ailaiants«

When tha CooMindant handad • tha lattar of tha Haharanl *8 Sacratary

**raqiiaatlag my prai^anca In Bombay to advlso Ifar Hl^hna« on aocia of har

apeclflc haalth problaaMi**» I at oace replled -• through tha off Ice of tha

Cacap Coanandant •• that I would cooie to 3osbay to aae har no sojidt lU
tha foroialitlaa for my journay had baen fulfilled« At tha aaM tloa I

aant a nota to Herta Klein aidcliig whathar I could agaln atay vlth thas

durlag any 3-day3* vlslt to Boabayt and urhathar I could oa that occaalon

bring Ilazel aluu^t r'ort the oioment I had read the Secretary*a latter,

l:he thought had co^ise to oa that thia would ba an opportunlty for Plpsl

- tiila waa hw pat naiae» tue reault of har I^ahore Ayah*a proaounclatlon

of the g«raan word "Puppchan** («• dolly) aa her Grandparenta Maumann hadt

duriag the tlme they llvad vlth ua In Lahore» called tha baby} and thls

contlnuas to be for ua Hazel^a appallatlon to thls day «» to aeet a queen

of fleah and blood«

Aftar Kata had agreed - and thereafter the Co^anandant had glven

hla bleaalog -• that I take tha chlld along wlth me to Bombay j and after

I had racelved the Klelna* cordlal Invltatlon to atay wlth them, I aat

down» took Plpal on ay kneaa and asked heri

"Plpsl, vould you llke to aea a queen ?"

"The puaaycat^a queen ?", she breathlesaly asked ^ her eyea wlde

vlth %ronder«

"A real queent Plpal t a llvlng queen*'«

"Oh yes, Daddy« Wlien can I »ee her ? And where ?"

"We ehall hava Co traval to Soabay vhere tha Queen Xlvea« and you

can have a good look at her and even talk to her"«

I nearly regrettad having made auch plana^ or apeclflcally of havlng

told Plpal about them; for durlag the four days befora we left the Caop

by bus for Poona^ and from there by traln for Bojiba/, the chlld vaa In

a conatant atate of exclteiaent« Sim told all her fri^nda, young and adult,

that ehe was going %rlth her Daddy to aee the Queen • And all day longt

and vlth enthuealsrn» ehe aaag to ua her ovn varslon of tha Puasycat eongs

"I am going to 3oiabay to look at and talk to tha Queen«««««««"
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lete was aearly as excited as the child, and the Ayah no less*

Under Pipsi^a supervision thay readled her best party dress, her red party

shoes and white ankle socks and other accessorles» And when at last ve

could löa\^e, Pipsi was dressed in her ''aecond^-best" party dress; her hair

had been arraaged in cork-acrew curla and her head was decorated with

a pink ribbon#

The Kleins - Hertat Francis and their two daughtera - were delighted

to S8Ö the Pipsi; and the two girls and their Ayah took inmediate care»

and possesaion, o£ the child«

I phoaed the Maharani*s residence and arranged with her secretary

that I would come to see the patient the following raoraing at 11 o*clock#

"There is one thing more^, I hastened to add bafore the secretary

could put down the microphoae» ^'I have my 3-year-old daughter with me.

Will yout please, ask Her Highness whether I could bring her along tomorrow

as the child would very much like to see a real queen ?"

After a short tiiae the secretary took the microphone up again#

''Her Highness will be very pleasad to see the child along with you

at 11 o^clock tomorrow ^aorning^^

During the afternoon I spent a considerable Cime to ready Hazel

for the forthcoaing visit#

'Tomorrow üiorning we shall see the quaen, Pipsi« When we stay in

front of her, you will niake a nice curtsy and nicely say 'How do you do,

Queen ?' Caa you do this, Pipsi ?"

"Of course, Daddy", the child answered in a laost self-assured voice«

Again and again during that afternoon and evening I Cook Hazel 's

hand in mine and marched her along the room in which we were staying;

and when I signalled her with a slight pressure oi my hand that the moinent

of her perfonaance had arrived, she stopped, made her curtsy and firmly

asked "How do you do, Queen ?*'

I had no doubt that everything would go according to plan«

This certainty was confirmed at the dress rehearsal the next morning

in the presence of the Klein ladies» The only problera we had was with

her cork-screw curla which neither the Ayah nor Herta nor the girls could

restore to their pristine perfection«
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At the appropriate hour the Kleins' chauffeur-driven car brought
US to the Baroda Palace, where the Major-domo recelved aa at the entrance.
And vrfiile the latter went in to inform hls miatress of our arrival, I

aaked the chlld if everything vas allright wlth her; if ahe knew what
to do and vhat to say*

"Of course, Daddy. When I stand before the Queen I make a curtay
and ask her nicely "How do you do, Queen ?"

The Major-domo returned, invited us to follow him, We entared the

palace »a large audlence hall at the end of which I saw the Maharanl seated
on a ralsed platform In a throne-llke chalr. She was dressed in a white
cotton sari - as was the proper dress for a hindu widow - and the white

blouse with Its long sleeves could Cover most of the coffee-brown spots

on her leukodermic skin but not those on her hands and face, At her aide,

•lightly behind her, stood the youngest of her daughtera and two of her

granddaughters*

Slowly we advanced,

"Where Is the queen, Daddy", Pipsi whispered*

"There, in front of us, seated in the big chair",

I noticed that Pipsi 'a hand was trembling; and again I had some

misgivings for having exposed the child to such an emotional stress.

At last we reached the elevated platform on which the Maharani sat.

I noticed that Pipsi *s hand was wet and still more atremble,

After my having greeted the Maharani in appropriate words, I gave

Pipsi the arranged signal. But the child was quiet. I looked at her,

and saw her stare wlth wide eyes at the Maharani} and with surprlse I

noticed that tears had began to run down the child*3 tiny cheeks.

And finally and suddenly she found her voice.

"Where is the queen, daddy", she asked.

"The Queen sits there in front of us, Pipsi", I whispered to her,

This is not a queen, daddy, this is an ayah I", Pipsi cried out

In a sobbing voice, putting her arms around my right leg, and pressing

her face onto the cloth of my trousers.

I was stunned. I understood at once what Pipsi feit and why she

had thus reacted, She had expected to see a radiating, beautiful woraan,
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splendidly dressad in sil!c3 and brocades with a dladam on her hed and

jewels all over, Instead she found herseif faclng an old woman dressed

In a piain white cotton sarl just lilce hör Ayah*

No I I had not expectad the chtld's reaction, But still less that

o£ the Maharani. I had expected to see her, if not eajoying the scene

at least - whlle exploding in her raucuous laughter - to "regally", i£

not dlplomatically, get ovor the ambarrasing monjent, liut instead I watched

her flushed face getting distorted in a furious grimace» I saw her throw

a small blue velvet-covered box - most lilcely a present regally to ba

handed to Pipsi in acknowledgeraent of her expected and appropriate show

of respcct - to the ground^ I heard her order, threataningly waving her

raised right arm:

"Take her away I Take her from my sight I I do not want to see

her" and so on»

The Princoss and her two daughters appeared to be the only ones

who anjoyed the scene. Visibly, they greatly enjoyed Tipsi^s Performance,

They rushed for^/ardt took poor crying Pipsi In their arma and tried to

console her nha best they could.

At last we could leavs»

I had the Impression that vithln a week Pipsi had overcome vhatever

trauma this experieace might have caused her at first; and I do not think

it has left her with any residual effectt But she aever again aaag, or

wanted to hear, of the Pussycat going to meet the Queen

r

• • ft •

I did not attend professionally to the Maharaai on that day# Nor

did I ever see her again* Not even the summer we returned to Kashmir

after the war had ended*

To Paraphrase Albert Einstein:

"The most incomprehensible thing about human beings is that they

so often react in a comprehensible way#««»*» »f
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THE BEGGARS* TRADE,

"Where are you from ?" Thia a queation I am often asked when I find

myaelf in the preaence of foreignera, eapecially if they are Americana

from various parta of the Statea on a vlalt to larael, who expect me alao

to ba llke them a pilgrlra to the Holy Land.

"I am an old resident". Is my uaual reply. "I live here in Jeruaalem".

Thls Information moatly termlnates the intereat of the queationer

and therewlth also the conversatlon.

Or the questloning may contlnue, even intenalfy*

"I mean. where are you are origlnally from", the austalned curloslty

of my interlocutor is verballzed. "Whence do you really come ?"

When I believe to have aatlsfled the queationer »a curioaity vrlth

a ten-aecond sweep through Europe and and South-Eaat Aaia» the visitor

may be satiafled in the belief that he haa got all the infor-iation he wants;

or he may not consider me interesting enough to waste more of hia time,

and he wiU turn away to converse with somebody eise} or - thia is moatly

the case - it may be I who will not feel inclined to contlnue and wiU

find a way to terminate the conversatlon.

Or, aa it happena now and then, I may find the person who haa

approached me - it may a woman as well as a man, often it is a couple -

interesting or otherwiae attractive enough to make me feel inclined to

contlnue the conversatlon. Or for some reason or other I find myself in

a chattery raood and will in turn put forth some queations.

This latter aituation arose on a recent Shabath morning after the

aervice in the Synagogue of the Hebrew Union College had ended and I, an

unimportant and peripheral component of the comraunity. had joined the -

due to an influx of a large contingent of american visitors greatly

increased Congregation assembled in one of the inner courtyarda - was
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waiting, a soall glass of wlne In my band, for the Rabbi to Intone the

Klddush.

Thla tima I was approached by a ralddle aged, slightly corpulent,

couple claarly deflnable as prototypes of tourlsts, In partlcular amerlcan

tourlsts, by their sloppy hats, their coloured ahlrts, thelr baggy khaki

trousers. their bare feet In open aandals, and a large zippered bag attached

to a glrdle clrding thelr abdomens»

After the stereotoped Introductory queations and ansvers; and after

I had duly taken note that the couple, both attorneys, were tourlsts from

Denver-Colorado, I made the conacloua effort to overcome my recently

acquired, and often harshly crltlclzed, mlsanthroplc averslon to becorae

Involved wlth strangers. And so I took over the conversatlon.

"What la your Impression of Israel ?", I asked theia.

"We have vlslted many a country, but I find Israel more fasclnatlng

than raost", the wlfe enthused.

"Thls Is Indeed so, but I do not llke the way the Arabs are treated

here", the husband took ovar.

"Please, let us not talk about polltlca", I Interrupted hlm before

he could continue. "Vlsltors are hardly ever In possesslon of all the

facts; and we shall never convlnce each other of our personal oplnlons,

Teil me, Instead, what has most Impreased you here In Jerusalem".

At once and gracloualy so - the husband. In what I interpreted

as an apologlzlng gesture, grlpplng my Shoulder wlth his rlght band -

they accepted my Invitation to avold polltlcal argumenta.

"Everythlng we have seen here Is most Lupresslve" the woman took

up the conversatlon whlle the husband looked at her wlth the loving

expression of a couple grown tolerant of each other. "I may say everythlng

here Is most movlng, most deeply furrowing, even wlth what I see as the

negative aspects in the background".

"It would Interest me to learn what these negative, non-politlcal

aspects are", I wanted to know.

"We were greatly dlsturbed by the many beggars we see most everywhere,

on nearly every corner, and not only In the nelghbourhood of every hotel

or tourist attraction. We were more than usually dlsturbed - I will even

say dlsgusted - by the swarm of beggars at the Western Wall. We could

not COncenträte, we could not follow our thoughts, as every mlnute we were

accosted, aggresslvely accosted, by a beggar".

•*These beggars dld not beg In the way I have known beggars, in all
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the countrles we have so far visited, to ask for alma**, the huaband took

overt *^hese beggars at the Kotel and at Yad Vashem in partlcular detnanded

to ba given thelr obolus aa If It is thelr right; and when we offered them

a shekel coin they refuaed to accept it as i£ such a small coin - about

a quarter dollar in value - was inconsistent with their rights and dignity.

These people appeared to me physicaUy fit men who could do an honest day's

work. They do not appaar underprivileged as they are all well fed and

well dreassed, are sinoking imported cigarettes and holding cans o£ soft

drinks. We have plenty of beggars also in the Statest We have seen lots

of beggars in Europe# We have faced beggars everywhere on our recent tour

through Indiat but nowhere are the beggars as aggressively insistent as

your beggars here".

•^I can only agree with you, especially with regard to the Jerusalem

brand of beggars*\ I concurred. "They are not beggars in the usual sense

of the Word» They are not holding out their hands because they are hungry

or have to feed their farailies; nor do they ask for alms because they need

money to satisfy their craving for drugSt Their view is that they do you

a favour by making you glve them alms, by offering you the opportunity

to do Zadaka, as it is one of the prerequisites of a good Jew to give

Zedaka; and in their philosophy they raerit, by accepting a gift from you,

your thanks for having you gain a Mitzvah, a merit* In other words: by

your giving them a substantial alra they are offering you the ticket to

enter heaven» They will strongly object to being categorized as beggars

of the comnon-garden variety» And those others, who do not work the racket

I have just described, will, by their offering you prayer books, raezuzoths

or amulets blessed the kabbalistic rabbis, help you - and themselves too

- gain similar raerits, the size of which is relative to size of your

donatione I agree with you, I have watched these beggars and they cash

in well on the basic jewish need of catching a few mitzvoths now and then.

"But let US not too much bash our Jews. In principle this attltude

to alms and alms-givers appliea no less also to the way Christians, Hindus,

Buddhists fulfill the demands of their religion* I cannot say much eise

about Moslems in this regard, But what other meaning do you sae in the

charity boxes in the churches and in the mosques ? Or in the well-^ndowed

big foundations which rieh people and families have established in America

in such a great nuraber ?

"Charity, giving alms, supporting the poor, attending the sick,

looking after widows and orphans, and protecting strangers is the main
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prlnciple of every rellgion* It was thus deflned already in the ancient

greek phllosophlest It is the ethical basls from which every religioa

orlglnates« It Is the ethical prlnciple whlch has been elaborated In the

formulatlon of the rellglons* dogmas» It Is the root out of whlch rellglous

metaphors have grown**» It Is the road sign to heaven«»« •#•#•**

I was surprlsed that, contrary to my habit, I had ''let myself go"

to such a degreej and - posslbly a bit too abruptly - I looked for a way

to conclude the conversatlon whlch had turned Into a monologue«

•*I am sorry to have made you listen to my sermon - it is inappropriate

for me to have done so in the wake of the great sermon we have a short

whlle ago heard from the Rabbi •s Ups - and in any case you two attorneys

would know better to formulate argumenta of such a kind« I hope you do

not mind havlng had you to listen to me* Please do not mind elther my

going home now» Let rae wish you a nice stay in Israel • Shabbat Shalom"»

All day long, and through most of the night» I could not - try as

I might - free my mind of this conversatlon, By long experience I have

come to consider, whenever my mind hovers about an event, an experiencei

a conversatlon a disadvantagSt an unpleasant load, all of which leave me

no rest until and unless I have for myself and in myself aaalysed whatever

may be the anxlety-<:ausing factor - ite# until I have satisfactorily solved

or exhausted or answered a problemt an Issue, a questloat

In this case my inner tension could not have been due to my own

obervatlons, nor to my regret of havlng posed aa an expert in my talk with

the american couple« I knew there had to be more to my mental restlessness

,

to my tenslng dissatisfaction« And finally I could find an answert vdiicht

though I am not at all sure it was the right answer, finally brought me

the relaxation I craved: I remembered that in my youth - in the wake of

the disastrous First World War - I had a numbing dread that we children

might be forced onto the streets to beg, like we saw so many children beg

then for alras with which to help sustain the needs of their familles*

This had been a time in my life when our family was really poor; when we

were as poor as those of the most needy beggars* But we knew well that

such a Solution - any of us begging for alms in the streets or us knocking

at doors « would for my parents, and no less for us children, be totally

unacceptable, absolutely intolertable, This would have been worse than

death» Instead, Father went as a salesman, as a peddler, from house to
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house In the suburbs^ offerlng whatever wäre the requlrementa wlthout whlch

even the poor worklng class could not llret untll hls financial Status

had agaln been restored« And my mlnd came to rest on the years» when I

had to flnaaca my university studies on my own, and when I too was for

many nionths a peddler. Thls kind of an actlvlty may have made me feel

degraded^ posslbly also heroiCt but certalnly never degraded*

But all thla belongs to a dlfferent story*

In any caae, having reached thia atage in my recall, I feit my tenslon

and anxiety ceaslng* I realized only now how much that fear, that dread

lef t frora my chlldhood had been waiting for the chance to become consclous

withln me and thereby to be released for ever«

However, the above as8ociatlve process that lUuminated the problem,

not only dld relax my inner tenslon. It made me free. It invited me even

to also recall the experlences I had over the years vdth beggars, vrhlth

organized charlties, with all, therewith connected, I had learned during

my life. And I declded - aa a further atrengthening of that catharsis

- not to let ray knowledge of , and my experiencea with, the vaat aubject

of charlty, alms, beggars and philanthroples that had emerged from the

deep archives of my meraory, submerge again into the vast, but now less

closely guarded memory. Instead, I decided to let my thoughts - continued

to be nourished by unfettered free asaoclations - readily flow into my

Wordprocessor,

I recalled how Father again and again made us boys read the passage

at the beginning of the Bible which cites God*s Statement that he haa

"...singled out Abraham to coraraand his sons and his household after him

to maintaln the way of God by just and uprlght living " We were

also taught that "Zedakah" - the giving of alras - and "Gemilath Chessed"

• the perforraing of good deeds - were the basis on which Judaisra resta;

that "Love your neighbour as yourself" is the leitraotiv of the jewish ethos.

I remember well the 3-4 boxes - for the Reconstruction of Erez Israel,

for the Orphanage in a nearby town, for a Widows* Fund and so on - arraigned

on the Window sill of our kitchen, into each of which Mother dropped a

donation overy Friday noon or on the eve of a holiday or when she wished

to reinforce a prayer or when she wanted to express her thanks to heaven

for a favour received*
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I am certaift that a slmllar system of alms-givlng was eatabllshed

In every houaehold of the smaU jewish Community of Oberhauaen«

In addition very frequently som« ranowned travellng rabbl, or a

messenger on his behalf, would appear in our houae. They never left »rlthout

a coatrlbutlon for irtiatever charity they dalmed to be the represantatlves,

Many a tlme Mother herseif vlsited all the Jewish households in

Oberhausen, as well as those in the neighbouring towns, whenever she feit

it imposed on her to collect money for the dowry of a poor jewish girl,

or for the support of a suddenly widowed woman and so on, Likewise Father

« like all the other Jews - would vow a certain sum of money for charity

on every occasion he was given an honour in the synagogue.

I have no doubt that all this took place - and continues to this

day to be the established custom - all over the world wherever Jews live.

Most likely this is also the case in Israel though I have no direct

experience anymore in this respect. But I have no doubt that every orthodox

Jew anywhere in Israel continues to feel obliged, by the force of his

religlous duties, to make his regulär contributions to urtiatever charity

he cherishes. And I know that the non-orthodx Jews - whether traditional,

conservative, reformed of secular - are no less enagegd in fulfilling their

charitable dutiea of which they have a long list avallable.

And why do I underllne the charitable-mindedness of the Jews ? Does

this not apply also to the adherents of all religions, to all civilized

nations and people ?

And I have no doubt either, that you need a very thick skia - or

wear deeply tinted spectacles - to approach passers-by or to knock at

housedoors for alms, unless you have succeeded in deeply convinclng yourself

that your begging helps the alms-giver obtain precious merits in the condng

world*

«s .^--"

And what about myself , I ask myself. How do I fulfill my duty in

this respect ?

These questions quite naturally arise at this junction. There is

none of the ususal alms boxes in our house. I cannot remember when last

a beggar knocked at our door. But I contribute directly, or by a monthly

Banker's Orders, to institutions for the blind, for crippled children or

other handicapped individuals, or whenever any the many such organizations

arranges its yearly collections with the help of school children knocking
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at every door« But I come to realize now Chat I have not seen in the

streeta of Israel the kind of beggars I have encountered more or less

wherever I have been in the vorld«

Many a tlme» vhlle Walking along the streets of Jerusalem, I am

convinced by a woman that I have the duty to help her feed her starvlng

chlldren; or by some dilapldated Individual that he needs the bus fare

to go home» knowing well that most o£ whatever I presa Into their hands

Is ultlmately spent on drugs or alcohol«

But I never give to the beggars who are stretched out on the pavement

or are roamlng the plazas in front of the Kotel or of the entrance gate

to the cemetry who^ incessantly smoking cigarettes and rattllng the few

coins in their tins, very jealously guard their "buainess premises'* - and

any of their colleagues daring enough to invade their hunting grounds will

soon have reaaon to regret his foolheartedness. Not long ago the press

convincingly reported that all these beggar types have a considerable,

of course tax-free, income# Of one Instance - of the man seated at Kikar

Zion in the centre of the town, It is sald that he had promised his place

as dowry to his son-in-law.

Ilaving now set down to register my experiences, my memories and my

thoughts, I am beginning to feel myself deeply involved* This will make

me write down whatever comes to my mlnd, whatever emerges from my memory

trove« However« I want to make It absolutely clear that all that follows

is a narrative primarilyi hardly a philosophical explorationi and certainly

not a theoretical or historical study« In other words: I am telling all

this to myself«

Charity for the next person, agape the loving care for whatever lives

and is, must have since ever been the directives according to which mankind

developedf overcame all perils, and continues to exist* It has to be an

inborn gene« Were it not so, mankind would never have learned the duty

of the parents to provide for their young children, and of the children

to Support their ageing parents«

I recently learned of the evidence archeologists and paleontologists

have produced: that our Neanderthal and Cro^^gnon ancestors cared for

the crippled and old in their communities until these died of old age«

I have also learned that in ancient Egypt and Mesopotaraia charity
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had beer, a well defined religious principle. The iaviolablo ruUng was

that everybody had to glve charity; that oiie had to holp destitutos to

rehabilitate themselvea; Chat evorybody has to share in othors' burdens

and .uisfortuneo; that one was to judge others favourably; and that God

will remunerate whoever foUows all these injunctions. Charltabla worka.

daflned as a rellgioua Obligation, were turned into a moral duty and

formulated into a diyin'3 law,
^

In ancient Greece Socrates, Plato and the Stoics taught it is man s

duty to "help all weak and destitute huinanity vheraver found". In the

aristotelian view neither gods nor men can be really good unlesa thelr

goodaesa is also coiuuunicaced and applied to othsrs.

And what do I know about Christian charity ? Original Christianity

taught charity aa asaociated with agape « love. It was made to represent

for the bellever a the test of righteousneas, a duty towards Christ who

out of love for mankind had suffered death. Vflioever assiduously fulfills

his charltable duties can count on gaining appropriate rewards after death.

Otherwise - though I do not know üiuch from personal exporience - it is

evident that all that relates to charity, to man's duty towards others

has, 3ore or less without a change, been taken over from jewish teaching.

In other words: it is not difficult to realize to what a degree the

Christian charity principle is identifiable with that of Judaismj that

it has grown up from, and is found inherent in. the ethical rules and

cooinands Christianity has taken over from Judaism. viz:- tliat it is the

duty of every man and woman to help his or her neighbour. to take part

in charitable work and to support the Church in maeting its adininistrative

.

its adssionary. and also its charitable programs. Christianity has. in

addition. introduced the monastic system that still more underlines this

principle. as the a^onk and nun orders depend upon alms for their program

and its functioning.

It is not possible for me. from the littla personal konwledge I have,

in how far the Church is me^ting its charitable duties; but the tendency

of certain outside religious and liberal movements to criticize this

activity, to attack the association of charity with some form of missionary

prooraa; to point to aismanagement by one or the other Institution, or

to ridicule the misbehaviour of a priest here or there. has to be condenmed.

And certainly can neither the Christian religion nor its leaders
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be blamed for the large nuiaber of ferveat Christians* - and occasionally

of soma high-ranklng functionariea* - "unchriatiaa** abuse of man*s readlneas

to give alras. It is only human - or let me say a test of a humanes values

and tha inter--action of their karmans - that one will always and easily

find individuals who abuse man 's awareness of his duty to his fellowoant

This reminds me of the mexican gang - certalnly regulär visitors

to their parish church and fervent, knee-riding venerators of their

preferred saints - which smuggled into the USAi and forced into Virtual

slavery, more than fifty, mostly in one way or the other handicaped, young

Mexicans for the purpose of having them^ by peddling trinkets^ tap the

Americans* often uncritical charity-*mindedness#

I remember the occasion when I personally witnesaed what I consider

a shockingly dishonest exaraple of "miaused ecclesiastic charity":

Whenever Kate and I were in Italy and came to or near Florence, we

never missed visiting the Church of St. Francis in Assisi, We had much

admiration for this man and great respect for his work. To us he was the

very quinteasence of a good human being and a humanitärian spirit«

On one such occasion - while Walking up and down one of the inner

courtyards imfuersed in raeditating on how little impact the selflessness

of this holy man has left on our modern world - I heard a voice whisper

'^Corae here, Sir I Come here, please !"

I looked up and saw, behind the iron railing separating the courtyard

from the adjoining St.Claire Monastry, a white-<:lad person Signal me with

her left hand to come nearer. When I had approached the fence, I saw it

was a woman of some 60 years or so, clad in the garment of a St.Clare nun;

and I saw, standing behind her, a similarly dressed but far younger nun.

No sooner was I standing in front of the older nun, when her right

hand pulled from undernath her habit a white skull, while her left hand,

extended through the fence, was agitatedly rubbing its thumb against the

index finger, thereby symbolically indicating, in the intarnationally

understood sign language, that she wnted some money from me. She made

this meaning still more uaderstaadable by whispering ''Caritas, per favore,

Signore. Caritas, per favore".
"What is this ?", I asked her in Italian, pointing to the skull.

"It is the holy skull of the Sainted Clara, the sister of the Holy

Francisco", giving her whispered reply an awe-^inspiring undertone.

I was truly surprlsed. Nay, I was saddened, even shocked. For

the over-life-sized skull was made of glaring-white plastic material.

For a long moraent I looked at the nun; then I slowly shook my head

and ended in reproachlng herj

"Are you not ashamed, Mother, to degrade in such a raanner the memory

of both these saints ? Are you not ashamed to use such low, such cheating

means to ask me for a donation ?"

The nun looked with surprise and then with a painful expression at

me. She bowed her head, put the skull back into its hiding place within

her habit. Before she could slink away I offered her a coin - and she

took it without a word while bending down in acknowledgement . I saw the

younger nun placlng her wlde-sleeved arm over her face as if ashamed of

what she had witnesaed.
I have never been able to forget this episode.
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On the other hand I have stlU bafore my eyes the devoted monks whom

I observedt on my flrst journey through Indlai selflessly and devotedly

care for a camp of leprotic patients they had establlshed near Allahabad

•

And who can ever forget the work of ^k)ther Theresa ?

In general It can be said that also Islam haa a well-organized system

of charltable vorks^ expressed and defined by Prophet Muhanmad in words

and metaphors his original followerst primitive desert peopleg could well

und erstand and execute# Its* main princlple is that man has to serve and

to propitiate Allah by doing good deeds, by giving alms and by paying Zakatt

a regulär tax-like contribution, which - based on sanctified traditlon,

i«e« the Hadith - makes it incumbent on every Moslem to pay a charity-tax

of 2% from his income and his possessions«

Says Sura 17 of the Qu'rani "Allah has decreed»,#kindness to parents;

give the klnsman» the needy and the wayfarer thelr due; do not count what

belongs to the orphan"#

But it is a common« sad and undeniable fact that nowadays a Moslem's

fulfillment of this Islam-imposed duty is dependant on the degree of his

religiosity« And its is thus a fact that today's islamic world is mostly

made up of the non-religious Haves who do not want to know of Zakatt and

the very-rellgious Have-nots who have not much from which to tax Zadak*

In raalnly moslem Pakistan and Kashmir we saw truly destltute beggars,

men and wc^en, who depended for their sustenance on the charity of others»

We saw these beggars mostly only on the streets as cur servants prevented

any of them from entering our Compound» On islamic holy days, and also

when they massed outslde the gates of a proper ty Inside which a wedding

was going on, the beggars were assured of a good harvest» But, otherwsie,

we could only on rare occasions observe a well'-to-do Moslem hand out some

coins to the beggars crowding around him when he alighted from his house

or his car»

Not one of the pakistanl governments we had experienced ever engaged

in organized social work« They left it to the beggars to "soraehow earn

thelr living"# But in the main - and sanctioned by an old--»atanding custom

- whatever charltable work was left to the Christian establishments, among

whom the Salvation Army did excell#

I may possibly exaggerate in my saying that there is - or at least
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waa in my time - no proper aense of social responaibility aioong the

pakistani Moslems* Many are the instances I could cite, bat I will only

mention the policemen who demanded a "cut" from the beggara they permitted

to approach a foreigner or a well-to-nlo Pakistani for alms* And I remember

the years when I had the Rotary Club organize tho foeding of the poor on

Id-Day: the european members were all present and personally laddled the

rice emd curry onto the plates of the long linea of man and women, v^ile

the moslora aerabers looked on# This arrangement went on for another year,

but after that the moslem Rotarians did not appear anyraore to at least

watchi they sent their servants "to help out'\ And due to lack of interest

my successor in office had to terminate this program.

I have even less experience with the Status of the beggar among the

Moslems of Israel. This is entirely due to my of contact with the local

Moslems, though I live in Jerusalem of whose population a large part is

moslem. In recent years I have not spent many Visits to East Jerusalem,

the mainly moslem part of the Holy City. But I have no doubt that all

I have written about the subject I am dealing with in this essay with regard

to Islam in genaral and the Moslems of Pakistaut applies in füll also to

the moslem Arabs in Israel • However, I have frequently read in the papers

that in the part of the country under the rule of Arafat the welfare System

Is poorly financed, and even more poorly organi^ed»

At this raoiaent a recent episode coraas to mind:

For some reason I made a few weeks ago a visit to the Old City of

Jerusalem* On my way along the rampart leading to the Jaffa Gate I saw a

young woman squatting on tho ground, with her head against leaning against

the stone wall* She was poorly but cleanly dressed* On passing her I must

have subconsciously registered the expression of deep sadness, of total

hopelessness that marked her face and posture, for» after having gone some

twenty raeter past her, I stopped and returned. On looking more consciously

at her, some of her pain and sadness gripped me, made me take part in her

total resignation, filled me with her deep sorrow* I thought it wiser not

to address her - I would in any case not have been able to do so in arabic

- as I feared this might have made her uncomfor table in addition. I tried

to absolve myself by emptying my purse iato her lap* I interpreted the look

she Qave me as an appropriate expression of thanks*

After I had proceeded some steps towarda the Jaffa Gate, I was accosted

by a well-dressed Arab who addressed me in the good english of an educated

man*
'•Excuse me, Sir. Please do not mind my addressing you*'* He introduced

himself but I have forgotten his aame. "I am a sociologist* I live in the

house from where you must have seen me emerge. I have made the reaction of

the local people to a woman, so evidently in great distress as the one you

have just passed, my actual study* I have been saddened by the lack of

interest the many passers-by are showlng. I saw, and greatly appreciate,

your generous gesture towards that poor woman* She was an orphan, the inmate

of tha local orphanage, when she was selected as ona of the bridea for a young

man of a rieh business family* She was recently widowed and the family into

which she waa married does not care for her, does not want to know her anymore,

becauae for aome reason or other ahe ia counted reaponsible for her husband^s

death. There ia no local welfare ayatem of our own to take care of her*
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As a woman she cannot count on recelvlbg sufflcient help from the Waqf, our

mosque-based Charly aystem. And on the other hand the very nationalistic-

orlented famlly does not allow her to becoiae the ward of Israel *3 social

wel£are System*
"Thus she is more lonely, more abandonend now than she was before her

marrlage, and cannot overcorae the shame of having to sit there as a beggar .

I thanked the man for hls Information and told him how much I regret

my Inabillty to be of affective help to that woman.

But on my way back from the Old City I emptied also my wallet Into her

lap«

All these depictlons and analyses I have cited so far pale wlth regard

to the State and fate of the lowest social classea livlng - or better said

having to vegetate - as I have been able to personally observe and reglster

in the parts of South-East Asia I have known. Unless supplemented by alma

In sorae form or other these eople cannot satisfy thelr and their families*

slmplest dally needs. I do not deny that there are surely other parts of

the World - like Afrlca, South America and so on - were things are equally

sad abd palnful. but, as I want to polnt out again, I am not undertaklng here

a soclological survey nor any scientific research prograra; instead I intend

only to recall and report of what I have personal experience.

It 13 difficult to palnt the livlng conditions of the poorest populatioa

strata of India. This applles no less also to Its adjoinlng countrles like

Pakistan, Afghanistan, Burma etc. These people are dressed in ragsj they

ahow many Symptoms of malnourlshment ; and due to thelr large numbers they

and thelr dependants can hardly subslst on whatever they earn from thelr work

In addltlon to the "income frora thelr begglng buslness".

The large segment of these totally underprlvlleged that llves in the

rural areas, totally depends on thelr rieh landlords; and to a great degree

the landlords depend on these classless workers - whoae slave-llke Status

Is quasi lagally sanctioned - for the planting, weedlng and harvestlng of

thelr large and other tasks on thelr agricultural propertles.

In many a respect I see the urban segment of this dlsadvantaged part

of the Population occupy a still lower rank on the social and economic scale.

Though they can occasionally collect some, often considerable, alms from

forelgn tourists, from Christian weifare organlzations or frora guests at the,

In thelr vlew not frequently enough occurring, weddings and other famlly

festlvals, they have not the advantage of the rural poor who raostly have small

plots of thelr own on whlch they can grow part of thelr dally consuraptlon

of vegetables; nor are they provlded wlth the protection and support the

landlords - In thelr own Interest and for thelr own advantage - extend to

thelr coolle workers and thelr famllles.
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However, I can State frora what I know and have seen, read and heard«

that aowhere Is the alma-giving princlple as systeinatically - though certainly

not always and in every respect admirably or recommendably - organlzed aa

In countrles wlth prodominant hindu and buddhist culturea.

In Hlnduism alma glving is a requisite of one's ethical behaviour^

It la firmly anchored as the basic raligious Obligation of the individual

within the concepts of Dharman and Kanaan» All one^s deods - and certainly

much 3o ona's charitable deeds - relate to one^s karman, to the ktnd and form

of one'a future rebirths,

A Hindu 's life ia configurated by the effect of his actions on his

Icarman: his good deeds, hospitable behavlourp decent treatment of otherst

gentle speech and courteous comportment vrill have a beneficlal such effect»

The alms given and charities orgaaized have to be coraraensurate with his

financlal and social Status • Thus a rieh man will build and endow hospitals

and orphaaagas; but whereas this does not involve him directly, persoually,

intiraately in a charitable approach to the poor these inatltutions are meant

to servö, he must in addition also personally and actively do charitable workt

It iS| for instance, one of his main duties to support the Brahmins - the

caate of taachers and priests - so that these are free of worries and can

dedicate themselves to their duties» Whatever these gifts, they count as

if they are given to the gods and the giver is the ultimately main beneficiary»

Alas, rarely have I seen Hindus extend such altruistic interest and

care to the poor they encounter begglng in the streets» A Hindu will not

iaterfere with a cow feeding on the contents of a foodstall or of a garden,

but will certainly beat up a beggar who might dare doing so. But a greater

sense of duty is feit for - and charity accordingly extended to - the Sadhus,

the wandering male and female mystics who have removed themselves from all

wordly interest in order to avoid a future rebirth# They depend entirely

on their begging, and their begging bowls is, as a rule, always filled by

the women at whose doors they knock»

Another large segraent of people who in the hindu vorld live from charity,

are the lepers who demand charity as their right.

In Buddhism charity is of no less an importance» Charity is not given

out of Icve for any God or gods, as the Buddhists do not acknowledge any such

to exist» All Buddhists* human conduc is outliaed in the ^*Four Noble Truths"

which prescribe love and compassion towards fellow human beings; which dedare
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•ufferlng to be a fact and reality ot one's exiatence. Human suffering can

be relieved by foUowlng the three prlnciples lovlng-kindneaa ,
compasslon

and mercy. One's karoan la stiU further Improved by acknowledglng other

peoples* good deeda. This ccncept underliea Buddhista» creating social welfare

organlzations, hospitals, hospicea etx.

The monks and nuna of the many buddhist monastrles have to wander through

the land and live on charity. Thia klnd of Ufe. It is hoped. will help them

to straight away achieve nirvana. Uity has the duty to support these holy

people; and this. in turn, will profit the formara» karman.

I am not going to attempt a deeper analyaia of Buddhism and ita attltude

to begging for alinaj nor will I write of the differencea that have evolved

in thia reapect in the varioua forma into which Buddhiam haa cryataUlzed,

becauae the charity principle I have juat now deacribed ia the basia of all

these varioua forma of Buddhiam.

Nor will I act differently with regard to the varioua deviationa and

devQlopaienta of Hinduism. I would in any caae not know of any specific aspects

of alms giving and charitable work among Sikhs. I was, however, impresaed

by the readinesa of the Jains I have known to give alms to whoraever extends

his hand. It waa my impresalon. however. that these Jaina. who have a coraplex

concept of their karman, have acted raostly out of fear that their slightest

deviation from the prescribed moral guidelines might expose them to terrible

punishmcmts after death«

And finally I want to mention the Parsis, the Zoroastrians. by whoae

readinesa not to raiss an opportunity to obey their religion's injunction to

be charitable to other human beings. I was greatly impressed.

In Bombay - and later in Karachi - where most Parsis live, my curiosity

about this numerically tiny comunity with its unusual
^^^^''^^^^^^^IJf^J?^^

satisfied by friends I had made among them. This curiosity was fi"t evoked

by my having observed one morning - and my naviag tor a £ew days thereafter

having walked the streats to furthar study this phen^:nen - that every Parsi

who passed through the gate of hia houae or who descended from the ous in

which he was travelling to take up his day'a work. haa in his pocket a large

a)nount of coina ready for distribution into the aileotly outstretched hands

of a group of beggars waiting for these alms as if they had a subscription

right to them. „ . ,^ ^ t ^ *.^ «.»,»

And, after I had made a study of the Parsi religion, I came to the

conclusion that also in this instance their charitable deeds were mostly born
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out of the deep fear o£ what a contravention mlght bring about after death

I have corao to the eiid of my dellberatlorxs (based, I want to repeatf

purely on my personal exparlences) regarding ny knowledge of the fate and

sufferlngs of the underprlvileged indlvlduala; or the behavlour of those who

for reason of specific religious doctrine are driven to ask for alms wlth

which to sustaln thelr life, It has come to me that every religion of which

I have some knowledge preaches the importance of nanklnd'a showing charity

to its less privileged brethren* In short: I have becorae convinced - or better

Said I have had It confirmed - that charity is the cthic ground rule of every

religion* Or in other words: that charity is the ethlcal baals of what

religion me^ms; that these ethlcal deincinds are at the root of every religion;

that the care for the next insplreü every religious iujunction or conmandment

or even ritual; that it is the alpha and a'nega of human society^s social

Constitution; that it is possibly the energy source which provides mankind

wlth the purposo of, and the essence for^ its 3urvlval#

And the variety of the explanations for^ and of the expresslons given

tOt this duty confirms to me agaln my own basic belief, that all religions

have tho aame basis and tha sarae orlgin - and also the sarae content and the

same purpose

•

And again I find here evidcnce of the frequent paradigm shifts, l»e#

of the ever again newly perceived and formulated basic ethlcal rules and

coranands; of how thay were shifted» re-arranged and newly constltuted in order

to make them relate to any newly developing culture; of how they are always

agaln made to fit the newly perceived Spiritual values and the newly forming

level of learning and creative Impulses; of how they made understandable the

variety of the expresslons, of the teachings, of the rltuals, of the legends,

which figure in the adaptlons of the great spiritual leaders - who over the

centuriewS foundod, and to this day continua to found, tho various religions

- to the mentalIty of the people, to tha exigencles of their tliaes, to the

conditio ns of their world, and to the cultural Status and the Intellectual

intake of their people«

And I havo learned, that it is not given to me and aost other people

to find truth in rational calculating, in mysticai dreaiuing or in intuitlonal

pondering; that only the searching for truth is my task, represents my duty

and will be my ultimate fulfilnwent«
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HE WAS NOT SÜTTE £•••$ P I E D^

A Short, but true story

tot

Mikhal Shlff-iMatter

told by

Hermann Mt Selzer

Por many reasons that summer Is still vivid in my raemory; not

the least because of the sudden severe heat-wave that had hit the north-

indian plains, but also because it was the first time I came face to

face witht and became personally involved in, the Suttee issue.

That year the north-indian plains having turned intolerably
hot already in March - and mankind not having yet been blessed with
airconditioning - we decided to shift our suinmer practice to Kashmir
a few weeks earlier than usual. We sent Rita, our Receptionist, and
Shamas-ud-Din , our head-servant, ahead with a small busload of office
and laboratory equipraent, and followed ourselves two days later in
our Chevrolet • By taking two days to coraplete the 10-hour journey,
we gave Rita araple time to set up the professional rooms in the bungalow
we rented year by year from an old english lady#

As soon as we had entered the hiraalayan ränge we began to

enjoy our carride; and the higher the winding roads took us, the more

we looked forward to getting nearer to the always newly unforgettable

raoment when, on reaching the Bararaullah Pass, we could see the blooms-

filled Kashjnir Valley spread before us. On this occasion our pleasure

was enhanced by our having to pass, on top of the pass, through a nearly

fifty meter long tunnel which had been chiseled through a solid raass

of ice and snow. And down there, in the plains, was the beautiful

Kashmir valley»
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On arrlval In Srlnagar we found, as expected, the bungalow

In Gupkar Road readied for us. And, as usual, we were surprlsed how

quickly our expected arrival had becorae known, for Rita had already

a considerable list of appolatments to place on ray desk.

Rita polnted to one of the nameSt as of a Mm vho clalmed to

have been my patient in the previous year, and whom - as he had been

very insistant, she had given the first appointraent on the following

Qorning« The name she pointed to was that of a Kumar Gopal Singht

I did not remember of having seen a kumar with this name before«

But I recalled hlm immediately when he turned up the following

mornlng» I had no difflculty in recognizing himt though he had greatly

increased in weight» He had come to see me for a gastro- intestinal

ailment the year before* He had not called himself a "Kumar" then,

a Prince# But otherwise he had tried to irapress me on that visit by

telling rae that he had just that year completed his education at

Cambridge; that his father was the hereditary Prime Minister of Kashrair;

and that, being the oldest son, he expected too expected to be, in

due course, appointed to the Prirae-Ministership«

This time he came with his wife and a baby, the latter carried

by an ayah, a nanny* He greeted me exuberantly as if I were an old

friend of his; and I played along as I understood that he wanted to

Impress his wife with the "jolly ease" with which he conversed with

a foreigner. (Of course, his pleasure would have been greater had I

been an Englishman).

"How are you doctor ? How was the winter in the Punjab ?

I hear it has suddenly turned jolly hot down there« I am jolly glad

to see you here with us in Srinagar» And meet my wife and my first

baby soon to be one year old"*

"Nico to see you again, Kumar Sahib. And you too, Ranlji«

How are you all ? What can I do for you ?"

"We three have come to have a medical overhaul from you. And

al though we are all jolly healthy and fit, we want to have thia

authoritatively confirmed by you»"

His wife too was grossly overweight, as was the six-months-old
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baby. whlle the young glrl, who carrled the baby on her hlp, was greatly
below the expected welght for a girl o£ 8-9 years. the age I estlmated
her to bej and certalnly the baby was too heavy for a pale and weak-
looklng glrl as she appeared to me. After handlng the baby to its
mother, the glrl sqatted down near the entrance door, apparently glad
to take the welght off her hlp and feet.

By hls fussiness and hls attempts at Joklng - along wlth hls
pltyful attempts to Imitate an upper-class Englishman In hls talklng
the fellow made the next Ij hours very unpleasant and tlrlng. I was
glad when I had completed the physlcal examinations of the Kumar. hls
wlfe and the baby, and had taken laboratory samples from all of them.
Wlth a hearty laugh he refused my request to "have a look" also at
the glrl.

"I have completed the physlcal examinations and have not found
anythlng worrysome In any of you". I then told thera. "I shall be able
to teil you more when I have the lab. results, Come back the day-
after-toraorrow. I shall then be able to teil you deflnltely what I
thlnk of your three's State of health".

Two days later they turned up agaln. All four of them.

"I have completed all tests and can conflrra what I tentatlvely
told you two days ago. I have not dlscovered any physlcal abnormallty
in you. your wlfe and the baby. Also all the lab.tests have turned
out wlthln normal ränge. But I must warn you that you cannot expect
such a favourable dlagnosls also In the near future, If you do not

'

cut down your welght. All three of you have to lose welght. You and
your wlfe and the baby are very much overwelght and thls Is a deflnlte
health hazard. Here Is a llst of foods you have strlctly to avold;
and here one of the foods you may eat. And here la a prescrlptlon
for Vitamins. Thls Is all you need. FoUow strlctly ray advlce and
there Is no reason you should not live to a hundred years".

I gave hlm a short medlcal report, the lab. results and the
prescrlptlon, Then I added: —

i

\

"The one who certalnly needs medlcal help Is your Ayah, thls
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glrl who carrles your baby on her hip. She looks very pale, underwelght

and veak« You take the baby home yourself , and I shall have the girl

undergo a thorough examinatlon» It will not cost you a penny, either

for the examlnation nor for the medicaments whlch I shall provlde»««*i

Gopal*s face had turned red, and I expected htm to explode

In protest against my proposalt but hls wife quietened him dovm with

some whlspered words - in Kaahmiri whlch I did not understand ^ and

he did quieten down«

'•Otk.t do what you think you have to do*\ he finally» rather

ungracefully, agreed» He took the papers I had placed before himt

his wife aat the baby on her own hip, and he ordered the girl to stay

behind to be examined by Kate and me« And before they left, I told

hira;

"Come back in two days' time, at this hour, and I shall teil

you what we have found, and what we think has to be done for this girl'\

It was not easy for Kate and I to examine the girl# She was

terrified when I tried to touch her» We could not coimnunicate with

her as she spoke only Kashmiri and not Urdu; and because she closed

up when we asked one of the kasmiri servants to Interpret for us#

But after after some time she quietened down, became more amenable

and allowed Kate to examine her«

Gopal Singh did not return on the appolnted day« He returned

a week later« This time his broad face was not decorated by the usual

insecure and ingratiating sraile« Instead it was covered by a scowl«

He came in without greeting me# He did not reply when I wished

hlm a good day« I did not react to his rudeness which I interpreted

as play-acting, though I wondered what his comportment was going to

meani whether he wanted to impress me of his importance or whether

to make me feel intimidated«

"Sit down, Kumar Sahib", I invited him, but he kept standing«

"Acoramodate yourself", I continued, unfazed by his hostility*

"Here are the results of the tests we ran on your Ayah« They are very

worrysome« Not only is one of her lungs affected by tuberculosis.
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but she is also very an^nlCt and she has some Intestinal Infestatlons«

First of all she should not anymore look after the baby; she should

not even corae near hlra. I have wrltten down what treatraents she should

take^ and what food she should consurae. Here are the medlclnes for

the first raonth.'^ I polnted to a nuraber of packages and bottles I had

taken from a drawer and placed on my desk» "She will have to come to

see US every month as long as we are here; and each time I shall provide

her with the medicaraents and advice as her» hopefully improved, State

of health will indicatet As I told you already, it will not involve

in any expense whatsoever"«

Gopal Siiigh did not reply» He did not reeact for about a

minute. He did not even look at the raedicaments and the papers I had

spread before him« He kept glaring at me»

Suddenly he lifted his right arni and with one swoop swept the

medicaraents and papers from the desk, Placing both hands on the desk»

he leaned forward, hia eyes staring angrily into minot

"Now you are happy, Doctor Sahib, are you not ?*' With apittle

accuraulating in the corners of his mouth» he addressed me in a furious

but constrained voice, "I thought you were better, more understanding

than the British; but I see you are not better. All the white people

are cut from the same cloth» This girl is not a child anymore; she

is already 12 years old# And do you know who she is ? You do notg

I supp08e# She is - or better was - the fiancSe of ray younger brother«

He died about a year ago. According to our tradition she should not

have been here, should not have been alive anymore» She should have

comaitted suttee, that is should have ascended the funeral pile and

been burned up along with the body of her finacft. But you white people

have interfered with our religious practices, and have forced us to

abolish the suttee sacrifice of the widows, But that does not mean

that this girl 's life has been savedt For us, as for all Hindus, she

is dead. She does not exist anymore, But as I have been affected

by your western ''culture and civilization*^, we have spared her. We

have made her the nanny of our baby. But for us she is dead; she

is not allowed into the houae. Also our other servants do not want

her to live alongside thera, though they do not mind abusing her, She

sleeps on the veranda outside the baby*s room and gets the left-*overs

from our kitchen." He straightened up; paused for a short while to
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catch his breatht Than he leaned forward again and, breathlng hard,

he continued. "You do not know how much you have damaged thls person*

How much you have interfered wlth her karraan. By her suffering in

thls life ehe mlght have cleansed away many o£ the grave faults and

sins she had acquired In her prevlous existences; but now, by your

cluiDsy interferencet you have vorstened her fate, blackened her karman

still more« She will most llkely not be reborn a human belng but aa

a low klnd of anlmal« And whatever will happen to her now, while she

still quasi alivei will be debited to your own karinan**t

He straightened up, glanced for a moment at the medlcaments

an the floor, looked at me wlth disdain, turned and left the room»

Rita came in to announce the next patientt

*'Cancel all the appointments of thls afternoon» I cannot see

any more patients nowt Reallgn them for any other tlme"«

For a long tlme I sat at my desk, my forehead leaning against

my folded hands« I rellved the scene, and imagined the glrls fate

and sufferings in all their detailst And I feit sad» very sad*

Next iQorning I sent a servant to the Prlme Minister *s bungalow

to enquire about the girl« He returned after one hour» He had not

been able to contact the girlt He was told she had been sent to some

dlstant viUage in the mountains where her parents lived«

The next morning I sent the servant wlth our driver in our

car to the village of her parents* They returned two days later.

They had found the village and her parents* family, but these and all

the vlllagers denied having recently seen the glrl or heard of her.

To thls day I wonder whether Kate and I had harmed the glrl;

whether we had indeed clumsily interfered in her fate; whether Kate

and I had been in the wrong*

And we could not anymore persue our enquiries, as we dld no
return to Kashmir: the world war, the sub-continent*s partition and,
thereaftert Indla*s Invasion of Kashmir, made it impossible for us
to continue our suramer practice there«
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My dear Pattll Every tlme I come on a vlslt to

Cllatoalstan - alas this happened so far only every

slx months or aot and I do not knov If and for hov

long these Visits will continue ** Jackie appears to

be more bewildered than impressed by ray beard, Should

I console myself that he is fascioated by that thing

on my chin ? I do not think so* One has not to be an

expert or a great diagnostician to see that the child

has until nov spent his young life in an exclusively
beardless society. And whereas I would not wish whatever

Jackie *s raemory luay have of me; whatever association
with me he may recall in future^ to be coloured - and

if not obscured or at least shadowed - by the whltish

brush I expose on my chin 9 I am setting out to explain

to him what this, in his eyes apparently unusual, appendix

means and how it came into being« Sure^ it will be some

time before he can himself "absorb" the Coming pages, but

by your imbibing them firstt you will surely be able to

oamotically transmit the story, to convey to hira the reason,

why I am running through life in the Company of my beard*

This then is
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THE STORY OF A BEARD,

This l8 going to be deplctlon of a beard^s blrth process and it

repeated relncarnatlon. Or should I have better sald "of why I have for

so many years of my Ufa been carrylng my beard along" ? Becauaet except

for seelng tham all over the place paraded about In various shapes, colours

and States of malntenance - and never laore so than in recent years - I

am not aware of a beard worn now, or at any time In the past, by any of

my acqualntances or relatives. Except t that Is, for Fathert who In 1890s

settled In Oberhausen, endeavoured to commerclally conquer the town, and

foUowed the then prevailing fashlon of sprouting a short polnted beard

,

which - more for hls wantlng to be percelved as a man adapting to th#

tlmes and wantlng to be different from the other Jews of Oberhausen (and

hardly becau3e he was In love wlth hls beard) - he never agtln was witlioat«

I cannot rememberg from the tlme I can ramember anything until I left

Oberhausen In 1933t to have seen any other bearded man in our coaiaunity

of some 500 souls«

The justified queation arises why I do carry auch a hairy outgrowth

on my chln 7 Today this would be an Inappropriate queation because it

la one the most common components of men*s malehood insignla at all ages

^ especially so of today*s hlrsuite youth culture ^ and something which

does not merrit a seocnd lookf or any look at all^ and certainly not a

remark of any klnd in my actual abode in Israel«

But this was not always so 9 That oieanst in years past I did stick

outf wherever I livedt as a beard«->bearer among all the other non^^beard-**

bearers* Some forty years agOf when my actual beard bec€U!ie "a per^nent

fixture of my countenance", I was in Pakistan - or at least in Lahors

^ the only man thus decorated among all the males of the so-^allcKl european
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conmunity there (vhlle it was, of course» a part of the vestments the

orthodox oioslemt especlally the moslem clergy, was carrylng through llfe.)

Whereas I am not partlcularly enamoured with my beard; and vhereas

I am today in no way not proud o£ my beardj and vhereas I am not at aU
a baard^^fetlshlst; and whereas I am not exhlblting my beard as a sign

of rellglous endeavour, there must be, of course, a reason why I have

not yet removed that hirsulte flxture from my chln* In truth, there Is

really no reason. And whereas those who know me and for whom I care»

are well aware that I do not belong to the brlgade of rellglou3ly--whlskered

men of Jerusalem; and whereas I slmply cannot be bothered about changing

my mug shot; and whereas I do not want to face curlous looks or not always

shy enqulrles of the ''why have you taken off your beard" kindj and whereas

most of all I do not want to extend the area where I shall have to navlgate

my razoTp I have nott and in future shall nott contemplate rimnlng around

wlth a naked face. Otherwlset there is really no reason or cause for

my crinlta facst

I want to make here the point» that I have not set out to glve any

explanationt or to offer any reason t or to proffer any excuse why I am

aaong the **barbuccl*', the bearded ones} nor do I want to wrlte a footnote

to man 's and natura 's beard-4iistory, if any such has ever been compiled#

Or Is one such already in existence ? And If so, would that hlstorlan

klndly explaln, why all the pictures reconstructed of original man 's faces

-• the hominids who had descended from the trees - never show any of them

decorated with a beard ? For undoubtedly they all had halr sproutlng

all over thelr faces; and they went around with that untalmed halry mass

not only because they could hardly have dared uslng one of thelr stone

knives as a razor, and posslbly also because they cherlshed thelr beards

as a decoration, may be even as a garment«

Let me make it here and now qulte clear that, except for my own

personal and private beard I do not have any Interest In, any fasclnation

for, any care about the halr nowadays sproutlng all over the faces, or

only on the chlns, of such a large part of humankind^s male sector. And

to teil you the truth ^ the absolute truth - neither do I have today any

special involvement nor prlde in the hairbundle over my own lowor face»

The last sentence may evoke many a readerS eyebrow to be raised,
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as I do keep that hairbundle - genertcally called a beard - in shape,

form and bounds« But» I may hear at least Inslnuatedp if thls does not

Indicate a degree of pride, It ahows my having at least a certaln interest

in its giving a configuration to my face» And after all, uotwithstanding

what is Said and written about Israeli I am totally free to remove that

beard whenever I want, fully assured that no law, no party rule, no social

Convention will prevent rae from doing so this very moment; and fully

certain that there will hardly be anybody in ray near or distant circle

of friends, acquaintances and neighbours who will do more than shake his

or her head in approval or at the raost make a witty-raeant remark#

No ! All these observations have not raade me sit down to talk about

my beard, Nor do I feel the slightest cause or reason to subrait in these

pages anything which sounds like an apology» But I have all through the

various years of my beard-exhibiting life never been asked the "why" I

have raentioned; and though here in Israel this has never happened, I sense

that many an observlng correligionist does wonder within himself why I,

a confessed and practicing raember of the liberal stream of Judaisra, do

carry about the trademark of an Orthodox Jew. (Mind you: I did not say

"a religious Jew", for a Liberal Jew, a Progressive Jew, a Reform Jew

or a Conservative Jew can be as much a religious Jew as the Orthodox Jew,

or often even a better one such as he has aiostly come by reasoning and

deep coaviction to his mostly religious-philosophical concept of Judaism#)

I feel somehow the urge to explain to the hopefully unending chain

of "deacendaats from my loin" why I am a beard-bearer, Why, although

many among my latest predessors on the genealogical tree - except for

my fathar as I have already mentioned - I am the only one of my generation

to have joined wliat is now for many a non-*religious fashion« Into this

latter category I would register my son Michael, the only man among the

large number of the generation foUowing mine, (and I would think that

in his case laziness, the abhorrence of having to shave every day, was

at least one predominant motivation«)

And after this long preamble - which, should you find it superfluous,

you have my permission to cut out - I am at last going into medias res 5

into the explanation how I came to wear a beard • I repeati I do not want

the history I am writing of ray beard to be considered an apology for my

beard«
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Thla hlstory develops in three stages» In each o£ these the eruptlon

of my Chinas hairy crop is associated with my havlag been deprived of

ray freedom, of my movementSt of my right to Independently decide, of my

rlght to follow my own vrishes»

The first time I grew a beard was In Gerraany, in 1933, at the time

I was a prlsoner of the Nazis

•

The second time I started a beard was during the last war, when

my family and I were imprisoned by the British in an internment camp,

The third time I was more or less forced to stop shaving the chin

region of my face was in 1956 when we lived in Lahore-Pakistan»

All thls may sound intriguing to you, but it will not anymore sound

thus after you have read the details of the various episodes*

On April 4, 1933 I was working in the Dermatological Clinic of the

Medical College of Dusseldorf - to fill up a lacuna in my knowledge of

this dlscipline in anticipation of the forthcoming final examlnations

- when two Gestapo men confronted me with revolvers drawn and declared

me ander arrest, I was marched to a nearby police Station, and pushed

there into a cell already overloaded with 13 other men, like me victims

of the Nazis* special interestt There I "lived" for a week, Mornings

we were aüowed a five minutes' vislt to the washroom; and in the absence

of the appropriate tools I had no possibility to shave* I think, even

if a razor had been available to me, I would, in that environraent, not

even have feit inclined to inflict on myself such a procedure. In any

case, the Nazis must have feit gratified to see the unshaven mugs of their

prisoners confirm to them that we were a quite unsavory and dgenerate

lot.

After a week I was transferred to the Dusseldorf Central Jail, where

I became one of the 300 prisoners "accommodated" on two upper floors of

one of the four wings« I had in the raeantime been able to contact my

family and to have Father fulfill ray wish to receive next to a change

of linen also the stuff to have myself properly washed and triramed# This

was not such a problem anymore, as the cell I shared with two other men,

was provided with running water and a mirror»

However, the razor I received was rather blunt« And whereas I am
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sure that ray famlly would have seen to It that the razor was in a working

state^ I can only auspecC that the small sultcase Father delivered at

the prlson gate had been somewhat too thoroughly checked» In any case^

my first ahave proved quite palnful, and thls raade me declde to shave

off only a minimal part of my already abundant facial hair, and to leave

untouched the more sensitive portions of ray upper 11p and around my chint

Thus it came about that I became a bearded man; and vhen I was released

after four weeks» the beard had taken on a respectable slze and shape«

Though the frequent check of our cells and the search of our bodies

were meant as an harassmentt the Company of my two cellmates made my life

appear now relatively luxurious* But all was not pure joy» There was

also a painful component« The "political prisoners" of our wing were

alternatingly guarded by the SS» the SA and the Stahlhelm« Whenevert

every thlrd day» the SS was on dutyt I vas sure to recelve a series of

quite painful kicks from the booted SS man who stood at my celldoor when

we were made to march down to the courtyard» and also when we returned

to our cells one hour later« As far as I could observe I was the only

one to be given this klnd of attention» And be it said to justify the

SS-Hnan's special effort» that each time he delt rae the 3-4 kicks he had

a proper explanation: he did not like my having grown a beard "in honour

of Lenin 's birthday"»

The kicks stoped only after 4 weeks because I was released from

jail» Luckily the Stahlhelmt the more decent band of that lot - was on

duty that day; for had "my SS-man" taken rae from the cell to the Warden^s

Office, he would certainly not have hesltated to give my what he would

have seen as a proper farewell.

When I arrived horae, I at once - to the satlsfactlon of my mother,

to the amusement of my father« to the objectlon of my siblings and to

my own regret -• shaved off my beard Though I had become quite fond of

my beard - may I confess even quite proud ? - I considered it necessary

to do sot for on my way from the jail to the railway Station, the policeman

who accompanied me to make sure that I took the train for Oberhausen,

warned me in a whisper that "next day they will come again to fetch you"*

I learned from Father that I had been released because according to the

then valid •• and still respected ^ laws I could only have been arrested

in my hometown« That oversight the Gestapo was determined to correct

by re-«arresting me in Oberhausen« And whereas I feared that a Warrant
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Issued mlght mentlon ray beard, I shaved it off that sarae evening*

And durlng the night I was transported to a nelghbourlng town where

I borded a traln for Berlin» In Berlin I stayed wlth my üncle Leon untll

I could organize my escape to Italy«

I was wlthout beard for the followlng seven years more or less,

untll on December 5, 1940 - about a year after the start of the Second

World War» and rather Inapproprlately on my blrthday - I was arrested

by Order of the Brltlsh-Indlan Government, along wlth Kate» Plpsl and

Michaelt I was not too surprlsed, as I had suspected, durlng the precedlng

months In the attention pald to me and to my moveraents by a group of poorly

tralned and not very clever •^undercover agents" an Indlcatlon of the

government's Intelllgeace Services* Interest In me, or better sald a sign

of thelr susplclon of me. At dawn of that day a posse made up of a

Sergeant and slx soldlers armed wlth big guns and carrylng four sets of

hand- and footchalns, took us four to the Purandhar Internment Camp near

Poona In the Provlnce of Bombay« There we joined some 300 other guests

of the Vlceroyt the King of England •s representativa in Indla#

I had, of course, brought my shaving kit wlth me, and I could not

complain about the sharpness of the razor blades I had packed, but somehow

there was the recall of my prevlous prisonershlp and therewith associated

my having grown a beard« And no sooner had we settled down in the Camp,

that I made my Gllette observe the part of my face extendlng from my

nostrils, over ray Upper lip and in an arch around my chin a reserved,

a no-poachlng zone« Among the other Inmates there was no other beard-

wearers, so that thls changed aspect of my appearance could not fall to

arose a certaln of curioslty, coninents and enquiries« And I remember

having grandlloquently explalned my beard as a habit I had formed whenever

I am Jailed, or whenever I am a prIsoner or something of the kind.

For 5^ years we were Imprisoned in the Internment Camps of Purandhar

and later in that of Satara. We were among the last to be let go as durlng

my tenure as Camp Medlcal Offleer I had Imprudently uncovered the financial

dishonesty of the Camp Commandant*

But finally, in June 1946 - about a year after the war had ended

and after the vast raajorlty of the internees had since long been released

«• also we were allowed to leave» And Kate and I declded not to go to
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the States aa we had vrlshfuUy dreamed of for many years, but to accept

the urging requeats of frlends and patlents to return to Lahoret

And vhile we were waiting for the transport to take us to Bombay

and Into llberty, a group of the good frlends we had made in the Camp

declded that ray excuse for carrylng a blond batch of hair on ray chin did

not anymore exist; and that, In partlcular, freedom and a beard dld not

well go together» They grabbed me, pinned down my arms, and cut off my

beard • I had already then the suspicion tliat this brutal, inefficient

barber job was done wlth the convivanc if not on the instigation of Kate

who over the years had benevolently watched me lovingly nurse my beard,

but could probably not face its Intrusion also into our future life.

And thus was the hairy landmark on my faclal landscape removed«

But Plpsi - and to a lesser extent Michael - did not comprehend

nhat was going on, why I appeared to them now so badly disfigured. I

remeraber Pipsi crying out in protest and shedding some tears over my

beard *s demlse# You must realize that consciously - Pipsi was nearly

two years old and Michael three months when we were arrested - they had

never known me without the beard« To them the beard was a congruous part

of their parent»

I did not mind to get about without a beard, but was not allowed

to forget it, as Pipsi over the foUowlng years never ceased to beg me

to le ray beard grow back agaln* And the only excuse I could find for

not giving in to her wish was that, though I would not have minded being

the only beard araong the in the thousands counting foreign colony in the

Punjab, the stubbles on my chin during the weeks before the Chinas hairy

excressence had taken a decent shape, would look rather unpleasant, and

I myself would be seen as neglectful of my personal hygiene« Whether

the children accepted this explanatlon and excuse or not, they did not

insist anymore after a year or so, and I thought that the issue had been

burried; that they had got used to my hairless face.

Bot in due course I had to learn that I had been miataken« I started

again to grow a beard, and this time I feit that the initiative was taken

off my hand; that this time I was more or less a prisoner of my children

#
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It happened In sunmer 1956, the year Kate and I took our regulär

3-yaarly vacation, Pipsl and Michael were boarders in Bedales School,

and we timed our departure to coincide with their sunmer vacation. We

had bought a car - afterwarda to be taken with us back to Pakistan - and

had planned to make a sweeplng tour through Europa. We raet the children

in Calais on their arrival frora England; and from there we traveled to

Salzburg and Vienna and back to London via München and K5ln.

I was faced. no aooner had our Journey started, by an apparently

weU-rehearsed Ultimatum, detenninately presented by Pipai and vigourously

aupported by Michael: that the tlme had cotne for mo to keep ray promise

repeatedly given over the last ten years; that I had to Start on having

my beard grow back? that my usual excuses were no more valid, as socially

and professionally it did not matter whether In the Coming weeks I ran

around unshaven and with stubbles on my chin»

Alas, I had no excuse, nor any way out, as we had always made our

children keep whatever promise they had made in the same way as we have

always andeavoured to do.

And this Started the third beard stage which continues to this day,

Among my patients, friends and acquaintancas - most of the latter clean-

shaven british or american expatriates - my bearded appearance may have

caused some coanentaries behind my back but never in my presence. The

same applies to our good pakistanl friends. On our next visit to Israel

also my parents did not directly corament. but from their smile I concluded

that they approved.

I can today recaU only two occasions when I could observe a reaction

to my newly blond-bearded chin,

The first was on that same occasion my parents smilingly but silently

consented to my having joined the bearded society: on one of our walks

through the streets of Jerusalem we met an acquaintance in Ramban Streetj

and while Kate and that girl exchanged whatever they thought worth

communicating, I entered a nearby mini-market to buy something or other.

No aooner had the saleslady - a plump, pimply girl of about seventeen

- looked up from the crossword puzzle in the newspaper stretched out in

front of her, than she emitted a shriek - which she unsuccessfully tried

to subdue by clasping her hands over her mouth - and called out to her

colleague at the other end of the shop» "Mirjam come here, quick I" Mirjam
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came runnlng, expecting to be faced with God knows what omergency or

calaniityt Sha looked at nie and at the other girlg when the latter asked

her In a volce of awe: '^Irjanit does this gentleman not look exactly llke

Lenin ?^' I could not help certaln memorles frora flooding in» and also

to be grateful that thls time ray lenlnesque face did not earn me another

set of painful kicks

•

The other occaslon was on ray regulär raonthly professional vlslt

to Rabwa, the newly established headquarters of the Qadiani sect (thus

called because before partition their seat had been in Qadian in India)

or also Ahmediyas (because every member of the sect adds Ahmed to his

name)t whera I was to exajuine, advise and - when Indicated - console the

Head of the sectt When I entered the roora where His Holiness (I had been

iastructed to address him thus) was comfortably resting on his bed, a

smile passed over his face wlien he saw my newly minted beard# Hopefully

he looked at his son Standing at my side, but his smile disappeared when

the young man shook his head to say that ray beard did not indicate that

I had Joined their sect. For every Qadiani growa some kind of beard,

be it even only a few centimeters on the end of the chin or one just llke

I was exhibitlng»

And so I have during the last odd thirty years my life been wearlng

a sraall beard, It has not evoked any comnentaries, especially not in

Jerusalem! where I am still a rare beard-specimen among my social circlet

although I am certain that by some I am thereby labeled an orthodox Jew»
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Thls, Patti, Is the history of ray beard^ Jackle is still too small

to understand \rhat thls excreaceace represents and why it is affixed on

my face, But whereas I wish - should I have still one more occaaion to

see him - that he looks less enquiringly, or even askance, into my face,

I want you to take him on your lapt to cuddle him very warralyt to meditate

for a föw moments on what you have just now read, and surely the history»

the össaencot the sense of my beard will penetrate quasi by osraosis into

Jackie's mind«

God bless you all !
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1LOO0 REVENGB

HtfMna M.Selzar

Recantly th« afrnally oasolng poUtical «ia«bbU. 1« our n<^BmiU

had bMr» teaporatHy ra^iaced by plctur« of unrest anwag the Badoulns

o£ tho Megev. the d.8«rt In th« eouth of I^aeU In the faa^lo« o£

tod.y'8 Protest actlooa they wara •homi burtilns tlres. «avlng placard3.

shakiag thalr flsta aad fhwtlag bloodthlrsty alogw. It w»a qult«

.yldant that aon^Bedoula laraell Araba, mmng thm wmt a mm^r of tne

no:...th, laraal's Parlla««nt. wäre Inatructlng tha BikIouIos ho« to .natura

arid what to shoutt

The cauaa of the unroat was the roceat death of a mmber of the

Bedooln trllMi «ho had beea ahot aad idUed by th^ V»Hm of the Hatore

Authority aad Parks Departawt - «ho waa guardlag a nearbr nmfwmi area

i«to which cara are not aUowod - when he refu^aU to stop hla car, and

•vea apeeded ««y irtiea challeaged by the Israeli officiaU

"The ßadoulna, and in prlnclple aU of us Araba. are honour-bound

to revense the murder of oae of our brethren. For thl. klUlng waa -»rd«

pure and al.ple\ explained the Parlia^entarlan, "The blood of «f «urdered

brothof caa only b« «ashad away with the blood of th. «.rd«rer; the death

of our brother cao only be reu«a«l by the death of the aurdorar. We

de^d. therefore. froa the Gover.n..ent of larael that the «irderer be

handed ov«r to ua".

I «aa aurprloed. Thia waa the flrat tla« the curae of blood revonge

haa bae« preaented here ia auch an outapoken faahlo«. I had not e^pected

to aee It aurface wlthia Israel too. I w«. d«iply affected by the word.

of that laraoli Arab, md by the poaturing of the ßedouloa around hla.

Por the Bedoulna of Ur^sl had alway. been In good. evea cordial relatloi-

wlth the p«.plo of larael. They had beea servlns In the larael Är^y and

Che bravery they oftea ahowed had bMa recosnlaed and «nich appreclated.
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I camm to ponJ#r irftiy I was aurprlsMKli and thla l#d am to ask flqraalf

ulMie I kne\0 abmit tha bac'-jround of thla aorrov^K^aualng phanonan» Tha

Chain Qi thottghta tmim «i faal tha arga to raaaU and to ravlva mf om
axpariaaeaa vith tha anclaac laatltutlon of blood feud«

Tha LEX TAUOHIS ^ tha Lav of Satallatlon ^ tewnilng aa mye for

an eye^ a llab for a Il^b« a Ufa for a life la ona of oldest lawa knoimt

Tha archalc custom of blood revQn;o uraa In the paat practlcad In oiany

culturaat and la cmtlnuad to thl3 day In aany parta of tha world# It

Mana tha blood of a mirdarad paraon haa to ba axchangad for» revangad

b/t tha blood of the murdarar or that of a loeiibor of hla faolly or clan«

It la a quasi rallglotia prlncl^la that the soul of t!ia »urdarad Indlvldual

has to ba In thla %ray aatlaflad and fraad to Joln his ancestora* Tha Furlaa

or Erlnyea functlo^iKid In thla senaat l«a« In the adalnlatarlng of tha

ratallatory juatlcot In anclant Graaca«

Alao Judalaa kaav of thla prlnclple# We raad In Ganaala that Abal'a

blood crlod to Haavan for ravange; butt Intaraatlnglyt Calntthough sevarely

punlahadt had not to pay vlth hla Ufa (Gan«4ilO)# Latar on» howevar»

tiia Blbla dasaanda In caaa of aiurder ^»«•« you shall glve llfe for Ufa»
mym for aye» tooth for tooth« hand for Iiand« foot for foott wound for

vound»«*« (Exod«21i23)#
In a certaln sanaa ilso nsodarn aoclaty foUova the Lax Tallonlas

justice desaanda com^aaaatlon for hurt» laalona» bodlly damagaa of any

klnd «• and condanna a mirdeter to daath vhan Indlcatc^d»

It la Int erestlng to note that alao tha Bedouln kno^ a coapanaatory

aattlaamt of a blood feudi a daughtar of tio aurderer^s faiily or clan

la glvan In cottpanaatlon to a omibar of the murdered oian'a faially or clan*

Aa I have MMMtlMSd at tha beglnnlngt I myself had mmm perao^ial

experience vlth ragard to blood feud» and I am ^olng now to deacrlbe thaaa«

It naa aoaetlsa In tha lata ^flftlaa« IWo baardad Fathans vere

uaherod Into mf consultlngroo3 In Lahoro« They wäre dreaacKl In typlcal

Pathan garbs a long grey woollen shlrt reachad the middle of thalr calvos«

aod below tha e^broldarad bordera of thelr ahlrta bulky gray trouaara

e'üargedt Thalr nakad faat ^^re stuck In opan sandalst thelr heada wäre

eovered wlth big blulsh cotton turbans and from thelr nacka a sllver amulet

i/as auapendad ttom a cord# Though It Is often dlffIcult to eatloate a

bearded Pathan•s ^^f I thoc^ht they yere about 40 years old (and thls

iiaa latar conflnaad)«

One of the mm Mted aa tha apokaatnan» app«rently bacauae ha apolte

• good Urdut Ha reque^^ted im to ^Ive hls coopanlont Hajl Abdua Sattar»

a thorough exa:nlnatlon#

"^te vant you to glve him a coaplete physlcal examlnatlon vhlch should
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tnclude bload tMits» a ehest x-nray and an electrocardlogr«»# And ve vwint

jrau to glve U9 ycmr uaiial medlcal report In vrltlng**«

••üM thM Htjl Sahlb any special complalnt« ? Is thero a reason

vhy he wants auch a complete examlnation 1^\ I asked*

•Hot at all**, waa the replyt %» la perfectly haalthy aa far aa

ve kaow; but \m «ant to hava thls conflnned« And in additlon vre want

you to claarly put <m the varloud raporta tha axact dato on which the

teste wäre performed***

Thia was a rathar unuaual requast» but I did not aak tha reaaon

for lt# There muat hava been aome apecial ru4son lllce legal or famlly

aatters £or auch a dooiandt I reaaoned; bat I thought it vriae and

approprlate not to aak for an explanatlon#

I examlned Hajl Abdua Sattar, aade a ehest x-ray* wrote an BC3G»

and told the couple to return after thraa daya for the results«

«•

Three days later the two Pathans turned up agaln« I had thelr report

ready* I told thea that the phyalcal and laboratory exainlnatlons had

not revealed anythlng of pathologleal algnlfIcance and that the patlant

did not require any treatment#

The t^K) oen did not appear to be intereated in what I told thwi*

They did not lock at the various lab^tests and the specific marka I pointed

out to them on the cheat film and the EGG* They soarched for - and aeemed

satisfled when they found it - the data on the various reporta# I rosa

from my itoi^t accoaipanled them to the doori shook their hands and told

them that the Receptionlat vas going to present thea with the bill* (The

laceptioniat told ae latar that they paid the bill without deaiurinat and

ttat they appeared maialy intereated in the date on the receipt for the

payaient#)

I did not attrlbute rnuch iaportance to the two Pathana^ behavlour»

We had beeoae uaad to soüie of our patienta^ often bizarre ccraportmeat*

Bat aome aix iaontha later I naa to aee the Visit of the Pathans,

and their conduct, under a different llghti I received a auiinona froa

the Seaaiona Court in Pesha^iar to appear on a certain date at 10 a«m«

aa a vitneaa in the caae of the '*Goveraii}aat of the Islaiaic Hepublic of

Pakistan againat Ilaji Abdua Sattar**«

On the appointed date I flev to Peshawar# Wma I enderad th«

Seaaiona Court the caae had been going on for aooe tiiiie# I vaa aurpriaed
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tp McogQlze tha Judga who was saated vlth hla ti#o clarka on aa alavated

platformt about a jraar ago ha tutd accoapaolad hia vlla whaa the Uttar

Im4 coma to aaa na for a aadlcal axamlnation» At that tlaa im was still

a Magistrats In Tiiltaa«

TiM eourt rooai was packad wlth pecpla» aast all of thaai Pathana«

I could Qot foUow tha procaadiaga 9m thaaa wa tm cooductad In PuahtUt

tha Pathan Idlonit Tha iwrocaadlnaa i#ent on for mre than ona hour bafora

t waa callad ttp# Luckllj tha Judga apoke to taa in anglish, and I dld

not rtfülra an Interpreter«

•^octort will yoUf plaase^ coaa forward ! You have to take an oath

that you will tall oaly the truth and aothin^ but the truth ^

I raisad my rlght hand atatad^ aa raquaatad« that I %rould only taXl

tiw truth and nothing but tha truth«

•VlU you now cosni up hare» doctor'^t tha Judga demandod*

I dld aa ha had d^aandad« Wiian I stood at hla aldSf the Judga

polntad to my siadical report^ to tha laboratary raaulta and tho receipt

a Clerk had spraad in front of him*

''Are tha aignaturas on tha varlous papars yoursf doctor 7 And

did thia recalpt eoanata from your offica ?'*•

I indicatad that thia was Indeed ao«

•'And will you also confirm or deny that the dataa oa tha variooa

docuaents ara corract ?**

I compared these datas wlth those in tha file I had brought with

••They ara indeed correct» Your Jtonour"i I acknowladged«

^ill you nowt plaaae» turn aroundg dcKrtor« and teil us vhethar

you racognissa in the two man, standing up now in the dock, the two M?n

who had coeaa to your offica at the datea indicate<i 7^

I turnad around and aaw two Pathans atanding in the dock« They

wara dreaaed in the way the two Pathana w!io had come to my offica had

been dresrii^% In fact they wore tha ssmi tradltional Pathans clothea

m miX the other Piathaas präsent in tho room«

I looked long at the two sien* I thought I recognizod owb of the«

but not the other. I was not eure« I did not like to take upon nyself

KiM r^^ponsiblity inhärent in my glvlng a firoi oplnlon»

•l am aorry, Your Ik^nouTt I cannotg ona way or the other, ^ilve a

defiaite answar to your quastioat I aa vary unhappy I ha^ to say so#

But I could give you a deflnite answar ona way or the other if you order
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th« Pashawar Geaaral Hoapital to Mad a Mtikniciaii wlth on« of tbair

•laccrocardlographa« It would taka only a ttm ulautaa to write an BCG

«f «ach of theaa two aanj for tha ona I laada of tha patloat who conaultad

am ahowed a rare though haroilaaa abnoroalltf.«..****

"Thank fcw, doctor» but thla la oot nacoasary", tha Judge l««sh«4«

"The Managar of tha hotal they atayad In durlng thalr Visit to Lahors,

statad cattgorlcally that the accused Abdua Sattar had not boan tha ona

you Mmii t 1 And by the wayi ha too was aurpriaad that tha two aaa

dmaittit An axaet data on thalr receipt* This Ciourt Is nov fully cartain

ttwt thd laurdarar Abdus Sattar had aant a friaad to Labore to eatabllsh

an allbi whlle he stayed on a aiirdarad a cartain rfcihaonad Abbas. Thank

you for coialng* You ara diflnlsdad •

Later on I laarnad froa tfw «twapapors t»Mit tho uiurdar was eooHlttad

ta fulfllLueiit of a blood faud that had baan going on for a few gaoeration»

and «ould, cercaioly, be «iolaj ou for a few faore. Por tha aona of tha

condeianed man - ha waa in dua couriJü "hanged by hls nack untll ho was

daad" - was honour-bound to kill aomabod/ of tha othar family. ••••.••

Also the following, th* Meoatf «plsode, hm

in ffly nwRaory bank«

deeply engravad

It waa in the begitmina of tha *sixtiaa« Kata had goiie to f^llmi

to ba with the children durlng thalr school holldaya, and I decidad to

taka n f^k*a vacatton. I had since long baan contamplatlng a visit

to Swat, tha prlncaly stata in tha Hliaalayaa, as I had read about Sir

Ilarold Steln's axploration of Its buddhiat paatj and also becausa 3<*3»e

of our Buddha sculpturea originated thore.

Tha car-*lda to Swat was a pleasant introductloa to ay long wisha^l

for Visit to tha doaaln of tha Mali, aa Swat'a rular ia called.

1 loiläod in the slnpla but claan hotel and - as advlsad by tha

H^oacenti I had conaultad In lahora - called that aftarnoon on tha Soni<

Vali, tha fathar of the actual rular who had reaigned the ghadi, the

throne, in favour of his son«

Tha old oan • wbCM I found dressad in a black and white atriped

•hlrt and wide ^^roy trousers and was altting on a larga upholstered chair

with hia nakad fast foldad underneat^ hini - was by no laaans an Interaatinj

parson} nor was tha tlae I spant Deatad opposlte hla an alevating half
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Ttm foUowlag fiBoralag I pald an off Iclal call oti tha rullng Mali«

I vaa takan to hla Militär jr Secretary^s office and noado to algn tha

vlsltors* book« Just then tha Wall hlaaalf pasaed through an hls \mf

out« Unllka hla fathar ha vaa an impraaalira iBan« He vaa abova avaraga

halghtt of a aavaraly aract sllltary postura, vlth atrons faaturaa« Ha

Mdlatad authorltj« Ife lookad at om^ acknovladgad mj graetingf loakad

at tha vlaltora* book» aakad me aoma datalla almit ay patsong and than^

tiuralag to tha Military Sacretaryi ha ordered hlm to hava ma cofM tha

foUowlns :aornlng at 10 to wltnaas so >e j^/mt tha laport of whlch I dld

not gathar than#

Tha folloid^og fuornlns I praaantad tayaalf In tha Military Sacratary^a

offlea« 8a had bam vaitlng for aa^ It appaara; because» aft4Mr iaaulng

a ahort or4ar to hla Adjutant # ha hurrlad outalda« Tha Adjutant opanad

tha dooff Invltad «mi to pracede hl^ and than to foUow him«

••lou will ba wltae^ing a var/ intaraating ovant"t tha young off leer

told tm in only slightly aocantuated aagllah« **I ahall taka you to a placa

vhara you can boat 9^& viiat ia going oni and I ahall atay vith you and

axplain to you what happaaa^«

IIb took ma up a aariaa of atapa laadlng to a klnd of varanda frooi

vhara t laaning on an Iron baluatrada» I could look onto a s^aall» aatpty

a>urtyard# Tha alanting sun iUuminatad only half tha courtyardt taut

thia dld not pravant nm trom oifarvia>d.ng also tha ahadad part#

Suddanly a gata in ona of tha courtyard'a walla was thown opan and

aa officar appaarad# lia atappad aalda» barkad a short order^ and about

a doaan araiad» baltad^ graan-^niforasad oMun Juapad out wlth thair guna

at tha raady# Thay poatad thasaalvas along tha walls of tha courtyardt

knalt on thelr laft knaa vith thair yana pointlng into all diractlons«

A Short sainuta latar tha Wall appaariKi» followad by hla ^filitary

Sacratary* The officar shoutad an ordar» tm tvalva aoldiars rose to

thair faatt shoutad a ;[;reetln3i salutad tha WSali and than raturnad to

thair tmmr positlona*

Tha Wallt atanding aoif in tha cantra of tha courtyardt mada a ahort

gaatura vith hla right hand« Tha liilitary Socratary isauad an ordart

tha duor In tha wall was oj[>enad and a young bar«4iaadad aan» droaaad in

fathan doth^s, hla haads and faat in chalna» hla faca axpraaaionlaast

vaa brought in and led into tha praaenca of tha Vali# Tha Wall fßtm tha

maa a langt contagq;>latlire look# Than ha raised hls hand alighty and a
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youog boy of about 3-*10 years came forward« He weis a mlnlature editlon

of a Pathaii* I had not aeen hlm before aa he had been staadlng directly

underaeath the balustrada»

The boy was taken Into the presence of the Wall» who put hls hand

on the chlld*s Shoulder « looklng at htm vith a rather severe mien«

The Adjutant at my aide tranalated to me the con/ersatlon whlch

nov took place«

'^as Khan Ghulam Abbas your father ?**

"Yesi Wall Sahlb» Khan Ghulam Abbas was my father*^

'•Has your father been recently kllled ?^

••Yes, Wall Sahlbt my father has been recently kllled".

*'I8 this the man \rfio kllled your father ?**| the Wall askedt

^is Is the man**, the boy replled#

The Wall turned to the man In fetters. •tDo you confess to have kllled

Cum Äulaa Abbas, this boy^s father?"

"YeS| I have kllled Ghulam Abbas**, the man said wlth a firm volce«

**Why dld you kill that man T**, the Wall asked»

**Becau3e he kllled my father, and my father *s blood cried out for

this man*s blood # Now my father *8 honour and that of our famlly are

restored and my father *s soul can rast in paradise**«

"Are you ready to accept blood oioney in place of this man^s blood?**,

the Wall turned to the young boy«

**Not Wall Sahib, I am not willing to accept any sum whatevar in

expiation of the damage this man has inflicted on my famlly *s honour"*

The Wall stretched out hls right armj one of the two soldlers who

had posted themselves behind him, placed his rifle into the Wali*s hand#

The Wall handed the gun to the boy«

The condemned man*s expresslon did not change« He looked as if he

was not involved«

The boy cocked the gun, placed its mu2ale agaln the left ehest of

the condemned man and flred,

The man collapsed at the Wali*s feet»

The soldiar took back his gun« The Wall turned on his haels and

marched out«

One more experience In my experiences-rich life#
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HE WAS NOT SATISFIED

BECAUSE SHE HAD NOT BEEM SüTTEEFIEDt

A Short» but true story

told by

Berraann M« Selzert

I was remlnded of the «plsode to whlch the title o£ thls story f«t#rs

vhen I read in a nevs magazlne that In some viHage In South Indla *'a

widow had jtuaped on the funeral pyre of her husband and was bunuid to

daath along with his body"«

A certaln sunmer is still vivid In my memory, not only because the

8udden severe heatwave that had hit the Punjab - Indiana northern province

stretching southvards from the foot of the Himalayas - had mada us open

cur sunmer practice in Kashmlr earlier than usual» but also because I

liad for the flrst time come face to face with» and had in addition been

persona lly involved In, the Siittee Issue.

Suttee or Satl is a sanskrit vord and raeans %irtuous vornan", This

concept origlnated in the myth of Satl, one of Shiva's wives, ^o had

married the god against her father's wishes; and who threw herseif into

a fire when the latter was humiliated by Shlva.

Suttee designa the ancient indian custom «« first oentioned in the

Mabharata - of a widow having herseif burned to death either on her

husband 's pyre or soon thereafter, It happened also that a wife was thus

aacrificed in anticipation of her warrior-husband not being expected to

return alive frora a military expedition. Greelc literature of the 4th
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Century BCE mentions Suttee as a custom connon in the Punjab Province
o£ Indla» Laterg durlng the moslem coaquest of Indiap the Rajputs burned
thelr vldova out of fear they night be violated by the Invaderst

In the 18th Century, ander the rule of the Moghuls Hmaa/um and Akbar,
suttee was for the firet tiae declared illegal» Later - agalnat the vlsh
of the Hindus and also that of the Europeans vho objected because they
eaiir It as a violation of the Hindus* religlous rights - this law was
extended over all Indla by William Bentlnk when, from 1823 to 1836» he
was the Governor^eneral of Indla«

fhe north««lndlan plains haring that year turned Intolerably hot

already in March ** and vre had not yet been blessed vrith aircondltionlng

"* we decided to shlft our sumaer practica to Kashmlr a fev weeks earlier

than usual« We sent Rita, our Laboratory Assistant, vho functloned also

as our Receptionist, along vith Shamas-^ud-^Dln, our senior servant, ahead

to Srlnagar with a small traller-load of office and laboratory equipraent,

and followed ourselves two days later in our chevrolet. By taklng two

days to complete the ICWiour journey, we gave Rita ample tlme to set up

the professional rooms in the bungalov in Gupkar Road we rented year by

year fran an Englishwoiaan, the widov of a retired British-Indian Government

official, who had decided to live the rest of her life in Kashmlr; and

«ho preferred to spend the suiaaer months in Gulmarg, a resort about 30CX)

leet abote Srlnagar*

As soon as we had entered the himalayan ränge w« togan to enjoy

•nr car rlde} and the higher the winding roads took us, the more we looked

forward to getting nearer to the always nevly overwhalming moment when,

on reaching the Baramullah Pass, we could see the blooms-fllled Kashmlr

Valley spread before us« On this occaslon our pleasure was enhanced by

o\ir having to transit, on top of the pass, through a nearly flfty feet

long tunnel which had been chiseled through a solid mass of ice and snow«

And down there, in the plains, was the beautlful Kashmlr valley«

On arrival in Srlnagar we found, as expected, the bungalow readied

for US« And, as usual, we were surprised how qulckly our expected arrival

had become known, for Rita had already a conslderable llst of appointments

to place on my desk«

Rita pointed to one of the names, as of a man who claimed to have

been my patient in the previous year, and whom - as he had beon very

Insistant *-» she had given the first appolntment on the following morning«

The xiame she pointed to was that of a Kumar Gopal Singh« I did not
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remember havlng seen a kumar with this name beforot

But I recalled hla Immedlataly when he turaed up the followlng

morning, I had no dlfficulty to recogalze himt though he had greatly

lacreased in welghtt The year before he had come to aee me for a alaor

gastro-lntestinal allraeat. Iki had not called himself a ^'Kuaar'*, a Prince,

thttn« But otherwlsa he had trled to Impress ma on that vlalt by telllng

me that he had just that year completed hls education at Cambridge j that

his fathar was the hereditäry Chamber lain o£ the Maharaja of Kashmirj

and thatf being the oldest son» he too axpected to be» in due courset

appointed to that high ranking government office»

Thls time he came with his wife and a baby« the latter carriad by

an ayaht a nanny. He greeted me exuberantly as if I were an old friend

of hist I played along as I understood that he vanted to impresa his

wi£e with the *^jolly ease** with which he conversed with a foreigner • (Of

courae, his pleasure would have been greater had I been an Engli3hman)f

"How are you» doctor ? How was the winter in the Punjab ? I hear

it has suddenly turned Jolly hot down there« I am Jolly glad to sm you

here with us in Srinagar» And meet my wife and my first baby soon to

be one year old*\

"Nice to aee you again, Kuraar Sahib**, I replied, '^And you toOf

Raniji"# (I gave her an even higher rank« that of a queea, to have her

outrank her husband.) **IIow are you all ? l^at can I do for you ?

•Ve three have come to have a jolly raedical ovorhaul from you#

And although we are all jolly healthy and fit, we want to have this

authoritatively confirmed by you#"

His wife too was gross ly overweight, as was the six-*iaonths**old baby,

vhlle the young girl, who carried the baby on her hip, was greatly below

the expected weight for a girl of 8-9 years, the age I estimated her to

be; and certainly the baby was too heavy for a pale and weak**looking girl

as she appeared to me# After handing the baby to its mother, the girl

squatted down near the entrance door» apparently glad to have the weight

taken off her hip and feet»

By his fusslness and his attampts at joking - along with his pityful

attempts to Imitate, in his way of talking, an upper-class Englishman
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^ the fellov made the next nearlf 1^ hours very unpleaaant and tlrlQg«

I was glad whan I had completed the physlcal examlnatlons o£ tha Kumar»

hls wlfe and the baby» and ve had taken laboratory samplea frcwa all three

of theoi«

Wlth a hearty laugh ha refused my request to '^have a look" also

at the glrl«

I did not fael like argulng» I wanted the long seaaion to come

to an endf

"I have completed the physlcal examlnatlona and have not found

anythlng worrysome in any o£ you*^, I told them. *'I shall be able to teil

you more when I have the lab^results* Come back the day- after-tomorrow

at nine* By that tlm« I shall be able to teil you definltaly what I think

of yoixr three 'a atate of health^*t

Two daya later they turned up agalüt All four of thern*

•*! have completed all tests and can confirm what I tentatively

told you two days ago", I addreased the pater famllias» "As I have already

mentioned I have not dlacovered any organic abnormalIty in yout your wife

and the baby# Also all the lab «tests have turned out to be vrithln normal

ränge* But I must warn you that you cannot expect such a favourable

diagnosla also in the near future» if you do not cut down your weight*

All three of you have to lose weight# You and your wife and the baby

are very much overweightt You are facing a definite health hazard« Here

is a list of foods you have strictly to avold; and here one of the foods

you may eat# And here is a prescrlption for Vitamins This is all you

needt PoUow strictly my advice and there is no reason you should not

live to a hundred yeara".

I gave hlm a written medical report, the labt results, the x-ray

films and the prescriptionp Then I added:

"However, the one who certainly needs medical help is your Ayah^

this girl who carries your baby on her hip» She looks very palet is

underweight and appears very weak« You take the baby home yourselves,

and I shall have the girl undergo a thorough examiaation* It will not

cost you a penny» either for the examination nor for the medicaments which

I shall provide. And I shall have my driver take her horuet"

Gopal^s face had turned red, and I expected him to explode in protest

against my proposal, but his wife quietened him down with some whispered
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vorda - In Kashmlrl whlch I dld not understand -» and he did quleten down«

'•0#k., do what you thlnk you have to do**, he flnally, rather

gracelessly, agreed« Ha took the papers I had placed before hlm, his

wlfe aat the baby on her own hlp, and he ordered the girl to stay behlnd

to be exaoilnad by ICate and me«

^Come back again In two daya* timet at this hour^^ I told hlm before

they leftf **and I ehall teil you what we have found^ and what we think

has to be done for this girl**«

It was not easy for Kate and I to examlne the girl« She was

terrlfled when I trled to touch her# We could not conumnlcate wlth her

as she spoke only Kaahmlri and not Urdu; and because she closed up when

we aaked one of our kashralri servants to Interpret for us« Fortunately,

aftw some tlrae she dld quleten down, became more amenable and allowed

Kate to examlne her« After we had completed the examlnatlons I made our

drlver bring the glrl home

Gopal Slngh dld not return on the appolnted day» He returned a

week later, This tlme hls broad face was not decorated by the usual

Insecure and ingratlating smile, Instaad It was coverod by a scowl«

He carae In wlthout groetlng me» H« dld not reply when I wlshed

hlm a good daj. I dld not react to hls rudeness whlch I interpreted

play-actlngt though I wondered what hls comportment intended to mean:

whether he wanted to Iraprass me of hls Importance or i/hether he trled

to make rae fael Intlmldated»

^Slt down, Kiimar Sahlb", I invlted hlm, but he kept standlng«

"Accomoodate yourself", I continued, unfazed by hls hostlllty«

•öftere are the resulta of the tests we ran on your Ayah. They are very

worrysome» Not only Is one of her lungs affected wlth tuberculosls, but

she Is also very anemlc; and she has some Intestinal Infestatlons* First

of all she ahould not anyniore look after the baby; she should not even

come near him# I have wrltten do\/n what treatment she should take, and

vrtiat food she should consuine. Here are the medlclnes for the flrst month**^

I polnted to a nuraber of packages and bottles I had taken from a drawer

and placed on my desk# •^She will have to come to see xis every raonth as

long as we are here; and each tliae I shall provlde her wlth the medlcaments
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and advice as her. hopefuUy Iraproved» State of health will indlcate.

As I told you already, It wlU not involve you In any expense whataoever".

Gopal Singh did not reply. For about a minuto he did not react.

He did not Qven lock at the medlcaraents and the papers I had apread before

hin». He kept glaring at me.

Suddanly he ralsed his right arm. and wlth the back of hla hand.

In one awoop. he swept the medicaments and papers from the desk. Than.

placing both hi» handa on my daak. he leaned forward. hla eyes atarlng

angrlly Into mine.

"Now you are happy. Doctor Sahib, are you not ?" With splttle

accumulatlng In the corners of his mouth. he addressed me in a furious

bot constralned voica, "I thought you were better. aore understandlng

than the British; but I see you are not bettar. All the white people

are cut froin the sama cloth. This girl ia not a child anymore; ahe Is

already 12 years old. And do you know who she is ? She did not teil

you, I suppose. She is - or better was - the fiancte of my younger brother

who died about a year ago, According to our tradition ahe ahould not

have been here. should not have been alive anymore. She should have

conmltted suttee. that is, she should have mounted on the funeral pyre

and been burned up along with the body of her fiancfi, But you white people

have interfered with our religious practices, and have forced us to aboliah

the suttee. the aelf-sacrifice of the widows. This does not mean, however.

that the girl's life has been saved. For us. as for all Hindus, she is

dsad. She does not exist anymore. But. aa I have been affected by your

western so~callad "culture and civilization", we have spared her. We

have made her the nanny of our baby, But for us she is dead. She is

not aUowed into the house. Also our oCher servants do not want her to

live alongaide them. though they do not mind abusing her. She slaeps

on the Veranda outside the baby's roora and gets the left-overs from our

kitchen.

"

He straightened up; pauaed for a ahort while to catch his breath.

Than he leaned forward again and. breathing hard, he continued.

"You do not know how much you have damaged this person. How much

you have Interfered with her karman. By her suffering in this life she

might have cleansed away many of the grave faults and sins she had acquired

In her previous existences; but now. by your clumsy interference, you

have worstened her fate, blackened her karman stiU more. She will most

llkely not be reborn a human being but as a low speclos of animal. And
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%rhatever will happen to her now^ vhile she Is atlU quasi allyot will

ba dabited to your own karman'^f

Ha atralghtanad upt glancad £or a laoment at tha madlcamenta on the

f loor» lookad at ma wlth dladalat turnad and laft tha rcx>mt

Rita came In to announca the naxt patlant«

**Cancel all the appointmenta of thls afternoon« I cannot sae any

iwra patlents nov« Reallgn tham for any other time*^#

For a long tirae I sat at my desk, my forehead leaning against my

foldad handa» I rellved the scenet and imaglned the glrl^s fate and

aufferlng in all their detallat And I feit aad, very aad*

Next mornlng I aent a servant to the Chamberlain^a bungalov

to enquire about the girl# He returned after one hour# He had not been

able to contact the glrl. He was told she had been sent to her parents

who live in soffle dlstant village in the noimtains»

>

The following laornlng I sent the servant with our driver in our

car to the village of her parents. They returned two days later. They

had found the village and her pareats' familyt but these and all the

viUagars denied having recently seea the girl or heard of her*

To this day I wondar whether Kate and I had hariaed the girl; whether

we had Indeed clumsily Interfered with her fatej whether Äata and I had

been in the wrong«

Alas, we could not anymore persue our enquiriea, as we did not return

to Kashmlr: the world war, the sub-K:ontinent*s partition and, thereaftert

India's Invasion of Kashmlr, made it impossible for us to continue our

suFmer practica there.





In der Regel wird dem Beispiel deo Josephus Folge gelei-

stet und die Bevoelkerung Palaestina»s,die in dem der Genurt Jesu voraus-

gehenden Jahrhudert gelebt hat,iTi drei Gruppen geteilt: die Saduzaeer,

die Pharisaeer imd die Essener. Es ist aber jezt als festgestellt anzu-

nehmen, dass diese drei "Parteien", so einflussreich sie auch gewesen sein

moegen und wichtig in der Fuehrerschaft des Landes, in Wirklichkeit doch

einen kleinen Teil der Bevoelkerung ausgemacht haben. Der Grosßteil,die

Masse der Palaestiner, folgte weder den Saduzaeern noch den Pharisaeern;

sie gehoerten zu keiner Partei. Sie machten eine amorphe Volksraasse aus,

um die eine sich scharf bekaempfende politische Fuhrerschaft eifrig warb.

Es ist sicher, dass diese Palaestiner in irgendwelchen nenn—

baren Zahlen zu den Essenern gehoerten. Es handelte sich bei den letzteren

um eine geschlossene Sekte, die niemals mehr als 4000 Mitglieder zur glei-

chen Zeit gehabt haben konnte. Es mag wohl sein, dass die Essener von Zeit

zu Zeit sich politisch engagiert hatte; so hoeren wir z.B. dass zu Beginn

der Makkabaer Revolte (166/167 v.Chr.) von einer ••Versammlung der Frommen»^,

der Hassidim, gesprochen wurde^r die eine klar umschriebene politische Partei

darstellten. Es wird vermutet, dass die Hassidim das Grundmaterial fuer

die Essener Sekte bildeten, dass die ersteren schon lange bestanden hatten,

irgendwann seit dem 3. Jahrhundert v.Chr., und moeglicherweise auch schon

zur Zeit der Persischen Herrschaft.

Was immer auch gewesen sein mag, diese Sekte hatte keinerlei

bedeutenden Einfluss auf die zeitlichen Entwicklungen gehabt; sie nehmen

in der Geschichte nur den Platz eines kleinen Moenchordens ein. Josephus

nennt sie die ••Essaoi'^, waehrend Plinius ihnen den Hamen ••Esseni»' gibt.

Es ist nicht klar, was diese Worte bedeuten. Eine Zeitland glaubte man,

dass sie von ••Haseh«' oder ••Hasid" abstammen; aber seit der Entdeckung der

Qumran Schriften, glaubt man, dass das Wort »»Heiler •• besagt, was sehr gut

mit des Josephus • Beschreibung uebereinstimmen wurde, dass sie ••in meditt-

schen Dingen interessiert»» sind. Eine solche Auslegung koennte sie mit den

" Therapeutae •• identifizieren, einer Sekte, die Philo Judaeus »»Heilar des

Koerpers und der Seele*» nannte.

Auch die Urgeschichte der Essener ist unbekannt. Josephus
spricht von ihnen zuerst in seiner Beschreibung der Periode des Jonathan

Maccabaeus (d.h. um 150 v.Chr.) , und er erwaehnt im Besonderen (An. 13:5,9)

einen Essener namens Judas der zur Zeit des Aristobolus lebte (105 v.Chr. )•

Es Ist nicht gans sicher, ob vir es hier mit einer ausschliesslich judi-
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sehen Sekte zu tun haben, oder ob hier fremder Einfluss mitgewirkt hat.

Es ist aber zweifellos, dass die Sekte der Essener, die Josephus und

andere baschrleben haben, mit der Sekte Identisch Ist, die in Qumran In

der Naehe des Toten Meeres gelebt hat.

Durch Josephus, Philo und Plinius haben wir Elnlgesuber

fiie Organization der Essener erfahren koennen. Wir wissen, dass es niemal«

mehr als 4000 Mitglieder auf einaml gab, dass sie nur in Palaestlna exMtier-

ten ( falls sie nicht wirklich mit den Therapeutae identisch sind, die ihren

Sitz in Aegypten hatten ) , dass sie hauptsaechlich in Doerfern lebten und

Staedte vermeldeten, weil sie fanden, dass das Leben der Stadtbewohner von

der sie umgebenden Laster bedroht ist. Philo, dagegen »bemerkt, dass es

Essener auch in jeder einzelnen Stadt in Palaestina gab. Es ist sicher, dass

solche auch in Jerusalem lebten* POinius schreibt, dass eine Grosstell

von ihnen in der Naehe von En Gedi gewohnt haben, aber bisher haben Ausgra-

bungen keinen Beweis fuer diese Behauptung liefern koennen. Es gibt aber

eine ANzahl von Verfassern , wie Dlo Chr isoAtdbmos , die berichten, dass

sich die Hauptniederlassung dieser Sekte in der Naehe des Toten meer^s be-

fand.

Die Essener lebten in einer geschlossenen Gemeinschaft, wo sie

in Gemeindehaeusern hausten. Die Commune funktionierte nach strengen und

sehr genau eingehaltenen Regeln. An der Spitze der Gemeinde standen die Auf-

seher, denen unbedingter Gehorsam geleistet wurde. Diese Aufseher wurden

gewaehlt, und " und ein jeder von ihnen wird, ohne Ausnahme , fuer alle bereit

stehen. Sie erwaehlten ausgezeichnete Maenner,die die Gelder einsammelten

sowie die landwritschaftlichen Erzeugnisse; und sie hatten ihre Priester,

die das Brot und das Essen zubereiteten", schreibt Josephus.

Der Novize, der der Gesellschaft von Qumran beitrat, wurde mit

mit dem folgenden Segensspruch aufgenommen:

•• Moege Er Dich mit allen moeglichen guten Gedanken segnen

und Dich von allem Boesen freihalten. Moege Br Dein Herz

mit einem Verstehen des Lebens erleuchten und Dir ewige

Weisheit uebermitteln .
"

Der Neu-Aufgenomraene wurde mit dem Erhalt von drei Dingenin den

Orden aufgenommen: eine kleine Schaufel , einen Schurz und einem

weissen Gewand.. Das letztere mag bezeugen, dass sich diese Sekte auf einen

Priesterliehen Hintergrund bezog. Ein Suchender wurde nur nach einer Probe-

aeit zu einer beschraenkten Mitgliedschaft zugelassen. Eine solche Probezeit

dauerte im Durchschnitt ein ganzes Jahr. Nach ABlauf dieses Jahres konnte er

an den regelmaessigne rituellen Washungen teilnehmen. Dem ersten Probejahr

folgte eine weitere Probezeit von zwei Jahren ( Josephus spricht sogar vonjd

drei Jahren ), mnd nach Ablauf dieser Zeitspanne ,- und nachdem er einen sehr

starken Eid der Geheimhaltung und des Gehorsams geleistet hatte - wurde er

zum Vollmitglied ernannt und erlaubt, an der gemeinsamen Speisetafel zu sitzen

Dervon ihm abverlangte Eid besagte, das« er seinen Bruedern gegenueber voel-

lige Offenheit zeigen wuerde, dass er die Lehren des Ordens geheim halten

werde und sieniemalB nicht-Mitgliedern preiageben werde. Nur Erwachsene
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konnten Mitglieder werden, aber Kinder wurden auch aufgenommen, so dass

sie bereits in jungem Alter die Grundsaetze des Ordens erlernen konnten.

Von Josephus vissen wir, dass es vier Grade in diesem Orden

gab, naemlich, naemlich die drei Jahre des Noviziats und und sodann die ent-

gueltige volle Mitgliedschaft. Die Qumran Schriften erwaehnen jedoch nicht

die Probezeit und erwaehnen nur auf eine Vorbereitungsperiode von zwei Jahren

und einem dritten jähr, daszur endgueltigen Zulassung fuehrt.

Es gab einen Staendigen Gerichtshof aus mindestens 100 Mit-

gliedern zusammengestzt, die ueber IJedwedes Vergehen zu Gericht sassen.

Fuer schwere Vergehen war die Bestrafung Ausstossung aus der GemeinschAft.

In der Regel bestand gemeinsamer Besitz aller Gueter. In dieser

Beziehung waren alle gleich. Beim Beitreten zur Sekte musste ein Jeder seinen

ganzen Besitz der Gemeinechaft uebergeben. Keinerlei Geschaeftsbeziehungen

durften zwischen einzelnen Mitgliedern stattfinden. Nicht das Geringste

durfte ein Bruder dem anderen verkaufen. Ein Jeder gab das, was er ira üeber-

achuss besass oder nicht dringend selbst brauchte, dem Naechsten der es

mehr benoetigte; gewoehnlich erhielt er dafuer etwas im Austausch, was er

gebrauchen konnte. Das soll aber nicht besagen, dass solche "Geschaefts-

handlungen" in Wirklichkeit Tauschgeschaefte waren, denn wenn immer jemand

etwas benoetigte oder gerne haette,so nahm er es von einem der Brueder,

ohne zu einer Gegengabe vcrpflicttet gewesen zu sein. Riilo besagt das in

den folgenden Worten: " Niemand durfte etwas persoenlich besitzen, weder

Haus noch Sklaveip,weder Felder noch Herden. .alles wurde zusammengelegt^

und jeder genoss die gleichen Vorteile solchen Eigentums". Auch die Ein-

kommen, die die Mitglieder von ihren verschiedenen Beschaeftigungen oder

Geschaeften, wurde den erwaehlten Verwaltern uebergeben, die ihrerseits

all das besorgten was man brauchte, nicht nur an Essen sondern auch an Klei-

dung, die auch gemeinsames Besitztun darstellte. Geeignete Kleidung wurde

fuer den Sommer und den Winter bereitgestellt, und ein jeder nahm,was immer

er brauchte, aus einer gemeinsamen Kleiderkammer, in der gleichen Weise, wie

ein jeder seinen Bedarf an Essen aus einer gemeinsamen Speisekammer sich

holen konnte. Kranke, die nicht arbeiten konnten, und die sonstig Behin-

derten erhielten ,waB immer sie brauchten, in gleicher Weise und Menge wie

alle anderen. Die Kranken wurden auf Gemeinschaftskosten gepflegt. Ein

jedes Mitglied hatte das Recht, arme Leute - ob Verwandte oder nicht - auf

Gemeinschaftskosten zu unterstuetzen; man verlies« sich auf das Urteil \md

die Aufrichtigkeit der Geber. J\ber wenn es sich um Verwandte handelte,

musste man die vorherige Erlaubnis der Aufseher einholen.

Brueder der Sekte auf Reisen konnten damit rechnen, ueberall

gastfreundliche aufnähme mebitaflin; in jeder Stadt war ein Beamter ernannt^

der sich um die Fuersorge reisender Brueder zu kuemmern hatte.

Die taeglichen Beschaeftigungen der Ordensbrueder waren einer

strikten Ordnung unterworfen. Der Tag begann mit Gebeten, nach deren Been-

digung die einzelnen Brueder von den Aufsehern zu verschiedenen Aufgaben

abgeordnet imrden. Nach einigen Stunden der AÄbeit versammelten sie sich
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1.

zu einem Reinlgungabad, und nach diesem nahmen sie die erste MAHLZEIT

ded Tages ein. Danach gingen sie wieder zu ihrer Arbeit zurueck. AM Abend

kamen sie wieder zu einem Reinigungsbad zusammen, das dann wiederum von

einem Gemeinschaftsmahl gefolgt war. Ihre Hauptbeschaeftigung lag auf dem

Gebiet der Landwirtschaft, aber wir wissen auch, dass sie eine Reihe von

Geschaeftsunternehmen und Handel betrieben. Philo weist jedoch darauf hin,

dass jeder Handel untersagt war, da ein solcher zu Gier verleiten koennte.

Gleichzeitig war auch die Herstellung von Waffen untersagt.

Philo und Jospehus nehmen jede Gelegenheit wahr, um die

Essener als Musterbeispiele der Moralitaet uns vorzustellen. Sie beschrei-

ben sie enthaltsame, einfache Menschen ohne irgendwelchen Ehrgeiz oder Ge-

lueste. Sie assen und tranken das Minimum dessen, was zur Befriedigungihres

Hunger 's und DurstAs notwendig war. In der Tag scheinen sie mit sehr ein-

facher Kost zufrisiflen gewesen sein. Sie vermieden jede Art von Luxus. Sie

vermieden auch jedwede Art von Verschwendung, und sie Hessen sich neue

Schuhe und Kleidung nur dann zuteilen, wenn die ihre voellig unbrauchbar

geworden war.

Man kann die die Hauptelemente ihrer Lebensphilosophie fol-

gendermassen zusammenfassen:

Sie waren freie Menschen und sie hielten keine Sklaven.

2. Ihr Word hatte den gleichen Wert wie ein Eid. Sie fanden einen

Eidschwur schlimmer als einen Meineid, denn "wem immer man erst

gla\iben kann, nachdem er Gott angerufen hat, der ist bereits ver-

urteilt. Herodus respektierte diese Einstellung der Essener

und er absolvierte sie von dem Treueschwur , den alle seine

Untertanen ihm schwoeren museten.

3. Sie lehnten die Salbung mit Oel ab, da sie diese als eineVer-

letzung der Reinheitsgesetze ansahen.

4. Vor jeder Mallzeit nahmen sie ein Bad in kaltem Wasser; das

Waschen der Haende war ihnen nicht genug, denn fuer sie hatte

die Mahlzeit einen sakralen Charakter. Sie nahmen ebenfalls

ein solches Bad wenn sie ihre^Beduerfnisse befriedigf'hatten,

d.h. nach der Defaecation und dem Urinieren. Auch nach jedem

Kontakt mit einem Aussenstehenden war ein Vollbad vorgeschrieben.

5. Sie erledigten ihre ••Beduerfnisse" an einem Ort, der ziemlich

entfernt war von ihrem Lager. Mit Hilfe ihrer Schaufel machten

sie ein Loch in der Erde, ungefaehr 30 cm tief, und wehn sie

ueber diesem Loch hockten, bedeckten sie sich mit ihrem Mantel,

"um nicht die Soone oder den goettlichen Glanz zu beleidigen".

Nach der Beendigung ihrer "Beduerfnisse" , deckten sie das Loch

mit der vorher ausgeschaufelten Erde wieder zu. Worauf sie dann,

wie bereits erwaehnt, ein Vollbad zu nehmen hatten. An Sabath-

Tagen vermieden sie es so weit es moeglich war, ihre koerperlichen

Beduerfnisse zu befriedigen, as diese waren mit koerperlicher

Arbeit verbunden, was eine Verletzung des heiligen Tages dar-

stellte.
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6. Sie waren imner in weiss gekleidet.

7« Sie waren in keinerweise Gegner der Ehen, lehnten solche jedoch

fuer sich selbst ab, dasie Frauen als unkontrollierbar und Treue-

los ansahen.

8« Sie sandten Gaben an den Tempel in Jerusalem in Form of von ihren

eignen Produkten, aber keinerlei Opfertiere, da sie ihre eigene

0p|Serdarbrin99ng der des Tempel 's ueberlegen glaubten. Aus diesem

Grunde war ihnen von den Tempelbehoerden die Zulassung zum Tempel

verboten.

9. Ihre gemeinschaftlichen Mahlzeiten wurden von den Priestern zu-

bereitet, die sich an die genauesten Vorschriften der Torah und

der Reinheitsgesetze hielten.

Josephus erwaehnt, dass 8ich*«die Essener nach ihrem Reinigungs-

bad fuer einige Zeit in einen besonderen Aufenthaltsort begaben, zu dem kein

Uneingeweihter Zulass hatte. Nachher betraten sie den Speisesaal, als wenn

dieser ein Heiligtum waere. Nachdem sie ihre Plaetze eingenommen hatten unter

Bewahrung absoluten ichweigens, verteilte der Backer die Broter - die Verteilung

erfolgte genau nach Senioritaet, d.h. der Hoechatstehende erhielt sein Brot

zuerst usf -_und darauf stellte der Koch einen Napf mit einer einzigen Speise

vor einen jeden. Darauf begann der amtierende Priester zu beten, und niemand

durfte das Essen beruehren, bevor die Gebete beendet waren. Nach Ende des Mah-

les wurderwieder gebetet. Diese Gebete waren Danksagungen an Gott, dem Lebens-

spender. Niemand sprach ein Wort waehrend des Essens. Nach Beendigung des

Mahles legten sie ihre Kleider ab, denn diese waren ja ihre "heiligen Gewaen-

der". Dann gingen sie an ihre Arbeitsplaetze zurueck. Nach Beendigung ihrer

Arbeit wurde die darauffolgende Mahlzeit in gMicher Heise eingenommen. ••

Man hoert gelegentlich, dass sich die Essener des Weines ent-

halten haetten wie es die Therapeuten, die Pythagoraer und die Juediseh-Christ-

lichen Eboniten taten, aber das stimmt nicht. Diese Idee kam aus einem Miss-

verstaendnis in einem Bericht des S.Jerome ueber die Essener. Es ist nicht

anzuzweifeln, dass die Essener Fleisch assen. Wir wissen, dass sie in Qumran

Rinderherden hielten, und bei den Ausgrabungen wurden Knochen geschlachteter

Haustiere gefunden.

Es gibt auch keinerlei Unterlagen dafuer - wie manche Forscher

vermuten - dass es sich bei den Essenern um eine heretische Sekte gehandelt

hatte. Ihre Ideen und Glaubensgrundsaetze waren voellig juedisch. Sie glaub-

ten stark an eine Vorsehung, lie gehorchten kritiklos den Vorschriften dsr

Torah. Nach Gott selbst war ihnen Moses das meist verehrte Wesen. Man sagt,

dass wer immer Moses laesterte, mit dem Tode bestraft wurde. In der gleichen

Weise wie die anderen Juden ihrer Zeit studierten und erklaerten sie die

Torah - nur mit dem Unterschied, dass sie in ihren Auslegtmgen allegoriviche

Esklaerungen bevorzugten«
i

Der Sabath war ihnen im wahrsten Sinne ein heiliger Tag. Sie

stellten nicht einmal ein Gefaess von einem Platz zum anderen, und sie ver-

mieden - wie ich bereits erwaehnt habe -eogar die Verrichtung ihrer Notdurft,
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falls sich das «rmoegllchen lless.

Dwi essenißchen Gedankengut entsprechend hat die Sonne, die

fuer immer einen vollkemmenen Kurs einhaelt, als Spenderin des Lichts eine

ganz besondere Stellung. Aber das bedeutet nicht, dass damit auch die gering-

ste Art eines Sonnenkultes verbunden waere« Josephus^hat niemals einen solchen

Verdacht ausgesprochen, auch nicht wenn er schrieb ,dass die Essener noch bevor

die Sonne am Horizont erscheint »»sie gewisse uebermittelte Gebete an sie rich-

ten, als ob sie die Sonne bitten, doch sichtbar zu werden". Der unberechtigte

Verdacht einer Sonnenanbetung ist noch damit besae%tigt worden, dass sich die

Essener - wich ich bereits berichtete - beim Defaekieren in ihren Mantel ein-

huellen, um die Sonne nicht zu "beleidigen".

Die Rabbis der fruehen Mishna (Sukk.5.4d) sahen es als ein Verge-

hen an, Gebete direkt an die Sonne zu richten. Zu der Zeit war die Begruessung

der Sonne bei ihrem Aufgehen eine weit verbreitete, bereits dem Piaton bekannte

Sitte. Es wird immer noch diskutiert, ob irgendetwas von dieser Gewohnheit

auch den Essenern bekannt war. Vielleicht haengt es damit zusammen, dass die

Essener ihre Gebete nach dem Osten gewandt verrichtetet und nicht nach dem

Westen, in die Richtung des tempels, da sie die Heiligkeit dieses ablehnten*

vi

Der Initiant musste schwoeren, dass er die Lehren der Sekte

anderen Mitgliedern nur in der Form und Art weitergeben wuerde, wie er sie

selbst anvertraut erhalten hatte. Unter Todesstrafe war es verboten, die Ge

heimnisse der Sekte AUssenstehenden mitzuteilen. Die Sekte hatte eine eigene

und weitreichende Bibliothek und die Buecher wurden mit groesster Sorgfalt

behandelt.

In den essenischen Lehren spielten Engel eine grosse Rolle. Die

strengen Eide, die ein Initiant ablegen musste, schlössen auch das Versprechen

ein, niemals die ihm anvertrauten Namen der Engel zu verraten.

Das Studium medizinischer Pflanzen, der Heilkraefte gewisser

Steine, Erze und Mineralien mit Bezug auf die in den heiligen Schriften dar-

gelegten Richtlinien wurde eifrig betrieben. Sie hatten einen guten Ruf als

Heiler. Sie behaupteten von sich auch, dass ihnen auf Grund ihrer ununter-

brochenen Reinigungen, prophetische Gaben verliehen worden seien.

Die Essener Ikkrten, dass der Koerper vergaenglich, die Seele

aber unsterblich ist. Ihrem Glauben gemaess hatte die Seele urjf^ppuenglich

ihren Aufenthalt im Himmel gehabt, wurde dann aber durch des Menschen Sinn-

lichkeit auf die Erde gelockt, wo sie nunmehr im menschlichen Koepper wie

in einem Gefaengnis eingesperrt ist. Sobald sie aber von dieser menschlichen

Sinnlichkeit frei ist, wird sie wieder in die Hoehe schweben. Gute Seelen

keannen im Jenseits eine Existenz voller Glueck und Schoenheit erwarten,

waehrend die boesen Seelen schwere Strafen erwarten duerfen. Dieser Glaube

an ein Jenseits ist einwandfrei aus den Qumran Schrifetn herauszulese«; aber

der Glaube an eine Wiederauferstehung ist nur in zwei Stellen angedeutet.

Man kann aber einen solchen Glauben aus den Worten "ewige Freude" oder ••ewige

Erloesung" oder "ewiges Leben" ,die nicht weiter erklaert werden, herauslesen,
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Die Qumran Schriften haben tineere Kenntnisse ueber die Ideen,

das Leben \ind die Organization der Essener sehr bereichert.

Die Sekte von Qumran glaubte von sich, die wahre juedische

religioese Tradition zu pflegen, waehrend die anderen Juden einen solchen

Anspruch nicht erheben koennten. Wie Israel auch war die Sekte in Priester,

Leviten und die Laien unterteilt. Fernerhin erhielten sie die Aufteilung in

die urspruenglichen zwoelf Staemme weiter aufrecht, und diese wiederum wurden

in Einheiten von 1000, 100 und 10 aufgeiteilt.

Die Priester stellten die hoechste AUthoritaet dar. Von ihnen

grgingen Befehle ueber eine Generalversainnilung_an alle Mitglieder, aber wenn

es sich um Glaubensfragen handelte, war es den Priestern, den "Soehnen des

Zadok" oder den "Soehnen des Aaron" , wie sie genannt wurden, ueberlassen,

die endgueltige Entscheidung zu treffen.

Zujeder Gruppe von ZMhn gehoerte ein Priester, der die Se<|en-

sprueche ueber die Mahlzeiten aussprach und dem staendig fortgesetzten Torah-

studium die Richtunggab.

Die Gemeindeleitung lag war den Aufsehern anvertraut ( den

Mefaker). Ein^Priester-General^und ein "Beschuetzer Aller Lager»* standen an

der Spitze der Sekte; diese hohen Beamten mussten ihr Amt niederlegen, sobald

sie das Alter von fuenfzig Jahren erreicht hatten.

Niemand konnte volles Mitglied werden, der nicht die Vorschrif-

ten der Torah streng einhielt. Wer ungehorsam war, wurde ausgeschlossen. Die-

jenigen Mitglieder, die ausserhalb des Lagers oder der Siedlung lebten durfetn

Privateigentum besitzen und mit Nicht-Juden Handel treiben.
r

Es scheint, dass in Qumran Frauen zugelassen waren, denn es sind

Graeber mit Skeletten von Frauen und Kindern gefunden worden.

Das Hauptziel der Brueder dieser Sekte war es, ein ununtefbro-

chenes Leben goettlichen Verehrens zu fuehren, in welchem die "Soehne des

Lichtes" ihre Lobeslieder in Gemeinschaft^mit dem himmlichen Chor der Engel

erheben duerfen. Wenn es hell wurde des morgens und dunkel am Abend^wurden

Gebete verrichte. Philo, Plinius und besonders Chrisostomos beschreiben die

Essener als eine Gemeinschaft von Philosophen, die^in der Wildernis anden

Ufern des Toten Meeres lebten und sich der Kenntnis Gottes und der Liebe

der Mitmenschen widmeten. ", Sie sollen in Gemeinschaft Wahrheit ueben und

Bescheidenheit, und Gerechtigkeit und Aufrichtigkeit, Wohltaetigkeit und

Bescheidenheit soll ihnen den Weg zeigen", besagen die Richtlinien, die der

Initiant erhielt.

Die Sekte hatte ihran eignenen Kslender von 52 Wochen. Die vier

Jahreszeiten bestanden aus dreizehn Wochen. Jedes Jahr und jede Saison begann

an dem gleichen Wochentag, und da die Sonne und der Mond wurden an dem 4.

Schoepfungstag eingesetzt, und darum fand jedesmal Neujahr und jeder Pesach

an einem Mittwoch statt, und jeder Yom Kippur fiel auf einen Freitag.

Die Sekt verabscheute den Tempel in Jerusalem, und in ihren

Augen waren die Jerusalemer Priester falsche Priester.
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Da heutzutage keinerlei Zweifel mehr bestehen, dass die in

Qumran lebende Sekte mit der der Essener identisch ist, die uns Philo und

Josephus beschrieben haben, koennen wir die aus beiden Quellen stammennden

Kenntnisse zusamaenlegen. Es bestehen zwar in den Beschreibungen des Philo

und des Jospehus einige Widersprueche mit den Lehren und Taetigkeiten der

Qumraner,die wir aus dem dort gefundenen Schriftrollen erlesen koennen,

aber diese Widersprueche koennen leicht als durch die Bestrebungen dieser

Sekten, ihre Geheimnisse keinem anzuvertrauen, bedingt erklaert werden.

Philo hat niemals behauptet, dieser Sekte angehoert zu haben, und Plinius,

als Roemer und Heide konnte niemals Mitglied gewesen sein. Jospehus mag

einen mehr direkten Kontakt mit den Essenern gehabt haben, aber seineVer-

oeffentlichxmgen geben doch den Eindruck, dass er niemals dort eingeweiht

hat sein koennen. Das heisst also, dass Philo, Plinius und Josephus als

Aussenstj^kkede ueber die Essener geschrieben haben; sie mussten daher Er-

klaerungen und Beschreibungen bringen, die ihre Leser, uneingeweihte Men-

schen haben verstehen koennen. Die Essener stellten einen esoterischen

Bruderbund dar, und das bringt mit sich, dass Aussenstehende, die ueber

diesen Orden schrieben und ihre Methoden und Geheimnisse unmoeglich alle

Einzelheiten gewusst haben koennen. Sogar wenn wir zugeben, dass diese

Schriftsteller eine gewisse esoterische Kenntnis von anderer Seite her

oder aus anderen Quellen besessen, so wuerden sie sich doch gehuetet haben,

zuviel darueber an die Oeffentlichkeit zu bringen.

Archaeologische Untersuchungen stellen fest, dass die Qumran

Sekte in der ersten Haelfte des zweiten vorchristlichen Jahrhunderts ge-

blueht hat. Es ist sehr unwahrscheinlich - wie gewisse Beligionshistoriker

behauptethaben - dass buddhistische oder indische Einfluesse in den Lehren

der Sekte nachweisbar sind. Ein persischer Einfluss mag in der esseniechen

Analogie sowie in dessen Dualismus erkennbar sein, aber es ist doch wohl

eher der Fall gewesen, dass diese Einfluesse auf das Judentum als ein ganzes

eingewirkt haben zu der Zeit als gezielt auf die Essener Sekte. Und weiterhin

kann gesagt werden, dass obgleich Josephus, Nicolaus von Damaskus und andere

die Qumran Sekte als "Juedische Pythagoraer* bezeichneten, ein Einf{|uss py-

thagoraeischer Ideen, Lehren und Gebraeuche kaum bestanden haben kann, 4b-

gleich die hellenisierten Juden damals in diese« Gedankenkomplex wolij be-

wandert gewesen sein mussten.

Lasst ima noch kurz imtersuchen, ob zwischen den Essenern und

den Therapeuten irgendeine Aehnlichkeit, vielleicht gar eine Identitaet be-

standen haben kann.

Diese beiden Sekten hatten Vieles gemeinsam. Erinnern wir uns

doch, dass mancher Forscher den Namen der Essener nicht von dem Wort "Hasid"

sondern von "Assai" ableitet - und die üebersetzxmg des letzteren istHlil-

kundiger.

Gleichzeitig koennen wir auch viele Andersartigkeiten zwischen

den beiden Sekten entdecken. Die Therapeuten z.B. vermieden den Genuss von

fleisch und Wein; sie hatten alle 50 Tage ein besonderesFest und verbrachten

diesdiesem Fest vorausgehende Nac))t in Fasten und Beten. Von solchen Sitten

wussten die Eksoner nichts.
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Man kann solcher Art von Unterschladlichkaitan damit erklaaren,

dass die Essener in Palaestina lebten und die Therapeuten in Aegypten; dass

die Therapeuter eine strengere, moeglicherweise mehr esoterische Untergruppe

der Essener gewesen sin moegen, dass solche Sekten in grosser Zahl undin vie-

len Teilen im Ausgang der Antike vorhanden gewesen sein mussten, und dass vir

unsere Kenntnisse ueber die Therapeuten ausschliesslich Philo verdanken. Es

mag wohl seini dass die Qumraner und die Therapeuten ein und dieselbe Sekte

waren , eine und die gleiche Organization darstellten, die gleichen Gebraeuche

und Lehren besaasen.die gleichen Zeremonien und Riten ausuebten, das» sienur

als verschieden erscheinen, weil sie von verschiedenen Gesichtspunkten gesehen

und beschrieben worden sind. Was immer auch der Fall sein mag, wir muessen

uns darueber klar sein, dass uns nur spaerliche Auskuenfte uebermittelt worden

sind, dass wiel Gerede und Vermutung hinzugefuegt worden ist, und dass es hoechst

unwahrscheinlich ist, dass Aussenseiter ueberhaupt irgend etwas Substantielles

ueber die Lehren und die Art des Zusammenlebens einer Sekte haben erfahren

koennen, deren Mitglieder durch schreckknserregende Eidschwuere zum absoluten

Schweigen und Verschweigen verpflichtet worden waren.

Die wahrscheinlichste Erklaerung alles dessen was ich bisher

vorgetragen habe ist wohl die, dass der Orden der Therapeuten und die Sekte

der Qumraner der gleichen Organisation angehoerten, u.zw. der der Essener,

dass die ersteren einen fortgeschritteneren und strengeren Grad innerhalb des

Ordens waren, und dass sie aus diesem Grunde bon ihrer HauptOrganisation in

Jeder Beziehung unterstuetzt und (im wahrsten Sinne des Wortes) emaehrt worden

sind. Denn es muss dem Studenten der Therapeuten Sekte auffallen, dass diese

keinerlei Mittel hatten oder erhielten oder verdienten, ums sich zu erhalten.

Deshalb duerfen wir wohl annehmen, dass die allgemeine Organisation der Essener

den Therapeuten die Mittel zu ihrem Unterhalt zur Verfuegung stellten.

Es kann fernerhin darauf hingewiesen werden, dass der Interschied

zwischen der palaestinensischen und der aegyptischen Sekte der war, dass die

letztere einen hoeger stehenden und entwickeltet Moenchsorden war. EinZeichen

einer solchen hoeheren Entwicklung, eines hoeheren Grades war wohl auch die

bereits entwickelte Tatsache, dass bei den Therapeuten Frauen nicht zugelassen

waren, dass die Therapeuten ein Leben der Besinnung \xnd des In-sich-Schauens

fuehrten, waehrend die Mitglieder der Organisation in Palaestina regelmaessige

Arbeit verrichteten und mehr Verbindung mit dem taeglichen Leben hatten. In

Qumran war der Wein- und Fleischgenuss gestattet, waehrend die aegyptischen

Mitglieder sehr enthaltsam lebten. Aber es scheint, dass die Essener und die

Therapeuten die gleichen Gebete hatten einen aehnlichen Studienplan entwickelt

hatten, die gleichen oder aehnllche Psalmen und Hymnen sangen, und dass sie

nach einem aehnlichen Kalender das Jahr einteilten.

Es ist zu hoffen, dass neue Entdeckungen manche unserer Fagen

beantworten werden - nur um in hoechster Wahrscheinlichkeit neue solche vor-

zubringen.
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If you find in my essay metaphors wrongly applied

or images not properly fitting in; or parables

not very suited in one context or other, please

let this not stop you on the way. Try to apply

some goodwill - even charity - before you reject

out of band what you find unacceptable or even

o bjectionable. If you are unable or unwilling

to do so, better leave off and close the MSS.

But it would be a pity were you to do so, for

I have so very much to say; and I would have

continued to say all I have to say, undisturbed

by your remarks, questions or arguments. I only

ask you to try and understand what I have to

say; to appreciate at least my effort to find

the proper words for what I have to say. Perhaps

you will then be induced to ponder about what

I have Said .



1

First a few introductory remarks.

I too am surprised to find myself sitting again in front of my Word-

processor, intent on writing an essay which, I must expect, will take

up a great part of my remaining days; and which, I must suppose, will

fill up a great number of pages. But there is a to me acceptable sounding

reason why I feel thus driven: it is the need to put into some kind of

Order the thoughts which have of late been crowding in on me.

In actual fact this Step I am taking is not only due to the urge

to satisfy my curiosity; nor have I set out on this possibly preposterous

task only with the Intention to construct a frame for the set of still

vague conclusions I have reached. There is another reason, perhaps the

main one, why I have undertaken this adventure: because I want to build

a stage on which I can freely, and without doubting myself, and without

raising a storm of arguments in me, defend to myself the respectability

of the material I am going to adduce; where I can defend the uncommon

approach I am taking; where T can defend the courageous conclusions I

am going to reach. And, finaly, where T can have an ambience in which

I can hope to find the welcome place, the fitting arrangement, and the

proper soll for my Weltanschauung.

T consider it one of the advantages I have gained on reaching my

age - in addition to the impact all the variegated good, and the many

unpleasant experiences had on my life - that, fortunately, I do not anymore

need to identify with the foibles of my world; and that I am no more

obliged to ad just my judgements, beliefs and hopes to my environment 's

self-deprecating level. And - I may possibly Illusion myself in this

respect - even if I had not gained this more advanced insight; nor had

I not been allowed to take my actual seat in the ivory tower, I would

still not be willing; nor would I feel inclined, to associate with; or

to become a partner of; or to be a partecipant in, what is labelled today



as an "advanced culture". But not rarely, I have to confess, have I still

to fight off the pessimism - and, alas, often also the hopelessness -

which overcome me at times when, under the light of my newly acquired

awareness, I observe the general deterioration of morals reported from

all over the world; when I read about mankind's everywhere apparent slide

into an uncontrollable self-af f liction ; when T watch the disharmony -

and what I view more and more as a dangerous ethical ineptltude - In my

immediate surrounding; and when T have to judge the goings-on among the

Jews in the Diaspora as a trend to self-destruction.

I am very clear within myself, that at this moment - that is to

say, when setting out on this essay - I do not know where my ideas are

going to lead me; into which direction my thoughs are going to take me;

and what form my conclusions will have in the end. But because I am

responsible to nobody but myself, I do not feel under the Obligation either

to strictly categorize the material I am about to use; nor to filter the

thoughts flooding in; nor to warily censor the facts I am scrutininzing

at the moment; nor to carefully avoid straying off the subject I shall

have from time to time under discussion, But I know also, I will have

to allow unreservedly room to the associations which are sure to come

from time to time pushing themselves forward in trickles or in huge waves;

and T know also quite well, I will encourage whatever my reflections and

ideas maybe, to flow unrestrictedly along with the current of my

associative thoughts.

All these introductory pages, as well as the following ones, will

not be addressed to anybody in particular. I am talking only to myself.

I do not try to convince anybody. I am not interested to persuade or

impress others with my ideas. I only try to make things clear to myself.

I only want to put some kind of order into my thoughts. T am going to

find out, whether what T think, believe and deduct rests on logical ground.

T am going to find out, whether what I am going to bring forth, can somehow

be made to fit into the slots of what biology teaches; of what history

reports; of what historians compose; of what theologians believe; of what

scientists maintain; and of what simple, straighforward, piain logic

permits.

Somewhere I have once read the warning of some respected person

- regretfully I do not recall his name - that furrowing in the past is

a rather useless enterprise, which at best - especially if the explorer

makes excessively use of suppositions; and gives too much latitude to



his Imagination - can bring along mostly only misleading results, But,

to my mind, this attitude is wrong. One should never allow oneself to

be kept back by an even well-meaning advice to
" leave off this kind

of work; what is past is past". Fast history - be it of the universe,

of the planet earth, of mankind - is like unearthing a treasure; and which

to explore in its finest details is mostly a unique pleasure. No limits

are placed on one's exploratory dive and drive into the past; and one's

sense of freedom and pleasure is enhanced by one's being entitled to make

use of a "may be" here and an "if so" there. And while one is expected

to communicate one's ideas to others in the field, one is also entitled

to defend one^s conclusions to these others; to share one's ideas and

discoveries for all others' better understanding of what is and of what

was.

This is in no way intended to be a scientific paper. What I am

trying to construct in this essay will only be an attempt at producing

a simply worded outline of certain basic concepts I have formed for myself,

I know quite well, that to be respectable and acceptable this composition

would at the minimum have to be provided with an appropriate number of

footnotes; and would have to be followed by many pages of bibliography

.

However, I do not think I will or can go further than what I intend to

do. For were I to take the risk of reaching beyond what I have set as

my limits, I would surely fall; because I do not possess the required

far wider knowledge of history; and I would have to draw from a much

greater störe of all possible facts than I have available.

This Problem does in any case not arise, for I have no Intention

to research the issues I have raised at a greater depth and on a scientific

level. Nor am I interested in going on to collect still more of the

material which would be required, were I intent on drawing a wider compass;

or on delving into a further, a much more intensive and extended, study

of the philosophies prevalent in the past, and of those in vogue now;

or on involving myself in the theologies which had prevailed during the

various stages of human evolution; or on acquiring the factual knowledge

which had been available to mankind in the various periods of its history.

On the other band, however, T will readily concede, that all the

knowledge I have acquired by my studles of old and modern world histories

- that is with respect to their anthropological , spiritual and ethical

ramifications - have greatly incensed my curlosity; but that it would

in no case suffice to make me embark with safety and without embarrasment



on a wider ranging and more ambitious program. Even in case my ambition

should at one or the other stage have run away with me; and in case I

should have attempted such a vaster sweep, it would certainly have been

beyond the time I still have at my disposal. This recognition of my

limitations may in addition - according to Friedrich Schlegel^s own

experience - possibly turn out to be a blessing by saving me from an

unwarranted disappointment. "You would be shocked^, he said on one

occasion, "were you one day really to understand the world as you so

ardently wish".

I am not a philosopher; and I do not wish to give the Impression

that I am even trying to indulge in philosophizing. Nor will 1 enter

what is called - rightly or wrongly - the field of "the specific jewish

philosophy". This Statement I make not out of any humility, but because

I have now, nor did I ever have, any such inclination. I am in the lucky

Position not to have to mind making this Statement, because I would only

follow the example of the Grandmaster of jewish thought, Maimonides, who

denied being a philosopher; and I would be in this respect in the Company

also of Buber and Rosenzweig, who requested "not to be called philosophers

indulging in jewish philosophy".

At best I may pretend to view the questions I am raising with the

spectacles of a philosophizing Jew.

(I sincerely hope, that only my children, and

possibly also their children, will one day find the

leisure to read these pages. But I also hope they will

not make any further use of them. For - as I have made

it clear on a preceding page already - I am primarily

writing this essay for my own satisfaction only; and

- I am not hiding this - also in the daring hope, that

whatever I had to say might one day be of benefit to

my progeny. After all: whoever writes, be it theses,

novels or whatever eise, does so to persuade first of

all only himself; and at best, and in second line, those

near to him.)

For a long time I have been pondering the complex of questions

and Problems I am about to raise in the following pages. I have not

discussed them with wider educated and better informed men or women.

I would not dare doing so, as I do not possess the solid and detailed



knowledge this would requlre; nor am I - as I have already stated -

a well-versed or even a half-trained theologian or philosopher.

8

In part I have not searched for an opportunity to discuss my ideas

with my peers, because I have difficulty to imagine what these better

educated and better endowed persons mlght think or feel about what I

think and feel. And in addition I cannot - better said I have not the

patience - to dress up my own thoughts and feelings into the kind of

general terms which would make them fit the intellectual level, and

would suit the mind-range, of others. Let me cite as an explanation

- and an excuse, if you want - what Plato asked (in Thaetetus): "Are

you quite sure that the several colours appear to any animal whatsoever

as they appear to you or that anything appears the same to you

as it does to another man ?"

I would have no less also difficulty to adjust myself - and to

react - to what I might not understand in the complexities better

educated professors and better versed rabbis like to dress their talk,

even if the matter is presented to me by a kind priest, a wisened

philosopher or a well-informed teacher.

I shall Start out on my essay with airing my thoughts about a

problem, which in these days is agitating not only scientists and

politicians, theologians and environists, leaders and planners, but

which causes disquiet and worry also among the well-read and educated

general public: what is going to happen to this world of ours ?

This question concerns all of us today. This issue has to be

faced by each one of us. The urgency to find an answer to this problem

is well recognized by the experts, who approach and discuss it with

a scientifically objective State of mind, while in the world at large

- especially under the shadow of the forthcoming ending of the second

millennium - it is acquiring an ever greater emotional tinge; is getting

an increasingly more metaphysical shading; is given a marked prophetic

undertone; is immersed into the radius of religious light; is becoming

the main ingedient in the stew of predictions and warnings emanating

from the steadily growing number of cults.

Their predictions and warnings may amuse most us, but what is

going on is not a laughing matter; nor is it one of the recurring populär

fads to be shrugged off. To those involved and affected it is not a

fantasy. Although the expected world-wide catastrophe, supposed to
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he designed the "Big Bang". From the thin threads of

this discovery scientists had tried to spln a picture,

They teil us, that the Universe started from a "black

hole of infinite mass and zero volume". When the Big

Bang erupted, space and time began« Electrons, neutrons,

positrons. photons burst out, collided with each other,

and in the course of the first 700 000 light years readied

the matter from which the stars are formed. Ten billion

years later, we are told, life appeared on earth. And

for good measure they teil us also, that our Universe

is expected to 'Mie'^ in about 100 billion years.

It is a great pity, that we shall never know what

was and what happened before this big bang. Hubble's

calculations showed, that this event must have happened

about 7-20 billion years ago. However, the calculations

of other, more recent experts have reduced the age of

the Universe to 7.3 billion years "only". And I read

recently that other very respected astronomers have -

by measuring the ratio of velocity/ distance for remote

receding galaxies ("Hubble's Constant") - come to a

different value: they calculated that our Universe is

9-14 billion years old. And lately the scientists have,

with the help of a special ultraviolet telescope, found

traces of nine billion years old helium gas, which, they

decided, could only have been left from the gases - made

up of 90% hydrogen and 10% helium - which had been formed

by the violent explosion of the Big Bang.

And still another set of scientists has discovered

that the Universe contains apparently more galaxies than

the astronomers had realized; and they warn that this

fact could have a major effect on the mass of the

Universe, which in turn could have an adverse effect

on its fate.)

Weighing the miracle of creation, I have noticed, is no more as

simple and easy as it had been for Immanuel Kant, who saw in the starry

skies above his head, and the moral law within himself the true wonders

of Creation. But on the other band it seems to me, that the "Big Bang"

theory - the Universe having been filled with compressed hot gases -

can be fitted into Creation the Bible describes.
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(Stephen Hawkins - whose cosmology appears to

dominate the scientific view today - sees cosmology as

a branch of physics; but, he thinks, cosmologically

organisms are of least importance. He sees the cosmos

as "dumb matter expanding and contracting in an

insensate exercise in quantum mechanics and non-euclidian

mathematics" (E.Dobb). Since Einstein scientists have,

in pursuance of the quantum factor, been looking for

proof that - gravidity excepted - three of the fundamental

factors in nature (electro-magnetism, the strong and

the weak nuclear forces) are manifestations of a more

fundamental force. Such a unified theory would govern

everyththing in the Universe. I mention this, as such

a force is supposed to have been active at the creation

of the Universe.)

I have given space to these variations, theories and discoveries,

as I see in them more than anything an indication of our lacking in

concrete knowledge.

What we are told about the "birth of the universe", i.e. that

it Started with the famous "Big Bang", may somehow or other be made

to fit into the ränge of our limited knowledge; but we have to realize

also, that all these theories, explanations and working modeis are based

on an 'ergo hoc propter hoc' kind of proof. Of course, the scientists

cannot be blamed that they fight strenuously against the answer the

monotheistic religions make available. "Faith", Nelson Glueck pointed

out, "is a personal matter and not subject to scientific enquiry''.

And even if all these theories offered us - along with endless

intricate calculations - were indeed based on facts and truths, nobody

has ever been able to teil us - nor surely nobody ever will - what had

originally caused that bang; who had made the "bang" to go off; who

and what has timed that primordial "Bang"; who and what has controlled

the force and the extension of the "bang" ?

No scientist will ever have the knowledge to answer the question,

who has created the Universe ? We shall never know whether it was

a Chance phenomen. For us to know - or at least to make us believe

we are made to know - whether the creation of the Universe was due to

a series of miraculous chance occurrences; or whether it had been the

intentional Intervention of a Creator; or why the Universe exists, one
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has to enter the domain of metaphysics. Or the realm of religion.

At best we have to calculate, that the ränge of contribution made by

a Creator - and this means in fondo to know the Absolute Truth - cannot

be discovered with the help of physics or any other scientific means;

that there might be physical laws which are outside of what we can

observe, sense and perceive with our five senses.

The New Age School has another approach. It teaches that reality

IS that which you think it is. Did God create the World because only

by being visible is that which is believed to exist made to exist ?

Said Stephen Hawkins: "Discovering why the Universe exists will be

equivalent to knowing the mind of God".

To gain an underStanding of Creation, we must approach from outside

the scientific area. We should be aware that the scientists have no

- in every respect füll or sufficient - knowledge of the origin, of

the purpose, of the fate of man and the Universe, of man in the Universe,

There is always an unknown quotient, an "x" and an "y" in each of their

hypotheses; and these unknowns they have introduced into their formula

as a concession of their ultimate ignorance, Philosophy may supply

the Solution of the "y"; but the formula checks out only if transcendence

provides the aolution of the last unknown ''x*'. And even then - we should

never forget - we shall never know the füll truth.

We human beings are füll of conceit. We believe ourselves the

most essential part of the world; but in nature's economy we are only

one of the immense number of living species here on earth. We believe

ourselves the most important quotient in nature's calculations; but

nature treats us not differently from any other living beings. And,

vice versa, our influence on nature is minimal at best. We have, for

instance, not the slightest influence on our planet 's course; not even

on the weather. Even though we have the free will to act; even though

nothing which happens in our life time is predetermined - except for

the inevitability of our death - a limit is set to what we can ever

hope to achieve.

And furthermore - I do not mind being accused of fantasizing;

I do not even mind being labeled a fool - I have the firm inner

conviction, that the role the Jews have to play; and that the place

Israel occupies here on earth within the scheme of things, have to be



calculated as a quotient in any formula about the State of the world;

have to be fed into any calculus about the end of our civilization.
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These are the thoughts and reflections which have occupied me

for a long time. These are the ideas and cogitations which will make

up the program of this presentation. These will be the ideas I want

to air in the Coming pages. My thought about, my view of, my attitude

to this complex of questions and problems will occupy me for the near

future, I shall try to align the dangers mankind in general has to

face. I shall try to outline the difficulties which confront Judaism

and Jewry today. I am going to weigh the question, whether Israel the

country, the nation, the State, the homeland has fulfilled its duty.

Whether it has in truth justifies its rebirth.

I shall try to fit all I see around me, into the frame of what

represents my personal Weltanschauung. I shall try to harmonize what

I may discover with my notion of mankind^s purpose of existence. T

shall try to align, whatever T may conclude, with my conception of

Israelis specific past and present task and duty.

I want to Start my presentation with a Statement, which is based

on what is to me personally the absolute truth: that the universe has

been created by a Supreme Being; that the Creator had a purpose in doing

so; that life has been made to sprout on our planet Earth with a special

aim; that a most diversified flora and fauna have been made to grow

for a definite reason; that the species of homo sapiens has been made

to develop with a specific intent.

This is to me quintessential truth. This is Truth in the sense

of the Sikhs' greeting: "Sar Sri Akal", Truth is eternal.

The heated discussions about the concept of "Creationism" - the

divine origin of all living beings as defined in the Bible - versus

Darwin 's theory - of life on earth as the outcome of a developmental

process - are going on. They will most likely not cease so soon.

It is a fact, that none of these two opposing sides can offer the proof

which would be needed to disarm the other side. This is a fact, even

though it has to be freely conceded, that the philogenetic development,

which even a layman can observe in the flora and fauna on earth, gives

Darwinism an advantage.
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(Darwin^s Theory of Evolution found enthusiastic

acceptance, and caused many reverberations, during the

time of extreme anti-religious Enllghtenment . But later

on he himself expressed doubt about bis theories. He

had "made many blunders", he stated, "... and had not

been able to wriggle out of them, as there are so many

aspects of man which cannot be explained by random

selection and spontaneous generation". Had he lived

today and learned that DNA research indicates evolution

not to have been a gradual but a sudden process, his

doubts would have been still more increased.)

But the facts all of us can easily detect; and all the discoveries

the scientist diligently offer in explanation of this phase or that

of the facts of life, do not answer the eternally emerging question

of the %ow" and the "why"; that is, how and why the Creation had at

all been set in motion, be it by a Creator, be it by a spontaneous

process. The controversial problem separating the two camps - the

Creationists and the Evolutionists - Is compounded by the fact, that

the biblical story of Adam and Eve has to be vlewed - like so much eise

in Scriptures - as a metaphoric explanation of the definite fact of

a creational and developmental process into which Darwin's idea can

without much of an effort easily be fitted. Instead of laughing about

the "Six Days of Creation" or any other biblical story, the Darwinists

could successfully use it to make their's comprehensible to the average

people. It is worth mentioning that Chaim Abramowitz in his Bible

translation explains the passage Genesis 2:3 (asher bara Elohim

la^assoth) - in which for the last word no proper explanation nor any

suitable translation has ever been found - as "God ceased from all work

which he created for evolution. Shien Levin follows suit and translates

the entire passage to mean " which he created for evolution".

A priori we have to Start from the working thesis, that all we

see in nature; that all we know of the developmental processes in nature,

has a logical basis. Nature works in precise - and, yes, also logical

- ways. I feel, therefore, entitled to deduce that, once the Creation

had been in place, there had to have been a guidance, a direction, a

purpose. Why do I think so ? I do not know. I cannot know what the

Creator 's purpose may have been; what the aim, what the reason and what

the intent of the Creation were and are. Nobody knows. To know, would

mean I can look into God's mind. Nobody can do this. And by the way

and in parenthesis: I consider it fortunate, that nobody knows - and

that most probably nobody will ever know. Otherwise mankind might cease

to be curlous. And mankind would in consequence stagnate; could lose

all initiative to progress further; might give up its search for the
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truth; will have no interest to mature further.

But I Claim for myself the same right to form my own ideas; and

to construct the answers I think fitting, as those who - in their search

for an understanding of what has to be accepted on faith; and for the

knowledge for which there is no absolutely factual basis - though they

have no more solid material or given facts available than I, construct

their so often changing hypotheses; and form their so often temporar ily

valid theorles.

But for me one thing is definite and clear: there had undoubtedly

to have been a purpose behind the entire process of the Creation. And

I can only see such a purpose in the gradual, step-like building up

of species of living beings, one ränge of which had to develop into

huminoid beings which finally culminatied into homo sapiens. Why was

this so ? For what purpose ? For what reason ? Certainly not so that

they culminate into tennis stars, nuclear researchers, Wallstreet tycoons

or Members of the Knesset. Not even into talmudic sages. All these

variations of the human typus are only side-products in humanity^s

development. As the aim and purpose, as the target and acme of the

developmental process I see the eventual morally perfected and ethically

completed human being.

And - to my mind and on the basis of its election and appointment

- it follows logically, that the Jewish People are, by the moral laws

in their trust, by the ethical guidelines to their behaviour and conduct,

to act as the prototype showing the way to this perfection.

If this explanation is not convincing enough, I am willing to

add as a further, or even as the basic reason for the original divine

Creation, the explanation of the rabbinical Sages of old, that God has

created man in fulfillment of his wish for companionship. I will for

good measure add also my own contribution: that God - in his wish to

see an ideal society of ethically perfect beings finally grow up; who

will live in harmony with each other; and will take care of all the

other creations in existence - has been experimenting with man.

Mankind, in the course of its evolution, has been given every

opportunity to grow onto an ever higher level of mental and physical

evolution; has been taught to steadily galn an ever wider ränge of

kowledge; has been helped to acquire ever greater technical capabilities.

But there is also a "hitch", a touchstone, a test. Man has reached

technical and intellectual levels which have made him feel god-like.

And which have made him deny that a God exists.
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Nobody of us will maintain, that anything even approximately like

an ideal society has so far grown up. And in my pessimism - and in

View of the way which mankind is taking - T fear we have not only no

justified expectation, that such a perfect society will ever come to

pass, but have also to fear that man by gaining ever greater scientific

acquisitions may threaten his own very existence. May be, that these

advances and acquisitions have been made available to him for just such

a purpose: a test of his moral steadfastness, of his ethical caliber.

In piain words: I sincerely fear, that mankind is racing towards

its own destruction.

Of course, the God who has created our complex world, could equally

well have at once created an ethically perfected society; but such an

act - which would not have allowed for mankind^s programed process of

evolution; that is would have come to be without the gradual process

by which such an ethical society would develop on its own and by its

own free will - would disqualify the purpose and value of what I see

as a divine experiment.

This experiment, in my view, may be supposed to finally lead to

the hoped-for outcome; but every stage and chapter in the process -

leading to this predetermined end-result - are not predetermined, i,e.

have not only not been been outlined in any detail, but have not even

been ordained in detail. It is left to man how he proceeds in this

experiemnt to this for his survival predetermined goal. Man has been

granted the free will to chose his own way; and thereby also to determine

his own fate. He has been well provided with the proper qualifications

to achieve the desired positive end-result; but he has to search it

and achieve it by his own efforts; and he has to reach it in the course

of an ongoing process of trial and error.

This explanation suffices me as a working hypothesis.

What will happen to mankind if it falls ? What is going to happen

now that mankind may actually be on the verge of failing ? What will

be the consequence ? Will a natural disaster come over us by which

life on our entire planet will become extinguished ? Or will our

immediate world be preserved and - the Creator having acknowledged to

himself that his experiment has failed - only humankind will be made

to disappear down the sink of history ? Is the rise and disappearance

of the human race only one in a series of such failures ? Will the

Creator start on a new ''experiment" by selecting another species on

our earth, to be set on a developmental ascent into intelligent and
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reasoning beings entrusted with the qualifications to create in due

course, by themselves for themselves, an ethical society ? Will these

newly elevated specimen - having been supplied with the proper bonded

strains of DNA; having been provided with the ideal Cluster of genes;

and having been entrusted in turn with the souls and their karman the

humans had harboured - be entrusted with all the necessary intellectual

tools, all the moral laws and commandments mankind too had been granted,

on which the newly appointed species will have to rest the ethical

Society it will be expected to build ?

What I have outlined just now may sound like a theme more suited

as material for a science fiction film or a futuristic novel, than as

a toplc for a serious dlscussion. But these questions I raise are to

my mind no less unbelievable, even fantastic, than the evolution man

has made so far; than the avalanche of scientific advances we enjoy

to this day. They are surely no more overwhelming than the astronautical

explorations; than the electronic achievements; than the biological

advances, which man has been able to register in the course of last

two generations alone !

There comes now to my mind the question: is this only a theoretical

matter to be kicked around by theologians and scientists ? Or is this

an eventuality which will threaten us at some point in the not too far

away future ? Can it be, that this is not the first instance such

a change-over has occurred ? That this is not the first time when

such a divine experiment has been abandoned ? Is it not possible that,

before man was set on his developmental path, another kind of living

society had already existed; which had failed; which had disappeared;

and which had been replaced by homo sapiens ?

I may sound weird, but am not the only one to put forward this

kind of hypothetical questions, They have been raised in nearly every

generation past. This question must also have agitated the mind of

those who introduced into the Bible the legend of "...the sons of God,

looking for the daughters of men, saw they were pleasing, so they married

as many as they chose the Nephilim were on the earth at that time..."

The Flood brought that society to an end. The humans of that time had,

apparently, proved unfit to survive, and Noah was made to Start a new

serles of human generations. Can I say, that something like this must

- sorry, may - have truly happened, because the memory of a terrible,

all-destroying flood disaster has remalned in the subsconsclous realm
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of mankind since; and because it belonged to the folklore of the peoples

nearly everywhere in the ancient world ?

Can I even dare to say, that the mythological depiction of such

a happening is made to explain a deeper truth ? Mind you: I am talking

of an episode which might have taken place many millions of years before

that apparently well documented catastrophical event, when a huge comet

is supposed to have destroyed a large part of the earth; which must

have caused huge floods; and which is said to have ended the age of

the dynosaurs. And may I even go further back, that there had been

in existence organized societies, well adjusted living beings, even

before the dynosaurs took over ?

(Geologists teil us, that the history of our planet

indicates five episodes during which life became nearly

extinct. The last one, the one I just now mentioned,

happened - according to the geologists* calculations

- about 66 million years ago, when the dynosaurs were

extinguished by what is supposed to have been a large

meteorite; which catastrophe was followed by huge volcanic

eruptions. And most likely also by huge floods. Was

this "The Flood" ? A larger catastrophe is said to have

occurred 245 million years ago; the cause of which is

thought to have been a sudden cooling of the earth climate

due to the shifting of the polar land masses.

But each time some biological life must have been

left over, for new life did grow up again. It has been

estimated, that it took possibly ten million years each

time for Vegetation and fauna to regrow. Things may

not be as favourable in the wake should another such

catastrophe hit our planet today. There are among today^s

clear-thinking and facts-facing scientists many who fear,

that in case a similar catastrophe should happen now,

the possibility of a regrowth of various forms of life

does not exist anymore, as whatever there could be of

life sustaining space and matter is today being destroyed;

and a possibility for their renewal does not anymore

exist,

)

I will go even further ! The early human society made to develop

on our earth, had been entrusted with clearly outlined regulations and

well defined ethical rules, which were simple in structure and easy
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to follow. The Bible teils us, that after many efforts and trials;

that after many disappointments and disillusionments with the pre-Flood

populace, God had decided to destroy the entire then existing populated

World; and to Start thereafter a new one with Noah and his family as

the nucleus. "For in seven days I will make it rain upon the earth for

forty day and forty nights; and I will blot out from the earth all

existence that I created".

After the Flood the new post-Noachic world began. During the

forty days in the Ark he and his family had passed the test which proved

their trustworthyness and their sense of duty: they looked after, cared

for and fed the large mass of animals Ark harboured. This may have

been the final test; after this Noah was entrusted - notwithstanding

the weaknesses he revealed - with the task to rebuild a new humankind.

This new human race, comments Martin Buber, was not set on its

way with a blessing as the first world, but with a curse. I cannot

believe that Noah's new world was initiated by what I perceive as an

unimaginably immoral act. There must be a misunderstanding ! This

would have been an unethical Start of a new world, I would instead

say, that the new world began with a warning and a firmly outlined

program. I would say, that Noah was given precise guidelines at the

time he was entrusted with the task of starting mankind anew.

In the course of the human race 's further evolution, the Children

of Israel were chosen to receive and to carry forward the moral heritage

with which Noah had been entrusted, and which he was ordered to transmit

to mankind.

I have come to believe that, while Noah and his descendants had

not been made to carry on with this task; and while Israelis inheritance

and election have never been canceled, Judaism's existence and survival

depend on whether, and how well, it fulfills this task. I will go

further and State my firm belief, that Israel has been created - and

continues to exist - to be the showcase in which the Jewish People can

exhibit the virtues deriving from the ehtical commands imposed on it;

that Judaism is now at the stage, where in and through Israel it can

testify to the successful Performance of the task its appointment

demands. And I believe further, that mankind 's existence depends on

Judaism's fulfilling its duty and on Israel acting as the arena.

This, in rather short outlines, is the program on which I intend

to elaborate in the following pages.
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However, having at last reached the point from which I am going

to Start, I have become aware, that much of what I am going to write

- or better said, when I am going to describe the conclusions I have

reached - cannot be understood without the reader having at least to

some minimal extent been made familiär with the ideas and perceptions

I have evolved for my own better understanding of my world and of myself

;

and which conceptions play a godfather-role in what I am about to write.

Much of what I intend to elaborate on, can hardly be understood without

my introducing an eventual reader to at least an outline of what I think

is the sense of our existence; of what I perceive is the significance

of our life; of what I take to be the meaning of death; and of what

is my perception of man 's soul. Most of it may even appear confused

and incomprehensible.

I think it, therefore, advisable to add here a short outline of

the concepts and the conceptions which make up my Weltanschauung.

What I am going to say now in this part of the introductory

chapter, is a resume of my thoughts and beliefs which I have already

in greater detail explained in some of my previous writings.

I believe we are endowed with a soul. I do not know whether that

which we call our soul has been directly transmitted to us by our

parents; or whether it has been supplied to us by God "on an individual

basis , as is explained in most monotheistic religions. Nobody knows;

but many are the answers from which we can chose one which suits us.

But this should not make us envy the Atheist because is the least

bothered by such a question. Such a person denies there is a soul.

He seeks the truth not somewhere in the heavens but within himself.

This aspect of his "non-belief" I can accept. For even the Atheist

- I firmly believe - who seriously seeks the truth within himself, will

ultimately discover God within himself. Or will be aware of something

I call "God" and for which he will search for a label from among the

definitions in his dictionary.

(However it is impossible for me to comprehend the

mind of an educated man among my acquaintances who boasted

of being an atheist; and believed himself an intellectual

by repeating to me the words he had read somewhere: "..our

consciousness is nothing more than the chemical and

electrical discharges in our brain; ...and when our brain
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dies, our consciousness ceases The place where you

were born is nothingness; and there we shall return when

we die". He is the type of nihilist who would not even

benefit from the assurance which is provided by the

Buddhist philosophy of nothingness.)

Can there be any doubt, that our rationally functioning world;

that our logically proceeding nature, could have come into existence

- and can continue to exist - without there having been a definite

purpose ? And without there being a clear-cut aim ? If this is so,

how can man 's existence not also have a purpose ? How can it be

possible, that a man dies and all of him disappears without there being

something of value left ? Without something of that to survive which

made him function ? Something which is called "the soul" ?

I do not know wherefrom the soul originates; nor do I know where

its final destination may be. Nobody knows. It is a fact, as the 4th

Century monk Aurelius Augustus lamented, that it is oiur own Seif which

we are unable to understand. The Cabbala's explanation, that souls

are divine sparks which once upon a time had fallen down onto the earth,

is as good as any.

Since man has been able to think, he has never ceased to ponder

about his soul. I might say, that the discussion about man 's soul has

occupied the philosophers more than any other subject. And, accordingly,

the definitions and descriptions are manifold.

• (Plato taught that the soul is distinct from the

body; that it is often associated with the body's failings

and mistakes; that it is not dissoluble; that it can

move of its own. Pythagoras taught, that the soul is

attuned to the body 's form; that it is not independent

from the body. Aristotle taught, that the soul is only

a function in animals and plants; that the soul is not

a material substance; that it needs the harbour of a

material element to exist; that its function is one of

feeding and reproduction; that in addition it has in

man also a rational activity; that it disappears and

dissolves along with the body. He further taught, that

man's "active part" of the intellect, which comes from

the outside, is immortal and will persist. Maimonides

taught, that man 's soul can be damaged and turn unhealthy;

that a healthy soul prompts the individual to perform
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acts which are good, pleasant and beautiful; while a

diseased soul leads to the Performance of evil, harmful

and ugly deeds.

In orthodox belief, and in jewish folklore in general, the soul

stays with the body inside the grave. Hassidim will assemble at the

graveside of a relative, of a teacher, of a great man a year after

the individual's death, to recite psalms in order to "elevate his soul

a bit". And in case of need they pray at the Tzadik^s grave that he

may intervene for them with God.

I am certain in myself, that we carry a soul within us; that the

soul carries karman-like memories of past experiences, and also a load

of defects; that the purpose of our life is to give the soul a chance

to free itself from a load of what you may call the sins and other

deficiencies it has accumulated in past incarnations, so that finally

and ultimately an ethically pure humankind populates this earth. T

believe that the souls of men are indestructable and eternal; and that

they will finally and ultimately animate the individuals who will make

up the divinely planned ethical society on this planet.

It cannot be otherwise than that the souls survives the body 's

death. IThe soul is reincarnated, I believe, for the next stage in

its karmic destiny, which is in the main a further stage in its

purification process. It can hardly be supposed, that the choice of

body in which its next incarnation takes place, is a pure coincidence.

In its search for an environment, where it can next fulfill its karman,

the soul is directed - by what I visualize is an inbuilt computer-like

guiding System with an to a human mind unimaginable number of bytes

- to its next stage of its incarnation into a human, whose body it

enters at the moment of birth. This comparison may sound rather forced;

but let US realize that the human-made Cray Computer - which in this

context must appear as a very "primitive and simple" Instrument, can

perform 16 billion calculations in a second.

The Scriptures appear to have three names for what we understand

as the soul: Nefesh, Ruach and Neshama. I have searched throught the

jewish-theological and -philosophical literature available to me, but

have not found a, to me at least, sufficiently satisfying explanation,

why three names are necessary for one and the same subject. As far
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as I know, this would be an unusual feature of the Scriptures; that is

to say, such a multiple cholce of appellations is not offered, as far

as I know. for any other subject or concept. This would also be illogical

in addition - and the Tnach is anything but illogical. The Rabbis have.

of course, provided what they consider suitable explanations. These are

reflected in the Siddur, the prayerbook, which allows us, in the passage

"My God ! the Neshama you gave me ". to be recited in the morning.

to pinpoint at least the origin of the Neshama. And also another prayer

gives US a lead: "The God who preserves the Neshama, has in his hands

the Nefesh of all living things. and the Ruach of every human being".

(This is, by the way, one of the many instances,

where the Siddur is helpful in Clearing up interpretative

Problems and difficulties raised by obscure passages

in the Scriptures; and in the case under discussion

we are granted the latitude to form our own arrangement

regarding all three biblical aspects of the soul.)

I think, as I have mentioned on some other occasion, that the

early teachers in Judaism had hinted at a Solution to this puzzle, which

permits me to form my own acceptable Classification: Nefesh comes to

the Ovum the moment it is fertilized; Ruach begins its function as soon

as the first movements and other signs of life appear in the embryo;

and Neshama. the soul proper, finally enters the Infant at the moment

of its birth. But I have no objection, if the designations for these

three stages are switched around.

How far, and how specifically, does this complex systematization

apply to the jewish soul ?, I may be asked. What happens to the Neshama

of a gentile after he converts to Judaism ? I have also here my own

answer ready, should the question imply, whether with the moment of

conversion to Judaism an individual's DNA and genes - that is, according

to my conception, his Nefesh and Ruach - turn jewish. Of course, this

does not happen. Nothing changes either in the genes nor in the DNA

of a convert to Judaism (nor in what one may call the specific biological

features of a Jew Converting to another religion); but by his absorbing

- in the course and in the aftermath of the conversion - Judaism'

s

culture and essence; by following the ethical commands of Judaism; and

in general by living as a Jew and with Jews, the Convert to Judaism

becomes like the branch grafted onto a tree: nourished by the sap of

the tree, the graft will soon have become identical with this tree.

In the truest sense it has become a branch of this tree. And the leaves

and the fruits born by this grafted branch acquire in due course the
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same characteristics and the very qualities as those of the entire tree.

It will in its turn also transmit the same characteritsics and qualities

as the host tree. And whereas by Converting to Judaism he has taken

upon himself the duties and the task of a Jew - that is to say henceforth

his perceiving and living his Jewishness will be the way he is going

to be tested - it depends on his conduct and behaviour as a Jew how

much he has become a Jew.

(At the end of this chapter - and, I suppose, also

here and there I shall have some more to say about the

soul of man; man 's relationship with this soul; man 's duty

towards his soul.)

One may raise the question, whether my conclusions apply to all

kinds of converts; whether they apply even to those converts who are

"racially different", as for instance the "Black Hebrews", a sect of

Afro-Americans - a large number of whom have illegally immigrated into

Israel, where they are now tolerated, but hardly welcome - who claim

to descend from one of the original tribes of Israel. There is hardly

a legal, theological or administrative Institution in Israel which is

willing to recognize their genealogical Claims. They must consider

themselves lucky, because not only political and ethical considerations

prevent their expulsion, but also the fact, that they had destroyed

their american passports the moment they had landed in Israel. Yet,

were it in my power, I would grant them füll access to - and where

possible Integration into - the Jewish Nation. I would accept them

as members of the jewish people because to all appearances they obey

all the Tnach's 613 demands and commands; and because they live in

concordance with the specific precepts and concepts of Judaism.

A similar controversy surrounds now the "Bnei Menashe'', as an

obscure tribe somewhere in the North-East of India calls itself. They

appear to have certain customs which can be interpreted as being similar

to jewish ones. It has nowhere been stated, for how long this tribe

has followed these customs; whether since "times immemorial'' as it

Claims, or since it has been taught these vague rituals and customs

by some missionary some time in the last Century or so. But these "Bnei

Menashe Indians" have gained now many supporters in Israel and abroad.

A number of their families - mostly made up of young people - have

already been "imported" to Israel, where they have shown themselves

eager to learn; where they have proved themselves easily adaptable;

and where they are now even considered an asset.

From the side of the Israeli Jews of every cultural and religious
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spectrum in the country, these racially distinct "New Hebrews" are,

so far at least, not received with open arms. I should better say,

they are not received at all. These Jews, whether Ashkenazis or

Sephardim, think that such racially widely differentiated individuals

cannot fit into the jewish nation, However, their attitude is as wrong

as are their, mostly heatedly presented, arguments. Racial admixtures

from outside have since the beginning of jewish peoplehood been a feature

in the make up of the Jewish Nation. This should become quite evident

to whoever takes a stroll through the streets of Jerusalem: he will

encounter the ^Ashkenazi Caucasians", the "Sephardi Arabians", the many

shades of black Ethiopians, Yemenites etc.

And furthermore, it has to be pointed out, jewish thought, jewish

history and jewish society have traditionally always welcomed converts.

(The Tnach brings a number of instances where

converts were not only not discriminated against, but

had been granted legal and social rights equal to those

enjoyed by all Jews. Tamar and Ruth were not jewish-

born. Nowhere is mention made that they had converted

to Judaism even. One of them mothered a son of Judah,

the son of Patriarch Jacob; and the other a son of Boaz.

Both these men were progenitors of King David, from

whose family the Messiah is expected to originate.

The ultra-orthodox Jews - who usually so very strictly

follow the Halacha's categorical ruling that only a

matrilineal descent is valid for the recognition oons's
jewishness; and who will deny this recognition to

the offspring of a marriage where only the father is

a Jew - surprisingly agree without demuring, that King
David and the eventual Messiah are halachically fully
acceptable. One may give as reason for the Ultra-
Orthodox Jews' waving whatever possible objection,
because all this happened a very long time ago. But
this argument loses every validity in face of the

judgemenent, passed by a Rabbinical Court in 199A, which
annulled a 12-year old marriage of an Israeli couple,
because a progenitor of one of them - a Cohen - had
some 2500 years ago married a divorcee. No, this is
not a misprint; this "misgenetion" happened two thousand
five hundred years ago ! And whereas a Cohen, a member
of the priestly class, is not permitted to marry a
divorcee, henceforth all this first couple's descendants
of the last two and a half millennia are for ever to
be treated as "mamzerim"; that is they are bastards,
who cannot for ever and ever marry a Jew. However,
not all the rabbis are as strict: some of them rule
that only the first ten generations of a mamzer are
prevented from marrying a Jew.)
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I will go even further and say, that the addition of converts to

the Jewish People - as King David 's family tree quite clearly proves

- has been of definite benefit to the jewish society; especially so,

whenever the Jewish People had passed through a catastrophic time; even

whenever it had only been involved in a crisis.

(You may have noticed that I never use the words

"jewish race". I have purposefully avoided doing so;

for I consider it definitely wrong to describe Jews -

as is so often the case - as being of the jewish race •

There is no jewish race, The Jewish People has, since

its formation into a people; has since its appointment

as a nation, represented an admixture of an unending

number of races, be it due to marriage, or conversion,

or conquest; and not rarely also by rape. And let me

for good measure quote also Lucia Cavallo-Sforza, a

genetist: "The more we learn about humankind's genetic

diffe-rences, the more we see that they have almost nothing

to do with what we call rdce",
There are also the voices of those - regretfully

mostly he.ird from Jews - who deny the Jewish People a

jewish nationality. This sounds incomprehensible to

me. Those who do so are as no less wrong as those who

deny a jewish attitude, a jewish psychology, a jewish

instinct, a jewish tradltion, a jewish history.)

Although I have already explained - and I believe to a sufficient

degree - my views about Ruach and Nefesh, I cannot avoid the Impression,

that I have not completed painting the picture of my views about Neshama,

the soul of man; the Immortal part of man. I think it important, that

T give a fuller def Lnition of my views. Because the better understanding

of my views in this regard will also provide the key to the understanding

of the kind of spectacles I use to vlew my world, my people and myself.

(The perception of the soul as a mel:aphysical, non-
physical, immortal entity is known to most religions.
This principle was - as far as I could find out - first
mentioned in the sixth Century BCE's Orphic Cult. It

was thereafter taught by Pythagoras, and after him by

Plato, as the Psyche, as the essential conscious Seif,

pre-existing and surviving the body. "As the world sojI
is immortal, so is the human soul immortal", said Plato.
Aris::otle, on the other band maintained, that it is the
intellect which is immortal and will survive. In Hindui^^m

it is Atman, the supreme dement in existence. In Buddhism
it is samsara, the principle of survival. In Persia's
Zoroastrianism the surviving soul consists of two parts:
Urvan, the soul proper, and Daena, the conscience. In

Japan 's Ancestor Worship it is acknowledged that the

soul exists survives after death. In China it is Yin

and Yang. The Qu 'ran, however, does not provide us with
a clear definition of Islam' s view about the hunan soul.
The Qu 'ran has maintained some of the biblical concept:
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i-: speaks of NAFS - as the equivalent of Psyche - which

can be improved, and by proper C(>nduct in life, cai bring

peace; and it speaks of RUH - as the equivalent of Nous
- the Spiritual factor whAch differentiates man from

aniinal. Fundamentally to the Moslem Ruh is Allah; also

for the Sufis it is the centre of being. In Christianity

,

as i.i Judaism, the soul is the essential immortal seif.

However, contrary to original jewish teaching, it is

not pre-existent; it survives the body, however, to be

ultimately raised along with the body. Aquinas expressed

his view about the soul in his Statement "Anima mia non

est ego" = my soul is not me.)

l^veryone of the philosophers who has put pen to paper, has made

his contribution. The relative list of philosophical contributions

is long; I shall, therefore, content myself with mentioning only a few.

Descartes taught that soul and body are one; while Hernann Cohen wrote

'^...as the Jewish People never dies, so also the individual soul of

the Jew aever dies". CG. Jung's contribution was, that "...the spirlt

is above intellect", since it embraces the latter and Lncludes human

sensations as well. It is "the guLding principle of life that stri/es

towards the superhuman, shining heights". To the philosophers of our

o^rn generation the "Seif" has become the modern Substitute for soul.

And, finally, these are the words spoken shortly before his death by

Y^Leibowith, the orthodox iconoclastic Jew: "...a person is not buried;

only his body is buried".

Lik-ewise we are presented with a plethora of ideas about the orlgin

of the soul; of the end Station which the soul will reach in due course;

where the soul rests when not "engaged". I have in addition a personal

question: have we the right to interfer-i wLth the "program" the soul

has to follow ? A murderer does this. Does also a suicide ? Is the

latter a failing ? A final failing in a karmanic test ? Will such

a death, like every other death, be aothing but an Interruption inviting

the continuation or the repetition of the test, and not also a failed

i:est ?

(It is interesting, that Judaism appears to have
faced this question. In jewish law a person who is

mentally dLStu^bed; who is evan only temporar lly

depressed; or who is simply unable to cope with his

Problems, is not regarded a suicide. This individual,
such a suicide, is entitled to all the respect accorded
to a deceased person. Only the individual who kills
himself out of cynical disregard for life, is called
a suicide, with all this entails. But how can such
an attitude to life be proved after death ?)
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It is my belief, that our soul Ls reincaraaLed again and agaln;

that it in every successive incarnation is offered oppoctunities to

get freed of the negatives it carries; that it is reincarnated to get

cleansed of the blem'.shes and defects it has acquired In the course

of past incarnations, including the last one; that it will retarn to

its divine sour .e as soon as it has been purgad of all the "impurities".

Poets know better than philosophers to define and express their

beli.ef in reincarnat ioa, "Why", asked Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, "should

it be impossible for an individual to ha/e appeared more than once in

this World ? Why is it impossible for me to have once before, or more

than once, talcen here all those steps which expose man to merely

temporary punishments and rewards, but are in the end Lead Lng to my

perfection ? Why should I not retura as often as T am capable of

receiving all kno\/ledge, of achleving lew capabilities ?'" Lessing was

more generous than Goe'ihe, who reserved the return of the soul for

another cycle of life only to those who a^e of a higher intellectual

ränge - as 'limself, for instance.

(Judaism has nsver explicitedly accepted the belief
in the sojl's reincarnation, Saadia and Albo called
it a '^pagai nonsense", while Abarbanel praised Lt as
evidence of "pagan wisdom". It is Important that I

emtion, that Reincarnation should not be mlxed up with
the jewish teaching of a resurrection of the soul - aloag
ivir,h the body - when the Messiah makes his appearance,
TalTiudic rabbis decreed e/en, that whoever does not
believe in a future Resurrection has no right to survive
in the next world.)

It is my belief, that the individual, who thinks he can be

satisfied with his aciievements in life; \\^ho thinks he has reached

/ill what life has to offer; who tliinks he has blessed, because all

his wishes have been fulfilled, has not understood what goes In life;

what is the true purpose of h;.s life. He has lost his way; and he

will miss the opportunities made available to him to cleanse his karman

It LS my belief, that the rieh man, who thinks he has achieved ths

acme in his life because he has beco.-ne rieh, has mismanaged his life,

I think the many who feel fortune has smiied on the.M, because they

are successful in life, have failed the most important test. I thi:ik

the poor who complain about their and cheir dependaats' chronic hunger,

do no realize that they are living out their karman. I think the

miserable ones who lament their occasional or unending misfortunes.
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are vvrong, because they do not vievvr thelr mlseries as testing means,

They all, the ri':h and the Portunate, the j^oor and the mlse ..rble ones

are misled by the ancient sagis who have decided, that rewards and

punishments are passed oat du ring one's llfetime; that merits earned

are reflected In the beaefits their chiLdren inherLt; and who are never

v/arne!, that the effects of their lives v>^ill become evident at a far

later stage., som-^time after their death; sometime in a -lewly incarnated

existence. Also the biblical threat and its rabbinical interpretations,

that whatever the deeds of the M^rents - whether et'ii^al o" unethical

- will ha/e .ripe.- cussions on their chlldren, is wroag, miisl: he wrong,

because it is an injust and unethical priaclple«

In tr^ut'i anl reality - of course, in what T personally perceive

as truth and reality - these rieh and poor, these unfortunate and

fortuuate ones, are tested and retested; and wha'ie/i- their benefits

or punishments niay be, will be becomt^ manifest in the course of 'che

repeated reincarna'iions of their sojl; their Seif.

After the soul is reincarnated - thus is the '^picture'^ I have

painr:ed for my better anderstanding - the actions and reactions of

the person harbouring the soul, in face of the viciss Ltudes ani dan^ers,

the temptations and sat Lsfactione of Life, vi'l be the opportunity

tu repeat the tests it has ^ailed in the "".ast and other past lives.

All ll.fe-long the IndL/'.lual will be tested; h.'.s actions dlrected -

but not controlled - by li.^ spirituality, his moral seif, by his karnan.

His soul, his Norshama, will regi^ter his deeds and will be affected,

be it posii:i7ely or negatlv^l/ In other words: throughout the

individual's entire lifetime - whate'v%j he or she does aid omits to

do - wil.l agaia se -^e, and will again be val-.ed, as tests of his or

her' moi'al value; will reflect and react on his or her soul 's ethical

statusa When a test proves failure, a further load will bc^ added on

the soul 's karman. When an individual's actioa passes the test, a

dehit on lis karman will be e'-s'^'d, a<id the load oa his soul will be

eased.

The kind and nature of the tests and their evaluaiions - depead

on the indlviiual's reactions t > the opportunities and t \e depri/ations

he ir she encounters; to his o^' her direct and indirect reactions to

his or her fellow creatures and »ther living beiigs; hoiv a A -^het!;er

he or she iuppresses or gives way to his or her sc^l'- -: ntred instincts*

The evalu.Hti Ml of the test results, I i i-igino - it cannot be other A^ise

because otherwise it woa''d not be just and righl: - will be adjusted

and ai tuned to thci situations and times into which the soul will have
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been reincarnaLed, be it in a Chinese coolLe or a Wall Strt^et flnancier;

be it a danish sali ir or a german professor; ba it in a Jew or in a

Moj~mon.

Rightly I may ba asked, what I understand as or with a test ?

What kind of encounters wDuld I in general categoriza as a test ?

What have I in my own life recognized and evaluated as tests ? I

can ii a few ^^^o^d3 r^xplain the meaning of whdt I said jast now: it

is my attitude to next man. It is the way I behave in an encounter

wi.th any fellow-man, A^hether a friend or a stranger, whether a social

equal or a depaadent, It is my way of acting in a Situation whatsoever.

It is any decision vvhatsoever I make.

And the question quite aaturally follows: how do I kaow whether

I have passed the tast ? I may judge - I should hava better said,

I may be judged to have past the test - if without even being conscious

of my incessantly being exposed to the testing, I will react with a

sanse of satisfaction should I have behaved riumanely and pleasantly

in certaii adverse cirnumstances; should I experience sincere regret

whenever T did not comport mysalf honestly and with restraint in an

unpleasant Situation; should I react with shame v/henever I could not

control mysalf in a hostile encounter; and should I react with sorrow,

whenever I have not bahaved as I wouLd have wanted my opponents to

have reacted to^ards me in any similar circunstance.

In the coursa of our life; and on the basis of our experiences,

we construct for ourselves concepts and precepts, outlooks and attitudes

which will remain with us for ever as our self-contained principles.

It is these principles which are tested; and when they pass the tests

- even when they ara not pro/ed and supported by further experiences

- we feel ourselves lifted to a higher level of being and understanding.

I do not mind imagining, ::hat somehow all such occasions - whether

pleasant or unpleasant - reflect similar ones with which I have had

to deal in former incaraations; and that I had most likely failed these

in that life.

If we live long enough - but on deeper reflection I would say

even if we do not - we experience in some way or other in our own life

or in our own person or in our children what we should have done but

have missed to do; v/hat wa should have appreciated but have shrugged

off; what wa should have avoided bat have not cared to avoid. And

should we e*/er have such an experience - nevermind if in a positive
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or a negative sease - we should make the effort to relate it to a

similar or an identical one in our past. In our own conscious past.

To give an exa.nple: T wonder if the wife of Ex-President Reagan will

remember - Regan himself will be most likely beyond remz^inbering - now

that her husband is a patient of Alzheimer's Disease, that during bis

reign as President of the United States he cut off most government

subsidies for elderly helpless people; and in particular all the funds

for Alzheimer research ? Will Reagan 's vife - and in this instance

the ex-President possibly too, now surrounded by a large nursing staff

paid for from government funds - be consciously realizing the safferings

of the less favoured Alzheimer patients in the US ? Will the Reagans

be aware, that they had been tested and have failed the test ?

(The Reagans boasted they were faithful Bible-read Lng

Christians. Was Martin Buber wrong when he said, that

whoever reads the Bible with an open mind cannot avoid

to realize, that what happened once continues to happen?

Does Buber with these words want to express his personal

conviction, that man is tested with a repetition of events

in the hope, that he will have learned, if not to correct

his faults and failings, at least to become cognizant

of them ?)

When ve recite in our prayerbooks the endless recording of our

people 's suffering; or when we read in the documentation by jewish

historians and theologians of the antisemitic outrages the Jews had

to face in the past - and are today still facing most everywhere -

it i.s explained to us, that the safferings and the persecutions have

come about "becaase of our sins". I can only Interpret this as an

allrouad explanation which states, that the sufferings and persecutions

the Jews have had to suffer thrDughout history, have to be seen as

injications that the Jews have each time and in every generation failed

the tests which they individually , or as a Community, had been made

to face.

The way we react determines our human value which is tested in

every Situation and circumstance. In this sense I interpre; Maimonides'

all encompassing advice: "If one is irrascible, he has to control

himself so that even if he is attacked or eviled, he will not feel

offended". And let us also keep in mind, that every individual is

responsible for what he does. And so is every comnunity and society,

every people and nation.

But let US ao less be clear in our minds^, that nothing of what
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happens arounds; that nothing of what we encounter; that nothing of

what happans to us directly and personally, is predetermined. Nothing

can - and shouLd ever - be shrugged off as "our fate". Each one of

US is individually responsible, not for v>^hat happens, but how we react

to what happens. T could not better the ^rords I read in chapter Three

of The Sayings of the Fathers: "Everything in the vN^orld is foreseen,

yet free will is granted; the world is ruled with divine goodness,

yet all is according to the amount of a person's work".

Having reached this point in. my reasoning I realize. that I have

not shown the right self-discipline: I have allowed my mind to wander

off. But before I take up the theme of my essay; I want first to

complete what I said in my excursus aboat the human soul.

Yes, I Tiaintain that there is no specifically jewish soul, nor

a black man 's soul, nor an indian vornan 's soul. A soul has no such

specific structure or genre. The soul is not "specialized". Our jewish

heritage - its features, its characteristics and :heir survival - are

located in our genes and their DNA chains. Through these the Jewish

People's specificity is preserved; by theese is its survival continued.

It is in them that the Nefesh and Ruach are specifically jewish.

The Neshama is not specific. The Neshama, the soul - responsible

for the moral control, if not conduct, of the body it inhabits - adjasts

to whatever body it inhabits. The Neshama, the soul, is responsible

to its own karman.

The principle of karman; of the human soul 's survival after death;

of its transmigration from one human being after anothe:* until it has

been cleared of its "impurities", is the sine qua non of my belief

System.

Hinduism is based on the karman principle, but every ethical

religion - that means most every religion - has in its nucleus the

karman principle; but the meaning of karman is easiest studied in

Hinduism. To comprehend what Hinduism sees as karman begins with the

understanding of the inevitability of cause and effect: of the principle

that every action ha:^ a coasequence. Every good actio i has a good

consequenze; and every bad action has a bad consequence. Howe/e.',

the consequences o" the consequences do not always become immediately

appareat - or in our lifetime even - but in the life -^e en*:er after

our rebirth. In Jainism, as also in Bu dhism, rebirth zaa c ) ne about

into an rinimal, a tree or a stone should the karman hav^'i beon too much

stained iuring its last incarnation.
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(Post-mortal existence does not mean Immortality

to the Hindu, but a contlnued miserable existence. In

Judaism, Christianity and Islam the concept of an end-

station in a blissful environment gives the migration

of the soul a less pessimistic aspect. Immortality is

Nirvana in Buddhism; it is Amata, a State of deathless-

ness. Or it means the sojourn in a paradise-like

environment. It is a State which can be achieved also

during one's lifetime on reaching the Status of a

Bhodisattva. Or it can be achieved through a life lived

in compassion, grace and spiritual power.)

Judaism does not recognize reincarnatlon, nor transmigration,

as I have already mentioned. But it preaches the resurrection of the

soul along with its body at the time designed "The End of the Days".

Judaism' s original conception was, that the soul is stored after death,

along with its shadowy body, in Sheol, a kind of a sub-terranean cave.

This long accepted, rather very depressing Image underwent a drastic

change only at a relatively late stage: at the time of the Maccabees,

sometirae in the last 2-3 centuries BCE. The concept of the soul 's

survival, of its immortality, became then an acceptable conception;

however, it was not applied to the individual, only to the Jewish People

in its entirety. But it has to be conceded, that Judaism - with the

exception of Kabbala and Hassidism - continues to this day to be rather

ambivalent when it comes to reincarnatlon and transmigration.

The question comes to me just now, whether the Shoah is not related

to the Jewish People 's karman; or whether it is bound to affect the

Jewish People 's karman. For also a people has its own karman. Until

now I had difficulty to accept this idea, but I am bout to change my

mind. But it is still my opinion, that the Shoah is not so much the

outcome of the Jewish People' s being tested, as of the testing process

itself which is decisive for the Jewish future. In addition I perceive

the significance of the Shoah also as one of the rare instances where

a divine Intervention has definitely occurred.

If in this connection again the question is asked: "Where was

God when Jews died in Auschwitz ? Why was he not in Auschwitz ?", I

shall answer also in this context: He was there.

And finally I want conclusively to add: if there is a purpose

in whatever exists and lives, the human soul must have been endowed

with insight and understanding; and these qualities will grow, advance

and reach perfection in a process of maturation, which in the infinite
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course of further incarnations will be completed.

In addition to what I have just now hinted, I want express more

definitely my belief that, apart from the original divine plan's final

end-destination, there is neither a predestination nor a predetermination

in man 's fate; that man has the free will to determine the path he takes

and the life he leads. And that the same applies to a people and to

a nation as a whole, But I do believe, that there are occasions when

God does interfere; when he pushes a nation or an individual into a

different direction, away from a dangerous Situation or threatening

development

.

And I no less firmly believe, that the Jewish People is under

God's constant supervision; that it is this divine interference; and

that it is this evidence of the divine guidance, which we register as

the markstones in the history of the Jewish People.

I expect that in the following pages and chapters I shall here

and there have to take up one or other of the "beliefs'' I have expressed

above.
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2.

Is mankind^s survival endangered ?

Everywhere, and from every possible angle, do I nowadays hear

and read the question discussed, whether mankind has a chance to survive;

how it can overcome the threats to its survival; and in what shape and

form it will at best survive. I am not going to review all the problems

and issues which are raised by environmentalists and hygienists; neither

shall I detail the Solutions proposed by politicians and economists;

nor shall I report all the explanations offered by philosophers and

theologians. Any half-way educated person must be familiär with these

issues by now; for they have by now been thoroughly elaborated upon

in a number of learned publications; they are nearly every day, in one

form or other, amply discussed in the printed and electronic media;

and they have been made into the main platforms of political parties.

In view of the fact that for one reason or the other, the opinions

of most - if not all - the scientists dealing with these problems and

related side issues are found wanting; and in view of the fact that

the Solutions offered by most of the official or self-appointed guardians

of public welfare, are not very realistic; and in view of the plethora

of opinions and Solution pevading this field, I do not feel out of place

to involve myself too in this problem.

How and what indeed is my and your immediate future ? Has mankind

a chance to survive even for the next hundred years ? These questions

- and all they imply - may sound exagerated and theatralic; but they

are in my opinion consider fully justified. One of the issues I want

to air first is the one which worries me greatly: it is the question,

whether the scientists in the fields of biological and bacteriological,

of nuclear and electronic research, have opened a Pandora Box from which

the ingredients for the final destruction of mankind have started pouring

out« Are no limits set to mankind 's achievements in the sciences and

in technology on its race into a dangerous in which mankind 's survival

is threatened ? Is there no limit set to the estoishing technological
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and scientific developments we witness ? Are these not like centrifugal

forces which hurl us into a future which we cannot control ?

I can abstract the issue on ^hich I have touched now in a short

sentence: the causes and the culprits of the dangers we face is primarily

man himself; he has to bear responsibility for any eventual end of our

civilization; he will be guilty for any, all mankind finall destroylng

disaster

.

Never more than now has the world's environment been unfriendly

to mankind, This is especially the case in the developed, the so-called

civilized western world. Violence - not only physicial violence but

also moral and economic violence in every possible shape - has grown

in recent times. "Oppressive language does more than represent violence

It is violence", said Toni Morrison in the 1993 acceptnace speech of

the Nobel Prize for Literaturen

The western democracies harbour in their midst more destructive

Clements than ever before; and they are losing control over this threat.

TAH of a sudden their co.ifidence in the vaunted values of democracy

and its moral controls appears to have become impaired. With dread

they become aware, that their cultural heritage - a most important asset

under these circumstances - has lost its impact; that the former social

solidity of the Community has been weakened. The western world is more

than ever plagued by a rising criminality.

The influence of the church and the compactness of the family

have been eroded. Sexual activity among teenagers follows more the

individual's instincts than any socially instituted and culturally

directed guidelines. Venereal diseases in 13-years-olds are met with

in the hospitals. The rate of illegitimacy is increasing. It is not

rare to encounter 16-years-olds with their third illegitimate child.

In the middle 'nineties 28% of all births in the US - where reliable

statistics are regularly published - occurred in unmarried women; the

number was 11% in 1970.

Does all this mean, that morality is weakened ? That ethical

values have been eroded at its very roots ? The US is a nation, in

which since its establishment, in which the people^s religiosity is

a dominant feature. And whereas religiosity presupposes a moral basis,

these recent developments are indeed a cause for worry.

The large number of teenage pregnancies are in addition bound

to place an ever greater economic bürden on the immediate family and
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and on the welfare institutions of the State. In this respect those

western nations, who are most in need of stability; who are economically

overburdened; and who are morally weakened, are far more endangered

than the US.

(It is worth making the point, that disheartening

as these conditions are, they are today hardly known

in the developed or developing nations of Asia. And

I think it important also to point out, that similar

social and other changes indicative of a lowering of

the morality, had been registered in the Roman Empire

before its ultimate collapse.)

We are living in a world faced by tremendous uncertainties. Until

not very long ago individuals, communities and nations could project

a future stake; could plan ahead; could dream of an ideal to reach;

could work towards an achievable economic level. What kind of future

can mankind, nations, governments project and hope for today ? Are

those right who predict, that the 21st Century will turn into one of

social turmoil, of political and economic deficits, and of a religious

vacuum ? We hear no more, as in the past, the theologians preach,

and philosophers speak of the ideal end goal free of inequality, sorrow,

crime and needs man should always have before his eyes. They do not

even point anymore to the signboards leading into that direction.

Their new vagueness is due to a new uncertainty, which in turn

is not so much due to the frightening Images and fearful expectations

which people all over the world associate with the approaching end of

our millennium, but to the State of hopelessness which, since quite

a long time already, has overcome the intellectual and spiritual guides

of our Society. Their predictions and depictions, their judgements

and threats - the outpouring of the vivid, often diseased minds of

modern-age pseudo-prophets - are due to the trend, to put the blams

on the tremendous events which are expected to affect our world at the

end of this Century. In reality they are only a cover, under which

they try to hide the true caases of our world's malaise.

I am deeply bothered by the thought, whether divine judgment might

not conclude, that the Start - let me say another start - of a totally

new human society; organized along piain and simply formulated lines;

and ruled by piain and simply presented ethical laws, would not solve

all the complex problems with which mankind has to wrestle in these

days ? Whether what goes on is not an indication that such a danger

is ahead of us ? That what we observe is not in all likelihood a

warnlng to this effect ?
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I am taken by the thought, that man has been granted to develop

all bis former ly unheard of technical powers; that this generation has

beea blessed with such a sudden burst in knowledge, for one main purpose

only: so that he can prove bis moral strength; so that he is aware of

his ethical duties,

Is this the cause for the advancements the Scientists have made

in the unreveling of the DNA 's secrets, of the genetic material, of

the life factor which is found in the cells of every living creation

past and present ? Is this the basis for the scientists urge to change

the environment in which we live, with their research in field of "GMO'\

of the "genetically modified organisms" ? Are the scientific researches

advanclng us not only to ever greater, but also to ever more fearsome

levels of knowledge ? Who controls the sisntists ? Who checks on

their work ? There is no human Instance to control them; only the laws

of ethics could possibly control them. Only limits of morality could

place a check on them. For there is no country yet nor any government;

there exists yet no law nor any Institution, which would control them.

No precautions are yet prescribed to ensure, that from the genetists'

interference in the nuclear structures of man, animal or plant no danger

to nature and mankind will result. There are no safeguards yet, that

these manipulative researches of the scientists will not eventually

destroy all life on this planet.

But mankind 's existance is not secured; its survival is not

assured, even if all possible precautions are instituted; and were all

the necessary specific laws promulgatred, for we can neve exclude the,

possibility, that there might be a rogue State, a ruthless ruler, a

mad scientist who will not feel the slightest compunction to abuse the

genetic manipulations of human life for sDme nefarious purposes of their

own.

(The dangers evolving from the genetists' unchecked

genetic researches involve next to the medical, legal,

social and ethical implications, also the problem of

the eventual ruin of all that mankind has achieved until

now; and no less also mankind's very survival. The

scientists involved intend to check on the pathology
carried by all and every gene, be it the human ones or

those of other species. And evea those of viruses and

bacteria. The results of these researches may have many
unforeseen consequences. Very man/ people, for instance,

who on the basis of the DNA studies are informed, that

they may expect to develop Cancer or insanity or other
devastating ailments; or that they will transmit such

defects to their progeny, will surely be induced not

to marry or not to produce children. Or they may decide

to end their lives before they reach the danger zone

where such diseases or defects develop. Alas, such
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effects of the Gene Project will only affect the educated

and intelligent strata of mankind, and not the vast

primitive masses who produce the largest number of

children.

)

It can be argued, on the other band, that were not all these

researches associated with all these possible dangers, one could even

welcome the Human Genome Project of the genetists as a possible mean

to counter the dangers associated with the overpopulation the planet

faces.

Our Century has registered a number of great discoveries in every

field of the sciences. This steady stream of new scientific discoveries

could be of the greatest benefit to mankind, were it not that - by their

being nearly always also indiscriminately applied to the perfecting

of modern warfare - they threaten the very survival of our civilization.

Our own civilization is threatened today by the relative cheapness,

and the easy availability , of biological weapons against which there

is no protection. A far greater danger - and a far greater menace to

our civilization - is the development of nuclear fission in general,

and in particular the atom bomb, respectively the hydrogen bomb, The

menace is bound to increase year by year, The spread of knowledge in

the field of fission - whatever beneficial side-effect it may also have

- which is inherent in the nuclear armament itself; and the danger of

nuclaar terrorism, which is an unavoidable outcDme, are threats growing

larger almost every day. There cannot be any doubt, that nuclear power,

in whatever form, may turn out to be an ever growing, uncontrollable

danger to the survival of our world. There are not even sufficient

or proper means available to control the misfunction of a bomb or a

reactor. The event which might bring our existence to an end - and

which is most feared by the general public and by scientists alike -

is a sudden escape, be it in the course of a war; or following an

accident in a reactor, of an uncontrolled nuclear radiation of massive

dimension, causing a chain-reaction. The danger is compunded by the

fact, that the governments - and even less the public - are as a rule

not informed of every instance of a nuclear accident; and that the alarm

is not raised - at least not in sufficient time - when enormous masses

of nuclear material have escaped,

The threat hangs from now on over our lives, that with the steady

increase in the number of nuclear installationm everywhere in the world,

inevitably many instances will occur in future, when dangerous nuclear

material penetrates the atmosphere.
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More nuclear Tiaterial is produced nowadays than is needed. The

experts have not found a safe way so far, how to destroy - or otherwise

to render harmless - tha abundant Stocks of plutonium and other nuclear

materials. They have not even found a safe Solution for the disposal

of the ever growing huge Stocks of nucear and other toxic waste which

are accumulating in every part of the globe.

I consider it an immense tragedy for mankind that - had commonsense

prevailed and had mankind *s morality and attitudes been properly aligned

- the discovery of the atomic power, and the methods to harness it,

could have been the starting point of a new era bringing the greatest

benefice to the entire world. Alas this is by far not the case. On

the contrary: the nuclear power has turned into a threat to mankind 's

survival.

In addition to the great advances in technology and in the sciences

man has made in the last 5000 years of organized life on this planet,

he has also made great strides in the realms of culture and art; but

spiritually he has not advanced far beyond the ränge of what, once upon

a time, had motivated his primitive ancestors. Modern mankind has not

advanced beyond the attitudes and the care, primitive man had for his

fellowman's interests and wellbeing.

Are modern man 's reactions to its environment; man 's ways of life;

man 's ethical comportment, in all respects possibly a divine method

to test man 's worthiness to survive ?

(The warnings and threats continuously uttered by
environmentalists - in Israel their appeal loses much
of its urgency because it is a monopoly which has been
usurped, and a weapon which is being used, by ambitious
politicians - against the abuse of nature by the excessive
use of Chemicals, have in the main had the effect to
terrify the population; and have not been effective to
gain its collaboration.

)

There is a progressing deterioration of the global environment.

Weather conditions have greatly changed in the last twenty years. The

"greenhouse effect'^ - the general warming of the globe - is due to an

alarming increase of carbon dioxyde in the atmosphere. Ice shelves

are breaking up in the Antarctica. The winds blow warmer there.

If only 1/lOth of that Continental ice melts. sea level will rise by

10-30 feet. Another manmade change in the atmosphere is the reduction

of the ozone layer; due to this a greater than tolerable amount of ultra-
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violet radiation penetrates from outer space. In consequence of these

disturbances in the atmospheric order, climacteric changes have developed

with extreme weather conditions, crop failures and outbreaks of often

uncontrollable epidemies.

By all this neglect and carelessness nature^s balance System is

in danger of being so much overwhelmed; and its control System so widely

destroyed, that soon our planet may reache the stage, where life may

not be anymore sustainable.

(But pollution, over Population, exhaustion of the

national resources are equally to be feared as a possible

cause for the final, though less sudden extinction of

the human race. The world^s population is estinated

at 5.6 billion; it is expected to reach 6.3 billion in

the year 2000, and 8.5 billion within the next 25 years.

But we can count on this ^moderate increase" only, if

the people of the underdeveloped countries can be induced

to restrict their population's unrestricted growth with

the help of contraceptives. Should this educational

campaign fail, the population on this planet will be

the year 2025 have increased to 12.5 billion instead

of the projected 8.5 billion. Where is the food for

all these billions to come from ? Food is already getting

scarce. It is already difficult to feed today's 5.6

billion.
The agricultural yields have already now reached

their maximum. And this problem will steadily increase

with the rapidly increasing global population. Food

consumption is even today in developing countries beyond

the limits of what their land can possible supply. Every

year the world's farms must feed an additional 90 million

people, while 24 billion tons of topsoil and trillions

of gallons of groundwater have disappeared forever.)

It may not even take a generation: by 2025, if the current trends

continue, some 30% of the lands* productivity will have been eliminated.

By that time it will have become impossible to produce the quantities

of food needed to sustain all humankind, not only due to the shortages

in food sypply, but also due to the continued severe mal-distribution

already apparent today. And many of those living today will watch

today^s scarcity turn into famines.

(Famines in the less developed, poorer countries

have become a fact of life. Due to overfishing the seas

are getting depopulated of fish. Today 's fish catches

are insufficient to provide for the vast masses of people

who depend of this source of food. The scarcity of supply

is to a great measure due to the use of the huge nets

which are dragged for miles over the seabed. In addition

a 130 000 sqkm region of the Pacific Ocean in the Ant-

arctic has - due a rise in the waters' temperature -

lost 80% of its Zooplankton, the microscopic organism

near the base of the fish population' s food-chain. And

furthermore, to under stand why the former vast sources
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By that time it will have become impossible to produce the quantities

of food needed to sustain all hjmankind, not only due to the shortages

in food sypply, but also due to the continued severe mal-distribution

already apparent today. And many of those living today will watch

today's scarcity turn into famines.

(Famines in the less developed, poorer countries

have become a fact of life. Due to overfishing the seas

are getting depopulated of fish. Today's fish catches

are insufficient to provide for the vast masses of people

who depend of this source of food. The scarcity of supply

is to a great measure due to the use of the huge nets

which are dragged for miles over the seabed. In addition

a 133 000 sqkm region of the Pacific Ocean in the Ant-

arctic has - due a rise in the waters' temperature -

lost 80% of its Zooplankton, the microscopic organism

near the base of the fish population's food-chain. And

furthermore, to understand why the former vast sources

of protein food from the seas are steadily getting

smaller, one must try to realize what it means, that

every Single one of the modern North Pacific trailers

actually in use, can catch one million pounds of fish

in the course of one Single day ! Spain caught in 1993

more than 1.4 million ton of fish.)

Overpopulation is in part also caused by today's longer life

expectancy. To some degree this extension is registered in every part

of the World. In 1900, for instance, average life expectancy was 47

years in the western countries; and only 3% of the population lived

past 65. In the USA of the year 1920 men lived on an average 54.6 years

and women 53.6. In 1990 the life expectancy for men was 71.8 and for

women 78.8; and 80% of all deaths occured after the age of 65. This

may justly be called a medical and hygienic victory. But this does

not apply only to the West; similar statistics are provided by all the

developed countries, including those of the "Third World".

The high birthrate registered in many parts of the world - most

often in the poorest of all the countries - contributes massively to

the dangerous level of today's over-population in the world. As an

example I am going to cite China. It is only fractionally bigger than

the US but has four times its population.

(China's population is nearly 1.3 billion, and is

steadily growing. Food production presents a problem.

It will become more so in the near future, as much land

is lost to soll erosion and desertification; and because

much land is used for industrialization and urbanization;
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and because the agricultural sector is more and more

neglected.
With only 0.008 hectares of areable land per head

it is well well below tha world average of 0.07 hectares
per person. But also many other countries do not reach

this minimum. Worss off still are Kenya, Bangladesh,

Jordan, Somalia and Vietnam. Also Israel, with 0.06

belongs to this dis- advantaged group.
What Solution will China find when it has to Start

importing food ?)

The worrysome Situation arising from all this - and the search

of ways how to control this Situation - has since quite some time

agitated the minds of all the leading experts. Thomas Malthus has

already in the last Century warned that the world population will outgrow

the world food supply. Recently this has been the theme of a World

Conference in Cairo-Egypt. The undoubtedly most efficient method

proposed for limiting the yearly increase of the Arorld population -

that is, making abortion available whenever indicated or even requested

- has been fought by the Vatican and the traditional islamic countries.

(Scientists teil us, that it will be possible to

develop an agriculture which produces higher yields
without the use of excessive chemicals and the resulting
pollution of soll and water; that it will be possible
to breed plants that make better use of the sun's energy;
that it will not be impossible to perfect a long-acting,
safe, cheap and reversible contraceptive with which to

control the over-population. But not only the access
to a safe, easy-to-use birth-control technology must
be available everywhere to support the global effort
to halt the population growth in a humane way; and to

Start a controlled decline of the birthrate, but also
a more sustained education of the people; and making
them aware of their duty to mankind. This is not
specifically true for the poor and overpopulated
countries, but also for the rieh and overpopulated
countries, because these latter are more than other
countries the biggest overconsumers of the day.

A well-organized neo-malthusian movement has joined the world-wide

campaign of those who warn against the earth^s overpopulation. It has

set out on a sustained campaign, pointing out that without a control

of, and care for, the resources indispensable for human existence -

food, pure water, clean air, and even sufficient housing - the now

available resources will soon be overstrained; and will within a short

time become insuff icient, to sustain human life on earth. Should such

a Situation develop - the Neo-Malthusians point especcially to this

angle of the problem - the starving masses might become desperate and
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uncontrollable; and this in turn will accelerate the danger to mankind's

survival by the additional threat of a total suppression of all the

democratic and moral values without which our civilization cannot

survive. And because the affluent and less affected countries will

be flooded by the starving masses pouring in from the CDuntries of the

Third and Fourth Worlds; and because the invaded countries will have

to react in ways which should be totally unacceptable to our moral and

democratic values, all the inherited and acquired, all the accunulated

and cherished culture and civilization will forever be destroyed.

The World Health Organization 's Centre of Disease Control and

Prevention wams not only that
" poverty and ecological changes are

contribating as mach as the global worstening of the weather and the

vulnerability of the population affected; but that our life System is

threatened by the exhaustion of the stored carbons and other living

resources". Every year rain-forests the size of Costa Rica are destroyed.

At least a quarter of he earth's surface has been made useless for

agriculture.

But also unsolved problems of health and hygiene are threats to

our survival. A city of one million inhabitants uses oa average every

day approximately 625 000 tonnes of water and 9 500 tonnes of fuel;

produces 950 tonnes of poisonous substances which pollute the air;

produces 500 000 tonnes of effluents.

The World Health Organization wams, that a majority of children

in the Third World dies fron diseases caused by contaminated water;

that every year 15 million children die of hunger; and that infectious

diseases are emerging globally at an accelerated rate. New viruses

are routinely discovered. Aids, Erbola and other virus diseases have

withstood all efforts to eradicate them. And no eure or control of

these infections is in sight. These diseases have the potentiality

to endanger mankind's survival.

Also another worrysome factor has emerged in the field of disease

control. A considerable number among the nowadays available antibiotics

- the development of which had only two generations ago been proclaimed

one of the great achievements in medicine - have tD a large degree lost

most, if not all, of their effectiveness.

(Is it only ironic, that on the one band our clever

scientists make preparations to land on the Mars, while

on the other band we have been invaded by diseases for
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which no remedy is available ? That such a number of

infectious diseases have become resistant to antibiotics

due to the genetic mutations the microbes are undergoing,

and we have no remedy available ?)

Is along with the microbial threat; along with the strangulating

over-population, also a subcoascious death wish leading mankind do its

destruction ? I find this expressed in many a form. It is, for

instance, an established fact that cigarette smoking and other tobacco

uses are dangerous to the health; thousands of cigarette smokers die

every month. But some 15% of the people - men, women and also children

- continue to smoke cigarettes; and the cigarette factories continue

to produce cigarettes. The Tobacco Industry spends 11 million dollar

every day on propagandizing its wares.

The same comments apply to the abuse of all kinds of drugs. "A

spectre is hunting. It is the spectre of illegal drugs", warned Douglas

Hurd, the British Foreign Secretary. The seriousness of the drug problem

was brought home to me when I read, that also in Switzerland - the very

country which I have always associated with clear-headedness and self-

discipline - drug abuse has become a social problem; that e.g. in Zuerich

the "Needle Park", a disused railway siding in the centre of the town,

is one of the rendez-vous places of a growing number of local drug

addicts.

No less significant also for mankind* s stability - and its eventual

survival - is the increasing damage to the morale of the people. This

applies to all the peoples of the world, and to the western countries

in particular, where the lack of work; where the generally insufficiently

available work places; where the appreciable lowering of income to a

level which is insufficient to feed the people affected, are flatteing

the morale and the morality of the people.

(Free trade arrangements; the availability of masses

of cheap labour in Asia; and many other factors associated

therewith, liberate the western Industries from the need

to modernize their factories; or to spend money on

developing new methods of production. Unskilled Jobs

are being abolished. This inevitably results in the

reduncancy of a large percentage of the local labour

force, mainly that made up of the younger age group.

These youths can hardly expect ever to enter the labour

force again, evei after they are re-trained. It surely

will be impossible to maintain a safe and stable society,

when the labour of a large and growing segment of the

Population is no more needed.)
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In the West, no less also in the US, more and more Citizens slide

into the pit of poverty. The ratio of income of the richest segment

to the poorest ia 11 in the US, is 7 in Canada, is 7 in Britain, is

5.5. in Germany. (I have no statistics availale about Israel). The

eitles have to curtail their welfare budget because the tax revenues

have dropped below the red line. Many a city is bankrupt. Many a

government proceeds to cut all welfare expenses in the vain hope, to

avoid thereby an ever greater deficit. The demand for soup kitchens

and food stamps is increasing.

Today, at the turn of this Century, great changes have occurred

in the social structure of the world. These are indeed a cause for

worry.

'^ The class of blue collar workers had risen very quickly in

the beginning of the 20th Century; and it has as quickly fallen again

at the end of this same Century. There are not enough Jobs - and there

will never be again - for the untrained and non-specialized workman.

These dissatisfied, desperate, hungry men represent a source of great

danger to the stability of the society and no less also to mankind in

general.

'^ A large part of the uneducated workforce had once been made

up of household helpers. In tioies not so long past the families who
had less than three household helpers, were classified as "lower middle

class". This class of household-workers has more or less disappeared,

most likely for ever.

* In the beginning of the Century the major part of the population

had been engaged in farming; now only 1-2% are true farmers; and their

farming is mainly a Computer ized business.

'^ In the World of Jobs and work one cannot any longer count on

landing - much less on keeping or being prevented from losing - a good

Job, because of social Standing, parental influence, or membership in

the right club.

'•' It is perceived as a warning - and if not as also a threat,

at least as a matter of reflection - that immigrants from East Asia

are so successful due to their self-discipline and their traditional

family cohesion.
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The result of all these developments is, that the western countries

have today an excessive, unhappy, dissatisfied and threatening labour



Potential for which they cannot provide eiTiployment

.

This has the secondary result, that criminality is rising and

that drug abuse is increasing.
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(Before continuing with enumerating the danger
Signals I perceive in the social and communal make-up
of our generation, I want to explain - or apologize,if
you want - that most of my Statistical data; or the
results of social research I report here and also else-
where, refer to publications of the american newsmedia,
or of various United Nations Organizations, only and
purely because these are easiest available to me.
However, I am assured that they can be generally applied
also to the "anxiDus class" everywhere.)

Secretary R.Rich categorizes as "America^s anxious class" the

group of millions of e.Tiployees who feel iasecure; who fret about losing

their Jobs; who cannot count on having their Jobs next year or even

next month; whose wages have stagnated; or whose incoma has lost ground

to Inflation. And this large group is steadily growing in size.

But even people who are securely employed; who feel safe and

are satisfied with their actual job position and its monetary reward,

are by far not happy and satisfied. The majority of them is deeply

distressed by some financial problem or other. These men and women

are ii addition v\^orried about the future of their children. They view

judge and criticise their environment, their government only insofar

as they affect their immediate life. They are liable to forget the

gratitude and duty they owe to State and society. They categorically

abrogate their cherished concepts of social duty; they are no more

willing to sacrifice themselves, or anything of theirs, for the common

good. And not rarely will they use illegal means to improve their

and their family 'ssituation.

It is a fact, that worried and depressed, dissatisfied and

unhappy Citizens are not likely to be good Citizens.

The dangers I have just now only superficially outlined, may

take on even greater dimensions in countries economically less favoured

countries like China, Africa and India, which until recently could

balance their trade with the help of the unlimited supply of their

malleable, unskilled, cheaply paid workers. But in the course of

the ongoing changes in the labour market, also most of these workers

in these countries will have to become redundant; and it will not
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be long before also the governments of these countries will have to

supply subslstence for hundreds of millions of unskilled workers out

of work. Otherivise. . . It will not be difficult to imagine what will

otherwise happen.

(Western economists and politicians, statesmen and
experts of all kinds regularly assemble under the auspices
of the UN and other World Organizations to find answers
and Solutions for these and the many other associated
Problems of mankind, as e.g. that more than one billion
people - which amounts to one in fivs of all mankind
- live below the poverty line; that nearly another billion
people cannot get a job or cannot even find enough work
to make ends meet; that one in every 115 people is a

refugee, driven froTi his home becaase of war, famine,
quakes, floods or other reasons. But the experts and
politicians from all the world who regularly assemble,
socialize and make Speeches, do not and cannot find a

Solution to these problsms; nor do they or can they see
even a faint possibility of finding a Solution; nor do
they or can they on parting assure each other, that any
of these depressing conditions, especially those in the
Job market, have a chance to ever improve,

On the contrary. They - especially those viewing
the Problems from the West 's point of view - cannot but
predict a worstening of the problem, should the asian
countries' program to form a commercial - if not a
political Union - materialize. For should the asian
World succeed in realizing these plans, it will form
a far greater trading zone than those of Europe and
America; and I doubt if they will ever feel called upon
to reciprocate the concessions or benefits they had in
the past harvested from the West.
The countries of Asia form potentially the largest market
place that ever existed ! Many of these nations are
advancing in skill and education at a pace which outstrips
the West. Within a generation at the most they will
domiiate Asia and may be the world. This may not endanger
the survival of mankind, except for the possibility , that
irresponsible Clements in the West might use illegitimate
means to make sure, that the East will not replace the
West as the leading power.)

It is beyond my knowledge; and it is outside my capability to

judge, i^rhether it true that the strains which are said to be developing

in the balance of power between Europe and East Asia might have drastic

consequences. Nor can I judge, whether these strains - in case the

economic pressures now existing world-wide among the great industrialized

States were to increase still more - might have consequences of yet

unforeseeable consequences. But it should be evident to every intelligent

observer, that by the economic tensions already existing between the

East and the West; and that due to the mercantilistic competitions v^^hich
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ränge between Europe and America on one side, and Japan and the powerful

economic empires in the East on the other side, the safety and security

of the '^orld are threatened and no less also those of mankind,

Europe has formed a Union, The Americas are bound by a common

interest to assure their own political and economic survival. Asia

is surging ahead in making sure its own future is secured. Only the

countries of Africa - and to a great degree also those of the Middle

East - have not yet made any preparation to secure their long-range

economic future. They do not even show sufficient interest in their

immediate future. In general they appear to be unconcerned about their

own future. They waste time, energy and resources on what the actual

day brings or demands. Their rieh Citizens prefer to invest their

fortunes abroad, in one of the developed countries. The developed West

and East show no interest to advise these capitalists otherwise; nor

to teach the governments of Africa and the Middle East that they should

not spend all those many billions on armaments, but should better Invest

in their future economic safety.

When I survey the developments in whatever field I approach -

the cultural and religious, the intellectual and ethical - I am aghast

at the progressive loss of values which in the last decades of this

our Century has taken place in every sphere of life. Our society is

not functioning as it should. More frequently the rampant violence,

which since decades has affected life in the communities, does not

anymore stop outside the immediate family circle. This should be very

much a cause for worry, as this type violence includes wife-beating

and child-abuse; and these traits seem to be transmittable - not only

by immitation, but as if they were carried in the genes - from one

generation to the next. According to the US Department of Justice,

every year on an average 1500 murders of women by their present or past

mates are reported. An unexpectedly large number of wife-murders occur

also among Jews in Israel. This evil can surely be eradicated by a

proper and directed education !

But such an educational program - and the mature sense to realize

that such education is naeded - are missing among those who zarry the

responsibility for such an education. Marriages are easily dissolved.

Children are neglected. Materialism is a leading motivation in most

what is going on. Idealism has no important place anymore in human

society. Spiritual values have lost their intrinsic significance.
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Noleis volens the United States of America carries the leadership

role in these days. I will not go as far as Moshe Ahrens, who in all

seriousness maiatained that "...America is the greatest country in the

World - besides Israel, of course". The world looks upon the United

States of America not only for nartial prowess and technical advances,

but also for guidance in matters of democratic values, of moral conduct

and of social management. Alas, things have changed now. The United

States of America - which was founded on religious principles; and whose

government, guided by exclasively ethical directives under Abraham

Lincoln, had even in my school-days in Germany been cited as an ideal

worthy of copying - is in our days hardly anymore the proper model to

be paraded for Imitation. Were today's Americans even only to pretend

that they can serve as a role model, no society in the .^^orld would accept

their offer; and were they ever to make the attempt even to spread what

they prDudly proclaim as their own specific cultare, their efforts would

all the World over be repulsed.

(Oüt of the many instances I think of at this moment,

I shall select a recent Congress election, because it

has greatly surprised me on hearing of it; and because

it exemplies vNrell what I said. With justification the

USA has the reputation of being the leading democracy

in the world; but statistics show, that on the occasion

of the 199A Congress elections - which was known to all

concerned as of great and decisive importance, only a

very small number, less than 40% of the Citizens, did

considered themselves duty-bound to cast their vote.

But surveys of previous election show, that in almost

all of them the numbers were hardly different.)

But whom eise should the world select as its model ? When I listen

to the world 's leaders gathering here and there for their frequent summit

maetings, I hear them discuss military problems; I hear them arrange

financial affairs; I hear them air the problems of commercial growth;

I hear them worry about economic stagnations or deficiencies; I hear

them indulge in world-embracing politics; I hear them handle population

issues; I hear them talk about women's rights. But I never hear anybody

among them ever mention their countries' democratic flaws; or the world 's

Spiritual problems; or the damage their societies' ethical values have

had to sastain; or what mankind's moral needs might be; or what

responsibilities man has to man.

Not that I expect these meetings should be chaired or co-chaired

by a rabbi or a bishop or a maulvi; but it would be of enormous benefit

to their peoeples, were these political leaders to appreciate, that
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with its essentiality religion might offer theoi some well needed guide-

lines, some realizable promises and some effective consolations. I

mm

am reminded of the words of Alexis de Tocqueville, that religion ...is

indispensible to the maintenance of public institutions". And I am
mm

made to think of President Eisenhower, who in 1954 said ...our

government makes no sense unless it is founded on a deeply feit religious

faith - and I do not care what kind of religious faith it is". But,

alas, religion has today been turned into the handmaid of politics,

and has thus lost its effectiveness along with the people's respect.

With regard to ethical views and moral conduct, the western world

offers the worst possible example. The same applies also to the asian

countries. Whether they profess Christianity or Islam, Buddhism or

Hinduism, Zen or Confucianlsm, they seem not to know of the ethical

messages their religious preach. Few are the indications that they

know of reciprocal love and respect among haman beings. These traits

- if they are at all mentioned, whether knowingly or mechanically -

count no more as valid currency.

Everywhere the religious* exponents compete ruthlessly with each

other. Economic interests and security needs - but not religiosity

or spirituality or morality or humanism - do nowadays bind the peoples

and nations. In addition there is another common interest between the

countries in the East: they will always see in the West an enemy; and

will combine ivhenever one of them feels threatened by the West.

So far I have in this chapter cited only a small part of what

I think has a negative effect on man 's mental and physical, spiritual

and moral wellbeing. Though I have only occasionally hinted at the

dangerous consequences I perceive as the result of such a deficiency

in human altruism, I hope any potential reader will on his or her own

draw the right coinclusions.

Looking back on what I have written so far, I realize I have not

granted the sciences an appropriate space; and I have to ask myself

now whether I have to reach the conclusion, that in today 's society

the sciences have not the answers we want to hear, because they are

not always - or in any case not in every aspect - synonymous with

knowing; and certainly not with logic ? That religion can neither
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provide the guide-lines which we crave, because the acceptability of

what religion offers - though presupposing neither knowing nor logic

- demands faith and trust ? Or do my questions perhaps indicate, that

I am too much of an Optimist; that I have been expecting too much from

the scientists and from the theologians ? Can this indicate, that

also mankind has expected too much ? Or does it possibly mean, that

mankind does not care ?

Or does this perhaps mean, that unknowingly and unperceivingly

mankind is undergoing a series of tests ? That each and every one of

US is being tested ? Is what I have enumerated possibly an indication,

that we are about to fall the test; or that we may have already failed

the tests ? For were today's men and women morally strong and ethically

secured, they could certainly have no real difficulty to rsmove all

the threats mankind is facing; they could easily overcome all the dangers

imperilling our civilization. But, it seems to me, there are today

among us neither men nor women of sufficient moral strength. Nor is

there a proper leadership of the right ethical fortitude. From all

I see and hear and read, there are today not many people possessed with

that moral strength; filled with that sense of respoasibility ; endowed

with that intellectual maturity, who would render the world livable;

and who would offer mankind the proper chance to survive.

There arises now in my mind ~ though still in vague outlines only

- the thought, that all what we see; that all what is happening; that

all what is developing as if rolling off in a logical sequence, has

a sense, has a purpose, has an aim. This leads me to ask: has mankind,

undoubtedly created for a purpose, failed in its primary purpose ?

Is mankind, not having a care to see a purpose in its existence, about

to dig its own grave ? Has mankind, having deviated from its original

destiniation; and having neglected to live its destiny, become redundant

within the scheme of things ?

And, as if in answer to what I have just now asked, I remember

a saying of Genet, which in its proper sense - and without unnecessary

commentaries - can find application to what I have just now asked:

"Homosexuality is a refusal to continue the world". His Statement has

an ominous meaning, if homosexuality , according to recent statistic,

has indeed greatly increased recently all over the world.
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But there are so many other - and in addition proven, confirmed

and evident - factors which indicate, that the survival of mankind could

indeed be endangered.

I give free reins to my thoughts to roam among these factors.

Is there the possibility - at ^^hich I have hinted a short while

ago - that mankind might be made to disappear; and that it will be

replaced by another species ? Will this newly evolving species grow

over a span of some millions of years into one of intelligent reasoning

beings ? Will a society, a Community, a tribe selected from among

these newly evolved beings to be entrusted with the task of creating

an ethical society within a world continuing to function werfectly ?

Do we not see around us many animal species vy^hich are already endowed

with an unasually high degree of intelligence ?

Or will our planet one day - sooner than the scientists predict

- be totally squashed by a gigantic comet ? Or will it end incinerated

by the explosion of the sun ?

I am going to enlarge further on what I have written so far, in

Order to try and fortify myself against the most likely fortcoming

accusation that I have been indulging in disaster-mDngering. Above

all I am going to bring some more facts of which I believe they support

my thesis, that the hunan race has been created to live the ethic laws

and commandmants imposed on mankind; that, therefore, this our world

cannot survive unless it is populated by men and women leading a morally

inspired and ethically directed life. That what we have learned of

the humans* development ; and what we know of mankind 's history, are

progressive Steps in the evolvution into such beings. That during his

life time every Single one of us humans is undergoing a constant testing

whether wa are fit to be the individual building stones of such a

perfected race populating this planet sometime in the future. And for

completion's sake I will mention already at this point my firm belief,

that the Jewish People have been selected to head this process; to

project the rules and regualtions; and to serve as modeis parading the

expected achievements.

Under the impact of the reports in the newsmedia; impressed by

what today^s modern sociologists, researchers and investigators have

to say; observing the developments around me; and watching what is going

on in other parts of the world, I can at times not avoid feeling aghast
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by what T see and hear. It seems to me, that the v^orld is sinking into

a State of chaos. Nay that it is already wallowing in a State of chaos.

And from what I know of history - and in the light of the pessimism

radiating from my often unconscious trend to judge history in accordance

with the fate the Jewish People suffered in chaotic times, when they

were living in a hostile diaspora environment and were made to serve

as scape goats - I cannot avoid the impression, that never as in these

our days the world has seen so much chaos in every part and on every

level; found itself in a State of such moral dissolution; shown such

a Potential for a global disaster.

What I observe and conclude is the more impressive - why do I

not ase the word "fearsome" instead ? - because I see the values of

culture and civilization melting away, notwithstanding all the advantages

science and civilization have provided. Mankind can register progress

in every possible field; but it is also regressing on the Tioral and

cultural levels. Materialism - as I have somewhere already pointed

out - predominates in our society; violence, drugs, illigimate births

are now facts of life. And there is not^^here the steady progress toward

that higher level of existence; toward that relaxed happiness; toward

that ränge of favourable life-prognosls, which should have been the

reward, which today's advances in science and technology have promised.

More and more countries are in a State of chaos; and those making

up these countries^ leadership, who have the factual opportunity, the

intellectual means and the brutal power to intervene and to restore

Order - and would certainly have done so only a generation or two ago

- refuse to get involved. The resulting danger is compDunded by the

asocial Clements interpreting this reluctance as a weakness of the

predominant classes in their country. In consequence they feel

encouraged in their aggressive ways - and increasingly also in their

criminal tendencies - inside and outside their own country.

Even though also in the past large segments of the population

have showQ a vast ränge of an apparently uncontrollable criminality;

even though it can be said, that there was not a country which did not

harbour pople exhibiting a plethora of unchecked asocial traits, these

individuals and that State of affairs would in times past not have

presented a danger to the stability of their country; nor would they

have been judged a threat to the vitality of their society, because
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the authorities would hava made uss of the very same .neans which were

then - as they are now - at their disposal. They would have known to

deal in an affective and decisive mamer with the perpetrators of crimes

and the disturbers of peace, There is in these our own days - mainly

because ours is the age of nuclear power - a clearly outlined additional

danger: that these very same asocial elements will not have the incentive

to apply the commDnly valid moral strictures; will not be of the quality

to obey the rules of law which put a limit to their excesses; will not

feel themselves under the obliegation to care for the wellbeing of their

fellowmen; and will not see it in their own interest to preserve the

purity of their environment.

(The wide-spread introduction; and the often

unchecked application of nuclear power, represent indeed

a major danger to our survival, I would go further and

say, that nuclear proliferation is the greatest threat

to the survival of our civilization - if not of mankind

in general - since the destruction of the conmunist
empire. No doubt, this new form of energy has many useful

applications in civil life. More often it serves also

as a military deterrent, because a potential nuclear

aggressor, knowing that he risks his own country^s
destruction, will be wary of starting a nuclear war in

the first place. But dictators without a sense of

responsibility , may take such a risk. And there is also

the danger, that the threat of a nuclear attack may get

awry.

)

And of course: a nuclear device can become a dreadful danger the

moment it falls into he hands of terrorists.

No wonder then, that from many a point of view, and from many

a quarter we hear the complaint: "This country is becoming unhinged".

The cultural Standard of a country - and with it the cultural

future of its people - is reflected in the quality of its schools.

And within the frame of what I am exposing, it should not surprise us

that - speaking in general terms - the intellectual Standard of the

western nations, and especially the educational achievements of their

youth, have in the second half of this Century been considerable lowered,

while those of the nations of Asia shows the opposite trend. There

are more reasons for this State of affairs, than only the justified

accusation that the TV and its dim-witted programs are responsible for

this lamentable State of affairs. Teachers and parents are no less

to blame.
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Are we going to witness the transfer of the cultural and commercial

leadership - and in the not too distant a future possibly also of the

military predDmlnance - frooi the West to the East ? Can the men and

women who actually stand at the head of the western countries, truly

malntain, that they are at the world's controls ? It is true, there

is still a dominant upper layer of highly intellectual and well educated,

of thoroughly trained and strictly disciplined individuals at the top

of niDst of the western nations, but the populace in these countries

is to a frightening extent made up of uneducated and dull, of criminal

and undisciplined, of poor and welfare-dependent elements, among ivhom

drug addition and illigitimacy steadily increase.

Is the prognosis justified, that the overfed West will one day

be overwhelmed by the starving non-West ? Is it inevi table, that the

World will still further - and much deeper still - be divided into two

unequal and separate camps; into east and west halves, or north and

south ones ? Will at some stage inm the not too distant future the

rieh and developed countries be overrun by mass immigration from the

poor and starving countries ? Let us not forget that such a mass

immigration of restless peoples; and that such penetration of starving

masses, had initiated the collapse of the Roman Empire.

I Claim the right to say, that all of us ^ho can look beyond

the needs of the next day, feel culturally deprived; that those of us

who have eyes to see, can observe a steady deterioration in what we

have until not so long ago cherished as cultural achievements ; in that

which, rightly or wrongly, is today still called "culture". Will that

which we are transmitting to the next generation, give our descendents

the required strength to withstand all the threats to their future ?

Will it provide them with the necessary Stimulus to fight for their

survival ? Will the future generations be at all ready to work for

- and willing to fight for - their survival ? As I have already pointed

out, I disagrea with those who think that the recent advances in the

realm of the sciences; and that the huge achievements in the field of

technology, will guarantee mankind's survival for a long time to come.

It is more saddening than painful to hear the boast of the representative

of this kind of misplaced optimism, that in future books will not be

necessary anymore; that in their stead the video cassette will serve
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as efficiently.

In the past there was soaiewhere always a lation which could serve

as a guiding star; a people which carried a promise; a country which

could serve as an example; a State which could serve as a prototype;

a Society which could serve as a light, There is none such now. We

see degeneration and murder, dishonesty and strife in every country

and in every corner of the world.

(When I survey the world scene, I am again and again

induced to take the United States of America as an

example, as a measuring rod, as a road sign, because

it is the only superpower in existence; and is in addition

the leading democracy. And also because it provides

the most honest and complete informations. Let us not

Illusion ourselves: the world - and with it the Middle

East - is still economically, politically and militarily

dependent on the US. And the State of Israel more than

most.

)

The world is today looking for guidance from the USA, but - as

I have already mentioned - it is evident that we have from now on to

forego this hope. The politics of the United States' tend at times

to degenerate into confusion. Its leaders often give the Impression

that they are in danger of losing their grip. This is a weakness which

may turn out to be a grave danger to the dsmocratic world. Whichever

the Congress party in Opposition, it is led by cynics, who often - purely

for obstruction's sake it seems - will cast their votes even against

legislations which are certainly most needed; against changes, which

might be of great benefit to the people and the nation.

America can still boast of an impressive intellectual Stratum;

but the number of highly intelligent individuals, of wise statesmen

and of inspired leaders appears to be growing less. The IQ of its youth

is getting steadily lower. An underclass of peoplB is being bred, ^hich

in today 's sophisticated, mechanized and computerized world will not

be able to find an opportunity to earn its living; and is in danger

of drifting into crime. This terrifying State of affairs is not expected

to develop sometime in the distant future; such a threatening Situation

IS already very much evident today. And this danger-loaded Situation

is compounded by the fact; that the majority of this underclass is made

up of Blacks - today still an a priori underprivileged part of America

- who have the potential to let their misery explode into racial hatred.
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But neither should we disillusion ourselves, that we are not

directly or immedlately involved; that the dismal picture I have painted

Is restricted to the United States. The Situation is in no way better;

and conditions are in no way different, in most other countries, among

many other nations and in a number of other oarliaments. At times I

cannot suppress the fear, that many of these western-civilized peoples

will be reduced to the Standard of life which prevails today in the

african and asiatic countries dominated by a class of often subhuman

dictators.

(Perhaps I have been amiss by giving the Impression,

that Tiaterialism, as an objectionable trait, is a newly

introduced phenomen of our society. Materialism has

since ever been a dominant ingredient in the make-up

of all nations. But in our days materialism has acquired

a particularly negative colouration, because the public

sphere - made up of thinking and arguing individuals

fully aware of what they believe are their god-given

and society-promised rights - is more than ever dominated

by the drive for economic growth at whatever the cost.

Also this would not be too bad, had the gap between the

rieh and the poor been bridged. But this is not the

case. On the contrary: what is more an abyss than a

gap has been growing steadily in depth.)

Again I feel impelled to point out, that without exception in

each of the so-called civilized countries large numbers of the poor,

of the underprivileged, of the disinherited - especially among the youth

which sees no future for itself - resort to crimes or escape into taking

drugs, and have to finance their addiction with all kinds of criminal

activities. It is more profitable for them to "push drugs" than to

work as unskilled workers for a minimal wage.

I am furthermore ready to concede, that all the blame for this

State of affairs should not be heaped on the governments. In the given

circumstances it is difficult for any government to find any effective

Solution for the problems it has to face.

Evei at the danger that I may repeat myself, I am going to bring

data, with the help of which I will try to illuminate what I see as

the dangers undermining human society; and which, in my view, contribute

to the danger facing mankind^s survival.

(I shall first bring a few statistics to illustrate
the prevailing deplorable conditions, the like of which
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have never been known ia civilized countries; and which

I see as the indication of a deficiency in mankind^s

basic iistinct of self-preservation. These data derive

mainly fron the USA, bat again only because they are

the only oaes available to ms at this moiient; and also,

because volens nolens the United States of America is

made to serve as a reference in every sense, whether

a positive or a negative one. Bat there should be no

doubt - as I have again and again learaed in the course

of private conversations; as well as from books and the

newsmedia - that conditions are in no way different in

Br itain and France, in Germany and Italy, in Japan and

Israel.)

'^ In America every 36 minutes a child is killed or injured by

a gun. In the last 15 years 15 000 children have been killed by a gun.

'^ In 1991 - the most recent year for v^hich fignres are available

- more than one million girls between 15 and 19 had become pregnant.

'^ The ratio between the country's shelters for battered women

and the shelters for stray animals is 1:3 in favour of the animals.

'•' In the US 300 policemen are said to commit suicide every year,

-' The US has one million prison inmates. In 1994 thirty billion

dollars were spent on these prisons. The federal prisons are over-

crowded: some of thsm house 2-3 times the njmber of people they were

designed to hold. The total federal prison population increases by

a rate of about 10 000 a year. In California alone 58 prisons are not

enDUgh and twenty more are planned.

'^ In the US, 60% of all inmates of Federal Prisons serve time

for drug offenses.

'•' It has become a must for a young man of the ghetto to have passed

through a prison. To be a man he has to own. a gun. "Also good kids

carry guns", a well- known educator said, "because they fear to be

waylaid on their way to school .

'J" American upper-class white males are accused in the newsmedia

- though not always with justification - of enjoying too many unjustified

Privileges. They are accused by Blacks of being racists; by females

of being chauvinists; by Jews of being antisemites; by educators of

being backward; by Republicans of being spendthrifts ; by Democrats of

being immature power-seekers. They are also accused by educators of

wrongly educating their children. To all these accusations the white

males react by not reacting.

Similar conditions, as I already said, prevail in most of the

other western countries. ^or instance: Switzerland with 1% unemployment
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has 30 times mors murder cases than Britain with 12% unemploy-nent.

No less worrysome are the conditions v^hich prevail in Israel; but of

this I shall have .nore to say later on,

Can it be denied that such a slide into moral degeneration and

social disOrganization contributes greatly to the other threats mankind

would have to overcome in order to survive ?

And now, hoping that most of my points have been proved acceptable

- even though only relucantly - I shall not be able to a/oid oiy facing

a barrage of questions. And nostly of my own questions. How can the

Situation be improved ?, I ask myself. How can the Status of the

disinherited and poor be corrected ?, are only two of my questions.

They appear to be the easiest ones to answer, but nobody has so far

found the answer. Will the progressive /^orstening of the Situation

which I have presented in rough outlines, indeed lead to the destruction

of mankind ? Many seriously thinking and forward looking intellectuals

do indeed think so.

Man cannot blame but hlmself for this State of affairs. And nobody

can help mankind getting over this danger. Only we mankind can do so.

We have the free will - and therewith the responsibility - to plan the

•Yay we develop our destiny; and how we form our fate. We have on our

own to search for the proper direction out of this impass. Are we paying

now the price for the mismanagement of the manifold opportunities, which

in the past had been available to mankind ? And of which mDSt are

evea today still open to us ?

Nations are formed and again destroyed. Will our own mankind

- if it is judged to have mismanaged its world - be destroyed in the

same or similar way prior worlds have most likely perished ? Will

a new species - as I have already ventured to depict - be allowed to

grow into a dominant position ?
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Can Judaism survive ?

8

Yes, I am asking nov/ also about Judaismus chance.'^ of survival.

In other words, I am asking whether Judaism is endangered; and if so,

whether t:) a degree that might interfere with its future existence.

In still plainer words, I am asking whether there exists the threat

that Judaism might disappear; whether there is even the slighte;5t

possibility, that nothing will be left of Judaism but a small chapter

in the annals of history. I am asking, whether there is a threat which

implies, that the Jewish People will share the fate of the many nations

which had once existed; had once made an impact on their world; and

of whom nothing but the memory is left anymore.

And I will go further and ask, whether - in face of all the dangers

it is going to face; and contrary to all the predictions floating about,

- in case a residue of the Jewish People continues to survive, it will

be as a living, homogenous, identifyable national body; or whether

nothing more will be left of the People of the Bible in Israel and in

the Diaspora than a remnant somewhere, to which only the lowest possible

Standard of "Who is a Jew'' will at best be applicable ? Will only

those Jews be left, who continue to call themselves Jews because they

belong to one of the stränge sects which have recently turned up ?

Or who belong to any of the passing cults which from time to time come

floating to the surface ? Or who belong to any of the freak cultures,

which will continue to spring up with an initially great vigor; which

will try to root in the vacuum left by the jewish people; which will

pretend to be the true descendants, the legitimate heirs of the biblical

Children of Israel ?

Will perhaps only Orthodox Judaism - in actual fact it is indeed

Judaism' s less endangered and least asslmilated section - survive, though

with its strength and influence reduced to such an extent, that it will

be forced to forgo the baslc halachic precondition, by which they
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acknowledge only those as Jews who are Jews by an accident of birth,

i.e. only those who are children of a jewish mother; or only those who

are Jews, because they have been converted lege artis, i.e. according

to halachic rules ? Or will it be acceptable to recognize henceforth

also those as Jews who want to be Jews; who feel they are true Jews;

from whom it is only demanded, that they believe in God and in what

the Torah and Prophets say ? Can Judaism possibly ever become weakened

to such a degree, that the change in circumstances will force Orthodox

Jewry to be satisfied with the formula in use today in Liberal-Reform

Communities, i.e. that also the descendants of a jewish father have

the right to be counted as Jews ? Alas, I do not anticipate, that

healthy reasoning or a divinely inspiraed insight will ever bring about

such a Situation.

I have not raised these questions to initiate a talmudic

discussion. I did so, because I assume for myself the right to raise

these questions in view of the grave dangers Judaism is facing in these

days from within and from outside. These nothing but purely theoretical

questions I am raising mainly to initiate the specific discussion I

have mentioned. Within myself I am certain, that the situations I have

outlined for discussion's sake, even though they are still far away,

will never come about; that the conditions I have painted as desperate

and imminent are speculations only and will never arise. I am certain,

that Judaism will never be so seriously weakened, as to be satisfied

with such minimal demands for its existence. I am certain, that Judaism

will never be reduced to such a minimal moral and numerical residue

of its proud and unique inheritance.

But no less readily I agree also, that the conditions prevailing

today in the jewish Diaspora give much cause for worry. I agree, that

the future of the Jews in the Diaspora looks anything but assuring.

I am, on the other band, no less also sure, that also a totally

pessimistic assessment is not justified. And I am further willing to

concede, that my optimistic assessment of Judaismus future; and the

arguments and reasonings I am adducing in support, may sound a bit too

metaphysical; may sound, as if it had been brought in from the realm

of mysticism. This is not the case. My optimistic Statement originates

from my open-eyed faith in Judaismus specific place in the divine scheme.

It is brought about by the way I Interpret the Jewish People's history.
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I realize that T have to express myself in clearer

terms before I continue. I shall, therefore, first

attempt to circumscribe in the context of my discourse
- in as understandable phrases as possible - what I mean

when I talk about Judaism and the Jewish People. This

is the more important, as in this chapter at least I

shall avoid approaching the issue from a theological

angle.

Like all major religions Judaism preaches love for the next man;

endeavours to bring mankind to moral maturation; outlines ways how to

better mankind 's spiritual world. Like most other religions Judaism

exerts a social function: it teaches, that conflicts and strife can

and should be avoided; that the fellowman's misery and pain must and

should be eased. Judaismus very foundation, however, differs from that

of other religions insofar, as it aims to convey to man the realization,

that mortal beings do not - and cannot ever - possess all the answers;

that for his wellbeing on earth, man has to be made familiär with the

principles of ethics; and that, to assure mankind's his future survival,

it has to be guided onto the path leading to an ever higher level of

being.

Philo, the jewish philosopher who lived in Alexandria between

20 BCE and 50 CE, defined Judaism as the belief in the One God; as the

belief, that there is only One God; as the belief, that the world has

been created by God, but that his creation is not eternal; as the belief,

that there is only one Universe; as the belief, that God cares for the

world, and all the creatures therein, as a parent cares for his children.

Maimonides, who lived between 1135 and 1204, defined Judaism and God

in his famous thirteen clauses. He preached that God is unknowable;

that it is absurd to search for traces of the Divine in the phenomenal

world.

(May this excursion into the metaphysical suffice

for the moment. I may have to return to this subject

at a later stage, although even then it will find it

impossible to report the definitions formulated by the

thousands of philosophers and theologians who have made

their contributions.

)

But Judaism differs also from other religions insofar, as it has

entered into a covenant with God. Or more precisely said, God has

selected the Jewish People from among all other people; and has entered

into a Covenant with it. This Covenant is eternal and unchangeable,

even though from time to time it may have to be reinterpreted to fit

the exigencies of the time, as had been the case so often in the history

of the Jews; as is In particular necessay now in the wake of the Shoah;

and as is the case now in the light of the rebirth of the State of

Israel. But it has never to be reargued. Nor has its true sense ever

been changed.

Judaism is also otherwise not a religion in the common sense.

I be better careful and say, it is a religion unlike all other religions.
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Judaism is a religion asso'ziated with a unique history and a specific

tradition. Judaism is permeated with history. Tt is inter-preted by

tradition. Judaism's history and ideals are reflected in its prayer-

books, As was unavoidable throughout Judaismus history - and as it

continues to be the case in our own days - tradition and background,

hostile environments and the fight for the '/ery survival, had to leave

their impact on the Jewish People; and had to find their precipitation

in the prayers, The Jew's prayer is not - as are those of the devotees

of other faiths - mostly and mainly quests and demands. And whereas

a Jew^s doings and deeds should not only be the matrix of his prayers;

should not only apply at the time he acts and reasons in the pursuit

of the eternally established tennets of his faith, but also at every

hour of his daily life, a devoted and understanding person will be guided

to search for a meaning in everything that happens to him and those

near to him. Wi'h the help of his prayers he is meant to find an

understanding of what God may have intended for himself or the Community.

A true prayer should bring about an insight of what maa should do for

himself and others, rather than carry man 's demands of what he wants

to have God or fellow man do for himself and those near to him.

Ultimately man should succeed in acquiring the knowledge, that

- even if he asks for God 's help; even if he prays for God 's involvement

in his personal fate - his prayer for God's direct help might ideally

lead to the insight, that he prays for God's assistance to find his

own ways and means to solve his problems; that he prays to God to make

him develop the necessary strength to overcome his sins, faults and

mishaps; and that he prays for God's help to realize, that man - all

on his own and by himself - bears the füll responsibility for what he

does and omits to do.

It was unavoidable that the Jews, by finding refuge under the

umbrella of their traditions; and by searching consolation in their

daily life by applying the lessons inherent in their history, have

created in their gentile host countries a rather specific - but rarely

sympathetic nor accepted - Image of a mental and psychological make-up

of the Jewish People.

However, the Gentiles' belief in the otherness of the Jewish

people; and their prejudices based on the assumed physiological or

physical difference of the Jew from the Gentile, are outgrowths of
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fantasy. For were the criticising adversaries of the Jewish People

to probe only a little deeper, they would discover that there is no

justification to attribute to the Jews a diversity of character and

nature; that at the deepest developmental level there is no difference

between an aryan and a semitic, a mongolian and an african psyche; that

fundamentally and ethnically all talk of racial originality is a fable.

(A growing number of scientists are certain, that

the concept of race is antiquated. A growing number

of anthropologists and genetists have become convinced,

that the biological concept of race is outdated. In

addition they have often found genetic differences and

variations between individuals, who by traditional racial

definitions, should have the most in common.)

The essence, meaning and values of Judaism are based on the Torah.

And likewise they derive also from the Torah. The entire body of

doctrine and commandments - written or transmitted - constitute the

Torah. It is the moral codex for the Jewish People. It is the basis

for jewish religious life. Its essence is contained in the 179 words

of the Ten Commandments. There is no written work which has been so

much dissected, studied, analyzed as the Bible. It is painful to see

modern researchers and theologiaas find excuses for re-interpretations

by which the meaning of the text gets twisted. There is no need for

commentaries or additions. Whatever such are offered, only explain

or emphasize what the Torah says. They do not, cannot and dare not

change what has been said at Mount Sinai.

It has, however, to be realized, that the Torah -

that is the Pentateuch - is not a consecutive narrative.

It is now accepted, that the Torah had been composed

in the course of many centuries. Therefore it has also

to be accepted, that the writings and wordings of the

Scriptures reflect the intellectual, educational and

social back- ground of those centuries. It Stands

furthermore to reason, that in the course of these

centuries the Interpreters and teachers have feit called

upon, to add to the corpus; or to embellish it when

needed. And above all, material must have been added,

whenever it was thought necessary to explain the miracles

narrated in the Torah; and to deepen the mysteriös, when

it was believed opportune. The modern Bible reserachers

and explorers have acquired the habit of producing

filaments of fantasy and Imagination, which they weave

into complex hypothetic structures; on which they then

try to perform their acrobatics.

During the last two centuries the question is asked all over the
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World, whether the Bible is true; whether its narratives represent real

events; whether the people described really existed; and if so, whether

they acted and behaved as the Bible teils.

We can often hear today, that in the Bible "faith
is a subjective response to objective historical events".
Alas, archaeological findings do not always confirm the
biblical records, especially those supposed to have
happened in the Middle Bronze Aged (from 2000 to 1500
BCE) and even in the Late Bronze Age (from 1500 to 1200
BCE). This applies, for instance, to the stories of
relating to the fall of Jericho, or to the conquest of
Canaan. Thus the exclamation of Sir Leonard Wooly,
excavating in Mesopotamia, "I have found the Flood";
or the published belief of others to have found Noah's
Ark, must not be "aken seriously. But in other instances
archaeology has provided proof of the begianing settlement
of tribes of Israel in Canaan and in the Kingdom of
Israel. No proof of earlier periods - e.g. the paradise,
the sojourn in and exodus from Egypt - has so far been
found by archaeologist. Nor can historians, theologians
or Bible scholars bring such proof.

Bible research started to make great progress the moment it was

recognized that archaeological research does not necessarily prove

biblical history and stories right or wrong.

The enemies of Judaism - the churches, but also the secularists

- out of ignorance or deliberate malice - represent the Jewish Bible

as prescribing a System of harsh justice, of vengeance, of cruelty and

of grudge bearing. For their own reasons, the rabbinic schools try

to find in their commentaries ever new excuses and arguments to explain

away what is indeed a cruel and harsh judicial System. But to judge

the biblical juridical System in such a negative way, is uncalled for.

It was the kind of justice prevailing and accepted in biblical times.

The LEX TALONIS - eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth, limb for a limb

etc - was the Standard of legal ethi':s at the time the Torah was written

down; but by the time the Rabbis of the Talmud started "o teach and

preach, this cruel revenge-type practice was re-interpreted as meaning

that - with the exception of murder when the life of the accused was

forfeited - only financial compensation was required for any physical

damage done to some other person.

Originally - modern Bible Researchers say - the jewish religion

had not contained any myths. But by the time the Torah was complel:ed,

the old habits and customs, the ancient mythical beliefs and concepts,
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which had in the course of time evolved among the Israelites, had been

given the seal of approval as if they were divine laws.

The "Akeda", the .'3tory of Abraham offering his son
Isaac as a sacrifice, is such a typical biblical myth.
It belongs to the line of similar legends in ancient
cultures, e.g. the death of Iphigenia at the hand of
Agamemnon - her body was in the last moment substituted
with of a bind; and she sur^ived as a priesi".ess - and
the legend of Phrixus, the son of Aelus, who was to be

sacrificed to avert a draught, but was saved by a ram
sent by the gods, which animal Phrixus later sacrificed
to the gods. As usual, the fantasy of the Rabbis is

given free rein also in this instance: they think Isaac
had indeed been killed; and that his ashes are a metaphor
for those on the Temple altar; or that the Arkeda is

meant to represent the sacrifice and martyrdom of the
Jews over the ages, and so on. The Church is not to
be denied her own say: she sees the Akeda repeated in

Golgotha. Others see it as a Zen Buddhist incident,
wherein ^^a most important subject in one's life is

destroyed to test one's spiritual enlightenment", and
whereby one proves one's total lack of attachment to

material things. The Akeda is of great significance
for Islam. In their version Ishmail takes the place
of Isaac.

We, who are living in modern times, should be taught to ar.quire

the irisight which e>:plains, that the miracles and wonderous tales which

abound in the Tnach, were - at the time the Torah was written down -

explicitly wüven in, because those responsi.bly involved must have

thought, that only with the help of such additions would it be possible

to properly teach the essence of what had been transmitted to a people

without any education; at least not with a sufficiently sophisticated

education.

The basics of Judaism have never changed. They have - at least

to the traditional Jew - remained unchanged since Judaism 's fundamentals

were pronounced at Sinai. To all traditional Jews - whate/er their

individual denoTiination may be - Judaism is first of all faith in the

Creator. It is furthermore reverence for life. It is the sacredness

of life. It is love of justice. It is love of peace. It is practice

of charity. It is avoidance of all immoral behaviour. It is belief

in the Coming of a messianic time. It is duty to maintain the sacredness

of the family and the home. It is deep respect for education and

learning. It is the responsibility of all for the Community of Jews.
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Most uncond Ltionally and uncritically is the absolute obedience

to the abstract, remote and unfathomible God of Israel demanded of and

by jewish Orthodoxy. The unrelenting faith of jewish Orthodoxy is based

on, due to and e>cplained by the divine revelati.ons described in the

Tnach. It is characterized by absolute adherence to God 's commands.

The absolute obedience to every 'jommand of the Bible; and the complete

Submission to all the interpretations giveu to these commands by the

ancient Rabbis in their formulation of the halachic rules, represent

in the eyes and minds of Orthodox Jews the main significance of Judaism,

Not the slightest compromise is tolerated. Whatever Interpretation

is offered by the wise and learned, always remains wlthin the defined

and established limits. To orthodo;: Jews there is no room for even

the minimal argument or discussions about their religious attitudes.

They see no need to justify their traditions and customs. They react

with incredulity whea asked to defend their beliefs, Their religious

conviction surrounds them by a far more unsurmountable wall than that

of any other stream in Judaism.

The Orthodox live in accordance with the principles of the

Halacha; and in obedience to the commandments of the Torah, which are

repeated in the Mishna, interpreted in the Talmud and illustrated by

the Midrashim, Their education is directed to prov de an uncritical

and undestructable love for the Torah; and it instills in them a deep

sense of the perfection and righteousness of the way by which they

Interpret Judaism. They are blessed by their deep religiosity - I may

say their intimacy with their religion - which grants them the unshakable

conviction, that Israel is under the special protection of God.

There should not be any doubt that, by their firm conviction of

having specifically been selected to serve God, the will of the Jews

to withstand the persecutions of their enemies had throughout the past

been greatly strengthened; and that the Jews* certainty of having been

elected God's own people, had over the centüries proved of immense value

in the fight for the Jewish People 's fight for survival. And i:hough

the modern, secularized, cynical Jews of today do not want to associate

their actual and future existence with this metaphysical denominator

in whatever the prognosis, I am not alone in my conviction - which agrees

with what Rav Avraham Kook, the first Chief Rabbi of Israel preached

- that the Jews of today are, and continue to be, the chosen people;

and that there is not the slightest doubt, that God will in due timc^
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rodeem his people. T see the election of the Jewish People as a

continuously flowing source of the morality on which the jewish faith

is anchored, Neve 'mind, that amoag the Jews many will be found, who

see in Judaismus special mission a bürden; and that there are many others

whü ridicule the claim to particularism by diviiie selection.

This particular Status of the Jews - whether
Scripture-based or self-proclaimed - has bc^en accepted
and denied, en>^ied and ridiculed by the gentl.le world.

And many were and are those who claim in their tum this

very same divine appointment. The early 16th Century
english-protestant settlers in America were certain that

the English were the elected and selected people; that

they had espe':ially been chosen by God to spread the

Gospel abroad. And to this day there are Christian sects

raising such Claims for themselves. Many Americans think

they are the chosen people. Moslems have no doubt that

they are Allah 's preferred people and have been elected
to guide and rule the world. There are streams among
Jewish Socialists who see the selection of the Jewish
People in the superior morality of Judaism; and the

election in its Obligation, to spread the jewish falth-
based message of brotherhood among the .-aasses.

The Orthodox Jew classifies the Liberal- Reform Jew as being beyond

Judaismus pale. In certain orthodox circles this group is even denied

the right to count theraselves as Jews. Except for the Ultra-Orthodox

the "a-zeragG-orthodox" Jew condemns the Masort i, i.e. the Conservativ:-e

Jews> with less absoluteness, because - though they have reached che

conviction, that certain ancient rules of the Halacha and some of the

laws of the Bible are to som,^ degree in need of adaption to the modern

times - they have preser-^ed, arid in their daily way of life continue

to observe most of the ancient traditions.

The Reform Movement was born in Germany in the 1830s, when the

forces of Enlightenment - with the notion of feedom for all mankind

Ol its banner - conquered the civilized world, and liberated the Jews

from their ghettos. Jews of the Reform Movement proclaim the need, and

claim they have the right - in the light of the world^s intellectual

progress; and in the light of the view they ha/e of the changing times

- to contr Lbut.=5 in their own way to their perception of Judaism' s place

in modern time.s. And they maintain and demand they have the right -

in view of the totally diiferent outlook that has developed in these

changing times - to adjust the way they conceive and express their vii^w

of and faith in Judaism. They have taken upon themselves the right
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tu r.r^move customs and practices which to them ha/e lost their meaning.

ßy the Institution of this process; and by the realization of their

program, they intend to koep always contemporary the perception and

represeiitation of wha*: is real and essential in JudaisM. They intend

to go on adapting the way a true Judaism has to be li-^ed to the various

ambiences and to the variegati.ng conditions ia the different p?.rts

of the World. They ha-^e made it their program to teach the basics,

the ethics and the laws of Judaism in such a .vray, that they are accepted

and understood An line with modern terms. And, above all, they will

strive, that whatever they teach and preach will always be ii harmony

with contemporary laws.

Reconstructionalism too v/ants to work fr3r the revitalization -

even at the cost of some modernization - if the jewish religion. It

demands, that tradition may have a vote, but should not have a veto.

Mordechai Kaplan - the pluralistic rationalist who founded the movement

- preached, that Judaism is not a religion bu", a dynamic religious

ci^ilization; thai: the jewish civilization is in perpetual development;

that in order to meet the iitellectual demmds and the spirltual needs

of life in the con?:emporary world, Judaism has to be reinterprei:ed.

Jews are not a chosen people, the RecostrucLionists maintain; they are

part of the world family. The reconstituted State of Israel is the

home of the historic jewish civilization; but chis has not to mean,

that the jewish communities in the Dr.aspora have not also to be

maintained and strengthened.

I am not going to detail the many other sub-
divisions which populate the religious world of Judaism
- and which give Judaism a very welcome pluralistic
pattern - as none of them shows fundamentally new
concepts; and as none of them presents a danger to
Judaism.

However, of the religious-pluralistic jewish communities fev/ if

any do live in the sense and meaning of ""Pluralism"; that is to say,

there are not many who live in harmony wi^.h, in acknowl9dgement of,

and with tolerance to the other currents living, p^aying, preaching

alongside the-a. This is a great pity, even a grave sin: the religious

pluralism, which is since long a feature of Judaism, could wLth so

much ease lead to its enrichment, wrjre it not for the equally long-

standing lack of tolerance between the various currents of Judaism.
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After having only superf Lcially descrlbed some specifics of

Judar^.sm; after haviag enumerated a few of the religious currents in

Judaism; dfter having hini:ed now and then at the perils facing Judaism,

I want to clearly and definitely dispel any Impression I may possibly

have created that the Jewish Peopl.^ is about to disappear. On the

contrary: I want to State categorically, that there will always be a

viable Jewish People carrying forward a living Judaism. The survival

of Judaism does not depend on numbers. It is Judar.sm's quality and

not its quantity which will assure its survival. Judaism has survived

in the Middle Ages when its number was at the most a million only.

Nor does its survival depend on the type and kind of religious

direction. Every conscioasly-religiojs Jew carries Judar.sm forward.

What Heinrich Graetz, the jewish historian, wrote in the middle of last

Century, is still valid: if we want Judaism ':o exist, we cannot depend

on the secularists but rather on the religious Jews who have d religious

consciousness. Rav Kook said on his deathbed: I yearn for the day when

Jews who are great will also be great Jews.

The jev/ish faith is intinately interwo^/en with jewish history.

And Judaism's history is not only one of persecution and suppression,

of suffering and martyrdom, but also one of survival against the MOSt

awesome odds. Can this survival of the Jewish People be explained

otherwise than by the special role lo v/hich it has been appointed ?

At no stage ii its 3000 years old history has the Jewish People,

in its totality ever lived accordiig to the principles of Judaism; nor

has it evec been possible to say, that it has realized all the Ideals

which have been set before it. But neither has there ever been a time

until now, when it had been allowed to live in that total peace and

in that füll freedom, which might have provided it with the atrnosphere

where such a life could be practiced and such Ideals can be lived.

From the day of its creation into a nation at Sinai, Judaism has

been threatened by the laxLty and the disloyal ty of its adherents.

To soae degree, and In later times, the Jews changed for the better.

They became fortified in their falth. But whenever whatever changes

did occur, the.-^e were only the Jews* temporary turns and returns; they

were not permanent changes in their attitude tn their Jewishness. They

changed their way of life, and returned to the observ^ance of the jewish

laws mostly only whenever they met with threats and suffered persecution

for no other reason than because they were Jews.

s
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This is noi: the place to unroll the history of the
Jewlsh People, Nor do I ivaat to set out on compiling
a sad and painful - and monotonoas and repetltious -

list of the times when the Jews devia'zed from their faith;
wheri they feil into idolatry; when they assinilated to
foreign cultures. But in proof, that in the course of
its history JjdaismVs sur^i/al had many tif.ies beon put
in jeopardy by such devia'zions, I shall bring, in short
outlines only, a few of the occasions when they faced
such dangers in the ea^ly stages of their existence.

'^ When the Children of Israel - on ending their forty yea^s'

migration 'ihrough the desert - had settled in Palest ine, they turned from

nomads into far.ners. They began to cultivate the land. But a mimber

of 'ih.-^m developed into t raders. Their trade expanded beyond the frontiers

of Palestine, It was inevitable, that the Israelites were thereby broughr:

into contact with the advanced cultures of foreign nations, those of the

Phoenicians and the Caananites in partlcular. Thus, slowly and Lnslduously

- initially only by cojiimercial contacts - came about ai Infusion into

the israelite cultu^al make-up and religion of elements of foreign habits,

religious custom.s and ideologies.

Much of what the Israelites adopted from the culture
of the Canaanites and Phoenicians - and what, n-ext to
other effects, had also ai inpact on their religious
practices and the hebrew vocabulary - had boen taken
over from their neighbours and Ls still e/ident to this
day. The lunar calendar, which the Jews adopted sometime
after the babylonian exile - before that they counted
the months according to the course of the sun - is still
used by Jews. Nearly all of our jewish festivals show
similarLties wLth the agricultural and fertility cults
of the aacient Canaanites. Some of these fes.tivals in
the j^iwish calendar ha/e similarlties wlth those dedicated
to the cults of Baal, of Asta^te and of their son Tamaz,
And it is interestiag, that this godhead Tamuz was ^Iso
called "Adon".

Howe/er, althojgh Judaism had throughoat that early period of

transition been greatly eadangered by the moro attractive religions

of the Surround ing nations, the jewish faith in its essence and entlrety,

born in the Epiphany at Sinai, survived all temptations and lures.

'^ After the death of King Solomon tea northern tribes split from

the davidic kingdom and established their own State under King Jeroboam.

It was called the "Kingdom of Esrael". The remaining two tribcM who

had settled in the southern pa^t of the country, kept their loyalty to

King Rehoboam and the "Kingdon of Judah". In the course of time the

Kingdom of Israel, the "Northern State", became a vassal of the assyrian
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klngdom; and it took not: long before it was dissol/ed. The ten tribes

of th9 Kingdom of Israel dlsappeared amoag the nationals of their new

overlord. Those :',nhabitants of the Kiigdom of Israel, who remained

faithful to tha jewish traditlon, were absorbed in the Kingdom of Judah.

(No hlstorically or scientifically data about the
fate of the "Ten Lost Tr Lbes" -xist, Can it be that

the Samaritans, who had never left the Land of Israel,
are the desendants of these ten tribes ? Or is the
clain of the Lambas in Africa; the Blacks in Amc^rica;

the Chaing Min in China; the Ebo in Africa; the Beni
Mcmashe ia India; aid the Mormoas world-wide, tha*: they
are the descendants of the Ten Lost Tribes, credible
and acceptable ?)

Throughout that stage in history Judaismus existence had been

greatly endangered; and its survival had become questioaable. But the

danger past as if by a miracle, Had this - the elimina'ion of che

Northern Kingdom - been one of occasions when, "fate" had intervened

in the Jewish People^s life ? That due to this development Judaism

has survived unharmed and unchanged ? For Scriptures say^ that Judah

was tr'ue to tradition, while "Ephraim" - as the tribes of the Northern

Kingdom Israel were called - "was luxury loving and lax in fo l.lowiag

the commands of the Torah".

'^ It appears, ho>vrever, that the ensuing historic de^/elopments

were to put also those to the test, who had r'-^malned faithful to their

religion. After the ten israelite tribes of Palestine*s Northern Kingdom

had in ^he 8th Century BCE become separated from the Kingdom of Judah,

also the remaining two-and-a-half jewish tribes were faced with the

threat of extinction. For it took only a few decades before also the

iahabitants of Judah started to slide off the prescribed path. They

began to contraveae Judaismus religious ordinances and the laws, They

disregarded the commandments and the principles they had inherited from

their forefathers« They too had began to succumb to the religious

practices and cults which had ne/er ceased to Infiltrate into Pale.stine

froiQ the neighbouring countries.

^'' Wien in 568 BCE Nebuchandnezar conquered Judah, aid its entire

Population was exiled to Babylon, Judaism was again in danger to succumb

to the lures of a far more attractive world, This time it was in danger

to disappear for ever. And ^yrhen - after the Jews had spent only a few

decades of exile in Babyloa - King Cyrus offered them their freedom,

a large part of the exilees refused to retu^n home. They feit quite
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comfor table in Babyloa and preferred to stay on.

It was forLunate for Judaism, for its survival and its future,

that the majority of the patriotic Jews who had instead chosen to return

hoiTie LO Palestine, were ia one respect or other - malnly calturally

and InteLlectually - indivLduals of superior (^uality.

The condition.s to wh.'.ch the Jews had to adapt during

their exile in Babylon, had brought on a profound change

ii the way they perceived their Judaism; aid in the mamer
"hey practiced the precepts of their faith. They could

no m.:)re perform the tradltional Temple Services which

in form of animal sacrifices was the craditional, p-a/er-

like approach to the Divinity; and which according to

j'iwish law could not be performed outside the T-^mple

of Jerusalem - and had to Substitute them with a klnd

of theoretical Performance of the Temple sacrifices

by reciting them in their prayers; by referring to them

in their homilies; and by rehashing and aaalyziag every

detail of the Temple ritual in th^ir learned discussions.

In fact, a large part of the Babylonian Talmud is made

up of discussions of che Temple rites.>

Another profound coatribution to the revival of Judaisffi in the

devastated Palestine was the geiiality with which the men and women,

who had re::urned to their homelaid, adapted che perceptioa and practice

of Judaismus essence to the changes which had taken place in the living

conditions; in the mental attitude; in the cultural level; and in the

inteLlectual ränge, of the people, Under the direction of Zerubabel

the Temple was rebuilt. Judaism was reconstituted on the basis of the

adapted ancient traditions; and a democratic System of go/ern.'aent was

introduced.

(In the end - and with hindsight - it turned out

to have been a blessing, that the masses of Jews who

had i:otally assimilated to the ways of Babylon, had not

come back. Had they taken part in the process of re-

dedicating and renev^riig, of forming and formulating the

reborn jewish culture, they would ha/e influenced these

developments according to their negative attitude to,

and their assimilatory outlook on jewish traiitions.

And lad they continued co persue - and to enforce - the

foreign habits and customs they had ac«iuired, Judaism

ia its exclusively true form would most llkely not have

sur ^ived.

)

It took some tine before the returaing reformers could complete

their task. The Judaism as we know it today, took its defiiite form

only at the time of Ezra (aroand 444 BCE). It was in no wa/ a nevs^

er Bation, It was the original, but purified and Consolidated fornulation
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of their Jewishaess.

(ßy th3 way: the appellation "Jew" - Yehudi - had
until then not been in use. Tt was first applied to
the exiles in Babylon to indica'e that they belonged
to the Land of Judah.)

It m^y with some justif ica*:ion be argaed tha":, great as the change,

had boen in the J'iwish People^s fortunes at the time the First T.^mple

was destroyed, these changes - as well as the da igers resultLng therefroi]

to the survival of their nationhod - cannot seriously be comparad wi"h

those far greater changes; and with the muc:h tnore serious threats of

annihilation, which Judaism faced after the desfr-uction of the Second

Tei.iple in 70 CE. And thls criterion applies still rnore to the Shoah;

and e/en to the early years after the State of Israel vas established.

But this would amojnt to nit-picking. During each of these episodes

Judaism had boen in mortaL danger ^ Each time it survived possibly mach

stronger than before.

Howe/.-ir, it is my considered opinion, that with
regard to the fate of the Jews and the history of Judaism
attempts at compa^ison are fütlle; that there is ao
measuriag code wLth which to measure, /alue or classify
such hlstorical evants ! And especially those events,
where "the finger of God" is detectable; i.e. those
moments in jewish history that cannot be explained or
understood without addi.ig thB divine factor to the
calculus.

'^ During the last two centuries before the actual era, coatinued

internecine fighting alJfected the peace and security of the Jews. Many

pa-ties existed, and each deaied :he Jewishness of the others. The

sect of the Essenes was formed. They too accused the other Jevs of

having introduced foreign elements into Judaism. They withdrew into

the desert, there to live what they perceived as the only pure and

traditional form of thB jewish religioa.

(The Essenes were the first to introduce into Judaism
Satan - who until then had only been a controversial
angel - as we Icnow him today: as God^s diabolic enemy,
as the demonic cause for all evil. The Essenes saw in
hIm the Force of Darkness whom they, the Sons of Light,
ha/e to fight in an ongoing battle. The Church vas to
adopt - and to intensify the maliciousness - of the
satanic figure.)
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Second Tc^mple Period: handreds of thousands of J'iws were slaughLered

by Lh9 Babyloaians aid the Greeks, The daügar increased after the

country had coMe under Ronan occupation. Tn the year 66 CE the J^iws

- reactlng to the humiliat ions and provokat ions of the Roman Governor

Gessius Flavus; and encouraged by their belief ol beiig GodVs selected

people - rose in j^evolt, With the utmost cruelty the Romans subdued

the revolt. They must have boen waLtlng for the opportunity to eradicat«

the entire Je-^ish People. They found a far greater opportunity - and

created thereby the gi'eatest threat the Jewish People 's had until then

known to its surv^ival - in th9 wake of the Ba " Kochba Revolt which lasted

from 132 to J 35 CE, when the Hasmonean Kingdom was ended; when large

numbers of Jew\^s had been killed; when the country *s capital Jerusalem

as totally destroyed; when the Temple was in ruins; when the Temple

cult and the priesthood had been for ever abolished; when Hadrian -

as had Antiochus before him; and as Oman and the Crusaders were to do

after him - forbade the practice of the jewish religion in the jewish

land; when all politi^al activity was forbidden; and ^N^hen the parties

of the Saddueees and Essenes - the custodians of Jjdaism's traditlons

- had been wiped out.

It must be counted as Judaism's salvation - it

is not eaough to call it fortune - that small but
representat Lve grojps of Pharisees, of ^the separated
ones, of the pious ones", had survived, It is owed to

them that Judais:n has survived. From their raiiks grew
the rabbinic leadership which sustained the Jews and
the jewish faith from the Ist to the 7th Century.

There is abundait historic material available in proof, that it

was not so much the occupying hostile power, but disunity in the ranks

of the leadership and internecine strife among the Jews, which had

brought this disaster upon the Jewish People. To me a" least this is

a likeivise clear indication, that the jewish people could have avoided

this disaster - or at least could lave greatly reduced its exteat -

had they not forgotten the basic ethical tennets of their guidelines.

They had been tested and had failed their test. History sho»\rs that

they had bc^ea given again aa opportunity to learn from their failings;

to beaefit from what they had learned; to positively apply what had

been planted into the Jetvish People's karman.

Alas, the Jewish People 's character - and in coaseqjence its fate
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by Strands of excessive self-confideace woven together with the ^irend

to forget; or at best to wroagly iaterpret what is impossLble to forget.

"Je'^s failed to unite in the gravest hojr of their history, on

the 3ve of the destruction of the Second T.^mple. . . • . .for the catastrophe

cojld have been preveated*^, wrote Ben Gurioa to Menahem Ussishkin in

1936. "But in the Diaspora", Ben Gurion continued, "the Jews have

achieved what they woald otherwise not ha\^e achle/ed: driven by their

striving for excelleace aid moral superiority, they maintaiaed their

ideatity and a certaln degree of solidarity".

"J' Another danger element surfaced during the Middle Ages. Jewish

thinking and reasoning - by having in the cou'^-se of the centuries

absorbed aristotelian thinking and reasoning - had become flattened

and lad lost its dBpth. But luckily, and at the right time, a jawish-

spiritual renaissaace emerged, whose leadership assured tha Jewish

People^s «.vorthiness to survive, by successfully neutralizing tha dangers

that might have threatened Judaismus value and essence; and which vould

have otherwise inperilled its existence.

Jewish history reports alsD au uneiiding series of temptations,

by which so very often the Jews' basic instinct of self-preservation

was put to the test. We nay call it luck, coincidence or provldence,

that there were again aid again - and at tha right time aad in tha prope]

place - steadfast man and determinad v/omea of the right callber, whose

deeply grounded faith in Judaismus dastiny mada the.-n personally overco^ne

all these temptations aad inducements; and who in turn imbued their

jewish correligionists aid compatriots with thair great knowledge and

moral strength, their faith and trust, their confidenca and fortitade.

It is justified :o /iew Jewish history - starting from its earlies'

days and e^tending into modern times - as mainly the depiction of a

minority within the jewish com^nunities among tha various host cultures,

who ne/er ceased to struggle for tht^ maintanance of Judaismus religious

values; and who zealously fought for the sarvival of Jewry's cultural

speciPics.

In the course of thair 2000-years lasting dlaspora the Jews have

learned to ad just to tha precarious situations, the tempting inducements

and the life-threatening daigars they were made to face. This gradually
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absorbiag certain assimilatory fe.itures from ':h3ir surroandiag cultures

- not only that the essence of jeivish ideology and i:ultare romaiaed

preserved, bat also that the Jawish People could surv^ive as such.

Howe/er, I would be amiss not to venture^ my personal opinion,

"hat the Jevs had been blessed with a sigaificait advaitage - yoa may

call it a kind of secret weapon - in their confrontations with their

hiddea or open enemies: the prida in their divina appointment ; and the

certainty of their e/er-valid election. Where/er aiid whenaver they

lived in tha Diaspora, they have always preservad their inner prids,

because they never considered themselvas inferior to the other peoples.

This was evea the case, when they wäre exposed to tha severest pogroms.

In such and similar situatioas they must have been sustainad by the

inner certainty, that tha Jawish People cannot disappear, because God

has chosen Israel and his people to rank high above all other nations.

And history again and again teils also of times and situations,

when Judaism's moral fiber was put to the test; when the Jewish People's

cohesion was under stress; when the Jaws' inner strength was sorely

tried; when the Diaspora Jaws' resistance against the odds facing them

everywhere, was eroded« And in evary case the cause and reasoi, tha

pathology and malady zan be filed under the heading of "jewish seif-

hat red". This well- definad, thoroughly studied and amply documented

waakne.ss of tha Jawish People has pressed on it like a cursa all through

its history.

I hava observed in thesa days ;nany instances of jewish self-hatred

among tha Jews of Israel and of the diaspora. This is the more painful,

as ia most of these individuals the self-hatred is :nainly bred by these

persons' utter ignorance. Many are the instaaces I can cite from recent

history alone; aid I shall do so when I review this breed among the

Jews of Israel. I do not have to point out that, as in times past and

at many stagas of jewish history, the viciojs trait of jewish self-hatred

contiiuas to undermiae the cohesion of tha Jewish People; contiiues

to daprive it of the üecessary strength to resist its enemies. In jthec

words: it puts Judaism's very existence at risk.

Tlowevar, to better dafine what I meant, I am br inging at this

stage already a few instances pickad hera and there from various points
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ii jewlsh history, to show that tha Jews have alvays be-Bn their worst

eaemies; that they like shootlng themselves in the foot:

* A fratricidal teadsncy has siace tho earliest time been a je->^i3h

affllction. There Is not a cause or issue which ^aanot be cited as

having invited Infighting in jewish society. In the past it vas mainly

politics, and so it is to this day. Ona policical party sees in the

other personal enemies, evsn traitors to the country. E/ery stage of

cultural progress and evciry advance in human enlightenmeat have divided

the jewish people into ::ai7ips. Religious dii-ferences - and the hostility

deriving therefrom - have threatened more than Dnce the peace among

the Jews; have mad- them ridiculous and vulnerable in the eyes of their

enemies. Interpretatioas of the Tnach, evea a Single wocd - in ce-rtain

cases even a Single letter - have caused outbursts of the se/erest anger

and hatred in on9 camp for the other. (I do not know if the actually

pre/ailing conditions in Jewry are less threateniag, but at times it

appears that the various religious ca^nps may evea take up arms against

the others.

)

"^ Disrespect for their spiritual aid political leaders has oftea

posed a threat. I tvi LI recite oae iristaace reported in the B Lble:". . .and

the people joined forces against Moses and Aaron and said to them: ^Yoa

take too much upoa yourselves ! The vhole Community and all it;s m:^mbers

are consecrated, and Yahweh lives among them. Why do you set yourselves

higher than the Community of Yahweh ?'"

'^ Very little good cai be said of the kings in biblical history

who showed ao love or sympathy for their people. On the contrary !

'•^ The Romai General Tiberius Julius Ale>caider - a Jew, the nephe-v

of t^;e jewish philosopher and Interpreter Philo - ^vas second-in-conimaiid

in the war against the Jews. He personally was cruelly aid unfeelingly

impllcated in the destraction of the Second Temple.

'^ Also Josephus, the famous historian of the antique, collaborated

wlth the Romans in the uac which led to the destructioa of the Second

Jewish Commonwealth.

'^ During the calanitous roman Dccupation of Palest ine following

the destructioa of the Temple, a g-reat number of casaalties were caused

by Je^s fighting against Jews,

* During the terror of the Spanish Inquisition, great numbers of

Jews converted to Christian ity. A major ity of th.-m became enthusiastic

collaborators of those who were engaged in the Ghurch's efforts to

destroy the Jewish People.
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* Interaecine fights among the Je-vs were throaghout their history

aaything but a rare feature; bjt the propagatLon by Jews o.f negative

view of other Jevs; the defamatioa of J«3ws by other Jews - in short

all possiile manifestatioas of jewish self-hatred - appears to have

g'"-ttly floürished daring the Emancipation, when jewish writers aiid

preachers, in order to justlfy their own escape into assimilation, cast

other less fortunate aiid less accaltured Jews - iiiainly those of eastern

earopeaa origin - as pariahs; decried thein as a different, as an in

every serise of the word inferior race of people.

'^ But we do aot have to go that far back in history. Coming nearer

to our time, I will inention Edmund Montaga, who is a typical jewish

self-hater. Made a Lord, this eaglish Jew forgot - or tried to make

others forget - his background. In Lloyd George^s gove.^nment he reached

the high raik of Secretary of State for India. This s^.me man, whD was

responsable for the passing of the India Act - which granted wide powers

of self-governmeat to the Indians - used all his power and prestlge

to oppose the Balfour Declaration. And iadoed, he succoeded in having

the concessions made therein to the Jews considerably watered down.

'^ Mauy of us still remember the jewish FieLd-Marshall Milch of

the Luftwaffe, Goering*s friend aid litler^s favourite.

'^ In most all of the countries under commuiist regime Jews v/ere

amoag the most zealous enemies aid pecsecutors of Jaws^

'^ Zionism - that unique jeivish liberatioa movement - has been

one of the mar'kstoaes of our Century, As long as history is taught,

Zionism will be cited as a great aiid successful e/ent in recent history.

But in these our days a breed of historians, playwrigh'is and journalists

- the najority of them Israeli vJe-.vs - has einerged, who eagerly compete

how best to denigrate Zionisjn and ziinist achle/ments. It should not

surpri.se us, that they find an enthasiastic echo abroad.

"A man 's worst enemies are those of his own house and family;

and he who makes his law a curse, by his own law he shall certainly

die", were William Blake's words.

Scattered all over the world, Jews have been expos'id to maiy an

extraneous cultural wave. Inevitably - and this was tlie case already

in the earliest phases of jewish history, as I have mentioned before

- Judaism had again and again, and at every -itage in its development,

been impacted by the ideas aid Idvdogies dominant in its iTinediate

surrouidings. Su::h a steady influence from outside continued even during
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tue ceai:jri(^s, \NrhiMi che Jews had to live in ghei:tos where they wecj

forced int ) a nor- or less total isolatio i md in.s.ilation. These contacts

and impacts v/ere alvays to ha/e a marked influeac*^, vh^^cher or •) i:l;e

Je^s were allowed direct contacl:s -vith i-.h^ sarrouiding world; or whei:her

the itTipact of th<^ir ho-<::ile surroundiag was exzessive or not. Inevitably

aid alvays -ind e/'i^-ywhere the Je-^s' life in the Diasp.^ra broaght with

it i':heir acculturation to the li/ing coidltions of the :)ther side of

the ghetto Arall; and mduc-^d i.hem to absorb "zhe customs to v/hlch tiiey

wera not ev-en directly ex|;osed. But, h'jwiver largr^ these influences

may hci-^e beea; aid howe/^jr great the acculturat '. )n had been, these we^e

nev^r allovv^ed to interfere wl.th - or to bring about a change in - the

fiiri.dament.-il principles of che Judaism of chDse who contl.njed to che.-ish

their Jewishness. This applies not only to the temptations the Jews

experienct^d in Tio;-ijein Spaln or in Christian Venice, but also to the

life of the JeA^s in Ye nen or in Gthiopia: these Jev/s' Jewish i-ess remaiaed

intact; and - by profiting from be'.'j^ accept'-'d in their cultur-il

enviroaemnt - they in turn gratefuLly contri.buted their shar-» to th?^

elevatLoQ of their host countries onto higher cultur^l le/jl;.

Ti the course of these evolvameits; and In the wa\e
of suzh interaction. th.e Jews in E irope played a
signifLcant role in the de:ourse of the Renaissance;
the tiaie classical cult ire was .rebo::'n; and they ^:'(^atly

helped Ln the dev.jlopmeat of Hjmanism, By ident i rying
^/i-th - and directly and actively involving the:nselves
in - the rievy^ly born calt iral currents; and thaaks also
to the liberal attitudes marking those cent^iries of
cultural re-zolut Lon,. the Jews gratefu'ly be -nf ited fr-jm

the aew vistas which w-re opened to them.

Fr j'ii the ti.ne of the Reiiaissance onwards the Bible was studied

Inder 3. different light and from lew perspectives. Spiritual leaders

pmerged, who tarned to the source of jewisli gnostlcism, which je.v^ish

szholars had ii« "!io early centuries of our era neglected, be^aus^^ it

had become a.ssociated with the Christian form of g:<!)sis. Religioas-

inl:ellect!ial studies - ignorin^ the wariings of the Rabbis of the Talnud

against "takiag interest in magic, mystLcism an.A messianism" - took

a mystic approach to the divine mysteri-s. The Kabbala came into ber.ng.

(Kahbala - which can be translated as "what has
been recei/ed" or as "trad Ition''' - clainis to be of anci-nt
origin; Claims to exist since tlme immt^morial; Claims
to have bean transmitted since from one g;^ne^ati.)n to
the next. There is no proof for all -.hese Claims. The
Kabbalt started most llkel^ v/Lth the Sefer Ha'Zoha-- al
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Ha'Torah (The Book of Spl^n.lour of t';3 '^orah), written
around 1250 CE by the Spa lish Jaw Moses Shem-Tov' de Leoa..

Also his a:;sertion, that he was n)i the aathor but Rabbi

Sh.iineon ba ^ Yochai, can be dispooed of as a myth, Kabali^

deals in inystlc ter:Ti3 .-lairily ./I.th naterial t-iken fr Dm

GeneslS; -ihe Song of Songs and Ezek-j..'j'l , Lai-.-r o/. Luria's

school of kabbali-Stic mysticisia took O'/er, and provLdsd

a cosmological int-rpretat loa of the Creation. Tt h-'-i

producsd a rieh ILteratu^e, which is reverently studied

to this day .

)

It is of interest, that in the Kabbala - in co*:trast ':o other

aiysticis US, and of coursa also to the T: ach - God is not seen as of

physical shape, Kahbala - similarly to Buddhis.a - teaches, that every-

thiag is G3d; that there is nothi ig but God; that all c^manatiis froai

God. Kabbala do<os not change Judaismus directloa; nor does it interf^re

with t'-v^ foin 'dr.ioris of Judaism. Ho.veve'^^ L*: has ae/er eaconpassed

trae jewish thought; n )r was it evax accepted as an imij )rtant teachlng

System ji: Judaism, It »voiiLd, und jrstandably, be impjssLble for strictly

tradltional and orthodoc JudaJsm - wh'ch disdains evea nythology - to

develop any degree of sympathy for Kabba

jaestLons app :rt

l Lfe are aaswered by the Tnach and the T

J zx • For the adherents to these

carrea's in Ju'aism all app rrtenan" to earthly and future

the Talmud; they do not hive to rc^sor

to mystl-cism and myt'i. Iti case a.iy religious Jew has a problem ±n 11. 'e;

or he ericounters problems or diff ü:ulties In the •:omprehension of the

tennets of his faith, he will turn to his r.-bbe fjr help -ind ad\^ice.

Orthodox rabbis are not ^nly religious leiiders and Spiritual guides;

they are also philosophers of reli.gioa, who know t'ie answers in all

cases and every in-^^,ance of theological perplexity.

The absence of a iiysl. *xal slde i.n tralitio.ial ludaisn appea^s

to have allenat"! a large part of today's youth, who have turned to

Buddaism^ Zea • and e/'i'i to Hindaism - in the belief aid lope to find

there satisfa/tioi a uI fulfillment. That th^^y merge themselves in

Orient H.l and e-^^oteric religiDns, or even In any of che ar.i:ually rampant

cults, inilicates that they are religious individials search-ng to fill

a religious vacuun. Most of these. -nainly young, people ar^ lost for

ever to Jadaism; and whereas they of te i represe it /aluable elements,

Judaism Is weakened. Bat all in alK these are t.r-nds^ isu-illy passing

treads, aid are noi: a daag^r to sJudaism a.d its survlval.

Ho\/'i*ver, it is a great pity, that to these young people Judaism

has ne-v-er beei presented in =iuf i"iciently interestiug and acr^eptable

terms. There have always bee-i Jews who ha/e searched for the AiystLque
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Judais:n's sar\^ival was ia tlie last nearly 1800 year ^ far uDre

threatened - and mor- than once - by the ChurchVi ever moce pervadiag

p wer. T will pa 'aphrase the catholic theologian Romaio Gunrd.rii: "t le

Churci is the cross on which she is en.ieavourlng to crucify Juc^aisoi .

The Ghurch ha.^> never relented in he- persc^cat loas of the Jews. She

h.is slnr:e her birth threateneu to anaihilate those ^'ho refuse to b^

baptlsed. Chris tiaa hostLlity to, and its persecation of> ^he Jews

origiaated u'ith the latters' adanant re^^sal t-.' ackiowledge the divinity

of Jesus of Nazareth; to accept him a -; the Messiah; and to agree to

his Claim, that he is a desceadent of Ki.ig David. Mu^h of what Jesus

is Said to ha/e sali is iaverited; and much of /lat is told aboat Jesus

h'is been added Jäter. Bat the niessianic version of hls origin has not

b^^ea iavented by the gospel writers: Jesus himself had male the cJaim

that he is of dav.li^ d^iscandaace, even though the'',^ ".s not the sligh-est

evidea..-^ that his ancestors had beloaged to the House of David (or even

tha': h- had sald so). Aad, furthermore, as it is not ac:epted ia

Judaism, ^zhat aaybody oa-t^ dead -- ospecially after having beea d^iad

for Viroe days - caa ever come back to life, aaybody who agrees ^ith

the truth of sa'h ar i^pisodo; anybody who attempts l:o bri.ng ab'jui-. such

an event; aaybody who reports only such ui occurrence, would ha-ze been

accus-d ^j?" "traf iiicking in spirits" - a behaviojr,, ai uidertaking, an

idea even vhich are explicitely condenned In the Tjrah.

The Chur:h .Tialitains - and about this more or less tlie maj^rity

of all Christian de lomiaations are in agreemeit - that God's Co/enant

with the Jews is no more valid, because it has beo ; replaced with t'ie

one - as tfie Charch h^s decided - God has m ile wlifi. the Ghri.stians.

One may sunpos.i that; La .^iev/ 0^ ':he Je^/ish People's

survival ii contrad Iction of all christi.ia proph^cies,

t'ie christiai chur'ches shoald have reali'.ed they ha-^i

Qo valid •.->:plaaatiDn for th?'.-' assumption that tJie Jews'

heritage ha ^> beea abrogated. The altenpt to ec;plain

the Jews' sarvival b -»i^ause they have "to serv:^ as

witnesses" is a rathe?" la^^^ie, a r^ther pityfal att-^^ii-»':

at an explan.ation. Neither are th^^se types of Christians

likely to find <:onsolation in "^oyabee's d!j':.nitioa of

the Jews as a fossilized .'ace; for "ossils do not live;

neither do t!i:'y build arid :ight.

There is, hou^evir, a refresh'.ng breez ^ passiag niuT "-irough tlie
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Christian world. Powerful currents exist among the bible-trusting

Christians, who believe in the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; who

believe in the God who had become flesh in Jesus Christ, who also

believe, that God has not canceled his Covenant with the Jewish People.

In the course of its biblical and post-biblical history the Jewish

People had to fight many a battle for its very existence. There had

been many a time when it was in danger of complete annihilation. And

Judaism and the Jewish People have always survived. T agree: in this

respect I should not call the Jewish Nation 's history very unusual;

for in principle these were wars for independence and survival, which

all through mankind's history many a nation had to fight. It should

not be disputed, on the other hand, that the Jewish People had an unusual

large share of such wars.

However, during the last 1900 years or so Judaism' s fight for

its very survival was of quite a very character and had a quite different

basis: it was an ongoing war directed by its enemies exclusively against

- and in reaction to - the jewishness of the Jews; against the religious

background of the Jews; against the otherness of the Jews. This war

is going on, fueled by a hostility sui generis: the specific antisemitic

ideology.

The Church can claim exclusive authorship for this hatred of Jews.

It is a specific Christian prerogative. The Church had started it.

In pursuing her antisemitic aims she was from the outset as hypocriitical

as she was determined.

^Vherever Christianity had taken roots, antisemitism became a widely

used and usefully applied fact of life. It was turned into a populär

ego-boosting Instrument. It had become a never dulled frustration-easing

weapon. It was an always readily available attention-deviating analgesic

of the Christian world.

Why should the Church have started and thereafter maintained such

a campaign ? Because Christianity searched to hide its jewish roots;

because it feared "losing face'', when its background came under scrutiny.

I am reminded of a speech Disraeli made in the House

of Commons: "...half of Christendom worships a Jew, and

the other half a Jewess...; which, do you think, be the

superior race, the worshiped or the worshiper ?"

Antisemitism became so deeply ingrained; became so very much an

instinctive mental short-cut; became so much an instinctive reaction
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in all layers of human Society, that it did not show a reduction in

extent - not even a lowering of its profile - after the Church's power

had become curtailed. It did not show lessening in intensity when the

Church^s influenae had started to wane, Ry that time the negative

attitude to Judaism had become a self-maintained and independently

functioning perpetuum mobile in the psychological make-up of the entire

World, whether Christian or not. This applies also to the countries

whose populace had never even met a Jew.

This should be an axiom for today's Jewry, with
the help of which they can rid themselves of the Illusion
they have nourished since the Enlightenment - the time
Kant called the end of man 's self-imposed slavery to
ignorance and superstition - that Atheists, especially
of the marxist kind, have to differ in the intensity
of their antisemitism from fervent church attendants.
Secularists, Atheists, Agnostics, Cultists and others
who have distanciated themselves from Christianity , are
no less outspoken in their hatred for the Jew. Their
antisemitism has not to refer to Jesus and the Gospels;
nor have they to point to the crucifix. They have found
in their mistaken Interpretation of racism a suitable
weaponry.

George Orwell said about antisemitism: "It's not something that

an adult can indulge; it^s not something an adult mind can conceive;

it's not something that can be part of your life". But since nearly

2000 years nearly uncountable millions could and can.

Like all other forms of racism, antisemitism is liable to become

more evident whenever a people is exposed to the physical effects of

wars or disasters; whenever a people is under economic stress; whenever

work places have become scarce; whenever job opportunities become scarce

Antisemitism, serving as the Gentile's inborn defence mechanism, is

set in motion as soon as he has to face deficiences. I better say,

as soon as he begins to experience difficulties in his daily life.

And is there ever a time in average man 's life when he is free

of deficiencies and difficulties ?

To the Jew antisemitism has perennially and inescapably been a

Problem in all his life. Jean-Paul Sartre postulated somewhere, that

antisemitism had always been, and continues to be, most essential for

Judaism 's survival. I have long pondered about this Statement; and

I have more by instinct than by reasoning come to the conclusion, that

he was he right when he said the Jews owe - to some degree at least

- their survival to their never ceasing exposure to the vicissitudes
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Christian anti-jewish attitudes started from the

day the Church became organized. It was the reaction
to the Jews' denial of Christas divinity; it was caused
by the Jews' refusal to accept the Church 's principles
on blind faith; and it was the outcome of the Jews'

categorical assertion, that Judaismus precepts are beyond
examination and debate,

But the Church could all through its existence - from the day

it became a Church and ever since - notch up at least some kind of

victory in the person of the Jew who coverts to Christianity ; who -

er his descendants - turns into paragons of antisemitism. We can Start

counting this species with the gospel writers of some 2000 years ago

as among the first of such prototypes.

The Blood Libel has since the earliest days of the Church been

a cherished ingredient in the make-up of Christian antisemitism. It

is responsible for the loss of hetacombs of jewish lives. Has it ever

come to the attention of the writers, preachers and propagators of this

primitive lie, that this very same accusation had originally been leveled

by the Romans and other pagans against the early Christians ? And that

it was in turn later on used by these very same early Christians against

the Jews ?

Even though Jewry and Judaism over the centuries had to suffer

greatly from never ceasing antisemitic persecutions, their survival

was never in question. However, considering the widespread antagonism

against Jewry in general - for which in our own days the "enlightened

and cultured" components of humankind find in anti-zionist Propaganda,

and in anti-Israel activities a politically acceptable pseudonym - any

instinctively feit and outwardly exhibited certainty of Judaism's

continued survival is nowadays neither appropriate nor justified.

Antisemitism has gained power as a social and economic blackmail;

has been turned into a military and political weapon. It is openly

and brutally - at other times insidiously and openly - applied everywhere

by societies and associations, by official bodies and governments, in

reaction to the powerful position Israel occupies in the Middle East;

and in reaction to the prominence Jews have gained in a number of

countries and in many a field.

Again it is important to point out, that wherever antisemitism
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has taken roots - and today It is rooted everywhere in the world - It

is an outgrowth of the Church's original antisemitism; it is a weed

which continues to luxuriate; which has not lost its harmful effect.

Wherever this kind of antisemitism was and is found in moslem and other

non-christian countries, it has invariably been introduced there by

Christians. Or it has been copied, as an emblem of the super ior western

culture, from the Christian West. Or it has been eagerly absorbed by

the members of the educated society during their studies abroad, and

was, füll of zeal, implanted by them in their own home soll. All these

Channels by which the antisemitic poison can penetrate into the non-

christian world, I could myself observe in Pakistan and India. Added

tothis are today the nefarious side-effects of TV and Internet.

Antisemitism - possibly less openly in evidence but certainly

better provided with finances and even arms - is today more than ever

a vital threat to the peaceful existence of the Jewish People, be it

in Israel, be it in the Diaspora. It is, therefore, of importance that

Jews never cease to be vigilant; that Jews never slacken their guard

against this evil; that Jews never nourish utopian illusions; that Jews

never forget the antisemitic excesses of the past.

I realize that entire libraries have been written about the subject

of antisemitism; and for this reason alone would it be preposterous

of me to write here at still greater length about this subject. It

would also for many another reason be impossible for me to do so.

However, I cannot forgo to bring at least a fraction of the specific

material I have available. That is to say, I cannot prevent myself

from citing at this stage a few rather recent instances of clearly

evident, though often camouflaged, hatred for the Jews, which have

impressed - and have still more depressed - me very much, especially

as these have often been judged as purely political or Strategie moves;

and have not been understood as mostly motivated by antisemitic hatred,

even by Jews usually very sensitized in such matters .

There is not a country in the world where, to some degree at least,

antisemitism does not affect and influence political activities and

military strategy. Whether consciously or not, it affects social life

and commercial activities everywhere. Modern antisemitism may actually

not threaten the physical destruction of Judaism, but it can have a

deleterious and dangerous effect insofar, as it will hasten the slide

of many more Jews into assimilation, and ultimately Iure them into
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Herewith a set of antisemitic events in recent history, which

most of US have forgotten in the euphoria of today's sloganeering:

'^ In the fifty years preceding the Second World War, the New York

Times did not allow the publication of photos showing bearded Jews.

'^ After the First World War Britain had been entrusted by the

League of Nations - on the basis of the Balfour Declaration - with the

mandate over the greatly underpopulated, and vastly underdeveloped

Palestine the Allies had conquered from the Turks. It was a clear

betrayal of the Jews, when in the early twenties the British summarily

detached 75% of the Mandate area, the entire part of Palestine situated

east of the Jordan River; and therein created the first Hashemite Kingdom

of Jordan ever in history. Britain further betrayed the Jews by severely

curtailing their Immigration, while Arabs from all over the Middle East

- attracted by the to them unusually high salaries paid by the jewish

settlers - could immigrate freely.

'•' Under the british mandatory rule, lasting from 1917 to 1948,

the authorities favoured Arabs over Jews in appointments for municipal

government. It appointed only arab mayors - e.g. in 1940 they refused

to acknowledge the democratically elected jewish Mayor of Jerusalem

- even though the Jews were always in the majority.

'^ It is a proven fact, that in the '20s and 30' the British Power

in Palestine encouraged arab pogroms; that british soldiers disarmed

jewish servicemen who had fought alongside them in Europe, All this

in Order to court favours with the Arabs who had not only sided with

the Nazis, but had often actively hindered the war effort« After WWII

had ended, the British kept homeless Jews out of Palestine. They even

returned shiploads of them to Germany.

'^ A former high-ranking Foreign Office official conceded, that

during and immediately after the war the BBC did not report about the

Shoah because "...we wanted to keep the Middle East quiet... and did

not want to give the Arabs the Impression, that we had suddenly turned

into a pro-jewish pro-zionist Organization''.

'^ How can one explain the anti-Israel distortions of the BBC -

the same applies also to the Time, the Geographie Magazine and many

other leading publications - but with hatred for the Jews ? The

continued antisemitism of the British, it seems to me, is due to their

long and painful memory of having had to give up Palestine; of having
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been unable to overcome the young Zionists who went about establishing

their homeland.

^^ The Swiss Government has confessed now, that it has signed a

secret agreement with the Nazis to turn back Jews attempting to flee

to safety across their border.

'^ There is not need to enlarge on the well-known antisemitism

of Poland's catholic population. This was the reason why the Nazis

placed the Concentration Camps mainly in Poland.

'^ Although in the late 19th Century 70% of the physicians in Vienna

had been Jews, none of them was ever appointed to a leading position

in a medical College or a hospital. Austria, this most catholic country,

provided the relatively largest number of Nazi officers. Austria has

made it clear to the world - to Jews and Arabs in particular - that

it recognizes the latters* claim to Jerusalem,

'^ The Vatican, fully aware of the Nazis' programmed extermination

of the Jews, signed a Concordat with Hitler.

'^ In 1938 the delegates at the Evian Conference refused to open

their countries to jewish refugees.

'•' The Allies' overwhelming indifference; and the British' outspoken

hostility, towards jewish refugees from Nazi terror, have been amply

documented. Unfortunately , they were no less amply known to the Nazis.

'•' During the Second World War Churchil gave orders, that the

railroad lines leading to Auschwitz be bombed; but Anthony Eden, one

of the ministers in his cabinet, saw to it that the orders were not

carried out.

'^ We have every reason to feel happy about - and secured by -

the special interest and the protective attitude of the american

Administration towards the Jews in general and Israel in particular.

We have, apparently already forgotten, that this has, alas, not always

been the case; and we have no assurance, that it will continue thus

also in future. America has, after all, primarily to look after its

own people and interests. We have to be aware, that Liberalism is

waning in the United States, and conservatism - which as a rule equals

antisemitism - is flowing into the vacuum.

'^ Everywhere on College campuses - in America, Canada, Australia,

Germany, France etc - anti-jewish and anti-Israel hostility is growing.

'^ During the Second World War, highest placed american government

officials - along with their british counter-parts - conspired to prevent

the birth of the jewish State; and after it had been created, they never
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ceased to plan its destruction. For the first 15 years after the birth

of the State of Israel, Britain and the USA maintained a strict arms

embargo on the Jewish State, while at the same time freely supplying

arms to all its arab neighbours. Israel would not have survived, had

France and Czechoslovakia not provided the needed weapons, "The world's

major powers have repeatedly planned to bring about partial or total

destruction of Israel", write Loftus and Aarns in "The Secret War against

the Jews".

'^ The CIA is to this day hostile towards Israel. This makes the

vaunted Central Intelligence Organization an unreliable custodian of

Israelis military secrets. William Casey, the former head of the CIA,

was an outspoken antisemite; and in addition he was very hostile towards

Israel. At one stage he succeeded in recruiting Israelis to betray

their country. At least four of these were caught red-handed and

incarcerated.

'^ When Saadat of Egypt hesitated to sign the Camp David Accord,

the US promised him to provide Egypt with everything that would help

Egypt in a first strike against Israel: satellite photos, isreali code

intercepts, exact plans of Israelis nuclear force and missile sites.

At least until 1994, Egypt and Saudi Arabia continued to receive from

the US Information about Israelis military secrets - and the Saudis

passed these on to other arab states as well as to the PLO.

'^ More than half of the Americans polled in 1992 said, that knowing

a presidential candidate was an antisemite would not affect their vote.

'^ During Caspar Weinberges term the State Department kept vital

syrian military Information from Israel. It was Israelis right to get

this Information. Israel would have been at a great disadvantage, were

it not for Jonathan Pollard.

'^ Pollard 's treatmnent at the hands of american justice is inhuman

and a scandal. The half-Jew Caspar Weinberger is great ly responsible

for the treatment given to Pollard. It is generally accepted that he

is thus treated because he is a Jew. For over ten months he was kept

isolated in a special ward for the criminally insane. After his arrest

Pollard was advised in writing by the Justice Department to sign away

his rights to a trial against the promise of a better treatment. This

way much mischief by officials was covered up, e.g. the help the USA

gave to Saddam Hussain. Pollard was repeatedly refused parole though

it was proved that many of the sins laid at his doorstep, were committed

by Aldrich Ames who had been blamed Pollard for his own misdeeds. By
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the way: Arnes was never placed in a ward of the Insane or in solitary

confinment.

* Nazi Propaganda continues to have an impact, even though decades

have passed since the collapse of the Nazi State. Mainly young people

succumb to the seduction of rightist ideologies. They are entranced

by the display of banners, uniforms and march music. In 1994 a survey

of Germans showed that 25% do not like Jews; and that 22% do not want

Jews as neighbours.

'^ Until the recent establishment of diplomatic relations, India

has refused to allow Israel to partecipate in fairs and congresses.

It refused permission to the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra to play in

India under its proper name. It has even refused to host Israeli teams

in international competitions.

^^ "Antisemitic incidents are increasing, and anti-jewish hostility

by islamic militants is risisng", says the "Antisemitism World Report"

for the year 1995. In this regard Canada appears to have today the

doubtful honour of ranking high among the western nations. In 1994

the ränge and number of antisemitic incidents reached the highest level

recorded since decades. Jewish schools are threatened with bombs.

Jewish leaders receive hate messages. Jewish doctors are accused of

poisoning their patients. Jewish cemeteries are vandalized. Swastikas

are smeared on synagogue walls. And the canadian Jews appear not too

concerned; they console themselves, that conditions are worse in the

USA, in Germany, in Russia and so on.

'^ When the Peruvian Javier Perex de Cuellar, as Secretary-General

of the UN opened the 1991 Auschwitz Exhibition at UN Hqrs in New York,

he never mentioned the word "Jew" in his opening speech.

'•^ Computer networks have become a vehicle to disseminate racist

material; and to maintain links between antisemitic groups world-wide.

I sincerely hope, that with this depressing list I have seeded

the knowledge of an antisemitism persisting all over the world.

In the course of my researching all which has somehow
an association with Judaism; while I have been delving
into jewish history in particular; and when I went about
collecting the data with which I am working here, one
question has remained uppermost in mind: could all which
has happened to the Jewish People in the course of its
history possibly have happened according to a divine
plan ? Can all the history of the Jewish People - the
positive as well as the negative side - possibly be
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associated with a divine purpose ? Is behind all this

an ultimate divine scheine ? Can all this be otherwise

explained than with a specific guideline ? Could not,

what I have describe above of the hostile environment,

very well be a factor in such a scheme ? Are there

possibly also other such instances ?

With the dawning of the Enlightenment - along with the accompanying

Emancipation - a new atmosphere was created, The Jews emerged from

the ghettos, where they had sought and found protective Isolation until

then. The restrictions forced upon the Jews came to an end. The Jews,

entering the world of intellectual freedom and of modern thought, could

at last unfold their genius.

Emancipation did bring the Jews the far-reaching improvements

which are evident today; and which are no less also very much taken

for granted today. World Jewry has never had it as good; but was also

never as much spiritually deprived. Every Jew, also those who had known

pre-war Germany and had experienced the Shoah in person, should try

to imagine and realize - and thereafter never forget - the kind of

humiliations and the vastness of persecutions which the Jews had to

suffer until not so long ago.

In the atmoshere created at the dawn of Enlightenment a new world

was opened to Jews. They could register successes in most every field

of science and culture. For instance, 27 (40%) of all Nobel Prizes

in Medicine, were granted to Jews. In most democratic countries Jews

are to all appearances treated as equals. As much as any other ethnic

group they enjoy what the modern world has to offer. In which ever

democratic host country they live today, they are economically better

off than the average population. A considerable majority can even be

classified as affluent. They are involved in the cultural life of the

country. They dominate some of the professions; e.g. in certain medical

specialities - like Psychiatry, Pediatrics, Internal Medicine - a large

number of Jews are found. Jews are part of the society. They are often

members of the political elite.

But antisemitism has not been abrogated. It is still alive -

and waiting wherever it is not active. The Jews in Israel and in the

United States should not project the actually rather low level of

manifest antisemitism in their own environment on other parts of the

democratic world. They should also otherwise not generalize their

personal safety and freedom, their own successes and opportunities,

on the Jews in other countries; not even on those living in the

western-style democracies like France and Br itain, Germany and Australia.
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But what is good for the Jews is not always good

for Judaism, as we can learn from the impact Emancipation
- and in our lifetime russian-style Marxism - have had

on the Jews.

Can this Observation not also be applied to Israel, where the

Secularists claim that religion is not essential to being a Jew ?

Who maintain that an Israeli does not need Judaism ? Whatever the

- usually aggressively brought forth - answer others may have to these

specific questions, it has in my opinion to be accepted as an axiom,

that a Jew cannot survive as a Jew without accepting a minimal share

of Judaism. And viceversa: that Judaism cannot survive if not all

conscious Jews accept their share of the responsibilities Judaism imposes

on the Jew. To demand being designated as jewish only from an ethnic

angle; to be counted a Jew without being also bonded to the jewish

religion, is an a priori faulty conceptlon, which would play into the

hands of the missionaries who have not slackened their efforts. As

very active among these have to be counted the so~called Messianic Jews,

the "Jews for Jesus".

The danger to Judaismus survival - due to modern Jewry's lacking

in firm adhesion to its Judaism - the danger of becoming an easy victim

to the lures of the tireless missionaries on the look-out for prey;

the danger of being seduced by the attractions offered to all those

assimilating into the gentile world, are greater today than that of

antisemitism. I will go even so far as to say, that these dangers are

greater than that of antisemitism had ever been in jewish history.

There is a consensus among scholars and teachers, among reformers

and activists, that only a well planned and properly organized jewish

education - starting in childhood - can arrest this dangerous trend.

But, alas, jewish education is most insufficient and inefficient.

The Jewishness of a Jew, furthermore, cannot have enough vitality

to resist the temptations of assimilation, if he does not recognize

that the Jews are, and have always been, a "special people"; and if

he does not sincerely and unequivocally identify himself as belonging

to this "special people". Nevermind ! If you object I shall use instead

the expression "a selected people".

And let us be aware, that one of the many indications of the Jewish

People's being special, is its continued existence to this day. It

is true, that Israel figures today as the cement which binds together

the Jewish People; but it cannot be overlooked, that the Jewish Nation

has for two thousand years survlved without a country of its own. It
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was this knowledge of specialness, of selectiveness, of otherness, of

uniqueness which contributed to this phenomen; which continues to form

the life-stream to Judalsm; and which gave and gives the Jewish People

the will and strength to survive. This primordial knowledge - I may

call it "this gut-feeling" - had been sufficient to create and cherish

the dream; to sustain and maintain the hope; to believe and trust the

promise, of an eventual return to a national home.

(I shall not pursue here my conception of Israelis
place in what I perceive as a divine plan. I have already
described my ideas on another occasion. Perhaps I shall
find it necessary to do so again at a later stage in
this essay.)

It is surprising to most outside the jewish world - but no less

also to many Jews - that Judaism and Jewry have survived against all

the odds they had to face in recorded history; that they have survived

considering all the dangers - and no less also all the temptations -

they faced in the past and continue to face. This is not one of the

rare cases where a small residue is left from an once large and strong

nation ! The number of Jews has never been large; certainly never as

high - about 18 million - as at the beginning of the 20th Century.

The Shoah has reduced this number by one third. Intermarriage and

assimilation will certainly reduce the number of Jews still further.

However, detrition by murder and assimilation is in no way a new

experience for the Jewish People: the five million Jews who are supposed

to have lived at the time of the destruction of the Second Temple, were

during the Middle Ages reduced by persecutions and conversions to one

million at the most.

Today we observe an ever greater number of Jews becoming alienated

from their religion. The flattening of Judaismus tradition and the

emaciation of its religious content, affect large segments of today's

Jewry. It lowers not only the cultural value and the religious meaning

of Judaism in the Diaspora, but will lead also to a further reduction

in the numerical strength of the Jewish People.

(This is indeed a "specific jewish phenomen". ^^Jhile
all the nations in the world show a steady increase of
their population, the Jewish Nation has steadily grown
less in numbers. There are today already less than the
12 million or so left from the 18 millions of 1940.
Following the damage the Shoah has caused, assimilation
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is now ceaselessly gnawing away at this number. These
statistics are still more impressive, if we relate them

to the total world population: in this Century the Jews
have been reduced from 0.10% of the world population
to 0.03%.)

I do not share the frequently heard surprise, that the Jews have

survived the centuries lasting threats of extermination ; that they have

equally survived the temptations of conversion and assimilation. There

has always and at every stage been in the history of the Jewish Nation

a nucleus of Jews who - often very small in number - have defended their

Jewishness against the threats and temptations of their time; who have

maintained their faith and trust in God; and have kept unaltered their

adherence to the tennets of Judaism, Their secret weapon was - and

continues to be as I have mentioned before - their consciousness of

the fact, that Jews are different from other people.

Indeed, they had every reason to feel different. And in addition

they had every cause to be proud of their being different. To them

being different meant being special. From the beginning of its existence

as a nation the Jewish People was meant to be special people and thus

also a different people. This is the meaning of "Holy". This is what

Balaam meant. This is and has remained Judaismus everlasting Obligation.

And this is a basic cause of the ambiguity, if not hostility, shown

the Jewish State by the Christian world at large.

But on the other band there is no doubt, that from the time of

the Enlightenment; when - in the words of Moses Mendelsohn - they were

given the means of cultivating the qualities shared by human beings

of every nationality and religion; when they were carried onwards and

upwards on the wave of Emancipation; when under the impact of the newly

offered freedom, Judaismus position and the Jews' life in the gentile

world has become more complicated. The cohesion and inner strength

of the Jewish People, which - I find here a further indication to agree

with Sartre - only the unrelenting pressure of antisemitism had until

then kept strong if not also alive, have been steadily more and more

weakened. Large numbers of Jews gave up their religion and knelt in

front of the baptesimal basin. In other words: assimilation has become

a far greater threat to the survival of Judaism than past persecutions.

In America, more than elsewhere, has the Jews' dream of reaching

equality with other Americans come true. To them the gigantic menorahs.
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which are lighted in public places of over 200 towns, constitute the

irrefutable evidence, that they have at last achieved the Status of

fully equal Citizens. But the Jews' bondage to Judaism has also been

weakened. Recent surveys have shown, that less than five percent of

american Jews call themselves religious. Over two million american

Jews declared in 1991, that they do not consider themselves jewish.

Large numbers of educated Jews declare quite frankly, that were they

to develop a major interest in their rellgion, this would turn out to

be a serious obstacle in the - to them desirable, and no less also

inevitable appearing - process of Judaismus development into a secular,

humanistic and libertarian soclety.

Today marriages with only one jewish partner make up the majority

of the marriages in the Diaspora communities. Only few of the non-jewish

partners in mixed marriages convert to Judaism, mostly because the jewish

partner himself or herseif has become too much distanciated from his

or her religion; and this being the case, one can hardly expect him

or her to act as an example, as an adviser, as a guide in matters jewish.

The old-time strong jewish family life, which was and still is the best

barrier against assimilation, conversion and inter-marriage, is missing

in large segments of Diaspora Jewry. The kind and quality of jewish

education which is today offered in most schools and synagogues in the

Diaspora, can impossibly suffice, if the life of the family life is

not also built around at least a minimal degree of jewish-religious

observance. Identification with a besieged Israel; and unexpected

outbreaks of antisemitism anywhere in the world, have slowed down the

assimilatory process among the mainly zionist-orientated Jews.

It is hardly a consolation that this is not a new phenomenon in

jewish history. But it may be of some help to know, that this reaction

by today 's Jewry to the reduction of outside hostile pressures is not

new in jewish experience; and it may be useful to learn, that such an

attitude to the liberal cultures' offer of temptations, is a recurrent

theme in the diaspora countries. It may make the outlook still less

pessimistic to know, that already in anclent times - for instance during

the reign of the Seleucids, when Judaism had to struggle with the impact

of Hellenlsm - many of the rieh and influential Israelites; and along

with them many from among the intelligentsia; and along with them many

members of the priest ly class; and along with them many leading members

of the aristocracy, turned apostates and discontinued following the
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ancient religious laws and customs; and refused to submit further to

the commandments of the Torah.

(Whether assoclated with this phenomen or not, it

was also a time when civil war raged; when hatred and

murder were rampant among the people. It was also the

time when the Books of Apocalypses were written to express

the all pervading feeling of desolation and pessimism.

It was also the time when the Book of Daniel surfaced,

which proved of great therapeutic value to Judaismus

survival. The spirit expressed in the Book of Daniel

provided hope to the distressed people. It could bring

consolation to the sagging morale of the people. It

provided the assurance that just retribution will meet

all evildoers. This, by the way, was also the time when

the belief in the resurrection of the dead first evolved

in Judaism.

)

It is also important to know, that there has never been a time

throughout jewish history, when the trend to assimilate was not present.

As a rule this trend tended to exuberate, whenever the Jews enjoyed

a "good time". That is to say, whenever their host countries allowed

them to enjoy a degree of equal rights or even füll citizenship. Our

generation lives through a replica of such a decourse of events. Again

we observe in such environments the Jews' alienation from Judaism.

Sometimes this sequence unrolls within the first generation; in other

places it develops more slowly. We have to see evidence of this process

- and have to perceive in this an omen - that a considerable majority

of the Diaspora Jews, mainly in the USA, are not affiliated with a jewish

Community; that they are not even interested in anything connected with

Judaism. And this majority is, of course, not interested in, or involved

with, the State of Israel.

But there are, luckily, large numbers of Jews - also mainly in

the USA - who perceive in Israel at least a moral anchor. To me it

is impressive, assuring and heartwarming to observe the large number

of Diaspora Jews, who so strongly, actively and without any compromise

identify with the purposes, the aims and the fate of Israel. On me

- who has still not thrown off the bürden which my childhood encounters

with the vilest form of antisemitism have heaped upon me - it made a

great Impression to watch the american Jews uninhibitedly , freely and

proudly parade their Jewishness on Remembrance Day and on Israel Day,

when the Fifth Avenue in New York is closed to traffic, because thousands

of Jews enthusiastically - and without the slightest thought about danger

or antisemitism - are marching in parade. I am sure, that english and

german Jews - and possibly others elsewhere too - would feel far too
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shy and self-conscious to march in an open parade of their own. But

will this enthusiasm for Israel, this Identification with Israel, this

belief in Israel continue; and will the oneness with Israel remain intact

after this specific element among the Diaspora Jews has emigrated to

Israel; and after those who have not come to Israel have died out ?

History in Israel would have taken another aspect, had more Jews

- rieh Jews, scientists, industrialists - feit the need to settle in

Israel when Zionism was born; when the Balfour Declaration was issued;

when Israel was created; when Jerusalem was again complete. Israel

and Judaism would be different today. But the Jews missed this chance.

Was this a test they failed ?

Fortunately nobody forced them, Fortunately they
were well settled wherever they lived and had not to

follow Maimonides' injunction: "If a person is forced
to transgress the commandments, he is forbidden to remain
in that place, but must emigrate, leave everything behind
and wander day and night, until he has found a place
where a person can observe the commandments".

In the course of his slide into assimilation the successful Jew

Strips away, as Steven Cohen says, "like an artichoke layer by layer

his jewish identity". He divests himself first of Shabath Observation

and of Kashruth observance. This is the first obolus the Diaspora Jew

offers for being permitted to feel secure and accepted. The Jew on

the brink of assimilation attends a synague 2-3 times a year; but he

will even on such rare occasions hardly keep the prayer-book - and his

eyes - open, although he will as a rule find himself in a synagogue

where the Service is recited in english or a to him familiär language.

I read the other day of the complaint, the Organizers
of the Jewish Centre in the William College in the USA
- who appear to be worried about the scarce attendance
at prayer Services - thought necessary to publicize.
They sent a circular to the jewish students on the campus,
with the Single question: "Is there anything about the
Services, besides the Hebrew of course, that offends
you, or makes you uncomfortable ?"

Diaspora Judaism is in a flux today. Diaspora Jews search for

their roots. They are uncertain whether to let the roots wither or

whether to replant them. If the latter, they wonder which soll to chose

And they wonder also, whether the replanted roots will take hold. And

they wonder which kind of flower will bloom. Such Jews have not the

advantage of a minimal jewish education, of a jewish family background.
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Said Emile L. Fackenheim: "If . . . . Jewish life is

to have a claim to authority, then there must be a sense
in which the jewish past has authority". And Halkin
(the author of "Letters to an American Jewish Friend")
warned: "I am not saying that you cannot live an authentic
jewish life in the Diaspora. I am saying, that if the
criterion is the future of the jewish people, you are
living in the wrong place".

There will always be a Diaspora. There should always be a

Diaspora. It is wrong to preach and work for the abolishment of the

Diaspora. Perhaps Ben Gurion meant this when he once said: "I am a

Jew first, and an Israeli after that...", although it was his dream

to abolish the Diaspora. The communities in Israel and the Diaspora

should not only coexist, but should collaborate and benefit from each

other. They are responsible for each other. Israel needs the Diaspora;

and the Jews of the Diaspora need Israel. Judaism is - and will never

cease to be - the binding element between them. As the Law of Return

indicates, both Israel and the Diaspora have to reecognize the fact,

that they are mutually dependent; that they have a shared destiny; that

they have to treat each other as members of one family; that they have

to coordinate; that they have to cooperate; that they must know each

other; that they must care for each other. Not only must the Diaspora

Jew be well aware of Israelis problems; but Israel must also be aware

of the Problems Diaspora Jewry has to overcome.

Diaspora 's jewish communities have since Israelis establishment

provided help to Israel, but also elsewhere to Jews in distress. In

general only 33% of Jews donate to the United Jewish Appeal. These

contributions tend to become less. Former big donors who have lived

through the War and the Shoah; have witnessed the Birth of Israel, are

dying off. Israel - and Jewry elsewhere - is to the descendants less

important. The money the Diaspora sends today to Israel through the

Jewish Agency or the World Zionist Organization is getting less; they

are keeping more of their collections for their own needs. This is

only to be welcomed, as they have indeed need not only of supporting

their own poor people, but also of maintaining their educational Systems.

However, over-all World Jewry 's financial contributions have not become

less; much money is contributed directly to specific organizations and

institutions in Israel and elsewhere.

However, although the Jews in the Diaspora should care for what

goes on in Israel; although they may express their opinion; although

they have all the right to advise and check on the use of the moneys
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they donate, they cannot and should not interfere in the administration

and politlcs of Israel. Above all they should not criticize Israel

abroad. And far more important still is, that Israelis should not

criticize their own country and people when they are abroad.

It is an Illusion to see a remedy in a federation between Israel

and the Diaspora. No doubt, although they are numerically equal, the

Diaspora is financially stronger and economically better developed than

Israel, will not see in the latter, who is still partly dependant on

the contributions of Jews abroad - an equal partner. A partnership

would not function either, as the Diaspora is ideologically too weak;

and would not enjoy dependance on Israel for a continued flow of its

jewish education, and the continued support of its jewish Identification.

Still, Jews in the Diaspora should be cognizant, and should be

appreciative, of Israelis role as the representative of all the Jews

in the world. They should acknowledge, that Israelis efforts to defend,

absorb and support Jews anywhere, are efforts on behalf - and in the

name - of all the Jews in the world.

The Diaspora should and must take on these facets of modern jewish

existence as important and significant duties; and the Diaspora can

only take these tasks upon itself, as long as it remains vital and

strong. Most everywhere in the Diaspora the Jews feel happy and lucky.

They expect things to get even better. But the safety of the diaspora

communities should not be taken for granted. Their roots show alread

signs of weakness. It will easily happen that social weifare and

economic conditions will suffer in their host countries - somehow this

must happen soooner or later - and the Jews will be made responsible

for the anger and unhappiness which will shatter the coexistence. This

prognosis applies to all the Diaspora, also to those jewish communities

in the United States, in Australia, England and South Africa, who feel

strong and indestructable in their prosperity; who feel secure and safe

in their freedom of action and worship; who feel proud and happy in

their acceptance by the mainstream of their host people.

Even if the Diaspora does recognise and acknowledge its tasks

and duties; even if it builds its defences against outer and inner

threats to is survival, the unfavourable socio-demographic trends in

the jewish communities everywhere in the world have to be paid the right

attention. They are a significant warning signal of which the diaspora

communities should be aware: among their members the birthrate has

dropped below the replacement level. Exogamy does not carry a blemish
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anymore; that is to say, that "marrying out" is today - to the gentile

public in America especially - an acceptable arrangement. Even in mixed

marriages, where a small percentage of the gentile partners converts

to Judaism, only a small part of these latter takes fully part in the

practical life as a Jew or Jewess. It has, on the other hand, to be

appreciated, that many among the gentiles who have become Jews, have

made contributions to the advancement and enrichment of Judaism.

(I have to make a confession, however: I have no

negative feelings about the Jews who give up being Jews;

who assimilate; who want to forget their Jewishness;

who convert. I feel sorry for them. I pity them for

having - mostly without thinking and without a reason

other than their comfort and their ignorance - given

up a valuable and unique inheritance.

You may ask: does my attitude relate also to my

own family ? Don't I feel sorry about the steadily

progressing distanciation of my children from their jewish

inheritance ? Yes, I do. In addition I feel guilty.

My excuse may sound weak; and my explanation may be found

poor, but during the decisive years when Kate and I should

have actively engaged ourselves in imparting Jewishness

to our children, these excuses were the to me and Kate

only acceptable; the only available; the only possible

answer to the problems with which we had to wrangle:

when I was called upon to give the necessary guidance

- even to be only the proper example - in the education

of my children, I was burdened by many grave problems.

I was in addition handicaped by certain conceptions which

had blinded me to the dangerous consequences which might

result from putting them in effect. And then it was

too late.)

And I ask myself also in this context: will the ongoing process

of assimilation among diaspora Jews bring about the disappearance of

the Jews in the Diaspora; or cause them at best to survive in the form

of some hybrid-like pseudo-jewish sect or cult ? Is the steady and

remarkable improvement, registrable in the Status of the Jews all over

the World, going to effect what past pogroms and genocides had been

unable to achieve ? Are the Jews to be classified as an endangered

species ?

I do not think that any of these questions merit an affirmative

reply. I feel confident that the Jewish People shall survive as long

as mankind survives - or better said: that mankind can only survive

if Judaism survives. Why ? I do not know why I feel thus.

Yes, I believe we are safe as long a mankind survives. I believe

our fate is under divine guidance. I believe we are under divine
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protection, I firmly believe that the biblical promise is still fully

valid: ..•and I shall bless those that bless you, and he who curses

you I will curse; and in you all the families on earth shall be blessed"

Looking around me; and looking back into the past I can see, that

this prophecy has to this day been fulfilled.

What has kept Judaism alive so far ? What is going to preserve

Judaism also in future ? Is it rationalism ? Is it Halacha ? Is it

mysticism ? I do not know of any other force than a divine Intention

which has achieved this by all means one may possibly think of

.

Every Jew, whether in the Diaspora or in Israel, will have to

decide what kind of Jew he or she wants to be; and how jewish they want

their children to be. However, we cannot simply sit down and decide

from one day to the next, that we want to become devoted Jews; or even

to reason, that we want to identify only to a restricted degree with

the jewish faith. If, however, one Starts to think along these lines;

if one has such an idea only in the vaguest outlines floating around

in one 's subconscious mind, a sudden burst of enlightenment ; or some

kind of an upheaving experience; or some elevating or frightening

emotional recall might precipitate these vague thoughts and ideas into

an urgent wish; might transform them into a definite Intention; might

lead them to take decisive Steps.

Such a wish or Intention can become activated also in the process

of one's education, religious or otherwise. It will make a sensitive

person understand, that he can now fully comprehend what in the past

he had only sensed. In an educated person learning of jewish ethics;

studying jewish history; and Coming to know Jewishness, can also create

an unexpected resonance which may lead to directed creativeness. And

a religiously predisposed person will realize, that religion is capable

of satisfying his spiritual needs.

No educational Institution, no synagogue, no jewish school, no

communal society has the strength to induce a Jew who is not fully

conscious of his Jewishness, to continue his adhesion to Judaism; and

to maintain his contact with the Jewish People, unless his Jewishness

is not also reflected within his immediate family; and if he is not

in some form or other also involved in jewish causes.

Neither can the ritualistic observances within the family; nor

can the partecipation in synagogal worship, in and by themselves make

a Jew into a proper Jew. It is the realization, the acknowledgement

of one 's Jewishness which are the sine qua non of being a a proper Jew.
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To me Jewishness means to be a moral person, an ethical person. It

means strict adherence to the ethical commaidmt?nts dictated us in the

Torah. It means also the acknowledgement of, and the adherence to,

the history and tradition of the Jewish "^eople. The Jew who keeps

kashruth and says his prayer regularly, but is an immoral person and

behaves in an ethically unacceptable -.^ray, possesses not what is requlred

for his Claim to Jewishness- He is not a true and proper Jew.

Before T continue exposing ethics central
place in Judaism, I think it necessary to give a

Short definition of what I understand as, aid want
to see in, this more philosophical than religious
concept. Ethics is the guideline for how man has
to act in all his life's circumstance, be these
good or bad, right or wrong. Though ^morals" and
"ethics" are often interchanged, there is a clear
difference between them. The individual's ethical
conduct is always directed by the accepted evaluation
of the propriety and rightfulness of an action,
while his moral Lty indicates the quality of his
own usual and habitual behaviour. Basically and
simply it can be said, that an action is usually
right aid morally acceptable, if performing it gives
US - though not necessarily at once - a sense of
pleasure. Socrates taught that it is better to suffer
i.ijustice than to do an injustice; but the pleasure
feit in such a case is only beneficial if it happens
to a good psycho . Kant said nearly the same:the
only good thing is a morally good will. Man has
to act in such a way, his categorical imperative
says, that he never treats humanity - whether in
his own person or in aay other person - as a means
but always and at the same time as his own good.

I too have asked myself many a time, what is good and what is

bad; for what benefits man, and reflects on his character, can be good

or bad. The main crlterion derives from his background and is developed

by his education. The social environment may have a positive or negative

effect. A moral individual acts morally with the füll Intention to

act morally. It is not necessarily a consciously directed decision.

It is more often a spontaneous reaction. Moral man does not act morally

to bring himself pleasure and happiness; he acts out of duty, induced

by his sense of righteousness. A sense of pleasure and happiness is

the reward for such an action.

Religious laws and commandments are ethical in extent and moral

in content; they outline the right direction man should take. The

language, the methods, the metaphysics used may become "unfashionable"

in the course of time and will have to be adjusted; but the true content.
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the ethical content, the moral rules and judgements of the religion

will never have to be changed. They are eternal. Plato - and also

Kant - taught that God's laws and commandments are not good and laudable

because God has ordered man to follow them, but because the demands

are ethically and morally good. This means, that not only the religious

man can be a good man but also the atheist.

Religion is built around the rules of ethics. Fundamentally every

religion 's main precepts are fashioned to teach man how to live and

act for his own spiritual wellbeing; for next man's happiness; and for

the sake of contrlbution to the peace within the Community.

To Claim our place in the ranks of Judaism, we have to fulfil

the duties the Covenant imposes on us. And we have, in addition, to

live in accordance with the duties inherent in what we are appointed

to be. We have to honour the special place our people is appointed

to occupy in the scheme of things. The Jews, however, to whom Judaism

does not represent the guiding force in their life; the Jews, to whom

being a fulfilled Jew is not an aspiration in the value alignment of

their existence; and the Jews, who do not strive to be a leading example

in their immediate inter-human relations, have lost the right to claim

their partecipation in the special assignment to which Judaism has been

appointed, viz:- to foster the future and the aims of this our world.

It would be undignified to ridicule away as romantic
and unreal my definition of the Jew's place in this world.
It would be cheap to argue that, in view of the actual
deterioration in the Jewish People 's Jewishness, my
optimism looks more than incongruous. Instead, I want
my definition to be understood as one of the basic
conditions for the Jewish People's appointment. It should
be understood as the primary conditions inherent in this
appointment which, regretfully, have so far not been
met. And it should be valued as an integral part of
the preconditions for Judaism's survival.

I have been pondering the fact, that although the sustained,

bloody, ferocious onslaughts of hatred, which had been the fate of the

Jews more or less throughout all the last twenty centuries; which had

so many times brought about the expulsion of the entire jewish population

from one country or the other; and which had brought on in more than

one instance the total annihilation of jewish life in some communities

if not even countries, these pogroms, persecutions and genocides have

in reality never endangered the survival of the Jewish People as a whole.
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Jews ha/e always found somewhere a country where - even though often

restricted to a Single town - they were tolerated and were allowed to

carry on with their life, even if mostly under inhuman and humiliating

conditions. I have already mentioned on some previous page, that these

persecutions had so very often the opposite effect from the one expected

that the adverse conditions and the antisemitic outrages - especially

the restriction to closed-in ghettos which the Jews came in time to

See as an advantage - had succeeded in reinforcing the cohesion among

the Jews; had the effect to strengthen their faith, whenever they lived

under adverse conditions which would have broken the morale of most

other people.

We must, however, concede the truth, that we cannot expect to

see now the same favourable effects, which the hostile surroundings

- or even outright aggressive attitudes - had on the Jews in centuries

past. In other words: we cannot expect similar favourable reactions

among the Diaspora Jews to an antisemitic environment.

The gentiles^ attitudes to Judaism; the populär reactions to the

Jews in their enviroament; the views people have of Judaism in general,

have not changed in the last thousand or so years. Neither can they

be Said to have become more sophisticated. Any world-wide economic

failure; any political upheaval; even some climatic or natural disaster,

is likely - in view of the actual global interaction in all political

and economic spheres - to generate in the general populace a State of

anxiety and uacertainty which will be turned into an uncontrollable,

at first only indefinite but self-sustaining, hatred searching for an

outlet and for a target to be victimized. In the State of universal

sorrow, mourning and insecurity growing luxuriously in such an

atmosphere, the search for a scapegoat - especially in view of the

approaching millennium - may well have disastrous results for Israel

and the Jews.

I may sound unduly pessimistlc; and my fear may be uncalled for

in view of the fact, that the majority of world Jewry lives for the

first time ever in democratically ruled countries; in view of the fact,

that not physical oppression but assimilation are the primary threats;

and in view of the fact, that the life of the Jews qua Jews is secured;

and in view of the fact, that they enjoy sociaUy and legally füll

equality in the democratic world. But let us not indulge in too mach

optimism. This security and equality is only a thin layer upon an

undrained pool of ant isemitism.
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Considering that antisejnitism - since its peaetratlon into the

inter-relatioaship of the Jewish People ivith the non-jewish world -

has played sach an important role in Judaism's survival, I think it

in place, thnt I expand still further on this theüie in addition to what

I have already writtea in the beginning of thls chapter.

For too long antisemitism has been the baae of the Jewish People.

We know that already in ancient times - in the greek environment of

Alexandria, for instance - the Jews were victimized, demonized and not

ra-ely also physically attacked as un^^elcome foreign ele^ieats. But

in those times the persecutions were mostly initiated and nourished

by personal aid economic je ..lousies. They were only to a lesser degree

due to religious intolerance.

We 'aust not overlook what may be called the p:^sltive factor to

which I ha/e already repeatedly drawn atteati.)n: "ihat throughout their

history also the degree to whlch cha Jews living in western countries

Identified with their own history and cultare - and not only their own

religion and tradition - has been deepened and shaped by th^ intensity

of the antisemitic ad/ersity they encountered in the countries in which

they lived, To this phenomen Spinoza, Sartre, Freud and many others

have already drawn attention. The latter, for instance, wrote that

he never properly feit to be a Jew, until he was exposed to the vicious

antiiemitism which was i:he order of the day at the University of Visnria.

I think it safe for me to say, that antisemitism continues to

be a major factor in the world-wide communion which binds together the

jewish commanities of the Diaspora; and which maintains and strengthens

their relationship with Israel- We may justly assume, that the rate

of assimilatlon would be still greater than it is already today, were

- as if by a niracle - antisemitism suddenly to evaporate .

The aitlsesiitLsm we know today, is of the same kind which hnd

bee^n flourishing in the past. It is the same siace it first became

a part of social-caltural life of the werti^rn world. In the past Ü:

had been created and nouri'Med by the Catholic Church; and it is still

kept alive by by the Christian churches and by Christian culture.

(I have already dealt with this explanation. It

is widely shared. It is not only an idea of mine. But

in view of controversies still raging here and there;

and considering the widely heard apologetics, I shall

afresh outline what is to me a reality: a basic causative
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element in Christianity ^s hostllity was its incessant

attempts, to replace Judaism with assumptions whlch have

no logic nor commonsense, A helpless Jewish People was

forced to cope with these assumptions. And gladly and

without criticism these assumptions have been accepted

by the world at large.)

Antisemitism was in the past - and thus continues to be to this

day - an element of Christian culture. Wherever and whenever Christians

flourished, antisemitism found a fertile soil. Since nearly two thousand

years this has been the case. Whenever Christianity was and is in need

of a victim or a scapegoat; whenever it required a detraction whatsoever,

it found these in the Jewish People. Regretfully, this same criterion

beglns to find application to the islamic world too. The jewish people

have had to endure suffering and martyrdom in nearly every Christian

Society with which it has come into contact. The Jew was nowhere allowed

to feel safe, until he knelt before the Gross; and unless, with folded

hands, he humbly acknowledged Jesus as the Saviour. Or - as the case

may have been - unless he declared Muhammad to be the only true prophet;

and submitted to the QuVan as the only valid revealed Scripture.

The Church has never ceased to decry the Jews as

the killers of Christ. With equal fervour she points

to the Jews as "eternal witnesses for Jesus' truth".

One of the dialogues in the catholic catechism - which

catholic children have to learn by heart still today
- goes as follows:

- "Who killed Christ ?"

- ""The wicked Jews".
- "Can Jews ever be forgiven ?"

- "Not until they accept the grace of Jesus".

It would be wise, not to take the friendly voice one occasionally

hears emanating from the Vatican as an indication, that the attitude

of the Church has changed. The enormity of her true motivations, is

to this day reflected in her posturing in the former Concentration Camps.

An uninformed visitor, who sees the huge crosses everywhere in evidence

there; who sees the churches and convents established in the immediate

neighbourhood of the Extermination Camps - but where hardly any specific

jewish memorial is to be seen - will impossibly become aware, that most

of the victims had been Jews. Nor will the visitor be told, that these

crosses had nowhere been in evidence when SS troups guarded the camps;

nor, that there had been no trace of an actively engaged Christian church

during the years the camps' gas Chambers and crematoria were working

overtime. Nor is the world anywhere there made conscious, that - should
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Jewish history continue for many thousands of years more - the Shoah

has been, and will remain, the most painful Station in the jewish Via

Dolorosa.

Since a few years the Vatican tries to convey the Impression,

that it is moving away from its traditional hostility against the Jews.

But if so, it happens - in accordance with the Church^s age-old policy

- only in small and hesitant Steps, A sign of this trend may be seen

in the jesuitically guarded show of sympathy which Pope John Paul the

Second expressed in his recently published book: '^Auschwitz, perhaps

the most meaningful symbol of the jewish people, shows to what lengths

a System constructed on principles of racial hatred can go ^ Nota

bene: he did notfeel the need to express a piain, heart-felt apology.

The Church has in fact and in truth not given up her long-cherished

wish to see Judaism humiliated. This tendency I at least can detect

in the formulation of the first diplomatic ties between Israel and the

Vatican; in the Statements which accompanied their introduction; and

no less also in the actions resulting therefrom. Let us keep in mind,

that it took nearly 50 years since the State of Israel had been

established, for the Vatican to grant diplomatic recognition to the

independent jewish State; while the Vatican had established since many

years a regulär and complete diplomatic relationship with each of the

moslem states in existence !

It would in my opinion be wrong, to see in the Vatican 's - to

me rather reluctant and only partial seeming - agreement to establish

some kind of diplomatic relations with Israel, more than a manoeuvre

to pacify world opinion. I think I am not wrong to suspect further,

that one additional factor had been the Vatican 's care, that her long-

Standing active support for the PLO; and her efforts to establish an

official diplomatic representation with Arafat 's administration in Gaza,

might otherwise be interfered with by Israel.

To prevent us from forgetting; and to warn us not to feel too

well assured and protected, we have to enter the fact into our survival

program, that throughout all the centuries of the Jewish Diaspora disdain

and hatred for the Jews had been a most natural function in the life

of the gentile world. And let us also well remember, that the Jews

too, in their helplessness, had no alternative than to accept this State

of affairs as a fact of life. The deep-seated instinctive, subconscious,

inherited antagonism of the faith-bound Christians is reflected in their

childish sexual fantasies about the Jews; in their
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accusation that Jews drink the blood of Christian children; in their

demonzation of the Jews.

Entire libraries have been written about the relationship of the

Diaspora Jew with his host environment . It would, therefore, be futile

for me to go on elaborating on this theme. But I want to contribute

a few of the examples which have remained more deeply engraved on my

mind, because they involve respected historic figures of supposedly

moral superiority:

It was Thomas Jefferson's opinion, that "jewish theology is

degrading and injurious"; and that "jewish ethics are repulsive and

antisocial'^. John Quincy Adams went one better: in his judgement "the

Word 'filth' conveys an idea of spotless purity in comparison with jewish

nastiness". Richard Nixon desplsed the "Jew Boy Kissinger" on whose

advice he so much depended. No wonder then, that in the last Century

a certain Carson, the first american consul in Jerusalem - then under

turkish rule - was promptly dismissed when he converted to Judaism and

married a Jewess.

I cannot doubt, that a similar kind of negative opinions about

their contemporary jewish neighbours and "friends" continue to be

harboured by leading political Clements; that they are rampant within

the Upper social circles in the US, as it is only rarely reported what

american Presidents or other blue-blooded Americans think about the

Jews in their environment. And we should not Illusion ourselves, that

such a mentality - if not even a far worse one - is not also rampant

among politicians elsewhere in the world.

It can safety be assumed, that in the field of Jew-bashing the

British people - of every social and economic and educational Stratum

- can realize their burning desire to go the Americans one better.

I could provide an unending list also of european intellectuals

who would fit well into the above mentioned Company, but shall instead

bring only one example from that bin of abuse:

* "The Jew who is something of a nomad, has never yet created

a cultural form of his own; and as far as we can see, never will, since

all his instincts and talents require a more or less civilized nation

to act for their development". This profound Statement emanated from

the swiss psychologist Karl Jung, whose own labouring psyche was so

much under stress due to his inability to acknowledge Sigmund Freud 's
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originality ; and who could not control his own oedipical Impulse towards

his earlier mentor.

(Jungks wise words are in quite some contrast with
those - at that time unheard of, and in its friendly
tone quite unusual - attempt at "explaining the Jew^\
by Frank Wedekind, a non-Jew: ^'The Jew, unproductive
in the political field, only once possessed a State of
his own which - if one is to accept the biblical tradition
- covered only a small area and endured only for a short
time. The non-Jew on the other band, unproductive in

the moral field, has depended for two millennia upon
jewish morality which he adopted with great zeal, but
which is intrinsically still foreign to him, Under these
circumstances every Jew appears as his own moralist and
father confessor and constantly arouses by this capacity
the ire of the non-Jew to the highest pitch".)

Before I close this dismal chapter of recent jewish history; and

in Order to avoid the Impression that such anti-jewish attitudes are

a matter of times long gone by; and in order to point out the fragility,

and possibly the temporality, of the safety and security the Jews enjoy

- considering that the safety of Judaism and the survial of Israel depend

entirely on the goodwill, the sense of responsibility, and the adherence

of the democratic West to the principles of ethics - I shall cite a

few more facts which belong to my own lifetime:

'^ We tend to overlook the sufferings which the British Government

has inflicted on the Jews, not only with its policy directed against

the Jews^ Immigration into Palestine; not only by sinking the refugee

ships; not only by not lifting a finger for the survival of Jews confined

to the Concentration Camps of the Nazi Germans. We cannot accept the

excuse that "there was a war on": the infamous '^White Paper" restricting

the Immigration of Jews, e.g. was issued before the Shoah had started.

'•' From the first year of Israelis existence, Britain has done

its utmost to undermine the Jewish State's chances to survive. It is

a historic fact that Britain and its newsmedia - clearly submitting

to the economic power of the moslem states - have persued throughout

the last five decades a hostile policy against the State of Israel in

the hope and with the intent, that Israel would not survive. Alas,

Israelis politicians, who pursue with so much vigor intimate political,

and encourage flourishing economic, relations with a persistently hostile

Britain, appear to have a short memory.

'^ The continued pressure of the West on Israel - mostly by the

so-called friends of Israel and to a great part orchestrated by Britain
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- cannot be explained with commercial interests alone; nor can it be

very much connected with sympathy for the Arabs. I see it purely and

simply in antisemitism the motlvation. I am sure were any other country

involved in similar clrcumstances, the reaction would be different.

* The american and british governments were well informed - by

their intelligence Services and through the string of messages sent

by Partisans - about the annihilation program of the Germans. They

knew quite well what was meant with their innocent sounding terms

**transports^* and "relocations". But they did not bomb the gas ovens

nor the access railroads leading to the extermination camps. Modern-time

historians have now applied the white-washing excuse, that such bombing

raids would have killed more Jews than the gas ovens even !

'•' At no time did Allies warn the Jews in German-occupied countries

- this would have been easy by means of the regulär broadcasts they

directed to; or by means of the leaflets they regulär ly showered over,

the occupied countries - to seek safety or to go into hiding. This would

have been especially easy and timely in the case of the Jews of Greece,

But it came to pass instead, that most of the greek Jews were caught

in the German' nets and annihiliated. These 68000 lives, along with

other hundreds of thousands of other Jews in other german-occupied

countries, could have been saved. The bitter complaints of the remnants

of these once blooming jewish communities about the Allies' perfidy,

can be heard to this day. And they will never cease to be heard. The

american and british governments had, of course, an explanation ready:

they did not and could not act, because they did "not know what to do

with all the Jews after the war",

'^ France 's shield too is badly stained, Petain, his band of

fascist collaborators, along with all the other traiterous Frenchmen,

bear a heavy guilt for their infamous actions which, no doubt, were

bred by their ingrained antisemitism. Drop by drop - it took many years

- the truth has come to light, though from the end of the war until

recently the french governments have been very successful in their

efforts to Cover up their national shame. It was only in 1995 that

the French Government of Jacques Chirac officially confessed, that it

had been actively involved in helping the Nazis round up the Jews of

France for transport to the extermination camps.

'•' One would be justified to suppose, that France has by now

accepted the historic fact, that the innocence of Captain Alfred Dreyfus

had been fully proved; and also, that it can be taken for granted he
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would not have been accused and condemned even a hundred years ago,

had he not been Jew. But in 1993 the official historian of the French

Army cast renewed doubts on Captain Dreyfus' innocence ! A Statement

to this effect was officially released. It was widely circulated in

the french press. And it did not cause any significant protest. Is

it any wonder, therefore, that during the last war the Nazis found so

many eager followers among the French ? That they had so many

collaborators to help them with such enthusiasm to round up the Jews

for transport to the extermination Camps ?

'^ Much evidence can be produced, which will indicate to the Jews,

that they cannot rely even on the US - notwithstanding all the reciprocal

friendship and collaboration. During the Gulf War the US Army prevented

Israel from obtaining real-time details about the iraqi missiles which

the Americans had gathered with the help of their satellites. It wanted

to prevent Israel from retaliating. By preventing Israel from attacking

Iraq, it prevented also Israel from protecting itself.

'^ Any Suggestion for Israel to put its faith in the United Nations;

to rely on the UN for protection; to expect help from the UN, will sound

like a poor joke to the Jews. Likewise the expectation, to see the

arab member states change their attitude in the wake of the various

^'peace processes", When the UN at last revoked the "Zionism is Racism"

resolut ion, the Saudi president of the General Assembly absented himself;

and his country, along with all moslem countries, voted against the

cancellation. Among these also Egypt, with whom Israel was supposed

to live in peace. The UN has still not acepted Israelis 1979 peace

treaty with Egypt. It still has the condemnation of Israelis bombing

of Iraq 's nuclear reactor on its books.

^^ The first jewish survivors from the death camps who returned

to their villages in Poland, were butchered in a pogrom.

^ In Graz-Austria, a certain Walter Ochsenberger , incarcerated

for neo-nazi activities, is allowed to despatch from his cell a quarterly

newsletter dedicated to blacken the Jews.

May this suffice.

In our ^'enlightened world" the modern expressions of antisemitism

are - in comparison with those in the past - more insinuating than

outspoken; but they are no less soaked in the same brine of venom as

of old. And on the long run they are no less threatening to the jewish

nation's survival as they condition the mind of the populace - and in
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response that of their leaders and of the general run of politicians

- against the time when the Jews, and Israel in particular, may become

vulnerable again; when they may possibly require the help, the support

and the sympathy of the world.

In no decade of this Century have journalists shown less restraint

than today. At no time in human history have the lines of communication

been so widely spread. Never has the public had such easy access to

the highways of communication. Of whatever moral restraint had once

been a characteristic of the journalistic profession; of whatever may

have been the ethical considerations which had once motivated the editors

and the commentators of the news-media, very little is left; most is

today drowned in the fiercely competitive struggle for their own and

their papers' survival. Decency is more than ever suffocated in the

rush for a scoop. Honesty loses out in the urge to serve business

Interests whose support is essential for the survival of the paper or

the TV Station and their staffs,

The extent and audacity of negatively tainted news reports about

Jews and jewish matters are also passed through the mills of journalistic

competition, These are the poison seeds which will be fully brought

to flower when the very survival of the Jews in Israel is at stake.

Today 's newsmedia - not only in the moslem countries
but also in the democratic world - have developed into
the intellect's main poison-carriers. They have acquired
particular efficiency in the propagating of anti-israeli
attitudes; and they are experts in openly formulating
an insinuating antisemitic Propaganda. Hardly if ever
is due mention made of important achievements by Jews
and of memorable feats of Israelis. Jewish suffering
- bomb attentates, PLO terror etc - are rarely mentioned
(or if so, in a few words or in a distorted way). But
anything which relates negatively to Judaism or Israel;
or which can be twisted into a biased report, is given
a verbose prominence.

Alas, Israelis print and screen journalists share
this moral deficit with their colleagues abroad; but
the latter have the advantage, that they can always mix
in here and there anti-jewish titbits, anti- Israeli
interpretations and antisemitic insinuations.

I had been told, that among the american TV stations the PBS

- the nationally endowed TV Information service - is in its reports

and commentaries more or less always correct, honest and impartial,

as it is not dependent on political or commercial interest groups like

the other TV stations. But - from what I saw, heard and read - the
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anchorman of the PBS is as much involved in Israel-bashing as bis

colleagues in most of the other TV stations in the USA.

This applies even more to all the electronic and other newsmedia

in England. Most of their documentaries are presented in dishonest,

distorted and malicious form. One can with justification suppose, that

this is done to please the Moslem world. In particular the arab states.

This kind of biased, dishonest journalism could only be carried on a

flow of petrol dollars; and could only find a sympathetic resonance

in the mind of editors tainted with anisemitic poison.

We have to face the fact, that not much more is left to us but

the hope, that the discerning unbiased public will be less and less

affected; that those, whose ideas and opinions count among the masses,

will be in possession of the truth. But it is essential that the Jews

themselves also realize, that the manipulation of the truth by hostile

journalists and editors is only made possible by the pre-existing of

their ingrained antisemitism.

What do I mean with these Statements ? On what basis do I accuse

the newsmedia ? There is massive material available to serve as example.

I am going to cite as such the official newsmedias* reaction to the

1994 wave of bomb attacks against the Jewish Community Centre in Buenos

Aires; and the bombing of the Israeli Embassy in London:

'^ The BBC mentioned the bombing only after two days had passed;

and then only in one Single short sentence; while the Hebron massacre

had for nearly six weeks made up a large part of the daily BBC News.

But many US news-casts were not better: some of them did not even mention

the massacre in Buenos Aires.

^ And while refering to these bombings, let me mention that the

Security Council - only reluctantly and after some pressure - took notice

of these Buenos Aires and London attentates; but in its resolution of

condemnation it refused to mention that Jews had been the target of

the terror acts.

In the shadow of these sombre notes I feel the need to point again

to my firm conviction that - as has been the case throughout the last

nearly 2000 years, so also now - the survival of either Judaism or of

the jewish people is not put in jeopardy by the type of hostility they

have to face today. On the contrary: if Providence is indeed guarding

the jewish people, we have to Interpret this hostility in our actual

imperfect world as "beneficial'\ This does not mean that these attacks,
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these humiliations, these hostilities do not hurt - but the hurt may

have a beneficial, an educational side-effect. It may lead us Jews

to a clear insight into our character; and to the true apprecition of

our destiny.

Unfortunately, the most important weapons the jewish theologians

and historians can bring to their fight against the manifestations of

antisemitism in whatever shapes and forms it manifests itself ,
are

blunted by the lack of self-respect - amounting often to the kind of

self-hatred I have already remarked upon - which affects so many Jews.

Culprits of this nature are mainly found among the intellectuals and

politicians; but also the selfish and uneducated among the jewish

populace add their by far not negligable negative contributions.

How eise can it be explained, that a Jewess thinks it is a blessing

for her; that it is an honour for Israel; and that it is a contribution

to a better understanding between Christians and Jews, that she sings

the "Ave Maria" before the very same Pope, who heads the Church which

has not glven up her missionary efforts ?

How eise can it be explained, that Chaim Weizmann objected to

a mass Immigration of german and polish Jews to Palestine ? He had

an explanation ready: he did not want to sacrifice, for the safety of

several thousand people in distress, the ideal Image he had formed for

himself of the jewish State abuilding. "The million will settle in

the big eitles. The National Home which had been intended as a paragon

of pioneering based on jewish labour, agriculture and national culture,

will instead become a transplant of the ills of the past", he dared

to pontificate in contrast to Ben Gurion, who saw in saving jewish life

the basis of Zionism, and had in vain petitioned the British Government

to allow a million Jews to come to Palestine.

How eise can it be explained that Lord Jacobovitz, a former Chief

Rabbi of England, publicly labeled all non-orthodox Jews intellectual

thieves; or even dishonest and disreputable Jews ?

How eise can it be explained, that Graham Greene, the rabid Jew-

hater, regulär ly receives enthusiastic revues from jewish writers; and

was finally even given the Jerusalem Prize ? That the Israel Museum

in Jerusalem has given Arnon Ben-David a prize for his "artistic" exhibit

of "Jewish Art", one of which was an Uzi machinegun, and another bearing

the Slogan "Fuck the State" ? That Yehuda Menuhim, who refused to play

his violin in Israel; who enjoys blasting Israel for the way it treats

the Palestinians, was in 1992 given the Wolf Prize ?
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The jewish film industry produces films which portray everything

that is negative, nasty, immoral and ugly in the life of the people.

Modern Historians^^ in Israel and abroad criticise, attack and mock

on the stage, in the media and in their history books what they deride

as the myths, legends and heroes of Israel and Zionism. It is an

establishedtruth, that a country, especially a young one, needs heroes

and myths. Today the Jewish People needs heroic figures who are in

line with the Macabees and the defenders of Masada. But the self-hatred

expressed in the malicious, and quasi sadistic, efforts of the New

Historians appear to aim at the opposite. These individuals have no

place in Judaism. They describe Zionism - surely by all accounts a

humane and idealistic Institution - as a manifestation of european

colonialism. Ben Gurion is blamed; Masada is demythologized; and the

same is done to Herzl, Trumpeldor, Hanna Szenes and many more more.

Even the Shoah and Israelis wars are ridiculed.

It is painful to see the malicious, quasi sadistic, efforts of

the likes of Shlaim and Benny Morris to destroy every vestige of respect

for past and present historic figures like Herzl and Ben Gurion, Dayan

and Golda Meir; or for historic events like the Exodus ship or the

Israeli wars. May be that the iconoclasm of these historians is only

a reflection of the political blas they are allowed to express in a

democrtic country; but it is undeniable that they cause great härm.

It is a fact, that the history of a young nation like Israel will -

for educational reasons and national purposes - have to be romanticized

and favourably commented upon. It a a necessity of the Diaspora youth's

education and preparation for life. This idea and program disturbs

the purists among the new brand of historians, who in reaction increase

still further their destructive work. They create a wrong Image not

only of Israel but also of Judaism. They destroy the zionist character

of the Jewish State and the ethic stature of Judaism. They härm not

only the State's zionist and jewish character, but risk also their

survival. They hurt not only Israelis ties with the Diaspora, but they

drain the vitality of that very Image which has fired the courage of

the Jews all over the world. And it no less condemnable, that they

induce the jewish youth to turn increasingly into cynics.

Again I wonder whether the jewish Commonwealth of 2000 years ago

had been plagued by a similar degeneration of its ethical values; and

whether the Roman Empire had also experienced such a State of moral

indifference before it collapsed and disappeared.
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Throughout the ages Jewry has, to a very great measure, owed

its strength - and ultimately its survival - to the inner cohesion

of all the layers of its society; to its readiness, in times of danger,

to put aside all its inner dissensions; and to forget, when threatened

from the outside, to forget all its antagonisms.

Whether consciously or not, Jews knew the value of this inner

cohesion, of this social compactness . From the day the Jewish People

had first been exposed to oppression; from the time it had first to

face an enemy, nothing was seen as a greater crime than the informer

the Jew denouncing another Jew. The informer was judged a greater

sinner even than the person who had been proved guilty of blackening

the character of another Jew. T will go even further and say, that

informing on a fellow Jew surpassed in gravity even the worst kind

of physical härm - short of murder - a man could inflict on a fellow

Jew. According to Hillel all sinners will ultimately be released from

Sheol, but not the informer.

Alas, it is long since these ethical rules were appreciated and

rigidly applied. In recent years we have not rarely been made to

witness, that Jews violate these inherited tradition-graced moral

principles. I have not the Jews in mind who spy on behalf of foreign

powers; nor the plethora of anonymous letters which land on the desks

of the police, of the tax authority, of the neighbour, of the associate.

I think of the jewish leaders, whose behaviour is expected to be the

paradigm of jewish ethics. I am writing now of the actions of jewish

politicians in whom we expect to find guardians of the nation's honour.

I am reminded of the military actions David Ben Gurion - by virtue

of the power invested in him as the Prime Minister of Israel - ordered

to be taken against the Lehi forces. But no less iniquitous is in

my opinion the Information which Chaim Weizmann sent in December 1944

to the then British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, saying "...our

co~operation with the Authorities in stamping out terrorism (meant

is the IZL and LHY, the rightist forces fighting the oppressive british

Mandate Government) is progressing satisfactorily . Five hundred names

of suspects have already been supplied by the police, as the result

of which 250 have already been arrested".

Miraculously, the Infant State of Israel was spared a fratricidal

clash among the various, then competing, patriotic fractions. Had Israel

not overcome this potentially very grave threat, Judaism as a whole

would have been mortally wounded

.
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Ours has been an agitated, frustrated and dangerous Century.

Tt is a Century of wars, of total wars, of brutal wars; of wars

Involving also the civil population of which millions have been killed.

Said Isaiah Berlin: "I have lived most of the 20th
Century ....and I remember it as the most terrible Century
in western history". Said Rene Dumont: "I see it only
as a Century of massacres and wars". Said William Golding:
"I cannot help thinking it has been the most violent
Century in history".

Everywhere people feel today frustrated, alienated, angry, even
if they are not economically deprived. Such people are likely to revolt,
to fight their governments. It is inevitable that the Jews will be
among the first victims. Social, economic and racial crises will develop
and make the Jew the scapegoat. The Situation is still further acutized,
because we are approaching the end of this millennium. All kinds of
people everywhere in the world - whatever their philosophical views
or political affiliation may be - will react with fear and apprehension.
They will most likely turn to religion for protection and consolation.
The Church will regain much of her lost strength and influence. Christian
Fundamentalists will gain in power. All over the world the half-dormant

,

never eradicated, old-accustomed hatred for the Jews will flare up again
in its crudest form. One cannot be sure, of course, if and how the
commitment of the Church to repent its past, as a prelude to her entrance
into the third millennium of her existence, will work. One cannot be
sure if the repentance of the Protestant Churches "for the Crusades
against Moslems and Jews over 900 years ago", is sincere and effective.
Neither can one be sure, how the various fundamentalist islamic movements
will react; and how the peoples In the moslem world will fare in the
hysteric atmosphere we may expect to dominate the turn of this Century.
But I have no reason to be very optimistic in all these respects.

Contrary to what Herzl had hoped, thought and predicted, the virus
of antisemitism has not been eradicated by the very fact that Israel,
the Jewish State, exists. Not even in the US, the recognized bastion
of democracy, has this materialized. When I learned, that hoteis and
motels still existed in the US in the year 1994, which unabashedly told
Jews that they are not welcome, I was reminded of the footnote which
appeared in the advertisements hoteis placed in the american newspapers
of the 1920s, in which the public was informed that "either Jews or
tuberculous guests are not welcome".

But it must be conceded, that the antisemitic sickness does not
affect every Stratum of the american society; that in the same way and
for the same reasons the Puritans in the past had shown respect for
the Jews - and as their descendants do to this day for Jewry and also
for Israel - the streng and influential christian-evangelistic movement
of the "True Believers" has likewise not incorporated any specific
anti-jewish elements in its ideology, because to them the establishment
of the State of Israel is a sign of divine providence; and is a renewed
proof of the jewish people 's election.

And it has further to be stated as an easily discernible fact,

that the overbearing antisemitism which had prevailed in the western
countries, including the USA, during the 19th Century; and which had
extended even into the decades following the Second World War, has since
considerably abated. Many jewish "experts" explain this change with
the guilt feeling aroused by the Shoah. And the unexpected fact, that
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•

an independant and democratic jewish State, the State of Israel, has

come into existence, must no less also have had an impact.

More painfalj more depressing and more worrysome even than the

old-established Christian antisemitism is the aggressive hostility to

which the Jews ace today exposed in the name of Islam. The vividly

surviving memory of the jewish culture which flourished in medieval

Spain - which centuries-lasting period in the diaspora history of Judaism

coincided with; was associated with; was also stimulated by; and was

the companion of, the contemporary flowering of islamic culture

contemporaneously evolving in Spain - continues to favurably influonce

and colour the Jews' attitude to Islam. This mutually beneficial

interaction appears, on the other hand, to have been totally eradicated

from the memory and the history books of the Moslems.

Modern politics, and apparently also a re-arrangement of islamic

ideology, have turned the Moslems against the Jews. It is no consolation

to US, that no less a hostility exists also between Islam and the West;

and that the Moslems' traditional hatred for the Chriistians is, for

the time being, and only superficially , covered up. Extreme Islamism

is a threat to the non-islamic world, in which Judaism is the weakest,

the most vulnerable partner.

The hostility for all and everyone of those who

have not embraced Islam, has existed since Islam was

born. And it has never ceased to play a dominant role

in its ideology. The forces and energies which the

islamic world had in the past employed in the struggle

against godless communism, are now set free. They have

found an outlet in the threatening wave of islamic

fundamentalism, which is pushing Islam on a collision

course with the West. Iran, Egypt, Bangladesh, Sudan

and Algeria are today the focal points of this radical-

extremist movement.

The State of Israel and its Jews, whom the islamic fundamentalists

appear to have targeted as their most eminent enemies, are caught in

the middle of this struggle. The islamic radicals appear not to fear

so much Israelis economic progress and its military stength, as Judaismus

ideology and religion; and above all the Jews' unwillingness to grant

Islam the role it Claims to be entitled to: to be a deciding factor

in the destiny of the world.

The moslem fundamentalists dispose of a large army of fanatics

who are ready to sacrifice themselves for their religion. The reward

for dying in a fight for Islam is the immediate admission to paradise.

This the mullahs' promise, in the name of Allah, to those who fall in

action against its enemies, i.e. who lose their lives fighting against

nations, communities or individuals which refuse to accept Islam.

Iran in particular - which along with Sudan, Syria and Lybia is

a hotbed of islamic terrorism - has the destruction of Israel and the
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eradication of Judaism at the top of its political and religious agenda.

All over the world it wages - by proxy still - a relentless war against

Israel and Judaism. It could, unfortunately , register a number of

successes, as for instance the many bomb attentates which occurred in

various parts of the world against jewish personalities, against isreali

embassies and jewish cultural centres. It is and remains the program

of the Extremists - and they may soon be the dominant current in Islam

- if not to eradicate at least to subdue Judaism.

But this should not be taken to mean that all other non-moslem

countries are immune. They and their leaders too are targeted. America,

the ""Great Satan" - who is next to Israel on the list of Iran^s most

hated enemies - is not spared, as is shown by the bombing of the World

Trade Centre in New York.

It can be taken as certain, that in the course of the next few

years it will become still more evident, how much the moslem-jewish

hostility is basically not the war over Jerusalem, but a fight between

the Ou'ran and the Bible. For the moment - and this will most likely

continue for the next few years - the dispute and fight will remain

within acceptable borders and manageable limits; but these are sure

to become uncontrollable the moment any of the islamic nations realizes

its most cherished hope: the acquisition of nuclear power. The "bomb"

in their band will not be used in a "civilized manner", i.e. it will

not only be used as a powerful deterrent or as a threatening blackmail

weapon. With the best of will I cannot point to any raoslem State which

will have any compunction to make practical use of a nuclear weapon.

However, although it has to be accepted as a fact of life that

the islamic world is getting economically stronger; that the arab states

are getting politically more influential; and that the moslems countries

are becomlng militarily more powerful, I cannot see it ever happen,thaL

Islam will again dominate the world; and that Lt could possibly endanger

the Jews' survival.

In the following chapter, in which I intend to deal with Israelis

chances of survival, I shall have - in the context of the fate and future

of the Jewish State - more to say about the jewish-moslem relationship;

about its political ramifications; about its reclprocal cultural contacts
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and combined activities; and about its religious inter-actions

.

Having carefully considered all the dangers Judaism has to face;

having welghed all the threats the Je'.>^s are encountering, I have come

to conclude, that the Jews will survive. And having gained the absolute

conviction that Judaism will last, there arises the fundamental question,

whether Judaism will survive in the v/ay it has existed until now; whether

It can possibly survive in the form and shape it has taken since the

time of the Enlightenment ? Whether it will remain shrouded in its

religion ? Whether it will stay rooted In its ethic laws ? Whether

the jev/ish religion, as it is practiced and manifer,ted today, will be

able to offer sufficient attraction to the youth ? Whether Judaism

as it is today will continue to give the kind of fulfillment the modern

Jew may seek ? Whether it continues to be acceptable - if ever it

was truly possible - that a Jew can be a Jew without identifying with

Judaism ? Whe'iher it will ever become fully acceptable, that a Jew

who does not care for religion, can be counted a Jew ? Whether the

man in possession of Israeli nationality has the right to claim, that

this legal Instrument suffices to make him also a Jew ?

I am posing these only apparently incongruous questions, as among

the Jews of today one can find many who are uncomfortablB with what

Judaism has to offer in spiritual values; and \^ho relish it to deny

the religious concept of a God and Creator in control of universe and

man. Among Jews one finds - more than among Christians and Mosl.^ms

- dissidents and agnostics who refute all basic religious concepts;

and who disregard and disrespect ^he spiritual values they have

inherited. I have made the Observation *:hat, unlike Christians and

Moslems, most Jews - even those who are called religious Jews - feel

uncomfor table, and even embarrassed, when they are asked whether they

believe in God.

Although Freud^s star does not shine anymore as bright as before,

a large number of jewish intellectuals of the 20th Century continue

to agree with him and his anti-religious attitude: they like to classify

themselves as atheists; or at best they agree to have themselves called

secularists. They deny that man has a soul; they deny that there is

a God and Creator; they deny that man can address God in prayer. They

see all that the religious have to offer as nothing more than illusions.
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Many of them go alon^ with Freud and call religion "the left-overs of

mankind's intellectual infancy".

But these secularists - whether they are educated individuals

or not - hardly if ever can explain to us In exact terms what they truly

believe. They have no satlsfactory explanation for what they are; for

what I am; for what nature Is; for what the world is. They have - it

is true - e>v'planatlons ready for what goes on in nature; for mankind's

evolutlonal process; for the complex data of the biological, chemical

and physical sciences; but they cannot form even an at least somewhat

satisfying idea about man^s destiny; about the purpose of his existence;

and about the aim of his development.

The Secularists say they are bound to Judaism by its ethics and

history, But negating any common interests with the religious content

of Judaism; and denying any cultural identity with the religious elements

amoag the Jews - not only with the orthodox elements in Jewry - they

deprive themselves in truth of the grea": values which jewish tradition

and jewish spirituality - and also jewish history - have to offer.

They have set foot on the road to total assimilation; and for most of

them this road leads also to the ultimate abandonment of their claim

to be Jews

.

Signif Lcally the Secularists are called "Hiluim" ii hebrew. This

Word is derived from "lilul which means desecration.

In these our days the secular Jews, especially the secular youth,

find themselves in an identity crisis. They live in a vacuum. They

distanciate themselves from the ancient values of their past; from the

ancient traditions in their family background. So far those who turn

to d:"ugs and crime are only few in number. To the youth in the western

countries the jewish youth movements their parents and granparents had

cherished, are no more attractive; therefore "he membership of these

movements and associations is fading. In the Diaspora the zionist youth

organizations may possibly be an exceptlon, as - due to the persisting

impact of zioiist parents - they have retained a degree of attraction.

T.iey represent also still a pool from which the Zionist Movement can

recruit a number of young people. But soon not many of this age group

will be left.

Only a greater involvement with Judaism; and some degree at least
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of involvement with Israel, can maintain this interest. Only a deeper

knowledge of the essentials of Jewishness; and a fuller awareness of

the -leaning of Judaism, can fill this vacuum. Without a sense of

identity - be it as Jews, be Lt as Israelis - young Jews will have

difficulty to relate to their people and their society. It is not

enough to provide them - as part of their school curriculum or of the

home atmosphere - with a religious Instruction. Even an education

enriched with some zionist indoctrination, will not be enough to keep

the jewish youth firmly rooted in Judaism^ if they are not also imbued

with the meaning of; the values contained in; aad the demands made

by, the ethics of the jewish religion. Provided furthermore also,

that at least in part the national aspirations and zionist Ideals of

old are transplanted into them, we may hope for a morally sound, and

an ethnically solid, jewish generation to grow up.

A Visit to Israel can effect a lasting and profound change in

only marginally affiliated diaspora youths. A survey appears to have

indicated^ that in the Diaspora inter-marriages occur less frequently

among Zionists than among other Jews. Alas, sta'istics of the last

decade reveal, that only few in the Diaspora show any appreciable

interest in Zionism; and that only some 15% of the Diaspora 's Jews

have ever been on a visit to Israel.

•

Only if jewish youth is made familiär with the cultural Clements

I have just now outlined; only if Jews are indoctrinated at a young

age with the ethical values, the history and tradition of Judaism,

will the survival of the Jewish People be assured. What liberal Judaism

has to offer will never be sufficient unless its leaders specifically

concentrate on these guidelines. Otherwise it will be impossible to

stop the spread of the relentlessly ongoing assimilatory process among

the Jews everywhere; and to prevent the inter-marriages at the actual

rate of up to 70% among the Jews in some parts of the Diaspora. Slowly

but inexorably the number of Jews in the Diaspora will be reduced.

And this process will inevitably also deeply and negatively affect

the future of Israel. For within a short time the very only fountain

which has been feeding the Allya will beome dried up.

E'^en though Judaismus modern-thinking strata may not like "he

extreme-religious Clements which in Israel and abroad dominate the
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jewish Society; and even though the liberal-inclined Jews may find

orthodox presenta^ion and Interpretation of Judaism unacceptable in

these days; onsider them inappropriate for 'ihe time in which we live,

we have to acknowledge as a fact, that only Orthodox Jewry guaranties

the survival of Judaism in the shape of a securely digged-in and

strongly defended bullwark. This we have to acknowledge, even if the

remnant is a rigidified form of Judaism. Or shouli I have said, because

it is a rigified form of Judaism ?

We must give the Haredlm, the Ultra-Orthodox Jews, their due.

On and off Judaism has in the past centuries had to face similar

threats; and always it had been Jewry *s orthodo;: elements who had kept

the fires of Judaism burning. Not only is alienation by assimilation

rarely if ever a threat to orthodox Jews, but also murder, inter-

marriage and drug addiction are hardly known among them. Not even

am.:)ng the Yeshiva youth are drugg addicts hardly ever found.

But, alas, the Haredim of today can hardly be presented aiid

recommended as suitable prototypes of the Jewish Nation; and I am not

sure within myself, if I wouLd welcome them as the only such left at

any future stage, because their attitudes are wrong; because their

approach to the burning problems of today is counter-productive; because

when exposed to the dangers I have hinted at, they will certainly become

even more rigidified in their outlook, their customs, the attitudes.

Already now, having all possible opportuni^-y to go with the times ,

they think it necessary - in their attempt to preserve their concept

of Judaism -- to continue living in a ghetto; to avoid taklng cognizance

of modern advancements; and above all to antagonize the non-orthodo>c

Jews among whom they live. They ha/e re-established their ghetto life

wherever they live. Not only in Israel have 'ihey succeeded in doing

so, but also in many a town in the Diaspora; i.e. not only in Mea Sharim

have they preserved their ghetto way of dressing; do they follow their

former ghetto customs to the minutest detail; do they live the kind

and type of ghetto life they had known in Poland and Russia, but also

in New York, in Antwerp and in other eitles in the West.

The ultra-orthodox Haredim, and even the Modern Orthodox, think

they are better Jews than all other Jews. They are wrong. They are

not. And they are certainly not better Israelis. Judaisra would greatly

benefit:, were the Haredim to realize, that times ha/e changed; thaf:
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by not adapting their views and ideas, habits and customs to those

prev'iiling in the modern world, they weaken - even in^^alidate - the

true f.ieaning of Judaism. The Haredi n theiaselves wou Ld greatly benefit

were they to gain the inisght, that their intolerance is lo a great

part responsible for the never paciPied inter-communal tension which

exists everywhere among Jews,

A case in point is the relationship between sephardi and ashkenazi

Je'.7S. They have siace ever lived and prayed separately. They have

always looked down upon each other, There was - and most li.kely still

is - very little social intercourse between the ashkenazi and sephardi

communities as I could observe myself in Manchester and in Rome, in

Israel and in New York.

The iber^an Jews of Spam and Portugal are the

original Sephardim. Nowadays the term is applied to

all noa-ashkenazi Jews and communities, including those

originating from the Magreb, from Italy, Greece, Turkey,

Egypt, Iran and Yemen, i.e. the countries where the Jews

expelled from Spain and Portugal by the Iiquisition,

had found refuge.

Against all hopes - and it is the hopelessness of expecting a

change soon which is particularly worrysome - is the fact, that the

deep division which had separa'ied the two communities over the many

centuries, has continued beyond the foundiag years of Israel. Second

Generation Israelis showed at f Lrst a promising trend to close the gap,

but the politicians have torn wide open the closiig gap and have turned

it into a deep abyss. This Situation makes also the future looks bleak,

as over the years the social Integration program has not succeeded to

bridge the two camps. In Israel the wage differential between highest

and the lowest income groups is the widest in the democratic West; and

the highest income is earned malnly by Ashkenazis and the lowest mainly

by Sephardim. For every sepharii university graduate there are four

ashkenazi ones. And no change is in sight.

And still I persists in what I said a short v/hile ago: the haredi

coiimunity - whether ashkenazi or sephardi; whether polish or yemenite

in origin - is our ultimate assurance, that the Jewish Peopl^i will

survive all threats and dangers, all persecutions and restrictions.

The Haredim will whole-heartedly agree >A^ith my Statement, I suppose.

But, I am afraid, they have not yet realized their responsibility : they
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h'dve not yet learned and appreciaf:ed that they can only be really and

truly effective in their future role, if they change their wrong

approach; if they cease their attempts to impose their ways of life

on all other, religiously le.ss strict Jews; and if they force no more

their own concepts of Jewishness on a reluctant conservative or liberal

or secular society. They cannot prescribe what the Israeli population

may or may not eat; how it dresses; how and where it prays; when and

where they can drive their cars.

It is painful to see also among the secularists
and agnostics the often total lack to accommodate "the
other side"; to show tolerance and understanding for
a sincere bu : different viewpoint. Even after Auschwitz
and since the rebirth do they show the slightest evidence
of a change of mirid or heart. They depreciatingly talk
of Kashruth - the dietary laws - as "tribal food taboos";
and of the Brith Mila - the circ imcision - as "Infant
matilation", It would be unrealistic to expect the
Haredim to react forgivingly, friendly and accommodating
to such a show of Lntolerance.

Alas, the ultra-orthodox rabbis - and even their religiously less

rigid colleagues - continue to preach, that the Haredim can only press

their demands on the other currents of Judaism, because the politLcal

Situation is most of the time in their favour, Their voices are heard

with respect even by the US Administration. The hared L leadership is

apparently no more aware, that iji jewish tradition rabbinical authority

depends on Service and not on an ofifice; on learning and not on politics.

And it certainly does not associate ^ith the kind of political maneuvring

so much now in vogue.

Whenever the haredi rabbis feel politically powerful,
they press for the strictest literal application of each
and every of the halachic rules and regula'ions which
cannot and should not be applicable today. Let 'ae only
mention the Chalitza, the Levirate. Although it has not
been applied in practice during the last many centuries;
although the Sages of old had already abolished this rite;
although it contravenes ethics and customs; although Israel
Law has anequivocally forbidden it, today ^s orthodox rabbis
- not only in Israel but everywhere in the wo^ld - still
insist, that a childless wido\/ cannot remarry unless she
has been granted the ritual permLssion by her br )':her-

in-law.
(But it is wrong to say, that the Ultra-Orthodox

does not adjust to modernity. Religious-scientif ic bodies
exist, which scrutinize new discoveries and make the;n

fit int» the Halacha. Wheiever the occasion nay demand
it, halachic i'ules are put onto a new halachic codex.
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The Haredims' - not rarely iiimoral, but usually in.appropriate

- abuse of power is nowadays often cited by secular Jews as the inaisi

reason for Lheir absconding from ':he jewish faith.

(Recently I was asked to find another explanation
of, and excuse for, one of "he latest halachic rulings,
viz:- that artefi':ial iisemination of a v^roman has to

proc led under rabbiiiical supervision, to make sure, that

the sperm of the husband is used, and lot tha": of another
man« Otherwlse the resultiag product would ha/e to be

stamped a ''mamzer".

)

Tnstead of attracting the non-orthodox Jews; instead of serving

as the prototype jf ethical Judaism; instead of striving for the respect

and admiration of the younger generation; instead of looking oat for

the modern, religiously not yet differentiated youth, the Haredim have

succeeded in antagoaizing the jewish society in Israel - and to a no

lesse:* degree alsD liberal Jewry in the Diaspora - by the abuse of their

political power.

Regretfully, the Har-dim are not blessed v/ith that minimum of

tolerance which might have otherwise induced them to accept a pluralistic

society. With all the meaas at their disposal - and these means grow

more powerful with their gro^iag political aad ''inaacial clout - th^^y

fight all ':ui'reats in Judaism which even minimilly differ from theirs.

An :^X:imple of their mentality is the sha.'aeful official reaction of the

Haredi leadersh'p to the report and recommendation of t'we Shonhar

Commission about religiouM education: "Reform Judaism is not Judaism",

the offi'",ial haredi Statement declared, "It has taken things from

Judaism, but is not Judaisi. Just as Islam and Christianity took things

from Judaism.« If they try to present l:his as Judaism^ the aatioa will

spit it out",

It has to be appreciated, that since the days of the Bai Shem

Tov - whom "God sent from heaven to illuminate the darkness of the exile"

- a more accommodat Ing attitude has been shown by t'ie Hassidic Movement

he gad created. One of these hassidic groaps, thdt of the LubavLtsche

^

Hassidim - which is no less ultra-orthodo;c than the noa-hassidLc Haredim

- reaches out to other Jews. They think every Single Jew is redeemable.

They go even further and maintaii, that every Jew - wh:i:e/er education,

backgrojnd aud upbr inging h:^ may ha-'o - Is a potential follo.-jr jf

orthodox Judaism, provided he Is taught the co»Timaiidments; aid provided

he continues to fulfill them.
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It may be taken for graated, that in the end the Haredim will

be the losers in their conflict with the other c<(rrents in Judaism.

The n.)ri-orthodox segment wiich will not abdicale their Jewishaess, b i"

will stop prdctlcing the tennets of che jewish religioa, will become

the majority. For this loss of a /aluable part of the Jewish people

the rigid orthodo.cy will have to bear the blame^. And as soon as the

orthodox parties lose their political cudgeon, they wiLl find their

return to a strict, ph/sically confining, ght'ito the only Solution for

their own survival.

Such a developm«':' li: and Lts final outcome wjuld be very regr-^ttable;

for the cha lenges the Haredim >\^o ild face in a contact aad in contest

with Plu^'-alism, could also to them be of great benefit. And it would

certainly also decisively test them, in how ""ar they understand the

ethics of their ow.n Jewishness. For every branch of Judais:n is in search

of truth; and were the Haredim to have contact with other searchers

of truth, they will come ne .rer to being true Jev/s. They /ould surely

be helped in their striving for the Truth. They would at last CDme

to understand, that they caanot isolate themsel'/es from other Jews;

that they have dutios t'jwar^ds not only th^'ir own society, but have

oMigatLons to the jev/i -ih cojumunity as a whole,

Above all they should learn not to object t;) their youth Coming

in-. > contact with the yoct'i of the various othe jüwish backgrounds.

The -lost opportune and ei:fective meeting placj v/oald be serving, like

all other young p?^ 'ple, in the IDF, the Israel Defense Forces. A large

percentage of the soldiers is religi:)Ji3ly observant, The Haredims'

halachic and other arguiients have no Standing, becaase Scriptures give

clear and strict Instructions that every healthy male has to serve his

nation in times of war. To prevent an attempt to contradict this

st-itement with a "lear ^lmI" argument, I heard halachically weLl-/j:':3ed

experts point out; that whereas soldiers without due trainin^ will risk

their own lives; and v/hereas untrained sodiers will endanger ifi addition

i.he lives of their com; ides, "it has to be tak?:i s implied, that tlie

orthodox youth will also have to get, sufficLently in advance, the

necessary milita^-y triining".

But the Har-dlm do their ut^nost n.'t to enter a dialogue with

Pluralism. They are afraid, that even the slightest bree :e of modernity

would weaken the anchor, which is holdliig their halachic world in place.

Their J^iwishness - and their kind of Judaism in general - would greatly
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benefit, were their rabbis to show the courage to correlate their rules

of Halacha with the reality of today's life. Current knowledge poses

questions which were unkonwn in biblical or even in rabbinical times.

There is a great need for a new halachic codex which fits the times

and the people. Contrary to what the orthodox rabbis do and say, they

would not commit any sacrilege. Talmudic sages and their successors

have during the last twenty centuries adapted and changed - often beyond

recognition - many a biblical injunction. For instance, there is no

redistribution of properties at the tlme of the Fifty-Year-Jubilee;

in the year of the "Shmitta" things are "somehow re-arranged"; with

regard to the Pewsach Hometz something is "somehow organized"; certainly

no adulterous woman has since many a Century been taken "outside the

wall" and stoned to death, and so on.

Judaism would certainly be strengthened, were there a modernization

of the halachic rules, acknowledged and accepted by all "branches" of

Judaism. A modernized and adapted Judaism would become attractive to

the vast number of Jews, mainly to the young jewish people, who complain

Judaism has nothing to say to them.

Were the Haredim to understand the true principles of Judaism,

they would find it acceptable, that whoever feels so inclined, has the

right to approach the Divinity in his own words and language. They

would understand, that a person praying in hebrew - especially if he

or she does not properly understand the language - has not a more

effective approach to God than the one using his accustomed language.

Were the Haredim to be cognizant of - and would they sincerely

identify with - the true demands of jewish ethics, they would feel

induced to look into themselves; and doing so, they cannot but be

impressed by the fact, that the haredi world is not free from scandals

and crimes; that hardly a week passes, when the international press

reports - pointing out with undoubtedly great pleasure his religiosity

- some misdeeds by a Jew; that it cannot be a coincidence for the

majority - possibly the only - cases of fraud and dishonesty revealed

among the members of the Knesseth in Jerusalem, to happen relatively

often in the ranks of the haredi parties.

I certainly do not want to say with these words,

that the Haredim are more dishonest than others. I only

meant to say, that they often show more than acceptable

disrespect and disdain for others; and that so many of

them think the profane laws do not apply to them.
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Were the Haredim consciously and conscientiously to immerse

themselves into the true precepts of Judaism, they would avoid hurting

men, women and children with the antiquated laws which once may have

been in place, but which are antagonistic today. They would change

the divorce procedings. They would permit the lege artis conversion

of non-jewish children, even if these are adopted into non-observant

families. They would experience a feeling of guilt whenever they decree,

that a child which is adopted by a secular Jew, will not be recognized

as jewish even if properly converted; and that the adopted children,

when they have grown up and apply for a marriage certificate, will not

have to discover, that in the secret computerized register of the Chief

Rabbinate they have been classified as "mamzerim", They will be thus

branded even after 2 500 years, as I have already mentioned.

Tt Is worth repeating, that it is not rare to hear from those

who have divested themselves of their Jewishness; or from those who

have gone further and have converted, that the powerful influence of

the unbending form of haredi Judaism has alienated them from their

religion and their people.

In the long history of Jewish Diaspora many genuine or pretended

conversions, mainly to Christianity , have occurred; but even large

numbers of converts have never endangered the jewish nation's survival.

However, the prognosis is today no more as favourable as in the past;

for in the long run the ongoing and accelerating process of assimilation

may well undermine the strength and compactness of the Jewish People.

How much is the Ultra-Orthoxy at fault ? Were
they Were they So much might have been
different, were they....

Such large number of Jews would not escape into assimilation;

and so many of these would not ultimately convert to Christianity,

Hinduism or Buddhism,

'^ were the Orthodox indeed to recognize, that their 's is a Judaism

whose externals and formulations do not fit our time, Judaism would

today have so much more content to offer;

'^ were they to accept, that it would not in the slightest hurt

Judaism - and specifically their Jewishness - were they to face the

realities of the 20th centuries; were they to do so, they would not

be anymore blamed that so many Jews have become alienated from Judaism;
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* were they to realize, that they deprive their wives, their sons

and their daughters their rightful place in the sun, such large sectors

of the Jewish People would not prefer to turn seculars.

* were they ready, if not to welcome at least to tolerate other

currents of Judaism, peace and harmony would bless the badly torn jewish

people,

Intra-communal strife has in ancient times more than once brought

on grave dangers for the Jewish People. And this continues to be still

the case today. It is the common lack of tolerance - twinned with so

much conceit - which endangers the cohesion in the jewish Community;

and which imperils the future of the Jewish People more than all the

hostility of the surrounding world.

In the Coming Century Judaism will not be anymore the same as

in the past. Not even as it is today. Jewish attitudes, jewish values

and jewish traditions will change in the next, or at least in the over-

next generation. Still ! I am confident that the Jewish People will

survive.

The question, however, is not whether we shall survive as a nation,

but also how we shall survive. Jewish youth wants more spirituality

,

but does not want to be forced into the rigid formulation of orthodoxy.

If the searching youth will fall in its quest, it may try to find the

realization of its hopes and wishes outside the concepts in which Judaism

is presented to them. The scenary developing can be predicted: the

Orthodox will vehemently oppose the new direction. They will do whatever

they can to make sure, that their views, forms, interpretations and

presentations of Judaism will prevail without adjuncts and detractions.

Internecine fighting will increase. And religious extremism is sure

to win.

And it can be taken for granted, that whatever survives of Judaism,

will have acquired a mechanical form of expression within a rigid form

of presentation. Unless, it has to be added, the mysticism of the

Hassidim will present a more attractive Judaism to the youth in search

of its Spiritual fulfillment.

If the actual assmilatory trend among the diaspora Jews continues,

the prognosis will be grim indeed. It is of vital importance, that
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the communities abroad are encouraged to cultivate their Jewishness.

If they succeed, their continuity will be assured. Only communal

observance of a cominon religious platform; along with jewish observances

within the family, can guaranty the continuation of Judaism; and can

assure the survival of the Jewish People. And this is the duty of the

rabbinical leadership, whether orthodox, conservative or liberal.

•

It is important to convey to every Single Jew, that he is

personally responsible for the survival of Judaism, Once this is

understood, the duty to maintain Judaism on a higher level is an eo

ipso. And for this the rabbinical leadership - whether orthodox,

conservative or liberal - is responsible.

Judaism had been able to rise from its earliest primitive level,

because it had been successful in making the Jews cognizant of their

human duties and communal responsibilities. Judaismus survival will

also in future be possible under these same conditions; i.e. provided

every Jew is aware of his or her responsibility for the fellow Jew.

A Jew is not a true Jew if he does not take on the responsibility for

the fellow Jew. This kind of responsibility should be a genuine part

of a Jew's Jewishness, even if he is not reminded of this by the

antisemitic excesses in his neighbourhood or elsewhere in the world.

Let US look now at the Haredi issue from a different angle. I

foresee, as I have already pointed out, that the progressing assimilation

will reduce the number of Jews in the world. Liberal Judaism along

with Conservative Judaism will disappear - except for those Jews who

enter the orthodox stream or find intellectual life in striving for

the revitalization of Zionism - and ultimately only Orthodox Judaism

will survive. Will it be discovered one day, that it was after all

to the advantage of the jewish future, that a large segment of the Jewish

People had erected a firm wall through which the winds of change could

not pass; and which the currents of modernization did not succeed to

undermine ? Could it perhaps be, that the Haredim's way of thinking,

living and acting is an assurance of permanency ?

It is my firm conviction, that we witness today the exposure of

the Jewish People in its totality, possibly in its religious leadership
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in particular, to a severe - a final ? an ultimate ? - test, whose

outcome will determine the survival of the Jewish People and all its

institutions. Is this going to be a final, an ultimate test ? None

of the outside factors; none of the changes and influences arising from

the environment, will be decisive.

In conclusion I will say with confidence, that even though the

dangers facing mankind can and do affect the jewish people qua human

beings, the survival of Judaism and the existence of the Jewish Nation

are not jeopardized as long as this planet earth is populated by human

beings,

God protects children, drunkards - and Israel, as Moshe Arens

Said.

Does this prognosis apply also to Israel ? To the jewish homeland

Israel ? To the State of Israel ?

I intend to investigate in vast - though rather superficial -

outlines the factors, which could be registered as endangering Israel,
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4.

Will Israel survive ?

My question is: whether the growlng threat mankind is facing to

its chances of survival - and which threat affects no less also the Jewish

^eople - presents an even more explicit danger to the continued existence

of the State of Israel. To my regret I must confess, that I am now somehow

not as sanguine with regard to Israel, as I was when I tried in the

previous chapters to answer a similar question with regard to Judaism.

On the contrary ! After studying the material I have since collected;

and while digesting the observations I have made in the years I am living

in Jerusalem, I came to discover many causes and reasons; I came to imagine

many scenarios and circumstances, which might precipitate into a threat

to Israelis future, even if Judaism itself will survive. Rut at the same

time I am inclined to repeat - even if I have no facts nor proof for such

a conviction except what I feel within myself - that should Judaism not

survive, humankind will have reached a State of such a moral devastation

that it can itself not survive either. Yes, I repeat, fully convinced

of the enormity of this Statement: there may not be an Israel one day,

but the Jewish People will survive as long as there is a mankind.

Unless

... un less we turn our back on Judaismus codex of ethics; unless

we give up on the moral restrictions imposed on us by the commandments

and principles inherent in Judaism; unless we prove ourselves a people

unworthy of our appointment to a selected duty and entrusted with a

specific task. But should this ever happen; should our appointment have

become annulled because there is no Jewish People anymore, there will

not be a people among the nations of the earth to take over the role of

the Jewish People. Then all the peoples on this earth will have perished

along with us. For - I will add the better to explain my words - in case

the vitality of Israel should have been overwhelmed by its inner and outer

enemies, and have weakened the structure of the Jewish Nation; and in

case the animosity of the Jewish People 's enemies should have reached

such Immensity of evilness that, having been blinded by what can only

be an utter depredation, Judaismus strength to overcome their onslaught
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will also not be anymore sufficlent. And should in such a case Judaismus

resistance to withstand its enemies have been totally sapped, also the

moral strength of all mankind - I am absolutely certain - will have been

so much reduced; and its ethical basis will have become undermined to

such a degree, that mankind will not anymore be able to function as an

organized, as a vital society.

This fear has induced me to study the elements which contribute

to Judaismus weakness; and to scrutinize the ingredients which might

ferment into a danger to Israel. I am reminded of Vaclav Harvel's words,

that modern society is held together by fear, mostly by the fear of losing;

and while Harvel had the accumulation of material things in mind, I am

going to accumulate arguments which might contradict the danger Signals

I think are indications of the threats growing in extent.

Following this introductory note - which I will make to serve as

the platform on which I am going to arrange my thoughts, I shall go into

greater detail.

However, to make all I am going to say in the following pages easier

understood; in order to prevent, as far as is in my power, that what I

am about to say from being incomprehensible; and in order to ascertain,

that the matter is not an invitation to endless unsubstantial debates,

I want to add as a further preface the remark, that I believe in "Nezach

Yisrael", by which term jewish philosophy describes the eternally resilient

nature of a basically moral Jewish People. And this Statement presuppose

a fundamentally moral Jewish People too.

Alas, it is a proven fact, that being a highly ethical State; that

being a highly moral people; and that being a highly altruistic nation,

is not enough reason and justification for survival. To survive, a nation

has also to be physically, economically and militarily strong. And in

this presupposition I find hidden the true problem, the true test, the

true danger: how can a militarily strong nation remain also morally strong

when it will be faced with the temptation to abuse its power ? How far

is a strong people capable of Controlling the abuse of its strength with

the help of its inborn ethical controls ? Where begins the nebulous danger

Zone whence whatever moral restraints are weakened ?

These are the very questions which specifically in Israelis case

have to be pondered and weighed not only by intellectuals and moralists

but by every government whatever its political colouration.

One is likely to hear uninvolved Outsiders express surprise, that
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such a geographically minute State as Israel; that such a demographically

small country as Israel with less than 5 million Jews, has since its

creation - or even long before it had become a geographic fact - been

making "such big waves". And how is it possible, the questioning

continues, that a people - generally thought characterized by passivity

and meekness, which in truth had been forced upon the them more by their

own caution than by enemy forces - which had been perennially dispersed

since Bar Kochba's defeat some 1800 years ago, could have made been

thinking of, and successful in, creating such a strong and vital State

as the State of Israel ? And is it not remarkable, the Observation goes

on, that even the jewish communities in arab lands, which too had - because

of their at certain times and in certain countries humiliating and

degrading, subservience and meekness - been able to survive, show now

a so much greater self-assurance and self-confidence ? Can this only

be explained by their knowledge, that Israel occupies a respected place

among the democratic world's most powerful nations ? I really think

that this is so.

Israel is indeed a small country. Even before
the "peace process" truncated post-1967 Israe, it
was only approximtely 45 mile wide and 275 miles
long. No wonder, first visitors invariably remark
how small the country is - and how vulnerable.
In 1994 Israel counted 5.46 million inhabitants
of whom 81% were Jews, 14% Arabs, 3% Christians
and 2% Druses. In the same year 8.71 million Jews
lived in countries outside Israel.

There are about B 000 Arab Christians in

Israel. In the last 25 years a similar number of
Israeli Christians has emigrated, for reasons I

shall elaborate upon at a later stage. Less than
fifteen years ago 70% of Bethlehem's inhabitants
had been Christians; today only 21% of them are
left. The Arab population of Jerusalem has greatly
increased - to 15% - since the city came under
Israeli authority.

From the day the State of Israel was constituted, it had to fight

for its very survival. I share the opinion of those who say, that this

fight for survival will continue notwithstanding all the peace treaties

Israel signs with its neighbours. Such treaties can be torn up; and

the history of the Middle East is filled with the shreds of peace- and

friendship-treaties which have been torn up. However : the real, the

gravest and the most immediate danger to Israelis continued existence

will arise the moment there is a serious deterioration in the fighting

qualities of its Armed Forces; when the Israelis' courage and endurance

in facing all dangers is weakened; and when their will and determination

to resist all inner and outer threats are dimmed. Alas, one can hear
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now and then opinions voiced, and fears expressed among the general

public, that early signs of such a deterioration are already notlceable.

A danger signal, greatly overlooked in my opinion, is the low

birth rate of the Jews in Israel. In 1993 it was 2.61 per hundred

(mainly due to the hiigh fertility rate among the Haredim), while that

of the Druses was 3,76 and that of the Moslems 4.68. The birth rate

among Christians is still smaller than that of the Jews, but this is

explainable by the large percentage of clerics and nuns among the

Chrisitans in Israel. Israel will have to rely on a continued Aliyah,

but some day the source abroad may not be available anymore.

•

Knowing well that much of what I am going to say, is exaggerated;

that what I paint as negative is only a sign of our times which most

developed nations experience, I shall enumerate - fully aware of the

restrictions I have just mentioned - some of not only to me unwelcome

observations in which I see a possible deterioration of Israelis vaunted

strength and specificity.

I see in the reduction in the quality of jewish life in Israel;

in the rampant materialism and secularism; and in the devaluation of

the jewish heritage the by far greatest danger to the survival of Israel.

Israeli children receive less school education than children elsewhere.

Their schoolday lasts 4^ hours (from 8 to 12.30) with two breaks in

between. This is certainly not enough for an even minimal education.

There are negative traits noticeable in today's Youth which cannot

but lead to an unfavourable prognosis. Israelis educators have failed

to transmit to their charges the right appreciation of the national

ethos. The result of this failing is becoming more and more noticeable.

The low degree of education of the children 's parents; the generally

low family background; the absence or the excess of religiosity; the

missing appreciation of Judaism's ethical values, should not only not

be a considered a deterrent, but should challenge the teachers, the

more inistently and persistently to transmit the meaning of jewish values

to their charges. It is to be taken as a danger signal, that young

children are heard to ridicule religious practices; to criticise the

Bible; and ostentat iously to disrespect jewish traditions. Rabbi Shimeon

ben Zakai taught: if you see jewish towns uprooted in Erez Israel know,

that it is because they did not maintain teachers for their children.

Israel is not the only country which has cause to worry about
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Its youth. There is not a western country which does not worry about

its endangered youth. Israel witnesses the same deterioration of values

among the young people; and has come to the same sad concluslon. Ten-

years old smoke pot, sold to them by 13-14 years old pushers. Hospitals

regularly report cases of children who have attempted suicide. Among

the teen-age patients are a large number who have been sexually abused.

Another danger signal among the pupils in the High Schools of

Israel is their greatly reduced sense of belonging; is their loss of

pride in their country. Their former respect for, and admiration of

the IDF, Israelis Armed Forces, has greatly diminished. There is now

reluctance to serve in the fighting units which had in the past been

an attraction for every young Israeli. There have been reports of a

greater than ever number of young men employing illegitimate means to

avoid serving in the army. There have been reports of deaths due to

carelessness during army manoeuvres. Many reservists, called up for

duty, ignore the call-up; and the officers concerned overlook this

dereliction. There have been reports of soldiers havlng failed to engage

the enemy. There have been reports of soldiers having withdrawn under

fire. There have been reports of soldiers retreating before attacking

arab mobs.

(However, in the latter instances the soldiers are
not always to be blamed. In a recent incident in Gaza
the Army's leadership had instructed the soldiers - quite
evidently to the detriment of the latters' self-respect
and morale - to retreat in front of attacking arab mobs,
so as to avoid Coming to grips with them and causing
a bloodbath.)

These are danger Signals. These are warning signs which have

to be taken most seriously.

The jewish soldiers who fought in the early wars
have - with justification - evoked the admiration of
the World and the pride of the Jews. Whenever I have
an opportunity to see old films taken from the archives,
I am impressed by the Israeli soldiers who at all times
had been filled with great eagerness and unbelievable
enthusiasm. It can only have been their zionist fervour
which drove them to the heroic deeds of which Israelis
history has much to teil. Today it is not difficult
to find in every Stratum of the people of Israel many
instances of this kind of idealism; nor is there any
evidence that such a sense of respoasibility does not
prevail anymore. As long as these virtues are preserved
there is very little to worry.

In Order to maintain its self-assurance; in order to preserve
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its acceptance by the civilized world; in order to curb any and all

aggressive inclination of its enemies, Israel has to continue to be

militarily strong. Due to the destructive potential of advanced modern

weaponry, a conflict between any of the major powers will certainly

do immensurable damage to the entire civllization. Though, fortunately,

there is no such tension or dangerous development today in the democratic

World - a Situation, as far as I know, unheard of in human history -

such kind of tesion exists in the Middle East and might lead at any

time to an explosion. The need to be prepaired is a heavy financial

load on the State of Israel, at the detriment of its budget for welfare

and educational provisions.

Fast experiences have shown, that Israel has to rely on its own

strength; and only on its own strength. The bosnian conflict has proved

the suddenly revealed emptiness of western culture; the loss of western

Ideals; tha absence of western moral values. Israel can still count

on America 's help whea necessary. America has for decades been Israel s

main, nay only, help and support. "Israel has for the US the value of

an aircraft carrier", said Jesse Holmes, "without Israel promoting its

and US common interests, we would be badly off indeed". Let us not

forget that the relationship with the USA is Strategie in the main.

It was of particular importance in the 1980s, but also otherwise both

sides are tightly linked still by interests and sentiments.

Of course, Israel welcomes at all times military
and other help from the US; but is also well aware that

times, conditions and priorities may change; and that

they will one day change. Let us never forget that

America has its own interest to guard, though not always
is its attitude understandable - as in the case of Caspar
Weinberger who cannot have been motivated but by his

anti-jewishaess - who refused to let Israel see pictures
showing how Syria was preparing a surprise attack. It

was Pollard who told Israel. And many cannot forget,

that during the Gulf War Bush did not permit Israel to

see vital pictures of Scud launching pads.

Israel has in fact never relied on US troups for its security,

especially in view of the evolving trend in US politics not to get

militarily involved in other countries' fights. In case of an attack

outise help would in any case come too late.

Neither can Israel expect help or other support from the United

Nations. So far the Security Council has succeeded in passing on an

average thirty anti-Israel resolutions every year. There cannot have

been many in Israel who had wished the UN well on its 50th Jubilee,

though it had once upon a time voted to create the State of Israel.
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For more than forty years the UN Assembly had open season for Israel.

In 1975 the UN condemned Zionist as a racist movement on the vote of

countries like Syria, Saudia, Lubia, Sudan etc !

The essence of Zionism which teaches, that Jews have to rely

on themselves in a life and death crisis, is another reason for Israelis

policy of self-reliance. Survival will only be possible - and justified

- for the sake of the zionist aims. It is the more incomprehensible

to me, therefore, that Rabin, the former Commander-in-Chief - even though

he had already received the Nobel Prize - could agree to give up the

Golan Heights; to vacate the ^'West Bank"; and to invite american troups

as "buffer forces".

But to be strong, Israel has also to be counted among the developed

and progressive countries. It has to be most advanced in all technical

fields. It has to be leading in agricultural innovations. It has to

occupy a ranking position among the scientifically advancing nations.

Above all Israel has to be strong within itself . It has to find

a Solution for the challenge its society faces by those who claim, that

religious observance should be strengthened by almost all means; and

by those others who are anxioas to create a modern State with a western

culture based on individual freedom. But we must be clear in our minds,

that Israel is not - and never will be - a western country. We must

do all in our power and take every care, that Israel does not turn

ethically and culturally into a middle-eastern, nor a levantime one.

With these words I want to imply, that it does not turn into a country

dominated by irresponsible politicians; and characterized by bribes

and jealousies, intrigues and plots. Israel may aim at joing the economy

and eventually the defense System of Middle Eastern countries, but

culturally it will never become one of them. It will never be allowed

to become a member of the Arab League. But it can assure its place

as a leading mediterranean country. It has all the qualities to be

better than Italy, Spain and Greece.

In times of war and in times of peace; in times of wellbeing and

in times of stress, the Jews in Israel should never forget, that their

nation has been entrusted with a mission: that it has a duty towards

mankind; that by its moral Standards it has to become a "light to the

nation"; that it has to be a showcase of morality and decency. Even

though most Israelis of today will shrug off any or all of this inherited
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moral duty; even if tha bulk of Israelis should refuse to be bound by

what they see as an imposed unreallstic command, the gentile world will

not agree; the gentile world will not let the Jews forget; the gentile

World will never let Israel, the Jews and Judaism shake off their

inherited appointment.

I am sure about, and happy with, my conviction, that so far all

the governments of Israel; and also the majority of the israeli public,

have in the last fifty years made every endeavour to act and live in

accordance with the strictest ethical Standards. I may be told, that

in its dominance over the Westbank and the other so-called "administered

territories" - and in general with regard to its dominance over the

Palestinians - where Israel had the opportunity to prove itself; when

and where Israel could have shown its moral mettle, it has failed more

often than not. No doubt, a superficial survey may confirm this

accusation. It is true, that the various parties - secularist as well

as religious - on the political right have mixed their nationalism with

nationalistic aspirations; that they have often erased the difference

between patriotism and chauvinism; that their policy appears to be fueled

by anti-arabism. And there are certainly also many instances, where

also individual Jews have over-stepped the limits of the permissible.

However, this kind of criticism cannot be applied to official government

policies. Israelis Governments have at all times; and in every instance,

done their utmost to be fair.

But, the Arabs and other enemies of Israel have to concede, that

this has not always been possible or even easy. Not only have the Arabs

from the beginning shown an uncompromising hostility to the Jews; not

only have they throughout the years murdered helpless Jews; not only

have they indiscriminately killed women and children, but they have

also otherwise - by their attitudes and actions - made a peaceful

coexistence very difficult if not impossible.

There are jewish, and even israeli intellectuals who fault Israel

for having wrongly usurped the land from the Palestinians. But these

accusations have nearly never been justified from a legal point of view.

And - in addition - the Jews have from an ethical, a historical, even

a legal point of view, a much greater claim to the land of which they

have taken possession. Arabs have only "recently" lived in what had

been Palestine. For 2000 years the Jews have survived exile and

dispersion; persecution and humiliation; starvation and pogroms; forced
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conversion and blood libels; Crusades and Inquisition, because they

knew that biblical Palestine was theirs; and because they knew that

Jerusalem and Zion belong to them,

There are those who suggest, that Israel-Palestine should become

a binational State shared by Jews and Arabs. But were those who propose

such a Solution to contemplate the realities created by the Situation

prevailing in Canada and Belgium - where various ethnic groups live

together in anything but harmony - they will surely come to realize,

that the Situation and condition in these countries have amply proved,

how difficult - if not impossible - it is for two diverse nations to

live together in peace. In Israelis case this would be especially so,

as the Jews and the Arabs in Israel are in every aspect far too much

apart, There is also the Jews' further and justified fear, that they

would become again a minority; that they would have to share the painful

experiences of the Berber and the Khurds, the Christian Sudanese and

so many other minor ities in moslem lands. The Palestinians, on the

other band fear, that economically and culturally they would be dominated

by the Jews.

I agree, Israelis Citizens are only human beings* I accept that

they have their human failings. I understand, that the israeli Jew

of iraqi or moroccan, or of some oriental origin - who had lived under

most humiliating conditions in arab countries - will feel less inclined

to befriend an Arab; that he would also otherwise not make an effort

to accommodate an Arab. But these failings would surely have surfaced

less strongly, had this ethnic segment of Israelis society been provided

with the appropriate education; had it been taught from the beginning

the respect they owe to the roots from which the jewish nation has grown;

had it been made aware already in childhood, that as Jews they occupy

a special Status among the nations.

Among the Jews in Israel are to be found a large number of ethnic

groups of different cultural Standards and religions conceptions. There

have been times - and these are not passed - when it proved difficult

for Jews of different ethnic backgrounds to live together in harmony.

The Jewish Agency had at first thought, that preserving the ethnic

cultures should be its aim; that ethnic neighbour-hoods would be ideal

for the future israeli society. But it did not take long before it

was found necessary to concentrate on erasing all ethnic diffences

in the hope of creating a common israeli identity. However, this plan

too proved a failure. The differences still persist, and more or less

all the ethnic groups insist that they continue to exist. This is.
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in my personal view, a welcome Institution«

Along most lines and most aspects, there is no nation in the world,

that would have succeeded as well and as much as Israel; that would

have been as successful all along under similar circumstances; that

would have had even partially such successes as those to which Israel

can point.

My first disappointment after I had come on aliya was - I do not

mind to confess - the discovery, that on an average only few Israelis

are imbued with the highly developed ethical sense I had expected.

And I had also to discover, that Israel was not populated by people

who are very conscious of their historic past and of the duties arising

therefrom. I have on some occasion already pointed out what I see is

negative in Israel; and I shall certainly have other occasons to do

so again.

The year 1948, when the State of Israel has come into being, was

a milestone not only in jewish history, but also in that of mankind.

After nearly two thousand years the Jewish Nation has regained its

ancient homeland ! Herzl's Zionism, which postulated a refuge for the

persecuted Jews, has been realized, Ahad Ha 'am 's dream of Israel as

the Spiritual centre of Judaism, has to a great extent come true.

It is not well remembered, that Zionism has been
created in the 19th Century mainly also to counter-act
the threatening assimilative process rampant among the
Jews. And it is also a fact, that the yearning for a

return to Zion is even older. It is as old as the jewish
diaspora, *''Come let us go up to the mountain of Yahweh,...
Awake, awake, clothe yourself in strength, o Zion ! Put
on your riebest garments, holy city Jerusalem", are only
a few of the references in the jewish prayer Services
which reflect the never ceased yearning.

History books teil us of great men who caused events in history

to happen. T am not ready to apply this dictum to the State of Israel.

It may be taken for granted, that Zionism would have come to life; and

that Israel would have been created, without the admirable efforts of

Herzl, Ahad Ha 'am and the other spiritual leaders. It is the will of

the people; it is the proper moment; it is some inexplicable factor

or constellation of factors - and one cannot avoid sensing also a divine

Intervention manifesting as a miracle ~ which have caused unusual events

to happen. The French Revolution would have broken out even if there

had not been a Louis XIV. The United States of America would have been
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founded even if there had not been a George Washington. And also, as

Mario Vergas Llosa says '^.
. . .history is written and rewritten by men

and women. . . .history can be as we would have wanted it to be, and that

it's being so, depends on us".

I will go even further ! It is widely maintained, that Israel

is the outcome of the Shoah, the Holocaust. It is not. Zionism was

not born during or after the Shoah; nor has Israelis birth been the

outcome of tha Nazi persecutions. Israel would have come into being

even if there had not been a Shoah. And the State of Israel would have

been proclaimed even if there had not been a David Ben-Gurion.

However, it is well to realize, that the Jewish Nation was not

"reborn in 1948". The Jewish Nation has never ceased to exist. It

has survived throughout all the centuries of the Diaspora. This

Statement may appear to contradict the generally accepted definition

of a nation as "a people in possession of its own country". But, as

in many other things, the Jews are also in this respect an exception.

They have since the dawn of their existence been an exception: they

became a nation already at Mount Sinai on the basis of the promise that

they are going to have their own land. That is to say, they were a

nation long before they owned or occupied a country. And also by

dreaming - throughout its Diaspora - of an eventual return to its former

homeland, has the Jewish People remained an unusual nation.

Israel is also otherwise a unique phenomen: there is no other

instance in history, where a fully functioning State has been created

in such a short time; by such diverse elements; by people Coming from

such different cultures. Unique are also the great changes the

establishment of Israel has made in Jewry's history and destiny: a

formerly powerless and apolitical people has returned to an active

involvement in the ongoing history process.

The State of Israel is the realization, in its ancient homeland,

of the never extinguished jewish national aspirations. It was created

to solve the specific jewish affliction of homelessness for which there

was no better Solution. Israel is today accepted and supported by all

Jews everywhere - except by the Ultra-Orthodox and the advocates of

total assmiliation. To the secular Jew abroad the return to Israel

is not a theological Solution of the jewish fate, but the re-entry of

the jewish people into the political world.
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Again the question can be brought up, whether Israel and its people

have the opportunity to continue on this path, at this level and with

these expectations. Can an appropriate answer be found without havlng

recourse to metaphysical ingredients ? Let us not forget, that in an

attempt at prognostication it would in any case be difficult to predict

all and any future developments in Israel, because - from whatever social,

political or religious starting point we may set out - the issue is a

global one; is a priori mared by the unreliability of the political future

anywhere in today's world, and especially so in the Middle East; and

is shaped by the political leaderhip everywhere catering for its own

interests, particularly in the Middle East.

It is difficult for many Jews - and no less also for non-Jews -

- to understand, that today's State of Israel is a nation State in whose

make-up religion is not an essential element. This State of affairs has

characterized Israel since its inception. It refers back to the philosophy

and the programing, the spirit and the politics of the zionist founders

of Israel. Not much has changed since. Religious indifference has

remained a predominant feature of the oiajority in Israel, nowithstanding

the - only apparently profound - changes which political exigencies had

again and again made undergo the ideological attitude of the nation.

Understandably , to the world at large - whether jewish or non-jewish

- it appears more than incongruent, that religion does not play the primary

role in the Jewish State. It is not rare to hear at times even areligious

Diaspora Jews express dlsappointment about this fact. Whenever it is

pointed out, that Zionism had not approportioned religion a major role

in the new Zion, this is as much resented as the recall, that in Zionist

ideology the Diaspora is viewed as non-essential for Judaism; and that

in the classical zionist view of the jewish future, the Diaspora will

in the end have to disappear.

Diapora Jewry resents these pseudo-prophecies. It perceives them

as hurtful evidence of Israelis' disregard for the valuable contributions

the Diaspora Jews - whether they designate themselves Zionists or not

- have made to Judaismus Standing and to Israelis wellbeing.

The ingrained perception of the Diaspora's non-essentiality still

surviving in the ideology of many Zionists, has often, and this to a large

extent, poisoned the long-standing relationship between Israel and the

jewish leadership abroad. I have never heard an Israeli politician

concede, that Israel has not sufficient financial, political and cultural
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resources of its own to do without the Diaspora. But I have, on the

contrary, often heard repeated - at for a harmonious collaboration mostly

inopportune Moments - the dictum of Ben- Gurion injected into even the

the most harmonious discussion, that he saw no difference between a

"so-called Zionist in the Diaspora who has no intentioa to make aliya,

and a mere friend of Israel". And his proposal is no less often brought

forth, that the title of the World Zionist Organization be changed to

World Jewish Organization; that membership in this Organization should

not be restricted to those ^ho confess to believe in Zionism, but "should

embrace all those who are ready to support the Jewish State from outside".

The WZO, the World Zionist Organization, is one

of the t^o partners of the Jewish Agency. The latter

has done good work since its inception; or better said

it Started out with good ideas and intentions, but has

over the years turned into a showcase of bureaucray,

which has in addition been lately affected by financial

scandals. It has been given the by-name of a Travel

Agency. Fortunately reforms have been taken in band.

Its yearly Assemby could become the Jewish Parliament

embracing the interests of all Jews in the world. This

would make Jews all over the world aware, that aliyah

and absorption are their responsibility. The Agency 's

program to help to Jews in lands of distress; and to

encourage them to come on voluntary Aliyah, has been

a blessing. By fostering ties between Israel and the

Diaspora, the Agency has raised the Standard of jewish

education among Diaspora Jews; and has enhanced the

conscioüsness of their jewish identity.

The old zionist slogan "Shlilath Hagola"; the negation of the

Diaspora; the abolishment of the Diaspora; the belief that Jews living

outside Israel have no future. It has no justification anymore.

The relationship of Israel to the Diaspora Jews continues to be

the object of heated discussions. Likewise the question, whether the

zionist ideal to bring to Israel every Jew living in the Diaspora, is

still valid. Or whether it would be better to strengthen the Diaspora

as much as possible. Or whether the time has finally come, to discourage

the Diaspora 's further expansion if not existence.

The tendency is developing, to write off all kinds of zionist

organizatioas in the Diaspora. This should be seen as an indication

of the Views the Jews of Israel and those of the Diaspora have of each

other: the Israeli is mainly interested in his own country's affairs,

and the Jew in the Diaspora, conscious of his Jewishness, is mainly

bothered by tha problem inherent in diaspora life, viz:- the Jews'

survival; the Jews' education; the Jews' assimilation.
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Educatlon, jewish education should be the proper bridge between

these two interests. And in this respect Israel has to take upon itself

the main share. Dr. Joseph Burg, one of Zionisms' original leaders,

outlined his Solution: "The heroic age of Zionism with its powerful

ingathering of the exiles has to be replaced in the 21st Century, For

years our task was to Import Jews; now we must export Judaism",

Israel has started out as a zionist country,
conscious of its duties to Judaism, its responsibilities
for Jewry, But it never forgot its smallness and
vulnerability , and has protected itself accordingly.
However, it has not been able to avoid the pitfalls of
pettiness and selfishness. It has not been able to free
itself from the cynicism and criticism developed and
spread by its post-zionist ideologues.

Israel is today the focus of jewish identity, not only for the

Israeli but also for the Diaspora Jew. If the latter gives up his jewish

Identification - though this has in no instance ever in any way improved

his relationship to his host country - he is iaevitably about to slide

into assimilation.

And finally, it is my considered opinion that it is of the greatest

importance for Israel to go on strengthening its bonds with the Jews

everywhere in the Diaspora, but especially with those in America who

have proved of great help not only when it comes to the contributions

flowing from there. Their selflessly active political, economic and

social leaders form today an invaluable bridge between Israel and the

leading american political, cultural and economic circles.

One reads not rarely of the fear that, because each successive

diaspora generation shows less and less interest in Israel, the jewish

communities abroad may one day cease to function, if not to exist.

I cannot avoid the Impression, that financial matters, more than the

Problems of religion and tradition, nourish in many circles in Israel

the apprehension about the survival of Diaspora Jewry. For more than

other negative features in the endangered survival of Diaspora Jewry

the fear is underlined, that Israel would in such a case have to forgo

the quite considerable financial support it regularly receives from

the Jews abroad. This support is indeed quite substantial: in 1994

the Jews in the Diaspora have - according to the Jewish Agency - donated

li billion dollars to non-profit organlzations in Israel. The Israelis'

contributions amounted to only $70 million.

And so the dlscussion goes on and on. However, we cannot but
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reallze - and we should not take it lightly - that there is a growing

alienation of Diaspora Jewry from Israel. I will go even further and

say, that Israel has bec3me a dilemma for the average Diaspora Jew:

he worries - and apparently cannot come to a conclusion nor a decision

- whether to end his exile-status and come on aliya; or whether to prefer

the Material comforts the Diaspora has to offer, to a far more strenuous

lifa he has to expect in Israel.

And I will go still further even and maintain, that another factor

contributes to tha worry many Diaspora Jews have about their attitude

to Israel: their Statements not rarely indicate how embarrassed they

are by Israelis politicians; by Israelis politics; and by Israeli

visitors.

Perhaps their attitude will change, because Israel has changed

in the last decade. A younger generation of leaders is emerging. The

Intifada has brought home to the Israelis that it is not worth keeping

the territories at the risk of endangering the life of the soldiers;

and at the risk of alienating the world. The new generation of Israelis,

on the other band, is less motivated by idealisms, and more attracted

by the benefits of capitalism. However, with the exception of the New

Left, the patriotic sentiments of the new generation is no less than

before, when it comes to defending - or relinquishing - the land.

All the above discussions are out of place. Of course, Israel

has not ceased, and will never cease, to be a home for all Jews. Israel

should continue to encourage those in need to see in Israel a refuge.

Irael should make it easy for those, who seek to live a jewish life

free of interference, to come to Israel. To come home to Israel. All

talks to the contrary are irresponsible and dangerous, irrelevant and

beyond the point. This is likewise the often heard proposal, that all

aliya should henceforth be suspended, because the country is "becoming

crowded"; or that aliya should be restricted; the rights better defined,

because unsuited elements claim the right to "come home".

Above all Israel should regard it as its most important task -

nay, as its sacred duty - to raise the level of jewish education among

the youth abroad. Thereby the jewish coasclousness among the Jews in

the Diaspora will be raised. Jewish education of the Diaspora youth

is today the only effective remedy to stop the gradual dissolution,

and ultimately the total disappearance, of the jewish communities abroad.
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And the Jews - Israelis as well as the Jews abroad - who cherish their

Jewishness, should incessantly be made aware, that otherwise Diaspora

Jewry will - without fall - have disappeared in the course of a few

generations. And the responsibility will be exclusively theirs.

Again and again I hear another question aired today by religiously

inclined intellectuals: whether, in case the specific zionist program

of ingathering all the Jews of the Diaspora into the State of Israel

has been realized, the biblically clearly stated purpose of the purpose

of the Diaspora would have come to nil ? That the divinely pronounced

reason why the Jewish People has survived so far, would not have come

to nothiag were the Jews not dispersed all over the world ? In other

words: whether the aim and purpose of the Jewish Nation as defined at

Sinai and recorded in the Tnach - to be the moral guiding star to the

World - cannot be fulfilled in their essence, unless the Jews live

dispersed among the nations of the world ? Should not, therefore,

the Diaspora alone for this reason - since ever ingrained in the jewish

conscience - be strengthened to the utmost ?

I do not think that such a question - even though it may have

some substance - is relevant in these our times. Modern Israel, the

State and the people, can very well continue in its allotted task.

Israel is not hidden away in some inapproachable part of Asia. Modern

technology has made it possible for the world to see and observe whatever

goes on anywhere in the world - including in Israel. And does not Israel

indeed continue to be under the scrutiny of the world ? Is it not

tested without a let-up regarding its moral Standards ? Can one avoid

the Impression, that all and everything which goes on in Israel is

carefully observed and thoroughly scrutinized by the whole world ?

And it is a not always sympathetic world, an honest ly judging world.

In the world of today cultural trends, intellectual developments

and ethical evolutions do not remain isolated; they do not remain hidden;

they are liable to influence all the receptive world. I will go even

further and say, that all the Jews do and do not do in Israel - or or

that matter elsewhere in the world - is more watched and scrutinized,

registered and criticized than what other peoples do. And, in my

opinion, the Jewish People can within its own independent State - better

than they could elsewhere - perfectly live in accordance with Judaism's

precepts; can there better fulfill its duty than elsewhere; can there

better than ever practice what its ethics presuppose; and can there
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best prove itself, its values and its destiny, by living in accordance

with what its election demands.

Having thus, in these few sentences, simply and unequivocally

stated my convictions, I want to repeat that it is Israelis task to

grant Diaspora Jewry every possible help; and that viceversa it is World

Jewry's duty to help Israel to the ütmost of its capacity. This mutual

collaboration and reciprocal help are vital for the survival of both

wings of Jev>^ry. It grants a sense of security to Israel; and it

fortifies the Jewishness in the Jews of the Diaspora,

More than anything eise, it is as much in the Diaspora 's interest

as it is essential for Israel, to help and ease the absorption of the

Olim, the new inmigrants. The UJA, the United Jewish Appeal, is very

active and effective along these lines. It represents, in addition,

one of Israelis important links with the Jews of the Diaspora, It is

also the Instrument by which the donors can identify with Israel; and

through which Israel can convey its views, its ideas, its achievements

to the jewish world, I am not a hypocrit when saying, that collections

of money among the Diaspora Jews for Israel are important not only for

the material benefit they bring to Israel, but also as the means for

the Jew abroad to identify with the Jewish Homeland. On the other band,

I think it is also most important, that a major part of the money

collect ed abroad remains in the Diaspora; that it be spent in the

Diaspora; that it be used for the jewish education of the jewish youth

abroad, so that the Jew in the Diaspora is from childhood on made aware

of his jewish identity.

Zionistically this jewish identity is compacted in the right of

every Jew to come to Israel, where immediately on landing he can claim

Israeli nationality; and thereupon he can immediately receive Israeli

citizenship. It is this inalienable right of every Jew on i>rhich the

State of Israel has been built and remains secured, said Ben-Gurion.

But within the framework of this essay - that is, while I am airing

the question wh9ther Judaism and Israel can survive, given the actual

State of affairs - I cannot with absoluteness refute the zionist concept

- although for ideological and practical reasons I do not agree with

it - that the "ingathering of all the Jews'' would answer äffirmatively

the question of jewish survival. I agree, that it would not be difficult

to tackle the technicalities of this process. The Israeli society would
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have no difficulty to "digest" such a large number of immigrants, even

though one is wont to hear today the warning of many an apprehensive

demographer, sociologist and politician, that some care Is necessary;

that there should not be a preclpitious immigration; that Israel should

not becoms over-populated; that Israel is already far too diversified;

that all the currents of Judaism, already represented in the colourful

tapestry of Israelis society, have not yet worked out a harmonious

co-existence; and that the apparently incompatible camps - ranging from

the secular-nationalistic to the ultra-orthodox anti-nationalistic -

should be given the time and the opportunity, the education and the

Impetus, to learn their ^ay to a harmonious coexistence.

It is Zionismus ideal - and should be Israelis too - to eliminate

tha borders which separate certain minority groups from the body of

the jewish society. Until now this has not been one of Israelis success

stories.

The absorption of Ethiopians is a blatant failure
of Zionism. They hava been formed into an "underclass"
by the Government 's and the Jewish Agency's educational
arrangements. Ethiopian complain, that their youths
are as clever as their Israeli counterparts, but are
not offered the same opportunities. Juvenile delinquency,
formerly unknown among Ethiopians, in growing,

The experiences of the russian Olim are not better.
It is depressing to note the indifferenece, amounting
oftea to hostility, Olim from Russia encounter. It is
painful to hear the negative rumours circulating about
them: that 33% of them are Gentiles; that 66% are either
social cases or handicaped; that the women are wores
or Potential ones; that the men are mafia operatives.

Also the large numberof Olim from the Caucasus
- who have a background of 1500 years' proud and unique
jewish traditions - are treated with contempt. The
experiences of Morocaas in the 1) 50s, and of the Georgians
in the 1970s, come to mind.

But there is reason to hope for the zionist ideal to be be achieved

in the next or over-next generation, provided the many deeply rooted

social differences - which so far have made it democratically impossible

to build a socially integrated Community; and to create an economically

equally advantaged society - are eliminated. But I dare to ask, whether

such an equalitarian society would be truly desirable in our actual

realistic, uniform, culture-starved world ? Wnether one should strive

for such a society to be created before the dawning of the messianic

age ? Abroad - in the western countries i>rhich have also to 'Migest"
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large numbers of immigrants - multi-culturalisjn may be seen as the ideal

Solution; and may have proved to be the best way to achieve a harmonious

co-exlstence; but - if I may be allowed to venture an opinion - the

melting of Israelis many cultures into one Single, more or less uniform

Israeli cultural typus, would be the preferred, the truly only, Solution

for Israel. However, I will add the proviso, that each of the "melted

together ethnic entities" continues to preserve its ancestral folklore;

and that it never ceases to nurse and cultivate its traditional arts.

On the other band it will be unavoidable; and I do not see any

härm in this - on the contrary, it would be preferable - that along

with the concessions about art and folklore, also the actually existing

differences in the way the basics of jewish religion are interpreted,

are preserved; and the way the variety of ritualistics are performed,

will also survive. Again the precondition is, that they will have to

be accepted and tolerated by all the other ethnic groups in Israel.

There is, fortunately, a general consensus in Israel, that ethnic

communities should have the opportunity - that they should be encouraged

even - to preserve their cultural heritage. This should in no way be

considered a condescending graclous concession to these co.mmunities,

but their absolute inborn right. The atmosphere of fraternal coexistence

is thereby made easy, because the various ethnic groups in Israel have

not brought along with them - nor do they identify with - the more

exotic, generally unacceptable and so often also disagreeable, customs

of their countries of origine, e.g. exotic cults; Initiation rites,

polygamy, tattoing, self-mutilations etc, which in other countries have

made the Integration of a number of groups so very difficult.

In Israel, as is the case everywhere in the world, an Immigrant 's

adjustment to his new environment is usually difficult, even under the

best of circumstances. But in Israel an Immigrant 's lot is further

aggravated by the typical Israeli bureaucrat, who is rarely noted for

his or her logic and reasoning, for his or her courtesy and intelligence.

And the difficulties facing today's Olim are further compounded by the

unfriendliness, the rudeness and the selfishness of the majority of

the Israeli public into whose midst they have landed.

The difficulties resulting from the Immigrants' cultural background

are in many instances still more aggravated by the political affiliations
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- if not orientation - which most immigrants, surprisingly , establish

very soon after their arrival. The result is, that at least the first

generation of immigrants adopts the apparently specific israeli phenomen

of an unrestrained negative attitude to the local politics, the national

politicians and the machinery of government administration. The handicap

immigrants acquire therewith is in most instances due, more than anything

eise, to their lack of comprehension for the intricacies so specific

for the country's politics, politicians and administration.

Israel is a country of immigrants. It has always been a country

of immigrants. It exists only because it is a country of immigrants.

The general public has apparently forgotten - and if not, it does not

accept the conclusions - that they, or their parents, too had once been

ijTimigrants. They point out only the negative facts of the various waves

of Immigration. The immigrants are one of the most disadvantaged groups

in Israel. In the 1992 elections the russlan Olim formed their own

party, the DA, but it failed to gain even a Single seat in the Knesseth,

because most of their votes went to the Labour Party, in protest against

the Likud then in the government. But soon they were disappointed

with the Labour Party too. They will most likely present their own

list in the Coming elections. They may succeed in mustering 10-15%

of the seats - and thereby contribute to the disharmony in the country.

In principle immigrants should not complain about the reception

they receive. Israel absorbs enormous numbers of immigrants. Everyone

of them is provided with accommodation, health Insurance and financial

Support for a reasonable period of time. In the first half of the '90'

more than 630 000 people have immigrated to Israel. Of these 545 000

are from the former soviet empire, and 56 000 from Ethiopia. The

"Russians" have got adjusted to the local conditions. Most of them

have found employment in their own professions; others have been

retrained. On an average their unemployment rate is similar to that

of the resident Israelis.

It is regrettable that Israel has acquired the reputation of being

"soft": a branch of the Russia.i Mafia has established itself in Israel

and is in steady contact with its Headquarters in Russia for dealings

in drugs and for "money laundering". It is no less regrettable, that

the russian Aliyah has had to pay its local obolus to terorism: from

1990 tili 1)) 5 24 of them have been killed, and 25 injured.

The Russians have, all in all, not experienced the same culture

shock as the Ethiopians, whose Community bonds have deteriorated; whose
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sulcide rate is high; whose number of wife murders is great; whose

divorce rate is increasing; whose juvenile delinqency is growing. The

early image of the Ethiopians as a model Community has disappeared.

Among the latest arrivals - who had to spend months and years in Adis

Abeba waiting for their transport to Israel - the number of Aids cases

is high.

The sephardic commanities - more even than the ethiopian and

russian societies - try to turn, generally without mach success, their

Isolation into a merit if not an advantage. While multi-culturalism

has elsewhere the meaning of cultural diversity, in Israel it is

perceived as a threat to co-existence - if not a danger to a continued

cultural existence - becaase the originally cultural issue is easily

extended into that of ethnicity; that is to say, into the interplay

of language and idiom, of religious ritualistic values and of everyday

Conventions. The resulting tension is likely to change direction and

intensity, whenever a new aliya wave - independent from whichever country

it originates - takes over the advantageous place of the "latest aliyah".

Fortunately, this tension is not an inter-ethnic hostility; and should

one such does erupt at certain rare times; in certain restricted areas;

and in certain limited respects, it never degenerates into anything

worse than a silent, or at most in a muted adversity.

Israel should not take it lightly, that it has lost part of that

power; that it has neglected that unusual ingredient, which had initially

attracted all those deiicated and altruistic men and women of higher

than average intellectual Standards. Most of the zeal; and much of

the fervour, the early Zionist brought with them, have disappeared.

Whatever still exists today of this dedication and fervour, can be nearly

exclasively found among the products of the religious educational System.

Israel is ao more the zionist collective, that had made it its

task to fight the threat of assimilation which is endangering the Jewish

People's survival in the Diaspora. The country has since long turned

more pluralistic, more democratic, more bourgeois - and more selfish.

In post-zionist Israe politicians give up lands, which - by virtue of

biblically established owner rights - had been claimed by early pioneers;

and which had already been occupied and cultivated by today 's Israelis;

And which the still surviving Zionists among the Israelis consider the

eternal heritage of the Jewish Nation. This politically explained,

but morally difficult to digest fact, has discouraged many potential

olims to make Israel their home !
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If I am criticised for tending to enlarge far too much on the

deficiencies in Israelis educational System, I have the explanation and

the excuse, that the future of Israel - and therefore the wellbeing of

Jewry in general - depend on the human and educational qualities of its

youth.

Endlessly on hears this Statement repeated, i.e, that a country's

strength and future depends on its children. Nowhere is this more true

than in Israel, where the disappearance of entire generations of Jews

In the Shoah; and the loss of large numbers of jewish youth in the many

wars Israel had to fight, are greatly feit. And nowhere is it possibly

as important as in Israel that the children receive a proper education

and the youth the right guidance, so that they become decent human beings;

that they develop into ethical Jews; that they become integrated into

their society.

Why is it that so many ~ indeed a large part - of new and not so

new Israelis never feel real Israelis ? Why is that they have not become

integrated ? Why is it that they do not feel proud to be Israelis ?

I have looked for an answer; and the only one I can find to satisfy me

is that the other Israelis, those behind the desks; those who spend most

of their time in the coffehouses; those whose dealings are not straight;

and those who believe themselves better-class people, are at fault. With

regard to the latter it is indeed a fact that Israel has develped a "High

Society". How much this reminds me of the degenerative stage of Jewry

in Germany not so long ago !

However, there is no real conflict between these wealthy society

people and the other, the major ity of the Israelis. The wealthy have

no noticeable influence on politics and economy in Israel. They are not

the ruling class, nor do they want to be counted as such. They prefer

to live within their own closed circle. They like to stay in the shadow.

They feel well only if away from the limelight. The average socialites

Doran and Aliza have no contact with average Chaim or Rivka. They ignore

them. And in response average Chaim and Rivka as a rule ignore socialites

Doran and Aliza. I do not even believe that the financially less endowed

Chaim and Rivka envy the ostentatiousness of the make-believe socialites

who, on the other band envy the other Dorans and Alizas of their society.

Since the Immigration of the Ethiopians and Russians had set in

- which coincided with the waning impact of Zionism - the Israeli people

have given up on aspiring to an egalitär ian society. The oneness of jewish
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Society is a matter of the past. Israel has become a moneyed, an

egocentric society. It has become a society divided by mostly minor

diversities, which notwithstanding their often irrational significance,

do not fail to irritate and hurt: Labour is at war with Likud; Jews with

Arabs; Tmmlgrants with the Old Established; men with women; Liberais with

Conservatives; the young with the old; the Orthodox with the Progressives;

heterosexuals with homosexuals; the Settiers with the Army; the clever

ones who acquire more and more wealth with the paupers; and the privileged

few with the discontented many.

In every Stratum of Israelis human material great changes going

on with regard to the attitudes, the interests and the priorities, The

number of enthusiastic Zionists is steadily getting less. And - as is

more than abundantly reflected in their children's behaviour, interests

and aspirations - not only the educational and intellectual, but also

the moral and spiritual qualities of even the dedicated Zionists is

lessened.

These qualitative changes are easily detectable in the changes which

have over the years occurred in the aims and hopes, in the interests and

cares, of Israelis youth. To the early zionist immigrants nothing was

of greater importance than the defense of their homesteads from marauding

Arabs; than to feed their families; than to erect a roof over their heads;

than to provide them with clothing and schooling. Religion was of no

interest to them. Religion occupied, therefore, no place in their value

Scale. In the course of the following years the attitudes and interests

of the Israelis had hardly changed. Most of the first generation's time

and energy was invested in the struggle for their and their new homeland's

survival. The early settlers had not the means -- nor in truth did they

care - to afford more than a minimal degree of luxuries.

Also the second generation had to work hard to provide for the basic

needs of their families; but they made it also one their principal tasks,

to have their own children enjoy at least a carefree life; and to grant

them at least a few luxuries.

A far greater - and in itself not very remarkable - change has become

evident in the children of the third generation. In many aspects they

present a totally different species of Israeli. They make great demands

on life. They expect their parents to provide them with all the amenities

and luxuries which are enjoyed - as they can see on their TV screens -

by children in western countries, especially in the US. This trend has

been increasing year by year; and has led President Weizman - to the horror

of the political and diplomatic establishment - to call it "americanization
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of Israelis youth". Tt is mostly the youth of the third generation which

makes up the major number of the '^Yordim", the emigrants, who leave Israel

in search of greater opportunities and fortunes abroad. They never return

I have on the other band to point out, that these children of often

self-made parents are in a certaln, a more welcome, aspect different from

their seniors: they are as a rule more optimistic and often also more

generous. They may show more sensitivity, and often more tolerance. But

most of them are also less careful and less judicious in their actions;

and they are less provident and often less self-controlled in their

decisions. It is impressive - and also a consolation - to see them so

very keen on raising their educational level and on improving social

Status. When they have completed their military service and have to come

a decision regarding their future, they will, as far as they it is in

their power, avoid taking up a manual job - for instanc in construction

or agriculture or in the crafts - but will aspire to study for one of

the professions; or what see perceive as better still, will strive to

enter government service. Nobody can blame the young people for wanting

to reach a higher Status, but the continued diaspora-originated disrepute

of manual work in Israel is regrettable, as by the necessary reliance

on arab or other guest workers a loop-sided and unhealthy economy is

created. I am reminded of Ben Gurion 's saying: "Only because a large

number of immigrants from the West - i.e. from the european countries

- had made an effort to cast off the kind of occupation they had practiced

in the Diaspora, did the State of Israel come into being".

As is only too natural, today's social standing and religious

involvement of the parents - but more so their pecuniary means - are

distinctly reflected in their children. A spectator, seeing the "look

alike" of the schoolchildren in their casual uniform-like clothing; seeing

their shabby schoolbags and their worn shoes, may believe he is faced

with the welcome evidence that Israel is a truly equalitarian society.

He will soon change his mind, when he observes these same children separate

after leaving school into those who visit a coffehouse or a hamburger

place or a cinema; and those, whose parents' less florid financial

Situation makes it impossible for them to join their comrades in such

kind of entertainment.

In one aspect the children of Israel certainly do not differ from

those elsewhere: most of their time outside school is spent in front of

the television set. Weither are the reasons different, which induce

isreali parents to grant their children unlimited access to the TV screen;
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and why, like the parents elsewhere, they do not censor the programs with

which their children spend their free time. One of the least convincing

reasons, however, which Israeli parents are wont to offer, is the illusion

that the TV screen can provide some additional education. In Israel the

TV programs provide anything but education. On the contrary: they are

unbelievably appalling in content, low-grade in intellect and unpleasant

in presentation. I have discovered, that not even this is a prerogative

of Israelis educational System. Many of the TV programs I watched in

the US are even worse than those in Israel.

It cannot be said often enough, that television
has greatly harmed the cultural and educational, the
ethical and esthetic levels in Israel. In particular
it has harmed the youth. The same negative judgement
applies to the value of a certain class of magazines
and newspapers. Even the yellow press abroad will have
difficulty to compete with the ways the newsmedia in
Israel report the sensational and the gruesome. Notwith-
standing their, at best average, intellectual and cultural
Standards, only the military reports of the pretentious
journalists have to be submitted to a censor. But when
a murder occurs; or whenever a terrorist attack has taken
place; or whenever even a commonplace accident happens,
pictures of as many as possible exposures of blooded,
mutilated victims are added to the generally low level
of reporting on the TV screen. The newspapers - greatly
harmed by the severe competition of the TV and among
themselves - try to compete with each for days, who can
show ever more gruesome photos.

I honestly do not understand the pretentious argument of a certain

section of our politically affected educators, that through their

endeavours they succeed - or at least they endeavour - to bind Diaspora

Jewry to Israel; and that they are, in addition, instrumental in br inging

about the messianic age. From what I have observed the contrary is

true: they are so very often the cause, why the significance Israel

has for the Diaspora, is being eaten away. And eo ipso this implies,

that also the important role the Diaspora has to play in the survival

of Israel is jeopardised .

Sixty-five percent of Israelis jewish population
is made up of schoolchildren. Of Israelis 1 900 000
children 400 000 - of whom over a quarter are recent
immigrants - live below the poverty line. The children
are enrolled in various types of schools, which differ
mainly by the degree of their curriculas* religious
content.

Israeli children receive a totally insufficient education. In

the secular State schools - which make up the vast majori ty of Israelis

educational institutions - they receive only a very limited education
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in jewish studies, The haredi school System is the best. In contrast

to the secular schools they not only provide a thorough religious

education, but they have also long school hours; and they provide hot

meals; and they raise their own capital,

Without a religious element in the education of children - even

if it contains only the transmission of some of the specific jewish

history; if it contains only a presentation of some of the Singular

jewish traditions ~ there can impossibly be a specific Israeli education

Religious education should not, however, mean Single sex schools, less

secular literature and less social studies. The former Chief Rabbi

of England, Sir Immanuel Jacobovits, bemoaned the fact, that in the

Diaspora a far greater proportion of jewish children receive a true

jewish education; and enjoy a far greater amount of religious

Instruction, than do children in Israelis schools.

This Statement of the Chief Rabbi is the more
remarkable, as what I have seen or heard of the kind
and character of teaching of jewish materia in a large
number of schools abroad, is not at all impressive.
E.g, the product of this kind of religious education,
a young Immigrant Student from England, asked in a
literary class of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
when the Tnach had been first translated into hebrew.

Not even in talmudic studies and jewish history do Israeli students

always top diaspora youth, as the annual quiz competitions have shown.

But criticism of the education the children receive in Israeli schools

should not be restricted to the jewish and religious curriculum. In

comparisons of the achievements of Israeli students with those in other

countries, Israeli youths occupy at best the middle ränge in mathematics

and the sciences; and in literacy and reading they are placed low down

on the Scale. Very few Israeli students reach the Standard which would

put them into the world class of achievement. To mention an instance:

in a recent International Mathematical Olympiade in Moscow, in which

youth from all over the world took part, the Israeli contingent came

in the 17th place - just behind Iran. Even though the school-leaving

examimations; and even though the psychological - along with the

intellectual - tests qualifying for university entrance are described

as very difficult, many students have to spend their first university

year in acquiring simple intellectual skills they should have learned

in school. And there is not the explanation of "affirmative action"

for this deficiency ! There is no Affirmative Action in Israel. At

least not yet.

And year by year many more illiterate youth are discovered among

the army recruits.
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Have I to point out the great responsibility the
educational authorities of Israel have ? And have I

to point out, how ironic it is that, even though an
incredible number of children never learn to speak or
read proper hebrew, the Minister of Education had the
brillant idea to establish in every school district in
Israel at least two schools in which at all levels the
medium of teaching is to be english ? And how ironic
it is that the Minister plans to greatly extend later
on the number of this type of schools ? To my knowledge
such a System is usually found necessary in Third World
countries, where it has proved quite useful. But in
Israel !?

The arab children's State of education is less lamentable. Their

school curriculum has not changed from the time they came under Israeli

administration. Though the schools are financially and administratively

Israelis responsibility, the curriculum in use continues to be that

of the jordanian school System. Also the examinations for admission

to universities abroad are done by Jordan. This may be a blessing for

the arab children.

(One hears so often - and people like to repeat
it at every suitable or unsuitable occasion - that jewish
brain power is the greatest; that Israeli scientists
are the best in the world. That medicine in Israel tops
all other countries. That Israeli hospitals are better
than any. But there has never been a Nobel prize winner,
not even a nominee for the Prize, from among Israelis
scientists and physicians, while abroad there are an
abundance of Jews among the Nobel Prize winners. I am
happy, that in electronic technology Israel has reached
a respectable place among the leading countries; that
many innovations are made in this field by Israelis.
But Israel does not take sufficient care to keep its
leading experts in this speciality satisfied; for many
are easily lured abroad by better working conditions
and more attractive salaries).

Nobody needs to be told, that Israelis right and strength to

survive depend on the cultivation of its cultural heritage; on the

teaching of its traditional values; on the preservation and transmission

of its moral values; on the Submission to its ethical commandments;

on the knowledge of the religious and ritual practices; on the creation

of interest in jewish history; and on the awareness of the miraculous

survival of the Jewish People since it first was formed.

Can I possibly be wrong to attribute all the defects
and deficiencies that are evident in Israelis educational
System, to the lack of "yiddishkeit" in the education
of the children ? Can I possibly be wrong to call it
a grave sin of the parents, not to introduce their
children to the Jewishness which has kept Judaism alive
until this day ? These thought came tos me, whenever
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I observe on Kol Nidre Evening - and this I observe every
year - scores of children riding their bicycles through
the empty streets of Jerusalem; when I pass on that same
evening the groups of singing youth on their way to or
from their improvised pubs or discotheques; when I watch
the groups picknicking in public parks.

Economic progress and prosperity are not enough to sustain Israel

as a jewish State. Nor are they guarantors of our jewish and cultural

continuity,

No ! What I see of modern Israeli youth gives me hardly a hope

for a continued awareness of Jewishness in Israelis next generations.

A large number of young people come together on Friday Night in Tel-Aviv

for their regulär "acid parties". In the magazine ''Hello Israel",

supported by the Ministry of Tourism, advertisements for "Boys for gay

escort" have appeared. All this points to something; but I do not know

yet all it points to.

I know it certainly points out, that young boys and girls "from

good families" have not acquired from their parents the kind of education

which would instinctively inhibit asocial behaviour; which would keep

them from committing felonies or even murder. Which would instill in

them a sense of belonging. Which would given them the sense and pride

of being jewish. On completion of their military Service very many

fly to India and Nepal, there to learn about Hinduism and Buddhism;

but they have never shown the slightest interest to learn first about

Judaism. How can they know, therefore, whether their own religion

has not a better fare to offer them ?

It is worrysome, that so many soldiers commit suicide. The number

reaches forty in some years. The worry and pain this causes is not

alleviated by the assurance of the Authorities, that the percentage

of suicides among soldiers is not higher than that in the civil

Population. And it is still more worrysome, that new immigrants make

up a large percentage of these suicides.

No less worrysome is the drug problem. There are 4000 drug addicts

in Jerusalem alone ! I know that Israel considers itself a western

country; and I know also that drug addiction is a universal problem.

But "belonging to the West" should mean belonging to that complex

civilization which started in Europe; and of which America is now the

leader and defender. And it should also mean, that Israel is compelled

- and no less also be willing - to share these nations' basic values

concerning freedom, decency and human rights. But this should not mean,

that Israel has also to absorb these countries' and their peoples' faults
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and weaknesses. And finally it should not come to mean, that by copying

the West 's negative aspects and faults, Israel is far more handicaped

than any other country in the world.

These facts - associated with the usual kind of excuses - certainly

do apply to, and are reflected in, the selfish and aggressive behaviour

the Israeli exhibits in his daily life, be it at home or, unfortunately,

also abroad. Visitors are unpleasantly impressed by the Israeli 's

reluctance to queue. This reveals not only a lack of discipline, but

on occasion - as at the Arad Festival of 1) ) 5 when three young people

were killed - may cause an uncontrolled stampede.

Jewish drivers are well aware of the unacceptably great nuraber

of road accidents; but they still continue their wild driving, This

problem is enhanced by the increase in alcohol consumption among young

people.

Visitors are surprised; and new inunigrants are disturbed by the

lack of "Derech Ertez", of decent behaviour, they encounter among the

Israelis. Its values are not generally known anymore.

All these and more newly developing negative characteristics of

the Israeli are generally blamed as the main reason, why Israel is ahead

of all the other countries in the world with regard to road accidents:

since the foundation of the State 20 000 persons have been killed on

Israelis highways, and about 700 000 have been severely injured. This

is more than the 17 500 casualties Israel has suffered in all its wars,

including all the other incidences of enemy actions. The danger is

compounded - and is cited in defense of the Israeli driver - by the

statistic, that the number of vehicles in Israel per kilometer-lane

of roadway is the highest in the world; and that this ratio is year

by year increasing. But this should not be an excuse !

i may have pointed out too many negative sides; and I may sound

at times pessimistic, but I cannot hide that I have moments and

times when I am worried.
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5.

How will Israol sarvive ?

Can Zionlsii raally claim, 'ihat Lt ha-', more or less fjlfiUed il:s

program wlth the crea*:i.on of a viable damor.rat Ic State in Israel ? Can

i^ really bo sald, that Zionism has become a chapter of jewisii history

sinr.e it had reached the ai.Ti '^rith wh'.ch it had set oat ? I do not thlik

!o: and T am not al ine wi. th this ::onclu3ion

n 'ion:.s:n^s view jev/ish history is ai ongoing process, Evecy one

of the chapt-j'fs iji jewish history - wlth Lt3 ups and dowas, its triumphs

and its defea's, its joyr:j and sufferings - is part of an ongoing process

Israel was no". a prijri created to harbour the nasses of Jc^'.^rs the

Ma:^.i3 an:^. their sy apathizers, their helpers and Imitators, had rendered

hojaeless. And neither «vas it created by a miracle* But it ca-ie into

e^iistence just In time a-id not an hour too late, I ivill al: this stage

not go as far as to say that the uaexpeci:ed histjric developsnents in

yjermany leadiig to i:ha Shjah were plained by the Gr^-at Organizer, but

Vi^Lthin my conception of Judaism s place in tho e/olvt^ment of che »vor Ld

- and wi::h the timely a/ailabllity of Israel at the right aio/e-'a;-!'nt a:

ev^idence^ that the Great Realer had rea*died the aecessary facilities for

the foreseeabl.e thr^a':eaing disaster; or - to use an )trier metaphor - that

the Grc^at Fire Chief had his outfit ready, in expectation of the tornado

which was approaching,

The fact, that the Jews have sjr\^lvevi dsspite what has happeaed

to then in the past; despite the hdrm th-iy have been doing to the^mselvc^s,

should not be see as ha-ziig a beiring on what will happen to thf3)i in the

future. Israel Vs a:tual predicaments have tj be seen in the context of

the centu'^'ies lasti.ng wanderings aid persecutions - and finally of t'ie

Shoah - may ^aise con.e^'n, even alarm, but not cause despair*.

(As I ha/e already outlined soin-r'where, T see the
sal/ation of the Jews in the Nazi and Stalin era as the

final Chance, and Israel as the ultimate test. For ii

the lamentations one hears t'jday about the slirinki ig jewish
:o)nmani::ies in the western world; about the rapid ly



proceedlng pro ess of a.jsimllatioa by iatennarria^es and
con'/ersions. it seems forgottea, tha" l.n ceatury before
WT tii'^ iaternarriago and coüversion ra':o oF "zhe Jews in
Wescern Eu'r-ope OAxeeded 45%; aad that the ra'.e of their
aoSirnilati.)n was e/en still higher.)
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Nobody can rafute Israol the right to see itsel" as the centre

of the Jewish People^s heiag. Nobody can overlook, th-it Israel is today

the determining factor ii the /iews the vorld at la^ge forms abo.it

Judais-n; that Lt is the focal pDint f jr the transmission of jewish

ciilture; that it carri^s the respoasib llity for the physical security

and the spiritual aourishment of the future generations of Jevs.

But it is also a fact, that Israelis claim to represent today

th':^ cultural as well as the religious and spiritual centre for tho entire

Jewish People, is not acceptable to all the Jews on our planati Not

only the ulLra-orthodox Jews in Israel and "he D'.aspora; not only the

assimilating Jev/s everywhere, den/ Israel th.'.s right, bat there ar-e

al;-3.) mj'/ements - 1 Lke e.g, the Caatiites - which deny an/ aGsociation

with, an/ allegiaace too, an/ r-spoaslb Llity for the Jev/ish St-ite.

Although one haars no»vada/s ^ery rarely from aal aboat
the Canaanites, Lt woul;! be a mistake to believe their
mo/einent, which originated Li the 1930s, to be extinct.
Their voices are sti 1 hear'd. They proclaim, that "he
Jewisli People has more äff Lnity wi':h "he peoples of the
Middle EasL; that it has »nore in common with the desceadants
of the Phoenicians aad the remnaats of the Sunerians in
the countries suirounding Israel; that it has a greater
relatloaship with the Arabs, than with the Jews ia the
Diaspora. Wer- this Statement a l.lowed to be t irned into
political actii^ism, they woald postulate th-t Israel is
part of the East; that it is oae of the nations of the
Middle East; that Lt should nrve no special interest in
the Jews of the Diaspora; and that it shouLd giv<e up an/
and all intera- 1 Lona^lly directed aac* globally projected
prograris, w'iich will not bring benefLt exlusively to the
State of Israel, its inhabitaats aad the region around
Israel.

It Ls fortunate iideed, that the protagoaists of this type of

a more negative than hostile ideology - though Lt nay count ori the

Support of maay of Israelis detractors and enemies - has hardLy a chaace

to be generally accepted, and certainly not ever to be realized. For

were this the case, it would bring about the ead of Israel and of all

Lt is .'-neani: t >• be.

Zionism has br.mght about the rebirth of Israel, and has given
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the jeivish peoplo a aew life. Thero had heva a time vhen r^ligion had

no place ii zl.^nlsf: ideology; when Zioni^m vas not far.ed with the

insistence to define Lts e/eataal r3lig(:)us aspect, la the past it «vas

possible to postpoae a Solution to these problems, because the hi'-.ter

struggle for ':he physical securing of 'ihe State h^id absolute and overall

priority; aid because tha flght for the sur\^i\/al of the young State

had not left tlme er place for all and every liscussion about a possible

relf.gioas Identification of the country. But this is no more the case,

Israelis Se«:ularist;"> argue, that some t\/o gej;eration.s ago such

ideological discussions would Ln any case have had no sense, as it was

of vital aecessity that a Jewish State was available to the homeless

Jews; that is to say when - in the v/ords of Wiistoa Churchill about

the Balfour Declaration ". .this pledge of a home of refdge^ of an

asylum, was not made to the Jews of Palestine, but to the Jev>^s outside

Palestine, to that vast u-ihappy mass of scai'.tered^ persecuted, wander ing

Jews, whose iitense, unchanging, uncoaquerable desire has been for a

national home''' - priority had t'j be given to securing the State first

of all; and to postpoae to a later date all ideological formulat Lons.

Today, howe-/er, the Secularists argue, all striving and struggling

is a matter of the past, because the zionist goal has been accomplished;

becaase Israel is a dr-mocratic State with all the problems and faults

of a modern State; because It has, like all other mode ;n democratlc

statc:is, to face its problems and .^aults; and because there is no room

nor sense anymore ii all the zionist-redemptory ideas of the past.

The consequence of this - ^ather leftist-politically overshadowed

- concept is, that there has set ii an alienation from Judais.'a tn Israel;

that large sectors of Israelis do not see th:^mselves as part of the

Jewish "^eople. This de/elopment is reflected also in t'ie Diaspora in

the large lumber of Jews who are optiag out of being Jews,

Jews are losing interest in Judais-M die to their waning dedi^^atlon

to JewishnesS; aid no : due to the influence of en^^ironmental forces

or influenr.es. Missionary v^^ork is a rellc of times past, althoagh many

Missionaries ave still active among Jews, even in Israel, It is the

growin.g cynicism among the Israelis to wh.'.ch mach of the distanciatioa

from their religion - and e^/en cultare - is due.

Tills Is very marked among toda/^s yoath, most of whom is secular.

In this respect it is aot differeat from lts ounterpart elsewhere.

Like the latter it exists without a spiritual basis. It faces life
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without a spiri'ual ai"n, and often goes through li?e also wlthout an

ideal. Their belief is in the Ideals and promises, the advice and the

fatare, which the t^^levision screen preteiids to transmit,

Whoever watches the TV programs with an analytical-
criti::al mind will notice ^ich sorrow, that the pretentious
dlspeasers of calture really belie/e they caii flll Israeli
youth's intellectual and spiritual va^uiim with the pop

culture of a Madonna or a Michael Jackson, with animated
Cartoons and with rock music,

Wien I ::a.'ae on aliyah T had In my optimis:a expected, that Israelis

religious and educatioaal leaders had in suficient tiiae becof-.ie aware

of the threa*: this dlsplay posing as culture presents to Israel Vs vouth;

that they had seen it as their burning duty, to fill this intellectual

vacuum by providing the youth with some degree - ev'^n if not very deep

and detailed -- of knowledge of jevish tradition, of jewish history and

of jewish ethics. Unfortuiately I camot detect anything which I could

call a sincere effort by those who carry the responsibility. This is

riot oaly a great pity but also a great sin, For were the youug men

and \/omen provided wi. th such an education, it might plant into them

the actually often missing sense of belonging to the Jewish Nation;

might instill in the^m the pride of being nationals of Israel.

Neither do I see an effort made anywhere or anyhow, to convey

to these youQg people even the least appreciation of je^^isii duties and

religious values. Only such a knovN^ledge and such a i appreciation cai

awaken in the youth of Israel that degree of faith in th^ir country;

give the youth that kind of confidence in their people; can help them

gain that amount of trust in themselvcfs, which are vital for nakiag

it see itself as v^aluable pa'^tners ii forming the future of their

country. For such knowledge and faithy such confidence and t':*ust are

essentlal, to inake the young people feel as Israelis responsible for

the future of the entire Jewish People.

I found the youth bored by religion; bored by rituals; bored by

synagogal Services; bored by prayers. They do not vibrate with the

prayers which to the.'a ;.ontain too many songs in praise of God who does

not need man^s praises. They miss the spiritual leaders* teazhlng the

application of tha ancient jewish ethics and commands to e^/eryday life;

to the Problems of today; to the ongoing politicai de/elopments.

Modern jewish youth is very sophisticated, analytical, quastioning,

It wants to see a purpose in life, and a future. It looks for Ideals.

Mowhere ii the world will 90% of the boys and 50% of the gi^ls serve
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In "ihe army vithout pn^test.

If Juddism v\7ants to recaptiore the interes': of ibs bhiaking and

ceason.'.ng youth; Lf Lt -.^^aats the s^/nagajues to be filled, Lt will 'la^^e

t() adapt itself to the yo»jng people's dem^nds; will ha/e to a-ssoriate

Judaism to iTodem ti.'nes' pcoblems; will have to ad<^.pt to today's ethical

df^ands..

Su(7h a directed and a^mpreheasive edu(national procjram would ncot

only preserve this young generation for the je^vish nation; v/oild not

only cceate a valaable jawish aad iscaeli human material, bat Lt woald

also assare the .survi'/al of the .^tate of Israel; and Lts ranking as

a strong aad pcoud nation <^niong all nations, A)id s i .'h a directed jewish

education v/oild help the youth gco^ iato a generation^ which Ls going

to sesrve a.s tlie backbjne which the^ Jewish Diaspora so badly nt^ds.

I sea it as an axiom^ especially for those who like myself have

ex]^)e;:ienc::ed this in person - although I will accept tbit my perscDnal

e^periences have gr^^atly influencai my judgeTient - that only in Israel

can a Jew live the vaJ.ues of Judaism in their true'.st sense; tfiat only

in Israel can a Jew enjoy in füll the pride of beijig jewish; that c^nly

in Israel can a Jew e/:pe3rience ia the fallest se ise a "reeling of secucity

find safet/; that only in Israel .•:aa a Jew have his self-resi^ect sustained

and his honoar retained; that only in Isra-v^l ca^i ti Je-/^ have his hamaa

rights maiat=iiaed; that only in Israel can a Jew be a self-assu.red and

prtjud Jew.

And ul~,imately and f imlly only in Israel can a Jew realize, tliat

by beiag awace of , and ob^dient to,- the d<:^jnands of the ete.rnal code><

of jewish ethics, he will know himself a fulf Llled Jew. It is an

instiactive^. more than reasoned, icnowledge in the Jew^ thit by first

of all falfilling this bisic precon^lition, Israel is turned iito the

Spiritual homaland of the Je-.vs; aad is snade the assuring aj.d comforting

lighthoase for all the Jews in the /^rld. And a-Tiong those //h^ can,

shouLd and will e.ijoy this benef Lt I ine lüde also the non-.'^ionists

.

Israel has with impressive rapidity climloed the laddec of economic

success. Thoagh Israel ^s economy is booning; !:hough Israel is count»-.d

anong the leid Lag t-^chni«":ally endowed nations, the country is painfully

aware,- that the difficul:ie>> Lt ha:i to face ace not gettiag t^aller;

that the ex^Deases it has to be.ir are not getting less: thal: I.t ha.s to
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naj.atairi a large army; that it has to provide for large numbers of

inmigrants; that its pe .ple ha/e to pay heavy tajces; that u".s heal:h

insiraace aad social Services absorb a la 'ge {.«art of the budget; that

oae in every eight pevsoi-i - that ls 6-:-0 000 iidividuals - liv»^^-; in

poverty: that one in every Piv-^ BLderly persoas is pooi*; th.t:: 400 000

of its 1,^00 000 chlVd^'-n live below the poverliy lii^.

Israi^l hai"> also turied itself into a f^oas.'i. ler society
to a dagree no/e thought of, aiver wished for, It is

also no\^ the r mntry la the /v^ostern world with the s..-» oad

greatest diff ere itial bet-veea the highest and lov/est incom^^

groaps. Evei so:ae of tiie hosj-s of ths Histadruth, the

social i.3t-mini!ed and -directsd Trade Uai-jn Or^.iaization,

rer.eive 2'5 tlme^ the a-/.^ age old-age ^j.^nsioii.

Biit it has also t') he poiated oat - ind 's eviiieat, no less -

that the /e ^y acti/ely iivolv^ed social progrim of t'.e State is niirtured

by the deeply ingr^iaed i'ai^.h - which Moses had al^eady introdaced -

that poverty aid physical n(^eds ha-/e lo place In jewish society. From

u:s begi.miiig, all of Lsrael's gover.iiie-nt h^d i he anshM;:eable aspiratloa

that the Provision of all aece sary help aid assLstance to the aeeded

had to be their guideüne..

Israel caa rilso point out ^vith pride; :hat it hns ahie/ed a

re-ipecte.-^ positioa in the areia of v^^orld politics, The country can

poiat oat a numb-jr of - at times impr rJSJive - p:litical suc:-^s3es; but

th^se ha•v^^ led many among the leadiirhl.p t;) succjiri to th(^ assumption,

that the origiaal zi^mist Ideals, values a ."^ aspi^afons are today no

more of pri.nary importance, For this t':e"e is only )ae e<-planation:

these leaders lack proper comprehension of Israelis true needs; they

have neither the right understanding of the duties which their position

and influence require from them. Leaders - be they religious, political

or intellectual leaders - who think, live and act under this wrong

Impression, have failed in their most sacred duty, which is first of

all to shape the future of the people; to carry forward the destiny

of the country; and to guard the safety of the nation.

And it is no less unfortunate, that the populace in Israel is

induced to think - influenced by the conduct of their leaders - it has

no more to make sacrifices for the country 's survival; that it is made

to think, the rules of ethical conduct have no more the veto power which

they may once have had under similar conditions. This comfortable
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escapist way of thinking makes many Israelis feel inclined to argue,

that they are now liberated from all former unpleasant responsibilities;

that they are now free of all former uncomfortable duties; that they

have now the right to enjoy without restraint the benefits offered by

the country's prosperity; and that they have not to control themselves

in their urge to reap as many of the advantages accruing from the

improved Image the country has acquired in the wake of the years-long

"ongoing peace processes".

And, of course, all these benefits and advantages are sweetened

with the luxuries modern life has to offer. Israel has become a consumer

Society worthy of a military, eonomic and political superpower. But

Israel is by far no such superpower. More Israelis than ever travel

abroad. They spend more money than ever on cable TV, luxury clothing,

motorcars, jewelry, portable phones. They spend more money than ever

before on gambling, not only in casinos but also on the Stock Exchange.

To enable them to finance their extravaganzas, a large number of Israelis

indulge in the advantages offered by the "overdraft culture". The banks

eagerly persuade their customers to make use of this offer. On the

advice of their bankers, the trusting, eager, unthinking, greedy ones

among the Israelis are induced - and seduced - to use this loaned money

to speculate in shares. Sooner than later - and inevitably - comes

the unpleasant awakening, when the banks' willing customers have to

face the real demands of life - and of their banks.

And with all these successes and advancements, the
Israelis suffer from an inferiority complex, especially
visavis America. They immitate american customs and habits.
They have copied ever trend, every fashion. Israeli youth
has become "ammericanized", as President Weizman said.
It has turned sloppy; dresses sloppily, because they see
american youth dresas in this way. They Import even its
deviations like the satanic cults. Every TV show, however
empty or silly, is imported from the USA. It is to me
unbelievable that a literate and intelligent people, dares
to screen all those childish idiotic Cartoons.

Israelis most valuable asset is its manpower. Its people provide

Israel with a source of great physical strength and economic power.

Most of all, and to the greatest degree, Israelis advantage is due to

the above average intelllgence of its people. And to the eternal urge

of the Jews to get a good education. Israel has an unusual large pool

of intellectuals. On an average about 120 000 students are enrolled

every year in the institutions of higher learning.
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It i s a pity that most of them are registered in

the faculties of law and business management. The main

reason the students give for their selection is an easier

access to the job market in Israel which a diploma in thetje

professions promises. This is the more regrettable, because

Israel will ultimately be internationally and economically

only competitive in the fields of scientific research and

application. It is, therefore, a pity that only few of

the young people study in the faculties of science: and

that a scarcity is building up in scientifically trained

manpower

.

It should ring an alarm bell in university circles, that Israelis

Standing in the scientific world is steadily eroding. For a very short

time only will this vacuum be filled by the large number of scientists

who have immigrated from the former Soviet Union; but a shamefully large

number of these, often highly qualified scientists and engineers, cleans

the streets or washes dishes in the restaurants.

No ! Let US not lose our sense of proportion ! Let us be clear

in our minds, that all its economic strength does not turn Israel into

a "Wirtschaftswunder"; and that all its military prowess does not give

Israel the Status of a super power, even though in the Middle East it

is militarily stronger than any of its neighbours; though it is strenger

even - under the protection of a benevolent America - than the combined

armies of all of the neighbouring arab states. Israelis should realize

instead, thai. they are being tested, whether they will allow the zionist

Ideals - which have in the first place made their country reach its

actual Position; and which have driven them to gain its many material

advantages - to remain effective. Israelis should be aware, that not

only they, but the deeds of all mankind is tested.

This Abraham Lincoln under stood; he saw, for instance,

in war a divine testing scheme; a "...great testing of

the nation by an ordeal of blood, showing the way to charity

and rebirth". And what Lincoln said on another occasion

might also with great advantage guide our people: "I am

not bound to win, but I am bound to be true. I am not bound

to succeed, but I am bound to live up t ) the light I have".

And the Israelis should take to heart, that only the outcome of

these testing processes will provide the answer, whether Israel has

a right to survive, so that it can revive and pursue the primordial

task and ultimate destiny of the jewish people.

Also the presence or absence of self-sustained and uncritical
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ethical comportment ; or - on the opposite end - the repression of an

ingrained moral sense, represent a test by which it will be determined,

whether the individual's and nation's karman have been positively or

negatively affected; and whether their genes and thei genius have the

right to survive.

I am reminded of a passage I read in the Art Scroll
Prayer Book: "Before going to sleep, Master of the Universe,
I herewi'-.h forgive everyone who sinned against me, my body,

my property, my honour whether he did this in this

transmigration or any past transmigration",

Israel is judged by the outcome of such tests; by the way it

behaves towards the minorities; by the way it treats its foreign workers;

by the way its people behave themselves, How often are we reminded

not only that we were slaves in Egypt, but also that we v/ere for so

long suppressed wherever we lived ! Israelis should never forget, that

their country as a whole is judged by the way they behave at home; by

the way they behave when abroad

•

Israel has inherited an unerring guideline how to behave to

minorities and foreigners in its midst. Jews have much expeftise as

a persecuted - as an at best tolerated - minority group. Israelis cannot

and should not have forgotten, how they and their parents would have

fared, had they misbehaved while they were living as strangers in a

hostile environment. They cannot have already forgotten, what it means

to have been a minority in all those host countries they or their

forefathers have lived *.n the past. And they should never forget, what

it meant to be a stranger in every Single one of these - never welcoming

- host countries.

Rereading what I have just now written, I realize
that I have beeen carried away by my own memories; that

the above words may still apply to a country here and there
~ but riot generally; not even to the arab countries, in

a few of whom residues of formerly flourishing communities
still exist; not even to Germany anymore. I realize, that

the Jews in most all western democracies have little to

complain about nowadays. And the dreadful thought came

t ) me, that the one of the greatest defects of the Jews

which feed the never extinguished hatred for Jews in the

World, is not oonly the jewish often evident self-hatred,
but also by the enmity of so many Jews towards th<^ir fellow-
Jews, along with the disrespect, and even hatred for e -xh

other. Ani I understood that this fault is to a great
kept hidden in the Diaspora "for the goyims' sake", but

comes unhindered to the foreground in Israel.
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This is the first time since nearly 2000 years that the Jews are a

majority in a country which hosts a large minority group. To all

appearances the Jews have not yet got used to this new experience.

Or - in other words - they hcive not yet "digested" this fact. The Jews

like to dwell on their people^s past history, and it would be well to

benefi". from the recall of their past; for such a recall will clearly,

automatically and instinctively dictate to the Jews in Israel - whether

Government or individuals - how to treat the lainorities living in Israel

as best and as equally as possible.

With "minorities" I mean, of course, the Arabs, And in p-irticular

the Palestinians. It is a fact, that: the over-all treatement of these

by Israel and the Israelis can justly be critized, But it is also a

fact that the blame cannot be entirely laid at the feet of the Jews.

The early jewish settlers had come to Palestine with the firm Intention

to treat the local Arabs as friends, as genetically related even; and

to grant them - once the Jewish State is born - the Status of absolute

equality with the Jews,

This had in the main been the program of the Zionist Movement; had

been the original Intention of the ealy peioneers' leaders, especially

that of the intellectuals among them; and in particular of those who

had immigarted from the couritries in Eastern Europe, where they had

been imbued with socialist Ideals.

But it must also be conceded, that the Jews who had immigrated

from arab countries - where they had constituted a humiliated and legally

restricted minority - have transplanted into Israel, along with their

families and themselves, also bitter and painful memories and a long-

standing resentment, which so very often erupted already early on into

manifestations Df a burning hatred against all the Arabs "hey met in

their new homeland.

Having granted all this, it has no Irss also to be conceded, that

the Arabs bear a far greater responsibility for their at times unfriendly

and unpleasant, but mostly - and by all and every definition hateful

- attitude to Judaism in general and to Israel in particular. By their

antagonistic behaviour; by their hosLile attitudes; by their acts of

open, unrestrained terrorism, murder and Sabotage which does not spare

civilians, women and children; by their mistaken belief that by their
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acts of teror they could make the Jews give in to the demands of arab

nationionalism - t'iis means not the grant of their demands for äqual

rights with the Jews, but the total dismantling of the Jewish State

- the Arabs in and arourid Is.-'ael have made any füll int-egra^ion and

peaceful co-existence for a very long time very difficult, if not totally

impossible.

Islamists - and this nationalist-fundamentalist appellation of

an unrestrained radicalism applies to all Arabs :.n Israel and in "he

outside vorld - want an arab State in all of what is the State of Israel.

They base their claim on declaring the entire country as an islamic

"waqf"; that is as the iaalienable property of Islam.

The theory is in circulation - and is, apparently, in füll accepted

by the Government of Israel - that the Palestinians' enmity towards

the Jews is due to economic roasons; that a peaceful atmosphere would

automatically set in no sooner the living conditions of the arab people

have improved.

This theory has, since the 1993 hondshake on the lawn
ofthe White House in Washington, had a remarkable impact
on Rabin 's policy: he began to pass around his hat among
the wealthy nations "o collect money for the PA in Ga^'.a,

the so-called Palestine Authority. And for Peres it was
an invitation to travel from one foreign capitals to the
other to solicit financial support for Arafat. Regr^tfully
this policy has croated a crisis of confidence among the
Jews in the Diaspora. They have Israel very :imch at heart;
but the Israeli leadership's conduct hurts them grently.
Many of the Diaspora Jews who have every year donated
considerable sums to Israel, have in consequence cancelled
their contributions.

Wü are told, however, by experts, that even though depressed

economic conditions have not created extremists, they do increase the

resentment of the unenployed, and the envy of the underprivileged.

These groups will fill the ponds from which the extremists recruit their

followers. But even if these radicals were no more unemployed or not

anymore underprivileged, they would still remain fired by their religious

fanatism and their anti-jewish sentiments to sacrifice themselves for

the islamic cause. Not enough is realized - and taken care of - how

much the vital political decisions of the Arabs are influeneced by

religious, psychological - if not psycho-pathological - traits and

interferences.
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The real basis for the clash of the two cultures; the true cause

whlch makes a r^jal settlement unlikely or even impossible, are not so

much the economic depeudency of the Palestiiiians, nor the mil.itary

superiority of the Jews, but the absence of a democratic understauding

in the Arabs education; is their Submission lo traditioaal conceptions

of the Jews; is their religious-f atalistic ai.titude to their destlny.

The two million Arabs in Gaza and the Wc3st Bank share no common

experiences, nor dreams for the future, with the Jews in the areas where

Israel is or was sovereign. There are no common interests between them.

Nor is or was there ever a harmonious co-existence between the two sides«

And without common interests there will never be peace; and without

peace there will never be co-existence.

To reach this stage gerierations will have to pass, Israel will

not be able to live in harnony with its arab ci^-izens if they do not

imbibe the principles oJ' democracy; and will not liv=? in peace with

the neighbouring arab states as long as these are no true democracies-.

Only democracies can solve their disputes by peaceful aeans. And peac

will beocme permanent and inviolable, when all n-itioas in the Middle

East accept the ajciom^ that each nation*s wellbeing depends on the

wellbeing of all other nati.ons..

How far away is this State of peaceful co-existece still ? The

Arabs in Israel have no kind of sentimental adherence to the State of

Israel; instead they try to build up their palestinian identity. They

do not like the Jews. They do not recognize the right of the Jews to

be in Israel. They do not want to be called **Israel Arabs"; they want

to called Palestiiians; that is "Palestinians who happen to be Israeli
• • ffCitizens .

There has been arab violence against Jews for over a Century;

war after war since Independence; and contlnuous attacks in between.

This has forced Israel to become a military power, and not t'ie mainly

agricultural country the jewish pioneers had initially hoped and planned

for.

Until this Century the national entity the Arabs call
"Palestine" had not been used. While the Jews lived the
Land of Judaea the country was never call(^d Palest ine.
This riame was imposed on the country in the Ist Century
CE by the Romans after they had destroyed the Jewish
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Commonwealth. To the Jews it was thereafter a misinformed

and unwarranted name and enti^-y, imposed on them by an

outside power. An entity giving itself today the name

"Palestinians" came into being only after the Jewish State

was fornied in 1948. Untll then the designation referred

exclusively to the Jews li.ving in Mandatory Palestiie.

Thus, for instance, were the Jews called who had enlisted

diiring WWII in the British Army, while at that time the

Arabs refused even to be callled Palestinians. And at

that time arab If^aders told the Peel Commission: "Palest ine

is a term the Zionists have invented".

Regretfully, the Govirnment of Israel too prefers to describe

the inhabitants of Gaza and the "West Bank" as "Palestinians", thereby

granting these Arabs a historic legitlmacy going back to roman times.

This fully justifies the Arabs' - and the fooled world's - claim that

they are entitled to an Independent State named "Palestine" which

in the past had been explicitely associated with jewish history and

in the present with jewish aspiratioas.,

There is also ::he by no means minor fact, that the country's safety

may be endangered, and the security of the State undermined, should

the Jews show the Arabs that magaanimity which would conform to the

demands of jewish ethics; and were they to extend to the Arab-J the füll

equality for which the latter clanour.

There is no denying the fundamental truth that Israelis survival

depends oa its collaboration with, and the goodwill of , the moslem world.

Jews have made every effort to befriend the Arabs. Moslems have been

invited to preach in synagogues, but no Jew has ever been invited to

a mosque. The chances for a friendship to grow up, or even for a

collaboration to come about, is still far away, all the peace treaties

notwithstanding. A peace treaty does not necessarily mean peace. Israel

will realize this when it is holding a few torn pieces of paper in its

hands.

"Tney dress my people's wounds

without concern: Peace ! Peace ! they say,

but there is no peace*\

(Jeremiah 8:11)

The first sign that the Palesti.iians have changed their attitude

towards Israel would be thair showing due appreciation of the advances

they have made in every one of their living conditions since they have

come into contact vith the first jewish settlers.
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Before the zionist era the Palestinians' irn'thods of
•'igriculture were so primitive, thai: the country cou'.d never
sustain more than 200 000 people. Life expectancy before
Israelis rule was 50 years. Under jordaniau rjle - i.e.
frjm 1948 to 1967 - a third of the populatl.on of Judaea-
Samaria, and half that of Jerusalem lefl: the country. There
were no modern schools and not even one Single university.
Nor were there to be seen any of the hundreds of sump^-io:is

palace-like arab habltats it is possible to admire tnday.

The PalesLinians grow:i up, schooled and trained In Israel, are

"he most educated class of people in the arab world. Their higher

qualificatlons ensui'e them a superior type of em^)loyment in many of

the arab countries. Today these advantages are slowly slipping away,

mainly because the palestlniaa schools and uni^ersities are dedica^ing

more ti-ae to political indoctrination than to proper studies.

We hav'i t ) confess to ourselver, - and openly so - that for

Israelis and Palestinians, for Jews and Arabs alike, there is no future

worth looking for unless each sile learns to live in peace with the

other; and unless they agree to exist together in harmony. Palestinians,

and all Ardbs ii general, will have to rid themselves of the fear, they

may be dominated by Israelis not only militarily but - it ±s especially

this one hears now all over the arab world - that also Israelis powerful

economy might co-iie doTiinate the MLddle East. This fear is anything

but reduced by Peres' repeated ex-cathedra announcefaents, thaf: t\e day

is not far av/ay, when Israel will organi>:e a ''Common Middle East Market",

and will - in addi^.ion - become a member of the Arab League.

What Peres and other dreamers project will renain a dream, no

sooner the Arabs have come to realize, that by peacefal collaboration

with Israel they too can advance economically and socially. And this

idea!'. stage can become a reality even before the MeshJ.ach arrives^ when

the Israelis make their contribution by finally reali'^.ing that Arabs

have rights too; and when the psychologicall the Situation has so far

improved, that Jews can also give up seeing in 5ivery Arab a terrorist.

A main hurdle on the path t:) a possible coexistence of Ar-ibs and

Jews is "he assertion of the Arabs in the Middle East, that no jewish

State - and for that matter neither a chris::ian one - can exist within

the "arab world". The Arabs will have to concede in all honesty, that

the Jews have the right to their own homeland; and that Islam 's division
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of the World into countries which are islamic, and those which are not

yet l.slamic, is unarceptable ii our ti.me aad in our «rorll.

Surprisiagly - and sadly ir is iadeed still =i surprise

- one hedrs no.vr and then th;j Suggestion fr.m a leading

Arab here and there, that a genuine .'State of peace wi-.h

the Jev^s is not such an impossibility. Rut these daring

voices are soon stilled. When e.g. the Mufti of Saudi

Arabia, Sheikh Abdel Azi^ Bin-Baz, issued a Fatewah to

the efrect that islamlc la.vr does not rula out peace with

Israel, Egypt protested. In all haste the Sheikh withdrew

his L-uliig with the explanation, he had of course meant

that peace with Israel was allowed "uatil the time the

arab armies are strong enough to expell Israel from

Palestine".

Until that true pear.e, still liigering in IJtopia, co-ies over the

Middle East, the hostile arab world will continue to protest whenever

a Third World country re-establishes diplomatlc relations wir.h Israel;

whenever the UN makes a friendly m-jve towards Israel; whenever a w.-stern

statesman makes a favourable remark about Israel; or whenever anywhere

a gov-ernment exprassses sympathy for the Jews of Israel - though rarely

spontaneously, but more often on pressur- from Washington or for economic

reasons - on the occasion of. a terrorist attack.

This Century has not known war between democratic countries. Wars

have only been fought between a democratic country and a dictatorship.

In each of these wars the totalitarian country has been the aggressor.

Considering that in the entire Middle East Israel is the only democracy;

Israel has to expert - notwithstandlng all the peace talks, all the

peace treaties, and all the handshakes - to be involved in wars in tho

not too dLStant future. None of the arab states, with which Israel

has signed peace treaties, has given up the hope o: defeating Israel

in a war. And this includes Arafat's "State of Palestine". For with

the establishment of his State the ground was laid for the next stage:

the extension of his domain in Jaffa, Nazareth and in the Gallil., where

about 50% of the inhabitants are Arabs. This next stage in his special

kind of "diplomacy" Arafat has repeatedly aad untiringly promised his

restless and impatient people.

Arafat has never clearly and unequivocally promised

what the -:ivilized world understands as "peace". Not even

in his speech following the famous handshake on the White

House lawn in Washington oa September 13, 1093, has Arafat

has s.-id a word abjut peace with Israel or about cessati.on
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of terror; but he made it clear, that the paper he had

signed along with Rabin was the fi^si: step in the PLO's

"plan of phases" of 1974. This plan proposes to "establish

a national, indipendent and fighting government over every

part of the soil of Palestine to be frc^ed . . . . ."; and it

makes clear that "...after its establishment the national

palestinian go'/ernment will fight...to c.)mplete the

liberation of all palestinian land".

Arafat has also consistently assured his followers that the Oslo

Agreement is like Muhammad *s peace with the tribe of Koreish, which

he annulli=id after two years; and he never falls to mention also, that

he has for e-/ery objection of his listeners a hundred of his own.

And when he addresses his followers - i.e. when he speaks t»

them in arabic - he will never omit to promise the continuation

of the "jihad". The Israeli people are not be fooled - as its

leaders appear to be - about the meaaing of this word: it means

war against Israel, as Munir Sa'id, the Hamas chief in Sudan

explained in the London Daily Telegraph: ".. .our jihad is ai^ied

at liberating Paler,tine frjm the Israelis. This is not a matter

of terrorism. This is holy war".

The scenario I see develop soon after the Palestine

State had been flnally constituted, is a civil war erupting

bei-.ween its various politica:". frai^tions. Syria, which

has never given up considering Palestine one -jf thi^ syrian

provinces, will certainly intervene. Inevita^'.y Israel

wi 1 have to ger, involved. Egypt will make use of this

long awaited opp.-^rtunity and attack Israel Dn a wide front;

and Iraq and I^an - in this case all their old rivalry

and enmity forgotten - will unite their forces and r-iin

their missiles on Israel. The western wor I d will, as usual,

supply massive amounts of arms t.) both sides. The USA

will look on; will "watch and stay aside"; and will remain

still less involved than in Bosnia. Only Jordan, still

licking its wounds from its former misndventures^ may stay

out of the fr^y; unless, that is, its monarchy has been

overthrown, in v/hich case it will hasten to offer, and

grab, what it beli.eves its share*

Once the effect of the "peace pr jcess" has come to füll fruü-.ion,

the jewish se tlements and villages, ki':butzim and moshavir.i will find

themselves adjacent t > large arab concentrations. It is an Illusion

to think, that the Jews in these places can ever be safe. It is illogical

to believe, that the IDF can provide füll protection. It is naive to

suppose, thai the Arabs will ^jver allow these Jews to be safe. "^o think

XiYixis - and not to take precautions - would reveal one more facet of

a well-known jewish tendency to self-destruction.
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Whatever their grievances and sentimeni:s about the Israelis;

whate-^er their their plans and strat^^gy against Israel, the arab popalace

cannot but wish to benef i.t - to the de^ree and extent the pe;)ple of

Israel have in such a great mr-asure - froia the advances the world has

made in thc^ second half of fiis Century. Th^y cannot but wisli to enjoy

the same life style as "he Israelis. Tney have all the justificat I.ons

and rights to harbour such aspirntions. All the opportunities to

achieve these advantages and blessings ar^? open to them, Hov/ever, to

translate ^heir wishes into reality they will have to cease tranislating

their frustrations into acts of hat red for the Jews. They will have

to give up believing, that terrorism will solve "heir problems^

Hatred against Jews; and Allah 's supposed blessing of acts of

terrorism, are preached in every arab school and mosqu-^ in the world.

Such kind of explicit indoctrination is in partikular an Integral part

of the Qu 'ran lessons chi .drei learn in th«=iir schools; and the.'3e lessons

are continued in the conversatioas they hear in their homes. It has

been well realized by the Palestinians - but not by those elements in

Israelis government who should be aware of this - that arab children

are educated to s e Israel as an only temporary, i Lieg itimate occapant

of Arab land; and that the occupiers will soon be oliminated.

This is certainly not an education leading to peace ! Even today

no official school map anywhere in the arab world - including Egypt

and at the moment of my writiag even Jordan - contains the name "Israel".

Sadly the same is the case in the arab schools of Judaoa, Samaria and

Jerusalem - financially maintained by Israelis tax-payers - which are

allowed to continue with the jordanian curriculun ! There has not been

an Israeli government which has thought it necessary to interfere.

No Israeli governnient did and does mind that Ardfat appointed the

teachers of these schools under Israeli sovereignty: thal: the arab

children in Israel see only the maps of 1948 which show no village or

town with a jewish name ! This is certainly not the way to bring up

::hildren for a peaceful coexisteuce !

The results of this kind of education are evident

everywhere. What more horrifying example can I cite than

the reaction of the brother of a suicide bomber: "
I

jried a little at first; but later I stopped. And whe.i

I saw the flesh and blood of the Jews, I was happpy".
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I want to repeat what T said a short while ago: contrary to what

the PLO arid Hamas leaders preach, there is very little support for their

assumption, that the frustration of the arab masses, their islamlc

fannticism and their anti-Israel terror acts - especially that of ^he

Palestinians - will be oliminated by a bettr^rment in their economy;

by provigion of employment for theia; by allowing them a higher Standard

of living. The greatest hostility for Israel; and the most enthusiastic

Support for the "armed struggle", are not found among the inmates of

refugee camps or among the indigent nia.->ses, but among the palest I.nian

Professionals anl the middle cla ses. Many a suic dal bomber had a

good education and came from a socially higher placed family.

The arab world has since the last 200 years been struggli.ig to

adjust its Society to the demands made - and to the possibilit ies offered

- by the western world. But so far it har. failed in its efforts, Moslem

try to prevt^nt the unpleasant fall-out from this failure by giving their

religion a direction of fanatism and fundamentalism; and by ma '.nta *.ning,

that even ^heir past backwardness had been a better period in Islam,

because it had been filled with higher Ideals.

A chaage ii the Arabs' attitude to Israel - and in general to

the Jews - will only be possible, if a new generation of Ar^bs grows

up which realizes, that islamic ;^xtremlsm is not an expression of true

religiosity. A change will only be possible, if the new generation

of Arabs will Widerstand, that because of this radicalization of Islam

it has not advanced along with other civilizations. A change can only

come about, if the arab masses will cease to be radicalized. A change

IS certain, when the arab leadership and masses ar.quire sufficient

insight to realize, that Israel and World Jewry can help thern to enjoy

too all the benefi^.s that are available In the modern wer,tern world.

In addition - and already now - it mry be in their
own interest for the intellectual arid educated Moslems
to be aware, that the rage of the Islamic Fundamentalists
is noi: directed only a^ainst Jews, and not only against
the non-islamic world, but to a possibly ^iven greater degree
also against any modern pro^res.-> among the Mosle::is. Modern
and progressive thinking Moslems should be aware of the
danger, that they themselves may become the next r.arget
-and victims - of Islamic Fundam«-ntalism.

But in View of the .-aaldirected education; and in view of the hate-



filled religious teaching to which the past and actual generations of

Arabs hnve been exposed, such hopes and expe-tations belong still in

the land of fantasy.
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The Palestinj.ans must concede - to themselves at least - that

as Israeli Citizens they are now economically better off than ever

before. And chey must confess - to themselves at least - thaf: their

existence is more secure now than ever before. They cannot have

forgotten, that a hundr.t?d years ago they were an undern jurished farmi.ig

people; that under jordanian rule the -/ast majority of the Arabs in

Jerusalem! had no basic municipal Services like water, sc^wage etc; that

their egyptian and jordanian masters erisured the populace's servility

by depriving it of even a minimal educati.on. Today the ardb population

of Israel enjoys the very same blessings of modern civQizntion as their

jewish neighbours, along with an unprecedented prosperity.

Corisid-iring the great benefits the Palestinians have allround

gained; considering the impressive rise in their Standard of life and

economy; and consid^irin!^ the readiness of most Israelis to cultivate

friendship and comradesh.'.p with the Arabs, the Israeli Ar^bs should

frjm their sidc - wichout having thereby to forego the preservntion

of their nationa!". identity; without thereby ha/ing to fear int^rference

in the maintenance of their cultaral heritage; and without having to

expect being hurt in their national pride and their social aspirations

- have been far more forthcoming and accommodatiag to Israelis n^eds

of security; and should sympathetically have catered to the Israeli

Jews' fears for their safety.

As long as the Palestinians and their brethren in the arab states

continue to believe they can destroy Israel - or at least create a

binational non-zionist State - they cannot and will not improve their

deplorable economic arid social conditions.

This basic understanding should motivate the Palestinians and

the arab states to live in peace with Israel. They should not -expect,

that the conr.essions they have until now succeeded to obtain - with

the help of pressure on Israel by America and Ejrope - will continue

indefinitely • Nor should it be necessary for the american aad european

governments to bribe the Arabs to make now and then a few peaceful

gestures.
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In principle and by law the moslem and christiai minorities In

Israel enjoy the same rights as the Jews. Without interference by Israel

or Israelis they can observc^ all the facets of their religion; cultivate

thelr culture; maintain their language; and obsc:jrve their own castoms.

Were the minorities making at least the proper eifort to otherwise fit

into the ways of the majority in the country; were they at least making

an effort to accomuodate the sensibil I.ties of the Jews; were they at

least to show the intent to ease the suspi':ions of the jewish majority,

they v/ould undoubtedly be assured jf a uore dignified and prideful

existence.

But whatever the reasons, explanations and excuses may be f^r

the pr^ivailing State of affairs^ it is a fact - and a regrettable fact

in addition - that the i.sraeli Jews hav^i their share of guilt to bear.

It has to be acknowledged, that for legitimai:e security reasons - though

these are usually combLned with a measure of prejudice and intolerance

- Israel has never, what^iver the Declaration of Independenc:^ may say,

granted the Israeli Ar-ibs füll equality with the Jews; nor has it

provided thera wit'i the same rights and advantages which the Israelis

enjoy. Israel has failed to integrate its Arabs into the Israeli, society

with their füll riglits and human dignity preserved. I fear, we shall

one day have to regret our failings even more than many of us do a?.ready

now.

But one the other band I have to concede, that although it would

have SHtisfied the nation's ethical principles; and although it wojld

have conformed with my ov/n personal moral demands, the füll achievement

of even an .deal Integration would noi: at a 1 have impr-jved - at least

not to an appreciable degr^e - the security and the chance of survival

of Israel and its Jews. This is not entirely the fault of the Jews,

who have - mostly even without being conscious of it - a strongly

developed moral sense, which makes them feel guilty towards the Arabs

in their midst. Unfortuuately , in comperisation of the shame he feels,

the Israeli reacts very often with arrogance.

The arab population should accept the fact, that it lives in a

jewish State. The palestinian leadership should make its people realize,

that tiey can live in hrirmony and peace with the Jews, were they to

give ap their unrealistic nationalistic dreams; and were they in all

honesty t) decide to live in peace with the Jews.
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(This, by the way, applies in great measure equally

to the religious minoritles among the Jews - in particiliar

to those of the ultra-orthodox tinge - who appear to

synpathize wich the Arabs; who do not call Israel their

fatherland; who are themselves not exposed to the slightest

restrictions, but who v/ant to impo.'ie th^ir own antiquatod

rites, belief s and customs or. the other scxtors of the

jewish public. Neither sho ild a haredi Minister of

Education have the right to impose his beliefs on the

curricula of secular schools. One cannot expect peace

from the side of the Palestinians, if there is none anong

all layers of the Israeli population.)

These simple conditl.ons I have outliiied, will also be the valid

and basic pre-conditions at the tlme, when the independent p^lestinian

stdte, created alongside Israel, comes into fall bloom. But, alas,

eve.n if a major ity of Israeli Arabs Icnows they will get an honest deal

from Israel, a whole generatl.on of those who had been jailed; of those

who have lost a parent or a brother or a friend in the strugglo with

Israeli, will continue finding it tliff Lcult to agree to Israelis

existence.

(Though I ha/e already pointed this out, I an going

to repeat here, that Israel has regulär ly expressed its

goodwill to the Arabs, its willingness to collaborate in

forming a harmonious co-existenco with th Palestinians.

For instance: it has shown resLraint at the time the

Intifada youngsters hurled their stones. Israel could

with ease have suppresed the unresi: by force; but i^.s

soldier's and policemea restrained from doing so. I do

not mind conceding, that many Israelis reacted with restrain

more in fear of the threat the nation may be wor.d-wide

accused of suppressing human rights, than by pangs of

conscience.

)

Will things within Israel - where such large sectors harbour

resentment-born hatred for the Arabs - change for the better once a

true and real peace exists with the neighbours ? This vital quer.tion

Is only a part of the vaster one: whether Israel can sur^/'ive, even under

the be-^t of circumstances, with so many sworn enemies lurking withAn

and without its borders. Is it a blessed omen, thai: there is actually

a mood among Israelis Palestinians and neighbouring arab states to make

peace Should thlr. actual mood in Israel and in the countries near

and far to agree to a "solid peace", be basically and predominantly

interpreted as a psychological readlness to "start a new life", similar

to the kind of a mood which in these years appears t > pervade nearly

all t:ie nations iri the v/orld ? Can this mood indicate an hofiest trend,

a moral yearning, a spiritual readiness to make peace with one*s hostile
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neighbours ?

The Japanese Prime Minister Toni:',ichi Murayama apologizes for tiie

evils his country has done. The Pope has not yet got on his knees to

a:;k the Jews' forgivenes for the immense crimes committed in his Chiirch s

name, but at leasl: he asks his flock to repent its other "listorical

transgressions; and he apologizes to the Africans for the complicity

of the Church in the slave trade; and ho openly laments the catholic

exploitation of the people.-^ of Latin America, Also the l'^aders of the

Evangelic Litheran Church in Am^jrica added th=?ir share: in April 1994

they confesed that Luteher's "anti-judaic tribes are still used t )

bolster the teaching of hatred toward Jews. French protestant and

catholic pilgrim-j will, along the route to Jerus.ilem^ say prayers of

remor.se for the thonsands of Jews and Moslems the Cruyaders have killed

in the nane of Jesus Christa In New Zealand :hou^5ands have ask the

Maories for forgiveness for the misdeeds done to them. We read of a

"rash" of peace-making in the Mildle East, in Ireland, in South America,

:^.n Africa, in Korea and in many more places. And so on and so forth.

Does this herald a new era ? Is all the-ie ehest be itings only happeiiing

ai: the eve of the new nillennium ?

I la/e the faint Impression that all these movement ha/e "started

from Ziorf" - but I may be wrong^

Again I want to repea", tha" Israelis and Judaismus survival depend

primarily on a g:od jewish e^ducation; on the caild's exposure to the

family observing the r.TjUgious rituals at home and in the .synagogue;

in the yoath's finding sense cind enjoyment in being jewish; and in the

experience from one or more Visits to Israel*

Profer,sor Neusrier, the famous, rather provocativi and
iconoclastic jewish scholar, sees the hope for jewish
survival in the quality of jewish family life. William
Safire, the philosopher, thinks Lt wrong t) make those
v/ho intermarry into outcasts, Religiou.s studies should
be given more eiaphasis instead;; Symbols should be mor'e

fuMy eicplained; and rituals should De Made more attractive.
This gives n sense of belonging; satisfied splritual
longin.g; and binds together the family, he thinks. (I have
been told, thai: the Reform Movement, having understood
modern Jewry's need of such an attractive approach, has
been induced to introduce rnore of jewish ti~aditions,

)

Regr-?tfuMy, to the younger generation in Isr^ael - and no less

also to that in the D:\aspora - Zion.ism and Israel do not play anymore
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"h- role they did for cheir parents. The same applies also to the value

religion has f jr this generation. It is a mistHke to taink, that in

the wor d of today, and in that of the up-coming generation^ there is

no need of a religious orientation. This applies not only to the

political life, especia Lly with rgard to human rights.

Many young religious Zionr.stSy iispired and led 3y the
late Rabbi. Zv'i Yizhak Kook, interpreted the miraculou.s
victory of 1967, the liberation of the Temple Mount in
Jerusalem, and i:he conquest of the Machpela Cave in Hebron,
ar, signs of diw-iae protection; and as the indlcation that
the time of Redemption was at last approaching. The
(lisappointed settlers of Judaea and Samaria who had ^een
fighting the Government 's vithdrawal frjm what they see
as a divinely foreseen time and arranged Situation, are
fr )m the stock oT these fervent Zionists.

And still ! When Israel has properly signed and sealed all the

peace treaties it has on its hands and those Lt anticipates, the <iuestioa

remains unansvvered - or better expressed: the fear and suspicion have

not evaporated - whether it is trae, that the A-ab might sign whatever

contract and agreenent with the jewlsh infidels without the inner

reservation, that he will renegate what he has signed the mome^nt its

suits h.i.m ? Is it true, that he is not obliged to keep his word, e«/en

his solemn oath, Lf these are glven to an infidel party ? Is this

suspicion not justif Led by Arafat 's continued call for "Jihad", and

his repeated memtion of the "peace" Muhammad had made - and broken when

he found it opportune - with the Kuarish tribe ?

Whether all this is true or not, I am bothered by the question

whether Israelis leadership has taken all sur.h possib Llities properly

and car:3fully irito account when signing these peace treaties ? Often

I cannot avoid the Impression, that our leaders are carried away by

wliat looks like an innocent optimism, but Ls in reality more a calculated

ga.'ible to gain a momentary politi^al advantage on the home front; as

well as to gain ad/antage points iti the never ceasing bitter intra-party

struggles; and applause and medals abroad. And, of course, there was

also in the background - and behind many of the Israeli ministers'

otherwise inconprehensible moves - the hope of a po.ssible and eventua?.

nomination for the Nobel Peace Prize. It is incomprehensible to :ae

- and to other people of more experience and greater intelligence than

I -- how Israel could cede in its peace treaties with the Palestinians,

with Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon Stretches of land w!iich, according

to its ov/n, as v/ell as to am-jrican and other mUitary experts, are
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essential for its defence.

I am certain, many Israelis are - as I personally am - offended

by the incredibly hypocritic explanations the Government regulär ly dishes

out f'jr i-.s moves; and by Israelis poli.ti.clzed military command's

inexplainable Omission to express its hoaest opinion. Is it out of

fear, that this may contradict the policy of ruliig Government - and

imperil their career ?

Again I will ask: what can be don-B to briag about the solid and

truri State of peac^ful coexistence between Jews and Arabs whici is so

vital f')r Israelis survi^al ? I fully agree with those who State,

thai: there is no other Solution than the one, where both sides invest

all their available energies aad opportunities in developing goodi/ill

for each other; than in learnlng to accommodate each other ^ than in

sincerely wishing to live in peace with each other. Yizhak Rabii, in

one of his uncontroHed utterances^ sa i.d in the afte:'math of one of

the autobus bombLngs in Tel Aviv, "....we cannot ha/e this mixt ire of

Jews and A^abs. There has to be a Separation, not just a technical

closure (of the territories)". He will lave known well eaough, that

such a Separation is nowadays not possible; 'ihat it had from the

beginning of the State not been possible; that i". had proved an

impossible Solution when tiis same idea was considered by the British

Royal Commission in 1937; that it pro/ed inpossible when the United

Natious attempted in 1947 the division of Palestine into jewish and

arab parts; that it was the last time effectively possible only in

biblical times, \/hen Abraham, with the same idea in mind, separated

fr jm his nephew Lot.

Again I ivill ask- can we be certain, that the peace talks, which

in recent years have boen going on between Israel and certain a:^ab states

and have l'^d :o the signing of peace treaties, will truly lead to a

real peace ?

The Wvorll miy take it ar. the absolute truth, that Israelis and

the Israelis' greatest desire is to establish peace with its arab

neighbours withii and around Israel. The Jews have since ever had the

fervent desire to live In peace. It is the mainstay of their hope.s

for survival. Rabbi Shineon ben Gamliel's state.-aent, that "Three things

sustain the v/orld: justice, truth and peace" has always been Judaism's

prayer

•
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And aga.^.n I will ask: Are the Arabs ready to mike
peace ? Do they crave as much for peace as the Jews ?

Is Lt a foundati^n stone of their rellgion as it is in
Jjdaism ? "Peace" is laentioned so.ae 250 times in the Tnach.
The Qu 'ran, on the other hand, mentiDns peace only once:
(^nly in the instance when it pj'eached p^^ace and harmouy
betw^en Moslems: "Make peace between your brothers", the
Qu 'ran says. Nothing is said in the Qu 'ran about peace
as an iniversal ideal and value.

Peace dealings with Arabs; and lo less also with the Palest inians,

ar'e inade difficult by "heir convinction, that Israelis makiag coacessions

at every step of the negotiatiDns - whene^er the other side hesitatej3

or threatens to walk out - is clear evLdence that Israel has been

defea'ed, ajid is now at a d Lsadvaatage. This has been most blatantly

shovm in the negot'.ations with Syrla, v^hich behaved, "lalked and demanded

a.s if it had been Israel who had been defeated in 1948, 1967 and 1973.

The "Iiitifadaf" - the five years lasting armed resistance of the

palestinian youth - had undoubted Ly induced :he Go7ernment of Israel

tc; Start ori the Oslo peace talks with A^afat's Palestin lans. Undoubtedly

i.t has reinforced also the Arabs' way of dealing with Israel 's peace

negotiators; h.as the arab world celeb^ate the Intifada now as a great

military, national and so on victory; and las the worll at large express

a great measure of admiration and a lot of congratulations for the

Palestiniaas. But Israel 's critics should sit back and contemplate

the naked trath: that it \/oiild have been easy for Israel 's armed forces

to put dov/n the re/olt, though at che cost of a blDodi)ath; that most

of the democracies in the v/orld would themselves certainly have done

so; and that the Jews did not take this step, because it would impossibly

ha-v^e been compatible vith their inboru sense of morals.
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6.

Will Israel be allo\/ed i:o survive ?

Today tho entir^3 wor Ld is affected in oae way or other by Tslim's

clamoroas, uacontrolled - and to'ally unjustified - aspira'ion to regaln

the dominant position i*: had once apon a timo - no moce than for a

Century or two - as the leading pO'ver in the thea civilized vor Id.

As Lf this does not concer-n the-n; as If they are not threatened, the

non-moslem nations of the world Look on and do not react. They go on

hiding their global head in the sand. And this malces thein overlook

that Israel has become a main bullwark against the.se islamic aspira'iions.

The nations of the world take in wLth equal unconcern the assertlon

of Islam 's Spiritual and political leadership; that the Moslems are

forced to behave belligerantly , because Israel makes the^m react wLth

terror; because Israel has grown into a ^a-* too great threat to the

well.lbeing of Islam's world; because Israel "hreatens Islam's social

fabric; because Israel undermines the Arabs economy; because Israel

imperils the economic subsistence of the Palesti.iians.

We are wltnessing a political resurgence in the world of Islam.^

More thaa elsewhere is this case in the Middle East, Iran 's Ayatollah

^^homeni has decreed Chat Islam must once again rule supreme as it did

in the 7th to the 9th centuries, Iran's rulers - and also those of

Saudia, Pakistan and other moslem states - provide the finaicing of

this extremist mo^/ement; a.id the training of the Fu idamentalists In

che "art" of terrorisrii. Iran has also worked out a definite plan for

the future: first the northern part of Africa has to be radicalized;

and starting from there all Europe.

Today islamic fanatism is to be found all over the world, including

the large populated centres of Europe and the Americas. Also the Moslems

of Pakistan, whom I had knowa as balanced aad self-critical in all their

sincere religiosity, have begun - I learn with regret - to indulge in

the Fandamentalists' horrors.
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Let US be clear at least about one thi.ig ia our oiinds: islamic

raii':alism vill not be tamed by eliminating Iran 's khomenism; nor v^^ill

it be coQtrolled by fv.^eding of the starving maoses in Baagla Desh and

Sudai; by overcoming the economic distress of the Palest Lniais in Ga;^a,

Judaea aid Samaria. Islamic extiremism is still only limited though

luxiriat Lngly growing movement, but it shows alrealy all tiie indications

that it is about to cause a chaage in the Coming history. The threat

of the 203 m~.llion Arabs living in a laidnass bigger than the United

States of Aiaerica ivill not grow less. It may oae day even lead to a

war between Islaii and the West - for the first t Lme since the clash

at Poitiers in ^32.

Clear thinking observers should not have the slightest doubt that,

al though Islamic Fundamentalism proclaims Israel and all J'iwry as Lts

foreinost target, the entire western non-moslem \Nrorld too »vill ultimately

be their target. There are here and there already indications, it seems,

that the Western World is becoming aware of thls menace, as islamic

terror has begun to flow over into the West, and has affected there

not only Jews and jewish Institut Lons, but also noa-je>vish individuals

and public st^uctures. The pesslmists' long-standing worry about the

West 's iiertia is getting somewhat eased, because all o/er the non-

islamic world the comprehension begins to dawn of the danger the islamic

extremists represent to ^vestern values and proper ties, It requlres

lIO great acumen to predict, that with this comprehension aroused the

non -islamic West canaot anymore look on idly. In the near future it

may expect an ever stronger onslaught of Islamic Fundamentallsm in no

less a total engagement than the democratic powers, who had until not

long ago to fight against Communis^ and Nazism*

Neither does it require of us a great intellectual or political

percipience to concljde, that Israelis survi/al is intimately in/olved

with the success or failure of the Islamists' ambitions. And - this

is my firm personal view - it requires neither a specific historic

kno>Arledge nor any prophetic qualifications to predict, that neither

Islam qua religion; nor its murderous, nihilistic, militaristic

fundamentalistic arm will succeed in eliminating either Israel or

Judaism provLded Judaism preser/es its inner cohesioi and moral

strength; aid provided, an ethics-imbued Israel will retain the sympathy

and help of its friands and protectors.

What is going on now and in the near future are imnportant and decisive



tests to which Israel and Judaism - and possibly the world too - are

exposed >
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Without a thDrough study of the essentlals of Islan;
wLthout a kaoivledge of Islam's teachings - and no less
also an appreciatlon of its intrinsic values - it is

impossible to understa.id what is goiag on in the islamic
World. Islam was born in Arabia. It Ls a predominaitly
arab religion, It has remained the same religion which
once had suited a desert people. Tolerance as we understand
doe.s not play a role in Islanio Neither has Islam a word
for "democracy"; it Substitutes it with "shoora", which
mi^ans something 1 Lke conseasus or tradition. Islam maaas
"Submission". It regulates, more thai aiy other religion,
every facet In the believer's life. It offers guLdelines
for every moment of the day. It is Allah 's decision whether
one is rizh or poor. This nakes social conflicts unknown
among Moslems*

Many of Islam' s rul^s and regalatioas cry out for reform; but

Lio .reform has ever been tried. I will even say: has never been risked,

No reform can ever be proposed, as this would meaii chaagas in what the

Qu'rai has prescribed - and such ::hanges would represent a blasphemy.

•

But some of the islamic rules ajid regulatioas go even
beyond what the QuVan prescribes, as e.g. the rule by
which moslem women have to be veiled whea in the presence
of strangers. This is a residue of a desert custom and
is not ordered in the Qu'raa. HoweveCj in Israel and
surrounding cointries moslem women have started low to
asser t their rights, as th^y see the Israeli women have
done; and ther^ is also other^ise an itir^ad into the
palestinian society of the democratic conceptioas observed
among the Israelis. But, regretfully, oae sees an intrusion
also of maiy of the bad aabits rampant in Israeli society.

It is worth the effort of every observer in the politLcal arena

- as it is imperative for every Jew in the world - to follow the sayings

and Statements of Islands Prophet Muhaiunad about the Jevvs in the early

stages of Islam 's development, because whatever Islam 's Prophet said,

did or decided is considered god-inspired; is of utmost holiness; and

is to to the letter applicable not only to this day, but for eternity.

It is iTiportant also to study the ups and do^ms in the relationship

of the Moslems of the various countries ivith the Jewisn People o/er

thB centuries; to analyse the arguments the Moslems used throughout

the ages to uiderline their complaints about the Jews; and, abo/e all,

to shift throagh the religious interpretat ions of history with which

the ^alestinians argue their pseudo-historic Claims against today's

Israel.

The Palestinians' all and every claim; their all aad every
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ar^Uiiient; thei- all aid every presumptive warraat - with which they

explain their terrorist activities against the Jews; and oa which they

hase "iheir right to ellmlnate Israel - is associated withj and hased

oji, the assertloa that Palestine has since evar been an arab possession;

and that the Jews have usurped the Arabs' country. This is by far not

only the argament of the .nilitant and extremist Palestiniais, bat also

that of the entire Moslem World, It was thas from the moment the State

of Israel was foanded. And the witnessed sigaatures oa solemaly sealed

peace treaties have not cenovei nor eased the claims. The late A.uwar

Sadaat - who cane to Jerusalem when he was ready to siga a peace treaty

ivith Israel - made it clear in his address to the Knesseth, that "...to

be explicit complete withdra-N^al from arab laid captured in 1967

goes -v^ithDut sayi.ig ...,.all of it, includiig Jerusalem".

Sadly these claims oa Israel aid its lands find support

among the ultra-leftist politicians, the neo-historians
aad their followers - whom I have naiied jewish self-haters
- who soe in the eatire zionist enterprise a fagic blunder

if not a tragic feloay. They find ever new a^gaments to

undermine Israelis iaterests. They 1 Lke to point out, that

the go/ernment of Golda Meir had accepted UN Resolution

242 which States, that (in e>cchaage for peace) - e^ccept

for s:aall border corrections here and there - '"Israel must

retreat from all occupied territories". I will charitably

assune that these people's memory for historic facts is

defective, for the word "all" is absent ia this resolutiDn,

as its ajthors speciflcally declared it did not m.^ai all

the terrltories. Eugene Rostov, a leading american statesmaa

and one of the authors, has maintained that "..the conditioas

of this resolutioQ could be met without Israel reliiquishing

any of Judaea and Samaria. Territories can only be said

to be "occupied" if taken from a legal sovereign. The only

such sovereign in Judaea and Samaria before Israel was

Britain".

iSut all argaments to the contrary the Jews may present, have proved

ineffective. The Palestinians are not willing to chaage thelr minds.

Thsy Claim as their own every inch of the lands which constitute the

State of Israel. They are not williag to agree to the slightest

compromise about what they they see as the "Arabs' homeland usurped

by the Jews". It sounds unbelievable, but is regretfully trae that

eveci the democratlc world is unwilling to judge objectively the jewish

Claim; that they accept the Palestinians' distortion of facts; that

they agree with the Arabs' travesty of justice; that they consider the

PLO's offer - described in article 22 of their ^alestine Charter - more

thai generous: to grant the "zionist in/aders now ensconced in their

racist but trausLstory State", the privilege of being ai autonomous

religious cojiimuiity in a future liberated Palest Lne. It is ao less
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also unbelievable, that a aumber of nations - led by the European Union

oa the instlgation of Br itain aid Holland, and of course the Va'.ican

- refused their partecipation in the festivities arraaged Lor Jerasalem^s

3000uh year of existeace as Jadais.-n's holy city.

I am not going to enimorate ii detail the old-
established historic facts in proof that Judaea, t'^e Land
of the Jaws - whlch the Romaa conqaefors had renamed ''Syria

Palestinaf" - has in the past which counts the country had
never been an arab country; that before Islam' s coaquest
of the country in the 7th cen'ury no Arab had ever li/ed
in Palestine; that today's Arab-j are not - as they claim
with a straight face - desceidants of the Phoenlcians \\^hD

had beea the original inhabitaits. I am going to add,
however - in order to dispro/e one of the ^alestiniaas'
often hea^d 2omplaints, that the v^estern Jaws. /ho came
as zionisi: settlers, had displaced them from their lands
- that in tha 1920s and 19303 the je-vish pioaeers, whan
they firs" arrived ia great«e^ numbers from Polaad and
Russia, found only a small numbar of Arabs living In tha
geographii: uait the^ ^aUad ^alestiae. Only aft-?r- ihn

first je'*>^ish villages, kibbu?;im aa:'. othar Settlements had
become established, did lar^e numbers of Arabs flood in,

attracted by the expectation of the batter ecoaomy and
tha greater opportunities the early jeivish sei.tlers had
to offer, They arrivad from Egypt and Syria, Arab La and
Iraq and other arab aeighbouriag countries, even though
the Jew3 themselves had in those early years to live uider
very primitive CDndltioas.

Equally unjustLfied is the Arabs' oftt-'U heard claim, that in 1967

the Westbank had boen illegally occupied; and that since then Israal's

contlnied occupatioa of the Arabs' land lad i)'jijn illegal, Israel, on

the other haid Claims, it had acted in accordance with iateraa":ioaal

law, Its claim is based oa the - according to international law -

uadeniable fact, that its victorious army had conquered the "'WestbanK"

from Jordan, which had no legal right to it, as it had after 1948

illagally occupied that part of the country.

Sirnilar incompatible and irreconciliable Claims of i:ha Arabs -

and counter-clalms by the Jews - have emerged about tha owaership oT

tha Mcichpala Caves in Hebron, Tha Arabs basa their claim and the prior

claim m their Qu'ran-guaranteed belief that Abraham, the original o\mer

of the caves, had been a forfather of their and not of the Jews.. But

tha Arabs - and apparently their fervent ^:upporters in the West - have

appareatly forgottea, that Abraham was the jawish Patriarch; that he

was the first Jew; that he was the quintessential Jew; tha" he had bought

these caves against cash payment from a local mt^rchant.

Je'.vS; all Jews, are the main enemias to those who adhere to th-;
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teachiags of ext-remist Tslam Fundamental ism. Next on their list of

enemies com3 the SecularLs^s in noslem socie'y. And folloviny these

in ran'c are thv'se Mosle.;i3 - i.idependant of their raligious or social

Status - who are willing to live in p? ce alongside the Jews of Israi^l.

Wie-rever islamic natioaalism flDurishes - in Gaza, JudaBa, Samaria

and in the Hamas strongholds abroad - Children are already at Kindergarten

age indoctrinated with hat red for Je-vs. They are taught as their duty

to take part in the "Jihad", the holy war against the Je-vs. 'Tf all our

children will get this indoctrination, I am sure Lt ivill not take ten

years for all Jews to be annihilated aid Palest ine to be liberated",

7olunti:iered one of the Hamas teachers.

These moslems teaching in the schools; and the Mullahs
preaching in the mosques are certainly welj aware, that

in the Q;^'ran and in the life of the Prophet Muhammad
the meaniag of " Jihad" is not the conquering of laad or

the defeat of other people, but liberating higher iastincts
and nourish higher aspirations in nan. They certainly
know that it is explicitely said In the writLngs holy to

them, that the ki l.ling of ^v^omen, childrei and unarmed men

is a sin,

Bjth sides, the Israeli and the arab, agree that nothing will

e/er induce the ^alestinians to gi'-^e up th(^ir demaids, Nene of them

expects that the Arabs will ever chaige their mind about the Jews.

It is important, v'itally important, that t'.e Palestinians' large list

of arguments; and the Jews' no less large list of counter-arguments

are - aay^ shouLd be - the common kno./I.t^dge of e/ery Jew of every age,

of every nationality, ')f every political shading, and of every religious

persuasion. Again I sha 1.1 not iniulge ii a füll recital of the entire

complex <Df arguments; but it is very necessary, that whoever is

interested or engaged or otherivise involved in the jewish-arabic conflict

- be he a Jew or a Moslem or a Gentile - is well aware of the fact -

a prio "i undisputablc - that il: Is not so mich the snall piece of estate

vhich Israel occupie.s- as the presence, the vecy exist^rii e of Israel;

as Israelis having established itself in the '^arab-owned Middle-East'^

which fuels the anti-Israc^''. natred of the local Palest inians; which

nourishes the enmity of th^ arab states nearby; which fires the hostility

of che entire moslem world; aid wh«.h is resp^nsible Tor the anti-Israel

posture ')f so nany coantries in the world.

In proof of my above Statement I will submü: only a fevj »f those

relevant arguments which, alas, one hardly ever '.ears brought forth

by Israel: why do the Moslems only ^'-iclaim t'iat piece of laid which

is occupied toiay by the State of Israel ? V/hy do th.jy only claim
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this ^iTiall part of the former Pnlsstiae, and not the ei-.Lre, far larger

geographic complex of Palest Lns which for many cear.u-ies hai heen a

proviace of the Otto i ui Empire ? Why do v^e aev-r h-ar t',-^ Palestiniaas

clala IS thsir "homelaid" a^so the othec, the far greater po-i.-o.: ^fhich

the British hav.> at off from Palestins aTter World War T, i.e. that

portioi whJ.-h is no>yr th^ Ha •hemite Kingdan of Jordaa ? Why have the

Palastinians started to claim th.-i' "lost homeland" only after Israel

nad taken possession of it In the victorioas w-i- >f 196/ ? 'Wliy have

the Palestiaians n.;.-ir feit depri/ed of their "ho ü'^land" during tha

nineiean years Jordai had occupi'^d tha West Banlc md Egypt tha Gaza

Strip ? Israel mrikes up only 25% of tho orioiial pre-1943 Mnadata area;

the other 75Z we.-e gi/ea to Jordan which -- lot us a.it forget - is mainly

made up of ^ales'-.l.ai-ins.

It is, unfortunately, very di^'ficult to argue uith the paople

of tha H-ab vorld - their sophisticated, ada:atad aad intellectual

mambers included - beca^i =-' ^-.h 'y i
• obtus.^d oy thair bliid nationalism;

because they are carriad for-./ard by their seiseless Slogans; because

they feel encouragad by their oil-born richas;- and >acause thay are

inspired by thair pov/erful islamic militarism. Whan in the 20th Century

the arab states gainad indepandence and *)ecama rieh "rom their oll,

Is-ael became che centre af their hatred becaüse it vas perceived now

as an obstacle to tha astablishmant of a strong islanic empire,

We should not nourish auy illüsions of the kind Rabin, Peres and

like--minded aie^nbars of the Laboar Gover.Miant of 1992/95 tried to saggest

to theinselves and us, but should -.aka it as an absolute fact, that all

Palestinians - whethec they live in Israel or abroad; whathar within

or Dutside the "territorie;^" - agrae more or less only on one thing:

an abidLng hatred for Jews in general and for Isras-lis in particular.

Their uncompromising hatred not only represants today an unsurmountable

barrier between Jev/s and Arabs, but will also in future prevent any

truly paaceful coexistence.

This S'veapiag hatred of the Moslams for the Jewy - of the Arabs

XI par^.icjlar; and especially anong their youth - Ls samething of a

nov^elty in islamic calture. It had never before been knov^n in tha moslem

World. The main and true reason, why hatred of such an iateasity had

aaver existed - had never e-/en been considered appropriate or had e/en

been thonght possibla - is the fact, that fiis is the first time in

history that the Arabs do not find them:^,elve3 in a dominant Position
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^^^-3-a-vi^ \h3 J'^ws; uhaf: this is the first tlme they canaot: look dovn,

as in ye-irs past^ on the Jews as a se::oad-class people: ':'i »t tiiis is

the i-irsL tim-» they can v.ily find co .^Dla^lon in na."sing an i»Tipot-vnt

hcitred: ".hat thi.*^. is the fL^st time l:'iey can fiirl only in att^cking

Jews di-ertly or by proxy an outlet for "ihi^Av impoten": ."age; that this

iy .^.he first Lime they f<-jel being ^^ .ri ^.calat-'d j'j.ess they i.ai cowardly

kill helple;.3 peopli^ Mu:)mt^n and :iLldre^n.

Bat ii: ha."^> ':;) be clear-ly and unequivjcally stated as a f i t, that

this is n:>t a specific featu^e of Tslai; that t'.^. Ou^~an - lil:r' all

other holy books - doe i :0t inci:^ to kill, b it endea/ours to e^table

nan t;) subd le his un-'':hical impulses^

V^iea Pr ;ph''i»i'. MuhaTimad i-irst set oat o<: h.ls ii;.>-sion..

he exp.ressed great sympathy for the Jev/s. ''Israel receiv^ed

from \"' Iah many uore graces thai the angels", says tlie

QuVan. And in anoth-r place it is written: ''Believ-rs,

Je.vs., Sab:.reans and Cnristians - whoever bell.^ves in God

and *:he List Day and does what is right - s'^al.1 have nothing

to fear or to regret". The Moslens' HDly Book contains

more verses dealing with Mosers (some 560) than w'Lli Muhammad

(some 502). But Muhammad ' s early weJco^ai:. ':o the Jews 'vas

L) to last long, It evapor'ated, whea the je^vish tribes

of uhe arab peninsula refased i.o accept the new religion.

This was the turniig poin': in the former totally hdrniDnious

coexist-?ri e of Je-.^s and Arabs. Of the th/'-je jewish de u.^rt

tribes in MuhaKimad's time two could chose between coaversion

or exile; but the thi^il; i-he Qur liza tribe, had to chos:^

betvveen coav-rsio«. or death. From that stage in the irab--

jewish relationship dates most likely the qu'ranic saying

about the Jews: "They were consigned to humiliation and

wretchedness; they brought upon themselves the wrath of

God; and this because they used to deny God 's signs and

kill his prophets unjustly; and because they disobeyed

and were transgressors".

It is a great pity, that in moslem schools the relationship

between Muhammad and the Jews is without exception described in negative

terms; that moslem education has always been guided by the intent to

convince the young people, that all Jews have always been Islam's worst

enemies; that in support of this policy teachers and preachers usually

point only to the Qu'ran's hostile Statements about the Jews.

This way of behaving towards the Jews has, however,

not always been Islam's policy. In the early Middle Ages

the attitude toward Jews was - changing of course according

to the circumstances - rather friendly. I those centuries

the majority of Jews lived in moslem countries. While

a minority of them lived under miserable conditions in

Christian Europe, the sephardi Jews in islamic countries
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could without major restrictions follow their religious

life, They could freely expand their culture under Islam.

The jewish education of the ashkenazl Jews in Europe stayed

behind; they had to ask for cultural and spiritual guidance

from their sephardi brethren in the islamic countries,

However, in the later Middle Ages, when the Status of the

Jews deteriorated in moslem countries and they were turned

into a despised minority, the roles were reversed.

At the dawn of Islam the great persian and moghul rulers encouraged

art, poetry, architecture and literature. They absorbed what was best

in earlier persian, hindu and assyrian cultures, They were tolerant

to the peoples over which they ruled. They were tolerant also to the

Jews living their lands. Of course, there were also very cruel rulers

among them - but we must not forget that those were very cruel times;

and that tolerance to "non-believers", especially to "infidels" is not

a part of islamic ideology nor theology, even though Moslems have no

right to ränge Jews and Christians among the infidels, as these have

faith in the same God as the Moslems.

No jewish history book falls to point out - nor should a jewish

Scholar of history ever omit to do so - that there were often centuries

lasting periods in the Middle Ages, when the Jews enjoyed acceptance

- and to a degree even Integration - in the culture and economy of some

of the islamic countries. This was the case mainly in the llth and

12th centuries, i.e. at the time when islamic culture flourished; and

when jewish culture was allowed to flourish in its Company. Jewish

historians like to call this "the period of Judaeo-islamic culture".

Such a collaboration - nor such a relationship, by the way - has

never been known between Judaism and Christianity.

But such enlightened moslem rulers and such favourable times,

when the Jews lived in tolerant moslem countries and formed such kind

of brillant symbiosis with Islam, were very rare.

With the exception of one such - in truth very unusual - above

mentioned period in jewish-islamc history, the Jews in moslem lands

had to live under often most deplorable conditions. Even Maimonides,
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who was highly respected by the Moslems at that time; and who occupied

privileged positions under a number of moslem rulers, appears not to have

feit as free and as equal as we have been made to think.

In one of his letters, addressed to the Jews of Yemen,

he wrote: "You know, my brethren, that on account of our

sins God has cast us into the hands of these people, the

nations of Ishmail, who persecute us severely, and who
devise ways to härm us, to debase us no nation has

done more härm to Israel". And Yehuda Halevi, the poet

and philosopher, who too lived and taught in the later

Middle Ages, wrote in his Kuzari Book: " prominent
men amongst us could escape this degradation by a word

spoken slightly, become a free man and turn against their

oppressors, but not out of devotion to that faith".

In the Middle Ages the jewish Diaspora flourished not only in

moslem countries but also in certain Christian ones, though there they

were always under hostile pressure and never fully accepted.

It is interesting to note, that in the first millennium
the jewish communities in China and India never showed

any exceptional cultural developments. The cause is thought
to have been not only their Isolation but also the fact

that they were accepted by their environment. This peaceful
coexistence changed in India, when that sub-continent was

conquered by the Moslems: anti-jewish pressured set in
- and with it began also a jewish cultural development.

During the Middle Ages the majority of jewish people lived

in islamic countries; and the Jews in western countries took

direction in jewish-cultural and -religious matters from those
in moslem counries. Slowly the roles were reversed, when the

number of Jews in the West became greater; and when the cultural
and social Status of the eastern Jews deteriorated, E.g. in

the pogroms at the end of the 14th Century over 100 000 sephardi
Jews converted to Islam while the ashkenazi Jews in the Rhineland
preferred to die as martyrs.

The "Golden Age" of jewish-arab coexistence I have just now

described in a few sentences, had lasted only a relatively short time

- at the most only two hundred years - and with the best of will one

cannot consider this period characteristic for the usual relationship

between Judaism and Islam. That time on which jewish history looks

back with such nostalgy was, alas, nothing more than a short Interruption

in a long series of persecutions, humiliations and massacres of Jews

by Moslems.

Let US not overlook, that the period to which Jews like to refer

with so much nostalgia, was only a break in the long-lasting, bitter
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and more typical times, when the Jew was made aware that he could only

exist as the dhimma within the Dar-al-Islam; that is, as a despised,

inferior, underprivileged being in the realm of the Half Moon.

Although all non-Moslems are infidels in the eye of
Islam, not all infidels were and are viewed and treated
alike. Traditional Islam sees in Jews and Christians
"Ahl-al-Kitab", People of the Book. Jewish and Christian
"non-believers'' were accorded a more favorable choice.
They were offered either conversion or the Status of dhimma,
Other conquered non-Moslems were "infidels" who had to

chose between conversion or death. Dhimmis were granted
a slightly more privileged place in the infidels' pecking
Order, For instance: Moslems may marry jewish and Christian
women even though these have not converted; but their
children have to become Moslems. No Jew nor a Christian,
on the other band, can marry a moslem woman; and if she
converts she is liable to be killed. Moslems will not
eat meat prepaired in a Christian house or restaurant;
while Sunni Moslems - in contrast to the Shias - can eat
food prepaired by a Jew.

From the religious point of view Islam does not see a difference

between the various religions. All of these - whether it is Judaism

or Christianity , whether Hinduisn or Taoism - are in the eyes of the

Moslem religions of unbelievers. There is no difference in this respect

between Jew and Christian, although the Qu 'ran does at times show a

marked preference for Christians. This is understandable: the few

Christian desert tribes facing the Prophet 's demands for conversion,

were meek and agreeable; while the Jews had - as Muhammad himself says

in the Qu'ran - actively dared to oppose his religion.

In contrast to conditions in Christendom, Jews - and Christians

also - were during the Middle Ages part of the islamic society, even

if only marginally so. While Christianity continued to reinforce and

deepen the roots of its hatred for Jews by demonizing them, this was

never the case in Islam. Pogroms were therefore rare.

These "privileges" did not change the fact, that
also the People of the Book were classified as dhimmis;
as people without the civil rights granted to believers.
To be fully accepted as a Moslem, one had to be a male
and free; the dhimmis were ranked with women and slaves,
i.e. as those who have no rights under traditional moslem
law. But conversion to Islam could at once change the
dhimma's social and religious Status. To live as dhimmis
meant a very dehumanized existence. But if these dhimma
communities, by their conduct and demeanour recognized
without equivocation the primacy of Islam and the supremacy
of the Moslems, they could be accorded a certain limited
social Status. This recognition, however, had its limits:
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the dhimmis were not dispensed from paying a heavy poll
tax; and they had to obey certain explicit laws and rules
of conduct: they had to wear distinguishing clothes; they
could not ride on horses, only on donkeys - and on these
they had to sit sideward like women and not astride. No
synagogue could be built higher than any mosque in town.
In the 9th Century a Bagdad Caliph introduced the Yellow
Badge as marking out the Jews. This "emblem" was in medieval
times eagerly introduced in the western countries,

One has, on the other band, to acknowledge that pogroms like those

of 1066 in Granada, occurred during those centuries very rarely in moslem

countries. Whenever a moslem ruler was fortunate to live in peaceful

times; and whenever the Jews and Christians behaved in accordance with

the rules and laws imposed on them, the dhimmis were given the

opportunity to practice their religion and to follow their professions

or crafts. Also foreign Jews, that is those who lived in foreign

countries - they were called "Kafir Yehudisi" = The Infidels' Jews -

and came as traders or visitors were accorded a relatively great freedom

of movement for the time of their sojourn in islamic countries.

Though the life as dhimmis was difficult most of the times; and

though the lures of conversion were great, the Jewish People^s continued

existence was not endangered because very few of them abandoned their

faith. Also the at times occurring eradication of entire jewish centres

- prominently in Christian countries - did not represent such a danger,

as Judaism could survive by emigration into other countries showing

- temporarily at least - less hostility to the Jews.

During most of the Middle Ages the majority of Jews lived in

islamic countries. In cultural and religious matters the western Jews

took Instructions and guidance from their brethren in the East. Slowly

the roles were reversed. At the time the the Jews in the West increased

in numbers, the cultural Status of the Jews in the moslem world began

to deteriorate. It is worth mentioning, that when the Jews in the East

and the West came under antisemitic pressure, sephardi Jews were more

likely to prefer life as moslems, while the ashkenazi remained more

steadfast. It is said that in 1390 alone some 100 000 of them converted

and that at that period the ashkenazi Jews in the Rhineland preferred

to die as martyrs.

It is interesting that during the Middle Ages, when
the jewish diaspora flourished even in some of the Christian
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countries, this was not the case in the then existing jewish

communities of China and India, This is explained by the

peaceful existence these indigenous jewish communities
enjoyed, and the total absence of antisemitism. However,
when Islam invaded India and the indian Jews came under

pressure, their communities and culture started to flourish
too.

After the Sephardi Jews were expelled from Spain in 1492 and from

Portugal in 1496, large numbers of them - attracted by the reports of

the greater tolerance under the Ottomans; and intrigued by the rumours
of better opportunities offered by the turkish rulers - immigrated into

the lands of the Ottoman Empire, They were not to be disappointed.
Throughout the centuries the Ottoman Empire lasted, Jews were granted
more freedom and far greater civil rights than ever before and than

anywhere eise.
However, in the course of the 18th and 19th centuries conditions

deteriorated in the peripheral provinces of the Empire. Travelers
reported they saw in those moslem countries children throw stones and
spit on jewish men and women; saw the moslem eiders never admonish these
children; and saw the Jews not defend themselves, because it would have

meant death for a Jew were he to strike a Moslem.
And the persecutions were now spreading:

In 1770 Jews were expelled from Jedda.
In 1790 pogroms occurred in Tatuan-Morocco.
In 1828 pogroms occurred in Safed.
In 1829 pogroms occurred in Meshed-Iran.
In 1840 began the blood-libel pogroms in Damascus.

Things improved somewhat, when a direct ottoman administration
replaced the previous autonomous regimen and endeavoured to protect
the Jews.

Still all in all, with the exception of Iran, and in comparison
with Christian countries, the Jews in moslem countries lived a free
and enviable life.

Even though the dhimma-system has to this day not
been officially abrogated, it nowhere is - and can hardly
be again - applied in the world of today. But there are
large numbers of Moslems in our modern times, who nurse
the hope that these to them beautiful and gratifying dhimma
rules will again become the law in the Islamic Empire they
expect to arise in the near future; that in all moslem
countries special administrators will supervise the strict
observance of the dhimma System again; and that there will
be specific legislations demanding from the dhimmi, in

particular from the jewish dhimmis, the right demeanour;
the proper abject comportment; and the expected lowly
behaviour

.

One hears so often that, whereas Judaism and Islam have a common

root; that, whereas the Bible and the Qu'ran have so much in common,

the demands and commands, the laws and the ethics common to both the

religions should form the basis, if not of a brotherhood at least of

mutual tolerance, between Jews and Moslems, between Israelis and Arabs.
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But religious issues have in the past never been a cause of

dissension or discussion among Moslems and Jews, mainly so, because

there cannot be any discussion, as to the Moslem Judaism is a priori

not only antiquated but also inferior; has not only been overtaken but

Is also no more valid.

The Moslem will never allow the question to arise, that the Qu'ran

might possibly indicate some jewish or Christian influence. To the Moslem

Muhammad is the Prophet of God who could not have been influenced but

by God; and the Qu'ran is of divine origin and the Bible can hardly

be credited of having had an influence. Sunni teaching - which much

resembles the System the Rabbis of old applied to the exegesis of the

Bible - is that the Qu 'ran is holy; that humans have not been involved

in the creation of the Qu'ran; that Islam's Holy Book has not been

composed by man, but has existed with God since eternity. It could

not, therefore, have borrowed from either the jewish nor the Christian

Testaments.

To maintain this is not only absurd but even blasphemous. Whenever

some ruling in Shari'a - the religious law which corresponds to Halacha

and means the same as the latter, viz:- "the way"-; and whenever a fable

in the Hadith is recognized as of jewish-midrashic origin, they are

rejected and designed, with disdain, as 'Tsrailiyat''; but in those cases

when they are accepted as truly islamic, they can "logically" not have

been jewish because in this case they are of divine origin, and had

been received by the Jews while they had still been favoured by God.

With this kind of logic is not only any serious research work, but also

all sincere discussion along these lines once for ever silenced.

Junnis
^^^ Shi'ites consider the Qu 'ran - the

revealed to his messenger Muhamma - as theWord or Gol

supreme and unviolable Standard of life; but a sunni State
allows for a diplomatic distinction between religious and
political life, whereas a shi'ite State is as a rule
extremely theocratic, centred on an Imam, an inspired man
who is as inspired as Muhammad once was.

Shi'ism dates from the 12th Century. This powerful
sectarian subdivision of Islam awaits the return of the
12th Imam - who had disappeared as a child two centuries
before - who is going to restore Islam to its former glory.
The Mahdi claimed to have been the true Imam and promised
to lead Islam to a new future. Ismaili Shi'ites - one
of whose Imams was the '''Old Man of the Mountain", founded
the Fatimide dynasty in Tunis. With al-Hakim, one of the
Fatimide Galiphs, started Islam's intolerance for Judaism
and Christianity. In 1009 he destroyed the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem.
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There is anything but harmony or brotherly love between Shi^a

Moslems and Sunni Moslems. Wherever they live within reach of each

other - as I could observe in Pakistan - it may come to frequent clashes

during religious holidays or in political disputes. However, with regard

to their attitudes towards Jews there is, nor ever was, no difference

of opinion between these two currents of Islam. It came, therefore,

as a suprise to me to learn, that the Shi'ites of Azerbaijan have an

unusual tradition of friendship for Jews.

It is true, islamic teaching goes, that jewish and Christian

Scriptures had once upon a time also been revealed by God to their

respective prophets; but the Christians and the Jews have neglected

and spoiled their heritage; had corrupted and falsified the sacral texts,

whereupon Allah replaced them with Moslems as heirs; and their texts

with the Qu'ran, the latest and last prophecy which is perfect in every

sense. Of course, it is quite possible - the Moslem will not mind to

concede - that the Qu'ran has things in common with the other Scriptures;

but this is so, because the Scriptures of all the monotheistic faiths

derive from the same divine source. Wherever they differ - as in the

biblical stories - this can only be due to their having been corrupted

and distorted by Jews and Christians alike.

However, the Moslems cannot deny that Judaismus Halacha, which

had been formulated centuries before Islam came into being; and that

Shari'a, Islam's religious-legal System - both of them mean "The Path"

- have similar legalistic reasoning and social directions. But still,

Islam - no less than Christianity - coatinues to make great efforts

to prove it had not "taken" anything from jewish doctrine or practice.

The jewish Student of Islam's r-iligious teaching;
and the researcher in the Qu 'ran 's social laws, will also
otherwisc3 be impressed, how much more affinity and sefablance

these have to Judaism; even more ^han to Christianity.
On the other band, the jewish Student will also have to

recognize, that from the time Jews have lived in arab lands
Islam had an equally great influence on the theological
configuration; on the ritualistic Performance; on the
lithurgic poetry; and on the mystic philosophy of the Jews.
Evidence of this influence persists until today.

It is mainly with regard to Jerusalem that the diff iculties, the

controversies and the problems between Judaism and Islam; between the
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jewish and arab worlds; between Israel and the Palestinians, come to

the foreground. The right to the possession of Jerusalem; and Israel s

right to exist, are the "black hole" into which are compacted all the

Problems of today's jewish-arab inter-relationship. No other place

in the world appears to awaken all over the world so much interest -

and cause so much fury - as the golngs-on in Jerusalem. It is by far

not a christian-religious interest in Jerusalem. The Holy City is only

a holy City to Christianity because Jesus spent there the last three

days of his life; and because he regularly visited the city on Pilgrimage

Festivals The Gallil, Bethlehem and Nazareth are no less holy places

in Christianity. To the Moslems Mecca and Medina are far more holy.

But to Judaism only and exclusively Jerusalem is holy.

Every culture and every national history has its Symbols which

transcend everything. For Jews - and through jewish influence to the

world at large - Jerusalem is such a symbol. The Jewish People^s longing

for a home; its search for security from persecutions; its striving

for survival; its prayer for redemption, have always concentrated on

the restoration of Jerusalem. "One who prays in Jerusalem is as one

praying before the Throne of Glory, for the Gate of Heaven is there",

Said Rabbi Elieser. "No city in the world, neither Athens nor Rome,

ever played as great a role in the life of a nation for so long a time

as Jerusalem has done in the life of the Jewish People", said Ben Gurion.

Jerusalem has a long and glorious, but also painful

and blood-soaked history in the annals of the Jewish People.

David conquered Jerusalem in 1004 BCE; King Sennacherab

of Assyria attacked Jerusalem but could not conquer it;

King Nebuchadnezar of Babylon succeeded to do so in 549

BCE. Median King Cyrus allowed Jews to restore the town,

but King Ahasverus stoppoed its rebuilding. Syrian-Greek

King Antiochus conquered Jerusalem around 167 BCE, followed

by the Roman Pompei in 63 BCE. Vespasian and Titus captured

the Holy City in 70 CE. After the Bar Kochba Revolt failed;

and Hadrian had recaptured and destroyed Jerusalem; had

killed 600 000 Jews; had sold the survivors into slavery;

had "for all future banned all Jews from ever returning

to Jerusalem", the Holy City, now renamed it "Aela

Capitolina" ceased to be the physical centre of the Jewish

People. But it never ceased to be the holy symbol and

aspiration of its nationhood.

Jerusalem is today the most important symbol for Israelis rebirth.

The restoration of Jerusalem as its capital has given final legitimacy

to Israel. No Government, no politician, no poet will ever fall to
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pronounce to the world, and their listeners at home, that Jerusalem

will never be given up; that it is the "eternal undivided Capital of

the Jewish People". It has built - with some trepidation - a chain

of suburbs on the hills around Jerusalem from where in the past the

coalition of arab armies, with the enthusiastic cupport of the local

palestinian population, had fired on the helpless jewish population.

But the Governments of Israel have not succeeded in overcoming their

galuth mentality in dealing with the free world, and no less also with

the arab world: they fear 'Vhat the Goyim may say". It has always been

Israelis dream to see Jerusalem acknowledged by all the world as the

capital of the State; to see all embassies concentrated in Jerusalem,

But the spectacle of the Labour Prime Minister and his colleagues trying

to dissuade the United States from shifting its embassy from Tel Aviv

to Jerusalem; to call it "an internal matter of the US"; to call it

a "provocative step", will never figure as a glorious page in Israelis

history.

Contrary to what the arab Moslems so stridently clamor, Jerusalem

has not always been a holy city to Islam. The first shift in emphasis

had already happened, when Muhammad wanted to distanciate himself from

Judaism and Christianity ; when, in form of a purposeful Statement, he

replaced the jewish Shabath and the Christian Sunday with Friday as

the Moslem's weekly day of rest.

One began hearing of Jerusalem 's aura of sanctity for Islam only

since a few years. There have even been times, when moslem theologians

and jurists strongly objected to such a notion; and when they placed

the blame for the grant of holiness to Jerusalem on the influence of

jewish converts; and on the tendency of these to Infiltrate their ideas

and practices into Islam.

Also politically Jerusal
years been an arab capital.
of years after 716 beon their
Century the Arabs called Jeru
or Aelia Capitolina, the name
the City after he had crushed
Thereafter they called it "Be

Beth Hamikdash; or "Ursalin",
or "Siyyun", arabic for Zion;
Version of Hakodesh.

em had only since a few recent
Ramie had for the hundreds
capital. Until the lOth
salem "Ilya", a corruption
Emperror Hadrian had give
the Bar Kochba Rebellion,

it al Makdis", arabic for
a corruption of Yerushalayim;
and later "AI Quds", an arabic

There is no reference to Jerusalem in the Qu 'ran. Ii Muhammad 's

time it was a Christian city of the Byzantine Empire. The AI Aqsa Mosque
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could impossibly have referred to it.
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Nearly 500 years ago - after the Ottoman Empire had defeated the

cruel Mameluke rulers, as I mentioned already - Jews were allowed to

develop their own culture; and to engage freely in their professions

and in their commercial activities. Later on, under the umbrella of

the Enlightenment; and in the following era of Emancipation, the Jews

living under ottoman rule could progressively gain sti 1 greater degrees

of freedom and equality. In a Ferman of the Holy See dated 1856 the

Jews, along with the Christian dhimmis, were declared füll Citizens;

and were granted the enjoyment of all civil rights. Their professional

work; their commercial activities; and their cultural life in general,

did indeed flourish more than ever. During the last hundred and fifty

or so years of the Turks reign over the Middle East, Jews could more

than ever enjoy a greater freedom and a much better quality of life.

But during that same period no such enlightened decrees benefited

the Jews who lived in the other moslem lands. During the 18th and 19th

centuries the Jews continued to suffer severe humiliation, and often

murderous persecution, in most all the other moslem countries, ranging

from Persia to Morocco, whether the countries were arab or not. In

the moslem world, mainly in the moslem-ruled countries of North Africa,

but no less also in Iran and Central Asia, the Jews continued to be

poor, downtrodden and persecuted even after the Middle Ages had come

to an end. In the arab world the Jews continued to be affected by more

cruel, and progressively more restrictive rules than they had ever been

even exposed to in Europe during the darkest Middle Ages.

The fate of the Jews was worst of all in Iran, even
though it was a non-arab country. As late as 1892 the
mullahs of Iran issued the following Instructions: a Jew
must never overtake a Moslem on a public street. He is
forbidden to talk loudly to a Moslem. A Moslem' s jewish
creditor may claim his debt in a quavering and respectful
manner. If a Moslem Insults a Jew, the latter must drop
his head and remain silent.

The tolerance Islam showed to the Jews in times past; and the

mutually beneficial effects accrued in times past by the cohabitation

of Islam and Judaism, are since long forgotten. From the day it was

created Israel has made peace with all countries - mainly those in its
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neighbourhood - one of its major programs. But always and everywhere

it has met with extraordinary difficulties. The arab states, the former

russian empire and the PLO have for long refused to deal with Israel

directly, as - they supposed - thAs would have implied recognition of

Israel as a legal State. In this cold-shouldering of Israel the Arabs

had the support of the majority of european countries, like they have

had with regard to Jerusalem' s 3000-years Jubilee.

Since some years peace talks have been going on between

Israel and arab states, Some of these talks have led to

the signing of a peace treaty. But nobody is sure that

a true and permanent peace has thereby been established.

Egypt - the first arab country to make peace with Israel
- was expected to serve as a paradigm and prototype. But

it would be better not make it serve as such. What Egypt

signed was at best an armistice, but never a peace treaty.

Egypt and the arab states have definitely not given up their plan

to destroy Israel. Whenever a Gulf State shows willingness to open

diplomatlc or commercial lines with Israel, Egypt intervenes - and often

succeeds in sabotaging the ongoing process. If on occasion Egypt lowers

the decibles of its aggressive diatribes, it does so only out of fear

it may displease the Americans and lead to reduction of the huge

subsidies it receives from Washington.

Is the so-called "Peace Process" more than Orwellian Newspeak ?

Is it acceptable that the rulers of the new Palestine enforce the

jordanian law which prescribes the death penalty for thos who seil land

to Jews ? Have the planners of Israelis diplomacy not shown their

lack of acumen when they evaluate Saudi Arabia as a possible diplomatic

partner ? Is it not clear to Israelis diplomats that the Wahabi rulers

of Saudi Arabia would be the last to recognize Israel even if hard

pressed by the US ? Has Israel forgotten, that the relations it had

with the Shah for twenty years until 1979 though very warm, had always

to be kept on a very low level; that the Embassy in Teheran had to be

hidden behind a high wall and that no plaque indicated that the building

served as an embassy ? Is it not inconceiv-ible that the supposedly

clear-headed political leadership gives up the only guaranteed defense

to sworn enemies ? Don't they know that Arafat has never directly

and certainly never in arabic - denounced the trerrorist attacks against

Jews ? Will the peace with Jordan last ? Can we forget what Jordan

did after it had occupied the Old City ? That it destroyed the Huvra
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Synagogues built in 1267 ? That no trace is left of the other sixteen

synagogues ? That it desecrated the cemetery on Mount Scopus ?

Can we all forget that the survival of Israel is in danger unless

we never forget and are always prepaired ?

Do the Israelis handle the "peace process" appropriately and also

intelligently ? Have not the Israeli politicians - many of them of

a shallow intelligence in general, and of a poor perception at best

- not precipitated themselves Lnto a peace process which may lead

to a future disaster ?

Although I have generally a rather poor opinion of
Aba Eban and his political opiiions, it would serve the
Government well to harken to his advice: "

the road...is
likely to be strev/n with obstacles; Israelis rhetoric about
the new Middle East should be more low-key and less
rhapsodical. It takes time for deep-rooted hostility to
be transcended by regional interests; and the agreements
with the Palestiiians and Jordanians will hav?^ to be
economically more beneficial than they have been, for the
peace process to flourish".

Whatever happens in the Middle East - whether a war is brewing

or whether peace will come about - whenever the past is reviewed, the

present discussed or the future planned, it will always be the religious

Interpretation of the Mullahs which will indicate the strategy to be

applied. It is imperative, theref jre for Islam' s religious precepts

along with the religion-based precedents to be studied, in order to

somehow divine all the possible direction events might take. The tragic

quotient never to be onitted from this formula is the one, that since

1300 years no change has occurred in Islam' s Interpretation of the past,

the present and the future. A change should in any case not be expected,

as no changes are permitted. Although the Moslems would greatly benefit

from a reform, any change whatsoever in the Interpretation even of some

Interpretation is absolutely and totally unthinkable. The rules, laws

and notions which were suited for the Desert Bedouins at the time the

Qu 'ran war, handed down - and when the Hadith was recorded - are to the

most minute point still valid today. They can impossibly be changed

or reformed, as they have been passed down by Allah. T.ierefore - since

in Islam religion and politics are inseparable - all v/hich goes on in

the political sphere; and all the Statements the arab politicians make;

and all the unrealistic demands the Palestinians raise, are sanctioned
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by Allah and are being put forward with divine consent. Thus it is

divinely confirmed, that Jerusalem has since ever been populated by

the very same ethnic Arabs who call the.-aselves now Palestinians. It

is equally a divinely proved fact, that Abraham had been a Moslem and
not a Jew - and so on.

These last remarks have been necessary, because the
arab-israeli conflict is fundamentally a religious war.
However with the difference, that the inter-confessional
wars which are reported in the history books, had without
exception been fought with theological as well as with
secular arms; while in the actual conflict, which has been
going on since two generations between Arabs and Israelis,
religious-ideological issuss play no, er at the most only
a minimal role. We must take in consideration also the
other distinguishing aspect: today's Moslems have extended
their antagonism also all over the world wherever Jews
are to be found. And whenever possi.ble, this antagonism
will mostly be manifested in the form of a murderous attnck.

The greatest obstacle to an eventual reconciliation between the
par-ties in this conflict - the Je./s and the Mosle;;is - is the radical
religious inflexibility preached by the extremists on both sides. The
ultimativ acceptance of Israel as member of the middle-eustern family
of nations - and thus also the threat to its survival - is intimately
involved in these developments. I will go even further and maintain,
that the future of the Middle East will be to a great extent, if not
determined certainly influenced, by the outcome of this struggle, which
in practical terms is a struggle between democracy and feudalism, between
enlightenment and retrogression.
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Aaother look at jev^rish-mo3lem and

israeli-palestinian relationships.

I have oftea he /rd it predicted, that the Palestiniaas' - and in

partlcular their youth's - murderous hatred of the Jews ±3 only dae to

the difficul^- economic conditions under v^^hich they have "o live; is due

tn their larg3 number of unemployed; is due to their understandabi e eavy

of the Israelis' Standard of Life, And in the same br-^ath il: is pronised,

that the ^alesinians' hatr^^d of the Jews will evaporate as sooi as they

- cspecially their youth - can enjoy the saue econDmic advant.nges and

social Privileges as the Je^vs in Israel. This theory, mostly advaaced

by Jews 'vho beL^ng to the left of Israelis political spectrun, one hears

eagerly -vid everywhere repeated. It is i'-rue, that while there is ci ivide

difference between the way poor and rieh Jews live in Is-ael, there is

a Wide gap betwoen the kirid of amenities the young Israelis enjoy and

those v^rhich a^'e a/ailable to t'i.eir palest inian counter-pa^ts. It is even

an Understatement to call it a "gap'*; ii: is a deep and wide abyss.

Bat the Pale^^tinians' complaint a"*e not only material ones. They

cons i.der the Jews overbearing; behavin^ socially, economica Lly , culuurally

as ai elite group; and unvilling to treat others, e^^^pecially the Arabs

in their midst, as their equals. The prediction, howev-r, that the

eqaalization of bhe financial conditions and professional chaaces of the

t»\^o groups of young people would at once, and without fall, rcimove the

Palestrinians' deeply rooted antagonism, is widely disputed and by »nost

experts refuted- W-re this indeed the right diagnosis, it would provLde

a fav'j«:rable prognosis. It would offer a welcome prognosis. It would

provld an effective remedy.

Alas, from what I have obs -rved I too camot agree either with this

diagnosis nor vx^lth t'.e proposed therapy. I am fully cjnvinced, that the

dawning of an era of ecoaomic wellbeing :^or all strata of Palest Lnians;

and thai th:-) opening of large-scale professioral opportunities for their
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yotiager age groaps, will not eradicata - not e/en r^dace - their doeply

iagrainad latred for the Jo'ws. Fjr not oaly has th^ Arabs\ and especially

the ^alestinian's, hatre-l for the Jew becom^ a habltual a.ad reflex-lika

reaction, bat deep do^m and ±a a final analysis their hatred is i. ) addition

mostly irrational and not amenable to reasoning. And v/e must not forget,

that their politlciais - aad more thaa these even the arab ralers - ha-^e

no interest in a p.'^aceful co-existeace wi.th Israel, All arab go/e "nmeats

are andemocr-it Lc. And in addition most of the:. a^e also shaky. By flexing

their anti-jewish inuscles, and keep-'ig their armies e/er ready ^or a var

against Israel, they hope to streagthen their popsitioa and to deviate

the discontent of th-- ;Tlass:^s in their countries. And indeed; so far they

have been ^iu<:f:e3sful in deviating in thls way aid by such neans their

unhappy p-:^oples* ever ready trerid tj rebe'. r

Again and again we have only too well been made avar-, ho^^ little

one can co;int on the pale-^^.inian Arabs' capability to thirik independently

;

to de ide on their own; and to realize ';ow mnch they have always been

pawris in the hands of their polLticia;s,

Judais'Ti grants honour and respect to all religions. a " to the

monotheistic religions in particular. Among these Islam is to Judais

a

a sister religl >n; aid is acceptable and accept«-! is such i:o Israelis

and Jaws alike, I ''earaed somewhere of wise rabbis in the past, who have

taught that in case of "pikuach nefesli", I.e. in. a li 'e-threatening

Situation, the conversion of a Jew to Isla'n would not figun^ as the ''Hilul

Hasheia", as "a serious ind abysmal defamation of the Holy \':..ie", like

a con«/ersion to Chr istianity wDuld be unde/ the very v.ame circumstances.

Unfortunately, the Islam represented i)y the fanatical and politLcised

fundamental ist movement we witness today; maküs ou^ acceptance and respect

difficult; as it represents an existential thr-at to Israel and all Jews

al ike.

It is difficult to fight - and sti.ll more to eradicate
- a fundamental ist-terrorist organi:^atiDn. When one brauch

As cat off, )r one cell taken out, the'r regeneration is

inevitable. Fundame italism's ideological fouidations are

such that, motivated by relentles3 religlous fanaticism;

and strengthened by t\e political power backing it, there

will nev^r be a s'-ortage of activists and a scar.ity of

suicide /olunteers.
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A fundamental ist movement, T am r^ady to concede,
has not a priori to be a threat to orhers ! Some large
and very active christirin f undamentalist movemonts, for
inst.Hn; e, live in ai acceptable and peacePul arrangement
tvith oth-r ideological aid theological curre/its and do
not indulge in vi.)lei- or terroris" activitles. And the
jewish fundamentalists in Mea She'arim may be a bot!;er
to their less religious co-cit I'^ens, but i.hey vNrill naver
turn to terrorism. Tt is the unbending fanati.-: ingredient
the radiar.a"! IslaMisi.s add to their religious ideology
which f^rments fuidamentalism int 3 a terroristic Dne.

The Intifada has presented Anb society with a serious pr )bleia:

by their ravolt against Israel yoang Arabs youth ha/e gained the

Impression they are a. ImporLait factor now in the political ar-na;

and thai':; therefore, they can rightfully clain their place in the

political hierar.hy.

^mt the conclusions they drav therefrom are wro.ig: all the r.um:" )us

probleBms t,i Palestiniaas are facing today cannot be solved by violence,

and not e/en by peacnful demo ist ations. And it does e/'i^ less help

th -n to describe and accept the te. ror acts, whi.ch have cost so nany

jewish lives, as legii: f. aate islanic fundamentalist ri-xtions. and not

to call lh:tvA what they are: arab-pal:^stinian terror acts.

All Moslems - tradii-.1 onalists and fundaiientalists, in:-..- Uectual-i

aad poli-.iciaas alLke - who are guided by the Qi'ran and not by leftists

Slogans, see the Solution if their jewish aid .sraeÜ. pr jMems first

aad foremost in t';.^ abolishment of Zionism arid of t'..'j T^jisrish State.

And this achl^vemeat ^/oalrl be croraed by the conversiO': of all Jews

to Islam. Or, in case the JeA^s should ^rov(i stub": );'n and uawilling

to '^see the light", they will be Porced - as in the p.?.:^>t - ':o live within

the islamic worll the islam-sanctioned ejcisten::e of "dhimmis" - which

I have de^cribed in th? preceding chapter - i,e. ths sjr\^iving Jews

would be condescendingly nnd graci«Dusly granted permission to live as

a tola/ated minority with a r^daced r^figa of social and legal rights.

These Moslems - whether traditioaals or fuidamentalists, lib-rals

or intellectuals - who wo'ild. prefer a "p-^-eful Solution", m^ilntnin

in adtiltion, that any area, any town jr any Imd whicn Moslems had onct^

conquered; in which Tslan had ^nce been present; or wh* h had in any
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othr?r w'iy once come into the possession of followers of Islam, is Dhdr-

Al-Islam; which means it is for eternity not only moslem property, but

sanctified isi'.arnic land, which can never be givt^n up; which has forever

::o remain in moslBm hands. Therefore - as not only radical Islamists

but also apparently mentally balanced politicians and mild-mannered

Mullahs have frankly and officially declared - "e*/ery grain of sand

between t'ie River Jordan and the Mediter^anean Sea is moslem property

forever". Islam kno>y^s no distinction between Gog ^md government. Both

are direci:ed by the Qu 'ran. Hence both aspire to the desti'uction of

Israel.

Islam' s fuiidamentalists are not confined to Israel

or the Middle East; they are to be found everywhere in

the World. The programed target of all these extremists

everywhere has slowly, but very perceivably, changed: it

is not a.'iymore Israel - which they magnanimously leave

to the mercLes of the PLO's Jihad and the Hamas* terrorism

in the Middle East - but all the Jews all over the world.

According to a w .dely shown BPS report, a network of islamic

extremists, with the distinctly defined program of random

killings of Jews, is operating in the US.

Alas, it can be predir.ted, that the Fundamentalists' terrorist

progr-im - though it wi 1 not endanger Israelis and Judaism's survival

- is liable to cost a grear. number of victims. And not only the Jews

will have to suff-r. The terrorists' activities has already claimed

victims in soiae countries of the West. But the ruthless killers will

not be subdued as long as most of tho western powers continue to believe,

that they are immune; that will not be involved. This verdirt applies

'iven to the Pope, who could, fortunately, be spared the death moslem

terrorists had prepared for hlm in the Philippines. The dem')cratic

countries will continue to think themselves safe and protected against

terror acts, because they supply arms and Strategie material to the

moslem world. Or as long as they feel secure, because - along vith

the payment of a large ransom - they have made scheret arrangements with

the islamic terrorist world that "they will not be touched if they keep

off".

There ±s not the slightest doubt in my ;aind, that it will not

take long before the western countries wi 1 come to reali>:e, that to

the Aioslem terrorists not only everything jewish, but also everything

western; everything non-islamic; everything democratic, is satanic and
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lesson.
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It hurts t) learn of the bomb attacks in Isr*ael. It hurts t)

watch i:he affected people^s sufferings which we all share. It hurts

to realize the powerlessness of the Sev.urity Forces t> prevent a suid Lee

attack. It hurts to contemplate, that Arafat and the PLO are dishonest

with their promises to eradicate uerrorism. But all this does not make

me contemplate the possibility, that even che most sustained wave of

terror could ever dislocate Israol, provided the country and its people

remains physlcally and spiril.ually streng. And I feel assured, that

Israel will always remain strong, because its people have the v/ill to

be strong; and because it wi 1 always have the active support of the

Jews in the Diaspora,

But I cannot deny the possibility that a beleaguered State of

Israel may have to face great dangers - and its people suffer much hurt

- not due to any disiiterestedness of the world at large; not due t:)

the active or passive convivance of certain otherwise not involved

non-moslem countries, but if it is abandoned by its loag-standing allies

and tr.'ie friends in the West. Yes, in such a case Israel would be in

mortal danger. However, even if we picture the worst of scenarios;

evt^n if the islamic Jihad should spread over the whole world; and even

if the ensuing dangers should affect and involve Jewry everywhere, the

survival of Judaism and of Jewry will never be put in question.

Moslems everywhere - especially those of the Third World; and

more so their fundamentalist and other messianic and millenarian

movements - show no interest in advancing with the times. On the

contrary ! They have the tendency - it appears - to remain stuck in

the mentality of t he Mjddle Ages. They refuse to acknowledge the

reality of whatever has not been already known to Prophet Muhamjnad.

They refuse t > accept as a possible truth whatever is not written in

the Qu 'ran. In other words: ^hey deny that the scientists can have

dlscovered anything which was not already known to their Prophet; and

they accept only as truth that which had been acceptable as such to

the desert mentality and civilization of some 1300 years ago. They
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feel so sure in cheir belief, that they refute most of what modern

cechnology has made possible, They deny among other things, that a

man could ha^^e walked on th:^ moon. They do not allow a Television set

into their houses.

Interestingly, they do not find it difficult to accept

the fact and effect Df a nuclear explosion, because they

have their own interpretation of, and explanation for, the

nuclear phenoMena; and because they have found a way - with

the help of this explanation - t;) fit the nuclear bomb's

undeniable reality into their Wel^^anschauung. This was

once explalned to me by Sir Zafrullah Khan^ a former Foreign

Minister of Pakistan, a form-r President of ^he UN General

Assembly, and last a Judge in the World Court at The Hague.

This deeply religious Ahmediya Moslem told me, that he

accepts the reality of the nuclear fission - not so much

because it is not possible to deny the devastating effects

of the atomic bombs dropped over Japan - but because he

can point to a pa sage in the Qu 'ran where an event, "which

is quite evidently an atomic explosion, is described in

clear and unmistakable terms". And I ha-^e repeatedly also

heard and read since of the belief prevailing in orthodox

moslem circles, that the cosmic calamities predicted in

the apocalyptic chapters of the Qu 'ran; are to be seen as

premonitions of the nuclear explosions our generation has

witnessed - and may possibly also witness in future.

Will Israel ever be free of terrorist attacks ? Will an agreeable

Solution ever be found for the "Palestine Question" ? Will the tragic

fate of the displaced Palestinians ever be improved ? Will the long

since floated propos^ls, that the Arabs of Israel should be exchanged

with jewish communities in arab lands; that the palestinian refugeos

should be absorbed in other arab or moslem countries; that the Israeli

Arabs' properties taken over by Israelis be compensated with the

properties Israeli Jevrs have abandoned in arab lands: that, instead

of forming their own Independant State, the Palestinians federate with

the Kingdom of Jordan, really offer honestly possible and ethically

acceptable Solutions ? Was the late Rabbi Meir Kahane right when he

warned, that Israel has "to separate the A-abs out"; that only an

arab-free Israel will survive; that otherwise an Israel sharing its

home with Arabs will not sur/ive ? Is Haetzioni, the Settlements'

politician, righi: with his warniag that " peace with the Arabs is

Impossible, at l.-ast in this generation; that nationally and ethically

Israel 's goals "are not reconciliable with those of the Arabs, whether

rieh or poor, moderate or extremist" ? Are Israel's politicians on

the right justified to demand tha^, the Israeli Arabs be deported ?
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Is Rabin right with his declaration that Jews and Arabs have to be

physically separated within Israel ?

T am afraid, nobody can give a satisfactory answer to ariy of these

questions. When one observes the masses of young Palestinians - filled

with burning rage, leave the mosques^ where they have been indoctrinated

by politicians and mullahs durr'.ng the prayer Service; when one observes

them bursting with religious fervour, burning with hat red, shouting

their patriotic slogans, calling for "Itbah al Yahid", for the death

of all Jews - any answer anybody has to offer can in no case be an

optimistic one, How can ^ihere be hope for a sensible way to settle

the dispute raging between Palestinians and Jews> when one hears

white-bearded Maulvis call those who kill Jews "the beloved of Allah";

promise those who die while killing Jev/s the immediate admission to

the moslem paradise (not only for themselve.s but for 70 of their

relatives and friends too); assure their flock that all Jews will go

to hell after they die ?

How can one harbour hope for a peaceful Solution, when one hears

moslem intellectuals and responsible politicians teil foreigners, that

Palestine has always been arab land; and that Jews will never be allowed

to live therein ? When one hears arab "historians" and theologians

teil the World, that in and for Islam Jerusalem has always been a holy

city V When one hears from moslem politician-historians and politician-

theologians, that Jesus had been an Arab and not a Jew ?

I have repeatedly expressed my firm conviction, that Islam has

- like all religions - a valuable ethical basis. That it carries the

same moral commandments as all other religions in eicistence. That Lt

transmits the same spiritual values as any other monotheistic religion.

That it has the same strength and power as any other revealed religion,

to carry mankind along to higher moral and spiritual le/els.

But if we are at times uneasy with what we hear about Islam; if

we think there is something missing in Islam, it is usually the fault

of those incompetents who dare to speak in the name of Islam. It is

the sin of those hypocrits who degenerate Islam into a religion of

hatred, murder and terrorism. It is the crime of those leaders and
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teachers who deform Islam into a religion, where the suicide bomber

sacrifices himself in the "knowledge" that the Je-^^^s he kills will go

straight to hell; and that he himself will vithout the slightest delay

enter the presence of Allah.

Do not think, that whcit I said just no\/ applies only
to the palestinian "martyvs" ! Also the Moslems of Chechnya
who revolted against the Russiais knew, that " if we
die we will join Allah and be happy". And neither should
you think this applies only to Moslems. There are also
Jews who ''know" that the Jew who has killed an A^ab has
done a great a mitzva; and that means Dr. Baruch Goldstein
has assuredly entered heaven. And he too knew, that all
Arabs will eventually go to hell.

However, there is a fundamental differeace: while on the side

of the Palestinians such blood-dripping beliefs are preached from the

pulpit of the mosques; and such promises are accepted as the holy truth

by vast sections - I am inclined to say by most - of the Moslems, this

type of aberrant ideas are accepted only by a handful of Jews. And it

is a fact that rnost all Jews call the Goldstein riurder an abomiriation.

Fanatic types of such a calibre are only occasionally found am )ng the

Jews. Only a handful of Jews have planted a halo around Goldstein 's

mad deed. These Jews are only exceptions. They are fringe Clements.

They are deraaged people. But "hey are - though exaggerated - vltnesses,

that the trauma sustained by the Shoah generation still survives; that

it continues to hurt the Israeli Jew in particular, as it is kepi: alive

in him by the fear of arab terrorism. It becomes exterioralized into

aggression against Palestinians ^ It is compensafied by disdain for the

Arab. This psychological State, and the Interization of their fear,

explain also the Israeli 's incessant criticism of authority and his

hostility to his fellow Jev/s.

(On the other hand the demonization of Goldstein makes
no sense either. Nor does the Canossa-like pilgrimage
of President Weizman to Hebron. Nor does che incessant
breast-beating iri the Kaesseth and the continued reca 1

of the "Hebron Massacre" ii the newsmedia. Nor does the
eagerness of the Police to gain friends by manhandli'.ng
the "Settiers".)

The Moslems' antisemltism - in its established sense of hatred

for the Jews, and not in that of contempt born of Islam' s imagined

saperiority over all religions in existence - has its origin not in
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the birth of the State of Israel; and it has been kept allve and burning

by the '/ery fact tha", the vJev^ish State exists,

However, let us not n<Duri.sh any illusions. Hatred for Je-vs is

not due to, and has not been created by, the establishment of Israel.

It had been a fact of life in most all the moslem states long before

the modern State of Israel was even thought of. Certain modernized

versions of antisemitisTi among Moslems may once have boen introduced

by jewish and Christian converts; but it exlsts now, aid continues to

thrive now on its own; and is constantly refreshed and !cept alive -

and the Mechanism of its appli':aton is eagerly taught and constantly

refined - by moslem students who have absorbed the antisemitic Slogans

during their sojourn at foreign universities. There they have happily

realized - and this was also the experience of the indian and other

asiatic students had who never knew of aitisemitism in their hone

countries - that there exists an ethnic group which is even more hated

and iDookved down upon, even more despised and persecuted than they

themselves by the indigenous w^iite Student body. They aagerly absorbed

the envied White 's prejudices and :ook them hone, as I ::ould observe

myself in ladia and Pakistan.

In the case of the Moslems the already well-matured Christian

Version of antisemitism is still furthe" aged with qu'ranic spices and

religious Slogans. ThAs menue is published daily in the newsmedia;

is enlarged upon in books; and is in a«ldition - tastelessly tailored

to fit the Moslems' liking - offered on every TV screen in the moslem

World.

No w^onder then, that the long ased and abused antisemitic cloat

is - vhen the need arises; and when the time is thought appropriate

- made into a well tempered weapon, whi^h is at every opportunity raised

in the political anti-Israel posturings. There is not a moslem country,

where the bookshops do not exhibit much mind-nambiag aid intelligence-

offending antisemitic literatare. The First translation into arabic

of the infamous "Protocols" - the originally anti-Napoleai forgery whi':h

the Rassians had turiied into an antisemitic fantasy - was in 1927

broaght out in Cairo. This childish antisemitic concoction \>^as received

- and is quasi hallowed - in today's arab world as the true record of

Jewry's world-wide intrigues, It is required readlng in universities.
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From Sauii Arabia to Algeria i^ has become, next to the Qu'ran, the
Arabs' preferred book of reference.

For some Li.Tie after the last World War the civilized vorld had
nourished the dream, that heacefor'ih peac- will be for e/er maintained
In the w'jrld. And the Jews cherished the dream, tha*: under the impact
oe the Shoah the evil of antisemitism will have become totally eradicated
m the World. Bat chese dreams ha/e remained only dreams. Antisemitism
.•5urvives - openly or temporarily sub.nerged - in every coraer of the
World. Not only in the mosle.'n world. There is ao moslem country today,
where the originally religioasly-intended anti-jewish Statements of
the QuVaa a^e not mixed into a poisonous brew along with the never

e)ctinguished western-bred antisemitism.

The Arabs have become ranklng e^cperts in adorning and propagating
the originally Church-bo-n and Church-nourished antisemitism of the

western world. In the cou-se of a few decades this form o^ mosle^lized

antisemitism came to aquire its own momentum and its owa specific

political colouring, while still preserving - in easily recognizable

form - that very same old christiai antisemitism.

With all I have stated on the preceding oage I wanted
to make clear, that the moslem world 's "modern*' anti-jewisi
furor was not born in either in 1948 nor in 1967; that
it has not been forged in the crucible of the Mosle;as'
specific brand of feroclous aid blind aiti-Zi:)nism; that
it has not first erupted in the vake of the arab armies'
defeat; aid that it has not sta^ted to occupy the Arabs'
mind only since Israel had occapied the Westbank of the
Jordan River. The arab nations' deep, uncompromising,
religiously tinted, Qu'ran-imposed negative attitude towards
the Jews, which had turned via thB original disrespect
into extreme hatred, has existed long befo-re Israel has
come into existence. It has since long been trais:iitted
from generation to generation. Long before the Moslems'
pride had been bruised by Israel has their hatred for the
Jews servBd as a bolster for their sensitive pride and
zheir easily bruised ego.

Whoever claiois to have gained a different Impression, cai only

have been influenced by the Arabs' strategy: to hlde their antisemitism

- and to offer an e^ccuse for their terrorism - behind :he mnsk of a

politically moti/ated anti-Israel Propaganda.

On aid off a namber of arab and moslem states ha^e indi-ated their

readiness to sign a peace tr-aty with Israel. Their readiness appeared
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to the Jews the fuifillment of their eternal and fervent wish for peace

not only with all immediate naighbours, but with the entlre world.

In their daily prayers Israel and all Jewry gi/e expression for their
«

wish that a real and true peace will some day come to be created, Their

experieaces over thousands of yaars makes the.'n wish and p^ay, that Lt

will not be a pseado-peace of the kind whAch has resulted from Israelis

peace treaty Egypt.

^or that peace is nothing but a parody of "'peace".

It is a peace vhose vestiges appear to be kept in place

only by the two blllion dollar bribe the Americans dish

out to the Rgyptiaas every year * Inspite of the specific

terms of the peace treaty, Rgypt maintains the minimal

possible diplomatic, social and commercial contact with

Israel. It will - wheaever givea the opportunity -

malicioasly and zaalously agitate, vote and instigate
against Israel. Egypt 's anti-Israel attitude might be

understood - though, of course, not accepted or tole-ated
- were it appa^ent only at the populär le/el. But it is

not* It is created and sustained by the government and

its controlled newsmedia. Whenever the occasion arises

its powerful doctors' and lawyers' unions demand that Egypt

cuts all ties with Israel. I share the certainty of large

sectors in Israel aad abroad, that Egypt will spearhead

tha next war against Israel, no sooner her fears of Israelis

nuclear "last stand opportunity" has in some form or other
been neutralized.

Israelis have a more favou'*able opinion of; a more positive attitude

to; and n more hopeful outlook on, the peace signed with Jordan. Under

the given circunstances it is the best possible arrangement with an

arab State. It is the generalized expectation in Israel, that in the

wake of the treatles it has signed with Jordan in 1994/95, a true peace

will have come into being.

It is also the Israelis' sincere hope, that Jordan
will now ma'ce a clean swipe of Its not too clean past

record. ^ing Hussain's evident goodwill may prevent a

repetition of the parody of peace Israel "enjoys" with

Egypt; that he will overcome the strong anti-Israel lobby

in his cojntry; that he will show t:*ue repentance for the

anti-jewish excesses his troups committed in Jerusalem
hetween 19A8 and 1967.

But so far there is at the popualr le-^ela strong

resistance against peace with Israel. "It is difficult
for Arabs", explains Ali Kasuay, a jordanian political
analyst, "to ad just to the new conlitions; to forget the

past and to embrace the peace, because Israelis plans for

the future had always been peace with the Arabs, while
ths future for the Arabs embraced the destruction of

Israel".
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Am I - notwithsLanding all I ha/e just now said - allowed to be

pessimistic, after the peace t.reaty has been sigaed; af::er the King

has shaken Israeli hands; afcer Israeli tou:*ists have given an impetus

to Jordan 's economy, because Alruahala, Jordan 's Deputy Prime Minister

and Minister of EducatLon could openly State, tha*: he caanot entertain

cultural connections wLth Israel, as "arab cultars is more profound

than hebrew culture, which is empty and not comprehensive" ? Am I

right to suppose that such words indicate more appropriately next to

of ths Minister 's o\/n culture also his persistent anti-israeli and

antisemitic attitude ? And I ha/e furthermore to raise the point,

that so far - that is at the time I am writing th^se very lines -

Jordan's aatisemltic laws of 1954, which affect all J'iws and are not

only directed against Israel, continue to be in force. These lavs State,

that whoe^j'er wishes can become a subject of the hashemite kingdom,

provided lie is not a Jev; that no Jew is permitted to reside or even

enter Jordan; that even a gentila visitor whose passport bears an is-a^^li

Visa, is refused entry into Jordan; that the sale of laad to a Jew is

a capital oi.fense punishable wLth death. The latter law, still on

Jordan^s Statute book, makes it impossible for Israel to acqaire even

a buiLding to house its Rmba:isy in Aman.

Alas, it would l^e an Illusion to think, that all of a sudden the

Jordanians ha/e turned into friends of Israel; that they have at least

accepted Lt as their duty, to live in peace with Israel; that the

exce.sses the Jordan Army committed when it occapied the Old CLty of

Jerusalem - the obliteration of all signs of a jewish presence in the

OLd City; the destruction of all the 53 synagogues, of all the ILbraries,

of all the yeshivoth wh.'.ch came ander their hands; their building a

read through the jewish cemetry; their using je^vish gravestones as paving

material and tollet seats in jordaniaa army camps - will never be

repeated, cannot ever be repeated by them.

Neither has - for that matter - the PLO's "Palestine National

Convent" of 1958 bean corrected, although this had been one of the

conditlons ia the "Oslo Agreement". And, to be honest, I cannot see

how it will e^er be abolished; for the articles relating specifically

to Israel are the only proper reason for the PLO's ambitions - and for

its right to exist. Specifically the Arafat 's PLO postulates that

- only arab Palest Lnians have a righ" to the land Israel;
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- only armed struggle 2aa solve all problc^ms ^ith Israel;

- Judaism is oaly a revealed rellgioii aad not a natioaality;

- Jews are not a s:^.nglt3 people with a separate identity;

- Zionism is an illegal nuvemeat.

I can hardly be called a peoslmist, but with respect to aiiy future

peaceful coexistence vith the Palest inians I am aiythlng but an Optimist.

The PLO - it is i imaterial whether pushed by the US or in the

hope to throw dust into the critically onlooklng eyes of the wjrld --

has boea trying to project a aew image of itself. It has siace the

sigaing of the Oslo Agreement prepared a new version of Lts covenant.

But the new -/ersion - titled "Palestinian Refugees and the Right to

Raturn", published in eaglish and arabic - is no less a vicious paper

than the Lormer.

"..•the pa^titLon of Palestine v/as also groundless
and illegal", the text goes, "because it faile«i to consult
the majority of the Palestiniaas, estimated at that time

at 90% of Palestine ..Claims of religious or historical
ties of Jews with Palestine are incompatible with facts

of history and the true conception of what constitutes
statehood. Nor do the Jews coastitute a Single nation
with an identity of its o>vrn; They are Citizens of the

States to which they belong The Jews refused all tlie

arab appeals for peaceful coexistence and for the Arabs'

autonomy rule in Palestine and Jordan. All thB a '*ab aid

international attempts soaght to convince the vIews to accept
self-autonomy rule in Palestine, were doomed to failure".

Whoever thinks the time will come when the Palestinians will be

ready and willing to live in peace with the Jews in Israel, must be

a dreamer indeed ! Coexistence and peace will remain illusory, if

all the actual Palestinian Self-Rule AuthorityVs and evolving Palestinian

State *s administrative elements - and most of all the palestinian Police

- do not CO Ilaborate with their Israeli cointerparts in an ongolng fight

against terrorlsm. If not chaos will result.

T might possibly accept the pl^a of the israeli polLticians, who

explain in Arafat *s defense that he has to use such harsh words; that

he has to deal ^ith too many enemies in his ranks; that he faces too

many opponents to his policy; that in his TuJiis-based Council he could

never get the re^uired majority, not even a quorum; and that he has

in aiy case already publicly declared, that tlie above object lonable

references in the PLO's Palestine Charter are no more valid, are
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abolished, are cancelled, are erased, «./ere Lt aot, that whaLeve: he says

in this respect in english does not corrrespond with what he ^ells his

people in arabic; and wece I not sare, that what Arafat, whether in english

or arabi-:, Tiay ever say, promise and swear, can aid v^ill be abolished,

canceled and erased the mofnent times and conditions call for, or permit,

such a 3tep.

I can qaite well uaderstaad, that with the Zionisus' realizatloa

oi: their hopes; aid that following the establishment of the Jewish State,

the Moslem^^ - in their to them painful coafrontation with the Jews - were

forced to come to terms with a new Situation; with an until then to them

unknown Situation. Over many centuries and uatll recently they had

perceived the Jews living in their midst as nothing but a weak people;

as a politically impotent group; as a socially isolated Community; as

an ethnic distinguished by nothing but its own corrapt religious faith.

It was mainly under the impact of the Nazis' anti-jewish d^ctrine, that

the Moslems - though conFirmed, if not strengthened, in their negative

opinion about the Jews they knew or harboured - began to perceive the

jews as a separate people ; as a race apart. They were further conFirmed

in their revamped view of the Jews^ when these founded their own State

in wbich not only their own religion, but also their own cul^ure and their

own national aspirations were declared the specific ma^kstones of ai

independent people. This vas for the Moslems very difficult to accept.

This was v^ery hard to fit into their lives. And ii this development they

saw a great danger to their owi aspirations. The knowledge, that the

Moslem.s had a strong support for their newly shaped views about Israel

and Zionism in the political ambitions of the Soviet regime, did not lessen

the frustrations the Moslems sensed in judging their own position. And,

not surprisingly, these views and political consteUations :^ound also

internationally acceptaice in the UN resolut Ion that "Zionism is Racism".

All and every claim; all and every argument; all and every basis

for the Arabs' fervent wish and hope to annihilate Israel, is associated

with, and explained by, their assertion, that Palestine has since ever

been an arab possession; that the progenitors of today's Arabs have lived

there long before the invading Is^aelites took possession of the land.
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Jordaniai TV, for instance, st:ated on one occasion
I f

that "...the Jevs murdered Jesus, the palestinian prophet •

And Arafat was aot far behind by calling the Apostle Paulus

"a Palestinian who defied Rome". NeLthe:* dld Hannaa Ashrawi

he.sitate to come forth with her assertloa that she ...can

trace he^ aacestry to the first Christians
ff

The posture of the Arabs is in piain ^vords: the Jews have usurped

the country which belongs to the Arabs. Ergo: the Palestiiians have

e/ery right to claim back the land occupied by Israel, Ergo: Israel

has no right to exist. Ergo: Israel has to be eliminated.

But all proof to the coatra-y the Jews may bring forth - that

Israel is a small country measurlng a Mere 80 by 450 km; that what the

World likes to call the "Westbank" is the bir)lical Judaea and Samaria,

the real biblical haart and soul of the Jewish Nation, falls on deaf

ea-s not only in mosleii realmr, bat also to the world at large. Even

America, Israelis best friend, refuses to accept Israelis claim to this

piece of land. The 'Inited States o^ America, which in the aame of

"manifest destiny" - i.e. because God willed it thus - took lands from

the Indians and from Mexico, now demaids of Israel, that it returns

lands which had belonged to the Jews in the past to people who have

no right to these l^nds.

It is an indisputable Pact that Jews have lived In

Palestiae for the last 3500 years, while no Arabs had turaed

up an/where between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean

Sea until 1300 yea-s ago. The first of the arab newcomers

had arrived from the deserts of the Arabian Peninsula in

the vake of Islam 's coaqueriag armies.

In the 1920s and 1930s, whea the first of the major

vaves of jewish pioncers arrived in the geographic unit

thea called "Palest ine", they found there not more than

a small number of i^ermanently settled Arabs. Only at a

later stage in the Zionist's developmeat of the land did

large- numbers of Arabs 'lock into Palest ine. These were

immigrants, attracted by the promise of better economic

conditions, came from the neighbouring countries. They

had been lured by the expectation, that greater economic

opportunities were being created by these early jewish

pioaeers - although these settlers the^selves had in those

early years to live under poor and primitive coidltioTis.

Also the Arabs' often heard complaint, that in the wake of the

1967 war Israel had illegally occupied the so-called Westbank, is totally

unjustlfied. As I have meationed on a pre/ious occasion already,

^ictorious Israel took over from Jordan the po^session of that part

of Palestine. Jordan itself had no legal rights to that part of
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Palestiae along the wes'e^n bank of the Jordan River, for acco/'d:',ng

to international law, its occupation of that portioa of the country

in 1948 had been an illegal act. The international omnuiity clearly

pointed to the illegality of Jordan '3 i iterveni:ion: exc-pt for two

countries -- Br itain and Pakista.i - Jordan 's asurped "o«vnership" of the

land on the west bank of the Jordan River had naver beea in^iernationally

accepted or recognl>3ed by auy of the world's nations.

There are quite a number of sjch incompatible Claims
and counter-claims. One-; such, for instance, i -: the Temple
Mount in Jerusalem, and aiothe/^ is abou": the owae^ship
of the Machp?la Caves i.i Hebron c As I mentioned already,
the Moslems clairn sole owiiership of both. Thej- teil the
wor Ld that t :e Jvi'.^rs not only have no own^c rights, but
they have not evea the righ*: to e^iter the place where the
Holy Temple stood, nor the burial place of the Patriarchs
and Matriarchs of their owa nation !

The Moslems claim also Patriarch Abraham ejc.ilusiw'ely ^,heir own,

They pretend that the Jews of today ace no iJioce related - or even that

zhey have never been :'ela':ed - to Abraham, The \rabs clal.m, there are

no more t'-ue Jews since Hadrivi - after the defeat of Bar Kochba in

135 CE - had expelled all Jews from the Laad of Ju-'aea. The Arabs'

discov^ery that today '3 Jews are descendants of gentiles who in the course

of tha last 2000 years had coaverted to Judaism, is accepted ia many

parts of the world, This kind of argument turus the arab-is^aeli

conflict fn;m tlme to time into a true comedy.

All thesv arguments and comter-arguments, all these facts arid

their deaial lead :o one sarmountable obs'.acle to a true coexi-^tence:

in the name of Islaia the Moslems deuy Isr-a-l th^ right to their own

homeland; to their only homeland; to their true 'lomelaid. However,

were the Moslems to extend thei" absolute trust in the '/e^acity of their

Qu 'ran also on this issue, they Might, I am certain^ hav^e bec;>me less

firm in their ho-^tile oosition.

They caaaot be unavare of the historic, qu'uraiically
well documented fact, that in tho earliest peri »d of Isla.ii

- at tiie time when Muhammai still hai ^'xpected i:o attract
the Jews to his lewly born religi.m - he had addressed
the jewish tribes Ln his neighbou'^hood with these words:
"Remember, my people, the favours which Allah has best:;wed
on you. He has riised up prophets amoag you, male you
kings, and given you that wiich was gi/en to no other
nation. Enter, my people. the holy laid which Allah har.
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•

assigiiel 7011, do not turn ba.:k or yoa shall be rulned",
Alas, the Palthful Moslein prefers to lean on l-iter passages
which refleci: the Prophet 's unforgiving ire agaiast the
recalcitran" jewlsh tri")f-}s. One of these passage.s r.-ads:

Huoiili-ition and wretched ^ess v/ere stamped apon thein, aad
they W5?re visited by the ./rd^.h of God".

The final aa1 ')asic issue, the oji;^ which is riiostly responsibl«^

for the CO itiiue:! tensioa betv>^een I srael an-l the Arabs, is the latter's'

hops to estabi.is'i an islamic State in whit Ls nov; ^,he S'.-te of Isra^sl,

Tt is, cegretfully, the Arabs' deep, blind, faith-bora con^iction, that

all means leadiig t» this goal are permitted. As .1 ral«^ '-.hey are qaite

oitspoken in this respec':: but oc.'N'isionally they try als» to co-zer theii:

true aim with ths asse.rtLoa - vhJ.r.h they do not e/en care t^y e'^,)re:5*j

in acrj-^ptab'e diplomati^ languag:: - that in the conciliatory sju^Lt

of Islam thelr goal ivill O'.ly be achieved, when the major part of the

w'orld arid all of Israel are occapi-»d by Moslems.

In practLce the israeli-arab conflict is centred o- Jerusrilen.

T\e Arabs cal.l Je'r-usalem theis bt^caass it is the 'Tii "d Ifoly

Place in Islam". They de.!.aa1 in aiditlon, that Terus^.*lea -• 72% of vhose

inhabitans are jevish -- be declared the capital of i:l:eir hoped for

Islami^. St.fte of Palestine, Bat tii.ey offer ao explanation for t!ie far/:,

that thr-Kjghout the 1200 years diiri ig i^äich J^rasalem had been in the

laids of the Mosle.M.^.. it h--". never been given anythiny appro-.ching the

statis of a holy r:iry; that it has at no ti:ae fuictior^ed is the capLtal

of an arab State; "hat da 'i.ig the ye .rs Jordan ruled in J=jru5r:le:i. 10

mosleni potentate - except for the jordaiti-in mon-irch hiinself - h-is e-^er

come on pilgrimag^ to '*Isl.lm^3 Th:,rd Hol.y City".

It is q ii:-.c3 e^''..len'. thnc the Moslems ha/e only ; 1 recent years

been inspl-'-d ^ith tlie 1 -noeavre to elevate Jerus^je-a t) the rank of

a holy city, Anl ir is equally ev dent, t' at t'-iy have done so only

for parely politl.cal m )t '. /at i..),-!. -lo^y^ eise :aa it be explahied. that

wiiil-? praying on the Temple M'»in chey do ^.ot turn to the AI Aqsa ^-^^sq i:^

b :i: 'lowÄrds Mecca ?!

It LS imposs:^.ble t > omi": Tieatloning also Christiaui'-.y 's attitude

to and claiüs abo ir Jerusalem, .^^hea airing t'ie Mosleus' attitades to

aid Claims ab« ut Terusrleu;

^ )r similar complaints ab; ut the Israelis; simila^ demai-'s .•>
-.

Jerusalem; and simildr ciüim.s to t'^e holy places, on=5 is l'kely to hf^ar

Irom t'ie "eaders of most, if not all, of t le -'.0 c-irTstian d-mominat Ions
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-». epresonted in Israel.

^'^ no le-^jiheir '_: jinpla *.!1ls, ie-naids aid Claims ar

exorbitaa?:: are oT^ea LOt much diff^rently v.'or!el; are
usually as t-*?! ou:^. . i : ':'i03e of i: le Mo-lems. To gt^r^^ thelr
clai.'i sosne klnd of expreision, the C'iri-Jl:'. :ia mt^mber states
of the European Union have refrained - for evidently
political reasons - from taking part in the 3000-Years-
Jerusalem Jubilee. But it is interesting to learn, that
the Pope has issued Instructions, that in the year 2000,
on the occasion of the festivals in Rome at the end of
the second millennium "....the relationship with our jewish
brothers, whose presence in Rome is more ancient than
ours...'' be adequately stressed.

The issue - it has so far not yet deteriorated into a dispute

- of the Christian holy places, raised between Israel and the Christian

World, has a wider horizon, however. The dispute about Jerusalem which

rages between the Jewish State and the arab states, has mostly remained

restricted to the Middle East; but all which concerns the Christian

Claims in Jerusalem is the concern of the wide world outside the Middle

East.

And we must not ferget that the disputes about jewish rights in

Israel may be even more than a bother, because whenever the dispute

between the Palestinians and Israel is aired; whenever the question

of the Palestinians' rights versus those of the Jews is on the agenda;

whenever outside governments and the United Nations' bodies enter the

discussions, the true substance involved is primarily Jerusalem.

It is only since a few years that the Christian
churches have raised Claims, similar to those of the Arabs,
on Jerusalem; and it is only since Israelis 1967 conquest
of Jerusalem that the Vatican has entered the fray. For
many centuries since the Crusades - i.e. during all the
time Jerusalem was in moslem hands - the Catholic Church
and the other Christian denominations have not raised the
issue of Christian rights in and over Jerusalem.

The churches have raised this issue with increasing zeal only

since 1967, when Israel took possession of the Holy City. Christianity

has Seen in Judaism its hated rival since the first half of the second

Century, when - under the teaching of Marcion and Iranaeus - the two

religions became separated. And the Vatican is embarrassed by Israelis

rebirth, and by Jews living again in Jerusalem. Since the renewal of

Israel, the Vatican tries with its anti-Israel policy to overshadow

the fact, that the prophecy of Jesus and the vision of Paulus have proved

wrong.
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Jewish resentment has to a slight degree been eased by Pope

John-Paul the Second's somewhat favourable sounding - but in quality

and content only minor - remark about the relationship of the Jews with

the Holy Land: "...it must be understood", he said, "that Jews who for

2000 years have been dispersed all over the world, have returned to

the land of their ancestors. This is their right". Otherwise his church

in Israel - and his churches abroad - will rarely miss an opportunity

to paint Israel in the wrong, The Apostolic Delegate in Jerusalem tries

in his anti-Israel Statements to outdo the Palestinians.

Also catholic bishops in the US made their contribution, They

issued a Statement in which they blamed Israel for the emigration of

large numbers of Christians from Jerusalem.

They should have been aware of the true facts, that
Is, that during the post-war period from 1945 to 1995,
ninety percent of all Christian emigration from Jerusalem
took place between 1948 and 1967, when Jerusalem was in

Jordan 's hands. In those years the major ity of Christians
in Jerusalem - in 1945 more than 28 000 Christians had
lived in Jerusalem, and in 1967 less than 11 000 - left
because they feit affected by Jordan 's policy to islamicize
Jerusalem. And it is also worth mentioning, that since
1948, since State of Israel was born, the number of

Christians in the country has quadrupled.

No catholic bishop protested, when between 1948 and 1967 Jordan

severely restricted the number of Christians who could come on pilgrimage

to Jerusalem; when it imposed limitations on Christian schools; when

It forced Christian students to study the Qu 'ran; when it did not allow

Christian institutions to acquire real estate in Jerusalem. Nor are

there today protests, that Christians - like Jews - are not allowed

to pray on the Temple Mount.

We are not surprised - neither should we with all our past and

recent experience be - if highly placed moslem prelates attack Jews

and Israel; if they use lies; if they preach hatred; if they mishandle

historic facts. But we are taken aback - but should with our past and

recent experiences not be - when such attacks come from the mouth of

cardinals or bishops.

The Christian churches - as I have explained - make every effort

to prevent Israel from retaining possession of Jerusalem. Christian
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leaders never miss an opportunity to join Arafat in his protests against

the "judaization'' of Jerusalem. But one hears no Christian government

or authority protest, that in Egypt about 15 000 Copts turn Moslems

every year; that 300 000 Christians have left Lebanon since 1967; that

Christians are regulär ly murdered in Sudan, Egypt, Lebanon, Iraq; that

these same countries, along with the Pope, have supported Saddam Hussaln

during the Gulf War.

And while talking in this connection about the

Church*s unabated antisemitism, I cannot prevent myself

from adding, that antisemitism, whatever its origin, has

many a shape and various expressions; that we Jews are

sensitized to antisemitism whatever its form and expression;

that they see in islamic terrorism an outgrowth of anti-

semitism; that Israelis react stronly against the moslem

and Christian Arabs' antisemitism because it recalls their

past insecurity; that since the State of Israel exists,

Jews feel entitled to take a strong, a courageous, an

outspoken stand against all and every form of antisemitism;

and that, embittered by the Shoah, Jews will not miss an

opportunity to drain the churches* teaching of its

antisemitic venom. Jews have not forgotten - and will

never forget - the härm Christianity has caused them since

the time of Theodosius in the 4th Century; all through

the Middle Ages; throughout the time of the Reformation;

through the Inquisition; and finally under the reign of

the Nazis.

Jerusalem is a unique city. It has an atmosphere of uniqueness

even for Secularists. It has an aura of holiness even for the non-

theistic faiths.

When Kate and I decided to come on Allya, we knew

we we had to settle only in Jerusalem and nowhere eise

in Israel. To paraphrase the words Pericles addressed

to the Athenians before his own funeral: "Fix your eyes

every day on the greatness of Jerusalem, as the city really

is, and fall in love with her". With such a

determination we were in no way an exception. One can

hear many of the actual inhabitants of the Holy City and

of Potential immigrants give expression to this sentiment,

which has been formulated in the words US Vice President

AI Gore said on one of his Visits to Jerusalem: "No one

can escape the conviction, that this city exists in a

special relationship to Cod. Jerusalem, like no other

place on earth appeals to our sense of the universal and

the eternal. It reminds us of the choices we must make

if we are to live as brethren at peace with one another,

and unafraid".

The Christians' Claims to, and complaints about, Jerusalem have
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no more justification than those of the Moslems. IJntil recently the

Christians have never perceived Jerusalem as a capital city. None of

the Popes has ever resided in Jerusalem. Christianity has in all history

never perceived Jerusalem as a holy city. Only certain places and some

buildings in Jerusalem - and some such here and there in the Holy Land

- are sanctified in the Christian faith; but never the Holy City or

the country as such.

Only Jews have called Jerusalem their country 's capital. To nobody

but the Jews has Jerusalem all through the last 3000 years been a holy

city. Throughout these thousands of years the Jews - wherever in the

World they may have been living - have turned to Jerusalem while praying.

Having said all I said in this chapter I have also

to say, that one hears, of course, also the voices of

moderate moslem politicians. They preach patience. They

advise their people to rely on Allah 's help. But I cannot

avoid seeing in their words no less a violence-loaded
approach to the very goal all Palestinians aspire. One

of those - to give an instance - who is prominent among

the moderation preaching preachers, is Sheikh Abdula Nimr

Darwish in Jerusalem. He is one of those who predict,

that the Moslems will come into the possession of the land

of Israel, because one day the majority of the Jews will

have been made to accept Islam as their proper religion.

In his view of the future world, this utopian State of

affairs will automatically come to pass after Islam has

again conquered the entire civilized world - by fire and

sword most likely - and when world-wide all the Jews, not

only those of Israel, will be forced to accept Islam as

the mankind's true and only faith. Should the Jews go

on refusing, they will - with Allah's consent and in his

name, of course - be properly dealt with.

It is unfortunate for all concerned, that Islam' s "true believers"

are not willing to wait for the dawning of that glorious epoch. In

their trust in the inevitability of history taking such a development,

they think it superfluous to make a conciliatory approach, or even

to undertake a proselytizing campaign among the Israelis. They try

instead to make the Jews; all the Jews; every Single Jew, leave the

country now, at once, without delay.
They have not the slightest doubt, that terrorism is the best

suited weapon for this purpose; and they are absolutely sure, that

they have Allah on their side; and they assure each other, that they

enjoy Allah's füll consent, help and support. Whenever they shoot,

bomb or stab a Jew, they shout "Allah hu Akbar", stating with fervour
and zeal that Allah is Great. This their battle cry is also meant
to express the conviction, that their handiwork pleases their God.

Indeed, Allah and the Qu 'ran are called as witnesses, that the murderer
of a jewish infidel will receive suitable compensation. Their religious
leaders make this promise in the name of Allah the All-Merciful. The
Shamgar Commission has recorded, that in February 1993, during a Friday
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Morning Service in the Cave of the Patriarchs in Hebron, Sheikh Tayashor
Tamimi - who is now a member of the Religious Court constituted by

Arafat - assured bis congregants that "...for those who fly the flag
of armed struggle and kill, their deeds are writ in gold; their's are
sacred acts in the battle between the believers and the infidels".
And bis colleagues - no less well versed not only in islamic doctrine
but also in the celestial rules of admission through the pearly gates
- proclaim that whoever is killed while killing a Jew will go straight
to Paradise, where he will be provided with 70 brides; while with no

less certainty the murdered Jew will go to hell,
I have not heard yet any of these religious leaders mention Islam'

s

basic teaching, that in confronting one's enemies one has to be humane;
that civilians should not be made the victims of war; that those not

bearing arms should not be attacked.

What is the quintessence of all I have said so far ? What
way can I show to get us out of this embroglio ?

There is no doubt in any reasoning Jew's mind, that Israel
can only exist if there is peace with its environment ;that
Israelis security and wellbeing can only be assured if

a State of harmony is created between Jews and Arabs; that
the zionist dream will only be fully realized the moment
Palestinians and Israelis share the same aspirations.
Both sides are to be blamed for the failure to reach such
a peaceful coexistence, although all the necessary building
stones are in our reach. The first stage is for the Jews
to recognize that the Arabs 's historic-religious Claims
have to be respected; and for the Arabs to recognize those
very same of the Jews. The Jews have to accept the Arabs
Claim that Abraham is their forefather; and the Arabs have
to acknowledge the Jews' claim to this ancestor. The Jews
have to agree that the Arabs, as the sons of Ishmail, have
the same rights of heritage as they themselves; and the

Arabs have to acknowledge that the Jews, as sons of Yizhak,
have the same right to demand a share as they themselves.
After so much fighting and hatred Jews and Arabs have to

discover, that they can live together in peace now, as

Yizhak did with Ishmail after their dispute; and as did

Yacov with Esau after theirs. In short: the politicians
of both sides should proclaim that Jews and Arabs are one
family; and the Mullahs and Rabbis should preach that Jews
and Arabs are cousins. Is this so difficult ? Is this
really so unacceptable to any but the selfish and Ignorant
extremists ? After all both sides, Jews and Arabs, Israelis
and Palestinians, live already within the same boundaries,
and will have to go on living therein for the future.
The only difference the above outlined approach would make,
is that both sides will live in peace; that there will
not be a hostile dividing line; that the children will
grow up with a healthy mind; that all benefit; that all

can be happy at last.
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But there is one additional pre-condition: the Palestinians

will have to concede that the Jews have a far greater right

on Jerusalem as the political capital of their State.

Nablus or Ramalla or Gaza can be the capital of the State

of Palestine. And the same applies to Jerusalem as the

religious centre of Judaism. The arab world have no such

relationship with Jerusalem. Why should the Palestinians

exclude the Jews from praying on the Temple Mount and in

the Machpela Caves ? Those who wish to pray there can

do so alongside each other. Neither the Jews nor the

Moslems dispute the holyness of Bethlehem or Nazareth for

the Christians. Why not learn from this ?

Alas, it come down to goodwill and clear-mindedness and

the proper leadership to create an atmosphere of peace

in the unique land in which Jews have created a home for

themselves and meet Moslems and Christians as equals.

meet again
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8.

Is the Diaspora a factor in Judaism' survival ?

There has hardly ever b(^en a time in the Jews' two thousand years

lasting, most of the inhabited world encompassing, Diaspora when Jews

were allowed to enjoy - as is today the case at least in the culturally

more advanced and economically more solid countries of the West - such

a vast social acceptance; such a socially elevated Status; such a measure

of political influence; such a degree of economic pov/er; such an impres-iive

predominance in the field of sciences; such a leading role in nearly all

the intellectual camps. When, in short, the Jews occupied i:he accepted

and acknowledged place they are granted today in the public life of most

of their various countries of residence.

Already at the time of the Second Temple had a large and strong

diaspora existed in Greece and in Egypt, in Rome and in Asia. But sooner

or later life there turned for the Je-.^^s mostly into an existence burdened

with humiliation and degradation; a life füll of hostility- and hatred-

loaded arguments not different from those heard throughout later ages.

I am reminded of a Statement Cicero made in a court case "...you know...how

unanimously they stick togethe-:; how influential they are in politics''«

As a rule their survival was dependant on the whims
and moods of their erstwhile rulers. I am mentioning only
the wise decision of the Renaissance Pope Pius V, when
he gave his permission for prostitutes and Jews to settle
in his domain: "...to ensure a degree of filth on th'.s

earth, so that the Saviour may need to come".

It must, however, be accepted as an axiom, that the on an average

favourable environment the Jews enjoy today in the diaspora; that the

often prominent places the Jews occupy today in democratic countries;

and that the legal and political equality the Jews are granted today

in the enlightened West at least, are to a great extent - with due

acknowledgement of the revolution in social perception and humanitdrian

demands the 18th Century Enlightenment ha;i br jught on in human society
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- owed to the fact, that there is an Israel; that there is a Jewish

State; that there is the Independent democratic State of Israel.

With these words I want to State my opinion, that the favourable

milieu today's Jews encounter in the Diaspora is not, as I hear so often

claimed, due to the reaction of the deiiocratic nations to the guilt--

feelings they might harbour about their callous attitudes during the

years the Shoah raged. And in case I am mistaken; and in case the

western powers do indeed feel guilty today about their having stood

by inactive while the Germans killed the six million Jews, their regrets

and their repentance can only to a minor degree have influenced their

actual attitude to the Jews.

As was the case in medieval-islamic environments; as was the case

in the Western World even in the aftermath of the Enlightenment; and

as was the case until Israel had asserted itself as a solid independent

State, Jews had at best been tolerated in the western world. And -

while figuring as foreign elements - they were everywhere kept apart

from the national entity of their host country. They were tolerated

as businessmen; they were honoured as scientists; they were accepted

as writers; but they were never really accepted as fully entitled

Citizens. Neither were they fully accepted as social equals.

Only from the time the State of Israel exists are the Jews in

the Diaspora - who have always taken great pains to prove themselves

dedicated and enthusiastic Citizens of the countries in which they lived

- no more looked at as a rootless people; are they not considered a

pariah people; are they not made to feel anymore a homeless people.

The Jews of the Diaspora have acquired now a background which makes

it easier for their countries of residence to grant the füll acceptance.

Also the Status of the Jews of Israel has undergone a fundamental

change. For the first time since time immemorial do the Jews in Israel

enjoy - qua Citizens of Israel; and by the fact that the State of Israel

exists - the same civil Status and legal rights as possess the Citizens

of all the other countries in the world. Abroad - outside the moslewi

World that is - they have more or less nowadays to overcome the type

of hostility and the kind of difficulties which also Citizens of other

countries encounter here and there from the governments and inhabitants

of the various countries and cultures.
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However, I may have to correct myself somewhat, as
I might be called wrong to make such a sweeping Statement.
It is a saddening fact, that Israeli tourists have succeeded
in creating for themselves in many a foreign country -

to use the most favourable oxpression possible - a rather
cautious welcome; and have provided Israel with a rather
negative aura,

But I feel entitled to repeat, that the Jews in the Diaspora enjoy

- whatever their pleasant and the less pleasant experiences may be from

case to case - respect and acknowledgement both on behalf of their own

personal and civil rights and achievements, as well as - and no less

also - by virtue of the Image reflected on them by the State of Israel.

In other words: there is no country, no official, no individual

that will not somehow relate a Jew, whatever passport he may carry, to

Israelis existence and presence; to its past history and actual problems.

Israelis economy is, of course, inter-connected with that of the

World at large; but much more so, and in an uncommon - I might say

specific way - Israelis economic well-being is inter-connected with that

of the Jews in the Diaspora. And in a unique sense also the opposite

is true.

Israelis economy has mostly been under strain. Studies of a research

institute in Luxembourg have found, that among the fifteen industrialized

in the West Israel and Ireland show, after the USA, the greatest number

of poor children. It is true that Israelis economy has considerably

improved in recent years, but it has still to face great difficulties

not only due to the need to sustain a large modern army, but also because

it has taken on the task to absorb large numbers of new immigrants.Ten

percent of Israelis actual population has arrived between 1990 and 1995.

And even though most of the immigrants are better educated, are easier

absorbed and are great ly contributing to the economy, the strain on

Israelis finances is considerable. Due to the large influx of the

Immigrants from the CIS one sees in Israel for the first time homeless

people sleeping in the street.

Even now that Israel - supported by expert evaluation
and based on reliable statistics - can officially claim
its economy is strong; and even though its living conditions
are better than ever, the average Israeli will never be
satisfied. He will not sit back and express satisfaction
with his lot. The contrary is true; he will not cease
to wail and lament that better amenities are available
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to the Diaspora Jews. One will hear him continue with

his complaints that unemployment is high; that the growing

Inflation hurts the pensioners who have to live on fixed

incomes; that housing is far too expensive; that the health

care is in a chaotic condition; that the medical staff

is undisciplined and that the victims of their errors are

kept hidden; that violent crimes are on the increase; that

drug abuse grows; that traffic is congested; that accidents

are too frequent; that education is inadequate; that there

is no true leader-ship in Israel; that there is no proper

government. In short: that he sacrifices himself for

Judaism and merits a better life.

Israel and its people will make every effort to get the Diaspora

as much as possible involved in these problems; to make the Jews abroad

share these inconveniences with them. To this day Israelis turn to

their brethren in the Diaspora for compassionate support and material

help - and in most instances they will succeed and receive the requested

financial support along with much unasked for and unwanted advice.

Whatever government is in power in Israel - whether Likud or Labour

- will strive for political and financial support from Diaspora Jews

- mainly so from those in the States - and the party in Opposition will

inevitably protest this campaign as an unfair, unethical, uncalled for

attempt to illegally inveigle the Diaspora into Israelis affairs. One

part of the mostly non-elected and non-representative diaspora leadership

will only too gladly get involved; while the other part - mostly the

non-zionist current in the Diaspora - will feel antagonistic.

The Presidents of Jewish Organizations in America, along with

many other leaders of organized Diaspora Jewry, claim that by upholding

and maintaining the Diapora's Jewishness in jewish-conscious environment

they make at least as great a contribution to the survival of Judaism

as Israel, and often even greater sacrifices; and that this entitles

them to proffer advice when'iver they think advice is required, even

if Israelis do not agree.

A case in point is the uninvited halachic ruling of

orthodox american rabbis that jewish soldiers should refuse

obedience when it comes to evacuate Settlements in the

occupied territories. This declaration has, of course,

led to delegations of other-minded rabbis. At the very

time Israel was facing great political difficulties and

had to solve heavy problems, the rabbinically produced

turmoil, their Initiators and opponents were anything but

welcome. But there was at least one profit: many religious

Jews came to realize that Halacha has no place in politics;

and that not only in this instance ethical and political

issues should not be juidged by rules which might have
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found application some 1800 to 1400 years ago.

I willingly agree, one hears complaints voiced in very many

other countries too about interference by unwanted and uninformed

Outsiders similar to the ones above; but this should not be a sufficient

justification to hear them in Israel and about the Diaspora • In all

these and most other respects in which ethical motives are involved,

Israel should be different. Although it had beeu the aim and hope of

the zionist pioneers to "be like all other nations; to have the same

faults and problems", such aspirations are totally incongruous - and

should be seen incompatible - with respect to the existence of Israel;

with the purpose Justifying the existence of Israel; with the aims on

which the existence of Israel is based.

The Diaspora should learn to live in symbiosis with Israel to

the benefit of both.

With the dawn of Enlightenment, the Diaspora had

to adapt its views and practices of Judaism in order to

facilitate its Integration into its environment. Relatively
small communities in the Diaspora could easily adapt and

integrate themselves« Unfortunately , this led also to

an easier absorption and a rapid assimilation into their
environment, The large and more stratified unit of Jewry
in America could not merge in its totality into american
Society, and had to form for its Status a specific social
definition, a firmer ideology and an added spiritualization.
When the equally large jewish society in communist countries
became suffocated by a government directed adversity, it

chose to go under by inertia. They became successful
Citizens and also fervent patriots. And in both these
instances there were large sections of the Diaspora which
- the ones voluntarily the others inevitably by superior
force - avoided all possibly arising conflict by avoiding
any Identification with Israel, if not with Judaism too.

And whereas also the Israeli Jews developed along specific lines

of thought and interest, of social outlook and cultural conceptions,

a marked difference came to develop between them and the correligionists

in the Diaspora. This difference remains noticeable at least for 1-2

generations even in those, whose profound belief in Judaismus values

and Israelis meaning - or the call of their religious faith - has brought

on Aliyah.

Israel is not relevant to a large part of the Diaspora. To many

the State of Israel is even an iricongruous Institution. They see the

Diaspora as more significant for the survival of Judaism than Israel.

It believes it has to justify itself all the time. The non-zionist
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Diaspora sees in Israel a threat to its peace of mind. It feels accused

by Israel of deserting the Jewish People, It sees ia Israel an obstacle

to the ongoing Integration into the host society which - ma;iy of them

are ready to concedc - will sooner or later lead to assimilation.

Let the Israelis not forget, that those Diaspora Jews who are

ready to identify with, and make sacrifices for, Israel do so mostly

because they identify with its zionist roots. Let us all not forget,

that the zionist ideal and ideological ingredient - which created and

grew, and which still nourishes the Jewish State - aimed for a sovereign

but also egalitarian, an enlightened and also just, a socialist and

also a god-fearing State, Let nobody in Israel overlook, that the Jews

in the Diaspora are expecting from Israel to be outstanding in ethical

governance; that they are demanding of Israel to act like a progressive

country; that they are looking towards Jerusalem for cultural as well

as religious guidance; that they are presuming the Israelis to be their

modeis in moral conduct.

The Jews of Israel should be well aware of these expectations.

The Jews of Israel should be well aware that they must prove themselves

worthy of the trust the Diaspora imposes on them. They should teil

themselves, that - and this is my firm conviction - one of the reasons

why Israel exists, is for the country to be inhabited and governed by

Jews who have the common wellbeing of their co-patriots at heart; who

have to make the Diaspora proud of them; and who are well aware of their

appointment as the showcase of moral conduct and of selfless behaviour.

The Jews returned to their land to be a jewish people. And this implies

they have to live in accordance with the ethics of the Bible; that they

have to be a light unto the world.

Alas ! Israel is far away still from such an achievement. There

is no such society today in Israel; no such Community; no such a group

of men and women,

But let US teil us also, that crime has not taken on in Israel

such a frightening extent; and that lawlessness has not become in Israel

such an overwhelming concern as in the US and elsewhere in the world;

and that this can only be due to the Jews^ inherited sense of mutual

responsibility ; can only be due to their inbred concern not to embarrass

the jewish world at large. Yes, Israelis are definitely aware of their

responsibilities in this reespect. It has, therefore, to be shown as
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significant, that the wave of organized, mafia-style crime which has

hit Israel since recent years, has been "imported" by new immigrants;

is in the hands of Jews most of whom never had, until their immigration,

any contact with Jews and Jewishness.

Since ever has mutual responsibility been a guideline for the

Jewish People; and in today's israeli society - surrounded by hostile

countries and living under the threat of terrorism - this duty has taken

on a major significance of its own; one which overshadows all other

interests and needs, but, alas, not yet all the political and religious

divisions and fragmentations in the country.

I can with confidence say, that the Diaspora has every reason

to look with pride on Israelis youth. The young people may be impulsive,

selfish, undisciplined; but to the vast majority of them there exists

the high protective wall of moral traditions and mutual responsibility

which prevents them from sliding into major crime.

Israelis youth is ambitious. It is the ambition of every boy

and girl to acquire the knowledge and skill with which to achieve a

higher Standing in society. On the other hand, no always and all of

today^s israeli of today is willing to put in the necessary effort;

in particular not, if this means giving up many of the pleasures which

life has to offer today. Military service is, fortunately of great

value in this respect. It exposes the youth to a strict discipline

at an age and at a stage in their development, when the danger of going

astray is the greatest.

The Diaspora has recognized that i::s own youth can benefit from

direct and personal contact not only with Israel but also with israeli

youth. But the right approach has not always been found.

Teenagers in the Diaspora were offered a subsidized
Visit to Israel, in the expectation that the days filled
with sigh-seeing and entertainment would awaken in them
not so much the desire to come on Aliyah as the interest
in their background, in their Jewishness. But the campaign
did not get off the ground. There were few takers. Most
lacking was the interest of the parents; they did not want
to expose their children to Israel, and their possibly
turning into enthusiastic and active Zionists. The success
rate among older and more serious youth, among graduates,
however, was more gratifying.
A less impressive characteristic of so many of israeli men and

women - which disappoints the Diaspora and leads it to harsh criticism
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- is their unwillingness to conform, even when not confronted with

adverse economic and political situations, to the ethical demands which

are the true values of thelr people; and which represent the unusual

strength which has given their fatherland its special positlon in the

actual World. Diaspora Jewry is also negatively impressed by the

Israelis* readiness to overlook - or to find for them insufficent or

unacceptable excuses - the fading away of the Jewis People *s implicit

morals; to disregard Judaismus demands of decency and honesty; to often

trample underfoot the most significant zionist Ideals; and to prefer

instead the pleasures and comfort of an easy life. To the Jews abroad

- whose grand-parents if not parents had worked hard in manual and often

menial Jobs before reaching what they have now - it is incomprehensible

that some 100 000 romanian, thai, bulgarian, turkish, philippinian,

polish and chilean "Gastarbeiter" have been imported as construction

workers, as farm workers, as household workers, as hotel workers -

alongside, or in place of, the considerable numbers of palestinian

labourers - while the rate of the unemployed among Israelis is growing.

It would have been unimaginable only a generation ago - Zionists

in the Diaspora say - that house construction and agricultural activities

could come to a standstill because for one reason or other arab workers

are not available. Nor would it have been thinkable to the zionist

pioneers and their children, that Israel, with such a large number of

unemployed of its own, should Import workers from abroad.

And even if this had not been the case - i.e. had
the zionist founders of the country been persuaded that
the economy of the country was in urgent need of such
"Gastarbeiter" - they would certainly have been horrified
by the way the jewish contractors and entrepreneurs treat
workers who are at the mercy of their employers. The living
conditions of the foreign workmen are below acceptable
civilized Standards; their accommodations are poor; and
their pay is very low. However, these men dare not protest,
as their passports are in the hands of their employers,
who know only too well how to make the workers amenable
with the threat of deportation. The foreign workers receive
at the most $7-800 a month. It should not be accepted
as an excuse of what is after all unacceptable exploitation
of helpless men, that even so they are better paid in Israel
than in their home countries. No wonder, therefore, that
no unemployed resident or Immigrant Israeli is willing
to work under such conditions. And neither is it a

surprise, that the contractors and farmers prefer to employ
the foreign workers.
Have the Jews of Israel forgotten - I have been asked abroad by

a Jew - how they or their parents had been treated in the Diaspora ?
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Had thesc^ same Jews, these same Israeli contractors and farmers - or

their parents - when they were living in the Diaspora, not always aspired

to be treated on an equal footing with all others Citizens in their

host countries ? And whenever or wherever this was not the case, did

they not complain bitterly about maltreatment, persecution and similar

sub-categories of antisemitism ? Today 's Diaspora Jewry remembers all

this well. And thus today's Diaspora Jewry reasons.

The question comes just now to mind, whether those
in government, construction and trade who are responsible
for this arrangement of imported labour, have taken into

.

consideration the chance, that these usually dissatisfied
and unhappy foreign workers may represent a danger ? That
they may turn to crime ? That they may even indulge in,
or be hired for terrorist acts ?

In other words: Zionism - whose main program was to fighl: for

dignity in freedom; which aimed at equal rights for whoever lived in

Israelis borders - has failed in the application of its basic principles.

Israel has failed in one of the very purposes for which it has been

created. The Diaspora is well aware of this and wonders

Let US have no illusions: this is one of the aspects where Israel

has failed in the eyes of the Diaspora.

And neither is this the only reason why Israelis reputation abroad

is not the best; why its reputation is damaged; why its reputation is

at times badly damaged; why also Israelis ethical purpose of existence

has been badly undermined.

American Jews are well off today. They are better off than Jews

have ever been at any time or in any country in the 2000 years of the

Diaspora or in the 3000 years since Jews have lived in settle.aeats or

other places outside the Jewish Commonwealth. The Jews in the US have

acquired a degree of economic and cultural influence, which until

recently would have been considered unlikely for diaspora Jews anywhere

to achieve. They are also greatly involved in the political machinery

of their country. This enables them to exert a marked influence on

World events and on the functioning of the United Nations. Some are

now even resentful, that in the framework of "affirmative action" they

are counted as "Whites".

"Perhaps no other religious group has found american soll so

fertile for their personal aspirations, yet so antagonistic to the
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the dominance of their religious practices", says Paul Wilke. Indeed,

in America, as everywhere eise in the Diaspora, we see the Jews grapple

with an identity crisis in the instances where they do not associate their

being Jews with partecipation in one or the other of the manifestations

or activities or tasks associated with the jewish faith; or if they do

not at least identify with some form or other of Jewishness. In the past

decades - and most markedly so during the last Century when antisemitism

had Started to make ever greater inroads - the Jews had been very conscious

of their being Jews. And for this reason the jewish communities could

survive and flourish everywhere.

It appears, that in our days, when we see antisemitism greatly

reduced - and see even the absence of an impact from any of its many

disguised form^^ - the Jews of America, England, Australia and so on

do not yet realize, that it had been mainly the "good old antisemitism",

which in the past had made them conscious of their Jewishness.

Let US hope that the Diaspora Jews ~ feeling free in, and being

now accepted by, their host environment - will never forget that they

are and will always remain a minority; and that since time immemorial,

and in every country, whenever a social or economic or miltary uphea^al

occurs^ a permanent minority was always made to bear the brunt in the

very same country which until then had made them feel at home.

The Jews in the Diaspora know quite well, that Zionism has since

long ceased to demand; and that Israel - whatever some Chauvinist here

or there may say - does not even consider the possibility, that the

reality of Israelis, of a Jewish State ^s existence does eo ipso impose

on the Diaspora Jew the duty to count himself - or is by nis host country

considered to be - a Citizen of Israel. I very much doubt if Jews could

be found in the Diaspora, who would ever consent to have this type of

definition of the Jew imposed on theMselves. The vast majority of the

Jews in the Diaspora consider themselves Citizens of the country in

which they live, i.e. they are Americans, French, Germans and so on.

They certainly do not consider themselves "Israelis living abroad".

And they are fully entitled to think thus of themselves.

However, it is a fact, that the Jews who live anywhere but in

Israel are - whatever their citizenship may be - in additlon also Jews.
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Being a Jew is today not always, and not of necessity, a religious

appellation. Today it is - in addition and as a rule - meant and applied

by all non-Jews as a "-acially distinctive" label to the Jew.

Religion - that is the Jew's active or non-active Identification

with one of the religious cu rents of Judaism - is for a large n imber

of Jews in Israel or in the Diaspora no more an essential factor in

their being Jews; in their aspiring to be defined as Jews; in their

living their Jev/ishness. Next ti) the acknowledgement of being a Jew

- at l<Bast to oneself - it is the common fate, tradition and history

which biid a Jew to the Jewish People.

To the orthodox guardians of the jewish heritage -

whether they have been appointed to exeri: this function
or not - parentage is an additional factor of great
significance: that is to say, ":hey accept only the
individual as entitled to call himself a Jew whose mother
is or was jewish; and if this is not the case, whether
the -nother had undergone a "proper" conversion.

Competent observers have stated, that in the course of the last

few years a large part of the Diaspora 's Jewry has become alienated

from Israel. Or has at least become disillusioned with Israel. These

men and women express - in often not very conciliatory terms - their

disappointment with Israelis inner politics; with its never ceasing

Infighting; with its ever more evident mediocricy.

Diaspora Jews everywhere are particularly aatagonized by the

Israelis' vaunted aggressiveness and intolerance. In addition, the

orthodox ele.Ments in the Diaspora are disappointed that Israel has not

developped into a theocr-acy. And the secular sector of the Diaspora's

Jews is disappointed that Israel is not a worldly State. In consequence,

it has been discovered, the accustomed active Support for Israel of

large parts of Jewry in America and elsewhere becomes greatly reduced

in the years when Israel is not facing an ^xistential threat; and when

it is in addition doing well economically. At those times the Diaspora's

contributions to the UJA is often reduced to a degree which eiidangers

the blown-up budget of the Jewish Agency. Also the expected cut in

the 3 billion aid Israel receives from America is connected - though

not directly - with Israelis economy.

Still, the remirk of Beilin when he was Israelis Deputy
Foreign Minister, that his country does not anymore require
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financial help from american Jews; that Israel is rieh

enough to stand oa its own feet, has not been gratefully

accepted abroad, but has been interpreted as implying in

addition to conceit a slight, if not an offense.

To go bar.k what I said a short while before: Diaspora Jewry is

disappoiated, because it had expected Israel to develop into an exemplary

State. However just their expectation, it was not justified. It is

superfluous to argue tiis point here and now, as it is in any case a

fact that their expectations are by far not fulfilled.

Israel is well aware - if not, it should very well be -- that this

is one of the reasons why Israel has lost so much of its importance

for so many Jews abroad; that this is the rs^ason, why more and more

Jews in the Diaspora are denying Israel the centrality it Claims for

itself in their Jewishness; that this is the reason why Diaspora Jewry

wants to be autonomous in matters relating to jewish culture.

But this demand is not new. The entire question

complex is not the outcome of recent developments. It

may sound surprising, but it is a fact that in the past

only a very small number of Diaspora Jews have e^/er

identified to a more than superficial degree with Israel.

As such I see a money donation without direct personal

involvement too. This is more than elsewhere the case

wlth american Jews, Since the foundation of the State

of Israel only 1% of american Jewry has come on aliya.

Only ten percent of american Jewry have ever visited Israel,

while - to offer a comparison - for australian Jewry the

rates are 15% and 75% respectively.

There is a specific diaspora phenomen which has be to cla^ified:

even though the Diaspora Jew may no" be interested in Zionism and Israel,

he still cannot avoid feeling affected by everything which happens to

and in Israel. Especially is this the case if there are infavourable

news from or about Israel. His reaction is similar, if not identical,

with the one he experiences when he is faced with, or is personally

affected by, signs or manifestations of antisemitism in hAs personal

environment ,:
or even in far avay countries like Russia or Iran. He

feels himself affected, if not directly involved, whenever he learns

that Israel is slandered by antisemites; or has been attacked by

terrorists; or is involved ii a var. At such tines - or at any time

under the impact of bad news from or about Israel - h^i will identify

with the Jewish State and will feel himself personally hurt. At such

times - without having suddenly been turned into a Zionist - he will

make a financial contribution wheaever he is told of Israelis need of
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Support. In simple words: Zionism and Israel are in the eyes of this

type of american Jew nothing more than jewish institutions in need of

a money contribution from a fellow Jew,

But this should not grant us the right to look down on these Jews;

for apart from the value such money contributions have for Israel, they

are a welcome and important means of Identification with Israel by Jews

who are otherwise much alienated. These are the means by which the

assimilating Jew can proclaim his Jewishness« These are the means for

auy non-affiliaLed Jew to declare voluntarily his alignment wLth Judaism

But they should not be taken also to mean that such a Jew has publicly

expressed his association or Identification with Zionism.

It cannot be sufficiently appreciated as an important iagredient

in Israelis - and no less also of Judaismus - survival, that whenever

Israel is at war; or when tragedy strikes Israel; or whenever the United

Nations passes another nasty resolution against Israel, more or less

all Jews everywhere in the world will experience an awakening of their

deep-seated jewish anxiety; an upsurging appreciation of Israelis

existence; a subcoascious awareness of belonging to the Jewish People;

an otherwise never acknowledged Identification with the Jewish State.

Dangerous times which have had such an effect in the Diaspora;

and murderous events which evoke this kind of feelings in the Jews all

o/er the world, have unfortunately been frequ^nt in the short history

of Israel. But not^ithstanding the painful events which have caused

them to erupt, thase reaction are nevertheless of great value to the

Jewish State. In addition they are a great consolation to the people

of Israel, even though the galuth reaction to fearful news about Israel

Is usually evoked not by any sudden Identification with the Jewish

State, but by the re-awakening of memories of past persecutlons and

pogroms; and even though they have recalled in the Diaspora Jew his

repressed fea^ for his own personal safety; and the apprehension that

the never totally extinguished foci of antisemitism in his own country

might flare up and will undermine his own tenuous sense of security.

These situations and events indicate not only how
tenuous the Jews' acculturation is in the Diaspora. It

confirms that the jewish continuity is endangered in the
Diaspora. And, stränge as it must sound, the only hope
for Diaspora Judaism to survive is that antisemitism, will
now and then raise its multiple heads from its only dormant
State. But even rampant antisemitism - notwithstanding
the racial factor Hitler has added - will not stop the
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assimilatory process. On the contrary.

It is not rare nor difficult to witness the unrolling of such

a scenario in every country which harbours J'iws. Can this not be taken

as an indication, that in his subconsclous depth the Diaspora Jew does

not always feel as secure as he has made himself believe ? That the

lowering of his guard is triggered whenever the security, the social,

economic or political equilibrium in his host country Is disturbed ?

In many circles ii the US, for example, this is likely to happen whenever

the black population's dormant antisemitism flares up into the kind

of hatred, which is preached by Farrakhan and the "Nation of Isl^m".

Or when a change in the Congcess composition brings rightist elements

to power.

However, it cai be taken as certain that this form of antisemitism

and aiiy of its manifestations, which ace particularly strong among the

university students - even if Lt leads to bloody clashes on the campus,

ugly protests in the streets and offensive articles in the press - will

in rio way endanger Judaism, especially not american Jewry.

Although from e/ery point of view Israel can see iiself as the

fulfillment of the zionist dream; although Israel is, in my opinion

and in my experience, the only place on earth where a Jew can truly

feel at home; aid although Israel is the best hope for the survival

of the Jewish people, these arguments are - in view of the physical

danger Israel faces, and will face for a long time to come - no

absolutely valid guarantee. Nor are they, in their absoluteness, easy

to defend withoat the active help of the Diaspora; but

In the last fifty years the number of Jews in the

World has remained at 13 million, while the world population

has exploded. Siace the last war, the five million Jews

of Ameri::a have in creased by some ten percent, while the

entire population has dDubled from 130 ^:o 260 million.

In Br itain the number has declined by one third. The number
of Jews is dwindling due to the low birthrate, intermarriage
and the lowering of the antisemitic barriers. And due

to less care for Israel. "The jewish )^^o^ld", says President
Ezer Weizman, "is in the process of diminishing through
assimilation. We must teach the vJews to be Jews... aad

bring thern to Israel for this purpose. Israel is central.

Jewish education must take place here and not in the

Diaspora".
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This most effective remedy for what ails our youth in Israel and

in the Diaspora, the jewish edacation of the youth, has been neglected

not only in Israel but also in the Diaspora. It has, for e-cample, been

predic'ed that only 10% of all of today's jewish children in England

will have any knowledge of Judaism by the time they reach the age of

eighteen.

The unacceptable alternative, in case Israel cannot provide the

needs of edu^ation for its own youth, would be to fall back on the jewish

Diaspora; would be to exclusively entrust it to continue the Jewish

PeopleVs survival. It would mean the unjustified hope, that the Diaspora

Jews will preserve the jewish religion. It would mean the expectation,

that the Diaspora Jews will safeguard the jewish traditions. And this

alternative wojld be preaching the belief, that the Diaspora Jews will

preserve the characteristics of the jewish people.

But, in view of the increasing trend of inter-marriage among the

Diaspora Jews, such reliaace would in any case be an Insurance policy

of doubtful value. These negative treads are certain to continue and

to reach an even higher percentage with the increase in jewish inter-

marriages, For iiter-marriage has become acceptable in our days, It

has lost more or less all its stigma in the jewish as well as in the

non-jewish ambience.

The trend to assimilate has found expressioa in the

great numbers of inter-marriages which had two generations
ago been only a very negligable factor. This rings alarm
bells averywhere today, not only in the US. Inter-marriage
occurs also in other ethnic aad religious groaps everywhere,
it is true, bui: these groups' existence is ne/er jeopardized
as are the Jews. Jews marrying outside the faith have
in the last fifty years increased from 1:10 to 1:2. Only
one 1:20 of the non-jewish partners coaverts to Judaism;

and less than 1:2 of their off-spring is raised as Jews.

In England - whose jewish popalation has shruJik by 25%

in the course of the last decade - intermarriage is at

the rate of 50%; and only one marriage in three takes place
in a syiagogue. In the US 25% of the Jews live in inter-
married fanilies; in Canada 14%. Most of the offspring
of such marriages will distancia'e themselves inore and

more from Judaism.

If the Diaspora Jew does not live as a Jew, all that "Cultural

Judaism" is meant to express; all attempts to create an ethnic jewish

identity; all synagogue attendance at High Holidays; all professioa

of Jewishness, will not suffice to keep him a Jew.
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In this respt3ct orthodox Jews a "e the exception,
Nearly all the aegative trends assoclated with the
assimilatory process in the Diaspora - this includes the
increasing teadency of young people to emigrate from Israel
- are almost uiknown among religious Zionists ii the
Diaspora. And - by the way - it is in general also quite
rare in the zi^nist circles in Israel.

Howevar, I must concede that this latter Statement may be

out-of-date already. Yossi Beilin, the abiquitous former Deputy Foreiga

Ministei: of Israel, declared before a Conference of Presidents of Major

American Organizations, that if his child wanted to marry a non-Jew,

he would be hard-pressed to offer any compelling argumeats against it.

Beilin expects at least to be asked.
I have ne/er been asked,

The assimilatory process goes, of course, parallel to the lowering

of the fulfillment of - or even of concessioas to - the religioüs

demands, Most assimilaits in the US pass first through a stage of

Identification wltn. Reform Judaism before their descent into total

assimilation Starts. But this should not be taken to mean that Reform

Judaism is the exit from Judaism into assimilation. Orthodox - or even

conservative - Judaism may not be threatened with extinction, but Reform

Judaism - which has today acquired a secure base and a safe outlet in

Israel - can also play a vital role in offering a haven to those Diaspora

Jews, who are inte.rested in remainiag Jews, as long as they can find

an acceptable and uncomplicated expression for their waning sense of

Jewishness.

The Reform Movement ^s liberal-progressive form of
Judaism appeals to the pride of many liberal-minded Je./s

who realize, that the alternative - that is their total
assimilation - would make them gi/e up a precious /aluable
heirlom. However, it has to be accepted, that the Jewish
People aiid Judaism will not and cannot survive, if it has
to rely on Liberal Judaism. Unless.... Unless it will
always be faciag that unrelenting and openly prea^hed
adversity of th5 aitisemites, which makes assimilation
impossible. But it has also to be clearly stated, that
if, and as long as, Liberal-Reform Judaism continues with
its efforts to teach and preach what is valuable in the
traditio»! aid history of the Jewish religion and its ethics,
it will earn the thanks of future generations of educated
and enthusiastic Jews. Otherwise, as I want to point out
again, Judaism will need for its survival a steady flowiag
antisemitic adversity, whatever the shape or form may be.
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9.

Will Allya contribute to Israelis survival ?

I do not blame anyone calling this questlon an Oxymoron. Of course,

aliya is of vital importance to Israel. The questlon I put should be

more precisely, what kind of immigrants does Israel need ? Or is every

Immigrant needed and therefore welcome ? Or does the answer to the last

questlon depend on whether Israel not only is giving the Oleh the right

welcome, but also the needed jewish education and the indispensable social

acceptance ? These questions are rather new; they were not needed,

appropriate or in place when Zionism and Aliya were identical concepts.

Until not long ago Zionismus only Solution for Jews
in hostile lands lay in a mass exodus and in the hope of
achieving national sovereignty in their ancient homeland.
The Zionist Organizations kept this aim and program alive;
it directs all official economic and settlement activity
on behalf of the immigrants. The Jewish Agency was created
to centralize World Jewry's resources to establish the
homeland in Israel. Today 's potential immigrants hardly
ever seek a safe haven, but an economic betterment, and
only rarely an intellectual or spiritual fulfillment.
To the religious Zionists no 'ism is needed; to them, no
less than the secular Zionists, God's promise of the Land
of Israel is enough of a motiv.

Notwithstanding the absence of foci of active persecutions of Jews,

next to normalizing the Status of the Jewish People by providing it

with a home of its own, the main purpose Zionismus cardinal role and

Israelis guiding principle have remained to this days the availability

of a refuge to Jews in distress. For Zionism the jewish Immigrant is

the "Jew who returns home". This principle is defined in the "Law of

Return", which gives whoever can prove to be jewish, or to have descended

from at least one jewish grand-parent, automatically the right to

immigrate into Israel. In principle this excludes the gentile who is

not in possession of such "qualifications", unless he has undergone

a conversion in accordance with halachic principles.
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Acting according to another, no less fundamental prlnciple, Zionism

urges all Jews in the Diaspora - even if they are not endangered - to

"come home to Israel". Indeed, since the establishment of the State

many have followed this call. And it is worth underlining, that year

in year out - until the recent mass immigration of liberated masses

of Jews from the former Soviet Empire - a great proportion of the new

immigrants have been motivated more by idealism than by need. They

came to fulfill in and for themselves the zionist program of "Livnoth

V'lehibanotK" - to build and to be rebuilt.

But Zionismus dream to create a modern, unified, pluralistic society

has remained a dream. Strong oppositional currents are made up not

only of religious differences but also also by political disputes about

philosophical ideologies, humanitarian values and milkitary activities.

The number of Olim, of immigrants to Israel, has varied

from year to year; sometimes there is a very flood, and

at other just a trickle; but there has never been a time,

when Jews have ceased to arrive and to settle in Israel.

And it is also worth underlining, that Israelis economic,

cultural and scientific successes; as well as its physical

and military strenght in the early years of its existence
- when it had to fight for its very survival - is, if not

primarily at least greatly, due to the sustained immigration
from the Diaspora. And in view of growing anti-Olim
feelings in Israel I find it necessary to point out, that

the continued waves of immigrants have greatly contributed
to the cultural intercourse and multi- cultural appreciation
of Israel among the nations.

Relative to its size Israel absorbs enormous numbers of immigrants.

By virtue of the Law of Return - this uniquely jewish Institution -

every Jew is granted not only the right to immigrate to Israel, but

also to receive at once all the rights and privileges enjoyed by an

Israeli, along with the immediate grant of Israeli citizenship. The

Oleh and his family are also from the day of their arrival provided

with füll health Insurance. Can there be any doubt, that this always

open invitation has given hope and sustenance, Insurance and assurance

to the Jews in the Diaspora ? Even to the most fervent anti-Zionists

among them ? Nobody should be surprised, therefore, that in order

to finance these expenses - as well as the enormous outlay for the Armed

Forces - Israel has been turned into the country with the highest income

taxes.
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Of the great number of immigrants who continue to arrive from

all over the world - from the Americas and Europe, from Australia and

South Africa, from the Baltic States and from Ethiopia, and nowadays

mostly from the former Soviet Union - only few have come because their

life is in danger; or because they might otherwise feel threatened,

On the other hand there is no doubt in my mind, that very many of the

Olim who since the last few years have been arriving in Israel, were

mainly motivated by the wish to improve their economic Status.

It was only to be expected, that also negative, unwelcome elements

would come along with every wave of immigrants. This is by far not

a unique experience for Israel; it is an experience it shares with all

the countries which opens their borders to immigrants.

It did not take long after Israel had come into being;

after it had issued an open invitation to the Jews in the

Diaspora; and after it had passed the laws which granted

the above mentioned Privileges to the New Immigrant, that

also the abuse of these Privileges began. One of the most

common experiences in the first years of statehood; and

one of the bitter and sad disappointments the country had

to register in the wake of the first Immigration waves,

was the policy of the Community leaders in Cochin and Iran,

in Morocco and Iraq, to send their old and their sick,

their mentally abnormal and their physically disabled people

to Israel, while the young and the healthy ones; the monied

businessmen and the expert Professionals; the wealthy and

the educated classes proceeded to Europe or the Americas.

Similarly, during the more recent Immigration wave from

the former Soviet countries, a proportionally very large

number of old and sick people arrived in Lod Airport, of

whom a considerable number had at once to be hospitalized

or institutionalized, while their healthy and fit nearest

relatives moved on to Germany or America. There was

frequently the case of an old grandmother who, unaccompanied

by other and younger family members, immigrated with an

often 100% disabled grandchild. The other family members

had, instead, preferred to settle in Canada or Australia.

Another unusual feature of the recent Immigration wave which had

so far hardly ever been encountered before, are the many immigrants

who in the past had never had any connection whatsoever with Judaism;

whose papers had never shown that they were Jews; who, in front of the

visa-issuing Israeli Authority in their homeland, had vigorously, and

often stridiously maintained their "ownership" of at least one - and

often for good measure even more - fictious jewish grandparents; and

who had presented forged documents in proof of their Claims. Or who

- in the case of Ethiopians exhibiting a cross tattoed on their forehead
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- bring witnesses who swear by all which is holy, that the cross "means

nothing"; and that the bearer is, was and will always be a perfect Jew

or Jewe ss.

Around 60 000 among the 550 000 recent immigrants
are halachically non-jewish on arrival. And most of them
have not converted to Judaism since their arrival, However,
except for the right to be buried in a jewish cemetry,
their Status prevents them not from receiving all the
benefits and facilities like the other immigrants. But
they are also not "admitted" to Christian cemetries, though
it is clear that in this case religion plays less a role
than "nationalistic" reasons. But also this handicap of
the non-jewish Olim has been eased, as the Government has
built one or two non-confessional "christian cemetries"
for them.

Voices are raised from time to time in Israel which demand, that

the Government takes action to prevent these abuses; that in future

it be less generous with the grant of visas; that it refuses visas to

physically and mentally handicaped persons; that it restricts the Law

of Return to those who are truly convinced and ethnically proper Jews.

But Israel can impossibly acceed to these demands. To change the basics

of the Law of Return would negate the very soul and purpose of Zionism;

and would deprive Israel of its own raison d'etre. It would be better

if the intellectual and religious leaders in Israel see it as their

holy task, to turn at least the valuable and willing elements among

these new immigrants into the kind of Jews who, along with their

descendants, can become an asset for the Jewish People.

In years past Israel and the Israelis have always given the Olim,

the new immigrants, a cordial welcome. Every time it has been an

understanding and compassionate welcome. It was not only the kind of

welcome one Jew offers to another Jew, but also the welcome a "Vatik",

a former Immigrant, who remembers the difficulties he had to overcome,

so that the new Immigrant might be spared the same pains and problems.

In those early years the Israelis, whether individually or as Community,

understood only too well, that the Olim - whether they came from the

US or from Russia, whether from Morocco or from Australia - arrive into

a World which in most every aspect is different from the one they had

left; that they are in need of a friendly welcome; that they must be

made to feel they have come home.

Alas, all this has greatly changed in the last decade. The Israeli
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public did not show them much warmth. The newly arriving immigrants

of the early '90s were made to experience a number of disappointments,

The greatest of all their disappointments were their encounters with

Israelis bureaucracy. In their homelands they had known and suffered

the home-grown bureaucrats, but the feeling of helplessness these had

created in them could not be compaired with that the israel-bred brand

was able to invoke in the new immigrant. And the politicians - except

at election time when the Olim become the centre of their attention

- showed the least interest in them. '

No sooner had the Immigrant landed in Israel, than every stage

and Step involving the settling into their new environment appeared

to be made up of difficulties. Their attempts at befriending Israelis;

the way the parents were henceforth going to communicate with their

children; the way the children were going to relate to their parents;

and the ways the adolescent youth among the immmigrants could socialize

with the various other ethnic entities in Israel, appeared unsurmountably

difficult to those involved. To many an Immigrant these were the main

causes of their despair and desolation. These became the foundation

onto which ever new disappointments were added. And the frequent social

missteps and legal errors a newcomer is likely to make, caused them,

likewise inevitably, much pain and sorrow.

The only consolation the immigrants can be offered under such

circumstances, is to have them share the experience of former immigrants:

to have patience and understanding; and to be assured that most all

their problems will evaporate after the next generation has grown up

and has passed through the melting pot of the Israel Defence Forces.

And indeed ! Notwithstanding all the disappointing times; and

notwithstanding all the negative experiences, more or less everyone

who arrived in one of the variegated waves of immigrants, has in due

course become well integrated; even though each and everyone of them,

without exception and inevitably, had to face all the many economical

and cultural difficulties.

It can be taken as a fact, that on an average the

emigrants who had preferred to leave for the US or Canada,

for Germany or Australia instead of Coming on aliya to
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Israel, have by far not fared as well. In other countries
the inimigrants are not granted at once a free health
Insurance, They are not immediately granted citizenship
and all the Privileges this involves, They are not given
financial assistance and sustenance for a year, in the
course of which they are supposed to learn the local
language; to assimilate to the local conditions; and to
find Jobs and housing.

All these Privileges the new immigrant enjoys in Israel; and this

System of absorption appears to have - to some degree at least - shown

success in nearly all the cases. Surveys show, that 3-4 years after

their arrival the percentage of unemployed among the many hundreds of

thousands of immigrants from the former Soviet Union is about the same

as that among the rest of the population.

It is a sad fact, that lately - as I have already mentioned -

a marked change has occurred in the fate experienced by - and in the

welcome given to - the plane-loads of new immigrants who regularly arrive

in Lod Airport. Unfortunately - as I have already mentioned - these

are not changes for the better. They are brought on by mistakes made

by both sides, the Israelis and the new immigrants. I could write an

entire book about the failings of the Government authorities in the

ways they provide for the new Israelis, but shall content myself with

citing only a few points.

'^ It must be conceded, that Israel and the Israelis - this young

country of whose inhabitants most all have themselves been immigrants

once or are children of immigrants - behave towards the new immigrants

in what I cannot avoid calling a callous manner. The newcomers are

at best ignored. Only few Israelis volunteer a part of their free time

to help a new immigrant over his initial difficulties. There are only

few Israelis who have properly befriended a new immigrant. There are

only very few Israelis who have adopted a family of immigrants. There

are only very few Israelis who are willing to help or guide a newly

arrived russian or ethiopian immigrants' navigation through the maze

of Israelis bureaucracy. The Olim, in their disappointment and

dissatisfaction have lost much of the respect they initially had for

Israel and the Israelis.

^' The large number of Single mothers; as well as the elderly people

who, mostly alone and without family, have immigrated from the former

Soviet Russia. have been "accommodated" in mostly dilapidated rooms

in a dilapidated hotel under the aegis of no less a dilapidated
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management, It would have beeen wiser not to have these old people

brought to Israel, It would have been kinder not to have uprooted them.

It would have been better to have extended to them social help and

financial support wherever they may have been living before.

On the other hand, the Israelis - Government and individuals -

are no less disappointed. Those immigrants from Russia, who formerly

never had any connection with, nor had any interest in, Judaism before

they had been offered the opportunity to come to Israel; who have been

labelled non-jewish Jews - especially the intelligentsia among them

- show no inclination to get truly integrated into the Israeli society

which, in accordance with their apparently highly refined taste, is

"too levantine"

.

Whether surprisingly or not, one will find in every
Immigration wave a number of young and older people with
such a mentality: that is people wo prefer to live in
ghettos of their own making; who tend to live separated
from the main stream of Israelis; who prefer to go on
socializing exclusively among themselves. I think it is
indicative of this trend - which is especially strong
among the russian Jews - that there are some 50-60 russian
language newspapers and Journals in Israel. Is it then
illogical to suppose, that these men and women plan to
leave Isral at the opportunity ?

I may find few to agree with me when I say that it appears to

me logical for an individual in any part of the former Soviet Union,

who had little or no contact with either Judaism or Zionism; and who

never had any relationship with Israel, to be better off staying home

as long as he is not starving; or in case his life is not in danger.

If he feels a true affinity awakening in him for his long-forgotten

Jewishness, the Zionist Organization might offer him the opportunity

to learn about it before Coming on aliya; may even pay for him to visit

Israel before making up his mind.

President Weizman is of a different opinion. "The
jewish World'', he says, "is in the process of diminishing
through assimilation. We must teach the Jews to be Jews
....and bring them to Israel for this purpose. Israel
is central. Jewish education must take place here and
not in the Diaspora".

Does this apply also to the younger people in the Diaspora, who

do not consider themselves Jews, who do not care for Judaism and for

whom Zionism has no meaning ? They will never fit in with the people
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of Israel. They will always be unhappy in Israel. They will easily

drift into criminality . Were these very same youths who expect to be

coddled and who demand to be pampered in Israel to emigrate, to Germany

say or to England, they would not mind to take on those very same lowest

menial Jobs they deem below their dignity in Israel. Elsewhere - but

never in Israel - they are at once forced to stand on their own legs.

These individuals - whose number is relatively not great - should

in a first place not have been encouraged to come to Israel. Individuals

like these will not help Judaism to survive or Israel to grow. It would

be better to leave them where they are; to grant them possibly some

form of financial support; and, above all, to provide them in their

home places with a jewish education, if they so wish. Once they know

what Judaism represents and what Zionism means, and they still wish

to come on aliya, they should be more than welcome. And, surely, then

they will feel they have chosen well.

Israel absorbs enormous number s of immigrants. In the five years

ending 1994 some 550 000 immigrants have arrived from the former Soviet

Empire alone. They are on an average well educated and "civilized"

people. Among them are 13 000 physicians, 14 000 musicians and artists,

25 000 engineers. Of course, in a small country like Israel it is

difficult to provide them with Jobs in their professions. Alas, this

difficulty does not nurse in them a love for Israel. Nor makes it grow

in them the interest to become integrated in Israel and with the

Israelis.

However, it is a fact that the "russian aliya" has made a

tremendous contribution to Israelis economy, its educational level,

its cultural Standards and its industrial progress.

The immigrants from the former Soviet Empire, who feel at home,

never regret their Coming; appreciate the Government ^s assistance;

understand the difficulties the country and its people have to face.

More than half of them own their own home after five years. A poll

shows that ^' 3% feel well in Israel, although the promises made to them

before the 1992 election (they claim that their vote has brought the

Labour Party thei victory) have been broken. Their main complaint is

that only 36% of them are working in their professions. Otherwise it

is surprising with what ease they have become adjusted to Israelis

politics, political lingo and political manoeuvring.
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Th.:.' moral record of Israel with respect to the Ethiopian immigrati

i'? e/ea lore dismal. Israel so^'.etv has falled to i ite;^rai: •» the 50 030

on

Sarong ehhiopian. coinmunlty . Th -» ^.i:hiopian Jevrs a 3 an ancient, cultu

?e < I ' I 3 who3:i iatelligouce, wi.'^lia^ness - and Fewishaess - would ha/e helpe

thi-vTi getnin;^ more rapid ly still .bsorbed aid integral: ^d, -^ere th'iy treaLed

by r'ie estdbl i shment in. Isrdel as th^y 'V\d ev.j- y f geling and proud lew

would havi3 ejipeci'.ed. Instc^ad the/ are ina to fe^l utterly isolated

They blaae their skin j.olour for the Megative attitml^i they »; i Dun'er

Th^iy f el ::hemselves classified as seco 1 :s ci^.lzeas /.ot only by thei

Israeli neighbours' lack of acceptance, support and syii;.-thy; bit also

j r
•-1.

e Tiaaipula^-.ions of t le M:.nistry of ^d i.>i':ioa^ v^hose wi.se pedagogues

1. \ issuf^d t'ie Order, that the yj.i ger ^'thiopian schoolchJ.ldren h.rre to

ff
'^r^ placed in sagregated absjrpti i cla -^es ; jr have to be restrict-^^i

L ) classes where i:he ethiopiai r.hiliir- -a n the inajority. There is

=ijbs"ance in t'^e Ethiopians' complaint, that the seh ol auhhoi' i.ty had

given in to the demaids of iihe ashlc^nazi aid sephardi parents who d i.d

not want to have their owa chillren to be seal'.ed In the saue cla.jr om

ar. ethiopian children.. But even t'iis r:ilght hnve been ri somevyrhat a^ cept-ible

a rangement, v/ere this done t> t:» n^ax r.hat the ethiopian ^hf. Ldrei i." j

hei ped t) maintain, develop and 'julti^ate their own cultuT'i;. But ji this

school arran^ement their religious instr ^ction is as a rule entrus?:ed

to non-ethiopian tea^^hers. And maiy of thes.^ tea.hers are in addition

ulL^a-o. thod )x ashkeiazi Jews \\^ho havi^^ anything but their o^vn interests

in mind, It aiay sou' d Lmpressive that a lunbar of ethiopian children

havse been accoimDdated in boarding schools; but these are "spedal" s::hools

and the schoolmateM of the ethiopian boarders a:'e mainly Israeli problem

chi'.dr'-:^!,

Most of thase stränge arrangeinents were mod fled or :Hnc<^led after

some time, but not bef jre an irreparable damaga h-id already been done.

Israol ha"» to de-zelop into a Tiulti-cnltut*al sor.iety

in wiiich ^ot only all the various religions currents but

also all the va^ious 'ithriic st "ains must find thai:' eq.ially

end-rv/ed berth. This applies als«) to the Ethiopian Jews
who a^e a human material wh«ch would greatly benafit Israel.
The ethiopian diaspora l.s the .»nly one /rhosa dissol ition

and tr^nsport in toto to Israel hrd be-jn conteinplated aid
planned - which decision and execution I personally do

jjstify md ^/elcome,

The hannful effa ts on tha othiopian communi':y of all these

uncalled-for arran^emerits are mostly notic^able in Its teen-age yojth.

Tha 'v'jun^ Ethlopians have been led l:o di.staitiate theiaselves e/ea fron
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They ha/e becomt^ rebellious yojng po )ijle, They sho»v

a groiving tendeacy to talk abon': "
i:s arid them". They call

themselves "Blacks" and not Je;/s, They pref^r to cul:ivate
what they call a non-jewish and n >a-israeli "black t:ulture";

and they enjoy v>rhat they call the'r"black pride". Sone
- 30 far a small namber jnly - have turned t») cri-ii:?; to

drugs. to prost I.tution. They have f^rmt^l gangs v\rhich are
fightln>3 (Mch other,

Is it not Ironie - and also sig'dficant - that the l:amlgraats

from Ethiopia continue t'^ this day to obser/e in Israel the *'Sigd Day",

whlch U! the past had been one of the'r most importait festive day
''

It takes place some time after Yoin Ki pur aid is the day, when the

Community prays to God for his help to bring the ethiopian Jews to

Israel.

Whether we like it or not, we have to concede as not unjustifiied

the majority of immigrants' openly vented complaints - whatever their

place of origin -- that they are not welcomed by the general population

in Israel. It is a fact: the majority of the Israelis does not care

to make the new Olim feel welcome. The Olim are not made welcome by

the very same Israelis of whom most cannot - or should not - have

forgotten the pains and difficulties they had themselves experienced

when they came on aliya. Neither can they have forgotten the help and

sympathy they had received at that time from the Israelis who were

already settled in the country. Instead one hears so often the old-

established Israelis teil the newcomers how very little help - no housing

nor subsidies - they had received from the governments of their time

on Coming on aliya.

I do not agree with the social and welfare workers
who maintain, that all over the world immigrants are usually
treated badly by veteran immigrants, especially in places
where there is a marked insufficiency of housing and in

times when there is a lack of Jobs. Whatever happens
elsewhere, things should - according to my way of thinking
- be different in Israel, where the relationship is one

between Olim and "Vatikim". That is to say, when an Oleh
is a new member joining the family.

But it seems to me, that very few Israelis think likewise.

No only the Ethiopians feel badly treated; feel neglected; feel
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Iiumiliated. One hears complaints from most all the Olim, not only from

Lhe Russians", The latters' complaints are even more numerous. They

COmplain that the housing provided is insufficient ; that their highly

skllled Professionals waste their time in menial Jobs; that many of

the women among them are financially exploited and sexually harrased

in their working places; that their children suffer abuse by their

schoolmates.

And, in addition, the - what I feel justified to call callous

- attitude of the Israeli government and public towards all the new

immigrants makes the complaints of today's immigrants the more worrysome

and depressing.

The Israelis of today do not mind how the immigrants fare. They

do not feel involved. They are not ashamed, that their street sweeper

is a russian professor; that their house-help is a russian teacher;

that the low-grade factory worker is a qualified russian engineer.

Rightly the often highly experienced scientists from the former Soviet

Russia are disappointed, that they do not find the right employment.

They complain that their knowledge, their experience and their specific

capabilities are neither appreciated nor used. They accuse the tenured,

well established Israeli scientists of finding ever new ways to block

their employment; and to prevent Government from granting them a

continuation of their subsidized appointment.

Abundant material is readily available which justifies
the immigrants' complaints. I can mention only a few of
them: the russian Immigrant Ida Nudel - a "Refusenik",
who had not so long ago arrived in Israel; who had been
welcomed as a heroine - is today a deeply disappointed
woman. "Many russian women teil me", she complained to
a reporter, "that whenever they apply for a job, their
Potential employer first wants to sleep with them; that
women have to go to bed with their landlords, as they would
otherwise be evicted; that many of the women cannot refuse
sexual demands from their employer or landlord, because
they are Single and have children to feed " For good
measure Ida Nudel teils also of the case, where a jewish
man takes a twelve years old russian girl into his bed
and pays her a dollar

No wonder, Ida Nudel and the women she mentioned are disappointed.

No wonder they and theirfamilies will never turn into the kind of

enthuslastic Israelis this country will need in future still more than

even today. They had expected to find in the homeland of the Torah

a different behaviour from the supposed custodians of Judaism's ethical
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laws.

The list of complaints one hears from immigrants of the former

Soviet Union, is therewith by far not not exhausted. Like the Jews

from Ethiopia they are dissatisfied with the Ministry of Education and

its ways, plans and Systems. They complain, that the children of new

immigrants are placed straight away into regulär classrooms with israel-

born students, where they can impossibly understand what is going on.

They complain, that students who had in Russia been at the head of their

classes in mathematics, physics and biology, fall in Israel to pass

examinations in these disciplines. Why ? Because they do not understand

hebrew; and because in consequence they are ignored by teachers and

co-students alike. Is it a wonder, we are asked, that these young boys

and girls lose all interest in learning ? And in the country ?

There are 20 000 teachers among the russian immigrants; of these

only 1200 have found employment. Were more of them integrated into

the school System, these discrepancies could be avoided.

Is it, therefore, to be wondered I ask again, that so many of

the Jews from the former Soviet Union are disappointed ? That they

have lost all respect for Israel and the Israelis ? That they emigrate

again no sooner they have the chance to do so ? It is to Israelis

shame, I think, that these emigrants, who have arrived in Israel under

the Law of Return; who in an impressive ceremony had been handed their

first Israeli passport; who had been so greatly moved when they received

their Israeli citizenship, are allowed to immigrate into Canada under

the Classification label of "persecuted refugees from a racist country"!

Of course, Israel 's Authorities know all this. And we can rightly

suppose that they do feel ashamed. Of course, Israelis Jews are deeply

affected and hurt by what they hear and read. Of course, Israelis and

their government in turn cannot wait to bring forth their own protests;

and to express their own concern. And, of course, they refuse to accept

any blame.

They point to the report of the Ministry of Absorption which shows,

that 30% of the russian immigrants have found employment in their own

specialties. They point out, that 50% have been given permanent housing.

They point also out, that a majority of the immigrants has already fitted

individually and professionally into Israelis society; and that many
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of the new immigrants have already made great contributions to Israelis

economy.

And, in addition, the Authorities in Israel do not fail to produce

their own list of complaints. They complain, that 33% of the immigrant

youth do not want to serve in army; that 33% would like to leave again;

that 50% are over-all dissatisfied with, and disrespectful of, what

goes on in Israel.

The Authorities complain furthermore, that there is a large degree

of criminality among the "russlan immigrants'*; that they have imported

into Israel a mafia-style Underground; that a number of these criminals

had already been members of the "russian criminal Underground" before

they had immigrated to Israel; that it is most of all the russian youth'

s

engagement in prostitution and violence which alienates them from their

environment,

The Authorities complain, that many of the russian youths are

drug addicts and alcoholics; that a majority of them had already been

addicted to these vices before they came to Israel; that in many towns

american-style gangs of russian teenagers and young adults have formed;

that these gangs are dealing in drugs; that the gangs fight each other;

that the gangs gang up especially against ethiopian immigrants.

However, after intensive investigations social
researchers have found these complaints and accusations
to be baseless. They presented it as a statistically proven
fact, that among the 550 000 plus russian immigrants the
percentage of the above cited or similar derelicts is

far less than in Israelis veteran population.

The Authorities would be wise to search for an explanation of

the unhappiness of the immigrants about the Israelis' behaviour towards

them; and for the causes of the Israelis' alienation from the recent

waves of immigrants, in the deep and growing social differences which

exist today between Israelis and Immigrants. They differ in most all

aspects; not only in the way a Israeli neighbourhood looks different

from the one lived in by new immigrants.

Who is to be blamed ?

I have gained the Impression, that the Government Ministries

involved in the absorption of new immigrants; and that the Government

institutions charged with the welfare of the immigrants, do the best
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they can; but that the population of Israel; that the Israeli living

next door to the Immigrant; that the Israeli schoolboy sitting in the

same classroom as the Immigrant child; that the colleague sitting at

the desk next to that of the Immigrant, have to be blamed for not caring

enough; for not wanting to be involved with the immigrants; for being

so often even actively hostile.

Also the religious circles, whose interest is mostly restricted

to the "return of all russian immigrants to Judaism"; and who refuse

to acknowledge the ethiopian Jews as Jews, have much reason to be

disappointed.

They have given much care and attention particularly to the Olim

from Russia, They have made every effort to awaken in these immigrants

interest in what is the value and the meaning of Judaism. They have

invited the Olim to shabath meals at their orthodox tables to give them

a practical demonstration of what Jewishness has to offer. But, the

Haredim had to discover, ninety percent of all the immigrants do not

care for Judaism; are disinterested in Jewishness.

These and similar experiences have made the responsible religious

circles reach the conclusion, that their approach to the russian -

possibly also to the ethiopian - immigrants has been "too intellectual";

that is to say, that the immigrants have been made to listen to far

too many lectures in history and politics, while no effort has been

made to turn them into proper Jews; to introduce them to basic jewish

traditions; to teach them the fundamentals of jewish ethics.

It seems to me, however, that the failure of the Haredim, who

have so eagerly "taken the immigrants in band", is to a very great extent

due the attempts of their teachers not only to provide these newcomers

with knowledge tailored to a strictly orthodox point of view, but mainly

to their strenuous, undisguised efforts, to indoctrinate their pupils

with their own anti-zionist ideology.

It appears that these problems with the "Russian Jews" will soon

be less acute, With the Jews still in Ethiopia the kind of problems

other diaspora units have, do not exist. Whether the Jews still in

the former Soviet Union and the Baltic States are a priori disinterested

in making aliya; or whether they are refrained from taking this step
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by the unfavourable reports reaching them from Israel about the

absorptlon process, the majority of these Jews appear to have given

up any Intention they may once upon a time have had of returning to

Judaism and of Coming to Israel. The Jews in Russia and its successor

States are not in physical danger today. Those who are still interested

in aliya will come, no sooner the absorption process awaiting them in

Israel will have turned more promising.

We have to cope somehow with the fact, that a far greater majority

of these Diaspora Jews in Eastern Europe are instead getting - at an

alarming speed in addition - assimilated into their actual environment.

The already frightening rate of inter-marriages among the Jews still

in the post-soviet lands is accelerating. It is nowadays greater there

than elsewhere in the Diaspora.

It is painful to learn of this; but it should not be taken as

more than another step in the tragic history of Russian Jewry; as another

indication of its slide into a progressing disappearance. It had in

any case always been wrong to count - at least as much as has been done

so far - on the russian Immigration or the russian diaspora as a large

reservoir of potential Olim; to see in them an important element in

the continued existence of Judaism; to evaluate them as a clog in

Judaismus future; to rely on them as potential contributors to Judaism's

survival. And if this had been the case until recently, it is not so

anymore. It had possibly never been so, and things have not changed.

For it is relatively rare to find a russian Immigrant who has come to

Israel to fulfill the "Zionist Dream".

Fortunately, such kind of painful conclusions; and such kind of

painful experiences have not induced the Jewish leadership of Israel

and of the Diaspora to turn indifferent to the negative developments,

which are going on in the fate and survival of the Jews in the former

Soviet Union and the Baltic States. They have not given up their efforts

to save these jewish communities from extinction.

Notwithstanding what I have said in the previous
Paragraph, the Jews still living in the former Soviet Empire
are now, and will for a long time be, the main - if not
the only - source left from which the population of Israel
can be replenished. For this purpose one cannot count
on any of the other foci of Jews in the Diaspora. There
is little hope that - given the actual circumstances -

great numbers of Olim will come from the US or other western
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countries.

Of all this - of the immense importance of the more than a million

Jews in those parts of the world for the survival of Judaism - the jewish

leadership is well aware. And it knows, that it is most important to

keep the consciousness of their Jewishness alive in these Diaspora Jews,

For it would be of immense value, were even only a small fraction of

these Jews saved for the Jewish People. Israel cannot exist without

immigrants.

But, on the other hand, Israel will have to take strict precautions

against the threatened mass Immigration of the huge numbers of aspirants

from the Third World, who have learned of the Law of Return; who think,

that by claiming to be descendants of one or the other of the "Ten Lost

Tribes", they can escape from a life of utter poverty and misery in

the countries in which they live at the moment. It is said, that some

15 million people in Pakistan, India, Kashmir, Burmah, the Philippines

etc. Claim they are children of the Tribe of Menashe. People in South

America claim to be Bnei Moshe. There is even talk, that another 300

million Indians are about to ralse such Claims. These aliya-aspirants

in exotic lands are not Jews according to Halacha, but they could be

turned into Jews by an act of conversion. And this seems to have

awakened the interest and sponsorship of a number of "idealistic" rabbis.

Some 150 of the Indians from Assam, claiming descent from the tribe

of Menashe - and mentioning data or exhibiting customs they must have

learned once upon a time from Christian Missionaries - have indeed

already found Sponsors in some fanatic rabbis; and have succeeded to

come to Israel. Here they have "for safety's sake" been proper ly

converted by their Sponsoring rabbis. And these rabbis salivate now

afresh at the prospect to bring in many more of this kind of people.

A cynic may say, that the promise of the psalms is Coming true: that

the peoples of the world are joining us to come to Jerusalem Does

this mean that the Messiah will soon arrive too ?

Israel has always welcomed converts, but such a massive

addition to the jewish genes pool would turn out to be

a disaster. These certainly unentitled claimants have

not the positive significance of the converts of diverse

ethicities who have been regularly and slowly added to

the jewish people at all times - in the antique to this

day - and who have mostly shown a positive attitude to

the jewish religion; and whose conversion rate did and

can also now compensate for the fall in births and loss
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by conversion,

I feel myself obliged, In the frame of the questions I have raised

in the beginning of the chapter, to come to a conclusion regarding the

significance of a sustained aliya - whether without selection and sifting

or not - for the benefit, or even the survival, of Israel.

I do not want to enter agaln Into an argument, whether the families

immigrated from Ethiopia or the former soviet lands' CIS - often made

up of ten or more members - who by converslon, or due to indifference,

have nothing in common with Judaism; who do not identify with Judaism

or Israel; who saw in their aliya only an opportunity to improve their

economic Situation, should continue to be counted as Jews; are of benefit

to Judaism; do in any way contribute to Israelis survival. But I intend

to take issue with the proponents of the extended zionist dream, which

wants all the Jews living still abroad, to come to Israel; which wants

entire jewish communities - even if they are well established in their

host countries - to leave everything and to come to Israel. In piain

words: I am going to argue with those who want the Diaspora to be

abolished.

Should the Diaspora really be abolished ?

It is my considered opinion, that it would cause great damage

to the jewish people, were the Jewish Diaspora abolished; that it would

be wrong not only to interfere with the Jews' cosmopolitan character,

but also to empty the reserve pool which would guaranty Judaismus

survival. Diaspora Jewry should be a fall-back whenever Israel is in

danger. We need the Jews living abroad also to represent jewish

interests abroad - and no less also of those of Israel.

But it is incumbent on the jewish leadership to make sure that

Diaspora Jewry is fit to take on this task; that it is suited to play

its role. Israel can actively contribute to the enhancement of jewish

education in the diaspora communities, not only to raise the level of

their jewish knowledge, but also to deepen their sense of Jewishness.

Furthermore, Israel should help and support the jewish communities in

the Diaspora, so that they can become reserve depositories of that jewish

knowledge and tradition which have been collected and accumulated in

Israel; and so that they will at the same remain also treasure houses
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Ancient jewish diaspora culture has mostly vanished.
Although a number of Jews live again in Germany and Poland
- and their number may increase further still - they have
no association with, nor are they the heirs of, the cultural
values which the jewish communities had once developed
in these countries. Alas ! These centuries old communities
and their high cultural level have disappeared for ever.
They will never rise again. They will become past history
like the communities of Babylonia. They will become awe-
inspiring memories like the communities in the "Spain of
the Golden Age". Nothing will be left of them, as nothing
is left of the jewish communities of Yemen, of India, of

North Africa which have disappeared forever.

Yes ! We must face realities and leave off dreaming. We must

be aware of the importance Israel has now as the depository, as the

guardian, as the curator of jewish culture and tradition. We have to

live with the fact, that the centuries' old centres of jewish life in

Central and Eastern Europe are now history and will never be revived

again. The same applies to those empty Shells left in India, Iran,

Iraq. And now also the jewish Community of Syria, which has existed

since 3000 years, has been finally closed down.

It may come to pass, that within one or two generations only two

major jewish communities will exist, those in Israel and in the US.

It Is of vital importance that they inter-act. They have to support

and nourish each other. Both should be strengthened and maintained,

so that one of them will survive and assure the continuation of the

Jewish People. It cannot be otherwise - eise there would not be any

sense in what was and is. In other words: there is no other explanation

for Jewry's passage through, and place in, history.

I will repeat again: we should not think of preaching, or even

demanding, the dissolution of the Diaspora communities. We have instead

to strengthen the Jewishness of the Diaspora Jews. We must send them

teachers, rabbis, instructors to maintain the knowledge of jewish

history, tradition and culture among the jewish communities abroad.

We must not give them the Impression that we do not care about them;

that we have abandoned them. We must invite every year a few hundred

or even thousands of young Jews from the Diaspora to spend a few months,

possible a year in Israel - not to induce them to come on aliya, but

to have them drink from the source of Jewishness - so that we can send
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them back home with a deepened knowledge of their roots and a fuller

awareness of their jewish heritage.

We should take these young people to the Yad Vashem not only to

teach them what happened to the Jews when there was no Israel and Jews

were helpless victims in hostile countries, but to implant into their

hearts and minds the feeling of pride, that their people has with is

own hands and arms, with its own strength and willpower built up Israel,

because it had been divinely preserved and guided so far.
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10.

How great Is the danger of islamic extremlsm ?

Agaiast all expectations the Jews h-dve succeeded in rebuilding

their 3000 years* old home. In face of the most insurmountable appearing

difflcultles they have established their reborn State on the land on

which "heir forefathers had reigned, ruled and lived until 2000 years

ago. That God has promised the Jews the Land of Israel is the motiv

not only of religious Zionism; is not only the firm beli^f of large

sectors of Christianity ; but is also accepted by large numbers of secular

Zionists.

Against the advice of many of their most ardent followers, the

early Zionists have recreated their home on the very land, where Judaism

had flourished for over a thousand years. And they did not listen to

the objections and warnings of economists and politicians, of theologians

and historians, but went ahead with the rebuilding of their Homeland.

They did not evea listen to Albert Einstein - a well-
wisher and at the time the man admired as the greatest
genius of his time - who gave it as his well weighed and
considered opinion, that "the essential nature of Judaism
resists the idea of a jewish State with borders" and that
nationalism will "....cause severe inner damage to Judaism".

That Zionismus dream to create a modern, pluralistic, unified

Society still remains a dream; and that streng oppositional currents

- not only made up of religious differences but also of politicised

disputes about humanitarian values and military activities - are still

facts of life in Israel, should not be cause of despair, and not even

of criticism, but should be accepted as evidence of a strongly pulsating

intellectual, spiritual and political life in Israel.

No nation or people can look back on an equal, or even on an only

approximately similar, background. Also in this respect is Israel a

unique phenomen in mankind's history. Yes, it is true that after the

last war quite a number of nations in Asia, Europe and Africa have

regained their independence; and that others have reconstructed their

devastated nationhood, but without exception none of these nations had
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until then ever had to live outside the borders of the country in which

they were at last resurrected. Neither had any of these peoples had

to build up their country from Scratch. Nor has any people had to renew

its nationhood against such heavy odds.

All this the moslem countries refuse to acknowledge; and far more

for commerical than ideological reasons large parts of the non-moslem

World take their stand at the Moslems' side. Most Christian churches,

led by the Vatican, keep them faithful Company.

This has been never more marked than on the occasion
of Jerusalem's 3000 years' jubilee. Arafat's Administration
came out with the undiplomatically worded protest, that
the alleged celebrations represent an unprecedented robbery

for the whole world to see... Israel is not entitled to
nominate itself as the only inheritor of thousands of years
of varied cultures and religions Arabs have lived
uninterruptedly for 3000 years in Jerusalem...."

There may not always be absolute truth in the way history is

presented and reported, but there is an absolute way to discover

discernible falshoods. In this case Arafat must certainly know that

he is not telling the truth. For he must have learned from the people

he has appointed as custodians of the Temple Mount that they regularly

find - and as regularly destroy - much archaeological evidence of a

jewish past.

Allright ! Even if the Moslems make all these and other efforts

to hide the true facts, at least the world at large should acknowledge

Jewry's inalienable rights to Jerusalem and Israel alike. But again

- and may I say as expected ? - the countries of the European Union

use the opportunity to blame Israel by siding with the Moslems. Even

the US "expressed reservations". The Vatican at first did support

Arafat's protest against the jubilee festivals; but found it wiser to

recognize the truth in view of its own forthcoming remembrance of Jesus'

birth some 2000-years ago.!

The moslem was officially approached to partcipate
and provide its own share; but it refused because it
suspects the Festivals' political character, though" it
was provided with all proof that nothing done was political.
And in any case, next to the ubiquitously found "Khatam
Suleyman", the Seal of Solomon, there would hardly be any
islamic symbolism specific for Jerusalem to be exposed.
Even the European Union 's objections were unjustified:
Christianity was well represented in the Jubilee 's program.
For instance the Jubilee Year started with the Performance
in situ of "Jesus on the Mount of Olives" and with a 1000-
voice choir from Holland "making a joyful noise to the
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Lord".

The People of Israel which has returned to its homeland, is very

different from the one which some nearly 2000 years ago had boen forced

into a diaspora existence. Except for the existential problems which

may be similar, it is in every aspect a totally different country with

a totally different people. And it is a country and people with totally

different neighbours. That is to say, not only modern Israelis internal

environment has changed, but also all the nations she has as neighbours

have cha.iged. What should have been an advantage - i.e. the fact that

today's Israel is planted in a world made up of arab states, moslem

nations and semitic peoples - has instead turned into a negative asset.

These states, nations and peoples consider Israel an unwelcome

guest, a disturbing intruder. It is totally inconceivable to Moslems

to have a non-moslem State in their midst; and in particular, to have

to live alongside an independant jewish State. They do not miss an

occasion, nor do they omit an effort, to remedy what they refuse to

accept. They use every means they can think of - and among these terror,

war and boycott predominate - to drive Israel from what the Arabs claim

is their land.

Although the Rabin Government - in its drive to achieve peace

- had offered a compromise by calling Judaea and Samaria not occupied

territories nor liberated terriroties but "administered territories;

and although Peres had made his contribution by calling the Golan Heights

"Syrian Heights", this has not pacified the Moslems nor reverberated

among the Jews. The Palestinians have persuaded the western world that

the "Settlements" on former arab lands are illegal. And whenever large

numbers of new immigrants arrive in Israel, the Arabs fear that they

will be settled in these Settlements; and that these lands will be lost

for ever to the Arabs.

In some way they are justified, for at the onset of

the large Immigration wave of Soviet Jews in 1990 Shamir,

the then Prime Minister, declared that the "territories"

could never be given back as they are needed for these

immigrants.
However, the Settlements on lands beyond the green

line" are perfectly legal. They do not violate any Geneva

Convention. Nobody would call Natanya an illegal settlement

as it is done with Kaduma, as both were erected on conquered

land; the one in 1948 the other in 1967. Neither part

of territory was allotted to Israel by the UN. The "West

Bank", that is Judaea and Samaria, was not taken from Jordan

as it never did belong to Jordan. When the Ottoman Empire

was defeated at the end of WWI no Jordan existed yet; and

the land belonged to the Jews for whom it had been designed

in the British Mandate.
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And by the way: Alsace-Lorrain is never mentioned as

disputed land in the UN or anywhere eise, though "^rance

had taken it from Gerinany after the last war.

Another favoured complaint of the Palestinians - and which never

falls to appear in books and articles about Israel; and which is always

heard in the anti-Israel addresses in the UN - is that Israel has done

nothing to improve their living conditions. Until recently these sets

of complaints were concentrated on the conditions in East Jerusalem,

and I am not going to repeat what I said in this context on some previous

occasion. Today the Palestinians complain to foreign visitors and in

foreign capitals, that Israel has done nothing to improve the living

conditions in Gaza. But they omit to say that Israel could not complete

the housing projects there because the PLO had threatened to kill all

those of its people who dared to accept permaient housing from Israel

and would thus forfeit their refugee Status. Nor are the foreigners

told, that curfew had to be imposed in Gaza so that the workers could

lay down water pipes without being stoned by PLO and Hamas "militants".

Nor is the world told that under Israeli rule life expectancy among

the Palestinians rose by 20 years; that Infant mortality was reduced

from 86 per 1000 live births in 1968 to 26 per 1000 in 1990 :;while in

Egyp<^ it is 87, in Iraq 70 and in Jordan 45).

I have repeatedly stated my opinion, that the Jews

of Israel are at fault for haviag failed to befriend,

to accomodate, to absorb, to pacify the Arabs of Israel.

The two peoples quite evidently do not speak the same

language. They differ in their conception of Israel-Arab

coe-existence. Their politicians speak in political terms;

the military elem.mts involved in the peace process see

it in tactical terms. The Jews are mostly secular people

who see the matter in a non-religious light; while their

arab opposites see the matter in a total opposite way and

speak in terms of a Jihad. The Jews present a nation,

the Arabs a religion. Even if the leading Palestinians

were secular ist Moslems, they would never dare to indicate

or act as if there exists a non-islamic way to solve the

issues between Jews and Arabs.

The actual State of mutual estrangement between Jews and Arabs

has to be accepted as a fact of life which can hardly be expected to

change for the next generation or two. Israel sees in its Arabs a

distrusted and potentially dangerous minority. If responsibility has

to be assigned for this Situation, it will be difficult to decide who

is more at fault. Certainly the breast beatings of Israelis "leftist

movements" and "new historians" are totally unjustified.

The way to fully accept the arab minority into the population

of Israel would have been to incorporate them into the army. This has
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always proved effective with new immlgrants; but it was impossible from

the beginning in the case of the Palestinians, as these would never

have agreed to fight other Arabs. Nor could this have been expected

from them. And Israelis would never have feit comfortable if not unsafe

with Arabs in their army. The Palestinians will be the first to agree

that under the best of condition they would not be trustworthy as

soldiers and also not in certain sensitive ministries and Industries.

There is not a Jew in Israel and in the Diaspora who does not

wish and hope, that peace will sooner than later be established between

Israel and its neighbours, No Israeli government has ever missed an

occasion to express its fervid wish for peace. Ben Gurion said that

for the sake of peace Israel should give back all conquered territories,

except for Jerusalem. Later on he added Hebron. After the victorious

war of 1967 the Government offered to return the conquered lands but

was refused with the "Three Noes of Khartoom''.

All through modern Israelis history more or less everyone of

Israelis governments has declared its willingness to make wide-ranging

concessions for the sake of peace. Indeed, a series of peace processes

have since some time been under way; and Israel has already signed some

peace treaties - with the fanfare and pomp the parties and their Sponsors

appear to consider indispensable for such occasions - with some of the

arab states. But it would mean inviting inevitable disaster, were Israel

to have any Illusion about the other side's sincerity; were Israel to

believe in the agreements' durability; and were Israel not to keep up

its preparations for every eventuality.

Even the majority of Israelis own Arabs has not accepted Israelis

right to exist. A recent poll showed that 63% of the Arab residents

of Jerusalem prefer war to have Israel continue to "occupy" the eastern

part of the city. And were the Israeli Arabs and the Palestinians of

Jerusalem to help overcome the mistrust between the two nations and

accept a peaceful co-existence with Israel, they would fall between

the chairs as they would be accused of - and be condemned as - Israelis

collaborators.

Yaacov Herzog wrote already some 30 years ago, that
"an arab-jewish peace does not depend on our making
concessions to them but on their understanding the
unique quality of the Jewish People and its separate path".

But in the main it had been economic considerations,
american persistence and the fear of the rapidly growing
fundamentalist islamic movement in their own countries
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- and not a genuine desire for peace - which have brouglit

mainly Egypt and Jordan, but also and some other islamic
States in the Middle East, to the Conference table for
face to face talks with Israel.

Neither should anybody have the Illusion, that any arab or islamic

State, or even any individual Moslem, will ever be truly resigned to

Israelis existence; and that not all of them are readying themselves

for the opportune moment to take up arms against Israel. And should

I be wrong; and should the actual arab rulers honour their signatures,

the scenario will more than likely evolve one day, when the new rulers

who take over; or when new regimes which will emerge - those who will

inevitably sooner or later replace the dir:tatorial ones actually in

p< wer in the arab countries that have signed a peace treaties with Israel

- will not feel anymore bound by the pacts made and the treaties signed

by their predecessors.

Unfavourable prognostications of this kind, and all
they imply, place a great responsibility - and no less
also an enormous financial strain - on Israel. They force
- or at least should force - its leaders never to give
in to illusions. They demand - or at least should demand
- from Israelis leaders and their advisers, that they
carefully weigh any ongoing change in the political
atmosphere in the countries around them; that they strive
to gain an insight into the character of their counter-
players; that they seek to comprehend the religious
sensibilities and the national ambitions of the leaders
and the inhabitants of the neighbouring arab countries;
that they never overlook the sensibilities and aspirations
of Israelis own moslem Citizens.

These may be called simplicistic rules, primary demands for every

country and the basic precautions of every government, especially in

the Middle East; but - this has to be stated with regret - except for

those who originate from one of the arab countries, very few of Israelis

leaders understand and speak arabic; and the number of such experts

gets less year by year. Nor are to all appearances even the officials

of Israelis Foreign Service sufficiently versed in the specifics of

Islam.

We Jews are infidels in the eyes of the Moslem. And according

to Islam's theology, and under the rules which guide moslem society,

infidels occupy a low social Status. Jews should never even think of

oversteping the limits drawn for them by islamic law. This kind of

negative, religion-born, tradition-based and politics-upgraded attitude

toward the State of Israel is a vital ingredient in the make-up of all

Moslems today, wherever in the world they prostrate themselves before
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Allah. Their unflexible attitude towards the Jewlsh State is rigidified

still more by their perception of Israel and its Jews as foreign bodies

within the arab world. Tt is inconceivable to a moslem believer -

especially if he belongs to the species of Fundamentalists - that a

nation of infidels should rule over Moslems; should live in Palestine,

the country the Arabs claim their own; and should in addition occupy

Jerusalem which Islam has very recently crowned its own holy city.

As I have repeatedly pointed out, it is this latter

Claim - the ownership of Jerusalem - in particular, which

makes it very difficult, if not impossible, for Israel

and the Israelis to develop, if not kindly and brotherly

feelings at least that degree of acceptance, which makes

collaboration and co-existence possible. For Jerusalem

is to both the peoples an object of very great sensitivity.

The Moslem is not yet ready to concede Jerusalem to the

Jew as his political capital, while the Jew is ready and

willing to concede to him and the Christian that they

have a spiritual home in Jerusalem.

But still and finally Jerusalem, 75% jewish and 25% arabic, will

be the crucible in which the chances, effectiveness and viability of

arab-israeli and in particular moslem-jewish co-existence will be tested,

It becomes more and more clear, that here the "facts on the ground"

- an expression the moslem leaders love to use - will in the near future

favour the Palestinians; for in metropolitan Jerusalem, by their greater

fertility rate and their ensuing larger farailies, Arab will in all

likelihood within a generation outnumber the Jews. The Arabs ready

themselves for this demographic event: without a care for zoning rules

and other laws, entire new arab villages continue to be created wherever

possible in the areas surrounding Jerusalem.

The number of non-jewish religions in Israel - and their sub-

division into various denominations - is staggering. Not a Single

of them harbours love or sympathy for the others. Not rarely does their

hostility degenerate into physical attacks. But from my personal

experience I can say that under israeli rule the excesses have become

less. But it is still a miracle, that the overall number of homicides

and the level of hemlock among the members of the various communities

are - relatively speaking - so small. The Authorities know quite well,

that the peace which reigns among the moslem and Christian religious

groups is a State of armistice and nothing more. This is most likely

so, because the size of the various groups, and the outside support

the different parties receive, are well balanced.
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One might have thought, that once such a favourable Situation

had come about in the course of the last few years, a somewhat more

satisfactory degree of peaceful collaboration would have henceforth

have become perpetuated. But this has so far not been the case, The

only thing which keeps the various religious denomination in a peaceful

State is the only thing they have in common: their negative attitude

to Jews and Israel; their anti-israeli policies and activities; their

favourable and welcoming attitudes to palestinian nationalism. Otherwise

there is no coexistence; no inter-denominational peace; no civilized

collaboration; no tolerance, among the various religious moslem and

Christian groups and sects. None of them in particular can be faulted;

the fault has to be shared by all.

It will severely test the limits also of the Jews' tolerance to

create an acceptable State of coexistence, collaboration and peace with

the Arabs. It will test the strength of their ethical controls. It

will relentlessly test their moral fiber. And - let us have no illusions

- the positive and enduring outcome of these tests may well be the recipe

for Israelis survival.

These same will be no less also severe tests for Islam and its

followers. I will go further and say, these may be for them even more

severe tests than for the Jews. Because the Moslems would have to make

greater greater adjustments; would have to agree to a fundamental change

in their ideology. But, alas, for a Moslem it is a near impossibility

to make compromises on the differences and disputes of the kind I have

mentioned. Islam knows only an either/or. Islam does not permit

polemics. Islam will never make concessions. Islam demands, that man

be morally perfect. And above all that man has to have unlimited belief

in what is said, decreed and done in the name of Allah. To doubt Allah;

to have scruples about Allah; or to enter into a dispute about Allah,

is a sin of utmost gravity. A sinner who commits such a sin is

accordingly judged by his peers. And usually he is condemned to death.

And so are the man or woman, who for whatever reason converts to another

religion. They endanger their lives.

There is no moslem Emerson to say "....what is man born for but

to be a reformer". Whoever wants to introduce reforms; whoever proposes

only a minor change; whoever attempts to propose even a minor form of

secularization, is called a heretic and is in danger of being eliminated.

T his does not apply to the many sects and sub-divisions
in Islam which have sprung up. Unlike the Catholic Church,
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which declares any deviation from the established belief

a grave sin, Moslems have a certaln lattltude In thelr

approach to Islam, as long as they believe In Allah as

the true God; in Muhammad as the true Prophet; in the Qu 'ran

as the God-given absolute truth. And as long as their

private beliefs do not represent a threat to social or

political or religious determinations.

And whereas the Arabs' demands on Israel arise on an originally

religious base; and whereas any true concessions would contradict

religious determinations; and whereas any substantial concession

whatsoever to the Jews can and will be considered heretical, I cannot

see how a compromise - and therewith a true peace - can ever be possible.

Least of all can any compromise whatsoever ever be demanded or

expected from the Tslamic Fundamentalists, who grow stronger day by

day; who acquire ever more followers; who penetrate ever more countries.

Through their excellent social work; with their free medical

clinics; by the financial support they provide to the families of those

who have died in the fight agalnst Israel; and above all by their promise

of a new, free, rieh, powerful islamic future, the moslem fundamentalists

have succeeded in gaining an ever growing influence in the islamic world;

and very much so among the youth inside Israel and in all the countries

in its neighbourhood.

But this extremism is by no means a recent Institution;

and neither is it an exclusively Israel-affecting phenomen.

Since more than twenty years have the maulvis, the islamic

clerics, of Lebanon set out to attract and organize - with

the promise of Allah* s unlimited bounty - the socially

and economically more underprivileged Shi'ites in their

country. Since many years - from the moment they seized

power - have the Ayatollahs of Iran not only organized

a wave of terrorism all over the world, they have also

been preaching revolt within certain other moslem countries.

These Fundamentalists have become a threat not only to

Jews and Moslems, but also to the proper functioning of

human society at large, and to democracy itself. But none

of the promises - dealt out so generously by the islamic

revolutionaries - have anywhere come true. Nor have the

social conditions of their own peoples - and in particular

of their followers - anywhere shown even the slightest

improvement.

Hamas - most likely the best organized among the various extremist

movements - owes most of its power, strength and influence to the growing

unemployment in the under-developed moslem countries; and to the decline

in the living Standards in the arab countries under the heel of corrupt

dictatorships.
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This phenomen is more than ever blatant in Israel.
Uninfluenced by whatever the Israelis and the Palestinians
may bring forth in the aftermath of the "peace processes"
they have been incubating, Hamas and Jihad, the other
extremist group, have become uncontrollable forces inside
the refugee camps, in Gaza and in many parts of the West
Bank, where a major ity of the Palestinians live in squalor,
and will continue to live thus for a long time to come.

Although Hamas is labeled a movement of religious fundamentalists;

and although it is led by moslem clerics; and although it fights in

the name of Islam; and although they assure themselves and others of

acting in the name of Allah; and although every terrorist dies with

a copy of the Qu 'ran in his band, Hamas has to be judged less a religious

and more a revoluuionary movement, It does not care very much about

the basic teachings of Islam. It does not care about the ethic values

preached in the QuVan. It does not show the respect for human life

which is taught in Islam. Hamas' leaders look for power. And most

of all they care for their own personal power. And, of course - last

but not least - they aspire to, and fight for, the destruction of Israel.

In the '80s Hamas formed a viable socio-political
force in the territories. It could build up a formidable
structure - based on an expansive network of religious,
educational and welfare institutions - undisturbed by the
Israeli authorities which had hoped to use the Hamas against
the militant PLO which enjoyed a greater populär appeal.
At the time of the Madrid Conference of 1991, and more
so with the beginning of the Oslo discussions in 1993,
Hamas changed into a military and terrorist Organization,
directing its activities against Israel with the Intention
to disrupt whatever Israel-PLO agreements.

Hamas terror is different from that of the more organized PLO-

Intifada terror. Hamas copied the methods of the Hibullah of Lebanon.

Suicide bombers became the "fashion". It was difficult to eradicate

Hamas, as its compartimentalized Organization was in the hands of very

motivated religious fanatics. The fight against the ultra-religious

fundamentalist ideology of Hamas has to be by an international effort.

Hamas is is widely dispersed. It has an office in Amman-Jordan. Some

of its leaders live in Damascus-Syria, in Europe, in Norts America and

in Latin America.

The Hamas terror ists represent, no doubt, a danger for Israel.

But not a grave and unsurmountable danger. It can be taken for granted,

that they cannot and will not achieve their cherished goal: that is

the destruction of Israel. The Hamas danger can be contained. And

it is indeed being contained.
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The real danger is with the Israelis themselves. If they do not

succeed in building up in themselves that fortitude which a füll and
_

•

smcere trust in their fate conveys; and which the honest belief in

their destiny demands, they can impossibly identify with the principles

from which their right to their homeland derives; which grant Israel

the right to exist. They will not be imbued with that strength and

that courage which alone will make them overcome all outer enemies and

inner adversities. And Israel will lose its most significant strength:

its unique manpower, For those who have not developed the necessary

strength and courage, will not and cannot find a secure haven and a

blessed home in Israel. They will look for an alternative; and will

sooner or later join those who emigrate in the expectation of a better

and safer future in the Diaspora.

Islamic Fundamentalists, as I said before, are steadily gaining

in influence all over the moslem world. Understandably , they are not

welcome everywhere. Or possibly anywhere. The more moderate countries

are terrified of this growing fundamentalist anti-western trend in Islam.

Sociologists try to explain the extremist-fundamentalist phenomen as

a reaction of the masses against the oppression and suffering, against

the corruption and repression to which they are exposed at the hand

of their own autocratic, undemocratic rulers. Their anti-Israel policy

and Slogans are a useful flag under which they can march, shout and

kill.

An additional cause of the ongoing fermentation in the moslem

world is - and in the past has always been - its deep division by

sectarian schisms. This phenomen is compounded by the poverty which

affects most of the islamic countries. It is the often abysmal poverty

of many moslem countries which makes them the proper recruiting grounds

for the extremist teaching of the Fundamentalists. In their search

for a formula to explain the poverty and backwardness they are facing,

the under-privileged Moslems will not point to their corrupt rulers

- who, they are taught, govern over them by Allah 's will and consent

- but will accuse, not without some justification, the humiliating and

oppressing colonial rulers, who for decades - some even centuries -

have kept them from developing a sound economy; and who, above all,

have never cared for them to receive a modern education.

Without exception - and certainly and absolutely with justification

- the billion Moslems in today's world are striving to advance culturally
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and economically. They too want to enjoy the benefits modern progress

has to offer. But the Fundamentalists do not agree with this. Their

ideology condemns everything modern. They endeavour to prevent all

attempts to introduce what progress provides. Though the Fundamentalists

are a minority everywhere, they succeed in making the moslem countries

adhere to a common - as pure and fraternal proclaimed - political program

by exerting their considerable power over the masses; by using brutal

force when necessary; by always religiously following up their threats;

and by spreading mayhem whenever indicated.

Considering that the popuilace in nearly all moslem countries

is deeply affected by the political and economical turmoil it has to

face; considering that it cannot see any hope nor opportunity to improve

its living conditions, these masses provide the fertile ground in which

fundamentalist extremism can thrive. Whenever they cannot find a hostile

country to absorb their fermenting energies; or there is not a foreign

ideology which they can concentrate their attacks, religious extremists

are forced to select a target among the doctrinally different currents

within their own midst.

A number of countries, which have to face such problems and such

a State of affairs, have already known civil strife and fraternal war.

With the above I wanted to point out, that Israel
is not the only enemy target of the Moslem Fundamentalists.
The latters' extremism has since years been a dominant
factor in Iran, Lybia and Sudan. It is getting stronger
in Algeria, Tunisia and Egypt. It has now invaded also
Bahrein and Saudi Arabia.

The Fundamentalists' power can only be broken, if there is peace

within the arab countries and among the moslem countries. And no less

also, if there is a true peace between all the moslem countries and

Israel. This may not be too much of an utopian dream. Contrary to

what I have opined a short while ago, real peace - first at least an

armistice-like and generally accepted State of some kind of peaceful

coexistence - may, and only can, come about when all the arab and other

moslem countries achieve a sufficient degree of economic success; when

the indoctrination these peoples actually get, is replaced by an honest

Identification with the tennets of democracy; and when the rulers will

at last be able to satisfy the even most elementary expectations of

their people. As long as this is not the case, the fundamentalists

will continue to be a threat. And ultimately they will succeed in

formenting major and devastating wars.
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The arab world's actual strength; their political
and military power; and their lust to go to war, depend
ultimately on the price they can demand for their oil.
Should the oil price rise again to such phenomenal heights
as has happened once - this threat is very real, because
many oil wells outside the large oil basins in Russia,
Iraq, Lybia and Saudia are nearing exhaustion - we may
expect Islam 's Fundamentalists to feel encouraged, and
even divinely empowered, to try and fulfill all Moslems'
never absent aspirations to re-establish Islam's once
glorious domain over the civilized world.

The Fundamentalists, who will under no clrcumstance ever recognize

Israelis right to exist, notwithstanding the only temporary and only

fictitious arrangements with the PLO, have first and foremost selected

Israel as their target, because - with the help of the Palestinians

within Israelis borders; with the support from the arab countries in

the Middle East; with the connivance of a silent world; and with the

vocal Support of the United Nations - they are convinced they can expt^ct

an ultimate victory. But Israel has so far withstood their onslaught,

and will certainly do so also in future.

Until now Israel has stood alone, It had on its own to withstand

the hostility of these extremists, and the butt of their terror. Now

the islamic extremists turn not only against the western world, but

also against those elements and parties who oppose them within the moslem

countries. However, the time has not come for Israel to benefit from

this development. Israel had hoped and expected, that the common interest

would induce at least some of the affected moslem countries - and more

so even the western ones - to offer their assistance in its fight against

islamic extremism. But during the Gulf War Israel had to learn a bitter

lesson: its offer, to form a common defense System against this common

threat did not materialize. And it may be taken for granted, that also

in future it will not materialize.

Actively and passively Israel has always stood in the forefront

of the fight against terrorism. It has rigorously acted against all

acts of terrorism, be it within or outside its borders. Much of the

world was surprised when Israel returned a number of hijackers to the

Soviet Union just before the communist empire disintegrated. Hopefully

Israelis position will be better understood in future, as terrorism

has become an international crime - the millennarians' nerve gas terror

in Tokio, the series of bombings in France and so on, have brought

further confirmation - which can only be controlled by complete and

slncere international collaboration. But when Israel warned in world
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of all manklnd, many of the nations rose to "justify" the PLO's, the

IRA s and the Red Army^s actions as acts of war against injustice.
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Israel, I hope, has now finally come to the realization, that

no moslem State will ever form an alliance with the Jewish State against

any other moslem State.

But the Gulf War has brought home also another lesson.
In the past and also today, nobody has ever feit any
compunction to maintain, that it is Israelis presence in
the Middle East which has caused whatever unrest exists
in this area; that Israel is responsible for whatever war
has so far been fought between arab states. It matters
not at all to its accusers, that their accusation is an
absolute nonsense; that the Iraq-Iran war, the Chad war,
the Gulf war, the Yemen wars have nothing whatsoever to
do with Israel. On the contrary: by now even more such
wars might have broken out here and there, had Israel not
existed.

Tension between nearly all the arab states is a reality. It is

a fact of life for the islamic world. And there is yet no expectation,

that this tension will so soon come to an end. There is no arab State

which has not territorial Claims against a neighbouring arab State.

There are optimists who think, that the Solution of the Israel-Arab

conflict will bring peace to the Middle East. They will surely be

disappointed.

By what I have written; and from what I have described as the

realities of life, I may be accused of being myself not aware of these

very realities. But though I sound optimistic and confident, I have

never had illusions regarding the danger Isra«=il is facing from the

hostile World, mainly from the arab world, and in particular from the

extremist groups in Islam. Israel will for a long time have to deal

with the threats inherent in the radical islamic movements. There should

not be any doubt that this is a major problem and a major danger. But

let US remember, that this islamic extremism is not new; that the Jews

dve familiär with this side of Islam; that by tradition Islam has been

hostile to all Jews and not only to Israel; and that the Jews, and now

Israel, have always survived this danger. Israel is fortunate: it is

nowadays not the only target of the terrorists, who more and more share

their hostility out to the democratic world; and who direct their attacks

more or less against each and everyone of the countries in the Western
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World. And it has become more and more evident - as incidents in Egypt,

Sudan, Algeria etc have shown - that not only the Jews but also the

Christians are now targetted by extremist Islam.

We have no cause nor reason to nurse any unjustified hopes. We

still can expect only little sympathy, and even less help, from the western

countries who are no less threatened than Israel by today's terrorist

movements. Because they allow economic considerations to dictate their

policy towards the terror-sponsoring islamic countries, most of the western

democracies prefer not to take an active stand aga:".nst the fundamentalistic

terror movements in Islam. Even the US is no exception; it has signed

an agreement with the Fundamentalists of Algeria about the exploration

of their country's oilfields. And the result is that no American has

been killed there.

However, though it may not yet feel itself directly threatened,

the West is slowly becoming aware of ':he terror which Iran and Sudan,

Syria and Lybia are organizing in their own environments too. The v/estern

metropoles are crowded with terrorists disguised as mullahs, students

or business people who are supported and supplied by the iranian and

Sudanese, the syrian and lybian embassies. Iran has clearly, often and

undeniably been proved a hotbed of international terrorism, which is not

only directed against Jews.

But not only the above countries are the providers of international

terror. Other moslem countries - even the Saudis - tolerate and support

the terrorists trained in Syria and Sudan, in Algeria and Lebanon. Iran

makes every effort to acquire the "bomb", not so much to destroy Israel

- such an attack will in any case automatically first on i':s program -

than to affirm Islam's claim to eventual dominance over the western world.

The western countries are well aware, I am sure, of

the ^reat danger the world faces from the uncontrolled

availability of nuclear technology. There are 50-70 000

nuclear warheads spread all over the globe; a mistake may

explode tham, and with them the entire planet. Nations

like Iraq, Iran, Lybia, Pakistan, North Korea and a number

of others are acquiring - or have already acquired - the

material necer.sary to produce and explode a nuclear advice.

Students of these countries crowd the science departments

of the american and british universities. Germany, France,

Britain and Russia are willing to supply whatever is needed

for their nuclear program. Russia is willing to replenish

its treasury with the profit made on the nuclear market.

But the world has not thought it necessary t > take action.

Nobody anywhere doubts, that the rogue nations I have

mentioned, are feverishly working to build at least a couple

of itom bombs; and that they will not hesitate t ) explode
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them at the first opportunity.

Israel is suspected - and accused - of harbouring a stock of

nuclear v/eapons, It refuses to confirm or to deny the possession of

a nuclear bomb. Nor is It willing - notwithstanding the hysteric

outbursts of the Egyptians - to sign the MPT, the Non-Proliferation-

Treaty. There are sections of Israelis who urge the Government to sign

the NPT, as within a f^w years many more countries will have the "Bomb .

But, as the fifty years' stand-off between America and the Soviet Union

have proved, the threat of an "Assured Mutual Destruction" is the best

guarantee for such a bomb not to go off. But it can in my opinion be

taken for granted that - when it is threatened by extreme danger - Israel

will use the nuclear arsenal whose existence it does neither deny nor

confirm. Of course this moment in the future will bring abont not only

the end of Israel - but that of the entire civilized world, and also

that of all mankind.

I have mentioned Iran as the most blatant example for the blindness

shown by the western democratic world. Or should I better say by the

western business-dominated world ? For the sake of doing big business

with oil-rich Iran, and without a care about all norms of decency,

Germany - I am referring to this country by name as one example among

mariy - and other western powers continue to do business with Iran; to

supply Iran with all the arms it wants; to seil it the material it will

require for the production of "non-conventional arms".

I cannot avoid the feeling, that the governments of

the West I have in mind, combine in their sustained effort

to help Iran to be accepted as a respectable member of

the international family of nations, because they have

been given to understand, that only Israel and the Jews

- and maybe under certain circumstances satanic America
- are its enemies; and that they themselves are safe from

the roving terrorist gangs organized, provisioned and

supported by Iran. But these very countries do not appear

to realize the danger to which they are exposing themselves:

Iran and the islamic-fundamentalist world will Interpret

their business behaviour - in the same way as they judge

the Europeans' faulty democratic and ethical behaviour

in the past - as evidence of weakness; as an indication

of degeneration; and as directive from Allah.

Israel may count itself lucky that the US - and nowadays also

the Saudis, the Kuwaitis and some of the other Gulf States - are

beginning to realize the danger Iran, Iraq and Lybia present also for

them.
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11.

Is Israel being eroded and endangered from within ?

Israel, as I have taken pains to point out, is threatened by its

determined enemies near and far.

However, the magnitude of this danger to its survival is by far

not comparable with the one which lurks within its own borders, viz:-

the moral deterioration of its own Citizens, which in turn erodes the

nation's ethical foundations. I have on more than one occasion voiced

my opinion, that Israel can only survive if its Citizens, the Jews of

Israel, show the moral fortitude and the firm determination to justify

their regaining Israel as their old-new home. In other words: the way

the Israeli behave and react, the manner in which they handle and overcome

the difficulties they face, are tests whose passing or failing will

determine the State^s survival or failure.

In other words: the government and people of Israel can blame only

themselves for many of the problems they are facing. And it depends only

on the government and people of Israel how they solve these problems;

and whether they do so in an acceptable ethical manner.

Much of tiny Israelis strength depends on the goodwill of the

civilized world; but all of Israelis reputation as a unique country

with a special people, as the people of the Bible in the country of the

Bible, depends entirely on the Israelis themselves. It is, therefore,

imperative that this tiny Israel is seen as morally big and ethically

strong. It is according to the high Standards of the Tnach that the jewish

people are expected to live; that Israel is and will always be judged.

It is, and always will be, valued in accordance with the ethical Standards

it observes. These Standards are and will be measured according to the

degree these are cultivated and lived by the Jews of Israel. And Israelis

right to survive is and will be weighed according to its human material.

What are these Standards ? How and in which way are they observed

or violated ?
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I must repeat here, that T cannot at every stage,

i.e. whenever I raise a point or open a discussion, bring

all the material I have available, even if it does fit

into the exclusive purpose of my discussion. Nor can I

dedicate all the time and space to enumerate in a more

detailed form even some of the material I think necessary

and worth bringing. In addition I have already referred

to much of this material in the preceding pages.

I have, therefore, to be satisfied with mentioning only a few

of the relevant points:

'•' Israel is a progressive country with a technical and scientific,

a social and economic Standard comparable, if not equal, to the most

advanced countries of Europe. It can send satelites into space; it

sells military equipment to the US army; it has per capita a larger

military outfit than any other nation in the world. But there is still

a large number of illiterate youths in Israel; it has a great number

of slums; it harbours, as surveys show, a depressing number of people

who live below the poverty line. Visitors write home, that in Tel-Aviv

some 100 to 200 - their number is difficult to establish - homeless

sleep in parks or house entrances. The Municipality explains it has

difficulties to have them enter a shelter. Many of them are drunkards

or mental cases. The problem has exploded since the "russian aliya";

and indeed 70-80% of these vagrants are from the former Soviet Russian

part. They are often well educated individuals.

* The zeal, energy and dedication of the Halutzim, the early

pioneers have disappeared. Among the fourteen most developed countries

Israel ranks last both in per-capita productivity as well as per-capita

production. This is explained by the plethora of "days off" and public

holidays which leaves less working days than in any other industrialized

country.

^^ In addition, Israel has also to wrestle with many other social

Problems. It has an unemployment rate of about 10%, but next to the

palestinian work force it has imported masses of foreign workers. The

surge of these ''Gastarbeiter" - 60 000 and more in D) 5 - involved severe

socio-economic consequences: the unemployment among the Israelis is

thereby not reduced; the major part of the payments the foreign workers

receive is sent abroad; and that of the Palestinians is spent in Gaza.

'^ Israel has to deal with a growing criminality among its people.

Gar theft is as common in Israel as elsewhere. In the year 1993 some

23.656 cars were reported stolen. In this small country ! In this

respect Israel is percent-wise in leading position. Although it is

assumed that most of the thieves are Arabs, Jews have their share too

in these statistics. It is interesting, that in the r-alm of car-
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thieving Jews and Arabs collaborate in greater harmony than in any other

sphere.

'^ In 1994 the eight Rape-Crisls-Centres took 2.300 calls; that

is six a day ! But it may be taken as certain, that only a fraction

of the actual nunber of rape incidents had been reported.

''^ Israel has the ignonimous reputatlon, that it functions as the
place where the trans-shipment of drugs from Asia and Africa to Europe
and the US is organiz':^d.

'^ Israel has about 15 000 habituated, and about 30 000 occasional
users of hard drugs. These are to be found in 'ivery Stratum of the
.Society. Only the haredi Community is less likely to get involved in
drug abuse, though it is not immune.

It is, however, not possible to categorically State,
that religious education is the reason for the low number
of known drug abusers among the orthodox members of the
Population; for it is difficult to register th=^ir addicts;
or to have them undergo treatment, because they hide their
affliction out of fear, that knowledge of a drug user in

"he family will härm its reputation; and will ruin the
marriage chances of any of its members.

^^ Inciden.es of misbehaviour by the "Ugly Israeli" are reported

from every corner of the globe. The lack of self-control in the conduct

of these specimen of Israelis has greatly damaged the country^s often

tenuous relations with many a country. The latest I saw reported from

Jordan: the supposed grave of Aaron in Jordan has been closed to Israels,

because members of a group of religious visitors have been seen chipping

away ancient markings to take home as suvenirs; and others are repc^rted

to have carved their own modern graffiti on the walls of ':he grave.

And then there were the Israeli couples which, returning fr jm a visit

to Jordan resp. Turkey, were stopped on the jordanian resp. turkish

side and were found to be carrying curtains, carpets, paintings - and

reportedly even faucets - from the room they had occupied in the resp.

hoteis. Another couple, on a visit to Jordan, has being investigated

for changing old demonetized shekel notes into dinars.

^ The number of criminal cases involving juvenile violence - which

is such a grave problem in many of the industrialized countries - begins

to increase now also in Israel. Cases have occurred here, where children

arrive in school not only with a bottle of vodka; not only with a knife,

but also with their father's handgun.

'^ The "battered wife Syndrome" is rampant in Israel. Wife-beating

is more and more reported.

It has, however, to be taken ii consideration, that
wife-beating is an acceptable form of behaviour in Russia
and Ethiopia; and that the increased alcoholism in the
country - along with frustration - make their contribution
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in these ethnic groups. But to my great surprise, also
Ashkena^'.im and Sephardtm, Haredim and Secularists think
themselves entitled to "discipline" their wives.

'^ It is not rare anymore to read about husbands killing their

wives« And vice versa, This appears to be an Israeli phenomen and

not a jewish one; for judges presiding over Domestic Vi(^lence Courts

or Family Courts in the US have stated, that in their experience violence

against women occur among the Jews in the Diaspora far less often than

is reported in Israel,

^^ Apart from the general com^)laint, that the Israeli physician

or surgeon behaves in a rüde and unpleasant manner towards his patients;

that he has no respect for his patients; that he soon forgets most of

the obligations imposed upon him by his Hypocratic Oath, he is also

blamed for neglecting those patients who do not or cannot engage him

to act as their private medical or surgical attendant. The jewish

physician *s old-established, famous and vaunted Standards of mr>rality

and decency show signs of erosion among the medical profession in Israel.

For instance: in the past it would have been impossible - as it is still

impossible elsewhere - what a recent Health Ministry survey disclosed:

that 27% of the health-insured families have paid the doctors private

fees "under the table" for the medical care to which they were entitled

without having t:) make a payment»

^^ Politics and politicians are tainted everywhere; but de-aocratic

countries exert a certain control of the politicians and a certain check

on their politics, The Israeli politicians, however, are aggressive

and behave in an uncivil way among themselves and towards the public.

The MKs - the Members of the Knesseth - are cowards
in addition. They know that their Governmerit is lying;
that their Ministers are cheai:ing; that they send secret
letters which contravene their own policy; that they sign
papers which endanger the country. But they prefer to
be kept in the dark, as otherwise they would have to vote
against their own party and lose a comfortable place in
the country 's hierarchy. For instance: even when the
Government objected to Senator Dole 's proposal to shift
the US Embassy to Jerusalem, the ruling party did not
intervene. And when the Government 's action great ly reduced
the Diaspora 's sapport for Israel, none of these MKs raised
his voice.

^^ I am going to mention again an unpleasant feature in the Israeli

Jew. It is the jewish self-hatred of which I have already written.

It is also noticeable in the diaspora Jew, but in him it is by far not

as frequent. In the Diaspora Jew it is if not well compensated at least

well suppressed. To compare Israelis with Nazis is a frequent accusation
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of ':he Gentiles, bat also of the Israeli Leftists, particularly 'zhe

intellectuals. They like t) use this gadget, most likely ii their search

for World recognitioi.

There are jewish authors who appear not to miss an

opportunity to degrade what Judaism, Zloiiism, Israel stand
for. There are so-called intellectuals, writers, academics,
playrights, journalists who do not mind denigrating jewish
values, Zionism, the Hagana, the IDF, the early Halutzinio

The novelist A.B.Yehoshua, for instance, compared on one
occasion the Israelis' silence on the oppression of the

Palestinians to the silence of the Germans during the Nazi
era. Prof. Yeshajahu Leibowitz, the Left's leading guru,

habitually used to call certain jewish groaps Judeo-Nazis.
Ruth Dayan, the leftist Member of the Knesseth, speaking
to a delighted german audience in Bonn, stated that Israel
has the same obligations to the Palestinians as the debt
owed to Jews by Germany; that the Nazi crimes were not

worse than *:hose committed by Israelis.

'^ With justification enjoys the IDF, the Jewish Defence Force,

the admiration and envy of the world. But worrysome changes have made

their appearance: the new recruits do not make as before every effort

to be ai)pointed to one of the combat units. There is now a manpower

problem in filling in the combat units, while there is a surplus of

soldiers for rear-guard and non-combatant units.

No less worrysome is the politicization of the IDF

High Command. Israel had always known the phenomenon that
its generals retire early and are - if they do not enter
party politics - appointed to ^igh civil or private
positions. There is in today's IDF most likely not more
competition for advaacement than in ^,he past, and no more
personal sensitiveness, but all this finds today an outlet
in the newsmedia.

^^ Israelis newsmedia gleefully and self-congratulatingly report

the great number of tax and other fraud cases regularly uncovered in

Italy and elsewhere. From what I read in the Israeli papers; from what

I observe myself ; and from what I know from conversations with friends

and acquaintances, Israel can *'boast" of no less a great number of

businessmen and politicians who have boen - or should have been - exposed

and punished for similar crimes.

^' I do not think there exist another country in which such a large

number of white-collar criminals are so kindly treated by the judiciary;

where such a large number of criminals is freed on bail or condemned

to a Short period of ''community Service". Most of these trespassers

would elsewhere be convicted to a long-term stay in jail. Is it any

wonder, that these individuals have no coinpunction to go on repeation
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their crimes ? The excuses we are offered for the ränge of mild

punishnents meted out by the judges - that there is not enough room

to accommodate all these criminals in the available jails - is harUy

convincing,

'^ When the Histadruth - the all-powerful Trade Union Organization

- foundered, the public learned not only that enormous sums had been

regulär ly transferred to the Labour Party; not only that large sums

had illegaly been spend for election expenses, but also that their

leaders had over the last decades been paid - better said, had paid

themselves - bonanzas suited to a rieh country but hardly to socialist

Israel. Their salaries and pensions are among the highest in *:he

country. It is true that also the judges, the army oificers, the

directors of the corporations and the university professors receive

- relative to the general economy of the State - very high salaries;

but the Histadruth officials are men and women who have been elected

to create an egalitarian society in Israel !

* While daily large number of workers or employees are dismissed

from work; while large contingents of the population ha-^e an insufficient

income; while a large sector of the populations lives below the poverty

level, the salaries of some industrial tycoons and bank managers reach

up to $300 000 a month !

* An ''Israeli Mafia" has been established abroad. Israelis belong

also to - and of;:en are the leaders of - crime organizations in France,

America, Russia and Germany. I happens not rarely, that some of these

jewish mafia bosses ultimately seek asylum in Israel.

It seems Lhat one of the most shocking chapters in
modern jewish history is now repeated: at the end of last
Century, and the beginning of this one. organizations of
jewish pimps procured - with the promise of marriage -

literally thousands of innocent jewish girls from eastern
Europe for brothels in all fi*/e continents. Nowadays their
russian counterparts bring jewish and gentile girls - with
the promise of great fortunes to be made here -from the
former soviet countries to serve as prostitutes in Israel.

'^ Israelis society is developing, in nearly all spheres of life.

a degr.'je and kind of seLfishness, which is in conflict with the basic

ethics of its inheritance. As I have already pointed out on a previous

occasion, our attitude to "ihe new immigrants is one such instance. The

ImiTilgrant-child suffers from its imposed social difference with the

native-isra^^li child. This experience induces many boys to turn to

crime and leads many girls into Prostitution.

Government officials in responsible positlon should
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have known better. Had the administrators and educators
throughout the years shown the proper interest in their
duties, they v/ould have found the right guidance in, and
they could have learned the right lessons from, the past
e;:periences of the country. For this is by far not a new
experience: v>^hen 40-50 years ago - in the course of the
moroccan immigration - the young men and young girls
witnessed the material advantages enjoyed ly the local
youth; when they saw "ihe israeli you'h's flashy clo'hes
and the money the Israelis freely speat on luxuries the
newly arri-^ed boys and girls had never known, these latter
boys turned to crimen; and the girls became prostitutes,
in Order to earn ':he money to buy such clothes, cosmetics
and drugs too. The same happens to many a russian boy
and girl today.

'^ Most foreign visitors, and many elderly Israelis whc^ can recall

their european education, are appalled by the rudeness and unfriendliness

of the Israelis, young and old. Tt is common to hear visitors comment

on this unpleasant feature of the Israeli. And the conta3iousness of

this behaviour is evidenced by the new immigrants, who within a short

time after' their arrival are as rüde and unpleasant as the natives.

* I am not going to meation here - but shall return to it in a

later chapter - the unpleasantness a visitor witnesses on Israelis

religlous scene; and of which the world learns from the newsmedia.

'^ Israelis are accused of having forgottea a main jewish feature:

charity. The old virtue of sharing with less favoured brethren is no

more. There are many rieh Jews in Israel, but their contr Ibutions to

the geaeral weifare are less than those of Jews abroad.

I have not listed all the above ins'iances - their n.imber is so

ample and the space available in my essay so limited, that I brought

only a small part of the material I have available - in order to label

Israel a land of criminals and roudies. This is certainly not the case;

it would in addition be a ridiculous undertaking. The authorities in

America, Japan, France, Britain would be happy with a record as that

of Israel. For instance: Americans kill and maim each othei" at a per

capita rate 4-5 times as high as that of other industrialized countries.

Israelis Image - even its self-image - suffers from the lamentable

fact that whenever anything of a negative nature occurs in Israel or

is done by Israelis, the newsmedia all over the world will greatly

exaggerate "hese occurrences in their reporting; and more willingly

than inadvertedly will set the mills of antisemitism to work in high

gear.

The purpose of what I have listed above is not only to make the

point, that all these negative features may be ingrained in Israeli
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Society, but are certainly only the heritage of the long years of galuth

existence; that they can, must - and most likely will - disappear in

the next generation or generations, especially Lf Israel can relax in

peace; and when the hardened conscience of the Israeli - in the manne:*

it comports itself towards other Israelis and especially the Palestinians

- will be allowed to soften.

I have pointed to all these facts, because I waat to give

expression to my hope, that the Israeli will realize - even Lf only

vaguely - that he io tested; that his, his generatlon^s and his country*

ethical values are tested; that Israel and its people are tested

regarding their worthiness to survive; that his awareness is t-^sted

about how little and however he oversteps tho ethical borde-rs erected

by Judaism, he is liable to härm the moral Standing of the Israeli

Society; that the criminals among th=^ Israeli Jews commit treason to

the jewish people; that whatever act oversteps the limits of the moral

obligations imposed on us, undermines the justification for the very

existence of the Jewish People, and in pa^ticular of the State of Israel.

However: that the above trespasses and their perpetrators are

not indications of the true jewish character; that they are only

deviations from the norm, is in my opinion proved by what cau be

regularly observed: that in case of common danger; that whenever a

disaster affects the country; that whenever an emergency occurs, the

Israelis will forget their usual selfishness and self-centredness; will

lay aside their coTimonplace rudeness and grossness; ivill behave and

act in accordance with traditional Juda'sm's charity, and ^vill identify

with the jeivish victims of a^ab terror; and will rush to offer help,

assistance and consolation wherever needed. There has never been an

instance, where tnis is not the regulär occurrence.

And in this respect I want to maVe another point:

the entire world agrees with the PLO, the Jihad and Hamas,

that the S'.iccess of the Intifada had been the outcome of

the palestinanian youth's revolt against the Government

of Israel; that it has forced Israel to come to the peace

table in Oslo; and that Israel has had meekly to give in

to Arafat 's deiaaids. There shoald not be - and there is

absolutely not - any question, that the Israel Armed Forces

could have matched violence for violence; that it could

have easily pu: down the Intifada. And I have no doubt,

that most other countries would have acted in this way.

But it became clear to the leadership of Israel, that such

a role wrjuld have played havoc with the soldlers' morale;

that it would not have been tolerated by the population.

W!iy then are we presented with these two contrasting, black and
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whitt3 plctures of the isreali Jew V The aasv/er is not slmply, that

the Jews are not better than the people elsewhere; that they have

forgotten that they shou Ld not be 1 ike the others; that it is a

psychological fact that a persoa of whatever origin and background will

make use of whatever opportunity he is offered to gain an avantage.

The real reasoa is, that the iidividuals who contravene the moral

Standards; and more sd those who act agalnst the laws of the country,

have, in the process of their education at hone or in school, not been

taught the specific dutles of a Jew towar-ds his society; ha/e not been

told of th9 special Status ?:he Jewish People occapies; have not been

i-idoctrinated with the ethics of the Scriptures. Those \y^ho have not

learned all this, offer a negative testimony of the jewish values and

to Is^a^l^s existence.

They undennine not only the /itality but also the survival of

Israel.
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12.

Will the hostile world cease t:) threa'en Israel ?

Israelis birth had bi3eii very difficult. Also while growin^ up

it was confronted vith every inaginable klnd of dif fir,ult Les and every

possible klnd of proble:as* During aad af^er the the vars of 1948 and

1967 - whea each time i.t was forced to fight for its very surv^ival -

Israel was faced wlth most unu'^Jial and unexpected predica nen^s whlch,

ho*ve/er, it coald solv»^' is best as the circumr>tance3 permitted. But

each tim«^ it stood alone. "Except fo the selfless and ung':'udging support

of Diaspora Jewry, it received hardly aiy help from Dutside,

It is a fact - though not ackaowledged e/en by anbiased politicians

and historians, that the War of Independen^e of 1948, thojgh hard aid

bitter, had been fought ii a nore huinane way thaa an/ other war aaywhere

in this Century. Th\s has not refrained Israelis criti^s abroad to

indiilge in a stre-im of uarestrainsd and slaaderous condemnations, though

none of them would lia/e been able to look at its o»m actions, or point

to any other country, vhich under similar conditions wou Ld have behav^ed

- and has behaved - towards its eaemies in as humane a way as Israel

(\ A towards the Arabs,

I could bring pages and pages of facts and data to support my

allegation, but I would only be repeating what is geaerally and since

long known. Instead I shall me-tion only a few incidents, where the

historic realities cannot but attribute more fault and shame to the

actions of others, and especially to the British who are oae of Isi'ael^s

most outspoken critics.

'^ During the Hitler regine - before the oatbreak of the wa- -

Br itain and the other member states of the Leagae of Nations d Ld not

want to take in any of the jewish refugeas of whom Ihey kaew very well

that their li/es were endangered. Oae of the many reaso is brought

forward was the fear, that Poland aid Romania might try to benefit from

such "generosity" to get rid of their Jews.
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* The british governinent and the british n^Bwsmedia ha/e - frorn

the time Britein \ms entrusted by the Leagae of Nations with the Maijate

O'/er Palestine to this day - ranked -imong Israel 's most uaresLrained

and Uiireasoiable letractors. I could bring ai iminense lis" of e^aüipl^s,

bat may the Lollowing suffice: the R-euter News Ageacy enjoys censoriag

Israel for its censorship; not so loi^ ago the B.-JC assumed for itself

the right to 2a 11 the Rwan.'a Refugee Camps "a aew Ga^a Strip"; t.'ie

British Parliament ne/er mlsses aa occasion to pass resoljtions critical

of Israel; siace 1967 the British Goveramen': has refused to seil ar.ns

to Is7:ael; during the Gulf War it refused to seil Israel e/en the

gasmasks it needed for i^:s civil population. Only recently^ since its

armr> industry is idle, has Brifiain been weighing the possibility of

llfting this arms e^mbargo. Bat throughout all these years the British

have iTiade str-:injoas efforts to seil sophisticate nrinaiiieats to each one

of Israel *s enr^mies^

'^ Britain loves !:o critlcize Israel about Its alleged maltreatment

of the Palestiniiias; bat the British have least of all the righi to

utter such criticis.as. I am lot going to speak of Britain 's coloaial

;'ast; I am not going to write ab > it my personal experieaces in pre-war

India. I shall restrict mysell' jn Britain 's post-war beha/lour in

Ireland, vherf» ll: has never applied the measav'r:i3 ^^^hich it urges Israel

to adopt in its occapied territories, Is; ^el's soldiers cannot compete

in rudeness and crudeniss, in barbarity aad ^uppressioii wi':h 'ihe british

trojps, who for 2'3 yea^s - aid at a cost of ar. least 3000 lives - hiv^re

ferocioasly booted down the irish patriots i i their own land. Impartial

observers cannot but confirm, that all in all Britain has been treatlng

the irish catholics worse than the Israelis havo ever treatt^d the Gazans.

'^ Britain is the le.dlng dem.:)cratic country in the West which

tries to bury the mBiTiory of the Shoah; to minimize its effect oii Jewry;

to hiie its own failure in comin^ to the Jews' help; to «lake com:^ l.rue

posthumously Hit!-;r's prediction "...who remaiibers today the massacre

of the armenian people of 19I.5 ?", with which he could rea.-.sure hls

ge..erals that their misd eds would soon be forgotten.

I have asked man/ usually well informed Israelis.^

why the Go'^e^nment of Britain aid its inforiiiati:)Ji m9dia
- and its Citizen.-^. • o less - take this negative attitude
towards the Jewish State* But I hive never received a
satisfactory answer to my question. Britain's I:: .^ditional
friendsh?.ps with, and its cominercial interests in, the
a^ab World are to «ly mind aot a sufficient explanation.
My :)wn explanation seems to me n.>; too far out: that the



people and governinent of Br itain h.i/e ae/er o/erco.ne the

frustration, the sha-ie and the pain to have bean dr±<r-jn

out froin Palestine in 1948 by a poorly armed rag-tag buach
of Israelis.
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'^ In 1949, soon after th^ forma^.ion of the Sta",e, whea the United

Natioas threaten^»' to internationalize Jerusalem, Ben Gurioi dec.'uJ'ei

Jerusale::. to be for ever the Capital of israjel. ThAs inalterable fact

has bee i confirmed since - 1-ke it wer» a 70w of faith - by every Israeli

government; and has ao less persisteatly been deaied, decried aid fough"

against by the Arab »\^orld; -jy ;'jvery moslem State; by the Vn.tican; by

t'ie formt^r Soviet Block; and als.» by those who claim to be aeutr-il or

even Israelis friends.

* So fa " the Vatican, nor dny of the Gardinais have not made

Statements of the kind one hears from the Arabs - i.e. doubting the

originality of toda/^s Jewry - but I have no doubts, th-t officialy

or inofficially they agr e with Joha Strugness* prediction. Thls Harvard

Professor of Divinity aad de/oted Catholic - officially in Charge of

tha Dead Sea Scrolls Proj-^ct since Jordai had occupied Jerusalem - opined

th^it "Judaism is merely a percuriS »r of Ch;:*istianity ; a-d is desLl.ned

to wither avay in face of the trae faith".

Neit'ier has t'ie Church expressed agreement or disagreement wi;-h

tue "Trae Christian Belie^/er-s", that "Israel has emerged a^-j^ in the

PromJ-sed Laid by military conti -ist, just as the Bible had pr<-di':ted".

But ^ope John Paul LI has openly declared, that it is the right of the

Je^vs to return to their l^nd from vhich they had been driven 2000 years

ago.

But the Church has not agreed that tiie Je^s are the

rightful carriers of G.>dVi appointment. The Ro^iri Catholi.c

Churih still maintains, that the Je^/s' right to the Kingdom
of God efi(!ed in the year 70 5C with the destruction of

Jerusalem and its Teiiile by the Roman Legioas. Th''OJghout

the last nearly 19(X) years the Popes ha/e jsurped the right
to proclaim the Church as having inherited the ICingdon

of Goi; and also as having th'» divine permission to proclalui

the Vaticaa City in Rome the "Nve^ Jerusalem". Howeve/ ,

the actial Pope> John Paul II, who has otherwis^ shown

some uiderstaiding for the jewish clalms aid rights, has

no exp"* rination for - and can theref jre impossibly avoid
ackno/y^ledging the cons^sj :mce3 of - the factual iispro/al
of the Gospel's clearly worded predi':tLo.i - that tue forme;'

Jerusalem will never again be rebuilt; and that no Jew
will ever come to live there again \cknowledg3ment of
this undeniable factual truth, which con'.radicts i:he

presumably livine prophecy in the Gospels, mnst hdve been
mjre painful to the Church than aven the reversal of her
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judgement over Gallilei.

As a reasoning clear-headed person might have expected, the

Church's painful acknowledgement of the undeniable "facts on the ground"

- brought home to her by the Jerusalem and Israel of today - have led

the Pope to his face-savlng demand that Jerusalem be "internatlonalized"

But in the end - forced not not so much by the intransigency of the

Jews as by the inslstence of the Arabs that they are the "owners - he

had to discover that he cannot persist in this demand. He had to give

up also this demand. And, as it is now quite evident that the Pope

prefers the Moslems to rule over Jerusalem and not the Jews, he has

not ceased to interfere. He continues to deny Israel the right to

Jerusalem - at times he will graciously restrict this denial to the

eastern half of the Holy City - which the Vatican agrees should be "the

future capital of the independant arab State Palestine".

Recently the Vatican has made some friendly sounding
announcements. In 1994 did the Vatican at last come forth
with some kind of apology to the jewish people for crimes
committed from the time of the Inquisition until the Shoah.
And in 1995, on the occasion of his visit to Jerusalem,
Cardinal Bernardin of Chicago took a further step in this
direction. "It is no secret", he jesuitically expressed
himself, "that many of our past formulations have seriously
distorted the role of the jewish people in human salvation.
This has undoubtedly played a role in the persecutions
born by jewish communities worldwide; and tragically helped
provide a seedbed for Christian collaboration with Nazism".

It is a pity, that this papal strategy enjoys the support of most

foreign countries. It does not bother any of these, that they show

a blatant, undiplomatic disrespect for the Government of Israel; and

that it expresses an - among civilized nations at peace with each other

- unacceptable disregard for Israelis parliament and ordinances. It

may be taken for granted, that none of these foreign governments would,

under similar circumstances, ever have tolerated such a behaviour

directed against themselves; nor that they would have taken a similar

stance with respect to any other country.

'^ Many of the foreign countries. who maintain regulär diplomatic

relations with Israel, do also otherwise not mind, knowingly and quite

purposefully, to offend Israel by their more than unusual behaviour.

On the occasion of their national holidays they do not invite Israelis

and Arabs together to the obligatory receptions, but arrange a separate

one for each ethnic group of invitees. There is only the one possible
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Interpretation: that the foreign consulates in Jerusalem do not consider

themselves accredited to the Government of Israel but to an independent

Palestine State, which since long they suppose to be in the process

of forming. It was no surprise, that most of the ambassadors boycotted

the Inauguration of the 3000-Jerusalem-Year ; but it came as a shock

to all, that even America thought it right to instruct its Ambassador

to absent himself,

The Clinton Administration is valued in Israel as

the friendliest ever - especially after Bush and Baker

- but it maintains the same policy as all the previous

administrations, e.g. that Israel has to withdraw - except

for some minor border changes - to the 1949 armistice lines;

and that Jerusalem can at best be the capital of both the

Jewish State and the Palestinian State. Forgotten is

Clinton 's campaign pledge of 1992: "I recognize Jerusalem

as an undivided city and the eternal capital of Israel".

'^ Though a number of foreign governments - often very reluctantly,

let US concede - recognize Israeli sovereignty in Israel, Jerusalem

is not included in their recognition. Only three foreign governments

are an exception.

This was the reason why President Bill Clinton, on

the occasion of his official visit to Jerusalem, requested

that no Israeli government official accompany him on his

planned walk through the Old City and on the Temple Mount.

Would he have ever dared to make this demand also on a

Visit to any other country in the world ? In the end

he seems to have accepted a timely and wise advice: he

canceled the visit when he realized he had attracted too

much flak.

* Every Israeli government has on every possible occasion repeated,

that '*Jerusalem is the eternal capital of the State of Israel. It will

forever remain undivided under isreali sovereignty". The arab members

of the Knesseth have, of course, as often expressed their objection

- and usually they found support among some of their jewish colleagues

of the Left. One can regularly hear them voice in the press and on

the airwaves, that Jerusalem should be again divided; that Jerusalem

has never been a truly Single town; that the Arabs have a justified

Claim of ownership to at least the eastern half of Jerusalem. And for

good measure this group adds, that the long-suffering Arabs have never

enjoyed the same building rights and educational grants in Jerusalem

as the Jews; and that for these reasons alone they must be compensated

with the eastern half of Jerusalem. Yossi Beilin whom I have mentioned
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before, uttered the advice - when adressing the Bnei Brith in Washington

- that Palestinians should have "their own administration in their part

of Jerusalem'*,

He too appears to be straining for a Nobel Prize.

Whichever Jew is ready to give up, or even to redivide Jerusalem,

has no place in Israel; for if he does not feel like a Jew, he is not

a Jew. Israel would have no sense or meaning without all of Jerusalem.

Since some years now Israelis, and no less also Jews

everywhere, have not ceased to ask: will the Government

truly keep its solemn promise never to give up Jerusalem?

Will it resist the pressure, threats and temptations of

World opinion to give up Jerusalem ?

The fact, that these questions are at all asked,

is testimony to the intrusion of a creeping demoralization,

which could turn out to be the greatest danger to Israel

and the Jews.

'•' Only very few among the foreign governments ''friendly to Israel''

will agree with this country's a priori argument, that the Jews have

a right to their homeland; that it has been theirs since 3000 years;

that they have never given up these rights; that the League of Nations

has accepted the validity of the Balfour Declaration by which Britain

had granted the Jews a National Home in what was then called Palestine;

that the United Nations has confirmed the League of Nation 's decision;

that the UN has accepted and recognized the Jewish State; that the

Palestinians have already their own State in Jordan; that Britain had

after the war illegally transferred to the Hashemites 80% of the land

granted to the Jews in the Balfour Declaration; that there is no right

nor reason for another palestinian State to exist on Israeli soll; that

the World can hardly agree with the Moslems* argument, that Allah has

promised all the world to the Moslems.
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13.

Is there hope on the arab front ?

Israel can rightly say, that this is not the flrst tlme that history
appears to repeat itself; that the Situation it faces today is not new
in jewish history; that the Jewish People had to face a similar Situation
in the past. This was the occasion, when Antiochus accused Shimeon,
the Maccabean King, of having illegally occupied Jerusalem and the Land
of Israel, and the latter replied: "We have not occupied other people 's

land; nor have we taken the property of other people. We have only
taken back the inheritance of our ancestors, which had been unjustly
seized for a time by our enemies. We have grasped our opportunity when
it arose; and have reclaimed now our patrimony. With regard to Jaffa
and Gezer: these two towns were doing a great deal of damage among our
people and in our land..."

Neither is jewish nationalism a new development. It

has since long been a factor in jewish history. It led

to the Maccabean Revolt of 167-164 BCE against the syrian
Greeks; it led to the 66-73 CE revolt against Rome; it

led to the 115-117 war of Quietus; it led to the 135-137

CE revolt of Bar Kochba.

Alas ! there is hardly a hope, that the Arabs and their associates

will accept such an answer nor such an explanation from modern Israel;

nor that an otherwise all-round satisfying Solution will ever be found

for the problem regarding the property rights to the lands now making

up the State of Israel. An even somewhat satisfactory Solution can

only be possible, if the Moslems accept Israelis right to exist; if

the Israeli Arabs feel equal Citizens of Israel; if the Palestinians

share the cultural interests and the civil rights of the Israelis. But

I cannot see the Moslems of today at least ever take such a step; ever

make such a declaration; ever agree to such a State of collaboration

without any hedging. Nor can I see the mentality of the Israeli Jews

yet ready to Stretch out their band for a brotherly collaboration; nor

make room at their side for a fully equal coexistence.

Both sides are at fault for the continued Stagnation. The threat

to Israelis peaceful existence will, therefore, most likely continue

at least during this generation.

Israel is militarily the most powerful; economically the most

developed; technically the most advanced; economically the most efficient

entity in the Middle East. But this is not enough for it to survive.
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Israel cannot let itself be guided by utopian dreams of the kind T have

just now mentioned, Its main aim is to make sure of its survival in

the actual environment and under the actual conditions. This goal and

the Status quo can only be maintained; and the actual Situation will

only remain manageable, as long as Israel remains strong; as long as

Israelis friends stand by her side; as long as each Israeli Jew remains

conscious of his personal importance and responsibility for the fate

of his nation; as long as the Jews in the Diaspora will remain fully

involved with Israel; as long as all the Jews will remain conscious

of the importance Israel has for their own survival as Jews. And how

much they too are responsible for the survival of Judaism itself.

Israelis political parties of the Left offer - not surprisingly

,

I must say - a Solution of their own: that Israel should cede all the

territories it occupies since 1967 (and possibly since 1948). And they

add their utopian prediction, that such a gesture of goodwill will assure

the country a perfect peace for the future.

Apparently they do not realize that the Arabs count on destroying

Israel, and not on a modus vivendi with Israel. Apparently they do

not accept as logical the fact, that by ceding territories - and bringing

about thereby a Strategie reduction in depth - the defense of Israel

would be exposed to a great, possibly deadly danger; that thereby the

time will be reduced which the IDF requires in a crisis Situation to

mobilize its forces; that, given such circumstances, Israel would most

likely have to undertake one or more pre-emptive strikes. And they

should be aware of the axiom, that the security of its borders is a

prerequisite of a nation's sovereignty.

Israelis leftist politicians do not mind giving the
Golan back to Syria. Also the Military High Command has
apparently no objection. One cannot avoid the Impression,
that Outsiders are better informed - and possibly even
more concerned - about the looming danger than Israelis
civil and military leadership: the Chairman of the US Joint
Chiefs of Staff stated that "from the viewpoint of military
security, Israel is the only country in the world which,
in a comprehensive war, has no margin for error; and the
smallest mistake could cause her downfall and bring
disaster". He strongly advised Israel, never to give up
the Golan Heights.
In other words: for Israel to survive it must have the Golan.

The Golan did once belong to Syria, it is true. But should

not the Syrians have to pay the price for their aggression ? The Golan
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Heights are vital for Israel; as long as they are in Israelis hands,

a syrian attack against Israel would be virtually impossible. And I

am not so sure, that it is in America's interest to push Israel from

the Golan Heights.

The eagerness with which Israeli politicians deal with with Asad
of Syria makes them liable to blackmail. And Asad is a master in this
game, where even experience in bazar dealing and a Nobel Prize are of
no use. It is incomprehensible to me in any case that Syria should
be the one to make demands. And it is rather repugnant to hear the
cynicism with which Rabin and Peres have been referring to the Camp
David Agreement between Begin and Sadaat in order to exp=lain their
own never ending series of concessions, Nobody denies that this
Agreement was a mistake, a bad bargain, a mistake, but this does not
justify taking the errors of Camp David as a precedent to excuse the
bad and dangerous arrangements
with Arafat and Asad.

Individuais may take personal risks, but a responsible
government and a democratic government in particular, has
not the right to take risks. It should never forget that
it is the agent of the people which has entrusted the safety
and future into their hands. And a government cannot play
fast and lose with its people. If there is even a slight
threat or danger to the safety of the country, a government
has no right to take risks. No government can boast that
its doings are foolproof, especially not in the Middle
East, and especially not when so much personal ambition
is added, and so much venom is directed ad hominem against
the Opposition.

In the past Israel had been streng enough to fight on her own

the combined forces of Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq and the PLO.

But each of these countries is today supplied by either Iran and Saudia

- and in addition also by Europe and America - with the most modern

arms and provided with the appropriate training. Israel knows that

it can defend itself only with the help of America; that it requires

from there not only diplomatic but also technical and financial help.

Israel knows also, that it would be irrealistic to expect, that the

US will continue for much longer - or even to increase - the payments

it makes to Israel. Israel has since more than thirty years been under

constant american pressure; and it knows also, that the US has first

of all and above all its own interests at heart; and that there are

in the Middle East over 200 million Moslems who own much of the world's

oil and represent a huge market.

Israel is well aware, that facts and conditions have changed in

the last two decades or so; that also US policy changes with every new

Administration. The '^Roger Plan" demanded the more or less total retreat
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to the 1967 lines. In 1975 the Ford Administration declared that "..the

US has not developed a final plan. If so, any peace arrangement with

Syria must be predicated on Israel remaining on the Golan Heights".

In 1977 Carter 's Cyril Vance returned to the US' former policy. The

Clinton Administration urges Israel "to go down from the Golan", The

argument is, that the territory belongs to Syria.

Will it ever be possible for Israel to gain some degree of goodwill

from the neighbouring arab states, I am asking again ? Or at least

from the Palestinians in their adjoining independent State ? Israel

does and will do its best, I am sure. The will has always been there.

It depends only on the readiness and willingness of Israelis Arabs to

acknowledge Israelis sovereignty. It depends on their readiness to

accept Israelis existence.

They explain their negative attitudes with a list of complaints.

Some of these are certainly justified. Among these is their complaint

that they do not enjoy an equal Status with the Jews. But they alone

bear the responsibility for this Situation. Likewise justified are

their grievances about not enjoying the same advantages as the Israelis.

It is true that the inhabitants of the eastern half of Jerusalem, for

instance, have not always been receiving the same Services as those

living in the western part. But also for this the Arabs have to blame

themselves: had they not obstinately refused to take part in municipal

elections, they would have had an influential, possibly even a decisive

influenae on the policy-making proceedings of the Municipality . The

same applies to other towns in Israel, and - as I have already pointed

out before - also to the elections for the Knesseth.

Even so, the Arabs' Standard of living has dramatically improved

since they have come under Israeli rule. The most opulent houses in

Jerusalem belong to Arabs. Year in year out the Jerusalem Municipality

spends as much money on the eastern part of the city as on the western

half. Per capita this amounts to three times more spent on the Arabs

than on the Jews.

The arab sector of Jerusalem receives today truly excellent

Services and facilities of a kind it had never known before; certainly

not while it was in Jordan 's hands. Such Services do not exist in any

other arab town in the Middle East.

To give an example from the medical field: when in
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1967 Jerusalem was united, Government built the health

clinics in the Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood. No arab or

foreign donors paid for this. Nor was arab tax money used

for this. These clinics count today among the best in

the country. On an average they treat daily between

900-1000 patients. They are staffed by first-class arab

doctors and nurses who have graduated from Israel 's Medical

Colleges.

Israel had from the beginning made peace one of its main objects.

"Only a country that has never known peace could have attached so much

importance to that phrase", as Henry Kissinger said. Israel has since

its establishment sincerely and arduously pursued the establishment

of peaceful relations with its neighbours; and, as far as this was

possible, with the entire raoslem world. Not rarely has it offered

surprisingly generous concessions. In its search for peace and

recognition, Israel has proved its willingness to forget the mostly

unpleasant past. Nevermind that this very often demands from the

Israelis an amnesia for unforgivable historical facts. And equally

unfortunate is the loss of much self-respect which such Steps involve.

Still, the persistent endeavours have here and there shown some positive

results. But only time will show, whether the peace so far achieved

with Jordan and the Palestinians, for example, will truly be a peace;

will be a lasting peace; will not be the kind of "cold peace" which

exists with Egypt.

Most people in Israel are not optimistic, however.

I hear far too often Jonathan Swift 's quote, that "promises

and pie crusts are made to be broken". And Arafat 's never

ceasing call for a "long Jihad, a hard Jihad, an arduous

Jihad" - the tape of which Peres called a forgery but Arafat

himself acknowledged as genuine - as well as his constant

references to Muhammad 's breaking, when it was convenient,

the pact he had made with the jewish tribes, will hardly

contribute to the peace of mind of the average Israeli,

nor to the confidence of even the most optimistic Jew.

If there is anything the large majority of Israel agrees upon

as a helful Solution of at least most of the problems, it is the physical

Separation of Palestinians and Israelis, It is a secure fence separating

the two sides. It is the total Separation of the two sides. It is

the conviction, that Israel is much better off without the 1^ million

Arabs of Judaea and Samaria, of Gaza and the West Bank.

In all questions relating to a peace with Arab States, the State

of peace with Egypt is cited as a dangerous paradigm. I have on previous
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occaslons ventured my opinion about Israelis relationship with Egypt,

but it bears repeating. Israelis relationship with Egypt does not merit

to be called either a cold or warm peace. Nobody can in all honesty

describe the actual relationship with Egypt as a State of peace. At

best it is only an armistice. The tone is exclusively set by the

Egyptians. The Israeli ambassador is treated like a pariah while his

egyptian counter-part in Tel-Aviv is everywhere received as an honoured

guest; and is not even rebuked whenever he interferes in Israelis

internal politics. Egypt, however, ignores at best the Ambassador of

Israel. It does not even allow Israelis to participate in its fairs

and exhibitions. Egyptians are not allowed to visit Israel either as

tourists nor as businessmen. Egyptians are not allowed to take part

in any of the international congresses which regularly take place in

Israel. Egypt votes against Israel whenever it has an opportunit, be

it in the UN or in other other international gremia. It has been

revealed, that at the time the peace negotiations between Israel and

Jordan were under way, egyptian diplomats tried to dissuade the

Jordanians; and for good measure - with the promise of persuading Saudi

Arabia to invest in their countries - tried to induce South American

governments to close down their embassles in Jerusalem.

It seems to me that in Israel and abroad the Situation
is misinterpreted because peace movements in the Middle
East are compared with those in Europe or elsewhere. Nobody
should know this better than Hosni Mubarak, the President
of Egypt, who advised an Israeli Interviewer "...my friends,
you are not in Europe. Had you talked of a new Europe,
it would not have sounded too bad. But a new Middle East?"

It appears, that also among Israelis friends and foes the Illusion

is wanlng, that Israelis superior forces and better armament will keep

in check any military adventure Egypt may plan against Israel. For,

according to Avihu Bin Nun - Israelis former Airforce Chief - since

the Camp David Agreement Israel possesses no more the former qualitative

military superiority over its neighbours, because the Egyptians, Saudis,

Kuwaitis - in payment for not sabotaging the Camp David Arrangement

- are receiving from the Americans every advanced weapon System which

Israel receives. ''Worse still", Bin Nun says, "is the fact, that since

some time Israel often refrains from requesting a new kind of weapon

System less the Arabs too are supplied with it."

Military experts agree that Egypt is steadily arming. And this

can only mean that it is arming against Israel. But even if Israel
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thinks it can trust the commonsense and goodwill of Egypt's President

Hosni Mubarak, his position is shaky and his survival is endangered;

and it would be more than inappropriate to extend such a trust on any

of his eventual successors,

But still, the kind of "peace" in which Israel lives with Egypt

would appear ideal in comparison with the one eventually reached with

Syria.

I hear today again the Solution proposed, which in

his time the then Foreign Minister Aba Eban had offered;

the one which had been on the program of a group sailing

under the name of "Canaanites"; the one which I thought

had since long met the death it merits, viz:- that total

peace will come "only when we have organized ourselves

into the semitic region'' without feeling bound to, or

responsible for the Diaspora, with whom we have no affinity

nor blood-relationship. I am not going to go into a further

discussion of this idea and proposal, as I have dealt with

their essence already in one of the preceding chapters.

We have to face the fact, that Arabs and Jews are separated by

a wall of mutual hatred and distrust; which has increased over the years;

and which has not ceased to grow. The Israeli population is afraid

of the Palestinians, because these have proved themselves willing tools

in the hands of the Hamas leaders who stay safely in the background

while zombie-like boys blow themselves up,

There is in addition also a great area of misunderstanding which

separates these two ethnic entities in Israel. The Jews from their

side - let us concede - have made little if any effort to bridge this

Separation. They could and should have done so in time. They could

and should have done so in the earlier years of the State. They should

at least have made an effort to do so. Israel has, in addition, from

the beginning committed the unforgivable mistake of not including in

the school curriculum the study of arab culture and customs. Neither

has Israel thought it important to educate the young Israelis in the

basic tennets of Islam. Nor has Israel ever bothered to make the

learning of the arabic language obligatory in all schools.

Here originates much of the dissent between Arabs

and Jews. In view of Israelis political, social and

demographic Situation it should have been unimaginable

that Israelis do not also speak arabic; that Israelis do

not know the basic principles of Islam; that Israelis are

not familiär with the Arabs' customs and culture. Except

for those who were born in an arab country, none of the

politicians or other leaders in Israel speaks, or at least
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sufficiently understands, spoken arabic.

From this self-inflicted deficiency; and from the great härm it

has done, Israel will suffer for a long time to come.

But nobody can deny, that Israel has entered with goodwill and

honest Intention - possibly also free of preconceived ideas and certainly

without openly stated preconditions - into negotiations with Jordan,

her former enemy, even though Israelis cannot have forgotten - and must

still feel bitter about - the total destruction of the Jewish Quarter

in the Old City of Jerusalem, Israelis cannot have forgotten that

Jordan, during the 19 years it occupied the Old City of Jerusalem, has

destroyed the 58 synagogues which had functioned there; has desecrated

the jewish cemetries on Mount Olives, The Israelis cannot have forgotten

either, that Jordan had expelled from the Old City all Jews it had not

killed; that Jordan had issued the order that no Jew is allowed to

reside, or even to visit Jordan, But for the sake of peace Israelis

have buried all these memories wholeheartedly and eagerly. They have

honest ly and truly welcomed their Government *s peace moves towards

Jordan, feeling assured that the jordanian King and his government are

honest in their quest for peace,

However ! Even though the israeli-jordanian peace treaty has

been welcomed by the vast majority of Israelis; even though most are

convinced that among all the neighbouring states Jordan is the only

arab country whose intentions can be trusted, also the peace with Jordan

can by no means called absolutely and totally secured. Considering

the realities in the Middle East; and in view of a large sector of

Jordanians opposing any peace with Israel, nobody can ever be sure,

whether a peace treaty will remain valid for long. And thus nobody

can predict, whether the peace with Jordan - after all the concessions

Israel has made in territory and water sources; and after all the

financial bonus the US has dropped into King Hussain's lap - will really

be a sincere peace; will remain a true peace.

Israel has in the peace treaty conceded more than
Jordan could at best have expected. Had the Jews in Israel
- or even in the Diaspora - been consulted, they would
hardly ever have agreed to these concessions. However,
one thing is sure: Israel cannot be blamed should the
peaceful relations with Jordan sour; or should it at best
turn into the kind of peace which exists between Egypt
and Israel.
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However, many Israelies have a major objection against the peace

treaty with Jordan: the Israel Government 's cession of all its rights

to the Temple Mount, the holiest place in Judaism, It has greatly

surprised me, that even Rabbi Obadia Joseph, the spiritual and Virtual

head of the Shas Party, and for some time the ultra-orthodox partner

In the coalition Government led by the Labour Party, has agreed to this

deal. These very orthodox people, like Rabin 's own secularist followers,

appear to be satisfied with the ''Wailing Wall", the paradlgm of a

pseudo-holy place.

Only time will show, whether by giving in and giving

up Israelis Government has committed a blunder, if not a

sin, which will be very difficult, nay impossible, ever

to correct. Except perhaps by the Messiah. Until then

one thing is certain: future generations will not forgive.

Similarly risky - to me in its over-generosity inconprehensible

- appears the Government of Israelis dealings with the Palestinians.

Even though its mistrust for Arafat and his PLD cannot have in the

slightest abated, Israelis leaders dealt with them in an open, honest

and supportive way. This, I am certain, is wrongly interpreted by Arafat

and his people. Ihey cannot but think this kind of Israeli policy as

the result of their own clevemess, - \^^ich will stimulate them to take

unwarranted risks; or as evidence of Israeli gullibility, will make

them make more and more demands. Arafat, whose position in the

palestinian make-up had been quite shaky - has been given a boost and

has Seen his authority restored. He has also gained many other

unexpected advantages. He has quite clearly outmaneuvered the Israeli

side, because he knew the psychology of Peres and Rabin; because he

was aware of their ambitions; and because Peres was determined to make

the Israelis see Arafat surrounded by a shiny halo.

In the first year foUowing the affixation of the signatures on

the Oslo Agreemait of September 1993, nearly a hundred Jews were killed.

Ihe number was more than double that of the preceding year. I am not

a military expert; I have to rely on what the majority of experts in

Israel and abroad have to teil us: that the concessions Rabin and Peres

have with the consent of their cabinet ministers made to Arafat - and

worse still those they are granting Syria*s Hafez al Asad - are liable

to endanger the very existence of Israel.
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It is not so much a dispute than a tragedy, that in the Israel-

Arab Conflict both sides thirik their own claiins justified and not those

of the other side. And this difficulty is compounded by the reality,

that the opposing Claims are totally irreconciliable. About forty,

posibly even fifty years ago - i.e. when Arabs and Jews first met head

on - chances for a conciliation, and conditions for an understanding,

were nore favourable. In those early years it might have been possible

for the two peoples to come to a true and binding agreement. But this

opportunity was destroyed the momoit the conflict between the Jews and

the Arabs was tumed into an important pawn on the checkerboard of world

politics; the moment the Ayatolahs and I^ulvis took over the rule in

the name of a religion which makes them responsible only to Allah.

It is quite evident, that the number of terrorist groups driven

by religious rather than political zealotry is on the rise. And the

continuation and the nourishing of this conflict have nowadays become

an indispensable prop in the endeavours of the autocratic arab rulers

to maintain their power.

Wide circles seem to think, that economic insufficiency is, if

not a sine qua non at least an important factor for inducing the

F^lestinians to indulge in terrorism. No doubt, the palestinian economy

is sick and - in view of the rieh arab states abstaining from providing

the moneys needed - much tine will be required for its starting even

on its path to recovery. Fhlestinians had fonnerly a good reputation

as workers, teachers, Clerks, doctors. They found well-paid employment

in iTüSt arab states. Nowadays this is no wore the case. Ihis is not

only due to the persisting anijnosity against the Fklestinians because

Arafat was on the side of Saddam Hussain during the Gulf \^hr, but because

the I^lestinians have become more radicalized; because they mix terror

with religious duties. The autocratic arab regijiES are afraid na>^ of

the radicalized Fhlestinians.

And for siniilar reasons it has come about, that the palestinian

workers have eliminated themselves also from Israelis labour market.

Ihe non-palestinian workers brought to Israel from abroad are certainly

no less efficient in agriculture, in construction, in the restaurants.

Ihey are not even more expensive than the Fhlestinians. And they will

certainly not engage in Sabotage. Nor will they think it their duty

to kill Jews.
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Even the Bedouins of Israel, who so far had been
reliable Citizens of Israel, have become radicalized.
They have become more religiously engaged; and this means
they too do now incline to fundamentalism. For example:
the bedouin town Rehab had in 1988 only one mosque where
hardly 50 people came for prayers on Fridays. Only seven
years later there are five mosques usually packed with
worshippers.

Everybody agrees, that it is important for the Palestinians to

gain economic sufficiency; but to the Israelis the lives of their

children is much more important,

The political aspect of the adversity against Israel, so eagerly

and righteously cultivated everywhere in moslem countries; and also

so assiduously maintained by most of the democratic world at large -

combined with the never exhausted pool of international antisemitism

- have in recent years to some degree been less noticeable; or are at

least less openly manifested, since Israel has entered into "peace-

dealings" with her neighbours. India, China and a number of Third World

countries have overome the tabu their sympathy for, or their business

interests in, the arabs states, had erected against relations with

Israel. Also the arab boycott is losing some of its carious teeth.

Even relations with the US seemed to be friendlier than ever. But this

should not lead us to assume, that the eternal threat to Israelis

existence has grown less.

Let US not hesitate to teil ourselves, that Israelis dependency

on the US is also its strength. I think I am not mlstaken in my

Impression, that Israel and the Israelis have been greatly surprised

- possibly even shocked - when the eventuality was aired in the american

Congress, that the infinite continuation of the longstanding reciprocally

advantageous relationship with America should not be taken for granted;

and that - in the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Empire -

Israelis usefulness to the United States' eastern strategy and policy

has now been vastly reduced if not eliminated. No less worrysome is

to Israel and the Israelis the support the American Government gives

the syrian claim to the ownership of the Golan Heights, and to the

Palestinians to their claim to at least half of Jerusalem. It is

fortunate, that Israel continues to enjoy, even under the changed

circumstances, much sympathy and great support in Congress and among
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most of the people of America. And Israel learned with gratitude, that

also the Republican Senators and Representatives in Congress have

declared their Opposition to a continuation of the policy of Bush and

Baker; and that they have promised to continue the US Government 's

Support for Israel,

But does this mean, that Israel will be able to remain
in possession of the Golan Heights ? And can Israel, in

case it is deprived of the Golan, survive without this
vital line of defense ? The occasion in Tiberias is
engraved on my mind, when Guenther Scholl saw the Golan
Heights and spontaneously exclaimed: "You must never give
up that mountain ränge".

Everybody - whether expert or not - will point out, that the income

and livelihood of the Palestinians has become dependant on Israel. In

the past they had a good reputation as workers and it was not difficult

to fit them into Israelis economy, though at a lower level. But this

is no more the case. The palestinian worker is no more as reliable

as before, and not as trustworthy. This regrettable change has led

to an increased estrangement between the two sides, which strengthens

the negative attitude of the Israelis, steadily feeds the resentment

of the Palestinians, and nourishes their mutual hatred. In other words:

the prognosis has worstened still more.

Will the great mutual hatred between Jews and Arabs, which has

accumulated over the years, ever cease ? Or will it continue to grow

and fester still more ? The Palestinians are taught from childhood

on, that Jews are not a nation; that they have no right on and in Israel;

that it is the Moslem' s duty to Allah to liberate Jerusalem and Palestine

from the clutches of the Jews. It is discouranging, even frightening,

to hear small arab children repeat the hate-slogans they learn from

the adults; with which they are bombarded in the mosques; and with which

they are most likely also indoctrinated in their schools. When these

children grow up, they will find it only natural to strive and work

for the destruction of Israel.

And it is no less depressing to hear - following one of the

frequent terrorist acts - old and young Jews shout "Death to the Arabs".

They all - these kinds of Arabs and these types of Jews - may

be of great danger for the survival of Israel.
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Will Israeli society, which has been traumatized by the excesses

of the extremist Islamists, ever adjust to a normal existence ? Will

it be able to forget and collaborate in the knowledge that it has not

sinned less ? Will Israelis possibly judge all they live through as

a test ? Will Israel ever live in peace ? Or will it have to be

satisfied with a Situation, where it has to keep its military strength

superior to that of all the arab states combined, in order to deter

its enemies from attacking ? Will it have to nurse, and even increase,

its nuclear power ?

I am afraid the answer to most all these questions has to be in

the affirmative. I see that such a policy will remain the guideline

also for the future. The deciding factor, however - next to the nation^s

military power - will always be the moral fortitude of the Israeli

people, as I have repeatedly underlined.

Will the time ever come when the Arabs - and with them the entire

moslem world - agree, that Israel has a right to exist ? And in

addition, that the Jews have the right to call Israel their homeland

and Jerusalem their own ? The arabian fantasy - with justification

so very famous because of its incongruity - has been working overtime.

The Arabs claim, that they are direct descendants of the Jebusites and

Canaanites, the ancient peoples who had built the original Jerusalem;

and that the Jews of today are preposterous in their claiming to be

descendants of the original Isralites. The Moslems* wise researchers

and clever anthropologues have discovered, that today 's Jews are in

reality a people made up of various races and origins, who once upon

a time - and at a far later than the biblical stage - have converted

to Judaism.

I am reminded of the late Dr. Khedouri's explanation

of the Arabs' attitude to realities. The immediate military

successes Islam enjoyed in the 7th and 8th centuries, he

said, gave the Moslems the Impression, that Allah was

fighting on their side. Similarly the predominance of

large oil deposits in arab domains must have confirmed

them in their conviction, that they are beloved by Allah,

and that they have a mission to fulfill. This must have

formed their opinion, that all non-Moslems are inferior

to them. This must be the cause why they have never taken

an interest in other cultures. This must be the reason

why they do not take the aspirations of other peoples into

account. This must be the explanation why they are not

interested in democracy.
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And this must be the reason, why they create fantasies to explain

away Historie facts. Thus - in what appears to be the first shot against

the Christian world - the Moslems now maintain Jesus to have been a

palestinian Arab. This made them also invent a new people, to which

they gave the name Palest inians; a name v/hich properly belongs to the

Jews, It is equally a fantasy - born from disdain for truth and human

intelligence; and is a distortion by political considerations - that

Jerusalem is the third holy place in Islam; that it is the craddle of

Islam; that it had once been the capital of an ancient arab Palestine.

On the basis of this fantasy the "Jerusalem 3000 Festival" is attacked

by moslem states; is boycotted by much of Europe; is avoided by America.

The main base on which the Moslems^ claim to Jerusalem
rests, is a tradition that their Prophet Muhammad had a

Vision once, in which he started his ride into the heavens
from the AI Aqsa Mosque on the Temple Mount. But his place
of departure has never been clearly named in the Qu 'ran;

and the Aqsa Mosque was built 650 years after Muhammad *s

death; and before that it had been a byzantine church !

To my mind this confirms more than anything eise, that the Arabs

and Moslems could well do with a more complete secular education. Their

World is built on conformity and consonance, It is a world where

Opposition can express itself only in militancy; and where criticsm

is heresy, It makes it impossible for them to accept even what is the

obvious truth; and they have not the leaders who would ever care to

teil them the truth.

And again I cannot avoid going on with my asking: will the actually

existing conflict Situation ever be eliminated ? Will the Arabs ever

be ready to accept facts which conflict with their legends ? Will

they ever recognize the truths which disagree with their fantasies ?

Will they ever distinguish the realities which contradict the hearsay

in circulation ? In other words: will there be ever true peace in our

region ? In other words still: will the moslem world ever be modernized

in all its layers ?

The number of Moslems is increasing also in the West, not only

by Immigration or fertility but also by the conversion of elements who

seek an anchor for their religiosity, but have been repulsed by what

they had known before. More and more mosques are built abroad. A decade

ago there was only one mosque in Holland; now there are three hundred
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of them. It is estimated that there are today K2 billion Moslems in

the World. The number of Fundamentalists and the degree of their

extremism show constant growth. With the expanding influenae of the

islamic extremists there is no hope, that the oxisLing State of affairs

among Moslems; that their Stagnation in modern culture and development,

will soon come to pass. Even though the ideology of Hamas; and even

though the program of the other terrorist groups, who - indoctrinated,

financed and nourished by Iran and Sudan - kill in the name of Islam;

and even though the radical movement s which dictate the policy today,

have in truth nothing in common with Islam, their violence is sweeping

now through all the north-african countries.

Talking about Fundamentalism, let me mention that also Christian

fundamentalism, placed on the political right, has grown in strength,

It has turned no less aggressive than that of Islam. In the US it wants

to give religion a greater role in the schools; it wants Christianity

to have more impact on public life; and - riding on the back of its

actual political advantage - it wants to gain power also in the political

arena. It is our luck, that this Christian fundamentalist movement

is very supportive of Israel.

The Christian Right refers its politics to the Bible,
but its Spiritual and religious directives not always follow
the ethics outlined in Scripture; it often neglects the
fact that the basic demand of religion, the Christian
included, is the equality of man in whatever circumstance.
However, without unfavourably criticising the Christian
Right whenever we feel affected because in its wake
antisemitism has in many parts of the States been awakened;
and without negatively reacting to the right-wing extremism
and Isolationist wing in american politics who invoke
populist bigotry including anti-jewish attitudes, let us
always keep in mind, that whatever affects or harms the
US; that whatever changes take place in the US, will one
way or other very likely affect also Israel. And whereas
Christian teaching has been and is a very important factor
in the creation, the degree, the spread and the maintenance
of antisemitism, the growing trend to remove the barrier
which has for the last 200 years separated Church and State
in the US, should be of great concern also to the Jews
of Israel.
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U.

Does the Tsraoli's character assure Israelis survival ?

Those who sit back and resignedly declare that fundamentally and

in principle nothing much has changed over the centuries, even over

the millennia, may be somehow not too wrong. We pos^3ess Jcnowledge one

would never have thought possible, it is true, and iiave acquired now

technical capabilities \/hich estonishces even the most sophisticated

snob.; but v^^e are much the victins of our human weaknesse.'i; are as much

the slaves of our vices and faults; are as much exposed to man's cruelty

and selfishness; and are as helpless when confronted by natura 's

unrestrainable forces, as ever before.

At no time does manklnd enjoy today a satisfactorily relaxed life;

and nowhere is it granted a peacefully secured existence. Our's is

not a happy and peaceful world. I will go even so far as to say, that

in these our days we .^ace a world more vulgär and harsh, more evil and

hostlle, more violent and crude than previous generations ever had to

face. Modern western culture is deteriorating due to a gro^ving rate

of illegitimacy ; due to a combinatlon of drugs and iiomicide; due to

a low g^ade education; due to family breakups and the growth of welfare

needs. Uneasiness reigns among the peoples; barriers exist between

the societies; tension is never absent between the countries; and

jealousies mar the coexistence of the nations. Even more than that:

one senses a hidden fear lurkiag everywhere underneath the surface.

As most of the -./orld to degree or other does, we too

have to measure our security and future by what goes on

in the US, how the US reacts, what worries the US. We

take notice how apprehensive the US is about its future
generation. It is especially uneasy with, and fearful

of, its black population. In America - jf which alone

I have at th'.s moment the statistics - homicidal death
is the by far leading cause of death among black children.
From 1960 to 1991 the rate of homicide death among children
under the age of 19 has more than quadrupled. Each year

about 1300 children are killed either by their parents
or a near relative. From 1985 to 1992 alone the homicide
rate for young white males w*3nt up by 50%; but it tripled
for young black males. In the sa:.ie period the suicide
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imong children h.as tripled. The rate of birth by teenagers

has doubled. Today 30% of all bi-ths, and 70% of ^11

black births, are illegitimar:e. "Legions of american

children are growing up withojt fathers, with children

for parents, in neighbourhoods so dangerous that they

can only hope to m.ike ±t through the weok, rather than

plan for the future'', says an editorial in the New Yorlc

Times.

These statistics are not and do not apply only to the Ameri':a.

Without exception all the world is v/orried and uneasy about what the

future may bring. The Japanese are uneasy with, and fearful of, the

growing economic and military strength of their neighbours. With a

similar apprehension the soviet successor states look at Mother Russia

posturing as 'iheir self-appointed guardian. For similar reasons Israel

is uneasy. Tt reacts defensively to the threats incessantly pouring

from the islamic world. And the islamic world itself is uneasy with,

aad fearful of, the islamic-fundamentalist movements it harbours.

But these are not the only sources and outgrowths of the fear which

is gripping the world of today. There are many more.

There is, for iastance, not a country in the world where the

complaint is not heard that marriages are no more of the same quality

as before.

This I find fittingly expressed ia a cartoon I saw,

in which one young adult said to the other: "it is only

marriage I am proposing after all, and not a lifetiTie

committment".

I would not kno^/ of a country - at least in the democratic West

- which is not worried about the increasing crime "ate within its

borders; and about the criminals from abroad who are active on its soil.

To use a comparison from the realm of medical pathology: crime spreads

as if carried by a coataglous virus. It affects and infects mostly

the youth. American statistics are truly frighteniag, as I have just

now pointed out. The number of drug addicts goes on increasing. With

the Israelis Imitat ing everything american, we can expect soon also

Israel to show this trend.

And deep inside every nation^s subconscious layers there is - only

for the first tiiae openly conceded during the "Bosnia Embroglio" - the

disappointment that the United Nations Organization, which had been

created to bring about peace, order and rela<ation betwen natioas and

countries, has turned out to be a total failure. Is it a wonder,
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therefore, that the goodwill originally poured into its foundations

has soured ?

What is going to happea ? What will be the outcome ? Will some

kind of an explosion relax this tension and remove these fears ? Alas,

I better do not talk so flippantly about explosLons, when in our days

marderous explosions are more frequent than ever.

Ho.v^ does this actual State of the world affect Israt-l ? Has Jewry

cause to worry ? Does the environment in which Israel finds itself

to be seen as a dangar zone for Israel 's survival ? Or at least ar,

a contributing factor to the never abolished danger ?

Israelis, especially in times the economy flourishes,

strive to adopt \N^hatever is trendy and fashionable in

the World. Their care for the common good, on the other

band, has become greatly reduced. The Israeli is today

more interested In enjoying the advantages of the open

market economy; in benefitti.ig from the easie- available

travel arrangemeats; and in making use of all the other

facilities available to the consumer society wiich Israel

has become,

By all means ! Let Israel, along with other developed countries

take part in, and benefit from the changing cycles of economic wellbelng;

but it should never permit itself to slacken its cautlon aid precautions,^

nor to guard its good name; nor to slacken in the supervision of the

quality of what it commercially produces.

And let Israel carefully watch and weigh the fact,

that the global economic centre is shiftlng to Asia; that

Asia is getting richer while the West is getting poorer.

It can be taken for granted that in not too long a time

China, Malasia, Indonesia, South Korea will be ruling

the World economy. They will certainly not be handicaped

by western scruples. Israel will have to make every effort

to fit into the new world.

And Israel will have to take all precautions not to inflict social

injustice on its own people. Will Lt avoid developing the narrowed

Vision which affects many othar countries ? Will it be one of the

countries which do not see the disadvanged in their society ? The

economy is booming at the moment; the building industry is flourishing;

new Shopping malls are added, but the working class is getting poorer

while the basinessmen are getting richer; while the twons get dirtier;

and while the ecology is threatened.

One of the Israeli societies which care for the wellbeing of the
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chiLd reported in 1995, that more than 125 000 children suffer from

malnutrition. An international survey revealed, that israeli. children

are ne<t to the irish ones the poorest in the western \/orld.

Bituach Le^um:., the National Insurance Institute, reports that

at least 200 000 families - of which 80 000 are single-parents households

- have fallen below the poverty line;

that at least 100 000 elderly people subsist on li.ttle or no

Pension;

that more thai 300 000 Israeli Citizens were eueren tly facing

criminal persecution, and possibl^ imprisonment , as a result of debts

they have incurred or loans they have signed on as guarantors;

that some 132 000 Citizens have been barred from the bankiag

System because they can no longer balance their checking accounts;

that people on fixed income cannot afford to pay for basic public

Utilities like phones and buses;

tha*: underemploymeat and large pockets of uuemploymeat have

impo'^erished isolated de/elopment towns, caravan villages and entire

neighbourhoods

.

•

However, having said all this; and having mentioned the many factors

which may have a negative effect on Israel and indirectly on the jewish

World, I have to repeat myself and State again my firm conviction, that

these trends and fashions, these weaknesses and faults do in reality

not matter; that Judaismus futw^e greatly depends on, and that Israelis

fate will b.=^ largely decided by, the moral quality of the jewish society

as a whole. And that it depends even more on that of each and every

individual Jew. The moral calibre and fortitude of the Jews are the

considerations which I see as one of the Main pre-conditions for Israelis

continued existence and Judaism's survival. These are the reflections,

and this is the viewpoint and the angle, which induce me to make the

attempt to view - and in the following pages to review - Israelis chances

for survival.

Lawlessness of the exteat; felonies of the severity; and crimes

of the brutality so common in the States and in other western countries,

are fortunately unknown in Israel, even though the country is not always

spared, as is shown by the case of the two pre-teeaage boys who killed

a taxi driver "just for fun".

Israeli society has been greatly shaken by this latter
event. Israelis had never thought such a case possible
in Israel, Now one dares not anymore exlude simllar.
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formerly impossible thought crimes like those conimitiied

by Susan Sinith and the Menendez boys. Though unjustlfied,
this fear will, hopefully, remove Israelis and Israelis'
trend to complacency and bring home to them.; that they
are not immune to such kind of crimes; that it is an

illusioa to thlnk they are a different people iisofar
as such types of crimes neve^ happen among Jews; anil that
this will free th^ educational and. instances from the

Illusion, that this was a Single event not an indication
that Israelis and Jews too are affected by the universally
ongoing decerioration of morals«

However, I venture to say - basing nyselF m.iin^'.y on what I learn

from personal contacts and from the newsmedia - Israelis youth is, in

comparison vith that of other western countries, less lawless and more

rescraiaed. T dare to exp^ain this difference with the inborn, home-

transmitted and family-bred morality, which is activated e/en in the

Jew least conscious of his Je»vishness. I further explain this fact

with the strong family bonds among Jews^ whAch will never be totally

torn. I e):plain this phenoMen further with the Jew's higher developed

coascience; with his trad Ltionally transiiitted conscience; with his

stronger functioning conscience* It is not a conscience enforced from

oatside or froa abo/e. It is not the conscience enforced on the

iidividial by party politics. It is not the conscience created by an

ideological indoctrination. It is not the !cind of conscience which

the Church had in inedieval times forced on the Christians wLth the help

of torture and fire. It is not the kind of conscience which the Church

continues to make grow in the individual by the threat of hell and

brimstone. And, finally, it is neither the kind of doctrinaire

conscience, which contiiues to dominate human society in the islamic

countries of the Middle Ea.st, where - to ensure an orderly conduct of

thei." affairs - State and religious authorities make use of their Immense

power to exert unrestricted control over its Citizens' and followers'

conduct.

What I have written just now was iaspired by my having
boen thinking of the unique jewish coascience, whicii is

based on adherence to the specific jewish ethical laws
and commandments, which are enveloped in the specific
jewish tradition; and which are eacapsalated in the
specific jewish history. And I was thinking of the passage
in Deuteronomy, when Moses lectu:*ed the Israelis while
still on the other side of the Jo:'dan River: ".•..and
thou shalt remember all the way the Lord had led thee
those ^orty years in the wildernss, to humble thee, to
test thee, to know what was in thy heart".

Judaismus survival depends - as I have pointed out at various tlme^ 3
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and will never c:ease to underliae again and again - on the Jews never

wavering awareness of their Jewishness, And Esi'ael's assu-ed sar\^ival

will always be intimately associated with tha qualLty of its jewish

core.

I base my hope. that Israel will for a long time to come sarvive

physically strong, culturally deepened and universally beneficial; and

I jus::ify my positive outlook and optimisti-: expectations of Judaism's

survi/al wLth a bright fu'iure, on my positi/e evalaation of what I know

of the boys and girls of the actua\ genaration; on the scale I judge

Israelis human material; and, u lashamedly, on my hope how ':he future

jewish generatlons will grow and de/elop.

Watching and observing the yomg people of Israel I claim to be

fiilly justified ia my optimism. And particularly in the conduct of

the promising elements among our youti do I see our people 's ethical

gaidelines reflected. In them I sease traislated into reality Judaismus

Claim, that it rests on a great cul'ural basis; that the Jev>^s are

jistified to boast of their uiieradicable ethical past; that the Jews

can assert aever - evan in times of great dangers, aot e/en when uader

great provocations - to have abaadoned their moral steadfastness; that

we :nay expect to sae, how our ethical values will always forn an iategral

part of, and will always be extended into, ojr basic national hopes

and aspirations.

And it is my fervent wish and prayer, that we shall always remain

vigilant to ward off temptations leading to moral slackness; that we

shall always be awa^e of the threats facing our ethical heritage; tha*:

we shall al'vays remain consciDus of the weaknesses in oar character;

that we shall always detect in time what may imperil our decency; that

we shall always resist the inducements which might sedace us to leave

the straight path.

The IDF, Israelis Army, which every fit boy aid girl
has to join at the age of eighteen, makes a /aluable
contributLon to the maintenance of the high moral level
in Israel 's society. The Army - expected not only to

defend the country but also to serve as an educational
medium - has taken it upon itself to fill in the nany
lacunae in the recruits' education; and to erase, by the

experience its soldiers share, the differences between
poor and rieh; between native and Immigrant.

Howe/er, having said all this on turning my optLmistic view of

Israel towards the light; and having aired my sincere aid honest, my

optimism-born opinion aid e<pe( tatlon of Israel's inner strength and
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of Judalsm's assurei survival, t^uth aid honesty denaid of me also,

that I turn and e^pose now the country's shadowy side; that I do lot

omit to .:nention the larking dangers; that I do not hesLtate to point

to the negative factors, with ^hich Israel has to straggle,

AU the hopes and ^ishes I have liaed up; all the prognostications

and dlagnoses I ha/e presented, may turn sha'cy under the strain caused

by the political, social and cultural diff -rentials vhich are de/elopiag

in Israj^l^s society. Es/ea though Israelis economy has all through the

last few years been steadily growing and strengthening, the Treasury

reports that year by year the gap between rieh and poor is vr.doning.

Israel can boast of large sector of very rieh peopTe.

But the gap betvy^een the rieh and the poor is among the

highest in the world. in Israel the ««v^age dif ferential

between the top and bottoia salaries is 1:30, while in

Swedsn and No' way it is 1:4. The /isible l.i«- ( 7 in housing

appear to gi/e the l.ie to the poor State of the eeonomy.

l'wonder, how many have aehie/o^l their luxury hörnen, ears,

iravel expenses by rightful means; or whether oa their

)^a, that is, and not by po^^erful beaefits from government.

Those who have aecumulated so-Tie degree of a fortune beloag, as a

rule, to the aew generation vhieh has growi up in freedo.a; whieh exeells

in. detennination and sklll; whieh faces th^ .v-,rld vith da-ing and luek,

The large seetor of th;? less enter prising aid less fortunate Israelis

is fnade ap of the inereasingly enlarging seetor of ag-ing people; and

is augment'Mi by new inimigrants who ha/e not yet found a place in the

free ecoaomy, or at least not a nirhe in the Job ma-ket.

Also the majority among the veteran Israelis belong

to the fiianeially less favoured. T'.c-y had arr .v:-»d as

/.ionist pioaeers without aiy property, and have since

not aecumulated any. There is the additional reasj^i why

these Veteran Citizens are less in tha p^^cunia-y limelight:

most of them live still in one of the 283 kibbutzim. There

they feel happy and not out of place, beeause they eontinue

to li/e and work for their ideal, for the building of

ai egalita^ian society.

Israelis aever had it as good as no^/u Notwil/i.staading what I said

abo/e about the economy of t:v- country, they are eolleetively rieher

thaa they ever were. They a^e richer on ai average thai the Citizens

of many a de/elopei country, than f )r instance Portugal, Spai 1 and Italy

Th3 namber of veh.'.cles on the streets of Israel has dDübled in the last

5-6 years.

The inore wealth the Israeli o\ms, the bigger the lutury

ca- he drives. It is more distarbi.ig than impressive
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thni: the fifty luxary Jaguars, imported on a special
llcense, have heen sold within a Tioath at a price of up
to SIV^O 000 each - at about the saiae prlce of a 3-4 room
apartmeat.

Whenever the economy in Israel is showin^ signs of inpr^via^ --

this, as also elsewhere, happens usually ' n v/aves - the aever domant

Ts. aell^s self-assurance, s If-assert ion and self-c niieredness will

re/eal themselves to a large Jegroe, aud will explode into an increased

consumption on all fron*:s. And not vi':e versa, as should normal ly be

the case. Half of "^^faelVs population spends its vacation abroad,

Israel has a great numbar of sapermarkets aad Shopping malls; and these

o^erflow with imported goods at prices which vould h..v> cause! a -hudder

Q'jt so long ago; of a Vind, whlch woald not even have been heard of

a few years ago- ?rit what is offered - aad eagerly bought - is not

differen" from the quality of Lsrdel" produce; aad is produ::ed ia Israel

Qow and available at a mach cheaper price.

Is.-aeli tourists tur i ap in nasses abroad. And nel::her they nor

anybi^dy eise has any doubt, that they are not l'ced, b i" are welcome

aviv ywhere for the moaey they spea^. They are strongly at'.tracted by

Casiaos wher- they ca i ;jamble. In fact, when working on their travel

plans, mrmy are knovn to select 0)1/ a place which boasts of a ca-ilno.

No wonder that thera is so mach pressure to hav-^ casiaos establis ;ed

also i 1 s .me of the '.. tels in Israel.

But Lt seems to me, oa hearia^ a-id watchiii^ "he Israelis, thal:

the graa'ir wellbeing aad the g^ater oasumption do not mean also i

greater happiness. I may ev,j .. ;ay, no happiness at all.

I canno*: a/oLd the impressio u that the a^/erage Israeli liros

for the day; thal: he does a;»t care for the futurü; thal: he ! )es not

even think o* '-.hf* f iture. His horizon '.r» limited by his personal

interests; ait hsi ' )es not like to get in/olved i.Ji aayt'ung beyond that

ränge. He leaves everything to ''them" in the g^verament ov in his

poli.tLcal pa^ty. Whea he e;cp'-s3es a political opinioi h- ' saally

does so ifi a very forceful and aggress*. /e way; aid ^hei he expres ;'^^

a favourab'e opiaion ah;>ut a fellow-politic Inn or e-v-ea i fellow-citizea

- I canaot avoi.d thinklfig that he is ia danger of bitiag the to-igae

he jceeps in his cheek.
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As I Said already, all my apprehension may due to my inexperience

in such matters. Except for these last twenty odd years that I live

in Israel, there has been only one time when I experienced a closed

jewish Society, what one may call a jewish Community. This was during

the last war, when I was confined along with my family, to the Internment

Camps in Purandhar and Satara. But there it was not difficult for me

to avoid getting involved in the petty quarreis, which can be taken

as normal" among the tense and unhappy people confined to a prisoner

camp. In my "home-town*' Oberhausen I had been too young to care about

the Community *s problems; there I had so many other things to worry

about, so that it never came to my mind to take notice of what was going

on within the Community. Of course, I do not overlook the fact, that

also the Jews of Oberhausen had been under great stress during those

unpleasant inter-war years.

Therefore, in view of my limited personal experiences; and because

I have never indulged in sociological studies, I cannot judge whether

in any other jewish society the fermentation of so much hostility is

a common - or even only a '*not unusual Institution" - as among the Jews

restricted to those two prison camps I have known. Of course, I have

not overlooked, that during the years the war was raging in Europe and

Asia, all of us over there in India were under an extremely great and

neve ceasing pressure. Does such inner tension exist also in other

closed-in groups ? Do such cliques - so bitterly hostile to each other

- form also outside camps and prisons ? And even if this is so, do

the Jews more than others harbour more of such a trait ?

And should this indeed be the case, the question arises whether

this trait or tendency to hostility; whether these expressions of a

hardly repressed aggressiveness, have any connection with the high rate

of victims in road accidents in Israel; whether this aggressiveness

is reflected in the large number of accidents in the work places; whether

this aggressiveness is associated with the large number of women murdered

by their husbands; whether this aggressiveness has a relation with the

25 accidental deaths of soldiers, and with the 43 suicide cases in the

army during the year 1994 alone ?

I do not know - but I am apprehensive.

The jewish society in Israel is divided into many factions. More

often than not these are antagonistic to each other; and usually these

are more inclined to act in Opposition to, than to harmonize with, each

other. An observer wander ing through the streets of a town in Israel
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at any time of day or night; or listening to a discussion between friends

or strangers; or reading reports of cabinet or Knesseth meetings, will

easily find confirmation of what I have said. Whatever the theme of

a discussion between opposing Israelis may be, the tone is mostly acerbic

and the language usually lamentable. It is a common - and a commonly

accepted - habit of political opponents to verbally insult each other

personally or globally.

I could give many an example, but shall restrict myself
to two instances only: Yizhak Rabin and Shulamit Moni.
The former - whose language is more suited to a sergeant-
major than a government leader - openly accused Netanyahu,
the leader of the Opposition, to be "in cahoots with Hamas
and Jihad". Shulamit Moni - the controversial Minister
of Education and later of Communications in the 1992 Rabin
Government - on whom the Hebrew Union College thought
it appropriate to bestow the degree of Doctor Honoris
Causae - repeatedly accused the preceding Likud Government
of being "racist and fascist".

This is a purposeful and unforgiveable hurt in an Israel which is

sensitized to this kind of insults. After her appointment as Minister,

Moni was asked by a BBC Interviewer, what changes she expected the

new government to bring about in Israel. "Israel will at last learn

what democracy is", she replied, without reflecting, that her own career

and appointment were the best indications that Israel did not have to

learn from her about democracy. And on another occasion, in one of

her Knesseth Speeches, she enjoyed raising the ire of the religious

members by describing the friendship between the biblical David and

Yonathan as a "homosexual entanglement".

But political leaders are by far not alone in such
extravagancies. Some time ago advertisements and appeals
appeared over the signature of Lea Rabin, the wife of
the Prime Minister - along with that of Ephraim Sneh,
the Minister of Health - for "war against the country's
internal fascism which is threatening Israelis body
politic".

I can only explain such kind of behaviour - as well as the absence

of the most basic courtesy one has the right to expect from politicians

in a democratic country - by the fact, that the actual set of Israelis

politicians, whatever their party affiliation may be, who today dominate

the public stage in Israel, are still of that age group, which immigrated

from the stetls in Poland and Russia, respectively from the kasbas of

the Levantine countries. There the Jews had never known the meaning

of democracy; there the Jews had never experienced tolerance; there

the Jews saw in the powers in the hands of an even most minor official
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an enviable achievement ; and there the Jews had to learn, that offending

people from a position of strength had been the accepted privilege of

officialdom.

The Talmudic Sages said, that the First Commonwealth was destroyed

because of "the prevailing idolatry, along with the sexual license and

the wanton shedding of innocent blood"; and that the Second Commonwealth

was destroyed because of "the pervading Sinnat Chinam, the wanton or

baseles hatred" among the Jews.

Do we not repeat and relive, in this our Third Jewish Common

all the above mentioned negative Stigmata ? Will our fate be simi

to that of our ancestors ? Apart from the warnings of the talmudi

are there not innumerable instances in our own time which should b

home to us, that we have not learned from the mistakes our ancesto

have committed in their time ? And have we not to fear, that we m

be condemned to commit these same mistakes afresh; and will have t

the same consequences ?

Here is only one such instance: In the years 168-165 BCE the

Jews in the Land of Israel were exposed to the danger of total extinction

under the hellenistic occupation. They were fortunate to gain a decisive

victory over their far more powerful greek enemy. They reconquered

the Holy City and reconsecrated the Temple. Their victory and their

liberation the Jews have since remembered in the miracle legend of

Hanukkah. But the inner dissent which originally had invited their

enemies' Invasion, persisted within the ranks of the hasmonean hierarchy.

They lost all they had won by their victories - along with their throne

and their lives.

Similarly, in 1967 CE the Jews, living in the State of Israel, were

threatened by the surrounding arab states. Israelis survival and its

possible extinction were at risk. But Israel gained a decisive victory

over the six combined armies their arab enemies had assembled. The

Jews reconquered all of Jerusalem. And they resecrated the Holy City.

Will the Six-Day-War and the Yom Ha'azmauth remembering Israelis

independence, one day become the theme of a miracle story for the future

generations of Jews who have survived the destruction of Israel ?
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15.

Why IS religlon in all this not a helpful factor ?

When talking to the average Israeli it is not rare to hear him sooner

or later complain, that he does not feel comfortable with his personal

Status; that although Israel calls itself, with justification, a living

democracy, it is nevertheless a theocracy when it comes to the personal

rights an individual is granted in Israel; that since the inception

of the State the ashkenazi and sephardi Chief Rabbis of Israel - not

unlike the Vatican does in its sphere of influence - autocratically

control every facet of jewish civil life in Israel. I hear and read

so very often the complaint, that the way the Rabbinate strictly applies

the halachic rules to the day by day life of the Israeli Citizen, the

simple truth is ignored that we live in the twentieth Century; and that

the Rabbis' Interpretation of morality and duty is based on principles

which belong to the past; and that most all of their halachic rules

are hardly applicable in these our days.

The civil freedom of the Citizen in Israel is indeed
greatly restricted especially with regard to his rights
to arrange for a civi marriage. No civil marriages are
possible in Israel. Whoever cannot be married for any
of the halacic reasons, has to go abroad for this purpose.
Or arrange through a chain of attorneys a marriage by
proxy in Paraguay. In 1995 Israelis Minister of Religious
Affairs announced that more than 150 000 Israelis are
inelligible for marriage under jewish law.

Nobody can in all honesty object, that the direction, teaching and

supervision of Israelis religious-spiritual life is entrusted to the

two Chief Rabbis; neither, that next to the two Chief Rabbis of Israel

residing in Jerusalem, every town in Israel too has its twin set of

local ashkenazi and sephardi Chief Rabbis, who are appointed by the

respective local Religious Councils. But it is definitely objectionable,

that the orthodox rabbis refuse to see non-orthodox Citizens, and

especially not women, enrolled among the components of these Councils.

The rabbis have warned that in case representatives
of the Reform and Conservative Movements are allowed on
the Religious Councils, they will boycot them. They will
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not allow "the entry onto the Religlous Councils of members
whose sole intent is to uproot the religion of Israel
and the rejection of the truth from Sinai". But they
have accepted a woman on a Council here and there.

On the other hand it is accepted and tolerated by the rabbis, that

their near relatives are eo ipso given preference over other candidates

whenever a rabbi is to be appointed elsewhere to a similar high ranklng

- and well paid - job, to provide moral guidance and splrltual leadership

to the local Community,

But - until now at least - the following occurrence
has remained unique: one of these Religious Councils
appointed a rabbi to the post of "neighbourhood rabbi"
in Charge of a Single street which did not even exist.

These are unfortunate situations and happenings; but we should not

a priori feel entitled to condemn the Rabbis of Israel. They merit

more than only some reluctant appreciation. We must not overlook, that

the majority of the rabbis, whatever their denomination, is made up

of men - and nowadays also of women - of goodwill; that all considered

they are dedicated to their work; are serious in the fulfillment of

their duties; and are as a rule doing a good job. That is to say, that

there has hardly ever surfaced an instance when rabbis have abused the

trust imposed in them; that - unlike the ways and manners, the crimes

and cruelties of the Christian priesthood from the Popes down, which

jewish history knows to report - the rabbis have always acted in füll

accordance with the ethics of the Torah. Throughout jewish history,

starting from talmudic times, rabbis have assiduously promoted not only

the purity of life's conduct; have not only been responsible for the

exact outlining of the ethical rules of conduct, but have greatly

contributed to the preservation of the Jewish People's readiness for

the eventual renewal of its statehood.

And let us be honest with ourselves about the haredi
rabbis. Whatever may feel or think about them, without
them,without their existence in nuclei here and there
throughout the ages, Judaism would not have survived;
and without their collaboration and coexistence Judaism
will also in future not survive. It must also be pointed
out, that among the Haredim - and to a great degree also
among the "Modern Orthodox Jews" - intermarriages and
assimilation are hardly known.

The Rabbinate is an essential Institution in Judaism. On an average

every human being finds himself at one time or other in a Situation,

where he is faced with a personal problem; where he is in need of

Spiritual advice; where he is on the lookout for some educated guidance;
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where he craves some consolation. If such a Situation affects a person

fortunate to be religious, he will turn to his rabbi and find the right

help.

How many are there among us in search of some wider knowledge and

some deeper Inspiration, who on our own have gained the right kind of

insight ? How many of us are blessed from the beginning with that

Standard of ethical integrity which in every Situation - on our own

and independently - can regulate our lives ? Only few can be found

among us human beings. who are born with the proper moral guidelines.

There are only few humans beings, who have such an inborn inner compass.

On the other band, I will agree, there are very many of those, who in

the course of their lives have gained that kind, that degree and that

clarity of insight, by which they have become enabled to know what is

right; and by which they have learned to understand what is beyond the

limit of morality.
,

I want it understood, however, that the Haredim. the ultra-orthodox

Jews who believe themselves to belong to the group I have ranked as

especially blessed with the right insight and the proper guidance -

because they see in themselves the divinely appointed custodians of

the Torah and the executors of its commandments - are more often than

not mistaken in their assumption. Tt is true, all the moral laws of

Judaism are in their essence contained in the Ten Commandments. It

is true, all these commandments are further and explicitely detailed

in the 613 mitzvoth; are detailed in the 365 positive commandments and

the 248 negataive ones. However, it is to be well understood, that

by strictly and honestly obeying the Ten Commandments alone; and without

following also all the other 613 moral Instructions and duties, a Jew

- and this applies, of course, also to the non-Jew - is not turned into

an ethically perfect person.

Mitzvoth are the unalterable guidelines of orthodox

Jewry. According to their teaching Moses had received

these from God, along with the two tablets, during the

forty days he stayed on the Mountain. The Orthodox see

this fact quite clearly told in the Bible: "And the Lord

Said to Moses: 'Come up to me on the Mountain, and 1 wiii

give you the tablets of stone, and the laws and the

commandments which I have written, that you may teach

them'".

Rven though I will not pretend, that every ethically thinking and

morally acting Jew is a priori also a religious Jew. I dare to maintain,

that a religious Jew has to be guided in his thoughts and actions by
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the ethical laws of his religion.

Am I right to presuppose this ? To demand this ? And let me ask

furthermore: does this precept apply to every religious Jew ?

In the preceedlng pages I have repeatedly written about the religious

make-up of Israel 's population; and I have on more than one occasion

made mention of the Haredim, the ultra-orthodox component of Judaism.

I shall, therefore, restrict myself to the few additional remarks which,

I think, will have value in the arguments I am ventilating just now.

But before I go on, a short remark is appropriate:

I am well aware that I exhibit often a very critical

attitude to the haredi Community, but this is not based

on a low esteem for their Jewishness, nor as disrespect

for their belief System. I am opposed to their ways of

acting and behaving towards each of the other currents

in Judaism which only causes disharmony and strife among

the members of the jewish family.

Most of the Haredim - the anti-modern ultra-observant Jews - are

anti-Zionists, or at best non-Zionists. Their long-standing and

deep-rooted aversion against everything Zionism means, represents and

achieves had started long ago and continues to this day in Israel,

However, whereas they did not and could not cause much damage while

living in Poland or Russia, they can and do so now by interfering in

Israelis politics, administration and religious life. But not only

in Israel; they make themselves also - often negatively - feit in the

communal life of the Diaspora.

For centuries the Haredim had occupied an unassailable stronghold

in the communities of Eastern Europe. Small groups of the ultra-orthodox

communities of Eastern Europe have survived the Shoah; and - having

been transplanted mainly to Israel and the US - formed the nuclei out

of which they have regrown. And they are growing faster than the other.

There have never been so many "Haredim" as now.

Neither has there ever been an organized haredi movement

or Community. In times past the term "haredi" was only

used when eulogizing saintly personalities; or when

addressing them in a correspondence about halachic matters.

The Haredim of today have little right to designate

themselves thus, as this term is meant to imply a superior

Personality. It implies not only a person's unquestioning

obeyance of the mitzvoth, but also his total abstention

from fights, litigation and violence. It demands total

avoidance in business deals of anything which only might
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seem dishonest. It presupposes love for all Jews whatever

their ideological direction. And it excludes all and

every involvement in politics,

On the other band, the Haredim are by far not a monolithic group.

They have their right and left wings, tbeir moderate and extremist

groups, Tbeir various sub-groups bave individual customs and theories.

Also tbe fact is often overlooked, tbat a significant number of tbeir

yesbiva youtbs serve in the Army.

For instance, the HADAI ultra-ortbodox group embraces Zionism

but rejects accepting western ethics because they are persuaded tbat

the Solution of all of life's problems is to be found in the Torab,

The ultraorthodox of Mea Sharim, especially those belong to the "Toldot

Aharon", have solmenly to promise once a year tbat they will not change

a Single item in tbeir "holy garment'', made up of their streiml, the

long kapot with silver and gold stripes, their heavy overcoat, which

once ipon a time had been adopted in their galuth babitat.

But all Haredim bave respect for the YICHUS in common,

tbat is the respect for a respect for a honoured family

background, especially one made up of scholars. The

wealthy man 's son is married off to the scholar's daughter.

A newcomer without yichus cannot enter a haredi family.

A Jew or Jewess, even after having turned observant, is

not acceptable if the father had not been jewishly learned;

if the mother did not go regularly to a mikweh, as in

this case the individual had been "conceived in impurity".

In Israel Haredim constitute about 10% of the population; but

their political strength is disproportionally greater; and their

influence goes much deeper than their numbers would Warrant, because

the two main parties occupying tbe centre of the political stage -

Likud and Labour - are about equal in strength. They will go to any

length to capture any of the religious parties into tbeir own coalition

net. The Haredim - with their politically rather undifferentiated

or at least aspecific - pbilosophy, can and do chose the partner who

has materially most to offer. They make good use of the advantage

they thus enjoy; and wbenever they are accused of misusing their

political clout, they have an answer ready: tbat they are only making

use of the democratic rights to which they are entitled.

Jerusalem' s haredi population increases year by year.

Politically and administratively tbe town is steadily passing into

tbe hands of the Ultra-Orthodox, because in tbe ever-changing
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composition of the town, the number of those leaving are mostly

non-orthodox elements; and the newcomers who settle anew in Jerusalem,

are mostly orthodox Jews. Official statistics show that some 16 000

secular and modern-orthodox Jews moved away in 1993, while some 10000

mostly ultra-orthodox Jews arrived.

Since the last mayoral election the ultra-orthodox
groups have formed a coalition with the Likud Party, This

has further reinforced Jerusalem's trend towards a further

"haredisation". According to the Institute for Israel

Studies 38% of Jerusalem' s population will in 2010 be

overwhelmingly ultra-conservative. This has filled their

Community with the hope, to see their demographic ideal

realized in the not too far future. That is to say, they

believe the time will soon come, when it will be impossible
to prevent Jerusalem from having - and from being dominated
by - a haredi majority. This will inevitably have profound

political and social implications; and this will for many

a reason endanger the future safety not only of Jerusalem,

but also that of the Haredim themselves.

However, such a development should not a priori be seen as an

unwelcome or even an unacceptable development - and from many a point

of view one may consider it even an appropriate one - were the Haredim

capable and willing to change their attitudes and outlooks; would they

show tolerance towards other religious conceptions; would they accept

the blessings of pluralism in religious matters.

I perceive as pluralism the acceptance of - and the

willingness to live with - the fact, that other religious
currents and forms of expression, often exhibiting deep
differences from the mainstream, exist and have a right

to exist in Judaism; that these various currents continue
to have a definite degree of common interests with every

other jewish-religious current. The principle of pluralism
protects and accommodates even the smallest and most
outspokenly dissident minority; grants every intellectual
or ideological current space equal to those occupied by

established and ruling currents. And finally it should
be understood, that pluralism does not necessarily have
to mean also a multi-culturalism.

The ultra-orthodox Jews of Israel - and in particular those living

in Jerusalem - have no reason to fear that their political and numerical

predominance might not continue; that next to these prerogatives also

those in religious matters might not remain assured. Their power base

is in any case unassailable: every haredi family in Israel - with very

few exceptions - has a large number of children. Regularly, in every

year without exception, the size of the haredi Community of Jerusalem

shows a numerical increase. And already now, fifty percent of the school

children of Jerusalem frequent religious schools.
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The eternal confrontation between the conflicting interests and

life styles of orthodox and secular Israelis has since long been one

of the root troubles of Israelis society. It has been a long-standing

source of friction between the communities. Whereas the Ultra-Orthodox

do not hide their intention to make Israel into a halachic State, the

Secularists no less openly and actively fight all and everything they

Interpret as only possibly an interference in their way of life.

The Orthodox are accused of cherishing and trusting the Tnach

less than the Talmud with its rabbinic interpretations of the Torah.

And it is a general, constantly heard complaint, that in Israel - and

elsewhere in the jewish world too - the Haredim contribute little if

anything to an effort by which their co-existence with other communities

might be fostered. Their greatly hypertrophied self-importance and

self-righteousness makes them comport themselves as if they were the

only true Jews in existence. This is well reflected in their religious

zealotry; in their total lack of tolerance for Liberal and Conservative

Jews; in their often strident anti-zionist or anti-state pronouncements;

and in their unguarded and harmful public utterances.

They do not apply to their fellow-Jews any of that

tolerance which Scriptures demand of them to be shown

to the gentile. ''The righteous of all nations are worthy

of immortality", says the Talmud. And in the 2nd Century
Rabbi Meir added that "a gentile who follows the Torah
is as good as the High Priest''.

The Haredim are apparently not aware - and if they are, they appear

not to care - how much other Jews are antagonized by their comportment.

Were they to make a sincere effort to bring their children at every

age and school level together with children Coming from backgrounds

with different grades, forms and shapes of religious observance or non-

observance; were their adults made to meet on neutral ground with other

s

of various antagonistic or otherwise incompatible backgrounds; were

it made possible for Jews of all religious currents to meet for once

without preconceived ideas, each and everyone of the - as a rule and

in every aspect dissenting - partecipants in such an encounter, I am

sure, would detect in each other many not only acceptable but also

welcome characteristics; and would not, I am certain, discover in each

other anything which they could consider dangerous or threatening.

But, alas, Rabbi J.B.Soloveichik, one of their luminaries of our time.
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has forbidden orthodox rabbis to discuss religion with those of other

streams of Judaism.

This Century is about to end, and religion appears to be losing

much of its meaning in the life of the western nations. There is also

in Israel a marked anti-religious trend today, But we should be aware

that this turning away from religion is by far not of recent origin.

Religious and spiritual leaders complain, that religion has lost

much of its influence. They worry, that the country is now in a steep

spiritual and moral decline. They maintain, that this is mainly due

to a steady and progressive secularization of the country since the

Six-Day-War of 1967.

This trend has extended even to funerals and
cemeteries. In the kibutzim funerals had since long been
totally without a religious character; but now also reform
and conservative communities have successfully objected
- with the help of the Supreme Court - to the orthodox-
traditional funerals and to the haredi-controlled
cemeteries. They have succeeded in getting land allotted
for their own cemeteries.

It cannot be denied, that religious establishments in Israel, whether

ultra-orthodox or "modern orthodox" have become more and more extreme.

But neither can it be denied, that modern life in Israel has also taken

on progressively a deeper secular shading. Indeed, religion has not

much to say to the young secular Israeli of today. One hears them shrug

off anything which has to do with religion, because all religion Stands

for has lost importance for them. They say, this is so because religion

has been turned into a weapon of blackmail.

The atmosphere of religious coercion is particularly noticeable

in Jerusalem. This makes many of the non-orthodox residents feel that

they do not belong; that they are out of place. They leave the Capital

' - as I have already mentioned - and settle elsewhere. In the not so

long run this trend will lead not only to an undermining of the financial

Support; and to the weakening of the cultural basis which Jerusalem

so greatly needs; but it may also bring about other - neither expected

nor desired - demographic changes: the Arabs with their children-rich

families will inevitably become the majority in Jerusalem.
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The Haredim evoke much resentment because the majority of their

youth - that is of the yeshiva boys , and none of the girls - are allowed

to avoid military Service. Their excuse, that yeshiva studies are as

important as military service for the protection and preservation of

the State; and their apparently sincere belief, that the world would

cease to exist the moment the study of the Torah ceases for even a

minute, can only further increase the antagonism they encounter not

only among Secularists, but also everywhere outside their Community.

It is no wonder, therefore, that the Haredim are so often accused of

hypocrisy, because - as the philosophy and theology of the various

anti-war and anti-military hindu and buddhist sects, and also that of

certain Christian denominations, have shown - such an ideology is only

compatible if associated with the abstention from all and every public-

social involvement; and if underlined by the avoidance of all and any

political activity or even Identification.

I might on the other band be willing to accept the Haredim'

s

argument, that maintaining a high level of the knowledge harboured in

Scriptures and Talmud by intense and uninterrupted studies is

indispensable for the weifare of the world, if this is meant as a

Paraphrase for the thought, that the world would sink into criminal

chaos the moment the commandments of the Torah - of the so-called

"jewish-christian ethos*' - cease to have value; if it means, that Judaism

would cease to be the custodian, the responsible instance appointed

to, and engaged in, upholding the laws of the Torah. But this is surely

not what the Haredim have in mind; or what they want to convey.

The argument, that the haredi youth is permitted to

avoid military service, serves still as the heaviest
ammunitions used against the Haredim, even though it should
have lost much of its weight in these days, not only
because considerable numbers of the orthodox youth do

serve in the army, but also because the yeshiva boys'

refusal to don a military uniform does not anymore place
- as was the case only a few years ago - an increased
bürden on the other segments of the general population.
For, due to changes in military needs and in Strategie
thinking; and thanks to the new Immigration waves, the

army gets more recruits than it needs. It would, however,
have been a prudent, and a psychologically and politically
valuable move, had the haredi youth offered to do some
kind of social service instead. The Haredim crave respect
- and such a gesture would have gained them much respect.

I think the Haredim would also gain respect - and in addition also

possibly many followers - were they to give up their dictatorial demands
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regarding the kind of life they want to see conducted by the population

of this country; were they to take in consideration the sensitlvltles

of the other religious sectors in Jerusalem and in Israel; were they

to concede that each of the other currents in Judaism has also the right

to exist. Tnstead, the Haredim continue in their unfortunate attitude,

that they are entitled to accuse the Conservatives and the Reform Jews

of not being different from "other non-Jews". They go on believing

themselves entitled to force the large non-religious sector of Israelis

to follow their orthodox way of life. And they go on usurping for

themselves the divine empowerment, to force the unwilling public to

strictly obey the halachic laws.

•

One of the many examples I could cite of the Haredims^
if not illegal at least inappropriate, exertion of power,
is the newspaper vendor in Bnei Brak, who was warned not
to seil secular newspapers; who was badly beaten when
he did not obey the Haredims' demand; and whose kiosk
was finally burned down. And also in Bnei Brak the Haredim
extended - on orders of their rabbis - the segregation
of the genders on public transport too, by making women
Sit in the back of the buses. I shall also point to their
disconnecting the metal detectors at the entrance to the
Western Wall on Shabath so as not to have the religious
Jews carrying a gun violate the holy day by setting off
a beep.

The main cause underlying the existing religious-cultural strife

in Israel is, alas, the Haredims' steadfast refusal to enter with

non-orthodox Jews into a balanced discussion about religious matters.

They will never make themselves available for a give-and-take discussion

with Jews who follow other concepts of Judaism. It is a generally shared

experience, that they turn belligerant whenever they do not succeed

in imposing their will. And their belligerancy is as a rule anything

but a pleasant spectacle.

To give an example of many with which the public of
Israel has become familiär: in order to raise money for
their settlement and for the servicing the Machpela Cave,
the religiously certainly at least "modern orthodox" Jews
of Hebron decided to organize a concert, with a well-known
hassidic singer as the star attraction,. The Haredim
in Jerusalem were enraged. They reacted by placing large
adver tisements in their newspapers, in which they condemned
this kind of concerts and its purpose as "a chutzpa and
an abomination".

These are only a few instances and only some aspects of the often

very depressing and also degrading spectacles the haredi Community

presents with their ways of protesting. And they often do protest.

Against anything they perceive as a violation of the Shabath they protest
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in the streets with stone-throwing orgies, which are no less blatant

violations of the very Shabath rules they deem holy, Habitually they

accompany their protests with orgastic emptyings of garbage Containers

onto the street. Their demands of strict Shabath observance; their

objection to El AI flying on Shabath; their unrelenting insistences

that certain streets and all cinemas, restaurants and coffee-houses

be closed on Shabath; their refusal to allow the cities' busses to travel

on Shabath; their turning up at archaeological digs and their uncalled-

for and often destructive interference with the excavations, cannot

but still further contribute to their alienation from the general public

of Israel. For whether they like it or not, they have, after all, to

live along and among the other Jews.

They inevitably cause bad blood every time they refuse to follow

the customs established and sanctified for the days in the year when

the fallen soldiers and the victims of terror are commemorated. When

the establishment of the State is feted, they ostentatiously do not

observe the minute of silence but continue Walking when the sirens sound.

Their houses never exhibit an Israeli flag. And they behave and react

also otherwise as if anything associated with Israel as a nation does

not involve or affect them, nor their schools nor their children.

I could still further enlarge the list of complaints the general

public raises against the Haredim; but it would be too tiresome to recite

them all. Many of the complaints are interpreted as indications of

haredi hypocrisy. Many are brought forth many a time by many of the

women who undergo halachic-ritual conversions. But though, in my view,

these incidents indicate nothing more than a not so uncommon human

weakness, there is the definite difference, that in these cases it is

not shown in the proper place; and not by people who should in any case

not be in such a place.

With these sentences I have in mind the dip in a Mikveh
- the essential part of the final ceremony of conversion
- which has to take place under the supervision of three
rabbis. The rabbis are supposed to keep their eyes closed
all the while a woman Stands naked in the water basin.

But, the women complain, the eyes of these rabbis are
Wide open, wider than usual.

It is a sad and depressing phenomen, that there is not much of a

religious peace among Jews anywhere in the world. This unwelcome and

unfortunate State of affairs is more marked - and the more noticeable
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- in Israel. The Haredim are responsible for a major share of the

tension which prevails in the religious camp. Jews of every possible

intellectual, political and religious direction perceive in this eternal

strife and continued bickering a more than necessary addition to the

difficulties the country has to face. And all of them - except for

the Haredim - blame the Haredim.

And indeed, their's is most of the responsibility . Their's is also

most of the responsibility for the festering division of Israelis society

along ethnic lines. This all pervading Separation, which appears to

have become a fixed Institution, augurs badly for the cohesion and the

ethical structure of the country. It eats away the ethical Standards

of the country.

«

The general Israeli public - and this includes the non-haredi orthdox

sector - has little love for the Haredim. This is a fact of life in

Israel which is expressed in often unpleasant - and from every point

of view unacceptable - verbal and physical manifestations. But even

though the methods used by their non-orthodox opponents may at times

be unpleasant; and even though the behaviour of their secularist

adversaries may often be objectionable, the arguments the Haredim use

in their defence; the facts and polemics they inject in their debates,

are mostly unacceptable to the western-trained mind. And whatever the

explanations they give to the non-orthodox for their often antagonizing

actions and deeds, these are - though as a rule theology- and halacha-

based - are not justified anymore in the light of modern concepts of

moral conscience and ethical values.

In no way do all the arguments and all the polemics,

all the learning and all the halacha, free the Haredim

from their share of responsibility for the prevailing

inter-communal tension. For instance: on Shabaths and

Holidays they omit in their Services the ^'Prayer for the

Weifare of the State of Israel" which is recited in all

the synagogues in the country and in most of the world.

Were they to recite this weekly prayer, they would not

only remove a large stone of contention, but would also

draw greatly benefit for themselves, as in due course

they may take to heart the prayers* words and meaning
" plant within us love, friendship and mutual

acceptance; uproot hatred, hostility and jealousy from

among us".

They could further contribute an important share to the creation

of a State of harmony among the various religious establishments, were

they - who are mostly Ashkenazi Jews - to realize, that the Sephardim
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idealism in any form or shape, but by the principle of "Shillat ha Gola",

which implies, that Diaspora Jewry's ultimate task is to abolish the

Diaspora; to close down the communities outside Israel; to dismantle

all the jewish organizations in the Diaspora; to come and settle in

Israel; to never forget, that those who remain outside in the Diaspora

will inevitably disappear as Jews either as the result of a murderous

antisemitism or due to a steady assimilation. This purely ideological

principle may be the explanation, that the aliya of the Beizer and

certain other Hassidim had taken place already some 250 years ago.

Also the Lubavitscher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, who

throughout his life had undeniably been a Zionist in its truest meaning,

had instructed his followers to settle in Israel.

But he himself has never set foot on Israelis soll,
One of the reasons he gave for this Omission was, that
once he had been appointed the leader of his sect he could
not anymore leave the "confines of Lubavitsch". When
it was pointed out to him, that he traveled every Friday
to Queens, there to pray at the graveside of his
predecessor, he revealed that his Hassidim had created
an extra-territorial corridor between his residence in
Crown Heights and the cemetery in Queens.

And finally I have to raise the point, that patriotic and humane

Israel is steadily losing interest in its religion; that it is gradually

moving towards an ever greater degree of secularization. The forceful

Shabath observance; the antiquated marriage laws and so many other

halachically created rules are the main reasons for the progressing

religious alienation of a large sector of Israelis Jews. The most heard

explanation of these individuals is, that living in Israel and being

Israelis makes them feel as truly jewish as any religious person could

ever feel. Others love to cite Rav Avraham Yizhak Kook who saw in

secular Jews a divine Instrument for the Jews' redemption. But it is

to be regretted that dialogues between religious and secular Jews have

mostly ceased today.

It is my firm conviction - and much of my personal experience -

that liberal, secular Jews would be more amenable to; would be more

tolerant of; and would show greater understanding for, the Haredim's

demands, were these demands presented in a more dignified and pleasant

manner. The former are embittered by the latter 's claim, that they

are the only carriers of jewish tradition; that they are the only

carriers of jewish ethics; that they are the only ones living in

accordance with the moral principles of the Torah; that they are, in

Short, the only true Jews.
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are no less good Jews than they themselves; and that the ethioplan Jews

are no less good Jews than they themselves. There was no excuse for

the Ashkenazim to have considered the early sephardi immigrants of the

*50s; and to see in the ethioplan immigrants of the ^80s; and to judge

the russian Jews of the '90s, socially "less than equal" Jews, and their

religious rites and concepts at best only "unacceptable".

There is no excuse whatsoever, that this mistaken and humiliating

attitude continues to persist. The Haredim should realize, that the

Sephardim are today - and soon also the Ethiopians and Russians will

be - numerically and politically, socially and financially strong enough

to be counted more than their equals. But, regretfully, the Separation

along ethnic lines has become an ingrained feature of Israelis society.

This augurs badly for the cohesion and ethic structure of the country.

The Hassidim should not a priori be placed into the same basket

as the Haredim, though they may be no less religion-directed and halacha-

bound than the latter. On the contrary: the Haredim have no love nor

respect for the Hassidim. The Gaon of Vilna had already in 1772 called

on his Haredim to excommunicate the newly evolved hassidic sect. He

termed Hassidism a dangerous Innovation; its doctrine a deviation from

historic Judaism; its texts a blasphemy.

Today *s Hassidism is a rather modern creation. Its

adherents are in no way identic to, or otherwise associated

with, the Hassidim which represented a greatly respected

Community in talmudic times. In modern times the term

refers to the religious-mystic movement formed by the

Bai Shem Tov.

The hassidic "Rebbes" and their communities, from what I learn,

lead a more dignified life. And they represent also a less controversial

element in and for Israel. This is possibly so, because with few

exceptions they are anti-zionists; and because only few of them have,

therefore, settled in Israel.

The Hassidim of the Satmar Sect are the most outspoken

jewish enemies of Israel. Even though they have a large

Community in Israel, they refuse to acknowledge that a

Jewish State could and should have come into existence

before the arrival of the Messiah. They not only do not

recognize Israel but, whenever they have the opportunity,

they actively and bitterly attack the Jewish State, its

institutions and whatever its Stands for.

On the other end of the scale we find the Jerusalem-based Beizer

Rebbe, who long ago had issued a call to his Hassidim in the Diaspora

to come and live in Israel. He was by no means motivated by zionist
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Unfortunately there are large numbers of Secularists, who in turn

make a peaceful cohabitatlon with the religious sector equally

Impossible; who think they can by their provocative writings, talking

and acting bring about an egalitarian, or at least some kind of an

equilibrated, society

.

The Leibowitz-types I have mentioned on a previous

occasion, are among the most vociferous Ultra-Secularists.

They describe the jewish faith and its ritual System as

a sterile "unrewarding, unquestioning obedience to the

incomprehensible commandments of an unfathomable God".

Pseudo-religous "Secular Humanism", a movement which denies

all that religion Stands for, refutes all justification

and every reason for a true and real Judaism to exist.

To the secular humanistic Jew the jewish people, its

history, traditions, language and celebrations are relevant

and not God and prayer. And still ! I cannot even, with

the best of wills, conceive how they and other atheists

can call themselves ''atheist Jews"; how they can make

Atheism and Judaism compatible.

I am happy to learn from a series of surveys reported in the media,

that atheistic secular humanism and ultra-secularism have only a very

limited following. For without the conjunction of jewish tradition

and jewish history with the Jewishness as it exist s today, Judaism and

with it Israel will certainly perish.

But - this is my firm conviction - Jewishness' nationalism cannot

exist and persist if it does not also contain a religious component.

After all I have said and discussed so far, I feel entitled to

raise now the question, whether today 's State of Israel represents the

proper establishment and the right environment for a "chosen people"

to live, develop and function as a model and as the mirror for all the

Jews in the world ? Whether established in Israel, and the Jews as

Israelis, the Jewish People can also be a model for, a light to, the

World at large ? Or would they, while dispersed all over the Diaspora,

be in a better position to fulfill this function ? Or, wording my

question differently, can the Jewish People be more effective; and can

it be more efficient in its actual form as a national structure and

as a compact social Organization ? Or would they be more successful

in fulfilling their mission as individual communities dispersed over

many host countries ?

I am willing to offer the following answer to these questions:

the Jewish People can best function as a firm social Organization within

a defined national frame, provided that Cognition of the Jews' specific
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tradition forms the platform; and provided that the Jews* unique history

forms the frame; and provided that Judaismus religious-ethical precepts

supply the life-giving essence; and provided it is realized by the Jews

everywhere, that the many Symbols of nationhood today's Israel exhibits;

and the many trappings of statehood today's Israelis enjoy, play only

a secondary, an associate, a supportive, an interpretative role; that

the ethical Jew and the moral Israeli are the true catalysts •
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16.

Will Qod and not man ultimately decide our survival ?

T^irst a concursus.

I fully agree, that the questions I have raised in the preceding

chapter about God's place in the future fate of the Jewish People; that

my asking, whether God is ultimately going to decide the fate of the

Jews; that my rumination, whether we can in general load on God a special

responsibility whatsoever for the wellbeing of the Jews, must sound

rather stränge to any reader of whatever nature his philosophical outlook

or his theological inclination may be. I likewise do concede, that

it may even be called a silly question. I shall however, not make the

effort to Paraphrase this question into a plainer and simpler formula,

but answer my question with the following sinple and uncomplicated few

words: whereas neither the world our senses perceive; and whereas

whatever lives and thrives on our planet earth, can hardly have come

into being by pure chance meetings of the unusual coincidences and

developmental processes which we hear our scientists cite; and whereas .

the wor.ld and this planet have continued to function by the immutable

laws of physics, chemistry and biology of which we are aware; and whereas

all these processes to all appearances are not only going on since

eternity but are also well symphonized; and whereas this simple equation

cannot but presupposes a Creator, an Adjustor, a Supervisor - in short

the undefinable power to which we have given the name "God" - it has

to follow, that neither any destructive doings or malicious plannings

of man; that no unnatural confluence of "natural events"; that no

sequence of apparently unusual concatenations of uncommon happenings

will decide, whether or not Judaism will also in future survive; and

whether or not Israel will continue to exist.

Hence I feel entitled to go further and to conclude, that no

Single man has the power; that no association of nations has the

strength; that no political philosophy has the right, finally and

ultimately to decide, whether Judaism - and for that matter mankind
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- will continue to survive.

May thls Statement suffice now. T may later on expand on it.

I realize only now, that T have in the above few lines only repeated

what T have already hinted at in an earlier part of this essay, viz:-

that I have not the slightest doubt about the survlval of Judaism,

In a previous part of this essay I have very clearly expressed my

conviction - and I will repeat now in no less definite terms - that

even though outside factors may have an impact on the wellbeing and

security of Israel, a disastrous finale to the existence of Israel will

not be orchestrated in the Councils of its enemies. Nor will it be

decided by the will of men - unless they are tools so directed* by divine

determination.

Since a number of years I have formed the opinion - nay, have

reached the certainty - that there is an ultimate sense and a definite

purpose, a clear idea and an undeniable logic in whatever goes on in

this World of ours. i have been induced to form this conviction by

what I have observed, learned and experienced in the course of my life,

I will go even further and say, that I have been compelled to come to

this conclusion by all I see; by all which goes on around me; and by

all I have personally experienced. And if there are things and events,

happenings and incidents, peoples and people in which and in whom I

do not find a sense; or if I face situations or evolvements which seem

impossibly to have a logic or a worth or a purpose, I have learned to

conclude, that my obtuseness is the reason; or that my insensitivity

is the cause; or that my limited sense of perception is to be blamed.

Can what I sense as an aim and a purpose in all which has been going

on in the history of mankind; can all which I perceive as demanding

a definite sense and meaning; can all which is and was so far in the

evolution of this planet; can what is going on now, and what has ever

been happening in the world, indicate anything but a supernatural force

- and ultimately a divine direction ?

I will clearly and without vacillation and tergiversation State,

that I have - I must confess only after much pondering and searching

- come to an affirmative answer.

T)oes it follow then, that the decourse of the world has from the
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beglnning been predestined ? And therefore also, that the final stage

of the World - or at least that of mankind - has been predetermined

to the minutest detail ? I will ask also whether predestination is

an acceptable philosophical concept ? And I will go still further

and ask now whether predestination is at all a jewish concept ?

I know that the Rssenes of Oumran were the first in

World history to uphold this principle; and that it has

later become a characteristic of Christian doctrine; but

am I right to say it has never been incorporated in

rabbinical teaching ?

To prevent a useless discussion; and in order to forego an empty

argumentation, I will without delay present my conviction, that I cannot

accept either a predestination nor a predetermination in anything that

has happened in past history; in anything that is happening in the world

today; and in anything that will happen to mankind in general; and in

anything that in future will happen to me personally. It is totally

unacceptable to me, that God or Fate or Destiny have planned and

predetermined every step we do; every disaster which occurs; "every

sparrow which falls from the sky".

It is my conviction, that man has the free will to act. That it

is left entirely to him how he fills and forms, how he manages and

directs his life, It cannot be otherwise. In my philosophy mankind

has been given the directives to reach the goal; has been given the

outlines of the permissible; and, within the directives of leading to

ever greater completion; and armed with the exactly outline of the

divinely ordained moral laws, mankind has been given all freedom of

action.

In other words: man is autonomous in the sense, that whatever he

does and how he behaves; that what he plans and how he reacts, is not

predetermined. Man has absolute freedom of action. He alone is

responsible for whatever he does. There is no other censor than his

own ethical control. Thus he is tested; and his karman is the testboard

registering the outcome.

This is possibly what Edward O.Wilson meant with his

words: "Although people have free will and the choice

to turn into many directions, the Channels of their

psychological development are cut more deeply by the

genes in certain directions than others".

However, a word of caution is appropriate: notwithstanding what

I have just now stated as absolute and unalterable elements in my

Weltanschauung, I have to agree, that in view of the tremendous events
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which have from time to time interfered in the development and evolvement

of our World; which have brought on, or have at other times prevented,

disastrous changes in nature; which have here and there caused a sudden

turn in the history of mankind, of large sections of mankind, or of

only a group of people; which have prevented irreparable damage to the

Jewish People against all possible odds; which have brought back into

existence the State of Israel, there cannot - in certain circumstances

and under special conditions - but be some form of interference from

outside; there cannot be at least some degree of a guiding direction

from some outside source. And this can and must have been an effective

Intervention also in certain individuals at certain times,

Or let US say from above - wherever that "above*' may be. Rut

whenever this guidance, this direction, this interference occurred,

it can only have been - and in future cannot and will not but also be

- rather vague in extent though well perceptible in its effect. Any

such a move, whether corrective or redirective, can only have been in

some form of an occasional change of direction when mankind found itself

at a crossroad - and when a wrong step might have involved all or part

of mankind into a catastrophic turn of events; or would have put an

end to its further evolution. Apart from such rare interventions

everything in the history of nations - and in the fate of individuals

- points to a total freedom of action given to man to chose his way;

to plan his actions; and to influence the life of his Community and

nation.

Does such a correction or such change in direction from "outside"

really, though only occasionally, not also occur in the life of some

individual or other here and there ? For his own benefit ? Or for

the wellbeing of his Community ?

Indeed, I do believe that this does happen.

It would - according to my ,way of reasoning - contradict every

sense and logic to deny, that the life and existence of each one of

US must have a purpose. I perceive this purpose in the testing we

undergo at every stage in our life and at every moment in our existence.

For the way I behave in life; the way I respond to what I perceive within

me; the way I react or do no react to whatever even vaguely refers to

myself; the way I do or do not control myself and my instincts, all

this I Interpret as the response of a finely tuned, enormously delicate,

computer-like guidance System within me. It is built into our karman.

It is our karman. How we react to a Stimulus; how we take part in a

Situation or in a conglomeration of situations - out of untold billions
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such possible - which develop in an apparently logical sequence from

the one of which we are aware; how we react to the opportunities we

miss or the dangers we avoid; whether we react positively or negatively

to the temptations we encounter; what our attitudes are to others, and

what is our behaviour as members of our Community and society, all this

Is entirely decided, done, committed, omitted by ourselves; on our own

responsibility; at our own volition; without an outer guidance or

interference,

We are automatically and instlnctively guided and influenced by

the effects our education has on us; by the lessons we have drawn from

our experiences, our vlctories or failures; by our inherited strength

of mind to withstand the withdrawal into self-delusion; and by the force

and preponderance of the ethical directives allowed to grow up unhindered

within US. A temptation will be handled under karmanic influence in

one sense only but in different ways, whether it be by a indian coolie

or an american professor. An individual's drunkenness and pettishness;

his relationship with the surrounding world and his instinct-directed

reactions to whatever Stimuli bombard him, may depend either on genetic

or on biological factors, but the individual^s responses of these are

the tests whose outcome is registered in the karman. Criminality is

not genetically caused; it is the outcome of the individual^s education

and of his social environment. And the individual's reaction to these

influences represents the test, to the positive outcome of which the

soul aspires.

I have found most of the answers I crave by indentifying with the

karman principle.

It is worth outlining further what follows logically follows from

the above: it depends only on ourselves how we react in whatever

Situation we face. Our reaction is guided by the power of the ethical

control we possess. Our destiny is determined by the moral strength

we have permitted to be our guide; by the ethical control with the help

of which we do not allow comfort or discomfort to interfere in our

actions or decisions; by our complaisance or by our cowardice.

Throughout our lives - I am even ready to say at every minute of

our lives - we have the opportunity to learn how to develop our moral

strength; how to absorb the knowledge to reinforce our ethical Standards

and to apply them whenever we are provided with an opportunity. We

are expected to apply them not only in contacts with our neighbours,

but also in our own thinking and pondering; to what we do and in what

we do not do; to the way we judge ourselves and think others should
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judge US,

Ry our positive or negative reactions; by our friendly or hostile

attitudes; by our honest or dishonest behaviour, we are tested. And

the outcome of these tests will determine a further advance or a new

recession in the cycle of our dharman.

^ecalling a remark I made a short while ago, you will most likely

want to know, what place I see the Divinity occupies in the scheme I

have outlined. You will most likely want me to define in clearer terms,

when and why and how - and when not and why not and how not - I imagine

God does interfere in a human 's life; in humankind's fate; and possibly

also in a nation's destiny. And in particular you will surely want

me to find a convincing explanation, why God did at no stage interfere

in the Shoah - the paradigm of human evil - at a time when the Jewish

T^eople was in utmost danger.

Of course ! God could have intervened in the Shoah - and I dare

to think, that I well understand why he did not.

I believe I have also found answers to some at least - though by

far not to many - of my innumerable never ceasing questions. I fully

accept and agree, that these answers will - ne>ct to myself - most likely

not satisfy, or even interest, anybody eise.

I cannot assume, that Kate 's fall and her ensuing progressive

mental deterioration had been predetermined. Rut, on the other hand,

her mental and personality changes have to have been part of a series

of events in her ac^ual life; of a concatenation of circumstances in

her dharmaa. It was a digit in the calculus of her karman. And in

mine too. She night have been spared this specific development, had

we changed housv-^ and entered a Home, as we once intended; but such a

severe test would therewi.th not have beeri avoided. It would have

occurred in a different form. It would have taken a different shape.

It would have happened in a different place. Her karman had to be

presented with a severe test of such a magnitude. Her reaction - and

mine - had to be tested in a Situation which conformed to one she and

I had once failed at some time in our past. And others, even in distant

contact or faint association with us, were also somehow tested.

Ouite rightly the question arises from all I have said: if along

with the creation of our world there had noi: also been a purpose, or

at least a program; and if with the creation - or better with the
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development of mankind - there is not also a predestination regarding

the fate of man, what then was the purpose of the Creator to create

this World, th-.s planet and all the living beings ?

Atheists and believers alike pose thls question.

I agree. The Creation must ha-v^e a sense and a predestined purpose.

And whereas I do not know that Sv^nse and purpos^-,»; and whereas nobody

eise knows, or can ever know, that sense and purpose; and whereas we

cannot doubt that there must have been a sense and a purpose, we have

to create for ourselves an explanation - are even invited and asked

and demanded to find for ourselves an explanation - whlch at least to

some degree will satisfy our curiosity; which somehow can be made

to fit into the structure of whatevev faith we confess.

We may, for example, embrat^e the explanation the Rabbis
of old have offered: that God wanted Company and thus
he created man. I myself feel perfectly comfortable with
the explanation, chat the Creator wanted to create a world
of physical perfection; that he selected the planet earth
0:1 which to develop an ethically balanced society; and
that he selected mankind - which is only one set of his
creations - and endov^ed it with the kr.owledge of the high
ethical principles according to which man should develop
and live. The Creator could, of course, have straight
away created such a perfect world populated by such an
ethically highly developed race of men; but the undeniable
fact, that he did not do so indicates to me, that he wanted
mankind to develop its own perfection; and therewith the
desired perfect world, by its own efforts; by a series
of trials and errors; by breeding individuals with an
ever higher intellect; by eliminating not only the
physically and mentally unfit but also the morally
defective; and by evolving a structure of ever better
defined and refined ethical principles without which
survival was not going to be possible.

And - this is my understanding of the particular jewish history

- at one stage in mankind ^s development the Jewish People have been

appointed to carry and to safeguard; to cultivate and to propagate these

ethical principles which are indispensable for mankind 's survival.

I hope the reader of these pages - should there indeed ever be

one - does not feel lost in the densely formulated summary of what I

call so grand Lloquently "my philosophy of Life". But within the

framework of this essay; and in order to make the heading of this

chapter, along wi^h my answer, better understood, I had to insert such

an outline of my Weltanschauung, of my belief System, of my ideas, call

it what you wish. I apologize that I had to try and compact my

philosophy into these few sentences, but an extended explication would

have taken up too much time and space. I have in any case already in
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in a previous essay extensively descrlbed my Ideas about these matters;

and T may feel the need to come back to the;:i when in the following

chapters I have to underline the one or other idea.

However, T must also add a precautionary warning: I do not Lntend

to say I have found the answer to any of the questions which I have

touched upon, I will not even pretend to myself to have found any kind

of answer. For in order to console my curiosity with any even only

supportive answer, I would have had to take up a position behind the

curtain which separates me from the world of metaphysics. And this

I do not want to do. I prefer to live on without fictitious Supports

for what I might wish shoiild be the answer.

Mind riowever: in this context "ansv/er" is for me not
synonymous with "truth". I would only need and offer
a fool-proof answer - I will in all honesty confess -

should I in discussions or argumentations be challenged
to stand up for my belief s. Andas I do not care for
discussions and argumentations, I do not look out for
them. It is not within my character to mount onto a
soapbox and to communicate my ideas to others. I have
formed for myself this Weltanschauung so that I have a
supply )f ideological oxygen. And in addition, like
Montaigne "

I would hate the reputation of being
'zlever at writing but stupid in everything else*\ were
I to go in any way or form public with my ideas. Yes,
I would hate to get the Impression or only the suspicion,
that people could think I sound stupid in what I say.

But there are times and situations, like here and now, when I have

had to overcome my reluctance - it is in truth not so much reluctance

as shyness - because I would like to share, and by sharing to test, my

ideas about the matters I have touched upon. But I certainly do not

want to impose then on others.

In the course of the last many years I have formed
my own hypr^theses about many aspects of life and what
is beyond. And the conceptions which I am mentioning
in this essay serve me well as the source, filter and
Clearing Station from which has emerged a to me acceptable
Image of my world. Had I not been fortunate in this
respect, the image of me and of mankind in this our world
would have remained of a boring and bothering mind-starved
nebulousness ; and I would have found myself without the
solid ground underfoot on which I can safely stand; and
from which I can confidentially proceed.

Before proceeding I will concede and confess, that I consider it

presumptious of a person with my limited specific knowledge to even

think of trying to comprehend the complexities of the Universe; to

believe himself fit to understand more than to a limited part what the
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scientists' discoveries have revealed of the secrets surrounding the

Creation.

There exists a section of mankind, whose mind is capable of having

acquired the degree of acuteness with the help of which its proponents

can penetrate the physics of the cosmos; by which they may understand

to a great extent at least the technicalities of nature. However, we

better do not illusion ourselves and acknowledge, that the true facts

and the real features of nature; that the deep enigmas and the ultimate

secrets of the cosmos remaln still hidden to man. And let us concede

that in their totality they will always remain hidden to mankind.

However, this in its profoundity and truth essential factor of cosmic

wisdom does not prevent man fron believing, that the more knowledge

he acquires about the shape and functions of the Universe, the sooner

the day will arrive when he will penetrate - and therewith .master -

all its secrets. But vatching the scientists' endeavours; and observing
*

their daring researches and experiments in their attempts to reach this

stage; in their sustained efforts to gain this knowledge, these men

and women are liable to forget how utterly insignificant they are in

and for the Universe.

Whatever we learn from these researches; and whatever knowledge

we acquire through these explorations, fundamentally and in truth it

only one thing is left to us: to acknowledge the Creator and i:o admire

his Creation. In other words: to accept, admit and submit.

James Harth of the TJniversity of California has given
better shape to this thought than I ever can: *'The notion
of separate laws that exist independent of the law-maker,
might have to be jettisoned as so much excess luggage.
We cannot build mathematical Systems and formulas
independent of the knowledge of a Creator."

I know - and also every reasoning person should know - that there

is a God. This is all we can know with any degree of r.ertitude. We

do not even know his name. To Moses God proposed he be called "Ehye

asher Ehye" and there is not even ag.reement about the meaning of these

words; not even of the translation of the Single word ''Ehye". I like

the translation as "eternal" some have proposed; and I like also the

formulation I read somewhere of the explanation Moses received from

God: "Call me Eternal, because that is what I am".

Anong ancient peoples the greai:est care was taken,
not to reveal the true name of a person, as the knowledge
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of a person's name gave the indi^idual magic power over
the carrier of this name. This fear of a misuse prevails
even to this day among the Rrahmins of India, where the
true name of an individual is known only to the nearest
relatives; and only a different, harmless Substitute name
is used in its stead. Tt seems, however, that from a

certain stage onwards what was believei the Divinity's
true name - Yahweh - was known to the ancient Tsraelites;
but nobody ever dared to pronounce it, except once a year,
when - to ask forgiveness for his and the people's sins
- tlie High Priest entered the Holy of Holiest and summoned
God by calling out the Holy Name. The people assembled
outside ^^trembled in fear" as this action might indeed
summon an enraged Yahweh, and might jeopardize the life
of the High Priest, and possibly also of the entire nation.

Weither do we know how God is and what God is - except through our

sensing his being wi"h and in us. The individual who truly and steadily

searches for God is finally driven into searching and finding him in

his own Seif. And though God is within us, he is also far away. And

though God is by definition inapproachable, he is approachable after

all because he is within us. And as he is within us, he is at every

moment available to us. And we are granted a further mean of approach

to the Divinity by our having been licensed to direct our own fate;

by having been provided with the intellect to determine our destiny.

We can give not only direction but also sense to our existence by the

measure and with the help of that - in its eaormousness to the human

mind unimaginable - computer-like System which I have already mentioned:

the karmatic energy which regulates our life and our existence; which

evaluates our actions and judges our behaviour.

To traditional theologians God is transcendent ; t > liberal ones

it is Godliness and not God which is jf significance. That means, Lt

is the Divinity which is within us. To man 's mind and comprehension

God is, and will always remain, a concept of something beyond any

imaginable physical configuration. But he is a fai t and a reality.

We are aware of God but have no explanation for his being. Whatever

we may imagine of God, he remains a mystery for us. But man i;^ given

the liberty to imagine how God is; in what form he exists; what is his

association with mankind; and what shape he takes in his relationship

with man. Man has indeed often satisfied this need by presenting to

himself the Godhead as a transcendent, human-like authority figure.

It is a contraditio in termine to speak of a figurative God. This would

expose him to the changes man has known to occur of and within himself.

Whenever history and legends speak of God having appeared in human shape,

human heroes are apparently meant and not a trascendent God.

God - his human quall.ties, his miracles, his omnipotence - is
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represented in the Bible in the only way a primitive and impressive

people, who had imbibed the perception of godheads from their poly-

theistic neighbours can understand. At times God is given a female

partner: Asherah, the goddess of fertility veneral-.ed in ancient Israel,

is often mentioned - by Jeremiah and in Wisdome of Solomon - as God 's

partner in Creation, even as his lover.

Until not so long ago - and manifold also "oday in

conformity witii the so far prevnlent way of thinking -

God was percei.ved as a masculi.ne figure. At a certain
stage in human development - or at all times in mankind's
subconscious sphere - God contains also a female part,
thoug'i this is only rarely formulated in words, as e,g,
in Malachi where God is depicted as the w±fe of Israel.
And similarly in the Kabbala.

But in the frame of modern cultui'al developments, the visualization

in addition of God as a female figure has gained acceptance. However

,

this acceptance is neither general nor totnl. On thinking and talking

of God; on approaching God in prayer, we commonly continue to say "he''

and to call him "father"; but we do so, as our forefathers did in

biblical times, because we are thinking in anthropomorpiic terms«

Our antiquated coacept of male .superiority makes it appear to us

only too logical, that God has to bo a male. Rut God is not a human-1 l.ke

Being. He ls neither male- nor is he female. He is of necessity not

as he is thought of, imagined and addressed. We better thiiik of God

as the power which acts through mr^n to create what man can and cannot

achieve. Man is not in control of this world, though God has endowed

him with the abillty to make for himself heaven or hell out of this

world.

God is a concept that becomes reality by inter-action with man.

The human traits attribui:ed to God are concessions of man 's mental

inab'-lity to reach above the pedesi.rian level. They are indications

that man has been arrested - by his inability to perceivi^ a dimension

beyond his own - in his approach to a true indovination of God 's Esseace.

This was the case with the Patriarchs who beli^ived themselves appointed

to transmit the knowledge granted to the.a in form and shape they thought

appropriately perceived by them. The perfect human shape and manifold

Personalities and functions of the biblical God are the Images the

biblical writers, poets and story i:ellers had formed about a perfect

Godhead whose qualities mankind should aspire to imir.ate..

I have been told that God exists as long as there are people who
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believe that he exists. Is this true ? Will God not exist if there

are not people who believe that he exists ? Will God not contimie f:o

exist even if there is nothing alive left in "he world ? The negativists

and doubters ha/e the advantage, that no factual answer is av-iilable

to such a question, noi: even if it is presented to a theologian or

philosopher.

Man has since ever tried i:o find an answer to all these questions

I have raised. But there is no answer. Faith may not need an ariswer,

because it does not pose such a question; inner certainty pro^ides the

answer - in whatever wording it is dressed.

In fondo every thinking person has i:s own image of
God. "^o Maimonides God is Pure and Active Intellect.
"Does thou ^.ove and fear God ?", asked Welsi^ley, "this
is enough. I give you my right hand in fellowshlp".
"Can God truly be confined to tie earth ?", exclaimed
King Solomon. Even the heavens to their utmost reaches
cannot contain you - certainly :iot the Temple which I

have built". Mart:'-n Buber states In his deistic sounding
concept of God: "Everything whatever exislis, and whatever
comes into existence in naturo and history, is essentially
the utterance of God". The Kabbala teils us that "God
is "he Supreme Nothing which preceded the Exisi:ence of
Something".

And so to US too is given to form our own image of the Unimaginable.

In other, piain and simple words: God is to every one of as as we see

him, perceive him, imagine him, think of him.

Whatever shape and form God may have; whether he is far or near;

wet:her he is a he or a she or an it, is in any case of no importance,

because we are striving to reach the Godhead in whatever way we address

him, whei:her in a direct approach or in any of the rigidly prescribed

prayer formulas. How^jver, the personal address is far more fulfilliag;

and the direct approach far more promising. Everyone of us should learn

to have his own personal way of approac^ing and addressing his God.

To a rell.gious Jew the precise pronounciation and placing of words in

the transmitted traditional lithurgy Ls a significant part of, and an

essential contribu'ion to his prdyers. In the Middle Ages the concept

prevailed that God 's perfef:tion is without doubt; that man has no

personal influence nor direct impact on his own life; that he had only

to contemplate God 's emminence and perfection. In our age man is

perceiv'id to serve God's demands by actively pursuing an ethical life.

Rut the usua? formulas, the accustomed ceremonials,
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the traditioiial rii:es may not be of need - may evtin have

.10 place - in personal and private praying; especially

not in wordless praying. Indeed, the prayerbook and its

formulations are not essential for prdying; everyone of

:is can and should worship God as he or she thinks and

feels is the best access. Neither should we thinlc, we

are obliged to approach God at specific ti-aes; or with

a set of pre-ordained words; or with prescribed rites

and gestares.

The true prayer is addressed :o the God within us, is therefore

directed to guide us, to Influence us, to change us, to better us, to

defend us. Prayers for our health or that of those near us .lay gi^e

US hope and strengthen :is. Prayers askiag for pecuniary help, for God 's

intervention in the out::oine of the stock ejvxhange or in the dr-iwing

of the lottery are a mockery.

Somerset Maughan gave up his belief in God, when his

prayers that his stuter be cured, remained unaswered.

Prayers may make man conscious of the rssponsibility he has for

"ihe direction his ILfe is taking. In his prayers man should approach

God with respect, Submission and praise. But tliere are others who

say, man shou Ld not hesitat^^ tc^ argue with God.

f

Abraham challenged God: "Will the Judge of the entl.re

World not acz justly ? And the chassidic Rabbi Levi Yizhak

of Berishev threatened God more than once he would cite

him to appear In front of a Diu Torah - a rabbinical

Courl. - for making his poople suffer so much. When Tevye

the Milkman in ^^IPÜLER ON THE ROO^ ir, about to be driv^en

from his hoiae, he turns to God and asks: "So, this Ls

wha'-. is meant to be chosen ? Do me a favour, Creator

of the Uni^erse, and chose sonebody eise next time".

Man is expected and encoaraged to sense and know the

ultiiaate truth. Some s^ek th=^ir way to the truth with the

help of coli reasoning - though being fully aware how infinite

the cru'zh is and how unreachable in the end - while others

try to apprjach this truth throuyh prayer. Prayer will open

nur miTid and heart for an under Standing of what we can accept

for ourselves a.^^. truth. We should pray for such understanding

and for such acceptance. Prayer sho ild be a plea for a true

.such understanding; for the guidance to reach compr^^hension.

Player should also be viirected to an undarLanding

of one:3eLf. Prayer can lead to such an undersbinding.

"Tie '^rvice to God, said Yeshajahu Ijelbowitz - who wa-^>

not always an iconoclast - must be for Lts own sake. It

must be di^or'ced of all world Ly aims like huraji perfection

or national redQ:ption. One cannot and should not pray
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for these. Qna oin only pray for oae^s proper coatribution

t ) these".

Prayer is the conmuni«Nation with the Cod within ourselver,. Whenever

we feel vd.thiri us .^30fnething iJki^ a resonance to our pi^ayer, we can i-^ke

thls as the indicatioa that we have mnde the right appj-aich. Everybody

can have fiis e^iperit^nce in the course of his own vay of praying. There

is no need for an ojctemal verbau ^^tion of the prdyer. Everyboily sliould

soojier or later have oxie to kncw how best to converse Adth his God.

Provided :he Präsentation Is oiDea-eaded and fre? of preconception,

praying may tak.^ the form of logical n^^asoning. -fov^ever, of all the

possible LndividiBl ^vays to appraich Goil, the best and :ruest one -

a5^ I have mentioned - is with and through imeVs entire daily life.

A Jew is mistHkeJi if he beli^ve;3, that his prayer is more effecti^e

or hBneficial than ^ose of a sincerely praying Q^tile. Neither is

it enough for a Jew to confess that he is a Jew. 4 Je*/ hcis also to

li/e as a Jew; t) b^have as a Jew; cini to act as a Jew. He has to

pr:-serve and to exhiblt the moral Integrity whi<:h Judaism demands of

a Jev.

WLth all thei-- not inconsiderable number of faults; and underneath

all i'-Jie veneer of "ixderaity" which I orrtsei-ve in the Isi"a=^lis, I was

happy and deepJ.y impressel to nötige, that the;.r inboi'n or inheritei,

their acquired or insti Heu moral censor is m;3St of the time ijerceivable

as fully active and effective. Let me point to v/hnt I see as a litlimi is

test: it is true, ^.hai: llke the isj'a^li .^3oldier als) the swiss one -

and per'haps those of man\'' other coun^ries - takes his gun along when

on leive, but I cannot iimgine ^here exist^-; any other country, wiiere

the Govemiient not only permts but instrunts all private citi^^ens

entitled to own h handgun, to carry tiTel^; weapon witi then whenever

they leave the hoiosc^ And indeed, in "he streets of Israel one can

at aiiy ti:ne see a largo njnber of people vith a revolver stuclc in tlieir

belt. But there is hardly any mishap or misuse of che weapon. T am

sure, that cinywhere eise such easy availability of a wi^apon - and th:^

permssion to exhibit it - would most likely cause a great nuniber of

accidtTits aad victims. I ^plain it as a tribute to the Isreali's .-sense

of moral rerstraint and emotional balance - otherwise not always in

e^idence - that so fcv murders oi reveage actions «xcur. I am aware

that a large numb3r of murders do occur, but relative].y - and in view

of the "availability" - far less than night be expected. Another
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Thls shoiil'l not be tak^n to meaa, however, tha" the
secular orlented Jews ace not also guLded by principles
of norality, They are aev^er behind :heir reli.gious

brethren :^.n ;^xcelling in "heir mor^l conduct and uas-^lfish

beha/iour, T.ie only difference :.s, that one does not
hi^ar tl^^e less- or non-religious Jews spe':ifically relate
i:helr conduct t;) the commandments of ::he Torah,

This is a p'.ty. For the Secular Jews who refuse to bo guided by

the directives arid /alwis of Judaism; and thosri who have llttle knowledge

of ^hat Judaism ~.mplie.'i, will in the coarse of time cea.se to identify

themselves as Jews. They will not Icnow or care to transmlt Jewishness

i:<) their children and will most likely, within cinother generati.oa become

"extinguished from the J'iwisii People".

It happens not rarely, however, that these mea and
women who ace wLthout a positi*/e atti'ude to Judai-^>m;

that those "who have ne^/er missed an opportunity to deny
- or even to denigrate - the value of their r^ligion,
do undergo a fundanental ^hange when they are, for any
reason, induced to check ori their behaviour; or when "hey
are made to look inward under the impact of unfa /oii'^ablB

circumstances; or when they are exposed to some gra'/e

daager; or when they are under the threat of d missile
ai.tack; or when they ace gripped by shock in the aftermath
of a terrorist encounter. Such a drastic change in the
attitule and reaction, in the ideology and phi.losophy

of a person is not ner.essarily always only teiaporary ii

natare; It nay well take on a permanent character.

Such a sudden change in a persoa; such a sudden awareness of one 's

inner emptiness, were well known to the Prophets of old. They were,

after all, the spiri-.ual leaders of their Jays. They were educators,

:^xhorterSj moralists. They v;ere men fit to serve as examples. They

were also good politicians and ex;:-»lleat psychologist-^ who referred,

when appropriate, to an irrascible and eventually condoning God as the

final governing instance. They assured the lay people - whatever their

social stariding may ha-ze been - that, unless they repented theii' sins;

unless they improved their style of life; unless they put an end to

their transgressionS; they were not going to escape divine piinishment.

The Prophets taa^ht and preached, that Lt depends exclusiv^ely on the

individual - arid no less also on the nation as a whole - to become freed

from ./hatever guilt they have accamulated.

The biblical Prophets had de/eloped from the ea.'ly

primiti/e seers, hordes of whom roamed the country-s Lde;

\/ho uttered prophecies whenever, after a long period of
dancing, they had reached - 1 1.ke the Dervishes of Islam

^
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do - a State of ecstasy. Only later on - nost likely

aroand 760 RCE - did :he Prophets represent i Stratum

of :nea ov women not only ^ich a higher le-/el of education,

bat also one endo»\^ed with superior iatelligence.

Sta-tiag v^i':h "he ^rophet Am')s - this was at a time, vhen the morals

o.r the Jewish People ha"! reached a dangeroas low - they preachf^d agaiast

the i.dolatry which aad penetrated :roMi oatsile. They cleaased Judalsm

of Its pagan admixtures. They re-established Judaismus monotheism.

They agitated against the nefariojs Anflijefice of foreiga domiaations.

They consoled the aation In times of stress. They reminded the people

of their inherited noral duties. They condeianod social in jii;?t ixe. They

called the rieh to he just and not to oppress the poor. "See»c good and

not evil so that you may live. Cease to do evil. Only do justice and

love mer.:y and walk humbly wLth your God", was ^.he recurrent Leitmotiv

of the adraoiiitions the Prophets delivered to the people.

There is little doubt that in those spiritually emptied and morally

flattened lines Judaisn's sarvi^al had been greatly endangered; and

that Lt ov/ed its survi/al to the Prophets. Judaisn owes them no less

also the contiaued purity of its religion. It owes them also the -

in i/iew of the ti.'aes and the circumstance.s e>ct "aordinary - nainteiance

of a State of social peace, because they /ere often appointed id visers

to the rule.rs of ",he country; becaus- they had great influence on the

rulers; because they kaev/ how to speak to the rulers; because they knew

how to admonish the -^ulers. Rec luse they knew how to cirb their excesses

They knew :i.> less also how to address the common people. They knew

how to speak tn them. They knew to use the right kind of language;

they made use of metaphors and of threats whi^h all strata of the people

could understand. To this day Judaism contr'.nues to keep the Prophets

in high esiieem. Their teaching C')ntinues to have value for our own

generations.

Tiese prophets can serve in evidence of the regularly

recurring phenoiaen, that whene-zer the principles o: Jjdaism

were neglected; and wheie/er its ethical commandments

had lost their v^lue for the people, there was aever a

lack of leaders to arise from among theia, who feit inspired

to take control of the spirLtaal ILfe of the straying

people; who believed themselves appointed lo bring the

people back onto the right track.

Tie-ie leaders and prophets, these politicians and philosophers,

'./ere by instinct well versed in the psychology adequate for the times

aad saited to the people. They knew how to ^^ary their spiritual approarh

in accordance with the not always «/ery inp.ressive intellectual level
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of the people. They acted, spoke and wrote not differently from the

writers of the Rible; -vho had adapted their les-ions and demaids, their

•.\^arnlngs arid orders dressed into "he forinula of a "Thoa shalt not.

siiited to the ränge of .:omprehension of che illiterate masses ;aakiag

up the ancient Israelis trackiag through ^,ho eniless desert.

ft

This insight in "-he character of the people made the anci^nt Prophets

use also for their dire threa':s Images fron the p-revailing <:ultur'e.

And this kind of psychological understnnding made the wise Rabbis of

the Talnud era formulate their type o"" homilies; and introdu.':e "heir

kind of easily inderstood allegories.

Today, when Judaismus structure is in daager of being eroded; vy^he^n

its very survival is endangered, it is sorely in need of leaders of

sach a calibre; of guides filled with such a spirit; of motivators with

such aa iatellectual pov/er; of prophets with such a psychological

insight; of perst)nalities exevting such an overwhelming influence.

Rut there are none. Can our teachers and philosophers, our poets and

our writers^ our politicians and leaders in aay way or sense be compaired

to the prophets of old ? There are today no leaders \vrho are accepted,

raspected and honoured ly all sections, str-ita and currents of JudaisM.

In the years )f "he long-lasting e^ile, when the dangers w-re so great,

there has always beon here and there a generally accepted and wiiely

respected individu^l. Will such laen o- v/oinen arise among us v/hen again

the threat to Judaismus survival becomt-s overv>^helming ?

It is njt only an important ingredient of Israelis old-established

belief System^ but It is also an aciom ia the world at large - and

accepted as such by modern Judaisin - that the Jews have to be paragons

of morality; and that the Je-^ish State has to conduct Ltself accord .ng

to a very high e^hical Standard.

^Vhat we know as Judaismus '/alues and merits; v>^hHt we cherish as

its ethics and philosophy, were tran:5mitl:ed to the Jews as laws and

formulated as comnandments. The ef fe^tiveaess of these coiiLiiandmeats

and laws was enhaaced by the religious leaders who pointe out at every

opportunity, that chey had been issued Dy God hAmself. The final wording

of the legal codex was communicated to the Jewish People at Sinai, along

v/ith the defiiite iastruction, that it has to propagate them among the

nations of "he ear*th.

Tiere is a talmudi": mid^ash, that originally God had

not chosen the Children of Israel for "his task. The
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Torah, it s-iys^ ha 1 first been ol'ferf^d to a number )f

other nations. Bu': all of them had refasced to accept
"ihe Torah and its comnaiidmonts. Only Israel accepted
them. And ihiis it caiae about, thai: it was appointed ''the

elected and selected people". Hov/e'/er, we sho ild be

carefal not to give to the tenn "Chosen PeoplB^ the m.^aning

of a prefert^ntial Status, aor. of a hereditary endowiaent

with spec ial characteristics, It is rather a div^iie

SU mons, an appointmeat,

The anclent Hebr:^ws were most likely well suited to functlon as

the in3.^phisticated carriers of such a selectioa of compleK ideas wLthin

4 rigid and ancomproi^ising settiig. Perhaps it would be more appropriate

to say; they were better fitted to be used for such an experiment: for

i:hey were a pri'aitive; unsophisticated^ uncomplica'ed, unclvilized,

iineducated and crude set of losely associated tribes. They v/ere ±n

addition also a "ebellious people. These characteristics allow me the

conclusion, that they nust also have been a rather intellligent and

logically rea:5oaing people,

They appear to ha/e in addi:ion harboar^d and cherished a hoard

of primiti/e myths. Slowly and steadily these unformed people wert^

mad<B t:) understand - each of che positive or negative c3xperiences they

had in tho'ie formative years was made to ser-^e as a further grade in

their educ,ational process - that all the laws^, cominand'nents and rules

Moses imposed on them, had in truth come froia the mouth of God himseLf;

and had, for this reason, to be blind Ly accepted; had to be followed

without argument; had to be obeyed wi"h(:)ut criticism whatsoever,

We vIews of today are a more sophisticated nation, We are a higher

edncated and a more experienced people^ Rut the appointment we received

at Sinai has not been canceled. The list of tasks imposed upon us is

still the saine. The rules of cond^ict Imposed on :is are still in force.

Not a Single one of the origiial iistructions has been changed.

It I-S this what Pope John Paul II wanted apparently
to State in his unusnal book "'Crossing the Threshold of

Hope": ''It m.ist be uuderstood i:hat Jews who for 2000 yea^s
were dispersed around the world, had dec Lded to returi
to the land of their ancestors. This is their right.,..
...this ext^aordinary people continues to bear signs of

divine election".

Starting fron the .Moment the Jews were elected to cai^ry the bürden

of the Torah Laws, there is a sequential - I might evea say a logical

- Progression to the modern Jews' fate to serve as scapegoats for

mankind's failings. In the perennial onslaughts of the antisemites;

and ia the - in some form or shape never absent - hate-loaded vociferojs

discriminntions of such a large lumber of nations in today 's world
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agaiasl: the Jewish S"ai:e, I im given to perceive clear indicatio;is,

that deep dov/n la the confines of its subconsciou.s mind, Tiaakind wants

- and has the n^^ed of - "he Jewish People to pursue its destiny and

desLination. And ab: ve all, for the Jews to be n holy people^

We should be v/e 1.1 awnre of the meaning, t'iis appointment to bo a

holy people has for us Jews; vy^hat the call implle:3; what meaaiig the

call to holiness has for the life to v/hlch the Jew*^ are acti/ely exposed

today. We may be tempted - in "he hope to escape the dntl.es of our

appointment; or at best in the expecta-.ion to absolve our dnties vith

a minimal effort - to indulge in dreaming of meMsianic boanties^ e-^en

if their g-ant is projected into some distant future* Biit this is a

useless attempt at an impossible escapis;a.

In view of the incompre^hensible persecntions che Jewish People had

to suffer; and ii viev; of the illogi^^al explanations given ."^or these,

it is (juite understandable that there has always been the vish -imong

the Jews to see the "appointment as a special people" - or better the

call to a special task - abrogated. To be a people like ocher people.

To be a nation like other nations.

•

Those who argne^ that these wishes and dreams are
messianic goals; that they are only realizable somewhere
in the infinite future, will see them come trae only at
the time^ the Messiah turns up^ Neither is it right, not
to see ou'^ failings as a causative, if not a contribatlve
factor. Nor Is it beneficial to oar ethical maturation,
to blame our periods of moral decline on the Devil and
his hordes; or to escape fj:*om our respons Lbllity by

pointing to the likelihood of magir, influences. Only
by forcing ourselves to an awareness of our own faults
can we find the peace of mind whi':h a dnty properly
fiilfilled can g-ant.

We should make e/ery effort not to be led iito building screens

wovon of phllosophical sche-aes behind which we can hide. Let us not

be tempted i:o abuse the word and worth of Philosophy. Let us, instead,

appre':iate what Philosophy has to offer, Let us understarid the aim

and meaning of Piiil.osophy

.

Philosophie means search.'.ng for the wisdom of life.
It means the study of matter, which r diätes to what is
positive in the value, in the purpose, in the origin of
life.. It means the adoption of a postur'i wlth which to
face the demands and ex'igencies of life. If: means the
qnest fo.v what is signLficant and importarit in life.
It is the superm.irket of ideas on whose shelves we can
search for the ansv/ers to fit the questions which tor.'ient

US. Above all: philosophy de.iands honesty fron i^.s

disciples an.^. seriousness from Lts admirers.
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In th.ls context T want to a:^.r the point, that ia my que.-it ionirig

and reading I have aever discoverod a satisfactory answer to the

question, whether we are to ar,cept as certaintie-3 which the scientists

conclude fr;)m ':h'=?ir "Miscoveries" in the Uiiverse. H-ive the conclusions

- which are called *'sv:i=^ntific strructures" - more than the dLscoveries

thccmselves not been ::?rected on a basLs of piain presumptions and pure

-jpecalations ? The scientists' modern high-byted Computers bring forth

data which - i^. is said - the scieritisiis themselves are har'dly able

t) undi^rstand, and t>^hich even less they can prove. But I suppose we

should be grateful, that man has reached the State of dev<^lopment , whero

he could conclude that energy is equal to the miss maltiplied ^y the

Square of the velocity of light.

Ha/ing takea the courage to indulge in the above ref Lections,

I am going to make use of tiis opportunity to add some fürt her "houghts.

Possibly they are going to add for the benefit of an Outsider some more

Illumination Ofi the path on which my thoughts and ideas have chosen

t) proceed.

On a pre/ious occasion I have tried i:o outline what T thiak about

US hiimans' deai":h; and v/hat I figure nanVs destiny to be after deach.

I a:n not alone in refler-.ti.ng on these matters; in these years the study

of the "problem of death*' is given increaslng iriterest.

Elizabeth Kubler-Ross' definition of death as "but the final stage

of growth and not even the final stage", reflects the modern age's

way of thinklng. Tt »nakes me wonder why mankind, liviig wich "he

knowledge tha: death is unavoLdable^ hardly coatemplates also the

possib'-llty that the entire human race - in v/hntever circumstancer, and

for whatever reasons - may coMe to a sudden end. I t'iin'< it surprising,

that people appear not to weigh even the possib ili.ty , that a natural

catastrophe - of whatever nature - might cut down all living beings

and among theüi the generation of his chlldren. It makes m-^ wonder,

that one hears and reads now and then of people may worryiag about their

:)w:i ll.fe and futur:^, but that they ha^dLy ever appear bothered or

depressed by the thought; that h.imankind or even the planet may one
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day p<-rish".

In every reli.gion the contemplar.iDn of death, and all in implies,

is given much r oti. In only few of che religions is deach considered

a natur-il event. The oa^ly Tsraelites were already occupi=^d ^\^ith tho

Problem of :?eath biit - though in steady contact wi'ih 'ihe n^^ighbouring

calture.s - they did not ar.cept the latters* ilols along with tiieir

concepts o" d.^ath. In biblical Judaism much thoijght has been spont

on the questlon of death and i:he Hereafter, thouyh "he cc^ncept of

after-life, of the reincarnation of the .soul in general, is in Judaism

less emphasized !:han in most other religions.

#

Usually one hear^ those who lack a'iy religious conviction State,

that Tieath means the Indi^ilual's total extinction; and wi-ih "h'.s

Statement all further taj.k about the issue of death is cut short. 0:i

the other band there are maay sei:ular intellectuals who harbou' the

definito arid strong belief in som-e kind of a resurre :tion after dea-h;

but they are rarely inclined to enter into a discasslon on this issae.

An e^^ample is Ya/lav Ha/el who is ". . . .coavinced that
in soüie -.^^ay or other I will continue to exist after death",

There is no coiimandment In ^he Bible that man har, to honour the

dead. On the contrary: a person is rendered unclean by contact wLth

a dead body. The human body during li.fetime^ is given greater imi)ortance

than for just heing the habitat of ^he soul. But the or':hod:)x Jews

do belleve in a HereafLer, in resurrection, in hell and paradi.se.

Kabbala has added ^,he concept of '^Gllgul neshamoth'% the transmigration

of the souls,

TIntil the Babylonian Exile Israelites had no notion
of haviag to far:e judgement in a Hereafter, nor of a
resurrection or reincarna'iDn. The concept of a Hereafter
v/as iritroduced only in the post-exilic age. as we can
read in Dani'^1 and Ezekiel. Pharisaeic Judaism accepted
also resurrection as is reflected in the prayerbook; whlle
the Saducaeans rBfnted all possibility of Life in somt^

form afte:* death because no .aention is made of this in
the Torah. They saw Sheol as the "endsl.ation", It is
the place \/herb^ the vicked are judged> panished, arid \/hen

purifi'^d admitted to paradLse.

But Judais.a was Ln truth never satisfied with the orthodox principles

o: death and sheol, as Lt did not explain v/hy the righteous suffer and

the wicked prosper.

In this connec^tlon, and considering that I have in the pages of
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this essay - which deal mainly deal with our countryVs and nur nation's

surviv'il - made at tlmes .-neation of the Shoah, the "Hol')caust", T think

a fc^w further renark-» might be in order,

Tie Rabbis of the Ta:'.miid have stated tha", there is no dea^.h wir.hout

transgre sion. That is to say, the individual's deati is caused by

his having traagressed the borders of the ethlcally permitted. Dea'h

made i::s First appea^ance after Adam had sinned, Thus has he become

Diortal, And bei:ajsce of him all maaklnd has become mortal, This i.s

the basis for Judaismus l:eaciiag, that deatn is the result of sin,

The sin/deatii associatioa, ho»\^e*^er, is not so much meant from a personal

perspe::tive as from a nniversal-jewish one. And ±1 ±s also from ^his

viewpoint, viz:- hov/ far it may affect the jev/ish people as a whole,

"hat I wilL deal here wi.th this problem.

Man's lifespan, according to Juda:'-S::i's conception, is a 'zine of

an ongoing testing of his readiness and willingness, of his fltness

and h:.s capability, to wlthstand the temptations v/hich without his willed

resistanc^ will ine/i*:ably lead h:'.m to sin. Thus an indiv idiial's life,

and all a person^s experiences during its lifetiTie, represent an unending

series of tests.

It is in th.'.s sense that I Interpret Rabbi Yanal^s saying, tha"

God makes us suffer so that we are coiis':ious of our misde<3ds; so that

we laay try to correct them and repent. And this makes m-?. ask, whethe;'

the Shoah, the terrible sufferings the Na:^.is have inflicted upon the

Jews mean a testing of the Jewish People ?

I do not like to use the label "Holocaast" for those

dreadfiil events. It has always been used to describe

the "whole-offering" o.-^ animal sacrifices in the Temple,

Nor do I appreciate "Churban" which means desi:ruction.

I think ^'Shoah", v/hich means calamlty, is more the

appropriate term by whj.ch to describe wha": the Germans

have inflicted on the Jews.

Calamitles, pogromri, persecations are repeated Ly returning designs

in the tapestry of the Jewish People 's history and fate. The exclusive

place the Shoah occupies in modern jewish history should not suppress

the fact, that the Jews have since nearly two millennia had to se;ve

;hs the victims pa" e;ccellence for the christiai Gentiles' hatred; )ut

the sufferings of the Jews would be badly banalized wece the term "Shoah"

also otherwlse or elsewhe^i'e applied, as is the tendency today.

I have with fnll intent used :he above expressionS; for it is the
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absoluta and undeniable trru^h that for so many of the past centuries

the Church hns - to a major if not ex::ljsive degree - t;) bf3 mado

reponsible for the suffering o"^ ^hf3 Jewish Peoplew Will this type )f

church-originated and christiaal^-y-lnspired ha*:red of the Jews cea.se

now, beca:iso at last and through "he mouth of the actual Pope John Paul

II, the Chu-:'ch has conceded her guilt ? Has the Chu':'ch, at least to

some exten^. a^cepiied her responsi'^ility ? .
.

The ab'jve mentioned Pope has by far not shown "he

understandiag - may I say the coarage ? - of one of bis

predec essors, Pope John XKIII; who had unfortunat^^ly d Led

before he could complete the task he had taken upon

hJ.mself. *'We realize ;lo^/^ he had prayed, "tha" many,

.naay cerituries of blindness have dimmt^d our eyes, so that

we no longer see the beauty of Thy Chosea People, and

no 1 ):ii^er recogniz«^ in their faces the features of our

first-born brother. We realize thai: oar brows are branded

with th<:^ mark of Cain. Centuries has Abel lain in blood

and t-^ai-'s bet^ause we had forgottea Thy love. Forgive

US the cürse we unjustly laid on the naiae of the Jews.

Forgive us i:hat with our cui^ses we have crucif Led you

a second time".

Vicioas :.iurderous per secat Ions of Jews had sei: ia no sooner the

Church had become endowed '^^ich v/orldly pov/er. The Crusades wo ild not

have had saffi':i^nt motivation, and chus not the surxess, had they not

been fired by pogro:is.

But it has to be conceded, that the Church has never

striven for a total, a nazi-style (Elimination of all the

Jews. The Church war, williig to let a linited number

jf Jews survi"/e, not because she wcinted to point to the

Jews' divinely ordaiaed destiny, but because she needs

the Jews as ''living testimonials'' for her own coniag
redemption.

The optimists amoag as :aa/ feel entitled to the coaclusion, that

whereas the reli^ious zeal is abatiag among the Christians; and whereas

the Church* s formerly so overwhelmiig power is dlminishiag, also its

ingrained autisemiti-sm - and with it further persecutions and pogro.is

against Jews - will become less. Alas, there is ab.solutely no reason

nor just Lfication to expect that this will be the case.

Have I the right to see in the Church 's harsh persecutions of the

jewish people over* the many centuries nothing but a Christians' envy-

created and jealousy-cansed - bat otherwise Incoasequential - e^/ent

in the Jewish People 's hlstory )f suffering ? Ace the pogroms only

.=3pisodes, by means of which the way the Jewish People reacts tn i",s

enemies' deeds serves as a test for its moral strennth and ethical
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stamiiia ? Is, ^.n such a case, vChristendom not also i:estecl in i:his

way a.id Ln a ILkc-^ manner ? Are "he oalookers and oystnnders not equally

i:ested by the v/ay they act or do not react ? In o'iher words: has "he

Chu-^ch only been made "o serve as an appropriate tool in the process

of testing "he Jewish People ?

I have perceived ny concept of the ongolng testing

to wiich v/e humans as well as nations and peoples are

exposed, withAn "he frame of my v±ew of oar karman . This

very sai.ie coaception of our fate and .^uture can also find

other franes and projections. E.g. the persiai phi I.osopher

Nasir-al-Dia Tas I. t^iught that the h.iman soil - which

dlffers by its particalarized faculty of ratlonality fron

the animal and /egetable s«:)uls - st^eks by purific^tion

and overcoiTiing -^-ducLion perfectlon dnring its sojourn

on ear"h. And Benjamin Franklin, v/ho had started a Crusade

for "self-improvement and moral perfection", k-epl' a dally

Chart on which he recorded with a che;:k mark h±s trans-

gressions against the thirteen virtues of Teiaperance,

Silence, ChastLt;^ Order and so on.

The Shoah is seen; described and stamped as a siagular crime of

the Germans against the Jews. And to a large extent all mankind "oo

is accused.

The Shoah miy be seen as another calanity in the jevish history

of calaTiities, It may also be seen as a further ev Ldence of man 's

cruelty to man. But the Shoah was a nnique event. It war. unique as

it was not "he o Ld "common" practice )f conquering armies to slaughter

the defeated, but the calculated poli.cy of a modern civil tzed nation.

It v/as a carefuLly plan led and executed policy, It was eagerly applied

by the Major ity of the consenting german people,

The Shoah was unique, as it was not a by-prodnct of the war, but

was played out a^^^airist the backdrop of listoric antisemltism.

The Shoah ranges as a unique event by virtue of tlie fai^t, that for

the first time in history a State has made it its progra;Ti and purpose

- purely as a matter of priiciple - to physi.':ally annihilate an entire

specific people, men wonen and chlldren withoui: exception. The victi.^is

were transported to specially prepaired places of extermination, there

to be kiLled with cold, systematic, and techiicaLly p.recisely calc ilated

methods.

It was "he first tim.-^ i^ history of mankind'', as

Ca:'dinal Lustiger said in Jerusalem, "that God has gi^/en

man the power to destroy hiimrinity".

We may count It as a blessing, that the civil tzed world has no»/

at last come t ) the realization, how mnch the Shoah represents a
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watersh(^d in hunan history.

(

Shoah i;s a Jinijue episode in humaa h:.sl:ory, even though for years

german historiaas contended that the r^xr.erminatioa of earopean Jewry

was '*a r-a'her banal a.^fair". It lias become a habi.t to call - or evea

to c.:)mpare the Na:^,i3' extermination of "h-i Tew:^ - the mass annihilatioas

we ha/e learned of or wiznerysed^ with other mass-Gxterminat Ion e/eii::s

of the past. But no hlstorian has been able to find an ^xample, whene

certain groups of people - once upon :i tim:^ the slaves or the wii-;hos

oc the honosexuals had been selecf-.ed as victi.is - wer;^ killed with the

aim to totally e^::.erminate their kind wif-^hln a short period of yea^s.

Also the Khiner Rouge •<illed millions of Camb.^dians. Stalin killed still

more in the course of his politLcal purges. The Jap-ine^e ha/e killed

intold mil.lioas of vChinese. The Turks !v3vn annihilat-^d hetacombs of

Armeiians. Also the two atom bonbs over Japan have caused a great

conflagration aTid .lauy ^/ifitims. But all theso e-/eats; and all the other

large or small murderjus -ipisodes in history receat and past, caanot

be called a Holocaust or a Shoah. To call these events, these murdero-is

e/ents, holocausts i.s sacrilegious - a.s it is to compare the jewish

policf^men in Israel to the N-i:^,is.

The Shoah is un5_qu'^; is the Nazis introduced for the first tine

the racial concept - in place of an Ldeological oae - as a reason for

the extermination of an entire people. Stalin and Mao murdered many

more people j^ but their crimes differ insofar as Hit 1er 's Shoah was an

ethnocide; was the Intention to eventually eradicate the entire Jewish

People,

Has the world still t) be -emiaded, that the horrors of Nazi

Germaay are not the outcrop of Hitler Vs a"id the german nation's deceased

nind, but the culniiation of 2000 yea^-s of the Chu:*ch's arrogaace and

her false teaching ? Do the Christians of today understaad that the

Shoah has at least as far-reach.*.ng inpli-iations for them as it has for

the Jews '-'' That the fate and suvvival of the Jewish People has also

a prog;ostic indication for Christianity 's surviv'al ?

It consoles :ne: ajid Lt has restored my far'.th ii
humanity's hasic av;areness of moralLty; that all over
the World the misdeeds of Stalin have been re/ealed;
that the Amerlcaas inderstand now the Vietnam War as
a moral failur-e; that the cruelties of the Khmer Rouge
are globally condemned; that th^ Turks feel asha.aed of
the million Arneai^ns they killed; and that among the
Americaas much regret and sha-Me, and a deep sense of
moral responsib '.li.ty are feit about Hiroshima.
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I la/e rt-asoii to think, tha" mosi: of GGrmany's post-v/ar generations

are aware of the atror.ltles their paren':s and grandpa-rents comnitted.

And I am told that moMt of th«^ young Germans are bitter ly sorry f 3r

v/hat had been doae by "ih^ir parents and grand-parents; and that many

of the yoang Germans are genuinely ready to share the gailt. Ho\/ever,

Germans should not Iniulg«^ in the illusion - evon 'ihough they are

ar.cepted today on more than equal footi.ng ii the family of na'ions -

that the wor Ld vill ever forget as loig as history Is 'v>^riti:ea and taught.

What, Oll the other band, shoald w'i *:hii'- >'" ':i •

Japanese v/ho r-^fase to accept guilt and responsibili ./

for their crines ? Does this conf L''m that mankind Ls

far a\/ay from redemptioii yet !

I don't think T an e^caggerating when I say, that most Jews have

not forgoi.ten the crimes conmited against them by the german people;

that they ha/e not forgivea the Germnns,

Most of the Jews I ha/e over the yea"s net and
interrogated, exper'.ence the same sensatio is and nourish
the sa.ne feelings as Kate and I did when we f Lrst met
the Schol.lsc Kate had no difficulty to accept them and
to adjiis;: t:) them, bat I ne/er coald feel absolutely
rela^^ed in his Company; and also not in that of bis ivife

and children.. Mtujn'^h Scholl has ne-^er mf^ntioned the
Shoah; nor has ever aLljded Hitler 's policy in gene^al,
he has neither openly dissociated iiimself fron Hitler
and Nazidom. He showed no reaction, sa Ld no word. on
the occasion he -/isited Yad Vashem, Nor ever thereafter.
While passing from one -exhibit to the other he showed
the greatesi: interest in the maps which recorded the
movements of the german troops. This may well have been
a Cover for hJ.s embarrassmt^nt. I have no doubt that he

was v/e ' 1 av/are of the German >' sins,

Talkiig about Yad Va^^.hem; the "Holocaust Mom.:)rial" in Jerusalem:

there is much controversy \\rhether a visii: to the Yad Vashem Memorial

should be made a proper protocol item f^r a v^'.sitLng foreign official.

It is Said that this pilgrimage had originally been made part of the

program so that the visitor is made to understaad, "that we have not

forgotten; that we have not yet overcome; that our \\rounds are still

bleedlng". In a certaln s mse It cai also be interpreted as an

explanation - or excu.'se ? - for Israelis right to exist.

I am glad the visit to Yad Va ! em i.s no more a mist ^or an official

visitor. I consider it also othjr vise a great fault in the character

of toda/'s Jewry, that it dwells s > m ich on the Shoah, We do not need

an excuse or an explanation for our existence. Nor for our survival.
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In our - 'ihough not alway-. aclcnowledged - b'^llef, that ^e are

the chosen people: "hat we occupy a spe(.ia\ 3'atus; and that we i3njo7

a special relationship with the Divine, we \ive become accustom3d to

raise oar hands and lifl: O":'' olr." t() heaven and ask '^od f[)r an

e>:plaaation ^vhenever our peoplj^ are Struck by a disaster. "Where .y^as

God" is the cry we coiTimonly hear wheae-^er the Shoah is mentioned, Do

the questioaers e/er thi.ik of the possibility that "he Shoah was our

punishment ? That cur people had greatly failed in its dutles; and

that this puiish.'aeit was in fact also a sha\:o--up; aa admonishmenc ?

By all means, let us ask wh^/ "^rod d Ld lot Lntervene iii Auschwitz.

Everybody I asked has lis a:'>wer - \/hich is no ausv/er, Is also my own

attempt to answer thls question not an ans,/er ? Possibly ! Bat I kaow

that Lt is a mistake, a fault, a failing of th^^ir test, Lf people refute

God and tu:'n away fron Judaism, because of Auschwitz., They have accepted

an answer which is no answer, Goi is njl: dend. God is not deaf. He

is alive aad listens. It dept^^i 's on is entirely in how far we are aware

of the God we harbour withiu us; of the neaning of vGodVs creatioa; of

man 's place in tliis creation - aad of ou:" ^j-)ople's destiny and

destinatio'u Wti must be very careful not to find in the ashes of

Auschwitz >i/^ argument against vGod's ci-'stence or omnipoteace or wisdom,

Aid fi ijj therein a reason to malntain that God has no care for his

people.

On the contrafy ! .

Throughout the Millen-iia the Jews have sur/i^ed against all possible

aad Impossible odds. Must there not be a reason \yrhy they ha-^e survlv"d

And can this very same reason not apply why they will surviveso taj^^>- 9

also in future ? Why they have boea grani-.ed the streng th to re^a'a

their homeland Israel ? Why they hcive now in Israel a fortress^ in

which the jew'.i;h people can find a home and a rei^uge ?

But all ou:r searching through hisl.ory; and all our dv/ell ng on pains

and persecutions do not provide che aaswer. We have to Start from the

fact that we Jews have survived, whAle no other ethiii-: u it has surv^ived.

Why have we sarvi-zed ?

To me the answer is, that we Jews h ve a task, a duty, a destiny

to fuifill. We have survi-^ed, so that we cati f jlfiil this task, duty

and destiny. Study our history and you \/il.l fiid, that whenever we
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forgot our duty; a i'i \/henever we deviated ^ ron our ethical laws and

com-Tiaidnents, punishmr^nt »^ a the reminder. And whea the inducemt^niis

oi:fer3d by the Enlightoniaeat weakened the J^wLsh People; and wrhon the

attractions of a.ssimi'V i "Ion th-eatened jewlsh t5:i:vival like nevar before,

the puni-hmeit was the greater.

Bat wha*: will happea, if again in the ne>ir or distant fu"u':'e the

Jews fall again and again in their daty ?

•
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17.

Does religion not play a role in our s:irvival ?

Whenever nowadays I hear questions ralsed aboul: man and his destiny;

and whenever T have asked mysc^lf these same questions, T could discover,

in the course of my related studies, that an attempt at an answer, if

not often also a satisfactory answer, is contained in more or less every

religion past and present, be Lt that the basic factors are presented

in a well reasoned ideology with clearly outlined dicta; be it - and

this is mostly ^he case - also in form of a metaphorically figuratöd

and a metaphysically invigorated theology. It seems impossible for

average man to picture with his own knowledge or intellectual means

the Spiritual element in mankind^s past existence; and even more than

that to picture for himself its future fate and destiny, without the

help of the directives provided in the theological guidelines; without

listening to the variegated explanations - usually vested in solemn

phrases and wise words - the religions have to offer; without identifying

with the teaching, or at a minimum without accepting, at least the basics

of one or other religion in whatever shape or formulation these may

be taught or reasoned.

I have striven long and studied hard until I could assure myself

,

that I have in the course of my learning gained a clear comprehension

of the true sense and deeper meaning of the religions; of the basics

common to all religions; of the methods applied, applicated and adapted

- and altered when needed from time to time - by the various specific

religious Systems to whatever problems they encounter. I have learned

that religion shows the way and provides the guidelines to come to term

with humankind's frailties and limitations. I have learned that religion

teaches to recognize evil and to face death.

I may be thought conceited - or at least wrong - to boast that I

have gained a workable knowledge of the various, often widely accepted

theological views; and I do not mind saying, that I have succeeded in

filtering, out of what I see as a satisfactory formulation, a to me

personally meaningful theological view.
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In the following pages of this chapter I shall attempt
to convey my viewpoints about the meaning of religion;
about the significance of religion; and about the

philosophy of religion, insofar as they are in harmony
with what I have harvested from the books I have read.

Without preconceived ideas interfering, we are entitled to say that

religion is an energy source in the evolution of mankind; and although

"evolution'* has not of necessity to be identical with progress - I prefer

to give it the meaning of a change, for better or worse, into a new

direction - man 's need to involve himself in thinking, acting and

planning along religious lines has to be seen as an advancement onto

a higher intellectual level.

Here some of the many definitions and characteristics of religion:

'•^ Religion was born when man learned to observe and to register

his observations; when his powers to reason about his observations had

sufficiently advanced to allow him to make deductions from these his

observations; when his analytic mind had developed sufficiently, so

that he could build sequential logical thoughts about his observations.

All religions are made by man; are formulated by man; are given

shape by man, in order to satisfy the needs of man.

* Religion is the starting point of man's intellectual evolution.

It began with his demanding an understandable explanation for his

observations; with his reasoning that nature represented powerful forces

which were responsible for whatever he saw, observed and feared; with

his looking for protection against nature ^s dangers and threats; with

his perceiving in these threatenlng forces powerful gods; with his Coming

to the conclusion that, in order to safeguard his survival, he had to

find ways to placate these all-powerful gods whom - in his need for

a "logical and ethiological explanation" - he had created and enthroned.

'•' Religion is not a philosophy. It is a belief System expressed

in words - or at last in wordless prayer - accompanied by ceremonies,

rites, rituals, postures and symbolisms.

'^ Religion does not have to be a theology. All religions rest

on ethics. Religion^s value as a teacher of morality and as the cement

of social cohesion is also recognized by the agnostic. Man can identify

with the ethics and morality which religion preaches; he has not to

be in agreement with the theology preached by religion.

Refore I continue with the formulation of my querries,
I want to convey some more of the knowledge I have acquired
about the religions' origin, development and history,
as it will be easier for me to proceed from a mutually
acceptable definition.
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* An essential feature in the generally agreed to definitions of

rellgion is the presence - in some form or other, but usually in a

domineering posititon - of a superior power which created the world;

which Controls the universe; and which dominates the fate of raankind.

The primary source of this power was the fear of the "Old Man", of the

primitives' dead father or the tribal chief. This basic concept is

still reflected in the Ancestor Worship practiced in many cultures.

Hence it follows, that man has to make every effort to propitiate and

please this power.

However, what I have stated just now contradicts the

need of a definition to fit every aspect of the subject

and its variations, as the above criterium does not apply

in every instance. For instance it does not fit Buddhism.

Buddhism denies the existence of a Supernatural Being

4 in any form or shape. But, surely, nobody will deny that

Buddhism is a religion ! And there are also other such

cases: whether we like it not, we have to apply also to

"Scientific Humanism" the definition of a religion sui

generis, although it denies the existence of a God. I

will go further and include also Marxism in this category.

Is not to his followers the teaching of Karl Marx a

religion, and "Das Kapital" their Bible ?

* Acknowledging these exceptions; and substantiating religion with

theology, we can substantiate our definition further by saying, that

religion is a thought System carried by social organizations believing

in a Superior Being who directs the fate of mankind and the world. We

may express this also differently: religion perceives of the existence

of a supernatural force, which actively influences events and regulates

conditions on earth and in nature.

* Religious Systems have acknowledged spiritual guides: Shamans,

rabbis, priests, mullahs and similar individuals have arisen or have

been appointed as such custodians of religous acumen; as knowledgeable

in religious mythology; and as experts in matters of religious practice.

And, in the name and with the authority of the religion they represent,

these individuals have the entitlement to promise their faithfuls

rewards, if not on earth at least in a future life.

* With the help of myths and legends; with an impressive history

of its supposed origin; with a series of complex traditions; with an

array of sacred ceremonies and rites, more or less every religion cements

an otherwise undefined group into a compact social entity.

* Religious practice, ritus and mythos are centred onto or into

a sacred surrounding, be it a tree or a forest, a mountain or a lake,

a shrine or a temple. Or they take place in a Community meeting.
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This applies to Judaism, Christianity and Islam, but

not to Hinduism, where religious functions are performed

in private homes; and not to Buddhism, which neither knows

of temples - their monasteries should not be counted as

such - and has only some kind of shrines which are erected

over relics or in places of religious-historic events.

'•' Religion^s function is to direct and guide, to teach and to

educate. Arnold calls it ''morality touched with emotion",

'•' Religion is the sanctified formulation of the norms of what is

desirable or necessary for man; of what would otherwise not be understood

by man; of what, though understood, might be neglected by man; of what,

if understood and practiced, will in clear terms transmit to man the

message, that ultimately everything derives from a Supreme Being, a

Creator.

Thus - to give only two examples out of the many

contained in Judaism - a weekly day of rest, which

originally must have been perceived as being not only

advantageous but also necessary for man to preserve his

health, is "sold" by an inspired Moses as having been

demanded by God; and, in particular, as being pleasing

to God. The Shabath Institution brings home also a very

important social message: it makes man realize that his

servants too are human beings; that they too are endowed

with rights equal to his own. In a similar sense also

the New Year Festival is endowed with a double purpose

and meaning: it is not only the festive beginning of the

new year, but also an Institution by which man is induced

to aware of the gratitude he owes to the Godhead for

everything he has and for whatever he has gained.

From the the first days of mankind's advancement into reasoning

beings, as I mentioned already, religion has made it one of its tasks

- one which originally may well have been its main and only purpose

- to explain the ongoings in nature; to explain in particular the floods,

the earthquakes and the other natural disasters which primitive man

had to face; and to find a reason for the catastrophes he had to suffer,

by postulating as the causative and responsible instance a superior

and supranatural, mostly hostile, power which to reconcile had to be

man^s constant and sincere endeavour.

The duties man thought imposed on him by the Powerful Being, was

most likely the Observation of certain basic ethics: the providing for

the needs of his family; the guarding the safety of those under his
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protection; the showing of proper respect to the eiders of his tribe;

the conducting himself ethically towards the other members of his

immediate clan.

From the onset myths were introduced; and in due course fables were

added. They served the original religion as the tools with which to

fortify its borders. They were the creations of those many biblical

and historical, mostly self-appointed leader figures, we admire today;

and in whom we perceive inspired and guided men.

In the course of humankind's further development also the ioriginally

narrow limits of the religion ^s realm experienced a steady enlargement.

The myths themselves were now made to incorporate - and finally to

represent - the absolute truth. The religious guidelines - and therewith

also their purpose - were extended. The limits of all that which the

Divinity conceded as permissible, were outlined in exact word and

sentences; in clearly and precisely defined terms, It was clearly and

unambiguously stated which deeds earned benefits and which merited

punishment. The deviations and contraventions were given the name *^Sin"*

They were sins against Divinity itself which was now called God, For

every type and degree of sin the ränge of divine punishments was

codified. And in most instances the kinds and forms of punishment were

announced in harsh and often gruesome terms, Based on, and in addition

to these absolute and unchangeable divinely ordained commandments and

laws, the spiritual and wordly leaders thought it necessary - and

certainly so because they saw it as their duty - to issue additional

directives of their own, specifically regulating the behaviour of the

humans not only in their own Community - the social group which in itself

and a priori represented the realm of all religious worship - but also

in the wider society around them on which they had or hoped to have

influence.

The Statements, laws and guidelines issued by the

religious* founders were in most every instance explicitely
made to refer - symbolically as well as practically -

not only to the Community of the faithful, but also to

human society in general, Durckheim goes even further
in his demand for a wider horizon. "God and religion belong
into the realm of the social sciences", he says.

With these preliminaries stated, I shall continue to enquire: has

over the thousands of years man 's scientific knowledge advanced to such

a degree; has man 's cultural evolution progressed to such a degree;

has man's morality developed to such a degree, that his fears and his

/
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reasoning, his conclusions and endeavours differ from those of his

primitive progenitors ? What does today^s mankind - whether educated

or not, whether primitive or advanced, which believes it is entitled

to think itself so much superior to early man - understand under the

"concept religion'' ? What underlies our own acceptance of, and our

personal Submission to, the teachings of religion ?

Most of US have undoubtedly developed personal views in this respect;

but there are also generally valid and accepted - and commonly agreed

to and practiced - basic views which are meant to define what mankind,

civilized mankind at least, understands as religion.

•

Those who object to religions in general; who decry the postulations

of religion; who refute the very basics of religion, usually direct

their arguments against the predominance - or even the inclusion - of

myths into the religious Systems. It is a fact, however, that myths

are a main ingredient of every religion. Quasi a sine qua non of every

religion. They play an important role in the way a religion is presented

and explained, taught and propagated. They are indispensable for the

introduction of a religion's historic background; and no less also for

the safe anchorage of its theological structure. After all: is not

the cementing cohesion of all history nothing but a more more or less

artifically produced, cohesive series of self-serving myths ?

However, be that as it may: all these objections I have mentioned;

all these secondary additions and decorations which may at times have

disturbed me, do not diminish my respect for the demands and purposes

of religion; for the rules and principles of religions in general; and

in particular for all the old-time religious institutions which - while

they search to solve mankind 's problems and ills with the help of the

religious Systems - had pointed to human weaknesses and character defects

as being mainly responsible for these. I do not even mind the teaching

and preaching of so many "of these religious belief Systems, that whatever

ails man is only curable with the whip at best; or will otherwise be

put an end to by death.

Humanity needs religion for its survival. Man needs religion as

his guiding star. Man needs religion to which he can return when in

distress. With the help of religion man can return to himself when

feeling lost; when he faces the threat of foundering and needs an anchor.
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''Return to what you are; return to who you are; return
to where you are", goes a song of Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach,

As it is, man never proper ly understands the time in which he lives;

and religion may bring him some needed understanding, With the best

of will I cannot imagine how man can fathom his personal future; how

he can face his responsibilities, without availing himself of the

assurances and consolations which only a "eligion can offer; without

religion giving him a sense of his being; and without submitting himself

to some kind or other of religious guidance by which to be led through

the uncertainties of modern life.

•

In Order for human society to function properly it

needs religion. "There is no known society without a

religion religion has given birth to all that is

essential in society", said Durckheim.

Religion is not the Torah nor the Qu 'ran nor the New Testament.

Religion is the living essence and the energy source of daily life but

is above the commonness and the pettyness of daily life. And the basics

from which that essence and energy derives are incorporated in the Torah

and in the Qu'ura and the New Testament. These values remain eternally

undiminished values, but their formulation has always to be renewed

and their application to man 's daily life have constantly to be checked.

Whereas human thought, and man 's understanding of

abstract thoughts, are ultimately and universally
metaphorical, the founders of new religions discard only

the old metaphors and Symbols, rites and allegories, in

Order to replace them with a new set of metaphors and

Symbols, rites and allegories.

However, it has to be pointed out that religion is surprisingly

not in itself, nor within the circle of its adherents, a unifying factor.

This has been made evident by the monotheistic religions who separated

from Judaism, viz:- Christianity and Islam. But this phenomen has

occured also within the individual religions, as the many divisions

in Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism etc. show.

In consequence of these inner-religious and inner-communal hostile

trends which again and again become manifest, apparently new religions

are regularly created. I nearly said "invented". In truth they are

never "new". It usually means only, that sects and cults are introduced

or added whenever a religion undergoes a schism or undergos some kind

of reform. These newly created sects and cults are always built on

the old, on the existing religion from which they derive; and they only
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affirm in different words, and with different ceremonials and rites,

the objectlve values and the fundamental validity of the ethical

teachings of the religions into which they have been turned«

The essentiality of religion for the wellbeing of man; the value

and significance and value of the religions in general; the value and

importance of religion in the harmonization in the human society of

spirituality with materialism, is shown by the fact that at no stage

in history has there ever been the demand or a proposal to abolish the

religions.

Except for mankind's recent history, this Statement holds true.

We are all aware, that in our life-time Communism has made every effort

to totally eradicate all which even resembles a religion. But in reality

it has only replaced the existing old-established religions by another

far less effective, and certainly less durable, religions System. That

is to say, with socialism and communism. These twin belief-systems

are still alive in many parts of the world, it is true; but they could

only survive the collapse of the Soviet Empire because the promises

and assurances they offer; and because the remedial approach to man 's

needs they have taken, are dressed in the now finally and totally

disproved political-economic theories, which the still surviving

socialist and communist theoreticians and politicians offer in what

for all practical purposes are the trappings of a religions System.

Another factor, which has for so long facilitated the Socialists'

and Communists' attempts to replace the traditional religions belief

Systems, was their adopting psychological and cleverly rationalized

ideas to make science one of the pillars supporting their ideological

platform.

Religion - whatever its form and tools - will always have a place

in human society, because mankind needs religion as a medium for the

establishment and maintenance, the Validation and justification of a

firmly rooted moral code. And religion is no less also essential to

serve as a solid platform for the ethical Standards mankind has been

made to adopt. Without the benefit of religion mankind would not have

developed into rational beings; would not have formed into social

communities; would not have been guided by ethical demands.

Considering what I have said so far, it should make us apprehensive

that religions are endangered today. The more so, as their survival,

or effectiveness at least, are nowadays not so much in jeopardy - nor
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had this been the case often also in the past - by outside threats or

by human indifference, as by the spiritual leaders* unfitness to serve

as suitable role modeis; by the spiritual leaders' disregard of, and

their lack of proper understanding for, man 's inborn urge to progress

to a higher level of understanding, of comprehension, of being. Religion

is too valuable to be left to rabbis, popes and maulvis.

Far be it from me to deny, that there are a large number of those

who are dedicated appointees to religious leadership; but few among

them are cut from the kind material out of which mankind's spiritual

guides can be made.

There is no religion without a set of rituals and ceremonials;

but it is if not unethical at least fatuitous - and ultimately dangerous

- to make rituals central to a religion; and to make ceremonies of

essential value in a faith System. And worse still it would be to impose

them on reluctant others.

Man needs a ''religious program" in and for his life. He is born

with a spiritual vacuum. He will go on harbouring this vacuum - at

least partially - all through his life, unless he allows religious

perceptions to fill this vacuum, But mankind as a whole; or a Community

or a Society of men; or even the isolated individual, may need today,

for the same reasons as in the past, a new approach or directive; a

new presentation or representation; a change in the formulation or a

different Inspiration; a changed definition and Interpretation, of the

essence of what is the essence of religion; of what religion means to

man; of what religion demands of man.

Our actual society is not better off than those which
preceded ours, None of us is immune from such a need.

In our time, no less than was the case in times past,
^ such remodelling and reinterpretation may be needed to

fill in the spiritual vacuum perceptively forming in our

society. If this is not undertaken now, all that religions
have taught so far; all that ethical guidance the religions
have imparted so far, will lose their meaning and their
effectiveness,

My words of warning should not be taken to refer only to the Jewish

People; they apply to no less an extent also to human society in general.

The fading away of the religious impact on society and Community

was one of the reasons why the Enlightenment had such a deleterious

impact on the Jews; why it can be referred to as an example of what
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is going on today; and why it should be taken as a warning of what

threatens jewish survival: when Enlightenment removed the restrictions

which for so long had chained down the Jews into a humble existence,

the liberated Jews lost no time to escape from the suffocating ghettos.

^Vhen Haskara - the jewish Enlightenment - was born,

Secularist Judaism rejected religion as the determining

factor in jewish identity. And when it was replaced by

jewish nationalism in form of Zionism, the Jews had to

face an identity crisis.

And because they did value their inherited traditional treasures

less than the incomlng cultural wave, they divested themselves also

of the essentials of their religion. This misplaced eagerness landed

them in a spiritual vacuum. They began to assimilate and to merge with

the gentile world. And soon they disappeared into the gentile world.

•

Again, this is by far not an exclusively jewish

experience. The Christians too were similarly affected.

When under the impact of the Enlightenment Christianity

lost a considerable part of its mystical aura and of its

sacred nimbus, many of its former ly fervent followers

abandoned their churches in large droves; or they turned

to the cults which began to sprout in ever larger numbers.

Enlightenment 's grant of freedom of expression; and the reduction

in the power of the Church, greatly removed the restrictions which had

in the past been imposed on attacking the religions' influence on human

Society. I was intrigued to learn of Sigmund Freud 's disappointment

when he realized, that the spiritual developments he had expected from

Enlightenment had not mai:erialized in the course of last two centuries.

Let US keep in mind, that although Freud 's therapeutic approach

may not be "modern" anymore, his philosophy is as valid as ever. Freud

had hoped, that the era of Enlightenment would bring about the demise

of all the religions; that reason would win over what he designed as

"superstition"; that " the infantile Illusion of religion" would

be overcome, as he wrote. To him all religions and their teaching were

neurotic relics, left-overs from mankind's past. He suggested that

the time had come to replace - with the rational Operation of the

intellect - the effect which religions have on the repression of man's

normal reactions.

"Religion is an attempt to master the sensory world

in which we are situated, by means of the wishful world,

which we have developed within us as the result of

biological and psychological necessities. But religion
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cannot achieve this« Its doctrines bear the imprint of
the times in which they arose, the Ignorant times of the
childhood of humanity. Its consolations deserve no trust

it is due to the neurosis which individual civilized
men have to go through in their passage from childhood
to maturity", Freud wrote in his "New Introductory Lectures
to Psychoanalysis".

Freud did not live to see that Marxism-Communism - which shared

his view about religion - failed in the end. It might have interested

him to learn of - and to analyze - the movements which have entered

the world's arena, like the "Born-Again-Christians", Zionism, Reform

Judaism and so many other new religion-like currents, which know how

to ad just to the changed demands; which perpetuate with new perspectives

and in changed form the expectations without which mankind would be

lost.

I can easily identify with Jacques Manitain's explanation
- in his "Freuiiianism and Psychoanalysis, A Thomist View" -

of the motivations which had led Freud to his negativistic
attitude: "..,at the bottom of Freudian met?.physics there Is

the resentment - as Freud himself has explained - of a soul
insulted and humiliated since child-hood; a resentment, as
it seems, against human nature itself".

It is more and more observed today, that intellectuals
of this nature and other secularists have a very superficial
understanding of religion. They see themselves intellectually
strongy anchored and think they do not need religion to face
life and its problems.

To prevent any misunderstanding from filtering in; -lo offer a better

comprehension of much of what I have expressed so far, I consider it

wise if not necessary, that I amplify what I have written so far with

a few sentences in which I give my own view and idea of the way religions

have developed in the course of history.

Religion, as I have already outlined, implies; and its formation

is dictated by, the belief in a primal, undefined, threatening authority

somewhere in space; which authority has granted certain Substitutes,

selected from among the people on earth, the right to exert authority

on its behalf. These human authorities were spiritually powerful

individuals who spoke and acted in the name of that super-natural power.

Regularly times did happen; regularly situations did develop; and

regularly circumstances did arise, when these human Interpreters - mostly

zealous men of spiritual power, foresight and Intuition - sensed that

the prevailing religious System in whuch they were engaged had become
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intellectually inadequate; that it had somehow turned emotionally

sterile; that it did no more meet the needs of the times; that it did

not anymore fit the conditions of the current life; that it was

contradicted by the intellectual advances which had occurred since the

faith's last evolution or mutation; that it had become the object of

ridicule in face of the up-dated scientific progress. In short: these

Spiritual and intellectual leaders found that for all these and more

reasons the religious faith in its actual form was no more effective.

They became reformers. They took it upon themselves to re-organize

the prevailing religious System. They introduced the reforms and

alterations they thought appropriate and fitting to the changed timc^s

and the changed population. They told their peoples - usually and

honestly and effectively, I am sure, they believed this themselves -

that a Divine Power had appointed them to add to, or to fundamentally

reshape, not the basis but the formulations of the religion as practised

at that period. By introducing a new imagery enriched with new myths;

or by producing new legends woven around newly reported miracles, they

produced not a totally new religion in content, but a totally new

religion in appearance only.

To some degree, and with various results, attempts have at all

times been made at secularizing, at reforming, at rebuilding an existing

religion. Such attempts have invited innovations in nearly all the

religions now or at any time in existence; they have introduced new

religious traditions; they have created new religious organizations.

This was the case when Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism splintered off

Brahmanism; and this was the case when Christianity and Islam were

created out of Judaism.

It is in my opinion amply demonstrated by the material
and in the rites of even the religions still practiced
in our times, that none of the new sets of spiritual
leaders and reformers could have had much respect for
the intelligence of their people. They must also have
taken special care of, and have calculated into their
reforms, the asocial tendencies of the people above whom
they exerted influence and possibly even absolute power.

However, in all these reformed religions; behind their newly created

facades; and in the transpiring conceptions of the reformers, the true

ethic values of the original, inherited religious tradition are always

detectable as the skeleton over which the skin of the newly formulated

religion had been draped. This is the reason why - next to the basics

common to all ethical religions - also so many similarities can be
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detected in their ideology and theology, their mythology and symbolism

The religious basics which are evidenced; the human 's spiritual

wellbeing which is purposed; the commentaries which had been introduced

as explanations; the mythological adjuncts which serve as examples;

the psychological and theological approach which were used in the

religion's presentation; the interwoven threats and the threatening

language which are used, were of course formulated and added, because

they were thought appropriate to the time in which they originated.

We have, therefore, to see a religion's structure within its historic

context; and hence we have to ad just our judgement accordingly. It

is useless, as well as senseless, for us today to ridicule - even to

discuss and criticize - whatever religion's adjuncts and wordings from

our own point of view; within our own ränge of education.

This would be as inappropriate and even senseless,

were we to discuss, criticize and bemoan today - from

our actual point of view and in the light of today 's

conceptions - the methods used by the explorers who, some

two hundred years ago penetrated the African continent;

and the conclusions archaeologists drew a hundred years

ago from their excavations in Greece or Palestine,

I propose to enlarge on this theme in the Coming chapter; but at

this point I want to raise the question, whether a State and a nation

as such can be identified with a religion. Specifically : whether an

individual can maintain that he belongs to his people and his nation

without also identifying with its predominant religion.

In the jewish context the problem is not solved by insisting that

State and religion should be totally separated. A Separation between

State and religion is possible, acceptable and practical with respect

to the Christian religions. Indeed in most countries the religious

institutions are separated from the State. But - it is my firm

conviction - in Israel and for Judaism a Separation of this nature and

in this sense is impossible. Neither can this be the case in islamic

countries. Judaism and Islam cannot be compared with the Christian

religion to this effect.

I would go even further and say, that in Judaism such a Separation

would be impossible; that it would be a contradiction. The jewish

religion is a national religion. It is bound to a specific people.

Whatever goes on in Israel; and whatever happens among to Jews in the

Diaspora, cannot be separated from jewish nationalism and from the Jews

as a religious unit. But Judaism is not a racial religion. Although
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Judaism is an accident of birth, a convert to Judaism becomes a member

of the Jewish People. In Israel a convert can became a jewish national.

But can the 40 000 strong Community of Black Hebrews
who, after the last World War sel.tled near Dimona, become
real Jews ? Have they the rights accorded to all converts
to Judaism ? They may not be able to claim such rights
if they insist on having descended from the original
Israelites and of having, therefore, no need to
convert to Judaism.

And this applies also to the 200 000 Afro-American
Jews in America, made up of mixed marriages, converts,
ethiopian Jews and descendants of other afro-jewish sects,
Hebrew Israelites and descendants of freed slaves wh
converted to the religion of their jewish masters.
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18.

How I Interpret the religions' history.

Another excursus

.

While I develop in 'ih'.s chapter still further, and in greater

detail, my id^^as about our i'ivolv.-iment with religion; and while I attempt

to outline my personal Weltanschauung about the place religion has to

be given in the fate and destiny of mankind, it will be unavoLdable

that I repeat much of what I fia/e already said, written and explained

at other tiiaes and in the preceding chapters. T do not mind doing so

for the sake of offering a more compa.-^ted exposition.

It is my contention - as T outlined a short while ago - "hat the

rea.son why most all the religions have so m ich in common, is not only

because they fit into ".he comjnon definitlons of "ihe meaning and purpose

of a religion; not only becaase they all have the altimate aim to help

man achie/e a better life and mankind a higher le/el, but also - and

prima -ily so - because they originate from a common root^ from a common

original religion whici I will call an "TJr-religion". This original,

simple aid plainly organized religious systeia, embraced by wha": -^^e may

conf Identially describe as the first orgaiized human Community or society

of men and women, had most likely all the specific characterist Lcs and

aspects of a religion, viz:- it was a belief system contained in a frame

of rites and rituals, myths and symbolisms. This religious belief System

certainly laid stress on the ethic values with which mankind had been

entrusted by virtue of Lts elevation above all other liviig beings;

ani it certainly knew of th.-^ moral directions and co:iman.-s which a

religion unequivocally Orders hunanklnd to follow.

It is this nucleus w^ich has never disappeared from the make-up

of all religions. It is the sine qua non which all religions have in

common. It feel certain, that were I to set out to filter the true

essence and :he ethical fundam:intals from all the religions which have

provided guidance and consolation in the past; and which continue to

program their religion-clad moral social guidelines at present, I ^ill
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discover ^N^hat T Icnew since long: that all religioas have this very same

original essence, these very same hasi": values in common.

I fia/e iio doubt, that the irieas T am expressiig here cannot be

new; that they cannot be original; ",hat they are not singularly my own;

that there a^e and have beea many anong the philosophers and historians

of religion past and present, who huve beon thinking along the same

lines. Rat while I Start from the firm conviction, that mankind's entry

into this planet's history; that man's steady development into his actual

complex biological being; and that man 's anique and exclusive endowment

with intellectual and spiritual qaalities, have been divinely intend^d;

and whereas I beli.eve that manklnd's progress has always been - and

will always be - divinely supervised, I do not base my hypothesis on

the often recited, and undoubtedly true, fear which primitive man had

of the unknovm; on his dread of the ".hreatening dangers; on his nistrust

of unfriendly nature. I Start from, and base myself on, the certainty

that, when the pre-human race -^^as given the go-ahead to develop into

homo sapiens, it was provided - along with the injection of a definite

and slowly oam its developing developing set of ethlcal and spiritual

faculties - also with the definir.e and clear-cut divine directions,

how it has to live in accordance wi'ih its ^.mplanted ethical and spiritual

qualitieM.

And it is in addinion my belief, that only the direction was given

to man; that h'i was not forced to stay on a specLfically prescribed

path; that his path was not closed in by high walls; that it was left

to him to chose the paths on which to proceed. In other words: along

with the basi^. ethical demands uncompromisingly made on him, man had

been granted the free will to direct his steps; to develop in any

direction he liked. ^e was even granted to decide for himself whether

he wanted to remain in the direction defined for him.

Man was entrusted with the responsibility for what he did or dil

not do. Tt was and is left to man to decide for hi:iself, what kind

of life he wants to lead ; whether he wants to live in close conformity

with the divine demands; whether and how he forms a mutually compatible

existence with the men and wonen in his Community or of h;,s society.

T shall nov/ - where necessary at leagth - add to

what I ha*/e already touched apon in the previous chapter,

vi;^:- how I thiak mankind developed further along the

above defined guidelines; h-jw I visualize the history

of the religions; how I imigine the development of the

many religions past and present; hov and why I can detect
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in every religion past and present a thr;^ad at least of

the original ethical directives which mankind had been

given.

These threads have regularly l^d me back to one aad the same original

religion - the one 1 have labeled the "Ur-religion^' - which was made

up of a set of fundamental ethical commandments and rales of conduct.

T^ro.ii time t ) time variations - demanded by adaptions to cli.natic and

historical changes; or by indiviiual and psychologi'^,al differences -

v/ere added; and the Ur-religion couLd go on fulfilling the needs and

directing the life of early man. In the coarse of time, ho\/e/er, some

kind of an inertia must have .developed in this, generally prevailing,

primordial religious System, either because its effectiveness on the

people had become less; or because it had been o'herwise rendered

lifele.'3s; or because it had been made ridlcalous by the e^^cesses or

the immorality or the üshonesty or the intellectual inferiority of

their presiding spiritnal leaders. Warned by tiiese developments; and

aroused by the *:hreat of dangers ensuing therefrom, men of intellectual

strength and spiritnal Inspiration arose from time to time - reformers,

philosophers, prophets - who introduced the changes they thought were

necessary; or made the additions whi.ch they thought would be adequate.

All the religions "in practice" today - T subnit - date back to,

and have derived from, that original source; and they all have acquired

their specificity and their indiv Lduality through such a process.

#

I believe we are offered in Genesis 6:1-4 the

background to such a deteriorating process in the simple

ethic rules wir.h whJ.ch original maikiid had been inbued.

There was general disregard for even the simplest moral

rules of conduct. There was, the Bible reports, sexual

involveme^nt "of the sons of God vith the daughters of

Man". And God had decided - we are told - "...to blot

out man whom I have created".

Noah the only righteous man of his time was chosen to survive, along

with his frimily, and to create a new mankind. The Rible presents him

as a righteous, godfeariig :nan. He proved his ability to rebuild mankind

by taking apon himself the certainly arduous task by caring for and

feediig the large number of animals in his ark. By virtue of his

persistance in bui Lding the ark, notwithstandiag the ridicule h'i was

e;iposed to by the people living nearby, he is turned tnto a typical

Zadik, ioe, a man whose actions and example help to save mankind.

The biblical narrative of his salvation is followed by the

codification of the simple set oF denands made now on the already more

complex Society which was to grow from Noah 's family. All indicati.ons
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are, that it was most likely ^Iready a more complex society with a higher

set of Standards, and possibly a more sophisticted culture with a more

advanced percoption, than the original group of simple and primitive

men and women which had perished in ^he Flood.

4

However, to prevent pos':erity from elevating and

venera ting Noah as i model saint, he is shovy^n in a few

psychologically very adapt sentences - and in line with

the "policy" of the Rible - as a piain human beiag affected

by human \/eaknesses.: no sooner had he returned to the

dry land, than he plants vineyards, gets drunk on wine,

and in his drunkenness "exposes hlmself'\

The original Noahide guidelines of what is d^mmded of man, are

reflected, and are demanded, in every religioa: that it be a priori

an ethical reli.gion; that Lt teaches the ineffable na 'iure of God ; that

it sees the Universe as a divine creation; that it perceives mankind

under constant »iivine supervision; that it formr^ the Channels along

which God is in relationship with man.

Historians continue to be on the never tirlng outlook to find

archaeological and other evidence for the T^loodc However, it does not

mitter in this context whether such an all-destructive fLood had indeed

happened or not. Rut this legend undoubtedly reflects an ancient memory;

namely the memory of a calamitous, of an overwhelning disaster-.

#

The legend of a ^lood which destroyed :he entire
civilization then in existence - possibly in the va!ce

of d huge rneteor strlking the planet - is not restricted
to the biblical account. Neither are the legends of the

su^vival of a Noah-like person who is the starting point

of a new wor Ld on the planet earth. Nor are those of

a divine demand for a minimal set of ethir:s henceforth
to be fo Llowed by mankind, Legends similar to that of

Noah and the Flood are mentioned in the mesopotamian,
akkadian and other ancient literatures; as well as in

indian and greco-roman folklore.

The TIr-religion entrusted to Noah was made up of piain and simple

principles. They were what todayVs theologians define as the "Noahide

Laws". These laws embrace the /ery elementary and nost uncomplica'ied

duties imposed by monotheism, humanism and moralism. They demand respect

for life; abstention from idolatry; suppression of blasphemy; Lnadmission

of thievery. They prescribe the introduction and unhindered Operation

of an orderly jaridical System. They demaid that respect be shown to

whoever does not venera te pagan gods.
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God, the Rible reports, entered thereafter infio a Covenant wih all

living creatures, and with mankind in particular.

By implicatlon and outright symbolism - possibly to keep the m^r^mory,

the causes and the implications of the tremendous natural disaster allve

among the Jews - Noah continued to play a somewhat sigaiilcant role

in the Rible. The Covenaat God made with Noah figures as a symbol of

God's relationship with man.

Howevar, it must be rem.^^mbered that Noah was not the
first and only man with whom Gad mad.^ a covenant of som(3

klnd or other. Adan had been God's first such partner;

ani Abaraham was later blessed by such par*:nership with
God. But, the talmudic rabbis reasoned, neither Adam
no Noah are to be counted because there had not been any
Jews before Abraham appeared on the biblical stage, The
prophets Isaiah and E>3ekiel, on the o'her hand, reason
that Adam and Noah were effectively blessed lik-e was
Abraham.

God promised Noah in the Covenant he made with him, that never again

would there be such a devastating flood. He promised him also, that

whoever of his descendants paid füll obeyance to the simple, divinely

promulgated ethical conduct, was assured of a happy life oa earth.

However, he was not as lenient; nor was he eqaally forthcoming,

towards the J'iwish People to be formed in the future. From them he

dem;-inded far more. When he appointed them his ''special people", he

imposed on them a set of no less than 513 moral comiiandments and

behavioural rules.

That the Bible continued to honour Noah as the

embodyment of a new and defiiito e^a; that it wanted his

impact on the development of religioas aever forgotten;
that it appreciated his undiminishable significance for

Judaism, caa be deducted by the way Abraham and Moses
are depicted as Noah-like figu-res: the first, along with
his fanily, witne.ssed and survived i:he destruction of

Sodom and Gemor.rha; the latter had to pass through the

Red Sea into safety. Also the confinement of Jonah inside

the wale appears to aim allegorically at Noah. The Church

too appears to appreciate Noah 's memory: he is made a

Symbol for Jesus; the dove is nade to represent the Holy

Spirit; and the ritual of baptis.a is m.^ait to symbolize
the purified emergence of a new person. The Ou'ran does

not invest any special symbolism in Noah. He is one of

the prophets in whom Muhammad saw the prototypes for

Moslems to follow and Imitate.

Tie set of piain and simple, of easily understood and followed,

Noahite principles taught by wise men to the first gene-'ations of

restored mankind, I prefer to call the Ur-religion that was instllled
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in early man as a minimum of moral duties and inhibitions. They were

pointed out as essential rules of behaviojr and coexistence v/h'.ch were

essential for that ra-e-nerged mankind to overcome the many obstacles

it had to face in its fighi: for survival.

%

When mankind grew in size and diversity; wh3n it began to populaiie

the various parts of the then kno^/n world, wise and psychologically

finely tjned leaders sarfaced here and there in the various parts of

the then inhabited world, who thoughi: the inherited tradir,ional religion

had become inappropriate to the demaiids and facts in their life; who

were convinced that difcerent approaches vere needed; and who in

consequence set ouc to make additioas to the prevailing religioas System

Or they may evea have decided lere and there, to create a religion that

in content and ritualistic appeared to be a totally differeat belief

System,

#

I take the courage to Interpret in this sense the
legend of the Tower of Babel, where "many languages were
spoken" at the time it was built: viz:- that at this stage
of humankind's development many religions with various
levels of value; and of different degrees of understanding,
though still of the same traditional, basic, ethical
Noahite principles, were in vogue.

I have already pointed out, that the spiritual leaders who formed

neiv interpretations and Images; who created new laws and rules; and

who founded new religions with a new set of myths and Symbols^ appear

not to have feit much respect for their people. Moses may have been

one the earliest leaders in which this is quite evident.

Räch of these leaders appears to have developed his own teaching

method with which he strove to make people understand and accept the

basics of what was to him the essentials of his religious System. The

founders added illustrations; and wove in a pattern of miracles and

legends. Thus it came about, that many variations of the original

religious theme developed. And in time these grew and flourished.

Some of them survived for a long time; others did not prove vital.

But all of them had sprouted from the same tree - and only the fruits

they grew differed from each other. And this process goes on to this

day. It is a constantly flowing stream.

"The old Order changeth, yielding place to new. And
God fuilfills hims^lf in many ways" (says King Arthur
in Tennyson's "Idylls of Kiags"). In other words: "Le
plus ca change, le plus ne rien change pas"

However, some things never change. Some things remain constant.
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Some thiags never change and remain constant because they are facts.

Have I m:ide it sufficiently clear, how certaln I feel certain that

there had boea one Single simple religion - T better say a basic form

of religion - in which the people expressed their bellef; and in which

they exercised their attempts at imagining and understanding; in the

way they formed their image-i of the Divine; aid in the way they

illustrated their myths ? It -r^as, as I imagine, a religion with an

easy approach to understanding by being a religion \/hich was generoas

in its interpretations and allegories. Nature was to the people an

animated part of this world; and in this perspective they could react

emotionally to what they sav and feared. The sun and moon were perceived

as deities - and to this day these two celestial bodies have maintained

a significant role in inythology and legends, in poetry and artistry;

and in the subconscious depths of man.

It Ls accepted that before the Babylonian Exile the

sun was revered; and that sun calendar and not that fixed

accordiag to moon was in use. And it is interesting to

note, that today neither the sun nor the moon play - I

better say do not anymore play - a role in Judaism, except

to the Hassidim who pay some respect to the rising new

moon. This m-ikes me suppose, that there had Deen a time

when Jews were eigaged in cults built around the heavenly

bodies; and that, as these cults had led to idolatry,

they were abolished by the rabbis, the spiritial leaders.

f

When the Sophists, the first school of 'philosophers, made their

appearance around 600 Rv]E, religious expression had still remained on

a primitive, better said on a simple level. The Sophists introduced

a new approach. They related and explained everything in relationship

with nature; and hence they endeavoured to explain man^s duties and

morals in his relatlonship with nature. Historians teach, that it was

at that point in history when science in its proper sease was born;

and when the descriptlon and perceptlon of nature and man were for the

first time introduced in scientific terms. It was also the time when

the various parts of the then civilized world - and ii all likelihood

independently from each other - registered fundamental changes in the

intellectual, social and possibly political spheres of life. Here and

there man 's thinking began to turn methodlcal and critical.

These developments finally brought with thc^m an expansion of

mankind's cultural and spiritual horizon. Most of what the prevailing

reli:>ions had taught until then, appeared now to the educated people
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rather stale, inadequate and inappropriate. That superior sophisticated

layer of inaaklnd cannot but have believed Lt aecessary to make chaages

in the religions they had inherited,

Around that 6th Century RCR - when mankind appeared
to have been at a crossroad in its developmental progress
- Personalities arose apparently everywhere in the then
civilized world, who inLroduced the chaages and reforms
they thojght were needed. Prophets aro.se in Israel. In
Greece the pre-socratic philosophers began to teach,
Zoroastrianism developed in Persia. Confucianiasm arose
in the far Far East. And so on.

The changes which the religions had evolved in the course of time

- starting from that first Noahide baseline - inevitably reflected in

the effect the ensuing reforms and modernizations had on the people,

It vas an inspired adaption to the mentality of the time; as well as

to the people's changed attitude to their environment.

This process is reflected in the changes which occurred also at

various other times in /arious parts of the world, and under various

conditions.

In the following I shall cite some such developmental changes,

'•' In Order to preserve its political and social dominance in their

rapid changing world, Hinduism's ruling Brahmin class interpreted the

Veda Scriptares anew - and to their personal benefit.

They constructed a ^eligious-mythological basis on
which they legislated the creation of four varnas or
castes: the supreme Brahmins; followed ly the Khatryas
or Warriors; followed by ^he Vaisyas or Merchants; and
finally the Sudias or Servants. Howe/er, this religious
social systeia was not acceptable to certain strata of
the intelligentsia. Large sections protested aid finally
separated From Brahmism. Jainism and Budihism with their
own interpretations, philosophy and myths came into
existence.

Notwithstanding the caste System; notwithstaiding the dominaice

in the hands of the Brahmins; notwithstanding the excessive power it

granted to the Brahmins and Khatryas, religious Interpretation and

expression did not remain their sinecure. Nor was it their safeguard.

In the second Century BCE another reformer came to the surface. Manu

was his name. ^'All traditions and Tiisperceived philosophies which are

not found in *:he Vedas produce no reward after death, for they are

founded on death", he preached. He succeeded to have Brahmanism and

Hinduism adapt accordingly.
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* The World of ancient Rome 'cn^w similar reforming currents and

chaagas. Developments occurred which forced the military government

of the Roman T^.mpire to search for an adjustment of the prevailing

religious doctrine to the changes and fluctuations in the intellectual

and political atmosphere; to introduce a new religious perception; to

spread among the people and the peoples a picture of the world in whAch

their kind of rule and rulers would be justified; and ^>rhere the natiois

they doninated would be satisfied with their fate.

4

^^ Also jewish history has changes to report at tha" and at conseqaent

stages in the formulations and presentations of the basics of th-e jewish

religion. These are well documented and therefore easy to follow; but

they never changed, or otherwise affected, Judalsm's essenti^ls and

specifics,

The Prophets of Israel were the defenders and wltnesses of this

unchanged and unchangeable truth. It should not fall to be clear to

US, that the Prophets' ways and modes of speaking - when they disciplined

the people in the name of God for their religious deviations or moral

degenerat Ion; and when in times of danger and need they interv'eaed with

God on behalf of the nation - could not have soinded foreign or stränge

to the people, because the tone in w^hlch they spoke: aid the phraseology

wnich they used, relate to the mode and trend of th-^ times in which

they lived and preached. It may appear to us that they used antLqaated

concepts and Images; but they spoke most likely the way the people spoke;

or at least they spoke in a way the people did not find out of place.

I deem it appropriate to repeat here my advice, that on reading

the Scriptures we better divest ourselves of our present day knowledge

aid :astes, so as not to criticise what may sound to us stränge, or

what we may find unacceptable. The words and terms, the Images and

concepts used in the ancient writlngs fitted well those days aad those

addressed.

To give some of many instances: the Torah teils us
of Balaam's attempts to curse the Israelites. Today he
would have exposed himself to ridicule, but at the time
the Torah was writtei down people very much beliaved in
the efficacy of a curse, The same applies also to the
/alue and effect of a patriarchal blessing. My abo/e
warning embraces also the *^trick" Jacob played on Esau.
All of US will certainly jjdge Jacob's a low and dishonest
way to deal with one's fellowman, especially a brother.
Most of US will agrcje, I ha/e no doubt, that Jacob acted
like a scoundrel - but in biblical times he was jjdged,
to all appearances, a clever fellow.
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* Another fundameatal correction folloved i he changes which developed

in Judaismus cultural-religious sphere: by virtue of the nawly perceived

relationship between mai and God; and In the v/ake of the pries^:s' loss

of power as intermediaries; and due to the openiig of the direct approach

of the Jews to the Divine; and following the increasing size of th3

Jewish Diaspora, synagogues were established wherever Jews lived in

places distant from Jerusalem. However, only prayer Services without

animal sacrifices wece pei «ait^ed in the synagogues. Although sacrifices

remained restricted to the Temple in Jerusalem, this did not dlm'.nish

the value aid the importance of the syaagogues, because the sacrificing

of animals "to please God" had by that time already lost much of that

impact and significaace w^iich had in the past been attributed to it.

Judaism hai already turned into the "Religion of the Bible".

Although following the destruction of the Second Temple the talmudic

Rabbis continued to exhibit a certain progresssive men^ality, they

rejected any re^orm or change of anythag which was based on, or which

could refer back to, the methology originally used in the Bible. Even

though the traditional reasoning and formulating was ased, it ±r, easy

to detect in the Sages' rulings and pronouncements - which have certainly

to be judged progressive in the light of their times - the source of

the progress and the knowledgs?, of the thinking and of the customs,

thanks to which Jewry was kept alive in medieval times.

There was not a time in Judaismus past history, when new theologi':al

and ideological concepts were not added, whenever these were thought

needed. And there was never a time in the long history of the Jewish

People when these changes were not required; when the time was not

considered appropriate; when the people were not thirstlng for such

a form of consolation; and when the existing belief System -vras not

thought insufficient to provida the consolation or hope the Jews needed

to survi/e the never absent st-ress and strain in their existence. For

these reasoa, for instaace the belief in a life after death; the belief

in a .resurrectiioa; the belief in a paradise, came to be taught.

Also the belief In the Messiah, the son of David, surfaced first

in a time of despair; and it continued to survi/e thereafter. It was

born in the wake of the persecutions which the Jews had to suffer during

the 3rd and 2nd centurles RCE. Later on the Church was to identify

with this idea co'Tiple)c; and :o bestow the rank of Redeeiner-Messiah on

Jesus.
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The idea of a divine persoi making its appearance on earth, was

born out of the aeed for con3ola*:ion, E*/en thou^h thls connotation

has now become aa integral pari: of j*3wish belief, the concept of a

Mc^ssiah who briags salvation to the afflicted people is aot a jewish

one, It somehow does aot fit into Judaism's liheology and philosophy.

^od is meant wherevar ineatioa is made of a M^^ssiah-Redeemer in the Bible

or the ^salms; aid whenever an anointed klag is mentioned, it is a living

klag aid vorldly ruler.

Nothing rela*:ing to a messiani': idea is mentioned
in the writings of the Prophets. These spoke of a future
klag but never a redeamer king, Yes, Isaiah prophecised
that "there shall come forth a shoot out of the stoc<:

of Jesse'', bat he clearly meant a human :*uler over a newly
resurrected kingdom of David, vhich will rise upon the

ruins of the idol^troas kingdom in <vhich the Prophet lived.

The Image he perceivc^d of a fature king was not that of

a Messia or Redeemer, but that of an ideal king, Neither
is the ^'Redeemer and Restorer of Jerusalem", whom
Eclesiast LCU3 p^'edicted, a kind of Messiah or a human
being: God himseif is meant to be the Redeemer,

The Book of Daniel introduces the coacept of resurrection but never

mentions the Messiah, The first real and proper messiarilc aspirations

were formalated; and a messianic moveiiient in a proper sease sprang up

only at th(-» ti-ne of the Hasmoneans, i.e. not long before the destractioi

of the Second Temple. The Psal.ns of Solomon, for instaice, a production

of those years, condemned the hasmonean kings as sinners, vho had usurped

David 's throne and did not qaalify as an eveatual Messiah.

'^ We shDuld not think it is a coincidence, that in the 12th Century,

at the dawn of the Renaissaice - the time whea the spiritual world aid

the religious atmosphere v/ere about to uadergo such profound chaages

- mysticism too was revived; that the Kabbala turned into a great

attraction also for the non-jewish intelligentsia and the mystics; and

that the Zoha " came to form the basis from where the Jews could sei:

out to find their owa approach to the up-welling mysticism of their

tLme. This happeaed evea though this form of mysticism - in zoatr.^\t

to the belief in angels - had in the past been aliei aad unacceptable

to the doctrine of Judaism.

Angelogy - the belief tha": ingels are to be found
everywhere; and that t-^ey iater/eae on behalf of man in

t Lmes of need - has always made up an importaat part of
jewish inystic belief. It must have beei a left-over fr m.i

an ancient myth the Jews have carried along as an accepted
aiid ackaowledged ingredient of their kiad »f 'nysticism.

Emperor Asoka of Indla is said to have in the 3rd Century
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BCE seat Bmlssiaries to Israel i:o lavestigate thls

knoA^ledge. The Bible hi-i^s that Enoch vas taken allva

into V ^i'/e;i aad transformsd there iato ai aagel. Patriarch

Jacob prayed to what must have been bis gaa-di-m angel.

* To thls day angels are the vogue: as protectors of

children, as inter iir^diaries aad helpers - e/ea at times

to the excluj>lja of GDd hi.nseif,

'^ Chz-istiaalty howe/er,, which places such great emphasis o. the

siafiilnes3 of manki -i, v/as hardly affec^ed by any of the regulär recuring

ciiltural, scieatifi-: and Ldeologlcal upheavals. If aa a-.looker gets

the i.TipressiDn that the Church has undergone a change, this can at best

have happened to its outer manifestat Ions or pr ^-sentatioas > As a rule

she kwew how to sklllfully draw ad/a ii-.ages from ^v^hatever chan^^t^s she

had to face. But at ao tifne did she alter her ga-*.delines or sla-ken

her discipline, At no t'^U' and for no reason vy^ere Chrisr-.iaas ever*

oranted the expectatlon, that the sense of guilt, plaa^r^^d Into tha heart

by their charches, is .. aore effective; and that i:i dae course the

way ^o salvatLoa will be open t» iine.Ti and all other mortals '.vi'-hDUt

the interventioa of the pr'.c^st.s aad their incease.

^11- :harch has at no stage changed her insistence, that cn mortals

vt^vation is uaavailable ex -pt through the Messiah, ^hom she had created

aad ^hom she is offering as the sine qua nan.

I know t'i.'t had Pascal reasoaed ".,.it is prudent

to bet oa t'ir^ Christian religion, just in case it migat

be true"; but I do l t know who said: "Mundus vult dacipi

- ergo decipiatur".

- With :'ega-d t) religion, the outgoing Midile Ages brj.ijit on a

profound re/ersal in the mind and attitude of all the st rata and classes.

People who lived in the 14::«. aad I5th ceaturies did not anyaare as easily

agroe, aid as docilely sabnit, as before to '>^hat was conveyed to them

"from above", Whatever theii' idacatton or thBir social s ^-.l-
• ;, ^hey

denaided to be J:'c^sented wlth con.irete aid prov.'Jili^ facts. They iasisted

they be shawn /.lea" e/ideace in proof of allf^^^jl facts. Ex cathedra

preaching aad author itatlve teaching did not suffice ".h'.i laymore.

Th- 3piritual guidance, unfei tered ly hearsay and fantasy, a^cered at

the ti.Tie mainly by poeta and manks, found easy ac -ntaaca aad welcome

resoaa.'i- ^ also among tha common people •

But the Church knew how t:» i'-pt to the aeivly developing v/orld =

The sya'- lic tools and spiritual meth »da ahe had over the maay centurie

3. effectively usf»d in presentiag her lessoas aad teachiagi, v;j;':j

;:• cordingly changed aad adapT^l. Vhatever saperstitious bei' :-r n

mi^aclris the coramon people had p-re^i-v-ed or ae^v^ly cultivated, -.yras
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fiirther«Bd and SLren>;::hen3d , the fear of the Devil aid of the .nalicious

spirits v/'jre declared justifie^d and given offi':ial recognüion and

suppjrt, To satisfy the peopleVs ii^raiaed - and ao'\^ proliferating

- preference Fj' visjal inages ins^ead of tlie spoken or VN^ritten ^^-rcds,

the Charch convan'.ently discovered splin!:ers from the Trae Gross, thorns

from Christ Vs .':rowa an:" sli ouds with Jasas' face Talntly i i|'f'inted;

aad exhibii-.Hd them for the veneration of the peop'^^e,, Paintings and

sculptures of the Ho.y Fanily, of saints aai m tyrs wer i .: »mmissloned

aid Tiade avai"? -.ble for :I>ration.

'•^ Muinani'^vi's inter ist in books^ which grew ap in the ::hr:st:ian

»y^orld iliring the •'.'"jth Century, brought on i d r^ply fur^-o^ving religious

uphea/al leadi w to a vide» y velcomed reformat.Ion. The clerics lost

mac : of their po^y^er. Inneres"-, in the S/riptures with their original;

anadiltered chr'is'ian t-'iching, w-i- -enewed. The Church's ritualistics,

and her indulgence in splendours anl l<ixuries, were de.ried, The

sciences were used as a powerful weapon, Mysticism - in the form of

Kabbala and Alchemy - was revlvedc Astronomer^ like Copernicus, Kepler,

Gallieli changed mankind^s view of the world. The existence of God

was doubted. Immortality of the soul was denied.

The Ghurch reacted brutally: Giordano l^runo was burned at the stake.

Th<^ Inquisition was established.

%

'•' In the wake of the political and social changes which occurred

in medi'ival Europe; and when the economy changed from a primär ily

agricultural one to barter and commerce, numerous cities were founded«

Nati-.n-states were formed. The merchants and burghers represnte^d now

the dominating class. A new intellectual atmosphere developed. All

th.ese social changes brought with them also tlie denand for changes in

the form and methods of religious presentation and teachin^.

'•' Wii-.N the Renaissance evolving, religious interests benefii:ed

from the advances in the Sv ien.es; from the progressing unveil.ing of

Natureis secrefzs; and from the sudden flouri -.hing of the arts and of

literature, Ancient greek wrLtine;s were redi'^cov^ired, and arab

philosophy became the object oP intense study.

^'' In the af ermath of the Renaisance, rel igion became a le-:s

powerful, and also ler:s necessary, a le^dium. With the ^ivolvement of

a powerf il newly scientific world a new direction in the preaching of

religion; and d new aspect in the practice of religion, became indicated.
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The contemporary philosoph Hobues, to give an example,
viewed tlie surrounding vorld from a pirely materialistic
angle. He vlenied the duality of spirit and flesh, of
thought and matter, Descartes, on the other hand, ii
his ^^Medit-itions Concerning First Philosophy In Which
God's Existence And The Human Soul 's Dis^ilnction From
The Body Are Demonstrated", broughL a new aspect into
i:he World of scholasticism: by philosophical rather than
theological reasoning he provided spirituality with a

proper place,

''' The Jews of Amsterdam who uncritically believed in - and at all

times strenuously defended - the literal meaning of whnt is written

in the Scriptures, w^.re deeply offended by the new Interpretation, which

their c.ompatriot Baruch de Spinoza (1632-1677) gave to Judaism. Their

unrestricted belief in the absolute truth of the Scriptures - for which

they had been e>:pelled from Portugal and Spaln - never ceased to help,

guido and maintain them, Spim^za^s philosophy, which not only denied

Moses' authorshi[^ -jf the Torah but also refuted the anthropomorphic

view of God given in the Bible. could not b :t shock them. God cannot

be separated from the Universe, Spinoza preached, God is the world

and the world is God. No wonder, that Spinoza was so severely criticized

by iiis Community; and that he was finally excommunicated. Urie . da

Costa, his contemporary, who propagated similar ideas, was also

axc.ommunicated. He committed suicide.

'•' New and profound changes occurred when Eulightenment e-ir ged into

a tlme and world threatened by Stagnation. People were now told, that

there are no gods; that these were - according to Jung - only projections

of something the psychologist fraternity had labeled the subconscious

mind. Reform Judaism and Mordechai Kaplan entered the fr^y; and the

latter declared that Judaism is nothing but a religlous civilization.

Our own Century, given the name of Modern Age, saw
new religions created by schisms forming into sects.
Other cults formed by dressing them up as religious
innovations, e.g. astrology, yogi, Christian Science,
Seien tology and so on. These too can, and many a time
did, take on the character of sects sui generis and the
functions of these.

'•' Whenever in times past circumstances and demands made it necessary

that the principles of a religion be presented in a new form and with

a new insight, humrmkind had as a rule accepted t'ie newly frormulated

guidelines in good faith; and had often even eagerly submiti:ed to the

corrections introduced. But in these our own days, where unlimited

crime and senseless cruelty predominate, it has proved useless and

ineffective to preach morals to the perpetrators; -lo offer them a refuge
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in religion; to try to correct theia; to persuade them to change their

ways; to speak to them of the advantages provided in an ethically

conducted life; to induce them to voluntarily respect the law in futu."e

Sustained efforts have been made along all these lines, but hardly has

there been a positive result. Those who dispense the punishments; and

those who are otherwise deeply involved, confess that they do not know

what other approach to take, They do not know how eise to handle the

Problem.

Everywhere the search goes on for an appropriate
Solution. President Bush thought his "New World Order"
was going to be i:he salvation - but he failed in whatever
he had hoped to achieve. The Newt Gingrich era has not
fared better.

Will a Reformer, a new spiritual leader, a new religious Organizer

arise ? The time is certainly ripe. Nay, this sounds too optimistic

I better say, the sand is running out.
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I have no^ reached the point where I think I can permit myself

to say, that I have pr .vided an eventual reader wit'-i a clear description

of my ideas; that I have - analyzing all the factors I caü. think of

- expressed my belief in the survival of Israel and the permanency of

''udaism, unless

However, I do not intend to close this essay at this stage. While

I was writing the last pages the thought never left me, that I have

not Said enough about the religions - viz:- Judaism, Christianity and

Islam - which so greatly interact in the questions I raise; and that

sora- more knowledge would be required as a proper background.

In the following few chapters I intend to take Oii this task, fully

conscious that I cannot but make a superficial survey.
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First of few additions to v/hat I have written in the previous

chapter, as I think it will complei.e the structure of my hypothesis,

or better round it up

It is the generally accepted view today, that in the very early

stages of mankind no Institution existed which had even approximately

the character of what we call today 'Veligion^' in any organized shape.

Kach of the tribes arid peoples who had settled in what were then the

few inhabitable parts on this planet, had created its own galaxy of

gods and spirits whom they feared and whom they tried to propitiate.

But the fearful and p^werful forces these primitiv/e humans perceived

and dreaded, were in reality and fundamentally born from the same

perception on whic^h our own belief in a Supreme Godhead is based.

For simplicity 's sake I

"God" for what must have b

unfathomable overwhelming
threat. All the early peo

conception of what a Godhe
is to be understood under
to believed of the Godhead
Godhead. And It can furth
that all the early beliefs
have had the same aim and

must also have cultivated

shcill use from now one the word

een to primitive mankind an

power and a nameless unescapable
ples must have had the same

.:d is, does and can do; what
the concept Godhead; what is

; what may be wanted from the

ermore be accepted as likely,

in some superior forces must
purpose; and that all the beliefs
the same values.

In the wciy I picture the spiritual evolution in times past and among

early mankind, there must have come a time, when the inherited and

transmitted conception of the Godhead 's relationship to man was no more

satisfying; when the shamans' and priests' explanations had turned stale;

when it had become insufficient to be still efficient; when the powers

and imagos the leaders had painted of the Godhead failed to appear no

more real and realistic; when the existing belief System could not

anymore offer what the people expected; when the people could not anymore

conceive as true and real the for so long and until then trusted Godhead

their priests and shamans had been depicting to them; when the people

could not relate any more their observations and experiences, what they

themselves saw and witnessed, to what their preachers said; and when

the awareness came to the teachers themselves, that they had failed

to teach and to explain and to illustrate to the masses the basic facts

they could regularly observe around them.

This must have been the decisive stage in history, when new leaders

and reformers. new teachers and prophets arose from among the people
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to provide new explanations and create new Illustration; or to add new

forms and configurations to the traditional faith, This must have been

the time in humankind's evolution and history when new conceptions,

ideas and experiences were incorporated into the prevailing belief

System, creating that which we call "religion". In due course religion

became in its own right a purpose, a fa( t, a System and a faith.

We are wont to think, that since their appointment at Sinai -

if not before - the Israelites knew of one God only. I mean, that they

had an awareness of a Single overwhelming deity in the way monotheism

is original and fundamental in all the gnostic religions. But this

appears not to have been the case. It is more likely, that Monolatry

- the recognition that next to one 's own God also other gods exist and

^re venerated among certain nations - had often, and over long periods,

been the dominant theology among the Israelites,

Before his appointment to the leadership of the Israelites, Moses

must have come into contact with various polytheistic cults and their

manifestations, It must have been Intuition more than reasoning which

had dissuaded him from finding merit in polytheism; and his doubts were

finally dissolved, when an epiphany brought him to finally identify

with monotheism, After he had come to know of One God, he came to meet

also the One and Only God, And this inspired him to know, that without

the specific knowledge of the One God; and that without an unrestricted

trust in the one and exclusive God, the subdued israelitic slaves; and

the future Jewish Nation they were going to father, would have no

existential plank on which to build; would have no ideal for which to

exist; would have to vegel ate without a purpose; and would have to live

without a positive future. Moses turned this Cognition into his life's

guideline, and its propagation his task; and he made it his main interest

to educate the people entrusted to his care.
•

However, al :hough he fought with all the means he had at his

disposal against the worship of foreign gods, he cannot have harboured

the Illusion, that the Israelites' belief in the less severe and easier

approachable gods they had known before; and their faith in the visible

and physically palpable gods they had harboured in their houses, had

been eradicated from the mind of the israelite people; that the galaxy

of gods did not anymore persist in their memory. In his efforts to

educate the people, he excluded all figurative or visible presentation

of the Godhead. He laid instead the greatest emphasis on implanting

into their mind those very Noahide Laws of which he must have learned
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from Jethro, the wise tribal priest, during the years he had spent with

him in the desert.

However, the succeeding centuries were to bring ample proof , that

Moses had not been successful with his education and indoctrination;

that monotheism had not taken root; that the One God was not accepted

as the Only God. Nearly every one of Moses' successors in the leadership

of the early jewish nation had to face the same chronically reappearing

Problem: the people's tendency to relapse into idolatry associated with

polytheism. The prophets and other spiritual leaders had to fight this

aberration again and again, because other gods, faiths and rites had

been able to supercede the faith Moses had introduced. In the wake

of the ever greater contacts with often more advanced neighbouring

cultures; and due to the slackening of the religious zeal in many of

Israelis leaders themselves, idolatry came more often than not to be

practiced among the Jews of the First and Second Temple Periods. Those

who should have served as paradigms failed in their duty. It is, for

instance reported, that King Solomon's foreign wives were allowed to

worship their own gods; and that Prophets waged a.long fight against

the prostitutes who offered their Services within the Temple precinct.

It was only in the 9th Century BCE that monotheism began to truly

assert itself. It was only at that rather late stage in jewish history

that Israelis fight for the predominance of monotheism over polytheism

could at last show an appreciable success. But it took another two

centuries - i.e. until the 7th Century RCE - before monotheism could

finally and definitely claim to have become the established faith of

the Jewish People.

However, another relapse occured at the time the Babylonian Exile

came to an end. Again and for a long time - quite openly and in many

shapes - polytheism wa^ practiced by large sectors of the jewish people.

As in the past Prophets appeared among the Jews when the deviations

were very marked; and it may possibly have been less their threats than

the concurring political misfortunes, following the military, disasters

which brought the jewish nation back to the faith Moses had taught their

forefathers.

Rvery generation since has greatly appreciated the
merits of the Prophets in maintaining Judaism and
sustaining the jewish faith. It can justifiably also
be Said of the Prophets, that they had been instrumental
in introducin^ theology - the science of God and the
reflections about the^ nature of the Divine - into Judaism;
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but philosophy of religion proper - the examination of

God and the problems arising therefrom - remained unknown

in Judaism until modern times.

The heretic Jew who wants us to defend ourselves against his attacks;

the indifferent Jew with whom we have difficulty to approach; the secular

Jew whom we have to wean from his defensive posture while we talk to

him, are most likely all very moral individuals. Räch of them may well

be guided through life by an inner ethical compass. Each of them will

Claim - whether he is conscious of his heritage or not - that his ethical

values owe nothing to Judaism; that he has acquired them by way of his

his profane educatioii; or that he has imbibed them from any source other

than from his jewish background. This explains, why an assimilai-.ing

Jew sees nothing blameworthy in the step he has taken away from Judaism.

All along the path of the Jewish People's advance through history,

evidence of secularism. assimilation and heresy litter the roadside.

At no time was this more blatant than at the end of the Babylonian Exile.

When Cyrus of Persia, the new overlord in Babylon, perraitted the jewish

exiles to return home and to rebuild Jerusalem and the Temple, only

a tiny minority accepted his invitation. The majority ;;referred to

remain in Babylon and to merge with the native population. This must

have had a traumatic impact on the returnees to whom the behaviour of

those who had stayed back - that is the majority of their brethren -

appeared as immoral if not sinful. Bat, fortunately, they appear to

have seen this also as a challenge to their own nationalism. Their

re-awakened nationalist fervour nourished their Jewishness. It formed

the soll where new spiritual movements began to sprout. It nourished

messianic hopes.

But in due course it became also evident, that the nationalistic

wave represented no less also a grave threat, because it fractured the

nation into parties which turned deeply hostile to each other. The

resulting fratricidal strife persisted for centuries. And this grave

inner dissension ultimately invited the Intervention of foreign armies,

which - in the end - brought on the loss of the jewish homeland.

The Jewish People - living through that disastrous overturn of its

fortunes; noticing the weakening of their feeling for jewish values;

and regretting their lack of knowledge of what Judaism is and what it

demands - were exposed to further dangers, when the intelligent, the

educated, the progressive ones among them were sorely tempted by the

influx of the hellenistic culture; when they were attracted by the pagan

ways of life, which foUowed in the footsteps of the invaders.
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The Roman occupation which followed was another, and possibly even

greater disaster for the Jews, for Jerusalem and for the Land of Israel,

The Jews' religious and Intellectual leadership could not find the right

words or reasons with which to explain the series of calamities which

had smitten the Jews; nor could they pro'/ide sufficient consolation

to the disconsolat- people. The general class of people found little

if any consolation in the explantion offered them by the priestly

hierarchy, that the disasters which had overcome'the Jews, viz:- that

the pain and the humiliation the Jews had to suffer, were the divine

punishment for their transgressions throughout the last generations,

The intellectual class, as fa^r as it had not yet emigrated to Alexandria

or Greece, distantiated itself from the common peoples' religious beliefs

and practices, from its problems and difficulties, and sought fulfillment

in the Immersion in, and the adoption of , what the hellenistic culture

had to offer.

This thought of a load of guilt accumulated over generations;

this explanation for the trials and hardship afflicting the Jewish

People; this fear attributed to the knowledge of a causative connection

betweeji the Divine Judge and the treaspassing Jew - it is immaterial

whether this reasoniag was true - has taken roots in i:he minds of the

ensuing Diaspora. All through the centuries the rabbis and Community

leaders have in their writings and discussions explained - I nearly

Said justified - the ever recurring pogroms and calamities with the

sentence "..for our sins and those of our fahhers we are punished "

There was always a time when changi3S became necessary. Political

developmerits, economic conditions, theological arguments, philosophical

trends invited a re-examination if not a re-evaluation. The never

ce^asing discussions among the .-^ages; the often acrimonious d sputes

crmong the rabbiaical schools, brought on a need for some reform here

and there, for different int-^rpretations, for further corrections. The

uninte ruptedly ongoing discussions - kept placidly flowing for the

"sake of maintaining the world on its axis" - went into higher gears

when migratory preachers and kabalistic mystics warned of the Coming

doom and asked for repentance. A wav-e of messianisia pervaded the je^wish

communities. Sects formed and ontire communities withdrew from daily

life - and from reality - to awaJt redemption.


